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PREFACE.

Our Fmsr VOLUME is now before the Public, and our ﬁrst and

most obvious duty is to offer our cordial thanks for the extensive patronage
which our little work has received—a patronage almost, if not entirely
unparalleled in this proliﬁc age of periodicals. Opposed as we were, at
the very commencement of our undertaking, by the dishonourable
artilices of interested individuals ;--and even menaced with the terrors of
the law for a pretended infringement on the titulary monopoly of a

many-headed contemporary, who “could bear no rival near his throne ;"
-our warmest gratitude is due to the numerous friends whose kind
support has enabled us to overcome the obstacles which impeded our
progress, and to construct our unassuming ediﬁce on asecure and lasting
foundation.
Among the various objects comprehended in the plan of the “ Mn

CHANICS’ REGISTER," it cannot have escaped the observation of our
readers, that one of the most prominent has been afaithful report of
the able courses of Lectures delivered to the Members of the LONDON
MECHANICS’ INSTI'i‘U'1‘ION; and our friends may also have observed,

for some time past, a very considerable improvement in this department
of our labours. We may, however, avail ourselves of this opportunity
of stating, that we have heard, though very rarely, some objections
started against the insertion of the Lectures.

We have been told that

they communicatelittle information that may not be acquired by referring

to an Encyclopedia, or to the various works devoted to the illustration
of the different sciences.

The futility of this objection is obvious; and

we would ask in reply, how many among the thousands who can alford
to pay three-pence a week for our publication, have an Encyclopedia in

their possession, or have the means of consulting the scientiﬁc works
alluded to?

The fact is, that the purchasers of thc Rnmsrnn, at a very

triﬂing expence, are supplied with treatises upon the whole circle of the
sciences in succession; and we need only add, that the few instances in
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which objections have been advanced against the Lectures, are so greatly

outweighed by a whole host of testimonials in their favour, that we are
furnished with the strongest motives for persevering in the performance
of this part of our duty.

To the numerous correspondents who have obliged us with communi
cations, we return our sincere acknowledgments, and we invite the

attention of MECHANICS in general to our miscellany, as an eligible

medium for making known to the public any beneﬁcial invention,the
knowledge ofwhich they may wish to disseminate as widely as possible.
T0 the suggestions of the humblest Artisan, as well as to the more

ﬁnished efforts of the man of scientific experience, our pages will always
be open, and in the selection of those communications, which are best

adapted to the design of the work, we shall endeavour to exercise a
proper discrimination, and to encouragethe efforts of incipient genius, by
avoiding the appearance of unnecessary fastidiousness.
'

In conclusion, we would beg to apologize for the numerous defects,

which criticism may discover in the present volume; but we hopeto

‘mitigate its severity in some degree by candidly confessing our faults,
and promisihg future amendment.

Some of these defects are attributable

to the want of experience incident to a new publication, and others to the
obstacles we have had to encounter; but as the conduct of our little bark

has been recently entrusted to a more assiduous pilot, and arrangements

have been made for the introduction of considerable improvements, we
trust that the liherality of our readers will induce them to treat our

inadvertent errors with leniency, and to accept opr assurances that
J€r‘y exertion will be made to render the forthcoming volumemore
deserving
of their' patronage- than
the
present.
~‘
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BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR

‘

OF

GEORGE BIRKBECK, M. n.
Couscrons of our inability to do justice to the high character and extensive scientiﬁc
attainments of the distinguished individual who is the subject of the present memoir,
and apprehensive that, by those who have not the honour of being personally acquainted
with him, we may be suspected of using the language of ﬂattery, we approach, with
considerable diﬂidence, the task of gratifying the laudable curiosity of our numerous

subscribers, by presenting them with a biographical sketch, and tracing the steps by
which he has reached his present eminence in the scientiﬁc world.
DR. Buumncx was born in the year 1776, at Settle, in Yorkshire; and was the

youngest son of William Birkbeck, Esq , an eminent banker and merchant of that
place.

In his earliest years, he discovered a decided predilection for mechanical pur

suits, and was fond of frequenting different workshops, and attempting to use the work
men’s tools, whenetrer an opportunity presented itself. Even during his childhood, he
was anxious to assist the children employed in a cotton-mill which had been erected in
the neighbourhood, for the purpose of examining its complicated machinery, and
endeavouring to discover the movements by which its operations were accomplished.
He was placed at a school,in the village of Newton, near Lancashire, at the age of

eight years, and in this establishment he studied arithmetic, and obtained the rudiments
of those classical acquirements which were subsequently enlarged by the assistance of
competent tutors. After remaining here till be attained the age of fourteen, the
development of his natural powers was entrusted to Mr. Dawson, of Sedbergh, a
gentleman who, from the humble condition of a shepherd, had, by the persevering
eﬂ'orts of his own talents, attained considerable celebrity as a mathematician. Under

the able tuition of Mr. Dawson, he continued his mathematical studies with indefatigable
attention, and his improvement was such as might have been anticipated from the

strength of his abilities and thezeal with which he devoted himself to their cultivation.
At the same period, he studied the Greek and Latin languages, under the direction of
Mr. Foster, of llebblethwaite Hall,a scholastic relative, with whom he then resided,and
besides acquiring a competent knowledge of the elementary branches of mathematical
science, he extended his inquiries to ﬂuxions, and the principia 01' Newton.
Having become acquainted with Dr. Garnett, who had also been one of Mr. Dawson's

pupils, his own inclination, and the advice of the Doctor, determined him to devote his
attention to the study of medicine, and after remaining some time with Dr. Garnett, he
pursued his pharmaceutical inquiries, under the tuition of Mr. Logan, of Leeds; and at
the age of eighteen, he quitted Leeds for Edinburgh, at which place he joined the

Royal Medical Society. At Edinburgh he continued his medical studies during one
winter, and passed the next in London, where, as a pupil of the late Dr. Baillie, he
practised dissection, for the purpose of increasing his knowledge of anatomy. In the
metropolis he also attended Dr. Fordyce’s lectures on the practice of physic, and those
of Dr. Pearson on the science of chemistry.
On his return to Edinburgh he joined the Society of Natural History, and at the

commencement of the ensuing session, the members of that Society evinced their
estimation of his talents by electing him to the chair; and a similar honour was con.
ferred upon him, about the same time, by the Royal Medical Society.
The celebrated mathematician, Professor Robison, delivered a course of lectures on
natural philosophy during the summer of the year i797, and the deep interest which
these lectures excited in the mind of Dr. Birkbeck led to an intimacy, which was of
essential service to him in his philosophical researches. He was also fortunate enough

to obtain the friendship of Dr. Thomson, professor of militar surgery in the University
of Edinburgh. and of John Allen, Esq., an able lecturer on t e animal economy, and
the present Master. of Dulwich College. He subsequently acted as chnical clerk ‘to
I
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the distinguished Professor, Dr. Rutherford, and eagorl availed himself of this impor
tant opportunity of extending his practical knowledge 0 the medical and other sciences,
while his powerful talents were still furﬂrer cultivated by his intimacy with many other

individuals of eminent philosophical attainments, among whom may be enumerated
Drs. Brown and Leyden, Mr. Horner, Professor Wallace, Mr. Reddie, and the dis
tinguished ornament of his country, Henry Brougham, Esq., who was at that period, a

student at Edinburgh.‘
In the early part of the fourth uinter which he passed in Edinburgh, he was a
second time elected, by the spontaneous votes of his fellow students,as one of the
Annual Presidents of the Royal Medical Society. This circumstance afforded a striking
proof of the estimation in which his talents were held, as it was very unusual for one

individual to be twice appointed to that distinguished oﬂice. Towards the termination
of this session, he published a chimico-physiological dissertation on the blood; and
after passing through the usual examinations in a manner highly honourable to himself,
he was admitted to a degree in medicine.
Dr. Birkbeck was soon afterwards informed, in a communication which he received
from his friend, Dr, Garnett, that the latter had been appointed Professor of Natural

Philosophy in the Royal Institution of London, and that, as he was about to resign the
situation of Professor to the Andersonian Institution at Glasgow, he had put Dr. B. in
nomination as his successor in that oﬂice. As soon as it was known that he had con
sented to become a candidate, the high reputation which he had obtained by the com

manding talents he was known to possess, secured his election by a triumphant majority;
and in the month of November, 1799, being then about 22 years of age, he delivered
an admirable course of Lectures on Natural and Experimental Philosophy,including an
illustration of the science of Chemistry,
We are now approaching that important period in the Doctor’s splendid career of

usefulness, when he added to the laurels which had previously rewarded his distin uished
merits the brightest wreath in the chaplet, by conceiving the grand and philan hropic

idea of communicating the light of science to the untutored mind of the humble and
laborious artisan, by the establishment of Mncnssrcs’ Issrrrurross. There is
something peculiarly interesting to the reﬂecting mind in the circumstances which gave
rise to the formation and accomplishment of a plan so obviously calculated to confer
upon society, advantages of which the extent and importance cannot as yet be adequately

appreciated.
To illustrate the course of Lectures which Dr. Birkbeck had commenced at the

Andersonian Institution, it was necessary to prepare many pieces of apparatus, which
the Institution did not possess; and as no philosophical instrument maker competent to
the task, was at that time resident in Glasgow, the Lecturer was himself obliged to have

recourse to such workshops as appeared best adapted to his wishes, and to super-intend
in person the manufacture of the requisite apparatus. By this means he was brought
into immediate communication with the operative artizans of Glasgow, and during
this intercourse, his acute penetration discovered such evident indications of latent
genius in the minds ofthe workmen, accompanied by a kind of intuitive anxiety for the

acquisition ofknowledge, that the spontaneous feeling of regret, excited by their want
of scientiﬁc information, was instantly succeeded by a benevolent wish that the means of
obtaining this information could be placed within their reach.
Among the various pieces of apparatus thus constructed under the personal direction
of the Doctor, was a modél of the centrifugal pump, and it was in the cellar of the tin
man’s shop, where this model was completed,—-when surrounded by the workmen, who
had constructed it, unconscious of its use, or the principle upon which it acted ;_-when
contemplating the powerful expression of intelligent curiosity depicted in their looks,

and replying to the numerous inquiries suggested by the novel construction of the
apparatus ;----it was in this place and‘ at this moment, that the thought ﬁrst darted across
his mind, of delivering a course of gratuitous Lectures for the scientiﬁc instruction of
the humble and unenlightened operative mechanics of Glasgow.
The plan which resulted from the Doctor’s reﬂections on this interesting subject was

soon matured, and in the -month of March, 1800, he communicated his benevolent

" In the able speech delivered by Mr, Brougham, at the recent public dinner, which
was given in Edinburgh in honour of his talent-s1au'd his patriotism, previous to; his
installation as Lord Rector of‘the College of Glasgow, that gentleman alluded tothe

circumstance of his having been a student in the University of Edinburgh, andexpressed
his gratitude for the instruction he had received, in a strain of powerful eloquence,
which elicited thunders of applause
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scheme to the Trustees of the Andei-sonian Institution, with a hope of obtaining their
concurrence with his views, and their cooperation in carrying them into aﬂect. But in
this hope he was disappointed, for the plan, however commendable was the motive in

which it originated, was considered so visionary and impracticable,that amongst all the
gentlemen to whose superintendence the management of the lnstitution was conﬁded,

scarcely one could be found who evinced the least disposition to countenance or
encourage the design.
The apathy, and even derision, with which his propositions were received, would
have extinguished the zeal of a less powerful mind; but the Doctor’s conviction of the

practicability of his plan daily acquired additional strength, and the obstacles by which
its adoption was opposed, only operated as incentives to a renewal of his exertions for
its accomplishment.

Upon his return to Yorkshire, at the close of the session, he

issued a prospectus of the diﬁerent courses of Lectures to be delivered during the en
I0"_1g session, and his favourite plan of establishing a “ Mechanics‘ Class” still predomi
nating in his mind, he added to that prospectus the following able and appropriate
observations on the design which he had conceived, and the means of carrying it
""0 execution :—
1“ mi
.4

“In the prosecution of this design, I shall deliver a series of lectures upon the
Mechanical Aﬂ'ectiom of solid andﬂuid Bodies, abounding with experiments, and
conducted with the greatest simplicity of expression and familiarity of illustration, solely
for persons engaged inthe practical exercise of the mechanic arts: men, whose situation
In early life has reclnded even the possibility of acquiring the smallest portion of
scientiﬁc knowl

ge, and whose subsequent pursuits, not always affording more than is

necessary for their own support and that oftheir dependentconnexions, have not enabled
them to purchase that information, which curiosity, too active for penury wholly to
repress, or the prevailing bias of their natural genius, might prompt them to obtain.

1 am by no means sanguine in my expectation, that by a course of instruction, such as
I have now proposed, one artist will be directed to the discovery of any thing which is
essential or im rtant in his particular department, how much soever it may be con
nected in principle with the subject to be discussed; I am too well aware that the bat
contrivances in every branch of the mechanic arts, have resulted, and must stillcontinue

to result, from the observation of practical defects, and from the gradual application of
suitable means, dictated by practical maxims, to obviate or remove them. But whilst
my slight acquaintance with the subject has afforded this information, I have become
convinced that much pleasure would be communicated to the mechanic in the exercise
of his art, and that the mental vacancy which follow: a cessation from bodily toil,

would often be agreeably occupied, by a few systematic philosophical ideas, upon which
at his leisure he might meditate.

It must be acknowledged too, that greater satisfaction

in the execution of machinery must be experienced, when the uses to which it may he
applied, and the principles upon which it operates, are well understood, than where the
manual part alone is known, the artist remaining entirely ignorant of every thing be

sides; indeed, I have lately had frequent opportunities of observing, with how much
additional alacrity a piece of work has been undertaken, when the circumstances were
such as l have now stated.
“Perhaps to some it may appear that the advantages derivable from these lectures
will be inconsiderable, or even that they will be disadvantageous, on account of the

extent of the subjects which they embrace, and because those to whom they are ad
dressed do not possess the means or enjoy the opportunities, calculated for engrafting
upon the elementary truths which they learn, the extensive researches of the illustrious
philosophers, by whom the boundaries of science have been enlarged.-Whatever the
arrogance of learning may have advanced in condemnation of superﬁcial knowledge,

and however ﬁrmly 1 may be persuaded that the people cannot be profound, I have no
hesitation in predicting, that vast benefit will accrue to the community by every success
ful endeavour to diffuse the substance of great works, which cannot be perused by the
people at large; thereby making them reach the shop and the hamlet, and converting

them from unproductive splendour, to useful though unobserved activity.”
A printed invitation was circulated among the Glasgow manufactories, as soon as the
usual business of the next session was commenced, containing an offer of tickets for
the admission of the most intelligent operatives in each manufactory, into the Mechanics‘
Class. In reply to this invitation, a few lists of ap licants for admission were received,
and the, promised tickets having been issued, Dr. irkbeck delivered the first Lecture
of his course to 8 class of seventy-ﬁve pupils. So powerful was the impression made
upon this limited audience by the Lecturer’s instructions. and so rapidly was this im
prsssion communicated to other workmen, that the next Lecture was attended by M0
s.,
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hundred. At the third, the number was augmented to upwards of three hundred ,- and
at the fourth, at leastﬁve Iumdred were present. . This was a greater number than the
Theatre would conveniently hold, and for this reason, it became necessary to refuse
tickets to many. other applicants, who were equally anxious to participate in the benefits
offered to their acceptance.
The uniform, propriety with which the workmen conducted themselves, during the
course, and the deep interest which the Lectttrer'_s remarks and experiments excited in
their minds, more then realized the anticipations of their excellent instructor, and extin
guished the doubts and fears of those gentlemen, who had predicted the failure of an
attempt, which they attributed to the benevolent enthusiasm of a youthful imagination.
But a short period elapsed before the Doctor received,fr0m several of his hearers,

various. communications on scientiﬁc subjects, which afforded ample evidence of the
existenceof genuine talent; and at the close of the course of Lectures, their feelings of
gratitude forthe instructions they had received, were expressed by the presentation of a.
handsome silver cup, with an appropriate inscription and suitable emblematical devices,

which was delivered to Dr. Birkbeck by Mr. Roberton, the mechanic deputed for that
purpose by the subscribers.
Dr. Birkbeek continued these Lectures during the two succeeding sessions; the
mechanics evincing throughout the same unmixed feelings of approbation and grati
tude; and in the summer of the year 1804, circumstances induced him to relinquish the
oﬂice of Professor in the Andersonian Institution, in which situation he Was succeeded
by Dr. Ure, who still continues to devote his distinguished abilities to the performance
of its duties.
Subsequent to the-above period, Dr. Birkbeck delivered courses of scientiﬁc Lectures
at Birmingham, Liverpool, and Hull, upon all which occasions his celebrity as an

ornament to the world of science was increased, and his connections were extended by
theintimacy of many other eminent individuals.
In May, 1805, the Doctor was married to Miss Catherine Lloyd, an intelligent and

accomplished young lady, who was the youngest daughter of Sampson Lloyd, Esq. of
Farm, ‘near Birmingham.
He afterwards passed a few weeks in travelling, and
accordmg to his original intention, he then came to London, where he established
himself as a physician; and fromhis extensive connections, and the unlimited conﬁdence

reposed in his medical skill, his practice rapidly increased, and his prospects of an
honorable independence, as the merited reward of his labours, were in the highest

degree ﬂattering.
"Phe worthy Doctor‘s domestic felicit was, however, soon destroyed by a calamity as

unexpected as it was severe, and whic
support.

required the exercise of all his fortitude to

In the month of March, 1807, his amiable wife died within ten days after

presenting him with ason ;. and by this aﬁlicting bereavement he was plunged into the
deepest distress; but by a perseveriag attention to the important duties of his profession,
his mind gradually resumed its serenity, and for several years afterwards, he continued

to advance rapidly towards that degree of eminence as a physician which, at the present
time, he so deservedly enjoys.
Soon after he arrived in London, Dr Birkheck was elected one of the Presidents of
the Physical Society of Guy’s Hospital, to which ollice he has ever since been annually

re-elected. He was also, in the following year, appointed Physician to the General
Dispensary in Aldersgate Street, and still continues to discharge the important duties
of that situation.
'
_
Dr. Birkbeck entered a second time into the married state in July, l8l7, when he
was united to Miss Anna Margaret Gardner. the youngest daughter of Henry Gardner,

Esq. of Liverpool, a lady whose many amiable qualities still shed their attractive influ
ence on his hours of retirement.
I
,
In the midst of his successful professional career, Dr. Birkbeck still retained his

attachment to those scientiﬁc pursuits in which he had formerly attained so much
eminence, and the premises of the London Institution in Moorlields, of which he was
one of the original projectors, being now completed, he offered to deliver a gratuitous
course of Lectures on Natural and Experimental Philosophy, and this liandsoine offer
being gratefully accepted by the Managers, he delivered, during the spring of l820,
seventeen Lectures to crowded and delighted audiences.
He also delivered other

courses of Lectures at the same place in the years 1823 and 1824. .
Many years had elapsed since the early object of his ambition, the formation’ol'a
“Mechanics' Class” at Glasgow, had been carried into effect, and having had, during

this long interval, but little communication with that city, he had not received much
information of the progress of the class. la the supplement to the Encyclopazditt
Brittanica,Mr. Dugald Banr.atync had spoken of Dr. Birkbcck’s plan in the highest
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terms of eulogy, and had expressed an anxious wish that it Should be acted upon in all
the principal manufacturing towns; and a letter on the subject of the proceedings 0!
the Mechanics’Class 'at Glasgow, appeared in the Morning Chronicle in l822,in which
the writer alluded to the meritorious exertions of Dr. Birkbeck, as its original founder,

in a manner which could not fail to convince him that the Mechanics of Glasgow had
not forgotten the enlightened individual to whom they were indebted for the important
advantages which had resulted from his efforts.

In the spring of 1823, the Doctor received a letter from Dr- Ure, his able successor
in the professorship of the Andersonian Institution, communicating a series of resolu
tions entered into by the Mechanics ofGlasgow, the perusal of which must have excited

in his mind that pure feeling of gratiﬁcation, with which philanthropy contemplates the
accomplishment of its benevolent purposes.

These resolutions contained a powerful

expression of gratitude to Dr. Birkbeck, the “liberal-minded projector and founder” of
the Mechanics’ Class, and a wish that his portrait should be placed in their library, for
which purpose a voluntary subscription was opened.
Upon receiving Dr. Birkbeck’s grateful acquiescence with their proposition, the

mechanics forwarded a letter to him, through the medium of their Secretary, Mr. Alex
ander Marshall, from which the following extract is given, as a specimen of the style in
which it was written, and of the just sense entertained by the mechanics of the extent of

their obligations to their benefactor:-— >

-no

“ Perhaps, when your philanthropic mind ﬁrst suggested the idea of diffusing useful
knowledge among Mechanics, it did not occur to you that your benevolent scheme would

be crowned with such eminent success, as subsequent events have proved. But the oak
springs from the acorn ;——the triumphs of truth over prejudice, thougli slow, are never
theless certain, and, if properly directed, permanently beneﬁcial to mankind. You
- formed your scheme of improvement from an intimate acquaintance with human nature;

and it must be gratifying to you to learn, that your philosophic foresight has not been
disappointed. You judged that the apparent mental lethargy of the operatives towards
science arose from no inﬁrmity of their mental powers-and you judged right. You
traced it either to a total neglect, or an improper direction of their faculties to objects
unworthy of their notice. You undertook the generous task of giving lheﬁrst impuise,
and of directing their attention to studies worthy of their pursuit; and the experience of

twenty years has proved, beyond a doubt, the beneﬁcial effects resulting from your
system of education."
I
Circumstances, which it is not necessary to particularise, soon afterwards led to the
secession of the Mechanics’ Class from the Andersonian institution; and having formed

themselves into an independent Mechanics’ Institution, which still proceeds in the most
prosperous manner, the members, with the same. sentiments of grateful recollection

which had dictated their previous resolutions, nominated Dr. Birkbeck as their Patron.
Early in 1823, the Doctor was revolving in his mind the practicability of carrying a
similar plan into eﬁect in the metropolis; for which purpose, as a preparatory step, he
was preparing for publication an Essay on the Scientiﬁc Education of the Working
ClasSE!8. From the variety of his occupations, this essay was still in an unﬁnished state,

when his attention was again attracted to the snb'ect by an address to the Mechanics of
London, which appeared in a periodical pubhcation, at that time possessing-sofne

claims to respectability, which it has since endangered, by the imbecile attempts of its
present conductor to effect the destruction of the Institution which he was instrumental

in forming. Of the promptitude with which Dr. Birkbeck immediately offered his able
co-operation in the proposed plan for establishing the Lonnou MECHANICS’ lns'rrrt1
now, the words of the gentleman to whom we have alluded Will afford the most cone
elusive evidence:—~
“ It will, we feel assured,” says he, “give peculiar satisfaction to every well-wisher to
the scheme, to learn, that the first gentleman who responded to our invitation was the
public-spirited and philanthropic individual, who, to adopt the language of a resolution
of the Mechanics of Glasgow, of the 29nd of February last, had the honour ‘ of unfold
ing, ﬁrst of all, with the commencement of the nineteenth century, the temple of science
to the artisan ’___we mean DR. Gnoncn BIRKBECK, formerly Professor in Anderson’s
Institution, Glasgow, now physician in London.”
“ Who.” says he again, “but a man of a great and a generous mind, ﬂinging aside
all the prejudices of education and habit, soaring above most of thosearound him‘~in
his views of human capability, could have been the first, in the lung lapse of ages, to
step forward and invite the humble artisan, ‘however scanty his means, or obscure his
condition,’ to come and draw water from the same stream at which a Galileo, a Bacon,

and a Newton, had drunk of immortality?”

xiv
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Will it be believed, that the individual who could pay these just tributes of respect to
Dr. Birkbeck, and who, in a hundred other instances, eulogied his extraordinary merits
as they deserved, should, in the course of a few “little months,” so far forget himself,
as to unsay all his previous sayings, and use every effort to malign the character, and
impugn the motives of the man he had appeared almost to idolizei--But, enough of

this—The perversion of talent to mischievous purposes may aﬂord a useful moral
lesson, but it is a subject of painful regret.
At the public meetings which were subsequently held at the Crown and Anchor

Tavern, on the llth of November and the 2nd of December. 1823, Dr. Birkbeck was
unanimously called to the chair, and to his important assistance, in conjunction with
Mr. Place, of Charing Cross, and other gentlemen, the Losnos Mncnnmcs’ lNs'rl'rU

ﬂon is chieﬂy indebted for its original establishment, and the success which has since
marked its progress- When the ﬁrst oﬂicers of the Institution were elected, on the
15th of December, 1823, Dr. Birkbeck was unanimously chosen as President, in which

situation he has ever since devoted his great talents to the promotion of its interests,
with a degree of zeal and perseverance, which has seldom been equalled, and never
surpassed.

Having thus imperfectly performed the task of detailing the principal circumstances
which have distinguished the progress of this truly-excellent individual, it would be in

vain to attempt a further illustration of his character by any feeble praises which our
own feelings might dictate. Of the high estimation in which his genuine worth and
extensive philosophical attainments are held, by those who have had ample opportunity
of appreciating them, some idea may be formed by the honours which have been con

ferred upon him by numerous scientiﬁc and other institutions. We have already stated
that he is President of the London Mechanics’ Institution, Patron of the Glasgow
Mechanics’ Institution, Physician to the General Dispensary, and one of the Presidents
of the Physical Society of Guy's Hospital. He is also President of the Meteorological

Society, of the London Chemical Society, and of the Medical and Chirurgioal Society 0!
London, Vice-President of the Surrey Literary lnstitution,and Patron of the Spitalﬂelds
Mechanics’ Institution
At the First Anniversary Dinner of the Patrons and Members of the London Mecha
nics' Institution, which was celebrated on the 2nd of December last, Mr. Brougham,
the early friend and co-adjutor of Dr. Birkbeck, pourtrayed, with his usual eloquence,
the incalculable beneﬁts which must result from the general diffusion of scientiﬁc

knowledge among the operative classes of the community; and congratulated the
assembly on the number of Mechanics‘ Institutions which had, within the short space
of twelve months from the establishment of the central Institution in London, under the

learned President's auspices,sprung up, as if by magic, in most of the principal manu
facturing districts in the kingdom. Since that period, the number has been consider
ably augmented, and in all human probability, the author of this “ great and good
work” will witness, for many years to come, the beneﬁcial effects of his philanthropic
exertions. But when the irrevocable decree shall be fulﬁlled, which mingles the dust
of the enlightened philosopher with that of the untutored Indian, and confounds all

distinction in the “cold obstruction" of the grave-—when the heart that now glows with
virtue and benevolence, shall cease its pulsations for ever, and the hand that is stretched
forth to the assistance of unobtrusive merit shall be extended no more;_the name of

Dr. BIRKBECK will be remembered by countless multitudes with respect and veneration;
—in ages yet unborn, it will be associated with those of the greatest benefactors of
mankind; and the establishment of Mecnsmcs‘ INSTITUTIONS will be his passport to

a glorious immortality!
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Mr. PERK INS's EXTRAORDINARY STEAM GUN.
‘

Description of Mr. Perkins’: Steam Gun.

A.—The Chamber of‘ the Gun, from ‘which
the Barrel is charged.

B. —The Handle which directs the piece
working in the Chamber, and by means
of which the Balls are conveyed from
the Hoppers (C) into the Barrel.
C.—‘-The Hoppers, into which the Balls are
placed, and from which they drop one
by one into the Chamber, when the
Handle (B) is moved to its extent.
D.--The Barrel, which is about six feet in
length.
E,--A Regulating Screw, by means of which
the Handle is kept tight.
F.--A Swivel Joint, Which allows of the

Gun being elevated or lowered to any
point, and by means of which the Barrel

may be moved in almost any direction.
G.—A Throttle Valve, by which the Steam
is admitted from the Generator of the

Engine,and into which the Pipe,commu
nicating with the Barrel, is introduced.
H. H.—-Mr. Prsrumss's admirable mode of
uniting Pipes so as to resist any pres.

sure. This represents the junction of
the Pipe from the Generator with that
I
Vor.. l.

from the Chamber.
A
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Description of the Ball.
A.——The Ball before it is placed in the Barrel; the exact size is described.
B.—The appearance of the Ball on the side nearest to the Gun when discharged against
an Iron Plate on the wall at a distance of 100 feet from the Barrel,and ﬂattened
by the force of the concussion.
C.—Thc appearance of the Ball on the side which strikes against the Plate.

ADDRESS.
It is usual, at the commencement of a work, to give an Address to the Public, and we
shall not depart from established usage ,- but our‘s shall be very short, and particularly as
to promises, for we would rather give a great deal in our future numbers, which we had
never promised, than break a single pledge which we had made to our readers. The
objects of this publication are, we think, eoident even in this number, which, we conﬁdently
hope, is but a feeble specimen of what we shall produce. ﬂattered as we are by the encou
ragement held out to us by scientific friends, and bold in the possessim of some sources of
information, which we consider exclusive. To encourage thejirst eﬂbrts ofgenius, and to
give publicity to the labours of maturity, in all that respects the progress of science and its
applicability to the useful pursuits of life, will be paramount consiaeraticms in the London
Jtlechanics‘ Register. lﬂth this view, therefore, u-/einvite Communications from all who are
able, in any way, to contribute to the great work of science, 'll:hiclt, in a country like Great
Britain, is, at once, an individual accomplishment and a natural advantage: and we en
gage, that no pains shall be spared in arranging them for the public eye, with satisfaction
to the reader and the contributor. It will, of course, be expected, that in this address we
should say something of the Mechanics’ Institution, whose lwtures and proceedings we in
tend to report, and from many of whose Oﬂicers and Members we have derived facilities,
and experienced kind offices in commencing this undertaking. Of this Institution we can
only say, that as it is at once honourable to its founders and to the character of the age in
which we live, we cannot now do other than speak favourably ,- and we sincerely trust, that
its own conduct will ever be such, that we may continue to report with pleasure all its pro
ceedings. It has been often remarked, that the best institutions in the metropolis have risen
into note through much difficulty and opposition. If this remark be true, as applied to any
establishment, it is forcibly so as to the Mechanics’ Institution. Never did a body en
counter more obstacles, or have to contend with more calumny; but the mist has been dis
pelled by the patient perseverance of its managers, and the Institution is now a new fea
ture in our national character, and one from which advantages may spring, of which, at
the present moment, it is impossible to hazard a calculation.
we have stated in our Prospectus, and we repeat the statement here, that we shall, in
all our numbers, endeavour to render thej,ondon Mechanics’ Register a light and agreeable
companion for the ﬁre side, as well as a vehicle of useful information.
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ACCOUNT OF THE EXTRAORDINARY STEAM GUN.
Much as may have been said of the amiss to give an abstraet here. The Gun
power and effects of steam, and great as is simply formed by introducing a barrel
ave been the improvements in engines,

and in the application of this powerful
agent to the purposes of manufacture

and the arts, it was reserved for Mr. Per
kins to astonish us, even at a period
when we imagined that the ingenuity of
man had exerted itself to the utmost.
We could ﬁll several pages with an enu
meration of the improvements intro
duced by Mr. Perkins, but the space
which we must devote to the invention
immediately before us, will not permit
it. We will brieﬂy observe, that to him
we owe the invention of safety joints in
steam pipes, which resist the pressure of
a thousand pounds to the square inch,

whereas formerly they were liable to ex
plosion at a pressure of only forty
pounds.

To Mr. Perkins, also, we owe

much of the knowledge which we now
possess relative to high pressure steam
en ines, and which has given us so de

into the steam generator of any engine,
and by the addition of two pipes towards

the chamber of the n, introducing a
quantity of balls, w ich, by the action
ofa handle to the chamber, are dropped
into the barrel, and ﬁred one by one. at

the rate of from four to ﬁve hundred in
the minute. The explosive force of the
steam which rushes from the generator
and expels the balls is about 700 lbs. to

the square inch: with this force a mus
ket ball ﬁred against an iron plate at
the distance of 100 feet from the gun,is
completely ﬂattened, and when a force
of 840 lbs. to the square inch is applied,

the ball is actually driven to pieces in
such a way that none of its fragments
can he collected. As the gun is now
ﬁxed, having a direct communication

through a wall with one of Mr. Perkins’s
engines, it cannot of course be removed

from the spot, the barrel merely being

ci ed a superiority over our continental

susceptible of alteration; but in the

competitors; and we cannot help noticing

event of the invention being applied to

asa powerful testimony to the slull am

purposes of warfare, it would be easy to

_ science of this gentleman in all his ex
periments, for ascertaining the powers of
steam, and the modes ofplacing it under

attach a portable steam engine of small

command, that he has never met with

a single accident.

Explosions, indeed,

he'has had without number, but they

dimensions, which could be removed

with as much rapidity as any piece of
ordnance now in use. The cost of such

a machine altogether would be compa
ratively small, and as Mr. Perkins is

have been conﬁned to parts of the en
gine in which no danger could arise to
the persons near to it, because for the
very purpose of ascertaining the amount
of pressure which pipes would hear, and

about

which was frequently two thousand

there cannot be a doubt-, after the expe
riments already made at the manufac
tory. The most extraordinary part of
the aﬁ'air is the smallness of the expense
in charging artillery of this nature com
pared with that of the present system.
In Mr. Perkins‘s Steam Gum, one pound
weight of coals is found to produce the

pounds to the square inch, other pipes
were placed in various parts, ofsuch con
struction that they must burst at a pres
sure of only one thousand.

Now, how

ever, all danger of explosions in this
way is at an end, as the pipes are con
structed so that they will bear all the
pressure which can be placed upon them.
To come, however, more immediately to
the subject of this article, we must ob
serve,that we were enabled onWednesda y
last, through the kindness ofMr. Perkins,

to examine minutely, at his manufactory
in the Regent’s Park, the extraordinary
piece of mechanism, called the Steam

to

construct a

four-pounder,

which can be moved about with great
facility by two horses, the public will
have a good opportunity ofjudgiug of
its practical merits, of which, however,

same effect as 4 pounds Wdigltt ol gun
powder in the o'rdinaryway, viz. 1 pound
of coals will generate suﬂicient steam to

expel, with equal force, as many balls as
four pounds of powder. _Of the rapidity
with which the discharges are made we
say little, after what we have observed
of the mode in which the balls are ex
pelled, but there is another great ad

Gun. The engraving which we have
given of it in the present number, will vantage, which, on the score of huma
enable every person to form a correct nity deserves commendation. An explo
idea of its nature, but it may not be sion from this gun is next to lIDPOSSt
P
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ble: for the greater the ra idity of opened to us, by the invention of this
ﬁring, the less is the danger, as e stream instrument, as a practical proof of the
of va our rushes forward without check,
and nds a. vent in the open air. How
many lives, on the contrary, have been
lost by the bursting of our common
ﬁeld-pieces, and how little reliance is
to be placed upon the greatest care in

power of steam.

After this who knows

where the thin will end—thirty years
ago, when we eard of steam boats in
America, we laughed heartily at the
joke; and even recently, what attempts

have been made to deprecate the use of

cleansmg them in the heat of battle. so powerful an agent; and yet te what
Ten guns, upon this principle, would. does England owe its present greatness,
in a held of battle, be more than equal but to its steam inventions ?—Why are
to 200 on the present system; and a the manufacturers of Manchester busy,

vessel of onl six guns would be ren whilst those of Rouen in France are
dered more t an a match for a 74. We idle?--Because the former have more
think we hear it said, “What a mur and better steam engines—Wby are the
derou s instrument ! What barbarians to facilities of coast and inland navi tion
recommend such a mode of warfare!” greater. and therefore the chain 0 com
Gently, good friends: if on will reﬂect munication more regular here, than on
for a mament, you will ad that if Mr. the Continent? Because we have more
Perkins’s Steam Guns were introduced steam boats. It has been with steam,
into general use, there would be but as with gas—the interested in opposin

its application to practical purposes, an§
provide population for its attacks.--War the unenlightene , who could not un
IS a very prett pastime now a days. derstand it, have been alike its enemies.
when it gives (2 ances of promotion to Ridicule, too, has been resorted to, to
many pretty fellows, and tends to remove prevent its pro s, but ridicule can
any snperabundance of the earth, if we avail nothing against facts. Such im
are to believe what we should very provements must eventually triumph,
much doubt, that any reasonable crea and who knows where the perfection in

very short wars, since no fecundity could

tures were born to be sacriﬁced to the them must ﬁnd its acme. Mr. Perkins,
ambition or folly of a few individuals-— than whom we know no better authority

but it would be a very ditferent thin in these matters, would seem to consider
indeed if some ﬁfty or sixty thousan steam discovery as in its infancy, for he
men on either or both sides, were swept says he is convinced that a steam engine
nnght be made to throw a ball of a ton
awa by Perkins’s exterminator.
1 any two rulers of the earth were to weight, from Dover to Calais—we had
know, that in the event of declaring war almost written from Calais to Dover,
against each other, a plague or pesti but God forbid such steam improve
lence would blast both armies, and ment as that would be, and enable us
sweep them from the face of the earth, to keep our advantages to ourselves.
the would pause before they made We have heard, but we do not vouch
sue a declaration; but what plague, for the fact, that the Emperor of

what pestilence would exceed, in its ef

Russia, who has more knowledge of the

fects, those of the Steam Gun P—500 balls importance of steam than some of us
ﬁred every minute, and one out of20 to Englishmen, has sent an agent here

reach its mark-—why, ten of such guns to procure a supply of Perkins’s Steam
would destro 150,000 daily. if we did Guns, which that gentleman’s patriotism
not feel that t e ado _tion of this mode of will not allow him to offer. We almost
warfare, would en in producing uni fear, however, that our description will
versal peace, we should be far from re enable the Autocrat to get cannons made
commending it, for we have some anti upon this principle. lt'Alexander really
quated notionsabout christianityand am

has such an intention, let us hope that

bition,and consider that itisnot the pomp he will apply them to a good cause, and
and

ageantry of war, that removes its so secure the approbation of posterity.

mora otfence, and that the commission
to kill of an earthly potentate, would by
no means set aside the mandate of “love
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ACourse ofLectu res on Electricity was

thy neighbours.” Let us however turn commenced on Friday evening, Oct. 99,
from the consideration of the subject by Mr. Tatum, the Gentleman to whom
in the light of warfare, and consider the Members of the lnstitution are so

what a vast ﬁeld of information is much indebted forthc liberal terms upon
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which he furnished them with his ex
tensive and valuable philosophical ap
paratus. He introduced his subject_by
observing, that when, at the conclusion

of his eighteenth Course of Lectures,
he took leave of his scientiﬁc friends,

5

those of the authors they had perused;
but he did not like to travel in the beaten
road when it might be avoided with ad
vantage; and though he acknowledged

the great value of the works written on
Electricity, yet if he found that the

in consequence of severe indisposihon, theory they recommended was not sup
he never ex ected again to appear be ported by facts, he considered himself
fore an au ieuce in the capacity of a justified in adoptinga different opinion,
Public Lecturer, and that nothing but and raising his own theory on the foun
a request from so important an Institu dation of direct experiments. Writers
tiou as the present, could have drawn generally commence by stating, that all
him from the retirement to which he bodies are divided into electrics and
had devoted himself. When the Secre non-electrics, and they place the metals
tary waited upon him about a fortnight at the head of the latter class. Metals,
since, and informed him that several the say, are not electric, and those

courses of lectures had been delivered
to the Members on Mechanics, Pneu
matics, and Hydraulics,by ProfessorMil

bo ies which are non-electric are not
capable of being excited On the con
trary, the Lecturer contended, that all

lington and Dr. Birkbeck; but that the

bodies in nature are electrics.

subject of Electricity had not yet been
explained to them, he considered that
they would feel interested by an illus
tration of that science, and readily ac
ceded to the request of the Committee
that he would introduce it to the notice
of the Members. He begged to observe,
however, that the temporary lecture

not be supposed that because he ditfered
with the authors to whom he had al

Let it

luded, he did not hold them in respect,
and view their writings with admiration;
the scientiﬁc world was under great ob
ligations to them for their works, but

ifhe found that they contained errors,
he had a right to reject them, and to

was not so conveniently adapted to the

separate the wheat from the chalf.
Mr. Tatum then gave a brief histori

purpose of giving Lectures, particularly
on Electricity, as he hoped to have found

cal sketch of the origin and progress of
the science of Electricity, which he

it, for there was no science in which it
was more diﬂicult to succeed in the ne
cessary illustrative experiments, the suc
cess of which depended, not only upon

traced from the period when Thales, the

room in which they were assembled,

the state of the atmosphere, but very

often upon locality of situation.

He

Milesian, 600 years before the Christian
era, ﬁrst noticed the attractive property
of amber. Theophrastus afterwards ob
served, that several other bodies possess
ed a similar property of attracting light

remembered, that when the gentleman,
from whom he (Mr. T.) received his

substances, and the number of electrics

education, attended the Lectures of that

later date by Dr. Gilbert. The next in

self-taught Philosopher, Mr. Ferguson,

dividual who made any material ad

the audience was sometimes render the
necessity of going away without hear
ing any Lecture, in consequence of
unfavourable circumstances operating
against the success of the experiments.
The Members were aware that the pre

sent had been a very unfavourable day,
and although every eﬁbrt had been ex

erted by his worthy assistant. Mr. Blu
ett, to obviate this disadvantage, and
insure the successful perfor : ance of the
experiments, be trusted, that should any

was considerably increased at a much

vances in the science was Mr. Hauksbee,

who noticed the electric light and the
crackling noise with which it is accom
panied, and alsodiscovered what he con

sidered to be a principle of repulsion.
Further improvements were subsequent

ly made by the German Philosophers,
and by Dr. Watson; but no means were
discovered of accumulating the electric
power excited till about the year 1745,
when accident stept in to assist the pro

lowance.-—(Lcud Applause.)
Many of his hearers, who had con
sulted works on Electricity, mi ht per

gress of the science by the capital dis
covery of the Leydcn Jar, for which the
world was indebted to Von Kliest.
From this period, the s here ofelectrical
experiments was great y extended, ‘and
the knowledge of the science was rapidly

haps be startled at ﬁnding t at his
principles ditfered materially with

improved by the assiduity of a_ great
number of Electricians, whose dlSCOVe.

of them unfortunately fail, the liberality

of his auditors would make every al
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ries time would not allow him to parti

These diﬁ'erent states ofelectricity were

cularise.
The ﬁrst instruments worthy to be
called Electrical Machines were lobu

negative. and were found to attract each
other. One of the Electricians to whom

lar; the next cylindrical;

astly,

he had alluded. imagined that he had

those which were called the Plate Ma
chines. Mr. Tatum then directed the
attention of his hearers to a machine of

discovered a principfi: of repulsion, but

and,

this kind on the lecture table, mounted

distinguished by the terms positive and

the lecturer denied the existence of this
principle, and alter throwing a piece of
gold leaf into the atmosphere, he shewed

on a plan peculiar to himself, the supe
rior advantages of which he speciﬁed,

that, upon approaching it with the ex

and which chieﬂy depends on the reduc
ing the size of the conductor; and also
stated that, besides the convenience of
placing the operator nearer to the con
ductor, and preventing the dissipation

to recede from it; but, he observed,

of the electric ﬂuid, the etfect of this
machine was superior to that of others,
in the roportion of 30 to 20, as 20
turns o the machine with the improved
conductor would charge a Leydcn Jar

cited g ass tu e, the old leafcontinued
that as both the substances were in the
same state of electricity, the glass no

longer attracted the leaf, which ﬂew
from it, owing to the attraction of the
external part of the atmosphere, or that

Whllh was exterior to the electrical at
mosphere surrounding the glass tube.
Alter shewing that sealing sou: was
also a good electric, by rubbiu on a.
piece ot fur, and which attracte light

as eﬁbctually as 30 revolutions of the
machine on the ordinary plan.
bodies in the same manner as ambes, the
Electrical properties were not conﬁned Lecturer stated that, for the purpose of
to the substances he had mentioned, as examining small portions of electricity,
they existed also in certain animals-— and determining whether bodies are or
the torpedo, for instance, which com are not electrics, instruments called elec
municated a shock equal to that of a

trometers had been constructed, themost

lar ejar, and it was mentioned in Hum approved of which was the gold leaf elec
bo t’s Travels, that on passing through lromelcr. The etfcct of this delicate
a country where a species ofeels, nearly

instrument was then shown. and it was

ﬁve feet long, inhabited the waters, the seen that the two gold leaves, suspended
horses frequently fell down in conse

in the glass vessel, diverged or collapsed

uencc of the severe electrical shocks asa stick of excited scaling wax was
they received from the eels, Which struck held near the cap ofthe elcctrometer or
against their bodies during their com withdrawn from it. Electricians had
bats, and he (Humboldt) was compelled considered this instrument as affording
to change the course of his journey to

true signs whether bodies are electric or
lf this was the case, and he could
produce the samcphenomenonwith other
bodies, besides those which had been ex

avoid the necessity ofgoing through the not.
waters where they abounded.
The Lecturer commenced his experi

ments by repeating thosc which ﬁrst clusively conidered electrics, he thought
it must be admitted that those bodies
and having excited a piece of amber by were also electrics. Mr. T. then made

gave rise to the science of Electricity,

friction, it immediately attracted some use of a plate of the metal called zinc,
bits of pith and other light substances which was insulated, and after being
in a direction contrary to that of gravi rubbed on a piece of fur, the gold
tation. Little did Thales ima inc that leaves diverged as soon as it approached

the ﬂuid excited by rubbing t is sub

the cap of the electrometcr; from which

stance was the same as that which split experiment be inferred that zinc,thou h
the knotted oak, and rent the strongest a metal, was decidedly an electric.
e

rocks asunder.

If glass was subjected also explained the method of ascertain

to friction, a similar attractive clfect ing whether the leaves diverged with
was produced, but it should be observed, positive or negative electricity, and
that m using amber, the body which shewed ' that if their divergence was

was acted upon abstracted from the am caused by positive electricity, they col
ber a portion of its electricity, but that lapsed on the~ approach of a substance
glass abstracted the electricity from the negatively ~‘electriﬁed, such as sealing
substance employed. Theglass would wax, but diverged still further, if the
therefore be in a redundant, and the am

substance

rcscntcd was similarly, or

ber in a dq/it-ient state of electricity, positively c cctriﬁed, such as glass.

it
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was thus proved that zinc and glass
The Lecturer then gave a minute and
‘both produced signs of positive electri clear description of the cylindrical elec
city, but it did not follow that allmetals
produced the same kind of electricity,
for it was found by experiment that
some metals produced positive, While
others produced negative electricity, for

trical machine, in which the c linder

was assimilated to the excite glass
tube which he had used in the former

a plate of silver, when excited by fur,

part of his Lecture, and after particu
arly pointing out and explaining its
various parts, he exempliﬁed its eliects

produced negative electricity; and tur

in charging and discharging a Leyden

ther, when the ﬁlings of zinc were

Jar. He concluded by alluding to a
previous experiment, in which he had
shewn by means of the electrometer,

passed through a silver sieve, produced
positive electricity. But when ﬁlings
of silver are passed through a zinc
sieve, they produced negative electricity.

that zinc and silver exhibited electric
properties of opposite kinds, the former

[We here present our readers with an producing positive and the latter nega
Engraving of the Zinc being assed tive electricity, and stated, that hav
ing now demonstrated that metals as
through the sieve, as just stated."l1
well as other substances, were electrics,
he should, in his next Lecture, enter

into a further explanation of the sub
ject.
-_+_

MR. COOPE IVS LECTURE.

We had prepared a verbatim report of

Mr. Cooper’s lecture on chemistry, as
applicable to the arts and manufactures

on Wednesday evening, but the length to
which our observations on Mr. Perkins’s
steam gun have extended, prevents us

from doing entire justice to Mr. Cooper.
In order, however, that our readers may
not be deprived of the information,
which Mr. Cooper's lecture supplies, we
present such an abstract of it, as will
we trust atone for the omission of a re

’ gular report.-—The object of the lecture
was to show the power and effects of
chlorine gas, as the supporter of com

bustion, and by its extraordinary influ
ence as an agentin the process of bleach
ing.

For the purpose of shewing the

presence of chlorine, and enabling the

Thus we see that metals are not only
good electrics, but that they produce
both positive and negative electricity,

as well as gla$ and resinous bodies.
From these and other interesting expe
riments, it appeared that there was no
dilference between the Electricity of
Metals and that of vitreous or resinous
bodies, and it must also be observed,

manufacturer to ascertain its purity and
precise quantity, Mr, Cooper made some
pleasing experiments with pure water
on the one hand, so as to demonstrate

the quantity of chlorine absorbed; and
by the addition of alkalies, more par

ticularly to ascertain, by the greater or
smaller quantity of residinm, how far
the chlorme was pure.

But as we un

that though the diﬁ'erent effects of po derstand that this part of Mr. C0oper’s
sitive and negative electricity had been subject will be more fully treated of in
thus elucidated, it must not be conclu

a future lecture, we shall proceed to the

ded that there were two electrics in na

experiments on the power of chlorine,

ture, for in reality there was only one;
positive electricity merely impl ing a
redundancy of the electric ﬂui , and
negative electricity a deﬁciency.
"

as a supporter of combustion. These
were varied and pleasing, dividing those
substances which admit of spontaneous
combustion, and those to which the ap
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plication of heatis necessary for that re lar fate. The Almighty Disposer of
sult. Mr. Cooper's mode of explaining things has benevolently placed with
these eﬂ'ects was so clear and perspicu in the bowels of the earth, and in
ours. that to mention one or two of them the vast regions of the air, properties,
will be quite suﬂicient for our readers. which may be rendered useful to man by
By placing phosphorus in chlorine, we
had a beautiful combustion, which pro

the exercise of science, but which, in
their natural state, are rendered inac

duced a compound, the sublimation of tive, lest their actions should be injurious
which, n on the sides of the vessel, was

very evi ent. The same was done with

to the human species. Mr. Cooper con
cluded his lecture at the usual hour

sulphur, with bismuth, with copper, and

half-past nine o’clock, amidst the loud

with silver; such metals, however, being
ﬁnely divided, so as to admit of the im

applause of an audience of about 800
persons, who, during the whole of the

mediate action of the chlorine upon an
extended surface. The compounds pro

derstanding of the subject, which would

duced by these combustions formed the
subject of the latter part of the lecture,
which, from the nature of the experi

ments, and the very intelligrble and for
cible manner in which they were illus
trated by the lecturer, excited great in
terest. Upon the addition of pure wa
ter to these compounds, we had a re
markable evidence of the advantages
which are derived from chemical study.
The compound produced by the com
bustion ofphosphorus in chlorine, upon

the addition of water, displayed a vio
lent action, and a decomposition took
lace, which produced two acids. lt is
nown that water is composed of 8 parts
of oxygen, and one part of hydrogen;

thus, when brought into action by the
addition of the compound in

uestion,

ecture, evinced an attention and an un
put to the blush many who pretend to
nowledge in the upper classes ofsociety. '
Indeed, we cannot dismiss this subject
without expressing our astonishment at

the change which has been effected in
the very constitution of that vast body

—the artizans of the British metropolis,
by the establishment of the Mechanics’
Institution.

To what an expansion of intellect do
the lectures on philosophical and useful

subjects, which are there delivered, tend I
How changed are the habits of those
who hear them ! The artizan, whose
industry has raised him to competence
and ease, is delighted by the encourage
ment thus held out to others, who are
rising in the world with no other pros
pects of success, than those which must

the hydrogen being disengage , passes spring from the exercise of their own
over to the chlorine, to form one com
pound, which is muriatic acid; and the
oxygen, from its aﬂiuity to the phos
phorus, passes over to the phosphorus,

reasoning faculties. The journeyman
and the apprentice no longer spend their

tion of sulphur in chlorine, and in this

view, this change is most important.

leisure hours in the improvidentdissipa
tion oftheir gains,but in drinking deeply
producing phosphoric acid. The pre from the fountain of human knowledge.
sence of these acids was very satisfac The mind being thus expanded, not only
toril demonstrated by Mr. Cooper, and the morals of this useful and inﬂuential
the decomposition prettily explained, by body are improved, but their conduct in
a diagram at the back of the lecturer. society, and their external appearance
A similar experiment was made with give evidence of the change that has
the compound produced By the combus been eﬂ‘ected. In a national point of
case the products were muriatic acid, Whatcountrycancompetewit England,
and sulphuric acid. ln the course of where every operative mechanic is now
the lecture, Mr. Cooper stated that chlo
rine was found to exist in vast quanti
ties throughout nature, but fortunately
always in a state of combination, and
that it required the science of chemistry
to separate it. It was explained, that if
chlorine were to exist in a pure state in
nature, man could not exist; many of

become a man of science?

What fear

need we have from the manufactories of
the continent, where onl the heads un

derstand the principles o their art, when
we have here the very apprentices at
their looms and at their working lathes
reasoning on their occupation, and daily
discovering new facilities? England has

the bodies with which we are surrounded had long to boast of her institutions, but
would burst out into spontaneous com in a national point of view, her greatest
bustion. and others, with the addition of boast, we hesrtate not to say, ought to
be “ 77w Jllechanies’ Imlilutian."
the slightest heat, would undergo a simi
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E$5AY ON LIGHT.

My subtile ﬂuid, pervading all space, and
From Pe7my’s Scripture Philosophy, Hut 1.

wholly independent of the sun, which may
be considered as its principle exciter, or the

“ Let there be light: and there was light.” great agent in nature, which gives it motion,
‘and renders it the medium of vision. The
GENESIS, i, 3.
late experiments in chemistry and galvanism
It is not necessary to suppose that the have served to render such a ﬂuid, or ele
Almighty uttered these express words; but, mentary principle, more familiar to us.
understanding them as an expression of his Besides, we know that there are many sub
sovereign will, they may be considered as stances capable of emitting light, indepen
an instance of the truest sublimity. The dently of the sun. Among others may be
celebrated critic, Longinus, has quoted them mentioned, besides cnlinaryﬂre,the different
as such, and his decision has been acqui kinds of phosphori,the diamond, the glow
esced in by all succeeding critics and com worm, the Bologna stone, the ﬁre-ﬂy, ignis
mentators, if we except M. Huitt, and a few fatuus, putrescent ﬁsh, &c. and frequently
more. This extraordinary expression, says the waters of the sea are seen to emit light;
Boileau, which marks so well the obedience respecting which last, the reader may find
of the creature to the commands of the some very curious observations in the Philo
Creator, is truly sublime. and has in it some sophical Tramactions, vol. lix, p. 446, et seq.
thing divine. If_.instead of those few words,
But a new genus of molusca, called py
(saye he) we were to substitute, “ The S0 rasoma, seen and described by M. Peron,

vereign Lord of all things commanded that (Voyage de Découverter aux Terras Aus
light should be formed, and, at the same
time, this wonderful work, which we call

trales. p. 488, torn. i.) presents one of the

ﬂex. Crit. x.

phosphoric light spread upon the waves.

most singular phenomena ofthis kind. “ On
light, was produced," what littleness should the 14th of December," he relates, “-the
we not perceive in these pompous expres horizon,-lwas loaded with heavy clouds, and
sions, when opposed to, “God said, let the darkness was intense. We had disco
there be light: and there was light.”—Re’ vered, at a little distance, a broad belt of
i

The simplicity of the words, the brevity We presently reached it, and found that the
of the whole, and the rapidity with which brilliancy was occasioned by an innumerable
this wonderful and glorious work, proceed quantity of animals, which lifted by the
ing from the First Great Cause of all things, waves, ﬂoated at different depths, appearing
was accomplished, when taken collectively, under a variety of shapes. The pieces that
are truly admirable. Besides, we cannot were more deeply immersed, presented the
help adverting to the great beneﬁt and bless idea of masses of burning matter, or of
ing of the thing created; by means of enormous red hot balls, whilst those on the

which the beauties of creation are unveiled surface perfectly resembled large cylinders
of iron heated to whiteness."

to our senses, and we enjoy, with the least
exertion,
the most innocent, varied,
I possible
and extensive
pleasures.

Bouguer, Hawksbee, and Bernoulli, in

stituted many curious experiments, by
A difﬁculty has arisen, however, in the which they produced various kinds of arti
minds of some persons, to account for the ﬁcial light. See, also, Frzmklin’s Works,
production of light, before the creation of vol.,ii, p. 88. The supposition that light is
the sun, which has been considered as its a subtile elementary ﬂuid, or a substance

source: and they have indulged various con
jectures on the subject. Some have sup

independent of the sun, is at least as old as
Aristotle, and supported by the opinion of

posed that it was caused by an imperfect
sun, in which the elements of light and ﬁre

many writers of eminence; among whom
may be mentioned, the Abbé Pluche, the

were not yetcollected in suﬂicient quantities ingenious author of Spectacle de la Nature,
to illuminate the earth.

Others have ima

Dr. J. Taylor, Dr. Franklin, and that pro

gined, that though the sun existed, his rays found mathematician. Euler.—Nor should
could not penetrate through the dense at it be forgotten, that the sentiments of Mil
mosphere, to render the surface of the ter ton on this subject are conformable to the
raqueous globe visible. A third conjecture declaration of Moses. His invocation to
is, that this ﬁrst-created light was only a lu light is one of the most poetical passages in
cid cloud, of the same nature as the shechi
nah, which guided the Israelites by night

in their journeyings through the wilderness.

his immortal work.

He calls it—

“Bright eﬂiuence of bright essence in

create!
But this ditﬁculty has arisen, from adopting,
with implicit conﬁdence, a mere hypothesis Or hear’st thou rather pure ethereal stream,
Whose
fountain who shall tell! Before the
of modern philosophy; an hypothesis ,which
sun,
the recent improvements of science seem
to render every day more questionable. Before the heav’ns thou wert, and at the voice
Instead of the great elementary body of Of God, as with a mantle, didst invest
light emanating from the sun, there is reason The rising world of waters dark and deep,
to believe, that light itself is an inconceiva Won from the void and formless inﬁnite!”
B
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Taken in this sense, light is a body quite
“Universal space,as far as we know of
it,” says Dr. Franklin, vol.ii,p. 129, “ seems different from the sun, and might haveexisted
to be ﬁlled with a subtile ﬂuid, whose mo
tion, or vibration, is Called light; but I am

before it, seeing that it now exists in its ab
sence, as well as when present. It is dif

hot satisﬁed with the doctrine that supposes fused from one end of the creation to the
particles of matter called light, are continu other, traverses the whole universe, forms a
ally driven oﬂ" from the sun‘s surface,with a communication between the most remote
swiftness so prodigious as philosophers sup spheres, penetrates into the inmost recesses
pose. Must not the smallest particle conceiv
able have, with such amotion,aforce exceed
ing that of a twenty-four pounder discharged
from a cannon? Mustnot the sun diminish ex
ceedingly by sucha waste of matter? And the
planets, instead of drawing near to him, as
some have feared, recedeto greater distances
through the lessening attraction? Yet these
particles, with this amazing motion,will not

of the earth, and only waits to be put in

motion to make itself visible. Light is to
the eye, what the air is to the ear; air can

not be called the body of sound, though it
equally exists all around us, when there is

no sonorous body to put it in motion: so
likewise the light equally extends, at all
times, from the most distant ﬁxed stars to
us, though it then only strikes our eyes
when impelled by the sun, or some other

remove the least and slightest dust they
meet with; and the sun, for aught we know, mass of tire. The body of light, therefore,
continue of his ancient dimensions, and his either exists independently ofthe luminous
attendants move in their ancient orbits-. body, or we must suppose that every lumi
May not all the phenomena of light be more nous body, whether it be the sun, a candle,
‘conveniently solved, by supposing ttniversal or a spark, produces this light from itself,
space ﬁlled with a subtile and elastic ﬂuid,
which, when at rest, is not visible; but whose

and projects it to a greater distance: but to

assert the latter, is to assert a very great
vibrations aﬂect that ﬁne sense in the eye, improbability ; for if a spark, which is seen
as those of air do the grosser organs of the in every part of a large room ﬁfty cubic
‘ear? We do not, in the case of sound, ima feet in dimensions, emits from its own sub
gine, that any sonormls particles are thrown stancea quantity of light suﬂicient to fill the
off from a bell, for instance, and ﬂy in whole room, then there must issue from
straight lines to the ear: why must we be that spark, which is but a point, a body, the
lieve, that luminous particles leave the sun contents of which are ﬁfty cubic feet. How
and proceed to the eye? Some diamonds, incredible the supposition. On the contrary,
if rubbed, shine in the dark, without losing how simple and natural is it to suppose, that

'any part of their matter. Ican make an as the air existed before the hell that put it
electric spark as big as the ﬂame of a can
dle much brighter; and therefore visible
farther; yet this is without fuel; and I am
persuaded, that no part of the electric ﬂuid
ﬂies oﬂ" in such a caseto distant places; but

in motion, and caused it to vibrate into

do not mean that sensation which we expe

to any that have preceded him. A very re

sound; so in like manner the light existed

in the room before the spark was struck,
which excited its vibrations, and made it vi
sible. By the same means, the sun and
that all goes directly, and is to be found in stars made themselves visible, without suf
the place to which] destine it." Vol. i,p. 258. fering any diminution of substance: God
“ It appears,” says Dr. J. Taylor, “ from having placed between thoseluminous globes
electrical experiments, that light is a distinct and us the body of that light which we see,
substance from all others, as much as air is and which is impressed on the organs of vi
from water: and that by being properly ex sion by their action and inﬂuence, but which
cited, it may be made to appear in midnight does not proceed from them, nor owe its
darkness: which shews, that it did exist in xistence to them. The account of Moses,
that darkness previously to its being excited, therefore, is agreeable to truth, as well as a.
and that it was rendered visible by being ex useful lesson of caution, when he imforms
cited. Consequently it may, and I doubt us that God, and not the sun, was the author
not doth, exist, expanded through the whole of light: and that it was created by his Al
visible system of things at all times, by night mighty tlat, before there was a sun to dart
as well as by day, and that the sun is in our it on one part of the earth, and a moon to
system the great exciter, by which the sub reﬂect it on the other. I)_r. Young, in his
stance of light is impelled and becomes visi Lectures on the Natural Philosophy and the
ble.”-Ta_1/l0r’s Scheme of Scripture Dim} Mechanical Arts, has maintained nearly the
nity; or Bi.rh0pIVataon’s T-racts,Vol. i, p. 20. same theory, by reasoning and deductions,
“Bylight,” says the Abbé Pluche, “we equal, at least, in force and depth of science,
rience in ourselves, on the presence of any markable property of light is the uniformity
illuminated body, but that inconceivably of its velocity in the same medium: now,
subtile matter, which makes an impression there is no instance in nature, besides, he
on the organ of sight, and paints on the op observes, of a simple projective moving
i-lc nerve those objects, from the surface of with a velocity uniform in all cases, what-'

Which it was reﬂected to us.” Vol. iii, p. 409. ever be. its cause.

Light, therefore,‘ if
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consist not in the emission of very minute
particles from luminous substances, which

brze of the back. Were an artist to attempt
to form a chain which would be capable of

are actually projected, is probably an af

supporting a weight perpendicularly, and at

fection of a highly elastic ether, pervading
the universe in a state so rare, that although
it constitutes a continuous medium, itIsuf
fers all bodies to move through it without
sensible resistance, and is admitted into
their pores with perfect freedom, See vol.
i, page 457-488.

the same time ﬂexible, he would make it
of strong and short links, and endeavour to
combine flexibility and strength, so as to act

in opposition to each other; but he would
ﬁnd it very diﬂicult to effect his purpose, even
for supporting a small weight in this manner.
There are twenty-four bones in the human
spine, joined to each other by broad bases;

in some parts these bases are shallower than

_.___+.—

_

OF MAN AS A MACHINE.

in others, according as they are to serve more

.

(From Bryan’: Lectllru.)

immediately either the purposes ofﬂexibility

V Let us turn from the mechanism effected or strength. In the back, where strength
by the art of man, to contemplate thatof his is most wanted, they are ﬁrmer than in the
Maker: the one feeble, and easily estimated;
the other strong, and incalculable.
Behold that various and complicated ma-.

loins, whose ﬂexibility is necessary; and still
ﬁrmer in the neck, where the erect posture is

man! composed of bones, joints, and arte
ries; and clothed with muscles, veins, and
teguments! How duly balanced! Howaptly
contrived for his various movements! As the
summit of this column, the head appears,
appointed to this highest station as contain

over and under those next to it, as to form a.
close channel for the medullary substance.
To prevent this channel from being disturbed
on change of posture, by the vertebra shift
ing over one another, these bones are sup.
plied with cartilages, which, being of an

ing the seat of sensation, the light of under
standing, and the faculty of sight. To effect
its most extensive purposes, it moves on an
articulated fulcrum or prop, on which it can
turn either backward or forward, up or

elastic and yielding nature, allow of these
motions without any separation of the bones
themselves.

chieﬂy required. Each of these bones is per
chinery,which forms the graceful column of forated through the middle, and so placed

On the various joints of the bones much

of their different effects depend.

Each is

down, horizontally to the right orto the left,

mechanical, and resolvable by human rea
The first two movements are eﬂected by a son. There are two sorts of joints; namely,
hinge-joint ﬁtted to the upper vertebra of the ball and socket, and the hinge joint; and

the neck bone, but limited by ligaments, in

on the bone below the first vertebra. It is

one or the other is used according to the
motion required. At the knee, a hinge on
swers the purpose of moving the leg back
wards and forwards: at the hip, a ball and
socket serve to co-operate with the motion

a prong, or projection, similar in shape and
size to a tooth, which ﬁts into a pivot of the
bone above it, and serves as an axle for the

of the leg’, and also to move the limb to the
right and left in any required position. The
shoulder joint is likwise a ball and socket,

head to turn, but only to a limited distance,

but the socket is shallow and has a cartilage
set round its rim; while the cup of the thigh

its movements backward and forward, to

prevent suffocation. The horizontal motion
is effected by a particular auxiliary, placed

muscles on each side guarding it from ex
cessive danger. The utility of the head

moving on a hinge on the ﬁrst vertebra, in
stead of the vertebra having the vibratory
motion, has been discovered by anatomists;
namely, that had that vertebra this motion,

the spinal marrow at the beginning ofits
course would be impeded. The spine or
backbone is a continuation of vertebrae: its
various uses, and amazing powers, can never

be wholly investigated; yet we can perceive
enough of the design to compel us to adore
and venerate the superior excellence of the
work of God! Various and almost contrary
are its properties, yet all are applied in the

most eiﬁcacious manner possible.

It is firm

enough to bear the body in an erect pos
ture, ﬂexible enough to allow of various cur
vatures to relieve the body when fatigued: it

is the grand conduct or pipe, through innu
merable capillary tubes called nerves. This
pipe affords support to all the muscles of the

trunk of the body, which are attached to it:
the ribs also are articulated into the verte
\

bone is very concave, and made of more

solid materials.

These differences agree

with the situations of each of them, and the
purposes they are separately toanswer; for,
as the one is a principal instrument ofaction,

the shallowness of the socket, and ﬂexibility
of the cartilage, form its motion: while in

the leg and thigh, which are to support the
body, ﬁrmness is likewise necessary, which
has been considered in the confommtion

and texture of the joints belonging to each
of them. In all the joints of the body the
ends of the bones are covered with gristle,
to prevent injury by the friction of hard
substances. The ball is tipped, and the cup
lined, with this yielding substance; and the
hip joint is protected by it. Each hinge

and socket is also supplied with a mucila.
ginous ointment, which constantly softens
and lubricates the parts. This juice, called
synovia, is supplied by glands, so placed
that on each motion of the joint, it is pressed
out as from a sponge.
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Having considered the joints on which

He would be very inferior to those iro

animal -motions depend. we may contem
plate the mechanism by which these motions
are generated and supported. The muscles

quois. since they knew how to light tires
and make arrows. He would require ages
to arrive at these two arts.
Man, abandoned to pure nature, would

and their tendons are not only constitution
ally endowed to generate and regulate mo

have, for his language, only a few inurticu

tion, but also differently constructed for late sounds; the species would be reduced
these purposes, according to the movement to a very small number, from the ditiiculty

required, and the instrument used. Thus, of getting, nourishment, and the want of
at the elbow and knee, where there is a huge

help, at least in our harsh climates.

He

joint, which serves only to move the limb would have no more knowledge of God and
the soul, than of mathematics; these ideas
would be lost in the care ofprocuring food.
lengthen and shorten only in that direction; The race of beavers would be inﬁnitely pre
but in the shoulder and hip, where the ball ferable.
Man would then be only precisely like a
and socket joint is found, the muscles are
variously placed, and are capable of con robust child; and we have seen many men
tracting and restoring themselves in each who are not much above that state, as it is.
The Laplander. the Samoyeds, the inha
position. The muscles, also, by their dif
ferent directions, support the bones, par bitants of Kamtschatka, the Catfrees, and
ticularly the heud; and all the limbs are Hottentots, are—with respect to man in a
regulated in their movements chieﬂy by state of pure nature—that which the courts
their agency. Each muscle has what is of Cyrus and Semiramis were in comparison
called an antagonist muscle; namely, one with the inhabitants of the Cevennes. Yet
that acts in tt direction contrary to the the inhabitants of Kammchatka and the Hot
other. For the muscles cannot expand be tentots of our days, so superior to men en
yond ;their natural state, though they can tirely savage, are animals who live six
contract; therefore, to produce a contrary months of the year in caverns, where they
motion, a new muscle must be called into eat the vermin by which they are eaten.
In general, mankind is not above two or
action. It is by this contrary motion of the
muscles of the face, that the features are three degrees more civilized than the l(amts
in the same plane, the leaders, or muscular
tendons, are placed parallel to them, and

duly balanced in their places. The natural chatkans. The multitude of brute beasts
strength of the muscles may be either in called men. compared with the little number
creased or diminished by exercise; for we
perceive the legs of a porter, and the arms

of those who think, is at least in the pro
portion of a hundred to one in many na

of an anchorsmith,are stronger by use.

trons.

All

Between men of pure instinct, and men of
the limbs of the body are levers of the third
kind; for the resistance must be further genius, ﬂoats this immense number occu
from the prop than the power, the power pied solely with subsisting.
This subsistence costs us so much pains,
being in the joint itself: yet all is easy,
no diﬂiculty arises-for it is the work of that in the north of America, a man often
God.’
___+_

runs five or six leagues to get a dinner;
whilst among us, he bedews the ground with
the sweat of his brow, in order to procure
bread.

Evtract from !'oItaire‘s Philosophical
Dictionary.

Add to this bread—or the equivalent--a
hut, and a poor dress, and you will have

We extract the following from Voltaire’s man such as he is in general, from one end
of the universe to the other; and it is only
in a multitude of ages that he has been
would recommend that work, generally, to able to arrive at this high degree of attain
the perusal of our subscribers, but because ment.
Finally, after other ages, things got to the
the description, in this particular article,
Philosophical Dictionary_not because we

point at Which we see them.
forms a striking contrast with that of man

in a state of cultivation.

Here we re

present a tragedy in music; there We kill
one another on the high seas of another he
misphere, with a thousand pieces of can

non. The opera, and a ship of war of the
OF MAN IN THE STATE OF PURE NATURE.

ﬁrst rank, always astonish my imagination.

I doubt Whether they can be much farther
What man would be in the state which
we call that of pure nature? An animal
much below the ﬁrst Iroquois whom we

found in the north of America.

in any of the globes with which the heavens
are studded. More than half the habitable
world, however, is still peopled with two
footed animals, who live in the horrible

state approaching to pure nature.
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HISTORY OF ELECTRICITY.

Electricity is the sixth kind of attraction,
which property was, by Thales the Mile
sian, ﬁrst discovered in amber, six hundred
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The following are the different Commit

tees appointed by the Managers to carry into

years before the Christian era. The at

effect any matter that may be referred to
them.

tractive power of electricity was supposed,
by the learned, for many generations, to-be
peculiar to amber: but later philosophers
have discovered, that this power may be

BUILDING COMMITTEE.
Mr. wurnxnn.

excited in different substances.
Dr. Gilbert, in I600, made the ﬁrst con
siderable advancement in the knowledge of
electricity: he discovered, that some bodies
exhibited this property by friction, others

by transmission only; and his communica
tions on this subject served as a foundation
to all the subsequent theories in the science
of electricity. He discovered, that the elec
tric eﬂluvium possessed both an attractive
and a repulsive power—-was of a subtile
nature-—was brought into action by friction,
and that stronger evidences of it were ex
cited in warm and dry weather, than in a
cold and wet state of the atmosphere.
Boyle and Otto Guericke extended their

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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HALL,
THOMPSON,

Mr. COPE,
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Observations on the known principles of
electricity: the former discovered, that ex
cited electrics, which attracted other bodies,
were attracted by them in the same propor

tion; that feathers and different light sub
stances were attracted by animal bodies:
that an accumulated quantity of electricity
would exhibit flame, and produce sound. in
passing into the air; and that a conducting
substance, placed in an electric atmosphere,
had its nature changed by that situation.
The great and comprehensive mind of
Newton discovered, that the electric ﬂuid
acted through the substance of glass, by
evidences of its attractive effect extending

ACCOUNTS.
F. PLACE Esq.,
Mr. J. F. BLAKE,
Mr. JOHNSON.
ELEHIENTAR Y SCHOOLS’.
Dr. GILCHRIS I‘, L.L.D.
W. FREND, Esq,
Mr. BLAKE,
Mr. REYNOLDS,
Mr. DOTCHEN.
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NOTICES.

At the conclusion of the Lecture on Wed
nesday, the 27th of October, Dr. Birkbeck

to the opposite side of an excited glass tube. announced, that the Committee of Managers
Mr. I-Iawksbee, in I709, invented the

were anxious to receive the names of those

electric machine on the known effects of who wished to belong to any of the Ele
excitation.

After his death, no improve

mentary Schools as soon as possible, as by

ment was made in this science for .many that means the Committee could make ar
years; but it was revived with much energy rangements accordingly.
by Mr. Stephen Grey, who introduced the
method of retaining an accumulation of the

excited power on substances, by means of

miarzllanea.

insulation.

Dr. Watson tried various new experi
ments on the electrical ﬂuid, and discover

ed that the electric spark would ﬁre com

REMARKAULE INSTANCES OF THE POW
ERFUL EFFECTS OF THE WIND OF A
CANNON-BALL.

bustible substances.
In 1745 the Leyden phial was invented.
In 1747, Dr. Franklin, in America, commu
nicaled his observations on the science; of
which, that proving the identity of lightning
and electricity was the most important;
as by that discovery, he determined, also,
the possibility of disarming the lightning of
its terrors. under certain circumstances, and

,violent cannonade, when he was struck
down insensible by a double-headed shot
which passed near him. He soon recovered
his senses, nor was the smallest hurt, bruise,

with certain restrictions

or impression of any kind to be perceived

In the siege of Savanna, by Count D’Es
taign, in the year 1779, Sir James Wright
was walking along what is called the Bluff,

a high sandy bank of the river, during a
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on any part of his body. On his becoming I think those who were near him on the
sensible, the ﬁrst object that struck him was deck reported, that a large ball passed at
a woman standing over the dead body of some distance from his breast, and it is pro
bable, with such an impetus as entirely to
her daughter, which the same shot had di
vided quite in two, about ﬂfty yards before paralise the elasticity of the heart.
it passed Sir James. The mother and
daughter had been standing in the door, on
the opposite side of their house from the
French lines, the mother leaning on the

daughter‘s shoulder, when the daughter
dropped from under her arm, divided in two
by the fatal shot. This was on the side of
the town the most remote from the French
lines; the shot must have passed through

many objects, and was probably nearly ex
hausted when it passed Sir James Wright.
Sir James was soon able to get under the
Bluﬂ‘, where he was safe till he could be
conveyed home; and felt no lasting conse
quences from the accident.
Another accident of the same nature had

not long before happened to Sir James
Wright. In proceedmg to resume his go
vernmcnt of Georgia, he, with his family,

was carried out in the Experiment frigate,
with some other vessels of war under his

command, which, in the Chops of the Chan
nel, had an action with some French fri

gates. During the engagement, Sir James
would assist the captain on deck: while
there, a ball passed so near him, that,
though it did nottouch him, he felt it very
sensibly, and said, “that ball must have

come very near, for I felt it on my face.”—
A little after, the captain’s eye happened
to ﬁx on Sir James, when he saw the blood

LONGEVITY IN YORKSHIRE.

The county of York has produced more
instances of longevity than any county in
England; the cause of which is probably to

be ascribed to the salubrity of the air, and
sobriety of the inhabitants. The following
is a list of persons who resided in Yorkshire,
and attained the age of a century and up
wards :
Alice Atkinson, of the city of York, aged
109; died l749._Jane Atkins, of the city
of York, 100; died l16l.—Ann Armstrong,

ofAldbrough, H4; died 1765.-Jane Blake,
of North Leeds, H4; died l763._Margaret
Bartlemer, of Leeds, 10?; died l765.-Ro
bert Butterﬁeld, of Halifax, 102; who from
forty years’ industry as a wool stapler,

acquired a fortune of £40,000; he died 1781.
—S. Brigg, of Hoober Hall, near Craven,
100; died l782._Wm, Birkhead, of Brork
House, near Cleckheaton, 100; died H97.
-Francis Consit,' of Burythorpe, near
Malton, 150; died l768._-Ralph Coulson,
of Grimstone, 107; died l77l.—Margaret

Champney, of Carlton, l02; died 1782.-—
Mary Cousin, of Wakeﬁeld, l03; died 1790.
—-Peter Delme, Esq., of Leeds, 104; died
1778.-Mrs. Dawson, of Wakeﬁeld, 10| ;

running down his face and clothes, and it died l798.—Mr. Frank, of Pontefract, 109;
was found that his cheek was considerably died 1782.--Mary Gummersell, near Wake
scariﬂed; but no further serious hurt ap ﬁeld. She was mother of 14 children;
peared, nor any bad etfects after the bleed grandmother to 33; great grandmother to
85, and great great grandmother to 25--in
mg ceased.

The following instance was of more fatal all, 156 descendants; she died l763.—'l‘ho
event. In the battle of Campcrdown, a
young man named Balbirnie was appointed,

in the sea phrase, to cum the ship into ac
tion; he was a kiasman of the writer’s, as
also of Dr. Duncan (the chaplain of the
ship), from whom he had the narration.
The doctor literally “ a tall fellow,” above

mas Garbut, of Hurworth, 10]; died l713.
—-Wm. Gibson, farmer, of Hutton Bush,
102; died l796.—Ann Hatﬁeld,+ of Tinsley

"' He was very temperate in his living,
and used great exercise, which, together
with his occasionally eating a raw new-laid

six feet high, with spirit proportional, egg, enabled him to obtain so extraordinary
wished to stand near his friend the admiral, an age.
'l' James Hatﬁeld died the same year, at
during the action, to assist in giving orders,
but was earnestly requested to go below and the same age. He was formerly a soldier;
assist the surgeons, who soon had their when on duty as a centinel at Windsor, one
hands full. The battle had not been long night, at the expiration of his guard, he
begun, when Balbirnie was brought down heard St. Paul’s clock in London strike
among the wounded, but announced not to thirteen strokes instead of twelve, and not
be hurt, only stunned. The doctor,as soon being relieved as he expected, he fell asleep,
as he could leave the case in hand, went to in which situation he was found by the suc
his kinsman, who still lay insensible. He ceeding guard, who soon after came to re
took hold of the breast of his clothes, and lieve him: for such neglect he was tried by
shaking him, said, “Ho! Balbimie, man! a court martial, but pleading that he was on

what’s the matter with you?" But, alas!
poor Balbirnie was gone for ever! On exa
mining the body, there was not the least
wound, bruise, o_r scar to be found upon it.

duty his legal time, and asserting, as a proof,
the singular circumstance of hearing St. '
Paul’s clock strike thirteen strokes, which

upon enquiry proving true, he was in com
sequence acquitted.
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105; died l770.—Mary Hall, of Bishop of Gisborough, 100; died l76L—Daniel
Hill, of which place she was sexton, 105; Legro, Esq. of Leeds, 103; died l771..—
died 1759.-—Eliz. Hodson, of Scampston, Thomas Loveday, of Scrooby, 101; died
110 ; died 1759.—Wm. Hughes, of Tadcas
1789.— Richard Matherman, of Ripley, 102;
ter, 1527; died 1769.—William Harwick, of died 1766.-—Mrs. Moore, of Rigby, 107;
Leeds, 100; died l772.—John Houseman, died 1768.-Mrs. Mawhood, of Pontefract,
of Sessays, near Thrisk, lll ; died l777.— 100; died l792.—-Mrs. Ogden, of Holbeck,
Jonathan Hartopﬂ‘ of Aldborough, near near Leeds, l06; died l795.—Robert Ogle
Boroughbridge, 138; died 1791.-Mary bie,* of Rippon, 115; died 1762.—Mrs.Pil
Halmshav'r,+ of Wakeﬁeld, l02.—The cele
kington, of Bicester, l07; died 1757.—J0hn
brated Henry Jenkins, of Ellerton-upon Phillips,-r of Thorn, near Leeds, 111; died
Swale, 169; died 1670.-—Ann Johnson, of 1742.-—Samuel Paudames, ol'_ Yeddington,
Aldbnrough, 102; died l176.—Joan Jones, 105; died 1792-—Martba. Preston, of Barn
of Gisborough, 103; died I772.-Samuel staple, 125; died l769.—Eleanor Railston,
Johnson, of Bridlington, 104; died 1779.
of Jurrow Quay-, 102; died l785.—-Bartho
Mary Jackson, of Cropton, 104; died 1789. lomew Rymer,I of Rippon, I00; died 1791.
--George Kirton, Esq.,I of Oxnop Hall, —John Shepherd, ‘of Tadcaster, 109; died

125; died l769.—Mary Kersham, of Pon

1757. —James Simpson, near Knaresbo

tefract, 103 ; died l788.—Robert Lawrence,

rough, aged H2; died 1766.—Margaret
Scorral, of Honiton, 108; died l784.—James
Sampler, of Osbaldwick, 103; died 1791.
Mrs. Tate. of Malton, 106; died l772.—

' His father and mother died of the
lague, in their house in the Minories, in Jos. Thompson, of Wallingate Bar, l08;
E706; and he perfectly well remembered died l78L—Mrs. Todd, of Richmond, 105;
the great ﬁre of London. He was short in died l789.—Mr. Wright, of Hutton, 1052;
stature; had been married ﬁve times; and
left 7 children, 26 grand-children, 74 great

grand-children, and 140 great-great-grand
‘children. He could read to_ the last without
spectacles. and play at cribbage with the
most perfect recollection. On Christmas
day, "89, he walked nine miles to dine
with one of his great-grand-children. He

died 1776.--Mr. Wheatley, of Leeds, 106;

died 1780.-Mn. Whip, of Bishop Whilton,
115; died l784.—-Mrs. Warton, of Thrisk,

l03; died l79l.—Major Wilkins, of York,
100; died 1756.-—Sarah Wight, of Breary,
106; died 1760.—Henry Wells, of Whitby,
109; died 1794.-Susannah Wood, of New

ton-upon-the-Ouse, 109; died 1780.

remembered Charles IL, and once travelled
from London to York with the facetious
__

Killigrew. He eat but little, and his only
beverage was milk.

He enjoyed an unin

terrupted ﬁow of spirits. The third wife of
this very extraordinary man was an illegiti
‘mate daughter of Oliver Cromwell, who

PUNISHMENT non POISONING.

In the reign of Henry VIII-. Rouse, the

‘gave with hera portion amounting to about

bishop of Rochester’s cook, poisoned seven
£500.
He possessed a ﬁne portrait of teen people: in consequence of which, poi
Cromwell, by Cooper, for which a Mr. soning was made treason, and the punish
Hollis oﬁered £300., but was refused. Mr. ment boiling to death I

Hartop lent the great Milton £50. soon
after the Restoration, which the bard -re
turned him with honour, though notwith
out much diﬂiculty, as his circumstances
were very low: Mr. Hartop would have de

-—~—*-—__,._‘

* A travelling tinker; he was married

clined receiving it, but the pride of the poet 73 years, and had 12 sons and 13 daughters,
was equal to his genius, and be sent the had all his senses perfect, and could see to
money, with an angry letter, which was

found among the curious possessions of this

work a short time previous to his death.
'I‘ He lived under 8 crowned heads, and

Venerable old man.

was able to walk till within a few days of
'1' She had been a widow upwards of ﬁfty his death. His teeth were good, and his
years, and her faculties were unimpaired to sight and hearing tolerable. At about the
the last. Such was her health and activity,
that when in her 77th year, she walked from
Wakeﬁeld to London, a. distance of l84
miles, and returned again on foot.

age of 28, being constable of the parish, be
upon some disorders, committed two of

1 He was a most remarkable fox-hunter,
following the chace on horseback till he was

had his courage
I He was a man of good health and ac
tivity. He was game-keeper to Sir Belling

Oliver Cromwell’s soldiers to the town
stocks: the Protector, far from resenting it,

wished that every one of his police oﬂicers
80 years of age; from that period to 100
years, he regularly attended the unkennelling

‘the lb: in his single chair.

ham Graham, Bart. of Norton Conyers, and
shot game ﬂying in his 99th year.
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‘wings are quite covered with sand. It then
At Dumferlin, in Fiteshire, there is pre rises into the air, and hovers over its an
served in the corporation chest, a man’s

fortunate victim.

When it is close to it, it

shirt, wrought in the loom above a century shakes its wings, and throws stones and
ago (about 1700). by a weaver of the name

sand into the eyes of the ox, and completes

oflnglesz the shirt was formed without a the terror of the animal, by blows with its
seam, and ﬁnished without any assistance powerful wings. The blinded oxen run
from the needle; the only necessary part I about quite raving, and at length {all down
he could not accomplish was the neck button. completely exhausted, or dash themselves

to death from some cliﬂ‘. The eagle then.
mangles, undisturbed, the fruits of his vic
THE SILK TRADE.

tory.

We learn from a correspondent at Lyons,
that considerable discontent has been ex
cited in that city, by the preparations made

CURIOUS ACCUMULATION OF MONEY AT
COMPOUND INTEREST.

it has heen calculated, that a single penny
by one of its wealthiest manufacturers to
remove his establishment to London. The put out at 5 per cent. compound interest, at
good people of Lyons have taken it into the birth of Jesus Christ, would have pro
their heads, that this gentleman, who is a
M. De Pouilly, or some such name, will

duced, in the year 1806. the enormous sum
Of £290,991,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,
000,0_O0,Q00 sterling, which would make a

carry with him a vast portton of knowledge
and science, with which none of the English bulk of solid gold of 110 million times the
silk manufacturers are gifted.
M. De magnitude of the whole earth; whilst, at
Pouilly, himself, however, seems to entertain

simple interest, the same sum, in the same

no such idea, for he has very candidly told space of time, would only have produced
the French ministry, in applying for per seven shillings and six-pence.
mission to remove his machinery, that his
object in coming to England is to obtain in

formation, since there is nothing in the

N.trvn'rr'§.

French mode of manufacturing silks, of
Soon after the celebrated Heylin had
which the English are ignorant. We are of published his “Geography of the World,”
the same Opinion as M. De Pouilly, and he accepted an invitation to spend a few
really believe that if buyers of silk articles weeks with a gentleman who lived on the
would be a little less parsimonious, and en
New Forest, Hampshire, with directions
courage the manufacturer to put weight, as where his servant should meet him to con
well as appearance into'his productions, duct him thither. As soon as he was joined
there is no country in' Europe which‘ could by the gentleman’s servant, they struck oil’
excel us in this article of luxury and use into the thick of the forest, and after riding
fulness.
_> '
- '
for a considerable time, Mr. Heyliu asked
__
I
if that was the right road; and to his great
MEANS BY Wﬁlél-I EAGLES ATTACKOXEN. astonishment received for answer, that the
conductor did not know, but he had heard
Rom Von Bruclfs Travels through Nar therewas a very near out to his master’s
way and Lapland.
house through the thicket; and he certainly

We learned with astonishment, that eagles thought, as Mr. Hcylin had written the
were very much dreaded on these islands; “Geography of the World,” that such a
for they are not contented with lambs and road could not have been unknown to him.
smaller animals‘, but even attack oxen, and
not unfrequently master: them. The man'
QUERY.
ner of their attack is so singular. that we
should have doubted the-truth of the ac
A correspondent who gives the signature
count, if we had not heard it so circumstan of “ Box,” sends us the following query for
tially conﬁrmed to us in the same terms, in insertion :__.
places a great distance from i one another.
“In what manner must four pin-heads,
The eagle plunges itself into the waves, (or any round substance will do as well,) be
and after being' completely drenched, rolls placed so that each of the heads shall be of

itself among the sand on the shore, till its an equal distance from each other?”
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THE COLUMBUS. '
The arrival of this ship having created
considerable interest, we sent a very ex
cellent artist down to Blackwall to make

a design of her, which, for correctness in
all its parts, we can safely recommend to
our readers. Our visit to the ship,however,
has not enabled us to supply any particulars
of interest in addition to those contained in
the newspapers, and which we have brought
into one focus as notes of reference for the
public. We will only remark, that a cor
rect idea of the appearance of the Colum

The day was remarkably ﬁne, and the
river presented an animated spectacle, no
less than seven steam-boats, and an amaz

ing number of rowing and sailing boats
being upon the water.
(From the Jllorning Chronicle ofJVov. 10.)

We had yesterday an opportunity of see
ing this large vessel. From what we had
heard of her, we found her better built than
we expected. Her timbers are principally
of elm, but her beams and planking are

busas to length, may be formed by the

chieﬂy red pine. The casgo also is prin

boat at the stern in our engraving, which

is 25 feet in length, and is drawn in fair
proportion to the length of the ship.

cipally red pine. For greater security, the
upper beams are carried through the sides,
and are secured on the outer part of the

Thefollowing account of the launch of the

ship.

Columbus, is from the Quebec Mercury

of the Stat July.
“ The long-expected launch of the great
ship took place on Wednesday morning
last, at the point of the island of Orleans,
in presence of a large concourse of people.
The St. Lawrence, which, but a few years
ago, comparatively speaking, had borne on

' its waves only the rudely-constructed canoe
of the native Indian, has now ﬂoating on
its waters the largest ship in existence, or,

From the bottom, three rows of pil

lars, or stancheons, placed fore and aft,
one in the middle, and one on each side,

come through the upper deck beams, and
are there secured. There is, therefore,
a sort of frame work of a ship within
the hip; and the use of this is to secure
the cargo, divide its weight equally over
every part, and prevent it touching the sides
of the vessel. Within this inner ship, we

think we may call it, except a small space
reserved for the accommodation of the
crew, for the cable tier, &c. she is a com

of the building of which for navigable pur plete mass of timber. Her rudder passes
poses we have any authentic record. This up outside her stern, like a Dutch galliot,
immense vessel has, with great propriety, or river barge; and notwithstanding her
been named the Columbus.
vast length and bulk, she steers or obeys
The events ofWednesday shewed how ably the helm remarkably well. One man and a
the work had been conducted, and how mi
boy were found suﬂicient to be at the wheel
nutely the builder had made his calculations.
At half-past, or thirty-ﬁve minutes past se

nearly the whole passage home. She an
swers well, and was worked, we under
stand, into Margate roads. On the pas
sage home she ran sometimes at the rate of

ven, this ponderons mass was put in motion,
with as much facility as any smaller vessel,
and slid majestically into the St. Lawrence. nine miles an hour, which, with her masts
The length of the ways was somewhat less

and tackle, may be consideredas very good

than 600 feet, and precisely one minute

sailing.

elapsed between the period when she mov
ed and that of reaching the water, her en

frequently stated, but we may repeat, that
she is 300 feet long, 50 broad, and 30 deep,

trance into which was greeted by appropri

measuring 3,800 tons, being upwards of
l,000 tons larger than any ship in-the navy.

ate airs from the military bands in attend
ance, and repeated salutes from the guns of
the steam boats, and some which had been
planted on the shore for that purpose. Her

Ways were much scorched by the friction of
her motion, and so great a smoke arose,

Her dimensions have already been

She was nine months in building, is per
fectly ﬂat bottomed, sharp at both ends, and
was launched with more than half her cargo
on board.

We would gently recommend the pro

‘ha; distant spectators imagined some acci
dent 60 have taken place. From her pecu
liar construction in the wedge-like form of

prietor to have a little attention paid to
cleanliness on board, as her present state is
by no means such as to give visitors a fa

her stern, and the small proportion her

vourable idea of the habits of British sailors.

breadth bears to her length, she created
but little swell; even the smallest boats
were hardly tossed; and no sensible motion
Was experienced on board the steam-boats

At present she is the wonder of the day;
but there is another building, and expected

to come to England next summer, which is

and larger vessels.

six feet higher, carrying two or three ordi

intended to be ten feet broader, and about

rue mnnon Mncrurucs’ nears-ran.
nary ships’ cargoes more than the present.
Till her safe arrival, we must look on this

as the most extraordinary vessel that ever
crossed the ocean.
(From the New Times)

\Ve have been favoured with the follow
ing description of this vessel by a nautical
correspondent. Of its perfect accuracy we
have no doubt, and recommend it to the

attention of all who are fortunate enough
to be able to comprehend it.
At a broadside view from a distance, the
Columbus looks a tremendous length, and

though seemingly hog’d, or broken-back'd,
and very much under-rigged, there is some
thing sneaking and dangerous in her show.
As you approach her, however, she looks as
she is——an immense mass of timber, knock
ed together for the purposes of commerce,
without any regard to beauty, and little at

tention to the principles of naval architec
ture.

She has two sets of beams, the up

per ones, which sustain the deck, project
through the sides. She has also, we un
derstand, an inner frame, for the better se
curity of the cargo—to prevent any starting
of the timber. Her blocks were laid in
October, 1823; she is perfectly ﬂat-bottom
ed; and her shell was completely built be
fore a plank of her cargo was stowed. Pre

vious to her being launched,however, 4000
tons of timber were run on board by horses,

through the bow and stern-ports, and she
drew about thirteen feet when she ﬁrst sit
on the water. Unlike large ships, her gal
ley and bitts are above deck; and between
the fore-mast and the ﬁrst main-masts, there

is a fore hatchway, and a cable tier and
messing place for part of the crew, which
look like a rude gap made in her cargo

after it had been stowed. The height from
the timber on which the cable is coiled,
and where the men have two or three
births, is about six feet, so that there must
be even there about thirty feet deep of tim

ber.

But from the ﬁrst main-mast to the
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mendation to the eye of a woman, and
nothing striking to that of a landsman. The
masts are ill-proportioned for beauty, and
injudiciously so as far as the labour of the
crew is concerned. Thelower masts are too

taunt-there is too much of them above
deck, and this necessarily gives the courses
a tremendous drop. One of the crew, an
intelligent sailor-like man, said the fore
sail had 50 feet leech. The bowsprit and

jib-boom are but one spar; they steeve lit
tle, and the hoist of the jibs is consequently
great. The top masts and top-gallant masts
are also in one. They are exceedingly
short, and a royal can only be set on one

of the rnainmast. She is not more square
rigged than she is taunt; her fore-yard
does not measure above 70 feet. The only
studding sails she carried were topmasts ones
on the ﬁrst mainmasts. Her topmast rigging
is rove through holes in the cross-trees, and
is set up with lanyards to a grommet round

the lower mast. There are, therefore, no
cat-harpings; and the rest of the rigging is
of the same temporary speculative descrip
tion.

Her hemp cable measures 26 inches

in circumference, and the chain is in pro
portion. She crossed the Atlantic with a
single bower anchor, and a kedge of be
tween 6 and 7 cwt. lt is said she worked
easily and surely ; that she was perfectly
under the government of her rudder; that
she was in general steered with facility by
a man and a boy; that she went from nine
to ten knots or miles an hour when sailing
free, and that at six points and a half from
the wind she went six knots, and made but

little lee-way.

in a sea-way she was of

course heavy, and shipped much water, as
she could not rise from her great length
and want of beam. In fact she could have

been but as a log of wood in a short chop
ping sea, one of which might have broken

over her a midships almost without any
body forward or aft knowing of the circum
stance. We are however rather sceptical
as to whether we should conclude that she

is actually possessed of all the good quali

second, the cargo runs from deck to kelson.
And baft the latter mast, close to the wheel
and mizen, or trey-sail mast, where the bin
nacles stand, is a place built for the ac
commodation of the oﬁicers and the rest of

ties attributed to her. We cannot believe
that she ever sailed at six points and a half,
or at even seven points from the wind, or

the crew. The provisions, we believe, are
stowed abaft the treysail-mast. Her rudder
is hung like that of any other ship, but its

in her would stand at six points and a half,
and she has no buttock for running. On
the whole, however, she is an extraordinary
piece of workmanship, and though vastly
inferior to a first, second, third, or fourth
rate man of war in beauty and capacity, the

head comes above the taffrail, and the tiller
is above deck as in small vessels.

A great deal of the timber she has on
board was, we understand, fresh hewn—it
now looks extremely wet—it is principally
red pine, and, like most Canadian timber,

it runs large and long. The rigging of the
Columbus was naturally a minor considera

tion with her owners, and though it has
answered the purposes for which it was in
tended, it presents nothing worthy of com

that she ever went nine or ten miles an
hour. We do not think that a square-sail

Columbus is well worth visiting. We think
however, the charge for admission may be
reduced with advantage, and that a bear
and swab, ifnot a holy stone, would improve
the appearance of the deck extremely.
We may also mention, that some of the
visitors are even more curious and amusing
than the sight of the vessel. One of them,
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we suppose from its being the hunting sea
son, sported‘ his boots and spurs, and inﬁ
nitely diverted some of the crew. He evi
dently had heard that there were suc‘It things
on board of every ship as ‘horses, bridles,

stirrups, and martingttles,’ and that the
Columbus was a complete forest, for he
asked most anxiously what live animals
they had on board ; and was much cha
griried on learning that they had only one fox
and a cat, both of which had stowed them
selves away. His astonishment, however,
was indescribable, when he heard one of
the crew speak tolerable English—‘ D_n it,’

rigging, the Columbus presents an appear

ance not at all proportioned to her rate of
tonnage; they are not larger than those
used in a smaller frigate. On enquiry we
learned that she sailed much better than was
expected, tacked and wore extremely well
(which is very rare with ﬂat-bottomed ves
sels),- and made but very little lee-way. In
the course of her passage to Europe, she
encountered very rough weather, and ship

ped seas so frequently, that the crew on
deck could scarcely keep themselves dry.
The greatest danger to which she was ex
posed was from this circumstance, and, in

he exclaimed, ‘how odd! they speak our

anticipation of it, and of the chance of her

language. Why, where did you learn En
glish ?’ He then proceeded to interrogate
the sailors as to where they came from, &c.
and it palpably required the exercise of all

becoming water-logged, her round-house
(under which were stowed her water and
provisions) was made water-tight. About a
month before her arrival on this coast, she
sprang a leak, and made a foot of water, per

his faith in man to believe that this was not
their ﬁrst trip from the Antipodes. Ano
ther visitor, a. stout gentleman, who looked
of too comfortable a rotundity and unruﬂled
a temper, ever to have existed on salt junk,
on being informed that the ship’s pumps
and pump-well, which are on the starboard

side of the Columbus, were at midships in
all other ships, began to commiserate the
fate of the unhappy midshipmen, whom he

hour, and it required the constant exertions
of the whole crew to keep her free. Never
theless, on her arrival in the Down: she

had eleven feet of water in her hold.
Two pumps were constantly worked night
and day, to the great exhaustion of the crew,
who were only 96 in number. To encourage

them to maintain this harrassing labour a
guinea extra upon the wages of each man

concluded were condemned to serve six

was promised, and it is supposed but for

years in such a hole of bilge water and foul
vapours.

this inducement the vessel would never have

(From the Morning Port.)

The above far famed vessel was safely

reached her destination. During the voy
age the leak gained from eight to eleven
feet water, and yesterday afternoon there

was no less than eighteen feet water in the
hold. In consequence of this she lay deep

moored of Blackwall on Monday afternoon

in the water, drawing twenty-three feet, and

about three o’clock. As soon as her arrival
was made known, her sides were beset by

standing only ﬁfteen feet above the water‘s

a great concourse of visitors from town and

edge. Yesterday evening she was towed on
shore off the folly Point, Blackwell Reach,

country, anxious to witness this wonder of
the transatlantic world. Great,however, was

where she will lie imbeddied in the mud for

the falling off from the expectations of those

about three weeks longer, the period it is
calculated she will take to unload, after

who had derived their notions of this sea
monster from the accounts which had pre

which she will be broken up, being totally

viously been circulated.-—Like many other
wonders of which so much has been said

over the stowage of timber which she con
tains, she has fully answered the purpose of

while at a distance, the Columbus loses
much of her marvellous character on a
nearer approach.

herowners. She was built by a Scotchman
from Port Glasgow, where her rigging was
actually prepared, and her crew was princi

The vessel is unquestionably the longest
ship ever seen in England, but her appear
ance in every other respect is far inferior to

is of the coarsest and most superﬁcial cha

unﬁt to make another voyage.

In bringing

pally Scotch. In every respect, her build
racter, presenting nothing either in general

that of one of our large Indiamen: her con
struction is quite new for a very large ves
sel; she is ﬂat.bottomed, and her bottom

tion. The crew complained of no want of
accommodation, although the voyage was

two feet wider than her deck; her planks

long (nine weeks),owing to contrary winds.

and timbers throughout are on a scale of
thickness proportioned to her great length,

vessel, with the exception of the leak, which

and fastened together with proportionate
strength. It is not true, as was stated in
I some accounts of her, that her cargo (red

and white pine) was fastened into her tim
bers in the building; it is stowed away in
the same manner as on board other ships

timber laden.

In her masts, spars, and

appearance, or in detail, worthy of atten

It Was reckoned a very comfortable sailing
kept them so hard at the pumps. ' The only
thmg remarkable about her appearance is
her length, which is greater by one third
than that of the Prince Regent, the largest
vessel in the British Navy, and her four
masts, which have a singular elfect to the:
eye. Her timbers are entirely of deal.

run wnnou uscnsmcs‘ REGISTER.
The crowds of persons who went to see
her yesterday were very great. Some con
tented themselves with a view of her from
the shore; those who chose to pay the high
arice of ‘the boatmen got a nearer view;
t ey who were content to pay two shillings

additional, were allowed to go on board.
(This last demand, it is but justice to the
oﬂicers on board, was, we believe, without

their knowledge; or if they were aware of
it, it must have been demanded with the

view of preventing the vessel from becoming
inconveniently crowded, which it would be
if all who sought admission were allowed
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Bay and Sandwich‘r (about as rational as if
it had been said “through the New Cut in
Lambath Marsh.") All this, a loyal editor,
who is accustomed to believe still greater
absurdities onoﬂicialauthority,mightreadily
swallow; but that our contemporary should
pay greater attention to “ authority" than to
the laws of nature, and declare, in spite of
Murray's list, the Ramillies to be aﬁrst-rate,
does, we own, surprise us. The Ramillies
is a 74. We have received the following
letter from Basingstoke on the same subject,
but we do not deem it entitled to as much

credit as the account from Deal :

on board.)

The account Which has already appeared,
of the size and tonnage of the Columbus.
was correct. She is 300 feet in length, 50
feet 6 inches wide, and 30 feet deep in the

hold; registers 3900 tons, and has on board
6300 tons of timber.

Another vessel, belonging to the same
proprietors, who, as well as the builder, are
Scotchmen, is now on the stocks at Que
bec, which will be of the same length, but

“ Bnsingstoke, Oct. 28.
“ The ship Columbus has this instant

arrived by canal from Guildford, and is
safely anchored at Mr. ———’s wharf. Be
fore she came in sight her masts were mis
taken for Winchester cathedral, and excited

considerable alarm from thesupposed move
ment of that venerable fabric.

As she lies

to the south of the town, we are seriously
darkened by her shadow, and all the out

10 feet wider, and 5 feet deeper in the hold.

standing grapes will be spoiled. To avoid
the perils of a navigation down the Thames,
and the trouble of the locks, this majestic

THE ARRIVAL OF THE COLUMBUS.

floating mass, which has crossed the Atlantic

in safety, will be conveyed to town in Rus
sells van. The post is just going out, and I
A hoax, under this title, was played off have no room for further details.”
It is proper to state that this true and
upon the Courier of yesterday, by some
person writing from Deal, and still more probable account (the Deal account we
mean)
was copied into the New Times, the
strange to say, the absurd announcement,
which was in the following words, was Morning Herald, and the Morning Post,
copied into some of the papers of this morn without the least apparent doubt of its cor
rectness.
Inga
(From the Globe and Traveller.)

THE COLUMBUS AND THE SEA SERPENT.

nxrnscr or A PRIVATE LETTER.

(From the Globe and Traveller.)

“Deal, WednesdayAfternoon,Oct.27, 1824.

As the ship Columbus is arrived safe, we

“The post just going. only leaves me

have strong doubts as to the correctness of
the following letter from the Courier's Deal
correspondent, though his veracity is vouch

time to inform you that the American ship
Columbus is this moment arrived in the
Downs, and safely anchored nearthe Ramil

lies guard-ship, which, though a ﬁrst-rate,
appears alongside this Leviathan of the
New World no larger than a cock-boat.

ed for on his own respectable testimony:
“To the Editor of the Globe and Traveller.
“Deal, Oct. 31.

“SIn—-As the Courier newspaper has
thought proper, by insinuation at least, to

When the Columbus ﬁrst hove in sight, her

stigmatise me as ‘a fool,’ I take leave to

hull resembled a ﬂoating island, and her
masts church steeples. She is to be towed
up to Deptford by steam-boats,and,to avoid

assure that journal, that in losing its tem

the dangerous and circuitous passage round
the North Foreland, it is proposed to take
her through the new cut from Sandwich to
Whitstable.”
This certainly seems a strong experiment
upon credulity and ignorance. That the
hull ofa ship ﬁrst coming into sight should,

in deﬁance of the laws of perpecth-e, ap
pear like a ﬂoating island, or that the masts

" Among other objections to her pro
posed course, is a fact which at first sight
seems to offer a diliiculty, viz. the non
existence at present of “the new cut from

Sandwich to Whitstable," a part of the
coast at present only in posse. We have,
indeed. heard of a proposed canal in that
part of Kent, for the admission of barges
and such small craft; but even when com

(where were the sails?) should appear like

pleted, we should doubt its capability of ac

steeples: that this ﬂoating island should be
taken through the new cut from Whitstable

comodating “a ﬂoating island, with mast»
like church steeples ‘.“

‘av
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per, it~has also lost a valuable correspond pect of salvage is great); and that an el
ent. In communicating to the public, derly gentleman, in a white hat with a green
through its pages, the arrival of the good lining, who has been bobbing for him from
ship Columbus 05 this port, I averred no
the Pier Head at Dover, ever since six o'clock
thing but what was strictly and indisputably this morning, is reported to have had a fine
true; and if that magniﬁcent vessel is_ no nibble. I am, Sir, yours most truly,
longer riding at anchor in the Downs, it is
FRANCIS FUDGE.
owing to an ocurrence which, were it less
strongly attested, sceptical persons might Witnes Benjamin Bounce, his >4 mark.
His Majesty’s cock-boat Ramillies.
almost be inclined to doubt. The fact is,
Sir, that on the very evening of its arrival,
it had the misfortune to be swallowed by
the great American sea serpent, which , cir

I

cumstances induce me to suppose, has been
narrowly watching its progress ever since it

LONDON MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.

left the St. Lawrence. Thousands are ready
to attest this fact, for the truth of which I
appeal to the whole of Deal,and to_ the boat
sWain‘s mate of his Majesty’s ship Ran_ul

MR. 'l‘ATUM‘S LECTURE ON ELECTRICITY

It will be readily allowed, that after

lies, who witnessed the whole transaction the numerous lectures and the enor
through a port~hole in the after gun-room,
the middle tin of the monster then bearing mous volumes which have been written
three leagues and a half N. N. W. on the upon Electricit , any person who now
vessel’s weather bow. That no doubt may undertakes to ecture on the subject,
be for a moment entertained of the authen must bring with him not onl the ex
ticity of this account, the latter gentleman perience necessary for the e ucidation
has favoured me with his signature, in ad of his doctrines, and the satisfactory
dition to my own, as an attestat1on._ You,

performance of his experiments, but

Sir, it seems, thought proper to receive my also a considerable portion of what we
ﬁrst account with hesitation; but as you ex call mind, when we speak of a man’s
pressed your doubts with urbanity, I shall general talent, ideas. and ability. We
condesceud to reply to the reasons on which

went to Mr. 'I‘atum‘s Lecture on Fri

you grounded them. In the ﬁrst place, day, prepared to do our duty to the
then, the “ diﬂiculty” you allude to, of navi
gating a ﬂoating island through a canal, is public, by a faithful report of any thing

permit me to say, a diﬂicnlty of your own that should strike us as interesting, but
creating, as the said canal might easily have certainly not with an expectation that
been widened for the purpose-—a circum any thin new would be thrown out by
stance which did not escape the Courier. way of p ilosophical illustration. We

As to the non-existence of the canal itself, were, however, agreeably disappointed.
between Sandwich and Whitstable, that, I Mr.'Tatum, though not a young man,
believe, is more than you can prove, though

and therefore less open to the enthusi-.

the latest travellers in that part of Kent may astic impressions of novelty and specu
make no mention of it. If its source be lative science, has not limited his study
hidden, so is that of the Nile; if its _mouth to the dry details of his profession, ass
be not clearly ascertained, neither is that lecturer, but. with a comprehensive
of the Niger. This interesting problem, mind, aimed at objects Whose impor
however, it is likely, will be resolved in the
course ofa year or two, as a gentleman of fance and interest would be general.
considerable enterprise, supposed to be con This gentleman appears to have laid
nected with a journal whose namel am noyv down for the principal of his course of
too angry to mention, passed through this lectures on electricity, an inquiry into
town yesterday by the Regulator c0_ach,with the merits of a new system—-we say ap
the avowed purpose of making discoveries pears, because we have had the plea
in that direction. Your other 0b_]e(:Ll0I1, sure of hearing only two lectures, it is

with respect to the appearance of the masts, impossible ct to speak with certainly
carries more weight with it; but it has been on that su ject.
Mr. Tatum com
since ascertained, that it was not the mast menced his lecture on Friday, with
of the vessel, but the tail of the annual in

some useful explanations of the diﬁ‘er;‘

pursuit, which, rising to an extraordinary ence between positive and negative
exhibited the remarkable resemblance to a electricity, which he proceeded to illus
He
church steeple alluded to in my letter_. I trate in the following manner.
have only to add, that most of the fishing charged two jars, one from the positive,
bcats on this part of the coast are gone out and the other from the nemtivc conduc
elevation above the surface of the water,

in hopes of capturing this monster, (for as tors of the machine, and then stated,

the process of digestion is slow, the pros

that the jar charged from the ‘negative
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The most im
tpart of the lecture
conductor was called negative, because
there was a deﬁciency of the electric was that in w ich Mr. Tatum endea
ﬂuid within it. and a redundancy on voured to make some experiments upon
the outside, whilst that from the posi the electrometer, to illustrate the fol

tive conductor had an internal redun lowing doctrine. The lecturer com
dancy " On placing together the two menced by observin , that in a state of
jars, positive and negative, the natural

nature the electric

uid was pretty ge

uilibnum nerally, and, if we understood him
Was clearly demonstrated; or the re rightly, equally diffused; but that‘ in
dundancy of the ﬂuid in the positivejar the summer, the heat of the sun acting
escaped to supply the deﬁciency of the upon the atmosphere by which this earth
negative, and the equality of the dis is more immediately surrounded,a con
charge, shewed that the contents were siderable evaporation of electric ﬂuid
tendency of the ﬂuid to

fairly balanced. A light electric body takes place, which, rising into the clouds,
was then placed between the two jars, already possessingacoasidernble ortion

for the purpose of shewing that their of electricity, the become surc arged,
contents would be radually discharged and explosions taie place, which we call
by an electric con uctor. Mr. Tatum's thunder and lightning‘; and hence the
explanation of the use of a glass stool reason why these exp osions are more
frequent in summer than in winter,
was very simple, and therefore perfcctl
intelligible. He merely demonstrate , when the sun having less power. does
that, in order to prevent the electric

not effect the same evaporating inﬂu

ﬂuid and the surrounding air from ence.
escaping into the earth, a stool, with Mr. Tatum endeavoured to demonstrate
glass legs, is used, upon which the lec this positively by an evaporation of the
turer, or others. who desire to concen electric ﬂuid from the electrometer, but

the experiment which had succeeded per
for the glass legs being non-conductors, fectly, previous to the commencement
the ﬂllld cannot pass through them. of the lecture. having failed, we are un
The use of the foil with which the jars able to gratify our readers with the de

hate within themselves this lluid, stand;

are coated, was also pointed out, as
being merely for the purpose of con

monstration of the doctrine;

as the

veying the ﬂuid from the conductors to
the surface.+

properly explained, to carry the electric
ﬂuid to the surface. This foil does not reach
to the top of the jar, and it would, as stated
* “Franklin calls the electricity positive, by the lecturer, be perfectly useless, if it
were
possible, by means of the machine, so
in a substance possessing more, and nega
tive, in one that possesses less than its to get at once, at every part of the jnr,as to
natural share of the ﬂuid. This theory convey the ﬂuid in the manner now managed
supposes that electrics never contain more by means of the coating. But for this con
than their natural share of this ﬂuid: and trivance the ﬂuid would be very partially

hence, that when a jar is charging, as much dilfused, and it would scarcely be possible
of the ﬂuid is thrown of from one side, as to conduct any electrical experiment with
is received on the other, when the jar com certainty.—Editor ofthe Mechanics’ Register.
municates with a conductory substance, by
The following observations upon light
which, one side possesses more than its na ning may be very properly introduced here,
tural share of the ﬂuid, and the other less, by way of note._

and that in forming a union of two sides,
“Lightning, or electricity, is conducted
the redundantquantity rushes to the deﬁcient more readily by metals and ﬂuids than by
surface, to restore the equilibrium.
Dr. any other substances.
The progress of
Franklin considers the redundant
wer lightning may be traced from the top ofhigh
wholly as action, and the deficient side wholly steeples, where it ﬁrst strikes; thence pro
inactive or negative ” Bryan‘: lectures.
ceeding along the metal till it loses that
1‘ We thought Mr. Tatum was rather too conducting power, when itexplodes. Wood,
brief in his observations upon this part of brick, and stone, being bad conductors of

the subject, but it is probable that he had the electric fluid, are sometimes damaged
entered more fully into it, in preceding lec by the lightning passing through them to
tures. It may not be amiss, howevér, here the earth. But the most dreaded etlect is
to say a few words by way of illustration.— that it sometimes exerts on animal nature;
The jars are coated both exteriorly, and in for should an animal body be near, or within
ternally, with tin foil, which is a conducting the influence of, a flash of lightning, the
substance, and serves, as Mr. Tatum very ﬂuid will leave the imperfect conducting
l
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lecturer will,'however, in all robability. attended it, previous to the assembly of
attempt it at _a succeeding

ecture, we

his audience, recurred to his illustra

shall reserve any thing that we have to tions of the machine, and the mode of
observe on the subject to that period.
Tbeexperiment on the electrometer
having failed, Mr. Taturnyrather than
weary his audience with ineﬂbctual at
tempts to renew the success which had

char ing thejars, and discharging them.
He liere explained, that upon turning
the machine, and exciting the electric

ﬂuid to ‘the conductors, the jar being
placed near it, the ﬂuid, by means of

materials above mentioned, and pass into substances. Perceiving also the silenteffect
the animal body, which will be injured, or of electricity, and the smallness of the '
perhaps, deprived of life, by its power. It stream from a pointed body, be terminated
may be possible for a man holding a sword these rods by points. After repeated trials
in his hand, with the point resting on the of conducting rods, in the provinces of
ground, to conduct the electric ﬂuid, and Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia, he
remain nnhurt; the steel being a better found them in general a preventive against
conductor than his body, and the point of the destructive effects of lightning; and

the sword diminishing the power oflightning where they did not absolutely eﬂ'ect that
in passing through it.
purpose, it was ‘owing to the conductor not
Wood being a bad conductor of the elec being within the circuit of the lightning’s
tric ﬂuid, we should avoid standing under a atmosphere. Some persons cavil about the
tree in a thunder storm; because the light use of pointed conductors, though they ad-'
ning will pass through our bodies in pre
ference to the tree, they being better
conductors of electricity. Though most

mit of those with round tops, from an opinion

that the pointattracts the electric ﬂuid: but
many experiments contradict this idea. and

liquids convey the electric matter, yet oil one in particular presents itself in the cir
does not; for which reason nut-trees are cumstance of the magazine at Purﬂeet,
particularly dangerous, as their oily sap which was furnished with a pointed con
wholly .impedes thepassage of the ﬂuid. A ductor, and yet the lightning struck on an
vessel at sea is very liable to injury from a iron cramp, at a distant corner ofthe build
thunder storm, by its exposure, and some of ing, in the side situated only a few yards
its materials not readily affording a passage below the conductor. This,I think, sulﬁ
to the ﬂuid.
- ciently evinces the fact, that the point does
Soldiers during a storm should unload not considerably divert the lightning from
their guns and set them upright on the its direction.
ground, for then the lightning, striking the
The conductors oflightning ﬁxed to houses

gun-barrel, is conducted by the metal into are doubtless uncertain security; yet as
the earth.

In a thunder storm, the safest

portions of metal always have place on the

mode, supposing a person exposed to the surface of largeediﬁces,it becomes necessary
elements, is to suffer his whole apparel to to place a conductor communicating with
become entirely wet with the rain, which these, in order to convey the electric matter
may prevent the bad effects of the lightning, to the ground. I conceive this to be a
should it strike near him. In an apartment measure of consequence in all buildings;
during a storm, it is safest to sit in a free but, to render it a certain security, all the
current of air, and not against walls or various portions of metal in an ediﬁce ought
chimneys; and all metallic substances should to be connected in this manner, which is
be discarded during a storm.
impossible; yet the larger portions'of this
The facility with which metal conveys the material, which are situated in the roof of
electric ﬂuid, produced Dr. Franklin’s in. the building, may be so connected. lt ap
vention of rods to conduct the matter of pears natural to suppose that pointed con
lightning, and thereby to‘ preserve houses ductors are safer than knobbed ones, because

and ships from destruction.

He proposed they receive the ﬂuid in a more gentle

this method in 1752, which was adopted in

many places of North America, and par
ticularly in those parts where lightning was
most common. He conceived that if a
metallic rod were ﬁxed above the upper
part of an ediﬁce, and continued downwards

manner, and accordingly are not so liable
to injure the ediﬁce to which they are at

tached; for when the matter of lightningis
received on large round surfaces, the violent
percussion sometimes shakes the building,
and thus destroys some of the advantages

by other connecting portions of metal, and that might otherwise arise from its conduct
the other end were sunk some feet in the

ing power.

The different sensations produced in a
earth, the matter of lightning, striking on
the top. would be conducted to the other person by the electricity received from a
extremrty, without injury to the surrounding pointed and from a round surface ,even from
\
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the brass wire and the inside coating of
the jar. was conveyed equally to the in

Ma. COOPER‘S LECTURE.

ner surface; because, when the outside

We were unable to get to the Me
chanics’ lnstitution on Wednesday even
an accumulation of the ﬂuid takes infg, in time for the commencement
0 Mr. Cooper's lecture, but from
place.‘t
Mr. Tatum offered to communicate the hour~at which we entered, we be
an electric shock to any of the audience lieve he could not have been long
who might be disposed to receive it. and lecturin . We found him explaining
in a moment he had about 200 candi the mode by which iodine is pro
duced chemically, and also in a state of
dates; the ﬁrst shock was received b
the persons in the body of the chape . nature. There are various modes of
(We should here observe, that whilst the obtaining iodine from chemical sub
Mechanics’ Institute is building. the stances, m which case heat is used to
of thejar is made to communicate with
the earth by any conducting substance,

lectures are delivered in a chapel in produce the decomposition, and a subli
Monkwell Street, capable of holding mation takes place, which causes the io
more than 1000 persons, and which is dine to rise in vapour to the top and
generally pretty well ﬁlled by the mem sides of the vessel, from which it is sub
ers): and the second by a chain of more seq ucntly reduced into a state of crystal
than 100 persons in the galleries : a Wire lization. We shall, however, in our next
was attached to the conductor, and its number, offer some remarks on iodine,

ends passed into the galleries, where the
parties having their hands locked in each
other, soon experienced the etfect ofthis
extraordinary property of nature. The
Scene was exceedingl curious, and
would have alforded a ne ﬁeld for the

which will embrace all that we might
now give, and form an illustration of Mr.

Cooper‘s Lecture. In a state of nature
iodine is procured very abundantly from

kelp, and particularly from that descri p
tion of sea weed, which at the sea-side,

pencil of Hogarth. or of our own Cruik persons are accustomed to hang up in
shanks. It need hardly be stated, that their houses, to denote the variations of

electric shocks are frequently used as
auxiliaries in medicine. The opinions
as to their eﬂicac are certainly very con
ﬂicting, but as t ey never produce in
jury when administered with caution,
they are worth tryin in cases of chronic
atfection, and in at complaints where
the circulation or motion of any part of

the atmos here. The manner in which
sea weed IS treated for the production
of iodine, was slightly touched u n by
Mr. Cooper, but quite suflicient y, we

think, for the time which could be pro
perly bestowed upon that part of his
subject. He then proceeded to describe

its appearance, which resembles that of
the human frame is obstructed. In cases black lead, and stated, that it was ver

of palsy electrical shocks have been fre

slightly soluble in water, but that we

quently found to aﬁ'ord relief, when the

are its extraordinary properties, that

regular course of medicine was found although water imbibes only one ten
'una.vailin : and there have been in

thousandth part of the iodine which may

stances 0? its being used with success, be placed in it, it acquires not only the
in rousing pprsons from the lethargic ﬂavour of the iodine, but also a strong
stupor, w ic is occasioned by a slug tingeofcolour iodine wasthenexplain
ed to be considerably heavier than water, ,
gish action ofthe blood andjuices.
During the lecture, Mr. Tatum was and the vapour of iodine to be one of;

listened to with great attention, and at the heaviest of the known gases. The
its close was greeted with considerable speciﬁc gravity of iodine, when com
pared with hydrogen, is as 126 to 1: in
applause.
its effects upon the human frame, it was
described by the lectureras ditfering ma
our weak accumulations ' of the electric
ﬂuid, naturally convey this idea ; as does

terially from chlorine.

attracted to the outer surface of a dilferent
quality, or the same quantity is thrown from
it, and thus the two surfaces are in different

from chlorine, it is found to unite unti

The latter is

also the experiment of silently discharging found to affect thelungs and fauces, but
the irritating eﬁ'ects of iodine are chieﬂy
a jar by means of points,”
"' “ While the fluid is thrown on one side experienced in the eyes and nose. Yet
of the Jar, an equal quantity of it is either tho‘ dilfering as it does in this respect

states.”-—Brg/an‘: Lectures.
“ .

mately with that and with oxigen. Mr.
Cooper then rocccdcd to state, that
iodine, like c lorine, is B supporter of

-'9
L.)
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combustion. and thntin connection with
certain comhustibles, a chemical action
takes place as with chlorine, from which
compounds result which are termed io
dines, as those from chlrorine are termed
chloides, and those from oxygen oxides.
Iodines, when treated with water, pro
duce similar effect to chlorides, and the
results are acids. In order to shew that

l

' 11:?-’

Mr. Cooper having procured a sulﬁcient
quantity ofthis gas in ajar,ex lainedits
property, by shewing that if 1c top, of
the jar was left open for an instant, the
hydrogen bein

so much lighter than

the air, escape ; whereas, if thejarwaa

held downwards, the gas would he 3

much longer time escapinm The lece
turer, for the more immediate illustra

iodine is a supporter of combustion. tion of his osition, took a small hal
Mr. Cooper applied a small portion of loon, whic hc ﬁlled with hydrogen
‘it in its solid state to some phos horns;
a violent action immediately took place,

gas, and having explained the principle

producing a large and brilliant ame,
and the vapour, rising to the top of the
vessel, produced a compound which is

quantity of hydrogen gas, and the ves
than the same bulk ofcommon air, the

called iodine of phosphorus, and which,

must rise, he sen‘. otf his balloon, which

of aerostation, by stating that where the
sel in which it is contained, are lighter

rose with great rapidity to the ceiling.
s the same chemical decomposition lt can hardly be necessary to state here,
as that which we pointed out in our last that allballoons are despatched in the

upon being heated with water, under

Number, when treating of chlorine.

same manner, but it may not be amiss

In applying iodine to phosphorus,
Mr. Cooper demonstrated that no heat
was necessary to produce combustion,
but that such was not the case with io
dine and sulphur. Mr. Cooper here at
tempted an experiment with potasium

to remark, that the gas with which bal
loons are generally charged, is supplied
by the coal-gas compames, and is in.
ﬁnitely inferior to the ure hydrogen,
as procured from zinc; ut the vast ex
pense' of the latter mode deters most
and iodine, but from the ra id action of aeronauts from using it; and the time
the vessel. an explosion too place, and which is necessary for obtaining a suiti
the experiment was deferred until.ano cient quantity in this way, is also con
ther lecture. It was explained in the siderable. For the pur oses of aerosta
‘course of the lecture, that iodine was tion, the common coa gas does ver
‘not only formed in a state of nature in well: with pure hydrogen a man migh .
sea-weed and other substances, but also however, rise in a balloon higher in the
in shells, particularly the cockle and air, because the air, as we ascend, he
muscle, and in sea water. lt is sup comes speciﬁcally lighter, and the ex
posed also to exist in the Derbyshire tent of a voyage u wards, must depend
spar, but the separation ,has not yet upon the purity 0 the gas contained in
been attempted, at least, not u on any the balloon. lt is sup osed that bevoad
large scale, and the osition t at this the immediate atmosphere by which our
spar is a supportero combustion, re

earth is surrounded, the air becomes

inains, at pout. almost speculative. purer and purer, until it ends in an at
The concluding part of Mr. Cooper’s mosphere of pure ether, It will he ea
lecture was on hydrogen, which up to

the present moment may, we think, he
considered the most extraordinary pro
‘perty of nature. There are few persons
who do not know that pure hydrogen
gas is obtained from a mixture of zmc,

water, and sulphuric acid, and when
these three articles are placed together
in a glass vessel, a violent action takes

sily seen, therefore, that until we can
discover a gas, the speciﬁc gravity of

which, with the balloon and appendages
is lighter than ether, the extent of our
aerial journeys must be very limited.

Mr. Cooper, at the close of his lecture,
which was much applauded, took occa
sion to notice an attack upon his re

putation. in a periodical work, the

place, and upon the decomposition, the editor of which had, with much self
ydrogen gas rises, and is received in a satisfaction, undertaken to expose an
pure state through water in an inverted error of Mr. Cooper, as to the speciﬁc
ses. Mr. Coo er ex
jar. The hydrogen being so much gravity of the
lighter than water, it is not absorbed as plained the oversight most satisfactorily,
it passes through, and when collected in and remarked upon the tone of the ar
the jar upon the pneumatic trough, may ticle in which the criticism was given.
with reat facihty be transferred to It was almost suﬂicient, he said, to deter
‘other Jars, and kept there closely stop him from prosecuting his lectures at the
ped for the purpose of experiment. institution: but he would not allow
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such an attack to turn him aside from tions when not founded upon a virtuous basis
his duty to the public. and his great de _which exposes fraud and chastises villainy
sire to promote. by all the means in_ his —we say, it is not utrabrdinary, that gen
power, the welfare of the lnstitutmn, tlemen so situated, should be auaibd in
turns by all parties,’and upbraidsd for doiitg
and the improvement of its members. that
mercenary inducements, wlhh
This address wasreceived with thunders arisesfrom
from a conviction of duty, and a pro
of"ap lausu .- We have only to add, per sense of their own inﬂuence. No men
ﬁrst e reputation of Mr. Cooper, as a are infallible, and we will not pretend to
theoretical, practical, and ex erimental say, that Newspaper Editors are imma
' ist, stands too hi
to e shaken culate; but as times go, it is certainly ra

calumny of a disappointed scrib
1. ‘M
9

to improper bias, swerve so rarely from the
path of rectitude. They may err in their
views; but with few exceptions, their mo
tives are honest, and they proceed steadily
to the attainment of their object.

'i'1t1;-i~'~

Bil?’ €11"a=li ‘

1*; ’

ther extraordinary, that they who are so open

Tl-IE PERIODICAL PRESS.

There are, on the establishment of each
We have frequently seen partial state

ments of the importance of the periodical

respectable morning paper, an editor, an
assistant editor, and‘ from eight to twelve

press; but no general account of its nature

reporters; besides a considerable number

and extent having been given, we do not
consider that any apology is necessary from
us in supplying it
‘ There is no subject half so importantas
-thk. It embraces every interest, every mo

of literary gentlemen, who derive emolu
meat from their contributions, but who do

not receive a permanent salary; and’ there
are also a great many reporters who supply
police cases, accounts of accidents, &c., and

tire, every action; and in considering it with who are paid for their productions at so
much per line (l§d.), and who are called
the attention which it deserves, we are al
-most lost in wonder and amazement. If “Penny-line reporters,"‘that having been
we are better, wealthier, more learned, or for many years the scale upon which they
more skilful than the inhabitants of other were remunerated. Some of these persons
countries; if we have valuable laws and are men of education and talent, but not
institutions which they have not; if our in many; and there are not a few who do not
Vrtellectual faculties have had more expan hesitate to cook you up a “murder,” create
sion; if our aristocracy are less tyrannical a “monster," and invent “an aﬂlicting ac
‘than those of other nations, and our labo cident ;" each of which had no other ori in

than in the brain of the inventor.

ut

rious classes more peaceable, well-disposed,
and enlightened than those of countries with
which we have direct relations; if, in short,
there are blessings and advantages in Great

check; and it is only justice to them to
say, that upon the slightest cheat in this

Britain which are not to be found in France,

way, if discovered, the offender is dis

against this the conductors have no regular

:‘Russia, Prussia, Germany, and other civi missed from their service. Each paper
lized dominions, to what is it all owing but has also its collectors of news, foreign
to our periodical press?

We might go on

page after page with this inquiry.

and domestic correspondents, and a variety

The of expenditure which, although it comes

probity of our judges—the virtue of our re

under no regular head, makes a large item

ligious pastors—the science of our manu
facturers—all arise from this tremendous
engine — an engine, without which, we
should resemble the savages of New Zea
land, or what would be still more fright
ful, the ignorance and barbarism of Old
Spain. But we have neither space nor
inclination to enforce a position so self
evident. Let us, then, enter into those de
tails of the periodical press of Great Bri

in the account at the end of every week.
It is not an extreme calculation to state,

that there are, upon the eight morning pa
pers and the six evening papers pubhshed

in London, at least 120 literary gentlemen,
receiving weekly salaries to the amount of
£600., exclusive of those who are

aid for

their communications. If to the aily pa
pers we add about forty Sunday papers,
and papers published twice or thrice during

tain, which, whilst they raise our admira

the week, we shall make a weekly sum to

tion, gratify our curiosity. We begin,
of mane, with the Newspaper Press, and
here we must remark, that much undeserv
ed calumny has been directed against its

tal for literary services upon the establish
ments, excluswe of what is paid for in ano

ther way, of about £l000.; and if we add
to this amount the sums
id by the whole
‘conductors. It is not astonishing that gen of them, to printers, pubhshers, and others,
‘ tlemen possessed of an intellectual power, in the way of regular salary, we shall have
‘ which makes royalty itself tremble, lest itout an increase of at least 121,500., making a

fﬁge the bounds ofpublic decency, and which weekly sum of £2,500., or £120,000. per an
ﬁhtrws the emptiness of wealth and distinc num paid by the London newspaper press
I~
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in salaries only; and to this we may add, If to this we add the circulation of the pro
at leost £1,200. weekly, or £62,400. per an
vincial press, we shall have a striking proof
num for the remaining expenses, exqusive of the state ofintellectin this country. Ma
of .stamps and paper, making altogether ny of the country newspapers publish two or
nearly £200,000. per annum. This calcu
lation, large as it is, will, we imagine,
be considered by gentlemen who per
fectly understand the subject, to be much

3,000 copies, but others not more than four
or 500: considering, however, that several
appear more than once a week, we do not
think we can be charged with exaggeration,

under-rated; for such IS the competi if we say, that they throw oﬂ‘, weekly,
tion in the profession, and the avidity to 200,000 copies. making altogether, 500,000
gratify the public, that many thousand copies. Let this number be compared with
pounds are expended annually for expresses, _ our population,and then say, whether Eng
correspondence, &c.; which we do not in
land is not an intellectual country. Of this
clude in our calculation. With respect to number, of course, some thousand copies
the number of persons employed upon the go abroad, but they amount to little, com
London news apers directly and indirectly, pared with the gross circulation. 500,000
taking in editors, reporters, publishersf copies require 1,000 reams of paper, which _
printers, pressmen , and others, deriving from on an average of 35s. per ream, would
them their subsistence, we are quite able to make £1,750. weekly, or £91,000. per an
state it, at the very lowest, at 1500, many num.
of whom derive emoluments which enable
Thus we have

them to live as gentlemen, whilst none are 1 London press,annually,
without a handsome competence; for it is a
exclusive of stamps £200,000 0 O
fact, that in no employment are persons
and paper . . . .
'
paid more liberally than upon newspapers. Provinciql Press, ditto,
93,600 0 0
The cornpositors have, upon morning pa Paper . . . . . .
91,000 0 0
pers, each, £2. 8s. weekly, and upon even 5 0,000 Stamps, at 4d.
mg papers, £2. 3s. 6d.; and the pressmen

each, with £20. per

are paid equally well, although their labour

cent. discount off

has been much diminished by the introduc

tion of printing machines instead ofprcsses.
Of these machines we shall treat under a
separate head in a future paper! When we
come to add to the list of London papers
those which are printed in the country and
in lreland and Scotland, we shall tind the
account stillrnore curious. The number of
these may be taken broadly at 235, most of
which appear once a-week, a few daily. and
some twice or thrice a-week. Sometimes
there are 240 provincial papers, at others
230; we take the average, therefore, at 235;

336,666 rs ‘ 4

.

—_-_

Forming a total of £721,266 l8

4*

We have here more than seven hundred
thousand pounds sterling, exclusive of ad
vertisementsﬂ‘ expended by the newspaper
press annually, of which about 360,000 go
to the gove rnmentfor stamps, and the excise
duty upon paper.

We come lastly to speak of the charge
made by the conductors of newspapers to

the public, and which is less than that re

quired in any enterprise with similar risk
and exertion. A newspaper is sold to the
but from the increasing intellectual wants public at 7d.; but the charge to the news
of the people, we may safely expect that the men is only l3s. per quire of27 papers.
The amount paid for paper by the pro
number will be soon 250. Each of these
apers has an editor or publisher, and from prietors ol' a morning paper is about £2.

t ree to six men and boys, as compositors per ream. For 500 cc; ies, thus :_
Paper
.'- . . - . . £. 2 0 0
and pressmen. The weekly amount of sa
laries paid upon these establishments must
be about £l,800., or £92,600. annually;
and the other expenses of the establish~
ments may be about £1,000. weeklyY or
£52,000. annually, all, of course, exclusive

Stamps

. ‘ .

.

-

.

.

6 l3

4

£. 8 13 4
The amount received

fromthenewsmenis}

of stamps and paper.
We now come to the circulation of the
newspapers, The daily morning and even

£12 0 0

‘ Since the above was written the oﬂicial
ing papers, with. those published twice or returns of l8'2l have been put into our
three times in the week, amount to at least hands, by which we ﬁnd that the total num
40,000 daily, or 240,000 weekly; and the ber of newspaper stamps issued in that
Sunday papers to between 50 and 60,000, year was 24,779,786, and the stamp duty
making altogether about 300,000 weekly. .€4l2,996. 8s. 8d.; but oy taking olfthe dis
count of 20 per cent. as is done in our cal
culation, the difference between that and
the oﬁicial return is very triﬂing.
.15
" Ourengraverhas now in hand a newly
1‘ The amount paid by the newspapers
invented machine by Mr. Miller, which is for advertisements is enormous: we shall

capable of printing 2000 sheets an hour.
Q

give it in our next Register.
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‘Leaving totha proprietor orally £3. 6s. 8d. remnant of a feudal system, of whicltwe
upon 500 papers, bein consi erably less are to be forcibly remmded, lest we should,‘
than 2d‘ per paper, an

which, upon the

in the present age, begin to fancy that man

large circulation of 4000 copies per day, is a free agent, bound by no laws but those
would not yield suliicient by 20 or 25 per of virtue and his country's good. Even in the
cent. to pay his expenses. It is quite true Worst of times, when men out each others’
that the advertisements produce a large
sum; but, on the other hand, it is as true,
that before a newspaper gets into that cir
culation which will command advertise

ments, a fortune must be expended.
A‘ We shall

in ‘our next paper give an

throats for amusement, and the inhabitants

of one country laboured to annihilate those
of another, this blockade system was op
pressive and unjust; butnowthatthe inhabi
tants of Europe are as one family, let us
have free competition.

If a man, _by, the

account of all the periodical works in Great exercise of his genius and indnstry,'can get
Britain, exclusive of newspapers.
more money in Paris than in London, let
him go there, and it‘ another of Lyons or
"ill."
Paris can do better in London‘, let him
-Q.-Ii: .

come here. ' Science and knowledge are

;‘i;ui'.,.

ks ?~

conﬁned to no soil, and the free exercise of
a man's talents in whatever situationhe may

THE SILK TRADE.

choose to exercise them, can but prove
beneficial to society generally. And afterall,
to what do these absurd and wicked blockade
laws tend 2 Do they deter from emigration?
Quite the contrary—they disgrace the legis-_
blishment to this country, and that in conse lator, without even gratifyin the ve‘ngeance'
quence thereof considerable hostility had which would destroy the de inquent. Men
been shown towards himby the inhabitants are not terriﬁed now with old statutes, Which
of Lyons, and indeed, generally throughout neither reason, virtue, nor policy can sanc
France. We now ﬂnd by a communication tion; and the emigration goes on in the very
with which we have been favoured from teeth of the laws. Thus, in Paris, there are
Lyons, that this gentleman and his partners ﬂourishing establishments in many of the
have really been forced, by a consideration branches for which we are famous,Ma'nby and
for their own safety, to publish an address Wilson have iron fonnderies, so have Procter
to their fellow-townsmen, in which they en and a com ny of French and English spe
‘ We stated in our last number, that a
gentleman named De Pouilly, one of the
wealthiest Silk Manufacturers of Lyons, had
made preparations for removing his esta

deavour by some explanation of their mo culators; dwardshas asteam engine mann
tives, to remove the ill feeling which has factory, and Powell has a gasometer, which

been created against them, but at the. same furnishes light to a great part of Paris; then
time much to their credit and honor, without ‘there is aquake,, in the Champs Elysées,
abating one jot of their right as freemen, who maker patent axle trees for coaches;
to carry their industry and science to any

and another Englishman who manufactures

part of the world in which they may be English needles: and yet, we are still where
rendered available. We are happy to see,
also, that they pay a compliment to the intel
lect of the present rulersin France,by stating
that no objection was made, on their part,to

we were.

Our iron founders still

0 on;

Perkins still makes steam engines‘; ‘t e Gas
companies still thrive; the coach makers
build coaches; and the Birmingham
the removal. lt is indeed high time that the still
folks still make pins and needles. What
ridiculous prejudices against the emigra an idle thing, then, it is to unite to rob an
tion of artisans, and the abominably-absurd
of the right which God has given to
but wickedly-oppressive laws, which press artisan
him to take his talents to the best market.
exclusively upon that vast body, should be
removed. Why, as the Journal de Com As well might we say to the swallow,“ Thou
shalt not migrate.”
fnerce very sensibly has it, should the artist
and the man of letters, be permitted to

Let English talent go

to France. and French talent come to Eng
land. It is by this sort of competition that

carry their talents and industry where they we become better friends, better men, and
please; and the capitalist be allowed to better artisans. It is by such competition
transfer his fortune to another country, that enlightened nations shew their supe
whilst the artisan, whose industry is his for
riority and feel their mutual interests.
tune, is to be ﬂied like a wretched slave to
the soil upon which he was born?

We are

_.

glad to see this matter taken up so warmly
by some of the French newspapers, because
our own legislators may there read alesson,

ttsreltancm

which they would not take from the spirit
of the times. Is it consistent with the in
'tE2rests of science, that this horrible system
of“blockade and prohibition should conti

EGYPTIAN SA RCOPHAGUS.

life have examined the sarcophagus,com
posed cl‘ porphyry, which has been lately

nue? and for what? merely because itis the broughtto Pam. lt would be diﬂicult to
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ive an idea of the etfect altogether pro

cumstance almost as trivial, which was as

uced by its colossal proportions, the rich

follows :--At a meeting of a Society of Ma
thematicians at Liverpool, one of the mem

ness of its beautiful materials, and the perfec
tion of its workmanship; the execution of
this latter is of so delicate a description, as
to bear to the eye some resemblance to lace.

bers proposed to lay a wager that he would
read a paragraph of a new
per at; ten
yards‘ distance, with the light of a farthing

What time, what labour, and expense must candle. The wager was laid, and the pro
have been re uisite to compose such a work poser covered the inside of a wooden dish
out of so ha a substance! Some impres with pieces oflooking-glass, fastened in with
sions which we have noticed amongst the glazier’s putty, placed this retlector behind
innumerable hieroglyphlcs which cover it, his candle, and won the wager. One of the
would indicate that the individual to whom company viewed this experiment with a phi
it was erected, belonged to the sacerdotnl losophic eye; this was Captain Hutchinson,
With him originated
order. This splendid mausoleum has been the dock-master.
undoubtedly that of a high priest. Its mag those reﬂecting light-houses at Liverpool,
niﬁcence should not be a source of asto which were erected in the year 1763. In
nishment, when we think of the exalted rank his Treatise on Practical Seamanship, he
possessed by this order amongst the hierar says, ‘-' We have made and had in use here,
chy of the people inhabiting the banks of

the Nile. If we compare the sarcophagus
of Memphis with the two monuments of the
same description discovered by the Italians,
Belzoni and Drovetti, the comparison will
be entirely in favour of the former. The
antique found about three years since, by

at Liverpool, reﬂectors of one, two, and
three feet focus, and 8, 5*, 75, and 12 feet
diameter, the three small ones made of tilt.
sodered together, and the largest of wood
covered with looking-glass. The two large
ones, called the sea-lights, leading through

the channel from the sea, till the two Hoy
dale lights are brought in a line that leads
be included in the rank of those of the same into a very good road-sted to lie, till it is a
substance which are scattered in such proper time to proceed to Liverpool.”
abundance through the grottos of the chain Glasgow Mechanics‘ Magazine.
of Lybian mountains. That discovered by
A very extraordinary establishmenf was
-Bolzoni is but a fragment; it is quite un opened
in Aldersgato-street, as a c0ﬂ‘t!e
covered, and is com osed of alabaster, a
shop, on Wednesday. The ground floor is
soft stone, which yiel s to the chisel of the
fitted up with great elegance, to accommo
artist with more facility than marble. The date about 200 persons; and the ‘colors
Drovetti, is granite, and is consequently to

style of the workmanship is extremely coarse,
on the ﬁrst ﬂoor exceeds in elegance
as is in general all that of Thebes, where room
the most splendid café of the Palais Royal.
it has been found. It was in good time Yet
at this coffee-shop, which is a palace
that Thebes descended from its rank of
with our best regular coﬂ"ee
metropolis. More than two thousand years compared
houses at the West end of the town, a man
before our era, the Pharaohs transferred the
may take his coffee or tea and toast for less
seat of their government to Memphis, for than
sixpence.--ln the evening music at
the purpose of watching more narrowly the tends
powerful monaifchies established upon the Paris. as at the “café des Aveugles* in
borders of the Euphrates, whose rivalry they
feared, and therefore the antiquities of
BELL, THE INDIVIDUAL WHO
Thebes belong, for the greater part, to the WILLIAM
FIRST lN'l‘R.ODUCED STEAM-BOATS
early period of the history of Egypt, when
AND LOCOMOTIVE MACHINES INTO
the arts were still in their infancy; and, for

this reason, the style is , almost invariably
inferiorto thatofthe antiquities of Memphis.

THIS COUNTRY.

The editor of the Manchester Gazette
(late Cowdroy’s) has very laudably called

FULLING WOOLLEN STUFFS.

the attention of the public to the claims
which the veteran Henry Bell has upon the

The process of falling woollen stuffs is sympathy and gratitude of our countrymen.
performed in Iceland in the following cu

Mr. Bell, it seems, is old, infirm, and in

rious manner:-Both ends being knocked digent; having sustained a loss of three
out of a barrel, it is ﬁlled with the articles

thousand pounds by the burning of two

to be fulled, when it is laid on the side, and steam-boats, one of which, the Comet, was
the ﬁrst ever used in this country. There
can be no question as to his claims to the
literally walk the cloth, by kicking it merit of introducing steam-boats and loco
against each other.
motive land carriages into Great Britain.
The use of mirrors for reﬂecting light He also constructed a steam-carriage to ply
houses in England is of very recent date; upon a common road; but, as the high
and although the idea was not suggested pressure engine was indispensible, and ‘as
by the falling of an apple, nor the dissec it was suppressed by act of Parliament, his
tion of a frog, it owes its origin to a cir invention was abandoned.
-

two men lie down on their backs, one at
either end, with their feet in the barrel, and
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T‘ In 'a' letter which Mr. Bell has sent to a
Manchester paper, we ﬁnd the following af

The Committee have also within the last
week, purchased nearly l00 volumes of

fecting description of his present condition

Sterling Works on History, Voyages and

and prospects:
Travels, and the Scientiﬁc Arts, with a
> “Butl have almost served my day and variety of useful maps and charts.
~
generation: as my supply of fuel is now
Preparations are making to give due
getting small, my steam is getting weaker; effect to the Lectures of Mr. Harding,
and at last my capacity of making way must which will take place immediately aﬂerthe
cease. lhave been these six months laid Lectures of Mr. Tatum.
up in dock, under repairs; but should the

head carpenter give the order that all is
right, I may once more be launched aﬂoat."

QUERIES.

- The following extract from the report of

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
the House of Commons will shew, that the
Sir,--lf any of your readers would in
Americans, as well as the British,are under form me, through the medium of your Re
very great obligations to this able and per gister, how to construct an ALARUX, with
severing mechanic:

'

out the aid of a clock, and also say what the

“ But the whole merit of constructing cost of the materials would be, they would
these steam boats is due to natives of Great be conferring a great favour on,

Britain. Mr. Henry Bell.ol‘ Glasgow, gave

Sir, your Register’: well-wisher,

B

the ﬁrst model of them to Mr. Fulton, and

went over to America to assist him in es
ﬁablishing them."
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A Correspondent enquires-—“ Has n0tMr.
Perkins some place in the Strand Where he
exhibits his Steam Gun ?"
[Mn Perkins has an establlshntent in
Fleet-street, but we believe the Gun is only
exhibited at his manufactory in the Regent's
Park ]-~ED.
A Correspondent wishes to be informed

of the nature of the process of crystallizing
tin.
I 4
If .~ ;_
I

'—

ANSWERS T0 QUERY.

' I2!

-'

10 run sot;-on or -run wuoon "
neonates’ aaolsran.
Sm,
In answer to the Query of your corres
pondent, Box, (page 16 of our admirable

work) l beg leave to state, t at three of the
pins‘ heads, or other balls, may be placed

on a table, at the angles of an equilateral
triangle?‘ and the fourth head or ball, sus
pended or supported over the middle of the
triangle, at such a height, that its distance
from each of the other three shall be the
same as they are from each other. Or,

what amounts to the same thing, the four
_~__...___________

Within the last few weeks, the library of
this institution has been considerably aug
mented by very valuable presents and pur
chases._Mr. Freud has presented eight very
valuable volumes of the late Baron Maseres

on historical and ‘mathematical subjects._
Dr. Gilchrist, 16 volumes on Indian Affairs,

and a very valuable Celestial Atlas, by
.lamieson.—Joseph Hume, Esq., duplicate
copies of very valuable Essays, by Mr.

, Mill,_ as published in the Britaunicum.-Mr.
Peter Thompson, twelve volumes‘ on History
and Science.

. For the information of our young read
ers, we subjoin an engraving of an equila
teral triangle, which is so called from all its
sides being equal.
"
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balls must be placed at the angles of a re, - It contains the least solidity, under a
gular tetrahedron.“F
given surface, of any of the natural or ar
No greater number than four balls can X tiﬁcial solids.
The betr'ahedron is the ﬁrst of the regular‘
be placed equidistant from each other.
or platonic bodies.
‘;The tetrahedron is thus described in

;h;el Rttdimmts of Geometry, by LARKIN, as
o ow:—

To the Editor.
Sm.-Reading your Magazine on Tues

day last, I observed a query, signed by Box,
namely, at what position must ‘four pins’

heads be placed to be at equal distances-I
propose the following plan :--Let twicethe
diameter of the pins to be employed be

struck by a compass, and that circle divided
into three equal parts; thus, where a a a

are three of the pins’ head, the fourth pin‘s
head must stand up perpendicular in the
centre, which you will find to be correct. "
W. R. T.

The tetrahedron has
Four faces
'
pl-‘our angular extremities or solid
'angles

_Six edges
Twelve plain angles, and
Four pyramidal ares:
ltsyfaoes are all equal equilateral tri
angles
‘
\' Its edges are‘all equal‘
Its axes are -all equal.

NOTICE TO CORRES\PONDENTS.
We have received a variety of communi

The mutual inclination of its faces is 70° cations, many of which standsover for can

31' 4s"§

_

,

,

,

The inclination of its edges on its faces

sideration; others are, however, from their
positive merit, in hand for the next number.

is 54" 44* 8"§.

G. B. and R. S. will see that theiranswers
to “Box” are rendered useless by those
The inclination of its edges to its axes is which appear in the Register.
_'35° W51" 1}.
A Loven or Conan is informed, that
The inclination of the axis to each other we have turned our thoughts to his sugges
The inclination of its faces to its axis is

-19° 28' l6'‘ s

is 1090 28/16” 5, and

tions, and will notice them in our next.

Its plane angles are, each, 60°.
We thank T. W. for nis information, but
The tetrahedron may be considered as
the most simple of solids, on account of its do not choose to expose the conduct of our
having the least number of faces. In other opponents; time will shew who is right.
respects, however, it is not the most simple.

We did not start this work without expect

It differs from every other solid, whose ing illiberal opposition; but we rest our
faces are all equal, by having a solid angle cluims to notice upon our merits and the
indulgence of the Public.
opposite to each face.
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COBBIN’S PORTABLE FIRE ESCAPE.
THE mind directed to schemes to al

but may have any additional number.

leviate human misery or save human

These pieces when ut together, are
somewhat like a l‘ der, wanting the
pro er number of rounds. They are

life, is engaged in the noblest pursuits,

and the inventor of a machine to rescue

the horriﬁed suﬁ'erer from the midnight eac to be nine feet long, the length of
ﬂames, is deserving of the thanks of the a ﬁre-engine, to the sides of which they
public. The recent tremendous ﬁres in are to be attached, two on each side.
the very heart of the metropolis, have The mode of attaching them is by rings,
called our attention to the best means of to be ﬁxed under one of the sides of
rescuing the inmates of the burning each piece, and at each end, so that
dwelling from the appalling dangers to they may hang horizontally with the sides
which they are exposed. In the late of the engine, on books attached to the
conﬂagrations, no victims have been
sacriﬁced to the devouring element, but
instances have often occurred, which

have excited our dee est regret and our

' sincere sympathies or surviving rela
tives, perhaps helpless orphans, or wi
dows deprived of their only support.-—
To provide against such recurrences,
amachine has very recently been in
vented for the preservation of human

life from ﬁre, on a construction entirely
new~

We applied to the inventor, who

allowed a sketch of his machine to be
taken, and gave us an explanation of its
construction and use.

engine, two on each side, The sides
are square, and should be made with
exactness. They are to be united, at
egual distances, lg bars or stems, three
0 these being su cient for each piece;
that is, one III the middle, and one at

each end. The bars should be strongly
wedged in. The upper ends of the sides
of the lower piece must be pointed oil‘,
to go into the lower ends of the piece

above, just as the pieces of a ﬁshing
rod ﬁt into each other. The tube of
the u per iece must be strong iron,
and t us orm a mortise and tenon
The best and most expeditious way to

Many escapes have been made for the

render them secure is by a spring-bolt,

use of those who wish to possess the

though, as the upper parts pressing on

means of descending from an upper

the

window, but inventions are rare, or
rarely known, of machines to be sent up

more ﬁrm, the locks are not absolutely

from the street.

The common ladder is

a dan erous vehicle for saving a female
or chi d, ‘and is also not portable. The
inventor of the machine about to be
described, has never seen any thing of
the kind. He is told that there is some
thing resembling it in the Society of '
Arts, and that there is also something
still more like it, kept by St. Martin’s
parish, though not so portable, nor so

ower, must render their junction

necessar .

The machine is, however.

safer wit them. To the upper piece, and
the part which would form the top round
in a ladder, are attached four pullies,

the centre ones being ﬁxed close to e

ther, and with the side ones being paral el.
Two ropes are to be hooked to these
pullies, and the parts belon ing to the

central pullies are to be ﬁxe by hooks,

barely allowing room to be hitched on

simply constructed. Under these cir
cumstances, he has allowed his name to
be used, as he may possibly have the

the eyes or staples of the back part of
the car. One central pulley and one rope
may be suﬂicient; but to guard against
accident by the breakin or burni
of

honour of being, at least the best, if not

a rope, or the failure of 'e men hol ing

the sole inventor of the Ponrsanu FIRE
Escnn.
3:
_ The Rev. INGRAM COBBIN, M. A.

the one rope, a similar one is worked on

known as the author of the French
Preacher, a poem called Philanthropy,
and a number of other publications,

chieﬂy of a smaller kind, and who ﬁrst

the other side; the side ullies are also
not absolutely necessary,but by relieving
the weight from the central pullies, they

make them more secure. The car may
be made of wood, and is in fact a square
box; and to prevent it from sli ing on

called the public attention to the persecu
either side, the sides next the lad’ er pro
tion of the Protestants in the south of ject about six inches: they mightrun in
France, is the inventor of the Portable a groove like window shutters, but the

Fire Escape.

It consists of four pieces,

plan proposed is the most simple, and
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less liable to put the machine out of be wider for ordinary-sized persons, but
order.
When this machine arrives on the spot,

it may be put together in less than three
minutes, and may, in rapid succession,
convey the car u and down. The top

piece should be p aced ﬁrst on the pave
ment. aml any of the others ought to ﬁt
it. Three ieces will exactly suit the
height of e second-ﬂoor window of a

second-rate house, which is about 26
feet. The four would suit a ﬁrst-rate.
The attics do not generally need their
aid, as the trap-door is at hand; they
may, however, be adapted to them, and

to suit lar r ones it may be made afcw
inches wi er, in which case the slides
must be fastened behind, so as not to ex

ceed the width of the machine.

The

front of the car may also project, and
be rounded, to accommodate the knees,

if it is designed the person should sit
down. it ma also have a back, to
uard the hen against any danger from
t e bars in the diascent; but the cut is
merely designed to shew the mode of
operation.
Dimensions at one View.

if several engines on the spot had their Length of Machine Ladder,
36 feet.
machines of one size, the might raise Length of each piece, - - - 9 feet.
them to any required heig t, byjoining Length of the bars, and width of
their apparatus together.

The mventor has suggested, that in
cases of extremity, a temporary means

may be successfully resorted to, to save
men ; that is, to tie a small piece of lead,

or other heavy substance, to the end of
a ball of string, and throw it up to a win
dow, allowing length enough of string
to reach the
ouud, and then let the
other end of t e string be fastened to a

the pieces, - I8 in.
Width of the Car, 20 inches or upwards.
Depth of the Car, 3 feet or upwards.
Len th of both ro es, about 80 feet, but

i they are muse to allow for more
pieces than four, the length must be
increased.
—+—

I

THE LATE FIRES.

rope of suﬂicient len th, which being

The dreadful tires which have recently

hauled up by means 0 the string, may

taken place, necessarily lead the humane
mind to consider whether any thing can be
done to prevent their recurrence. It is re
ally lamentable, that in a place like London,

be fastened strongly to a bed-post, the
bedstead being drawn to the window, to

revent it slipping, and with the end be
ow held by several persons, the en

we should be compelled to suspect persons
either ol' wilfully destroying property, for
the purpose of robbing insurance oﬂices, or

dangered person may escape. A few
knots in the rope would be an improve
ment, as they would occasionally assist

of a gross neglect by which, not only

the grasp.

those of others, are endangered. It is highly

By the Portable Fire Escape, women,
and even infants, may be rapidly and yet
safely let down.
The machine has met with the appro

important, in either case, that something
should be done by Act of Parliament, for
the security of the innocent. who now suﬂer
from the neglect or villainy of others.—
Many Acts of Parliament have indeed been
passed to oompel persons to erect party
walls in all new buildings; but whether from‘
the negligence of surveyors, or defects in
the Acts, themselves they are rendered com
pletely useless by those builders who hastily

bation of an able engineer, and we be

lieve the inventor purposes to submit it
to the Society of Arts. It is hoped that
the ﬁre oﬂices will adopt the Portable
Fire Escape. Some years since a gen
tleman, of eminence as an engineer, in
vented another sort of machine to save
persons by assistance from the street,
and hoped that he should be counte
nanced by the ﬁre oﬁices, but on ap

plying to the ﬁrst, and one of eminence
in London, he received for answer, that
they did not undertake to save men’:

lives, but their property, and this inhu
man reply discouraged the inventor, who
has ever since abandoned his scheme.

N. B. The bars should be about 18
inches in length, making the width of
the pieces or ladder. The car need not

their own lives and property, but also

run up houses,with a viewofrealizing alarge
and speedy proﬁt. Besides,a party-wall at the
best, is only a security against ﬁre in an
adjoining house; whilst, from the nature of
the construction of house: under the present
system, they no sooner take ﬁre than they
are burnt to the ground. ll‘ Parliament
were to enact that no new buildings should
be erected without the staircase and ﬂoors
being of stone, brick, or cast iron, in the
course of another century, a tire would be a
rare occurrence in the metropolis : whereas,
under the present system, there seems no
probability that they will ever be less fre
quent. In Paris, where the ﬂoors and stair
‘b
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cases are chieﬂy of brick or stone, a fire is

could commence operations, from the delay

of‘ rare occurrence indeed; and where it
does break out, it is generally conﬁned by
means of a very small hand-engine, to the
room in which it makes its appearance. It

which is always occasioned by turncocka
and others. Mr. Barton very properly ob
serves,that a small quantity of water, when
judiciously and instantly applied, will have
afar greater effect than a much larger quan
tity, when the ﬁre has gained any ascend
ancy. Mr.Barton’seuginecertainlydeserves
a fair trial, but we cannot conceal from our
selves, that all these things are calculated to
produce a very evil effect, inasmuch as
they remove from consideration, the radical
cause of the mischief, and, whilst we are
looking for palliatives, induce us to neglect
the salutary preventive, that is in our

is generally understood that the proﬁts in
many of’ the English insurance otﬁces,
amount to much more than could well be

supposed, from the number offines which
take place; this, however, arises from the
insurances in the country, where the number

ofﬁres is so very limited, chiefly owing to
the more steady habits of the inhabitants,
and their retiring to bed early; it is an ex
traordinary fact, that in the town of Brighton,
insurances were returned during ten years,
by the different agents to their employers
in London, to .lhe amount of, at least,

£20,000. without one shilling deduction for
damage by ﬁre.

Many means have been adopted at dif
ferent periods for extinguishing ﬁres, but
none of them, up to the present moment,
appear to have answered the expectations of
the projectors. There are various solutions,

whose property is immediately opposed to

power. We cannot conclude this article,
without expressing a fervent hope, that
another session of parliament will not pass
over, without some act to redeem it from the
disgrace which so culpable a neglect of the
safety ofthe public, must have brought upon

that body.
+

ON CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

We have observed

the papers lately,

the principle of caloric or combustion, and
very beneﬁcial effects may be produced by

that in consequence of a flaw in Mr. Mar
tin’s Act against Cruelty to Animals, the

them; but the expense at which these are

most ferocious ruflians are likely to escape

provided, is far too great for ordinary pur
poses. Solution of ammonia, of Epsom
salts, of potass, and various other things.
thrown upon ﬁre, have been found to check

with impunity. We sincerely trust that this
Act will be rendered powerful at the next
meeting of Parliament, and at the same
time, that our legislators will adopt some
efﬁcient mode of repressing cruelty to ani

the combustion with much greater effect
and rapidity than the same quantity of pure
water. Steam, also, when thrown in a large
body upon a burning substance, is found to
act most powerfully; but such are the ra
vages of ﬁre, that none of these means is

mals of every description, in the upper as

adequate to the humane wishes of the phi

abandon the propensities which they have
acquired of tormenting certain creatures,

losopher. It has been proposed to erect an
engine of such capacity, that an immense
quantity of water might be thrown upon a

burning house at one time; but here the
objection is, that the roof of the house is
seldom touched until the lower part is burnt,
so that the ﬁre can only be got at through
the doors and windows, consequently an
engine so constructed would be completely
pseless. The ingenious Captain Manby has
Invented a portable engine, which is found
to be exceedingly useful in buildings of
large dimensions, where it can be moved
about from room to room, but this would
scarcely answer in so conﬁned a place
its London, particularly as ﬁres break
out in the night, ;and have made some
progress before they are discovered.-—
Mr. Barton, the engineer, has recently con

well as the lower ranks of society.

If the

rich will but make an inquiry into the pro
priety of some of their own diversions, they
will feel that they must do one of two things,

whose only offence is their helplessness, and
so set an example to their inferiors; or at
once abolish all acts tending to repress cru
elty in others; thus ending at once the

mockery of legislation, which renders that
a crime in one man on which another founds
his pretensions to fame in good society.
What, for instance, can be more cruel than
some of the sports of the ﬁeld ?-—The fine

fleet, high-bounding stag is hunted until he
cannot move another furlong, when he
takes the water, and, if not too scarce, is
never saved. When torn by the bounds to
his last gasp, a murderous falchion knife is
presented as a high compliment to the per
son in the ﬁeld whom that day the noble

owner of the pack delights to honour, who

structed an extinguishing engine, which
consists of his patent hydraulic engine, at

dismounts and cuts the throat of the far
more noble animal. This mark of honour
is now in many stag-hunts dispensed with,

tached to a water cask, and mounted upon
a carriage with wheels,which he recommends

but the huntsman performs the bloody deed
before their eyes, which they complacently

to be kept continually full of water ready for
discovered, a supply of water could be con

witness, while in either case the cruelty is
the same.
What, again, is hare-hunting but cruelty

veyed to it, before the regular ﬁre engines

in every sense of the word? Nothing short

instant use; so that the moment the ﬁre is

rms wsnou MECHANICS’ ssotsrsn.
of the want of scent upon the ground can
save poor puss. Her remarkable speed
serves only to stiffen her frame while she
stops to listen or to foil; her foiling is ne
ver very sagacious, and at last, with her
heart bursting with terror and fatigue, she

is either worried by the dogs, or is induced
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by roasting geese alive before a slow fire,

and giving them water to increase their ago
ny, until their livers swell, and are lit for
puttinginto pies, which are sent round to all
the sovereigns and rich sensualists of Eu

rope ?——What say you of the delight which
many of ye have expressed in eating lob

to make some desperate etfort to avoid it.
“ 1 once witnessed,” says a cotemporary,
“ not as a hunter, but as a casual spectator,
this climax of her distress. Chased down
to the shore of the raging sea, she dashed
into the roaring tide, and swam off Without
a point of land to make, or an atom of rock

sters, which you knew to have been boiled

to rest upon.

brown and savoury.M Sucking pigs, too,to
gratify your unnatural palates, are whipt to

I saw a boat put oil‘ after

this poor hunted drowning hare, which hav
ing overtaken, returned with her to the
beach ; this poor distressed and tortured
animal, stiff with running, cold with swim
ming, was, cruelly indeed, turned up again
before the dogs, and, after staggering less
than a hundred yards, was killed outright
for the diversion of the hunters.”
One would suppose that foxes, stags. and
hares, were suﬂicient for our lords and gen
tlemen, who cry cruel, savage, brutal. and
cowardly, when the people, one day in a
year, bait or run a bull: while their legiti
mate sports last day by day, and Week by
week throughout all time. Even summer
is pressed into their service, and the water

alive, or roasted upon a wooden spit ?--And
how many of you—we sav, how many of
the very enacters of Dick Martin’s Act, have
amused yourselves with placinglive oysters

between the burning bars of the grate, and
devouring them as ‘soon as they became

death to make them yet more tender and
delicious; while the poor boar, in feeding,
is constrained to one position for many
months, in order that the partofhis neck, de
nominated the shield, may thicken and grow
into what is called brawn; a standing dish,
and never out of fashion at your side-tables.

Cod-ﬁsh and skate, alive from the water,
are crimped, that is, cut into yawning gash
es, to make them ﬁrm.

Tench are thrown

alive into the stew pan, and eels are skinned
alive. All these delicacies, in their season,
are served up at the tables of the luxurious

of the easy or indolent, while the active

wealthy and great. And even ladies are not
exempt from the horrible propensity of cru
elty, against which, in the lower classes, we
properly raise such an outcry;-they are
known to have added to the imprisonment

country gentleman unkennels his harriers

for life of a poor bird, the sorrow of blind

and hunts the otter. It would be loss of
time, and waste of ink and paper, to de
scribe minutely the destruction of this aqua
tic animal. Imagine the poor thing so ex

ness, and have deliberately ordered the
torture of a red-hot knitting needle as the
means of operation, by putting out its eyes,
to improve its song. Insects, by collectors
of curiosities for museums, are impaled on

for the scene of it. Trolling for pike, and
angling for perch, become the amusements

hausted in the endeavour to evade his pur
suers, as to be unable any longer to dive,
and scarcely to make a swim of it; imagine
the poor animal to be at this point of time

corking pins, and aquafortis poured into
their wounds to preserve their colour; their

intestines have been pressed out behind,
transﬁxed upon a trident, a dreadful three and the oriﬁce has been ﬁlled up with hot
tined spear, and held up writhing in agony, was to preserve their shape; and these are
while the dogs below are loud in every ra but a scantling of the manifold cruelties of
venous tone raging for their prey,--yet de those who cant against cruelty in the lower
nied it by their masters, who, to save the

skin of our English beaver, and thereby turn
a penny, thus hold the poor impaled crea
ture up until he dies :—now what, my mas

orders.
Then, again, what a, sad thing is it to re.
ﬂect, that some of our best orators against

cruelty, and in favour of Martin's bill, are

ters in cant and hypocrisy, is cruelty, if this

notorious horse-racers and travellers, who

be not cruelty?

boast, that they have performed with their

But if the amusements, as they are called,
of the field, and precious amusements those

must be. Which delight man at the expense
of the agony of poor animals, capable of
feeling, aye, and of reﬂection too, for ought
we know to the contrary, although we choose
to swagger about this world’s empires, and
boast of our superi0rity—we say, if these
amusements be criminal, what shall we say
to the horrible contrivances of man for pam
permg his luxurious appetite ?—What say
ye, masters, to your foie gros deStmsb0urg,

(fat hvers of Strasbourg) which are obtained

own horses, from 15 to 20 miles an hour.
Behold, for instance, ‘the gay licentious
proud, ’transported from place to place in
their cushioned chariots, by post horses,
always too good for such usage.

‘ Could the poor post-horse tell you all
his woes;

Shew you his bleeding shoulders, and un
fold
The dreadful anguish he endures for gold,

" This is a favourite practice with single
men who sup at home.
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Hired at each call of business, lust, or
rage,

that “ the Old East India Company lost

That prompts the traveller from stage to

ten votes in Parliament, so many of their

stage.’
Could he do this ? Why he does not ;-—
and yet man, unfeeling man, beholds his
woes, and heeds not.
Then there are the poor creatures which

run in the mails night and day‘, and which,
beyond fair travelling speed, have woes innu
merable, unpitied, and untold; as have all
the poor animals that are sooner or later

jaded to death in the public stages: and do
not gentlemen in their own esteem—do

not the scarlet-coated fox-hunters most
, cruelly and not un frequently kill their gal

their business against the New Company by
friends going to see a tiger baited by dogs.”
Rather than not have seen this exhibition,
they would willingly have endured the re
proaches of the Old East India Company,
for neglecting their interests. Perhaps, if
all the truth were told, some knowing ones
of the New East India Company kicked
up the row with the tiger on the same day,

in order that the sporting senators, not in
their interests, might be better employed
than in voting against them. This is what
a certain son of Mars of our time, with
more spurs on his heels than brains in his

lant horses, by shamefully riding them past head, calls creating 81 diversion against the
enemy.
their condition, strength, and capability 3
We have enumerated a portion of those
while last, not least, if not worst of all, be
hold the poor miserable worn-down horses
of the hackney-coaches in London !

And yet all these are used for the comfort
and convenience of those who rail against
cruelty and brutality in the inferior classes.
--Dogs, too, faithful dogs! have been, by
medical students and lecturers, nailed to a
table, and opened alive, to beneﬁt mankind

cruelties which are an indelible disgrace to
the commonest humanity, much less to an
enlightened and reﬁned description of men,
who call themselves christians and gentle
men; whose continual boast is of a greater

share of benevolence, charity, generosity,

by improving the science ofanatomyl Hath

and humanity, than is possessed by others
of their rank and station in other countries;
and who wind up their self-complacency

the frame of a dog the least resemblance to
that of a man? We wish, from the bottom
of our hearts, that men in general possessed

such cant!—it is disgraceful to nature, and

but one-half of the generous qualities of a
dog! Beautiful, faithful, highly-valued,
dogs, have been brained or poisoned, hanged

with an hypocritical sigh for the sorrows of
a poor animal goaded by drovers-.

Fie on

an outrage upon humanity!
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.

or shot, by brutal slaves, who are screened
from justice by tampering knaves, to grati
MR. TA'I‘UM’S LECTURE.

fy the pride and domination of titled game
preserving despots, who, ﬂattered and eulo
gised by the sons of Belial that surround

evening, with Mr. Tatum‘s further re

them, scarcely know whether they go upon
their heads or their heels.

marks upon Electricity, in which be
fully bore out all that we had advanced of

In London, in Charles the Second’s reign,
a horse was baited. Evelyn, who makes
mention of it, was a most humane man,

him asapubliclecturen Before Mr. Ta

whose mind dwelt upon rural objects in the

simple elegance of nature, and he conse
uently speaks of it as very revolting to his
‘feelings. It requires not this reﬁnement to
be greatly shocked at the brutality and bar
barity of it. “ There was,” he says, “ a
very gallant horse to be baited to death by
doggs; but he fought them all, so as the

We were much gratiﬁed on Friday

tum commenced any new experiments,

he took a brief review of what he had
stated at the preceding lecture, on the

subject of the mode of charging the Ley

den jar with positive and negative elec
tricity ; and on the coatings with which

the jars are lined. But as-we gave a

killed a man, which was false : I would not

very full explanation ofthese in our last,
we shall not now do more than notice
the experiment which be exhibited for
the purpose of shewing that the tin foil
has no other use in the jar, than in
serving as a conductor to convey the
electric ﬂuid to the surface. In order

be persuaded to be a spectator.” Now here

to shew that this ﬂuid resides in the

ﬁercest of them could not fasten on him,

till they run him through with their swords.
This wicked and barbarous sport deserv’d to

be punished in the cruel contrivers to get
money, under pretence that the horse had

glass of the jar, and not in the coating,
swords were used against the noble animal ; Mr. Tatum charged and discharged a
and none wore swords in Charles the Se jar which was furnished with a move
cond’s reign but gentlemen.
able coating, and clearly demonstrated,
Evelyn, in his most entertaining Diary, that when the coating was withdrawn,
gentlemen must have been concerned, for

tells another baiting story, and bonny sport

the ﬂuid remained, as the interior of

there must have been.

the jar preserved the power of attract

In 1659, he notes,
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every study, to have the principles upon

&c. which were strongly agitated in

which we set out correctly established,

the jar, until the lecturer had con
veyed away the ﬂuid, by the friction
of his hands upon the outside. When

and therefore any experiment calculated
to shake our faith in an established doc

Mr. Tatum had concluded this experi

prove other than beneﬁcial. lf we may
be pardoned this di ression from the

ment, he proceeded to remark more
fully upon the propert of positive and
negative electncity ; tin which purpose
be particularly dwelt upon an experi
ment with two jars, as suhversive of a
too

general opinion, that when two

-clouds,

charged with electric ﬂuid,

trine, will lead to inquiries which cannot

immediate subject oft e lecture, we may

observe, that many very important dis
coveries have been either prevented or
retarded by the silly plan of taking for
granted that which has been laid down by
authority. No authority in such matters

ought to blind a man to the conviction,
one of them must be charged with that enli htened as we are, we are still
positive, and the other with negative in our in ancy, as it regards some pur
meet together, and cause an explosion,

electricity.—Two jars were charged

suits of science, and the weakest among

positively, by taking ei ht turns of us may be able to throw out some sug
the machine, and the 0 er with ne
gestion, which may elicit explanation,
gative, by taking only four turns. In and produce conviction. To proceed,
this state, one of the jars possessed
double the portion of electric ﬂuid ;

and on bringing the balls into commu
nication, a strong spark

assed, but it

was proved, on applyingt e discharging

rod, that both were charged positivel .
“ Now nothing could more satisfactorily
demonstrate,” said the lecturer, “that
it does not follow, as matter of course,

that two clouds, when they produce an
electric explosion, must be in different

states of electricity ; for in this experi
ment, two jars charged positively, the
one more intensely than the other, when
brought into contact, produced a spark
quite equal in force, considering the
small quantity of ﬂuid engaged, to the
explosion ofclouds in a state of nature.
It would be quite possible, therefore,
for 2 clouds, each in a positive state of
electricity, to produce such a discharge,

however, to Mr. Tatum. This gentle
man, having concluded his experiment
with the two Leyden jars, proceeded to

otter some remarks, on the mode in
which they were charged with greater
or lesser intensity. lt was, of course,
easily understood that of two jars that
charged by the greater number of turns

of the machine would be the more in
tense, but much depended upon the
vessel itself, — not upon its capacity,
but u on the comparative thickness of
the g ass of -which it was composed.
Taking two jars, one of thick glass. and

the other of thin, altlnu h equally of
the same size, it would

e found that

the thin jar would hold, or rather would
receive twice as much ﬂuid as the thick
one. Mr. Tatum proceeded to demon
strate this position, by taking two pieces

of ﬂat glass, each coated with tin foil,
and the equilibrium would be restored, but differing in substance, the one being
by the cloud which was overcharged con of plate, and the other of common win
veying 'a portion of its intensity to the dow glass. The two plates being thus

other.” It may not be amiss to remark
here, that the doctrine which Mr. Tatum
so satisfactorily refuted, is very gene
rally held by philosophers, but we can
not imagine that many persons will as
sert its infallibility, after so simple but
conclusivean experiment; for it may very

prepared, were then connected In the
proper manner with the machine, by

means of the striking electrometer, and
it wasfound, in order to charge the thick
plate with electric ﬂuid, it was necessary
to take ﬁve turns ofthe machine, whereas

importance, for it can matter but little

the thin plate was charged by only half
a turn; thus not only proving by demon
stration, all that the lecturer had advan
ced, but actually going beyond his own
position, in the proportion ofﬁve to one.
In a preceding lecture, Mr. Tatum had
informed his hearers, that he would per

to science, as far as the fact goes, whe

form some experiments, for the purpose

fairly be assumed, that what nature is,
-under the control of the lecturer, such

it must be in a state where it exists with
no other control than that of the Creator.

The question is not in itself one of real

of shewing the prevalence of a common
error, as to what are called negative
is of consequence in the prosecution of electrics. We were much struck at the

ther the discharge from two clouds is

positive, or positive and negative; but it
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time, with the emphasis which Mr.
Tatum placed u on his statement, and
were therefore p eased to ﬁnd him so
prepared on the present occasion to re

deem his pledge.

Mr. Tatum had con

tended that the same bodies could be

friction ;--these ex eriments'are exceed
in ly curious an interesting. When

ye low and black silk are rubbed ‘toge
ther. the yellow becomes positively, and

the black negatively electric: if, however, two pieces of silk, the one white

made to produce negative and positive and the other yellow, are rubbed against
electricity, consequently, there could be

each other, the white becomes endned

no propriety in applymg to them the

with positive electricity, and the yellow

term, negative electrics. In order to

with negative. These results strong-~
ly demonstrate that the colours of the
articles are powerfully concerned in

prove this, the lecturer brought forward

his electrometer—-the portion of his ap
paratus, which had produced some dis
appointment, on aformer occasion, when
heattempted to shewthattheevaporation
from the earth, caused by the inﬂuence

producing such contrary effects;-—the'
proportions, too, of their aﬂinity for the

electric ﬂuid are clearly marked. It
results thatwhite hasa greater attrac
of the sun, produced a surchar e of tion for or sympathy with the electric
ed to

ﬂuid than yellow, and yellow than black.

the phenomenon of lightning. In a
former lecture, it would be recollected

This philosophy ofcolours has excited,

by his audience, that he had shewn that
zmc
produced
palellectromcter,
able signs ofwhen
positive
electricity
on the
ex

speculation of scientiﬁc men and ofstu
dents. Up to the present hour, we are
by no means convinced of the rationale
of experiments in which they are con
cerned; although it is but fair to ob

electric ﬂuids, in the clouds, and

cited by friction upon silk, and he would
now undertake to shew that the same
metal, when rubbed upon fur, would
produce upon the electrometer the very
0 posite elfect, viz., that of negative
cectricity. It was impossible tor an
experiment to be more successfully per

and will long continue to excite, the

serve, that from the observations lately

made on their properties, as connected
with the rays of the sun and of the
moon, and of the mode in which they

are atfected by the electric ﬂuid, we are

formed than thisz upcn the approach of in possession of more knowledge on the
subject than could have been anticipa
cited by the friction upon silk, the gold ted upon so mysterious a subject. Mr.
leaves til the electromcter diverged with Tatum continued his illustration by
positive electricity, and on the contrary, means of an electrophorus, which is
when the zinc, after having been excited composed of a plate covered with a re
upon fur, was made to approach the in sinous substance, from which a metallic
strument, the leaves collapsed; thus es- plate, in an insulated situation, is made

the zinc to the electrometer, when ex

tablishing the fact, that the same body

to abstract the electricity. 'l‘he pleasing

could be made to produce ositive and

experiment of inﬂaming a stream ofhy

negative electricity.

Sea ing-wax, a drogen gas was then performed, and the
resinous body ofgreat and frequent use. mode ot operation explained. The com
in elettrical experiments, was generally bustible nature of hydrogen gas, and
considered a negative electric, but this the extraordinary power of the'electrie
substance would he shewn to produce
symptoms of positive electricity. if ex
cited upon tin foil, b taking from that
body a portion of its e ectricity.and thus

ﬂuid when in a state of explosion, re

quire but little demonstration. They
are two of the most subtle principles

of nature, and it is only surprising that

becoming possessed of the ﬂuid in a re

among the number of our aeronauts,

dundant state, so as to lose its character
of a negative electric. The same bod
was here shewn to be capable of both
positive and negative electricity, and
therefore the argument Which went to
prove that certain bodies are absolutely
negative was much weakened by ex
periment.

none should have been struck by the
electric ﬂuid, when in the act of dis
charging a portion of hydrogen from the
balloon.

if, at such a moment. a dis

clmrge ofﬂuid were to take place in the
vicinity of the balloon, immediate de

struction would be inevitable. The
succeeding experiment was to shew the
Mr. Tatum further exempliﬁed the passage of the electric ﬂuid to the con
principle which he had laid down, by dnctor, from the cylinder of the ma~'
descri hing the effect upon pieces of silk chine. This was done by placinv awax
of different colours, when submitted to taper between the conductors, after the
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striking electrometer had been connect
ed with the machine. U on turning
the cylinder, the ﬂame of t e taper was

driven from the positive to the nega
tive conductor. To illustrate the posi
tion laid down by Mr. Tatum, that bo

dies in a different state of electricity
attract each other, he took two jars,

which he charged, one positively, and
the other negatively; and having done
this, threw upon the balls a powder
composed of red lead and sulphur: a

very beautiful effect was here produced

of the gases, water is roduced, as, on
the other hand, by the ecoruposition of
water, by means of Voltaic electricity,
the result is hydrogen and oxygen gases.
In order to demonstrate this fact, Mr.
Cooper placed a vessel over the com
municating wires of the Voltaic pile,and
the water was discovered in a state of
decomposition, and rising in a gaseous
state. As the decom osition of the

water was proceeding s owly, Mr. Coo
per continued his experiments upon the
gases; he shewed, that there were cer

-—one ball became yellow and the other ~tain metals which would produce upon
red, because one had attracted only the them, when so mixed, precisely the same
as conﬁne
the electric
s ark;
he present
would,
red lead, and the other the sulphur. A effect
however,
himseiif,
in the
similar experiment was then tried with
the electrophorus, and with precisely instance, to platinum, because, as it was
the same result. Mr. Tatum’s last ex almost a new discovery, considerable in
periment on Friday evening, was for the terest and importance was attached to it.
purpose of demonstrating the power of B placing a portion ofﬁnel -granulated
the electric ﬂuid when passing through p atinum, or Whatis calle spon y pla
a conducting substance, but with an in tinum, and rolled up into a balii in a
eﬂicient conductor :— a bottle of oil, vessel containing a mixture of hydrogen
with a steel point passing through the and oxygen gases, in the proportions in
cork,WaS held to the conductor; the

which they exist in a ﬂuid state, a de

spark having passed, and the ﬂuid beino‘
driven to the ditferent parts of the phia ,
it was broken in several places, and the
oil was seen to ooze from the fractures.

composition took placc, the gases dis
appeared, and the residuum was pure
water; this water being decom used,

would, as he had already observe , give
Mr.

This experiment excited much interest, back hydrogen and oxygen gases.
and was loudly applauded.

Mr. Tatum

gave notice that his next lecture would
be on electro-magn'~tism and medical

Cooper here observed, that m conduct

ing these experiments, it was highly es
sential that the atmospheric air should
be carefully excluded; because, if the

electricity—sub]‘t~cts which ‘ cannot fail
of insuring a full attendance, from their slightest portion should ﬁnd its way in
to the vessels containing hydrogen and
importance to society.
+

oxygen gases, a violent explosion would
take place, when ignited, which would

MR. COOPER'S LECTURE.

be more or less dangerous, according to

On Wednesday evening, Mr. Cooper
delivered a lecture at the Mechanics’
Institution, on hydrogen and oxygen

the nature of the vessels in which it was
contained. If it were of thin substance,
such as a bladder, for instance, the ex

gases, chieﬂy for the purpose of shewing plosion‘ would not cause much, if any,
their effects, in reference to one of the

mischief; because it would at once ﬁnd

most important elements of nature-—
water. Mr. Cooper explained that water

its way into the atmospheric air, and

gases, in the proportion of two volumes
of the former to one of the latter. Bv
placing a quantity of these gases in such
proportions in a tube, and causing them
to explode, Mr. Cooper demonstrated,

the momentary resistance, which would

become dispersed: but if it was con
is composed of hydrogen and oxygen tained in a metal or thick glass vessel,

through a glass tube eight feet in length,
135 grains of pure water were condensed.

He also exploded a mixture of 19,500 grain
most satisfactorily, that water was the measures
of oxygen gas, and 37,t00 of hy
_result, as several drops were seen in the

tube, which had previously been per
fectly dry ; * thus, by the decomposition
* In 1781, Mr. Henry Cavendish burned
500,000 grain measures of hydrogen gas,

-with about 2% times the quantity of common
air, and Iby causing the burned air to pass
Von. .

drogen ina close vessel. The condensed
liquor was found to contain a small portion
of nitric acid, when the mixture of the air
Was such, that the burned air still contained
a considerable proportion of oxygen. In
this case it may be presumed, that some of

the oxygen combines with a portion of ni
tro gen p re sent. F
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be thus oﬁ'ered to it, would produce a
violent and very dangerous explosion.

a similar effect would be witnessed, but

That water is really produced by the

verted vessel over acaudle. Mr. Cooper

on a much less scale, by holding an in

decomposition of hydrogen and oxygen then proceeded to explain, that by the
gases, either by heat or the sudden ex combustion of hydrogen and oxygen
ses it might be ascertained how much
plosion caused by the electric sparks
and the agency ofcerlain metals, such as of the latter had been used, as compared

of the air, in such a situation as to pre

with the former; for instance, he took
87 measures of atmospheric air, and 55
measuresof hydrogen (in this experiment
the hydrogen must always be in a larger
proportion than the atmospheric air to
he acted upon)and in a short time it was
found, that the quantity decomposed
by the platinum, which he had added

vent the free admission of fresh atmos

to the mixture, was 21 measures, thus

pheric air from the outside, would, when

making the quantity absorbed and re
turned to water 14 of hydrogen and 7

platinum,* was very clearly explained
by Mr. Cooper. He desired the audience
to notice,thatin close rooms, where there

are

s lights burning, the-windows will,

on t e inside, be covered with moisture,

and frequently with large drops of water:
the hydrogen gas mixing with the oxygen

acted upon by the heat, become decom
posed, and produce the etfect here stated;
" Platina is one of the metals for the
knowledge of which we are indebted to fo
reign discovery. Its ore has recently been
found to contain, likewise, four new metals,

palladium, iridium, osmium, and rhodium;
beside iron and chrome.
Pure or reﬁned platina is by much the

heaviest body in nature. Its speciﬁc gra
vity is 21.5. It is very malleable, though
considerably harder than either gold or sil
ver, and it hardens much under the hammer.
Its colour on the touch-stone is not distin
guishable from that of silver. Pure latina
requires a very strong heat to melt it; but

when urged by a white heat, its parts will
adhere together by hammering. This pro
perty, which is distinguished by the name
of welding, is peculiar to platina and iron,

of oxygen. Mr. Qooper here took occa
sion to notice, that hydrogen had one
property which it was highly 'necessary
to mention, lestany person might become
a sulferer from the ignorance of it;——it
was found, that by imbibing a small

quantity of hydrogen, very severe ains
were fe t in the chest and lungs, an that
the inspiration, by being continued,

might become fatal; one inspiration,
however, could do no harm, and would
produce a comical elfect. viz. the total

change of the human voice ; 1' as a proof
of this, the lecturer made one inspira
tion, and then said, whilst under its
eifects, “ You see what etfect it produces

on my voice” in a tone so truly comical
and unlike any thing that could be ima
gined from a human being, that it was

which resemble each other likewise in their a long time before the applause, which
infusibility.
had been elicited by the astonishment
Platina is not altered by exposure to air;
neither is it acted upon by the most concen and amusement of the experiment, would
trated simple acids, even when boiling or

distilled from it.
Platinum unites with most other metals.
Added in the proportion of one twelfth to

't This gas is colourless, and possessed of

all the physical properties of air.

It has

usually a slight garlic odour, arising, pro

gold, it forms a yellowish-white metal,highly
ductile, and tolerably elastic, so that Mr.

bably, from arsenical particles derived from

Hatchett supposed it might be used with ad

pure iron in a state of ignition, it yields
hydrogen free from smell. It is eminently

vantage for watch springs, and other pur
poses. Its speciﬁc gravity was l9.0l3.
From its hardness, infusibility, and diffi
culty of being acted upon by most agents,
platinum is of great value for making va
rious chemical vessels. These have, it is

true, the inconvenience of being liable to
erosion, from the caustic alkalis and some
of the neutral salts.
Platinum is now hammered in Paris into

leaves of extreme thinness. By enclosing a
wire of it in a little tube of silver, and draw
ing this through a steel plate in the usual
Way, Dr. Wollaston has succeeded in pro
ducing platinum wire not exceeding 1-3000th

of an inchlin diameter.

the zinc.

When water is transmitted over

combustible, and if pure burns with a yel
lowish-white ﬂame ,- but, from accidental

contamination, its ﬂame has frequently a
reddish tinge. If a narrow jar ﬁlled with
hydrogen be lifted perpendicularly, with the
bottom upwards, and a lighted taper be sud
denly introduced, the taper will be extin

guished, but the gas will burn at the surface,
in contact with the air. Animal life is like
wise speedily extinguished by the respira
tion of this gas, though Sir H. Davy has
shewn, that if the lungs be not previously

exhausted by a forced expiration, it may be
breathed for a few seconds without much
seeming inconvenience.
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permit him to continue. It was highly

with quicksilver, which is bad recourse

necessary that persons making this ex

to, instead of water, to prevent the ab

periment should be careful not to ap

sorption which would take place of cer

proach near a candle. Whilst the hydro

tain gases in that liquid, seldom suc

gen is in the mouth, for he had known a
person, who, after such an inspiration,

ceed thoroughly, upon a small scale. In

approached near a. ﬂame, when the hy
drogen, uniting with the oxygen of the

atmosphere, took ﬁre and exploded in
the month. After this explanation, Mr.

order to ensure success. it was neces
sary to have a much lar er quantity of
uicksilvcr than that which was before
t em, and which was abouts tea-cup

full: this, however, was suﬂicient to
explain the principles of the science, and
the decomposition of the gases by pla- . ’o carry conviction of what could be ob
Cooper made some further remarks upon

tained, by a process upon a larger scale.‘

tinum. which, (we had onutted to state)
becomes red hot when placed in a mix
ture of hydrogen and oxygen gases.‘
Towards the conclusion ofthe lecture,
Mr. Cooper stated that the experiments

mode of intro ncing the ba I of spongy
platinum:—one le of the syphon was

with the pneumatic troughI when ﬁlled

with the

He took a sy hon, and ex lamed the

ﬁlled with quicksﬁvcr, and the other
seousmixture,—theball bei n

passed t rough the quicksilver, enteru
* When ﬁve measures of atmospheric air
are mixed with’ two of hydrogen, and a
lighted taper, or an electric spark applied
to the mixture, explosion takes place. three
measures of gas disappear. and moisture is
deposited on the inside of the glass. When
two measures of hydrogen, mixed with one
of oxygen, are detonated, the whole is con
densed into water. Thus, therefore, we see
the origin of the name hydrogen. a term de
rived from the Greek to denote the water

former. If a bottle containing the eﬂ'erves.
cing mixture of iron and dilute sulphuric
acid, be shut with a cork, having a straight
tube of narrow bore ﬁxed upright in it,

in a state free from contamination of
atmospheric air, and produced the de

composition of the gases, which he had
prevwusly noticed. Mr. Cooper then
stated that he would, in his next lecture,

treat upon the com ound of hydro en,
with iodine and oh orine, and with rew

from the lecture table amid loud applause.
At the close of Mr. Cooper’s lecture,
Dr. Birltbeck rose to inform the institu
tion, that on Thursday, the second of
December, the ﬁrst stone of a new

lecture-room would be laid in South

then the hydrogen will issue in a. jet,

ampton Buildings. He stated that it

which being kindled, forms the philo
sophical candle of Dr. Priestley. If a long
glass tube be held over the lame, moisture

was not the Wish of the committee that
any particular formality should attend
this circumstance, but as it was an era of

will speedily bedew its sides, and harmonic

importance, in the moral and social

tones will soon begin to sound. Mr. Fara
day, in an ingenious paper inserted in the
10th number of the Journal of Science,

habits of mankind, be trusted that it
would insure the attendance of all who

states, that carbonic oxide produces, by the

purpose, and not only of those who were
members of the institution, but also of

action of its ﬂame, similar sounds, and that,
therefore, the elfect is not due to the aﬁec

could conveniently spare time for the

tions of aqueous vapour, as had formerly

others, who had been members. and who

been supposed.

hadquitted it. Hewasalsomostanxious

He shews, that the sound

is nothing more than the report of a con
tinued explosion, agreeably to Sir H. Da
vy’s just theory of the constitution of ﬂame,
Vapour of ether made to burn from a small
aperture, produces the same sonorous etfect
as the jet of hydrogen, of coal gas, or oleﬁ
ant gas, on glass and other tubes. Globes
from seven to two inches in diameter, with
short necks, give very low tones; bottles,
Florence ﬂasks and phials, always succeed

ed; air jars. from four inches diameter to_
8. very small size may be used. Some an
gular tubes were constructed of long nar
row slips of glass and wood, placing three
or four together, so as to form a triangular
or square tube, tying them round with pack
thread. These held over the hydrogen jet
gave distinct tones.—Ure‘s Chemical Die.

that the gentlemen, who, from mistaking
the motives of the committee, had not

only quitted the institution, but had
even been induced to acts of hostility
a ainstit, should attend, and that those
w 0 were still wavering in their inten- '
tions, as to becoming members, should

take this opportunity of attending at so
important an e och in the history of
the institution, t at they might become

associates with its instructed and delight
ed members. The short but sensible
address of Dr. Birkbeck was delivered

with a feeling of candour and benevo
lence, which rendered it acceptable to
all, and this excellent man sat down
amid the cheers of the institution
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NEW MILK COMPANY.

Among the new schemes for the invest
ment of capital,we notice a Milk Company,
which is brought forward in shares of £50.
each, and is said to be already yielding a
proﬁt of more than 50 per cent. The shares,
however, are selling in the Money Market,
at from 10 to 12 each premium. The ad
vantage offered to the public by this company
is very striking; they undertake to supply
genuine milk from Alderney cows, at the

same price as is now paid for the “real
London double skimmed sky blue", and
they have guarded against all fraud, on the
part of the persons who carry the milk
round to their customers, by locking the
pails; so that no water can be put into them,
after they are taken fromthe establishment.
This precaution is a very wise one, for if
the managers of the company be not rogues
themselves, we may be certain of having

which is made up with distilled water, whilst
we, in the course of the day, drink several
pints, perhaps, of that impure ﬂuid which is
supplied by the water companies. Until we
can rocure a supply of water whose purity
will
guaranteed to us, it may not be amiss
to give the following rules, for judging of
the comparative purity of this fluid.

In theﬁrst place, pure wateris considerably
lighter than impure water, and it is also
mere ﬂuid; it has neither color, smell, nor
taste, and wets more easily than the waters
containing metallic and earthly salts; it is
not rendered turbid by adding to it a solu
tion of gold in aqua regia, or a solution of
silver, or of lead, or of mercury, in nitre,
and a solution of acetate of lead in water.

Mu. Pr:nrnss’s Srssn Gnu.—It has

pure milk for our families. In the ordinary

been very generally, but not very correctly,
said, that Mr. Perkins’s Gun, although cu
rious as demonstrating the power of steam,

milk trade, there are not less than three

is inadequate to the purposes of warfare.

waterings: ﬁrst the cow-keeper puts a little

Nothing, however, can be more unfounded
than this assertion. A 36-pounder, with all
its apparatus, steam boiler, generator, &c.
may be drawn about a ﬁeld of battle, by
four or ﬁve horses, and discharged with
ﬁfty times the rapidity of an ordinary can
non. We have received seven or eight

water into the pails, then the retailer, and
lastly the servant who carries it round, and
who fancies that he cannot do better, than
imitate the example of his betters.
We
wish well to this new company, taking it for
granted that they deserve our good wishes,
and shall only observe, in addition, that we
deal with them, and up to this hour have

found nothing to censure.
THE NEW WATER COMPANIES.

We understand that one of the new

drawings of a cannon of this description,
but as we expect to be favoured with some
additional information on the subject from
the ingenious inventor, we do not think it
right just now to publish them.

We understand that the Greek Committee

and which answers all the expectations

were very anxious to obtain a few of Mr.
Perkins’s steam cannons, for the purpose of
enabling the Greeks to hasten the surrender
of Patras, and the other fortresses in Greece,
which are held by the Turks; but that they
were prevented from obtaining them by a
treaty between Mr. Perkins and our minis
try, for the exclusive right to these tremen
dous engines of destruction. It is now said,
that Lord Gambier has reported of them
most favourably to government, and that

of those who deal with it.

The water in

they will speedily be adopted. We are the

Paris passes over large beds of charcoal,

more anxious for this, because we hear, from
a Paris correspondent, that some person has
submitted to the French ministry a plan of

companies which has started, purposes to
supply ﬁltered water to the inhabitants of

the metropolis, at the same price as the
muddy stuff which now enters our cisterns.
We do not profess to know upon what prin
ciple the proprietors propose to ﬁlter their
water upon the large scale, but it may not
be amiss to notice, that in Paris there is an
establishment of this sort, in full activity,

through which it ﬁltrates, and is conveyed
to the reservoir completely pure. If some
thing of this sort can be contrived, it willbe
desirable, and as charcoal soon loses a part
of its purifying quality, when exposed to

moisture, we recommend that its power
should be renewed occasionally, by means

of heatingto a red heat the bed upon which
the charcoal lies. This might be done
easily. by a subterranean furnace, ﬁrst dis
charging all the water in the reservoir.

We have taken up this subject too late in
the week to say much upon it,but we cannot

a steam cannon, for throwing, at each dis
charge, several tons of water, and which
would, of course,be destructive at sea. We
also ﬁnd, that the French are making great
efforts in their arsenals to prepare arms.
One person has undertaken, by means of a
new machine, to bore and ﬁnish cannon in

32 hours, which hitherto required three
weeks or a month. We ought to have no
ticed, in our ﬁrst article on the steam gun,
that it will throw aball with such force, that

refrain from observing, that at least one

ifa ship were to have a wadding of two feet

tenth part of the diseases with which the in

thickness, the ball would still penetrate. \Ve
do not make these observations, because we
wish for war—quite the contrary; we only

habitants of the metropolis are atﬂicted,
arise from the impure water which they
drink. We give but a poor chance to the
physician or apothecary,in takinghis physic

desire. that if it should break out, it might
be quickly finished.
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ON COFFEE.

mode is preferable to that in use, in private

The above engraving represents a French
patent coffee pot, and a coffee roaster. The
pot is decidedly superior to any thing pre
viously in use, in this country, as will be evi
dent from a very slight inspection of it. A
represents a tin coffee pot; B, a box pierced
with holes, into which the coffee, ground
rather coarsely, is placed; C, another pot,
which ﬁxes over B and A. A pint of cold
Water is placed in A, and about an ounce of
coffee in the box, B, which opens in the mid
dle, and ﬁts into A as a snuff box. The pot,
A, thus surmounted, is placed upon the fire,
and when the water boils, which may be
seen by the steam issuing from the spout, C,
and Which has previously passed through the
box, and completely saturated the coffee, so
as to prepare it for ﬁltration, the apparatus

families in this country, where a cylinder is
thrust into a coal tire, and the coffee is there
burnt to a cinder, or scarcely browned.

is taken from the fire, and steadily turned
upside down; the boiling water then drops
through the box, and the coffee, beautifully
clear, will be found in the pot, C, fit for use,

by detaching it from A and B, and putting
on an extra lid, kept for the purpose.

The

little chain has a plug to fit upon the spot
when necessary to retain the heat, Boiled
milk, in the proportion of at least half to the
quantity of coffee, should be used with it,
and it will be found excellent. The advan
tage of coffee made in this way is from the

There are two or three things which obtain
so great a name for French coﬂ'ee;—it is
roasted only a few hours before it is used,
and it is made very strong, so that it may
be reduced to the taste of the drinker by

boiling milk. The French coffee, also, is
always clear: the three modes of preparing
coffee in France are,ﬁrst, boiling it in cold
water, with a little isinglass to clear it;—
secondly, by the ﬁltering machine ;—-thirdly,
by infusion, viz., putting the coffee before
a very slow ﬁre, and allowing it to stew for
several hours; when cold it is poured off
clear, and made hot as wanted. This is a
very prevalent mode in France, and a very
bad one; for all the aromatic properties of
the coffee are carried off by it. The best is

to ﬁlter or to boil it in the simple way.

in

France, coffee is much adulterated with a
powder called chicorée, the root of the cul
tivated dent de lion, dried, roasted, and pul
verized. Some Englishmen imagine that it
is this chicorée which gives the pure ﬂavour
to the French coffee; this is a mistake—no
private family of respectability, or coﬂ'ee
house keepers, use chicorée; it is only used
by way of rigid economy: its properties are

combination of superior quality with econo

stimulating, and, when taken in quantities,

my.

dangerously so. It may here be remarked,
that there is no beverage more wholesome
than good strong coffee; none more per
nicious than weak coffee.

In the ordinary ﬁltering coffee pots,

much of the virtue is left in the ground cof
fee. By the present plan, it is so saturated,
that when the steam and water have passed
through, it is utterly tasteless. The coffee
roaster,D, isa large iron pan, in which wood
is burned, and B, the cylinder,in which the
berries are placed, is turned over the ﬁre
quickly; there is an opening in the cylinder,
so that the operator may occasionally see
the state of the coffee when burning. This

MANUFACTURE or Pms.—Itis afact, no
less remarkable than correct, that a pin,
tritiing as it may be deemed to be, actually
passes through eighteen hands in the com
pletion of its manufacture. Vide Smith on
the Causes of the Wealth of Nations.
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EXTINGUISIIING Fuzz BY Srsan.-—A
correspondent suggests to us, that it would
be advisable to build portable steam en
gines, for the purpose of carrying them
wherever ﬁres may break out, and throwing
upon the ﬁre a stmam of that vapour, which
is found to be much more eﬁicacious, in
extinguishing ﬁres, than water. We are

much obliged by the suggestion of our‘ cor
respondent, and trust that some of our in

genious friends will furnish us with the
drawing of a plan for such purpose: but we
must, at the same time, remark, that it would
be much better to build houses ﬁre proof,than
to have the troubleofmaking machines to ex
tinguish the ﬁre. In Paris,where the stair
cases and ﬂoors are mostly of stone and
brick, and the inside walls well stuccoed,

tires occur very rarely: asa proof of this,it
may be stated, that the losses by the ﬁre
oﬂices in Paris, in 1823, amounted to only
one 23-l000th part of the amount insured.
We fear that the London oﬁices can make
no such boast.
_

GLASGOW MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.

This institution commenced its second
winter session on the 8th instant. We feel

happy to learn its continued success. The
contributions for the purpose of obtaining
apparatus, amount already to upwards of
£150., and the library has also lately re
ceived very valuable additions, and consists

now of nearly 1600 volumes. We have plea
sure in recording a most valuable donation
of no less than 60 volumes, in addition to

former gifts, by J. Jamieson Craig, Esq.
SAFETY WINDOW CHAIR.

We haue much pleasure in recommend
ing to notice, a Safety Window Chair, the
invention of Mr. J. C. Knight, surgeon, of
Finsbury-place, to whose kindness we are
indebted for the annexed drawing. So ma
ny accidents have occurred from the want of
such an article, that We know not of terms
suﬂiciently warm to mark our acknowledg
ment of the humane motive which led to the
invention. Very little description, beyond
the drawing itself, is necessary to explain
its value. It will be conceived, that the
fore legs hang within the window, and the

others against the wall of the house, with
the two projecting pieces to secure the ba
lance, and ﬁx it. A bedstead screw may be
also passed through the stop at the bottom,
to adapt it to different situations, and more
eﬁectually secure the chair.

A female ser

Mr. Northhouse, at the request of Joseph
H urne, Esq. transmitted to the Library seven
pamphlets, on various interesting subjects,
from the pen of that able statesman, as a
mark of his respect for the institution, and
his wishes for its welfare. As to the new
lecturer, Mr. Longstaff, report speaks most
favourably. To an experience of twenty
years, in scientific teaching, he superadds

all the qualities of a philosophic mind.
Such is his facility in prelection, that we
are assured that he never has recourse to
notes. In conclusion, we have to mention
the most encouraging factasconnected with
the objects of the institution, that the spirit
of those for which the advantages are de
signed remains unabated. Their desire for
useful knowledge has only received a keener
edge from what they have already learned.
Before the course was commenced, from
between 400 to 500 students were enrolled,
the great majority of whom are operative

vant, or a boy, may sit in this chair and
clean the windows with perfect safety. The mechanics.
iron rail at the back and the arms are con
trived to give a greater appearance of safety,
and completely to protect the back and bo
dy. The tenons at the ditferent joints are

so contrived that they cannot separate.

One mechanic establishment

has mustered upwards of 40, and another
nearly 100 students. The mechanic who,

with means of instruction so cheap and ex
cellent, still remains ignorant, is culpable
indeed.
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Exrnnonnrnanr PRODUCTION or A

Po'rA'r0a.—The original potatoe, which
was of an early kind, weighed one pound

New Insrnontsn-r son PREVENTING
ran Escara or URINE as-ran OPERA
rwss or: run BLADDER.-—M. Jules Clo
quet has presented to the Royal Academy
of Medicine, a syphon, which will exert a
suction that can he graduated at pleasure,
and is applicable “in all cases where there

must be continualevacuation of liquids from
the cavities or their proper reservoirs,"-—

and a half; from this 85 setting parts were
cut, whereof 84 grew; their produce amount
ed to 720, and their weight 267 pounds; their
measure, 13 peeks, were grown u pon I3
perches and a half of land, the property of
a gentleman in Warwickshire.
ANSWER TO QUERY.

of purulent matter from the thorax, &c., and

London Mechanics’ Imtitute.
Gentlemen-—0bserving in your Register
of the l3th instant the wish of a correspond
ent to be informed of the nature ofthe process

of liquids from the stomach, in case of poi
s0II.—-Revue Médicale.

of chrystallizing tin, I beg leave to inform
him (through the medium of your Register)

-_

of the best I am at present acquainted with.
Heat the tin plate to be chrystallized, and

and particularly in diseases of the urinary

passages.

It will also effect the evacuation

place it on stone ware; then wash it with a
A paper manufacturer in the country
wishes to ascertain from any of our scientiﬁc
readers, what course he should adopt to
render the water which he uses in his avo..

cation alike at all times, or in any other
way preventing the serious evil which results
from the diﬁerence of the water, from rain
or other causes, when the pulp is made.
He informs us, that if two parcels of rags
of precisely the same quality, be made into
pulp at different periods, it frequently hap
pens, that one of them, from the state ofthe
water, will turn out paper so inferior in
color to the other, that the manufacturer

is glad to dispose of it at two or three shil
lings per team lower.
-__

ORIGIN or Tun SAFE'I‘YVALVE.—A play

ful boy, whose business it was to open and
close, alternately, the communication be
tween the boiler and the cylinder ofa steam
engine, perceived that this trouble might
readily be saved. Whenever, therefore,he
wished to be at liberty, to divert himself

weak solution of muriate of soda (common
salt), upon which a chrystallization, more
or less perfect, immediately ensues. Ifa
stronger heat is applied to different parts of
the plate, the chrystallization is made irre
gular, and a pleasing variety in the patterns

is accordingly introduced. The plate is af
terwards coloured at pleasure, by the use of
a thin transparent coloured varnish.

Hoping every success to your Register, it‘
carried on in the same impartial manner as
I remam,
at present,
‘
Gentlemen, yours obediently,
J. H. M.
P.S. I also beg leave to propose a
Query in your next, viz.—What is the ad
vantage of Vaughan’s Steam and Air En
gine, in point of economy and power, over

Nov. 14th, 1824.

the present engines? the insertion of which
J. H. M.
will oblige
QUERIES.

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.

the handle of the valve, which formed the
communication to another part of the ma
chine that was in motion; and the valve

London, Nov. 14, 1824.
SIR,
As you have evinced, in your well-ar
ranged Register, a desire to diffuse useful
and amusing information, by means of
question and answer, I am induced to hope

then performed its oﬁice without assistance.
The boy’s idleness being remarked, his con

you will insert the following, praying an
answer from some of your many and able

trivance soon became known, and the im
provement is now adopted in every steam

readers, “ the safest and most eﬂicient me

engme.

neal ?"
Simple as this query may appear to ma
ny, there are some to whom it is of para
mount importance—-those who, like myself,

with his companions, he tied a string from

._.__4

Staples Inn, Nov. 18, 1824.
Ma. EDITOR,

Sir—The following fact, I conceive not
unworthy of a space in your publication.

Of course, I vouch for its accuracy, having
received the statement from the gentleman

method of extracting the stain from cochi

have often to regret the failure of their
process, and the consequent loss of this
costly and capricious commodity.
C. Y.
To the Editor of the Mechanics‘ Register.

SIR.—-Having lately witnessed several

who is the owner of the land on which they

were produced, and at whose request I beg
the favour of your inserting it.
I am, Sir, yours obediently,
W. POWNALL.

dangerous explosions of gas, I should be
happy to learn through the medium of your
Register, the best method of preventing
their taking place.
Soulhwark.
J. ATKI-ss.
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To tiw Editor of the M'echam'cr’ Register. ]
Ma. Ent1‘0R.-—Allow me, through the
medium of your valuable and instructive
work, to obtain from some of your well
informed readers, an answer to the follow

ing queries.
How does the gas smoke-consumer now

As many of our readers are perhaps un
acquainted with the plan on which the Lon.
don Mechanics’ Institution is conducted, we
shall, in our future numbers give the Rules,

Regulations,&c. ofthat excellent lnstitution.
Our numerous ingenious Correspondents

used act upon the smoke ?—and of what na
ture is the substance fdund init after it has

who have favoured us with answers to the
Query of Box, will, we are sure, accept our
excuse for notainserting them, as they all

been in use some time ?--Is the substance

correspond with the elucidations already

found therein at all like pure carbon.’
Sir, lam yours,

given. To Mr. Hollamlo, for his very ex
cellent drawing on the subject, we return
our best thanks;
I C.-J. is respectfully informed, that the

An intended constant reader,
J. P.
To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
QUERY.--ln what part of the world are
buildings constructed with the least founda
tion, and why the cause 3
,
An answer to the ‘above query from any
of your numerous correspondents, will

oblige,

Yours,

' X. Y.

invention to which he alludes is not new.—
It was exhibited in the “ Exposition de l’In
dustrie F1‘tl1lgﬂi8€,” at the Louvre, ﬁve years
ago.

‘Ve do not, however, suspect him of

plagiarism :—the. same idea may occur to
many minds.

~Mercator‘s Observations on the causes
and means ofsubdhirig tires, are very good,

To the Editor of the Ilfechanics’ Register.
StR;—Being of opinion that Queries add

greatly towards the improvement of the
mind, l have sent you the following.
Who ﬁrst introduced the Olympic Games;
—for what cause were they instituted; for
what purpose‘were theyrevived by the
Greeks: and what were the number of
years from their commencement to their
conclusion?
'

Pnonr.nu.—Divide a field of the follow
ing form into four equal parts, each part to

retain the sameform as the original ﬁeld:

but having already devoted arconsiderable
space to thesubject in the present number,
we fear that they would be considered su
perﬂuous by many of our readers.

Mr. Bemaud’s suggestion about the en
gravings for the Mechanics’ Register, have
been attended to: he will ﬁnd that expense
will not form a consideration with the pro
prietors.
G.—R. S.-and O. V. are under consi
deration.

Viator will receive ‘his M.S. on applica
tion to the publishers. '
B. C. on Coffee Shops is exceedingly well
written. They have, indeed, tended to im
prove the habits of the industrious classes,
and merit an exclusive notice, which we will

give to them.
We are compelled, by want of room, to
postpone the promised articles on the Press,
and on iodine.
We are sincerely obliged to Illr. Murray

for his communication relative to the at
tempts made to deface the bills of the Me

chanics’ Register-—an unworthy opposition
of this nature can only tend to injure its
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDEINTS.

promoters.
We beg to recommend to our corre

We feel much obliged to a Member of

tions as early in the'week as possible, other
wise, from the accumulation, they must
stand over.

sponding friends to send their communica
the Committee for his good wishes and his
suggestions, which shall be attended to.
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f"siiLLim_'s PATENT PR'I1y'r,INc MACHINE.

..;I

.

‘H Frevious to the introduction of Ma have seen, we do not intend to speak
ichines into the business of printing, the now, as our object is to, come at once
ress department was one of great la to the printing machines in use in the
bour and difficulty, and the number of metropolis.

copies of a newspaper. which could be
printed within the hour. seldom exceed

The ﬁrst machine used in London
was made, we believe, by two Saxons,

named Konig and Baur, in 1814- This
machine. or one upon a. similar princi
ple, is now in u=e, worked by steam, at
the Times oﬁice. and there are others in
in order to get the paper published in various other offices. The great ex
time, to compose two or more copies. pense of ereclin machines worked by
so that by going to rcss at the same steam, led to t e invention of others,
time. the demands 0 the public might which are worked by hand. but which
be complied with; thus occur-;ioning an have been liable to many objections on
enormous increase of cxpenditurc both the score of the labour requisite in
in the compositors’ and press depart turning the wheel, and the injury to the
ments. In a newspaper circulating se type. We are happy, however. to find,
ven or eight thousand copies. this ex that Mr- Miller, of Fleet Street. after an
cnsc. anhuully, could not have been expenditureof several thousand pounds,
css than £2,000-3 all ofwhich has been and the most unwearied exertions. has
saved by the introduction of machines, succeeded in producing a machine ca
which are worked by steam or hand. pable of working 2000 sheets per hour,
Wc are informed by one of the proprie without any dan er of accident, and
tors of the Constitutionnel Paris paper. with comparative y little labour to the

ed 750,* even with extraordinary exer

tion.
The consequence was, that in
newspaper offices, where the circulation
was extensive, it was found necessary,

that their annual saving, from the use of
a machine. is more than 80,000 francs,
(Ii-.;'tween three and £4,000. sterhng) at
which we are not surprised, when we
consider that the number of the Con
‘ stitutionncl is about 20§000'¢0|_)leS daily
and that to get it out in time, it was ne
*‘ ccssary to compose eight duplicatcsnt-—

persons em loyed; whilst, from the
simplicity o the construction, and the

re’gulnrity of the action, the t pe has
not even the ordinary wear of the com
mon printing press. The machine re
presented in our engraving, is what is
called a sin lcmachine. viz., it admits

of only one ormor side of a newspa

A féw years ago, the presses in use at per at a time._

most of the new-paper ofﬁces, were of
wood, and were found wholly inadequate

The double cylinder

machines now ‘in use, are so complica
ted, and are so liable to accident, that

Mr. Miller has veryjudiciously conﬁned
which combined greater rapidity with his views-tothe production of single
equality of impression were mtroduced, ones; which.1ihilst they are open to
and ~ became general. Those most In none of the objections of the double
use were invented by Earl .Stanhope, machines now in use, are equally ﬁt for
and by a Mr. Clymer, a native of the the purposes of a newspa or establish
United States; the former are called ment; because, as the‘ rst, or outer
Stanhope, and the latter are called Co form or side of a newspaper, may be
lumbian presses: of the merits of each sent to press some hours before the
Of tlwsc, and of several others which we inner form, no inconvenience is experi
___________________________,/ enced. lnextensive concerns, however,
* This estimation is for newspapers only ; it may be advisable to have two single
—the regular number of sheets of book machmes.
work beingaveraged at 250 per hour.
This machine is set in motion by the
1- It is a curious fact, that with the ordi power of one man. and is adapted to
nary presses, the workmen in Paris are sup print one sideof a sheet at a time, and
to the purpose; by degrees, iron_press_es,

posed to labour hard, when they throw off with such astonishing velocity as to pro
only 500 copies psr hour. In this country, duce upwards‘ of 2000 impressions per
the same opinion is entertained when the hour, with the attendance of two boys,

pressmen do 750 per hour-, Does this arise | who are employed in laying on the blank
from the greater comparative strength, or

. industry of Englishmen? *
"ii
\

_ . .1 .....

I sheets of paper, and two others for taking
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of theprintcd sheets. The form of given to it, in order to distribute the
gypes is placed upon a carriage, which
ides backwards and forwards along
rails upon the ﬁxed frame of the ma
chine so as to pass beneath the surface
ofthe large printing cylinder. The blank
sheet of paper bemg ﬁrst laid on the
iympan, is carried down betwen rollers
and tapes under the cylinder. which
pressesit upon the form of types. and
prints it; from whence it is conducted
forwards, and delivered on other tapes.
where a ho is stationed to take it off
' The tapesw ich carry the sheet. of paper

ink over the whole surface of the com
position rollers. The mechanism, by
which the movin power is communi
cated to the macbmc, is constructed on
a principle entirely new, and the machine

is Worked with as much facility as a
common printing ress. The power of

the pressing cylin er and of the inkin
roller can be regulated and adjusted wit
mathematical accuracy, so that a strong
Or a light impression, as the nature ofthe
work may require, can be given with
the utmost nicety: From the simplicity

"- along under the surface of the cylinder of the construction of the machine, and
"late narrow enough to lie in the spaces the very small degree offrictionto which
between the pages for printing. and do ~ it is subjected, it is not liable to get out
'
fhbrefore prevent the sheet from ap of order. When in full action, it can
fplyihg itself to the tapes, although they be stopped instantly, by one of the ho

pass entirely across its surface, so as to employed in laying on the sheet. T e
‘ eep it in place.

These ta

s are ar

machines are so easily worked, that a

ranged over small pullies. w ich can be steam engine, of the power oftwo horses
[ﬁxed-stmny required distance apart. so only, would be suﬂicwnt to impel ten of
as to accord with the spaces between the thena. _
pages for printing different kinds of _

nsrsnutqcnsjro THE ENGRAVENG.
Work, such as folios. quartos. octavos,
&,c, The mode of procuring register is A4. The tympans, on which the blank
'b_iy_'poihts, which can he moved with sheets re laid.

"em facility in any direction.

The

B. The printing cylinder.
CC. The inking rollers.
D. The form of types on the carriage.
EE. Reservoirs of ink, from which the

mac ine has two distinct sets of inking
v:ap'pa'r"a"t'us,
one at each end. being so ar
ranged as to furnish and distribute the ,

supplied.
ink by means of elastic composition rollersare
FF. Tapes which ca
the sheet under
‘rollers npon-- the form of types, as it the cylinder in the direction it has to travel.
-moves backwards and - forwards under-, , GG. ‘Register points.
neath them. The reservoirs, of ink ' ;H. The mechanism which communicates

from which the rollers are supplied. are, iii; moving power to the machine.
ﬁxed on each end of the carriage. near
_'§V‘lIic,l_i arefslso other i~ollers'to distri

lm.

wlh -

+

’ljii'te llie inknrniformly ‘over the‘ ‘surface;
.',r in;rriadenfo
yinki ‘-rollers".
Theover
rollers
being
pm twice
the

THE PERIODICAL PRESS.

from them.~ oduce an effect in inkin
‘them equiv entrtoiwhat would be afi,
forded by passing the common inking
roller four times over them, which is all

newspapers. Thirty years ago, the number
of weekly publications in the metropolis

‘ ‘In a former paper we stated the number
of newspapers printed weekly in the united
kingdomat 500,000; we shall now say some
types before‘ an, i"mpres‘sion is made; thing of the periodical press, exclusive of

.ihatis,nsually deemed necessary to dis

did not exceed 40; we may now, Without

exaggeration, state them at l5l'- The month
ly periodicals have not ilflreﬂsed
the

tributethe inkequaiiy over the types, so same extent, because the Increase in the
Isto r‘en‘der the impression clear and weekly ones would nwmrally prevent it; but
'tftii'forrn. The fccdi 0‘ roller is supplied they are very nurl_e1‘0ps. In addition to

hr'i‘th'i‘nk’b'y means 0 a trough and re

the periodical publications of the metro

polig, we may notice several, and many of
gulating scraper. While the impression them
of real talent, in the large towns,such
is being produced, the receivinp roller

as Edinbui-Sn, Dublin, Glasgow, and Liver

is bnou ht in contact with the eeding pool, It is not in our power to state their
_roller,w ile in motion, and receives a. precise number, but it is certainly within
suﬁcient quantity of ink for the next bounds to estimate them at 50, so that the
impression, while the type carria e totalof the weekly periodicals would be 200.

is returning to its ﬁrst position. T e
distributing roller, whi st revolving.

The number of sheets printed must also, in
some degree, he matter of doubt; but,frorn

-hes, at the same time, a lateral motion the accounts which have been delivered to
_..... ..,

‘\
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‘us, and which we have every reason to con
sider authentic, we may strike an average
of at least 2,000. Many of these works do
not exceed 1,000; but there are several»
which exceed 5,000 ; consequently, our es
-timate will not be extravagant : we shall thus
-have a weekly account of 400,000 sheets of
' paper, used for literary, political, and scien

tiﬁc publications, in addition to the 300,000
newspapers already noticed, making a total
of 700,000, to which may be added the
Weekly proportion of the magazines which
are published monthly. The number of
sheets thus used appears, from the accounts
‘which we have been able to collect, to be
about 980 000 monthly, which would be
70 .000 weekly : this, added to 700,000, would
make a total of 770,000 weekly, or 40,040,000
annually, without reference to books, pam
phlets, or any productions not strictly peri
odical. This number. reduced into reams,
would make 80,080, which, at an average of
thirty shillings per ream, would be if l20,000.
expended for paper annually ; to which may
be added, atleast £100,000. for the expense
of editing and printing. Our sum total of
expenditure by the periodical press, annu
ally, will, therefore, be as follows :
Paper,
. . . . . - . 120,120
Stamps for newspapers, . . 346,667
Etpences of editmg and print
ing newspapers . . . . 223,000
Ditto for other periodical pub
lications. . . . . . . 100,000

ing a leisure half hour than in a public»
house, where pipe begat pipe, and glass be
gat glass, until the brain of the votary was
turned, and he became by degrees a toper,
neglecting his duties, and of course wasting
the earnings of his industry.
Such is not now the case. The indus
trious man enters a cotlee-shop, has his
pint of tea or coffee and a round of toast
for 5d. or 6d., reads the papers and maga

'zines, and departs refreshed in mind and
body. There is no calculating the extent
ofthe change thus effected; but it may be
fairly stated, that in the 500 coilee-shops of
the metropolis. there are not less than from
15 to 20,000 daily customers, who formerly
passed all their spare time, and much of
what they could not well spare, in public
houses. There cannot be a reasonable
doubt entertained, that the savings‘ banks
owe much of their prosperity to the -esta
blishment of cotlee shops, and that the
wives and children of many persons, who
previously had great diliiculty in obtaining
enough from them to purchase bread, are
now living in comfort. It would be under.
rating the thing considerably to say, that
from 40 to £50,000. less are spent annually
in public houses, since these cotfee-shops,
against which so much has been foolishly
said, raised their modest heads in the me
tropolis.
Soon after we had written the above, a

subscriber obligingly directed our attention
to a very excellent treatise in manuscript,
on coffee and economical coffee-houses, by

=
£859,787
Ml'- Whitaker, a gentleman who was main
expended annually by the periodical press, ly instrumental, by his well-timed represen
exclusive of the duty paid to government, as
duty upon advertisements. If we carry the
statement further, by way of curiosity, we
shall find that the number of sheets printed
upon annually, in this kingdom, in periodi
cal works, would, if laid together, cover a
space of nearly 19,000 miles, taking the
average size of the sheet at about two feet
and_d half. From all that we have stated,

tations in preventing the suppression of
economical coﬁee-houses, or, as they are
generally called, coffee-shops, with which
they were threatened, merely because some

few of them were found to receive improper
characters at a late hour of the night

We regret exceedingly that our limits will
not permit us to give many extracts from
the work this week: we shall, however,
withgpermission,oﬁer to our readers the
ﬁrst part of his very interesting history of
coffee.

it wlll leadily be conceived, that the present
improved tate of society, and the perfection

which Wegitness in the various departments
of_ life, are {entirely to be ascribed to the

mighty epglnesthe press.

HISTORY OF COFFEE.

It must, of

The best history of the coffee plant that
f10\ll‘$t‘-, Strike ever: one with wonder that so
Immense 8 nllmbel of periodical works I have yet met with, is that which was pub
should be pubhshed, men the population is
considered; but 35 there is no such thing as

setting up an opinion with success, against
a fact, we can only observe, that our calm
lation proves atleast, that we ing in a read
ing and thinking country.
+

-

COFFEE SHOPS.

A strange revolution in the habits ot the
industrious classes has been caused by thue
establishments. Formerly, the mechanic

and the labourer had no other mode of pass— _

lished by a Mr. John Ellis, F.R.S., agent
for the island of Dominica, about the year
1774; in which work Mr. Ellis traces the
earliest account of coffee from an Arabian
manuscript in the French king’s library,
which states, that “ about the 15th century,
one Gemaleddin, a mufti of Aden, a city in
Arabia Felix, having occasion to travel into
Persia, saw some of his countrymen drinking
coffee, which at that time he did not much
attend to; but some time after this, being
then in his own
country,
feolin unwell,
remembering
what
he hadand
witnessedgrsspectn

THE wsnon runcasmcs' nnorsrsn.
mg coffee, when in Persia, he determined to
try the experiment of drinking coffee, from
which he not only recovered his health, but
perceived many useful qualities in the li
quor, such as relieving the head-ache, rais
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coffee; but the habit had become so strong

by the tradesman and the artizan who had

among the people, that notwithstanding the
prohibition, it was manufactured and drank
in private rooms with closed doors. Go
vernment ﬁnding that they could not sup
press the drinking of coffee in 1010, per
mitted it upon paying a tax. Under this
plan coffee houses were by degrees re-esta
blished, when a new Mufti. more enlrght
ened than his predecessor, having declared
publicly that coffee had no relation to coal,
and that the infusion of it was not contrary
to the law of Mahomet, the number of
coﬁee-houses became greater than ever.

occasion to work at night, or such as were

After this declaration, the religious orders,’

obliged to travel after sun-set, and it shortly

the lawyers, and even the Mufti drank cof
fee, and their example was followed by all
classes. The Grand Visiers, having autho
rity over the places in which it was drank,
raised a considerable tar, obliging each

ing the spirits, and without injury to the
constitution, preventing drowsiness. This
last quality introduced its use among the re

ligious Mahometans, as it enabled them to
pass the night in the exercise of their re
ligious duties with great zeal. Men of let
ters, and persons belonging to the law, next
adopted the use of it; these were followed

became the general beverage in the day

time.
Coffee having been thus received in Aden,
it passed by degrees through many neigh
bouring towns, from whence it reached
Mecca; here it was ﬁrst used for the pur
poses of the religious; but the inhabitants
of Mecca having become so fond of this li
quor, it was drank publicly in houses
opened for the purpose. In these‘ houses,
chess, and other games were played, and
the people amused themselves with music,
dancrng, singing, &c., which being contrary
to the manners of the rigid Mahometans,
produced some disturbances; and it being
declared that coffee much resembled wine
in its exhilirating properties, the drinking
of which is contrary to the Mahometan re
ligion, the use of it was by the government
restrained. However, coffee continued its
progress through Syria, and was received at
Damascus and Aleppo without opposition;
and in the year 1554, about one hundred
years after its introduction by the Mufti
into Aden, it became known to the inhabit
ants of Constantinople; when two persons,
one from Damascus, and the other from
Aleppo, each oponed a coffee-house, in
Constantinople, and sold coffee publicly in
rooms elegantly ﬁtted up. These houses
soon became the resort of men of learning,
particularly the poets. Here persons|of' all

master of a coffee-house to pay a sequin
per day (which, according to Chambers, is
equal to nine shillings sterling). This con
tinued tili the Ottoman affairs were in a cri
tical situation, in consequence of the war in

Candia, when a total suppression of the
coﬁee-houses took places.

The liberty with which the politicians of

those days took took in speaking of public
affairs, was carried to such an extent, that
the Grand Visier Kuprulr, suppressed them
all during the minority of'Mahon1et lV.,
notwithstanding the loss of so considerable
a revenue. Kupruli visited 'he coffee-houses
incog., where he observed sensible grave
persons, discoursing seriously on the state
of the empire, blaming the administration,
and deciding with conﬁdence on the most
important concerns. At the taverns, and
other places of public resort, he observed
that the company were chieﬂy engaged in
singing and talking of gallantry, feats of
war, and other matters unconnected with
slate affairs; these places remained unno
ticed. But such was the desire for this
drink. that although the coffee-lrouses were
shut, it became the custom at all private
houses, to offer coffee to all private visitors,
professions mixed, even the ofﬁcers of the and all protestations of friendship made
Seraglio, and persons of the ﬁrst rank. during the drinking of cotl'ee,were remarked
about the court; and to such an extent were to be more attended to than those made
these places frequented, that the lmans under the inﬂuence of more intoxicating
complained loudly of the mosques being beverages.”
deserted, when the coffee houses were full
(To be continued.)
of company. At length a petition was pre
sented by the devotees, to obtain the con
LONDON
demnation of coffee; in which petition it
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
was advanced, that coffee roasted was a
coal, and that what had any relation to
rm. rnrusr’s Lacruna
coal was forbid by law. After much grave
on
deliberation, the chief of the law pro
anecrnrcrry.
nounced, that drinking coffee was contrary
to the law of Mahomet. Immediately all
Previous to Mr. Taturn’s commencing
the colfee-houses were shut, and oflicers his experiments on Friday evening, on Me

appointed to prevent any one from drinking

dical Electricity and Electra-Magnetism
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he very udiciously referred to what he had
mid at t e preceding lecture on the subject
of positive and negative electricity, for the
purpose of pointing out the prevalent error
of considering as negative electrics, bodies
which are made to evince, under different
circumstances, signs of positive and negative
electricity.
He then proceeded to make some obser
vations on electricity as applied to medical
purposes, and which is therefore called rne
dical electricity. in doing this, Mr. Tatum

did not advance any particular opinion as to
the eﬂicacy of electricity in the cure of dis
ease, but rather stated the position as one
which had been generally entertained by the
public. Mr. Tatum, however, in the course‘
of his illustrations, noticed one case which
had fallen under his own observation, and in
which the application of electricity was found

to be of decided utility. A gentleman who
belonged to a scientiﬁc institution, Which
assembled at the house of the‘ lecturer,
had, in an excursion on the water, taken
cold, and became sadly aﬂlicted Lwith
pains; to remove which, he was advised to
have recourse to electricity. Under these
circumstances he applied to Mr. Tatum,
who administered several shochs, which com
pletely removed the affection, The patient,

Mr.Tatum 'inorder to clplaist the mode

in which the electric fluid is administered, in
cases of aﬂliction, requested some gentlernum.

present
walkbefore
towards
the lecture
ta_hl‘e,‘,‘lt‘
was nottolong
a young
gentleman
of-V’
fered himself, and was accepted.

The sup-‘

posed patient was then placed uponra stoo'l,.
which we have already described as having
glass legs, so that the party maybe insu-..

lated, and prevent the ﬂuid from passing;
through the earth; and the shock was coin-‘
rnunicated by means of the striking electro"
meter, in any part of -the body. Thus,£or.
instance, supposing the seat of disease to;be
between the shoulders, the ﬂuid could be

passed through one shoulder, by means"o{,
one conductor,
and ‘drawn ito the other‘
shoulder
by the other.
_
. The modes of administering theshoclt
are, howevor,,vtsrious.

It may be_don_e;by,

the striking electrometerdirect from ,the
machine ; or a jar may be charged, andth,e
party on the stool receive it from that ves

sel ; or a small jar may even .be charged,
and conveyed into another room, and the

electric ﬂuid be imparted ,with almost equal,
eﬂicacy to the patien_t,at that distance, , The,

young gentleman who had been operated

recreations again took cold, and again was

upon, having found himself,at the end oftwo
or three experiments, rather too powerfully
affected: by the ﬂuid, which, in a_perso_n of his
age, and in the immediate proximity of the
machine, with the air all around heated to the

cured by electricity‘l'.

utmost point of electricity, by means of

however, who appeared to have a great pro
pensity for water excursions, in one of these

' Without designin

in the slightest de

l,|)‘m

der great, we must be allowed, for the in
formation of a numerous class of readers,
to say something on Medical Electricity;

frame, where the origin could be traced
to causes over which such an -element could
produce an effect. The electric ﬂuid, when
introduced to any particular part, has all
the reviving powers of tire, without any of

which, although such an illustration might

its dangers, in addition to the effect which

have been very properly considered super
ﬂuous by Mr. Tatum, in addressing an au
dience to whom he had previously ex
plained the principles of electricity, may be

is known to be derived from the mere
shock of the application. It is upon the
muscular parts of the human body that the
electric ﬂuid chieﬂy exerts its power; and
there are very many instances on record,
of persons who had for months been de
prived of the use of their limbs, recover
ing of it by repeated appli ations of the elec
tric ﬁuid to the parts affected. We do not,
by any means insist upon its virtues be
yond certain limits, as was the casewith
afew medical practitioners, some twenty
or thirty years ago, who almost pretended
that it was an universal remedy; but in all
instances of obstructed motion and circula
tion, no person would be wise who refused

gree to detract from liir. Tatum’s merits as

a public lecturer, and which we really consi

really useful in a publication which started
after the lectures at the Institution had com
menced, and which therefore could not
communicate such explanation. , Medical
Electricity is only the action of fire upon
the system, in which it rouses an immediate
energy, calling into play at the same time,
the inert electric ﬂuid which we all possess,
and giving a vitality to any particular part
where the circulation of the blood, or the
healthy action of the juices, may, by cold,
or accident, have been impeded. There

are few persons who know any thing of the
pro
.,its

rties of ﬁre, who do not believe, that
eﬂts would be material, if its ener

gies could be applied without danger to
numbed or diseased parts of the human

to make trial of a few electric shocks parti
cularly when it is considered that they can
do no harm, and that the beneﬁt may be

incalculable.—Ed|'tor of the Mechanics’
.~’\Register.
i or
‘.*_ IQ" l‘.1,Vl'¢fn|.u(,,
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two tires and several gas lights, was not two, was described as one of consider
surprising, withdrew, and had his place
ﬁlled by a gentleman, who evinced cou
liderable hardihood in sustaining the
shocks.
In the experiments upon this
gentleman, there was nothing, however,
of peculiar interest to notice. When
they were concluded, Mr. Tatum and
his assistants placed several large jars
on the table, which they connected with
the machine, by means of tin foil and
a chain, for the purpose of forming an elec
tric battery.

able interest and

importance,

and

the

audience were fully prepared for the ex
periments. Mr. Tatum’s assistant having
taken abouts hundred turns of the ma
chine, for the purpose of charging the bat
tery, which was of reat force. Mr. Ta
tum took some n
les, and having ascer
tained their magnetic polarity, proceeded to
glass, metal, wood, water, resin, pottery, and
stone.

“ It‘ the conjunctive wire be disposed hori
zontally beneath the needle, the eﬂiects are
of the same nature as those which occur
when it is above it ; but they operate in an
in a state of nature frequently to cause inverse direction; that is to say, the pole of
the magnet to deviate from its proper the needle under which is placed the portion
course, and that in storms of thunder and of the conjunctive wire which receives the
negative electricity of theapparatus, declines
lightning the deviation was at times consi
in that case towards the east.
derable.
“ To remember these results more readily,
Electro-magnetism,‘ the science upon
we tnay employ the following proposition:
which Mr. Tatum was then about to lec
The pole above which the negative electri
_-—-—_—_Q__
city enters, declines towards the west; but
‘ Electro-magnetism was ﬁrst discovered if it enters beneath it, the needle inclines to
by a philosophic Dane, a Mr. Oersted, of wards the east.
Copenhagen, early in the winter of l8l9;
“ If the conjunctive wire (always supposed
but which has since attracted much attention horizontal) is slowly tur'ned about, so as to
from Sir Hum hrey Davy, Dr. Wollaston, form a graduallyincren-sin;r angle with the
and other gent emen of science.
magnetic meridian, the declination of the
The following account of it from Ure‘s needle increases,‘ if the movement of the

With this formidable apparatus, he pro

posed to shew the power of the elec
tric ﬂuid in magnetism, having pre
viously stated that this ﬂuid was found

Chemical Dictionary may not be considered
uninteresting :
“ Let the opposite poles of a voltaic bat-'
tery be connected by a metallic wire, which

wire be towards t'hc'__line, of. position of the
disturbed néedie ;_ it diminishe‘s_. on the con
trary, if it r'écede‘from its position.
“ Whenthe‘ conjunctive wire is stretched

may be left of such length as to suffer its

along-side’ of theneedle in the same hori

being bent or turned in various directions.

zontal plane, it occasions no declination
either to,the_east or,west; but it causes it

This is the conjunctive wire of Mr. Od
sted.
“ Let us suppose that the rectilinear por

merely to incline‘ in'a vertical line, so that
the pole adjoining the negative inﬂuence

tion of this wire is extended horizontally in

of the pile on the wire,’ dips when the wire

the line of the magnetic meridian. If a
freely-suspended compass needle be now in

is on its west side, and rises when it is on
the east.
' “ If we stretch the conjunctive wire, either
above or beneath the needle, in a plane

troduced, with its centre under the conjunc
tive wire, the needle will instantly deviate
from the magnetic meridian; and it will de
cline towards the west, under that part of

perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, it

negative electric pole, or the copper end of
the voltaic apparatus. The\amount of this
declination depends on the strength of the
electricity, and the sensibility of the needle.
Its maximum is 90 degrees.
“ We may change the direction of the con
junctive wire out of the magnetic meridian,
towards the east or the west, provided it re

remains at rest, unless the wire be very
near the pole of the needle, for, in this case,
it rises when the entrance takes place by the
west part of the wire, and sinks when it
takes place by the east part.
“ When we dispose the conjunctive wire
in avertical l.ine opposite the pole of the
needle, and make the upper extremity of
the wire receive the electricity of the nega
tive end of the battery, the pole of the nee

mains above the needle, and parallel to its

dle moves towards the cast; but if we place

plane, without any change in the above re
sult, except that of its amount. Wires of
platinum, gold, silver, brass, and iron, may
beequally employed; nor does the effect
, cease though the electric circuit be partially
' foniied by water. The effect of the con

the wire opposite a point betwixt the pole
and the middle of the needle, it moves to
the west. The phenomena are presented in
an inverse order, when the upper extremity
of the conjunctive wire receives the electri.

junctive wire takes place across plates of

“ It appears from the preceding facts, says
M. Oersted, that the electric conﬂict (ac

the conjunctive wire which is nearest the

city of the positive side of the apparatus.
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discharge, immediately over the spot where
they lay, the magnetic ﬂuid which had

ed helik,+ and‘ immediately after the dis
charge, it was found that the eye of the

been so abundantly obtained from the ma
chine.
rection may also depend on the parts which
The eﬂ'ect of the discharge was a very contam the attractive power being more or
pretty illustration of thunder and lightning, less heated. These natural and hidden
and would, probably, have produced more causes being incalculable by us, we never
than an ordinary shock upon any gentleman must expect to arrive at a perfect knowledge
who might have chosen to receive it. We or estimation of them. The magnetic ﬂuid
had forgotten to remark, that when Mr. may be either formed of two kinds of ele
Tatum had arranged the battery, he ex ments united by aﬂinity, these elements
plained that the same effect would be pro having a greater tendency to each other
duced by a voltaic discharge, as from an than to themselves; or the phenomena per
electrical machine.
Preparatory to the ceived of attraction and repulsion, in the
ﬁrst discharge, Mr Tatum placed a needle, former case, may be produced by the en
whose polarity had been previously as deavour of the disturbed eﬂluvium to place
certained by the magnet,‘ in a left-hand itself in equilibrium, and in the latter from
its natural repulsion to itself. The di
tion) is not enclosed within the conducting rective power of the needle, and the mode
wire, but that it has a pretty extensive of constructing compasses, are so well
sphere of activity round it. We may also known, that it would be superﬂuous to in
conclude from the observations, that this troduce them here.
conﬂict acts by revolution; for without
“ Let us therefore conclude our observa
this supposition we could not comprehend tions on the magnet by religious and moral
how the same portion of the conjunctive inferences. We find the most evident ef
wire, which, placed beneath the magnetic fects of lnlinite Wisdom cannot be traced to
pole, carries the needle towards the east, their lirst principles by ﬁnite reason: why,
when it is placed above this pole, should then, should we attempt to understand the
carry it towards the west. But such is the nature of spiritual erustences, or discredit
nature of the circular action, that the move the truths of revelation, the sublimity of
ments which it produces, takes place in di
which must and should be beyond our con
rection! precisely contrary to the two ex
ception and comprehension? Purposely
tremities of the same diameter, It appears, has God ordained them so, to exercise our
also, that the circular movement, combined faith, and excite our attention to the other
with a progressive movement in the direc. duties of religion.
tiou of the length of the conjunctive wire,
Let us, then, regard these holy mysteries
ought to form a kind of action, which ope. as evidences of the love of God to his c‘rea‘
rates syrirully round this wire as an axis.
tures, as well as heralds of his pure and per‘
. The mystery attached to the theory of tect intelligence. bet the attractive graces

the magnet has long been subject of deep of the Gospel impel us towards theg-val of
and earnest discussion among philosophers.
We are, of course, unable to throw the
slightest light upon the inquiries which
have been made concerning it; that it is a

happiness; for unless our inherent excel
lence be corroded by the rust of scepticism,

or evil deeds. the precepts of our holy re
ligion cannot fail to have due inﬂuence on

mystery, and that it is God’s pleasure at our nature, which they are formed to attract
present that it should be so, are, perhaps,
the best answers that can be made on the
subject. We quote, therefore, with pleasure,
the following observations from Bryan's
Lectures.
"' The whole that can be inferred of the
nature of the phenomena of the magnet, is
brieﬂy this ;-that it attracts bodies in the
earth; and that it has a directive power
which is variable, arising perhaps from the
unequal diilusion of the magnetic power in
the earth and atmosphere; depending on
the diﬂ'erent constitutional circumstances of
each of them; together with the effects of

heat and cold on that power.

by their mild dictates, to direct by their
genial inﬂuence, and to govern by their
steady, harmonious, and undeviating laws
laws at once impressive, benevolent, and
just.”
'
r A helik is made in the following man
ner. Procure some clean copper wire, such
as is usually employed by bell-hangers:
cover the same with black floss silk: then

take asmall metal or wooden cylinder, of
about a quarter of an inch diameter, and
form the left-handed helik thus: hold the

cylinder in the right hand. and twist the
wire already covered from the right hand to

its attraction the left. For the right handed helik, hold

is evident on bodies on the earth; and we
know that the earth contains bodies of this
attractive nature, for from the earth they

are procured; and we must suppose its di
ractton depends on the inequality of attrac

tion in the earth. The variation in that di

the cylinder in the left hand, and twist with

the right'from right to left. The helik must
be about six inches long, and inserted in a
iece of glass tubing separately, of the same

ength; a small portion of the wire to pro
ject from each end of the glass.

'
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needle had acquired a north polarity. A mon salt, and by the addition of a little sul
needle was then placed in aright-handed phuric acid, a violent action ensued, in ths
helilt, and the battery being a ain charged, course of which, a decomposition took
and the ﬂuid discharged in t e same way, place, the result of which was a vapour ri
the needle was found to have acquired south
polarity. This experiment was repeated
several times, for the purpose of enabling
some of the members of the institution
to‘
ssess needles thus acted upon by the
electric fluid, and the lecture was then

sing in the glass, and which was muriatic
acid gas, the sulphuric acid having com
bined with the base, and set the gas at

liberty.
Mr. Cooper explained, that in consequence
Of the great absorbability of this gas in

concluded.

Before Mr. Tatum withdrew water, it was necessary to collect it over
from the lecture table, he stated that his quicksilver, and also, that all the appara

next lecture would beupon atmospheric
electricity, and we were informed by gen
tlemen 'm the room, that it was likely to
prove the most interesting of the season,
from the nature of the experiments which
would be made. It seems that a very in
genious and clever man, a Lieutenant
Green,- of the Royal Navy, has made the
model of a ship for the purpose of demon
strating that there is greet danger to the
navy, from the nature of the conductors
now in use in the navy. We understand
that such is the construction of these con
ductors, that in the event of a storm, in
which the electric ﬂuid should be dis
charged in abundance, an entire ﬂeet, if
in port, and the ships close to each other,
might be destroyed, and thus not only
several millions of public money be wasted,
but much human life destroyed. We do
not of course pretend to offer an opinion
upon the subject now, as it is likely to br
brought regularly before the institution
on Friday next, but we cannot allow the
opportunity to pass over, without express
ing the pleasure which we feel at witness
ing the progress of an institution, in which
subjects of such vital importance to society
are discussed with a skill and judgment
calculated to produce the most advantageous
results. We shall watch Mr. Tatum’s next
lecture with much attention, and commu
nicate a faithful account of it to our read
era.‘

MR. COOPER’S LECTURE.
Mr. Cooper commenced his lecture on
Wednesday evening, by describing the man
ner in which the muriatic acid of commerce,

or, as it is usually called, spirits of salts,
is prepared.
Mr. Cooper took a small
retort, into which he placed some com

‘ We regret exceedingly, that by an error
of the press, in our last number, Mr. Tatum’s
observations on the comparative electric
properties of thick and thin glass, were
misrepresented in part of our impression.
By substituting the word thick for i/tin, the
matter will be seen to have arisen certainly
from the cause above stated.

tus employed in the production of it should
be perfectly free from moisture. By the
addition of heat to the mixture, it was
shown that the quantity of gas evolved
was very considerable, and the vessel, as
it stood over the quicksilver, was ﬁlled
with muriatic acid gas: by passing a small

quantity of water into the vessel, it was
found that the gas was speedily absorbed,
and the water rendered extremely acid,
by the mixture of the gas, which produ
ced a violent action upon the water, and

a great heat. This water thus acted upon
became muriatic acid of commerce, or

spirits of salts, and it was explained that
the contamination of iron in the gas pro
duced the yellow colour of the acid, as

sold in the shops.‘ The mode in which
muriatic acid is procured in large quan
tities in manufactories, was thus described

by Mr. Cooper :—
A generating vessel, in which the com
mon salt and the sulphuric acid are placed,
is connected with a line of bottles, also
connected with each other by tubes. The
sulphuric acid acting, as already stated,
u n the salt, sets the muriatic acid gas at

li rty, which rises into the tubes, and satu
rates the water with which the bottles are
filled, and which then becomes muriatic
acid. Muriatic acid gas was explained to
be of the same nature as all gaseous bodies,
as to its invisibility; but when exposed to the
action of atmospheric air, a dense vapour
was seen to arise, which was the gas ren
dered visible by the impure state of the at
mosphere. The weight of this gas was much
greater than that of common air, for by
holding a vessel ﬁlled with it downwards, it
would be shewn that the gas would be speedily
displaced, and the vessel ﬁlled with com
mon air. Muriatic acid was not a supporter
of combustion ;—-on the contrary, any com
bustible body, when immersed in it in a
state of combustion, would be immediately
extinguished. Mr. Cooper then proceeded
to make some experiments, for the purpose
of more satisfactorily explaining the nature
and component parts of this gas. Red oxide
of mercury, heated in the gas, produced the
following result :--the oxygen of the oxide
of mercury passed over to the hydrogen ‘of
the muriatic acid gas, forrningrwﬂlefi and

the chlorine united with the rnerc-uryn‘,5d
- .1
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formed chloride of mercury.‘ ‘lt"w'as‘he're expense, witlrboolts sndslates by'the'Com
repeated, that muriatic acid gas was formed mittee, at ‘prime dusty! Healso gave tiotice,
of chlorine and oxygen, the immediate pro

that on the same day, at three o‘olock'in the

perties of which had been demonstrated in afternoon, the ceremony of laying the ﬁrst
the preceding experiment. To shew the stone of the new Mechanics’ Theatre would
action of mercury itself upon chlorine, a
mixture was heated in a retort, and the
white vapour which was seen to roll over
the vessel, was stated to be corrosive subli
mate. An equal quantity of hydrogen and
chlorine being put into a vessel, the electric
spark was passed through it, and a new
compound was produced, which had the
power of reddening litmus paper, whereas,
in the previous state of the mixture, the
chlorine being in its active state, uncontrol
led by the hydrogen, which remained inert
until the spark passed, bleached the paper,
as was shewn in a former lecture upon
chlorine.
It was particularly noticed here, that the
two gasses, in becoming muriatic acid gas,
underwent no remarkable condensation, and

take place, and that a dinner would be pro
wded at the Crown and Anchor, at ﬁve
o’clock, at six shillings each. Tickets may

be had of the publishers of this Registem
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTIONS.
We are happy to see that these valuable
institutions are likely to become general. At
Ipswich an institution has been organized,
and was to hold its first meeting on Monday;
and we understand that exertions are making
in many parts of Lancashire to introduce the
same system. The-Stoclrport Advertiser of
Thursday last, when speaking of the idea of
forming a Mechanics‘ Library in that place,
has the following very sensible observations.

“ The time is now gone by when the po
no vacuum could be discerned in the vessel licy of improving the mental condition of

which contained them. Mr. Cooper now these classes was amatter of doubt ; eXperi- I
explained to the audience the mode of as ence has furnished convincing testimony,
certaining the specific gravity of fluids, but that the safest bulwarks of a nation’s prospe- i
as this part of the subject was but slightly rity is to be found in the intellectual ene y
touched upon, and as we intend shortly to of its people. The opposition which 1the
give a table on this subject, it may be mere efforts of those enlightened philanthropists,
ly suﬂicient to notice that it is done by a who have devoted their talents to this en
vessel containing distilled water, the speci nobling cause, met with on the first promul
ﬁc gravity of which is ﬁrst ascertained, gation of the princi le of universal educa
n overwhelmed b a
and then in the same vessel weighing the tion, has long since
at
ﬂuid, whose specific gravity is required, mass of facts, all tending to prove,
first ascertaining its degree of purity. Mr. knowledge is the best gift that can be be
Cooper next proceeded to make some re stowed upon a people. And although there
marks upon hydriodic acid, the mode of ob are yet some few bigoted individuals in t e
taining whith lrom phosphorus and iodine, World, who contend that knowledge ony
had been fully pointed out in a former lec unﬁts a man for the duties of his station,
,ture, for the purposeof shewing that this amongst sensible people‘ -we are happy to
acid had the power of decomposing certain say, there are not two opinions on the sub
bodies,and producing _very beautiful coldurs, ject. Little argument, then, is necessary to
which would probably be much used, if it prove, that those institutions I-Which aim at
were not for the expense which would be re thus improving the mental,facul.ties of the
quired in procuring them. By placirig a small labouring classes, by supplying them with
quantity of the hydriodic acid in solutions such books aloneas will tend to the accom
of lead and corrosivesublimate, two colours, plishment of that object, are of a highly
a bright scarlet, and a yellow orange, are impo_rtant nature,., and well deserving of
produced, but for this purpose, it is necessary patronagel ' lf proof be wanting, it will be
that the acid should be in a very pure state. found in’ the’ success attendant on similar
Mr. Cooper, at the conclusion of the last institutions wherever they exist, and in the
experiment, stated that his next lecture would ‘ rapid increase of them -in various parts.” <

be on combustible bodies.

Our -report of

this lecture is rather brief, but this is, per
haps, a real compliment to Mr.Cooper, who
wasted none of the time of the audience by
useless remarks, and proceeded regularly
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Mr. Estlin delivered the third and last.
lecture ofhis course at the Bristol Institution,

with his experiments, illustrating each in on Friday, ‘the 29th of October. After
taking a review of the parts demonstrated in

plain, but concise terms.

At the close of the lecture, Dr. Birkbeck
gave notice, that the Elementary School of

Arithmetic, would be opened on the evening

the preceding lecture, (the muscles of the
eye and the lachrymal apparatus), and ad
verting to the principal points in optics ex
plained at the same time, Mr. Estlin pro

ceeded to the application of the subjects
the pupils would be supplied, at their own which had occupied the two former lectures

of Thursday, the 2nd of December, when

‘~‘»'l‘ld!' LONDON >NBOllA‘NlcS’ REGISTER.

in explanation of the functions of the eye
and the phenomena of vision1..
Mr. Estlin then went on to the third part
of his subject, the disorders of the eyes.
Speaking of the dreadful effects of that pesti
lential disorder, the small pox, upon the

eyes, Mr. E. said it was quite appalling to
him to think of the deplorable cases of this
nature he had witnessed during the last few
months at the Dispensary. The small pox
had lately raged in this city ; many children
had been carried off by it ; (in some respects
they might beccnsidered the most favoured ;)
others had their eyes entirely destroyed ;

some were left with imperfect sight, or with
diseases which would incapacitate them from
gaining a subsistence; and these unhappy
consequences were from the culpable neglect

of vaccination.

Mr. Estlin said he felt it a

duty, whenever an opportumty offered itself,
to give his opinion on this point.
Appre

5,9

the rods. The following is the worluna,n’s
account of the strata through which the
rods have passed 3 viz. at eleven yards from
the surface-Strong grey stone, 2 feet 8
inches—Blue bind, 1 foot 7 inches_Light
stone, 1 yard 1 foot 7 inches—Stone bind, 3
yards_Grey stone, 1 yard 7 inches—Blue
bind, 1 yard 6 inches—White stone, 8 yards
3 inches-—Strong bind, 2 yards 6 inches
Dark grey stone, 2 yards 10 inches.

“ This dark grey stone is therefore about
31 yards from the surface, and here the
rods are the most powerfully magnetized.
An experiment was made a few days ago
upon the rod which was passing through
this particular stratum; the boss of the rod
end, which is an inch and a half in diameter,
and one inch deep, placed vertically, sup
sorted a bar of soft iron weighing 14 ounces;
but by frequently applying bars of iron to

the rod, in about a quarter of an hour its
hension had been excited from theoccasional magnetic powers were so far diminished, that

occurrence of small pox’ after vaccination‘; it would barely sustain 5 ounces. Four rods
but were every vaccinated individual certain were then placed horizontally, and so as to
of taking the small pox, (in the mitigated keep up the magnetic circle, with the ends
form in which it usually appears after vacci north and south. ln passing the mariner’s
nation), or, were the deaths from small pox needle across the ends, it gave a rotatory
after vaccination multiplied a thousand fold, motion to it, at a considerable distance;
he should still consider the cow pox as one when the needle was held between a north
of the greatest blessings conferred by medi and south affected rod, it vibrated like the
cal skill upon mankind! and he regarded verge of a watch, so long as it waslzeld there.
the neglect of vaccination, or the inocula
“ It did not appear, that by uniting four
tion of small pox. as an unnecessary and an or ﬁve rods, the increase wasso powerful
unwarrantable risk of human life.
over the inﬂuence of a single boss as might
Amongst the subjects upon which we hear have been expected; but when a north and
that lectures are likely to be given during a south boss were united, and a common
the ensuing season in Bristol, is one to shew magnet presented to the under part of them
the little fear that is to be apprehended they supported the enormous weight of
from the contagious effects of the Yellow four pounds and a half. The bosses united
Fever being communicated to the cotton were 3 inches long, and an inch and ahalf in
diameter. I caused a rod free from magnetism
that is imported into Bristol.
to be screwed to the rod 30 yards from the
1
surface, where the supposed magnetic stratum
MAGNETIC Srun-on AT Lnnns.-—Mr. lies, and the borers to proceed in their regu-'
Cawood, of Leeds, has drawn up a par lar work for about an hour and a half. when,
ticular account of the observations and ex on drawing up the rods, the one which had
periments which he has made relative to the been thus placed was found to have received
magnetizing of the iron rods used in boring considerable magnetic powers.
a well at his foundry. Having shewn his
“ It cannot be supposed that the dark
' per to one of the Secretaries of the Phi grey stone, which is upwards of '2 yards
lifsophical Society, he was requested to read’ thick, is wholly loadstone, but that it pro
it in their hall, after Mr. West's chemical bably forms the crust of aloadstone nucleus,
lecture on Wednesday evening, the 10th near or in contact with which the rods are
instant, with which request he complied, supposed to pass. This grey stone was so
and a short disccussion ensued after the impenetrable, that the borers were continu
reading. As the magnetic stratum thus dis ally ﬂnding fault with the smith for not tem
covered forms a new and curious feature in pering their chisels suﬂiciently hard; and,
the geology of Leeds, we are convinced that indeed, it seemed almost to require the
our readers will have pleasure in perusing powers of a diamond to make any impres
sion upon it. It may now be asked, why
Mr. Cawood’s description :—
“ We commenced boring,” says that gen
the magnetic power was not observed upon
tleman, “ in the usual way, by sinking a the rods at this time ? To which it may he
well five yards deep, and at the bottom in
replied, that in all the accounts of boring in
serting apipe of six inches bore, for cutting this neighbourhood and elsewhere, no simi
off the gravel water. and serving at the same lar phenomenon had been noticed, and it
time as a guide for the further progress of might have been altogether unknown in
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this instance, had not accident forcibly
called attention to its predominating inﬂu
ence by a workman passing the rods with
a piece of iron Wire in his hand, Which was
immediately seized by them. From that

time the magnetic power of all the rods has
been on the increase, by their action (as I
suppose) in passing through the two yards
of dark grey stone before mentioned, so
that now the whole of the rods, upwards of
90 yards, are to a considerable degree mag
netized, but the rod which is always in con
tact with that stratum is the most power
fully so.
"' Mr. Holdforth is boring in a similar
way, at about 180 yards distance from us,
where I wentthis morning to see the rods
drawn, and found that about 20 yards from
the surface the rods were slightly magne

tized, and continued to be so to the bottom,
130 yards, so that it appears that the rods
have there also passed through the out
skirts of the magnetic stratum. Similar in
stances may, perhaps,have ocurred in other
parts of the town, and escaped observation.
“ if the cause which 1 have stated do not
satisfactorily account for this phenomenon,
I shall have great pleasure in ﬁnding the
subject taken up in a more scientiﬁc way,
and better and more fully elucidated.
"' Leeds Foundry, 10th Nov. 1824.”

IMPROVED WINDOW BRAKE

ofthe sash; upon these pivotlthesash can
be turned,as at CC’, so as to get at the out
side without disturbing the ﬁllets or grooves.
When the sash is placed vertically, as BB,
two spring catches at aa shoot into and take
hold of the sliding ﬁllets, so that in this
state the sash slides up or down in the usual
manner, but can be immediately released,
and turned inside out, by pushing back the
springs, and at the same time pulling the
sash inwards; this turns the outside towards
the room, so that the sash may be easily
painted, glazed, or cleaned, on the outside,
by a person within the room, without re
moving the beads which conﬁne the sash to
slide up and down vertically.
By inclining
the sash on its pivot, so that the highest
point may be within the room, it is obvious
that the window may be left open in the
most severe rain, without admitting a drop
to enter the room, and that a person may
look into the street without being wet.
t

HAND-LOOM COTTON WEAVING.

Much as the peculiar circumstances of
the times have, in years now past, pressed
upon ditferent classes of the community,and
by causing reduction of wages have distressed
some portions of the operative classes, none
have been so much depressed, none have suf
fered so greatly, as the hand-loom weavers.
Wages continually lessening, remuneration
continually decreasing, and even when other
classes of workmen received increased sums
for labour, no such increase gladdened the
lot of the weaver. As a body, no set of men
have been more peaceable,none of more do
mestic habits, none of greater forbearance
and quietness, than the hand-loom weavers;
on these grounds they have always met with
general sympathy; and their case has been
pitied, though not relieved, by the whole
public.
Dispersed over the face of the
country as the cotton-weavers are,one great

ilh:lgl l

cause of the original depression of their
wages arose from the diﬂiculty of acting in
concert, as to the just price they ought to
receive for their labour. Speculating and
selﬁsh master-manufacturers took advantage
‘of this, and by gradually reducing the prices
they would pay, ultimately produced a
general reduction, which they again made
still more. Did the weavers then turn out.
or attempt to combine? they were terriﬁed
and taunted by the Combination laws, which,

whilst they could not punish the masters
_ AA represents the window frame; BB the
lower, and C0 the upper sash. The frame,

for reducing to the lowest standard of the
rate of wages, punished severely the poor
weavers who met in order to try to raise
them. Here was the injustice of these laws;

AA, is fitted with grooves, weights, and pul
lies, in the usual manner; the ﬁllets on the

here was their partiality; happily for all

sash, which enter the grooves, are not made

is legalized. Restrained by these laws from
the just exercise of their rights, the weavers
were unable to meet that spirit of competi

In the same piece with the sash frame, but
fastened thereto by pivots, about the middle

classes, this injustice and partiality no longer

111': "i.o11'nou' Macnsmcs' asms-ran.
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tion amcing the manufacturers in the way
which they would otherwise have done, and
hénce they were gradually reduced in wages.
The introduction of machinery applied to

ply the place of the cotton, and will amply
provide employ for them all, while the pro
sperity of other branches of manufacture
will induce a great proportion of their fami

weaying, took from the hand-loom weavers

lies to attend to them, Instead of adhering to

one portion of their accustomed employment,
and necessarily, by throwing upon the other

the employment of their fathers. The intro
duction of machinery into any trade, pre

branches an extra supply of hands, reduced

viously carried on by hand, must inevitably

the wages still more. But the main cause
of reduction of wages to the weavers, arose
from a cause more sure and certain in its
operation than either of the other two lesser
causes, namely, the diminished demand for
the produce of their labour. The demand
for cambrics. jaoconets, ﬁgured muslins, and
other articles of cotton manufacture, which
the hanrl-loom weaver produces, bears now
no proportion to its former amount. The
produce of the power-loom, in the variety of
forms and colours in which by the aid of the
printer it can be sent forth to the consumer,
has superseded the produce of the handloom; the introduction of silk in the place
of articles of cotton for dress has operated
also; and never again can the hand-loom
weaver of cotton hope for the same wages as
l'ormerly from his work. The Combination
Laws, the introduction of machinery, and
the decreased demand for cotton-goods,

for the moment produce an eilect of varied
extent upon that trade; but its ultimate
effects, by causing goods to be produced
cheaper, and inducing greater purchases,
and putting foreign competition at deﬁance;
by causing ademand lor artiﬁcers to make
and keep in repair that machinery; by thus
of necessity bringing into the country re
turns for exports, daily increasing, and
adding to the capital and wealth of the na
tion, must be beneﬁcial to all. In the
mechanical arts, the same system must be
pursued- as in trade; it the merchant ﬁnds a
demand for one article more than another
he turns his attention to that ; he invests his
capital in the one most likely to make him
a proﬁtable return; so must the mechanic;
if cotton-weaving does not pay, and he can
get employment in other branches, let him
do it, he will not only beneﬁt himself, but
all engaged in the same trade by so doing.

‘Which must be wove by hand-looms, have I To attempt to restrain by legislative enact
thus, in our opinion, produced that deprecia-

ments the use of machinery would beabsurd,

tion upon the wages of the weavers, which | unless the law could be made all over the
in spite of general prosperity, still presses world ;_take away all restraints ;—make
upon them. There is yet one other cause, trade free;—let every individual engaged in
Which has been the creation of the weavers I it be at liberty to use his utmost eﬂbrts; b
themselves, which has had a very material I the etlorts for private and individual gooj,

elfect upon the prices of their labour, by ! the public happiness will be most etlectually
throwing an extra number of hands upon the
trade. Detached from all general sources
of employment, as a great majority of the

promoted, and the full stream of national
prosperity will carry comfort and content
ment to all.

weavers are, and living in all parts of the

V

Country, a father of a family, as his children
became capable of work, and anxious to
have them under his own e 'e, ut them all
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‘to the loom, and the whole? faihily became weavers; thus, in the course of a few years,
adding largely to the numbers. The additional number of hands thus employed caused
additional competition, and most fearfully
came in aid of the causes we have previously
stated, to diminish the rate for labour. We
think these will be found the true causes of
a distress which no one can lament more than
ourselves; a distress which we wish it were
as easy to show ways of removal, as to point
out the ways of its accumulation; there are,
however, still bright shades in the picture,
which may be the forerunners of a sunshine,

BB Cheering as the present darkness is chil
ling_ The repeal of the Combination Laws
is to none of more importance than to the
weavers; they can now legally meet, and

"1148 those measures, and make those agree
ments, which will ultimately beneﬁt both

'-hell’ employers and themselves. 'l he in
troduction of the silk manufacture, will sup
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To b‘ oblencd by 1,We'"be"‘f' ‘’q'-"’"t'"’9 "-8
_R‘“d"'9 Rm!‘
The Committee of Managers, in compli
ance with the !OOth section ot' the’ Rules,
have adopted the following Regulations for
the conduct and management of the Reading
Rooms, Which they trust will be strictly at
tended to by the members, viz. :
I. That the rooms shall be open for the

accommodation of the members every day,
(Sundays, Christmas Day, Good-Friday, Fast

and Thanksgiving days, by proclamation,
excepted) from ten o’clock in the morning
until ten o’clock at night.

ll. That no member shall be admitted
into the reading rooms without producing
his card.
Ill. That written catalogues of the books
contained in the library be placed in the
reading rooms ' and that, in order to atford
increased facility of reference, the catalogue

-rns mnnos Mscalmrcs’ asowrsa.
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be arranged both alphabetically and scienti

into play by a proper subject. What we
meant by boiling the coﬂee in cold water,

ﬁcall '.

was in contradistinctiou to the practice of
pouring hot water upon the cotfee previous to
boiling. We dare say we were perfectly un
derstood, notwithstanding our correspond

W.3 That each member shall ﬁll up a
printed book ticket with the title of the book
u1red, signing it with his name, and at‘
tlsmg the date: and deliver it to the S_ecre
tary or his assistant, who shall -immediately,
supply him with the book speciﬁed; and
that the member shall return the book, and
receive back the ticket before he leaves the

room.
V. That no member be allowed to write
in any of the books belonging to the library,
or to deface, or to injure them in any other
manner: but that every member shall be
responsible for whatever damage any book
may sustain while in his possession, or for
its loss, if not returned agreeable to the
fourth regulation.
VI. That for the general convenience and
accommodation of the members, it is parti
cularly requested. that they will avoid en
tering into any dispute or discussion what
ever, as such conduct, on the part of any of
the members; must necessarily interrupt and
disturb the attention of others.
9 .,
Vll. That no member be allowed to par

take ol any refreshments in the reading
room.
VIII. That a book be provided for the
purpose of atlording the members an oppor
tunity of entering any remarks or suggestions
which they may wish to submit to the con
sideration of the Committee, relative to the
conduct and management of the Reading
Rooms; and that this book be laid before

the Committee every~.Monday evening.
Janus Fnasunu, Secretary.
Norrcn.—A Quarterly General Meeting
of the members will be held at the Lecture
Room, at Monkwell Street, on Wednesday,

ent’s objection.—EdiIor.
To the Editor of the Meclnatﬁcs Register.
Mr. Enrr0It—-I beg leave to state that
Mr. Cobbin’s Portable Fire Escape is uite
ditferent from that used by the paris of
St. Martin, the machinery of which is in
genious, but complicated, and which is not
adapted for the use designed to be made of
the Portable Fire Escape, namely. to be
fasten”! 10 an e,,,,,-,,,,_ The St_ Martin}
machine shoots up several ladders, that, to
the eye of the spectator, seem to rise one
out of another, and all form one undivided
piece of machinery. The model is, I be
lieve, in the Society of Arts, and it repre
sents it as ﬁtted for a carriage solely devoted
to its use. Of those in the Society of Arts
there are none exhibited which are portable
in the compact sense of the word, though
there is one with a solid back, worked be
hind by one pulley and rope, and all in one
piece, except the car, which runs in a groove,
and that bears a strong resemblarlce to, while

it wants‘ the grand qualiﬁcation of Mr. Cob
bin’s very convenient machine.
I am, Sir, your’s, &c.—A Rsannn
P.S. There is an evident mistake in stating

the length of both ropes to be 80 feet; if the
machine be 86 feet long, and each rope be
twice the length of the machine, it must
then be obvious, that the length of each
rope is 80 feet.
QUERIES.

the In day of Dwember,1894, 3* eight, ’I|'o the Editor oftlte Mechanics’ Register.
o’clock in the evening precisely.

._ Sm-—Being in possession of a valuable
piece of ancient silk tapestry, which in the
To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
course of years has become very dirty, I wish
Sm-I observe in the 8rd number of your to ascertain, through the medium of your
work, that the French have a peculiarly
Register, the best. means of cleaning the
uew mode of preparing Coffee, “ by boiling same, without destroying the silk, and also
to
restore the faded colours.
W.
it in mtd water.”
I shall feel much obliged by your inform
J.
E.
T.
will
thank
any
of
the
well-inform
ing me, through the medium of your inte
ed correspondents of the London Mechanics’
resting publication, the method of effecting
it, not only for myself, but the community Register, to inform him through the me
dium of that much-esteemed publication, the
' at large; as it must be a great saving m
method of marbling the edges of leaves and
fuel, consequently, an economical and very
leather, or binding of books.

desirable plan in these times!

You say-—“ it may here be. remarked,
that there is no beverage more wholesome

S!R—-I shall be obliged if any of your in
genious readers could supply me, through

than good strong coﬂee.” I think, by ap

the means of the Re_;,ister,with a varnish for

plying to any medical man of the present

playing cards, which should resist the heat

d‘, you will ﬁnd it is quite the reverse.

of the hand, and admit of being washed, so
as to cause a considerable economy in the

‘

I’

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. H.
UP H," Our correspondent’! WIT would have
better relished, if it had been called

use of that expensive articleot‘ amusement
Yours, respectfully,

Jacx or Tsullrs.

rua munou mscunncs’ aizcisraa.
s|R,—A coﬂbe-house keeper wishes to
obtain the method of curing sprats in mn
tation of anchovies.
Sm,-Allow me to submit the following
Querie to the readers of the Mechanics’
Register.

I. What are the best and simplest means
of proving the purity of gold and silver, as
sold by the reﬁner?

II. Is it by the same, or a similar me
thod by which gold is bent in England by
the gold-beater, that platinum is now ham
mered in Paris, into leaves of extreme thm
ness?
An insertion of the above in your respec
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5m;—ln answer to the question proposed
by “ A Paper Manufacturer,” in your last,
permit me to state, that I have been informed
Messrs.
and
dyers, Upper
Clapton, were annually at an expense of
3 or 400I. to make water fit for use, which
has now been saved, by employing Mr.
Goode, of White Street, Finsbury, who
upon boring, found water_perfectIy pure.
I remain, yours, a c.

J. C. K.
SlR,—-Observing a problem in No. 8 of
your esteemed work, I beg to offer you the
following, and hope it will be found truly
solved.
Your obedient sengintfs T

table miscellany will much oblige
Your obedient servant,

A Gonn-sauna.
SIR,——Having in my possession a very
valuable engraving, which has been splashed
with dirty water, I wish to know from some
of your readers, if it is possible to restore it
to its former state.and by what means.—L.

SlR,—I shall feel obliged by your insert
ing the following Problem.
There are two pieces of wood of the fol
lowing form. It is required that either of
the two pieces shall be cut into two parts,
in such a manner that when laid on the
other piece it may exactly cover it.

We have to acknowledge similar solutions
from W. R. ’I‘., Mr. Taylor, R, 8., Juvenis
Admirator, R. C. Emes, and several other
correspondents.

" '

Sla,—-For the information of your cor
res ndent, who wishes to be informed of
a c eap Alarum, and another, who requests

>

JI
.-\- |
..-,

I

to be informed of the method of'Crystallizing
Tin, I beg to forward the inclosed.
Yours, &c.
Soutlzvillc.
S. IIOLLANDS.

!
_ I‘ am, Sir; your obedient servant,
- ' .
II. P. R
..1L.-~
a .
ANSWERS.

To {be Editor of the London Mechanics’
Rey/is-fer.

Sin,—-It may not be generally known,
that when water is thick and discoloured, a
solution of alum in boiling water, when
poured into the thick or discoloured liquid,
will, in the course of an hour, completely

clear it, andrender it lit for use.

Moms ME'r.u.i.|Que.-~This article in
the Parisian manufacture, is produced with
sulphuric acid, diluted in from seven to nine
parts of water, and laid on the sheet of tin
with a sponge or rag.
The tin must be
heated so as to form an incipient fusion on
the surface, when the acid is applied, and
the crystallization or moire ensues, the lat
ter phrase being borrowed from the words
used to designate watered silk, (sole moiree.)
The citric acid is said to answer better than
any other. By employing the blow-pipe be
fore the acid,small and beautiful specks are
formed on the tin, which may be afterwards
varnished by any of the transparent var
nishes, green, blue, crimson &c
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A CHEAP ALARPM.

'
31.1.2!)

,;E; git“

'

-- I ’ - -1
Et- i‘

-'.- L

_ ._l_ s

1:-en?-sill 0.1! ‘in L'l'_1i;u...,. 1.1‘

AA is a board, about two feet long and has passed through the l'unnel,G,the weight
one foot wide, in which are inserted two up

right pieces, BB, through which pass two
beams, C and D, conﬁned in their places by
‘ wire pins, but having the apertures through

at the end of beam, D, will desceud,causing
the otherend to rise, which also raising the
end ofbeain, C, the bell will be thus put

in motion. It inay be placed on a chair,
which they pass in the upnghts cut, as des near the head of the person intending to use
cribed by the dotted lines at an. E is a it; and the expense does not exceed a few
common spring bell, fixed to the top of one shillings. Care must be taken to keep the
of the uprights, to which is attached a piece sand free from dirt, and perfectly dry.
of whipcord, passing over a small ulley at —___________—___'_-—-b, and fastened to one end of the
am, C,
whose other end must rest on that ‘of D. F
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

is a small weight, suspended from beam, D.

We are much obliged to A Subscriber, for

G a tin funnel, having a very small hole at rectifying an error in our article on the Silk
the bottom, also suspended from beam, D. Trade in our second number. He states
H a tin vessel, similar to a saucepan, but that the laws against the emigration of ar
tizans were repealed in the last session of
without a handle, to receive the sand.
The method of using this alarum is by Parliament.
putting some very ﬁne and dry white sand
B. C. G. has been received,
into the funnel, G, (the precise quantity of
W. B. is thanked for his communication.
A Constant Reader is assured that there
Which must necessarily vary, according to
the hour the party intends rising,but which, was no delay in the publication of No. III.
of the Register.
His disappointment must
by a little experience, may be easily ascer
tained‘); when a sutiicient quantity of sand have arisen from some neglect of the party
through whom he ordered it.
The very numerous friends who have fa
voured
us with communications this week,
* This may be accomplished by ob erving
and
to Whom we cannot advert individually,
how much sand passes through the tunnel
in one hour, and measuring it in a small are thanked for their favours, and informed
that they are all_ under consideration.
vessel, to be kept for that purpose.
__4
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THE PRESIDENT.
Dr. Birkbeck.

~‘

_

THE VICE PRESIDENTS.

Professor Milllngton,--Dr. Gilchrist,--John Martineau, Esq.—-Robert M‘William, Esq.

THE APPARATUS COMMITTEE.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
GENERAL COMMITTEE.
' Contents of the bottle.—Rules and Orders of the Mechanics’,Institution. An account
of the ﬁrst Public Meetin g of the Institution. A copy of the Inscription on the ﬁrst stone,
beautifully embellished by Mr. Reynolds. Excellent Likeness of Dr. Birkbeck.
The ceremony of laying the ﬁrst stone of
any public building is always one of an in
stance of equal interest and importance,
bold as the assertion may appear, to that

ed-—the great body, we say, were compara
tively ignorant of sciences beyond that to
which they had in the way of industry
turned their immediate attention, and the
consettence was, that each mechanic was

which it has fallen to our lot to record.

teresting nature, but there has been no in
It

only s 'lful in his own pursuits, and that the

has been long acknowledged that the most

mechanics as a body were neither learned

inﬂuential class in society, ought to be that
whose pursuits tend most to its happiness

nor scientiﬁc.

and improvement, but it has happened from
various causes, to none of which upon an

comparative contempt with which they were

occasion so gratifying to our feelings, will

hours of relaxation from business to pur.

we revert with acrimony, that this class, the
Artisans and Mechanics of Great Britain,
have, until the last twelvemonths, when the
philanthropy and good sense of an indivi

suits calculated to enlighten the understand

dual roused them to a sense of their own
value as men, and the public to adue ap

only to those by whom it was bestowed,

It will not be denied, that

the operative classes generally, from the
regarded in society, did not devote their

ing -and to beneﬁt society. It will not be
denied, that many of them smarting under
this contempt, which was disgraceful in fact
employed those hours in a way rather calcu

preciation of their importance—it has so hap

lated to injure than to promote their own

pened, we say, that until that period they

'comfort. And we are sure that all our
readers will allow, thatthere were few me

were kept from the rank to which they were
entitled in society; ﬁrst, by the refusal of chanics 20 years ago, who imagined that
what are called the superior classes to admit they were entitled to admission in certain
them to it, and secondly, from their own classes of society, to which they now are not
want of qualifications. generally speaking, only admitted but eagerly invited. This re
as to their reasoning powers to seize and to volution in their habits and feelings has
maintain it. The last century produced been in a great measure produced by the
general developement of mind within this
many very able well-informed and well-be
haved men, who did not blush at being period, but the astonishing improvement
styled mere mechanics; but the great body witnessed within the last year, can only be
--we speak it without intending to otiend attributed to that excellent Institution of
the least fortunate of them, and we are sure Whose progress we this day give so gratify

that our meaning will not be misrepresent

ing a statement.

The mode in which so
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important a change has been eﬂected in the

cal knowledge can be effectively and

short space of one year, is so admirably

successfully extended; whether the bar
ren mind, which has hitherto marred the
anticipations of the friends of intellectual
advancement, is to be attributed to the im
perfection of the culture, or the sterility of
the soil. If we succeed in the effort we
have undertaken-if we can enlarge the
practical powers of the human judgment-if
We throw a light over the gloom of mental
listlessness—if we shall be so happy as to

stated in the Fourth Quarterly Report of the
Institution, which will be found in the pre
sent number of the Register, that it would
be useless and presumptuous in us to say

more on the subject. We will therefore
proceed at once to describe the ceremony
of laying the ﬁrst stone of the New Theatre,
in Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
The members, and others interested in
the ceremony, began to drop in about two

o‘clock in considerable numbers. At half

rouse to life the dormant energies of the

past two the surface of the inclined plane of

mechanical capabilities of man, we shall
have achieved the most glorious and useful

scalfolding was covered with a very gen

work that a partial body of men can confer

teelly-dressed and respectable multitude of
persons.
Arrangements had been made
for the reception of ladies in one of the

on the general community of their fellow
men.—When laying the stone, let me re
mind you of asentence uttered by Lord
Bacon—“ Knowledge is power."—Yes,
gentlemen, and it is more; it is wealth, it
is comfort, security, happiness; it gives a
charm to social life, it makes morals more

reading-rooms, but we regret that the dis
agreeable state of the weather deprived the
occasion of the ornament of many female
beauties. However, we were glad to per
ceive that some ladies, in their most lau
dable zeal for the success of the infant in
stitution, had the resolution to brave the

Weather, and all the disagreeable conse
quences of dripping showers.

upright, it supports religion, and puriﬁes
politics; it is, to speak mechanically, an

avenue and a road-way to the temple that is
made without hands-to eternity in heaven!"

At three o’clock the committee, bearing a

silver trowel and square, to which was ap
pended a gold plumb, and other emblems,
issued from the committee room in proces
ional order, descended the grand stair
case, passed through the hall, appeared on
the temporary board-way, and mounted the
scaffold, erected on a level with that part of

the wall on which the commemorative stone
was intended to be laid. The way was kept

FOURTH QUARTERLY REPORT
OF Tl!‘

Committee of Martagen of the London
Mechanics’ Institution.

The period being arrived for submitting
to the consideration of the Members, the

cleared by gentlemen, dressed in fashion
able suits of black, bearing white wands.
Having approached the stone in a very re

Fourth Quarterly Report of the progress of

gular line, the several gentlemen succes

ment, are happy to otfer their sincere con
gratulations on the continuance of that cor

sively declared the nature of the several
memorials which they bore, and then de

the Institution, your Committee, at the ter
mination of the first year since its establish

dial co-operation, on the part of the Me

posited them beneath the stone. The stone

chanics of this Metropolis, which they con

_was then, on a given signal, lowered, and

ﬁdently anticipate will enable them, at no
very distant period, to carry into complete
effect, all the important purposes contem

thus the material practical part of the ce
remony having been accomplished, Doctor
‘stone to the spectators, and addressed them
in a most able speech, of which we regret

plated by the establishment of the Institu
tion.
In taking a retrospective view of the ad

some interrupting noises allowed us to
catch but the following portion :

of these objects, during the ﬁrst year of

Birkbeck turned round from the inscription

vances made towards the accomplishment

“ My friends! we are about to erect a

the Society’s existence, your Committee

temple to the increase of knowledge, to the

cannot but feel a conviction that its infancy
has been as prosperous as its most sanguine

ditfusion of the riches of mind, to the ame
lioration of the human intellect; we are
proceeding to found an Institution for the
‘improvement of the noblest faculties of
zman—we are about to prepare a. feast of
reason, to which the invitations shall be as
universal as the dominion of kuowledge—
(applause.)—to the highest and the hum

supporters could have reasonably expected ;

and that the Lounon Mncaamcs' Insu
TUTION may, in this respect, fearlessly chal

lenge a comparison with other incipient as
sociations ofa similar description. In the
course of the ﬁrst year since its formation,
the Members have enjoyed the advantage

blest, alike, and equal.—(applause.)--After

of hearing valuable courses of Lectures on

the long lapse of partial experiments on
the intellect of man, it remains for us

Mechanics, Pneumatics, Hydrostatics, Hy
draulics,Chemistry, Astronomy, Electricity,
and the_Mathematics: they have been put

‘to ascertain by the result of our present
institution,'whether the limits of practi

in possession of extensive and commodious
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premises, situated in a central and advanta
geous part of the Metropolis, and admirably
adapted to the various purposes of the In
stitution:—they have been enabled to ob
tain a considerable collection of Philoso

been selected, andthe necessary ‘prepaid

phical Apparatus, Minerals and Models, for

a ceremony, which your Committee trust‘,
will long be remembered with feelings of
sincere gratification.
With respect to the means of defraying
the unavoidable expense which must be

the illustration of the scientiﬁc subjects so
ably elucidated by the Lecturers :—they pos
sess a Library containing a variety of esti
mable works on scientiﬁc and miscellaneous
subjects, and which is rapidly increasing in
extent:-they have constant opportunities

of improving their minds by attending the
Readmg Rooms which have been opened
for their accommodation:—and the preli
minary arrangements are completed for

commencing the establishment of Elemen
tary Schools, and the erection of an excel
lent Theatre or Lecture Room, on their
own premises in Southampton Buildings.

After this hasty sketch of the past, from
which your Committee cannot avoid infer
ring a very cheering anticipation for the
future, they beg to call your attention to a

summary of their proceedings during the
last Quarter; at the commencement ofwhich,
they took possession of the premises in

Southampton Buildings, and immediately
effected an insurance in the Imperial Fire
Olﬁoe for £l000.,on the ‘Furniture, Appa
ratus, and Books belonging _to the Institu
tion, the premises being already insured in
the same ‘olﬁcé for £9500, upto Christmas
next, agreeable to a covenant in the lease.

The only obstacle to the admission of the
Members to the use of the Lmasnv being
removed by the occupation of the premises;

your Committee, in a few days, opened a
commodious Rnsnrsc Room, and appoint

ed a Sub-Committee to superintend the ne
cessary arrangements for conducting it.
These arrangements, they are happy to ob

serve, have met with the uniform approba
tion of the numerous Members frequent
ing the Reading Rooms; and your Com
mittee beg to add, that they have directed
the appropriation of £50. from the funds of
the Society, to the purchase of additional
Books and Maps for the Library, onlya part

tions having been made tiheflrst stone of the

new Building will be laid at three o"cloclt
to-morrow; and the First Anniversary of

the Institution will be-thus distinguished by

incurred for the erection of the Lecture
Room, yourCommittce experience the high
est satisfaction in stating, that every dlﬂi
cnlty, which mi t have been ap rehended
from the want 0 adequate funds or this im
portant purpose, has been removed by the
handsome and liberal offer of your worthy.
Paasmcur, to advance whateversums may

be required, in addition to subscriptions and
other resources, at an interest of 4 per cent.
Every impediment to the erection of the

Theatre being thus removed, your Com
mittee beg to add, that the most strenuous

eﬂbrls will be exerted to complete the Build
ing with the least possible delay, and they
entertain no doubt, that its completion will
not only conduce materially to the comfort
and accommodation of the members as a
Lecture Room, but that, from its central and
convenient situation, it will become a source
of considerable emolument to the Institution.

Your Committee have the satisfaction to
state, that since taking possession of the
premises, two institutions of the first respect
ability, viz. the Meteorological Society, and
the Society of Associated Physicians, have

commenced holding their monthly meetings
at the Committee Room in Southampton
Buildings, paying to this Institution a liberal
recompense for the accommodation afforded
them.

Your Committee have also to state, that
the next subject of importance to which they
directed their attention, was the establish
ment of Elementary Schools, for the in
struction of the members in arithmetic, al
gebra, geometry, trigonometry, &c., and that

added 306 Volumes to the Library during

a Sub-committee having been appointed for
this purpose, the various apphcations re
ceived from members desirous of enrolling
their names as pupils, were taken into con
sideration, when it appeared, that the appli
cants for arithmetical instruction were by

the Quarter.

far the most numerous, and it was accord

The erection of a Tnasraa or Lac-roan
Room on the plot of ground adjoining the
premises in Southampton Buildmgs, being
an object of serious importance, your Com
mittee procured several excellent plans, by
the kind and gratuitous assistance of a num
ber of gentlemen, to whose zeal and ability
they feel deeply indebted, and appointed a

ingly determined,that the Elementary School
of Arithmetic should be the ﬁrst opened.
Your Committee having maturely examin
ed the qualiﬁcations of more than thirty gen

of which has yet been disbursed; and that
the purchases already made, together with
numerous donations of valuable works, have

Sub-Committee of Works to take the vari
ous plans into consideration; and to accom

plish an object, which will concentrate in
one spot, all the operations of the Institu

tion.

An excellent plan has accordingly

tlemcn, who offered themselves as candidates

for the situation of Arithmetical Teacher,
have engaged Mr. Collins,of Hatton Garden,
in that capacity, under whose superintend
ence the School of Arithmetic will be opened
to-morrow evening, at 8 o‘clock, punctually,
and will be continued every Tuesday, Thurs

day, and Saturday evening, from 8 till 10
o’clock.
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Yoirrﬁommittee, in ﬁxing the commence , feelingseobgratitude to Mr. Nawron, for
mentof'the first of the Elementary Schools his able course of Lectures on Astronomy ;
for the evening of the day on which the first
stoneofthe new Lecture Room will be laid,

have been inﬂuenced by a wish to distinguish
still more forcibly the First Anniversary of
the Institution, and by a conviction that a
number of the pupils, already enrolled, will

not be precluded by the proceedings of the
day from attending the school in the evening.

to Mr. Coonzn, for his extensive and scien
tific course on Chemistry, as applied to the
arts and manufactures of the country, now
in progress; and to Mr. Tarun, for his ad
mirable illustrations of the science of Elec

tricity.

To Mr. Fayerman, a member of

Secretaryx requiring his frequent absence

the institution, your Committee are also
happy to express their obligations, for the
ability and perseverance with which he has
arranged the whole contents of the Library

The various duties incumbent upon-the
from the premises in Southampton Build

in appropriate catalogues, both alphabetically

ings, and it being indispensably necessary
that some person should be constantly in

and scientiﬁcally.

attendance, your Committee have engaged
an assistant to the Secretary, for the protec

Lectures on Electricity, which he has kindly
consented to extend to Magnetism and

tion of the property of the Institution, and
the accommodation of the members fre
quentingthe Reading Room, or attending
at the oﬁice on business, and have taken

proper security for the due performance of
the dutiesattached to his situation.
i The Report then notices the appointment
of a Sub-committee, for the purpose of
making arrangements for opening a new
set of books, on a plan of systematic exact
ness, commensurate with the extent and im

portanoe of the Institution.

From the hurry

and confusion which were perhaps unavoid
able, in the original formation of the lnsti
tution, and the absence of many documents

which might elucidate the early payments of
the members, as well as from the want of
perspicuity in the subsequent arrangement
ofthe accounts, the Sub—committee of Ae
counts have not yet been able tocomplete
their arduous task, but as far as energy and

perseverance can conduce to its accomplish
ment, they hope shortly to carry into effect
their intention of presentinga clear, distinct,
and systematic view of the pecuniary trans
actions of the Society, and a correct register

of all the members who have contributed to
its flinds since its original establishment.
The ﬁnancial aﬂ‘airs of the Institution
were then alluded to, and adistinct statement

of the receipts and disbursements for the last
quarter was laid before the members, by
which it appeared, that the ﬁnances were in

a highly-satisfactory and ﬂourishing state.
The number of members who had actually

paid up their subscriptions to the present
period, was stated to be about 750.

I

A Sub-Committee has also been appointed

for the purpose of arranging the valuable
collection ofphilosophical apparatus, models,
minerals, &c., belonging to. the Society, a
considerable portion of which has been al

ready deposited in suitable glass cases, and
the Apparatus Committee expect that in a

They beg to announce,

that at the termination of Mr. Tsrnrfs
Voltaic Magnetism, a course of Optics will
be delivered, it is expected, by a gentleman

of considerable philosophical attainments:
thus completing the circle of sciences in
cluded under the head of natural and ex
perimental philosophy, according to the
order and arrangement of the celebrated

Professor Vince, of Cambridge.
Your Committee have also to offer their
warmest thanks to those gentleman who

have so liberally contributed to the increase
of the Library, and to announce to the
members, the followin numerous list of
works presented to the nstitution, since the

last Quarterly Report, amounting to 165
volumes, exclusive of a number ofparlodical

works which will be continued gratuitously
by their respective proprietors.
Peckston on Coal Gas 1, Bompuss
on the Nature of Heat, Light, and

El‘ectricity1'. . . . ' . . .
Presented by Messrs. Underwood.
Homer’s Odyssey 2,Watts’s Philosophi
cal Essays 1, Eton’s Survey of the
Turkish Empire 1, Lock’s Essay on
the Human Understanding 2, Mia

2

cellanea Curiosa 8 . . , .
Presented by Mr. Hardwick.
Gren’s Chemistry
.
.

,

.

9

.

.

2

Presented by Mr. l...uc.kin'.
Long‘s Astronomy . - . . ...2
Presented by Mr. Smythe.
Young’s Natural Philosophy . . . .
2

Presented by Robert Young, Esq.
Becltett’s Elements of Measurntion and

Land Surveying 1,, Moore’s Naviga
ti'onl.........,2

_ Presented by Mr. JohnH.Marshall'
Ferguson‘s Astronomy l,Costard’s His
tory ofdittol
. .
. ._ .
Presented by Mr. Dotchen.

pleted for submitting the Museum to the

Dryden's Poems 1, Collinsfs ditto 1,
Phillips’s ditto l , Collins, Gray, Gold

general inspection of the members.
Your Committee have now to perform the

smith, and Beattie‘sPoems 1, Pope’;
Poetical \Vork (4 vols. in 2) 4 . .

short time their arrangements will be com

pleasing duty of expressing their cordial

Presented by Mr. Tennanh

2
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Carey’s Arithmetic .

Ludlow's Letters, and May‘: Parliament ‘F ‘ ~

. . . .*; . -

of 1640, 1, Historim Anglicans: 1,
Tracts on Civil Wars 1, Bernaulli‘s
Permutations and Combinations I,
Masere’s Trigonometry 1, ditto Ma
thematical Tracts 2, Tracts on Poli
tical Subjectsl
. . . . . .
Presented by Mr. Frend.

Presented by the Author.

Pasley’s Complete Course of Practical
Geometry

.

.

.

.

.

Presented by the Author.
Guy’s Astronomy 1, G. Roberts’: ditto
Epitome of 1, Enﬁeld’s Scientiﬁc
Amusements I, Bonnycastle‘s Intro
duction to Algebra 1, Philosophical
Survey of the Animal Creation I
Presented by Mr. Fayerman.
Minutes ofEvidence before Committees

Mechanics‘ Gallery, 2 parts.

Presented by Mr. Joseph I’Vebb, 15,
Cliﬂ"ord’s Inn.
Hodson's Accomplished Tutor 2, Ho

of both Houses of Parliament, on the
West Middlesex Water Works Bill .

mer’s Illiad 2, Elements of Natural

Presented by Mr. Millington.
Green's Natural Philosophy 1, Rowa

Philosophy 1

hault’s Natural ditto 2, the Tatler 4,

.

13

on Natural and Artiﬁcial Fluids 1,

Chemical Characters 1, Fourcroy’s
Elements of Natural History and
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Presented byMr. Daniel Ferguson.
Gordon’s Geographical Grammar .
Presented by Mr. Bacon.
Sheldrake on Wheels . . . . .

Presented by
Brooks’s Gazetteer . _.

.
.

.

.

.

. .

zies Experiments in Chemistry 1

.

ors to the Masts of his Majesty’s

Worster’s Natural Philosophy 1, Clare

.

.

Presented by Mr. _',I‘h9s. Burn.
Green on the Fixed Lightning Conduct

Presented by Mr. P. Thompson.
Beckett’s Mensuration 1, Knox’s Es
says3
Presented by Mr. Morland.

Chemistry5

.

Presented by Mr. D. Wheeler.
Adam’s Essay on Electricity l,Macken

ing’s ditto 3, Hale’s Statics 2, R0
Heron’s Elements of Chemistry 1

_

Presented by Mr. John Powell.
The Artisan, 5 parts.

.
.

.

.

Presented by
_
Flavius Josephus . . . . .
Presented by F. W. Daniel.
Boyle’s Reﬂections 1, Milton’s Poetical
Works 1, Literary Register 1, Life

of Sir Christopher Wren l . . .
Presented by Mr. Cope.
Humes Essays
. . . .
Presented by Mr. Aumonier.

Navy
. . . . . . . -,
Presented by the Author.
White’s Digest of the Minutes of Evi
dence, taken before the Committee

on Artizans and Machinery I, White’s
Digest of all the Laws respecting
Masters and Work People 1 . . .
Presented by the Author.
Butler’s Introduction to the Mathema
tics 2, Robertson’s Treatise on Conic
Sections 1 . . . . . . . . .

Presented by
Moore‘s Navigation
. .
Presented by Mr. Jack. ‘

,

.

.

Dugald Stewart’: Life of Robertson,
Presented by Mr. Thos. Pearsall.
The Glasgow Magazine
.
. , .

Presented by Messrs. Stuart and
Panton.
Paley's Natural Theology

.

.

.

Presented by Mr. John Gloyn.
Report from the Committee of the

H. Wronski on the Reform of the Ma
thematics
I
Presented by Mr. Bluett.

House of Commons, on the Employ
ment of Boys in Sweeping Chim

The Article Government from the Sup
plement to the Encyclopedia Britan

neys 1, Address from the Society‘ for
Superseding the necessity of Em
ploying ditto l, Proceedings of the

nica2 copies 2, ditto Colony ditto,
ditto 2, ditto, Liberty of the Press,
ditto 2, ditto Prisons and Prison Dis
cipline, ditto 2, ditto, Jurisprudence,
ditto, 2, ditto, ‘Education, ditto 2,'
ditto, Laws of Nations, ditto 2 . . 14

Presented by Joseph Hume, Esq. M. P.
Parke’s Chemical Catechism 1, Jamie- '
son’s Celestial Atlas 1, Asiatic Jour
nal from 18l6 to 1823 (inclusive 2
vols. in 1) I6, ditto Annual Register
P.

7, Edinburgh Christian Instructor 5, 30
Presented by J. B. Gilchrist, Esq.,
L. L. D.

Society forSuperseding ditto 1, Hud
son‘s Letter to the Mistresses of

Families on the Cruelty ofEmploying
Children as Chimney Sweeps 1 . .
Presented by Mr.Tooke, of Gray's
Inn.
Hodgson on the Art of Preserving and
defending the Foot of the Horse
Presented by the Author.

Squire’s Astronomy . . . . .
Presented by Mr. Reynolds
The Gentleman’s Mathematical Com

panion, for I824
. . .
Presented by the Editors.

.

.
.. J
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the reiterated efforts of wanton hostility
rather with pity than with anger, they will

Papers respecting the Pindarry andMah
ratta Wars 1, ditto Nepaul ditto 1,
ditto certain Pecuniary Transactions
of Messrs. Palmer and Co. with the
Government of His Highness the
Nizam 1, Papers relating to the Fi
nances oflndia, during the Adminis
tration of the Marquis of Hastings 1,

uniformly endeavour to deserve that success
which your support will enable them to
command.
t._.-_.

The Fourth Quarterly Meeting of this In

stitution was held on Wednesday evening

Proceedings of theCourtof Directors
relative to a proposed Grant of an

last, when the above Report was read by
the honorary secretary, Mr. Blake, and
cordially received by the members. But

Annuity to the Marquis of Hastings

1, General List of the above Papers

little business of interest beyond this Report
was transacted. The kind offer of the

and List of Members of the East
India Company 2, Papers relative to
the Culture and Manufacture of Su

gar in British Indial
. . . . . 8
Presented by Mr. PorterI 19, Re
gent-street, St. James’s.

The Register of Arts and Sciences, 3

president, Dr. Birkbeck, to furnish all the
necessary funds for the building of the new
theatre, at a rate of interest (4 per cent.)
less than that which he could obtain by the
investment of his capital on the most secure

mortgages, was appreciated as it deserved
to be by the meeting. One gentleman,

parts, 2 copies, 6 parts.
Presented by the Editor.

Tatum’s Researches on Vegetation,
2 copies .
. . .
Presented by‘ the A.utlior:

2

Treatise on the Ear, by J. H Curtis

1

.

however, made some enquiries as to the
amount of the probable expense of this
building, observing, that he could not sub
scribe to the Report, until he had received
an answer on the subject, and was told by

Mr. M‘William, one of the vice-presidents,

Presented by the Author.
The Popular Encyclopedia, 3 parts, 2
copies, 6 parts.
Presented by the Editors.

Buchanan’s Journey

71

from Madras,

through the Countries of Mysore,

Canara, and Malabar, with engrav
ings 3, The Rudiments of Linear,

that it might amount to about £2,500.; but

that no precise estimate could be given, be
cause the committee had preferred a saving
of 20 to £30. per cent. by employing men,
and furnishing their own materials, to a
contract which could only be binding upon
themselves, and which would give the con
tractor abundant opportunities of evading

Plane and Solid Geometry 1, and an

their views.

Introduction to Solid Geometry, and
to the Study of Crystallography, by

served, that he considered the annual

N. J. Larkin 1, a Box of Solids, by

ﬁxed by the excellent president, by no means
an object to the institution, as it would be

ditto..........5

Presented by the Proprietors of
the Mechanics Register.
Total .

. Parts 19

Vols. 165

One of the members here ob

charge of the theatre at the rate of interest
strange indeed if the members should object
to £100. per annum for a lecture-room;
but he wished to ask, whether it" even that
sum might not be reduced, by occasion

ally letting out the theatre to other in
In conclusion, your Committee beg leave
strongly to impress upon the minds of their
constituents the necessity of unanimous and
persevering exertions to promote the inte
rests of the Institution. They are sensible
that though much has been done, much yet
remains to be accomplished, and they are
aware that the completion of all the import

ant objects of the Society depends upon the
continued cultivation of that spirit ofgeneral
unanimity, which has hitherto characterized
the proceedings ofthe members. Experience

stitutions? Dr. Birkbeck, in reply, stated,
that such was the intention, and that the

new building, so far from proving a burthen
to the institution, would, in all probability,
prove a source of great emolument. A

long discussion ensued upon the subject
of free admission tickets granted by mem
bers of the committee to strangers, to at
tend the philosophical lectures. It was
contended that the committee had no right

to grant such, and the absence of the right

must have pointed out to them the great ad

was allowed by the vice-president, Dr. Gil
christ, and by others of the Committee,
who stated, however, that these admissions

vantages resulting from the establishment of

had been granted with a view of enabling

such an Institution as _the present, and they
will doubtless use every endeavour to intro
duce others to a participation in the beneﬁts

strangers to judge of the nature of the insti

it is calculated to confer. Conscious of the
rectitude of their intentions, your Committee
shrink not from a candid and liberal exami

cretionary exercise of power by the com
mittee had been, that three-fourths of the
gentlemen receiving such admissions, had
become members. This triumphant answer

nation of their conduct, and while they regard

tution, and deciding whether they would
become members. The result of this dis
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to the objections which had been started,
and which were near being adopted by too

engineer‘, ‘and several other gentlemettt
of rank and character. After the cloth

many persons present, some of whom
might have been misled by the gross and
malicious insinuations of an obscure publi

was removed, the president of the social
meeting, Dr. Birltbeck, rose, and ad
dressing the assernbl , said: “Gentle

cation, called the Literary Chronicle, pro

men, it is a good ol custom to begin
with the most distinguished person in

duced further explanations highly honour
able to the committee, amongst which we

noticed one from Mr. Whitaker, and admi

the state.

red it for the high-spirited, candid, and

open manner in which he pleaded guilty

had to notice a. mechanic of humble
origin, splendid progress, and glorious

to the accusation of issuing tickets of
admission for the purpose of ‘strengthen

conclusion--— Mr. James Watts. At a
meeting held to commemorate the-'ser

ing the interests ot' the institution.

vices and talents of that gifted indivi

Doc

tor Gilchrist then paid some well-merited
compliments to the Committees and Sub
committees of the Institution, for the zeal

which they gratuitously evinced for its Wel
fare, frequently sacriﬁcing their valuable

At our last anniversary, we

dual,~the King himself sent 3.‘ messa e,
that he would feel tuost disappointe if

he had not an opportunity to subscribe
his share tosuch a glorious purpose ;,

thus, gentlemen, if I may say so, did‘

time to the duties which they had taken
upon themselves, and the result‘ of the dis
cussion was not only the overthrow of the

the monarch of the greatest nation on

them, said’ that his services, such as they

After this toast, the president rose','
and in a very neat speech, proposed the
health of The Duke of Sussex, whom

earth pay hor'nnge to the majesty of
objections started, but an unanimous vote of genius. I will now give you the health
"
thanks to the Committee for every part of of-—The King .' The Kin -‘s health was then drau
their conduct. The thanks of the Institution
With.tbree times three.
7
were voted‘ with acclamatinn to Dr. Birk
The Duke of York, three times three.
beck, the President, who in acknowledging
were, would always be at the command of
the Institution. He would not deny that he‘
had sometimes felt pain at having the tnotives
by which he was actuated misinterpreted,
but this was so over-balanced by the pleasure
which he derived from his connection with
the Institution, that it left no trace upon his

mind, and never could tend_ to impede his
exertions for its welfare and happiness. The
meeting then separated.

he described as the friend of the Me-'
chanical Society, and the

tron of all

that-contributed to the dissolution of
the distress and ignorance of mankind.
—This toast was received with an en

thusiasm which it would‘ be impossible
to describe.

‘

.

Mr. Pettigrew, the surgeon tothe
Our attention has been called to a foul
and malignant article in the Literary Chro
nicle of last week, in which the wanton at
tacks upon Dr. Birlebeck, (for u'h_t'ch' that
publication has a notoriety, armmg the few
persons who are aware of its eai.nence,) are
repeated ,- our only answer to the slanderers,
t's—-Read the Report of the Institution, and
than if “ye have shame left, hide yourselves
in the contempt which can alone protect you
from exemplary indignation.

Duke‘ of St1ss'ex,'relur'ned tliauks for his
Royal Highness, and stated, that he

should feel great pleasure in informing
His Royal“ ilighncss of- the-manner in
which his name ‘had’ been received ; and

added. that His Royal Highness had
perceived with delight -thefpr

ressY0f

the Institution, for which he/ha , from

the beginning, feltthe greatest interesb
—Toast.--The rest of theﬁoyul 'Faniily;

The President then rose to propose,
Prosperity to the Lon'don'.MecIwv'ric.r‘ In-‘

stitution.

In prefacing this toast, Dri

FIRST ANNIVERSARY DINNER.

Birltbeck said, that when he lookedtof

\ _ At ﬁve o’clock the number of persons
assembled at the Crown and Anchor;
amounted to between 2 and 300.-—At

half-past ﬁve the stewards entered the
room, followed by the president, Dr.
Birkbeck; the vice-president, Dr. Gil-’
christ; R. Martineau, Esq.

Professor

Millington alone being absent.

They

the extent andrespectability of the hieet-I
ing to cclebrate their ﬁrst annivcrsar ',
he saw fully accomplished all that to
toast wasintended to clnbrace, -The
applause which followed thistoast was
tremendous.
-

Mr. Brougham then rose amidst the

Mn Alderman Wood, M.P., Lieut. Col.

most tumultuous'appla.-use.
_ >
Mr. Brougham.-—I cannotdoubt, gen
tlemen, that after the manner in Which
you have been pleased to receive me,‘

‘Dorrens, Mr. Perkins, the celebrated

you anticipate the-toast wtrlctfl ant

were accompanied by Henry Brougham,
Esq. M. P., Joseph Hume, Esq. M.-P.,

run coupon MECHANICS’ RIGISTIR.
about to propose; and that you will
join me cordially in drinking the health
of your worthy and excellent President,
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Brougham) it is the Mechanics them

selves to whom this is chieﬂy due, yeti
think every man who has the means of

Dr. Birkbeck. It cannot be necessary,
gentlemen, that on such an occasion, l

assistin

the institution, by contribu

tions of books and apparatus, or gratui

should take up much of your time; but

tous lectures, ought so to do, and 1 never

I may be permitted, after a thirty years’
acquaintance with that excellent man,
to pay my tribute to his singular ex
ertions in all that relates to your wel '

will believe that a man possesses an en
livhtened mind, or a desire to serve his
fellow-creatures, who allows a number

of mechanics to exist in his neighbour
hood, wilhout coming forward with his

fare, and to the happiness of mankind.
I think it is now upwards of twenty-four

advice, his exertion, and if needs be,

years ago, since our friend laid the

with his purse, to establish a mechanics‘

foundation of the ﬁrst Mechanics‘ In institution, and I am happ to say, that
stitution in the city of Glasgow—not men ofevery party, politica or religious,
only founding the Institution, but act

ing as its lecturer; and thus establish
ing a society second to none, except

and persons of every sex may conscien
tiously come forward to support estab

lishments of this nature. Mr. B. here

that which I have now the honor to ad
dress." Hcrc Mr. Brougham took a re

Went into an ingenious and candid review

view of the progress of Mechanical In

for the purpose-of showing that those
who imagined that the people had not

stilutious, and said,——‘‘ He would ven

of the question of ParliamcntaryReform,

ture to assert. there would soon be an
Institution in every town in the king

power enough, and those who thou ht

dom; whereas, twenty years ago, there
establishments were shown in different

nothing would so contribute to the sa
tisfaction of each, as giving more in
formation to the people; because those
who contended for their being admitted

parts of Scotland : and if, as it must be

to a larger share in the choice of their

was none, except at Glasgow. He was

happy to say, that symptoms of such

they had, must concur in opinion,

at

admitted, this capital contained much

representatives, must feel happy to see

of vice and misery, it was most cheering

them rendered more ﬁt for suc

to see such an Institution as this, Which
must carry its inﬂuence through the re
motest part of the kin dom. That in

and those who objected to their having

large towns like Manc ester and Bir
mingham, there should be such Institu

power;

such share—only upon the grounds of

the people being unﬁt for it, would no
longer be able to advance such an ar u
ment. He could not help thinking, t at

saw that in small towns of?! or 4000 in

those who should live forty or ﬁfty years
hence, would witness such a change in

habilants, such lnstitutionswere formed,

the condition of mankind, from the ex

it was highly ratifying. It was not to
be supposed, t at in every place where
the Mechanics were numerous enough

be really astonishing; and be doubted

tions, was not surprising; but when he

to form an Institution, they should all at
once he wealthy, and possess, as at Lon

istence of these institutions, as would
not that those who were present, would,
if spared only ten, or ﬁve years, see
great improvement, of the same spirit,

don, lecturers duly qualiﬁed, and library

continued in the condition of mankind,

and ap aratus; but it was well to be in

arising from the dilI'usion ofknowledge;
and they would recollect that know
ledge was power. Mr. Brougham con

with wliat they could accomplish,an to
have Mechanics’ Institutions, with a li

brary of useful books. This had been
done in various placeswith such success.

that after six months, notwithstanding
such comparativelylimited means, lec
tures

have been introduced, and

he

would particularly notice Kendal, in
Westmoreland, and another small place
in Scotland. When he saw what had been
thus done in a year and a half, he was

cluded au admirable speech, of which
our limits permit us only to give the
outline. by cntreating the meetin -1‘ never

to lose sight of the exertions of those
great men who had done so much for

them, and above all. those of his excel
lent friend at his right hand, Dr. Birk

Sure he should not be considered an

beck.
I
Doctor Birkbeck rose amid general
cheering, and after a complimentary al

enthusiast for stating, that ero long
there would not be a town without

enough for me to have witnessed the

such an institution. Although (said Mr.

events of the last twelve months-—it is

Von. I.

lusion to Mr. Brouvham. Said. “ It is

K
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enough for me to have heard what has
been done in the course of intellectual

ros erity which was in rospect. Much
liad been said of the wee th of this coun

improvement. what is doing, and what
is to be done hereafter, as prophetically

try, but it did not consist in its gold

described by my eloquent friend; but it

chanics, and by which it had been raised

Was far more valuable to have contri
buted to the extension of knowledge

to the rank in society in which it stood,
and he trusted that the example thus

among a class, where there existed in

begun, would be cheerfully followed.
Mr. Hume then proposed the healths of

telligence without edacation—-intelli
gence without meaus—-intelligence smo

or silver, but in the industry of its me

thered in the difﬁculties of disorganiza

the Trustees of the London Mechanics’
institution.

tion and distress; so feeble. that we
could scarcely believe it could ever be

able to throw open the door of science.

Mr. Brougham as one of the trustees,
returned thanks to the meeting and to
his honourable friend Mr. Hume, who

This institution arose from an appeal,

was well known to the country by his

forcibly and ably made to the mechanics zealous and disinterested exertions in
of the metropohs, and the appeal was

what he considered the conscientious

instantly answered, and this gigantic discharge. of his duties. Mr Brougham
fabric rose up with a suddenness, and also paid a high compliment to the Aber
size, and strength, such as are told of deen Mechanics‘ Institution, of which
the fabulous existences of magic story,

he had heard a most favourable account,

and such as bear the highest testimony

and he hoped that those who owed to
the industry and good conduct of the

of the powers of its authors." The re
spected gentleman concluded by stating, Mechanics of Great Britain the fortunes
that he felt great hap iness in seeing which they possessed, would come for
the members at the tab e on that occa

ward with their contributions as an act

sion, and the highest pride in being ofgratitude to that body. Mr- Brougham
honoured by their kind acknowledge concluded by proposing the healths of
ments. The eloquent gentleman sat
down amid most enthusiastic applause.
Joseph Hume, Esq. M. P. said he had
‘great pleasure in submitting a toast

Sir Francis Burdett, and other friends of

the Institution who were absent from in

disposition or other unavoidable causes.
The secretary here read three letters

Which had been put i-nto his hand, and from gentlemen interested in the instr
in stating that, nothing would give him tution, expressing their regret at bemg
grmter satisfaction than in supportin

unable to attend; these were Mr. Joshua

by all the means in his power, so exce -

Walker. M. I'.; Mr. John Cam Hob

.lcnt an institution ; after what his friend

house, 1\t P.; Mr. John Smith, M.P.

Mr. Brougham had said so ably. he

The reading of those documents was

would add but little, but he must in

received with great applause.

form the mceting, that in Aberdeen, the
town which he represented, a mechanics’
-institution had been formed, which had
been taken up with warm interest by all
classes. Mr. Brougham had stated, that

The healths of several friends of the
institution were then drank with general

he would consider no man a friend to

society, who, having the means, should

cheering.
Mr. Alderman Wood then, alter a

humourous speech, which was warml

applauded. proposed the healths of the
vice-presidents, Professor Millington,

refuse to assist such institutions. What
-then must they think of that individual
(Dr. Birkbeck) who had stept forward
so nobly to oﬁirr funds to the London
Mechanics’ Institution, whilst indivi

John Martineau, Esq. and R-. M‘Wil

duals, gifted with immense

roperty,

conviction, that such institutions as the

had refused to foster the in ustrious
classes as they merited. He was happy
to hold up Dr. Birkbeck as ah example
to mankind for his energy and excel

present would be more effectual in sup
pressing discontent in the manufacturing

lence. There was an old adage, that a
work well begun, was halfendcd; this

had begun well, and the President hav
ing enabled them to erect a theatre, he

liam Esq. This toast was drunk with
overwhelming plaudits.
Mr. Martincau returned thanks in a

very proper speech; he expressed a

districts, than all the Acts of Parliament

that could be passed.
Doctor Gilchrist next returned thanks
for the honour of drinking his health
and dwelt with great abihty and much
humour on the prospect of a multiplica

hoped they should all live to witness the tion of Mechanical institutions through
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allparts of the metropolis and of the
kingdom.

His worthy friend, Mr. Al

surcharged, an explosion takes place,
and hence the reason why thunder and

derman Wood,complaiued that the in

lightning are more frequent in summer

stitution had not chosen their house in
the city, under the fostering protection
of his sheltering wing; but his worthy

than in winter.

Fle attempted at the

time, to illustrate this doctrine,_by

ro-.

ducing evaporation in the vicinity o the

friend would soon have mechanics’ in

electrometcr, but the state of the air

stitutions, not only in the city, but in
the eastern quarter, near his home.

being unfavourable to the experiment,
it failed. On Friday evening. evening,

Mr. M‘William then returned thanks
in a speech replete with proofs of the
utility of the mechanical arts. This

gentle-man’s address was received with
mixed bursts of applause and laughter.

however, it was made with perfect suc- '
cess. A piece of iron heated was at

into a ﬂat metallic dish, placed upon he
electrometer, and water being poured
upon it, a large quantity of steam was

generated, which, as it formed, ah
stracted the electric ﬂuid from the in
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
side of the electrometen the gold leaves
being seen to diver e, as they ave out
their electricity.
hen this uid has
MR. TATUM‘S LEC'l‘llRE.
reached the atmosphere, and the vapour
The expectation of a very interesting begins to be condensed, the surcharged
lecture on Atmospheric Electricity, at condition of that part of the atmosphere
tracted a very full attendance at the in will be shewn by an instant and spon-_
_+_

stitution on Friday last.

‘Mr. Tatum

taneous exploswn;

the electric ﬂuid

commenced by statin , that several of

previously existing in the air, and the

the experiments whic

portion which had escaped fromthc earth

he intended to

try, would be under unfavourable cir

eing greater than is consistent with the
equilibrium which ought to subsist in
pared for the purpose, had been broken, nature, and producing by the dischar e
cumstances, as a jar which he had pre

and some inconvenience had been occa
sioned by the apparatus not being in
order when he arrived at the Institution.‘

atlash of lightning. In this way, tﬁe
heat of the sun in summer evaporates
the moisture from the earth, which

Mr. Tatum then alluded in brief terms

moisture carries up with it the electric

to the subjects upon which he had lec
tured on the preceding Friday, for the
purpose of connecting the course more
intimately in the minds of the audience,
and proceeded to perform an experi
ment, which, on a former occasion, had
failed, from some circumstances over
which he had no controul. It will be
remembered, that Mr. Tatum had stated,
that the electric ﬂuid which exists in the
earth, being carried upwards, especially

ﬂuid, as the steam carries it from the

in summer, by the evaporation from

electrometer.

This experiment excited

much applause, and appeared to con

vince al present, of the truth of the po
sition which it was intended to illus
trate. Mr. Tatum then proceeded to
treat upon the conductors of buildings
and ships, and made several experiments

to shew, that pointed conductors are
preferable to round ones, which are in

use in many parts of the world, from a
ridiculous idea, that the larger the sur

the heat of the sun, increases the quan
tity in the atmosphere, which being thus

face we expose to the ﬂuid, the less will
be the danger. The machine being
turned, a round conducting substance

' This remark respecting the apparatus
leads us to observe, that it is scarcely pos

was placed to receive the fluid, which it

sible that there can be thorough order in
a lecture room, which is only the property

of the lnstitution pro tempore, and which,
as we believe, is used for other purposes on
some of the days in which it is not used for
the lectures. Dr. Birkbeck, at the close of
the lecture, expressed his regret that any
thing of this nature had occurred to disturb

the ingenious lecturer, Mr. Tatum, and ob
served, that in the new lecture room about
to be built, with the necessary accommoda

tion for apparatus, there could not be a re
currence of such inconvenience.

did with a vivid spark; but when a
pointed conductor was held at a much
greater distance, the round one ceased
to receive the ﬂuid, because the point '

had the power of attracting with more
speed, and at a greater distance: thus

demonstrating, that in all public build
ings, a pointed conductor is most safe, -

as it draws towards it the ﬂuid with
more certainty, and hastens to remove
it from a situation in which explosion
would be attended with danger. The
succeeding experiment was one of less
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novelty or directinterest; it was merely

low surface, To shew the great im
portance ofhaving all conductors erfect,
tion, a piece of cotton, which was ﬁrst the lecturer having ﬁrst charved is bat
seen to approach, then to recede from tery, subjected a pyramid” of wood,
it, shewin , that all light bodies, when having along it a conductor, with one
they are c arged with electricity, hasten portion imperfect, and it was seen, that

bringing near the machine, when in ac

to escape from the spot, and to proceed
to anot er, where there is a deﬁciency
ofthe ﬂuid, and where they can give
out that which they have received. As
far as this experiment tends to shew

at the precise spot, when the discharge

that by the electric ﬂuid clouds, or other

der exp oded-, as well as upon the model

light bodies in the disturbed state of na
ture, have a tendency to approech or

the steeple,&c. Upon the zigzag appear

recede, it is certainly interesting. Upon
the whirlwind, and water-spout. which
are electrical

henomena, as Mr. Ta

tum su poses, rom some circumstances
which ave come under his considera
tion, he dwelt for a considerable time,
and with peculiar interest, but without

entering minutely into an investigation
of some of their probable causes. To
shew that the whirlwind is an electric
phenomenon (and here it may be re
marked, that what the whirlwind is
on land, the water-spout is, at sea),
Mr. Tatum mentioned, that some years

ago, as he was passing along the City
Road, a whirlwind was seen, which car

ried every thing moveahle before it,
even a large glass frame of a cucumber

occurred, the imperfect piece was driven
out with force The same thing was
shewn,at another part of the lecture, upon
a small

owder magazine, and the pow

ofa churclnproducing the destruction of
ance which the electric ﬂui , ina state of

Iightuing,presentS, Mr.Tatum made some
intereslin observations and experiments.
He state that this zig-zag appearance
arises from the resistance which the

ﬂuid meets with in its discharge, from
the atmos here through which it passes,
and whicli, as it proceeds, and meets

with further opposition, alternately darts
from point to point, until it has com
plctely subdued the obstacles which
are opposed to it.

To illustrate this, he

took a glass vessel, having within it two
conductors at a distance from each other,
and placin
it before the machine,
passed the uid entirely through it; in
this situation, as in passing through the
body ofthe atmosphere, the ﬂuid assumed

or melon bed in a garden, and that at

the zig-zag, from the resistance of the

the same moment, the electric ﬂuid set
ﬁre to the house of the gardener. This

air. The vessel was then placed upon
an air-pump, and the air being ex

theory of whirlwinds, we should say,

hausted, the fluid was again passed

was by no means established by this acci

through it. but in thisinstance, there was

dent,

a contmued ﬂame,and no zig-zambecausc
there was no air within to 0 er a re
sistance.

because the existence

of the

whirlwind, and the discharge of the
electric ﬂuid at the same time, might
hive been the etfect of accident; but it

Upon the comparative merits ofround

is supported by other circumstances of
a more conclusive nature, and can
scarcely admit ofa doubt from the phi
losophcr. Proceeding to a considera
tion ofthe mode in which conductors ot

conductors, and those ot extended sur

pressed a decided, and, as we think, a
very correct opinion, against the use of

charged without injury.

faces, the most conclusive evidence was
shewn in favour of the former, for an
extended surface of gold leaf placed

placed between two plates of glass, was
lightning should he placed upon houses fused by a powerful discharge, whilst,
and other buildings, Mr. Tatum ex through a small wire, the ﬂuid was dis
The size of

the conductor was also, hke lecturer

chain conductors, because, at every link,

said,

the electric ﬂuid meets with an obstruc
tion, and is conveyed with less rapidity

appeared to consider that those ge

of inﬁnite importance, and he

nerally in use, are much too small for

than the safety of the building requires. the pur ose of conveying away any con
A continued conductor he considered in

siderab e portion of electricity.

In

every way preferable, as the ﬂuid was the year 1772, St. Paul's cathedral was
discharged with ra idity and certainty: exposed to a large body of electric ﬂuid,
and he recommen ed, that on all occa which was discharged by means of four
sions, the conductor should be so far

conductors, each four inches wide, and

i|nl)cdtled in the earth, that the electric

half an inch thick.

One of these con

ﬂuid might be conveyed completely be- ‘ duc-tors was made red hot by the ﬂuid,
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and if it had been of smaller dimensions,
would certainly have been melted. This
led Mr. Tatum to treat of the conductors
of ships, which are copper chains hoisted

up to the top-mast, and hanging over
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subject will prove a sulﬁcieut apology
Mr. Tatum concluded his lecture, by

passing a. small electrical charge through
a glass of water, containing some living

the side, to convey the ﬂuid into the

ﬁsh, in order to shew its effects upon
animal lite,—they were dead in an instant.

water.

These conductors, he considered

The suddenness of this death, which

too small for the purpose, articularly
when it was considered that thelightning

must be unattended with pain, takes
away all unpleasant feeling at witnessing
it, and we cannot help thinking. thatthe
present horrible mode of executing cri

in tropical climates. where a great por
tion of the royal and commercial navies
are so frequently, is so much more vio

lent than in Europe. The model ofa
ship was then produced, having Mr.
Harris’s conductor, those generally used

minals might, with much humanity and
propriety, ﬁnd a substitute in a discharge.

of electric ﬂuid, from apowerful battery.

at sea, and such as are now ﬁtted to all

his majesty’s ﬂeet at Plymouth, which
last, Mr. Tatum exposed to an ordinary

discharge of the electric ﬂuid from the
battery, and the chain was fused in an
instant. This experiment leads us im
mediately to the subject of Lieutenant
Green’s representations on this important
subject. He had undertaken to shew

that the conductor of ships would not
resist an intense

electric shock, and

therefore that a portion of it must strike
the cop er s indles which our wise-acres
have p ace

at the top of the masts,

reaching a small distance within the
wood. Now let us imagine for a moment,
that a British ﬂeet. with all these copper

spindles, is lying closely packed in
port, during a terriﬁc thunder storm;

the ﬂuid is of course attracted h_v them,
in large bodies, from the clouds, and

the conducting chains being. as was
clearly shewn in the experiments made
by Mr. Tatum, inadequate to carry otf
the ﬂuid, a portion of it must go down
the spindle. into the masts, and cause

explosions which would involve the ﬂeet
in destruction.

The following sketch will exhibit the
conductors now in use, each ofwhich is

liable to great objection.

The danger

from the spindles in the masts, we have
already mentioned, and Mr. Harris’s
conductor is, we

imagine, still more

dangerous, because, if the strips of cop
per, which form the conductor through

the mast into the sea, should be charged
with a greater portion of ﬂuid than they
can convey, an explosion must ensue in
the very body of the ship, probably in

4. Exhibits the spindle of the Conductor
hitherto in use.
B. The Conductor, a copper chain.
C. The Conductor dangling in the sea.
D. The haulyard, or rope, by which the Con

the powder magazine, and so destroy at
once many valuable lives. and cohsider

ductor—which is very light-—Is hoisted,
or pulled up with ease byione man.

able property.
We have been led to this digression
from the regular order ol‘ the lecture,

F.F. Situation of the bolts driven through
the keelson, for the purpose of con luck

but we trust that the importance of the

G. The mast rope.
H. The iron hoops.

ing the lightening into the ‘sea.
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The spindle at the top of the mast, and
the dotted line, represent Mr. Harris’s Con
dnctor.
At the present time, the stationary spindle
at the mast head is used by/_ﬁ.ring upon it
the chain b‘. by a lin/r--so that the ship is
always e.t‘p0sed, the conducting draim being
ﬁxtures to all the Fleet at Plymouth.

“ Heckingham poor-house, near Nor
wich, was set on ﬁre by a stroke of light
ning, notwithstanding it was armed with
eight pointed conductors. This house had

The following notes on conductors,

eight chimneys; to each chimney conduct
ors were aﬁixed, reaching four feet above
the top of the chimney, and down to the
earth.
The Perseverance coach, on its way from
Boston on the Hth ol'July last, at ll o’clock

and on the elfects of atmospheric elec

in the morning, was struck by lightning‘;

tricity. are from a very clever little

three of the horses fell, and the coachman
was much injured, as were also several
gentlemen on the outside. All those who

Work, by Lieutenant Green, B. N., and

will be read with interest.

were behind and had up their umbrellatz,

“ Professor Richman was in the act of

were much injured by the electric ﬂuid,

making experiments: he had placed a con
ductor at the top of his house, to which

while those not having them, and who were

he had fastened a chain: This he con
ducted to his chamber. The conductor
was affected by the lightning, which cros

on the front part, escaped unhurt.

It is

evident in this case, that the metal points
attracted the electric ﬂuid, which was also
drawn to the ornaments of the harness.

sed down to the Professor; a person near

This is not the ﬁrst time that I have known

him saw a globe of blue fire as large
as his ﬁst, jump from one end of the rods

not then use ivory or bone in mounting the

atlixed to his apparatus towards the head of

the Professor, which killed him on the spot;
he was at that instant a foot distant from the
rod,—the metal chain was broken in pieces,
the door of the chamber torn off the hinges,
and much other damage done to the house;
many persons outside declared they saw the
lightning shoot from the cloud to the con

doctor at the top of the house. This surely
bears me out in what has been asserted, that

umbrellas to occasion such fatality.

Why

tops of umbrellas or parasols? A very
proper comparison may be made between
the ferrule to the umbrellas and the spin
dles of the ﬂeet at Plymouth. Some of the
umbrellas were broken in pieces; thus

proving, that it is dangerous to invite light
ning; The gentleman who was the greatest
sutfcrer informs me, that his umbrella was
broken in pieces, and he threw it away; and
that his hat was rendered useless, the buckle

ships are better without c0nduct0rs;—-had

being; carried off or melted: he did not ex

there been no conductor to the Professor’s
house, the lightnin would not have been
attracted, and woul have passed over his

amine the ferrule to see the etfect the

house, as it did Others in the town, without
exploding.

“ His Ma_iesty’s ship Perseverance, Capt,
J. Smith, while oﬁ‘ the sand heads, Bengal
bay, was struck by lightning in the eye-bolt
at the end of the lore-top-gallant-yard, burn

ing part of the yard to a cinder: from the
yard it shot to the iron about the fore-cap,

entered the fore-mast-head, splintering the
fore-mast (which was woulded by rope and

not hooped with iron as is now the case) as
far down as about six feet from the fore
castle-deck; from thence it passed over the
forecastle into the sea, killing one man who
came in contact with it—he was burnt to a
cinder; several other men were dreadfully

scorched. At this time both conductors
were up, neither of which appeared to con
vey any of the electric ﬂuid into the sea.

"‘ His Majest_v’s ship Kent, Captain Rod
gers,in the Mediterranean, was struck, three
men were killed and several wonnded, the
top-gallant-masts were splintered, the top
masts much injured, and the hoops of the

masts twisted and broken.

At this time the

conductors were at the mast heads, and

there were more than twenty sail of His
lVlajcsty’s ships in company without con
ductors, none of which ships were injured.

lightning had upon it. The coach at the
time was on a hill.”
“ A most extraordinary phenomenon oc
curred at the island of Java, in 1772. On
the llth of August, at midnight, a bright
cloud was observed covering a mountain in
the district called Cheribau, and several re
ports, like those of a gun,\rere heard at the
same time, The people who dwelt upon
the upper parts of the mountain, not being

able to ﬂy fast enough, a great part of the
cloud. about eight or nine miles in circum
ference, detached itself under them, and
was seen at a distance, rising and falling
like the waves of the sea, emitting globes of
ﬁre, so luminous, that the night became
clear as day. The effects of it were astonish
ing; every thing was destroyed for twenty
miles round: the houses were demolished;
plantations were buried in the earth; and

' 2,140 people lost their lives; besides very
many herds of cattle, goats, horses, and
other animals.”
“ At Quesnny, the weather being very
cloudy, a cloud, which seemed to touch the

houses, emitted a globe of ﬁre, which broke
itself against the tower ofa church, with a
report like that of many cannon, and spread
itselfover the town like a shower of ﬁre.
“In France, near Brest, were seen three
globes of tire, of three foot or more diame

run row-mrz MECHANICS’ -nncrsrsn.
ter each, and they were united together.
This large vortex of ﬂame came rapidly
down, and pierced through the church. two

feet above its level with the ground, killing
four persons who were ringing. and made
the walls and root’ of the church spring as a
mine would have done; so that the stones
were scattered round about, some of them
being carried twenty-sir l'uthorns,and others
sunk more than two feet into the earth.

“ At Hogue, in Lower Normandy, a tire
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mctly over her head when the lightning do
scended.
July 26, l894.—-On the night of the 14th
inst. the lightning struck the cathedral of
Strusbourgh, melted the lead which ce
mented several stones, and destroyed the
sound of the largest bell.

An English brig, otf the Isle of Wight,
in December, 1823, was struck by light
ning in the l'0re topntast head, which splin
tered the mast, knocked the four men oﬂ'

the topsail yard to the deck, killed one man;

was observed in the air having the shape of
a tree, and seemed to fall and lose itsell~ in

all the others were dreadfully burnt.

the sea with a noise which made two large

ﬂuid passed through the boat, from thence

villages tremble.
“in Lower Bretany, in the evening, on
that part of the coast which extends from
Landemeau to St. Paul of Leon, twenty-four
churches, in which the bells were ring
ing, were struck by lightning, while many
churches near them, in which there was no
ringing, were spared.
“In August, 1823, between twelve and
one o’clock in the day,a most singular phe
nomen was witnessed by many ol‘ the inha~

to the tatfrail, passed through it, burning
the boat.

bitants of Margzite. The clouds, highly
impregnated ith electric matter, com
menced an awful discharge, about three
miles from the harbour; the ﬂuid descended

The

A paper from M. Nicholson, Esq., con
tains a very uncommon example, in an ac
cident which occurred at Mr. Chadwick‘:
house, about ﬁve miles from Manchester,

on the 4th of September, i809. A very
loud explosion of thunder took place, and
the front wall of the coal vuult, containing
about 7000 bricks, and weighing twenty-six
tons,was gradually lifted up. Mr. Henry
compares this to the thunder.storm at Cold
stream,describcd by Mr. Brydone in the
Philosophical Transactions for I787, and
explained by Lord Stanhope. He conceives

in a serpentine manner, from the atmosphere

it to have been a case of the returning

to the sea, in regular streams of most vivid
lightning, dill'us'rng a light at once brilliant,

awful, sublime, and interesting. The dis

stroke. The lightning he supposes to have
issued out of the earth by the coal vault, to
restore the equilibrium in the clouds over

charge continued for nearly half an hour

head.”

before the generation of the rain, which

“ H. M. ship Hyperion, Captain Killi
crop, otf the Moro, with a convoy, experi
enced very boisterons weather, audit was so
dark, accompanied by heavy thunder and

subsequently descended in torrents.”
“On August 19. 1824, a thunder storm
burst over Eountains Town, in lrelnn|l,near
the residence of George l-ladder, Esq. One

lightning, with such torrents of rain, never

peal was tremendous. and its eilects were

before witnessed by any of the ﬂeet, that it

severely felt. Five labauring men had taken
refuge in the house of a former; the electric
ﬂuid penetrated it. scorched the lab-mrers

was only at short intervals the ships could

in the most dreadful manner, and cut a dog
across the back: a child,who lay in a cradle,

escaped unhurt. The men were all speech
less, but they recovered.
“ Aurrmcs.—A New York Paper. of the

get a glimpse of each other : and they were
sir successive days without an observation
of any sort.
“ Captain Dibdin, of a merchant ship,
states the elfect of lightning as follows :
At Martinico, a violent ﬂash of lightning

made an opening in the wall under which

beginning ot‘ July, has the following account

he and others took shelter, about four feet

of a storm which had just visited the town
of Portsmouth :—Ou \Ve'dnesday, lastweek,
a storm occurred at Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, which, from all accounts, was
one of unusual sublimity and grandeur.

high, and three l'eet broad; he observed,

Two children were killed in a school-house
at Rye. One young man was killed in the

were wasted in their thickness in some
places very considerably, insomuch that
it looked like a burnt poker which had
been long in use; the bar was broken into
two pieces ;' parts of the bars were changed
in colour to a grey or whitish hue, resem
bling iron after it had been exposed in a

garret of a house, about a mile distant from
the school-house. More than half ofthe
children were knocked down, and many
were stunned. On Saturday se'nnightthere
was a storm at Pittstown: The lightning
struck the house of a Mr. Shea, broke the
reach pole, came through the roof, and
killed Mrs. Shea. who was walking the
floor with her child in her arms. The child

was not hurt. A scythe was hanging di

on entering the hole, that a square bar of
iron, one inch and a halfthick, near the
hole, which joined another bar an inch

thick, had been struck by the lightning, and

violent heat, and suﬁ"ered to cool; one of
the bars touching the wall, had undergone
an extraordinary change, the end next the
wall being reduced l'rom one inch in dia
meter, to the size ofa slender wire, but ta
pering towards the wall."
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“ At Cumhernauld, in Scotland, in July,

Flutarch in the life of Demetrius, in the

1761. there was a violent storm. attended
with thunder and lightning, which did con

following terms:—“The galley of Ptolemy
Philopatre was 980 cubits (about 490 feet)
in length, and 28 cubits (72 feet) from head
to the top ofthe poop. It carried 40 J sailors,
besides 4,000 rowers. and near 3,000 sailors
who were disposed in the spaces between

siderable damage to some plantations, and
killed above l000 cows. U on examina
tion, all their bones were ound broken,

their ﬂesh quite black, and when offered to
some hogs, they could not be prevailed
upon to touch it.
“ Professor Lapostolle, of Amiens, has
discovered that straw possesses the quality

ofserving as a conductor to lightning and
hail.

Repeated experiments have con

vinced him that straws united together,
serve equally well as the iron rods now ﬁx
ed upon buildings, for the former purpose,
at the same time that they are not attended
with similar inconvenience. In consequence
of this discovery, the common buildings

may be secured from the etfects of light
ning in the most economical manner; and
even crops on the land may be protect
ed from the ravages which they sometimes
suffer from hail.”

Exrssosmssnv Snn>s.- The arrival of
the raft-ship Columbus has excited so much
interest in this country, that the following
brief account of other enormous ﬂoating
masses may prove acceptable. With respect
to the credit due to the account of the ship
built for the King Hiero, We shall offer no
opinion; but merely observe, that Archime
des, its reputed projector,-is believed to have
achieved mechanical wonders, which have

no parallel since the period at which he
lived.

His discovery of the mode of ascer

taining speciﬁc gravities, and his invention
ofthe particular water screw which bears his
name to the present day, are suﬂicieut toim
mortalize any man.

The following is a description of the huge
ﬂoating vessel said to have been constructed
by him. It contained wood enough to make
sixty gallies. It had all the variety of apart
ments of a palace.—banquetting-rooms,
galleries, gardens, ﬁshponds, ‘stables, mills,
baths, a temple of Venus, &c. It was en_

compassed with an iron rampart and eight
towers. with walls and bulwarks, furnished
with machines of war, particularly one which
threw a stone of 300 pounds, or adart twelve
cubits long, the space of halfa mile, 810.
The next vessel of which we are reminded

by the American raft, is that described by

the rowers and the lower deck.”
The last of the nautical prodigies which
we shall notice was that built by King James
IV. of Scotland, and which is thus minutely
described:—‘‘ it was twelve score feet in
length; 36 feet within the sides; 10 feet
thick in the walls; outed jest in of oak: her
walls and boards on every side so strong,

thatno cannon could go through her. From
the time this great ship was aﬂoat, and her
masts and sails complete, with her tows and
anchors appertaining thereto, she was count
ed to the King to be £30,000 expense. She
bore many cannons, six on every side, with
great bassils, two behind on her deck, and
one before, with 300 shot of small artillery,
that is to say, mayand and battert falcon,
and quarter falcon, slings,destilent, serpents,
and double-dogs, with haytor and culvering ,
cone-bows, and hand-bows~nLShe had 300
mariners to sail her, six score of gunners to
use her artillery, and had 1,000 men of war,

besides her captains, shippers, and quarter
masters.

This ship was sent to assist the

French against King Harry the Eighth of
England, notwithstanding he was brother
in-law to James the Fourth of Scotland.
The Lord Hamilton. Earl of Arran, was
made Captain and Great Admiral of the
Fleet, and Lord Fleming Vice-admiral, ac
companied with Earls, Lords, Barons, to
the number of l,O00, who were well arrayed

for battle. ‘ If you will not believe me,‘
says the narrator, ‘gang to the gates of

Tilebairn, and you will see her length and
breadth planted in Hawthorn.’ ”
NOTlCE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

To our numerous correspondents, we
must reply generally, that in consequence of

the great length of the report—the proceed
ings of the laying the ﬁrst stone-—and the
dinner at the Crown and Anchor Tavern,
we are of necessity compelled to defer many

valuable communications, which we pledge
ourselves to give next week.

._.,_
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NEW DIVING APPARATUS.

We have been favoured by a member
of the Mechanics’ Institution with a
drawing of a new diving a paratus, to
su ersede the necessity o the diving

bel,l.-—'l‘he engravh g which we have

of keeping up the connexion in the mind
of the bearer, and then proceeded to
give some further illustration of the
statement which he had made on the
subject of the atmospheric resistance

lowing description will enable our read

offered to lightning, by which it was
made to assume the zig-zag form. He
had stated, that if the opposmg medium
were removed. the zig-zag motion of
the ﬂuid would be also removed. The

ers to judge of the meritsof the inven

audience would remember, that he had

tion.

endeavoured to demonstrate this by ex

given from itin our present number, re
presents a person, provided with this ap
paratus, at the bottom of the sea, about

to attach a rope to a cannon.

The fol

REFERENCES TO THE ENGRAVING.

A is a pair of trowsers of water-proof calf
skin, taking in the feet up to the waist,
where there is a brass belt, B.

C is a jacket of the same material, which

riment on a former occasion. In the
ast lecture he had also demonstrated
the analogy which exists between the
electric ﬂuid, under its various circum

stances, and the atmospheric explosion

which we call lightning, by an experi

fastens into the belt B, where it is made,

tight by waxed threads, and a water-proof ment in the instantaneous destruction
of some fish; which, although not’ so
composition of resinous matter.
large as the animals usually destroy
D is abrass collar to the jacket.
E is a head-piece of brass, covered with ed by the electric ﬂuid, were never
leather, which ﬁts into the collar of the theless quite suﬂicient to demonstrate
the position which he had advanced, as
jacket,as the jacket tits into the trowsers.
Fis a piece of plate glass, six inches by they possessed animal vitalit . He had
four, serving as a window, by which the now to observe, that the e ectric ﬂuid
operations are directed,

GG are leather hose from the surface of

roduced a similar etfect on vegetable
ife. This was a fact known to all-his

the water, conve ing away the foul, and

audience, and there were few present

supplying the fres air, so that the operator
may breathe freely. At the surface of the

who had not read of instances in the

water the hose are mounted with brass, and
run through two large cork ﬂoats, so that
the progress of the operator may be dis

newspa ers. [Here Mr. Tatum enu
merate some, which are not of imme

diate interest to our readers.]

tinctly marked, and his pursuits facilitated.
Through these pipes, the person in the wa
ter can keep up a conversation with those
in a boat on the surface.

The instances of the destruction of
aninial life by the electric ﬂuid, were,
unfortunately, by no means of rare oc
currence.“--They had seen how instan

H is a rope aﬂixed to a ring at the back
of the brass belt, by which the operator is
raised or lowered. This rope should have

taneously the small animals contained

8 breast-band to balance the body.
I is a weight of l4lbs., to enable the ope

in a state of nature, was equally instan

in a glass of water had been destroyed ;

but the destruction on the lar er scale,

taneous.—-He recollected hatnng once

rator to sink more rapidly, and to counteract

the buoyancy given by the water, which seen a man who was struck by light
ning, near Chatham: and on conversing
would prevent his stepping ﬁrmly.
_+_

MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.

with the father of the individual, he re
ccived the following account of the cir
cumstances attendmg this visitation of
the elements. At the time of the acci
dent, the young man. and two compa

MR. TATUM'S LECTURE.

The interest excited by the lecture on

Atmospheric Electricity, on the prece
din

the three were struck, at the same time,
by the electric ﬂuid, and lay on the

Friday, attracted a very numerous

an mum, to witness the further experi
ments promised on this interesting sub
ject. Mr. Tatum o ened the lecture in
his usual way, by a verting to the prin

cipal points of the last, for the purpose
\

nions, were wa king along the road, and

* The notes which we subjoinecl to the
last lecture, enumerating a ﬂew of the known
calamities from the electric ﬂuid, form but

too powerful an illustration of the positions
laid down by the lecturer.—ED.
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roundscnseless; the same ortion of considerably less; from the simple
ﬂuid having evidently produced the fact, that water is a partial conductor
shock. The deceased, who lay in the of the electric ﬂuid, and that a portion
middle, had, however. received a greater

ofit is carried otfby the moisture, which

portion of ﬂuid than his companions.

is not the case with the dry tree. “ I
saw one at Epping, whose stem and
trunk had been as much distorted by the

The latter, after lyin

a considerable

time upon the groun , recovered their

facutties of motion and perception : and,
on looking round, were struck with hor

ror at beholdin

their friend evidentl

deprived ofvita ity. Being but too we I
aware, from what themselves had suffer
ed, of the cause of this appearance, they

stroke, as if they had actually been
beaten with great power by a ti l ham
mer." [He here displayed a drawing of
the tree, of which he had just spoken]
Dry bodies were not such good conduc
tors of li htning
as moist:
this the
was oak
ex
empliﬁedZby
the fact,
that near

lost no time in deliberatin on the course
to be adopted, but raise the unhappy
man upon their knees, and made every
eﬁort to revivehim with which their ideas

tree which he had mentioned as so much
shattered, there wasa willow tree, which
had received the ﬂuid, and sustained but

could supply them. Subsequently, when very triﬂing injury from the shock.

He

- were asked to describe the sensa
tions which they had experienced under
the effect of the shock, they said, that

had been struck by lightning, yet bore

when they were lyin on the ground, they

marshy spot. This proved that water

saw another tree near Holloway, which
but small marks; it was growing in a

was a partial conductor of lightning;—
like'a cannon ball was passing under The celebrated phenomenon of the
their feet. The lecturer then stated, northern skies--the Aurora Borealis——.
that being anxious to ascertain all the proceeded from electric ower operating
circumstances connected with this un within an extremel rariﬂed atmosphere.
fortunate occurrence, he visited the spot This proposition e would attempt to
several days afterwards. and even then illustrate by an ex eriment. Here Mr.
there was a strong smell of sulphur. In Tatum expressed liis regret, that the
his examination of the body of the de narrowness of the latform on which he
ceased, he found that the electric ﬂuid then stood, preclu ed him from having
had not injured the cranium, but had all his apparatus at hand together; but
entered by the hat, which it had marked this inconvenience, he was happy to say,
in ﬁve places; that it had then passed would be removed in a shorttime, by the
downwards throu h the back of his neck erection of the new theatre, the ﬁrst
had a confused feeﬁng that something

to his heel, and t en returned up to the
leg, and ﬁnally gone off by the calf. It

stone of which had been laid yesterday.
[Here he passed the electric ﬂuid through

was more than robable, therefore, that
this ﬂuid was t at which, after having

a light, which, both in colour and mo

performed the work of death upon this

tion, ‘resembled the splendid illumina

individual, had passed under the feet of
his companions, and had been described

tions of the Boreal atmosphere. The
success of the experiment was acknow

by them as somethin resembling a can

ledged by the plaudits of the audience.

non ball.

He next produced the re resentation of

The hea

of the deceased,

exhausted glass tubes, and produced

notwithstanding the dreadful shock a ship at sea, which be it uminated mo
which it must have experienced from mentarily by sparks of the electric ﬂuid ;
the ﬂuid, bore no particular marks then the picture of a ruined ediﬁce, on
of violence; a bloody liquid oozed which he performeda similar 0 oration,
from his nose, and the odour emitted to the great satisfaction of his earers.]
from it was highly disagreeahle.—The —He then proceeded to say, that his
newspapers had stated at the time, that next experiment was intended to rgve
the oung rnan’s watch had been melted the materiality of the electric ﬂui . An
in tlS pocket by the lightning; but upright little wirewas placed on the table
this was not correct; there was no more

—on its point was laced another, so ha

fusion of the watch than there was of
his (Mr. Tatum‘s) watch, which was at

move horizontally on the perpendicuhr

that moment in his pocket.
Mr. Tatum then proceeded to observe,

that when lightning strikes a dry tree,
the explosion is great, when a moistone

lanced by halls a xed to its ends, as to
wire: the electric ﬂuid wasdirccted upon
the little balls at the extremity of the ho
rizontal wire, and succeeded in driving

them round with a rapid motion.

My,
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plied to the battery, the ﬂuid passed
through the tube, and the chain came
ﬂuid possessed materialit ; “ if it were into contact with the powder at the
not material, how coul it propel the touch-hole, and produced its explo
little globes ?—-ifit were material, it then sion. Mr. Tatum, in continuation, sta

Tatum deduced from this motive power

of the ﬂuid, the conclusio n that the

could not be a dependant property of ted, that when the powder was compress
another body: if it were but the proper ed, it produceda louder report than a
ty of a primary body, as transparency is greater quantity uncompressed would

of air, what was that primary body P” produce. If hydrogen gas alone were
He considered it to be clear that electri exposed lto the ﬂuid, simple inﬂamma
city was in itself a material primary tion would follow. But if ydrogen and
essence. He next alluded M the effect oxygen gases were mixed, then inﬂam
ofa shock from the electric battery on
a geranium. The tree shewed at ﬁrst
no immediate effect, but gradually put
on signs of decay, and ultimately ter

mation with explosion would take place.
The reason was this; when the aeriform

ﬂuids or gases became liquids, the at
mosphere rushing in, produced explosion

minated in its dissolution-—oxygen was —a single spark was suﬂicient to set ﬁre
as necessary to vegetable life as to ani to both, when transmitted into the pistol.
mal—-the vegetable economy was as lia —[The able lecturer here transmitted
ble to disease and death by the ﬂuid as
the animal ;----the dead vegetable body
produced a bad eﬂicct on the air. as a

putreﬁed animal carcase did.

He de

oxygen and hydrogen gases into a pistol,
asscd the electnc ﬂuid to the touch
ole, and produced an ex losion of the
gases. He next transmitte the electrical

monstrated in the last lecture, that the

ﬂuid through four glasses of water, by

electric ﬂuid could destroy vegetable as

the medium of brass staples connecting

well as animal life—there was a much the glasses together, which passed from
closer analogy between them than was ﬁrst to the second, and to the third suc
commonly supposed.--[ HereMr. Tatum
passed the electric ﬂuid toa geranium by

cessively, and entering the fourth, igni
ted

some ether,

on

the application

of a brass ball, which had been poured
He continued to remark, the tree woul
upon the water. This experiment was
not then shew any etfect of the shock, particularly applauded.]-—Mr. Tatum
nor for a considerable time; but at the, observed, that this experiment proved,
next lecture he would produce it, and that the electric ﬂuid was not ﬁre, as, if
the audience would then perceive a very it were, it could not pass through the
important alteration in its appearance. water. The gentleman then concluded
When the shock was passed through his leasing course of experiments, by
water or moist bodies, the report was pro ucin anillumination like the light
means of a brass chain and a glass tube.

not so loud as when it operated on dry

of the g ow-Worm, on a piece oflump

bodies: this they would remember was sugar, and a beautiful purple light on a
the case when he killed the ﬁsh by direct

ing the ﬂuid through the water. His next
experiment would be to set ﬁre to com

btistible matter lying in alittle house;
the conductor ran through it in a hori

zontal direction.—[The gentleman here
transmitted the ﬂuid to the combusti

peeled orange.
The audience, which was crowded to
excess, and very respectable, testiﬁed
their pleasure and thanks by most hear
ty applause all through the evening, and

by especially long and loud applause at
the conclusion.

bles, and set the house on ﬁre.]--This,
—-,

he continued, would illustrate the man
ner in which he saw a house, in the

DR. BIRKBECK.

City Road, set on ﬁre by lightning, two
or three years ago. This experiment he
rendered still clearer by another. setting
ﬁre to some tow by a shock from the

We have received several letters from
correspondents, proposing that the mem
bers of the Mechanics’ Institution should

battery.

the kindness and exertions of their esteem
ed President, Dr. Birkbeck. Some of these
letters recommend, that a service of plate

The next experiment shewed

the means by which gunpowder is i nited

by lightnim. Some gunpowderh

been

put mto a ittle brass cannon; a brass
chain, fastened to the touch-hole, was

connected at the other end to a glass
tube; the discharging rod was then ap

take some mode of marking their sense of

should be voted to him, others that a portrait
of him should beplaced in the New Mecha
nics’ Theatre, and some that a statue should
be placed in that situation. \Vithout enter.
ing very deeply into the respective modes of

THE LONDON
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expressing the sense which the Institution
entertains of the valuable services of Dr.
Birkbeck, we can most seriously state, that
we heartily approve of the principle itselfas
one which will confer honotlr upon all who
subscribe to it. Our ﬁrst intention was, to

publish all the letters addressed to us on this
subject; but being ankious to promote the
plan in a way still more direct and eﬂicient,
we requested a few members of the Institu
tion to meet on Tuesday evemng, at the

house of our publishers, Mess. Cowie 8: Co.
and those gentlemen being so assembled, the
suggestions made by our correspondents to
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Mr. Blake, the honorary secretary, then
read a letter from Sir Francis Burdett, in
answer to an invitation which had been made
to him to the ﬁrst Anniversary Dinner of
the Institution, and expressing his regret
that absence from town would prevent his
attendance.

The following is a copy of the requisi
tion:—
To the Committee of Managers of the Lon
don Mechanics’ Institution.

We, the undersigned members of the
London Mechanics’ Institution, do respect
fully request the Committee of Managers.
to convene a Special General Meeting of

the Editor of the Register, were communi
cated to them," and the following Resolu
tions were passed unanimously.
Rssorxvcn-That this meeting do testify
its sense of the merits of Dr. Birkbeck, and
of his exertions on behalf of the London

deration, the best mode of shewing their

Mechanics’ Institution, by proposing, that a
subscription'be opened for a portrait of that

President, Dr. Birkbeck.

excellent man, to be placed in the building
of the Institution; or for any other token of
respect which shall be determined by the
members in a full meeting.
Rssonvnn-That Mr. Whitaker do em
brace the first opportunity that offers, of

suggesting to the Mechanics’ Institution, in
the absence of Dr. Birkbeck, that a requisi
tion is now ready to receive the names of

the Institution, on Friday, December 17,

1894, for the purpose of taking into consi
respect for the valuable exertions of their
George Cowie
J. L. Whitaker.
Thomas James Simp J. W. Botchen
Andrew Pritchard
son
Thos. Robertson
W. Sykes
B. St. Leger
Benj. Pavyer

G. W. Applegarth
S. Straker
W. F. Griﬂith
John Straker

W. Smith
W. Clarke

Robert Parry
Edward Coulson
P. Surtle

such of its members as agree in the propri

James Harris

ety of calling a General Meeting, for the

Richard V. Clarkson John Lynn

purpose of considering the best mode of

Fran. Watts
Thus. Papps
Charles Parry
Richard Phillips
John H. Marshall

shewing their respect and esteem for his va
luable exertions, in behalf of the London
Mechanics"Institutiom

W. Jones
John Holdup

Benjamin Webber
John Bishop

William Field

-—

Johnﬁriddle
At the close of the lecture on chemistry,
‘bu Wednesday e'vening,_ which was deliver
'ed by a pupil of Mr. Cooper, that gentle
man being unavoidably absent, Mr. Whita
ker proposed, that a requisition should be

made according to the rules of the Institu
tion, to the Committee, to call a Special

William Kilner
George Stacy
Edward Fenton
Charles John Reader W. Truman
William I-Iall
Thomas M. Ball
Benj. Burton
John Whitaker
John Ball
Thos. Collett
llenry Holdup
W. Strange

G. Thurnell

W. Molincux

General Meeting, for the purpose of taking
into consideration, the propriety of adopting

some mode of expressing the sense which
thelnstitution entertains, of the valuable ex

ertions of its President, Dr. Birkbeck. Mr.
Whitaker suggested, that a. full-length por
trait of the Doctor, to be placed in the hall.
or reading-room of the Institution, should
be executed, but that this, of course,

should be discussed in a General Meeting.
Mr. Whitaker's proposal was received with

Having been unable last Week, from the
press of matter, to give a full report of the
address of Dr. Birkbeck, on laying the first
stone of the New Mechanics’ Theatre, we
now hasten to supply the omission.
After the stone was laid, the President

addressed the meeting in nearly the follow
ing words :-—
_

loud acclamations, and the requisition was

" Now have we founded an ediﬁce for
the diffusion and advancement of human

signed by 41 members in less than live mi
nutes.

knowledge.

Now have we begun to erect a

temple, wherein man shall extend ‘his ac.

quaintance with the universe of_rmnd, and
' We should not perform an act of justice, ifwe
were to omit stating, that Mr. Whitaker. a Member
of the Counnittee, proposed something similar to the
nwds now under discussion, three or four months
ago.

shall acquire the means ofenlargmg his do_
mimon over the universe of matter. In this

spot , hereafter the charms of Illel'ﬂt\1l'e'SIlI\ll
be displayed, and the powers of science
shall be unfolded to the most humble en
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quirers ; for, to “ the feast of reason,” which

will be here prepared, the invitation shall be
as unbounded as the region of intellect.
“ For an undertaking so vast in its de
sign, and so magniﬁcent in its objects (no
thing short, indeed, of the moral and in
tellectual amelioration and aggrandizement
of the human race), the blessing of heaven,

I humbly trust, will not be implored in vain.
If, in this Institution, we seek to obey the
mandate which has gone forth, that know

ledge shall be increased; if we act in obe
dience to the injunction, that in all our get
tings we should get understanding; if we
succeed in proving, that for the existence of
the mental wilderness, the continuance of

which we all deeply deplore, we ought“ to
blame the culture, not the soil;’’ it‘ by ren
dering man more percipient of the order,

repugnonoe, to do every thing in every place
that is at the moment most convenient, in
the professor’s laboratory, near an electrical

machine, it being, probably, the intention
of the lady to cook them there.

While the‘

machine was in action, an attendant hap-'
pened to touch with the point of the scalpel
the crural nerve of one of the frogs, that
was not far from the prime conductor, when
the limbs were instantly thrown into strong
convulsions. This experiment was per
formed in the absence of the professor, but
it was noticed by the lady, who was much
struck by the appearance,and communicated
it to her husband. He repeated the ex

periment, varied it in different ways, and
perceived that the convulsions only tools
place when a spark was drawn from the‘

prime conductor, while the nerve was at the
harmony, and benevolence, which pervade same time touched with a substance which
the universe, we more eﬁectually “assert was a conductor of electricity.—El0ge dd
eternal Providence, and justify the ways of Galvani.
God to man ;” and if thus we shall be the
THE Nsruniu, HISTORY or run SAL
happy means of rendering it palpable, that
the immortal essence within us, when freed llon.-Various are the opinions of natura
from the deformity of ignorance and vice, lists with regard to the mode of propagation,
has been created in the express image of the increase, the growth, habits, and size‘
God, then may we conﬁdently hope, that of the salmon; some aﬂirming that they
Omniscience will favourably behold our continue to grow as long as they live, and
rising structure,\and that in its future pro others thinking differently. Upon many of
gress, Omnipotence, without whose assist these points, in all probability, we shall
never be wiser than we are. Goldsmith
ance all human endeavours are vain, will
says, that ﬁshermen assure us that sea-ﬁsh
confer upon us a portion of his powers.
“Whilst I remind you that the illustrious must be six years old before they are ﬁt for
Bacon, long ago, maintained that “know the table. According to Mr. Pennant, sal
ledge is power,” I may apprize you that it ‘ rnon have been taken weighingseventy-four
pounds. Whether such rare productions of
has, since his time, been established, that
knowledge is WeaIth—is comfort—is security

_is enjoyment--is happiness. It has been
found so completely to mingle with human

nature were the formation of a single year,~
or the accumulated growth of many years,

it is not only not easy, but perhaps impos
sible to ascertain, as well as many other‘

affairs, that it renders social life more en
dearing; has given to morality more up

rightness; and, politically, has produced
more consistent obedience-it takes from
adversity some of its bitterness, and enlarges
the sphere, as well as augments the sweet

ness of every laudable gratiﬁcation; and,
lastly, unquestionably one of its brightest
inIluences—it becomes at once an avenue
and a guide to that “temple which is not
made with hands; eternal in the heavens.”

particulars relating to ichthyology, to sal
mon in particular, or ﬁsh in general.
The mode of impregnation is very sin
gular; it has been so often seen that no

doubt can be entertained of the fact. Yet
Goldsmith says, that the manner in which

the eggs of fish are impregnated is wholly
unknown. Though the rand distinction
of ﬁsh is between those which are cetaceous

and those which are cartilaginous, yet there
is no reasoning by analogy, or drawing
conclusions from one animal to another, or

even forming an opinion on probability, as
DISCOVERY OF GALVANISM.

The discovery of the effects of electricity

to their increase. The fecundity of the
salmon is very great, the roe of a single

on animals took place at the time from

one amounting to about 600,000.

something like an accident. The wife of

experiment was made in the usual way,
namely, by ﬁrst weighing and then counting
a certain portion, and afterwards weighing
the Whole mass. Yet this increase bears no
sort of proportion to the number of pea in
many other ﬁsh. The sturgeon produces
the greatest number ever read of, being
no less, according to Leuwenhoek, than
150,000 millions,—an amount equal to that
of all the inhabitants of the earth; the fe-'

Galvani, at that time professor of anatomy

' in the University of Bologna, being in ade
clining state ofhealth, employed as a re
storative, according to the custom of the
country, a soup made of frogs A number
of these animals, ready skinned for the pur
pose of cooking, were lying with that com
fortable negligence common to both French

and Italians, whichallows them, without

This
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rounded the French government have made
tnale’ cod-ﬁsh gives 9,840,000; and the com
steam navigation the subject of prize essays
mon crab 4,334,000. The porpoise pro
duces only one, and yet porpoises are more and ingenious speculations; but France was
plentiful than sturgeons. There seems to ‘without a single steam—boat, at a time when
be no positive general rule in nature upon nearly three hundred were plying on the
coasts and rivers of America!
So far back as the reign of Louis XIV,
experiments were made, and the resources
of science applied to improve the form of

this subject; such is the extent and the va
riety of exceptions, that we are forced to
the necessity of considering every animal
distinctly and individually. What analogy
proves to us that if the claw of a crab be

ships; nay, schools, we believe, were es

torn off another will supply its place; that

tablished to teach the art of ship-building,

the polypus may be cut in pieces, and yet
the separated part shall produce a perfect

and excellent works on the subject are still

animal; that su>-ﬂlrfoetation shall exist in

some animals anfﬂibt in others; and that a
certain insect ofihe gnat genus shall re

peatedly produce without any connection
with the male; and a thousand other in
stances of exception operating against the
general law of nature? All prove to us
that we are to look for certainty to each ani
mal individually, and that we shall seek in
vain to elicit it from the similitude that one
aninlal may bear to another. Nature seems

upon all occasions as though she disdained
shackles of rule, preferring to exhibit, in

whatever view we contemplate her works,
the unlimited and uncontrollable power of
the Creator.
FRANCE AND AMERICA.

in the French language. Yet see how the
natural development of talent in _a free so
ciety supplied the place of scientiﬁc reﬁne.
ments; the American vessels, built by men
who are strangers to theory and calculus,
are the most complete in their construction
and equipments of any that cross the ocean,
and outsail those of every other nation, our
own scarcely excepted.
Astonishing is the progress the American:
made at once, without experience, in sci
ences which France and England have each
paid a thousand millions to learn -—ths
science of naval war; many arts go to fit

out a complete ship of war; and who did
not imagine, that America would betray
the awkwardness of a trader and a novice

States.

in these different arts, and pay dearly in
discomﬂture and blood for the skill she was
supposed to want? What was,then, the sur
prise of Eumpe,to ﬂnd,thatthese ﬁshermen
and shopkeepers, in their very ﬁrst essay,
grappled with the lords of the ocean on their
own element, and took their place at once

Forty years ago the genius of Mr. Watt
perfected the steam-engine. This import

naval war!

The tendency of freedom to develop, and
of despotism to repress the energies and re
sources of mankind, may be well illustrated

by the example of France and the United

in the ﬁrst rank of nations in the science of

ant improvement might have travelled to

France in a very little time; but it so hap
pened, that while her men of science have
explained its theory, and eulogised its use
fulness, her manufacturers have been in no
haste to avail themselves of its power; her
artizans have remained ignorant of its con
struction, and France had not the means of
supplying itself with one of the most com
mon instruments of industry, till the secret
was carried over by a colony of English
workmen. America, we suspect, has not

furnished a single memoir on the theory of
the steam engine, but she has done better.
The art was not long practised in England

When it was transported to Philadelphia;
and many years before the steam-engine
was known in Paris, it was made in the
highest perfection at Pittsburgh, a. town

which did not exist when Mr. Watt made
his discoveries.

Nearly the same remarks will apply to
steam navigation. England supplied the
ﬁrst hint of this great invention; America
caught it up, improved upon it, and returned
it to us in a new and perfect state of bound
less utility and power. While England and
America have thus been reciprocating im
provements, the men of science who sur

THE COLUMBUS.

So much has been said against the ap
pearance and capabilities of this ship, that
our readers will be surprised to hear, that
the Lords of the Admiralty have had their
attention called in a very particular way to

some parts of the architecture of this vessel,
which, it is supposed, might be introduced
with great effect in the British navy, and

that they have seriously entertained the sug
gestion. The part of the Columbus from
which it is desired to borrow, is, we under
stand, the square bottom; as it is consider
ed, that the circumstance of this vessel hav
ing sailed at the ratevof nine knots an hour,
with such a bottom, notwithstanding her

lading, is highly favourable to the idea of
giving to the ships of the navy increased
power of burthen, without detracting from
the velocity of sailing. Sir Robert Seppmgs
has examined the Columbus several times at
Blackwall, and H. R. H. the Duke of Cla
rence was to visit Blnclmall for the same

purpose.
Sunny-mnns.—A retired farmer, who
was a considerable number of years a large
[lock-master, informs us, that the c'nymg
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and ﬂinting, &c. of sheep-ponds, to prevent

Franoe, because he sought for truth, which

their leaking out their water in dry sum
mers, having been, from time immemorial,
not only attended with a heavy expence, but
a very partial success, it has recently oc

was at that time persecuted by the wretched

curred to him, that much would be ulti
.rnately saved, especially on high and dry
lands, by lining them with cast-iron, which,

allowing the plates to be three quarters of
an inch thickness, he ﬁnds upon inquiry
would, even at the present price of the ma
terial, which has advanced full 40 per cent.
within twelve months, cost no more than
5s. 6d. the superﬁcial foot. Hence the lin
ing of a pond (to last, with fair usage, for

many years, always preserving its water and
keeping it sweet) of 90 feet diameter, which
are very large dimensions, would cost only

£220. The iron for this purpose should be
prepared in plates of an angular form, about

three feet in depth and (at the upper end)
width, ﬁtted in to a round or crown plate in
the centre of the pond, be clamped and
cemented together, and be placed above
each other in the same manner, “ Round

philosophy of the schools; but he did not
find reason more prevalent in the universities
of Holland, which he chose for his retreat;

for at the very time when the only proposi
tions ot‘ his philosophy that were true were
condemned in France, he was also perse
cuted by the pretended philosophers of
Holland, who understood him no better than

those in his own country, and who, as they
saw his glory more nearly, hated his per
son more bitterly. He was obliged to leave‘
Utretcht; he even expo-isnced the accusa
tion of atheism, that lace’ psource of calum
niators; and the man Who had devoted all
the acuteness of his extraordinary intellect
to the discovery of new proofs of the exist
ence of a God, was most absurdly charged

with denying him altogether. The varioui
persecutions he sustained implied extraordi
nary merit, and distinguished reputation,
both of which he actually possessed. Athwart
the profound darkness of the schools, and
the prejudices of popular superstition,‘ a ray

beneath it.——The farmer, owing to his

of reason pervaded the world. His name at
length obtained such celebrity, that rewards

sheep-pond leaking, is not unfrequently,

were held out to him with a view to his

reckoning the cartage of water, labour, &c.
put to the annual expence of from 30 to
£40. for several years together.—The means

of making sheep-ponds effectually hold

residence in France. He was offered a
pension of a thousand crowns. He returned
in the expectation ofthis allowance; but after
being at the expence of paying for the pa

their water appears, from our rustic writer,

tent (for patents were at that time not given,

succeeding round,” each wider than that

,to have been sought after some hundreds of but purchased) he never received his pen
sion, and returned to philosophi2e in his
years.
solitude of North Holland, at the time when

Nnwron AND Dasca'nras.—lt must be
acknowledged that these two great men

the great Galileo, at the age of eighty years,

were exceedingly different from each other
in their Qconduct, their fortune, and their

of the Inquisition, for having demonstrated
the motion of the earth. He at length died

philosophy.

brilliant imagination, which made him a
singular man in his private life, as well as

prematurely at Stockholm, in consequence
of an improper regimen, amidst a number
of learned men, who were hostile to his

in his manner of reasoning. This imagina
tion was apparent, even in his philosophi

opinions, or envious of his celebrity, and

Descartes was born with a

cal productions, which in every page abound

in striking comparisons and illustrations.
Nature had nearly made him a poet; and
he actually composed for the Queen of Swe
den a dramatic entertainment, which, to the

was languishing out his life in the prisons

under the ﬁsuperintendence of a physician
who hated him.

The career of Sir Isaac Newton was widely
different. He lived to the great age of
eighty-four years, always peaceful, happy,
and honoured by his country. It was his

advantage of his fame, was never printed.

great good fortune, not merely to be born

He engaged for a time in the profession of
arms; and, even after he had devoted him
self to philosophy, he did not think it un

in a free country,but at a period when the ab
surdities of the schools were banished, and
reason alone was cultivated; the world could
become only his scholar,and not his enemy.

worthy of him to make love; The mistress
of his affections was called Francine, who

One point in which he may be strikingly

died young; and her loss he sincerely and
. tenderly regretted. He thus experienced all
that appertains to humanity.
I
He for a long time deemed it expedient
to seclude himself from mankind, and espe

contrasted with Descartes is, that in the

cially from his own country, in order to
philosophize at perfect liberty. In this he

course of so prolonged a life, he felt neither
passion nor weakness. He never once as
sociated as man with women, which was

expressly stated to me by the physician and
surgeon in whose presence, if not in whose
arms, he expired.‘ Newton may for this

acted wisely. The men of his own times
were too ignorant to be able to communi
cate to him any knowledge, and were capa

ble only ofdoing him injury.

He quitted

* This proves l\'ewt0n’s physician not so
good a natural philosopher as himself.
There is no unequivocal proof of such ab
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excite our admiration, yet Descartes ought
not to incur our censure.
The prevailing opinion in England res
pecting these two philosophers is, that Des
cartes was a visionary, and Newton a sage.
Very few persons in London read Descartes,
whose works have in fact become totally
useless. Newton, also, has very few readers,
because it requires great knowledge and
sense to understand him. Every body, how
ever, talks about them. No merit isallowed
to the Frenchman, and every merit is as
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rail-way, that by the proposed line the dis

tance between Manchester and Liverpool
will be 83 instead of 36 miles, and that the

expense of the rail-way, and of the loco
motive machines to travel upon it, will be
.£400,000., which sum it is proposed to raise
in 4,000 shares of £100. each. The pros
pectus proceeds to state, that the total quan

tity of merchandise passing between the two
towns is estimated at one thousand tons a

day; that these goods are principally trans
ported either by the Duke of Bridgewater’s

cribed to the Englishman. There are some

canal, or the Mersey and Irwell navigation;

who think that the destruction _of the old

and that the average time consumed in the
passage is thirty-six hours, and the average
charge ﬁfteen shillings a ton. By the pro

and once universally received doctrine of
nature’s abhorring a “vacuum,” that our
knowledge of the gravity of the atmosphere;
that the discovery of telescopes ;--are all to

_be attributed to Newton: he resembles, in
this respect, Hercules in the fable, to whom
the ignorant gave the glory of achievements
actually performed by other heroes.
In a. critical examination, written at Lon
‘don, of the discourse of M. de Fontenelle,
the author ventures to assert, that Descartes
was not a great geometrician. Those who

jected rail-road, the passage will be elfected
in four or five hours, and the charge will be
reduced one-third. This saving will, of
course, afford a stimulus to the active in

dustry of the country, and by a salutary com
petition, give a new impulse to the powers

of accumulation.

It may not be easy to

conceive how the proprietors of a railway,

requiring a capital of .€400,000., can afford
to convey goods at a lower rate than the

use this language may well be reproached
with mgratitude to their benefactor. ,Des

water companies; but the problem is solved

cartes constructed as noble a road of science,

much lower than they do, but strong in the

from the point at which he found geometry
to that to which he carried it, as Newton
himself did after him. He is the ﬁrst who

enjoyment of their monopoly, they do not

taught the way to ﬁnd the algebraical equa
tions of curves. His geometry, thanks to
his powerful and inventive mind, although
now become common and familiar, was in

navigation, which originally cost £70., have
been sold for £1,250. The railway com
pany do not, however, rest upon the mere
point of economy in money; they thinkeco
nomy in time also of much importance; a

his own time so profound, that no professor
ventured to undertake the task of explaining
it, and there was not a man besides Schultens
in Holland, and Fermat in France, who
really comprehended it. He carried this
spirit of geometry and invention into optics,

which under him became a completely new
art ; and if, notwithstanding this, he was in

some respects entirely mistaken, it is to be
remembered that the discoverer of new

lands cannot instantly become acquainted
with all their various productions and quali
ties. Those who came after him owe him
some obligation at least, simply for the dis
covery.- Voltaire’rPhi1os0pIn'calDictionary
IRON Ran.-wav asrwaeu MANCHES
1-sa sun LivsRPooi..—lt appears by an

thus_:—the water companies can carry them

choose it; and in support of this assertion,
it is said, that the shares in the Old Quay

saving of 6-6ths of the period of transit they
hold to be no mean consideration, and this

will be effected daily and every day; ex
clu_sive of which, great impediments and in
jurious delays arise at certain seasons of the

year in the carriage by water, to which the
railway will not be subject; in summer
there is often a deﬁciency of water, and in
winter the navigation is frequently locked
up for weeks by the frost, so that merchan
dise is sometimes longer on its passage from
Liverpool to Manchester, than from New
York to Liverpool! On these anda variety
of other grounds, the expediency of the

proposed measure is strongly urged, and it
is now fully determined to apply to Parlia
ment for_an act to enable the proprietors to

ably-drawn prospectus of this proposed iron

carry this grand project into effect. It may
be proper to add, that the conveyance of
passengers,as well as of merchandise, en

stinence in man; anda man who dies at the
age of eighty-four, whose mind was calm and
regulated. and who lived a retired and studi
ous life, may possibly, nevertheless, have
had his weaknesses, although there may be

ters into the scheme of the railway,aud tbﬂt
suitable vehicles will be established for their

no living witnesses to attest them. Besides,
even if Newton had in fact been perfectly
unacquainted with the enjoyments in ques
tion, what beneﬁt could possibly have re

sulted from it to mankind?

accommodation.
D|STlLLlNG.—Is there any law to pre
vent a man from distilling suﬂicient spirit
for his own use; or must he purchase the
poisonous stuff sold by the spirit-merchants?
With a proper apparatus, we may obtam
from potatoes, sugar, grain, or fruit, a very
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wholesome spirit, at about four shillings per with many others, was this. Mr. P. Was, in
gallon; and yet we pay twelve or fourteen
for a liquid, which they call gin, and twenty

ﬁve or twenty-six for brandy. It is really
scandalous that a poor man cannot, without
the sacriﬁce of more than he can well spare,
obtain a little spirit, to cheer him under fa

tigue or indisposition, and if there.b‘e a
]aw,as We dare say there is, against distilling,
although a small quantity for one’s own
consumption, we can only say that it IS a

one of his recent experiments, questioned in
a very kind manner by a military gentleman,
as to the effect the heat of the steam might
have in softening the ball. To settle that

objection, which has been so much urged
against this system, Mr. P. immediately
placed before the iron target a very ﬁrm
ﬂr plank, 1% inch thick; and after he had
raised the steam to sixty atmospheres, he
perforated it with as clean a hole as ever

abrogated.

was made with gunpowder. The halls, after
having pierced the plank, were ﬂattened
larger than a crown piece. Is this equal to

Bonn Gas.—lt is not generally known
that the olipant gas from bones gives a most
beautiful ﬂnme,and without being expensive,

the force commonly used in battle? The
military oﬂicers, (and there Were many), who

most disgraceful one, and cannot be too soon

as the bones from which it is made, when
burnt to carbon in a close vessel, are ex

cellent in cleaning all vegetable substances
from impurities, particularly oils,which are
entirely deprived of rancidity, by mixture of
the powder from burnt _bones.

We have

witnessed the experiment,all said the power
was greater than common ﬁeld-ﬂring.This is an indisputable fact; and we ask, if
it does not speak volumes in favour of steam
gunnery? If sixty atmospheres of steam
pressure are equal to 1000 of powder pres
sure, which is evidently the case, if we are

seen oil at two shillings per gallon rendered

to believe what we see, we can easily un

equally bright and pure with those at eight
shillings, by this process. In a small ex
periment which we made ashort time smce,

derstand why steam may supersede gun

powder, and that much heavier balls may
be projected from a steam gun than from a

two pounds weight of beef bones emitted

common one.

a gas, which burned with aﬁne ﬂame, equal

sixty atmospheres pressure, will projecta
ball as far as gunpowder at many hundred

to the light of six candles fortwo hours, and
the carbon was suﬂicient to purifytwo gallons
of oil.

The reason why steam, at

atmospheres pressure, is simply this. The
steam acts with the same pressure when the

ball leaves the gun, as when it began to
move.
STEAM AND GUNPOW DER.

On the relative E_ﬂ'ects of Steam and Gun
powder, as applied to purposes of war;/‘are.

Since our account of Perkins’ Steain
Gun made its appearance, we have observ
ed that the Mechanics’ Magazine has been
endeavouring, by publishing several papers
on the subject, to expose, what they are
pleased to consider, its fallacy and folly.
In No. 65 of that work, we ﬁnd an article
beaded the “ Relative Elfects of Steam

and Gunpowder.” It is not to be expected
that a person whose occupation is that of a

“ gun spunger,” as the writer of that article
acknowledges himself to he, could be much
pleased with a gun that requires no such
personage, for among the advantages which
the steam gun has over the common one is,
that it requires neither spunging nor ram

It is not so with gunpowder; the

impulse is more sudden, and its expansive
power begins to diminish before the ball
leaves the gun. It is found by experience,
that the stronger the powder the shorter
may

the gun.

In fact, fulminating pow

der, w ich is inﬁnitely stronger than gun
powder, is sure to burst any gun charged

with it, although the ball be not propelled
many yards from the gun, it being much
too instantaneous for projectiles. The last
number of the Mechanics’ Magazine has a

paper, headed “ The Steam Gun Folly ;"—
but it would be folly indeed in us to attempt
to answer this powerful writer, since he
states such strong and overwhelming facts :
for instance; he says, that "' it now turns
out, that the invention is not only useless,
but it has been tried before, and failed.”-_
Excellent !—Failed!—Now we do not be
lieve that Mr. P. pretends to have any claim

ming. it is true, that in doing away with -to a steam gun that has failed. We con
the necessity of spunging, you deprive Mr. ceive all the difference that exists between
Gun-Spunger of the pleasure of risking the what has been hitherto done in steam gun
loss of ‘ an arm or two by false-spunging.—

nery, and what is now doing by Mr. P. is,

But to be serious: this writer gives some that all attempts of others have hitherto
very correct and important information re failed, while those of Mr. P. have succeed
specting gunpowder; but at the same time, ed !! In a recent conversation with Mr. P.
he evidently shews that he does not under on the subject of the steam gun, he distinct
stand the difference between the action of’ ly stated, that the idea of using steam for
gunpowder, and that of steam on the ball.
Let us now come to the facts, for facts are

stubborn things. What has Mr. Perkins

projectiles was not new; that Messrs. Bol
ton and Watt, Mr. Murray in America, and
some one in France, had tried experiments

done with his gun P

in steam gunnery, but without much effect,

What we saw, together
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as the highest pressure used was not more

owing to the larger premium which they

than ten atmospheres. \Vhat he considered
new, was that of being able, by his method
of generating steam, to have it under perfect
controul, thereby using it to an e_ﬂ'ectt've

paid to the established pawnbrokers for the

pressure without the least danger.

Mr. P.

has hitherto made his experiments with a

generator constructed for his steam engine
when not more than ﬁfty or sixty atmos
pheres pressure were required. He has now
a generator nearly completed, for the pur
pose of projectiles only, where his pressure
may be, if necessary, carried to many hun

dred atmospheres. This furnace, we un
derstand, is constructing for the purpose of
demonstrating the safety and practicability
of high steam to those immediately inte
rested in its success, and to stop further ca
villing on the subject. What if this disco
Very should prevent a few thousands from
going into the pockets of powder makers
and powder re-makers; will it not make
us independent as to the article of saltpetre,
and save us millions upon millions? What
is the cause of the present unparalleled
prosperity of this country but peace and
machinery 2 But to insure peace we must

be prepared for war.

run NEW COMPANIES.

From what we have said in the Register,
we do not imagine that we shall be accused
of an aversion to public companies, on a

general ground, but we must be permitted
to except from our approbation, some of
those infamous attempts to dupe the public,
which we have witnessed, during_the last
month, upon the Stock Exchange, and which
meet with success, merely because the per
sons who are at the head of them are rich,
or in the city language, highly respectable.
Formerly, the wealth and fame of a citizen
were sure guarantees of the honour and

propriety of any undertaking to which he
might aﬂix his name, but now there is no
imposture too infamous, no act of swindling

too gross, no trick too palpably vicious, to
deter some from adding to their gains at the
expence of a deluded public: among this

public are many honest and industrious arti

use of their money, burst six months ago;
but we hear that it is to be revived withiall

the eclat; which can be given to it. This
humbug has the name of a duke or two
aﬂlxed to it; and if any poor simpleton will
be coaxed out of his money by ducal patron
age, he has here an opportunity of parting

with it. This precious job originated, it is
said, but we are open to correction and shall
be happy to make it, with a broken-down

oilman, and a dandy brazier, and as the pro
gress of it forms a very curious illustration
of the mode of conducting all these impos
tures, we shall trace it.

The oilman and the

brazier havin , with their worthy colleague,
concerted their plan, and induced that well
meaning woman, Mls. Fry, to take part in

the scheme, sent a prospectus into the money
market, holding out the most brilliant pros
pects, and ensnaring applications for shares
in thistwo-to-one enterprize. The prospectus
was published at ten o’clock in the morning,
and before one, all the shares were engaged.
John Bull has a tremendous swallow, and
will gulp down any thing. The fellow’s
fancy was tickled,and he would, if required,
have swallowed the whole tribe, oilman,
tinman, rocket-man, and the quaker-lady
in the bargain. Well, the shares were all

written for, they went up to a premium,
and nothing was spoken of but Mrs. Fry's
scheme, in the market.

John Bull had

taken the risk, and John ought to have had
the beneﬁt; but when the shares had been
written for, and had reached a premium,
there were directors to form, and auditors,
and secretaries, and—God knows what else!
and my lords, and baronets, and magistrates
could not be asked to take the management
of the concermwithout some feeling in it;
and so, honest John’s shares formed a pretty

bait for them, and John was left with a very
small portion of what he had expected.
Now, we would not insinuate, for one mo
ment, that a single share of what John had
subscribed for, was given to any of these

lords and baronets, and M. P.’s, and magis
trates, after John had engaged them. Quite
the contrary. These were all honourable
men, and farbe it from us, to suspect honoura

zans, who have, by rigid economy, saved a
few pounds, which these city speculators
would deprive them of, by theirﬁne schemes
for the employment of capital. We shall
endeavour to prevent this by an exposure
of the cheat, and then, if any honest man,
who reads thisexposure, chooses to behur.u

ble men of dishonourable acts, in any coun

bugged, let him err with his eyes open. it
would be impossible to enumerate one half

promoters; and now it is to be brought for-1
ward again, as honest John has so much

try, much less in England,where such inﬁnite

pains are taken to protect honest John in
the enjoyment of the fruits of his industry.
There was a mistake somewhere, and the

bubble bl irst; but not before many hundreds
of pounds had been realized by some of its

of the bubbles which have burst during the

unemployed capital. This was not the only

last year, but we may particularly notice a

bubble that burst last year. There were a
Beer Company, a Thames and Isis Naviga
tion Company, and a great many-others, but
the bubbles of the end of the last year, and
of the beginning of this, were as nothing!

thing called a pawnbroking society. This
notable scheme, which was to enable gin

drinkers and habitual topers to get drunk at
an easier rate than they were able to do,
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compared with those which are now in the

market.

It would take half an hour to

enumerate them, but we may just mentiona

few of the most notable:—a Colombian

has outwitted you, tool—SagacIous John !
Who, after this,will say John is a fool,since

he has bought a gold mine in Colombia?
(To be continued.)

Pearl Fishery—a Colombian Mining Com

pany—anothcr Mexican Mining Company—
a Brazil Mining Company-a Peruvian
Mining Company—two Public Bath Com
panies—Rothschild’s M arine Insurance Com

pany. The ﬁrst of these bubbles has been
got up by some men of wealth, (character,

as the citizens say) who modestly give the
public a portion of the advantages of the
pearl ﬁshery, for 10 per cent. premium to

them, for the trouble which they have taken
in the negociation of the contract. This is
a precious concern, indeed ! We are to have
pearls, say they, as plentifulas red herrings,
and the poor niggers, as Charles Matthews

‘calls them, who are to bring them up from

\Ve give the following interesting article,
as promised; an overﬂow of matter having
prevented it appearing before. _
Iomne.-Iodine was accidentally disco
vered, in 1812, by M. de Courtois, a manu
facturer of saltpetre at Paris. In his pro
cesses for procuring soda from the ashes of
sea-weeds, he found the metallic vessels much

corroded; and in searching for the cause of
the corrosion, he made this important dis
covery. But for this circumstance, nearly
accidental, one of the most curious of sub
stances might have remained for ages un
known, since nature has not distributed it,

the bottom of the sea, are to be taken under

in eitherasimpleoroompound state. through
her different kingdoms, but has conﬁned it

our gracious protection, and are to have bibles
sent out to them, in exchange for oysters.

to what the Roman satirist considers as the
most worthless of things-—the vile sea-weed.

The Colombian mining concern disputes
the palm with the pearl ﬁshery; one is to
give us pearls by the bushel, the other gold

MM. Clement and Desormes, names associ

by the cart-load, but the contractors of the
latter, unwilling (amiable men) to deprive
' the shareholders of any part of the enormous

gains which they are to derive, have taken
their modest commission beforehand. How
very generous of them! and then the amount

of that commission is so small, only ﬁve per
cent. upon one million—£50,000, to cover
all the enormous expences to which they
have been subjected, and which may amount

to something like the following.
Printed forms as letters for applica
tions for shares - £5
Ditto, for anwers to applications 5

Postages of letters to and from Co
lombia
Douceurs to clerks in oﬁice at Bogota.

5

(These are poor devils, though living in
the midst of gold mines, and a large
douceur is not expected) - 500
Commission

£5l5
50,000

-

-

-

Net profit, only -

-

- 49,875

Iodine derived its ﬁrst illustration from
ated always with sound research.

In their

memoir, read at a meeting of the Institute,
these able chemists described its principal
properties. They stated its speciﬁc gravity to
be about 4; that it becomes a violet-coloured
gas at a temperature below that of boiling
water; whence its name, ’IuZn;, like a violet,
was derived ; that it combines with the me
tals, and with phosphorus and sulphur, and
likewise with the alkalis and metallic oxides ;
that it forms a detonating compound with
ammonia; that it is soluble in alcohol, and
still more soluble in ether; and that by its
action_upon phosphorus,and upon hydrogen,
a substance having the characters of mori
atic acid is formed. In this communication

they offered no decided opinion respecting
its nature.
Iodine has been found in the following

sea-weeds, the algae aquaticae of Linnaeus :
Fucus cartilagineus, Fucus palmatus,
me mbranaceus,
ﬁlum ,
ﬁlamentosus,
_ digitatus,
rubens,
saccharimus,
nodosus,
Ulva umbilicalis,

serratus,
siliquosus,

pavonia,
linza, and in
sponge.

A But to make up for the smallness of this
proﬁt, the contractors have a decent number
of shares on hand, which they can turn out,
at ten or twelve per cent, premium. each,
and so realize another £50,000. Honest
John thus takes the shares at nearly £20,

or kelp, that Iodine in quantities is to be
obtained. Dr.W0llaston ﬁrst communicated

premium; but his gold mines—aye, there’s

a precise formula for extracting it. Dissolve

the temptation,—gold mines are such snug
concerns,—so productive, so—John has hit

the soluble part of kelp in water. Concen

the nail this time, he will have the laugh at

But it is from the incinerated sea-weed,

trate the liquid by evaporation, and separate
all the crystals that can be obtained. Pour

the contractors, poor simpletons as they are,

the remaining liquid into a clean vessel, and

to part witha privilege, which cost them

mix with it an excess of sulphuric acid. Boil

£515, for only£99,875, which is to give John
a bushel of gold for every £50! Oh, Mr.
Powles, John has done you at last!-—Oh,

this liquid for some time. Sulphur is preci
pitated, and muriatic acid driven oil‘. De

Mr. Goldschmid, cunning little Isaac! John

cant off the clear liquid, and strain it through
wool. Put it into a small flask, and mix it
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with as much black oxide of manganese as
‘We used before of sulphuric acid. Apply to
the top of the ﬂask a glass tube, shut at one
end; then heat the mixture in the ﬁask. The

Iodine sublimes into the glass tube.
As several of the Scotch soap manufac
turers use scarcely any other alkaline matter

for their hard soaps except kelp, it occurred
to me that in some of their residuums a
substance might be found rich in Iodine.

Accordingly, after some investigation, I
found a brown liquid, of an oily consistence,
from which I expected to procure what I

wanted; and I therefore instituted a series
of experiments on the best mode of extrac
tlon.
Iodine is a. solid, of a grayish-black color
and metallic lustre. It is often in scales
similar tothose of micaceous iron ore, some
times in rhomboidal plates, very large and
very brilliant. It has been obtained in
elongated octohedrons, nearly half an inch
in length; the axes of which were shewn by
Dr. Wollaston to be to each other, as the
numbers 2, 3, and 4, at least so nearly, that
in a body so volatile, it is scarcely possible
to detect an error in this estimate, by the re
ﬂective goniometer. Its fracture is lamel
lated, and it is soft and friable to the touch.
Its taste is very acrid, though it be very
sparingly soluble in water. It is a deadly

poison.

It gives a deep brown stain to the

skin, which soon vanishes by evaporation.
In odour, and power of destroying vegetable
colours, it resembles very dilute aqueous
chlorine. The speciﬁc gravity of iodine at

62%0 is 4.948. It dissolves in 7000 parts of
water. The solution is of an orange-yellow
colour, and in small quantity tinges raw starch
of a purple hue.
It melts, according to M. Gay Lussac, at
227° F. and is volatilized under the common
pressure of the atmosphere, at the tempera
ture of 350°. It evaporates pretty quickly
at ordinary temperatures. Boiling water aids
its sublimation. The speciﬁc gravity of its
violet vapour is 8.678. It is a non-conductor
of electricity. When the voltaic chain is

interrupted by a small fragment of it, the
decompositibn of water instantly ceases.
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at the negative surface. This likewise cor
responds-with their relative attractive energy,
since chlorine expels iodine from all its com
binatitms. Iodine dissolves in carburet of

sulphur, giving, in very minute quantities,a
ﬁne amethystine tint to the liquid.
Iodine ot' mercury has been proposed for
a pigment. M. Orﬁla swallowed 6 grains of
iodine; and was immediately affected with
heat, constriction of the throat, nausea, eruc
tation, salivation, and cardialgia. In ten mi
nutes he had copious bilious vomitings, and

slight colic pains. His pulse rose from 70
to about 90 beats in the minute. By swal
lowing large quantities of mucilage, and
emollient dysters, he recovered, and felt no
thing next day but slight fatigue. About 70
or 80 grains proved a fatal dose to dogs.
They usually died on the fourth or fifth day.
Dr. Coindet of Geneva has recommended

the use of iodine in the form of tincture, and
also hydriodate of potash or soda, as an ef

ﬁcacious remedy for the cure of glandular
swellings, of the goitrous and scrophulous
kind. An ointment composed of 1 oz. hog’s
lard, and l drachm of iodide of zinc,a power
ful external application in such cases. About
a drachm of this ointment should be used in

friction on the swelling once or twice a-day.
-p

A correspondent informs us, that he has
made experiments with carbonic acid gas,
for extinguishing ﬁres, and that it was found
fully to answer the purpose. We wish he

had enumerated the experiments, because
then we should have been better able to pro
nounce a decided opinion upon the subject.

As it is, we can only say, that although there
can be little doubt of the ellicacy ofcarbonic
acid gas in extinguishing combustion, we
fear the dilﬁculty and expence of procuring

it would be more than commensurate with
its utility.
The Mechanics’ Institution at Ipswich is
proceeding with great success and energy,
notwithstanding a base attempt of some
busy fools to decry it, on the ground of its

From all the known facts, we are war

having a political tendency. Every body
knows that there are fools in Ipswich, but

ranted in concluding iodine to be an unde

we never imagined to have found any so

pompounded body. In its speciﬁc gravity,
lustre, and magnitude of its prime equiva
lent, it resembles the metals; but in all its
chemical agencies, it is analogous to oxygen

completely lost, as to object to the formation

and chlorine. It is a non-conductor of elec
tricity, and possesses, like these two bodies,

these Ipswich fools, and the observation will
hold good every where else, that the ﬁrst
rule of the Mechanics’ Institutions is, to sup

the negative electrical energy with regard to
metals, inﬂammable and alkaline substances;
and hence, when combined with these sub
stances in aqueous solution, and electrized
in the voltaic circuit, it separates at the posi

tive surface. But it has a positive energy
with respect to chlorine; for when united to
chlorine, in the chloriodic acid, it separates

of a society, which, from its nature has

nothing to do with politics, merely because
it might become political. We will tell

ply the members with good books,—good
books make good men, and good men make

good politicians. If, therefore, the members
of Mechanics’ Institutions ever dabble with
politics, it will be on the side of the king
and the constitution, and we do not see that
the possibility of such a circumstance can

justify a resistance to their formation.
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A correspondent desires, through the me recourse to substitutes at home for those ar.
dium of the Register,to obtain an account of ticles of colonial produce, which modern
the best and least expensive mode of making habits have rendered necessaries of life, but
gas from oil, upon a small scale, for private which they could not attain; and the g V UB8

There is now no medium betwen pay

ing £4. per annum, besides laying the gas
on fiom the main, fora single burner, which
is dearer than the light of two candles. and

the portable gas, which is only supplied in
quantities larger than suits the consumption
of a small family. We can only say, in
reference to our correspondent's request,

that we shall feel very happy to receive any
communication on this subject.
Msnorscromes rn

Fnanca. - The

French are going to take oﬂ" all the antique
restrictions upon trade, and thus to throw

vernment gave considerable rewards for
such discoveries as would supply the deﬁ
ciency. Amongst these, the prepared chi
corée was the substitute for coffee; and as

It was found to impart an agreeable rough
ﬂavour, and better colour, to the ordinary
coffee, and was approved by the Facultés
des Medecins of Paris, Brussels, and Ley

den, which gave conﬁdence in the use of it,
in the proportion they recommended, (one

part chicorée to three of coffee) it naturally
became an article of very general demand,
and is used, not only from rigid economy,
but from its possessing considerable medi
cinal virtues; amongst others,its correcting
the astringent properties of good coffee, for

open the ﬁeld for fair competition. In
anticipating this event, several foreigners
have established themselves in France, and which purpose I use it myself.
are gaining fortunes in the construction of
The following anecdote relative to it, was
machinery. In Paris, there are four or ﬁve related to me a few months since, by the
English manufacturers of iron and steam Cafetier himself. The conductor of one of
engines, who {employ together, more than the numerous Cafés in Paris, was requested
1000 men; and in Liege, there is a person by the steward of an English family, with
named Cockrane, who has 500. It is time, whom he was acquainted, to undertake the
therefore, for John Bull to look sharp. The management of the coffee department on a
French are not such fools as we imagined: certain day ofentertainment. The French
they go on slowly but surely to the point,

and if another ten years of peace should
bless them, they will be in the high road to
perfection.
-_-.-_

To the Editor of the London Mechanics’
Register.

man attended, and fulﬁlled his engagement
to the fullest satisfaction of my lords and
ladies, and the unsuspected steward, after

abstractinga fourth part of the “genuine
Turkey,” substituted the same quantity of
Flemish chicorée.
With respect to fresh made coffee, differ
ent opinions and diﬁerent parties are pre
valent.-The late Mr. Angerstein, whose

SlR—Having read in No. III. of the Me
chanics’ Register, a considerable mis-state
ment in the article on coffee, and believing
you would not knowingly render your valu
able work the vehicle of error, lam induced

to trouble you with a few observations and
facts within my own personal knowledge.
Chicorée, chicorium of the botanists, en

dive or succory in England, so given in the
dictionaries,and not ‘ dent de lion,’ is a well

known vegetable, the wholesome proper
ties of which are admitted by all writers

collection of paintings form the present Na
tional Gallery in Pall Mall,who was accus
tomed to take a great deal. and that very
strong, always had made at one time, a
quantity suﬁicient to serve him a week, and
preserved it, air-tight, in stone jars.

A FLEMING.
H,‘ We are much obliged to a Fleming
for this communication, which will proba
bly produce a good medical opinion, which
shall decide between us.

from Culpepper to the professor of bo
tany of the present time, Dr. Thornton. In
Rousseau’s 4‘ Igttres sur la Botanique,” fo

lio, there is a large and highly-ﬁnished en
graving of the plant. It is in the deep rich
soil between Antwerp and Brussels that it is
cultivated to a considerable extent, and is

prepared for use, and distributed in all the
Western parts of the continent, where it has
been in use during the last century, and
amongst the common people is used alone,
boiled with milk, whichit could not be,

if it possessed those dangerous stimulating
qualities you have attributed to it.
The wars with France, however, brought
it into more extensive use, as it is well

known the French were compelled to have

QUERIES.
,_

Man in inquisitiveness should be strong,
From curiosity doth wisdom ﬂow:
For ‘tis a maxim I‘ve adopted long,
The more a man inquire: the more he’ll know.
Paras Pmnas.

MATHEMATICAL QUss'rloN.-—Draw a

right line through the focus of an eclipse,
terminating in the periphery, so that the

rectangle,underthe parts thereof intercepted
by the focus and the periphery, shall be the
least possible.
Y.
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To the Editor of the Mechanics‘ Register.
SIR--Having understood that there are
persons, who have in their possession a re
ceipt for making blacking, without vitriol,
or any other spirit, and which will quickly

gratiﬁcation in submitting to the approval

polish, and retain a jet black, without de

stroying the leather; should any of your
readers be in possession.of such a recipe,
and have no objection to give the informa
tion required, they will oblige
A Cousrsnr Rssnrm.

of you, and your numerous readers.
To form the longer square, place the two
pieces together, in such a manueras to pro
duce the greatest length they are capable of

extending; and to form the shorter square,
place them in the manner in which they
make the greatest depth.

_

Sm—0_bserving' on Friday week, at Mr.
Tatum’s lecture, the instantaneous depriva
tion of life, by means of electricity, on some

Trusting you will ﬁnd it perfectly correct,
I am a constant Reader of yours,
A Lsnv.
Please, Mr. Editor, to excuse the sloven

ly manner in which 1 send my solution.
5,‘ This apology from our fair correspon
dent was perfectly unnecessary, as the so

lution is exceedingly well expressed.

ﬁsh, in a Vessel of water, I beg to enquire,
through your excellent work, if any of your
correspondents know, or will ascertain, if

the same effect would result on every shrimp,
prawn, crab, or lobster, that might be so

immersed in a larger vessel? and if the ﬁsh,
being thus killed previously to cooking,

MR. Enrrort—In reply to several of your
correspondents‘ queries in the 4th number
of the Mechanics’ Register, I beg to for
ward the undermentioned information.
Southville.

S. HOLLANDS.

would eat with the same firmness and ﬂavour,

as when boiled to death by the present in
human and unfeeling practice?
‘

Yours, &c.

H. J nnnrson.

Pickled Sprats, resembling Anchovies.—
After taking the heads off a quantity of the
freshest and largest sprats, salt them alittle
with common salt, and let them stand till

next morning : then take a small barrel, or
earthen pot, and put in it a layer of bay
with a little pounded lemon-peel and
numerous correspondents,by their informing salt,
bay-leaves, and a layer of sprats, altemate
me, through the medium of your Register,
placing a layer of bay salt and sprats,
the mode of purifying muriatic acid, as it is ly
until the vessel is ﬁlled. It is then to be
generally purchased in an impure state.
closely covered up, so that no air can get
Yours very respectfully, S. E. T. in. This, if it be a barrel, is usually eﬁ‘ect
ed by closing it with pitch. Being placed
A Correspondent wishes to be informed in a cellar, or other cool place, and the
_-

Srn-I will feel obliged to any of your

by some of the readers of the London Me

chanics’ Register, the reason why the third,
fourth, ﬁfth, and sixth parts of a pound
sterling, when added together, does not
amount to that sum. Thus, if a person has
to pay a sovereign to four men in the above

vessel turned upside down once aweek,
they will, in three months, be fit for use.—

Though the ﬂesh of these sprats is certainly
not quite so delicious as that of the actual
anchovy, the liquor is, for many purposes,

proportions, each will be satisﬁed with his

almost equally good. In truth, both fish
and liquor are very generally sold at most

share, and the payer have a shilling for his

oil shops for the real anchovy.
To marble the Edges of Paper, or Books.

trouble.

—Provide a wood trough, two inches deep

—

and six wide, the length of a demy sheet;
SlR—Through your useful miscellany, I
have no doubt I shall obtain an answer to
the following :——the best method of making

court-plaister. By giving this insertion, you

pour hot water into it until nearly full, and
put therein three ounces of gum-dragon,
which must be dissolved before marbling-.
Grind the following colours on a marble

willyoblige, Sir,

slab, with old ox-gall, very smooth and ﬁne,

The Register’s well-vvisher.

T.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES.

and procure a small cup and brush for each.
Prussian blue ; king’s yellow; rose-pink or
lake; ﬂax white; lamp black. Green, blue
and yellow; orange, red and yellow; purple,
blue and red; brown, black and yellow.

To prevent the water entering the leaves
To the Editor of the London Mechanics’

Register.
Sm-In No. 4 of your highly amusing
and instructive work, is inserted an excellent

problem, the solution of which I feel much

of the book, tie it tight between cutting

boards of an equal size. Place the trough
in a steady situation, and throw on the co
lours with their respective brushes, begin
ning with the blue or any dark colour, and
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so on till the surface of the water is co- ‘ Srn___I should be happy to learn, through
vered.
the medtum ofyour valuable work, the most
The ‘colours may remain in this situation, effectual remedy. against chilblains.
C.
or be waved with a small iron pin. Hold
the book with the edges downward, and
press it evenly and lightly on the colours,
and it will immediately be marbled. Two
or three colours only may be used, or as

many as the marbler may think ﬁt. Should
any of the colours not swim well, a few
drops ofspirits of wine may be added.
Processgf bleaching old Books and cop
per-plate Prints, which have become disco
loured by age, smoke, 4rc.—lf a book, take

otf the binding, unsew the leaves, and se a
rate them; place, them in a shallow lea en

vessel, with slips of common window glass
interposed between them; so that the leaves
or prints lie horimntally,withont touching
each other; or a still better method is the

following :—Make a wooden frame of about.

The

Queries arrived too late for
msertion in their proper placer.
SIR_As colds, at this time of the year,
are generally very prevalent, and as I now
labour under a most severe one, shall feel
obliged by any of your readers informing
me, through the medium of your valuable

Register, the best method of curing the
same at a-triﬂing-expense. V
Yours, a constant reader,
_
Vmux.
".* We wish Vega; would ‘forward his
correspondence more early.
NOTICE TO CORRES PONDENTS.

The answer of R. I. to ' the attack of the

the size of the leaves or prints to be bleach_ Mechanics’ Magazine,‘ is very well written,
ed, and having placed upon it the. slips of but a publication of it in the Register, would,
glass,‘le't'the leaves or prints be placed on

we think, be superﬂuous, as the motives

the glass ‘perpendicularly, about a line dis
tant fromeach other. This being done,
pour into the vessel the bleaching liquid,

ciated.

which is rnade_b_y dissolving one part by
weight of ormuriate of lime, in four parts of

which prompted the attack are duly appre
.

I

Mr. C0lIetl’s communication, and a draw ing of a bridge. by which an army can be
passed over a river .in much less than the

warrri ‘water, and suffer the articles to be

usualtinie, have been received.

irnmersedin it for twenty-four hours; they

highly of his plan, and will put the drawing

may then be rinced in soft water.’ By this

into the hands of our engraver for the next
number.

process the paper will acquire a whiteness
superior to what it originally possessed.

We think

Cg/mro‘s exposure of a gross fraud by

All ink spots, if any, will be removed ; but
oil or grease spots are not effaced by it.—
Copper-plate prints bleach more easily than

coal-rner,chants,requires substantiation, and

graving on a smooth board, cover it thinly

Mr. Hammond‘; questions respecting’
railways,,will be answered if he looks to the
lustnumber of the Scotsman newspaper.-

areal name.

We are most happy, upon

proper testimony, to expose fraud, but for
letter-press. '
4 the sake of truth, and of our character, we
‘Cleaning of Engraoings.-Put the en must be cautious.
with common salt ﬁnely pounded; pour, or

squeeie'lémon-juice upon the salt, so as to

There cannot be a doubt that increased ve
dissolvea considerable portion of it; ele
-vate one end of the board, so that it may locity requires more additional power on
form an-angle of about forty-ﬁve or ﬁfty de- > the water than on railways,
Veraa: only does justice to Mr. Place, of
grees with the horizon. Pour on the-en-.
Charing Cross. No person has exerted him
graving boiling water from a tea-kettle, un
till the salt and lemon juice be all washed ‘self more on behalf of the mechanics of
oil"; the engraving will then be perfectly Great Britain than that gentleman.
.' R. O’; suggestions relative to steam-pack
clean, and free horn stains. It must be dried
on the‘ board, or on some smooth surface ' ets to India, came too late. The company’

gradually. lf dried by the. tire or the sun,
it will be tinged with a yellow colour. Any
one may satisfy himself of the perfect elli
'cacy of this method, by trying it on an en
graving of small value.
F.‘

is already formed, and the capital for the
undertaking nearly subscribed.
>
We have received numerous other arti
cles from correspondents, which are under
consideration.
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inn FLYING BRIDGE.
We have this day given an engraving
from a drawing with which we were fa.

men to pass over in twice that time.By placing cross pieces, so as to render

voured by a Mr. Collett, representing an the bridge more ﬁrm, three or more
improvement in the mode of passing rows of planks might be laid, so that in
rivers, moats, &c.--In order to give our less than half an hour, 3 or 4000 men
readers a correct idea of the plan, we
also give an outline here, which we

might cross a moat or a river.

We sin

ccrely trust that it will be long ere the
invention which we here recommend will

shall explain, and then proceed to offer
such observations as the nature of the

be required; but if a war should ‘take

subject suggests to us.

place, we trust that a fair trial will be

given to it ; for the destruction of human

ife, in attempts to pass over pieces of
water, with the ordinary apparatus,which

to its other disadvantages, adds that
of being a great burthen to an army,
has been considerable; and we have heard

of particular instances, where the use of

such an apparatus would have entirely
saved our brave soldiers from death,
and have enabled them to accomplish
the object they had undertaken. If we

recollect rightly, General Packenham
.».~)-_g‘-|'k,§'i

and his detachment were nearly all de

-~ioul1uoa r

stroycd in the last American war. at

.bi:;tt ‘s:i1~
dsrit :€gnt- H

Louisiana, in an attempt to ford a piece
of water, only thirty feet wide ; whereas,

lmiir-'._mii.e7r

with such a bridge as this, which two

belle tmi \‘l' ,‘

or three men might‘ have carried upon
their shoulders, their lives would not

only have been saved, but in all proba
bility their enemies would have been

compelled to surrender. We shall feel
obli ed to our mechanical or military
rea ers, for any suggestions on this in

vention, as it is probable that some im
rovement may be otfered, which may
e reall valuable. As it is, however,

we thinli it reﬂects great credit upon
the inventor.

V,-t"n,‘
.__+_

A represents a de_a1board of the ordinary
width,ten feet in length,attached by a strap

MECHANICS‘ INSTITUTION;
~

to another board of the same size and
len th'_

I ."U';'

“.

MR. TATUM'S LECTURE.

'

Mr. Tatum commenced his lecture on

‘visa hollow case of air-tight leather,
which is blown up by means of a mouth
piece, with a stop-cock, so as/to make the
boatdwhich rests upon it perfectly buoyant.
‘H! B grapple, which is used to secure

electricity at the Mechanics’ Institution
on Friday, by alluding to the principal
points of the preceding lecture, and then

roceeded to a variety of experiments,

the bridge against the current, and to fasten

ess, we conceive, with a view of demon

one‘pla‘nlq whilsta man is ﬁxing it to ano

strating the peculiar effects of the elec

ther,

tric ﬂmd on any subject, than to shew

'

how delightful a science the study of
‘The1 weight of this ap aratus is so
small, that an ordinary mi itary Waggon

electricity might be rendered, even for

the purposes of amusement.

willfconvey sutﬁcient to form a bridge

The lec-‘

of 10.0 ea, which may be ﬁxed in half turer had provided several large pieces

an hour, and enable an army of 2000 of plate glass, which were kept near the
"¢..u-

.

.

.

,

.

.

.’

.

.5
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ﬁre in the stove, for the purpose of re natlng mercury, enveloped in paper, was
moving any moisture, which is so pre then eirposed to the ‘electric spark, and
judicial to electrical experiments. and eirploded with aloud report. After this
which he used at diﬂ'erent parts of the experiment, which be repeated, Mr. Ta
evening. He explained, that if a plate tum observed that the large jar upon the
of glass be covered with tin foil, and table, althou h intensely charged with
here and there it be removed, the elec the electric uid, might be very safely
tric ﬂuid, in passiu -over thesurface, handled if the operator would take care.
will be rendered bri liantly visible, in a to alford no passage for the ﬂuid to ex
dark room, at the arts where the foil tend itself and inﬂict a shock upon the
has been remove , and over which it
hastens to ‘pass, so as to reach the oppo

operator.

site part 0 the conductor. The lecture
room being darkened as much as possi
ble, by lowering the gaslights, Mr. Ta
tum took one of the pieces of plate
lass. covered with foil, upon which he
Ead marked the word " Science,” by

glass legs, whilst the‘ lecturer stood upon

scraping away the foil to form the let
ters, an placing it to the machine, he

passed the electric ﬂuid over it; as the
ﬂuid assed, the word “Science” —-(a
word, y the bye, particularly applicable

The jar was then intensel '

charged,and placed upon a stool wit
a similar stool at ashorr distancefrom
the table. so that the ﬂuid might not ex
tend; and cleaned out the inside of the
jar without the slightest inconvenience,
taking care however not to touch the
table and so counteractthe isolated 'eﬂ"ect
produced by the precaution of placing
the jar upon the glass stool, and standing
upon one also himself. Afterhavingdone
this, be replaced the cover of the jar,
and by means of the discharging-rod,

to the subject of the lecture and to the
Institution)—was seen as one body of convinced the audience that by his opera

tion no part of the ﬂuid had been wasted,
the jar remaining as intensely charged
dience, and several similar exhibitions as before, there having been no conduct
were made with pieces of plate glass, ing substance to convey away the ﬂuid.
upon which vanous devices had been, Mr. Tatum next undertook to shew that
beautiful ﬁre: the experiment was then

repeated to the gratiﬁcation of the au

marked.

The lecturer then took a a doctrine which had been maintained

stand, in Which he had placed two eg s,

for the pur ose of shewing, that t e
electric ﬂui might be passed through
them. This experiment succeeded per
fectly, and the ﬂuid was seen to pass
through the eggs, which assumed a pale
blood colour. The next experiment was
very simple, but pleasing: the lecturer
took a large tumbler, the internal part
of which he electriﬁed, by placing it be

fore the machine, and dnving in several
electric sparks: and with this tumbler he
covered a considerable number of pith

balls, which he had previously placed
upon a stool

on the ' lecture table;

,the balls being excited, continued in
motion, jumping about under the glass,
until heapplied his hand to the outside
of theglass, which acted as a discharger,
the ﬂuid leaving the glass, and‘ the balls
becoming motionless. He next took a
large jar, from which be discharged the
electric spark upon three pieces of pa

by some electricians, and Which had also

been laid down in books, was false, viz.

that the employment of a small with a
large jar reduced the latter to the same
degree of power as the former.

it was,

he said, highly important to set this ques
tion at rest; for many persons who had the

misfortune to break ajar, and who might
not have at hand one of the same size to ‘
replace it. would be deterredfrom prose
cuting their erperiments by the idea that
a smaller jar would prove much worse
than unavailing. Mr. Tatum charged a
large jar with the electric ﬂuid, takin
care to ascertain the number of turns 0
the machine that were required for this '
purpose, which were twenty. He then
put a jar of considerable ess capacity ‘

by the side of the larger, and it was found
that to charge the two, twenty-three
turns of the machine were‘ necessary,*
“ Now,” said Mr. Tatum, “ ifthe writer

who has laid down the position, that
per, whic were instantly perforated, the by employiu‘g a small jar ‘with a large '
ﬂuid leaving behind it a sulphureous one, the capacity of the latter is reduced
smell, similar to that of which he had
spoken ina former lecture, as having

to that of the former, had been correct,

it would require only six turns to charge '
been perceived upon the spot where a the two; for three additional turns of
the machine having served to charge the
oung man had been struck dead b
ightning. A small quantity of fulmr smaller jar, it is evident, that if the
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osition had been correct, six :would could pass-without opposition. A chairi
ave charged both.” In this way it was was hung from one side of the lecture
clearly demonstrated. that large and room to the other, and being connected
small jars might be used together in the with the machine. the ﬂuid”was passed
construction of an electncal battery along it in the dark, and had a very
without disadvantage. The lecturer then pleasing effect ; but it was quite easy to
produced a long glass tube, coated in see that there were slight checks on the
ternally with tin foil, with parts detached

transmission of it from the links.

in a spiral form; and passing the elec

Tatum then stated that he had conelnd-'

Mr.

tric ﬂuid through it, the elfcct ofa spi

ed his lectures on electricity, and that

ral ﬂame of ﬁre was prettily shown in all his next lecture would be on electro
the parts where the conducting medium magnetism.
had been broken off.

This experiment

was upon precisely the'same principle as

At the close of the lecture, the presi

those which had been made upon ﬂat dent. Dr. Birkbeck, read to the meeting
surfaces ofglass, but had a prettier eﬂ'ect

a proposal of a Mr Black to ive twelve‘
from passin through ahollow substance . gratmtous lectures on the rench lan
An electrica battery consistingofseveral gua e to about ﬁfty or sixty members
large jars was then placed upon the lec of the Institution, who would merely
ture table, connected with the machine have to pay 6s. 6d. each for the books
in the same way as that which we for necessary for the course of lectures. Dr.
merly described, and several pleasing Birkbeck read a paper which had been
ﬁgures were made upon paper by melt sentto the Institution by Mr. Black, in
ing leaf gold in the followmg manner. which that gentleman declares that by
The form of a bird or a head being cut his system, twelve lectures will do more
out upon pa er, the paper so cut is laid towards enabling the student to acquire a
upon a lea of gold between glass. knowledge of the French langua e, than
and the electric ﬂuid being passed twelve years (we think he sai twelve‘
through them, the old leaf I8 melted, years) by the ordinary method. Dr. Birk -_
and the oxide of gold falling upon the beck said a few words, and very aptly.’
Vacant space. gives a correct represen on the advantages of a knowledge of
tation in gold of the object which had French to the mechanic and the man of
been traced upon the paper. The lec science, as it would enable them to read
turer here recurred to what he had said the valuable scientiﬁc works which are
in a former lecture on the necessity of publishedin thatlanguage; and so far we
having stout conductors to buildings and cordially unite with him; but we have;
ships, to prevent their being ﬁred by an

had so many instances of gross qnackery

intense discharge ofthe electric ﬂuid; and in these mck-teaching gentlemen, that
for the purpose of demonstrating his ar we fear t e pompous romises made to
guments on this subject, exposed about the ear, will not be rea ized to the brain :
three feet of steel wire to a discharge the thing however is worth t in upon‘
from the battery, by which it was fused
in an instant. Such would be the case

the terms mentioned by Mr. B a , who,
be his merits what the ma , is certain- ‘

in a state of nature upon a larger scale; ly entitled to the the s 0 the institu
and he particularly instanced a discharge tion for his olfer.
of electricity from the clouds, by which
one of the four conductors of St. Pauls,
Mr. Cooper’s lecture on Wednesday
ofconsiderable thickness, had been made
red hot_. “ Had the conductor,” said evening, was on sulphur, snlphurous
Mr. Tatum. “ been less solid, it would acid as, and sulphuric acid. In order
of course have been entirely fused, and to aﬂéird time for doing justice to the
the destruction of part of the building lecturer, we poipone our report of it
tt
would have been the consequence. Four until the next w .
feet of silver wire were exposed, in a si
We understand that Mr. Flather, the I
milar manner, to a discharge from the secretary to the Institution, has been»
battery, and partially fused. The last dismissed.
experiment was to show the appearance

of the ﬂuid upon a long conducting sub
stance, and to demonstrate, that in a

chain conductor, the breaks at each link
were
great disadvantage as com
pared with a rod, along which the ﬂuid

‘
J

+
COMBINATIONS OF WOR.KMEN

It has been to us subject of surprise and
regret, that in a country boasting the excel

lence of its laws, there should exist, illegeh
combinations of workmen against their
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‘era, and of masters against their workmen,
which are not only an outrage of these laws,
but also, of the British character. In the
character of these combinations, whether of
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their workmen, tinder the late act of repeal
ing the Combination Laws, which renders
any one who uses violence, threats or intimi

masters or journeymen. there is not a shade

dation to any master, or any one in his em
ploy, in order to obtain an advance of wages,

difference. Nothing can be more atrocious,
than an agreement made between persons,

or to controul the management of the mas
ter’s trade, upon being convicted before two

so to fix their profits, that the workman is

magistrates, liable to imprisonment for two

to participate in none of the advantages of

months.

their prosperity, whilst, with the ﬁrst turn of
the trade, his wages are to be lowered, to
meet their cupidity: but on the other hand,

Act, to be proved by two witnesses. Jas.

it is equally atrocious, for men, who live

under the protection of good laws, and who
have fair and equitable modes open to them
to seek redress, to assemble in outrageous
clamour, to destroy the property of their

The offence is, however, by the

Barnes and Felix O'Neil were brought u ,
charged with a most savage and unman y
assaulton an unprotected female. Mr. Owen

stated, on the part of Messrs. John Latham
& Co., cotton spinners, in Oxford Road, that
these gentlemen employed, at their mill,

about two hundred people, amongst whom

masters, and, with the ferocity of brutes,

were thirty-ﬁve spinners.

attack individuals in their service,who, from
various causes, are unwilling, or unable to
join in the strike for higher wages. We

the spinners had turned out, in consequence
of not approving of certain regulations made

should hope that, as Mechanics’ Institutions

work-people employed by them. These
regulations had, however, been altered by
them to the spinners’ satisfaction, and the
spinners had a ain returned to their work.
On Saturday, t e 18th inst.,the spinners, in.
cluding the two defendants. who were both
of them employed by Messrs. Latham,
again turned out for an advance of wages,
and had not since returned to work. Above
two hundred persons had, in consequence,
been thrown outof work. On the following

increase, there will be nothing of this sort,
in any of the towns where they are esta

blished. If masters act unkindly, or un
justly-, (and, from what we have seen of many

of the Lancashire masters, we must say that
t_here are too many, who regard their men
with less kind feelings than the mere ma

chinery which aids them,) the aggrieved par
ties should quietly and deliberately remon
strate with their employers, and, if needs be,
petition the legislature for a removal of the
grievances under which they labour. lt is
not by tumultuous meetings, and daring out
rages upon society, that they excite sympathy
or increase their claim for redress,—the very
contrary: their assumption of power does
but injure their cause, and give to their em
ployers right to protection,which they could
not derive from the justice of their own
cause. The removal of these combinations

Some weeks ago,

by Messrs. Latham, as to the conduct of the

Monday, Messrs Latham 8: Co. engaged in
their service Ellen Jefferson (the wife of
their engineer,) as a spinner, to take one of

the pairs of wheels quitted by the men.
This had made her obnoxious to the turn
outs, who had surrounded the mill in bodies,
to annoy those who came to work. On the
day after she came, she saw ten or twelve
of them together, and heard O'Neil, one of
them, say, in Barnes’! presence, ‘They had

must, we think, excite the attention of the

got the Engineer's wife to work; but they

legislature, in the double view of the impro
priety of allowing men, whether from real
or supposed cause of injury, to abandon their

(the workmen) would kill her.‘—On the
28d of November, she left her work at about

industrious pursuits, and throw a vast addi
tional burthen upon their parishes, adding
at the same time, much crime to the fright
ful catalogue which is furnished to the harsh
and sanguinary vengeance of some of those
laws, Whose very cruelty increases crime,

and prevents repentance, and also of the
d nger which would arise from a combina
tion, a legal and a silent one of the workmen,

to provide funds, by which those who strike
for higher wages, might be enabled to ex
patriate themselves, and carry their talents

and industry to rival markets. With or
without the observations which we have

a quarter past eight in the evening; she
was followed by four men, who said ‘ They
would kill her.’ One ofthem, O’Neil, struck

her violently over the forehead with a stone.
She laeamed for assistance. Another then
struck her at the back of the head witha
stone. She fell, and was then kicked vio
lently several times, and became senseless.

—Assistance came from the mill, upon her
screams being heard, and a surgeon was
sent for._Ellen Jefferson Was sworn to prove

the case. She was still very ill, owing to
the blows, and bandages were applied to her
temples. She distinctly proved the facts of
the threats, and ofthe assault, butcould only

thought it our duty to make, the following

identify O'Neil as one of the parties striking

account from the Blackburn Mail of last

Bailey Court House. Salford, Dec.2..-This

her, though she swore that Barnes Was
present. Her daughter, a little girl, swore
to Barnes striking her mother.—M r. F0 ulkes,
jun.. said that no person would regret more
than his clients did, the violence which had‘

was a complaint on the part of masters against

been used upon this occasion, but he shoul

week will be read with interest.
“COMBINATION or W0axlaN.—-New
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prove that they were not the parties.

He

had no less than seven or eight witnesses to

prove an alibi. Mr. Foulkes was proceeding
to examine his ﬁrst witness, but the magis
trates, after a short consultation, said he had

no occasion to proceed in his examination,

bench on Thursday week last) were 1&
charged, because there was no second witness
to support the charge, as the Act of parlia
ment requires, three cheers were given by

the assembled crowd of cotton spinners, as
if to rejoice that brutality passed unpunished.

for that as the complainants had not been
able fully to prove, by two witnesses, accord

Shame to every one of them; were not those

ing to the Act, that the defendants were the
persons who had used the violence. they

to commit fresh outrage, secure in the ap
probation of the men, who, though they
dare notopenly employ ,secretly excite others
to commit such deeds. The cotton spinners

must be discharged.—[A number of jour
neymen spinners were present, and upon the

shouts shouts of approval, and incitement

defendants leaving the court,they gave several
loud cheers in front of the New Bailey.]
Mr. Owen subsequently applied for a war
rant against 0’Neil, charging him with an
assault at common law, upon the injured

are the last body of men who have reason
to cc-mplain:—if they have grievances, let

woman Jefferson, which was issued.

society will he joined

“ Dec. 3.-'-Before JamesNorris, Esq.-—Fe
ylix O’Neil, a turn-out spinner, against whom

against men, who would become a public
pest; and they will ﬁnd themselves farther

a warrant was yesterday issued for assaulting
Ellen Jefferson, in the employ of Messrs.
Latham & Co., cotton-spinners, was, after a

from the attainment of their object than ever.

them seek to redress them by lawful means,
—if they try any but lawful means, they will

hurt their own cause ;—-the whole feeling of
against them, as

But we are satisﬁed that the body of spinners

bail, to answer at the sessions for the

are inimical to all such proceedings; a few
turbulent spirits lend them: and only let
them act for themselves, and think coolly,

assault, and not being prepared with bail,
was committed to prison, to take his trial.”

and they will deprecate all such acts, as we
ourselves do."

ver patient hearing of the case, required to
iii]

The Stockport Advertiser contains the
following’ observations on the above case.

“We have always held out to the opera
ttive classes in this neighbourhood, the lan
_. guageofcaution not to be led by unprincipled
‘and desi ning men, into acts of an illegal

Uses or SALT In Mssvrsc-runes nan‘
Aolucur.-rmus.—-Important advantages are
now derived from salt,the duty having oeased
on the 5th January last. In a work published

nature.
hat there are among the workmg
classes, as among every other class, scheming
and wicked plotters, agarnst the very men

purposes to which salt may be applied, are

“they profess to serve, we have been well

at New York, by Dr. Rensselear, some of the
thus described :
“Sal ammoniac or muriate of ammonia

aware, and we have seen, that since the re

is made in abundance from common salt.

'peal of the Combination Laws, these villains
have seized the opportunity which a tem
porary excitement offered, to bring their
plans into effect. We regret to see, that in
our own neighbourhood, the cotton spinners

The manufacture of this article was aban
doned in England, in consequence of the
heavy duty of £30. per ton being laid on salt.
In consequence, however, of bittern from the

of Manchester have been led so far, as in

salt works being allowed in Scotland for the
manufacture, the price has been reduced

one instance to throw vitriol over the person

nearly one half.

of an individual, who merely asserted the

“In the manufacture ofglass, salt is large

rights of every one in this country, to work
how and for whom he chooses, and in an

ly employed; soda, which is procured from
common tsal t, is used for plate glass; potash
for ﬂint glass; and common salt, with kelp, g
for crown glass. In England, the heavy

other instance, to maltreat a female whose
offence was the same. The secretary of the
spinners‘ club at Manchester, has disowned
the former of these proceedings; (brutal,

indeed, must be the man who would vindi
cate the, ahtz), but it is in vain to denya
participation in the guilt of an outrage,
which, though not actually committed, is
caused to be committed, by the conduct of

those who would now, disown it. For
whether openly incited, or silently approved,
the guilt .is the same to them. It is dis
graceful to the character of Britons, to the
character of a civilized nation, that when
two men_ positively sworn to by one party,
as having committed a most ferocious out
rage upon a female, (we allude to the case
Of Ellen Jefferson, before the Manehesler

duty on salt is almost a prohibition to its use
for these purposes.

“Oxymuriate of lime, and other oxymo
riatic salts employed in bleaching, are made
from salt, and consume a large quantity of
it in the manufacture.
“ Spirit of salt, or muriatic acid, requires

large quantities of salt; at least 1000 tons
are used for this purpose, in England,every
year, notwithstanding the enormous duty. It
is used in a variety of processes, in dyeing

and calico printing.
“ Glauberfs salt is made from whatremains
in the stills, after the distillation of muriatic

acid. This residuum was formerly thrown
away, until a person employed it in making
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Glauber‘s salt, when a duty of £80. per ton
was laid on the article manufactured, since,
however, remitted.
J

“Epsom salt is produced entirely from
salt, or the evaporation of sea water. The
brine, which yields 100 tons of salt, gives
from four to five tons of this valuable article.
Dr. Henry, the celebrated chemist of Man
chester,hasdiscovered a process of preparing

‘Pﬂisolpruical. ATTIHITIOI All! SA
oscrrr.-'-‘An sttenthe and inquisitive mind
often derives very,impor_tant instruction from
appearances and event-ttwhich the generality
of mankind regard astrivial and insigniﬁcant.

A philosopher, of uncommon gemus, was
once struck with the phenomenon of the
volubility and lustre of the globules of rain,
that lie upon the leaves of colewort, and

still cheaper from sea-water, for the employ

other vegetables, and applied his attention
to the investigation of it. He discovered
that the lustre of the drop is owing to a co

ment of which a duty is laid.

pious reﬂection oflight, from the flattened

it from magnesian lime-stone, and has re
duced the price one half.

It can be made

“Magnesia is made from salt brine, or
sea-water. The English duties are so high,
as to render it probable that both this and

the preceding article will, in future, be ob
tained by Henry’s process in magnesian lime
stone.

“Chrystallized soda is also made from
common salt; and if the latter, or sea-water,
could be obtained free of duty in England,
‘it wbhld supe rsede the importation of Ameri
can ‘and Russian pot and pearl ashes, and
10,000 tons would be used annually, several

hiindred tons in washing alone.
“ Barylla, of an excellent quality, is made
from salt. In the manufacture ofhard soap,
saltis a necessary ingredient.

part of its surface, contiguous to the plant;
and that when the dro

rolls over a part

which has been wettedj it instantly lose;
all its brightness, the green leaf being seen
through it. From these two observations,
he concluded, that the drop does not really

touch the plant, whilst it retains a mercurial
appearance, but is suspended by the force of
a repulsive power. For there could not be
any copious reﬂection of white light from it;
under surface, unless there was a real in

terval between it and the plant: and if no
contact be supposed, it is easy to account (0;
the wonderful volubility of the drop, and why
no traces of moisture are left wherever it
rolls.
,
.
.
From this reasoning, we may conclude,

“ Corrosive sublimate is made from com
_
Y
that when a polished needle is made to swim
I “ Patent yellow is also prepared from on water, it_ does. not touch the water, b t
‘common salt.
forms around it, by a repulsive pow_er,_a bell,
“ In the fisheries, in saltiiig provisions for whose concavity is much larger than the bulk
the sea service, and for eitportation,salt is of the needle. And this atfords a much bet
largely employed. Butchers, morocco-dres
ter explanation of the fact than the common
sers, and skinners, employ it in large quan one deduced from the tenacit of the water:
for the needle may, be,we conceived to
tities.
“ Farmers use great quantities in making swim upon a ﬂuid lighter than itself, since
butter and cheese, and for steeping wheat, to -the quantity of water thus displaced by re
pulsion, must be equal to the weight of it.
prevent smut.
" Salt is likewise employed by iron-found
And this instance leads us to a just and ne
‘era, in metallic cements, and in rendering cessary correction of the old hydrostatical
bar iron very malleable. It is used by law that the whole swimming body is equal
white‘-smiths and cutlers, in case-hardening, in weight to a quantity of the ﬂuid, whose
in tempering ﬁles, and some other edge
bulk is equal to that of the part immersed;
mon salt.

tools; mixed with other substances, for re
ducing metallic ores, assaying minerals,and

rendering metals fusible, by the reﬂners of
silver, and to prevent the oxidizement of
some metals. It is used to moderate the
ﬂame of combustible bodies; and is exten

sively employed by the philosophical and
manufacturing chemist, and by the druggist,
for a variety of pharmaceutical purposes. ,
“ In horticulture, salt is much used, par

ticularly in England, where its merits are
better appreciated than with us. It prevents
the depredations of insects on fruit trees,
and, when properly applied, protects them
from the honey dew. Persons ambitious of
having good cider orchards, should dig a

small trench a few yards from each tree,
and place within it a few pounds of salt,
‘1

which ,by the rains, is gradually conveyed to
the roots, and produces most desirable ef
fects."

for it should be expressed, that the weight

of the swimming body is equal to that of the
weight of the quantity of ﬂuid displaced by it.
'A SIQETEH not: run S-rsrronnsniaii
laou Wou'xs.—-Imagine yourself on a dark
night, ﬂoundering over the rugged region of
the collieries, nearly suﬂbcated with smoke,
and winding your way with eel-like dexterity,
between heaps of coals, ashes, and yawning

pit mouths, till you arrive at a deep hollow,
in which are two lofty kilns or furnaces,
vomiting ﬁre and smoke, and surrounded at

shortdistances with hills of burning coal.
Descending cautiously, for danger lurks in

every step, to the foot of the building, you
are introduced to a huge shed. resembling
a cavern, the entrance to which is faintly
illuminated by a quantity of burning coals

in an open grate, raised hi h in air, while
all within is'darkness visih s.

The ground
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;is covered with a deep bed ofsand, in Which

' “ With the exception of the gasometer,

is formed a channel, for the melted ore to

(which is about six feet in length, by four

run into, extending from the base of the

feet broad, and three feet and a half deep,

furnace to the mouth of the cavern, and

and consequently contains about 84 cubic
feet, the other part of the apparatus may be'

three or four feet in width.

At the appoint

ed time, whilst all around is dark and dismal,
a communication with the bottom of the
furnace is opened, and the liquid ﬁre ﬂows

slowly and majestically into the channel pre
pared for it. No sketch of fancy, no fervour
of imagination, can depict the brilliancy of
the scene that now presents itself. The

glowing metal, remaining in its ﬂuid state,
for nearly an hour, appears an undulating
lake of tire, of inconceivable brightness,

comprised in a cubic space of little more
than two feet.

Suﬂicient gas to supply about

three fourteen-hole argand lamps, for twen
ty-four hours, can be obtained in four hours-,
at a very trivial expense, from oil of the
most ordinary description. It may easily be
erected, at a triﬂing cost, in any gentleman’s
house; and in the country, or where a sup

ply ofoil gas cannot be obtained from any

and kindling as it rolls along considerable

public establishments, or where other cir
cumstances render such an apparatus desi

portions of the sand, which, rising from
either side of the channel, hover over it with

advantageous.”

rable, this invention promises to be highly
i s

. ~

playful and rapidmotion, in sparks of vivid

becomes plate-iron, in which state,it is con

Omcm or THE Tnnu l\'0B-STiCK.—
The term Noh-stick originated towards the
beginning of the 19th century, through the
following circumstance, namely :--a super.-~
annuated block printer being out of employI

veyed to the mill.

made application to the master of the Chad

blue.
The iron thus produced, is termed pig
iron, which after passing through another

and similar process, in the ﬁning furnace,
Here it is again heated

to nearly a ﬂuid state, and welded in large
masses, beneath a hammer of three tons
weight: it is then, while red hot, formed
into bars or hoops of various dimensions, by
being drawn between a succession of re
volving cylinders, and returned with sur
prising dexterity by the workmen, from the
larger to the smaller rollers. This part of
the process is so rapid, that it has the ap
pearance of magic, the whole ofthe immense

machinery being impelled by steam. Thick
bars of iron are thus rolled in a few seconds,

into thin plates of six times their original
length; which, twisting themselves into
various foldings, as they issue from the rol
lers, appear at a distance like red hot snakes.

kirk print works, near Manchester; the

bargain was struck, and the man was to be
gin his work, on the following day, but in
the interval, ayounger man proffered hing
self at an inferior price, and the 'master

thought fit to employ him in the old mania
steadx. The old man came according to
agreement on the following day, but the
master gave him to understand. he had
engaged another person in his pl,ace,,..for
less wages. The old man, on hearing this,

was greatly enraged, and heaving up the
walking stick which he had in his hand, said.
in an emphatical manner, “see you,mester,
he‘s no better. nor this nob-stick,” which

being overheard by some of the workmen,
was by them, for a time, used in way ofjoke,

GLssGow Mncnsmcs’ lNSTl’l‘U'l‘ION.—

but at length it became a word in earnest,

The winter courses at that establishment are

and is now understood in a literal sense,as
applicable to those persons in any trade,
who work for inferior wages.

now begun,and we are happy to understand
that the attendance is very numerous. Lec
tures are now delivered every lawful night.

Last week, Mr. M’Fadyen, who acquitted

Oacsmc Rausms rs DORSE'l‘8HlRl.-

himself so much to the satisfaction of his
class last season, concluded his introductory

We are informed, by a correspondent at
Bridport, that during the late gale, a con-.

lectures on natural history. The attendance
was both numerous and respectable, and the
utmost attention was displayed, while the

siderable portion of the Burton clitf was
washed down, and a mass was exposed,

lecturer very ably traced the progress of the

vegetable kingdom from germination to de
cay, with all the variations produced by

temperature, soil, climate, light and dark
ness, altitude, latitude, and longitude.
On. Gas ArPARs'rus.—“We have in
spected,” says the Hull Advertiser, “the oil
gas apparatus, invented by Mr. Elliott, an
ingenious mechanic of Shetﬁeld, and can
truly say, that we were astonished at its
compactness and simplicity, which render

all chance of accident or explosion almost
1‘ impossible.

which, on being detached, proved to bea
vertebraa of some animal, whose size, judg
ing from this bone, must have been enormous.
The discovery has excited the attention of

most of the learned in the neighbour
hood, but hitherto, no one has correctly
ascertained the name of the animal, to whidr,

it belonged. It is in most excellent pre
servation, every process and part being per-1
feet. lts ﬁgure would determine itto be the
atlas,
ﬁrst forty
bone, others
of which,
probably,
there or
were
in most
successive
at- ‘ I
tachment, from the cervical to the-caardat
extremity. There is a ‘body,,spinou| and‘

transverse processes; upon and within. the
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body, zinteriorly, are two considerable ar
ticulating surfaces, as if for the rotatory
motion of the condyles of occiput. Posteri

orly is evidently the part to which was at
tached the intervertebral substance, slightly
excavated. There are numerous foraminae,
spinous and vertebral, which must have
admitted blood-vessels of immense caliber.
The perfect body is full twelve inches in
diameter. The foramen magnum, for the
passage of the medulla oblongata, is eight
inches in diameter; and the distance across
the bone, exclusive of the transverse, is

nearly thirty inches; the whole circumference
is six feet, and the weight sixty-two pounds.
It was deeply imbedded in the oolite strata,
and must have lain there, from the diluvian

or ante-diluvian period, as the whole of the
diluvial remains found in the range of clitfs
from Bridport to Devonshire, are situated
inferiorly to the diﬂ'erent strata, and which
are chieﬂy blue liais, green sand,white liais,
red marl, sandstone, and chalk. Many are

the conjectures, with respect to the animal;
some imagine it to be the gigantic butfalo,

is superior, in the proportion of 20 to I ,

but it is highly necessary that it should be
kept from the air, as it is greedy ofmoisture,
which it takes up rapidly, from the atmos
phere, and is so spoiled; but it may be

rendered perfect again, by passing itthrough
a red heat, in a closed crucible, or any ves
sel which is ﬁreproof. The powdered char
coal from bones is, as we have before stated,
very valuable in purifying oil, and it is also
excellent as a dentifrice, as a preserver of
meat from putridity, it has also marked
qualities, and it puriﬁes the most ﬂlthy
water, in a very short time.- In France, it is

used in distilling spirits, which are to be
highly rectiﬁed, and freed from empyreuma
tic odour.

This is done by simply passing

the matter to be distilled over the charcoal.
If the gas from bones be required in a large
quantity, we can only recommend that pre
cisely the same process should be adopted,

as in obtaining gas from coals.

Perhaps a

portable gasometor might be contrived, for
family use, which would be very economical,
and in its process, entirely free from danger.

or the rhinoceros, and others the elephant. We have only to add, that the smell from
An intelligent osteologist, Miss Anning, of this gas is quite as offensive as that-from

Lyme, surmises it to belong either to the coals; it is necessary, therefore, that the ap
behemoth, or the hippopotamus, yet admits paratus used in producing it, be air-tight.
that it far exceeds their acknowledged di
mensions.
In consulting the celebrated
dissertations of Pallas, in the “ Nova Com

mentaria Petropolitana,”entitled “ De Ossi
bus Siberiae Fossilibus,” we imagine the
animal must have been that which is now

known to the world (designated by the Baron
Cuvier,)asthe“ fossil mammoth.” Although

not having an admitted existence since the
ﬂood, recent bones have been found in many
parts of Russia, corresponding with the fos
sil remains,which has induced the inhabitants

to consider the animal still to exist under
ground. This work also speaks of the
mehemoth of the Arabians, an epithet they
aﬂixed to the elephant, which was very large.

Srssu Guns.--A Paris corres

ndent

disputes with Mr. Perkins and other nglish
men, the credit of this invention. He in
forms us, that more than 20 years ago, a
Mr. Jairy delivered to the French minister
of marines, the model of a steam cannon,
to discharge, not only balls, but several tons
of water, so that in a broadside, a ship pro
vided with these cannons, would be able to
sweep the deck of the enemy, and prevent
the working of the guns. We are ready to
admit the truth of our correspondent’s
statement, as to this invention, having, six
years ago, been favoured with a sight of the
model, but we do not think it at all interferes
with that of Mr. Perkins. Mr. Jairy’s can

Bose Gss.—A subscriber, who read our
observations on bone gas, wishes to be in

non would certainly prove a most destructive
instrument, and we heartily desire to see it

formed how he is to prepare it. We beg
to inform him, that if he merely wishes to
produce this gas, by way of experiment, he
has only to take a large crucible, covered
air-tight with a luting, which will resist the

employed, in the event of a war, as well as

action of the ﬁre, and in the centre of the

cover, place a hollow tube of the eighth of an
inch diameter. Into this crucible, the bones

the steam cannon of Mr. Perkins, upon the
principle of odr thorough detestation of that
evil, which some of our heroes call ne

cessary. This pastime, for it is a pastime
with many, would be of short duration, if

In a short time, the

Mr. Jairy’s cannon at sea, and Mr. Perkins‘s
by sea and land, were employed ; a few weeks
would lower the tone of all war-making
bullies, for, to use a school phrase, they

gas will be seen rising from the tube, and

would soon “ bowl away all their marbles.”

(broken) are to be placed, and the crucible

then put into the ﬁre.

being set on ﬁre, will burn brilliantly.
When the gas is all consumed, the mouth
of the tube should be closed up, and a red
heat continued to the crucible, for half an
'hour, at the end of which time, the bones
will be reduced to charcoalor carbon. This
carbon is of great value, for all purposes,

Mechanics’ Institutions in France.--We
are happy to state, that the present en.

lightened ruler of the French nation, has
not only granted permission for the esta
blishment of a Mechanics' Institute in Paris,
but that he has also proposed that similar

where common charcoal is used, to which it institutions should be opened in Lyons, and
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at Rouen. Now as these are the moat tur
bulent cities in France, we cannot help
feeling that Charles X. pays a very high

seen to glow in faint day-light. The adjd
cent parts of the volcanic mountain seemed

compliment to science, in proposing that

my, Vol. I. p. 208.

two temples should be therein erected to it.

Now, it is a well-known fact, that fire
cannot burn without air, and air is an al
mosphere. But ﬁre has been seen in the
moon, consequently the moon has an at
mosphere.
The ﬁrst argument appears to me per

This is a proof, at least, that he does not
dread the diffusion of science and informa

tion; and we doubt not, that ere long,
the despotic monarchs of Russia, Prussia,
and Austria, will also yield to the conviction
that a state can only be permanent, when its

faintly illuminated.”

See Vince’s Astrono

7

fectly satisfactory, and proves what was in
tended, viz. that the moon has an atmo

supporters are science and wisdom.
Anoonnnrs IN rnoor on A LUNAR

sphere. As for the second, Irely on oli
servations made by others, but am no less

ATl\l0sPHBRB._[B_r/ Mr. M. Holdm, qf
HuJl.]-Huygens, and many other astrono
mers, have asserted that the moon has no

doubtful on that account. The respectabi
lit of the names, the known and acknow
l ged ability of the observers, and the ex

atmosphere. Without entering into the
rticulars which induced them to think so,

cellency of the instruments by which the ob
servations were made, give such an autho‘
rity to their assertions, as no scientiﬁc rnah

shall offer a few arguments, which, in my

opinion, are suﬂicient to prove that the
would discredit.
moon actually has an atmosphere.

Independent, however, of the foregoing

When our atmosphere has been equally
clear, the spots on the moon, obser
ved with a ‘good telescope, have not ap

peared so well deﬁned at one time as ano
ther. The small telescopic stars near the
moon appearing equally clear and distinct
at the same time, prove, that the cause is

not in our atmosphere : consequently, the
various appearances of the moon, seen
through the same instrument, prove, that
some dew, or thin vapour, must rest on the
surface of the moon; and that the variation
observed, results from the condensation and
rarefaction of that vaporous matter.

Though the spots on the surface of the
tnoon vary, yet they never disappear when
ever our atmosphere is clear. From this I

infer, that the moon's atmosphere differs
from ours in this particular; namely, that it
is not mixed with such dense clouds; for, if

it was, several of the lunar spots would or»
casionally disappear, which is not the case.
If, however, the moon has no atmosphere,

such variations could not possibly take
place, when our air is the same, as may be
easily proved by the small telescopic stars.‘
2. Several eminently scientiﬁc men have

observations, I have one more argument to

offer, which, in my opinion, places the sub
ject beyond the possibility of a dispute. ‘
3. Iobserved an occultation of a small
star by the moon, marked “ No. 10, Mo. 2d,

5th magnitude, of Cancer,” in the-British
Catalogue; and “ 321 ” of Mayer’s Zodiacal
Catalogue. This occultation I‘ saw on Fri
day evening, May 24, 1822, at Ashby-de-lat
Zouch, in Leicestershire, lat. N. 52° 45' >20",

and long. W. 1° 22' 30". The evening
was ﬁne, and the air very clear: the dark
edge of the moon was well deﬁned, and the

whole of the orb perfectly visible. By an
excellent telescope, with a power of I25 ap
plied, made by J. Watson, London, I saiir
the dark edge of the moon meet the star at
eighteen minutes past nine, p. m. at which

time the star should have instantly disap
peared. But, instead of disappearing, it
seemed to come before the moon, and sp.
peared like a brilliant spot on the dark part
of the lunar disk.
' '
Icould distinctly see it on the unenlight

ened part of the moon, the edge of tvliich
apparently projected beyond the star -for two
seconds of time, and then it immediiitely

distinctly seen ﬁre on the unenlightened vanished out of sight.
'
'
surface of the moon. It is suﬁicient to
Now this appearance of the star on the’
name Dr. Herschel]. He informs us that ‘face of the moon could be eﬁ'ected by no
-—“ on the 19th of April, 1787, he discover other cause at present known, but‘that or
ed three volcanoes in the dark part of the
refraction. But what could thus refra‘ct'lthe_
moon; two of them seemed to be almost was star if there no lunar‘ atmosphere?
extinct, but the third shewed an actual

eruption of ﬁre, or luminous matter, resem
bling a small piece of burning charcoal, co

vered by a very thin coat of white ashes:
it had a degree ofbrightness about as strong
as that with which such a coal would be

It is necessary to rernark, that a star

larger than the ﬁfth magnitude, is an unlit
object for a purpose of this kind, because the
refraction of the moon's atmosphere would
not be suiﬁcient to cause it to appear dis
tinctly encompassed by the lunar periphery.
Now the three foregoing arguments are

“ Hevelius, that celebrated lunar obser
ver, noticed that the moon and her spots,

suﬁicient to prove, that there is an atmos

under the sanre‘clrcurnstances,' do not ap

phere in the moon; and if an atmosphere,
then we may ‘rationally suppose_ther1_s are ~

pear equally‘ lucid, clear‘, and conspicuous

plants, and animals ;—-yea, and mtelhgent

atalI.tmes.'

~ "‘

’

‘

"
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beings, capable‘ of contemplating the works
of their creator. The same, with propriety,
may be said of all the secondary, and es

in a man who pretends to scientiﬁc know
ledge, is really abominable. lndia-rubber
may be dissolved in ether, in spirits of tur

pecially the primary planets of our system,

pentine with heat, and readily and cheaply
in mineral oil. Thus dissolved, it is the
most effectual, perhaps, the only real water
proof composition, yet discovered.

and every other system in the universe.‘
An Account of the Method of making
Salt, in the Great Loo-Choo lsIand._Near

the sea_, large level ﬁelds are rolled or beat,
so as to have a hard surface. Over this is
strewn a sort of sandy black earth, forming
a coat, about a. quarter of an inch thick.

Rakes and other implements are used to
make it of an uniform thickness, but itis not

pressed down.

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
S|R_Permit me through the medium of
your valuable Register to propose for the

During the heat of the day,

consideration of your readers, the following
queries for solution.
I have myself attempted the solution of
ﬁelds, by means of a short scoop. The‘ the ﬂrst problem, but not being much ac
heat of the sun, in a short time, evaporates
quainted with geometry, I cannot as yet
the water, and the salt is left on the sand, proceed very far in obtaining the solution.
which is scraped up, and put into raised re As a small remuneration to your readers
ceivers, of masonry, about six feet by four, who may give their attention to these que
and ﬁve deep. When the receiver is full ries, as well as for the promotion of useful
of the sand, sea-water is poured on the top, knowledge,lam ready to give the following
and this, in its way down, carries with it the prizes to any members of the London Me
men are employed to bring water, in tubs,
from the sea, which is sprinkled over these

salt leftby evaporation.

When it runs out,
chanics’ lnstitution, who shall forward to

below, at a small hole, it is a very strong
bfine; this is reduced to salt, by being

the Editor of this Register,0n or before the

boiled in vessels, about three feet wide,

l5th of January next, the best solutions to
these queries. The decision] leave to you ,

and one deep. The cakes resulting from
this operation, are an inch and a half in

if you think proper to undertake it, on satis

thickness.» Vrlde Voyage of Discovery to
the West Coast qﬂlorea, and the Great Loo
Choo Island, by Captain Basil Hall.

candi ates are members of the London Me
chanics‘ Institution. Whether there is any
truth as to the prizes,l will leave you to
state in any way you ‘may think best.
To the member who shall construct the
whole or the greatest number of the ﬁgures

A very ingenious student at the Univer
sity, undertook a course of experiments, to

factor proof betng given that the successful

ascertain the heat or cold produced by the
solution of certain substances in spirits of in the ﬁrst query, by means ofgeometry only
wine. Whenever he withdrew the thermo --Squire‘: Astronomy/.
meter from the spirit, and suspended it in

the air, he uniformly observed, that the

To the member who shall, by means of
algebra, arithmetic, &c. independent of

mercury sunk two or three degrees, although

geometry, furnish the requisite rules and

the spirits of wine in which the instrument

materials, by which the construction of the

had been immersed, was even colder than

the surrounding atmosphere. This tact he
communicated to the professor of chemistry,

whole, or of the greatest number of the fi
gures can be acc0mplished—Bi1'd’s Astro
nomical Lectures.

who immediately suspected, that ﬂuids, by
evaporation, generate cold; an hypothesis

To the member who shall, by the united

which he afterwards veriﬁed by a variety of aid of geometry, arithmetic, algebra, &c.
construct the whole or greatest number of
beautiful and decisive trials.
The editor of a periodical, work

lished at the office of the Mechanics’

ub

the ﬁgures - Cowpsr‘s Poems.
To the member who shall furnish the

aga

shortest and neatest method of working the

zine, has requested some correspondent to
inform him, how lndia~rubber is to be dis
solved, observing, that he is not aware that

second query by arithmetic, and ﬁnding the

it can bcdissolved. Such avowed ignorance

algebra—De Lolme's Essay on the Consti

answer thereto_Sharp‘s Algebra.
To the member for the like method by
tution of England.

‘ M. Schroeter, of Lilienthan, in the
duchy of Bremen, has endeavoured to es

tablish the existence of a lunar atmosphere,
“from observations which he made on the
prolongation of the moon‘s cuspo, beyond
the semicircle, &c.
He computes the
greatest height of the moon’s atmosphere,

capable of refracting the solar rays. to be
5376 Paris feet. -Sen Phil. I-'rana._ 1792,

'

Although only two queries, such answers
are,however, required, as may aﬂbrd mem
bers, who have a knowledge of only one or
two branches of the mathematics, an oppor

tunity of exercising their abilities.
Qurmv 1. From a given circle to form
the following ﬁgures, whose areas or cori

tents shall be all equal to eachpther.
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1 Circle

ll Rhombold

2Semicircle

I2 Trapegiuru

3 Quadrant or quarter
ofa circle
4 Equilateral triangle
.5 Right angled triangle
6 lsosceles triangle

l3
14
15
l6

7 Scalene triangle

l7 Nonagon

8 Square
9 Parallellogram
10 Rhombus

diture, if the London Mechanics’ Institution
of four

sides
Pentagon
Hexagon
Heptagon
Octagon

18 Decagon
19 Hendecagon
20 Dodecagon

It might perhaps not be useless to put a
faint guide-post in the way. The diameter
ofa circle to its circumference being as 7
to 22 nearly, it will be found that a right-an
gled triangle (as in the ﬁgure below_), whose
perpendicular is equal to halfthe diameter,
and whose base is equal to the circumfe
rence,or three times and one-seventh of the
whole diameter, will be suﬂiciently near the
true area of lhe circle, for the purpose of
obtaining the other ﬁgures.
It is not intended that the circle shall be
the only ground-work for ﬁnding the other
ﬁgures separately; but that the ﬁgures and
results which may be obtained from the cir

cle, may be used as the foundation for any
othe rs.

were to propose occasionally, for the con
sideration of its members, (and I am sure, if
it be necessary, .you would willingly assist
them, by opening a small portion of your
ges for that purpose) queries in the vari
ous branches of philosophy and mathema
tics; and as an inducement for the members

to bestow their attention on what might be
offered to their notice, and for the promo

tion of the sciences in general, the Institu
tion surely would not refuse to hold out
some kind of reward, however small it might
be, for the best answers that might be given
by its members. As the benefit would be
derived from the Institution, it should, I
think, be conﬁned to its own members.__

The several matters, of course, to be under
proper regulations.

It is not, Mr. Editor,

so much the value of the prize, as the ho
nour and merit of obtaining it, which is the
stimulus to exertion.
F. R. E.

Sm_l beg to return you my thanks, for

the favourable notice you have taken of my
Extinguishing engine, in your third number,

and beg to say, that I will, at an early

riod,

forward to you, plans and description tgzreof,
which you will, no doubt, be so good as to

lay before your numerous readers.

mar.

It would be useless for me,at this moment,
to enter into a detail of the many and great

Query 2. A schoolmaster gave to some
ofhis scholars, whom we shall call A, B, C,

advantages the apparatus in question pos

D, and E, a bag of nuts for distribution
among them ; but some ofthem being more

the public, through your valuablediegister,

greedy than the rest, a scramble ensued.—
A ﬁrst of all obtained out of the bag two
thirds of the whole; B got three-eighths of

sesses, as several of them are now before
and others will form a further communica
tion, which, with the plans and description,

which B lost half of his share, which D and

shall be forwarded to you, with the least
possible delay.
,.,.,
I beg to enclose a prospectus, for the
formation of a company for carrying this
invention into execution. as well as for sup
plying the metropolis, or any other places,

E divided equally among themselves. C’s

with pure water, and if not altogether incon

took was then fell upon by the rest, when
A' got one-fourth, B one-third, D two se
vepths. and C and E divided the remainder
in equal shares. A and B were then beset

sistent with the nature of your work, shall
feel extremely obliged by your giving it
publicity.
“Mm.

what A acquired; and C three-tenths of it.
D procured six-sevenths of the remainder of

A's stock; and E got one-seventh of it.
After this division, a scuﬂle took place, in

by the rest, lwhereupon they lost three
fonrths of what they last obtained, which
divided in the following manner. A got
one-fourth, B two-fourth, and the remain

der was equally divided by C, D, and E.
The master now ﬁnding that some shared

Your obedient servant, Jouu BART0N.,4(,;1

Prospectus for establishing a Company,”
to be called the Eﬂectual Water Supply
and Fire Preventive Cornpany, forfurnish
ing London and other Places with Water, .,

better than others, directed that D should

and proper Illeansfor e_ﬂ'ectually remedying '
the present bad Supply thereof‘, in case of

give C one-third of his present stock; and

Fire.

that the one-third of the stock which was left
in the bag, should be distributed as follows:
to A one-half, to C one-ﬁfth of what re

always be at hand for domestic use, and also

mained, and the residue divided between B
and E equally. What number did each
scholar have at the end of this division?
. P.S.

Since writing this communication,

n has occurred to. me, that it migit not be
an unwise plan, nor an improvident expen

By the plans now proposed, water will
for extinguishing ﬁres, without depending
on such ineffectual means, as are resorted

to by the present ﬁre otiices. The price
will be diminished, above 20 per cent.,‘
and the proﬁts will then be 20 per cent."
more than any other water or ﬁre insurance

cbmpany atpresient established; in addition

run mnnou MECHANICS’ anorsrsn.
to which, part of the necessary apparatus
can be converted, instantly, into a most
complete fire escape.
In the ﬁrst place, it is jntended to sink
wells, or bore for water in all situations,
where it can be obtained at a moderate ex
pense and of good quality, and

Secondly—To erect engines in every
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'you anticipated in your prospectus} I have
therefore sent you the following, hoping they

may be found acceptable, from
The Register’s well-wisher, W. H.
The Cultivation of Sugar, and Process of
extracting the Juice, in Egg/pt.—ln the dis

trict of Minict, the sugar-cane is chieﬂy
cultivated : it appeared (says Captain Light.)

parish, ward, or district, on J. Bart0n’s pa
tent principle, at such convenient distances
and situations, as can supply any interme
diate houses with water, by pipes connected

the season for reaping and planting it, both

terms, and where they will always guarantee
a suﬁicient supply to be at hand, as the
chief object of this company is to have at

joints; they were then covered with earth,
and constantly watered by the water of the

of which, as well as the process of express
ing the juice, I saw on the same day, the
12th of April. The canes were cut in my
to the engine, in any quantity, and carried presence part used for the juice, and part
to what elevg'épn the parties. may require; for planting, the latter was performed by
and it is proplysed to agree with the present digging furrows, five or six inches deep, in
water’ companies, to furnish Water to a cer which were placed horizontally, portions of
tain extent, if it can be done on equitable the sugar-cane, consisting of six or seven

command, in all situations,a suﬂicientquam
tity of water, as well as an etfectual appara
tus, for extinguishing almost any fire, within
five minutes afterit breaks out.
Various districts and parishes may be

united in carrying this plan into execution,
by which, conﬁdence will be placed in each
other, and their interests connected, and

above halt‘ the expences of the ﬁre insurance
willbe saved, viz.:—duty,expensive establish
ments, &c.

Parish otlicers, and respectable persons
capable of superintending the concern, are

_ to direct the watchmen and other subordi
nate persons, in working the engines, in the
event of a tire taking place.
Further particulars may be known, on
application to Mr. John Barton, engineer,
38, Seward Street, Goswell Street.

Nile, communicated by means of channels,
into which it was raised by wheels or by
buckets, and in a short time, each joint sends
forth a shoot, which becomes a sugar-cane,

and during the inundation of the Nile, re
mains covered with water.
I found. from one of the overseers, that
the same ground cannot be planted every
year. Each feddan" of earth, thus planted,
ought to produce ﬁve cantarst of sugar.

The method of expressing the juice is very
simple. The mill is composed of two rol
lers, serving as axle-trees to two vertical
wheels, moved by a horizontal one on the
top, supported by two upright posts, having
a transverse one, on the centre of which,
the horizontal wheel moves; this is set in
motion, by one or more butfaloes, yoked at

the end of a long lever, connected with the

It is considered the plan can be put into

centre of the horizontal wheel. Under ‘the
rollers is a reservoir, to receive the jmce:

effectual operation for the sum of £2,500,
soas perfectly to prove its advantage and

within reach ofa load of sugar canes, which

utility; it is therefore proposed to raise
that sum by 100 shares of £.25 each—-two

pounds of which are to be paid on subscri
bing; a further three pounds within one
month; and the remainder at ﬁve psunds
per month, if required, till the whole
amount is advanced. And it is further pro
posed, that each person completing the
said subscription, shall,on the return being
extended (which is expected to be the case

aman sits between the two upright posts,
he places by seven oreight at a time, between
the rollers. The juice thus expressed is a
sweet yellowish water, which being boiled,
the sugar is extracted, in the shape of mo
lasses.

This is again reﬁned coarsely, and

made into small loaves of about three pounds
weight, of a sparkling open grain, Very
sweet, inclined to the colour of Lisbon

sugar.

in less than six months from its formation),

The Manner of making Chef in Egypt.

have the privilege of receiving one share iu

_A frame of four feet wide, and as many

live for all future shares they may Wish to
subscribe for, in preference to other sub

high, consisting of three sides, was placed

scribers.

number of thin circular iron plates, put in
motion by a couple of oxen, driven by a

on wooden rollers, serving as axles to a

boy, who sat on a cross bar above the rol
lers, and moved over the straw, as it lay in

heaps on the ground. after the grain had
SlR—The following are extracted from

“Captain H. Light’s Travels in Egypt, Nu
bia, Holy Land,Mount Lebanon, and Cyprus,

in 1814,” and feeling convinced that a few
shortextracts interspersed with more Weighty
matter, give the Register that lightness

been trodclen out. ln a,short time, the
straw was cut into small portions, which
served to feed the cattle of the natives.

" About an acre and a half.
1‘ Nearly one hundred-weight.
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Ooptish Accountants;-The Co'pts still
appear to be thechiefaccountants in Egypt,
according to their former custom, under the
Mamelouks. They have been restrained
from their system of peculation, by the most

terrible punishments, even to roasting alive.
I saw, (says Captain Light,) upwards of one
hundred, in the service of lbrahim Pacha,
employed in one room, Which they never
quitted during the day, their meals being

brought to them.

as the Columbus would not be more speed
ily destroyed in such a gale as we have lately
experienced, than any other kind of ship;
because she must lay too, and then would
become no other than a break-water, and
like the stone of Plymouth, be torn in pieces
by the breaking sea, while on the other hand
the more buoyant vessels would ride out the

gale.

__

W. P. G. M

Their accounts were

superintended by aTurkish Tefterdar,whose

threat of instantdeath,on a trembling Copt,
for some mistake or neglect of accounts, I
heard myself.

"‘

I

Sm.-Having read in No.6 of the Register
under the head. of The Columbus, that the
attention of the Lords Commissioners of
the Admiralty has been called to some parts
of the architecture of that vessel which might
be introduced with good effect in the Brit
ish Navy,l therefore beg to make some re

marks on the advantages and disadvantages
this nation has already derived, by having, in
His Majesty’s dock yards, improved models
of every denomination of vessels.

h

‘.

q
H

It

It is a

wloll-known fact that two ships may be built
by the same builder, on the same spot, after
the same plan—and every human exertion
used to make them in every way the same,‘
the one has every desirable quality, while
the other is a mere ﬂoating raft.
It is also well known, notwithstanding

the advantages our builders have of so many
foreign fast-sailing, and in every way supe
rior vessels, that during the last American
war, several large corvets werebuilt for the
express purpose of capturing those of Ame

rica; but when these ships went to sea, they
were found not to sail or steer well, were so
crank, that it was with diﬁiculty they were got

into port, and were then obliged to be double
sided, which prevented them from being of
any service.
Now Mr. Editor,before we adopt any of

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Regidter.

the stated improved parts of the Columbus,
SIR-—AsI am certain this mode of con

let us ﬁrst_remove the water-way piece’ from
our men of war which prevents the guns
from being fought. Let us remember how
many superior models to this Columbus are

to be found in His Majesty's dock yards and
in the London river.

The length, breadth,

and weight also should be taken into consi

verting broken yards and masts of ships, or
other spars, is not generally known; and
that a more important communication can- ‘

not be made to those unacquainted with it,
I beg to send drawings, that you may,
through the medium of the Register, give
publicity to the plan.

deration, because a long massive bodycannot
be so speedily agitated by the sea as a lighter
vessel, because she passes over three seas at
once; nor will the Columbus therefore

No. 1. A perfect topsail yard.
ffNo. 2. A yard, with a part of it broken

therefore may, on various points, sail faster

in No. 4. - The longest part of No. 2 is cut
through and reversed; the short part cut '

0
l‘lo.3. Represents the parts of No. 2
plunge into every sea that would impede the _when cut through by a saw, and placed rea
progress of a shorter and lighter vessel, and dy for being connected together, as shewn
then one of smaller dimensions.
l have my doubts whether such a vessel
‘I See model at Society of Arts of im
proved method of working guns.

through, and placed to ﬁll up the vacant
spaces. The parts of the yard are then se
cured together by nails, and bound round

with rope or iron hoop.

W. P. G.
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To the WP-4”)!‘ London Mechanics’
Sm-Permit me,.through the medium of
your journal, to make a few remarks upon

some observations which appeared in a late
number of the Mechanics’ Magazine.

Perceiving, with regret, that those who

were bremost in rearing the ediﬁce, are the
ﬁrst to deface it,

mast, -sr-1. if air‘. -t-+kghter.

I am, sir, your’! respectfully,
A Member of the Mechanics’ Instilule.

As

the lan of your work embraces, as a prin
cipa object, the affairs of the London Me
chanics‘ Institution, being the oracle through
which any member of that society is at

QUERIES.

liberty to convey his sentimentsto the public,

I shall make no apology for occupying _a
short space in its columns.
In the Mechanics’ Magazine for the llth
instant, is published a report of the quar
te_rly meeting and dinner at the Crown and
Anchor, with a comment on them annexed;
it_ is to this comment I refer. I pass by the
ﬁrst part, about “ ﬁne speaking,” “ Mr.
Brougham," &c., and attend to the con

Man in lnqutsith-eness should be strong,
From curiosity doth wisdom ﬂow:
For ‘Us a maxim l‘ve adopted long,
The more a man inquire: the more he'll know.
Pure: Pmnn.

Sm—I should be glad if any of your
correspondents would inform me of the

manner of staining glass of different colours.
G. G.

cluding remarks, relating to Doctor Birk
beck's having advanced the money for build
ing the theatre,at 4per cent. interest. This
muniﬂcent offer of Dr. B., is censured by
the writer, as the most calamitous event

_We have received several communism‘
tions from our very valuable correspondent,
S. Houauns :

that ever happened to the society. This is,
indeed, somewhat startling. So, then, after
having overcome all its professed enemies,

Problnn.-Eight spots being placed in
the following order, it is required that they

it is doomed, it a pears, to perish by the
hand of its preten ed friends! The Institute

should be enclosed in separate compartments,

is likely to fall into the Doctor’s hands!

taking it off, or retracting any part.

by one continued motion of the pen, without

Alas, poor patient!
But let us examine this affair a little more
minutely. The following are, I believe, the

0

circumstances attending it. The chapel in
Monkwell Street having been found totally

0

incompatible for carrying into effect the
objects of the society,it was found necessary

to obtain more eligible premises. The funds
on hand, however, being by no means suffi
cient for this purpose, cash must be obtained,

or the design abandoned. Taking into con
sideration the security to be afforded, money
was not likely to be obtained at a very low
rate of interest.

0
0

0
0

0

O

ANSWERS T0 QUERXES.

Remedy for Chilblaina, or rather, Pre

ventivefor Chilbla/ins.-Keep the feet clean.
Most persons will say, this is superﬂuous
advice, butl say, no, it is not; very few do
keep theirown,or their children’s feetclean.
Well, now they are cleaned,-—keep them so.

Then, as soon as any itching, the first
Here, then, the president steps forward, symptom of chilblains, is felt, rub the feet,
and offers as much money as might he night and morning, with lemon, or lemon
wanted, at 4 per cent., although he might, juice: continue this for about a week, and
no doubt, have disposed of it to much great the feet will generally be fortiﬁed suﬂicient
er advantage, on the most ample security. ly against the attack of chilblains for the
winter. If, however, the symptom should
But this is the arrangement so much com
plained of by the Mechanics’ Magazine. It return, rub again.
is interpreted as an attempt, on the part of
Dr. Birkbeck, to obtain an undue inﬂuence
over the society. I-lenceforth,letno man ever
imagine, that any action,however generous,
will be able to escape malicious aspersions,
or envious misconstructions.
It is further asked, why Dr. B. did not
make it a more public matter, instead of

monopolizing all the generosity to himselfi
I would beg leave to suggest to the writer,

that the Doctor might, possibly, have a little
more modesty than himself, and that, when
performing a benevolent action, it is not his
custom to “sound a trumpet before him.”

Excellent BlacIn'ng.—lvory black ground
ﬁne, 4 ounces; treacle, 4 ounces; vinegar,

Q pint; spermaceti oil, 2 drachms. If the
ingredients are of the best qualities, this
blacking will be found exceedingly good
Mix the oil with the black first, then add the
treacle, and lastly the vinegar.

Infallible Remedy for a recent Cold or
C0ugh._Put a large tea-cup-full of linseed

with 2 penny-worth of stick liquorice, and a
quarter of a pound of sun raisins, into 2
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quarts of soft Water, and let it simmer over

article—paper marbling. Thus fartol. E. T.

a slow ﬁre, until it is reduced to 1 quart;

direct, but he may, if he pleases, glance at
the following, and perhaps with advantage.
--I am, sir, a friend to the diffusion of.
knowledge, and, perhaps, as liberal in con
tributing my mite, as many ‘ others, ‘ on

then add to it a quarter of a pound of

pounded sugar candy, a table-spoonful of
old rum, and a table-spoonful of the best
white wine vinegar, or lemon juice. The
rum and vinegar are to be added, only as

the decoction is taken, for if they are put in
at ﬁrst, the whole soon becomes Bat and less

eﬂicacious. The dose is half a pint, made
warrn,on going to bed, and a little may also be
drank, when the cough is troublesome.

general points, but when a man comes for
ward requesting information in the whole
sale manner in which this correspondent
has done, I hopelmay be excused answerin ,
though competent to it, without being 1 g
matized as illiberal or uncharitable, as my

The worst cold is generally cured by this subsistence, and thatof many others, depends
remedy, in two or three days, and if taken
in time, may be considered as infallible. It
is a most sovereign and balsamic cordial for

upon certain little-secrets which the trade

has hitherto kept as inviolate as tlle rights
of masonry.

However, I will direct I. E. T.

the lungs, without possessing those opening how he may acquire this marblin know
qualities, which endanger fresh colds, on ledge;--merely by articling himsef for a
going out, and has in several families been few years, and backing his services by the
known to cure colds,which had nearly settled payment of a handsome premium.-—Really,
sir, I am surprised at such lack ofmodesty!
in consumption.
What is -it he requests? Only to be taught
Cough, and Sorenesa of the Cheri.-—Mix the art and mystery of book-binding and
together, an ounce of boiling water, or bar
ley water, an ounce of gum arabic powdered,
and half an ounce of honey. Take a tea

spoonful now and then.

‘

book-edgemarbling; two entire and distinct

protections. However, he is highly com
mendable in this one point,_for his steady
adherence, in its most extended sense. to

Shining German Blacking.--Break in
pieces a cake of white wax, and put it in a tin
tube, or any earthen vessel: pour over it as
much oil of turpentine, as will quite cover

the maxim, " in all thy gettings, get know
ledge.”

it, and leave it for 24 hours, closely covered

NOTICE T6 CORRESPONDENTS.

In this time, the wax will be found

Yours, &c., G. B. C., Paper-Marbler.

mixed with as much real ivory black in ﬁne

Mr. T. Shaker’; article has come to hand, ‘
but too late for insertion in this number ;—
we will, however, take an early opportunity

dissolved to a paste, iihich is then to be
powder, as is necessary to give the entire

of introducing it to our readers.

composition a very black colour. When it
is wanted for use, take a little of it out, on
the point of a knife, and rub it into the
leather of the boots, shoes, &c., with a brush,

_The communication of T- D. R. shall cer
tamly be attended to next week. His for
mer communication has not been mislaid.

which will cause the ethereal spirit of the oil
to evaporate, leaving the wax on the surface
ofthe leather, quite ﬁrm, black, and glossy.

bcr, on the subject of Mr. Black's proposi

Should the’composition get dry, stir in a
little fresh oil of turpentine.

strongly couched in personality to be ac
cepted by us, as we protest against lan

Sm—Reading in your last, S. Hollands"s
directions for book- edge marbling,and feeling
unwilling that I. E. '1‘. (the querist) should
be put to the unnecessary expense of pro

curing the several articles enumerated, which
cannot, alter all,but fail, as_ I do assure him
there is scarcely one colourmentioned, which
is right, and the method, taken all in all,
is most inaccurate. He will ﬁnd a much

more perfect statement in Rees’s Cyclopedia,

LOND_ON:—Printed by

A correspondent, signing himself A Mm
tion, is informed, that his letter is too
guage Which may be injurious to the feel‘
mgs.
We cordially thank F. R. E. for his va
luable prizes, and are sure the competition,
which must be very extensive, will interest
our readers, and particularly the members
of the Mechanics’ Institution.

A I"!enu'ng will be noticed next week. ,
We feel greatly obliged to Mr. S. Hollands
for his liberal offer, and shall be happy to.
accept of it.
1

MOLINEUX, 5, Bream‘s Buildings, Chancery Lane.
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The improvements made by Mr. Perkins
in Steam Apparatus having excited great
interest, we applied to that gentleman for
permission to inspect them, and were oblig-‘

force, the screw itself is then to be turned

by a lever on the square end, and a com
pression will be ohtained,suﬂicient to make

the cone and the valve as one piece of
metal.

Two pipes, as O—N, may be connected by
'
them, which we subjoin. We need scarcely the same means.
.___l_
remind our readers that the Throttle Valve
CHARACTER OF LORD BACON.
forms part of the Steam Gun.
Lord Bacon has been called (and justly)
one of the wisest of mankind. The word

ingly favoured with a description of some of

Dmrrtptlon of the Throttle Valve, invented

wisdom chnracterises him more than any

other. It was not that he did so much him
by Mr. Perkins.
The apertures B and C are covered with self to advance the knowledge of man or na
the thin plate of steel, D; the steel plug E

ture, as that he saw what others had done

has to be put into the hole F, then screw
the whole of the part G down upon the
plate of steel D, which has been previously
placed in the bottom of the valve; in order

to advance it, and what was still wanting to
its full accomplishment. He stood upon the
high ’Vantage ground of genius and learning ;
and traced, “ as in a map the voyager his
course,” the long devious march of human

to prevent the steam from escaping gene
rally. The steel plug E is forced down by

intellect, its elevations and depressions, its
the screw H to secure the hole B particularly. windings and its errors. He had a “ large
The steam being supplied through the open discourse of reason, looking before and af
ing A, raise the screw H, the steam will in ter.” He had made an exact and extensive
stantly rise through the opening B, and survey of human acquirements: he took the
force up the part of the steel plate I, toge gauge and meter, the depths and soundings
ther with the plug E, and escape through of the human capacity. He was master of
the comparative anatomy of the mind of
the hole C.
'
man, of the balance of power among the dif
The Diﬂ'ere,ntial Screw, invented by Mr. ferent faculties. He had thoroughly inves
Perkins.
tigated and carefully reg'stered the steps and
This screw J is used where the greatest processes of his own thoughts, with their ir
compression possible is required which is regularities and failures, their liabilities to
obtained by the dtlﬁereme between the worm wrong conclusions, either from the diliicul
at either end; the diiierence between the
end K and the end L being in the proportion
of 5 to 4, or, (as nearly as possible) l6ﬂL to
the inch at K, while at L the inch contains

ties of the subject, or from moral causes,
from prejudice, indolence, vanity, from con
scious strength or weakness ; and he applied
this self-knowledge on a mighty scale to the,

only 13%.
I
The double Cone, invented by Mr. Perkins,
Is used to connect the p,ipewith the valve,
or one pipe with another. One end of the

general advances or retrogade movements of
the aggregate intellect of the world. He
knew well what the goal and crown of moral

and intellectual power was, how far men had
fallen short of it, and how they came to miss
double cone M being inserted into the it. He had an instantaneous perception of
opening A of the throttle valve the other the quantity of truth or good in any given
into the pipe N, the diﬂ'erential screw is system ; and of the analogy of any given m
applied, and after turning up the nut as far suit or principle to others of the same kind
as it will go, and using a moderate degree of scattered through nature or history. His
\
‘
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observations take in a larger range, have more
pr-ofundity from the ﬁneness of his tact, and

to observe that the process of driving off by

more comprehension from the extent of
his knowledge, along the line of which his
imagination ran with equal célerity and cer
tainty, than any other person’s, whose writ
ings I know.-Hazlitt’: Lectures.

quently assume the solid state is called sub

LONDON MECHANICS’ INSTI'I'UTE.~

heat the vapours of any body Which subse
limation, whereas the same process to sub

stances, which become liquid, is called dis
lillaiion. There is a peculiar property in
sulphur, which will be now demonstrated.
When a roll of sulphur is held in the warm
hand, it crackles and sometimes falls in
pieces. This is owing to the unequal action

HR. COOPER'S LECTURE.

of the heat; the surface being heated before

Mr. Cooper’s Lecture on Wednesday the

the interior undergoes any alteration, from

15th instant, at the Mechanics‘ Institution, which it must be evident that sulphur is a
was on sulphur, sulphureous acid gas, and bad conductor of heat, as it does not pass
sulphuric acid. Sulphur, as it is commonly quickly enough to allow of internal expan
called, is found in a state of nature mixed sion. It may be presumed that there is not
with other substances. It abounds in all vol
a worse conductor of electricity than sulphur,
canic countries, and is also found in coun
and if the legs of the stool used for electrical
tries which are not volcanic, mixed with me
experiments could be made of sulphur they
tallic bodies, and in this state the substances would probably be better than glass, which

so mixed are called sulphurets.‘ Sulphur is
divested of the bodies with which it is com
bined, by a process which is called roasting,

and which is thus conducted : It is exposed
to the heat of a furnace, and the vapours
which are driven oil‘ are the pure sulphur,
which condenses into a solid state, and is

then prepared for the purposes of commerce
in any form that may be required. The me

Lallic or other bodies with which it was com
bined, are of course left behind by this pro
cess. In order to ascertain the purity of sul
phur, it is only necessary to expose it to the
action of heat, by which all that is pure will
be carried off in vapour, and the residuum

will be the substance or substances with
which it previously existed in a state of com
bination. Sulphur before it undergoes the
purifying process is called sulphur vivum,
which to be rendered ﬁt for the purposes of
commerce, is put into an oven, and the va
pours driven olf in the way already stated.

is also a non-conductor. Like other non
conducting substances, however, sulphur be
comes electric by friction, as glass and seal
ing-wax, experiments on which have been

made in Mr. Tatum’s lecture. It can scarce
ly be necessary to explain that sulphur is
only combustible by its combining with the
oxygen of the air; without this it would ex
tinguish as if in water. The mode in which

sulphur burns is exemplified by the lighting
of a common match, which upon being ap
plied to tire, bursts into a ﬂame as soon as it
comes in contact with the oxygen of the at

mosphere. It is worthy of remark that when
sulphur is burned in oxygen, the product i
sulphurous acid gas, but that if another sub
stance be present, it is sulphuric acid, an ar
ticle which, I may be permitted to say, is as
important to the chemist and the manufactu
rer, as the steam engine is to the mechanic,

and which may well be called our primum
mobile. (Here Mr. Cooper burnt some sul

{Here Mr. Cooper placed a small quantity
of sulphur in a bottle, over an argand lamp,
in order to demonstrate that it is volatile at

ticularly from the burning of the wire upon

a heat below the boiling point, and that it
oil‘ in vapour.] Flour of sulphur is
in its nature and qualities the same as roll

which the sulphur was suspended. This was
completely fused, and fell in drops of tire to
the bottom of the vessel. The colour of the

sulphur, but it is prepared differently.

The

ﬂame from the sulphur at the commenceL

sulphur i exposed to the action of heat, and
the vapour passes into a chamber suiﬁciently

ment of the experiment was nearly blue, but
it then changed to yellow, which the lecturer
explained to proceed from an increased tem
perature,) Sulphur when burnt in oxygen

large to admit of its condensing into the solid
form, without coming in contact with the sides
of the chamber. Here it may be necessary

phur in a jar of oxygen.

The effect of this

experiment was pleasing and beautiful, par

produces, as I have already stated, sulphur

ous acid gas, which is used with great eﬂ"ect
* Sulphur is very abundant in all the pri
mitive mountains, where it exists, as stated
by Mr. Cooper, in a state of combination
with metals, forming glause, blend, and py
rites. According to Ure‘s Chemical Diction

for all purposes of bleaching. \Vool is thus
bleached, and also silk which is to receive a
ﬁne dye. It is also used for bleaching bon
nets, which is done by simply enclosing the

articles to be bleached in a box where the
sulphur is burning in atmospheric air. In

ary, it is found in a much more pure state in

these cases it is usual and necessary, how

the secondary mountains, and in the island
of Iceland, associated with gypsum; and it
nccurs abundantly in Sicily, in the Papal
States, in Spain, and in Hanover.-Enrroa.

ever, that the articles to be bleached should
be previously moistened. The sulphurous
acid gas acts upon the moist ﬁbres of the
straw, and bleaches them; but upon a large
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scale, for the
of wool, porgper stpvos
are used, and the vapour is for
through
all the ﬁbres of the wool in such a way that
none of it can escape, and the process is thus
rendered certain. (Mr. Cooper here exhi

bited the bleaching effects of this gas by lit
mus paper. He next exposed sulphur and
quicksilver to the action of heat in a retort,
and showed that by liberating the oxygen of

the quicksilver, sulphurous acid gas was pro
duced which was entirely absorbed by ad
mitting a small -portion of water.) Sulphuric

mid is obtained by burning one part of sul
'phur with six or seven of nrtre, and causing

the vapour to pass into a chamber of consi

with a shallow stlaturn of Water,

The mix'-

ture being set on fire, will burn for a consi
derable time by virtue of the supply of oxy
gen which nitre gives out when heated, and

the water imbibing the sulphurous vapours,
becomes gradually more and more acid after

repeated combustions, and the acid is after
ward concentrated by distillation.
A new process, however, has been intro
duced with good effect by Messrs. Clement

and Desormes, modiﬁed by Sir H. Davy.
They have shewn that 100 parts of nitre, ju
diciously managed, will produce, with the re
quisite quantity of sulphur, 2000 parts of
concentrated sulphuric acid. Now these con
tain l200 parts of oxygen, while the hundred
parts of nitre contain only 39} of oxygen;

derable size lined with -lead, and covered at
the bottom with a shallow stratum of water.
The oxygen which is given out by the nitre,
supports the combustion for a considerable
time, and the water being impregnated with

found in the resulting sulphuric acid. But
after the combustion of the sulphur, the nitre

the vapour becomes sul huric acid, which is
rendered pure by disti lation. There is an
improved process by which sulphuric acid is

potash, which mingled residuary salts contain
nearly as much oxygen as the nitre originally

being not 1-30th part of what is afterwards
is converted into sulphate and bisulphate of

obtained very cheaply, and sold at so low a

did.

price as three pence per pound. (Mr. Coo

the oxygen in the sulphuric acid is still to be

per here took a glass vessel, and having
partly exhausted it of atmospheric air, intro
duced a mixture of nitrous gas and sulphur
ous acid gas, and a small quantity of water,
which condensed into a crystalline solid,
and being decomposed by admitting a larger
quantity of water, sulphuric acid was formed,

sought for. The following ingenious theory

and nitrous gas being given off, became in
contact with air, nitrous acid gas; and the

same process being from time to time re

Hence the origin of the 1200 parts of

was ﬁrst given by MM. Clement and Des
orrnes. The burning sulphur or sulphurous‘

acid, taking from the nitre a portion of its
oxygen, forms sulphuric acid, which unites
with the potash, and displaces a little nitrous
and nitric acids in vapour.

These vapours

are decomposed by the sulphurous acid, into ,
nitrous gas, or deutoxide of azote. This gas,

newed. the water contained in the vessel was

naturally little denser than air, and now ex
panded by the heat, suddenly rises to the

strongly impregnated with the acid. With

roof of-the chamber; and might be expected

respect to the mode of ascertaining the pn

to escape at the aperture there, which manu
facturers were always obliged to leave open,

rity of sulphuric acid, Mr. Cooper stated,
that it is only-necessary to put it into a re
tort and distil it, as the quantity of residuum
in the retort will show the extent of the adul
teration. In order, however, to avoid the
great agitation of the vessel, which the acid
would occasion ' in a state of ebullition, it is
necessary to place some pieces of broken
glass at the bottom of the retort, which then
nemains perfectly steady.
The following account of the old and
new mode of preparing sulphuric acid may
enable the student to appreciate the merits
of the subject upon which Mr. Cooper has
lectured :—

“ The sulphuric acid made in Great Bri
tain is produced by the combustion of sul

otherwise they found the msidiﬁcation would
not proceed. But the instant that nitrous
gas comes in contact with atmospherical oxy
gen, nitrous acid vapour is formed, which
being a very heavy aeriform body, immedi
ately precipitates on the sulphurous ﬂame,

and converts it into sulphuric acid ; while it
self resuming the state of nitrous gas, re
ascends for a new charge of oxygen, again to
re-descend, and transfer it to the ﬂaming sul

phur. Thus we see, that a small volume of
nitrous vapour, by its alternate metamor
phoses into the states of oxide and acid, and
its consequent interchanges, may be capable

of acidifying a great quantity of sulphur.
This beautiful theory received a modiﬁca
tion from Sir H. Davy. He found that ni

phur. There are three conditions requisite
in this operation. Oxygen must be present
to maintain the combustion ; the vessel must

trous gas had no action on sulphurous gas,
to convert it into sulphuric acid, unless water

be so close as to prevent the escape of the

water, 4 volumes of sulphurous acid gas, and
3 of nitrous gas, are condensed into a crys

volatile matter which rises, and water must
be present to imbibe it. For these purposes,

a mixture of eight parts of sulphur with one
of mtre is placed in a proper vessel, enclosed
wrthrn a chamber of considerable size, lined

on all sides with lead, and covmwoiwm .‘

be present.

With a small proportion of

talline solid, which is instantly decomposed
by abundance of water; oil of vitriol is,
formed, and nitrous gas given off, which with
contact of air becomes nitrous acid gas, as.
above described.
The process “continues,
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jgcoor‘ding to the same principle of combine
,tion and decomposition, till the water at the
bottom of the chamber is become strongly
acid. It is ﬁrst concentrated in large leaden
pans, and afterwards in glass retorts heated

goras even went so far as to attribute a soul
to it. Some said it was used in navigating
the ships of Solomon. Portugal claimed the
ﬁrst application of its powers, so did France,

in a sand bath. Platinum alembics, placed
within pots of cast-iron of a corresponding
shape and capacity, have been lately substi
tuted in many manufactories for glass, and
have been found to save fuel, and quicken

The history of its original use in navigation,
would be a very curious though diﬁicult sub
ject of speculation forthe antiquarian, but it
was consolatory to think that the diﬂiculty, in

the process of concentration.

ascertaining its original discove

and even England contended for the honor.

, .was no

The proper mode of burning the sulphur obstacle to the illustration‘or app ication of
with the nitre, so as to produce the greatest its properties. The etfects of the magnet in
the tricks of conjurors, were beneath notice
quantity of oil of vitriol, is a problem, con
cerning which chemists hold a variety of lts medicinal qualities were not deserving of
opinions. M. Thenard describes the follow more than its magical, both were the pure
ing as the best. Near one of the sides of the effect of the powers of the imagination ra
léaden chamber, and about a foot above its ther than of magnetic power. The opinion
bottom, an iron plate, furnished with an up that the wounds inﬂicted by the magnet were
right border, is placed horizontally over a mortal, was of the same quality as the for
furnace, whose chimney
ses across, under mer. He (Mr. Tatum) remembered a sto
the bottom of the cham 1‘, without having told to him by a physician; a patient fanci ,
any connexion with it. On this plate, which himself ill and requested some particular
is enclosed in a little chamber, the mixture

medicine, the doctor, wishing to satisfy him,

of sulphur and nitre is laid. The whole
being shut up, and the bottom of the large

made up some crumbs of bread into the form
and colour of pills; the patient swallowed

chamber covered with water, a gentle fire is

them, and felt or fancied himself so much

kindled in the furnace. The sulphur soon

improved in health by them, that be con

takes fire, and gives birth to the products

tinued to take them long after with great

\described. When the combustion is ﬁnished,

avidity.

Now this was the work of mere

Which is seen through a little pane adapted

fancy: however, there was no harm in giving

to the trap-door of the chamber, this is open
ed, the sulphate of potash is withdrawn, and
is replaced by a mixture of sulphur and

that man a few crumbs of bread in addition
to the larger quantities which ‘he swallowed
at his meals; they operated well upon his
mind and spirits; and so if any person were
weak enough to fancy that he could be cured

nitre. The air in the great chamber is mean

while renewed by opening its lateral door,
and a valve in its opposite side. Then,after
closing these openings, the furnace is lighted
anew. Successive mixtures are thus burned
till the acid acquires a specific gravity of
about 1.390, taking care never to put at once

on the plate more sulphur than the air of
the chamber can acidify.

The acid is then

by the properties of the magnet, let him by

all means he allowed the application of them.
Before he (Mr. T.) would proceed to the

properties of the magnet, he would explain a
few technical terms relative to it; the decli

nation of the needle meant its position, nei
ther exactly due north nor due south. If a

withdrawn by stop-cocks, and concentrated.”

piece of steel be supported by a centre of
gravity, it will remain in the same position

ma. rarun’s r.acrnnn.

in which it was at first placed; it‘ it be mag
netized and then placed on the centre again,
it will lose its horizontal position and decline

Before he proceeded to the subject of the
present lecture, Mr. Tatum adverted to a

portion he had laid down in a preceding—

to about 70 degrees; the magnetic meridian,

namely, that electricity produced the same
destructive effect on vegetable as on the ani
mal matter. This was proved by the wither

The poles of the needle are the parts in which
the properties of the magnet were most pro
minent. Itwas necessary to keep a piece of
iron aﬂixed to the magnet in order to re
serve its properties, and even to make t em
stronger. The variation of the needle was
found to be very considerable in the course

ed geranium now before the meeting.

In

treating of a new subject, it would be neces
sary to say something of its particular his
tory. The discovery of the magnet was

made at a very remote period, it was men
tioned by the most distant historians. Some
accounts stated that it was found on Mount
Ida, by a shepherd named Magnus, from
whom it took its name. He is said to have

of a given share of time. In the 16th cen
tury it was 11 degrees 15 minutes east, and
now it is in London 24 degrees west. The

seasons had an effect upon its variation. In
summer it differed from its winter position;

discovered it by its power of attraction on

it varied according to the time of the day

his musical instruments, and the nails of his
shoes. However this may be, the know

even, it was different in the evening from
what it had been in the morning. The learn
ed lecturer here detailed the discordant opi

ledge of its properties was a fact of consider
able antiquity, as appeared from the altera

nions 'of several able men on the degrees of
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variation, and closed it by saying that he
would pass from those speculations, too re
ﬁned and complex for the hearers of an ele

mentary dissertation, to the more useful illus
tration of the laws of magnetic power, of a
body attracted by a magnet, the part attract

ed was a pole ditierent from the pole of the
magnet to which it was drawn. Magnetic
bodies must have two poles, however some
bodies possessed magnetic powers and yet
had but one pole. Pieces of iron standing
perpendicular for two or three years, acquired
by continuance in that position, a magnetic
quality, ﬁles, ﬁre-irons, and such.

Every

mechanic must have found that a blow of a
hammer on one end of a ieoe of iron would
make it magnetic; if a
y attracted one
int of a needle and repelled another, that
ody was a magnet. [T e lecturer proved

position, and on proceeding to the north, the
other end would decline, and at last become

perpendicular. [The experiment, demon
strative of this, was quite successful.] When
it was wished to preserve the magnet in its

full strength, a weight ought to be attached
to it, and increased by degrees; every in

crease of weight increased the powers of
the magnet.

He

(the learned lecturer)

had attached a weight of seven pounds
to a magnet just before he commenc
ed the lecture. [The magnet, with the
weight aﬂixed, was here produced, and the
learned lecturer proceeded to add still more
weight gradually, until the entire collective

weight amounted to thirteen pounds, on
which the magnet lost its hold on the weight

in consequence of the agitation of the ﬂoor.
This experiment was honored with loud a

plause.]

Mr. Tatum continued—A few 0 -

this principle by an experiment before the
meeting] Electricity would give a magnetic
power. [Here he magnetized a piece of wire
y juxta position to a bar magnet, and a se
cond piece by bringing it into contact with

be useful. When a body was magnetized, it

the first.] Ferruginous bodies may be made
magnetic by common electricity, and by vol

not passing from a body, no body could in

taic electricity; this he had proved by experi
ment ata former lecture. lf a magnet possess
ing two poles were broken,the parts into which
it was divided would also possess each two
poles, one end of each part would repel, and
the other end of each part would attract, and

magnetic power. He (Mr. T.) was of 0 i
nion therefore, that it was not possible by
human science to create or originate a mag
netic power in a body not possessing it be
fore; every body (he conceived) possessed a

that suﬂiciently to support a piece of wire.
[This the lecturer demonstrated by experi

ment.] A complete magnet placed on acorlt
would turn as though it were sus

nded on a

point. If a ma not were plac on paper,
and particles 0 iron thrown irregularly
around it, they would be brought by the

servations on the making of a magnet may
was found that the body magnetizing had

lost some of its magnetic power, but in mag
netizing a body by electricity, the magnetism
that case be said to have lost a part of its

magnetic ﬂuid in some degree in itself; and
all that science could do, was to call it into
action by the means before mentioned. The
learned lecturer concluded, amid universal
and hearty plaudits, by stating that the sub
ject of his next lecture would be electric
magnetism.

magnetic power to move into a sort of con
nected circle, or circular string round it.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEETING.

[This he also shewed experimentally] The
use of the magnet in the compass needle was
extremely important. The mariner out of
sight of land oould soaroely ﬁnd his port
without it. Even to persons travelling over
large continents of desert land it was useful;
in mining operations, for instance tunnelling,

the compass directed the operators to strike
into the proper line, and to follow it; and
even in dials when no sun shines, (which may

be the case for many days) the compass would
serve to ascertain the point required.

The

The lecturer having retired, Dr. Gilchrist

took the chair as president of the meeting.
Mr. Mac William sat on his left, and Mr.
Blake, the honorary secretary, on his right.
The chairman begged leave before he pro

ceeded to the business of the meeting, to
mention an advertisement by the committee,
for a person to repair the apparatus belong
ing to the institution, who must of course be

a member. He then proceeded to state that
was a. special meeting of the institution call

dip of the needle was about 70 degrees, the
lower part was commonly called the north

ed together according to a new law, in pur
suance of a requisition signed by 40 mem

pole. The particular degree of its depres
sion or dip could be found by placing near it

bers, the object was to consider the propriety
of presenting to Dr. Birkbeck a testimonial

a circle divided into degrees. Near the equa
tor, a dipping needle would be horizontal, if

of their gratitude for his valuable exertions.

it were moved towards the south, it would

If it were moved back from the ‘south,

dent, had cause to say, if you protect me
from the indiscreticn of my friends, my own
head and my heart will defend me against my,
enemies. (applause) The committee highly
approved the spirit though not the letter of
the requisition; they sincerely wished to se

it would gradually return to its horizontal

cond the general members in showing marks‘

dip or sink more and more according as it
proceeded, until it would at last become

quite perpendicular. Perhaps this last was
the position of the needle in the Regent’s In
let.

Many others, as well as their worthy Presi
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of kindness to their worthy President 3 but if he should be considered r... early now
felt that what may be seasonable at one pe Ialso. He would now read his resolution :
riod, may be unseasonable at another. The
Institution was, doubtlessly, indebted to him

for his kind feelings, towards it; but it was
indebted to him for a large pecuniary sum,
without which, they would be unable to go

“ Resolved, that the members of the London
Mechanics‘ Institution feel indebted to Dr.
Birkbeck, for his valuable exertions in es

honesty, to be just before they were generous.
When the principal and interest of that debt

tsblishing schools of science for the work
ing classes, and are desirous of ex ressing
their feelings of gratitude to him y some
lasting memorial."
A room Msuasn under the gallery (who
stated himself to be a manufacturer of pic

should have been paid to Dr. Birkbeck, then
let members talk of rewards, and not till then.

enough for a good picture, it would cost a

into their new lecture-room; here was a solid

debt staring them in the face, and it was but
common sense in them, and even common

No doubt pictures were good things; but the
Institution had not a proper room in which
they could hang up a picture. If members
still would persist in their wish to present a
reward, let them do as the mechanics of

Glasgow did on a similar occasion, club their
three-pences and buy a snuff box, or ring, or

vase, for about ten pounds; by this manner
of subscribing every man would pay the same
sum, they would be all equal. He hoped the

funds of the Institution were not expected to
defray the expenses of the proposed testimo
nial, it was not able, the worthy President
himself was very sorry that this proposal had

ture frames), said that 951. would not be
much larger sum; he would rather there
were none, than a mere daub, he should be

very sorry to see the worthy President gib
beted in a daub like a Saracen’s head upon
a sign board. (applausm) No--there should
be no mediocrity in it; the ablest head ought
to be painted bythe most eminent hand. (up
plause.) This proposal of a reward was
premature for the state of the Institution, it
was worthy of its vigorous manhood not of
struggling infancy. The best way to reward
the worthy president, would be to imitate
him in works of solid utility, this would be
the most pleasing homage to him.

been mentioned at this particular season,

Mr. STACEY was inclined to think that the

lest it might afford an opportunityfor calumny

meeting, however willing, was unable to
carry the resolution into etfect, inasmuch as

and envy. One of the committee had offered
a bust at his own expence, this would cost
something less than 3001. which would be
the price of a good picture.

Aﬁer these ob

servations he would sit down, trusting that
the meeting would hear every one who wish

ed to deliver his sentiments, with indulgence
and favour. (applause)
Mn. Wrrrrsxrm then rose and said, that
usving handed in the requisition to the Com

nittee, he felt himself bound to explain the
lason; if he had committed a fault, he

tasted it was a fault on the right side; a
felt more of his head than of his heart. He
ws not used to address public meetings, nor
acustomed to deliver speeches; he would
threfore read his sentiments from a written
paer. His proposal had, however, one
god effect, namely, that of having elicited

oﬂrs of several sorts of presents to their
Pnsident. This was the ﬁrst meeting under
the new law. He attributed the success, if

notthe origin of the Institution to Dr. Birk

bedr.

The object of the requisitionists was

to mark their sense of gratitude to the wor
thy‘ Doctor, by presenting to him a piece of
plate, or a statue, or in his (Mr. W.’s) opi

nion a picture, a handsome likeness. This
may be done by a subscription among the
Members of sixpence each; one thousand
subscribers would make up 251. for which
sum a good painting mightbe procured. He
(Mr. W.) was inclined to bring forward this
measure several months ago, but was induced
to relinquish it in compliance with the re
quest of other persons. He should‘ be sorry

Dr. Birkbeck had declared that he would not
receive or permit any such testimony.
Dr.
Birkbcck’s words were these, “ I have ad
vanced money to you for the building of
your new lecture room ; if you can raise 1001.,
or even 501., to gratify my personal vanity, or
to tatify your kind opinion of me, is it not
better that you should rather apply it to the

liquidation of part of the debt. I will not ac
cept of any such present until the Institution
shall have been independent, and all our de
signs accomplished ; but as to resolutions,

you may resolve and vote as you please, while
you conﬁne yourselves to mere declarations
of your opinion of me.” This was the Pre
sident’s opinion and desire on the subject.
The proposal was clearly premature, how
ever he, (Mr. Stacey) should support Mr.
Whitaker’s resolution as an expression of
their feelings, with an understanding that the

practical adoption of it should be deferred to
another time.
Here Mr. Whitaker read Dr. Birkbeclr’s
letter, and the substance of his own resolu
tions.
DR. Gncnarsr said, that he had added a
few words to Mr. Whitaker’s resolution,

which he trusted would secure its unanimous
adoption. The addition was this : “ when it
shall be in their power so to do with pro
priety.”
Mr. STACEY proposed an amendment of
the following tenor :
“ Resolved, that Dr. Birkbeck, having ex

pressed his reluctance to accept any me

\
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W morial,_We therefore defer it for the pre
sent."

that there would be no selection made of
those members who wished to learn French.

I The reason of deferring it, Mr. Stacey
explained to be an additional compliment to
the President.

The meeting then dispersed at half-past
ten o’clock.

Tan Plcruas-FRAME MAKER opposed
this amendment. The feelings of the Presi
dent ought not to be taken into considera
tion at all. As the Meeting would not give

MR. JOHN WHITAKER'S HISTORY
OF COFFEE.

him a mark of respect merely on the ground
of 'his etpressing a wish‘ to get it, so they
ought not to be dissuaded from presenting it
to him, even though he was averse to it.
, DR. GILCHRIST observed, the Doctor’s
letter not having been addressed to the Meet
ing, was not fairly before them asa subject
to discuss or act on.
He (Dr. G.) thought

the few words added by himself to Mr. Whi
taker’s resolution, were a suﬂicient explana

tion of their reason for deferring the presen

(Coniinuerifrorn No. IV.) ‘

It has not been determined at what time
coﬂiee passed from Constantinople to the
\Vestern parts of Europe, but it appears,
that in l644, some gentlemen, who accompa

nied Monsieur De la Haye to Constantinople,
on their return to Marseilles, brought back
with them not only some coffee, but the pro
per apparatus for preparing it; and costly
and magniﬁcent vessels, for drinking it from ;
but it was only in use by these persons, who

had been accustomed to it in the Levant. In
the year 167], a public coffee-house was

tation of a reward.
A Youno Gnnrtsusn under the gallery
suggested the resentation of a diamond ring,

opened at Marseilles, near the Exchange,

by a subscription of three-pence each.

fee-houses increased amazingly ; before the
year i669, coffee had not been seen at Paris ;
that year was distinguished by the arrival (at
Paris), of Soliman Aga, ambassador from

lie

was induced to propose this by his deep sense
of the beneﬁts Which be derived from his at
tendance at the lectures of the Institution,

anda proportional sense of gratitude to their
excellent founder and patron. (applause)
MK. WIIITAKBR said he would cut short

which was found to be so convenient to
persons connected with commerce, that cof

Sultan Mahomet the Fourth ; this may be
looked upon as the true period of the intro
duction of coffee into the French capital ; this

the debate by withdrawing his resolutions al

minister and his suite having brought a con

together, as he saw that the meeting felt

siderable quantity with them ; and staying at

grateful to the President, and was inclined
to present a reward her-eafter.
Dn. GILCBRIST thought, that withdrawing
the resolution would convey no compliment
to Dr. Birkbeck. The withdrawing may ap
pear to some persons to proceed from un
answerable objections to the measure, on the

Paris from July 1669, to May 1670, fully
established coffee drinking at Paris.

ground of its merits.

Now that was not the

of address and suitable places to dispose of

case ; all agreed in thinking the reward to
have been richly deserved; they differed only

it. Shortly after these failures, a Frenchman
ﬁtted up an elegant and spacious apartmen

as to the time of conferring it.
Mn. STACEY’; amendment was then put

from the chair, and rejected by a shew of

In the year 1672, an Armenian of the name

of Pascal, set up a public coffee-house in
Paris, but met with little encouragement;

he was succeeded by other Armenians, and
some Persians, but not with success, for want

which soon became frequented by men I
letters, and people of fashion, so that ins
very short time the number of coffee-hone

hands.
The original resolution, with the addition,
by Dr. Gilchrist, was then put and carried

in Paris was 300 ; since that period, cotb
has been an article of very great consumpth

unammously, with applause.
Mn. Wnrrsxnm--This applause proves

work entitled the picture of Paris, publis
ed in 1783, in speaking of the coffee-hours,
says the consumption of this article has le
come considerable ever since the people (rot

to me that Twas not wrong.
The following resolution was then put and
passed in the aﬂirmative.

“ _Resolved that this meeting approves the
motives of the requisitionists in bringing for
ward the business of this meeting.”

Professor Mac William was then moved
into the chair; and the thanks of the meet
mg voted to Dr. Gilchrist for his conduct in
the chair.
This resolution met enthusiastic applause.

Du. GlLcaRrs-r ‘ returned thanks in a few
words, and added, that his head, and heart,
and _hands, should be ever devoted to their

service.
learned doctor stated to the meeting,

in France among all classes.

Mercier, iia

knowing what to drink on account of the ‘m

posts and adulterations) have conceived an
unbounded relish for coffee; it has now we

come the daily drink in three-fourths of ;he
houses in the city. It has now become afa
vourite beverage with the robust workmen of
Paris; at the corner of the streets, by the
light of a dim lantern, women, who come;
on their backs fountains of tin, serve out the
coffee in earthen pots for two sous. The use

of coffee has become so prevalent. and is now
so widely spread among the people, that it is
become the constant breakfast of the work
ing classes; they ﬁnd more economy, more

-\_
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resources, and a higher relish hr this species
0i'aliment,' than in any other, consequently

they drink a prodigious quantity of it; they
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pﬂee at Which it was sold, till about the year
l81l, however, the government havin re
duced the duty on colonial coffee to %m1r

ence in the pound, a vast quantity was
rought into the market, and a number of
shops were opened, and called coffee marts,
at which shops roasted coffee and West lndiia
which runs thus, “ On the mtiuntalns of sugar only, were sold. It was this low price
Swiuerland, on the steep rocks, where, with of coffee that induced a person to open a
this exception, the most ordinary luxury has shop for the sale of liquid coffee at a small
not yet penetrated, we ﬁnd the use of’ coffee charge, by the pint and half‘ pint. This
carried to a very great extent; with what as
house was situated in High-street, St Giles,
tonishment was I struck, on perceiving at the and facing the end of Oxford-road, being ﬁt
houses of’ the herdsmen, the coffee-pot, the ted up with seats and tables, in a lain but
coffee-mill, and the sugar bbwl, amidst uten
convenient manner; it very soon 0 ined 8
state that it supports them better through the

fatigues of‘ labour than strong spirits, or
Wine.
In another part of‘ the same work is a note,

slls of the ﬁrst necessity. Whence is it that
the relish for this beverage has been so ge

rierally adopted, and almost at the same time
tied in climates so different; no ~longer do I

perceive at Paris any person breakfasting on

celebrity among the working classes, in that

neighbourhood, and it was an accommoda
tion highly approved of' by the labouring
poor. Shortly after this was established, a
person nan-‘rod Deacon opened extensive pre

a glass of wine,”
It appears from Anderson’s Chronological
History of’ Commerce, that the use of coffee
was introduced into London some years
earlier than into Paris. Forin the year l652,
Mr. Edward, a. Turkey merchant, brought
home with him a Greek servant, whose name
was Pasqna , this man understood the roast
ing and making of coffee, and was the first who
sold coffee in England. He opened a house
for that purpose in George-yard, Lombard
street,and from that time the consumption of
coffee increased daily. The ﬁrst mention of‘
coffee on our statute books, is in 1660, (l2th
Charles II.) when a duty of four-pence was
laid on every gallon of coffee made and sold,

mises at the north end of" Fleet-market, as a

to be paid by the makers.

STEAM NAVIGATION TO INDIA.
Several attempts have been made recently
to form a Company for Steam Navigation to

In the year 1663 (15 Charles IL), an Act
for the licensing of‘ retail coffee
houses, in these words :—“ And be it further
enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that from
and after the ﬁrst day of September, no per

coffee merchant, and at the same time ﬁtted
up the lower part of‘ the house (the Cellar)
as a coffee drinking-room for the market
people ; here a vast trade Was carried on, no

thing but coffee and bread and butter being
sold. At this time, (l824) there are five cof
fee houses in Fleet-market.

The success of

the houses already opened, induced a num
ber of persons to embark in this business,
and in a very short time about forty houses
were carrying on business in the ready-made

coffee trade, and at this moment we may
reckon nearly ﬁve hundred.
(To be continued.)

India, but they have failed on account of the
objections started by some practical men ,
against whose opinion it was dangerous to

.son or persons shall be permitted to sell or

proceed. The leading objections, as far as

retail coffee, sherbet or tea, without license,
and giving security for the payment of the

we have been able to ascertain them, are

dues to the King, for which licence and re
cognizance, and security, twelve-pence shall

be given ;” to sell this liquor without said li
cense subjected the party to a ﬁne of’ five
pounds per month.
It appears that coffee excites a spirit of in

quiry, and promotes political conversation
among Englishmen as well’as among the
Turks, for in the year'l675, coffee-houses
having become very numerous, they were

declared by the government of that day, to be
seminaries of sedition, and in consequence of
this, the king, Charles the second, issued a

proclamation to shut them up, but this pro

that no steam vessel can live in the sea of
the Cape of‘ Good Hope, and that the quan
tity of fuel necessary for the voyage would
be of‘ greater burthen than a trading vessel
ought to carry, in addition to its mercantile
commodities. We have heard these objec
tions answered, and ably too, we imagine, by
gentlcnien who have made the voyage fre
quently, nnd who understand the relative
advantages and disadvantages of steam and

ordinary navigation, as follows: They say,
that well—constructed steam vessels would
have a decided advantage in the long run
ning seas off the Cape, on account of the
ease with which the head could be put to

clamation was a short time afterwards sus
pended by a second. From that period, cof

them, and that the use of the recently in

fee has generally been sold at the higher

ed according to circumstances, would always

class of houses, which have united the char
acter of‘ coffee-house and tavern, and until
lately, was only drank by the superior classes

enable the navigator to change the position
of his vessel, and adapt it to the most violent
gale or to the greatest calm. With respect

of society,.in consequence of the very high

to the quantity of fuel necessary for the voy

vented ballast keel,which is raised or lower
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age, it is said that the last invented Steam
Engines require but little, and that a supply
could easily be taken in at all the places
where ships usually touch in going to or re

ANIMAL ECONOMY.
We have great pleasure in publishing the

following interesting remarks, from Lectures
on Digestion and Diet, by Mr. Thackrah.

turning from the East Indies. We are not

“ The period: of euiing deserve some at
skilled enough in this subject to pronounce ,tention. The habit, which leaves the great
an opinion upon the merits of the objections bulk of the day without a meal, and then
which have been brought forward, but we crowds two or three together in the evening,

think there can be little difference of opinion
as to the value of steam navigation to India,

if it could be accomplished.

We repeat

is manifestly bad. Heavy suppers are ge
nerally improper; they cannot be digested
before bed-time, and the operation of the

therefore, that the Company has not been

stomach must be imperfect, when the ner

formed, but it is pleasing to see that a steam
vessel has been advertised as about to sail
speedily for those distant shores. The failure
of the project of establishing a regular India

vous functions are reduced or abolished.
The number of meals which generally suits
the digestive organs is three or four, at regu
lar divided intervals during the day.>

Steam Packet Company, has led to another,

The subject of‘ drinks is the next for our

which is not destitute of merit. It is now
proposed to station several well built vessels
at Portsmouth, one of which is to sail punc
tually on the first day of‘ every- month for

examination. When we consider how large
a proportion of the body is ﬂuid, and how
this is thrown off continually by the secre

India. If the wind should prove contrary,
the vessel is to be towed down Channel by a
powerful steam boat, so that no uncertainty
or inconvenience may be sustained by the
passengers, and every vessel is to have on

board a boat, or tug, with a steam engine,
which is to be fitted up and put out to tow
the vessel, in case of calm or contrary winds.
It is calculated that this improvement will
shorten the passage abouta month or six
weeks. When we have seen the prospectus
we shall probably enter more fully upon this

tions, we see the necessity of some consider
able supply. Of simple drinks, that which
Nature has so liberally provided, is undoubt
edly the best; but the varieties in its quality
deserve some attention. Cocoa and chow
lafc have not, I believe, been sufﬁciently ex
amined; in nutriment they are probably

much inferior to milk, whilst the oil with
which they abound, often renders them op
pressive to the stomach. When this eﬂecb
is not produced, they are preferable to tea.‘
Malt liquor, containing a quantity of sugar,
is very nutritious, and is very proper for.per

sons of active employment. To some deli-,

subject.

cate individuals it forms a valuable aliment.-'

RAILWAYS.
The laying down of iron railways in Eu

To the plethoric and indolent it is decidedly
injurious. It oppresses the stomach, induces
heaviness of the head, and a diminution of

rope was a great triumph of mechanical ge

nius; and we are happy to see that With few
exceptions, these pu ic improvements have
proved highly proﬁtable to the projectors.
Our readers have heard of a Company at
Liverpool, who are about to lay down an

iron railway from that place to Manchester,
a distance of about 36 miles, and of another

mental and corporeal activity.
Tea is a narcotic, and hence naturally in
jurious; but experience scarcely warrants
our attaching to it a high degree of evil
agency,--at least, in the common way, and
to the ordinary extent in Which it is taken.
I know not what the citizen could advanta

similar project from Bath to Bristol. The
shares of the former are already at 40 gui
neas each premium, and bargains have been

geously substitute.

made for shares at 150 guineas premium, if
the Bill should pass the two Houses of Par.

lus of spirituous potation. Bla/;k tea, drank
in moderation, produces, in most persons,

liament.

effects rather useful than prejudicial. It evi

We have now to notice a project

for a railway to Gravesend, and through se

It appears well calcu

lated to obviate the effects which arise from
the excess of food, and the inordinate stimu

veral parts of Kent, with steam carriages to

dently gives a mild impulse to the circula
tion, and excites a general moisture on the

convey goods and passengers. These shares
are also at a premium, and very properly so,

skin.

we think, for in this plan there rs a double
triumph of science, which must redound to

the nervous system; and when taken in large
quantity, or at an improper time, produce
great disorder. The green seems to have

the honour of the mechanics of Great Bri

tain. We cannot perform a more pleasing
duty than in recommending this scheme to
the notice of our readers, and we think many
of them might safely invest any spare capital

which they may possess, in the purchase of
shares, as they are likely to become a valua
ble property for themselves and their pos
terity.

'

Most of the_ highly ﬂavoured teas excite

most of the narcotic property. lts sedative
effect on the heart is sometimes alarming.

The properties of cQffee have been dispu
ted. We need not examine all that has been
written on its beneﬁcial and baneful effects,

Daily experience is our guide., Coffee is a,
narcotic stimulant.

It removes the sense of

fatigue and exhaustion, “and it gives vigour V
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and hilarity to the mind. The wearied stu
dent, the brain-racked inquirer, hails it as his

dog which was chained. About thirty days
after, the symptoms of disease showed them

comforter and support. Voltaire almost lived
upon coffee ; the great Harvey took it con
stantly and freely. This was the habit, too,

selves, but no one suspected what would hap
n ; when loosed from his chain one morn
mg, he bit Brezzi, his son Benedetto, and a

of Horace Walpole. Indeed, to many scien
tiﬁc and literary men, the coffee-cup is the
regular companion of the inkstand. These

domestic named Marie Ospitali. Soon after
wards the animal refused all kinds of food
and drink ; the progress of the madness was
surprising; he was continually biting what

coffee-drinkers, however, sometimes suffer
serious disorders of the stomach or the head,
as indigestion, nervous irritability, head-ache,

with such force, that was thrown into his

or palsy.

But the proportion of evil, which

cabin, that his teeth were broken off, and re

results from the coffee, cannot be accurately

mained tired in the wood; he soon after

came in his way, and bit a piece of wood

compared with that which results from the

wards died.

study.

Nor does the ardent student care to

died caused great inquietude in the minds of

He knows that strong coffee assists

the persons bitten, as might be expected.

his intellect. He is not the servant of his
stomach, nor will he consult its likings at the
expense of a more noble organ. Here he is
in error. He forgets the sympathy between

They took a small quantity of powdered can
tharides internal] , and thought they had
done all they cou d do to prevent any evil

inquire.

The manner in which the dog

able, either to his intellectual powers, or his
corporeal feelings. Fretting of the stomach,

consequence. We visited Brezzi and his fa
mily six days after the bites had been made,
and being made acquainted with the circum
stances, pointed out the necessity of having
the parts immediately cauterised, notwith

and consequent irritability of nerve and of

standing that they had healed,

temper, will soon be as troublesome as im
pertinent visitors, and equally disarrange his
‘

his son consented, but the servant would not,
because she had been bitten just above the
pubis. Professor Atti cauterised freely the

The importance of the subject of diet, and
its immediate application to the health and

applied a blister, which was kept discharging

the stomach and the brain. But ere long he
will be taught it, in a way not the most agree

ideas and break the catenation of thought.

comfort of every individual, have led me into
a considerable length and labour of detail.
Errors in diet are the great source of disease :
amendment of diet is the basis of recovery.
The majority of our maladies medicine may
relieve or suspend; but, without the aid of
regimen, can never cure.”

Brezzi and

wounds of the two former, and afterwards
for some days.

Since that time Brezzi and

his son have had no bad symptom; whilst
the unfortunate servant was seized, on the
27th day, with symptoms of the disease, and

died in a short time, in the most deplorable
condition. The cure of the two others has
remained ﬁrm, although it is now more than
two years since the accident.

HYDROPHOBIA.
We copy the following interesting case of

hydrophobic from a late number of the
Lancet, as our extensive circulation in the
country may render it more generally known,
and guard many from the fatal eﬁects of this
horrible malady :
REMARKABLB CASE 0! HYDROPHOBIA, POL
LOWED BY CURB; WITH REMARKS BY
DR. EMILIANI.

“ The following case appears to possess
some interest, and serves to show, that the
matter which ultimately produces the horri

ble symptoms of this disease remains for a
certain time inactive in the wound, and that

ON THE DIVISION OF THE FOOT
INTO INCHES.
The division of the foot into twelve inches
(or unicize) was not fortuitous, but had its
origin from the division of the As or Libra

into twelve parts. The Roman Pes, or foot,
was divided into four palmi or hand-breadths,
twelve pollices, or thumb-breadths, and six

teen digiti, or ﬁnger-breadths; each digitus
was supposed equal to four -barleycorns
(horrlei grana) consequently their foot was
to ours as four to three, or sixteen of our
inches; but having a popular division into
twelve parts, or unciae, which had reference
to the As, I am of opinion we have retained

therefore the treatment to be adopted should the same in the division of our foot to the
be that of removing the bitten part without /present day; and as the As was applied to
hesitation, even some time after the bite has any thing divided into Iwclve parts, as an
been received. > This is Dr. Emilian.i’s opi inheritance, an acre, liquid measure, or in
nion, in which, we believe, most will coin
aide.
Domenico Brezzi, a bleacher, father of a
large family, kept, as a protection for his
house during the night, a large dog, which in

the day time was chained. A strange dog
st/rolled one day into the yard, and bit the

terest of money, it may not perhaps be

thought too hold, to hazard a conjecture
that the word assize is also derived from the
same term, and not from Assis, the participle
of the French verb Asseoir, signifying a .vz'l.
ting of the Judges to hear. and determine
causes,---but from duize, signifying unm
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m, or the apportioning to every man
throughout their circuits equal ‘ustlce in
equal scales, according to the stan ard As.
From this word likewise comes the assize
of bread, the assize of weights and measures,

“ Celui qui regle les Poids et les Mesures."
See Miege’s Dictionary.

Hence, perhaps,

and with great deference to better authority,
the appointment of twtelcs Judge and twelve
jurymen may have had the same origin ; for

among the Romans an lnheritance was com
monly divided into twelve parts. called Un
ciaz: the whole was called As.

Hence, Hw

res ear mu, Heir to the whole; Hares er

other countries, arise solely fromthe rela.
tions ofclimate, and the facilities of industry.
Birmingham has long been famous for its
hardrvares, &c. Sheﬂield for its cutlery, Man
chester for cotton manufactures, and Leeds
for its woollens. Each of these draws toge

ther a numerous population, and sets to work
other branches of petty manufactures and in

dustry. But were any of these towns divested
of its principal source of income, by a legisla
tive prohibition of its chiefmanufacture, the
convenience of fuel, excellent carriage roads,

inland navigation, and a good supply of pro
visions, would speedily draw thither some

canine, er trirnta, dodranta, Heirs to the

branch of industry, and in a great measure

half-third, three-fourths, &c. Insigniﬁcant
as the subject may appear to the incurious,

supply the loss which had so occurred,
Sea port towns have seldom proved fa

it is, however, evident, that our division of
the common foot is not fortuitous, but de

vourable to _man_ufactures ; because, though

rived from the Roman Pes, whilst masters of
this island, at least 1800 years ago ; and that
to their division of the As or Libra into Un

cize, we owe both our avoirdupois ounce and
inch, both of which being now established by
Parliament on scientiﬁc principles, may be

considered as perpetuated and doubly “ Im
rial.”
PeBlackstone
says, “ Our ancient historians

they may, like Newcastle and Whitehaven,
have the provisions necessary for a great
body of miners in abundance, and the popu
lation collected together by maritime and
mercantile aﬁairs, yet they may render living
too dear to admit of a numerous manufac

turing population.
Live
l is the second port in the king
dom. It is not unfrequent to hear ignorant
men observe that the spirit of the people of
this town will most probably enable them in

inform us, that a standard of longitudinal
measure was ascertained by King Henry I.
who commanded that the Ulna, or ancient

time to rival even London, as a maritime

ell, which answers to our modern yard,
should be made of the exact length of his

don, does not owe its prosperity so much to

own arm; and one standard of measure of

length being gained, all others are easily de
rived from thence; superﬁcial measures are

and mercantile town. Liverpool, like Lon
the enterprise of its inhabitants as to its local
advantages. The Mersey admits vessels of
great burden a considerable way into the
country; and as an immense chain of inland

derived by squaring those of length, and
measures of capacity by cubing them ;—-that
under King Richard I. in his parliament

navigation has connected it with an exten
sive population in Lancashire, Cheshire,

holden at Westminster, A. D. 1197, it was
ordained, that the custody of the Auize or

and Yorkshire, which require an extra supply

Standard of weights and measures, should
be committed to certain persons in every

raw produce of manufactures, salt from the

city and borough. These original standards
were called Pondus Rsgis and Mermlra Do
mini Reyis, and are by a variety of subse

Derbyshire,

Staﬂbrdshire,

Warwickshire,

of provisions, West India produce, and the
works of Northwich, &c. we need not wonder

at the ﬂourishing circumstances of the port

quent statutes to be kept in the exchequer,

of Liverpool, which in a great [measure
owes its prosperity to its not interfering so
immediately with the port of London.

and all weights and measures to be made
conformable thereto ; but, as Sir Edward

Greenock owes its prosperity to the gene
ral port it offers for the manufacturing dis

Coke observes, though this hath so often by

tricts of Scotland, the various ramniﬁcations

authority of parliament been enacted, yet it
could never be effected, so forcible is custom
with the multitude.” The yard being now
determined by the present act of parliament

which connect it with the interior of‘ the
country, and by means of the Forth and
Clyde canal, with the whole range of the

that great and increased advantage to the

eastern coast of Great Britain.
It would then a pear, that commerce, the
local facilities of abour, the means of pro
curing provisions, the state of knowledge,
and accumulation of capital, distribute popu

public must be the consequence of its adop

lation according to

tion.

cause and effect, and that these depend upon
cheap means of production.
The seat of empire and commerce has

on mathematical principles, and a strict um‘
formify of weights and measures throughout
the kingdom established, it is anticipated

THE DISTRIBUTION OF POPU
LATION.

regular principles of

The natural manufacture of cotton, W001
len, linen, and silk goods in Great Britain,

given to England the city of London, to
France the city of Paris, and to Holland the
town of Amsterdam Thqse ﬂourishing

and the importation of raw produce from

towns have arisen from the divisions of la
3
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bear,’ and the oonoentratbn of capital,’
caused by the difference of the products of in
dustry in the various parts of the habitable
globe, and the principles of wealth by which
a great mass of population is drawn together.
\Vhen Alexander the Great ﬁxed the seat of
commerce at Alexandria, and when Con

stantine the Great marked out the future
bounds of Constantinople, they were guided

wholly by the maritime advantages naturally
presented by these famous places. The oper
ations by which they rose into consideration

were by no means forced, but the regular
consequence of the natural distribution of

population and industry in an improved state
of society.

Foreign commerce, after having

created the basis of capital, by drawing in
dustry into a species of confederacy, a co

operation and division of labour, and of the
economical application of capital, breaks up
the natural or squandering distribution of
population and industry, elevates villages to

the highest rank of opulence, and gradually
infuses wealth into the remotest corners of
the body politic; until at length, by the re
peated action and re-action between the fo
reign and the home trade, the circumstances

peculiar to a people are completely changed,
they acquire new wants and new desires, to
gether with the means of gratifying them,

much more completely than could have been
previously anticipated.
To this Editor ofthe Mechanics Regirler.
‘SIR.-—AS a member of the London Me
chanics’ lnstitution, I am very glad to see
that we have at last got a publication,

which performs that which its title professes
—-namely, the registry of the proceedings of
the London Mechanics’ Institution, as well as
all other matters connected therewith. I beg
leave to hand to you for insertion, a copy of
the number of members of the Edinburgh
School of Arts, with their different trades. I
should like to see such a list of the London

Mechanics’ Institution, made up to the close
of the present year;
~
An original member, J. W.
Tun EDINBURGH Scnoon or Anrs wss
ESTABLISHED IN om; THOUSAND nrcnr
HUNDRED AND 'l‘WEN'l‘Y-ONE- Teams
or ADMISSION T0 1-as LECTURES, AND
-‘rm;-Usr: or BOOKS, rmrsan SHILLINGS
PER ANNUM. UPON THESE TERMS sous
HUNDRED AND FIFTY-TWO wens ENTER
>ED IN THE rmsr YEAR.—TI-IE rou.ow
»ING msr snaws THE NUMBER or run
rnsnas.
Cabinet-makers and Joiners
.
lll
Smiths and Iron Machine Makers
38
Millwrights
.
.
.
.
.
15
Masons and Marble Cutters
.
.
27
Watch and Clock Makers
.
.
ll

Opticians

.

.

Silversmiths and Jewellers

.

.

.

7
_ 19

Tlnmen and Pevrterers
Brass Founders
Die Cutters
Plumbers
Painters
Dyers
.
Printers .
.
Bookbinders
Weavers
Shoemakers

amqmwq mqwmwm

nlltsuQn'n

Lapidaries
Engravers
Brewers .
.
Millers
.
.
Baker
.
.
Iron Founders .
Turners .
.
Glaziers .
.
Upholsterers
.
Farriers .
.
Saddlers .
.
Tanners .
.
Tailors
.
.
Gun Makers
.
Gardeners
.
Musical Instrument
Grocers .
.

...
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
' .
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.~
.
.

.
.
Makers
.

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

eg:~lu-ntI-nr'-I :an->IWlO!U°-BIQ!CDW OQFW

Spirit Dealers
Tobacc0nists
Surveyors

.

.

Fishing Rod Maker
Last Maker
Glass Blower
Glass Cutter’
Modeller
.
.
.
Plasterer
.
.
.
Hatter
.
.
.
Distiller .
.
Pcrfumer
Tide-Waiter
.
.
Cutler
.
.
' .
Merchants’ Clerks
.
.
Pupils of the Blind Asylum
No Trade, entered
.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

N

Total 452

To Ike Editor of Me Mechanics’ Regiﬂer
Sir.—-Wishing to become a member of the
Mechanics’ Institution a few evenings ago, I

was surprised to find a regulation of a most
impolitic kind, and which must be, and is, the
cause of precluding many respectable persons.
It is the obligation of obtaining a recommen
dation from two members of six months
standing. Now, I am acquainted with very
few mechanics, and with -no member of the

Institution ; many others are in a similar si
tuation, and are therefore inadmissible. I
conceive this regulation is in order to con

fine the members to the operative classes; if
not, many more eifectual methods might be
adopted to secure a peaceable and orderly
audience.
Yours truly,
I. W.
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To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
Sm,-1 beg to send you an extract of a
letter from Plymouth, stating a singular phe
nomenon which occurred there.

“ On Saturday, the 4th instant, a great fall
of rain took place here; the streets were
deluged with water. Towards the evening
the torrents increased accompanied with

lamsorryhehastakenotfenmst there
quest I made, which wasdone not with a wish
to dive into the secrets of a business, but

merely that I might form some idea of the
process.
I can assure him he has formed a wrong
opinion of me ifhe thinks I wish to learn a
trade at so triﬂing an expense, and l have too

ﬂashes of lightning of the most appalling de

good an opinion of the readers of the Mecha

scription; the rolling of the thunder-the
quick and sudden glare of the electric ﬂuid,
as it passed across the heavens, and the vio
lent rushing of the waters, produced altoge
ther a scene of astonishing and awful gran

nics’ Register, to think they would make ill
use of the communications made through
that work. Does he suppose that a person
who does not make it his business, would
take the trouble to manufacture for himself,

deur. About half past nine o’clock, the in

when he can get it done at such low prices

habitants were alarmed by a violent shock,
so sudden, loud, and dreadful, that every

as at present? as a pastime he may, other

wise it would not be worth his while. Does

house in the town was shaken to its founda

G. B. C. suppose perhaps, that a person in

tion; and the next morning, it was discover
ed, that the conductor of Charles’s Church
had attracted the electric ﬂuid; the slate

the trade made the request? that person

roof was knocked to pieces; the conductor,

must have received but poor instruction from

his master to have been obliged to ask such
a question.
In whatever situation the applicant might

from about two feet of!‘ the Window of the
tower nearly to the ground,~was broken into
short lengths, much blackened and bent; the

be, G. B. C. could have answered, by a refer
ence to a work which treats on the subject,

door was burst otiits hinges, the ﬂuid passed

and told him, that secrets in business could

through two or three graves through the

not be disclosed to the public at large.
if G. B. C. will take the trouble to refer to
J. E. 'I"s query, he will find the
nest was
for “ the process of marbling the edges of

church-yard wall, which was two feet thick,
two or three large stones of which was
thrown into the street with great violence;
it entered the pa vement of the street, tearing
up the stones, and exhausted itself in a gutter

leaves and leather, or binding of books,” and

elapsed, since Lieut. W. P. Green, R. N.,
who you have mentioned in your Register,
opposed at a public lecture at Plymouth the

not for “ the art of bookbinding,” so far J.
E. T. acquits himself of one of the charges
brought against him by G. B. C.
Had an inexperienced person wished to
have practised the art, I thrnk he would have
found it diﬂicult without the aid of an able

use of these conductors, and to the ﬁtting
H. M. ﬂeet with such; and stated, that this

practitioner; that was not my intention. I
can assure you, such interested motives as

of water.”
Now, Mr. Editor, two years only have

church, owing to its having conductors, would G. B. C. has imputed to me were not enter
one day be knockeddown about the ears of tained, my request was made with the purest
those who might be in it. Mr. Tatum, in intentions. Hoping he will now forgive the
his lectures at the Mechanics’ institution, has wish to encroach (as he has thought it) upon
fully demonstrated by experiment, previous his business, I remain, Sir,
to this catastrophe, all Lieut. Green had ad
Yours very respectfully, J. E. T
vanced. The public attention should, there
fore, surely be drawn to the last part of Lieut.
Green’s remarks, in his book on ﬁxed light
QUERIES.
ning conductors, which he makes appear
evident to all who read his book on this im
portant subject; it is, “ that the whole of our
ﬂeet at Plymouth, and our naval arsenals (the
im rtance of which, to this nation, is incal
cu able) with the lives of all on board the

Man in inquisitiveness should he strung,
From curiosity doth wisdom ﬂow :
For ’tis a maxim I've adopted long,
The more a man inquires the more he'll know.
l’nrzs. Prsnsn.

ships, are tottering on the brink of destruc

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.

tion; as a cloud fully charged with electric
ﬂuid may destroy them all.”
I have the honour to remain,
Your most obedient servant,
90, Gt. Queen-street.
Crrsruas LLOYD.

Mr. Editor,--You will oblige me by as
certaining, through the medium of your in
structive and amusing publication, the man
ner of manufacturing percussion caps for

Sm,--I feel much indebted to your corres
pondent G. B. C. for the trouble he has taken
in rectifying an answer to my query in No. 4.

perhaps, some of your intelligent correspon

pt’ your work, respecting the marbling of
oo s.

guns. The price of themis so small, I should
conceive the process to be very simple; but,
dents, will in that respect undeceive me.
Your’s, obediently,

Staple Inn.

‘V. P.

THE LONDON
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SIR,—-I shall feel obliged if you will insert
under the head queries, the following:

The present method of varnishing prints
and maps, and the method of making the
varnish ?

Yours, &c.

A FLEMING.
Sm,-—lt is well known that if a spot of
grease gets upon boot-tops they are m ge

neral spoiled.

I wish to know, through the

medium of the Register, the means of ex
tracting it, and the process of so doing?

It being generally reported in case of a
building being on ﬁre, and rain descending
upon it, the rain instead of assisting to
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Conn son Crm.ar..nss.--One ounce of
White copperas, dissolved in half a pint of
spring water.--2. A saturated solution of
alum, in either case apply where the part
affected is inflamed,a few applications in
general effect a cure.

Sir,—Comparing the solution of your fair
correspondent, with the problem in No. 4. of
your pleasing Register,l conclude there is
some mistake, or the problem admits of an
other solution.

I have sent you the follow

ing, which if you think worth inserting, you
will gratify your well wisher,-'1‘. D. R.

quench the ﬁre, only increases the ﬂame, I

wish to know if such be the fact, and if so,
-the rationale ? I perfectly understand that
water is composed of oxygen and hydrogen,

but how the water is decomposed merely by
passing into flame,l am at a loss to imagine.
What is the reason of the outside of a de
canter being covered with steam when cold

spring water is poured into it 2
Your well-wisher,

G. L.

SIR,--For the amusement of the readers
of your interesting miscellany, I send you
the following query, by inserting which you

will oblige your obedient servant,
T.
-In what manner must ﬁve squares, eac
-consisting of .two parts, out from the centre

sof one side to -the opposite corner, be placed
-so as to form one square?

ANSWERS T0 QUERIES.

Sm.—As the following query took me

Place the dots in a line, and you form the
shorter square, by which means each square
may form the other.

some time to make, and perhaps may be
amusing to some of the readers of your ex
cellent Register, the insertion of which should

it prove worthy a place, will much oblige a
constant reader.-W. T. O.

STEAII CANNON.

Here is one invention at least of our inge
nious countryman, the practicability of which
has not yet been questioned, and seems un

questionable ;, although we have occasion to
know theta certain gentleman, of no mean
estimation in the scientiﬁc world, has been
accustomed to fulminate ea: cathedra against
our modern map-of-steam, pronouncing his
successive inventions at once puerile, fantas

t1c, and proﬁtless. The Greeks, who by the
by appear quite at home, in the very heart
and element of destruction, are exceedingly
anxious to procure one or two of Mr. Per
kms‘s twenty-fours for the special purpose of
knocking the Turks out of Patras---we most

heartily wish them to have half-a-dozen. The
A piece is marked out as the above ﬁgure,
and a person requested to roll seven stones,
or balls, to seven of the points, to begin at
the bottom of either of the lines leading to
the point he’s going to, but every stone so
placed will prevent that being a starting place

or any of the other points.

Russian Autocrat also has been negotiating,
vainly, however, it is said, for a park of them.
We presume he merely meant to make pre
sents of them to his brethren of the Holy Al
liance. Our own government have, in the

meantime, judiciously monopolised the nia
nufacture, and thereby left us a little leisure
to speculate upon the probable change which
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these tremendous engines are destined to d‘
fect onthe feature of modern warfare. An
inquiry of the same kind has been agitated
with respect to steam-ships, but until means
are contrived for lessening the consumption
of fuel used on board vessels propelled by
steam, the consequences of this application
of the mighty power to warlike purposes,

yesterday---the skllful and the unsldlfnil—-he
between whom and a less irresistible stroke a

thousand breasts would be interposed, and he
who has not won a single friend to himself
among his companions in arms, will ﬁght and

sent attention. We may however, on par

fall alike, undistinguished together. There
will be no room for the exercise of those sym
pathies which have yet been found to raise
man in his most deadly moods above the other
warring tribes of nature. The victor, or we

sait observe, that we have

should rather say, the survivor, will march

appear too remote to

engage our pre
been great

I

animated by the view which the gen
eman before alluded to has been pleased
to take ofste's.m-ships, and their employments

forward over the bodiesof the slain, uncon
scious of having wrought an heroic deed, and

in the contests of maritime belligerentra, the
me not being a discovery of Mr. Perkins,

honour from gratifying the most brutal pro-.

and having therefore been honoured with our
philosopher’s patent investigation. He con
ceives that steam-ships must possess such a.
decided superiority over those moving on the
old fashioned principle of wind and tide, that
every naval power will adopt them. But
mark the consequences. No ﬂeet will then
put to sea with the intention of invading a dis
taut land; for by what means could a ﬁrst

very alarming in anticipation, but we trust
that society is not destined to undergo such
a fcarfulurevulsion of its principles.

unrestrained by any self-appeal to his own
psnsities of his nature.

All this is certainly

'.' We have copied the foregoing ob

servations‘from!the Edinburgh Slur of last
week, merely for the pu

se of shewing the’

interest which is taken rn that inverition of

Mr. Pe‘rkins, which we have described as
calculated to put an end to war and blood
rate, or even a 74, be supplied with fuel ne
cessary to its consumption in crossing the shed. It is gratifying to us to observe that
Atlantic ? While, on the other hand, the our ownobservations on the subject have‘
ﬂeet of the invaded, receiving a plentiful d been quoted in nearly all the papers of this
kingdom, and in several of those of the con-’
regular supply of fuel from land, would al
’
ways he prepared, as well to attack that of trnent.
s
the invaders with agility, as to resist it obsti

nately.
Britons;

What a cheering consideration to us
Come steam-ships, with steam

cannon too, against our sea-girt and coal
yielding land, we shall beprepared to treat
them as our forefathers did the no less por
tentous Armada of their days. But, to pro
coed with Mr. Perkins’s invention: it seems
admitted by all who have considered the sub

ject, that the use of cannon, acting upon his
principle, will shorten every future:war:—
Whether it will soften its horrors, and contri

' NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We feel much obliged'to Mr. Hollands"

for the plate of the Horizontorium, with
which-he has favoured us, but owing to. a

press of matter we must defer giving it until_
the week after next.

Mr. J. Straker’s new invention is also
avoidably postponed.
Mr.‘ Collett’s extinguishing Chimney Pot-‘

is a very clever invention, and appears to us
to be an effectual remedy for chimnics which

bute to rid society of the monstrous folly it
has engrafted upon itself, is another and diﬂi take ﬁre. Our Engraver has prepared a
eult questio'n. ‘Military tactics and national block to ‘-‘illustrate this subject, which we
character will henceforth have little to do in shall give next week.
deciding the superiority of States. The con
S. I., W. P, G. and others are under con
test, supposing armsto be resorted to, will, in
the main, be that of numbers, and resistance,
in cases of great inequality, hopeless on one
side from the beginning of the struggles All

he may be inclined to favour us with; pro

who are engaged in the, combat will find them

vided they are sent early in the week.

sideration.

Juvenis Admirator is informed that we
shall be happy to insert any communications

selves on a footing of perfect equality with
each other as warriors. The brave man and

The article on Captain Manby’s Life Pre
server, with an Engraving, will appear next
the coward—the veteran and the recruit of week.

' IJONDON:—Printed by W. MOLINEUX, 5, Bream’s Buildings, Chancery Lane.
Published by COWIE & STRANGE, 24, Fetter Lane, where ail Communications
(port-paid) are requested to be addressed.
,|

'sold by SHERWOOD, JONES, & C0.,,Paternoster Row; and may be had of all
‘
Booksellers and Newsmen.
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We insert the following communica
tio'ri'frorh a valued Nautical Correspondent,
on the subject of Captain Manby’s Life
Saving Apparatus, but we beg our readers
to understand, that we do not wish to detract
from the credit due to that gentleman, who,

entangling it; and this original plan is in
every way the best, because a swivel can be
transported with ease and facility, and placed
as a ﬁxture at any part of a ship; while on

the other hand it is not possible to place a
mortar and its appendages in a position to
act on board a stranded ship; and again,

ﬁring from the ship to the land is more cer

if not thehnventor of the plan, is deserving
of much praise for his humane exertions in
putting it into practice. We take this op
portunity of rec‘ommending~to the notice of
the Public, Mr. Walker, the young Artist,
who has given an engraving in the present
Number to illustrate this subject. His work

tain to succeed than if ﬁring from the land to
the ship; because, in the ﬁrst instance, the
wind aids in forcing the shot and line to the

for him, probably, than any thing which we

me all they afterwards saw exhibited.

might say in his praise.

Captain Danzie’s kite for ‘sending a rope
from a stranded ship to the land, to be seen
at the Society of Arts, 1 consider of much

land.

If ﬁring from the land (as a ship is

always to windward), the wind impedes the

progress of the line,

I was a spectator at Captain Manby’s first
experiment in Hyde Park, when a mortar
and jacket were tried; having previously
however, will speak fdr itself, and do more, read my book, I explained .-to those around

To ihe Editor of the Meclunrice’ Register.
_ StR,——The ‘late gales have again brought

rntoiuse what is called Captain Ma,nby’s

importance to the nautical part of the com
munity.
Your humble servant,

Life-Saving Apparatus; now, Sir, the public

have paid dear enough for the neglect of
those whose duty it is to reward merit, and
bring useful inydntions into notice; and such
persons as should protect the original inventor
of plans also deserve much censure. Lieu
tenant Bell.’s apparatus, in every ‘way similar‘
to Capt/ain‘ Manby’s, has lain before the pub
lie, and been laced open to its inspection at
the Society 0 Arts, ever since the year 1791,

and altho gh he made public trial of his
plans at oolwich before a Committee of
the Societyof Arts in that year, (a. full ac
count of which is given in the Second Series

W. P. G.

T0 the Edifor of the Mechanics’ Register,
Sm,---llein engaged for some time past
with making 0 servatimis on the weather, we
find great embarrassment from the insuf

ﬁoiency of the instruments in present use, for
the purposes of the Meteorologist. We have
endeavoured to improve some of them, but
have not succeeded to our satisfaction. lf
any of your scientiﬁc readers can inform us,

through the medium of your excellent Re
gister, of a correct ombrometer, hygrometer,
dioscometer, electrometer, or anemometer,

of Arts, Manufactures, and Agriculture, No. they will confer a lastingfavour on the sci
LXXVIL published in October, 1808, toge entiﬁc world at large, and in particular on
your constant reader and sincere well-wisher,
ther with drawings of the mortar, shell, grap
MEDICUS.
nel, escape-raft, &c. &c.)' yet it was not put
P. S. If agreeable, we will, perhaps, at
in practice until Captain Manby came for

ward and obtained two or three thousand
poundsfrorn Parliament.
'
_ Mr. Cobb had also placed a life-preserv

some future time, trouble you with some ob
servations on meteorology, &c.

rng jacket at the Society of Arts in the year

*,|,* We shall be -most happy to receive
the promised communication.--En.

1764, and Mr. Daniel’s ﬂoating belt has also
been there for many years.
The merit of throwing a line from a ship

To the Editor of the lllecltanics’ Register.
MECHANICS‘ KETTLE.

to the land, is neither due to Bellor'- Manby,
because the idea. was ﬁrst suggested by Mr.

Sm,---Permit me to submit to your notice
an improved boiler, as applied to a kettle, by

_-_—-i

.

Richard Gibson, who had performed this by] ' the addition of a ﬂue running upthe middle,
a swivel mounted on a boat, on the bow so that when it is placed on the tire
parts
quarter, or centre of a ship, and for the pur of the water will receive heat immediately,as
pose of throwing a harpoon into a whale at a you will perceive by the Subjoined rough
great distance; amodel of the swivel, &c. sketch. If you think it worthy of a place
‘has ‘been deposited at the Society of Arts in your interesting publication, the insertion
ever ‘_since the year 1775, being sixteen years
before Bell’s experiments. A Drawing of this of it will oblige , Your humble servant,
may be acceptable to your readers. [See
J. STRAKER, jun.
Member of the Mechanics’ lnstitution. '10
N. B. A kettle made by this construction
a line attached to it by a ring and small
will boil much sooner than another, without
chain; the line is coiled‘ in a tub, which pre
_ _ imrl-l
ventsthe motion of the ship, or boat, from Y the additional tube.

ﬁrst page]
'
=
a the Swivel gun; I) Harpoon, having

I
H|.

.
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DN THE MANUFACTURES AND ME
‘ CIIANICAL ESTABLISHMENTS OF
EGYPT.
it has been stated in the ublic prints, that
an Envoy from the Pac a of

gypt has

reached this country, for the purpose of ob
taining information relative to our Manufac
tures, which may enable the Pacha to esta
blish cotton manufactories in his own domi

nions. Having been favoured with the pe
rusalof letters from Alexandria of a very

131

desired that information may be obtained as

to the expense of procuring more than two
hundred ﬁrst-rate mechanics in the various
branches in which the Egyptians are neces
sarily deﬂcient. He has nlso written for an
estimate of the cost and charges or erection
of two Steam Engines of eighty horse power
for Cairo and Alexandria, to be employed in
the distribution of water to the remote parts
of those cities; and as if he had been aware
of the mining mania which has seized the
English, has instructed one of the tlrst mer

recent date, in which the real objects of the
mission of Ali Effendi are detailed, we can chants of the City to otter for sale the exclu
assure our readers that he is provided with sive rivilege ofworking a mine, at a distance
more extensive powers than it would either of ti ty leagues from Alexandria, in which
suit the interest or the wishes of his master emeralds, and other precious stones, and na
to make known at the present moment---as tive gold, are said to abound. It must not
'the Pacha feels it to be necessary that ‘the be denied that the grand object of the Pacha

Grand Sultan should not take alarm at the
improving spirit of civilization Which is go
ing forward m Egypt, or the natives of Tur
key, who are in the service of the Pacha,
imagine that the Vice”) of their Sovereign
’ is taking such rapid strides towards a decla
ration of independence,

/The truth is, that

not only has the Pacha of Egypt opened 0
_corresp0ndence through his Agent with some,
of the first houses in London and Liverpool,
for the sale of the Macho cotton, the culture

is to open a better market for the sale of his
coiton, of which he has the exclusive mono
P° Y
Oneot‘ the letters from Alexandria lilies
the number of bales annually produced as
follows : 190 to 280,000 of Macho cotton,
and about 20,000 of common short stapled,

but it is estimated that by adopting u better
mode of mrlture, the number of the tormer
may be increased 73) or 89,000. l§esid&

cotton, the Pacha monopolizes all the wheat,
of which it is intended by all possible means linseed, beans, barley, ﬂax, lentiks (a sort of
to promote, and for the establishment of a pea), indigo, saﬂloren, opium, and butialq
few cotton manufactories in Egypt. for the and other hides, The productions which he

‘iaupply of ‘the inhabitants, but he has also_ does not r_nonopqliss are Mecca coﬂes, § rllr
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gums, ostrich feathers, &c. The following
observations upon the trade and views of the

been resident very long in Egypt, and fully
know the nefarious system of the Govern

Pacha are by a contemporary, who has de
rived them from Alexandria, and will be read
with interest. We must, however, caution

ment having cajoled their friends in England

our readers against the mere opinions of the

cotton from the Government Stores, it would

writer as to the character of the Pacha,
whom our letters describe to be a very en

all be of the primest sort ; that this is not the

lightened and liberal man. It will be readily
imagined that with the best intentions, he
dare not, in the present state of the Egyptian

population, openly evince those principles of
free commerce which an Englishman justly
considers the foundation of national gran
deur.

“ The import trade of British manufac
tures is looked upon by the Pacha as an in-'
trusion. He also manufactures at Cairo and
Rosetta, and extensively,too, having got hold
of British machinery, and German, French,
Swiss, and Italian artisans; his manufactures

are linen, silks, and cottons; he has printing
and dyeing houses, and the notion generally
pervades, that the time cannot be far distant,

into immense transactions, by holding out

the lure, that if a person be sent to select the
fact, nor can, not will it ever be under the
present system, the cotton trade in England
must, ere this, be quite aware of; the agents
of the Pacha can have no inducement to pay
attention to quality, as quantity with them
must reasonably be the main and only object.
It is true, better packages are now made
by the cotton being c0mprcssed.hut such are
only accessible to the agents of his Ilighneas,

who ships them exclusively on his own ac
count; probably some alteration may be

made in the qualities, but a liberal and en
lightened mind shrinks from the contempla
tion, that this would only be possible, in
order to enrich the more an illiterate Turk,
and the more effectually to exclude British
capital, talent, and industry, from the parti

when not a. single piece of printed cottons
will he wanted in Egypt from either England

cipation in a legitimate trade.

or France.

Pacha, to permit some Ievantines to appro

However as yet, tangibs, plain

and figured cambrics, imitation India goods,
Scotch lappet muslins, and Turkey-red hand
kerchiefs, ﬁnd always vent; and the whole
catalogue of British manufactures is not

likely to be expelled for consumption in
Egypt, although this may be the case some
time hence, the population being literally so

Proposals have already been made to the.
priate ground for the cultivation of Macho
cotton upon an improved plan—narnely, the
ﬁrst year, to pick the cotton from newly
planted shrubs, and the gathering being
ﬁnished, to prune these also, to plant for the
second year fresh shrubs,
so to go on, at
the end of the third year,
enever a shrub

poor, they cannot afford to purchase at even has lasted so long, to eradicate it in toto.
the present low prices; the cause is, the From experiment, it would appear, that in
Pacha’s system of monopoly of every com, the ﬁrst year the shrub produces excellent
modity of the soil, the mode of paying the cotton; being pruned, it produces the second
peasant for them, in Treasury Assignments,
and dealing out to him every article, forcibly

year a much ﬁner cotton. Its product, in
the thi_rd year is like that of the ﬁrst, and in
taken from him, at an immense profit--..for quality, if any thing, a shade coarser, If the
even the mats in general use for household yearling shrub is sutiered to grow into a tree,
purposes by the natives are a monopoly of it runs up to six feet, and more, and produces
the variety of quality which goes under the
his Highness.
Of the quality of Macho cotton it may name of Macho, without any distinction,
To induce the Government to permit the
brieﬂy be said, that when it shall become

properly assorted, it will be a useful cotton ;

Levantines‘ scheme, they proposed to pay

at present it is so mixed, foul and tender, no

opinion can be formed until the adventures
of the Pacha reduce the prices to so low a

his Highness the difference between his
price and their own cost, merely to retain th_e
privilege of shipping what they grew under

ﬁgure in England that it can be put to gene

their own especial inspection-for instance,

ral purposes and use; the cotton plant is suf

his is ﬁfteen dollars, cost ten dollars; they
pay him five dollars; it Would be useless to
comment upon such a Government. and tire
some to detail the continual, studied, and

fered to grow into a tree of six feet high and

more; hence, four qualities ; these are indis
criminately mixed, and under the denomina
tion of Macho, this is one and the best qua

lity. The Government takes this from the
peasant to export or to sell; whoever buys
must take what it chooses to give and to de
liver; no examination is permitted, al
though, by bribery, it sometimes is connived
at when the lots happen to be small. The
idea, therebre, of an intelligent
rson who
knows cotton, and understands it, aving any
, advantage, is quite erroneous, not to use

terms and draw ridicule on pe_rsons Who have

ﬂagrant impedimentsﬂhat business, and es
pecially English business, is subject to.
It ought to be remarked, that the Pacha’s
agents, on the cccasion of the exporting of

the dollars, ofered to give up their bills for
the amount, and an a lvance tocover charges,
This may be it it to the consideration of the
British merchants, who have, -or may feel in
clined to send specie to a country, governed

as Egypt is at present. During the period of
embarking an expedition against the Greeks,
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the exportation of dollars was prohibited, and
theyare not the coin of the country.

The

oapitulations with the Ottoman Porte are the
regulations by which the trade of England
and Egypt ought to be carried on. These
Ctipitulations, however, are a dead letter,only
that the duties are levied by a Turkish Tariff

promulgated at Constantinople, which fur
nishes the solitary instance, that an Egyptian
ruler recognises his master, the Grand Seig
nor. But, even the Tariff is set aside with
out oeremony, where it suits his Highness,
and the infringements of the capitulations are
as numerous as the inability, incapacity, or
unwillingness of the Counsels to enforce the
same.”

RAILWAYS
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We have not taken into account the time
lost in overcoming the inertia of the wag

gon where a small power is applied, because
in point of fact, the casual resistance of the

wind would render it necessary to provide
double or triple the power above stated. But
if necessary, the time lost by the slow motion

at first might be saved. Suppose there are a
certain number of places where the steam
coach or waggon was to stop, to take in or
put out passengers or goods; and farther,

that the waggon, by travelling a few miles,
has acquired an uniform velocity of 20 miles
an hour.

Then,if it is made to ascend an in

clined plane of ten ﬂeet perpendicular height,
this velocity will be extinguished. and the
vehicle,will stop at the head of the plane.
When it is to proceed again on its journey

its descent along an inclined plain of the
siime height on the other side, will enable it
to recommence its career in a few seconds
useful information.
An Edinburgh Paper, with the full velocity of 20 miles an hour.
the Scotsman, has entered very fully into the By raised platforms of this kind, at the two
subject, and published several very valuable extremities of the journey, and at the inter
A great deal has been said and Written on
the
canals,
comparative
and the discussionyhas
excellencies ofelicited
railways
much

articles in favour of railways and loco-motive
engines, which, we think, must carry convic

mediate stages, the velocity thus generated,

might be treasured up for permanent use.
The platforms should be‘ of different heights,
old system.
As it is a subject of deep in
corresponding tothe various velocities of the
terest, and one which will probably occupy a vehicles plying on the railway. But, in point
tion to the most prejudiced in favour of the

great portion of the attention of the Legisla
ture, during the ensuing Session, we copy
with great pleasure the following observations
from the Scotsman of the 22d inst.
It will
also be seen that the article refers to some
theoretical statemént which had been made,
but which it is not necessary to repeat here.
“ Having developed the theory of the mo '
tion of carriages on horizontal railways, we
shall have little more to do with mathemati
cal discussions, and shall now turn our af

of fact, the terminal velocity is attained so

tention to points of a practical nature, better
adapted to the taste of ordinary renders. But

not exceed eight or ten feet, the momentum
of the vehicle would carry it up without an

soon from a state of rest, that this contrivance
would probably be found unnecessary.
Where locks or li ts occur, the stationary

steam engine sho d drag up the‘ vehicle
(supposing it to be along an inclined plane),
not simply from the one level to the other,
but to a platform some feet above the
higher level, that the vehicle, by its descent,
might recover the lost velocity. It is plain,
however,t.hat when the difference of level did

ﬁrst, we shall bring under the eye again, the

assistance from a stationar ' engine, and with

effect of a given quantity of power on a rail

merely a small temporary oss of velocity.

way, and on a canal, in a calm atmosphere
for it is only in a calm atmosphere that the
results can be properly compared.
We have found that a boat weighing with
its load 15 Ions and a waqgon of the some
weight, the one on a canal, and the other on
a railway, would be impelled at the following
rates, by the following quantities of power--which we have stated both in pounds and in
horse power-—reckoning one horse power

equal to 180 pounds.
I
Boat on a Canal.

Wagon on a
ilway.

Miles

power in Horse power in Horse

per hour. pounds.
2 - as

4 - - 133
,6 - - 300
,'Hs~.-.=- 533
j 12- 4, - 1200
'- 16 I-- -".2133
~m-......sa2,5

power. pounds. power.

1-5th
2-3&5
1%
3
1
12
rs

~
-

100
g
102
Q
105
109
120 2-ad;
137
s
158
1

Some persons imagine erroneously that
teethed wheels and rackwork would be ne
oessary where the railway ,was not perfectly
level. But the friction of iron on iron being
25 per cent. of the weight, if the whole load
was upon the wheels to which the moving
power was applied, and if the quantity of,
power was suﬂicient, the waggon would ascend

without slipping though the plane rose 1 foot
in 4—while even cart roads scarcely ever rise
more than 1 foot in 18 or 20. If four-fifths
of the load, however, were placed on separate
cars, and only one-tenth of the whole pres
sure, for instance, was upon the axle to which

the moving force was applied, the power of
ascent by friction would only be one-tenth of
one foot in 4, or one foot in 40.
The steam engine as we commonly see it.

is so bulky, and with the addition of its fuel
and supply of water, so

nderous, as to

create an impression on a rst view, that its
whole power would scarcely, under the most
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favourable oireurnstances, transport its own
weight. The steam-boat, however, which

densing a pgaratus which must diminish the
weight pro abl by one-fourth part. The

cuts its way through the ocean, in deﬁance
of tide and tempest, shows that this is a mis

because we think it rather below the truth.

take. For all velocities above four miles an
hour, the locomotive engine will be found su
perior to the steam-boat; that is to say, it

will aliord a greater amount of free power,

estimate for coa we have increased one-half,
it is only about nine pounds per hour for each’ '
horse power, while Mr. Watt allows twelve
pounds for his low pressure engines.
lt follows, therefore, that an eight-horse

ing the locomotive engine, few of them 80

power locomotive engine, with coal and wa
ter for eight hours, would weigh eight tons.
Hence, bulky and ponderous as the steam
engine appears, we tind that a locomotive en

detailed as could be desired—-from which we

ine, weighing eight tons, moves ﬁfty tons

above what is required no move its own
weight.

We have seen various statements respect
subjoin the following particulars.

‘

sides itself, (taking the more moderate es

'

TREVITHICK and Vrvr.uv’s high pressure

timate), that is, it consumes only one-seventh

locomotive engine, with a cylinder of eight

part of the power it creates, when travelling

inches diameter, and a pressure of 65 pounds

at four miles an hour; or thefrea power up
plicableta other purposes, is re1;en-sighths

per square inch (apparently about eight horse
mwer), drew carriages containing ten and a

of the whole. This is the result of an early
all’ tons of iron, at five and a half miles per experiment, made probably upon a rail-road '
hour, for a distance of nine miles. (Stuart’s ‘ not of the best kind, and with vehicles much
History of Steam Engine, p. 164.) Whether less perfect than they may yet be rendered.'
on a road or railway is not mentioned.

We ﬁnd it stated in n Liverpool paper, as
the result of inquiries made respectmg the

Though it falls much under the effect calcu
lated theoretically, it does not strike us as be

ing inconsistent with the truth of the princi

locomotive engines, that one of these, of ten

ples on which the calculation was founded. ,

horse power, conveys fifty tons of goods at
the rate of six miles an hour on a level rail
way. But was the road on edge or tram road ?
Mr. Bnnmuresor states, in replies to que

The high pressure engine, on account of‘ ,
its smaller weight and bulk, is evidently best

ries tit by Sir. Joan Smccsln,that his pa
tent ooornotive engine, with two eight inch
cylinders, weighs five tons, consumes 2=3d
cwt. of coal, and fifty gallons of water per
hour, draws twenty-seven waggons weighing

'1iinety-four tons on a dead level at three and
a half miles per hour, or fifteen tons tip an
ascent of two inches in ‘the ward’; _when
“ lightly loaded” travels ten mi es an hour,
does the work‘ of sixteen horse‘: in twelve
liours, and costs 400i. Another person says,
that the weight of this engine with its water
and coals is six tons, and that it draws forty
Ior fifty tons (waggons included) at four miles
an hour on a level railway. (Repository of_
Arts, 1818, p. 19-21.)

This seems to have

‘been a high pressure engine of about-eight
or ten horse power. ‘But we are not inform
'ed what sort of railway it worked on, how
long its 'ournies were, or what is rheant by
" lightly loudedl’
I

We shall take for granted then that an
' 'eight horse power high pressure engine. with
its charge of water and coal, and with the

car which hears it, weighs six tons, and that
it requires an additional supply of one hun

dred weight of coal, and four hundred Weight
of water for each hour it works. This is very
consistent with ‘other ascértained facts‘. We
ﬁnd for instance in the parliamentary report
'on steam navigation, that the low pressure
engines used in vessels, which are made twice

ias strong as stationary engines, weigh about
one ton and ‘one-fifth for each horse
lhcluding their charge of water an

wer,
coal.

Notiv the high-pressure engines want the con

adapted for railways; and it can be used with '

perfect safety, because it may be easily placed
in a car by itself, it few feet before the vehicle '
in which the passengers are.

The vehicle

itself, by its regular and steady motion on the
railweiy, would answer the purpose of si‘_ﬂy- ’
wheel in the most perfect manner, _The en-'

gine might run upon six wheels, which should
be locked together by teeth pinions, that the

tendency to slip inight be resisted by the,fricl'
tion of the whole mass of;eight tons.
The best form of a steam coach for the con- '
veyance of passengers would probably be the

following :-~A gallery seven feet high, eight
wide, and one hundred feet in length, formed

into ten separate galleries ten feet long each;
connected with each other by joints working
horizontally, to allow the train to bend where
the road tumed. A narrow covered footway,
suspended on the outside over the wheels on
one side, would serve as a common means of

communication for the whole. On the other
side might be outside seats, to be used in fine
weather. The top, urrounded with a rail,
might also be a sitting place or promenade’,
like the deck ‘of a track boat. Two of the ten

rooms might be set apart for cooking, stores,
and various accommodations; the other eight
would lodge one hundred passengers, w_ho_se
weight, with that of their luggage, might be
twelve tons. The coach itself might be twelve'

tons more; and that of the locomotive ma
chine, eight ton's, added to these, would make
the whole thirty=two tons. Each of the short
galleries might have four wheels ;‘ but to
lessen the friction, the two ﬁrst wheels only
should be grooved, the two last cylindrical,
and three or four times is broad as the thick

was rounds mzcnsmcs’ nscisrss.
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hess of the rail. The conveyance of goods

might be accomplished in a shor\a' time

would be effected by a train of small waggons

than our grandfathers took to travel to Lon
don and home again. The Americans, with

loosely attached to each other;
It will be observed from the table we have

their characteristic ardour for improvement,

given above, that it would require seven

are now collecting information about rail

horse power to impel a steam-boat weighing
ﬂfteén tons at twelve miles an hour. This

ways and locomotive_ machines in England.‘
And to them these Inventions will prove of
inestimable value. Some persons doubt, for
instance, whether it is possibie to keep so

gives a load of two tons upon each horse
power. Of the two tons so moved, however,
the engine, if a low pressure one, with water
and eight hours coals, would weigh nearly ten
tons, and the vessel would weigh at least ﬁve;

so that the whole power of the engine would
be expended in impelling itself and the ship
containing it, at the rate supposed, and no
free power would remain for freight. Facts
show that the resistance is actually rather
greater in water than theory in this case re

resents it.

We have calculated from data

umished by the Parliamentary report on
steam navigation, that the entire burden on
the engine in vessels going only eight or nine
miles an hour in calm weather, rarely exceeds

three tons for each horse power, while, ac
cording to the table, it should be ﬁve tons.
Indeed, in our common steam-vessels for pas
sengers, going eight or nine miles an hour,

the ship and engine may be considered as
constituting the whole burden; For ﬁfty
ssengers, weighing perhaps with their
uggage six or eight tons, placed on board a
ship weighing, with her engine of sixty or
seventy horse power, a hundred and ﬁfty or a
hundred and eighty tons, form but an addi

vast a territory as theirs united under one

government.

But it is forgot, that extent of

territory isa bar to political union, only asic
renders communication slow and diiiicult;

and that with the rapid and easy means of
intercourse which the railway aﬁbrds, New
York, New Orleans, and Columbia river,
though distant respectively from 2000 to
3000 miles, will be politically and morally
nearer to one another than London and
Edinburgh were a century ago. Free go
vernments in ancient times were necessarily

small, because they depend on union of sen
timent in the mass of the people; and one
citizen would not then know the opinion of
another at thirty miles distance. But the
post, the press, and the stage coach, have
made it easier to units twenty millions of
men in a common cause in our days, than it

was to unite the ﬁftieth part of the number

in the days of Philip ofMacedon. And with
the means of communication we are likely
soon to possess, we think the hundred and

ﬁfty millions who will inhabit North Ame

tical point of view. If we convert the steam

rica next century, will be more completely
one people than the inhabitants of France or
Britain at this day. It is pleasing indeed to
think, that at the moment when the gigantic

engine power into real horse
wer, and
figure to ourselves a hundred iiiirses em

existence, the inventive genius of man is cre

tion of one-twentieth or one-thirtieth to the
niass—a quantity of no importance in a prac

ployed to draw ﬁfty persons, we see what an

enormous waste of power there is in the
mode of conveyance. We may remark far
ther, that the tenor of the evidence given be
fore the Parliamentary Committee renders it
extremely doubtful, whether any vessel could

be constructed, that would bear an engine
capable of impelling her at the rate of two
miles an hour, without the help of wind or
tide.

When the steam coach is brought fully
into use, practice will teach us many things

respecting it, of which theory leaves us igno
rant. With the facilities for rapid motion
which it will afford, however, we think we
are not too sanguine, in expecting to see the

republics of the new world are starting into
ating new moral and mechanical powers to
cement and bind their vast and distant mem
bers together, and to give the human race

the beneﬁts of a more extended and perfect
civilization. But we ought not to overlook
the additional security which an opulent and
highly improved country will in future derive

from the facility of its internal means of
communication. Were a foreign enemy, for
instance, to invade England, 500 steam wag

gons could convey 50,000 armed men in one
day to the point assailed; and within one
week, it would be easy by the same means

to collect two or three hundred thousand men
at one spot, all quite fresh and ﬁt for action.

present extreme rate of travelling doubled-.
We shall then be carried at the rate of 400
miles a day, with all the ease we now enjoy
in a steam boat, but without the annoyance
of sea sickness, or the danger of being bum
ed or drowned. It is impossible to antici
pate the effects of such an extraordinary fa

The French are employing themselves In the
same way; and we have now before us a

cility of communication, when generally in

work by M. Cordier, a French Bngmeer, 0_n

troduced.

Railways.

From Calais to Petersburg or

‘ This is mentioned by Mr. Sandars of
Liverpool, in his pamphlet on the projected
railway between Liverpool and Manchester.

It is merely an abstract _of van

ous tracts published on the subject in Eng
‘journey of live days; and the tour of Ewpe land.
Constantinople, for instance, would be but a

\
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7 ‘As we have no objestin view -but public
improvement, we feel it ‘right to notice all
the objections which they be brought for
ward against any particularinéasure, as well

whose r'naintena_nce likewise will be at a/stand

as the arguments in favour of it; for in this

upon the average view of one half of tlieni

way
only canbetruth
be elicited,‘
im
provement
effected,
I With and
theserealsenti

being supposed to be daily ﬁlled with pas-"

ments we copy-the following from a respect
able Morning Paper (the New !'ims), of
Wednesday last r

on: urauufacturers of carriages rand , harn

whose skill and perfection in their work, :3.
if not utterly lost; for the calculation seems
to be made upon the superseding them, and
sengers ; and to these nrustbe added all the
numerous horselteepers and other attendants
upon every well-appointed ,pnblic vehicle,
who must be consequently thrown out of em

ploy.

Now, as thes_e_are paid by daily gifts

or weekly wages, and many of them have fa

“ The Railway scheme is of high import
an- e to any uncivilised nation,- not very
mouirtainous, nor very much stocked with
cattle ;' nor yet accustomed to seek the air of
hills or mountains for their towns ;. nor very
generally blessed with navigable rivers, -over

which this iron course would necessarily
cross!
I
,
- It will be very satisfactory to the public
eye; while they are called upon to patronise
such an'extensive alteration, to consider fairly
the estimate of expense, and also the loss in
any given district; for during a time of pro

fmnd peace, when money is not so much
‘called for to ﬁt out letters of marque and re
prisal. and to afford all- the supplies which
areto give vigour to national glory, mankind
are too ready ‘to embrace every plausible
proposal which seems to promise a good re
turnfor capital sunk, without even consider

ing‘ the time or practicability of their accom
plishment. This’ is not said to discourage,
but to secure attempts to enlighten and im

prove ‘our own country; for the chief praise
of " this and ‘numerous other schemes consists
in their advanced capital being all to be spent
amongst ourselves.

Now, if it will cost one million of money
to erect an Iron Railroad from London to
Dover, which is 73 miles, we may compuw
as many miles East, West, and North, and

this will make very little way to the places
to which it is intended to extend them, form
ing an aggregate of not less than ten millions
‘of money, not to say a word of the time
which they would necessarily occupy before
"any one of them can be completed. This
estimate is to comprehend the long and per

haps greater ditliculty of compensating all
the parties interested in the lands through
which they are to pass, and the loss of com
fortable and favorite establishments which
have been chosen for the investment of for
tune—many ancient houses, castles, and
-grounds of pleasure, and many valuable

farms and acres of land fertilised by along
course of labour, are to yield to the iron

milies to subsist upon their unrelaxing ac
tivity, it will be just to consider what is to
become of so very large a body of healthv la
borious men, with their wives and children,
who, it may be feared, would not possess for

bearance and honesty enough to keep them
from seeking irregular support, if they could
ﬁnd it; and hence the work-house and enor

mous poor rates, inust result from, that de
partment of this great concern-. If there was
no moral consideration inthis, yet a prudent

attention to this point is very necessary.
_The immense capitals invested in canals,
which have greatly facilitated the carriage of
goods; and commercial intercourse between
most towns of England, now just brou 7ht to

perfection, with their wharfs rind strii s, de
serve---nay, even the speculators in shares

who have also invested their ﬂoating capital
to a vast amount, also deserve the deepest
consideration--who have done all this upon
the conﬁdence of a permanent subsistence
and have calculated this roperty as part of
their responsible assets or embarking and

supporting the public as well as the private
good, and to whom scarcely any compensa

tion that could be suggested in a Committee
could equal their subversion of their interesté
and fair expectations whether invested or
purchased. Reference now may be made to
those already erected upon the banks of the
Regcnt‘s Canal, near London--where pro
perty to an immense value has been invested,
and where business to a very extensive im
portance is daily conducted.
7 1
It may be admitted, that ‘ if the employ
ment of loco-motive steam engines for pro
fnoting the vehicles to be employed shall be
found practicable, it will be a great triumph

of science ,j but unless all or some of I-ht se
objections can be well answered, and the pub
lic mind be well secured to give them the

preference, it is very questionable whether
‘ the beneﬁt to society at large will be pro
portionate.’ But, ﬁrst of all, the Legislature
must be found wise enough in Pneumatology

and Mechanics to deliver their fellow-subjects
conscientiously into the hands of a Railway
Next in the train of contributions are to be Manager, and to ‘compute their velocity and

hand of this new speculation.

reckoned the numerous vehicles and horses
-which run every road—their drivers -their

‘QWIIQN-—the growth or importation of pro

vendor for their support, ﬂlid all the: numer

safety from London to Dover against the pre
sent velocity of eight hours, seven changes
of horses, three changes of guards and
drivers, fourteen ostlers, three hook-keepers,
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six or eightuoder tissistan and helpers, and,
the houses and stables ﬁt or their reception

made, all the vessels bound for Ireland, the

and accommodation along the road, and at

Channel, would ass through it to the North
ward free from dllays or danger, and iessels

both its extents--and the revenue arising
from them all. These must ﬁnd their proper

West Coast of England, and the Bristol

share in this great calculation before it can

would also come along it to the Soutliward
in their passage from thence. The detention

be passed."

in these Ports is to the full as great as what

Captain Nicholls has estimated to be, at the
ports in the Bristol Channel, where vessels
THE PROPOSED SHIP CANAL.
We have noticed the mania for public are sometirhes wind-bound for thirteen weeks
Companies, and have marked with merited together, while the dangerto life and pro
censure, someprojectors
of the numerous
of perty is greater 5 and the ship canal will
l\ﬂlprincipled
to deceiveattempts
the public.
alike remedy the evils of each.”
At this moment there are not less than ten
new schemes, requiring 'an investment of 15
LCNDON MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE.
millions of capital, which were not projected
tut. coon-:tt’s wcruuu.
Mr; Cooper’s Lecture on Wednesday, the‘
so long ago as a fortnight, and many of the
shares are at a premium. On one Mining 22d of December, was upon Sulphur.-He
Company, the Coronas we think it is called, commenced by some experiments on this
of which nobody knows the merits; the prodm tion combined with iodine, from which
resulted iodine of sulphur, which decomposes
shares are actually at a 'pre'rhium of 300 gui
neas each, even before they are allotted to the
subscribers, and of all the new plans, not one
came out at a dis’count or at par, except the

very best in the market--the‘ Ship Canal.
Now it is a shameful thing, that so national
and humane an undertaking as_a canal for

water and produces sulphuric and hyclryodic

acid; by sdinittini; water, in the retort used
for the pur se of t.he_experiment, the retort
which had
n cold, became so hot, that it
was seaicely possible to hold it in the hand,
and two new compounds were formed, sul

ships to pass through, between the English
and Bristol Channels, without going round
the Land’s End, should be treated with dis

hydrogen, to produce which in a pure state

dain, whilst so many htimbug contrivanoes
to enrich a few adventurers are allowed to

bases; iron or antimony were found best, to

succeed. This ship canal would be not only
a public beneﬁt, but certainly a lucrative in
vestment of money; yet the shares are not

ted hydrogen gas. The sulphuret of iron is
produced by heating iron to a red heat and

sought after, because the pi-ojectors are

honest men, and do not impose upon the
ublic by telling them that they will find large
umps of gold in the mud when théy dig their

phuric and muriatic acid.

Mr. Cooper then

proceeded to lecture upon the sulphuret of
it was necessary that there should be metallic
unite with sulphur, and produce sulphuret
then touching it with a roll of sulphur, when
the iron melts and drops in a ﬂuid state,
which is the sulphuret. By putting this sul

uret into a retort and heating it with di

compared with the mine of industry and com

uted sulphuric acid, the oxygen is transferred
to the iron, and the hydrogen being liberated

merce L’ \Vhat will gold and silver, dug out
in mases from the earth, avail us, if we pos

comes into contact with the sulphur and for-'r'ns
the gas. The mechanical properties of sul

canal.

What are all the Mexican Mines,

sess not commera: and industry. Let the
precious metals become too plentiful, and the
rulers of the earth will cordially unite to tax
its production, for if they do not, there '_,will
he no proper circulating medium. The

pburetted hydrogen gas, are the saute as those
of other gaseous bodies. (Here Mr. Cooper

explained the mode of combustion, similar to

that which we have already noticed, when
treating of the other gases, and stated, that

ought to be, commerce; and we therefore
trust that all the ridiculous schemes for be

when exposed with potash in a retort, it de
Qoinposed without increasing or diminishing
the volume.) Mr- Cooper concluded his

coming suddenly rich will be soon exploded.
The ship canal is an object dear to us as na
tives of a country which owes its dignity to
the brave adventurers of the ocean ; we

gas used for purposes of light, is more or less
contaminated with sulphuretted hydrogen gas,
although the improvements recently intro

mines and wealth of an Englishman are, and

lecture by observing, that almost all the coal

would save their lives, and the property of duced in the production of this gas, have
those who embark in a pursuit so honourable very materially changed its quality for the
but perilous. “ For the last three months,” better.
_We sincerely trust that Mr. Cooper and our
says a sailor, who writes in support of this
undertaking, “ there have been almost unin

subscribers will not feel oﬂehded at the very

terrupted gales from the Westward, many of
them very fatal in their effects; and during

unusual brevity, with which we have dismis

that time our Western ports, from Portsmouth

downwards, have been crowded by vessels
waiting for a change of wind to get round
the land. Nowif this great ship canal was

sed the above lecture of that really able
chemist, but We must be allowed a latitude of
discretion, as to the subjects with which we
ﬁll the Register. To Mr. Cooper, as a leo

turer, it must be highly important that syery
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other apparatus made of plates of
'
outside,and plates of zinc inside, and a piece
there are some subjects of immediate interest ' of wire attached to both. He said that if an
only to few. Such appeared to us to be the acid liquor were poured into a vessel lying
case at Mr. Cooper’s last lecture. If we between both, a galvanic effect would be pro
were wrong, we heartily beg his pardon and duced, one end of the apparatus would retire'
from thebar magnet, and the other would
that of his admirers.
~
advance to it, the tangentile force could not
account for these two phenomena, this he
rm. nTum’s morons.
Mr. Tatum commenced by saying, that in demonstrated by experiment. Mr. Tatum
the present lecture he Would take a more proceeded to state, that he had discovered by '
comprehensive view of the subject,—viz. experiment, that there were eight points of
attraction and repulsion in the needle. The
electric-magnetism; he had shewn in a for
several parts of the needle, in which the
mer one, how pieces of steel became magne
tic, after they had received an electric shock powers resided, he explained by the] aid of a
and acquired the capacity of attracting and drawing on paper; the progressive rotatory
repelling, by an exposure to that shock. In ‘motion of the needle wheuapplied to a vol- ‘
voltaic-magnetism, many high names would taic apparatus, he illustrated by a drawing of
be found as contributors to its improvement, the worm of a ﬂy-jack. Here an apparatus
by partial discoveries; but it was Professor was produced, of two cylinders ofcopper con
Chislen, who ﬁrst discovered and announced taining one of zinc. Acid was poured into
the fact, that if a magnetic needle be placed it, and a rotatory motion of the needle was
above or below a wire exposed to a voltaic produced ;—-for an account of this and other‘
battery, the wire, no matter of what metal, of Mr. Tatum’s ex riments, he referred his
will become magnetic also. The moment hearers to the Phi osophical Magazine. An
this was known, it was followed up by the other apparatus, consisting but of one cylin
philosophers with a zeal and perseverance der, effected a rotation in an opposite direc
highly creditable to them; new apparatus tion to that produced by adonble cylinder.
The next experiment would be made by at-"'
were introduced, in order to facilitate the en
taching one end of a wire to copper, the
quiries into the principles of the electro
magnetic science. Several instruments were other to zinc, and fastening all to a piece of
invented by persons, each of which contri cork; if the entire apparatus were placed in
buted to conduct to certainty of results, a. liquid and the atmosphere of the room re-‘
and the matter was pursued so far, that there mained still, the apparatus would turn until
is now left as little doubt as to the principles it would settle in the magnetic meridian.
subject should be illustrated ; but it must not

be denied, that in a science like chemistry,

and powers of electro-magnetism, as there is
of those of common electricity. It was a

This he demonstrated by experiment—au,
elex, or worm, affixed to the apparatus, would

pleasing consideration also, that the dis

turn according to the direction in which the
elex was wound ; its magnetic pole would be‘

coveries in voltaic-magnetism were not mere

matter of accident, as those of electricity,
magnetism, and galvanism were; no,! they
were the result of a regular and gradual

accordingly; this he proved experimentally;
The next experiment was made by a pendant

case of copper, containing a plate of zinc
with wire attached-when ﬁlled with acid,

series of enquiries, and were therefore more
creditable to the discoverers. Mr. Tatum
considered, that the best way to explain the
ﬁrst principles of the science, would be to
shew the experiments which ﬁrst gave rise to

one end of the wire was found to have be
come a north pole, the other a south; thus
becoming a magnet itself, and acquiring the

it. Here the lecturer produced an apparatus

The following experiment, Mr. Tatum said,

capacity of being attracted by a bar magnet.

formed of plates of zinc and copper, the would be a more powerful one-—if an elex
former placed below a piece of wire, the latter wire connected with a certain part of the
above it, a liquor having been introduced apparatus, and placed in water, so contrived,
into the intermediate vessel, the magnetic that it may be raised or sunk. when acid
needle was applied to a wire attached to the
apparatus, and plainly deviated from the mag

netic meridian. A dipping needle was then
placed above the wire, and was forced round
y the repelling power of the apparatus;

would be dropped in, the needle would be
attracted to the elex in the water by means
of the wires connecting it to the apparatus;
this would make a magnet of the elex by the
voltaic action of the acid‘—Mr. Tatum de

when placed below the wire, it was propelled monstrated this by experiment. After a few
in an ascending direction by the attractive more experiments, tending to the same prin
force. This the lecturer explained to have ciple, Mr. Tatum referred to certain opini
proceeded from a tendency in the needle to
rotate round the wire, and not from a tan
gentile force (quaere tangental) in the wire.
This latter principle was'not suﬁicient to ac
count for the various phenomena of electric

magnetism.

Here Mr. Tatum displayed an

ons and experiments given by him in a for
mer lecture, on the subject of conductors of

lightning, and explained the construction of
the conductors commonly used on board of

ships. It was erroneously thought, that con
ductors could not be fused by the lightning ;
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‘but be, Mr. Tatum, had declared the‘ con
trary opinion, in the lecture alluded to; and
it was a singular fact, that when he retired

from the lecture-rooni, the next evening he
was met by a gentleman, who informed him
of a fact, proving‘ the correctness of his (Mr.
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Here Mr. Tatum bowed and retired, amid

the warmest applause».
Doctor Birkbeck then came forward, and
stated that alecture on chemistry would be
delivered on Wednesday next, as usual. That

there would be none next Friday.

A lecture

Tatum’s) opinions‘. The circumstance com
inunicated to him, ‘by the gentleman, was
this :--A-terrible storm occurred by night

(the subject not yet determined) would be

at Plymouth—-the town felt a strong and uni
'versal shock at one moment; next morning

‘commence a course of lectures on optics, on

the conductor of Charles’ church was found
to have attracted the lightning; it was more
than an inch in diameter, yet it was broken,

given on the Friday after ; and that Mr.
Partington, of the London Institution, would
the second Friday in January. The worthy
President and his announcement were greeted
with universal plaudits.

‘bent and blackened-1-the fluid having so in

The lecture was but thinly attended, in
consequence of the festive nature of the

'ured the conductor, broke through the roof,

evening (Christmas Eve.)

ﬁrst open the church door, pierced through
the church-yard wall, which was two feet

THE SAFETY CHIMNEY POT.

'thick, tore up the pavement, threw the
stones to a considerable distance, and at last

lost itself in 0. pool of water. The conductor
of the church was stronger than those used

in ships; and it was probable, that the light
ning at sea was stronger than on land. The
‘common method of making the ship con
'duct0rs taper_to a thinner diameter towards
the mast-head, was proved by this fact to be

'wrong: for here was a proof that conduc
tors could be fused, and the thinner and
, weaker condi.1ct.0rs,would of course. be fused
inost easily. I-Ie (Mr. T.) had delivered his ,
opinions on the conductors on a Friday, and

it was singular that the very following day,
Saturday, brought an occurrence (this at

Plymouth) which proved the correctness
‘of his opinions on the danger of conductors
;as now formed. The hand of Providence

would appear‘ to have interfered in order
to convince the incredulous. He had now
come to his concluding lecture on the

subject. Yet the subject was by no means ex
hausted.

It would afford matter for twelve

lectures more.

Yet, in_ the course of those

which he had given, if he had been fortunate
‘enough to have removed any preconceived

erroneous opinions, if he had communicated
a store of solid and useful information, if his
‘lectures on conductors should succeed in

calling the attention of the British Nation to
the means of saving the lives of thousands of
British seamen, he would consider that they
were not given in vain, either to his hearers
or the public. He was glad to learn that they

would remain in a permanent shape before

Letter A.

The upper pot to be supported by an iron

them, as he understood they were reported

rod, which is to be raised by a chain passing

in one of the periodical publications ;* and

over two pullies ﬁxed in the chimney, and

that a number of the work, containing his ob
'servatiuns on conductors, had been sent to
the Admiralty. lf. moreover, his auditors
had any doubt or distrust of any of the prin
ciples or opinions delivered by him, he would

descending to the middle of the chimney, is
_]0lll0d by a single chain, Which is brought
down and secured in the front of the ﬁre
place.

icandidly advise them to search for themselves
until they should be satisﬁed.
* The Mechanics’ Register.

When the chimney is discovered to be on
ﬁre, any person present may let the chain
loose, when the upper pot will instantly fall
and cover the lower pot. The current of air
being stopped by these means, the ﬁre must
‘be extinguished.
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THE SELF-ACTING SAFETY CHIM

NEY POT.

It frequently happens that men of il'lVEIIf
tion have neither time nor inclination, and

caring little about the profit or the fame, send
forth their ideas to the world, without having
properly reﬂected upon their practicability:
this, however, _merits, praise; for it sets in
vention to work, and_is in fact a kind of “ a
tub for a whale,” under which title we feel.

bound to place our present subject.

_

In the ﬁrst place, it is intended by the plan

A, that the upper pot being caused to des
cend (_by a person letting loose the chain
which is fastened [in the front of the ﬁre
place), will stop the current of air, and ex
tinguish the ﬁre: that this would be the ef

fect there can be no doubt, but the inventor
has forgotten to provide means for keeping
the pot upright, which must be done, for it
certainly cannot balance itself; and when he
has found the_ means, will not those very
means make the descent of the upper pot a

matter of great uncertainty? in its present
state, supposing for a moment it would stand
erect, wo_uld not a moderate wind occasion

mu_ch noise in the chimney, and would not a
high wind, acting upon the upper pot, cause
it to_ dash the lower pot to_pieces.

7

With respect to the Self-Acting Safety

i>~'1

Chimney Pot, we! think it yery uncertain
whether the ﬁre will _commimi_cate on all oc

casions to the pitched rope.

At all events a

great length of time may elapse before this

can take place-.

. //

However, with these re

marks we feel no hesitation in laying the

plans before our intelligent‘ readers, hoping
we shall be favoured by some practicable
improvements. We shall submit one of our

Letter B.
._ The upper pot to be supported by an iron

ownnext week, feeling it to be a subject of
much importance.

_rod,as before, but in the place of the chain,

,a pitched rope is to be used, to which is sus
pended a weight to keep the upper pot raised
above the lower one.
When the tire takes place, it will commu

DANGEROUS CASE OF POISONING
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY THE
POISON PUMP.

nicate itself to the pitched rope, which being
burned through, the weight will fall, and the

(Glasgow) during the absence of Dr. Ure, a

upper pot will cover the lower one, produc
ing the same effect as in the former case.

On Friday last, in Anderson’s Institution
young man, in rummaging through some pri
vate drawers, enclosed within a press, in

The weight is prevented from falling lower

which various curious specimens and pieces

than necessary, by a short iron chain, fasten

of apparatus are‘ kept, happened to cast his
eyes on some small covered pots of porce

ed to the brick work.
After the fire is extinguished, a sweep

lain; arid, opening one of them, swallowed

must be sent up to replace the pitched line,
and attach t.he weight as before.
The ingenious projector of plans for in
creasing the comforts of his fellow-creatures,

thmightlessly a morsel of its contents, which
must from its effects have been the extract

will ever be an ornament to the society in
which he moves; for should his invention

fail, he has the satisfaction of having at
tempted an improvement, and should it s'uc

ceed, he enjoys the inward exultation of hav
ing performed a lasting service to the public,
which by the bye is sometimes all that he
does enjoy; for the fame and the proﬁt are
too often swallowed up by the wealthy dealer

in mind and imaginauon.

.

either of aconite or of hemlock, made by the
improved process in vacuo.

Such prepara

tions are extremely eﬂicacious medicines in
small quantities, but become very energetic‘
poisons when taken in an undue dose. He’
had no sooner swallowed the morsel than he

became nearly speechless, and soon thereaf
ter lost also the faculty of deglutition. For
tunately Dr. Ure’s chemical assistant was at
band, who immediately administered hot

water and solution of sulphate of zinc (a
quick emetic) in large quantities. It was,
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lmwcror, found to be impossible to excite vo
mitting. A ﬂexible tube of caoutchouc, at

served, that, at the moment of decapitation,
the muscles of the face of the greater number

tached to a syringe, (commonly called Juke’s
apparatus), was speedily rocured, and the
extremity of the smooth tu being put down
into the stomach, the contents of this cavity
were thoroughly pumped out. A quantity of
warm water was next injected, (for by this
time the patient could not swallow) and then

of the heads contracted in a convulsive man
ner. As the head of the ﬁrst decapitated had
not been brought with the rest, no other ob

withdrawn. After the stomach had been thus

pricking that organ, but no apparent motion

washed with about six syringe-fuls, equivalent
to nearly six pints of liquid, the young man

was obtained. The same operation havin
been made upon the iris of the third head,

servations were made with regard to it. The
second, which fell ten minutes after it, was
observed without loss of time. It was tried

at ﬁrst to excite a contraction of the iris, by

felt himself almost well. As he still complain the pupil dilated a little, and again quickly
ed of an icy coldness over his body,a dose of contracted ; while, at the same time, the pu
sulphuric ether was administered, which re

pil of the other eye (Which had not been

lieved this unpleasant symptom, and he soon

pricked) contracted, and again immediately

became able to walk home 'without assistance,

dilated; an effect which Professor Treade
roth, as well as Messrs. Bunger and Herold,

in a convalescent state.

It deserves to be

stated, that in the year 1821, Dr. Ure brought
over with him from Paris, two of the above
ﬂexible caoutchouc tubes, for evacuating the
stomach in the above manner; and that he
has annually since, described minutely, in his

public lectures, this mechanical plan of re
moving poison from the stomach. Mr. Jukes
is no doubt entitled to the praise of having

ﬁrst made a public experiment with this ap
paratus, on healthy individuals in London.

who were also present, saw in the most evi
dent manner. Some minutes after decapita
tion, the bodies were opened; the heart con
tracted and dilated alternately with much
force, in such a manner as to produce regu

lar pulsations. At the end of ten minutes,
these motions had, it is true, abated a little;
but they were always incessant, and the alter

The method, however, has been long known
_to the Parisian surgeons. The present case

nate contraction aud dilatation preserved
their regularity. Five minutes later, these
motions had become unequal and very weak ;
they revived, however, when the heart was

shows its etlicacy and importance; for there

irritated by pinching it.

can be little doubt that the patient would

tatiou made upon a branch of the great sym
pathetic, accelerated a little the motion of the
heart, but only for a minute at most ; the

have fallen a victim to his imprudence but
for its seasonable application. When the sto

mach is oppressed with a collection of aces
cent, bilious, or viscid matter, as happens in
dyspepsia, and many other maladies, the
above instrument may be beneﬁcially employ
ed for evacuating the morbid contents, in the

place of emetics; which, from peculiar cir
cumstances, may become either totally inad
missible, or very hazardous.

A mechanical irri

motion itself, however, continued for a long
time, only decreasing in intensity. A punc
ture made in the transverse muscle of the
abdomen of the same body occasioned strong
convulsions, especially in the lower extremi

§ies, and yet the nerves had not been imm&
iatcly irritated. A mechanical irritation
made at the lower part of the spinal marrow

caused violent contractions in the muscles of
EXPERIMENTS MADE UPON SIX DE
CAPITATED ROBBERS BY PRO
FESSOR BARTELS.
On the 14th October, 1811, six highway
robbers were beheaded near Marburg; one
of them was sixt years of age, the other ﬁve
from twenty to , irty. At the instant when
the head of the ﬁrst fell, the trunk got up
again as if the individual had been about to
rise upon his feet, while the bodies of the
others fell down ﬂat at the very moment.
When a little after the heads were thrown at
the foot of the scaffold, we saw all the mus
cles of the face of the last executed com
pletely relax, while those of the old man pre
sented a general contraction, which lasted for

a considerable time.

These op

the trunk, as well as in those of the neck,
particularly those of the upper part, at the

place of the section (which had already been
frequently remarked.)

On irritating the

upper part of the spinal marrow of another
of these heads, convulsive motions were
produced in the muscles of the face, and
there resulted a movement of the ton ue and
surrounding muscles. In the third
y, a
motion was remarked in the lower part of
the trachea which remained attached to the
trunk; this motion was accompanied with a
sort of hissing, an effect caused, without
doubt, by the convulsive contractions of the
muscles which had been cut. Similar mo

tions took place in all the others. The head
site effects of the last decapitated was transported to the

‘took place without the occurrence of any
riiﬂbrence-yin the mode of decapitation to
which tlf“‘,could be attributed ; with respect
to this, it"'ii’ill not be useless to remark, that
there remained at least two vertebrae at
tached to each of the heads. it was oh

theatre, Which, on account of the distance,
occasioned the loss of an hour. Here ths
ﬁrst care was to try the duration of the gal
vanic irritation upon the different muscles of

the head. The elevator-muscle of the upper
eyelid, and the superior oblique music no
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A Correspondent at Berlin informaus that
the orbicularls palpebrarum, masseter, di- _‘there have arrived there from Batlin’s Bay
gastric, the. still continued to contract. The two young Esquimaux, who are the wonder

longer oontracted; but thefrontal muscles,

contractions ceased first in the masseter mus
cle; they were prolonged in the buccinator.
Two hours after execution, it had entirely
ceased in all the muscles, and it could not be
excited on moistening them anew. In an
other head, out off twenty minutes before the

of the Berlinians. The man, who is 23 years

old, was a person of some consequence in his
own country, which he quitted to obtain a
knowledge of civilized life. These persons.
have an E uimaux dog with them,and a

preceding, the galvanic irritation caused the

sledge, on w ich they exhibit at Berlin. The
man issupposed to be the best marksman

depressor commissurae labiarum, the orbicu

ever known; as, with an arrow five feet in_

laris palpebrarum-, and masseter,to contract;

length, he will pierce through the smallest;
gold coin at a distance of twenty paces.

this latter always much longer than the
others. Two hours and three quarters after

The Invermu Courier states that an in

decapitation, the muscles of this head ap
peared to have lost all irritability.
.

genious operative weaver of that town, has
constrrwted with a knife and a pair of

THE UNITED STATES.

tweezers, a curious piece of machinery. con
sisting of a weaver at work on his loom,
with lay and treddles working-—a corn-mill

(From the National Calendar,_for 1824.) '
The United States contain, 9,654,415 inha
bitants, of which, 1,543,689 are slaves. Agri
culture employs 2,175,065 persons,and com
morce only 72,558; manufactures 849,663.

in the years 1821 and 1822, there arrived in
different ships 90,201 passengers, of whom

2969 were citizens of the United States. Of
the other 16,232 emigrant foreigners, 8824
were English, 685 French. 386 Germans,

400 Spaniards, 112 Hollanders. The emi

---a sucking and a spiral pump, both of
which throw water—-two sawyers at work-

a horse race-—windmill-—ship at sea—-regi
ment of military passing the General, 810. the whole of which is set in motion and
driven by a mouse.
Several of the manufacturers of Bolton and

Blackburn have advanced their wages 3d. per
cent. on 6-4ths calico pieces.
_ We ﬁnd the following in a Leeds Paper,

on an Improved Steam En ine, invented by
grants are divided into four classes :--The
a Mr. Vaughan,of Sheﬁiel . “ This engine,"
first is the u.refully productive, and com- '
says the Journalist, “ is now brought to per.
prises 4964 individuals, all engaged in some
fection, and is likely to surpass every other
sort of trade or profession.
The other
classes are unproductive but useful, 5069; engine in the kingdom. There is one put
up at the iron foundry of Mr. Samuel Kirk,

unproductive, 459; and all other sorts of of Rotherham, one at Sheﬂield, in the paten
unproducficc (as old men, women, children,
tee’s premises, and a third at the iron foun
&c.), 9721; the patents granted for 1822,
amount to 194; the new works or new edi

tions deposited in the Secretary of State’s
Otlice in the same year, amount to ninety
five, twenty of which are dictionaries, gram
mars, or elementary books; nine theological

and moral ; fourteen of physical and mathe
matical science; eight of law; eleven of
statistics and geography, &c.

To the Editor of the MerIu1m'cs’ Register,
Sm,—-In answer to I. W. inserted in your
last, I beg to inform him, that the rule he

dry of Messrs. Bird and Co. at Cardiff, in
South \Vales; and they are found to perform
better than any other engine in speed. power,
and saving of_fuel ; and more particularly as
the engine is very much simpliﬁed, and fric
tion reduced, it is likely to be one of the
greatest improvements ever made in the
steam engine, particularly as to the saving
of fuel and gaining of power, as the engine
only consumes half the coals of other en
gines, and the power is gained by steam and

atmosphere being brought to act at one and
the same time, in conjunction with each
other.

The cylinder is only half the_size of

complains of, is, in my opinion, absolutely cylinders used in other engines, and is not
essential to the well-being of the Institution. half so weighty or bulky as other engines,
If he considers for a moment the state of andonly takes half so much room, makes
crime in this vast metropolis, he will regard double the number of strokes; and any en
it as a salutary precaution against the admis

gine may be altered to increase its ower by

sion of improper persons to the property of taking away the cylinder, and
aving a
the Institution, to which every member has smaller one on the improved principle, as the
easy access. Should he still wish to become improvement is principally in the cylinder.
a member, I have left my address with the

Publishers of the Register, and will readily
sign his form of admission.
Your obedient servant,
BARRY ST. Leona,

Member of the London Mechanics’ Institu
tion.

There are 12lbs. of steam, and 14lbs. of at
mosphere, both acting on the pistons in the
cylinder at one and the same instant, that
makes a pressure of 961bs, on the iigill on the
pistons; deduct 6lbs. for friction, there is
then left a working power of 20lbs, on the

inch on the pistons,”
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QUERIES.
one coat being dry before the other is laid
Man in lhqulsitlveness should be strong,
on, then when it is quite d , varnish it with
From curiosity doth wisdom ﬂow:
' a tincture of the Balsam of em, then care
For 'tis a maxim I've adopted long.
The more I man inquire: the more he'll know.
fully dry it free from dust. And also, your
Paras. Pmosn.
other correspondent C, wishes to be inform

To lbs Editor of the Mechanics’ Regisfer.
SlR.—-Yon will oblige me by ascertaing
cellany, the best method of curing smoky
chimnies.--W. G. C.

ed of the best method of curing chilblains ;
when any itching or redness, take some vine
negar, brandy, or any spirit, and rub them
well with it, which will prevent them break
ing; but if they are broke, dress them with

PROBLEM---I want to divide a square into

the soap cernte, which will almost always
heal them. If you think this worthy of in

eight equal parts, (each part the same shape)

sertion, you will oblige your obedient and

that by joining them together four and four,
they shall produce two equal squares, exactly
half the size of the original.
Juvznrs Anurau-op.

21, Francisstreet, Tottenham-court-road.

through the medium of your interesting mis~,

humble servant.

H. W. Dawnunsr.

Sm,--Your Correspondent G. L., No. 8.

p, 127, wishes to know the reason why the
Sm.--V-An old lady an aunt of mine, desired . outside of a decanter becomes covered with
me to say she should feel very much obliged steam, upon cold spring water being poured
if you or your correspondents could inform

Into it.

her of a way to prevent the bad effects of tea

In answer to this, I would inform him, that
the water poured into the vessel being colder

on the nerves, in preventing one from sleep

ing at night.--Juvnnrs Amuns-ron.
Sm.—Having obtained from the Mecha
riics’ Register of the llth instant, an excel
lent method for cleaning engravings,I should
be glad through the same medium, to be in
formed the best means of taking off the var

nish from dirty old paintings, and the method
of cleaning them generally. This informa
tion will oblige a constant reader:-C, S.
Sm.--An aged mother of mine being
frequently troubled with bile, I should feel
obliged to any of your intelligent readers if
they would furnish me with a receipt to cure
the same, or to afford her some relief. Your

insertion of this will oblige your well-wisher,
York, Doc. 14

J. Mawaaar.

Sm.-I should feel happy in obtaining
through the medium of the Register, the
most eﬂicient means of destroying that de
structive insect the llfoth.--X. X.

than the atmosphere in which it is, condenses
the atmosphere into steam. But no steam
would appear if the experiment were per

formed in a place in which the atmosphere
was
colder
than thetowater.
prove
satisfactory
G. L., Hoping this may
i
I remain, Sir, your sincere admirer,

J. L. B.
Sm,---In your last Number, a C0rresp0m]_
ent wishes to be informed how to mukca
varnish for engravings. water-colours. the.

Now, Sir, I think he will ﬁnd the following
answer his purpose; let him give the drawing
a coat of the following preparation varnish.
Take of lsinglass, one ounce; water one

pint ; dissolve the Isinglass in the water,
then strain, and always use it warm; and
when the print is dry, give it a coat of one of
the two following varnishes.
Take of Canada or Copaiva Balsam, two

drums; Oil of Turpentine, one ounce; mix
them together in a water bath. Or,
Take of puriﬁed Gum Mastic, half an

A constant reader wishes to be informed of

ounce ; rectified Oil of Turpentine, two

the best means of curing chapped hands and

ounces ; dissolve the mastic in a water-bath,

lips.

and then the varnish, when cold, is ﬁt for use.
I am, Sir, yours, &c. EMMA R.

Sm.--I should feel great pleasure in re
ceiving through your instructive Register,
an answer to the following.—.-What air or
gas do vegetables generate.--W. M.

Sir,—In answer to a query from T. in No.
8. of your work,l beg to offer the following:

suppose a square to be cut thus;

ANSWERS T0 QUERXES.

Sir,—In one of your former numbers (No.

6.) your correspondent T. wishes to be in
formed of the best mode of making court
plaister; now, Sir, the following is the way
It is made :——stretch tight upon a frame, any
quantity of black sarsenet, then give it three
or four coats of a solution of isinglass, (one

02. of isinglass dissolved in a pint of water)

the ﬁve squares must be placed as follows

1--1»
4-.u-._.
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Mn. Enrr0n,=-_-In answer tn the query of of this. as well as any future communication,
as it may seem ﬁt to you; as we are all liable
occasionally to make mistakes, particularly
when hurried, both in orthography and lan
guage.
'
Yours, &c. ' W. P.
We are much obliged to our Correspon
and ﬁll up the opposite point; and, by tak
ing care always to cover the point you start dent \V. P. for his communications. H s re
from, you will be able to roll the seven balls quest to us to alter his language was quite.
We do not see that it can be
to seven points, without commencing at any unnecessary.
W. T. O. in your last number of the Register
(No. 8.), I beg to send you the following so
lution :
Commence at either point of the ﬁgure,

point that is previously occupied.
In answer, also, to G. L. in the same num
ber of the Register, and to all other of your
readers, who, like myself, occasionally wear

top boots, I beg to send you the following
recipe for cleaning the tops, and at the same

time generally extracting spots of grease;

improved.--E0. ‘
____—___——___________

NOTICE TO CORKESPONDENTS.
The two succeeding Numbers of the Re-_
gister will contain highly executed Copper-.
plate Engravings, of an improved mode of

the eﬂicacy of which I am satisﬁed, after one Sailing in the British Navy. We give this
trial, the operator will have no reason to notice to our subscribers, in order that they
doubt.
First with cold water, clean with a sponge,
afterwards rub them with the following mix
ture until all the stains are removed, when
wash the mixture oil‘ with clean water.
Half an ounce of oxalic acid; half an

may apprise their pautical friends of the cir
cumstance, as it is one of much interest to

tilt m and to the public.
\ iator’s request shall be attended to.
X., T. S., J. C., R., and _M. A., are under
consideration,

ounce of cream of tartar ;_ quarter of an

Mr. Gray is informed, that although our.

ounce of lemon acid; one dram of burnt
alum; half an ounce of pumice-.-stone, very

circulation is very considerable, our charge
for Advertisemenls on the \Vrapper is par
ticularly moderate. He may have a Scale
of the Charges on application to our Bub-.
lishers.

ﬁnely pounded.

Mix the whole in a quart

of Warm water.

I request that you will ‘alter the language

.__.______-___..__.__.__.___._______.___..___-_-—————--
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MECHANICS’ R EGISTER.
By huge quadrangfe, slender stays oppress’d;
_Its baneful lee-way powers appear confess’d;
Obstructive too, it spoils the sturdier sail,
Whose favour’d posture courts the. growing gale:

To foil the squall, in vain’s the sheet eased oil‘;
Still doth the noxious plane our labour scoff :
With lateral force still groans th’ endanger’d pine,
As slowly downward dragg’d, the sails decline :

At length, relieved of the o’erwhelming load.
By dint of force the cumbrous mass is stoW’d.—H. ll,
(See Plate annexed.)

'_ 1% 10.]
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THE PATENT STAY-SAlL,INVEN'l‘ED
- BY sm HENRY HEATHCOTE, R.N.
" Every attempted improvement of naviga
tion, however relatively triﬂing, assumes an
adventitious importance from the main ob
ject of the science, viz. a safer, more rapid,
and more frequent communication between

the several parts of the éarth. The vast in
crease ofcommerce, the almost equally wide

which we shall ‘quote a few extracts to illus
trate our subject. It may be necesmry to
premise, for the information of our dry-land
readers, that Sta -sails are those sails situ
ated principally
tween the masts, for the

purpose of intertzepting such wind as may
escape the square sails afﬁxed to the masts;

the form of them is quadrilateral. Sir Henry

Heathcote has considered that trilateral
stay-sails Would be lem injurious, and bring
of intellectual and literary information have more positive advantages than the old quad

spread of travelling, and the general growth

rilateral ones. His conviction of this posi
arisen from a communication between sea
tion has been so strong that he has reduced
divided lands, through the medium of navi
gation ; and in their turn have, by a sort of it to practice by designing stay-sails of the
reciprocal operation served to improve the trilateral shape, and even by taking out a
science itself, and so to facilitate the grand patent for “ his invention of the improve
design, viz. a frequency of social intercourse ment of the stay-sails generally in use.” The
form of each species of stay-sail is illustrated
between distant communities.
Of the nautical inventions of modern times by two plates; one representing a frigate
under the old stay-sails, (see plate to the
navigation by steam stands proudly pre-emi
‘nent. It is the most important improvement present Number) the other a royal yacht
of science since the discovery of the mag under the new patent ones (a copper-plate
het,'and would alone be sutliciem to mark engraving or which will accompany 'our next
'
the
a speculation,
of its invention
as anaserainin practical
philoso Number).
lphicale
as well

improvement.

After it every alteration,

however ingenious or useful, in the manage
ment of sails, must sink into insigniﬁcance,

The gallant Captain remarks 1
“ The object I have in view in the orga
nization of my patent sails is, to abolish

quadrilateral stay-sails. I. On account of
when compared to an invention which bids the injurious lateral pressure of the upper
fair, in the course of time, to supersede the triangle thereof, destitute of any direct im
hse of sails in toto. _ But till that period of pulse; an action which can only tend to in
the perfection of the discovery, and while crease the ships lee-way.and distress the
navigation by sails continues to be so uni masts and rigging. 8. Of its perniciously
versally acted on as it is, and in ships of war obstructing a large quantity of wind from
must be, so long every suggested improve the square-sails, and thereby proportionably
ment in the shape, size, or management of depriving them of their power, 8. Because
them must continue to demand that attention sails thus constructed do not (generally
and deserve that praise, which is due to every speaking) intercept so much of the wind
attempt to increase the frequency and facility passing between the square sails as might be

of social intercourse between the separated

mtercepted; 4. Because, on account of their

masses of the human race.
'With these sentiments of the general uti
lity of navigation, we took up Sir Henry
‘ﬂeathcoteﬁ Treatise on Stay-sails, from

superﬂuous magnitude, their weight, toge
ther with the simply lateral pressure of the

wind on their upper triangle before alluded
to, contribute to prevent their being qm-isd

'4‘-H-5*-"°%TiP°.¥'f 1“l°n‘"I°§i§.R.¥§§sTF3'
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with that degree of safety, they otherwise the
wind,
inﬁnitely
so, that
as the upIiiifiriiitisly
r triangle
‘old“s'aiI
is on"
misof
might, particularly in squally weather, when
it is’ extremely diﬁicult to haul down and chievous.’,
"
On the utility of stay-sails in general, Sir
stow them.”
After thus stating his objections-to the old Henry continues:
“ It is evident that a great deal of wind
Stay-sails, he adds:
“ I have been favoured with the opinions passes between the square sails (particularly
of old seamen of every class, among whom I the upper ones), both of the fore and mizen
masts, and of the main and mizen masts,
might enumerate some of the most distin
which might be rendered highly conducive
guished oﬂicers in the navy, and of the high
est respectability in the Honourable East to the velocity, steerage, and manreuvre of
India Company’s service, all of whom agree the ship, could it be intercepted by sails,
in reprohating the old stay-sails, ‘ as of no every part of which trims at a proper angle,
use except a few points of the wind,’ and and which do not in any way deteriorate the
many of them declare ‘ they never allow square sails. It will therefore be my care
them to be bent in the ships they command; to prove incontrovertibly that such are the
and an old naval oﬁicer informs me that the transcendant qualities of the new ones I have
invented, which are divested of the objec
upper stay-sails on the mizen-mast are gene
tionable part of the old ones, and are made
rally discontinued throngh the navy.”
' On the utility of properly formed stay to trim on the same principle as jibs, which
are found to be very drawing sails.”
sails, Sir Henry observes :
Of the importance of light sails in giving
“ Stay-sails between the masts are more
useful by the wind, than on any other point increased velocity to the rate of sailing, we
of sailing, provided they are shaped and have the following practical instance from a
placed on scientiﬁc principles, and this from naval officer, an acquaintance of the Author.
three causes; ﬁrst, when by the wind, and
“ It happened to him, when employed in
only then, they trim at a better angle than

the square sails; secondly, on that point of
sailing,. their useful or clear interception
bears the greatest proportion to that of the

square sails; thirdly, the direct or longitu
dinal impulse of stay-sails, when trimmed at
25 degrees with the keel (as should be the
case when the ship is close hauled) is more
horizontal than when the sheet is ﬂowing;
but 7 the old stay-sails, with their immense

proportion of simply lateral pressure on the
upper triangle, its great obstruction of wind
from the square sails, and, in some instances,
the disproportionate weight of them, cer
tainly do more harm than good, exceptafew

points of the 'wind when the hauling the tack

the Mediterranean, to witness the capture of
great part of an English convoy by a French
squadron, when several of the Smyrna tra
ders escaped, entirely from being better

found in light sails than the vessels which
were taken.”

The arguments on the importance of stay
sails in intercepting light breezes, which

would otherwise escape between the square
sails, are wound up in the following:
“ In a word, the action of light airs on
stay-sails may be justly regarded as frequent

ly imparting an impulse which, but for the
stay-sails, the ship would not have received;
by means of them one light air may shoot
the ship into another, which may advance

her to a stronger and more extensive one,
lieves the ship from the simply lateral pres whereby she may progressively reach a re
sure of the up er triangle, or that it thereby gular breeze; and I do not hesitate to aﬂirm,
becomes near y innoxious, and no longer from my own actual observation, that pro
operates materially as a deduction from the perly organized stay-sails between the masts,
useful impulse afforded by the lower trian besides tending to increase velocity in light

over to windward,,in a great measure re

gle; still, however, the upper triangle does

weather, may essentially assist in shooting a

no good beyond the interruption of a small
quantity of wind under thefeet of the square
sails, which is not more than equivalent to

ship, when she would otherwise have been
motionless, and (regarded as the primary and
inductive im ulse) not improbably be the
the loss of direct impulse, arising from the means of ena ling a ship near the shore to
impossibility of trimming the said triangle, keep off it, or (as may be desired) either to
evenwith the wind at large, at quite so fa force or avoid an action.”
vourable an angle as the square sail imme
Having shown the importance of properly
diately, which suffers therefrom an obstruc shaped stay-sails, and the injury caused by
tion of wind proportioned to the magnitude the quadrilateral stay-sails now used, the
of all that part of the said upper triangle gallant Captain proceeds to demonstrate the
which is before the line of interception by advantages of his trilateral patent ones.
the square sail; but the new sails, inasmuch
“ That the new sails are properly organ
as they never exhibit any’-decidedly perni
ized cannot be reasonably denied; as, 1
cious obstruction of wind from the square

sails, and produce more useful interruption

they are both proportioned and placed (ac

cording to the‘ exigencies of the case) so as
of wind than the old ones, are superior to to produce the greatest possible non-ob
them, even with the wind large, and by the Structing interception with the least possi
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bleiobstrttction of wind.
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2. Every part of
themselves, must in their reduction to expe

them trims at that angl e which is most con

rimental practice, be liable to so many mo

ducive to the headway ofthe ship. 3. Whilst
the wind remains light enough for auxiliary
sails to be useful, these may be carried with
out deteriorating the action of the square

difying circumstances and thwarting diﬂicuL
ties, as to render a prompt and infallible con
'clusion on the first or even ﬁftieth ex ri
ment a thing of incalculable improbab it)’,
sails.”
if not of ultimate impossibility. The ele
“ The trilateral stay-sails instead of hav-~ mentary nature of our publication, and the
ing their tacks (like those of the old sails) all size of the extracts already made, prevent us
reaching forward to the foremost of the two from giving any of the mathematical calcu
masts between which they are set, shall have lations; to nine-tenths of our readers they
~their tacks variously situated in that respect, would, perhaps, be uninteresting. They are,
extending from the mast further, or less far however, very correct. We shall feel happy
(or in some instances reaching close forward) if the notice of Captain lIeathcote‘s inven
as may, according to the actual dimensions

of the masts and yards of the vessels for
which they are designed, and their several

tion, in our record of mechanical transac
tions shall hel to extend the knowledge of

it to quarters w 1ere abstract science or prac

distances asunder relatively,be found most

tical observation may be thus roused to

conducive to the object of increasing the in
terception of wind passing between the

throw their lights on any side of the ques
tron.
We almost forgot to mention that the
Work is dedicated to his Majesty, and is.ly
ing “ under consideration before the Lords
of the Admiralty.”

square sails to the utmost extent, consistent
with a due regard to their being so propor
tit med as to admit of their being easily ma
naged in manoeuvring, and to leave sutlicient

I aces between them and the square sails ‘
SINGULAR CUSTOMS.
the former from materially affecting the
At Dunmow, in Essex, forty miles from
London, a curious custom was established by
latter.”
The advantages to be derived from the Fitzwalter, in the time of Henry III., who
adoption of the new sails are thus summed was crowned in l2l6, and died in I272, that
whatever married man did not repent of his
up:
marriage, nor quarrel with his wife within a
" First, by abolishing the longitudinal tri
angle to relieve the ship incalculably from year and a day, should go to the Priory at
simply lateral pressure, tending only to en
Dunmow, and have a gammon or ﬂitch of
danger the masts,and increase the lee-way f bacon. The canons formerly settled here,
and from a not less pernicious obstruction were obliged by their constitution to deliver
of wind from the square sails. 2. By the the bacon to any person, from any part of
‘ new method of setting and proportioning the England, who, kneeling on two sharp stones,
stay-sails, to intercept a greater quantity of would venture to repeat the following oath :
wind passing between the square sails, than much singing and many ceremonies were
is intercepted by the useful part of the old used to lengthen out the time of his painful
situation.
sail. St And to save aconsiderable quan
‘ You shall swear the custom of our con
tity of canvas. 4. The new sails may be
fession,
managed, taken down, and stowed more
That you never made any nuptial trans
easily than the old ones.”
gressron,
In our notice of this Work our object has
been to explain the nature of the subject, Since you were married to your wife,
and to arrange the arguments in a manner By household brawls or contentious strife;
which may render them intelligible to the Or otherwise, in bed or at board,
Olfended each other in deed or in word.
Qneral reader. Of the superiority or infe
riority of the proposed improvement over Or, since the parish clerk said amen,
the sails now in use, we will not presume to Wished yourselves unmarried again ;
advance a positive opinion; ﬁrst, because Or in a twelvemonth and a day,
the arguments cannot be tried by scientiﬁc Repented not in thought any way,
principles alone, so general and certain as to But continued true and in desire
allow amoral conviction of their infallible As when you joined hands in holy quim,
a aft them, to prevent the wind deﬂuted by

truth; secondly, a capability of estimating

them with any degree of correctness could
have been acquired alone by such an inti
mate knowledge of the naut_i'ct\¥t}t‘.tail~s_¢_antl

if to these conditions, without all fear,
Of your own accord you will freely swear,
A gammon of bacon you shall receive,
And bear it hence with love and good leave;
For this is our custom at Dunmow well
known,

professional technicalities (particularly of
the action of the wind on sails) as-a long life
of searnanship and most attentive rsonal Tho, the sport be our’s, the bacon’s your
observation could alone bestow.

hirdly,

OW“.

At the manor of Wichenor, in Stafford
because the mathematical calculations and
scientiﬁc principles, however correct in shire, there is a similar custom to that of
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ﬂﬁunmow observed, Where corn as -well as
._t5@‘¢oh'were given tothe happy pair.

the ooast of Africa, at the death of their king",

is to have her free beach in all her copyhold

the best-beloved of his wives, and most use'
ful of his slaves are killed and buried near the
place where the king’s corpse is interred,
that they may go with him, to serve and
divert him in the other world,
BUYING Wivns.—-The Babylonians had

lands; but if she be guilty of incontinence,

a law, which was also followed b the Heneti,

She forfeits her widow’s estate; yet after this,

an lllyrian peo le, and by He

if she comes into the next court held for the
manor, riding Backwards on a black ram,
and saying the following words, the steward
is bound by the custom to admit her to her

to be one of t eir best, which ordained that
when girls were of a marriageable age, they
were to repair at a certain time to a place
where the young men likewise assembled.
They were then sold by the public crier, who
ﬁrst disposed of the most beautiful one.
When he had sold her, he put up others to

In the manors of East and West Eriboura,

_ in'Bei-ks,’ at Tor, in Devonshire, and other
' places in the west, there is a singular custom.

On the death of a copyhold tenant, the widow

free bench again :

'

Here I am riding on a black ram,
Likea wlioreas I am,

And for my crincum crancum.

otus thou ht

‘

sale, according to their degrees'of beauty.
The rich Babylonians were ernulous to carry
off the ﬁnest women, who were sold to the
highest bidders. But as the young men who

Wherefore, good Mr. Steward, let me have

were poor could not aspire to havea ﬁne

I’ve lost my bincum bancum;
And for my tail’s game,

hm brought to this worldly shame :
my lands again,

woman, they were content to take the ugliest,

At Oakliam, in Rutlandshire, here is a re

with the money which was given with them _:

fnarkable ancient custom kept up, viz. that
every peer of the realm, the ﬁrst time he
comes through this town, shall give a horse
shoe to nail on the castle-gate‘ ; and if he re
fuses, the bailiff of the manor has power to
stop his coach and take the shoe from one of
his horse}. This is called the order of the
I-Ioi‘se4h0'e, and it is common for the donor
to have a large one made with his naine
stamped on it, and often guilt. One over the

for when the crier had sold the handsomest,
he ordered the ugliest of all the women to be

Judge’s seat in the assine hall, is of curious

workmanship.
‘ At Taunton, in Somersetshire, there is an

brought, and inquired if any person was wil
ling to take her with a small sum of money ?
Thus
most easily
she became
satisﬁed;theand
wife
thus
of the
himﬁnest
who wm
men were sold, and that from the money

which they brought, small fortunes were
given to the ugliest, and to those who had

any bodily deformity.

A father could not

marry his daughter as he pleased, nor was he
who bought her allowed to take her home,
without giving security that he would marry
her. But, after the sale, if the parties were
not agreeable to each other, the law enjoined

extraordinary privilege, that every pot-wal
loper, that is, he who dresses his own vic
tuals, is entitled to vote for Members of that the purchase money should be restored.
Parliament. Inmates and lodgers formerly,
Anormsa WAY or MA'rci-1-manna.
before an election, made ﬁres in the streets, Amongst the Cretans, the young men, when

at which they dressed victuals publicly, lest

of mature age, were not permitted to marry

their votes should be called in question.

as they thought lit themselves. They were
not left to the impulse of passion, by which
we are so frequently misled in that serious

Acurious custom at the Isle of Cannay or
, Canna. ‘(This island lies nine miles N.W, of

the Isle of Rum‘; it is about six miles long

engagement.

|_Bid'oi1e broad, containing 800 inhabitants;

wedlock, riches and pleasures were not their
0bjects—- those delusive phantoms, which

this is one of the four Hebrides, which form
' ' th_'eYpai*ish’Of small isles.
There isinthis island many horses, the chief
use ‘of which is to form an annual cavalcade at

'Michaelmas; every man in the island mounts
his home without a saddle, and takes up be
hind him some young woman or neighbour‘s

In forming the contract of

often bring discord, indifference, and regret.
In truth, a Cretan married not for himself,

but for the State. The Magistrates had the
right of choosing the strongest and best ‘made

wife, and rides backwards and forwards from

of the young men, and of marrying them to
women who resembled them in constitution
and ﬁgure, that a well proportioned matrimo

the village to a certain cross. After the pro.
cession is over they alight at the public

nial union might produce a robust, tall, well
made prosperity, whose physical
wers

house, where they are treated by the compa-, would do honour to the nation, deEiid it,
nioris of the ride, When they return to their
houses an entertainment is _'prepared, the

chief part of which is an oat cake of a large
size, called St. Michael‘s cake, formed like
the quarter of a circle; it is daubed over

with milk and eggs, and then placed before
the ﬁreto harden. >

At Bissago, one of a cluster of islands, near

terrify their enemies by their mere presence,
and conquer and reduce them to subjection;
by their strength and their valour.
Among the present public exhibitions at
Paris, is that of a human fossil which was

found near Moret, in the department of the
Seine and Marne.
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SINGULAR ADVENTURE WHICH BE
FEL DR. CLARKE, I_N PASSING ONE
OF THE BATHS, AT ATHENS.
[From the additional vol of Clarke’;
travcIr.]
The following day was attended by a sin
ﬁar adventure. We had agreed to spend
t

greater part of the da

with Lusieri,

among the antiquities of the citadel; and
for this purpose Mr. Cripps accompanied
im to the Acropolis soon after breakfast.
he author followed towards noon.
About
half-‘way up the steep which leads to Pro

pylae, he heard a noise of laughter and many
clamorous voices, proceeding from a build
ing situated in an area upon the left hand
which had the appearance of being a public
bath. As it is always customary for strangers

to mingle with the Mahometans in such
places Without molestation, and as it had been
the author’s practice to bathe frequently for
the preservation of his health, he advanced
without further consideration towards the
entrance, which he found to be covered with
a carpet hangingiiefom it. Not a human
creature was to
seen without the bath
whether Turk or Greek. This was rather
remarkable; but it seemed to be explained
in the numbers who‘ were heard talking
within. As the author drew nigh unto the

ring the short interval that his eyes were
open within the bagnio; although beaten

only describe the scene from a confused re
collection. Upon the left hand, as he entered,
there was an elderly female, who appeared to
be of considerable rank, from the number of
slaves sumptuously clad and in waiting upon
her. She was reclined, as is usual in all
Turkish baths, upon a sort of divan, or rais

ed tloor, surrounding the circular hall of the
bath, smoking and drinking coffee.

A rich

embroidered covering of green silk had been
spread over her.
Her slaves stood by her
side upon the marble pavement of the bath.
Many other women of different ages were

seated, or standing, or lying, upon the same
divan. Some appeared coming in high
wooden clogs from the sudatories or interior
chambers of the bath, towards the divan;

their long hair hanging dishevclled and
straight, almost to the ground ; the tempera
ture of those cells had flushed a warm glow
seldom seen upon the pale and faded cheeks
of the Grecian and Turkish women. Some
of them were very handsome.
Within the
centre of the area, immediately beneath the
dome, the black women and other attendants

of the both were busled bearing towels, and
preparing pipes and coffee for the bathers;

according to the custom observed when men

door of the building, the ‘voices were heard

frequent these places.

in a shriller tone than ‘usual; but no suspi
cion entered into his mind as to the sort of

The cause of this mistake remains now to
be explained. This bath was not peculiarly
set apart for the use of females; it was fre
quented also by the male inhabitants ; but at
stated hours the women have the privilege of
appropriating it to their use; and this hap
pened to be their time of bathing; conse
quently the men were absent. Upon such
occasions, the Greek and Turkish women
bathe together; owing to this circumstance,

bathers which he would ﬁnd assembled, he

put aside the carpet, and stepping beneath
the main door of the bagnio, suddenly found
himself in the midst of the principal women
of Athens, many of whom were unveiled in

every sense of the term, and all of them in
utter amazement at the madness of the in
trusion. The ﬁrst impulse of astonishment
entirely superseded all thought of the danger
of his situation ; he remained fixed and mute
as a statue. A general shriek soon brought

him to his recollection. Several black fe
male slaves ran towards him, interposing
before his face napkins, and driving him
backwards towards the entrance. He endea

voured by signs and broken sentences, to
convince them that he came there to bathe in

the news of the adventure was very speedily

circulated all over Athens. As he did not re
turn until the evening, the family with whom
he resided, hearing of the affair, began to be
uneasy, lest it had been brought to a serious
termination, well knowing thatif any of the
Arnauts, or of the Turkish guard belonging
to the citadel, had seen a man coming from

the bath while the women were there, they

the ordinary way; but this awkward attempt
at an apology converted their fears into
laughter, accompanied by sounds of Hist!
Hist ! and the most eager entreaties to him

without hesitation or ceremony, would have

to abscond quickly, and without observation.

generally it became the subject of conversa
tion among the Turkish females of the city,
their Mahometan masters were kept in igno
rance of the transaction.

As he drew back, he distinctly heard some
one in Italian, that if he were seen he would
be shotBy this time the negro women
were all around him, covering his eyes with
their hands and towels, and rather impeding
his retreat, by pushing him blindfolded to

wards the door; whence he tied with all pos
sible expedition. As the sight of women in
Turkey is rare, and always obtained with

difficulty, the reader may perhaps wish to
know what sort of beings the author saw, du

put him instantly to death: and‘ the only
reason we could assign for its never having
been afterwards noticed, was, that however

EXPERIMENT ILLUSTRATING THE
SEPARATION OF BODIES BY
WEIGHT.

Take a bottle with along neck and fill part
of it with water, take a glass and
ur claret
and‘ water into it, reverse the butt e with the

bottom upwards, stopping the mouth of it

Tlll LONDON WHANIM' HBQISTSI.
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with your ﬁnger; then dip the mouth ‘within

ON SOUND.
' ' 1.
It
is
erroneously
considered
that
the. 6lislO1!
bottle in that posture for a time, and the wine ‘
of the air is the cause of sound, and that the
will separate from the water, ascend and set
tle in the top of the bottle, and the water will continuation of the elision is indispensable
descend from the bottle and settle in the bot to the continuation of the sound, the false
tom of thevglasspthe passage will be apparent hood of this proposition is proved by this,
its the eye; for you ‘shall see the wine as it that the sound of a bell or string continues
were in a small veinrising through the ‘Water. sometime after the string or bell has been
Letlthe upper Iglass be wine and the lower struck, but ceases e moment their vibra
the glass, and remove your ﬁnger, keep the

tion is stoppodby a touch of the ﬁnger; now
Matter, there follows no motion ‘at all; this‘

separation of the wine and water appears to ‘if it was the elision of the air Which caused
-be made by weight, the water being made‘ the sound, the more touching of the string
could not extinguish that motion of the air,
pensrle, and a considerable weight of it in the
belly of the bottle, supported by a small pil
Jar of the same liquid in the neck of the bot
tie, it is this circumstance which sets the mo

it is plain then that the sound is produced by
the result or springing back of the matter of
the string or bill to its original place; that
the continuation of the sound is caused by

A

tion at work: for wine and water in one glass
1 the continued vibration of the matter acting
-with-long standing will hardly separate.
- on the air, and that the stopping of that vi
..n .
,
bration causes the cessation of the sound.

there is a much stronger proof that air
MODE -OF ATTRACTING WATER. ' .But
Hang a quantity of wool tied loosely toge is not necessary to the existence of sound, for
-ther down into a deep well about five or six dip a pair of tongs into a vessel of water, and
strike the ends of them against each other
yards from the water, leave itin -that position
immersed in the water, and you will
throughthe night, and its weight will be in while
hear the sound of the percussion clearly, yet
the'morning greater by one-ﬁlth than when
it was the evening before, the additional there is no air at all present Within the water;
weight will have been caused by the accession to produce the sound.
this; strike two hard bodies to gether
of particles of water from the‘ humid atmos in Or
the midst of a ﬂame, and the sound will
phere.
; differ little from that made by the same bodies in the air.

ON THE POSSIBILITY OF DIS
CHARGING FIRE-ARMS WITHOUT
PRODUCING A SOUND.
I conceive if it were possible to bring to
pass, that there should be no air pent at the
mouth of the piece, the bullet might ﬂy with
small or no noise: For ﬁrst it is certain there

MAKING GOLD.
Bacon gives the following as a probable
means of making gold on principles of na
tural philosophy.

Let there be a small furnace made, of B
is no noise in the percussion ofthe ﬂame upon
thebullet, next the bullet in piercing through temperate heat; let the heat be such as may
‘the air,.makes_,no noise, and then if there be keep the metal moulten and no more; for
no pent air to strike the open air, there will the material, take silver, for that is the metal
be no 'ca\i'se of noise; and yet the ﬂying of which symbolizeth most with gold; put ‘in
the bullet will not be stayed, for the motion also, with the silver, a tenth part of quicksil
of it is in the parts of the bullet and not in ver, and a twelfth part of nitre, by wei gilt‘; ‘
the air. This may be tried by taking a small both these to quicken and open the body of
short barrel no longer than .you mean to ﬁll
with powder, and laying the bullet in the

mouth of it half-out in the open air, no noise

will follow

explosion.—BAcon.
4-_..__

-

r

BURNING GLASSES‘.

the metal; and so let the work be continued
for the space of six months at least; there
may be also some oiled substance put into
lay the parts more close and smooth, which

is the main work. Note; to make gold of
quicksilver because it is the heaviest, is not
‘to be hoped; for quicksilver will not bear

A conspiracy is said to have been laid in .the manage of the ﬁre: next to silver I think
the reign of queen Mary, to kill that princess . copper wine the best material.” -It is to be
by-means of a burning glass placed on the lamented, for the honor of philosophy, that
the learned Bacon thought the acceptation of
leads of a house which commanded a view of
St. James‘ Park, where the queen was used -bribes for the corruption of his judicial inte
to walk. The design is declared to have grity, a speedier 'way of making gold than the
directions just quoted. What a remarkable
been discovered: there is no authentic ac
proof he was of the nothingn'ess of intellectual
count of the circumstance. It is tobe doubt
rted by moral inte
ed Whether burning glasses had been brought acquirements, unsu
to any such strength at that period of our grity; Pope justly described him--.
history.
“ The wisest, brightest_,rneauest of mankind.”

'

i
‘
‘
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HOW TO PROCURE FRESH WATER.
Dig a pit upon the sea-shore somewhat
above ‘the high water mark, and sink it as

deep as the low water mark, and as the tide
oometh in, it will fill with water fresh and pa
latable. Caesar knew this well when he was
besieged in Alexandria; for in digging pits
on the sea-shore, he frustrated the laborious
works of the enemy, who had turned the sea

water upon the wells of Alexandria. But
Caesar mistook the cause, for he thought that

all see sands had natural springs of fresh wa
ter; but it is plain that the water produced
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principles and indirect consequences, pro
duces more evil than perhaps any other hu
man institution, so insigniﬁcant is the number
of those for whose imagined gratiﬁcation so

immense a body of reasonable beings are de
graded and enslaved.
,
It is remarkable that the only apparent su
periority of the number of females is in some
of the returns of the Christian congregations,

where polygamy is of course unknown. it is
reasonable to refer this small exception to
aecidentalcauses, which inquiry will proba
bly discover.

is sea water, because the pit ﬁlls according to
the nature of the tide; and the sea water,

THE ENGLISH OAK.

passing or strainin through the sands, leaves

' The Oak, stiled the Monarch of the

'PVo0ds. This tree grows in various parts

the saltness behin .

of the world, but that produced in England is

POLYGAMY.
(From Sir J. Mackinlosh’s Account Qfdhe

found the best calculated for ship-builing,

Population of Bombay.)

gives name to a constellation in the heavens
(Robur Carola) the Royal Oak, named b
Dr. Halley in 1676, in memory of the

One of the most curious results which
these documents aﬁord, is that relating to the
proportions of the two sexes, and to the ex
tent in which polygamy prevails in India. A
hilosopher, (Montesqmeu) misled by travel
ers, too much disposed to make general in
ferences from a few peculiar cases, and
leassd to discover a seeming solution of the

repugnant systems of domestic life adopted in
Europe and in Asia, supposes the polygamy
of eastern nations to be the natural conse

which makes it so highly valuable. The oak

tree in which Charles II. sat/ed himself from
his pursuers, after the battle of Wbroester;
this famous oak grew near the borders of
Shropshire, twenty-six miles from Worcester.
This valuable tree sometimes grows to a
great size; one was felled at Wooten Park,

Her-ts, which measured twenty-four feet
round, and sold for 43!. One in llainauli,
Forest, near Barking,inEssex, known by the

quence of the superabundance of women pro

name of Fairlop, measures thirty-six feet in

duced in warm climates :-—Mr. Bruce at
tempts to support this theory by a statement

circumference. This enormous tree covered
an area of 300 feet in circuit, under which an
annual fair has been long held on the that

of a most extraordinary nature.

According

to him, in Mesopotanrra,Arrnenia,andSyria,

Friday in July, called Fairlop Fair, and no

the proportion of births is two women (and a

booth is suffered to be erected beyond the

fraction) to one man; from Fatakia to Sidon
it is two and three fourths to one man ; from
Suez to, the Straits of Babelmandel the pro

extent of its boughs. A Society formed of
distinguished characters of ladies and gentle

portion is fully four to one man, which he
believes holds asfar as the Line, and 302 be
yond it. But facts are directly opposed to
this statement. By the report of Mr. Raven
shaw, contained in the very instructive travels
of Dr. Francis Buchanan, we learn that in the
southern part of the province ofCanara, the
whole number ofthe inhabitants was 806,672,
of whom the males were 206,633, the females
190,039. The same excess of males above
females is, he tells us, to be found in the

Barra Mahl and other parts of the peninsula
where accurate enumerations have been
made. The return of deaths in the island of
Bombay, for nearly eight years, establishes

the same fact with respect to the whole popu
lation, and to each of the classes which com

pose it.
It is well known that the Mahometans are
the only class of men in India who practice
polygamy to any considerable extent. Out of
20,000 Mahometans in the island of Bombay.
only about 100 have two wives, and only ﬁve
have three; so inconsiderable is the immedi

ate practical result of a system which, in its

men of the county of Essex, under the harm!
_of the “ Hainault. Foresters,” march in Ipro-.

cession, at stated times, round this chiefof
the sylvan race, dressed in elegant uniforms,

and attended by a band of music. ' In Dr.
Hunterts Evelyn’s Sylvia, there is a figure of
a venerable oak at Cowthorp, in Yorkshire,

of forty-eight feet in circumference, ‘within
three feet of the ground.
, '
,
“ Let India boast her plants, nor-I envy we‘ V‘''

The weeping amber and the balmy tree, ~-'
While by our oaks the precious loadsare
borne
.
And realms commanded which these trees
adorn.”
Porn.

‘-' The monarch oak, the patriarch ot' the
trees,
> '
Shoots rising up, and spreads by slow do
greesl

Three centuries he grows, and three he stays
Supreme in state, and in three more decays.”
DRYDBN2
“ As o’er the aerial Alps, sublimely spread,

Some aged oak uprears his reverend head ;
This way and that the furious tempests blow;
To lay the monarch of the mountains low

gpg. ,bo_N non, -ntqtcttmtlcs’, nsorsrnt.
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tages~o_t' illustrations, and notes, a new and

ample ﬁeld would be opened for speculation :

Thougli all his scattered hoilours strew the
‘Safe_ 'in i is
ound;
, rock,
,
strength, and seated on the

we should obtain a. more extensive insight
into the history of the human understand-_

ing; we should acquire a new fund of
ni naked majesty deﬁes the shock ;
High as the head shoots tow’ring to the
skies,

~

lo deep the root in earth’s foundation lies.”
'

Prrr.

The oa'k produceslntit-galls, which contain
a peculiar acid called the galljc acid, and tan
riin,or the astringent principle,‘ they form a
principal ingredient in ink, and are used as a
dye-stuff.

Galls are chieﬂy brought to us

from Aleppo, hence called Aleppo galls;
they are globular ex_ct‘escences that grow on
the hardest spices of oak, being the shells in
which an inse ct breeds, zpd when grown

to maturity gnaws its way rough, which is
the cause of the little holes in them.

THE LITERATURE AND scnsncns
OF THE SARACENS AND TURKS.
Whoever travels in Asia, especially if he
be conversant with the literature of the coun

tries through which he passes, must natu
rally remark the superiority of European
talents. The observation, indeed, is at least
as old as Alexander; and though we cannot

agree with the sage preceptor of that ambi-'
tious prince, that “ the Asiatics are born to
be slaves,” yetthe Athenian poet seems per
fectly in the right, when he represents Eu-'
rope‘ as a sovereign princess, and Asia as her
handmaid: but it" the mistress be trahscen-I
dantly majestic, it cannot be denied that the
attendant has hiany l5eautie's and some ad

vantages pectlliar to herself. If reason be
the grand prerogative of the people in the
Western World, the Asiatics have soared to

the loftiest heights in the‘ sphere of imagina
tion.‘ When we read the praises which
Eastern scholars so tiarrnly bestow upon the
heroic verses of Ferdoiisi, the didactic strain
of Sadi, and the lyre of Haﬁz, who is there
that does-' not lament his ignorance of the

iinages and similitudes; and a variety 0_f ex

cellent compositions would be brought to
light, which future scholars might explain,
and future
ts imitate.‘

If the Asiatic nations of the present day
appear to be overspread with the shade of
ignorance, the times have been, when many
parts of our boasted science were familiarly
taught in Egypt and Hindustan. lt is true,
the results of the Calcutta Society have

shewn huan of the received opinions on the
merit of

rieutal literature to have been

erroneous; yet it should be remembered,
that the expectations of the world had been
unlimited, and the history of the philosophy
and religion of Asia is still incomplete.
Some facts, however, appear to have been

established. The systems of the philoso
phers of old were not originally formed in
Greece. The six philosoph1_eal schools,
whose principles are eir lained in the Der
sana Sastra, comprise l the metaphysics of
the old Academy, the Stoa, the Lyceum.
Pythagoras and Plato penetrated‘ into the
mysteries of the priests of Egypt and the Magi
of Persia.'l‘ The works of the Sage, which
are said to contain a system of the universe,

founded on the principle of attraction and
the central position of the sun, are, well

" Traite sur la Poesie Orientale. Jones’s'
Works, vol. 5, p. 447, 4to. Thus, if the
treatises on Algebra, which Mr. Colebrooke

has lately translated from the Sanscrit into‘
English, had been translated earlier, some‘
addition would have been made to the means'
and resources of Algebra, for the general so

lutioh of problems Which have been‘ re-ind
vented, or perfected, iii the last two centu-ii
ries in France and England. Prelim. Diss.‘
p. 2, 4. It has been proved, that the Hin
dus had made a wonderful progress in some“

great originals, and think with regret, that
most of the translations which we possess of parts of Algebra ; that in the indeterminate
Oriental -poetry, ' have been performed by
inen of "little genius or taste? Yet even
through the dark medium of a wretched ver
sion, we can often discover an 'animation of

description, it boldn'es‘s'of thetaphor, and a,
strength of expression, which nothing but a
mind prejudiced by one standard of excel
lence can fail to admire : and if the manu
scripts Which are within the reach ofOriental
srholars were stripped of their thick coat of
fable, and piiblished with the usual advan

_" -lones‘s Disseitation on the Literature

pt Asia

isnalysis, they were in possession of a degree
of knowledge, which was in Europe lirst

communicated to the world by Bachet and
Fermat, in the seventeenth, and by Euler‘
and La Grange, in the eighteenth century.
Asiatic Rea. vol; 12, p. I60.
I ‘
1‘ Cicero Tusc. Quest. 4. l9. 95. De Fini
bus, 5:25. The Pythagorean, Manichean,

and other famous systetns of religion and
philosophy, may clearly be deduced from
the Hindus. See Mr. Halhed’s translation
of the Upaneeshad; or Commentaries upon,
and Paraphrases of, the Vedas. Brit. Mus.
Add. MSS. 5658; and also Bartholomeus,

Mus. Borg. Velitris "Codd. MSS. Rome,

' 1190, p. 186, 19;.
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dmom b]‘lll‘1QﬂTle_d Hindus.‘ The mmals . without eritdition

szbtﬂywilliout ‘a

f Asiatic philosophy, and particularly in

soul,”and that “ glory consistsnotlnvwealth,
iliéir connection with Grecian letters, are but in‘ knowledge.” Absorbed, however’,
still incomplete; the claims, for instance, of with the ideas of the conquest or oonyersion
the Hindus to the invention of what is ‘called of the world, the early successors ofthe Pro
the syllogistic theory of Aristotle, are yet in phet held in equal contempt the learningand
question. The' history of literature abounds the religion of their new subjects and tribul
‘with other rich and interesting s bjects. The taries." When, however, the ages of vio
history oi‘ literature abounds with other rich lence and rapine were succeeded by those of
and interesting subjects. The torch of sci security and peace, and Bagdad arose a fair
ence has been frequently kindled in Asia, and splendid city, the muses were courted
and even the stern fanaticism of the Saracens from their ancient seats on the shores of
yielded to the mild influence of letters.
Greece, to expiate the uilt of conquest and
Rude and unlettered people have generally illustrate the reigns of t e Abassidcs.—-Milk’
been the founders of empires; and certainly History of lllulmmmedanism.

the Arabians possessed in a high degree this

(To be continued.)

claim to the inheritance of the worl . Their

history is divided into the two periods of ig
norance and lslamism, and the division may
include the literary, as well as the religious
state of the country-.‘i' “ The people of the

"' The Saracens, as well as other good
people, occasionally condemned books “ an
feu.” Their most pious act in this line, was

book,” was the honourable title of the Chris

destroying a large library at Alexandria: it

tians and Jews. The barbarous natives des
'pised not the want of letters in the great
Prophet of Mecca. Yet the spirit of Mu
hammed was liberal. In a noble admiration

was done by order of theCaliph Omar, when

of science, he could exclaim, that “ a mind

" As we learn from Cicero, that the old

Qages of Europe had an idea of centripetal
force, and a principle of universal gravita

tion (which they never indeed attempted to
demonstrate), so I- can venture to aﬂirm,

without meaning to pluck a leaf from the
never-fading laurels of our immortal New
ton, that the whole of his theology, and part
of his philosophy, may he found in the Ve

Amrou conquered
not, as] once thou'
thority of Abul-P
also Abdollutif, the

Egypt. The - fact does
ht, rest on the so!e-au“
uraji’-ts; Macrisi, and
writer of a work ex:

pressly on Egyptian a.ntiquities.- mentioned
the circumstance. Ihesitated, with Langles,
from crediting the story on the authority of
Abul-Pharajius alone; but the authorities
of Macrisi and Abdollatitt"removed my scep
ticism. But when we talk of the destruction
of the Alexandrian library, let us not be-de-‘

ceived by words. It must not be imagined;
that the library of the Ptolemies was the one
which the Saracens pillaged. That wasdesz

das, and even n the works of the Suﬁs. The

troyed in Caesar’: time; and the new collec-'

most subtil spirit, which he suspected to per

tion which Cleopatra formed, was dissipated
in the wars which the Christians made‘ upon

'vade natural bodies, and lying concealed in
them to cause attraction and repulsion, the
emission, reﬂection, and refraction of light,

electricity, calefaction, sensation, and rri'us
cular motion, is described by the Hindus as

a ﬁfth element, endued with those very
powers; and the Vedas abound with allu
tions to a force universally attractive, which
they chieﬂy attribute to the sun. Jones on

the Philosophy of the Asiatics. Asiatic Res.

Vol. 4. p. 169.
+ Pocock says,so great was the ignorance
hi‘ the Arabians, that at the time of the pro
mulgation of the Koran, there was not a per

'son in the province of Yemen who could read
or writkg,

Butl think that this remark is

only correct so far as it relates to the Cuﬁc
‘characters of the Arabic language. This
stile had been invented a short time before
the birth of Muhammed, and the Koran was
written in it. We can readily conceive, that

the Cuﬁc character was unintelligible to a
‘people who had always been accustomed to
the Hamjarik mode; the latter of which is
also unintelligible in the present days to the
'Muhammedans themselves. Pocock, Spe
cimen, p. 153. Niebuhr, p. 88, 84, note.‘

the Pagans, A.D. 890. The literary‘ value
of the library Which the learned men of
Alexandria subsequently formed, we know
not. Abul—Pl1araﬁus says, the booksweré

dispersed through the baths of Alexandria,
and in half a year they were consumed. The
number of books be neither says nor insinu
ates. To the disgrace of the Christian world

the barbarous conduct of the Saracens re-'
mained unavenged for eight centuries. The
great and good Ximenes thought, like his‘

worthy countrymen the curate and barber"
in Don Quixote, that ﬁre would purify the
mind from all diseases, inﬁdelity and mad-‘
ness not excepted; he therefore burnt and
destroyed all the Muham'medan' books he
could collect, not even sparing their gold

and silver ornaments, although the Saracens
promised to convert them to other purposes.
The Cardinal, however, knew very well that
the word of an inﬁdel was as little to be
trusted as that of an heretic. Piety was his

shining virtue, and knowing that the theology
and philosophy of the Saracens wereclosely
mixed, he would not save the former for the
sake of thelatter.
.
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THE CHAMELEON.

bignesse
(‘ A Chameleon
of an ordinary
is a creature
lizard: His
abouthead
the

"”-'” "‘ BnAn'*"s" GREASE. “"f'°' ''‘,’“'‘'§Z
stance,
“' Youifyou
maytake
turnﬂesh
all ﬂesh
and cut
intoitinto
a ftrtty s _’

unproportionably bigge: his eyes greate : and put the pieces into a glass covered wi };
he moveth
' his head without the writhing of parchment; and so let the glass stand six or
his necke, (which is inﬂexible), as a hogge seven hours in boiling water. It may be an
doth. His backe crooked: his skinne spot experiment of profit for making of fat or
ted with little tumours, less eminent nearer grease for many uses. But then it must be
the belly : his taile slender and long : On of such ﬂesh as is not edible, as horses, dogs
each foot he has ﬁve lingers-his tongue of a bears, badgers, &c.”
I
_'
marvellous length in respect of his body, and
Mr. Atkinson should look to this : ‘but we
hollow at the end; which he will launch out
to prey upon ﬂies. Of colour green and of a

doubt not he and the other nurturers of bears}
have studied Verulam, and founded their
dusky yellow brighter and whiter towards the ‘ doctrine of the crini ganerativerwss of bears

belly: yet spotted with blue white and red.
If he be laid upon green the green predomi
nateth-—-if upon yellow, the yellow—laid upon
black, he looked all black. He feedeth not
only upon aire (though that be his principal

grease upon the principal “ of sympathie”
between the hairy coats of our friend the

bears, and the bald heads of Sexaganarians.

sustenance) for he sometimes taketh ﬂies. Yet

VVhat saith his Lordship ?
'
“ Beasts are more hairy than men, and
savage men more than civil.” But now the .5

some have kept Chameleons a whole year to

converse of the proposition holds.

ml" 1,’ e

gether, and never could perceive that they

fed upon any thing else but air.”—Bacou.
So far his Lordship on this disputed point.
But there is a notion which was generally en
tertained in the Sixteenth Century among

Bm0n’s contemporaries, respecting another
property of the Chameleon, and we think it
worthyof record and remark. They supposed
that if a Chameleon were burned on the top
of a house or high building, it would occasion
a violent tempest. This fancy would seem
to have its origin in the notions of sympathy
and magical inﬂuence which were so preva

“ It was observedin the great plague of
the last year, that there were seen in divers
ditches and low grounds about London, many
toads that had tails two or three inches long
at the least; whereas toads usually have no ;,

tails at all. Which argueth a great disposi
tion to putrefaction in the soile and aire. It
is reported, likewise, that roots, (such as
carrots and parsnips), are more sweet and

luscious in infectious years, than in other
years.
-51! T?

lent in that day; and the sages of the period

“ A man leapeth better with Weights in his

alluded to, were doubtless of opinion that,

hand than without. The cause is, for that
the weight (if it be proportionable) stregthen

inasmuch as the Chameleon was supposed to
live u n air, the burning and decomposition

eth the sinews, by contracting them. For
of its
y could not fail to produce serious otherwise, where no contraction is needful,
effect; upon that element. Yet while we weight hindereth. As we see in horse races,
smile at the dreams of those early philoso
men are curious to foresee that there be not
phers, and hold their various conjectures the least weight upon the one horse more
sometimes but lightly; it must be acknow than upon the other. In leaping with weightsJ
ledged that they ascertained and established the arms are ﬁrst cast backwards, and then
many old truths, added not a few fresh facts, forwards with so much the greater force; for
and pointed out innumerable theories, many the hands go backward before they take .
of which subsequent enquiry and experiment their race.”
_,,.,,,v-n‘_,_.,
have tended to establish on the ﬁrmest foun
dations. Thus were they the (sometimes) ig OBSERVATIONS UPON MORTlFICA- .
norant, prophets of future discoveries; and
-TION BY COLD.
M
“ In the cold countries, when men’s noses
in their crude conceptions frequently exists
the germ of important principles, which it and ears are mortiﬁed, and as it were gan
remained for‘ the scientiﬁc acuteness of our grened by cold; if they come to a ﬁre, they .
rot oﬂ‘ presently. The cause is, forthat the
own day to ascertain and develope.
few spirits that remain in those parts are sud
LORD BA.CON’S OBSERVATIONS ON denly drawu forth, and so putrefaction is
made compleat.
for that But
it preserveth
snow putthose
uponsprrrts
THE PROPERTIES AND EFFECTS helpeth;
OF SNOW ON VEGETATION.
“ Snows, lying long, cause a fruitful year;

for ﬁrst they keep in the strength of the

that remain till they can revive: -and beside

snow, hath in it a secret warmth 3 as t.he .

earth ; secondly they water the earth better _ monk proved out of the text—‘ Qui dat ni
than rain ; for in snow, the earth doth (as it vem sicut lanem, gelu sicut cineres spargit.’
were) suck the water as out of the teat. Whereby he did infer that snow did warm
Thirdly, the moisture of snow is the ﬂnest like wool, and ﬁrst did fret like ashes.
moisture; for itisthe froth of the cloudy Warm water doth also good : because by lit
_ tie and little it openethitheipores without any
waters.”
‘

rns mnnoa ruwuaurcs’ aaaiszaa.
sudden Working upon the spirits. This expe
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riment may be transferred unto the cure of
gangrenes, either coming of themselves, or

placed his Watch, with paper, nand ink, on
the table, by which he sat
noted down in
writing the rogressive effects caused by the

induced by too much applying of opiates!
Wherein you must beware of ry heat, and

mmute.

resort to things that are refrigerent, with an

found dead on the chair, the written observa

inward warmth and virtue of cherishing.

when placed in the sun become as hard as

tions concluded by an illegible scrawl, which
he was supposed to have written the moment
before he became quite insensible, and to
have been unable‘ to write in an intelligible
form, by the actual stupefaction of his facul
ties.

marble. There are or were certain ordinary
quarries in Somersetshire, in Which the stone

AN ACCOUNT OF THE REMARKA

CEMENTS.
There have been found under earth, cer
tain cements that are very soft, and which

cut soft to any size, and when placed in the
building proved ﬁrm and hard.
EXPERIMENT WITH SUGAR AND’
WINE.
Put sugar into wine, part above the wine,

and part immersed in it, the part above the
surface will soften and dissolve sooner than

the part below ; t.he cause is, that the wine
enters the part within it, by simple infusion
or spreading, but the part above the wine is
forced by sucking also ; for all spungy bodies
expel the air and draw in liquor if it be con
tiguous ; as may be also seen in spunges

placed over a surface of water.
POWERFUL EFFECTS OF CHAR
COAL.

vapour on his system every advancing half

On bursting open the door, hewas

BLE ACCUMULATION OF THE EX
UVI/E OF BEARS, IN A CAVE AT
KULOCII, IN FRANCONIA.

The cave of Kuloch is more remarkable
than all the rest, as being the only one, ex
cept that of Kuckdale, in which the animal
remains have escaped disturbance by dilu
vial action; and the only one, also, in which
[could find the black animalf earth, which

many writers appear to have mistaken. The
diluvial sediment, in which the bones are so
universally found embedded, the only thing
at all like it, which I could find in any of the

other caverns, were fragments of highly de
cayed bone, which occurred in the loose part
ofthe diluvial sediment in the caves of S<;harz
fold and Gailinruth ; but in the cave of Ku
loch it is far otherwise—-in this single cavern,

The destructive nature of the vapour of
charcoal in a close room is well known,

(the size and proportions of which, are near
ly equal to those of the interior of a large

many have perished by it.

gerous, inasmuch as it produces no bad smell

church) there are many hundreds of cart
loads of black animal dust, entirely covering

to notify its approach, but steals on by little
and little, bringing on a gradual faintness

least six feet, and which if we multiply this

without any manifest or perceptible suffoca

depth by the length and breadth of the floor,

tion. It is told of some Dutchmen who win
tered in Nova Zembla, that in collecting ma

will be found to exceed 5000 cubit feet. The
whole of this mass has been again and again

ten'als for a ﬁre, they gathered some char
coal, or, as the narrative, “ Sea cole.” At
ﬁrst they felt much refreshed by the heat;

dug over in search of teeth and bones, which

It is more dan

but after a little time a general silence grew
upon them as they sat round the ﬁre, which
was succeeded by a general reluctance to
converse any further; immediately after, one
of them, the weakest, fell into a swoon, and a
short time after another fainted; on this a

suspicion arose as to the cause of the general
torpid state of the company; one of them
opened the door to admit air to the men who
had swooned, this was no sooner done than

the entire party recovered the freedom of

respiration and former state of spirils. The
torpid effect appears to have been produced
by the inspissation or thickening of the air
by the vapour of the charcoal, and the con
sequent inspjssation of the breath and of the
-s iffits. ‘ The son of a celebrated chemist on
continent, killed himself a few years ago
by voluntarily locking himself up in a close
room, lighting a ﬁre of charcoal, and inhaling
the vapou r of it; he was so calm and philo

lophical in his act of self destruction, that be

the floor to a depth, which must average at

it still contains abundantly, though in broken

fragments. The colour of them is a black,
or rather dark umber throughout ; many of
them crumble under the ﬁnger into a soft
dark powder, resembling mummy oawder,
and of the same nature as that of _ dark

earth in which they are embedded.

Many,

hundred, I may say thousand, individuals
must have contributed their remainsto malte

up this surprising and appalling mass of the
dust of death. It seems principally to be de
rived from comminuted and pulverized boneI
for the ﬂeshy parts of animal bodies produce

by their decomposition, so small a quantity
of permanent earthy residuum, that we must
seek for the origin of this mass principally
in decayed bones.

The cave is so dry that

the black earth lies in the state of black pow
der, a.nd rises in dust under the feet: it also

retains so large a proportion of its original
matter, that it is occasionally used by the pea

sants as an enriching manure for the neigh
bouring meadows. The exterior of the ca
vern presents a lofty arch in anearly perpen

.-THE, LONDON Mncaanrcs’ nnorsrsn.
dilcular cliﬁ‘, which forms the left bank of the
gorge ‘of the Esbach, opposite the castle of
"Ratensteen, the depth of the valley below it
is ‘thirty feet, whilst above it, the hill rises
't‘api1[i)l(y'ad'tl sometimes precipitously to I50
lit‘?

mud, upon the undisturbed remains of what
ever lay on the floor.

SAFETY CHIMNEY.

feet; the breadth of the entrance of

the arches is about 30 feet, its height 20 feet.
As you advance inwards, the cave increases

ill breadth and height, and near its inner ex
tremity branches off into two large and lofty
chambers, both of which terminate in a close

round and at the distance of about 100 feet
from the entrance ;' it is intersected by no ﬁs
stlres, and has no lateral communications,

connecting it with any other caverns, except
one small hole close to its mouth, and which

also opens to the valley. These circum
stances are important, as they will assist to
explain the peculiarly undisturbed state in

which the exterior of this cavern has remain
ed, amidst the diluvizil changes which have
atfected so many others. The inclination of
the ﬁber for about 30 feet nearest the mouth,

is very considerable; and but little earth is
lodged on it; but further in, the exterior of
the cavern is entirely covered with a mass of

darli brown or blackish earth, through which
are disseminated in great abundance, the
bones and teeth of bears and other animals,

and a few small fragments of lime-stone,
which have probably fallen from the roof,

but I could ﬁnd no rolled pebbles. The up
per portion of the earth seems to be mixed
up‘ with a quantity of calcareous loam, which
before it had been disturbed by the digging,
formed a bed of diluvial sediment over the
animal remains: but as we sink deeper, the
earth gets blacker and more free from loam,

and seems wholly composed of decayed ani
mal matter.‘ There is no appearance of ei
ther stalactite or stalagmite matter; the ab.
sence of pebbles, and the enorrtiotts mass of

Letter A is a pitched rope continued all
animal dust, indicate a less powerful action
‘of diluvial waters, within this cave than in rotmd the chimney, a part of which must be
My other, except that of Kirkdale; to these passed through the ring at the end of the
waters 'still we must refer the introduction of chain attached to the plate B.; at the other
the brown loam, and the formation of the

end of the plate hangs a weight.

present 'mo't1th of the cavern; from its low
position
near‘ ‘the bottom of the valley,
this mouth must have been entirely covered

submitted last week, are as follow :--The

under the solid rock, till all the materials that

lay above it, had been swept away, and the
valley cut down to nearly its present base.
The throat of the cave by which we ascend

from the ‘mouth to the interior, is highly in
tzlined upwards, so that neither would any of
the pebbles that were dr'fting on with the
waters, that excavated the valley, ascend this
inclined plane to enter the cave; nor would

the external currents, howeverrapidly rush
ing by the outside of the mouth, have power
to agitate (except by slight eddies in the

The advantages of this plan over those we
pitched rope, by being placed to touch each
side of the chimney, is more likely to take
ﬁre than when it is ﬁxed to only one spot. It
will be observed, that being brought lower in

the chimney, it is nearer the part where it is
probable the fire would commence ; besides,
in case of the fire being higher in the chim_

ney, the pitched rope, by being placed so
low, might be cut.
The valve being inside the chimney, can
not be acted upon by the wind; and requir
ing only a pivot to support it, the required

lower part of the throat) the still waters in the
bottom of the cavern, and which being qui

motion would take place with more certainty
than in the other plans.
Its use requires better explanation. The

escent, would deposit a sediment ‘from’ the
'
vNJ,~[t.vJl , .1 ,..)l1.h
_w 4:

ﬁre communicating to the pitched rope A.,
V.

‘ My-',_ ‘

-wr
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the chain gets free; the plate B. is instantly

nothing down but mortar. ‘Notwithstanding

brought by the weight C. to a horizontal po

this, the fellow had the hardened impudmce

sition, and completely closes the opening of to summon the parties to Bow-street, where
the chimney.

he swore the chimney was on tire, and that

For the use of the pitched rope we are in
debted to the original projector.
This is a subject on which we feel much in

he saw it; he having so sworn, the parties
wereorderedto paythe ﬁne; rtwas to no
purpose they urged that it was a gross fals‘

terested, combining. as it does, the advanta
ges of increasing our safety, and improving

hood, which they could prove, but unfortu
nately, the witness was gone to France; they
were told that if they chose to incur the
trouble and expense, they might gain redress

the morals of a useful and intrepid body of
men.

The infamous system of perjury practised by an indictment for perjury.
The second fact is curious enough, for it
by ﬁremen to obtain the reward, is too well
known to require our saying more on the happened that two of these conscientious
subject, than merely mentioningit 5 however,

gentlemen swore against each other; but one

as many of our readers may not be fully of them happened to be able to bring for
aware of the extent to which it is carried we ward a rsrpwtablc witness, in consequence
shall therefore state two facts, in which we of which, his oath was taken in preference
were a party concerned, not as sufferers, but
as witnesses; for were we the former, our
statements might be supposed to arise from a
vindictive feeling, to draw the attention of
those whom we wish to interest, from the im
portance of the subject to our supposed wish
for retaliation. But we intend to conﬁne
ourselves to the facts which we only witness
ed, and, as we said before, not suffered from ;
we are sure our friends will feel satisﬁed that

we attack the evil upon eneral grounds.
The ﬁrst fact to which we wish to call the
attention of our readers, is the_followi_ng :—
Being at the house of a friend, where a French

to that of the other.

We have submitted the original
together with what we conceive to

lans,
an

improvement; and although they may not

all the necessary requisites, we may
fortunate enough to lay the groundwork
for improvement,and we hope, perfection,
which we feel convinced would, in course of
time, cause an alteration to be made in the
Act. of Parliament, which, by thepreaent

abuse is distorted into a shield for perjured
robbery;
LONDON MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE.

cook was employed in preparing some of the

At the close of the lecture on Wednesday
evening, Doctor Birkbeck announced, that
Mr. Black, having kindly consented to de
vote two evenings in each week, viz. Mon
hold, he threw a quantity~ of it into the ﬁre, days and Thursdays, to the instruction of
which immediately blazed out at the top of two classes of pupils in the French language,
the chimney. The servant was sent for the the committtee are anxious to divide the
sweep, and having told him for what purpose classes in such a manneras to be most suit
be was wanted, and the number of the house, able to the convenience of the pupils; it is
mysteries of his art, (or as a yo
surgeon
would say “ giving the gastric jltf ‘ a job,”)
when using more fat than the pan would

he returned into his subterraneous abode, therefore requested, that all those members
and from a recess, dark and deep, roused a who have given notice of their intention to
dingy agent, who was, like many others we avail themselves of Mr. Black’s instructions,
could mention, passing‘. his moment; in will take the earliest opportunity of calling
case and comfort upon that which he at the Oﬁice of the Institution, in Southamp
had scraped together in the world; and ton Buildings, to sign their names and ad
having ﬁxed his eyes intently upon the dresses in a list, specifying whether it will be
most agreeable to their respective avocatioas
ehia-ro oscuro countenance of his mas
ter gave the following information, ‘-' the mo to attend the Monday,or the Thursday even
.
,
.
ment I am gone, run and tell the ﬁreman ;" ing Class.
this being ended he emerged from the dark
Mr. Partington not being able to complete
ness, and motioned his fair and trembling
guide to lead the way; she elegantly nodded

his arrangements for commencing his course

of Lectures on Optics, by Friday evening in

assent and cbeyed him; he followed in all the

the ensuing week, a Lecture will be deliver

rattling pomp of brush and scraper, Well,
having arrived at the scene of action, and the
ﬁre being taken out of the grate, he ascend
ed, but neither ﬁre nor soot could be found,
and had he found any it would have been to

ed on that evening by Dr. Birkbeck, on
Acoustics, or the Theory of Sound, and,Mr.

his own disgrace, for he had swept the ahim-Y
ney but three days before; by this time his
friends the ﬁremen had arrived with their em
gines; one of those worthies obtained admit
tance, and called to the sweep to send down

the ﬁre, but in vain, for the sweep could send

Partington will deliver the Lecture of his
course on the following Friday, the 21st inst.
We are happy to hear, from Correspond
ents in Dublin and Norwich,that Mechanics’
Institutions have been formed in those places,
in which the journeyman mechanics them

selves will form the greater portion of the
Committee.
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QUERIES.

Mzm in lnqulsltiveneu should be strong,
,.q.> From curiosity doth wisdom ﬂow:
’ For ‘Us a maxim I've adopted long,
The more I man inqm'res the more he'll know.
Pusan Pmnsn.

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
MB. EDlToR.—I should feel obliged by
the insertion of the following queries for ex
planation by some of your numerous readers.
Southoille.
S. Housnns.
1. In what manner am I to obtain the con
tents of a bottle of wine, without drawing the
cork, perforating it, or breaking the bottle?
. 2. What relation is that child to its father,
who is not its own father’s son?

8. If a lion can eat a sheep in ﬁve minutes,
a wolf in eight, and a dog in ten,~—how long
will they be all together?
, 4, It being possible, by transposing the

letters of the Word “ STARCH,” to ‘produce
in the whole, 32 words,-they are required 2

nevolent physician would favour me with a
prescription, and attach his name to it that
I may not be imposed on. Hoping that you
will insert this, as a reply will beneﬁt thou
sands, I remain your well-wisher,

A HARD \Vonxmc Mecnsmc.
---__________
ANSWERS TO QUERIES.

To cums Boor Tors.-—The' following

genuine receipt may be fully relied on for
actually producing this desirable etfect, as
well as for readily taking out grease, ink

spots, and the stains occasioned by the juice .
of fruit, red port wine, &c. from all leather

or parchment.

Mix in a phial one drachm

oxymuriate of potash, with two ounces of
distilled water, and when the salt is dissolved,
add two ounces of muriatic acid. Then,
shaking well together in another phial, three

ounces of rectiﬁed spirit of wine, with half

‘I

A gentleman has a square garden, planted‘
with trees, the number of which are twenty
four, planted in twenty.-rows, and in every
row three trees. In what form are they
‘planted ?

an ounce of essential oil of lemon; unite the

contents of the two phials, and keep thelliquid
thus prepared closely corked for use. This
chemical liquid should be applied, with a
clean sponge, and dried in a gentle heat, the
__-_
boot-tops may be polished with a proper
Sm,--Having been, for some time much brush so as to appear like new leather.
afﬂicted with worms, and-being unable to
Vsluusn roa PRINTS on Msrs.—~Take
pay for proper advice, I should be obliged, isinglass four ounces, separate it into small

if any ot' your kind correspondents will in

form me, through the medium of your Re
gister, of any remedy for that disorder.
Yours, &c.

W. H.

Sm,-—-As your Work appears to be a ve
hicle of information of every description, I

beg leave to ask the following question,
to obtain an answer.
The best method of jugging a hare?
...k .

YOU",

W. W.

pieces, boil it in a quart of brandy or other

strong s

‘t; when it becomes the consist

ence of

ong glue, by being a little ex

posed to the airir will be ready for use. With
this glue, while hot, wash over the print as
quick as possible, and let it stand for a day
or two to dry well; do this two or three
times. when it should be varnished with the
while varnish, made as follows. Should it at

any time afterwards be soiled by flies, &c. it
may be washed with a sponge and clear
water.

Sm:—-Having a wish to paint. a small
transparent blind fora window, merely for

amusement,.I should be glad to ascertain,
through 1‘ the medium of your valuable Re
gister, the best ‘ means to prepare canvas or

mmllln' for the purpose of transparent oil
painting. By inserting this in your Register
you Willwblige your constant reader,
‘-‘E ¢~'
, "
Janina F.

The white varnish is usually made of gum
sandarac and gum mastic, dissolved in spi
rits, and left two days to settle, then strained
through a linen cloth, and after standing

some time, the clear poured oil and bottled
for use.

~‘

To STAIN Gnsss or vsarovs cor.ovns.-- ‘

wish an answer to the following: The best
process of making a powder to clean plate,

Procure alarge piece of crown glass, and
place the design'(which should be previously
drawn on paper) beneath the glass; then
brush the upper side of the glass with gum
water, and when dry, it will form a surface
proper for receiving the colours, without
danger of their spreading or running. The
outlines of the design are then to be drawn

without the pernicious ingredient of quick
silver.

colour, and when dry, the colours are to be

29 u

‘g-'-__. "

Sta,‘--Being a subscriber to your Regis
ter,,l wish to obtain all the useful informa
min through it that is possible; I therefore

A Douasnc.

with a ﬁne hair pencil, in a black or blue
laid on with larger brushes.

After the co

lours are all laid on, they are to be again
Sm,---I am a poor working man, with a
wife and three children, and being troubled
with an asthma, would be glad if some be

taken oﬂ‘ these parts which are intended to
be very finely done ; this may be done with
a goose-quill, cut like a pen, but without a
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slit. The glass must now be burned in order
toll! the colours, or to stain the glass with
the colours which have been laid upon it.

When this mixture is cold, pound and grind

This operation is best performed in an assay

in nitric acid, and precipitate it by an alkali;

er’s furnace, the ﬁre of which must be allowed
to die away gradually. as soon as the colours

mix the precipitate with three times the
quantity of pipe clay well burned and pound

are found to be perfectly ﬁxed, otherwise the
glass would become toohrittle. The follow
ing are the principal recipes for preparing

others, it must be painted on the back of the

the colours:
For a Red Colour.---Take one ounce of

powdered red chalk, and mix it with two
ounces of white hard enamel,‘I and a_ small

it in a brass mortar.

For a YellowColour.--Dissolve ﬁne silver

ed.

Observe, as this colour will run into the

glass.

For a Blue Colour.--Take mountain blue
and beads of glass, of each equal portions,

grind them whilst dry to an impalpable pow
der, and proceed as with those before men

proportion of the scales of copper, which fall

tioned.

off when much heated in a forge. This will
make a very good red, but it should be tried
whether it will stand the tire, and if not, add

be mixed up for the pencil with gum water
irvleusuﬂicient quantity to make them worlt

more of the copper scales.

To Msusns Psrnn.--The following isa
recent discovery, by very simple means, and

For a Flesh Colour.-Take one ounce of
red lead, and two ounces of red enamel,+
pound them to a fine powder, and grind it

with brandy upon a hard stone. This mix
ture, when slightly baked, will produce a fine
ﬂesh colour,

For a Black.-—Talte equal parts of iron
scales, and of small heads or fragments of
glass, pound them exceedingly line, and grind
them to a consistence to work with a pencil.
For a Brown Colour.--Take one ounce of
white glass or enamel, and half an ounce of

Observe, all the above colours must

may be used for marbling book edges or
sheets of paper : Grind on a marble slab,
Prusﬂan blue with a little brown soap and
water, to a fine pliable consistency, that it

may be thrown on with a small brush. Also,
grindking’s yellow in the same manner, with
white soap; when green is intended for the
ground colour, grind it with brown soap, and

have king’s yellow with white soap.

Lake

may be used for a ground colour, and finite
white ground with white soap.
Any colour

goodmsnganese; grind them ﬁrst very fine

of a light substance may be used for mar

with vinegar, and afterwards with brandy.
For a Green Colour.---Take two ounces
of brass burned to a. calx, two ounces of red

bling.

Method of Marbling.-—Pour hard clear
water into any vessel large enough for mar

lead, and eight ounces of fine white sand, re

bling; throw on large spots of Prussian blue

duce them to a very fine powder, inclose the
mixture in a well luted crucible, heated in an

till the surface of the water is nearly covered’;

air furnace for one hour, with a strong ﬁre.

then throw on king's yellow in small spots,
which will immediately run into streaks or
veins in all directions.

Press the article to

be marbled lightly on the surface of the
* White Enamel.-—Mix 100 parts of lead
and 25 of pure tin. Put the crucible into a

colours, which will make a beautiful marble
and bumish well. The ground colour or
that which is thrown on ﬁrst, must always be

crucible and calcine it, and as the calcination
is effected, take out the calcined parts, and
continue the heat until the whole becomes

ground with brown soap, and that for the
veins with white soap.

pulverulent.

Sm,--The following is the analysis of the
crude acetate of copper or verdegris :
Freuch
English
Acetic acid
29 8
29 62
Peroxide of copper 43 5
44 25

After this submit the whole to

a second calcination : 100 parts of this com

pound are to be mixed with an equal quan
tity of sand, and 30 partsrof common salt,
rmcl the whole to be fused in the bottom of a

furnace in which potter’s ware

baked.

1' Red Enamel---Mi: equal parts of sul

Water

-

-

25 2

25 51

Impurity -

-

2 0

0 62

phate of iron (cqpperas) and sulphate of alu
mina (alum), fuse them together in their

water-of crystallization, taking care that they
are well mixed.

Continue to heat them un

til they are completely dry, then increase the
fire so as to bring the mixture to a red heat.
This-last operation must be performed in a
reverberating furnace. Keep the mixture

heated till every part of it has assumed a
beautiful red colour, which may be known

by taking out a little of it from time to time,
and suffering it to cool in the air.

100 0
100 O0
Vmncsn mon Woon.—-M. Stolze, an
apothecary at Halle, has discovered a me

thod of purifying vinegar from wood, by
treating it with sulphuric acid, manganese,
and common salt, and afterwards distilling it

over.
Smrn‘s Scouunro Daors.—Oil of Tur
pentine, scented with Essence of Lemon.
FURNITURE Vsnursn.—-‘White wax, 8
ounces; Oil of Turpentine, one pint.
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P!c"|:Unn Vsnmsn.---Mastich 12 ounces,

1. In answer to your Correspondent,C. 5.

Venice Turpentine, 2% ounces ; Gum Cam
'phor, 80 grains; pounded glass, 4 ounces;
.Oil of Turperitine, 3 pints and a half: pour

the best thing to take off the varnish from
paintings, is spirits of wine, which he is to

off the clear liquor :---for Oil Paintings.
-

rub on the painting with a piece of soft rag.

The best way of cleaning them is to take a
sponge and a little lukewarm water, and

-Yours, &c.

Hsmucus Guucmws B.

wash the picture, not all over at once, but
beginning at one corner to wash a small part

"' SlR,—-Perceiving in No. 9 of your excel

(about 4 inches square) at a time, and then

lent Register, that a Constant Reader wishes
to be informed of the best means of curing

dry it directly (if left wet too long, the water

chapped hands and lips, I send you the fol
lowing, not only as a cure, but as a prevent
ative. After washing your hands and face

quite free from dirt, whilst wet take a piece
of honey on the end of your finger about the

penetrates, and rots the canvas, and for this
reason also, care should be taken not to wet
your sponge too much); then go to another
place, and proceed in the same manner till_

the whole is done.

sine of a haze] nut, rub it well over your

2. I would inform W. M. that vegetables
generate oxygen gas.

hands and face, and then with a clean cloth
wipe yourself quite dry; this repeat as you
think needful. Not the least inconvenience
will be experienced from the honey, but the
hardest and roughest skin will become sup
ple and soft.

Ma. Enn-on,—I have no wish, neither
could I expect the pages of your interesting
work to be devoted to any controversy, but
as you have inserted in your last Number
some observations from your correspondent

Yours, &c.

A Macnanrc.
Sm,—In answer to your Correspondent,
J. Mawlsery ofYork,I would recommend his
mother to take the following medicines; and

whichl have no doubt will aﬂbrd her relief.
Take of calomel,'8 grains;

.

(Compound) Extract of colocynth, ﬁve
grains.‘
Make two pills to be taken at bed time.
And also take of infusion of senna half an

ounce; puriﬁed Epsom salts, 2 drams; cin
namon water, 1 ounce.

Make a draught to be taken the following
morning.
And also, in answer to your other Corres

pondent,I would advise a little spermaceti
ointment to be applied to his chapped hands
and lips night and morning, which will not
fail to heal them.
i

J.
T. in reply to G. B. C. on the subject
of marbling book edges, I hope Imay in my
turn be permitted to exonerate myself in the
eye of J. E T. for having (as soﬁatly stated
by G. B. C.) misled him. I beg, therefore,

to assure J. E. T. that I had no other mo
tive in making the communication 1 did in
No. 5 of the Register, than a desire to disse
minate to others such information as I
sessed myself: the directions forwarded by

me were extracted from a little work in my
ossession, entitled “ The whole Art of Book
inding;” and from which I have for a si
milar purpose as that mentioned by J. E. T.
gained much useful information, and prac

tised the same with the fullest success.
Soutlwille.

S. Housnos.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Can Mr. Hollands favour us with another

I remain, Sir, ~
Your. Obedient Servant,
' H. W. Dnwnunsr, Surgeor, &c.
21 , Francis-street, Tottenham Court Road.

copy of his explanation of the Horizonto

Sun,-—Having seen several queries in the
9th Number of your excellent _Work, I beg

tion.

you will insert the following answers to them

to queries.

from your constant reader and sincere well
Wisher,

from Mr. Taylor, shall, if possible, appear
next week.
Various communications stand over;

,,

- duvauls Anumnoa.

rium ? \Ve have unfortunately mislaid it, or

it should have appeared in this week’s Num
her.
J uvenis Admirator’s favours were duly re
ceived ; want of room prevented their inser~.
We have received a variety of solutions

One from T. D. R. and another
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MECHANICS’ REGISTER.
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Man loves Knowledge, and the beams of Truth
More welcome touch his understanding‘s eye,
Than all the blandishments of sound his ear,

'l‘han all of taste his tcngue.—AItmvsrmt.

N“ 1.11

SATURDAY, JANUARY 15, 1825.

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Rsgirtsn
50, Broad Street

Sm,—-The following letter, which I lately
received from my friend Mr. Bannatyne, one
ofthe most enlightened and liberal-minded
.mt’-Wlmnts in Glasgow, contains an interest

[Price 3d.

public the beneﬁt that might be expected, if
similar establishments were to be tormed in
all our manufacturing towns, and our arti
tam every where instructed in the science of
their respective employments.

This desirable object appears now likely
to be accomplished, and an extyaordimzry
progress has been made towards it in
i the'
ing description of a small establishment, course of this last year.
My view in writing to you now, besides
which ought to be universally known, and
may, I am persuaded, with great advantage, the pleasure of communicating again with an
old friend, is to offer for your consideration a
be generally copied. If you can allot a por principle to be attended to in these establish
tion of your-_ well conducted and widely cir ments, which, from what I have had the op
culating Miscellany to this communication, portunity of observing, appears to me to be
its diﬂ'usion will be secured: and you will essential to render them extensively and per
manently useful.
'
'
have the pleasure of giving publicity to the
The principle I allude to is, that of allow
very laudable eﬂbrts of a little band of Ope ing the mechanics to conduct the establish
ratives, combined to promote, in a most ef ment themsclves, in place of the superiors
fectual manner, the intellectual improvement managing it for them. In their own hands
the object never loses its interest, and every
pf each other.
thing that has taken placehere tends to con
I am, Sir,
firm this.
_
Some time after you left Glasgow, that de
Very faithfully your’s,
GEORGE BIRKBECK.
Jan. 6, 1825.
Glasgow, Dec. 2, 1824,
My dear Sir,-It is long since I have had

sire for improvement with which you had in
spired the operatives, began to abate,and the
numbers attending the mechanics’ class to
decline. And this continued to be the state
of things till the year 1808, when a library

for the use of the persons attending the lec
the pleasure of any direct communication lures was set on foot by DLIJYB, and the
with you , but I have from time to time
heard of you from mutual friends, and lat
terly much and frequently through the news
papers, from your having been called upon
to assist in establishing a system of instruc
tion for mechanics and artizans in London,
upon the plan of that which you originated
here -so many years ago.

I have long been anxious to see this ex

management of it fortunately entrusted to a_
committee of their number, named annually

by themselves.

The feeling of importance

attached to this charge,gave them a sense of
self respect, and infused a new spirit into the

whole body. It happened also to be the
means of opening the way to other valuable
results.

-

In consequence of some services rendered

cellent measure extended to all parts of the by Dr. Ure to the Gas Light Company here,
kingdom, and in the expectation of calling when they were ﬁtting up their works,and as
capitalists engaged in the cotton manufac an encouragement to the propagation of po
ture, to its beneﬁts, I took the opportunity pular science, that Company agreed to light
in an article which I drew up for the Sup the mechanics’ class-room, also their library,
plement to the Fmcyclopedia Britannica on upon two evenings of the week when open
that manufacture, in the year 1817, to give for giving out books. The persons who came
a short account of what you had done, and to change their books, were induced to remain
of the advantages derived from your plan. in the library to converse upon what they
And I pressed upon the consideration of the had been reading, and a spirit of inquiry
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with a desire of distinguishing tlnnsolvel in
tlieseevepingcommunications, was gradually

generated» This led in time tcrother conse
quences. The library committee, considering
themselves as representing the whole body of

mechanics, with whom they were brought so
immediately into contact. began to assume

importance, and even to claim a right to in
terfere with the trustees in some part of their
management of this branch of the Institution.
Some of their suggestions were acceded to ;

That the Company would further givetbem
apresent of five guineus to set out with,.and
that the management of the funds, library,
and every thing connected with the measure,
should he intrusted to a committee of them

selves, to be named and renewed by them at
certain ﬁxed periods.
'
W-ith a good deal of persuasion he got
twelve of them to agree to thr plan, and it
was accordingly adopted.
For the ﬁrst two
years. until it could be ascertained that they

but they at last made demands which the

would take proper care of the books, it

Trustees did not feel themselves warranted
to admit, and the effect was the secession of
a great body of the Mechanics from the
Lectures of the Andersonian Institution, and
the formation of a new Mechanics’ Institu

was agreed that they should not take them out
of the reading-room. but meet there every
evening to peruse them. After this period,
however, they were allowed to take the books
home; and last year they met only twice a
week at the reading-room to change them,
and to converse upon what they had been
reading. The increase of the number of
subscribers to the library was at ﬁrst very
slow, and at the end of the second year, the
whole did not amount to thirty. But from
conversing with one another twice a week at

tion supported, and managed by the parties
themselves. This extended the spirit of im
provement aud desire of instruction beyond
what could possibly have been anticipated.
About a thousand students attended the Lec
tures given in the new Mechanics’ Institu
tion, last winter, while the numbers attending
the Andersonian Lectures was scarcely dimi
nished.
The facts of this detail, I think, atford sa
tisfactory evidence of the necessityof keeping

alive in the minds of the people, an interest
in the measures intended for their improve
ment; and this, lam convinced, is in no way

to be permanently accomplished butby leav
ing the establishments for this end. after they
have been set agoiug, to the direction and

support of their own members.
In further illustration of the principle I
have been mentioning, I must beg to give you

an account of what I am sure you will consi
der a very interesting little association, which
you will perwive to have sprung from your

the library upon the acquisitions they had
been making, a taste for science, and a de
sire for information, began to spread among

fhem.
They had a little before this time, got
an Atlas, which, they say, led them to think
of purchasing a pair of globes. And one of
themselves, Alexander Anderson, by trade a
joiner, who had had the advantage of attend- '
ing two courses of the Lectures in the An
dersonian Institution, volunteered, about the
beginning of last winter, to explain to them
on the Monday evenings, the use of the

globes. Finding himself succeed in this, he
offered to give them on the Thursday even
ings, some account of the principles, and.of

measure of giving science to the working

some of the processes in Chemistry and ,Me

classes.

chanics, accompanied with a few experi

The Gas Light Chartered Company of ments; and this heeffected with a simpli
this place, in which I hold a considerable in city of illustration and usefulness of, purpose
terest, and of whose committee of direction that would have delighted you. He next,
I have for some years been a member, em
ploy between sixty and seventy men constant
ly in the works. Twelve of these are me
chanics, and the remainder furnace men and
common labourers of every description;
forming altogether a community not very
promising, to be incited to measures for their
intellectual improvement.
‘
‘~. A‘ little -more than three years ago, our ma
ringer at the works, Mr. James Nelson, pro
posed to them to contribute each a small
sum monthly, to be laid out in books, to
form a libnary for their common use 5 and
he informed them, that if they agreed to do
this, the Company would give them a room

to keep their books in, which they would heat
and light for them in winter, and in which
they might meet every evening after work
hours, to read and converse ; instead of being

and while this was going on, undertook,

along with another of the workmen, to attend
in the reading-room during the other evenings
of the week and teach such of the members
as chose it, Arithmetic.
For the business ofthis season, the Library
Society have made a new arrangement: for
every thing is regulated by themselves.

The Members of the Committee have
come under an agreement,to give in rotation
a Lecture either on Chemistrylor Mechanics
every‘ Thursday evening; taking Murray
for their text book in the one, and Ferguson

in the other; and they, a fortnight before,
intimate to the person _who is to do this, that

he is to lecture from such a page to such a
page of one of these authors. He has, in
consequence, these 14 days to make himself
acquainted with his subject, and he is autho

tempted to go to the alehouset at many of rised to claim during that period, the assist
them had been in the practice of _ doing. ance of every Member of the Society in pre
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clialnioalal perimsnts, or making‘
the little models of machines required for
illustrating his discourse. '
"It is a remarkable circumstance in this
unique process of instruction, that there has
been no backwardness found with any of the
individuals, to undertake to lecture in -his
turn, nor the slightest diﬂidence exhibited in
the execution. And this I can attribute only

to its being set about without pretension or
aflectation of knowledge, and merely as a

hneans of mutual instruction and improve
ment.

And nothing, I conceive, could have

been better devisedfor accomplishing this
end. Indeed, I might with conﬁdence say,
that under this simple system of mutual in
etruction and improvement , which has grown

out of the train of circumstances I have

6;,

"S'nrth‘-0n‘Coal Minirig. 1 1’ --W 1 5*“
Seveuth---Prttctical Observationrott thb
bin‘-sting of wliin rocks.
.-=1-it “*3
Eiglith_On boring, sinking,and mining;
and the properties of Sir H. Davy's lamp. '
N. B. The two lectures on mining were

given by two labourers, who had worked in
a coal-mine.
Ninth—On Optics.

Tenth—Practical Observations on the
making of pottery ware.
The eﬂiect of all I have been relating to
you, has been mostbenelicia] to the general
character and happiness of the individuals;
and you will readily conceive what a valu

able part of the community they are likely
to become; and what the state of the whole
of our manufacturing operatives would be,

mentioned, these persons, many of whom if similar measures were followed at every
when they joined t e Society were in a state large work-shop. What might we not then
of complete ignorance, have acquired a be entitled to look for, in useful invention:
clearer idea, and more perfect knowledge of and discoveries,'from minds awakened and
the subjects which have been brought under invigorated by the sell‘-discipline which such
"“their consideration. than would be found to a mode of instruction requhes.
The Gas Light Company, seeing the" be
have been attained by any similar number
of students who had been attending the neficial consequences resulting from the in
courses of lectures, given in the usual way .struction of their work-people, have titted

' up for them this winter, a more cummodious

by the most approved lecturers.

room to meet in, and for their lectures; with
On the Monday evenings they have a vo
lunteer lecture, from any Member of the So a small laboratory and workshop attached to
ciety who chooses to give notice of his in- 1 it; where they can conduct their experi
ments, and repare the models or machines
tention, in either of these branches of sci
ence, or upon any other useful practical to be used In the lectures. The men last
subject he may propose. And there is with year made for themselves, an air-pum . and
an electrifying machine, and some ol them
the general body the same simple unpre
tending frankness and disposition to come are contantly engaged, during their spam
forward in their turn that I have mentioned hours, in the laboratory and workshop.
The whole workmen now, with the excep
to exist among the Members of the Commit
tee with regard to the lectures prescribed to tion of about ﬁfteen. have become members
of the library, and these have been standing
them.
I think you will like my mentioning to you out, upon the plea that they cannot read.
the subjects of their lectures this winter. They are chieﬂy men from the remote parts
They commenced the end of September, and of the Highlands, or from Ireland. But the
others say to them. “' join us, and we will
were as follows :
'9'" First—On Solidity; Inactivity; Mobility; teach you to read ;” and I have no doubt of
Divisibility.
Y'
their soon persuading them to do so.
M-Sacond—Attracti0n; Cohesion ;' 'Repul
I send you a copy of their regulations
drawn up by themselves, and of their cata
non.
logue of books, which amount now to
c
Third—Attraction of Gravitation.
Fourth,_-Centre of Gravity, Expansion three hundred volumes; and the se tion

of Metals.
Fifth--Magnetism and Electricity.

-

Sixth—'-Central forces; All motion natu
rally takes a rectilineal line.
' Seventh—Mechanical powers.

- 'Eighth_The Lever; Wheel and Axle.
Y Ninth—'I‘he Pulley.
'
The volunteer lectures began the same
week, and have been as follows:
< "1
3“
'1 Second--Electricity.
First--Upon the Air Pump. "--F
-‘-‘ 7 ‘
'
- Third-—An Introduction to Chemistry

principally to shew chemical aﬁnity. ‘ "
Fourth-On the ~p_rofert-ieﬁ of "the Amm
lphere,

1? mm .:1't".={s.o':.

'

'~,

' Fifth-.~0n the Com.,Mﬂt. j3.y.:eus to r:...e

of which,so far as they have been concerned,
you will allow to be creditable to them. one
of
pleased
the regulations
with, that of
I am
everysure
member
you will
being
entitled to bring to the Lectures, his sons
between the ‘age of seven and twenty-one. W
I happened to go into the Library one
day, and found a parcel of books lying upon
the table, which one of their Committee,

who was in the room, told me they had just
purchased, and called my attention to a
bargain they had got: Entic-k’s History of
the Seven Years War, in live volumes, hand
somely bound, for eight shillings. I told him
it appeared to me to be eight shillings min
ﬂnployed. That they had already in Smol

‘in
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the great
part
i lett
for them
to know
in of
thatwhat was necessary
_

portion of history.

e bottom of wells, caves, and cellars; its I
s _ iﬁc gravity is greater than that of the '

He replied, that was true 3 but that they had

atmosphere, by as much more.

a number of old soldiers among them, who

support ﬂame. These two last positions Mr.
Cooper proved by experiment. Carbonic

were fond of reading of battles, and it was
necessary to furnish food for them.

It does not

They admit no books on religion into the
library; their body, they say,being made up

acid gas is absorbable by water: if both are
contained in a glass, and the glass shaken,
the water will be found to have absorbed the

of men of a variety of persuasions; Presby
terians, Seceders, Methodists, Church of
England men, and Catholics ; each of whom
would be proposing to introduce books con
nected with their particular opinions, and

gas, and acquired a
nt brisk taste.
[This was slrewn experimentally.] This com
pound was what is commonly known by the
name of soda water; but in the commonly
used preparations, there is no more soda than

give occasion to endless unproﬁtable dis

is suﬂicient to swear by.—(A laugh.)

putes.
I think you will agree with me that
there is much valuable instruction to be
drawn from the history of this little lnstitu

water used in the last experiment, absorbed
paring soda water, by means of a condensing
maclrme it is made to absorb six or seven

tion. And if this shall be your opinion,I
would wish you to give publicity to this let

of lime be poured into it, the liquid will be

ter. For, an actual statement, of what this
letter shews to have been so successfully and

come opaque; but a small quantity of mu
riatic acid will make it transparent again,

beneﬁcially attained, and of the easy and sim

and the carbonic acid will escape.

ple means by which the object has been ac
complished, circulated in the channels of a
cheap periodical publication, is more likely

assertion was demonstrated.) There is one
property more which, said the lecturer, I
have to mention, namely, that of changing
colours. By the agitation of water in a ves

The

nearly an eqnal volume of gas, but in pre

times its own volume of gas.

Ifasolutiou

[This

than any thing I know of, to induce the Pro
prietors of large Works to offer to the peo ‘ sel with the gas, the acid will be absorbed;
ple employed by them, similar facilities of a piece of blue paper inserted will then be
come red; if it were exposed for some days
rmproving themselves.
I am, with sincere regard,
My dear Sir,
Yours,
Ducsur Bsmurvnr-:.

to the air, or boiled, the carbonic acid would

escape,and the blue colour return.

[This

he partly illustrated by experiment] When
ever charcoal was burned, he stated, car

bonic acid would be produced; even in the
LONDON MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE.
'
am. ooor>sn’s nscrunn.

burning of a candle, where carbon and hy
drogen were concerned. A proofof this was

We regret that our reporter was pre-_ that if limewoter (transparent) were put into
vented by an accident from reaching the leo a vessel, and the carbonic acid from the com
ture-room' at the commencement of the lec
ture. When he entered, Mr. Cooper was ex

bustion of the candle conducted into the
glass, the water would become turbid by

plaining the nature and propertiesof carbonic

the gas admitted from the combustion of the

acid gas

carbon, and a dew would be deposited on the

He stated that it was as ill-titted

sides of the vessel, in consequence of the
combustion of hydrogen. In rooms close
and full of lights, such as theatres, the air
gas, dies instantly : insects intended for pre
servation may be killed by it, with more ease ‘ was said to be as liable to be contaminated
to the operator, less in to the animal, and with carbonic acid gas, as from a charcoal
to -support animal life as combustion ; the
smallest animal plunged into carbonic acid

ﬁre,

Having mentioned the principal pro

with no injury to therr colours. It may be
useful to persons whose business consists in
entering mines and wells, to know the fol

perties of carbonic acid gas, he would
next show that it was a compound of carbon

lowing fact :—They should let a lighted can

(or prepared charcoalyand oxygen.

dle descend before them; while the candle

insertion of ignited charcoal into a vessel of

remains burning, they are safe, but if it
should be extinguished without any apparent

oxygen gas, the combustion of the charcoal
would go on quicker than in the atmosphe

On the

ric air. There was a period, he observed,
treating. This rule is founded on the well when the combustion of the charcoal would
established principle, that the respiration of cease; viz. when the oxygen was exhausted,
carbonic acid gas, will destroy life in conﬁned and then the contents of the bottle would be
cause, then they should lose no time in re

spaces; it is wellknown that persons have

been suffocated by the ‘vapour of charcoal.
Carbonic acid gas is .produced in all cases
Where the combustion of charcoal takes
place. Carbonic acid gas is heavier than
atmospheric air; this is the reason why car
bonic acid gas,'or choke damp, is found in

changed into carbonic acid gas. Charcoal
exists in a variety of forms, and in some d<.~
grce in animal and vegetable substance.

The most remarkable was the diamond.
Carbon and diamond, the lecturer stated,
were chemically the same; for carbonic
acid was formed of charcoal and oxygen, lid

run r.o.~won MECHANICS’ assuran
also made by dinknond and oxygen. This he
would prove, by burning with hydrogen,

;,ignited by means of an electric spark some
diamonds in a vessel full of oxygen gas. The
consequence would be that the diamonds

would disappear, and carbonic acid gas be
produced. [This experiment failed in con
sequence of the removal of the diamonds
from their proper position by‘ the rush of

the oxygen into the vessel.]

Mr. Cooper

promised a repetition of this srperiment in

the next lecture. Carbonic oxide gas, or
gaseous oxide of carbon was produced by
heating scales of iron and charcoal in aclose
retort; carbonic acid gas was produced in
small quantity at the same time. This gas

£63

tic information among the operative ranks of
society, and dwelt at considerable length on
the advantages resulting from the establish
ment of institutions for the diffusion of sci
ence amongst mechanics. This topic has
been so forcibly and eloquently handled by
many of the ablest practical and scientiﬁc

men of the day, Dr. Birkbeck, Dr. Gil
christ, Mr. Brougham, Mr. Jetfery, and
others, that a report of Mr. Black’: ob
servations would be unnecessary. We shall

therefore proceed to the lecturer’s observa
tions on the proper subject of his lecture,
language in general, and the French lan
guage in particular. He stated that he was

able to simplify the elements of the lan

was produced also by carbonate of lime

guage to such a degree, that he could com

and ﬁlings of zinc. When inﬂamed it emit
ted a pale lambent light; it suffered combu&
tion, and contained less oxygen than car
bonic acid gas did. If gaseous oxide of car
bon and oxygen were mixed in a proper vessel, and the electric spark passed through
them, the result would be carbonic acid gas,
and inﬂammation would take place at the
moment of combustion. [This being tried
experimentally, the inﬂammation was ob

municate the knowledge of it in the course

served]. Lime water being poured in after,
carbonic acid gas appeared to be the result
of the combination of the two gases, car
bonic oxide and oxygen.
The lime made

the liquid turbid. If oxygen gas were passed
over ignited charcoal, the result wouldbe
carbonic acid gas. Mr. Cooper concluded
his very interesting lecture by stating that
his next (the last before he would lecture in

of a comparatively few easy lessons. By
as much as the power of steam was superior
to the forces of common labour, by so much
‘ was his system of teaching language superior
1 to those generally used. The English lan
: guage had been derived from the continental

languages. The best way to acquire a know
. ledge of any, was to assist the study of that
one by a ‘contemporaneous study of another.
Many of our inventions had been borrowed
from the continental nations; commerce was
a common source of intercourse between
them and us. The French tongue was so
commonly known in this country, that when
quoted in print,it was not considered necessary

to atlix a translation of the quotation; there
were many excellent works of science both

speculative and practicﬂ printed originally
the new Theatre) would be on the combina in that language, but never translated into
5 English; it was to be hoped that the time
tions of carbon with hydrogen.
At the close of the Lecture Dr. Birkbeck

came forward, and expressed his regret that
Mr. Partington could nohcommence his
course on Optics sooner than Friday the
20th. The worthy President declared his
own intention of giving a Lecture on Acous
tics or the Theory of Sound. And he also

stated Mr. Cooper’s kind offer to examine,
on a future evenin;;;, so many of the Mem
bers on the principles of chemistry, as may
chooseto rove their improvement in that
science.
he worthy President’s announce
ments were received with hearty applause.

would come, when the cultivation of the
French would become so general in the Me
chanics’ Institution, that the members may
ﬁnd it necessary to have those French works
in their library, and be able to consult them
in the original language in which they had

been printed. The French was spoken in
every city and great town on the continent,
and a knowledge of it would enable a man to
travel through all Europe. Why then was it
not so generally spoken, or at least known
in England? because the prexnt methods of

communicating it were extremely diﬂicult to

the learners. It would be his, Mr. Black’s
duty, to remove those dilliculties, to simplify
rm. nnscrds morons.
On Friday, January 7, Mr. Black gave his the rules. to make the study so easy as to be
lecture explanatory of his system of teaching considered rather a relaxation than a toil of
the French language.--The lecturer com ‘ mind. His plan would be to translate ex
tracts from celebrated French authors, He
menced by reading, as an account of the ob
jects and effects of the Institution, the address had published a work in two volumes on the
pronounced by Dr. Birkbeck on laying the principles of his plan, a specimen had been
foundation of the new lecture-room. As that distributed among the members in a printed

excellent composition has been given to our

prospectus. His method of instruction was
not calculated to torpify the faculties of per

readers in a former number, we shall omit
the insertion of it here. Mr. Black then
proceeded to read an introductory address,
containing some observations on the ge

ception, but to rouse, awaken, and exercise
them. Here the lecturer gave a practical ex
planation of his system, by referring to a

seral state and probable progress of scienti

printed prospectus; be observed that the

-Tris.
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English words being placed under their car
respondingldrench words, those terms which

.

.
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may be made by an Engiislminn igirorant aim

werethe some in both languages, rendered the

French in Paris. Another point, towhiﬂh
Mr. Black would give his attention in the ,

cu?)-location of them in English unnecessary,

course of his tuition, would be the roots,

the reader would understand when this iden
tity occurred, by seeing a blank line under
the French word. As instances of this iden
tity, he pointed out the word -nature in the
'second line~of the prospectus, empire in the
fourth, science, in the ﬁfth, guide in the
's'ame line; and several other words through

aﬂixes, preﬂlres, and euphonic interﬁxos
The English took a portion oftheir language

the page.

He next observed that of those

from the Romans, the Saxons, and Norman

French.

In the medical and some other

sciences, the technical terms were borrowed

from the Greek language‘ ; the scientiﬁc
terms are nearly the same in both Eng
lish and French; as the English borrowed

Englishlines, this be illustrated by the word

their military tactics from the French, so
they borrowed their military terms.
And
of about 30,000 words in each language,r-10
large anumber as 15,000 were the same or

condu-it in the sixth line of the prospectus;

similar, with very slight deviation.

corresponding English and French terms
which were similar in conformation, the iden

tical pa'rts were omitted. in the underplaced

- ct

do-couvr-e in the seventh, and charg-é in
‘dis.---— ers
-—- ed
the ninth. His next observation Was, that

the translation (of a French word,) once
given, was not printed in any subsequent
place. This he explained by referring to the
word roya'ume in the sixth line where the
English of it (kingdom) was subjoined, and
to the same term in the seventh line where
the translation is omitted, and its place sup
plied by a blank. illaving given this illus
tration of his method of instructing by print
ed translation, Mr. Black called on one of

the’ members, who might be ignorant of the
French language, to translate the extract in
the printed prospectus by the simple aid

Here

the Lecturer illustrated the preﬁxes, by re-,I
ferring to the third page of the prospectus,

one preﬁx will explain the rest; the Latin
preposition (ls (from) assists the learner 1l_l.
knowing the signiﬁcation ofthe word,to which
it is preﬁxed ; as de-part, to part froin ; de
fame, to take fame _/iom one—-and so of the

others. The knowledge of those preﬁxes ,1
was useful, indeed necessary,to understand’
the distinct meaning of the terms, and would
tend to impress it more forcibly oh the
learner’s mind.

Here he referred to the

French preﬁxes at the bottom of the third
page of the prospectus. A-venir, to arrive at ;
con-venir, to come together, or agree; re
venir, to come again, or return, and so on.
Mr. Black then alluded to Mr. Hamilton,

ceeded. By this mode of translation, the mere
listener would learn the language more

who some time ago professed to teach the
language in a few lessons. Mr. Hamilton’!
system was defective, inasmuch as it exercised
the memory alone ; but no method could be
sure of success in this age, which should ‘not

easily and speedily than the book-student

employ every faoulty of the mind, perceptmn,

could by turning over the leaves of a dic
tionary. In his consideration of words, it was
tho'Lectsrer’s intention to attend to the de
rivations, and the primary and secondary
meaning; a circumstance rendered necessa
ry,‘ by the many different. nay, opposite sig
niﬁcations of one word. In Latin dictionaries
this inconsistency was most frequent; but in
the lately published French ones, the defect

association, judgment, and imagination_. Mr.
Black’s method was pre—eminent in this; as
every additional translated page would pre
sent the reader with a new combination of

was partially avoided.

the dil!ieulty-- resulting to a Frenchman from

their component parts, which assisted himself
in the acquisitiomof the French tongue. His

this diversity. of the meanings of English
words.. Thefollowing is one of the possible

next illustration was of the personal signs of
French verbs, as printed in the middle of the

instances of the perp'exity of a Frenchman in

fourth page of his prospectns; though l'll8

Londomignorant of the English language,

system differed from that of others, and his
synoptical tables served extremely to facilitate

of the explanation ﬁrst given.

A member

stoodforward and translated the extract with

considerable facility.

The Lecturer pro

Here he illustrated

and wishingto get some beer from the wait
ers in a tavern: he would have recourse for
it to the sentence by which he would ask
in his own language—-Gm-son drmnez moi de
la br'ere—in trying to ﬁnd English words for
this by the assistance of a dictionary, he
would ﬁnd under garson, “ a batchelor ;”
and under the word biere, “ a coﬂin ;"
and meaning to orderthe waiter to bring him
some beer, would address him with, “ batche

lor gin: me of the coﬁin 2” the same mistakes

ideas. Here he explained the etymology of
a few radical Greek words, by referring toat

the fourth page of the prospectus.

Mr.

Black stated, that it was this attention to the
etymology of words, this decomposition of

the study of the language; yet, he would not
arrogate to himself the exclusive honor, nor
take from former grammarians the well-earn
ed merits of their ingenuity and industry ; had
they not cleared the way, he could not have
perfected his present system. The present was
the age of inventions-—he could only smooth

the way for his pupils, if they were zealous,
he. should not he deﬁcient in his assistance.
0harlesV. was used to say “when he acquired

-rue wnnon Mscnsmcs’ ncmsrsn.
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a new language, he foundxhe had acquired

sons, was quite ﬁlled.

an additional soul, he felt within himself a
marked expansion of the powers of concep

number of the auditors were workmen"s.ud
small tradesmen, and several brihleht and “en
lightened gentlemen sanctioned
‘eeti '
with their presence.“‘‘~''
‘ “""> ‘" 5°"! “
B. Gorr. Esq. the Presidehtof the Inﬂiv‘
tute, was absent from indisposition; and‘ J.’
Msasnsnn, Esq. one ofthe Vice‘-Presidehts

tion, comparison, and combination.” And
sunely every one who has tasted the sweets
of knowledge, must accord, that it gives to
man a new species of intellectual existence,

by enlightening his understanding, and ren
dering him more independent of the expen

sive and transitory pleasurer, which can be
neither beneficial to his health, nor can pos
sibly afford those continuous and intellectual
pleasures which a well cultivated mind ever

presents to its possessor. Man without edu
cation resembles a barren waste, which pre
sents but a disagreeable prospect to the eye.
and a noxious odour to the senses, it remains
for the goddess ofscience to shed the magic
glow, the rich variety of colour, and the
balmy perfume that attract and enchant all
.i~¢>
‘

who approach her temple, it is only at her
fount that man can imbibe the most delight
ful sensation that can swell the human breast
--a conscious elevation in the scale of being.
At the close of the lecture Dr. Birkbeck
gave the’ following notice :
The Cotnmittee beg to remind the Mem
bers, that Mr. Black’s original proposition
for instructing them in the French language,
was limited to a class of 50 pupils; but as
the applicants very soon exceeded that num
ber, Mr. Black kindly consented to extend
his instructions to two classes instead of one;
and an intimation was accordingly given to
the members, that applications would still be
received. Since that notice was given, how
ever, so great an addition has been made to
the number of applicants. that the Committee
are apprehensive that it is,at present, greater
than can be accommodated in the two clas
ses to which Mr. Black’s tuition must be
limited in the ﬁrst instance; and the Com
mittee, therefore trust, that if they should
ﬁnd it necessary to omit a few of the Mem

bers who were latest in their application,
those Members will not feel disappointed at
a circumstance which is unavoidable ; par
ticularly, as the accomplishment of this wish,
will be only deferred till further arrangements
can be made for their accommodation. The
Committee beg to add, that they hope to
complete their preparations for the recep
tion of Mr. Black’: pupils, by Monday week;
and they repeat their~ request, that the appli
cants will immediately call at the oﬂice, iu
Southampton Buildings, to enter their names
and addresses, and to state whether they wish
to attend with the Monday or the Thursday
evening class.
LEEDS MECHANICS‘ INSTYTUTE.
The first meeting of this Institution took
place on Monday evening. in the hall of the

Philosophical Society.

By far the greater

took the chair. The business was commenced
at halt‘-past seven, by reading a notice tothe
subscribers, intimating that a sub-committee
would sit at the rooms of the institute (No:
21, Park Row, 2 doors below New Bond
street) every evening, from Monday to Thurs
day in next week, from half-past seven to
nine o’clock, to receive the names of such
subscribers as wished to be instructed in

Arithmetic, Mathematics, Mechanical Dra'w
ing, or the principles of Mechanics 'or of
Chemistry, and to form them into classes.

To avoid c0nfnsion,it was re quested that they
would adhere to the following arrangement
as closely as possible :—Those, whose sur
name begins with any letter between A and
D,to attend on Monday evening : those,
whose surname begins with any letter be
tween E and L, on Tuesday evening : those,
whose surname begins with any letter between
M and R, on Wednesday evening: and those
whose surname begins with any letter from
S to the end of the alphabet, on Thursday
evening.
-‘""

Mr. MARSHALL then gave a short intro
ductory address, congratulating the society
on the large numbers that attended its first
meeting, and expressing a confident hope
that they would conduct all their proceedings
with propriety and good humour, and would

succeed in the great object for which they
were associated. The followlng address from
the President was then read by the Seen
tary :—‘"3 "1’
“ GEN'I‘LBMEN,—~OI1 the commencement
of this establishment, for promoting the edu
cation of the working classes of our fellow
townsmen, it is proper I should address a few
words to you, respecting the motives ofbring~
ing forward the measure, the ptan proposed
for conducting it, and the results which may

reasonably be expected from the persevering
industry of the students. To enter more
largely into the subject, would‘ be only to re
peat, what has been already most ably stated,

and is accessible to you all, in the public
journals.
am
“ Among the various institutions of the

present age, for improving the condition of
society, that which will probably be produc
tive of the most important consequences. i!
the general introduction of elementary
schools, in which almost every person, under
20 years of age, has had an opportunity of
learning to read and write.

The attendance was

“ It is the design of the ‘ Leeds Mechanics’

very numerous, and the lecture-room, which

Institute,i to whose members I have now the
honour of addressing myself, to provide the

will contain from three to four hundred per
¢'~‘( Z

‘ i.

'i‘Hii- tonnes M~F:cus;N,1cs.’ ituarsmrt.
means of completing what has been so ably

iron ore, stone, 8:: which resources we are

begun; and to present the students an op
portunity of proceeding with their education,

just bringing into full activity. Availing ,
ourselves of the example and encouraged by

to qualify them for higher attainments, and

the success of others, what a field is opened

particularly to direct theirattention to subjects
connected with their respective trades and
occupations: _
V
“ For this purpo'se,.a suitable building has

for our exertion !-as’ promising and extend

been engaged, at considerable library is now

ed as perhaps the kingdom affords, and at a
time when there is the greatest call for me
chanical science and invention. On the right
application of the advantages we possess our

preparing consisting of books of science,
which will receive constant future additions,
together with philosophical apparatus ; and
school rooms are ﬁtting up, Where the stu

future prosperity will eventually depend.

dents are to be taught the higher rules of
niatics, as are deemed most applicable to
their circumstances and pursuits. It remains

timately rely entirely on your own spirit for
support; if you neglect the opportunity af
forded, it will soon cease to exist; if you
cultivate it, the happiest and most splendid

for future consrderation, whether rewards

results may be expected.

will be given to those who distinguish them

mains for me, to express our united thanks
to the editors of the public journals, for their

arithinetic, and such branches of the mathe

selves.
I
“ Gentlemen who conduct schools in the
town,have for the present kindly offered their

services as teachers,which have been accept
ed; it niay heréafter be necessary to engage
masters at the expense of the Society;

_

“ A great proportion of the books will be
allowed to circulate, in order to afford every
strident the opportunity of reading and study

“ It is not however to be concealed frorri

you, that this institution raised at ﬁrst solely
for your beneﬁt and improvement, must ul

It now only re

valuable assistance and co-operation.”
Mr. West then commenced his Lecture on
the Utility of Chemistry, which was extreme

ly well adapted to the purpose of showing the
great importance and various practical ap
plications of the science, and was delivered

ing the subj cts, connected with his particu-'
lar trade an pursuit,_ at his own home and

with a lively animation calculated to impress
the minds of the auditory. The experiments
were numerous and striking, the illustrations
familiar, and the arguments to show the value

at his leisure; that he may be enabled to

of scientiﬁc knowledge very forcible.

proceed with his plans arid experiments with

never saw a more attentive audience, and
they repeatedly manifested their satisfaction
both in a visible and audible manner.
After the Lecture, Mr. Marshall again ad
dressed a few observations to the meeting.
He expressed his pleasure at witnessing the
attention and interest, with which they had
listened to the useful lecture that had been
delivered ; and stated that the Committee
had received promises of two ‘courses of lec
tures, on Mechanics and on Hydrostatics,
from individuals in this town, which

greater certainty of success. Books, which
their.' rent size or value, render unﬁt for cir
'cula_twri, are to remain in the library, for re
ference at all convenient hours.
“ The students will, during this season (he
sides the introductory lecture on chemistry,
whtch Mr. ‘Vest will favour us with this
evening) have the advantage of lectures, on

s'u 'écts,connectéd with the mechanic arts;
an for their accommodation, the Literary
Society have granted the use of this room.
“ The Committee purpose, next season, to
engage one or more lecturers, on different
branches of_ mechanical philosophy and che'
mistry; and, so soon as the funds permit, it

We

would be given during the present season.
He said that, taking a general view of this
Institute, it was a delightful feature of the
times. Within the last twelve months, a de

is intended to. erect a suitable building for

gree of public spirit had been manifested in

the establishment, to consist of school rooms,
a library, a model room, a lecture room, and
‘a house for a resident teacher.
_
“ The plan of instruction now submitted
to you is fortunately no longer to be viewed

Leeds, which was not equalled, so far as he
knew, in any other town in the kingdom.
This was instanced in the great irl1prove~
tnents making in our streets, in the new
markets constructed, in the establishment
of several new charitable institutions, in
the projected new bridge and commercial
rooms; all of which were undertaken, not
from views of individual interest, but from a
zeal to promote the public welfare. But
none of these acts of public spirit promised
such great and lasting utility as the establish
ment of the Mechanics’ Institute, to which
he looked for a great improvement in the
character of our population, and in our ma
nufactures. One of the principal causes of
the public spirit that had been displayed, was

as a questionable experiment; it has per
fectly succeeded in Glasgow, Edinburgh, and
London, and similar Institutions are now

forming in many provincial towns. These
cities possess men of learning in every de
partment of the arts and sciences, who are
willing to devote a portion of their time to
the instruction of mankind-—this is their great
‘advantage. We possess ﬂourishing manu
factures, (among others, the staple one of
the kingdom,) and reside in a neighbourhood,
affording every advantage for cultivating. the
am, abounding with waterfalls, coal, lime

unquestiona ly the ﬂourishing state of our
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l\‘anufact'trt‘Bs and trade. And to what was
At the
of nineteen, gifted with a lively
this prosperity to be ascribed? In a great imaginatiZ?and an eievatetl mind, he'was
degree, to our scientiﬁc skill, to our mecha only a simple. musician in one of the ragt
nical and chemical improvements and disco ments of the Hanmarien guards. His Rather,
veries; and it must be maintained by the a skilful music masier, having to provide ibr
the support of a numerous family, instructed

same means by which it had been raised.
The Philosophical Society, in whom build

five of his sons in his own profession. The

ing they were now assembled, had also done
much to create public spirit, and to produce

second, William Herschel, in 1757, quilted
his country and arrived in England, where

a degree of liberality and harmony before un
known in the town. When they met there,
they rubbed the rust from each other’s minds,
acquired a mutual esteem and good will, and

science had promised him a better fate.
He resided for some years in the county of

knowledge much more extensively; In that
Society they were all equal; they had all the
same rights; every member had a vote for
the oﬂicers of the Institution, and they would
elect only such persons as they thought best
gualiﬁed to ﬁll the situations; if they were
issatisfied with any oﬂicer, they would not
re-elect him; in short, their constitution was

His talents excited notice, his character
was beloved, his morals were esteemed, and
in a countr where the fine arts areappre

Durham, then at Halifax, and soon after

wards was appointed director of music to a
communicated and received much useful chapel at Bath. He then enjoyed a consi
knowledge. He expected that the Mecha derable incomc, arising from his situation,
nics’ Institute would produce the same bene and also from the public concerts and orato
ilcial effects, and ditfuse the advantages of rios which he superintended.

ciatcd, if he ad desired only wealth, all his
wishes would have been satisfied. But a
mental energy led him to higher destinies.

It was for him to extend the boundaries of
science.

entirely republican. The success of the In
The profound study of his art, conducted
stitute depended entirely upon the body of him by degrees to that of geometry, for there
the members; with their zeal, it would rise exist multiplied analogies between the laws
or sink; and he had not the least doubt, that of harmony and mathematics, as we have
they would ﬁnd its advantages to be so great, seen so fully proved by illustrious geometri
that their spirit and numbers would be in
cians, from Pythagoras and Euclid to Des
creased, and the Institution would eminently
ﬂourish.

This address, like that of the President

cartes, Haygens and Euler.

Herschel being introduced by the study of
geometry to the theory of astronomy, was

seized with astonishment and admiration,
and transported as it were into a new world.
He desired to contemplate himself the celes
tial phenomena, whose laws human intelli
gence had discovered, and undertook to con
struct and improve telescopes for that pur
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF FRANCE.
He soon possessed instruments supe
We have been favoured by a member of pose.
rior to all that an art so diﬂlcult and ingeni
tlli Institute, with a verbatim copy of the ous had yet produced, and his ﬁrst astronomi
eulogium pronounced in it upon the great cal observations in the year 1676, were fol

read at the opening, was received with the
most cordial expressions of pleasure. The
meeting separated at a quarter before ten
o’clock.

astronomer, Sir W'illiam Herschel, by Baron

lowed by a memorable discovery, which ex

public attention in the highest degree.
Fourier. We think we shall render a service cited
I allude to the planet which has for so many
to the public, and to scientific men particu years home the name of Herschel.
The ﬁrst observers of the heavens distin
larly, by giving an entire translation.
guished a small number of stars which con
Gsivrasnnn,
tinually changed their situation With respect
'"
William Herschel, a member of to the fixed stars, and returned periodically
this academy, was among the number of ex
to the same poittts of the sphere; from time
traordinary men who, destined to know their immemorial the different durations of the
country and the age in which they live, had

revolutions of those planets have been known,

in the outset to contend with thow obstacles
Which an adverse fortune opposes to the first
eﬁorts of genius. He opened new paths to

it was the origin of the period of seven days,
the universal monument of astronomy of an
cient nations. Modern nations have made
an admirable progress in the studyof the

a sublime science ; he saw stars, the existence
of which was unknown, and removed all the
limits which concealed the spectacle of the

heavens. Galhleo, Huygens, and Cassina,
had first observed the secondary stars which

years the fame of his discoveries resounded

these planets carried with them in their
course, but until the end of the last century
it was not known that there existed an im
mense planet beyond the orbit of Saturn.

throughout Europe; ~’‘-’‘'

This discovery was the fruit of Herschel‘s

heavens. At length favoured by the patro
nage of a powerful monarch, he devoted his
life to immortal labours, and during forty

12,0
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hbours. He pursued with ‘constancy theen
terprise which he had formed of examining
successively the various regions of the hea

vens, and of noting all its remarkable phe
nomena. On the l3th>of March, 1781, he
observed at Bath, with one of his best tele
scopes,.Wllf5n looking at the constellation of
the Gemini, _a star whose light appeared
very different from that of the neighbouring
stars, and partook of the nature of Saturn’s

light, though more feeble.

The

rfection

of his instrument enabled him to

iscover a

disk distinctly marked.‘ Having continued
his observations, he found that this star had

changed its situation, and, this observation
having been transmitted abroad by him, was
confirmed at Paris, Pisa, Berlin, and Stock

holm.
M _

,

.

these courses. of lectures are conducted,.X-4),,
state, that the first is given by M. Say, one ,
of the ﬁrst political economists of Europe ;
the second by M. C. Dupin, the author of
the Voyages an Grands Bretagne ,- and the
third by M. Clement, a well-known practical

chemist.

M. Dupin, whose publications we

are always ready to welcome with pleasure,‘

and whose activity of mind is such that he
seldom allows the public long to forget him,

has just published his introductory discourse
to this year’s prelections. Like all the other
productions of the same author, this little
work is distinguished by extent of informa
tion, elegance of diction, and liberality of
views. M. Dupin is calculated to be a great
benefactor to his countrymen, by introducing

aniong them a knowledge of those mechani
cal arts in which we are their superiors--by

.

(T0 be continued.)

POPULAR INSTRUCTION.
The various mechanical institutions, which

explaining to them the causes of our supe
riority--by boldly informing them of the
instances in which they must yield_the palm

to their neighbours--by converting their

within these few years have been established
in the different great towns, of this empire,
have justly attracted the attention and merited
the applause of every enlightened patriot.
These institutions promise in a short time to

izing as well as instructing their minds, with
regard to the scientiﬁc progress and mecha

better, materially, the condition, and to in
crease the power, of the labouring classes.

nical improvements of other nations. M.
Dupin reasons strongly in favour of instruct- ‘

feelings of narrow jealousy into a sentiment

of generous rivalship---in short, by liberal

Nor is their political vigilance likely to be

ing the industrious portion of society, and

lessened by augmenting their intellectual and
moral strength, Their knowledge of their
civil rightsmust keep pace with the general

enforces his arguments by a reference to the
state of knowledge among English and
Scotch mechanics, and the advantages de

improvement of their minds 5 and as they

rived from it in the improvement of the arts.

rise in the scale of society, they must acquire
that commanding inﬂuence, which their new

“ I will tell those men,” says he, “ who see

relative position is calculated to confer.

classes, that I know a machine more power

As

nothing but mere machines in the laborious

ful than that of Watt—-more ingenious than F
less liable to bemisled—superstitious errors that of Arkwright, and greatly more suscep- "
lose their hold-quackeryis hooted out of tible of improvement. > The Whole universe
does not contain twenty thousand of Watt’:
existence—-the power of demagogues is anni
hilated--mobs and tumults, . occasioned by machines, nor ten thousand of those of Ark
knavery working upon ignorance, are at an wright; but the kind‘ of machine to Which I
end; and as the great mass of society cannot allude is multiplied on the face of the globe
be moved but when their rights and privi a thousand million of times. The steam
leges are in real danger, their union and zeal engines of the whole world do not represent

the people become. more intelligent, they are

on such occasions must render their strength
irresistible. The Government of France

does not entertain the same opinion on these
subjects as we have above expressed, and
therefore ‘M. de Corbiere, the Minister of

the Interior, has, in his wisdom, suppressed
all _the schools of mutual instruction, which

a force greater than that of four hundred‘
thousand horses; and I know one which re-:
presents the force of one hundred million of_
horses! What, then, is this machine? Must
I mention it in adopting the degrading lan

guage of some persons ?---It is man.” We
shall not enter further into this ingenious. ,

had been established by benevolent societies and liberal paper than by citing the follow-,:
or; individuals. But there is one institution,

ing passage.‘

similar in its object, though not in its origin
or regulations, to our Mechanical Institutes,

“ In abusing England, we have sometimes _
heard it aﬂirmed that she gained her victo

which has been allowed still to _exist--name

riesby her treasures, which subsidized na

_:, .-.' ‘

ly, the public lectures at the Conservatoire

tions against us, rather than by the valour of I /

des Arts et Metiers.

her own defenders. But, in the ﬁrst place,
this is to avow that gold is even‘ military
force; and how did England acquire this

In the amphitheatre

or lecture-room of that establishment, a

course of popular instruction is given in_Po
litical Economy, in Geometry, and Mechani
cal Philosophy applied‘ to the arts, and in
Chymistry applied to manufactures.

enough ll] praise ofmthe manner

It is

which
r

gold ? Did she draw it from her mines ? N0 ;
she has nojrnines whichproduce gold. Did
she exto_rt_i_t from conquered nations in her
transrnarine possessions ?_ Never; did India or

171-i

rat: tosnos rus'cnssrcs‘ nsou'rsrt.
Arherioa, by their tributes or spoils, enrich
the public treasury of Great Britain. What,
then, in all times has been the source of her

riches ? The industry of her people, and the
labour which is its element. We must ad
mit that 14,000,000 of English and Scotch
possess greater industry, and produce more
commodities, than 30,000,000 or 40,000,000
of the nations of the continent. This is the
reason why 14,000,000 of Scotch and Eng
lish have been able to struggle with advan
tage during peace and war against more

numerous adversaries. Far from us be
those vain declamations of writers and ora
tors, who sacriﬁce truth to popularity in our

assemblies, our saloons, and our workshops

success, and became connected with some of
the ﬁrst medical institutions in the metropo
lis.

He delivered several coursesjof lectures

gratuitously at the London Institution, ofN
which he was one of the projectors; and
formed the plan of the London Mechanics’
Institution. Of this society he was deservedly
chosen President, and he continues to be its
most valuable friend. ltis delightful to con

template the course of this enlightened man,
whose spirit is characterized by the truest

philusopliy and philantrophy, and Whose
whole life is marked by his earnest and suc
cessful exertions to romote the interests of
his fellow men, by isseminating light and
knowledge through the world .-Leeds Paper.

_who tell us perpetually of our superiority,

—who perpetually ring in our ears. that we
are the ﬁrst people on earth. Doubtless, we
have every thing requisite to become so ;
but at the present moment, far from being
in the ﬁrst rank, I fear we are far, far dis
tanced by England. England has arrived at
a remarkable epoch, which prepares for her
new destinies, and greater prosperity than
she has ever before attained in peace or
war.”

We hear that M. Dupin has been made a
Baron, and a Member of the Legion of Ho
nour, by the new King. We hope that the

lib'erality as well as the talent of his publica
tion, had its due weight in procuring for
their author these honorary distinctions.
Times.

DR. BIRKBECK.
I This enlightened individual, who has the
honour of having originated the ﬁrst Me
chanics’ Institution in the kingdom, at Glas
gow, and a similar Institution in London, is
the youngest son of the late \Villiam Birkbeck,

PERPETUAL MOTION CLOCKS.
We never like to detract from the merit of
a man who introduces to the public improve
ments on any subject of science or mecha

nisw, but it becomes aduty to interfere when
we see a plagiarism palmed upon the world
as an original invention. For the last few

years there has been exhibited in the window
of a watch-maker near the Royal Exchange,
a clock which is wound up and continued in

motion upon the balance system, by balls
running backwards and forwards, and truly
we beheve a patent has been takenout for
this very new principle. What will our rea
ders say when we inform them, that in a book
upon mechanism, published at Rome in the
year 165], there is this invention, with a
plate, describing as accurately as possible,
the clock which an Englishman has in

troduced in the nineteenth century asoriginal.
A ROYAL YACHT BY THE WIND,
CARRYING THE PATENT STAY
SAILS AND JIBS.

Esq. banker, of Settle, at which place he was

(See Plate.)
Head-sheets haul’d aft, and yards ob

born in the year 1776. He received his ma
thematical education under Mr. Dawson, of
- Sedbergh, who, though originally a shepherd,

liquely braced ;
See the more towering jibs and stay

had raised himself by his genius and industry

sails placed :
Along the stays they rapidly ascend,
On varied radii their feet dmtend;

to eminence in the science of mathematics.

When he determined to follow the profession
of medicine, he came to Leeds, and was for
some time with Mr._ now Dr. Logan, and

And as their destined altitudes they

also attended the practice of the infirmary

Controlling tacks their due positions
teach:
Checking, as hitherto, their upward

under that gentleman,

Hird.

reach,

Mr. Hey, and Dr.

From Leeds he went to the Univer

sity of Edinburgh, where he soon distinguish

flight,
Or aft-wise veering them to loftier
height :
Insidious thus, the intervals they seize,
To intercept each softly vagrant
breeze;
_

ed himself by his zeal in the pursuit of
science, and became intimately acquainted
with most of the eminent professors and stu

dents.

He had scarcely quitted Edinburgh,

when he was elected (in 1799) to the profes

Whilst captive zephyrs all their powers

sorship of Natural Philosophy in Glasgow;
and now he instituted, amidst the derision of
manyand the indifference of more, the ﬁrst

unite,

To speed the vessel and regale the
sight :

institution for instructing mechanics in the

Come the rude squall, our gallant trim

principles ofscience. He afterwards removed
to London, for the purpose of pursuing the
medical profession, which he did with eminent

'

to try ;

Snug in a trioe, its malice we defy.
H. H.
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THE HOBIZONTORIUM. -t .

' DIRECTIONS FOR VIEWING THE
HORIZONTORIUM.
As the effect of this optical illusion entire
ly depends on correctly placing the sight

'.

i.. -

perfectly horizontal, and placing the eye

close to the aperture A, there will be seen a
perfect representation of a tombstone in
Closed by pallisadoes.

iece, a piece of card for that purpose must
e cut out of the exact sixe and shape of the

ﬁgure A. B.

ANTIQUITIES.
(non THE LONDON MECHANICS’ REGXSTIR-)
Observations upon the Egyptian Jllummy

of the time of Adrian, which has been
placed in the Royal Jlluseum of Turin,
and which was brought from Egypt by
M. Druuelli.

This mummy is inclosed in a case of wood
similar to that of Petemenon, which was

brought from Thebes by M. Calliand. It has
a Greek inscription near the head, the trans
lation of which, is as follows :—“ Tomb of

Petemenophis son of Pabot ; he was born in
the 3d year of Hadrian the Lord, the 24th
choiac; he died the year 7, the 4th of the
epagamanan days. Thus he lived 4 years,
8 months and 10 days-Have good courage.”
The third year of Adrian commenced in
Egypt on the 29th of August of 118 of the

Christian Era; the 24th day ofthe Egyptian
month choiac, of the same year, answers to
our 20th of Dec, 118; and the 4th of the
epagamanan days of the 7th year of the same
reign, to the 27th of August, l23,which gives

An aperture for the eye, about the size of a in the two calendars an equal number, if 1712
small pea, must be made precisely at the days making in the Egyptian mode 4 years,
spot shewn at A 5 and the shaded part at B if 365 days 8 months, and 30 days, and 10
must be folded back at a right angle, so as days over the year 1820, being bissextile;
to form a kind of foot to stand upon.
such, therefore, was the duration of the life of
The sight piece must then be placed per Fetcmenophis; With respect to the ﬁnal

pendicularly, when by keeping the subject word ETWTXE1-,I1aw good couragl, it was

run msnon wacnsmcs’ nsors-ran.
the usual funeral formality; the word GAP
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sides ofthe Vessel, is to form a leading fea

ZEI, which is upon the Greek mummy in

ture in the construction. Now let us see
what may result from all this :—the French,
during a period of profound peace, build
Petemeno his, also describes the duration of steam vessels, which the use in they way of
his life.
e ﬁrst sign of the cross, in reli commerce; these vessels, however, are so
gious representations, deuotes life; the se constructed, that in the event of a war, they
cond, which is a bent sceptre, signiﬁes year, have only to put in cannons and apply the
and according to the number of indentures principle of the engine in the way in which
Berlin has a similar sense.

The hierogly

phic inscription upon the mummy-case of

in it, the number of years that the deceased
lived on earth, the sceptre upon this case lit :1
5 indentures, Petemenophis having died in

his 5th year; on another part his age is
marked distinctly by the following hierogly
phics:_the indentures 4, making 4 years,

this twice repeated for the momhst making 8
months, the solar disk followed by the per
pendicular line with the ﬁgure 10, making
l0 days; the ﬁgures are Similar K0 "I056
described in 1819, by M. Jourard.

STEAM GUNS.
French had laid claim to the merit due to
Mr. Perkins’s invention for ﬁring balls by
steam ; and explained at the time, the dif
ference whioh really existed between his in
vention, and that Which was submitted to the
French Government. We now ﬁnd, that the
idle claim of priority which was set up, has
been abandoned, and that the French have

really turned their attention to putting into
practice the plan submitted to them many
years ago for discharging water by steam.
Au engine or gun, for this purpose, is now
ﬁtting up at the steam engine manufactory
at Challot, near Paris; and will be ready for

public exhibition very shortly. This engine
is calculated to throw several tons of water
in a minute, and is intended as a ﬁxture on
fortiﬁcations, to enable the besieged to over

At

present, we believe it is not the intention of

the French government to apply it to any
other purpose; although a report has been
made upon it, in which it is stated, that it
may be applied with effect to ships, so as to
deluge an adversary during a broadside.
Should a war break out, which heaven avert,

there cannot be a doubt that these terriﬁc
Qhgines will be adopted by the French go
vernment to a considerable extent; and we,

therefore, put it to our ministers, whether
they ought not instantly to order a report to

be made on the subject, so that, in so cala
mitous an event, they might be able, without
loss of time, to prepare for the wmst—-or in
the words of American Jonathan, to give the

French a dose of cayenne in return for com
mon pepper.

We will imagine a ﬂeet of steam boats sail

ing for the English coast, proﬁting by acalm,
when the wooden walls of Old England can
not act, or proceeding with enormous speed
boldly by our vessels, into which, they throw
tons upon tons of water, delugiug the decks,
and preventing the men on board from work

ing the guns; then attacking open and de
fenceless towns with shells or cannon, and
turning back with impunity. Now there is

We stated, in a former number, that the

whelm the besiegers within their lines.

we have stated ; and they produce enormous

ﬂoating batteries which nothing can resist.

It is an extraordinary fact,

that in the ports of Brest and Bordeaux, srx
steam vessels are building of an extraordina
ry size; the engines of which, are to be on ‘a

peculiar principle—what this principle 15
We are not told ; but is it not highly proba
ble, that thedischarge of water from the

nothing visionary in all this—it is perfectly
practicable, and will be practised—-Nae French
are praparingfhr it even now .' with honied
words of peace in their mouths, they have
war in their hearts, and are silently laying a_

train which may explode with an effect the
more violent, as it was the less expected.
Let it not be said again,has it as been long

foolishly said, that the French will be ears
and years before they can attain sn icut
mechanical power for all this ; whereas, Eng
land, in a few weeks, could do all that is ne
cessary. Is there not at this moment in P ris alone, a steam engine manufactmy, wiili
250 men (all Frenchmen except two, the ac
tive partner and the foreman) 'in full activi
ty? and has not this manufactory alone, in
less than two years, turned out upwards of
400 steam engines ? let us hear no more,
therefore, of the innbility of the French na_

tion to put into execution their project of
steam war vessels, but like a wise nation pre
pare for them at once, by devoting all our
energies to a preparation which would avert
war.

If the French ﬁnd us so preparing,

they will be careful how they begin: but if
we sleep at our post, we shall wake one day
in alarm, and ﬁnd that the frog-eaters are
not so contemptible as we conceived them to
be.
—_.-4

A Mechanic’s institution has been formed ,
at Alnwick, of which the Duke of Northum

berland is patron, and Lord Grey president.
A society for the discussion of hterary and
scientiﬁc subjects has recently been estab
lished in the town of Nottinghatn. The Rev.
R. ‘V. Almond, M. A. is the president of
this new institution, and a highly respectable
committee have undertaken the management
for the ensuin year.

Acompany ias just been formed, whose
object is to eﬁect a communication between
London and Great Yarmouth, by means of
steam vessels,of from 250 to 300 tons burden.
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‘The members of the Norfolk and Nor

800.0001. ; the Exchan,'ze'80,000!. ; the Mad

Wich Literary Institution are about to‘ form

sion~House 40,0_00’.; Monument l3,000l.
ARTIFICIAL MOULD non Pnanrs. -Russian potash, one dram; water, four oz.;
and one spoonful of oil : shake well.

a‘Museum of Natural History in Norwich.‘
it is
sed to form a rail road between
Bath and Bristol, 30,000l. are already sub

In a work published in France, (Voyage

scribed to carry it into execution.

To the Editor Qffhe Illechanics’ Renister.

Sm.-Perhaps the following curious copy
of an advertisement, which is extracted from

a la Chine), we are told, that in Madagascar,
the Indies, &c. &c. the inhabitants eat the
leaves of garden nightshade, (Solanum ni
grum) as a potherb, used as spinach; and
the author asserts his baving partaken of it
very often in France, and that the fruit (ripe)

an old paper, called the Public Ledger, of
the year 1736, and which is in my possession, is the only poisonous portion of the plant, as
the Tapioca before being washed is poi
may prove interesting,
You rs’, &c.
Hnmucus Gunrnnnns B.

1'0 as seen
Between the hours of ten and six, (price ﬁve
shillings) in Leicester Fields Square, on
the east side.

sonous.

G. G.

QUERIES.

"~

Man in inquisltivrness should he strong,
l<‘rmn curiosity dull] wisdom ﬂow :
For ’lia a maxim l‘ve adopted long,

The new ﬁgure of ANATOMY, made and
contrived by Mons. Chovet, Surgeon, which

represents a woman chained down upon a
table, supposed open’d alive, where the cir
culation of the blood is made Visible thro’

glass veins and arteries: the circulation is
also seen from the mother to the child, and
from the child to the mother; with the sis
tolick and diastolick motion of the heart,
and the action of the lungs, all which parti
cularf, with several other preparations, will

be shewn and clearly explained in English
and French.
Nora. A gentlewoman properly qualiﬁed
will attend on the ladies.
P. S. I think it a great pity that there is

not such a model in these days of enlighten
ed science, as I think it might be of advan
tage to medical students.
Sm,-You will perhapsgive the following
insertion in your esteemed publication.
. Ifporkbe fried, (in pieces) and when cold,
packed in a jar, with melted hogs’
ed on it, it will remain fresh and
six months; ﬁsh fried, packed in
spices and vinegar, will keep for

fat pour
good for
jars with
three or

The more a man inquire: the more he'll kruuu.
Par I s Pmna it

Sm.—Being a subscriber to your excel
lent Miscellany,Ihope you will insertthe
following question : What is the best method
of potting lampreys ?
An answer from any of your intelligent

correspondents will oblige

'

Yours, &c. .
M. Room-:.
Sm,--I wish to be informed, through the

medium of your valuable Work, from which
1 have already gained much information, of
the most proper way of making a cement for
joining broken china and glass?
Your well-wisher,

r

W. W. T.
SlR,—l shall feel obliged to any of your
intelligent correspondents if they will inform
me, through your entertaining and instruct

ive Miscellany, of the best method of bond
ing glass.
'
Yours, &c.

E. J. S.

Tonbridge Walla.
_--t_

r

four months, This process is in use among

Sm,-—I beg leave to submit the following

the Asiatics.
'
'1-i Fomlornrnc Baonsn Poucnnsm, &c.The Malays dry the curd of coagulated milk ;
when required they scrape a portion, which

questions for insertion in your useful Miscel
lany :
'

they mix with lime and milk.
The Chinese method ofjoining porcelain is,
by mixing the gluten of ﬂour, (procured by
carefully washing dough),with white ofeggs ;
the composition is allowed to ferment before

supply it : by the ﬁrst alone it may be ﬁlled

Ornrnx.
A reservoir for water has two cocks to
in forty minutes, by the second ins ﬁfty
minutes; and it hath a discharging cock, by

which it may, when full, be emptied in
twenty-ﬁve minutes. Now, supposing that
these three cocks are all left open, and that

used, and the china remains at rest for a few
days
To detect poisonous fungi among Mush
rooms ; boil them with ‘an onion, having the

ways alike, would the cistern be ﬁlled?

outer skin stripped off which will be blue, or
black if there be any poisonous ones with

said, the. time past noon is equal to four

;hem, and white if not.

the water comes in, in what time, supposing
the inﬂux and atllux of the water to be al
A person being asked the hour of the day,

ﬁfths of thetime till midnight.
The cost of building Saint Paul‘s was :the time ?

What was

THE
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Mr. Eorron,- Ever anxious to promote
a spirit of inquiry, particularly among that
class to which your useful and entertaining

publication is more specially addressed, and
conceiving that if the queries inserted therein

by many intelligent correspondents, remain
unanswered, it would be the means of dimi
nishing or damping their future communica
tions, I have, as far as time and ability
would permit, (following the example of many
of your readers) endeavoured satisfactorily

to answer their inquiries, and am gratiﬁed to
see that you consider my communications
worthy of a place in your Register.
I send you answers to two or three corres
pondents, in Nos. 9, and 10 of the Register;
which, if you deem satisfactory, Ihave no
doubt you will insert. Yours &c. W. P.
To W. G. C. (No. 9,) It would be a diffi
cult task to say which is the best method of
curing smoky chimneys, as what would ef
fectually cure one, perhaps would not an

other, and I havelittle doubt but that every
chimney-doctor would respectively insist that
theirs was the best method. I have been for
some years annoyed with the evil he seeks a
remedy for, and have tried every plan that
has been suggested, independant of having
paid many pounds to persons who call them
selves chimney-doctors, and who assure you
that theirs is the only remedy, but every
alteration has failed ; till a few months
since I was recommended by a friend to try
the cottage stoves. Idid so ; and instead of
having my rooms continually ﬁlled with
smoke, I am now as free from it as if there
were no ﬁre place at all. There is always a
cheerful ﬁre, and but little fuel consumed. I
presume many of your readers have seen
them; but if W. G. C. would wish to see
mine, if he or any other person willcall upon
me any evening, between half-past six and
eight, I shall be glad to be the means of pro
ducing the same agreeable change in their
rooms that there is in mine.
My address is
left with the publishers.
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a pound of ham, or tine bacon, list and lean
together, six shallots, two onions, and a small
portion of thyme, parsley, savory, marjornm,
lemon-peel, mace, cloves, and nutmeg. Let
the whole of the meat be stewed with these
well mixed ingredients, pour over it halfa
pint of red wine, and squeeze in the juice of
one Seville orange ; stop the vessel close
down with a bladder or leather, and brown
paper, and carefully place it in a saucepan of
boiling water, deep enough to dress the meat,

not so high as for any of the water to boil
into it. In this situation the jar or jug is to
remain for three or four hours, the water

being kept on the boil all the time, and more
added as it boils away.

Then taking out the

hare, strain the liquor, skin off the fat, and
thicken it up for sauce, with a little butter and
ﬂour.

Serve it up as hot as possible, gar

nished with slices of lemon and currant jelly.
The larger pieces of hare are sometimes
larded with bacon.
PLATE Powoen.-In most of the articles

sold as plate powder, there is an injurious
mixture of quicksilver, which is said in some
instances to so far penetrate and render silver
brittle, that it will even break with a fall.

Whiting, properly puriﬁed from sand, applied
wet, and till dry, is one of the easiest, safest,

and certainly the cheapest of all plate-pow
ders. Jewellers, for small articles, seldom
use any thing else. If, however, the plate be
boiled a little in water, with an ounce of ca]
cined hartshnrn to about three pints of
water, then drained over the vessel in which
it was boiled, and afterwards dried by the ﬁre,
while some soft linen rags are boiled in the

liquid till they have wholly imbibed it, these
rags will not only when dry, assist to clean
the plate, (which must afterwards be rubbed
bright with leather) but also serve admirably
for cleansing brass locks, ﬁnger-plates, &c.
Excsnncsr REMEDY ron AN Asrunn.
— Boil half an ounce of mavary, two drachrns
and a half of flour of brimstone, one drachm
and a half of gum ammoniac, and half a

To CURE Cunrrsn Hnsns AND Lrrs.

drachm of Saffron. in three pints of hydro
mel, or water sweetened at discretion with

-A little bees wax, sallad oil, and a small
quantity of mutton fat. cut from the kidney,

ounce of this three times a day; in the

to simmer at the ﬁre till they are in a liquid
state, stir it well. then pour it into pots.
In No. 10, to the first query of your admir

able correspondent, S. Hollands,
' ER
Push the cork into the bottle.
No. 2, she is his daughter.

'\¢Mr. Enr'roR,—In reply to several queries
in the last and preceding Numbers of the Re
gister,I beg the insertion of the following
answers.
S. Ilonumns.
Juccr-:n II.uzs:.__Let the hare hang a few

honey, till reduced to a quart.

Drink an

morning fasting, at ﬁve in the afternoon, and
at going to rest.
'l‘nnusrnruzrrr Scansns-—Are prepared

by brushing‘ over a piece of ﬁne muslin or
lawn with white wax, dissolved in spirits of
wine or turpentine.
am
To CLEAN Plcrunns.--Water is the ﬁrst
material, and or the most general use in

cleaning pictures. This will remove many
kinds of glutinous bodies and foulnesses; such
as sugar, honey, glue, and many others : and
it will also take off any varnish Of gum

days; and when skinned, do not wash it, but

Arabic, glair of egg . or isinglass, and is

wipe -it when necessary, with a clean cloth ;
cut it into pieces, season it high, and put

therefore the greatest instrument in this
work. It may be used without any caution

it rnto a stone jar, jug, or pitcher, with half

with respect to the colours, as it will not in
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the least pﬁect the oil -which holds them
together. .

0‘

Olive oil, or butter, though not generally

applied to this purpose, will remove many of
those spots which resist even soap, as they will

dissolve or corrode pitch, rosin, and similar
bodies, they may be used very freely, having
no bad effect on the painting. Pearl ashes,

melted in water, make a proper dissolvant for
most kinds of matters which foul paintings,

but this must be used with great caution.
Spirit of wine, as it will dissolve all the gums,
and gum rosins, (except gum arabic) is very
necessary for taking off picture varnishes

composed otsuch substances; but it corrodes
the oil of paintings, and softens them in such
a manner, as to render all rubbing dangerous
while they are under its inﬂuence. Oil of
turpentine will likewise dissolve some of the

gums used for varnish ; but spirits of wine
will generally. answer, the purpose much
better. When paintings appear to have been
varnished with those substances that will not
dissolve in water, they are very easily and
safely removed by the following method, viz.

Whiting 0: prepared chalk,_one pound; mix;
them well together in a mortar.
I am, Sir, yours’, &c.
Jan. 8, 1825. llssnrcus Gur.nznaus B.
Pownnn To nesrnor Mlcs.—'l‘ake of

black helleboreroot, and the seeds of staves
acre, of each one ounce in powder; oatmeal
one pound; oil of carraways thirty dropsi
max.
Hun Orns.
Hnile Antique ala rose.
tuberose.
_ Fleur d‘Orange.

au Jasmin.
Oil of hen nuts or olives, scented with the
essences of the diﬂ'erent ﬂowers.
SIR.—In answer to your correspondent S.
H0llands’s fourth question, the following are
the words: at, as, ah, act, acts, are, arcs,
arch, art, arts, chart, charts, cat, cats, car,
cars, cart, carts, chat, chats, hat, hats, hast,
hart, harts, rat, rats, star, scar, s'at, tar, tars.

Yours, &c. I. J. M;

Place your picture, or painting, in an hori
aontal position, and moisten, or rather ﬂood
the surface of it with strong rectiﬁed spisrits

of wine; but all rubbing, beyond what is
absolutely necessary, must be avoided. Keep

the painting moist, by adding fresh spirit if
requisite, for some minutes, then ﬂood the
surface copiously with cold water, with which
the spirit, and such part of the varnish as it
has dissolved, may be washed otf_ ; but in this
state of it, all friction must be avoided.

When the painting is dry, the operation may
be repeated, until the whole of the varnish is
removed.

To PREPARE -rm; PEARL AND W001)
ASH LEY usen [N CLEANING PICTURES.-—

NOTICE TO CORRESPQNDENTS
We perused Mnnlcns’s letter with much
pleasure, and agree with him in thinking
that much useful and important information
may be elicited by his queries. We shall be
happy to receive his ﬁrst series as soon as
may suit his convenience. Though our pub
lication will admit every miscellaneous com
munication tending to enlighten the intel
lect, we must remind him that our main ob

ject is to make it a vehicle of mechanical
knowledge, and request on this ground that
some of his queries may occasionally bear
on points illustrative of mechanical princi
ples in general.

Let an ounce be dissolved in a pint of water,
to be stirred frequently, for half a day,‘ and
then decanted from the settlings. This is
used warm, with a sponge, and with the same

caution as just described; when thickspots
are not easily removed, a strong soap lather
may be of use, not suffering it to touch any

other part of the picture but the spot it is to
be-engaged with.
_—

Sm.-Yonr correspondent Domestic will

His papers on meteorology

will also be particularly welcome. We re
gret that want of room prevents us from in
serting his letter, We anticipate uch in
teresting correspondence as the resu t of his
promised queries, and shall be at all times
willing to lend our attention and aid to the

sound practical views of such valuable cor
respondents as Mrzmcns.
Fidex, Justus, A. R., M., T. R., and P. E.

are under consideration.
Want of room prevents us from noticing

ﬁnd this a very good plate powder,
Take powder of tin or potee powder ; pow

a variety of communications. We shall en
deavour to make room for them in n subse

der of burnt hartshorn, of each eight ounces;

quent number.

_

1
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Soon shall thy arm, unc0nquer’d steam, afar,

Drag the slow barge, and move the rapid OHl‘.——DARWIN.
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To the Editor of the Merliriuies’ Re_(;i.\-ler.
?” 50, Broad Street.
SlR,—Amidst the eagerness with which

the public are rushing forward to_ folrm
plans for establishing communications by
means of rail roads, the ' old conveyance by

I believe begun to take the alarm; and pro
bably all will b\‘C('ITHB alive to their danger,
when bills are presented to the House of
Commons for forniing rail-roads; acting as
is too often the case, for the defence of their
own property, by opposing the plans of the

canals is almost forgotten; and indeed, from

incipient speculators. Judging from the
liberal spirit lately displayed by Parliament,
by the projectors of these roads, Rhrnlay be
I am inclined toisuspect that they will not
the prospect of gain and celerity displayed

expected that the aid of watch-‘will soon be

allow private interest to arrest the march of

discarded. The proprietors of some canals,
although much disposed to be supine. have

improvementjbut that they will permit rail
roads to be attempted in all directions, even

ran. smwou stzcllautcsl RF.Gl§fI‘BB'
if obviously in the way of older establish
ments, leaving it to the efforts of the com

petitors, to prove with which plan the su
periority rests.
Presuming then that the Canal Proprie
tors will be compelled to sustain a compe
tition, I wish to suggest to them a mode by
which their movements, more lit for the tor
por of past ages than the enterprizc of the
present period, may be accelerated : and as
they do possess some advantages over their
opponents, the suggestion which l am about
to make, may if properly applied, preserve
for them a superiority, which otherwise they
could not maintain.

1'29‘

Gordon, Esq. of Dulwich Hill. This espe
riment, conducted by the inventor, who isin
the employ of Messrs. Gordons, at Deptford,
I had lately the pleasure of witnessing; and
the result was so satisfactory, that I am
anxious to direct the attention of Mlgineers

in particular to it. The velocity and steadi
ness of the motion so far exceeded that of the
same model,whcn impelled by paddle wheels
moved by the same spring which worked the
new contrivance that Icould not doubt of its

superiority ; and the stillnem of the surround
ing water, was such as to give to the vessel the

appearance of being moved b y some magical

power. In a comparative experiment made
by the ingenious a.-nd modest inventor, and
the use of steam constitutes the distipguish-' frequently repeated, it appeared that the ve
ing feature of modern improvements. This locities of the model, impelled by the same
power has in some degree superseded the spring according to the old mode and the new,
use of wind in navigation, and of wind and was as seventeen to twenty.
water as the prime movers of machinery.
Before describing the sketch which I have
It is now nearly ready to supersede the use transmitted with this letter, I will insert the
of horses upon our roads; at least hydrogen account of his plan which I received from
one of the constituents of steam is about to the inventor.

It is not necessary here to remark. that

do so; and if it be not also found in place
of horses as the impeller of barges upon our
canals, inland navigation must soon be dis
carded. T0 drag several barges in succes
,sion by a steam boat, is a plan which I have
no doubt has occurred to many when think

ing upon this subject; but the inconvenience
of the paddle wheels generally used, and es
pecially the injury done by them and the
agitated water to the banks, which are ne
cessarily very near to the barge, have appear
ed insuperable ditiiculties. In general steam

1'0 on. nliutalclr.
Honoured Sir,
According to your request, I send

you my remarks on the Rotative Sculling
Wheels, for propelling vessels.

First, l

would notice their compactness, in not occu
pying more than one fourth part of the space
the common wheels do. As seen in the plan,
they may lay in harbour, with other vessels,
without any danger of being injured at all,

which is at present a great inconveniency.

tionable part of the arrangement : the man

Secondly, the superior advantage in a rough
sea, in which they act the same as in a calm
pool, being entirely beneath. in the solid
dense water ; and besides. their weight, from
their situation, as will plainly appear, will
be as ballast in the hold, an object at sea,
worthy of consideration.
Thirdly, from

ner in which it strikes the water is attended

not liab'e to be impeded by ﬂoats of ice, or

with loss of powerj it is dangerous if ap

by storms; therefore I think they might be
suitable to packets for dispatch, and might

navigation I have always considered the
paddle wheel the most imperfect and objec

proached by small boats on account of the
swellwhich it occasions; and in a stormy

sea or river, it_ appears to be ill adapted to
continuing the motion or resisting the waves
which dash against the vessel. Thus im
pressed with the necessity of improving the
method of propelling vessels by steam, l was
much gratiﬁed by receiving an invitation to

be present at the exhibition of a new and
improved mode, by way of experiment, on a

sheet of water in the grounds of Charles

their situation beneath the surface, they are

be used all the winter. Fourthly, they make
no swell or commotion, either disagreeable,
or dangerous, in the water, as the common
wheels do when lighting in a fermentation of

air and water; but go as smoothly as a ves
sel under sail—their action being in the solid
water as a lever upon a rock for a fulcrum.
I shall decline sayinr any more at present
upon the principle, and leave it, Sir,to your
very superior judgment to comment upon.
The apparatus has been shewn several times
to some gentlemen of the ﬁrst respectability
and genius, both mechanical and nautical,

réiﬁ
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and‘hhs roiiitanily irnetitvizh ‘the highest ap- approbation.

lremain, &c. -

,,
,
JOHN SWAN.
35,\Dcptlbrd-Green, Sept. 28, 1824.
On the axis E, Fig. I, supported by the
fmore work, 1-‘, G, are placed the vanes, A,
B,and C, D, having a sur ace equal to that
part of the ﬂoats of the paddle wheels Which
arcimmerscd whilst acting: these are so situa-

* bi -r.,~';, H n
[00 Cubic Inches of carbon vapour

I00

weigh
ditto

oxygen

- graim..'r::
J!

‘ - 12,708 "'
ditto 33,888 14

100

ditto
mbonic acid
ditto
_
200 Cubrc_ Inches of carbon vapour
weigh
e I00
ditto
oxygen
ditto

46,596
I
25.416 ' ‘
88,888 ' '

ted with respect to each other, that whilst

_.__.

working they actas a screw within the water,
and thus drav- the vessel forward The angle

2)59,30-t

which these planes make with their axis is
about thirty degrees. At H is seen the end
of the crank, on which the wheel I is ﬁxed to
convey the motion of the engine through the
train K,H,I. This machinery however, is
merely a suggestion ; and probably a better

and more simple mode, might be devised for
producing the requisite motion. The con
venient manner in which this plan adapts it
self to the vessel is observable in the end
view, Fig. 2. where it may be seen to lie tn
tirely beneath that part of the deck which

extends /from A, to B. The dotted lines repre
seutthe axes within the vessel, on which the
wheels I, I, Fig. l,belonging to each side are
ﬁired; and F, in the same figure shetvs the

crank on one side. G and H represent strong
bolts by which the whole apparatus is at
tached to the vessel, affording a very ready
method of disengaging them, whenever CH‘
cumstances may require such separation.

.]If bytihisdescription of what seems to be

.

100

_

_

_
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drtto carbomc o!-ilde ditto 29,652

equal
Thevolumes
diagramofalso
carbon
shewed,
and oxygen,'which
that the two ."
one
formed
by their
t-1:1-bonir
combination,
1:: id were
andcondensed
its weight»wm'
into Irl
therefore found, by adding together the \'~
weights of its constituents; but as carbom'c...".
oridv consisted of two volumes of the vapour
of carbon and one of oxygen, and the threwH 11
volumes were condensed into one and a h8¥l""l

it was necessary to divide the weight of the »:
constituent quantities by 2, to ascertain the -'
tr! ,>.
true weight of the compound.
'
These were the only compounds of wrbon i
and oxygen, but carbon was capable of lorm- 5
ing two other combinations with the suppor- >tTY
ters ofcombustion, to which he should brieﬂy
advert. One of these was a rhloride ofcur
bon, recently discovered by M. Frariday, and J»:
the other a compound of mdine and carbon,
which the lecturer had himself discover- ‘
ed during the process of preparing iodine,
but not yet in suﬂicient quantities to demon

anexcelknt contrivance, I should be so for
tunate as to obtain for the inventor the no

strv-te its exact proportions;

tice of any competent practical man, sothat
it might be applied in actual steam naviga

combinations of carbon, with the supporters

these com

pounds were not of material importance, W
except as forming links in the chain of the

of combustion.
tion, or if it tend when introduced to relieve
The combinations of carbon with hydro
the‘ Canal Proprietors from the diﬂiculty into aen were next to be considered, and were of
which they arelikely to fall, it would be found extreme importance. The ﬁrst of these, viz.
lit/dr0_1/enyas, was a gaseous
to “justify the favourable opinion of it now Ch'|‘f)tl|'H:lllHl
substance, commonly found at the bottom of
entertained by ,
Your’s truly,
stagnant pools, from whence it may be col
.lan'.‘l8, I825.
GEORGE BIRKBECK. lected in large quantities by stirring the sedi
ment, but it was always contaminated with
al. .
uznlic gas and cnrbom]: ucill, the latter of ‘
LOINDON MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE.
which may be easily disengaged by'means‘ut“
mu. coon-:n’s LECTURE on crmmsrrtv.
Mr. Coornn commenced his thirteenth an alkali, though it was ditiicult to clearit of
lecture on Wednesday'evening in last week, azote. Many substances, when exposed to
by a reference to the subject of his previous the action of ﬁre, give out carburetted hy_

discourse, in which he had occupied the at
tenticn of his hearers with the two combina

drogen, but one of its most abundant sources
is cool. Coal gas is procured by heating the

tions of carbon and 0.1‘_u_t/en, called mrlmnic
and and curbmtir. 01-ide,and had shewn that.

coals in iron vessels, when the carbon is de
posited in the form of coke, and the great
ulk of the gas is found to be the heavy hy
rlro-carburel. or carburetted hydrogen,
mixed occasionally with nleﬁanf gas, or the
I-e/my h_wIr0' carburet and also with carbonic

one of these compounds, contained a much
reater proportion of carbon than the other,
but as he had not explained their exact che
mical constitution, he would now exhibit a
diagram for that purpose, by which it would

be seen that theirspeciﬁc gravities were as
follows, viz.

'

'

‘

oxide. carbonic acid, and sulphuretted hydro
gen. The purity of coal-gas, depends on the
proper management of the gas works, as

'ras>r.onnon mrcnnucs anorsrss.
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some of the contaminating substances may
be easily got rid of; he should, however,

lamp of Sir Humphry Davy had been con

have occasion to spealt more particularly

cessary for him to state, except by observ

of coal-gas, at a future period.
He should first direct the attention of
his hearers to the heavy hydro-carburet, or
oleﬁant gas. if one part of alcohol. or spirits
ofwine, was put into a retort with three parts
of strong sulphuric acid, it would be perceiv
ed that the ﬁrst action of the acid on the
spirit blackened it ; but if heated to a tem
perature sullicient to boil the sulphuric acid,
the blackness was greatly increased, and a
tzonsidcrable deposition of carbon took place,
the carbon sometimes becoming almost solid
from the quantity deposited from the alco
hol. and the gaseous matter is given off in
c--nsidt-mble abundance. Mr. Cooper per
formed this experiment, and while the pro
ct-:=s was going on, proceeded with his re
marks on the light hydro-carburet.

As coal gas differed but little from carbu
retted hydrogen, he should use it for the il
lustration ol' the subject, and it would be seen
that it would burn, and that during its com
bustion the same effect would be produced
as by other substances containing the same
elements. It would be recollected that in
his last lecture he had shewn that water and
carbonic acid were produced by burning a
common tallow candle. and it would be evi
dent that the constitution of this gas was the
same as that of tallow, by the occurrence of
the same results from its combustion.
Mr.
Cooper then directed the flame of the gas to
the oriﬁce of a long glass tube, bent in the
form of a syphon, to the opposite extreniity
ofnhich a phial of lime water was attached,
Which soon indicated the presence of carbo
nic acid by assuminga turbid appearance,

while the deposition of moisture in the tube
proved the formation of water by the union
of hydrogen with the oxygen of the air which
rushed through the tube. It had been seen
that the light hydro-carburet was inﬂamma
ble. but it should he observed, that it re
quires very considerable dilution, or the ad
dition of a large quantity of oxygen, before
it arrives at the explosive point. It had
boon thought by some that six volumes of
atuiosplrcric air. and one of carburettcd hy
drogen. formed the most powerfully explo
sive mixlurr. while others considered the
proportion ol'8 to one to possess the great
mt (‘\'|'lH$l\‘(' force. ulricli was his own opi
nion: it might be diluted with I? times its
volmm- of atmospheric air. and would still
remain slightly explosive. but whatever was
the extreme point. it was certainly explosive
with greater or less violence, when mixed

with the air in any proportion between six
and twelve times its volume.
Every one had heard of the dreadful ex
plosions of this gas in mines, when its effects
had been so fatally calamitous. To prevent
the occurrence of uch accidents, the safety

trived, the operation of which it was unne-I
ing that the cooling inﬂuence of the wire E

gauze which surrounded it, prevented ﬂame ‘ 8
from passing through meshes of a certain
diameter. In order to exemplify the protec
tion afforded by the safety-lamp, Mr. Cooper

placed on the lecture table a large lantern
contrived for the purpose, and putting a
Davy lamp on the inside, he closed the lan

tern, and introduced into it a suﬂicient quan
tity of carburetted hydrogen to render the
mixture explosive. The lam became ex
tinguished, but the platinum wire connected
with it being red-hot, immediately re-lighted
the lamp on its being removed from the
mixed gases in which it had been standing;
and that this mixture was really explosive,

Mr. Cooper proved by throwing a lighted
paper into it, when it instantly exploded with
sutlicient force to shew the destructive effect
that must ensue from the sudden explosion

of vast quantities of this gas, when accumu
lated in mines. &c.
The experiment commenced in the former
part of the Lecture for the roduction of the
hem-y h_r/dm-curlnrrrt, or o liant gas, being
now completed. the Lecturer exhibited the

retort, which was perfectly black from the
deposition of carbon, and proceeded to ex
plain the action of chlorine on the

evolved by the operation, and its utility in
determining the constituents which enter in
to the composition of coal-gas. The illum
inating power of
depends upon the
presence of the heavy hydro-carburet, which
possesses a more intense power ofilluminatmn
than any other gas, which Mr. Cooper es
empliﬁed by igniting the oleﬂant gas 'ust
produced, when it burnt with a dense w ite
ﬂame of extreme brilliancy, giving oﬁa por
tion of carbon at its apex. A measure of
this gas was then mixed withan equal quantity
of chlorine, and it was seen that the result of
their union was a peculiar ﬂuid ofan oleagi
nous nature, which repelled water, and was
the cause of its being distinguished by the
name ofuleliant gas. A diagram was here ex
hibited for the purpose of shewing the ‘weights
of the two combinations of carbon and hydro
gen, which appeared as follows, viz.
grains.
200 Cubic Inches of Hydrogen weigh 4,236
100
ditto
Carbon vapour 12,708
100

ditto

Carburetted Hydrogen 16,944

900 Cubit Inches of Hydrogen weigh 4.236
200
ditto Carbon vapour
95,416
100

ditto

Oleﬂant gas

29,652

In the former case, two volumes of hydro
gen and one of the vapour of carbon are
condensed into one volume to form the light

rs
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and in the latter, two vol
umes each of hydrogen and carbon vapour
s ‘ unite to produce the heavy hydro-carburct,
ot Y OI oleﬁdnt gas. and the four volumes are
ad! I condensed into one by their union.
Mr. Cooper then observed that with the
~16 ‘)1!
115 l present lecture, he should terminate the ﬁrst
gen division of his course, as he had now illustrat
1‘.
ed the whole of the simple combustible bodies
except boron, or the basis of boracic acid,
and had pointed out their various combina
tions, with the supporters of combustion.
He felt much gratiﬁcation at the attention
with which his audience had uniformly

numerous seats of its affections and powen,

our only hope for the removal of the veil
which conceals this intellectual wonder, was
the hope of another and more intellectual
existence, when that which now is dark
within us shall be illumined.
An essential ditference must have been

observed in the exercise of the various senses
with which man is endowed.

the immediate contact of the body, whose
ﬁgure is communicated to the mind. The
next in simplicity, the organ of taste, re

quires approximation with a degree of solu

bility. The organ of smell is brought into
exercise bythc approach of particles detached
in Southampton Buildings was completed. from the odorous body, and ditiused through
In the interim, he would willingly attend the air. The organ of ligllt requires the
here on one or more evenings, for the pur
impulse of luminous matter projected or re
pose of examining the members on the sub
ﬂectnd from the body to be perceived, and
jects which he had endeavoured to elucidate. lastly, the organ of hearing requires the ap
llis examination would not be a rigid one, plication of undulating matter, the undula
as he did not expect them to be at present tions of which are either directly impressed,
deeply grounded in chemical science; but or conveyed through an elastic medium. ad
he “'l:~ll(:"l to ascertain their acquaintance jacent both to the vibrating body, and the
with those lending features of his lectures, organ to be affected by it. The lectu it-r
which mi;-ght be useful to them at a future here introduced an appropriate quotation
pm-ioil. whether they studied the science of from Professor Dugald Stewart’s Philosophi
chemistry as an amusement, or applied it to cal Essays, on the exclusive restriction ofthe
practical purpose.
term “ Beauty” to the objects of the two
This intimation was received with great latter senses, sigh! and I:e-wing. which he
applause by the members, and the acclama
attributes to the intimate association between
tions with which Mr. Cooper was greeted on the eye and the car, as the great inlets of ac
his retiring from the Lecture table, suffici
quired knowledge, and the only media of
ently evinced their obligations for his kind
communication between ditlerent minds.
ness, and their respect for‘ the abilities dis The pleasures which we derive from the mu
terial world by means ofthese organs, are
played by him asa public Lecturer.
superior to all others in variety and dUl‘iltinn,
rm. iiiititiiiacids LECTURE on ACOUSTICS, and being the most nearly allied to the en
joyments of the intellect, fall exclusively
on ‘run THEORY or souno.
On Friday evening the learned President, under the cognizance ohutelleclunl taslc.
l)r. Birkbeck, delivered a Lecture illustra
Dr. Birkbeck then alluded to the opinion
tive of the theory of Sound, or the Science promulgated by Epicurus and other ancient
of Acoustics. He introduced the subject by philosophers, that there exists a peculiar so
observing, that for the discovery of those mn-ouc ﬂuid, or matter of sound, distinct
mysterious links which connect the universe from the air, and that sound issues from the
body which produces it, as smell is emitted
of matter with the universe of mind, the phi
losophers of all ages had instituted the most from a ﬂower, ﬁlling the air with subtle ex
profound and persevering investigations ; halations calculated to aﬂect the sense of
which, though in a great degree unavailing, hearing, An unsuccessful attempt to revive
had not been entirely wit.h_0ut instructive re
this doctrine had been recently made by La
suits: for though the change which in that marck, in the 69th volume of the Journal de
mysterious organ the brain immediately Physique; but without dwelling upon this
precedes perception, had never been detected, hypothesis, he would proceed at once to an
yet several of the intermediate links in that analysis of the phenomena comprehended
subtle chain of events had been discm'er0tl. under the term Acoos-rics, by a discussion
and the organs of sense themselves, through of the following questions, viz.
whose agency the qualities of external bodies
First, What are the conditions requisite to
commence their inﬂuence upon sentient constitute ii mnorous I>mly;|
beings, were now well understood. Respect
Second, What is the mmtimii by which
ing the remaining portions of this great sound is usually conveyed? and
transaction, incessantly carried on between
Third, What is the constitution and oper
man and the external world, notwithstanding tion of that organ on Whicll the communi
the observations of Descartes on the seat of cated impressions are made ?
the soul, or the more recent remarks of Gall,
It is universally admitted that those sub
Sourzheim, and other phrcnologists, on the stances which are best titted for vibration, or
to renew his lectures when their new theatre
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touch, the simplest of the number, requires

listened to his remarks, and should be happy
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m, are most elastic, are always the most :ono- ‘ because the sphere possessed no power to
M, -niur: hence the harder metals and animal undergo a change of ﬁgure,snd consequently
J‘ membranes, which Wlll bear consrderable there was no vibration.
r.
Ea” tension, are usually chosen for the produc
Since we hear sound, under circumstances

,‘ '

tion of sound: a bell or wire of tin or lead,

where no connection can be supposed to

which possess but little ductility or elasticity,
yield oniy a dull heavy sound when struck,
while copper, brass, or steel, which are ca

exist between the vibrating body and the
organ of hearing, except by means of the at
mosphere, it follows that atmospherical air
is a mulium through which vibrations may
be transmitted, or is a vehicle qfeotmrl; and
the motion acquired by the air in communi
cating these vibrations, is not simultaneous,
but it is transmitted from particle to particle,
Without any observable exertion upon the
most minute substances which may intervene.
The diﬁerence between these two motions
may be illustrated by comparing the motion
of an entire stream of water, with that of the
circular undulations produced on its surface
by any agitation near it.
The impetu
ous torrent, and the placid stream, occasion
sound solely by their impulse against oppo
sing substances, as the howlings of the tem
pest, or the warblings of the gentle breeze,
are caused by the rude or soft impulse of
agitated masses of air, against bodies dis

pable of extensive vibration, are therefore
well ada ted to that purpose.

It is obvious

that if t e production of sound depended
~> l - as
if Q
ii,‘

to
rigs

srl‘

upon thenrotion of the whole mass, as all
matter is equally mobile, no reason for pre
ference could be assigned; but as sound re
ltllts from the agitation of the particles in
dividually, it is only elastic substances that
can be employed with effect. When a bell,
for instance, has been struck, it instantly as
sunies an elliptical ﬁgure‘, though circular
before, and a tremulous motion occurring

among all its particles, the point which is
struck, together with the portions carried

Y
,,,._

along with it, return to their first position
with a degree of velocity, which carries them
beyond that position, to which. they again

,_,.,,,| return and again advance,al1d with each suc
,,,HW cessive change of ﬁgure the sound rs re
',,|"_,,' netved, though with strength regularly de
creasing from that which was first awakened.
This subject, the lecturer very clearly il
lustrated by a diagram, exhibiting the sec

tion of a bell, and the ellipses formed in op

posed to vibrate: but the water and air un
der these circumstances, are notthe vehicles

of a sound in consequence of their sensible
motion, for sound travels with much greater
velocity than either the wind or the stream.
Many resemblances might be pointed out
between the undulations on the strrface of a

posite directions during its successive vibra
lions ; and observed, that the sound of a bell pool of water, and the presumed motion of
was, in fact, compounded of a variety of the particles of airduring the transmission of
sounds, as every section produced a ditlerent sound : they differ, however, in the material
sound; and it had been stated by persons circumstance, that the former consists in al
accustomed to a nice discrimination of tone, ternate elevations and depressions of the part
that besides the primary sound of St. Paul’s in motiou,and the latter in alternate conden
bell, its octave. twelfth, and seventeenth could satinns and rarefactions; a disagreement oh
. be distinctly heard. Another part of the viously arising from the peculiar qualities of
diagram exhibited the form assumed by a the twu fluids.
sirmle elastic cord, fired at both ends and
Dr. Birltbeck then performed one or two
stretched,and it was seen that when the cord experiments, to elucidate the dependence of
was struck. its form became curvilinear, and sound upon the presence of air,&c. A small
it described the are of a circle on each side bell was placed under a receiver, and, upon
the original line. till its vibrations ceased, and being put in motion, it was heard in every
it resumed its ﬁrst position. These vibrations, part of the lecture-room; but when the air
like the oscillations ofa pendulum,were per
was exhausted from the receiver, though the
torrned in equal times, and De la Hire had bell was still rapidly moving, it was entirely
renrarked, that besides the vibration of the voiceless to all audible perception.'!' lt was
whole string. a vibration of its parts occurred
in allusion to this experiment, that Dr. Darwin
which caused it to assume a vermicular form, introduced the beautiful line
-Q‘
the undulations of which were fewer as the
“ And silence dwells with vacancy within.”
string employed was thicker. It was neces
A contrary effect was produced in another
sary, in order to produce vibration, that the experiment, which evinced the increased
body struck should be free in all its parts, for power of sound in condensed air, and this
if a complete sphere of brass was struck, it etfect corroborated the observations of per
would return no sound, though each of its sons who had descended in the diving bell to
hemispheres would vibrate separately. This a depth at which the pressure of the atmos
the lecturer exemplied by striking two small phere was doubled, and had found that the
hemispheres of brass, which returned a shrill sound of theirown voices was painful to them,
and musical sound. but when the sphere was while others, who had ascended to great alti
completed by exhausting them of air, and tudes in the air, had observed, that from the
uniting them ﬁrmly by the pressure of the greater tenuity of the atmosphere, their
titmosulwre. only a dull Rulllltl \\'u~' produced, voices were scarcely audible.
Other sub
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s'tances,vas well as air, were capable of con

the subject by applying its principles to the

veying sound, as ‘the scratch of a pin might

reﬂection of sound in elliptical music rooms,
the whispering gallery at St. Paul’s Cathe
dral, the speaking trumpet, the hearing taum
pet, &c.
to 1s.;.i “
Upon the subject of music, the Lecturer
remarked that it consisted of a succession of
varied tones, arranged and adjusted at inter
vals best ndapted to the powers of the human
voice, according to a scale long and universal
ly established. A diagram was then exhibit
ed, shewing the succession of the notes in
music, and the various accords and discord:
resulting from their combinations, and after
some interesting remarks on the vibrations
of stringed instruments and those of metal
wires fixed at one end only, Dr. Birkbeck
caused considerable amusement among his
auditors, by producing an instrument called
a pimrclto, consisting entirely of pins of dif
ferent lengths, upon which he distinctly play

be distinctly heard at the opposite extremity
ofli
oftitnber, though the sound might
not be perceptible to an ear placed immedi
ately above the pin; and the blow of a ham
mer at the top of a brick wall, would be
doubled to a person at the bottom, from the
sound being ronveyerl through the air and
the brick-work, with different degrees of
velocity.

Alter some other remarks, explanatory of
the nature of sonorous bodies, and the man
ner ln which their vibrations are transmitted,

the lecturer gave a minute and clear descrip
tion-of the internal construction of the ear,
with the assistance of diagrams, which exhi

bited, on a large scale, all the intricate and
complicated organization of this curious part

of the human system, and it was impossible
to contemplate, without feelings of admira
tion, the extraordinary structure of this organ,
and the manner in which its numerous parts

are adapted to the purposes designed by the
Creator.
[Dr. Birkbeck here referred to the POP!!
LAR Escvmoranra, in which he stated
they would ﬂnd the subject of Acoustics

treated of with considerable ability; which
read inc onnection with part of a very excel
lent article on Anatomy, with the 7th plate,
contained in the same work, would enable his
hearers clearly to understand the subject.]
The lecturer then observed, that there
were two subjects connected with Acoustics,
to which it was necessary that he should
brietly advert, viz. the reﬂection of sound

ed with a pin, the tune which is set to one of
Moore's songs “ Believe me if all those en
dearing young charms,” &c.

The worthy Doctor added some appropri
ate observations on the cause of those emo
tions which music is felt and acknowledged

to awaken. This he observed, was a subject
which would lead to a discussion too extensive
for the present occasion, and he should there
fore content himself with the assertion, that
the beauty of sounds arises from the qualities
of which they are expressive, and not from
any oriyinul_/itne.r.r in them to produce the
emotions. This opinion he conﬁrmed by

quotations from Mr. Alison and Dr. Beattie,
attributing the pleasure communicated by

producing an echo, and its graduated varia

thesound of the curfew, the hunter’s born,

tions of intensity producing -music. The re
flection of sound resembles that of light, and
hence echo had been called “ imago vocix,”

mind, than to the sounds themselves, and he

the sheepfold bell and the shepherd’s flute,
rather to the associations formed in the

and was a favourite object with the poets, who

concluded his Lecture amidst the plaudits of

had described her as a nymph dwelling in ca
verns, grottoes, vallies, &c. One of the most

his numerous hearers.

beautiful of these personiﬁcations occurs in

PRINCELY DONATION OF
ONE
THOUSAND POUNDS !! !
We are happy to communicate to the
Public an instance of princely muniﬁcence
on behalf of this valuable Institution, to the
merits of which we-have had frequentoccasion
to advert, with the most sincere wishes for its

the Pleasure: of Imaginaiirrn, where Eu
phmsyne thus addresses her voturies—
Lo! I am here to answer to your vows,
And be the meeting fortunate ! I come
With joyful tidings; rre shall part no snore.
llark! how the gentle echo, from her cell
Talks through the cliffs, and murmuring
o’er the stream,

Repeats the accents—“ we shall part no
more I”

Dr. Birkbeck then explained the general
principles upon which the production of
echo depends, and the various distances at

which the reﬂecting surfaces must be situated

prosperity and a conviction of the benefits
which it must ultimately confer upon the
community. At the close of an admirable
Lecture on the theory of the Winds delivered
on Wednesday evening by Dr. Birkbeck,
(a full account of which we shall give in our
next) the worthy president announced to the

to return one or more syllables distinctly.
He adduced several instances of remarkable

Members that a correspondence had recently
taken place between Sir FRANCIS Buanarr
and Francis Place Esq. of Charing-Cross

echoes in various parts of the world, parti

respecting the nature and objects of the Insti

cularly one in Woodstock Park which re
turns 17 syllables by day and 20 by night,

tution, and the heavy expenses which must be

and another near Milan which repeats the

incurred in carrying them into complete ef
fect, particularly for the erection of the New

sound of a Pistol 56 times, and he illustrated

Theatre or Lecture Room in Southampton
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Biriltlirigs; and the President therefore re

in»Paris with coals; which are -abundantly impregnated with sulphur, and which,thero

quested the attention of the Members to the
following letter from Sir I-‘rraucrs Boannrr

fore, tends to rulre the iron soft, whereas the

“ Dear Sir—On my return home from a
hunting excursion, I found your last, giving

would be drawn from Sweden, where the he
which is used in its production is from wood,“

iron which would be used in St. Petersburg

me all the information respecting the'MeclIa

and by no means calculated to injure its

nics’ Institution necessary, and all the advice

quality

in your power; for both, my thanks. A_s,
however, it amounts to little, I must take my

own way.
“ The Institution, I consider as holding out
the prospect of the greatest beneﬁt to the
people —the working people—of any that has

been hit upon up to this time.

I have it,

therefore, much at heart—PUT ME DOWN

FOR A THOUSAND POUNDS !! !
“ In haste, yours, very sincerely,

__- .r
---r

,
STEAM BOATS.
It is a remarkable fact, that throughout

Europe more than nine-tenths of the Steam
Boats now in use are the property of Eng

lishmen, and that Wherever other projectors
appeared. they have almost invarrably been
compelled to call in the aid of English capi
tal. It will be scarcely credited that all the
improvements effected in the countries with

which we have relations by the enter rising
spirit of English capitalists, have been oolled
upon as innovations of a dangerous nature

1.

t “ F. BURDETT.”
“ Mr. Place, Charing-Cross, London.
It is impossible to convey an adequate idea
of the electric effect produced on the crowded
assembly by the communication of this letter.
The lecture room rung with enthusiastic ac
clamation for a considerable time, and the
Members appeared to vie with each other in
the expreaion of their gratitude for the
splendid donation presented by the philan
thropic Buronet. We trust that this liberal
example will ‘be imitated by other individuals
not more distinguished by their rank and
forturie. than by their zeal for the diffusion of

by persons in authority, who have been re- _

Iuctantly compelled to yield to the public
feeling, and consent to their introduction,,
not, however, until they had secured very,
handsome douceurs for their -permission.
The Steam Boat at Venice, and that at Na

ples are, we believe, entirely of English-prm '
p:rty, and it is an English Company which

s proposed to establish others upon the,
Lakes of Switzerland. ~.It is but justice, how»,
ever, to the Swiss to observe, that they have
come forward with much spirit to crroperate
in the undertaking. and have offered to ad
vance a considerable sum of money towards»

its completion at 35 per cent.

scientiﬁc knowledge, and that by their assist
ance-the Institution will be at once enabled

to bring into operation those beneﬁcial
objects which must otherwise require the

Iapseof a considerable period for their ac
complishrnent
STEAM ENGINES IN RUSSIA.
It is not generally known that the Empe
ror of Russia has ordered from Paris two
Steam Engines of eighty horse power,
which are to be employed in the pow
der manufactories at Moscow. The Em

peror is said also to have it in contem
plation to explore the Iatel y discovered mines
m the interior of his kingdom, by means of

this stupendous production of human sci
ence. In the course of another year, it is
more than probable that a Steam Engine
Manufactory of considerable extent, will be
established in St. Petersburg, as an enter
prising Englishman named Munro has lately
had several conferences with the Russian
Ministry ‘on the subject. The advantages of
such an establishment to the Russian Empire
would be very great, and there cannot be a
doabt of the facilities which would attend it.
The‘ quality of the iron would be of course

“'supe'ior ‘to that which rs manufactured

THE LITERATURE AND SCIENCES
OF THE SARACENS ANDTURKS.
(Conlinued from .\'0. X.)
Almansor, the second

rince of the dy

nasty of the Abassides,enrrched his mind by
the study of jurisprudence and astronomy.
Harun-el-Raschid was equally curious, but
in both Caliphs this desire of knowledge was
aided by adventitious causes. In the simple
mode of life of the Arabs, a Ia-nlthtul frame

of body was preserved. and their knowledge
of medicine was limited to their occasions.
But in the luxurious courts of Damascus and
Bagdad new vices engendered new diseases‘
The Caliphs resorted to the Christian pro
fessors of the healing art, and the ignorant
Arabians beheld with astonishment the cure

of apoplexy by bleeding. The disciples of
Esculapius have in all ages been distinguish
ed for general learning.

Established in re

putation at Bagdat, they enforced by precept
and example the studies of literature and
philosophy. The Muhammedans, now in
ﬂamed by the love of letters, as much as their
ancestors had been by the desire of military
renown, lamented the iusulliciency of their
own treasures of knowledge. But the funds
of the Greeks were inexhaustible. In the
reigns of Almanzor. of Raschid. and of Al

‘I86

-rm; nonnon luacusnrcs’ necisren.

marnon the second Caiiph in succession to

Sm‘,-Tn: period having expired for

Raschid, and seventh of the Abassides, the

sending the answers to my queries, i
in No. 7, of your Register, I have proceeded

Christians resident at Bagdat and at Cairo
transfused the philosophy and science of
- Athens into the copious language of Arabia.
Yet, in the true spirit of barbansm, many of
the Greek originals were destroyed, immedi
ately after the translations had been made.
But this instance of illiberality must not be
extended to general character. Ahnamon was
a liberal and enlightened prince. “ He was
not ignorant,” says one of our guides in the

to decide on those forwarded to

u, and

have awarded Bird’s Astronomical‘

,

to Mr. John H. Marshall, for the best arith
metical answer to the first query, who will

please to send to the publishers for the same.
No answers of any other kind having been

received, and wishing that the prizes should
not be returned, but be obtained by some

one ;' I beg to say, that the four other prizes

history of literature. “ that those persons are

will be given to any person, (thereby remov

the elect of God. his best and most useful
servants, whose lives are devoted to the im

ing the restriction, of their being members
of the London Mechanics’ Institution.) who

The

shall forward to the Editor of this Register,

mean ambition of the Chinese or the Turks
my glory in the industry of their hands,

on or before the 15th February next, the
best answers required at page 107, of No. 7,

or the indulgence of their brutal appetites.

of the Register.

provement of their rational faculties.

Yet these dexterous artists must view with
hopeless emulation, the hexagons and pyra
mids of the cells of a beehive: these fortudi

nous heroes are awed by the superior ﬁerce
ness of lions and tigers; and their pleasures
of sense are less exquisite than those of the

F.R.E.

'Snt,—-In fulﬁlling my intentions, of send
ing weekly, a history of some drug or plant,
used in the Materia Medica, I therefore be
gin with the first class, viz. Evacuants, and
the ﬁrst of them is Ipecacuanha.
Ipecacuanha, the common or oﬂicinal name,

most sordid quadruped. The teachers of
wisdom are the true luminaries and legisla Callicocca Ipecacuanha, the Linnean name,
tors of a world, which, without their aid,

would again sink into ignorance and barba
rism.” Appointed by his father to the dig
nity of Governor of Korassan, Almamon col
lected from every qnarter the expert in art
and the learned in science. But his nomina
tion of Messua, a Christian physician of
Damascus, to the high oﬂioe of the President
of the college, shocked the orthodoxy of his
father Raschid. Almamon remonstrated in
a noble strain. “ I chose,” said he, “ this
learned man, not to be my guide in religious
affairs, but to be my teacher of science ; and
it is well known, that the wisest men are to

be found among the Jews and Christians.”
To the Editor ofthe Ills:-Ittlnics’ Register.
Rotherhithe, January 20.

Class Pentandria, order Monogynia, natu
ral order Aggregata:—-the Root, comes from
South America. There are two varieties of

this root ; ﬁrst, the Peruvian, and the second,
the Brazilian; the former is thought to be

a different species. The Ipecacuanha of the
shops, is usually in small wrinkled pieces,
externally grey, internally white, has a faint
and bitter smell, slightly acid taste. It con
tains, both a resinous and gummy matter, or
at least a matter soluble in alkohol, and
another -soluble in water; it is supposed that

the emetic power, and indeed, its principal
virtues - reside in _the- former; Dr. Irving
allirms, they depend on the latter. Its active
matter is completely ~extracted by proof
spirit, vinegar, or wine. The dose of Ipe
cacuam, as an emetic, is I5 grains, though
20 or 30 grains of the powder may be taken

Sm,-—I beg leave to suggest the propriety
of establishing Branch Mechanics’ Institu
tions in the distant parts of the metropolis;

with safety. Of the Ipecacuanha wine about

in this neighh mrhond. for instance, we have

It has two preparations, ordered in the
last edition of the London Pharmacopaeia of

anumber of shipwrights, caulkers, carpen
ters, &c. who be disposed to avail themselves
of the beneﬁts of such an institution, if it
could be obtained nearer home. But after a.
days’ labour, few men feel disposed to walk
seven or eight miles to attend a philosophical
lecture.
I am, Sir, yours Sec.

an ounce; when it is combined with opium,
it as act a sudoriﬁc.

the Royal College of Physicians, in I824,

viz. the Powder of Ipecacuanha with opium,
or _the Dovers Powder, and the Ipecacuanha

wine.
‘

“‘
Hsnrucus Guz1m.uus B.

J. D.
SIR,-—If you think proper to devote a por
In answer to J. D.’s inquiries as to the
terms of the Mechanics‘ Institution, and the
form of admission, we beg to state that the
terms are one pound per annum, or ﬁve

tion of the London Mechanic’s Register to
Chemistry, Iwill weekly send you the ana
lysis of different substances, &c. which may
not prove unacceptable to your scientiﬁc

shillings quarterly; and that the form of ad

readers. Ishall give the analysis of some

mission is very simple, being merely an in

animal substance, and also that of some vu
getable.

troduction by two members.--ED.
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"‘ t. Water; 2. Urea; 3. Phosphoric'Aci'tl;
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‘governmeiit for Patents, and ﬂtich he II)!
deter's many an industrious bttt poor man
.trom giving hisinventibn's tD'lho'pahlic—

4. Phosphate of Lime; 5. Phospate of Mag
dent in
nesia; 6. Phosphate of Soda; 7. Phosphate We uite agree ‘with our cone
of Ammonia; 8. Lithic Acid; 9. Rosacic; thinkmg that the system is bad, and we are
the
more
led
to
this
conclusion
from
a com
10. Benzoic; ll. Carboric; 12. Muriates
of Soda; l3. Muriates of Ammonia; 14. parison with that adapted in other Countries.
Gelatin; l5. Albumen; l6. Resin; l7. In France an ordinary patent is obtained for
Sulphur ; or. according to Berzebius—Urine 500 francs, (20!) and the rights of the Pa
is composed of Water 933; Urea 30.10; tentee are protected even more eﬂicaciously
Sulphate of Potash 3,71 5 Sulphate of Soda than in this country.
3,16; Phosphate ol Soda 2,94; Muriate of
Soda 4,45, Phosphate of Ammonia 1,85; EULOGIUM UPON HERSCHEL IN
THE NATIONAL lNSTl'l‘UTE OF
Muri-ate ot Ammonia.
~
Free acetic acid, with lactate of ammonia,
FRANCE.
(C01IHMtQJ_fHIII No. XI.)
animal matter st .luble in alcohol, urea adher
This
star was generally considered as an
ing to the prt.-ceedillg altogether l7,l4;
earthy phosphates with a trace of tluate of extraordinary comet not nebulous. Philoso
lime L0; uric ucitl l ; Mucus of the blad- . phers occupied theniselves in discovering the
parabolical eh-nients of its course. The Pre
del' 03:; Silius 0.03 in l000.0.
Tim phosphate of ammonia and soda. ob sident (loclnml de (flnron. of the academy of
tained from u;-ine_. by removing by allt-ihol. sciences at Paris. and bevel, astronomer of
the urea from its cr_vstulli1.cd salts,was called St. Petersburgh. who was in London. were
fuslible salt of urine. or microsmic salt; and the first who asu-rtained the dimensions of
was much employed in experiments with the its orbit. Soon after. it was no longer doubt

" blow pipe
_

Yours, &-c. llnstucus Guunutus B.

",1" rue new conrsmss.
It is a remarkable fact, that more than

seventy-ﬁve millions of capital have been
embarlted, or are to be embarked in the va
rious schemes which have been brought he

tune the public during the last three years.
'l‘hat"msny of these schemes are worse than
absurd may be truly said, but the great prin
ciple is highly honourable to the British chu

rtsttter. Of the mining speculations in South

ed that it was a new planet. and all ulterior
observations served to conﬁrm it. The per
fection of modem theories hare became
strikingly manifest. for now the movement of

this star was determined before it had per
formed a tenth part of its course, this move
ment was not known with less precision than
that of the other planets seen so many cen
turies ago its distance from the sun is
double that ofSatum. that is to say. more
than 660 milhons of leagues. its volume
more than seventy times that of our earth;
it can be seen by the naked eye in clear wea

ther. It performs its resolution in about
Atnerica we have already expressed an opi
nion, and we have also said something on eighty-four years, and the tom nature of
this star situated at the extrennties of the
the subject of Rail Roads, but" of the im
portance of the latter we have been fully hnown planetary system, is forty degrees
below
l'rec-zing point. To give some idea of
convinced by arguments which are at once
favourable to commerce and humanity. It its distance from the earth, we have to ob
cannot, we thinlt, be denied, that in propor serve, that its light, although it travels at the
tion as the means of communication of a rate of 70,000 leagues in a second, would be
commercial country become more certain two hours and a half coming to our globe.
Herschel, and before him Dominique,
and rapid. so must its wealth increase; but
Cassini, and Galileo, gave the names of the
few persons appear to have taken into con
sideration the enormous amount of capital princes who patronized their labours to the
which will be employed in labour if these planets they discovered; several other atro
nomers have professed to give the names of
Rail Road schemes are carried into execu
tion. From a calculation now before us, we those who first discovered then, but neither
tind. that if they should be all in activity in remembrance nor justice has dictated the
the month of August next. more than 50,000 names of the planets recently discovered.
laboui-ers will be at work upon the roads, It is from ancient fables, confused ideas of
besides the vwrkmcn employed in the iron which only remain, that the names of the
planets have been taken. The new planet
foundries. This alone is an important argu
-ment in‘ their favour. Here is no capital received from Herschel the name of the
carried out of the country, but an honest Geordium Sivlus. from astronomers that of
and patriotic employment of it upon our own Herschel ; some have called it Cybelm Nep
tune, and Uranus, the latter has prevailed.
soil and for our own beneﬁt.
When the movement of this planet hasbeen
calculated, the points that it has occupied in
PATENTS.
the
heavens. during the preceding century
’~' ‘ ACOrrespondent hogs us to say something
Painst the enormous charge made by the

can be marked, and it will be found upon
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consmting the observations of Flamstead,
Mayer, and Lemoniez, that they marked
stars in the same points which are to be seen
but now and then, is little doubt, but that it
was the planet they had seen, but had not
distinguished from the fixed stars.
It was supposed by Kepler, Lambert, and

Rant, that there was an eighth planet be
tween Jupiter and Mars, the comparison
which they made of the distance of each
planet from Mercury which is nearest the
Sun, suggested a similar remark. The dis
covery of Uranus determined the astrono
mers to attempt new discoveries. It hap

fame of her brother and probably the peculrar
disposition of mind with which this extraor
dinary family was gifted, procured for her
studies an unexpected success. She revised
and published the observations of Herschel,
and to her we are indebted for the discovery
of several Comets. She partook of all the
labours of her brother, and it may justly be
said that never before had astronomer a

more faithful attentive and diligent co
operator.

(To be concluded in our next.)

pened, that in the enormous space between
Mars and Jupiter, and ata distance differing
very little from the one already calculated,

four little stars were discovered, which ap
peared to be as many parts separated from
one planetary body, which could only be

seen by the help of telescopes. These ob
servations were made towards the commence
mer.t of the present century, for which we are
indebted to l’ia1.Zi, Ocbers, and Harding.
The astronomical labours of the music
master Ufilllt‘ Chapel at Bath, have interest
ed the English, and indeed, all Europe; the

various singular circumstances of his life,
and above all the noble use he made of his
leisure hours of which George the 3d. being
informed, who loved the sciences as the
greatest ornaments of the state, and as a
pure source of national glory, invited Her
schel to ﬁx his, residence at Datchett, and
afterwards at Plough, on account of its being
at a short distance from Windsor Castle.
The retreat at Slough, became one of the
remarkable places to which the enlightened
part of the world,resorted ; it was visited by
all illustrious travellers. Herschel and his
family inhabited it, and terminated his long
and memorable career. The king interested
himself in all his researches; and frequently
added to the estimate of expenditure, rather
than that he should be limited, either in the

NEW ALARUM
Among the recent inventions of our clever

neighbours the French is an alarum,which is
perfectly unconnected with a watch but which
answers all the purpose of an alarurn watch
and is ten times louder._In this invention
the watch is set upon the frame of the alarum
and is connected with the index of the latter
by means of a key which is fixed upon the
handles of the watch, and which turns round
and discharges the alarurn at the hour mark
ed by the person who sets it. The great merit
of this invention is its simplicity, and its
cheapness.—The price in Paris is only 30
francs and it is really an elegant little article.

THE JEWELLERY TRADE.
We are informed that one of the ﬁrst mea
sures of the ensuing Session of Parliament
will be, the regulation of a standard for all
articles manufactured from gold. Such a

measure as this has long been Wanted, to

protect the public from the unfair dealer.
and also the reputation of the honest jeweller
from the suspicion which attaches to the
trade but too generally. 'It is indeed, almost
incredible, that whilst the Legislature should
have ﬁxed the standard of plate, and of cer
tain articles. such as watch cases, &c. it
should have left no other barrier to imposi
proportion or the dimension of his instru
tion in the more numerous and expensive
articles of jewellery, than the conscience of
ments.
History should preserve for ever the the manufacturer. Atpresent, no man who
memorable answer made by George the 3rd. purchases a gold seal or a chain, or any
to a celebrated foreigner who was thanking small article of jewellery, has the slightest
him for the large sums which he had bestow
satisfaction on the score of its intrinsic value;
ed upon astronomical lagbnurs.“ l defray the whereas, in other countries, the smallest ar
expenses of tlu: war”said the King‘~ because ticle is stamped by a Government Oﬁicer. In
they are necessary; as to those of science it France, for instance, when a person pup
is agreeable to me to defray them their object chases a new article of jewellery, he can
throw his old gold into the scale of the jew
draws no tears and is honourable to human
it yHerschel
.”
had invited over from Germany eller, and insist upon his weighing it against
Napoleons, the sterling coin of the country,
one of his brothers, :1 man deeply versed in and allowing its full value. When the pur
the theory and practice of mechanism. who chase of a gold chain is made in Paris, its
recorded all his labours took the manage
weight is charged ﬁrst, and the fashion af
terwards, so that its intrinsic value may be
ment of his workmen and brought to perfec
tion all the inventions of his brother. Thi-ir fairly ascertained. So just a mode of pro Sister Caroline soon became conversant with tecting the public cannot be too warmly
astronomy ‘and mathematics. A friendship praised, or the example too speedily be
withoutlimit. the desire to contribute to the followed.

rtia i.oNnoN- Msctntstcs‘ anotsran.
‘£I~IOUGHTS ON FREEMASONRY.
’ Mnsonnv is the most perfect and sublime
institution ever formed, for promoting the
happiness of individuals, or for increasing

virtue.

I89

Notwithstanding the depravity of

mankind, and the many vicious characters
who have unfortunately-been received into

this society, yet the mysteries of ‘the order

the general good of the community. Its fun
damental principles are those grand bul
warks of society, universal benevolence, and
brotherly love. It holds out in its precepts
those captivating pictures of virtue, which
stimulate the brotherhood to deeds of great
ness; and oﬂ'ers to its professors dignity and
respect. It expands the ideas, enlarges the
benevolent feelings of the heart, and renders
man the friend of his species. It teaches us
those great and awful truths, on which futu

have never been disclosed to the world.
The origin of masonry may be dated from
the creation of the world. The symmetry
and harmony displayed by the Divine Archi
tect, in the formation of the planetary sys
tem, gave rise to many of the mysteries.

rity is founded, and points to those happy

And the mass starts into a million suns;
Earths, round each sun, with quick explo
sions, burst,
And second planets issue from the ﬁrst :
Bend, as they journey with projectile force
In bright ellipsis, their reluctant course,
Orbs wlllieel in orbs, round centres centres

means-,'by which we may obtain the reward
of virtue. It also instructs us in the duty we
owe to our neighbour, and teaches us not to
injure him, in any of his connections, and in
all our dealings with him to act with justice
and impartiality. It discourages defamation;
it binds us, not to circulate any whisper of

infamy, improve any hint of suspicion, or
publish any failure of conduct. It orders us
to be faithful to our trusts, not to deceive
him who relieth upon us; to be above the
means of dissimulation; to let the words of

our mouths express the thoughts of our
hearts; and whatsoever we promise, reli
giously to perform.
When the rude blast of war assails an
happyconntry with its ravages, and embat
tled legions of kindred men are oppose] in
direful conﬂict; when all around perish by

the victor’s sword, and humamty stands ap
palled at the sight, the masons extended
arms preserve him from destruction. He
meets with friendship and protection from
his enemy, and instead of rectiving the fatal
weapon in his bosom, his heart is 'gladdenod
by hearing the endearing appellation of
brother. When the corsairs of Algiers, with
unprincipled fury attack the defenoeless ves
sels of uzmffending nations, and load the un
happy‘ crews with the bond of servitude, to
drag a miserable existence under the lash of
tyranny; the mason‘s well-known sign pre
serves him from chains, and the kindly oﬂices
ofa brother are extended to him.
Such being the advantages of Masonry, it

ceases to be a matter of surprise that in every
cxntry the art has been professed, and en
c raged by the most enlightened and virtu
ous of‘ their inhabitants. The rulers of
mighty empires, and the chieftains of great

“ Let there be light, proclaimed I/4’ .-I '
mighty Lord,
A:l01tt'lIt’d Chum heard the potent word :

Through all his realms the kindling other
runs,

ro ,
And form, self-bulanﬂrl, one revolt-ing
whole;
Onward they move amid their bright
abode,
Space without bounds, (he bosom of,I1t-ir
Got .”
In the earliest age of man, when the hu
man mind was untainted by the vices and
prejudices of later times, umhackled by the
terrors and anathemas of contending sorta
ties, and the machinations of bigotted priests,
the God of Nature received homage of the
world, and the worship of his admirable
name constituted the principal employment
of him to whom the mysteries of nature
were ﬂrst revealed.
(To be remmetl.)

QUERIES.
Man In inquisitiveness should he strong,

From curiosity doth wisdom tlmw:
For ‘Us a maxun I've adopted long,
The more I man inquire: the more hell kmnn.
l'ltTl‘.tt l'I.\-'ttAIt

T0 the Editor
the Mndtunicx’ Reyixler.
Stn,- l shall feel obliged to any of your
ingenious readers, if they can supply me.
through the means of your Register, with
the best way of making the matches for phos “
phorus boxes.
‘I

A Constant Reader,

H. W.

nations, have oftentimes joined this fraternal
society, and immortalized their names by
practising the virtuous principles of the
order.
The manner in which the mysteries of the
craft are revealed to masons, none but ma
sons can ever know‘. The ceremonies used

on those occasions, are calculated to impress
upon the mind of the candidate, religious
awe. and a high veneration for the cause of

Sm,---I am a female,and a constant reader
of your valuable little work, and as I have
not yet troubled you with a query, 1 hope
the following will not be deemed mtrusive :
I wish to know the best method of curing
all sorts of swine-ﬂesh, without the process
of smoking, and yet must have the ﬂavor of
smoked swine-meat. I am not aware of any
method of doing this, but as I and mine con

"‘

l90t

ran: mason usc_s;._Mrcs;. agoisru.

umea large quantity of this description of
provision, the insertion of this will oblige
one of your earliest subscribers and ad
mirers,
I-I.
Hackney.
~1

S|n,—I would be glad to be informed by
any of your correspondents, how glass may
be stained, without burning, of different
colours 7
I should also be glad to learn, from some
of your nautical correspondents, upon what
I principle Stay-sails act upon a vessel run

ning before the wind.

I know they assist in

propelling the vessel, but I want to know
their action, and why they are termed stay
sails.
Yours, &c.

HENBICUS Gutlstmus B.

I wish tobeinformed through your work, 0
the best method of making the following
wines, via. : raisin, ginger, and orange.
. Snt.—Perceiving in the Register many
good and,useful receipts, I wish to be inform

ed of the best method of making red and
blue inks for letter-press printing. By insert
ing this in your valuable work, you will

oblige your constant reader,
Plymauilt.

A PRINTER.

S|rt.—Being in the habit of wearing biack
silk neckerchiefs, and having them repeat

edly spoiled through washing, I should wish
to know the best method ofso doing, that
they may retain their colour._W. W.
SIn.——Being greatly troubled with corns

and bunnions, lwish to ascertain through
SIR,-—-You would oblige me by inserting
the following query in your inestimable
work.
Yours, &c.
Juvnrus Amurwron.
Having dug a square pit, six feet every
way, how many sohd feet of earth were taken
out of it ?

Sm,-I shall feel obliged to any of your
intelligent correspondents, ‘to inform me,
through the medium of your interesting mis
cellany. a cure for a burn or scald. without
leaving the scar or mark which the effects of
ﬁre usually leave on the skin.
Yours, &c.

D. AN 0 B Rsos.
SIR,—I will feel obliged to any of your

numerous correspondents by their informing
me what IS the reason a poker, when made
red hot, does not immediately lose its lumi
nous appearance when plunged in water in
which your hands have been previ»usl_v
washed with soap, as it does immediately in
common water.

Yours, &c.
Trno.
P. S. It continued at a red heat under
the water exactly one minute and 25 seconds.
Sm.—AsI have derived great beneﬁt from
your Register of useful knowledge‘, I am de
sirous of deriving more; and therefore make
the following enquiry if you or any of your
numerous correspondents could tell me how
to extract spots of dirt, stains, and scorches,

from marble.

.
Your sincere admirer,

Issac B.
S1n._I should be glad to know the best

mode of making lead and iron trees.
Yours, &c. I. J. M.

Sin.-—Having lately began housekeeping,

your useful work, the best means of destroy
ing the sarne._J. T.

Sl|t._Having gained much information
from the solution of queries in your valua
ble work, I wish to be informed of the fol
lowing.—-The best method of potting beef,
and also veal.
Chelsea
A Ilovsaxuznn.
SlR,_l wish to be informed through

your interesting publication, the best method
of making aromatic vinegar.-J. J. A.
Sm,-.Being in the habit of shaving my
self, and having a very strong beard, I
should wish to learn through the medium of
the Register, the best method of recruiting a

razor strop, with that preparation that will
keep a ﬁne smooth edge on the razor.

-

Jorm Nonms.

SlR,—I-Iaving met with at places where I
have dined, at family soy, generally useful for
made dishes, hashes, and also for ﬁsh sauces,
I wish to ascertain through your useful work,
the best method of making the same.
A Housewmn.
A Constant Reader wishes to be informed
of the best means of pickling cabbage, so as

to retain its colour and crispness.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES.

Sm,-I shall be obliged by your inserting
the following answers in your entertaining
work, which I hope will be found correct.
To S. Holland’: 3d query in page 158
2 min. 90 sec.
7
To Opifex’s lst query in page l14.—3
hours, 45 min.

To Opifex’s 2d query in page 174.— 20
min. past ﬁve.
Yours. &c
P.B.E.
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CHINESE IETHOD or MBNDING cums.-—
Boil a piece of white ﬂint glass in river

3. To tlnd the radius of a circle, the area

of whose quadrant is given.
'
Rule. Multiply the area of the quadrant
by 4, for the area of the circle, and then
proceed as in No. 1.

water, for ﬁve or six minutes ; beat it to a

fine powder, and grind it well with the white
of an egg, and it joins the china without ri
vetting, so that no art can break it again in
the same place. Observe, the composition

Thus 50 +4=2oo.\/200-;-,1ss4=1,91ss><
2

must be ground extremely fine on a painter's
slab.
A vnav srnono cnsrnar ron naounu
crnru.—'1‘ake equal parts of isinglass, mas

the radius required
4. To find the side of an equilateral tri
angle of a given area.
Rule. Divide the area by, 433013,and the

tic and turpentine, beat them together in a
stone mortar, till they are well united and
then join the pieces well together. If the
composition is not of a proper consistency,
add more turpentine.

square root of the quotient will be the side
as required.
Th_u‘s3d~/56::,4330l3=10,'!337 the side re
. ﬁnd the sides of a right angled tri
q uir
5. To

CEMENT roa IBNDING cums, cuss,
angle of a given area.

&c._Take a piece of Cheshire or Glouces
ter cheese, boil it in three or four different
waters, till it forms a soft elastic mass, freed
from the whey, and the extraneous ingredi
ents. After having expressed all the water
from this mass, and while yet warm, it must
be gradually rubbed upon a piece of marble,
such as is used by colourrnen, and as much
irnslacked or quick lime, in
wder, must be

added, as will be absor

Rule. First find the radius of a circle,
Whose area is the same as the triangle, and
then the circumference by multiplying twice
the radius, by 3,1416; then as the perpen
dicular of a triangle multiplied by hallv its
base is equal to its area, and the radius of a
circle multiplied by half its circumference, is
also equal to its area; consequently the tri
angle will be fonned by making the per n
dicular equal to the radius, and the ase
equal to the circumference, or vice versa,
and the hypotenuse is formed by extracting
the square root of the sum of the squares of
the legs.
Thus by No. 1. 3,9894 is the radius of a
circle, whose areas is 50, therefore,
3,9894 X 2 )< 3,14 l6:25.066. the circumfer
ence ; then 3.9894 is one leg and 25,066, the
other; and ~/3,9894‘-f-25,066‘=25,38l4
the hypotenuse.

by the cheese

without makingit too hard. This compound
forms the strongest possible cement; if al
lowed to dry sl-nrly, it is able to withstand
fire as well as water.

Geauss c|‘..ui:\'r rm: .unnnwn cuss
AND cms,s.—-ltcducewparately to theﬂnest

powder, equal quantity of unslacked lime
and flint glass, and as much lithage as both
ofthem l,Jét'.'-lI(.’l', the proportions to be ad

justt-l by measure, when reduced to

wder.

Mir them well together and work I em up

into a thin paste with ’ old drying oil. This

N.B. Either leg may be taken as the per
pendicular, the other will be the base.

cement or paste which is very durable, will
even acquire a greater degree of hardness
when immersed in water.
8. H0l.LANDS.

6. To find the sides of an isosceles triangle
of a given area.
Rule. Find thelegs of the right angled tri
angle, as in the last case, then find the hypo
tenuse of a right angled triangle, whos base

SlR,—lnclosed 1 send asolution to the 1st

query of F.R.E. the insertion of which in an
early number, will oblige,
Yours, &c. John 11. Marshall.
Tut: area common to each ﬁgure we will
suppose to be 50.
1. To ﬁnd the radius of a circle, whose
area is given.
Rule. Divide the area by, 7,854, and half

tbesquare root of the quotient will be the
radius required.
Thus J50-1-,7854=7,9788 X =8,9004 X
2

2

the radius required.
2. To ﬁnd the radius of a circle the area
of whose semi-circle is given.
Rule. Multiply the area of the semi-circle

by 2, for the area of the circle, then proceed
as in No. 1.
Thus 50X2=100. ./100-1-,7854=5,64 the
2

radius required.

\

l

shall be equal to the base of the former, but
the perpendicular only half that of the f0F
mer, this will be one of the equal sides of an
isosceles triangle, whose base is equal to the
perpendicular of the former right angled tri
angle.
Thus 3,9894-:-2=1,9947 the perpendicu
lar of the new triangle ;
Then ~/l,9947'*4-95,066’ =2.5,1459 hypo

tenuse of the new triangle ;
Therefore 25,1452, is one of the equal
sides, and 3,9894, the base.
7. To find the sides of a Scalene triangle

of a given area.
Rule. Find the legs of the right angled
triangle as in No. 5, then divide the base
into two unequal parts, and find the hypo
tenuse to the triangles formed by the per
pendicular, and each division of the base,
the two hypotenuse as to two sides, together
with the whole base,as the third will form 8

Scalene triangle of the given ar

'r'_mr r.os'ndn' - '1&re'c'uIs1i\- res '1'1eers~'re'n.
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Take 25,066 one ofthe legs of the triangle,
by No. 5, as the base, and the other 3,9894‘,
will be the perpendicular, then
25,066-—:-4=62665, one part and
25,066—6,2665=l8,7995, the other part.
Therefore .,/6,2665"-1-3,9894 =7,4286,

the hypotenuse of one triangle, and
./1’s_,199s1+3,9s94~=19,2181, the hypote-'
nuse of the other.
Consequently, 7,4286 . 19,2181 & 25,066
are the sides required.
‘

8. To ﬁnd the side of a square of a given
area.
Rule. Extract the square root of the area,
and it will give the side.

Thus \/50=7,07l, the side required. ‘
9. To ﬁnd the sides of a parallelogram of
given area.
Rule. Find the legs of a right angled tri
angle, of the same area, by No. 5, then the
half of one leg, will be one side, and the re
maining leg the other; or, divide the area

by any number except lts square root, the
division and quotient will be the sides.
Thus by No. 5, 25,066 is one leg and
3,9894, the other, then 25,006 +2=l2,533,
one side, and 3,9894, the other.
Or, 50+-5== 10, one side, and 5, the other.

10. To ﬁnd the sides of a Rhombus of a
given area.
Rule. Take any distance less than the
square root of the area, for the height of the
Rhombus, then divide the area by the height,

and the quotient will be the side required.
Suppose 5 to be the altitude, then 50-I-5=lO
the other side required.
11. To ﬁnd the sides of a Rhomboid of a
given area.
Rule. Take any distance for the altitude
greater than the square root of the area, then
divide the area by the altitude, the quotient
will be one side, the other is arbitrary.

Thus 50+l0 the altitude 5=rnn one

theThqs
area.~/25;5i the side of
, a square "of ha '
Then (25+5)><2=lO the perpendicular.

> Consequently, ./10* X5’-=1 1. 18. the hy
potenuese

1 And 10 the perpendicular + 5 the side=
5

Therefore, 11,18. 5. 15. and ﬁve are the
four sides
ired.
.13. To ﬁnd the side of a regular polygon
uh‘ given area. '
Rule. Divide the area by the nuinber
Itantlingopposite to the name of the poly

gon in ‘the following table, and the square
root of the quotient will.be'the side required.
‘TABLE.
Pentagon

.

-

1,720,471

Hexagon

-

- 2,598,076

Heptagon
Octagon
Nonagon
Decagon
Undecagon

-

- 3,633 ,9 I 2
- 4,828,427
- 6,181,824
- 7,694 .209
- 9 365,64 1

Duodeeagon

-

-V )1 1,196,152

Thus s/50+-l,720477=5,29 the side of

the Pentagon.
Thus ~/50+2,59B076=4,386 the side of
the Hexagon.

Thus \/50+3,6339l2=3,709 the side of
the Heptagon.

Thus ~/50,4,828427=3,2l8 the side of the
Octagon.
Thus N/50-_'-6,l8l824=2,844 the side of
the Nonagon .
Thus ~/:30-I-7,6942t)9=2,549 the side of
the Decagon.

Thus ~/.50-;-'2,:T5-tTi=2,3t the side of
the Undecagou.
Thus \/50+1l,l96152=2,ll3 the side of
the Duodetagon.

SIDE.

12. To ﬁnd the sides ofa four sided harps

zium ofa given area.
Rule. 1-‘irst ﬁnd the side of a square or
parallelogram equal to half the area given,
then ﬁnd the hypotenuse of a eight angled

trangle, also equal to ; the area, and whose
base is equal to one of the sides oi" the

square or rectangle, and add the perpendicu
lar to the other, then the hypotenuse, the
base, the perpendicular, the side, and the

side will form the sides of the trapezium re
quired.

'

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENPS
As OnsB|tvBR’s hint shall be attended to.
We feel obliged to him for his communica
tron.

We have received communications from
J. Ruins-ford, E. Bacon, F. L. B., J. R. R.,
Henricus, L. S., E. P., and others, which we
regret we could not ﬁnd room for.

A. R. K.'s request cannot be cotnplied
with. Ifhe will procure us the plans, they
shall be inserted orreturned in a day or two.
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ANCIENT ARMS.
We have been favoured by a friend in
Paris with some drawings, representing the
arms in use in France during the 12th and
14th centuries. Contrasting the cannon then
in use with Perltins’s Steam Gun, the ideas
which it will create, will bevery curious. By
a book in King’s Library at Paris, at ap
pears that the cannons in use during the 14th
century (fill wonderful execution .' being
discharged not less than 25 times in an hour!
if some of the gunners of that day could rise
from their graves, and ﬁnd themselves sud
denly in Mr. Perkins’s Steam Engine Manu
tactory, witnessing the discharge ot' balls from
his Steam Gun, at the rate of 3 to 400 in a
minute, we imagine they would be a little
astonished. The engraving in the preceding

ourselves to the influence of the weather : an
inﬂuence which we are essentially interested
in comprehending, if we are placed at its
mercy, in the degree represented by Shake
spear, when, in speaking of human life, he
says
“ A breath thou art,
Subject to all the skyey inﬂuences
Which do this habitation wherein thou
keepest,
Hourly infect.”
or, if we are justly described by the same un
rivalled poet, as being, either now or here
after, destined incessantly

" To be blown about this pendant world."

Directly or indirectly, all these momentous
chan gas are ascribable to the matter of neat,
which distributed more or less abundantly,
more or less equally, through the earth, the
sea, or the air, produces the soft and refresh
ing dew, or the rain which swells the over
whelming
torrent; the gentle breeze which
page represents the cannon used during‘
sieges, and which were composed of several sooths us by its murmurs, or the tempest
which overthrows every obstacle that op
cars of iron united; and a ﬁeld piece with poses its desolatint»: progress. The more
two barrels of an enormous length. We regular and ordinary varieties which occur
in the distribution of caloric, constitute what
understand that the cannon used at the fa
mous battle of Cremy, and which were the is. generally expressed by the word climate,
the less obvious and more extraordinary,
ﬁrst ever brought into a ﬁeld, were precisely though perhaps not less regular variations,
similar to that exhibited in the engraving. occasion the numerous atmospherical cur
rents which are called winds. To these the
The Military Waggon is equally curious.
l/ecturer should now direct the attention of
his hearers, while he endeavoured to deli
LONDON
neate their phenomena, and as far as the in
tricacy of the subject would admit. to explain
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
them.
According to the periods during which the
winds continue to blow in one direction,they
.DR- BIRKBECIUS LECTURE ON THE
are called perermiul, periodical. or variable.
THEORY OF THE WINDS
To the two first kinds belong what are called
Dn. Bmsusncx, on Wednesday the 19th the trade, or tropical winds, and the num
instant, illustrated the intricate subject of the soows, while the last comprehends those
Theory of the Winds by an admirable lec
which blow without any apparent regularity
ture, which he introduced by remarking that from every point of the compass. Since the
cﬂl01‘ic, by which the forms of the various bade windr seem to arise from the most
portions of this globe are regulated, exerts a general causes, and to be susceptible of direct
preponderating inﬂuence in determining the and satisfactory elucidation, he should ﬂrst
condition of the aeriform ﬂuid by which it is describe and consider them; but his expla
enveloped. By the unequal action of this nations would be found to apply to winds of
every description, the most variable and
power upon the different parts of the atmos
phere, the diversiﬁed appearances of the local alone excepted.
lower heavens are produced, not less than
Dr. Birkbeck then submitted the following
those movements of the aerial mass, which, observations on the extent and direction of
the trade winds. viz.
according to their extent and intensity, ad
mmister largely to the accommodation or
1. Over the Atlantic and Paciﬁc Oceans.
the destruction of man. To describe and the general trade winds extend thirty degrees
explain the changes which thus occur in this on each side the equatorial circle, or from
region of the atmosphere, is the province of thirty degrees of northern to thirty degrees
meteorology; a science which has deeply ofsouthern latitude, and beyond these limits
engaged the attention of man, in every state the variable winds begin to blow. The boun
of society, from the roving savage to the re
daries between the trade and variable winds
ﬁned votary of wealth and pleasure. The are not, however, always preserved precisely
Iltousent we cross our thresholds, we commit as above stated, as in some situatioll tb
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trade winds, from local clrcunutanoes, do

the south-east, and for the rest of the year

not extend beyond the 98th degree from the
equator. while in others they reach as far as
the 32nd degree oflatitude.
2. While the sun continues immediately
above the equator, the trade-winds tend from
the East towards the North, and still pro
oeeding northwards, on their arrival at the
above limits, become nearly north-east. In
like manner, in navigating from the equator
inwards the South Pole, the direction of
these aerial currents, is found continually to
approach nearer to the South-east.
3. When the sun has reached the most
northern extremity of his annual course along

from the north-west. In a different part or
the same ocean, another monsoon blows from
the north-east point from October to April,
and from the south-west and west-soutlr-west

during the remaining months. After mi
nutely pointing out the situation and direc
tion of these monsoons, with the various de

grees of latitude to which they respectively
extend, by tracing their courses on the map
and the globe, Dr. Birltbeck proceeded to
explain the atmospherical occurrences by
I

the Ecliptic, the general trade-winds blowing
towards the equator from the opposite he
misphere, are observed to become more di
rectly South; and similar deﬂections occur
when the circumstances are reversed by the
sun attaining to his greatest southerly decli

nation.
4. The place where the trade-wind is due
east, is not ituated, as might be expected,
upon the equator, but from three to ﬁve do
grees on its northern side.
Lastly, although the winds in the northern

temperate zone are justly characterised by
their variableness, yet they are found, by
numerous observations, to incline particularly
towards the west and south-west, and to
wards the east and north-east.
To elucidate the preceding remarks more
fully, a diagram was exhibited, which shewed
the relative situations of the various oceans
and contients upon the surface of the earth,
on Mercator’s projection ; and upon this map
the regions to which the trade-winds extend

on each side the equatorial circle were dis
tinguished by a dark shade, to indicate to
the audience those portions of the atmos
phere between and near the tropics, to

which their operation is limited. Dr. Birk
beck then retraced upon the map, and also
on the terrestrial globe, the parts referred
to in his observations, particularly the
At'antic and Pacific Oceans, presenting a
widely extended expanse of waters, under
which circumstances, upon the principles

which he should subsequently explain, the
trade winds could alone occur

lt must be

remarked that these winds blow from east
to west, or in a direction contrary to the

diurnal motion of the earth upon its axis,
and the mass of air moves at the rate of eight
or ten miles an hour, or rather, as he should
endeavour to show, the air remains at rest

and only appears in motion in consequence
of the earth’s revolution in the opposite di
motion.
The lecturer then alluded to the mmsoom,
or those periodical winds, which, in the In
dian Ocean, blow from nearly opposite points

of the compass at different parts of the year.

which the tropical winds are produced.
To account for the production of these
winds, many fanciful and absurd theorres
had been otfered, some of Which the lecturer
particularized, but the first solution of these

phenomc-t'|a', resting upon solid physical
grounds, was given by Dr. Halley. The prin
ciple employed by him is the rarefaction or
ertpansion of the air by caloric. “ Since the
earth,” says he “ in revolving from west to

east, exposes the whole zone to the inﬂuence
of the direct rays of the sun, the sea, and

land, and of consequence the air incumbent
upon them, will there receive the greatest
degree of heat. The maximum, or greatest
degree of heat in those regions which are
most heated will alwaysfollow the sun, be
cause no part at once acquires its utmost
heat, and must therefore move in a direction
contrary to that of the earth's surface ; and
the rarefaction thereby produced, disturb

ing the parts of the atmosphere within the
tropics in succession, a current of air must
constantly follow the extreme of heat to re
store the equilibrium.”
Dr. Birkbeck here exhibited some expe
riments, for the pur se of establishing the
principle involved y Dr. Halley’s theory,
viz. the expansion of the air by heat. Along
glass tube nearly filled with a coloured liquid,
and furnished with a bulb at the top, contain
ing a portion of atmospheric air, was placed
on the lecture table, and it was seen that the
mere application of the hand to the bulbcom

municated suﬁcient heat to expand the air,
and depress the ﬂuid in the tube, and when
a greater degree of heat was applied, the air
became so much rareﬁed, that it occupied
nearly the whole of the tube. The ascent
of the smoke in a chimney is owing to the
rarefaction of the air by heat, in conse
quence of which a continued current of cold
air enters at the bottom, to supply the place

of that which ascends as it becomes rareﬁed.
The revolution of the smoke-jack, as it is‘
erroneously called, is not occasioned by the
smoke, but by the current of heated air
striking upon its inclined planes. This the
lecturer further illustrated by a simple ap
paratus, consisting of a spindle, round which
a paper spiral was made to revolve, solely by
the ascent of the air which was heated by

One of these mo-nsoons, during the six

placing a spirit lamp below the spiral. The

months from May to October, blows from

ascent of heated air was also proved by ap
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plying a taper to the top and bottom of the 1 air, moving at the rate of 500 miles an hour
door of a room, when the opposite direc | rushes towards
rt of the earth, which
tions assumed by the ﬂame would shew that ' travels with a ve ocity of 1000, it will ad
the current of warm air ﬂowing out at the vance with a diminished velocity, and as
top, was replaced by a stream of cold or the earth at the equator will revolve with
dense air enteriug at the bottom. In the greater rapidity than the incumbent atmo..
same manner, the rarefaction of the atmo
sphere, a constant current of air will appear
sphere in the equatorial regions by the heat to flow in a direction contrary to that of the
of the sun, causes it to ascend, and currents earth’s motion on its axis.
Dr. Birkbeck
of cold air are continually rushing in to sup
then exhibited two diagrams, by means of
ply its place. A beautiful experiment was which he clearly illustrated the combined
then performed to exemplify the tendency of operation of 1‘lI7'0_f(.l(‘Ii0ﬂ and rotatron, as the
a light ﬂuid to ascend m a denser medium, two principal causes of the trade-winds in the
by sinking a phial, containing a red liquid, in equatorial regions, and proved that the di
a deep vessel of water, the cork being then rection in which these currents regularly
withdrawn, the coloured ﬂuid immediately hlow, was such as must necessarily result
ascended in spherical globules, and rested on from the inﬂuence of these two inﬂuences.
the surface of the water, without mixing
It would be easy to apply these principles
with it, the phial being quickly emptied of to an explanation of the periodical winds, or
the ﬂuid, and its place supplied by the water mo1|.vomz.v, if the time would admit of it, but
which ﬂowed through an aperture at the he should only observe that the proximity of
bottom. This experiment would illustrate the continents which are situated on the bor
the manner in which the smoke is carried up ders of the Indian ocean is the principal
our chimneys, by a current of rareﬁed air, cause of the diﬂerence which exists between
while the colder stream presses forward to the mon.v'0(m.\ and the trade winds; for as the
occupy its situation.
earth imbibes the heat of the sun in greater
The rarefaction of the atmosphere between quantities than the water, the air which is
the tropics, was not, however, as Dr. Halley over its surface becomes more rareﬁed, and,
had imagined, of itself suﬂicient to elucidate upon the principles already explained, the
the phenomena of the trade-winds; it was cooler mass upon the surface of the ocean
therefore necessary to consider the operation rushes towards the continental regions at
of this cause, in connection with the effect certain periods of the year, and occasions the
produced by the revolution of the earth on occurrence of peliudical winds. The land
its own axis. The surface of the earth and sea-breezes, and the day and night cur
rents of air which are experienced in some
moves with the greatest velocity at the equa
tor, and this velocity decreases as we ascend places, may be satisfactorily accounted for
to higher latitudes. A table of the hourly by rarefactinn alone, witlrcut reference to the
rotatory velocity of the earth’s surface, for principle of rotation.
every tenth degree of latitude from the equa
The I'qrn:l;.-'e winds are the only class
tor to the poles, had been constructed by Mr. which remains to be noticed, and notwith
Dalton, and was now exhibited, from which stand ng their apparently u~.certai11 and ca
it appeared that its motion at the equator is pricious character, it is far from improbable
at the rate of 1000 miles per hour, and its that equal constancy ought to be ascribed to
gradual diminution in velocity in different them as to the former, and that future re
searches will prove that they belong to the
latitudes is as follows, viz.
most unchangeable phenomena. Blowir-g,
Degrees.
Miles.
Difference.
as they do, from every point ol' the compass
O
1000
in these regions. there exist, it is probable,
10
984,8
15,2
20
939,1
45,1
_ but two original winds, a north-wind and a
south-wind. Aerial masses, by whatever
30
see
73,1
40
766
100
cause or causes put in motion, are thus un
50
e4s,a_
123,2
derstood to be proceeding in the first in
60
500
142 ,8
stance, from the pole to the equator,or from
70
842
l 58
the equator to the pole, and the 1mpelling
80
173,6
U38,4
force has by some been conceived to exist
90
173,6
principally in the arctic and antarctic regions.
The general principle deducible from the The Lecturer here Introduced a beautiful
different degrees of velocity above stated is, quotation from Dr. Darwin. describing, in
that as the masses of cold or dense air, which highly poetical language,an imaginary mon
rush from the temperate latitudes towards the ster existing in the dreary polar regions, and
equator, move with lets rapidity than the producing the changes of the wind from
rareﬁed air at the equator itself, the aerial north to south, by alternately drinking and
mass between the tropics becomes Tehrrlml disgorging immense masses of the atmo
in its progress, and therefore revolves with sphere.
In: velocity than the subyacent parts ol' the
Dr. Birkbeck here introduced some ctpeé

0ﬂﬂh’l surface. If, for instance, a mass of

rimeuts with the air-pump, to show the force

rue munos MECHANICS’ ru-zois-ran.
with which air rushes into a partial vacuum,
and to illustrate the production of winds by
the tendency which a dense mass of air pos
sesses to flow towards those portions of the
atmosphere which are more rare. Thus
when a double quantity of air was condensed
into a strong glass vessel, upon removing the
pressure which conﬁned it, the air rushed
forth with considerable violence, and a strong
current of wind was produced. Upon the
same principle, the barometer sinks bef'-we
an approaching storm, because less atmo
spherical weight presses upon the mercury,
and this eﬂ"ect is sometimes perceived some
days before the storm occurs, but if the baro
meter rises during a storm, its duration will
be short, as the elevation of the mercury in
the tube shows that the air is recovering its
equilibrium.
Aftera variety ofother interesting remarks,

illustrative of the numerous deﬂections and
velocities of the aerial currents, denominated
variable winds, the learned lecturer observed,
that diﬂicult as it might appear to reconcile
all the variable and capricious phenomena of
the atmosphere, with the hopes and expecta
tions he had ventured to express, there could
not exist a doubt. that from a system so im

pressively stamped with design and intelli
nce, fortuitous occurrences must be uni
versally excluded. He who at the Creation
proclaimed, “ This be thy just circumfe
rence, 0 world!" who declared to the impe
tuous ocean,“ Thus far shalt thou go, and
no farther, and here shall thy proud waves
be stayed ;”
and who, by his man
date, “ has stopped his thunder in mid
heaven,” has not allowed, we may be per- |
suaded, the subordinate phenomena to pro

ceed without equal control.

Every breeze

which murmurs through the air, must have
received its commission, in accordance with
uncbangeable laws, and when we have ex
tended our inquiries into second causes_ to
the utmost limits to which science can aspire,
we must terminate our researches by reve
rently admitting the existence of a presiding
Intelligence, a Great First Cause, even hke
“ -— the poor Indian, whose untutored-mind,
“ Sees GOD in clouds, and hears him In the
wt N D !”
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rrncron, of the London Institution, who
commenced a course of Lectures on this in
teresting subject on Friday evening the 21st
inst. We were sorry to observe, that this
gentleman laboured under considerable in
disposition, and sincerely hope that his
anxiety to prevent disappointment on the
part of the Members, will not be attended
with any injurious effects. He observed,
that in introducing his subject, he should not
trespass upon the time of his hearers by any
extraneous remarks, but proceed at once to
the more immediate purpose of this Lecture,
in which he should examine the nature of
lighf, and the effects of reﬂecting and 10
f.'ar‘fin,4,- bodies.
Lfg/If, according to the hypothesis of Sir
Isaac Newton, is material, and consists of an
infinite number of rays projected in right
lines from any luminous or radiating body,
and of inconceivable minuteness. That these
molecules, or particles of light. supposing
them to be material, must be inﬁnitely more
minute than the smallest grain of sand, is
evident from their striking upon the eye with
out hurting the sight, though they travel
with such amazing velocity that they describe
the immense distance between the sun and
the earth in a few minutes, and their minute
ness may also be inferred from their passing
through metals, or rather through extremely
small apertures in them, as a thin lamina
of gold is found to transmit rays of a green
colour. Prior to the promulgation of New
ton’s system of the materiality of light, it
had been maintained by Descartes that light
is not projected from the luminous bodies
themselves, but arises from the vibration of
the particles of an invisible ﬂuid, put in mo
tion by external agency, in a manner analo
gous to the production of sound by the vibra
tions of the air, and that these radiations re
semble the undulations produced on the sur
face of water when a pebble is thrown into it.
There were, however, many objections to
this theory, among which it might be ob
served, that light is always found to proceed
in right lines, for though we may bend its
raysI or tum them from their course by re
ﬂection, we cannot see through a bent tube.

Mr. Partington illustrated this remark by an
apparatus on the lecture table, which showed
that though the raysoflight ascended through

us. ran-rtsorort’s
rmsr uccruas on orrlcs.

| a tube, and passed through another horizon

tally, they would not descend through a third
which was attached to the lateral branch.
NATURE OF LIGﬂT—REFLEC'l‘lON—R E
It is necessary to explain, in the ﬁrst in
FRACTION,
stance. what is meant by a l1mn'1mus body,
Among the various sciences comprehended as it does not follow that all bodies which
under the general head of natural and expe ' shine are luminous. The sun is the fountain
rimental philosophy, according to the_ ar
of light and heat, but the moon also shines,
rangement of Professor Vince of Cambndge. yet it is not a luminous body, as it shines
the only branch upon which the Members of only by a borrowed light, or by reﬂection
this Institution had not yet heard Lectures The polished surfaces of mirrors appear to
was Optics; and the circle will now be com
send out rays oflight, but those rays are pm
viously received from some other body and
|£l<.‘:r~d, through the kindness of Ms. Psa
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indeed, all bodies, not of themselvesluminous,
shine only by reﬂected light. Instances how

tively green, red, and yellow, which was
made to revolve rapidly, when all distinction

ever occur,,in which bodies are found to re
tain the power of radiating light, when the
source from which it is derived is removed;

of colour was absorbed, and the circle, dur
ing its revolution, appeared nearly white.
In the analysis of light thus effected by
means of the prism, one of its constituent
elements is the violet rap, and it is a remark
able circumstance that a steel needle, if pass
ed gradually through this particular ray,
acquires magnetic properties. The attention
of the public was ﬁrst attracted to this cir
cumstance by Dr. Morichini, and it had since
been confirmed by the experiments of Sir
Humphry Davy, whose veracity could not
be doubted. This singular effect received a
further conﬁrmation from Colonel Gibbs,
who observed, when in North America, that

the phosphoric light emitted by the glow
worm, is an example of this property, and
phosphorus itself shines for a considerable
time after it is removed from the light, and
retains its radiating power till its chemical
nature becomes changed by exposure to the
atmosphere.
The Lecturer then made some interesting
observations on the inﬂuence of light on the
vegetable creation. Some plants are found
to follow the light of the sun,and it is evident
that the colour of vegetables depends, in a
great measure, upon the presence of light,

iron ore, possessing no magnetic properties

ration are white and free from colour; thus
the liwer part of a head of celery is colour
less, while its upper foliage assumes a green
tint, and the external leaves of a lettuce are

when ﬁrst dug from the earth, became mag
netized by exposure to the light ol' the sun
for two or three days, and acquired North
and South polarity.
From a reference to the principles thus

green, while its interior,which is not exposed
to the rays of the sun, is dectitute of colour.

brieﬂy examined, the nature of coloured
bodies may be readily comprehended; for as

The animal world also presenis many obvi
ous instances ofthe effect oflight in the pro
ducti.-n of colour, as the upper parts of fishes
are coloured, while their lower surfaces are
white; and in the tropical climates, where
light is poured in the greatest proksion, the
insects and birds are observed to display the
richest and most variegated colours; but

the colour of abody is known only by the
rays which it reﬂects to the optic nerve, and
as different bodies reﬂect different portions
of the rays into which light is divrsible, it
will be evident that a red surface reﬂects
only the red rays, absorbing all the others,
and the same observation is applicable to all
the other colours. A white body reﬂects all
the rays of light, while they are nearly all
absorbed by a black one. Mr. Partington
then shewed by experiment that three ﬂuids
of different colours, viz. blue, yellow, and red,
each of which was transparent when viewed
separately, appeared perfectly 0 aque when
placed together, as the rays 0 light from

hr plants which are removed from its ope

even in those climates, the beautiful plumage
of the feathered race obeys the general law,

and is nearly white on the lower parts of
their bodies.
Mr. Partington then proceeded to illus
trate the nature of light, which had been

considered by the early philosophers as a
simple body, but was now ascertained to be
a compound, for if a white ray of light is
made tn pass through a prism, it is found
to be divided into seven difkrent colours,
possessing different degrees of rslrangibility.
These seven colours may be reduced to three

primitive ones, from which the others are
derivable, for accorciin to the arrange
ment of the prismatic colours, the blue and
yellow rays are intercepted by the green,
and the‘ union of the two former colours
produces the latter. in the same manner,
the yellow and red unite to form the orange,
or
intermediate ray.
Dr. Wollaston,
by looking through a long narrow line of
light had been enabled to‘ reduce the seven

rays into four.

Having thus explained the

anulyvis oflight by means of the prism, the

lecturer observed, that its composition might
be synflielir-a/ly demonstrated by placing a
second prism in the coloured rays, by which
means they would be re-composed, and re
duced to their original whiteness. A similar
effect was produced by ‘an instrument now
exhibited, consisting of a circular plane, di

vided into three equal sectors, painted respec

the lamp would not pass through the com
bined colours.
The Lecturer now directed the attention
of his audience to the laws which govern
the rqﬁeclion of light from polished surfaces.
if a ray of light falls perpendicularly upon a
ﬂat plate of glass, it is reﬂected precisely in
the same direction,and the incident and re
ﬂected rays coincide with each other; but if
the incident ray, or that which proceeds
from the luminous body, strikes the surface
at any angle from the perpendicular, it is
reﬂected at exactly the same angle beyond it;
thus if a person stands directly before a mir
ror, he sees his own image reﬂected, but if
two persons stand at an equal distance on
each side the glass, each of them will see the
ﬁgure of the other reﬂected, and not his own.
Upon this principle it was easy to conceive
why an image appears inverted in a concave
mirror, for supposing its surface to consist
of an inﬁnite series of planes, it is evident

that the reﬂected rays must be thrown back
in opposite directions, and that the image
must appear inverted,except within the focal
point. Mr. R. Bradley was the first to point

-rns munox 1uscumucs' mzonrrsn.
out the ‘application of

ane mirrors to the

construction of the K eidoscope, which has
since been much improved by Dr. Brewster,
who employed plates of polished metal in
stead of glass, by which means the reﬂection
is rendered more perfect, because looking

glass produces a double reﬂection, one pro
ceeding from the surface and the other from
the quicksilver, and thus occasions an indis
tinctness in the image which is obviated by
the substitution of metal plates.
Previous to entering upon the subject of

the refruc-lion of light, Mr. Partington par
ticularly explained the difference between
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ed, the Vﬂﬂolll images were very distinctly
thrown upon a screen, and the first represent
ed the division of a ray of light into seven
diﬂerent colours on passing through a prism;
the various degrees of refrangibility in the
rays were very clearly marked, the most re
frangible being the most turned upwards,
and the lecturer observed, that there was a
difference of temperature in each of the rays,
the red ray possessing the most heat. The
second image or spectrum illustrated the refraction of a ray of light during its passage

through glass. The third spectrum exhibit
ed the direction of the rays of light on pass
ing through two double convex lenses, placed
at such a distance that the focal
int was
exactly equidistant from their sur aces, and
it was seen that the rays which converged on
entering the ﬂrst lens, diverged from the fo
cus towards the second, and then proceeded

reﬁectiort and refraction. The former meant
the return of an image to the eye from a
polished surface, and the latter, the bending
of the rays proceeding from alurnhious body,
on passing through a medium. A ray of
light passing from the air into water, is re
fracted, or bent from its ﬁrst direction, in
consequence of the greater density of the
medium through which it passes. The
Lecturer exempliﬁed this principle by pour
ing water into a vessel, across the bottom of
whicha black line was traced, and the re
fraction of the rays oflight was evinced by
the apparent elevation of the line as the water
was introduced into the vessel. As many of
the members present could not exactly see
the etfect of this experiment, they might
easily convince themselves of the fact by
lacing a piece of money at the bottom of a
basin, and receding from it till the coin was
concealed from their sightI and they would
find that if water was poured into the basin,
the refraction of the rays of light would make
the piece of money visible. The refractive
power of water is of considerable importance
to bathers, as it has the effect of materially
diminishing its real depth to the eye. The
effect of the atmosphere itself. as a refracting
medium,is of great importance in astrono
mical observations, for the rays of light. in
passing through the air, assume a curvili
near direction, as the density of the atmos
phere continually varies in their passage to
the surface of the earth, and in consequence
of this refraction of the rays of light, the Sun
appears to rise before it really ascends above
the horizon. Mr. Partington here illustrat
ed the effect I-fatmnsphcrical refraction by a
reference to Mr. Christie’s Tellurion, an
apparatus ingeniously contrived for the pur
pose of elucidating the motion of the earth
round the sun, and the variations of the sea
sons, as well as the ditlerent lengths of the
days and nights. in consequence of the ob
liquity ot' its axis to the plane of its orbit.
At this period of the lecture, Mr. Parting
ton introduced the phantasmagoria lantern,
for A further illustration of some of his

in lines parallel to their ﬂrst direction. The
fourth spectrum shewed the refraction of
the rays through a single lens, plane on one
side, and convex on the other, in which case,
the focus was situated at the circumference
of the circle of which its convex surface
formed an arc, instead of being placed at its
semi-diameter, as in the preceding instance.
Mr. Partington then alluded to his pre
vious observations on the different degrees

of refrangibility of the rays into which light
is divided by the prism, and stated that the
defect which this roperty would otherwise
occasion in optical’ machines, was obviated
by using lenses ofdifferent refracting powers,
He might here observe, that the essential oils
possessed a greater power of refraction than

water, and that this power was greatest in
the most inﬂammable. It was from observ
ing the great refractive power of the dia
mond, that Sir Isaac Newton supposed it to
be a combustible body, long before the pro
gress of chemical science had established the
fact. The lecturer then described the man
ner in which a lens might be formed by in
troducing oil of turpentine between two con
cave glasses, and after brieﬂy stating the
forms ot' the various lenses, viz. the plane
convex, plano-concave, double convex, and
meniscus, or crescent-formed lens, he con
cluded by observing, that in his next lecture,
he should request the attention of his hearers
to the most wonderful of all natural lenses,
the human eye.

ADDITIONAL DONATIONS
TO THE
INSTITUTION.
We feel great pleasure in stating that the
s lendid example recently given by SIR
aancrs Buannrr, in his muniticent dona
tion of one Thousand Pounds to. promote

preceding remarks, and also to shew the

the important purposes of the Losnos Ma

manner in which light is refracted during its
passage through lenses of different forms.
The lights in the lecture room being lower

clinics Ins-rvrn-rrou, has already been

followed with adegree of liberality which
_.,— _- . _~ —_ . _

reﬂects the highest credit on the Donor
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and allbrds a cheering prospect of the future
progress of the Society.
The following subscriptions have been re
lceived during the present week, and were
announced to the members at the Lecture
Room on Wednesday evening last, viz.
Jons CAM Hoauousn, Esq. M. P.
second Subscription - - - 1001.
JEREMY Banrnsn, Esq.
second subscription
- - . 1001.
Ravrznznn Gannon Arwmu,
Bennet Street, St. James’s 501
DR. GILCI-IRIST, Vice President 101.
HENRY BICKERSTBTH, Esq.
second subscription - l0l.
G. P_ Gaaanooon,Esq. - - 101.
IMPORTANT INVENPION,
A person of the name of Roberts, who is
at present in Bolton, has constructed an ap
paratus, which will prove useful and valu
able, in the highest degree. Its object is the
safety oflife and property, in cases of fire, or
where any suﬁbcating or noxious vapour
exists. It consists of a hood and mouth
piece, so contrived, as to render the wearer
enabled to breathe, with perfect ease and
safety, in the midst 0 the densest smoke. In
case of dwelling houses, warehouse, facto
ries, ships at sea, &c. being on ﬁre, its advan
tages are incalculable. Roberts exhibited
the etiicacy of the above extraordinary dis
covery at the mines of the Earl of Balcarras,
a few weeks since, to the complete satisfac
tion of those who witnessed it. On Wed
nesday week, at the recommendation of se
veral personsi 11 Bolton and the neighbour
hood, of the highest respectability, he in
vited some of the principal tradesmen and
inhabitants of the town, to meet him at
Messrs. Crook and Dean’s Foundry, Little
Bolton; where he demonstrated the infalli
bility of his apparatus, to the utter astonish
ment of a very respectable party of gentle
men.
In the course of the trial, he went
into a stove room, in which sulphur, hay,
&c. were burning at the same time. He was
shut in for the space of twenty minutes; and
came out at the expiration of that time, per
fectly sound and uninjured. Had any one
without the apparatus remained in the room
longer than a minute, it would have been at
tended with certain death. The invention
will be submitted to the Society for the en
couragement of Arts and Sciences. He has
been advised by some to apply for a patent;
but like all who are possessed of true ge
nius, he is modest and unobtrusive; and
consequently abhors quackery, or even the
ap arance of it. He prefers allowing the
u he the full beneﬁt of his exertions, and
trusting to their benevolence, as the reward
of his labours. We understand that some
gentlemen are endeavouring to raise a sub
scription for him

| To the Editor of tho Ilhclnanirs’ Regiﬂer
S]R.—Y0l1l‘ Correspondent J .L. B. has not
I think been suﬂiciently explicit in his answer
to G.L’s query, p. 127, No. 8.--He says,
“ that the water poured into the vessel, being
colder than the atmosphere in which it is,
condenses the atmosphere into :Ieun|.”_
It appears by this, that atmospheric air is
convertable into steam—that is, vapour of

water—by a reduction of temperature !—
Again, it is to be inferred from this statement
that the moisture deposited on the exterior
of the vessel is not water itself, but steam,
that is vapour of water! Now Sir, as this
mode of explanation is very likely to mislead,
I would with deference to J.L.B. beg to
submit the following.
It is an established law of nature, that
cold contracts and heat expands all substances

to which they are applied, and as the atmo
sphere always holds more or less water in

suspension in the state of invisible vapour,
the water in the vessel bein in this case
colder than the air immediate y surrounding
it, contracts or condenses the vapour it con

tains into its original liquid form of water,
upon the outside of the vessel. Had the
atmosphere on the contrary been the colder
substance of the two, the reverse of what J.

L.B. asserts in the latter part of his explan
ation, would result, the vapour which is
continually rising from all water exposed to
the air would when it rose from the vessel
into the colder air, have been partially con
densed and rendered visible by the reduction
of temperature thus effected. The water in
this case would appear to be warm, which

indeed, it is, comparatively.

This effect

maybe seen, when water is taken from a
spring or pump in a cold frosty day.
With respect to G.L’s query as to the

rationale of the eﬂ‘ect produced by rain, in
increasing the ﬂames when falling upon a
house on fire, if this be the fact, I can only
account for it in the following way. The
rain being insufficient to extinguish a large
body of ﬂame, only serves to purify the air,
by absorbing the Carbonic Acid Gas which is
formed by the combustion of the wood, and
which being heavier than atmospheric air
and incapable of supporting combustion.
would otherwise remain in combination with
the atmospheric air in the Building.
Your’s respectfully,

W. K. M
Member of the L. M I.
Sm,-—As some of your naval readers out
of London might wish to see the cap now es
tablished, I beg to send a drawing of it for
insertion in your useful Register. The band
is gold.
Yours, &c.

W.PG

ran wnnon uscunucs' lloisrsl.
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Sm,_l should feel obliged by your insert
ing the following answer in your Register.
For procuring an iron tree the following
process is used
Dissolve iron filings in aqua fortis mode
rately concentrated, till the acid is saturated,
then add to it gradually a solution of fixed
alkali (commonly called oil of tartar, per de
liquum) a strong etlervesecnce will ensue,
and the iron. instead of fallingr to the bottom
of the vessel. will afterv.arrls rise so as to
cover the sides, l'nrmin;_' a multitude of ra

lel, and extend themselves on the outside
with all the appearance of a plant.
FOR A LEAD 'l'REE.—Tu a piece of zinc
fasten a wire, crooked in the form of the
worm of a still, let the other end of the wire
be thrust through a cork. You then pour
spring water into a phial, or decanter, to
which you add a small quantity of sugar of
lead;
with the
thrust
cork at
thethezinc
end into
of thethe
wire,
bottle,
fasten it

up; in a few days the tree will begin to grow
and produce a most beautifulelfect.
_
ln answer to Juvenis Admirator, 216 sohd
"-iiﬁcations heaped one upon the other, which
“‘ sometimes pass over the edge of the ves~ feet.
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THOUGHTS ON FREEMASONRY.
(Conlinuedfrom p. 189.)
Arrnn the deluge, the worship of the Most
High was obscured by clouds of Imagery,
and deﬁled by Idolatry. Mankind were con
scious of some great and incomprehensible
cause of the uniformity, and wonderful pro
gression of the works of nature ; and bewil
dered in conjecture, they represented the
great unknown cause by such objects, as ap

peared to produce the most powerful effects
on the face of the world, from whence the
Sun and Moon became the symbols of the
Deity. As the manners of the people became
more depraved, their knowledge of truth was
lost in their aposlacy, and their ignorance
and superstition increased with their debase
ment ; they at length forgot the emblematical
allusion, and adored the Symbols instead of
the divinity.
It is much to be feared, the same charge
may be made against the masons of the pre
sent day; and that many are satisfied with
the outward trappings of the Order, and neg
lect to study those grand principles, of which
the decorations are but emblematical signiﬁ
cations. The splendid parade on a masonic
festival, the gorgeous apparel to attract at
tention and make the vulgar stare, are it is
to be feared, objects of more real concern to
many, than the exercise of those acts of be
nevolence which are so strongly inculcated by
the Order,
In many of the ancient nations of the East,
their religious rights were enveloped by the
priests in allegories, emblems, liieroglyphics,
and mystic devices, which none could under
stand but their own order. From these an

cient examples, the mysteries of the craft
' have been wisely concealed from the vulgar;
and under cover of various well adapted sym

bols, is conveyed to the enlightened mason
an uniform and well connected system of mo
rality
'
We are of opinion, that the ancient so
ciety of free and accepted masons was never
a body of architects; that is, they were not

originally embodied for the purposes of
building; but were associated for moral and
religious purposes. It must be evident to
every mason, particularly to those brethren
who have received the sublime degrees, that
the situation of the lodge and its several
parts, are copied after the Tabernacle and
Temple; and repraent the universe as the
temple in which the Deity is every where
present. The manner of teaching the prin
ciples of this mystic profession, is derived

The word mason is derived from the Greek
and literally means a member of religious
sect, or one who is perfectly devoted to the
service of the Deity. The reason of the term
free, being prefixed, is probably derived from
the crusades, in which every man engaged in

the expedition, must have been born free, and
under no vassalage or subjection.
The term accepted, is derived from the in
dulgencies granted by the Pope, to all those
who would confess their sins, and join 'm the
enterprize for the recovery of the Holy
Land. It is well known that immense num
bers of freernasons were engaged in the holy
wars, and that their gallant and enterprising
conduct, gained them the esteem of the lead
ers of the army, who solicited initiations into
the mysteries of their order. This subject is
well understood by those brethren who have
received the 20th degree.
That freemmons were considered as a set
of architects most probably took its rise from
the following circumstance :—when Moses
ordained the erection of the sanctuary, and
afterwards when Solomon was about to build
a temple at Jerusalem, for the worship of the
only true and living God, they chose from
among the people those whose wisdom and
zeal for the true faith, attached them to the
Worship of the Most High, and committed
to them the erection of those works of piety.
It was on those great occasions that our pre
decessors appeared to the world asarchitects.
To cultivate peace and good-will towards
man, to improve the general condition of
mankind, and to worship the only true and
living God in fervency and truth, are among
the indispensable obligations of freemasons.
I A ﬁrm belief and acknowledgment of the su
preme Being, the Grand Architect and ruler
of nature, forms the ﬁrst essential ofa mason,
who ought cheerfully to submit to his divine
commands, and to rely on his Almighty pro
tection, whose wisdom cannot mistake his
happiness; whose goodness cannot contra
. dict it.
As humanity ever springs from true religion,
every religious sect which acknowledged the
Supreme Being, is equally respected by the
order. Religious disputes are banished from
the society of masons as tending to sap the
foundation of friendship, and to undermine
the basis of the best institutions. The great
book of nature is revealed to our eyes, and
the univeral religion of her God is what is
professed by freemasons.
(To be couh'nued.)

from the Druids, who worshipped one Su
preme God, immense and inﬁnite; the max
lms ofmorality from Pythagoras ; who taught
the duties we owe to God as our creator, and
to man as our fellow-creature; many of the
emblems are originally from Egypt; the
science of Abrax, the characters of those
ernanations of the Deity, which have been
adopted. are from Basilides

THE COMPENDIUM STOVE.
(anon run PHILADELPHIA cziznrrn.)
Bunmno or WATER !—0ur town (or at
least a par of it) has been kept in a state of

excitement for three days and a half by a dis
covery Which has been made of a mode of

using water for fuel! The proprietors of
coal mines and woodlands are all in alarm-—
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(by Mondayne may expect that panic will
spread among the wood sawyers and coal

2oa_

pour which is diffused through the room,

eeps the air in that state which is most

heavers)—the question whether it will be ad

agreeable to the feelings and most conducive

visable to let the Liberties have the Schuyl
kill water, now we have this new use for it,
already begins to be discussed—-and fears
have been expressed lest our Professor of
Pyrotechny should carry his art so far as to
set ﬁre to the Delaware! As he has, however,
given his word and honour that before he at
tempts any thing of this kind he will give

to health.

suitable notice, so that the ships may be re

of pipe, including the regulator, is eight dol
lars. Ornamental stoves, which Mr. Day

moved, no apprehensions on this score need
for the present at least be entertained. In
the existing state of public feeling, those, per

On account of the small space it occupies,
Mr. Day calls his invention “ The Compen
dium Stove.” That in Mr. Potter’s Book
store in Chesnut-street is not larger than a
tea-urn. and has cost, including the ﬁxtures,
thirteen dollars and fifty cents. The price of
a stove without ﬁxtures, but with eight feet

proposes to make for parlours, will ofcourse
sell higher.
Experience is the true test of inventions.
haps, are most rational who talk of petition
ing Councils to assess an additional tax on After the Compendium Stove shall have been
brought
more extensively into use, its prac
such as burn the Schuylkill water as well as
ticability can be determined. At present it is
drink it.
Seriously and soberly—Mr. Augustus Day, legitimate object of curiosity, and as such
who resides at No. 124, North Third-street, desertcs the attention of men of science and
has invented a stove, by Which it has been of the public in general.
The view of the invention given above is
calculated a room may be kept warm for a
whole day, and no more than four cents the one most favourable. Like every other
worth of Lehigh Coal be consumed in that question this has two sides, and the side
period. It is of small size, and in shape an which remains to be examined leaves some
inverted cone, with several longitudinal open
room for hope to the proprietors of coal
ings near the apex. On a grate within rests mines and wood lands, and also to the wood
a small quantity of coal. A pan of water sawyers and coal-heavers. This, however,
placed beneath the openings insure a con we shall not give at present, but merely re
stant supply of vapour. ln passing through mark, that there will still be enough Schuyl
the ignited coal, the aqueous vapour is de kill Water to supply the Liberties, and that
composed, and we have that powerful heat no apgehensions need be entertained of the

which is roduced by the combustion of oxy
gen and hydrogen. The cover of the stove
is attached to a moveable section of pipe,
which is raised and lowered by a ﬁxture
similar in principle to that of a suspended
lamp, and by this contrivance the ﬁre is re

gulated. So powerful is the heat that a small
quantity of water thrown into the stove is

immediately decomposed, and the combus
tion of its component parts follows of course.

Of this we have ourselves been witness.
The principle of the invention has long
been applied in the mechanic arts, especially

by the blacksmith, who. as is well known,
when he wishes to increase the heat of his
ﬁre, throws on it a small quantity of water.
Of late years chemists have in their com
pound blow-pipes made sundry new and very
valuable applications of this principle ; but
the honour of applying it to Domestic Eco
nomy, belongs to Mr. Day alone. His stove
has not yet been used extensively enough to
enable us to speak positively of the estima
tion in which it ought to be held by thrifty
housekeepers; but what reason is there that
a principle which has long been successfully
applied in the mechanic arts, and to push the
discoveries of science, should not be extended
to the common purposes of life ?
The saving of fuel will be immense, if the
calculations which have been made be cor
rect; but this is not the only advantage which

the new stove promises.

The aqueous va

nver

ing set on ﬁre.
BOMB CANNON.

We have more than once alluded to the
preparations making by France, to improve
her present means of warfare, and we may
take to ourselves the credit of having cau
tioned the British Government against a
supineness which might be attended with seri
ous injury to the state. The construction of
1: Steam Gun in Paris, and of Steam Boats
at Brest and Bnurdeaux, to which the new
principle is to be applied are subjects that
deserves the serious attention of his Majes
ty’s Ministers particularly, when they reﬂect,
that the French are at this moment in pos

session of some of our best Mechanics, by
whom all the inventions of which Frenchmen
are so fertile, are likely to be brought to per
fection. We now find by the French papers,
that Charles the 10th has offered a premium
of 5,000 francs to the person who shall dis
cover the best means of resisting musket
balls, and we extract the following from a
respectable morning paper.
“ Mr. Paixham (a Frenchman) has invent
ed a mortar which throws bombs horizon
tally, exactly in Line same manner that can
non discharge balls. This bomb cannon,
executed under the orders of the Marquis
de Clermont Tonnerre, was lately proved at
Brest. It answered every expectation, and

carried as far as the largest ship guns. The
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bomb went true to the direction, and the
effect produced was so powerful, that consi
derable changes are immediately to be made
in the naval materiel. In consequence of

this new invention, large ships will no longer
have the advantage of crushing smaller
vessels without running any risk. A well
directed discharge 0' one of these bomhs
may blow up or sink the largest ship.”

It is surprising that in a period of pro
found peace, Sovereigns, instead of offering
premiums for those improvements in science
which are honorable to humanity, should
evince so much anxiety to promote mutual
destruction.

ant improvement in science. and in the ap
plication of human means to the great pur
poses of commerce,cannot, we think, be de
nied by any, except those whose interest is
directly opposed to the adoption of them.
The following account of an experiment
made with a Locomotive Engine on the 17th
inst. at Killingworth Colliery, near New
castle-upon-Tyne, will be found interesting
In this account we have, indeed, no statement
to astonish, but much to gratify the man of
science, who is aware how much may be
done in the way of improvement upon a no

vel invention. Yet if we look at the great

weight drawn by this engine, and at the very
small expense attending it, we shall have
RUSSIAN ROADS AND GAS LIGHTS. good reason to contend, that with less bur
Tun two oﬂicers of Engineers who ar
then, and more fuel, a great part of what has
rived some time since in this country from been promised by the Projectors of Locomo
the Imperial Government for the purpose tive Carriages for the conveyance of passen
of examining the improvements made in the gers, will be realised. We repeat that we do
roads, and also those in the various dock not wish to travel at the rate of twenty miles
yards, bridges, &c., are we believe still in an hour; but if we can go at the rate of ten
England. Mr. M‘Adam’s principle has been without the danger of having our necks
some time adopted in the neighbourhood of broken—-or the insolence of coachmen, or
St. Petersburgh, and soldiers are continually the annoyance of dust and mud, and. what is
employed in breaking stones, and laying more than all, the distress to that noblest of
them at suitable distances in small beds on the brute creation, the horse, we shall bless
the road side, for the convenient purpose of the labours of Steam Carriage Projectors.
repair. The only difference discoverable
“ A grand experiment as to the power of
in the Russian mode of road making, is that Locomotive Engines, was performed at the
they generally neglect making a small ele
desire and in the presence of more than
vation in the centre of the road, for the fall twelve gentlemen from the Committees of the
of the water and of keeping open the ditches intended Manchester and Liverpool. and Bir
for the reception of the same, and of con
mmgham and Liverpool Rail-Road Compa
stantly scraping the roads so much observed . nies at Killingworth Colliery on the l7th inst.
and the result was as follows :
throughout this kingdom.
His Imperial Majesty has granted an ev
‘ The engme, being one of eight-horse
clusive privilege to the house of Messrs. power, and weighing with the tender (con
Wm. Griﬂith & Co. in the City of London. taining water and coals) ﬁve tons and ten
in conjunction with a Mr. Matthew Clarke, hundred weight, was placed on a portion of
Inspector of the Imperial Foundry, and who Rail-road, the inclination of which in one
holds the rank of Colonel, to make oil gas mile and a quarter was stated by the pro
erections throughout the Russian empire prietor,Mr. Wood, to be one inch in achain,
and dominions, for the space of 10 years. or one part in 792; twelve waggons were
The principle of lighting by gas, has made placed on the Rail-road, each colltalnlitg two
some progress in the splendid City of St. tons and between thirteen and fourteen hun
dred weight of coals, making a total useful
Petersburgh.
weight of thirty-two tons and eight hundred
weight. The twelve waggons were drawn
LOCOMOTIVE STEAM ENGINES.
We have seen it stated in several of the one mile and a quarter each way, making
Papers that the use of Locomotive Engines two miles andahalf in the whole, in forty
upon Rail Roads was never likely to become minutes, or at the rate of 8% miles per hour;
general, as all the experiments whi h had consuming four pecks and a half of coals.
been made with them had been attended Eight waggons were then drawn the same
with failure. We suspect that these state
distance in thirty-six minutes,consuming four
meals had their origin in a nuarter whence peeks of coals; and six waggons were drawn
they might naturally be expected, for it is over the same ground in thirty-two minutes,
not probable that so positive a falsehood consuming ﬁve pecks of coals."
would be the result of mere error. That Lo
We had sent the above to our printer, be
comotive Engines are not capable of per
fore we learned that the very paragraph
forming all that has been promised in some which we have quoted as illustrative of the
of the Prospectuses for new Rail Roads, we importance of Locomotive Engines, had been
are very ready to admit, nor would we indeed inserted in the newspapers by the Canal in
wish to be whirled along at the rate oftwenty terest, and regularly paid for to the Proprie
miles an hour: but that they are an impun
torsfwith the view to oppose the Rail Road
;_> -u ,1
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Brlls in the House of Commons. It is re
markable that what these gentlemen consider
as conclusive against Rail Road projects, ap
peared to us to be rather favourable; and we
cannot refrain from doing them the justice
to say. that they have inserted the facts with
out any unfair comment. We have since
ascertained from one of the leading men in
terested in the opposition to Rail Roads, that
if the weight to be drawn be reduced, the
Engines will travel at the rate of l2 miles an
hour, and that the only obstacle to be appre

hended, would be the carriages falling off the
Railway, a danger which we conceive can
exist only in the imagination of the Canal
Interest. Thus the practicability of Steam
Carriages for the conveyance of passengers
is fully established, and we have as little
doubt that the conveyance of goods at the
rate of seven or eight miles an hour, will
soon be as easily accomplished.

LONDON AND EDINBURGH VACUUM
TUNNEL COMPANY, CAPITAL
20,0000 STERLING.
At a time when so many Joint Stock
Companies have started, some of them of a
very doubtful tendency, the proprietors of
THE Losoos sun EDINBURGH VACUUM
TUNNEL Comunr have come to the resolu
tion of laying their Prospectus before the
public with considerable reluctance; but
having carefully matured their plans, and
being conscious of the public importance of
the measure,and of the ultimate advantages
which must accrue to those who engage in
it, they have determined publicly to announce
them, and are conﬁdent that a discerning
body of capitalisL¢ will at once perceive the
difference between their scheme, which rests
on the solid basis of mathematical calcula
tions, and the many Utopian projects which
have of late made their appearance, and
which it requires no great degree of sagacity
to foresee must ultimately end in the disap
pointment and ruin of thousands of those
wh 1 have so iholishly embarked in them.
Without further preface, the projectors of
the present scheme proceed to detail their
j luns. The London and Edinburgh Vacuum
Tunnel Company is proposed to be establish
ed. with a capital ofTwenty Milli.:n.= Sterling,
divided into 200,000 shares, of L.lt!0 each,
for the purpose of formingaTunn¢-l or Tube
of metal between Edinburgh and London,
to convey Goods and Passengers between
these cities and the other towns through
which it passes.
The interior dimensions of the Tunnel
which is to be ofa rectangular form—are to

be4 feet hi h by l2l feet broad, divided in
to two equa spaces, of 6 feet by 4 ; the one
to carry goods from London to Edinburgh,

theother to carry them from Edinburgh to
London.
It is a well lmown fact, that steam, in con
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sequence of its extreme lightneu, when al
lowed to enter any vessel, completely dis
places the atmospheric air, and that when

the apertures by which it enters and the air
escapes are effectually shut, and the vessd
is allowed to cool, a vacuum suﬂicient for
every mechanical purpose is formed.
The vacuum in the TunnelI then, is pro
posed to be produced in this manner, by
means of steam, which will be conveyed from
boilers erected in its vicinity, at the end of
every second mile.
The impelling power is to be the pressure
of the atmosphere, which, on a vacuum of
the dimensions proposed, is so astonishing as
almost to exceed belief, even when demon
strated with mathematical precision.
The goods are intended to be conveyed by
waggons,which, when loaded, will be placed
in the tunnel, and connected together. A
very strong air-tight sliding door, running
on several small cylindrical rollers, to lessen
the friction, will then be placed in the end of
the tunnel, and, on a signal being made that
every thing is ready, the engineers who have
the charge of the boilers are to allow the
steam to enter the tunnel, that by displacing
the atmospheric aira vacuum may be formed.
When the first two miles of the tunnel are
ﬁlled with steam a signal will be made to cut
oil‘ the communication between it and the
boilers, and to shut the apertures by which
the air escaped.
At each of the boiler stations there is to be
placed a galvanrc battery, and the whole are
to be connected by means of metallic rod s,

so that thesignals may be repeated instan
taneously by the engineers, and conveyed
between London and Edinburgh with nearly
the rapidity of lightning.
After the steam has been condensed, and

the vacuum formed, which it is supposed
will be effected in less than an hour, the pres
sure of the atmosphere will be allowed to
force in the sliding door, and consequently
to drive forward the waggons.

The question now naturally occurs, with
what force will the pressure of the atmos
phere impel the waggons.’
Without entering minutely into the prin
clples on which the following calctllutinns
are made (for which the bounds of n pros
pectus are too circumscribed), suﬂice it to
say. that they are to be found in most of the
works which treat of rail roads, and that as
they have recently been elegantly and ac
curately explained in a series of articles
which appeared in an Edinburgh journal,
which can easily be obtained, it has been
thought suﬁicient merely to mention what
the fundamental principles are from whrch
all the conclusions have been deduced. These
principles are, lst, That the atmosphere
presses on any body with a force of l4lbs. on
every square inch of surface. 2nd, That I

force of l58lbs. will move a body Irelghmg
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1001!». on a common rail road, at the rate
of twenty miles an hour, and that, if no resis

in con uence of the rapidity of their
motion)
conveyed between Edinburgh
tance was made by the atmosphere, the and London in less than ﬁve 1!|I'1ltllﬂ', and
Velocity would increase in the ratio of the
squares of the times; that is, if the body
wasto move over one foot in the ﬁrst second ;
it would move over three feet in the second ;
over ﬁve feet in the third; seven feet in ‘the
fourth, and nine feet in the ﬁfth,and so on
ad inﬁnifum
As the door of each of the tunnels will be
6 feet by 4, and the pressure'of the atmos
phere on each square inch is l4lbs..the gross

amount of ‘force employed in pressing it for

at considerably less than half the expense
charged by the Canal Companies, for carry

ing goods between Edinburgh and Glasgow,
As the power of the vacuum is so great, it
will be more than suﬂicient to carry the

vehicles over the highest acclivlties that oc
our on the road to London, so that it will
never be necessary to raise the tunnel above,
or to make it descend below the surface of
the country through which it passes.
This circumstarce will greatly lessen the

ward will be equal to 48,384 lbs.: but as the expense of its construction, and, at the same
friction of an air-tight door of the dimensions time, will allow the top of it to be made into
proposed will be very great, suppose that an excellent rail-road for the conveyance of
one-half ofthc force,employed in pressing it passengers.
forward, will he lost in overcoming this fric
The carriages for the conveyance of pas
tion, the real force employed, in moving the sengers are proposed to be drawn by means
waggons, will be 24,192 lbs. Now, if l58lbs. ofa powerful magnetic body placed in one of
will move I00 lbs.. on a common rail-road, the carriages within the tunnel, which will
at the rate of 20 miles an hour, notwith
act on another body of the same kind placed
standing the resistance made by the atmos
in the carriage without; so that when the
phere, 24,192 lbs. will move 2,296 tons with carriage within the tunnel moves, the one
the same velocity, under the same circum
without will follow. If this contrivance
stances ; but, as the waggons 1n the vacuum should not answer the expectations of the
will not have to encounter the resistance of projectors, it is proposed to employ Brown’:
the atmosphere, they will move with an ac
Vacuum Engines to drag the coaches at the
celeratingr velocity, increasing in the ratios rate of 30 miles an hour.
of the squares of the lines. Suppose, for ex
After the London waggons have reached
ample. that the waggons in the tunnel, with their destination, a vacuum will be formed
their loads, weighed 2,296 tons, they would in the some manner as before, and goods
start with a velocity of20 miles an hour, or will be forwarded to all the principal towns
98 feet and a fractional part,which has been through which the tunnel passes. All the
wnggons will be dispatched at the same time,
disregarded. per second.
In the ﬁrst second, therefore, they would leaving the one that has to go farthest placed
move over a space of 28 feet; in the next, ﬁrst, and the one that has to go the shortest
over a space of 84 feet: in the fld, over 140 distance last. By a contrivance in the inte
feet;and the velocity would for ever con
rior of the tunnel, which resembles the lock
of a canal, all the waggons willbe stopped at
tinue to increase in the same proportion.
In the ﬁrst 30 seconds they would move the ﬁrst stage, and the last one taken out by
over a space of 25,200 feet; and in the next means of a folding door at the side; and, as
30 seconds they would move over 75,600 soon as the air which enters while it is open

feet, or nearly 15 miles.

In the second

is expelled, the rest will proceed on their

minute they would move over 58% miles; in
the third minute, over 95 miles and 1590 feet;
in the fourth minute, over l36 miles and

journey, and the same operation will take
place at every succeeding stage.
The water which is formed in the interior
of the tunnel by the condensation of the
steam will prevent the wheels of the waggons
and the cylindrical rollers on which the door
moves, from becoming red hot.

576 feet ; and in the ﬁfth minute, they would
move over l7l miles and 3936 feet, making
altogether, in the ﬁrst five minutes, 480
miles 4448 feet.
If each of the waggons weighed a ton, and
carried a load of a ton and a half, 1148 wag
gons could be moved at the same instant,
with this velocity; and if each of them mea
sured 4 feet 8 inches long, which is nearly
the length of the common rail-road coal
waggons, they would cover a space of 1
mile and 48 feet in length.
By means of this invention, then, it has
been shown that H43 coal waggons weigh
ing halfa ton, and carrying a load of a ton
and half each, making in all 9,296 tons, and
covering a space of more than a mile in

length. mighl (if the wheels would not melt

A patent has already been obtained for the
invention,which the patentees have agreed
to sell to the London and Edinburgh Vacuum
Tunnel Company, for the sum of twenty
thousand pounds.
The advantages to be derived by subscrib
ing to the scheme, must be so obvious, as to
require no farther notice. The carrying
trade between London and Leith alone, (not
to mention the sums that will be obtained for
allowing other Companies to form vacuum
tunnels) would be an immense source of
wealth toany Company; and the whole of
this there is an absolute certainty ot mo

run msnon stscrtstucs’ aaoisraa.
nopolising, as the London and Edinburgh
Vacuum Tunnel Company will be able to
carry goods for less than a tenth part of the
sum which any of the Shipping Companies
can afford to carry for. This must at once be
evident from the circumstance, that a great
er quantity of goods could be sent to London,
through the vacuum tunnel, in one day, than
all the shipping of Leith, of every class,
could carry in a month, while the only ex
pense incurred by the Vacuum Tunnel Com
pany would be the price of about 200 tons of
coals, and the wages of about 240 men ; the
whole amount of Which would be l50l.,
which is less than the proceeds of the freight
of a single smack with a good cargo.
To prevent disappointment, an early ap
plication for shares is reques , as a con

siderable proportion of them have been sub
scribed for.

Written applications alone will be attend
ed to, which must be posl paid, and ad
dressed to Williamson and Ziegler, W. S.
Interim Secretaries, who will be happy to
give any farther information that may be
required.
The fore ing Jeu d’F.‘spn'l appeared in a
recent numﬁr of the Edinburgh Star, and
being well calculated to throw ridicule upon
some of the preposterous plans now before
the public for the investment of money, we
insert it in the Register.
QUERIES.
Man In inquisitlreness should be strong,
From curiosity doth wisdom ﬂow:
For 'tis a maxim I've adopted long,
The more a man inquire: the more he'll know.
Paras. Plans:

To the Editor of the Mcclumics’ Rcgiﬂer.
Mn. EDITOI,—I beg to send you the fol
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of the best method of making a durable ink
for marking linen ?
A Housekeeper would be glad to learn,
through your useful Work, an easy and er
peditious method of cleaning and polishing
steel fenders and ﬁre-irons P

Sm,-—Your insertion of the following que
ries will greatly oblige your constant reader,
T. Wilson.
Limehouse.
1. Of whatclass of minerals are chalk, dia
mond, gold, coals, and salt?
2. Which is the heaviest. and which the
lightest of metals, and how many pounds of
the lightest will make ten pounds of the
heaviest 2
8. What weight of height of quicksilver.
is equal to 33 feet of water ?
4. How often must Snowden be placed on
Snowdcn to make a Mont Blanc or aChim
boraco ?
5. How many trades are requisite to build
and furnish a house, and what are they ?
6. How do wind instruments, as the wind
pipe of men and animals, and tubed instru
ments. nroduce their etfect 3
Sm,-l wish to learn, through your inte
resting Register, the best method of taking
grease out of clothes, &c.
Your R.egister‘s well-wisher.
W. T.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES.

Ma. Em-ron.—I beg to send you the
following replies to the queries in your last
number.
8. llonnssn.

To CLEAN IARBLB crumuzv nccss,

lowing queries, the insertion of which will
oblige
Yours, &c.
S. Honnsnns.

&c.-—Mix ﬁnely pulverised pumice stone,
with verjuice, somewhat more than sutiicient
‘ to cover it, and after it has stood an hour or

l. A lady sent her servant to buy twenty
birds for twenty pence; he bought pigeons
at fourpence each, larks at a halfpenny each,
and sparrows at a farthing each.—How many
of each sort did he buy 3
2. Suppose there was a bird upon a peach
in a garden, and you wanted that peach, how
would you get it, without disturbing the
bird ?
3. Supposing a person to be perfect in the
formation of his hands, which is his longest
ﬁnger?
4. When may a man be said to be over
head and ears in debt ?
5. What letter in the alphabet is that (and
the only one) which requires the lips to be
kept close to pronounce ?
A Constant Reader wishes to be informed

two dip a sponge in the composition and rub
it well over the marble or alabaster which
requires cleaning, wash it off with warm
water and dry it with clean linen or cotton
cloths.
To PICKLE sen csaasuu.—After cutting
the cabbage in the usual manner put it in a
baking dish, and sprinkle a good handful of
salt over it, let it stand for 94 hours, and
draw the salt and water well from it, the cab

bage must then be put into a stone jar, add
ing a sutiicient quantity of the very best
vinegar cold, with ginger and allspice. The
ginger and allspice being first boiled in about
aquarter of a pint of the vinegar, all of which
is to be put into the jar; this will be found
not only very crisp, but of a very beautiful
colour, and ready for use in a fortnight or
three weeks.
FIN! rorrno assr.—-Take four pounds
of tender lean beef, and one pound of line
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streaky bacon, two ounces of lump sugar,
and half an ounce of saltpetre. Let them lay
24 hours in a pan, seasoned with a little
ﬁnely beaten mace, white pepper and com
mon salt ; then cut the meat in small pieces,
ut it in an earthen pot with six ounces of
butter, and place it over a moderate ﬁre for
three hours, stirring it so as to prevent its
burning. It must now be taken out, and
should there be any outward hardness, cut
it oﬁ‘, and beat the remainder in a marble
mortar; adding a little mace, pepper, or
salt, according to palate, with six ounces of
clariﬁed butter gradually mixed in. The
whole being pounded exceedingly ﬁne, must
be put into pots, pressed closely down, cover
ed over with clariﬁed butter, and kept in a
dry situation. Veal may be managed in the
same manner. The convenience of having
such articles as potted beef, and other ready
dressed keeping provisions always in the
house, is much greater than might be ima
gined, particularly to those who are fre
quently obliged to return home, fatigued at
uncertain hours.
GINGER Wrne.-The following valuable
receipt is but little known, but will be found

to be the best method of making this very
cheap, pleasant and salutary wine.—To every
gallon of water, put 2lbs. of lump sugar, and
one ounce and a half of grossly pounded
ginger tied in a coarse linen bag. Boil these
together halfan hour, or as long as any scum
arises, which must be carefully skimmed off.
Put this liquor when suﬂiciently boiled, into
a tub, and on its becoming the warmth of
new milk, add the juice and rinds of two
lemons, and half a Seville orange for each
gallon. 1 If ten gallons be made, put in two
table spoons ul of yeast on a bit of toasted
bread. Should the wine be made in cold
weather, it must be kept in a warm place,
the better to promote fermentation, which
sometimes does not take place for a day or
two. If it ferments freely, tun it up the third
day, ginger and rinds together, in a cask
just calculated to hold it, keeping out a
small portion for the purpose of ﬁlling up
the cask while it continues to work, which
must by no means be ﬁlled up with any part
of what ﬂows over. When it has ceued

fermenting rack it off into another cask,
adding to every fonr gallons, a quart of the
best brandy, with half an ounce of isinglass
previ zu. ly disolved in some of the wine. In
one m,;nth’s time it will be fit to drink, or

bottle; and 'few farniliesi t will be presumed,
who once make it and experience it’s gm
eﬁects, will ever after chuse to be wlthout I
cordial wine at once so cheap and comfort
able.
SUPER!-ATIVB Onauon W1uE.—-To ten
gallons of water, put 28lbs of loaf sugar, and
the whites of six eggs, boil them together
for three quarters of an hour, keeping the
liquor well scummed all the time, and pour
it hot into a tub or large pan, over the peels
of 50 Seville oranges. When it is nearly cold
take three spoonfuls of yeast spread over a
piece of toasted bread, and put into the liquor
to make it ferment. After it has stood two

or three days pour it from the peels into a
cask with a gallon of orange juice; which
takes about one hundred and twenty Seville

oranges ; let it remain in the cask until done
hissing, when the fermentation will have
ceased, endeavour to proportion the size of
the cask to the quantity, as it must be kept
ﬁlled so as to work out at the bung hole.
When the fermentation is over, draw otl‘ as
much of the wine as will admit one quart of
brandy for every ﬁve galloqs of wine. It
will be ﬁt to bottle offor drink from the cask
in four or ﬁve months. This wine if care
fully made, according to these plain direc—
tions, will be found exquisitely delicious, and
if kept 4 or 5 years, would be found to sur
pass most of the best foreign wines as they
are usually sold in England.
Sm,-_In answer to your correspondent, E.
J. S. No. 11. lsubmit the following as the
best method of bending glass.
To have a cove ofcast iron the ﬁgure of
what you wish the glass to be, placed in an
oven, with the glass laid upon it, when- it
comes to a suﬂicient temperature of heat the

glass will bend flat to the iron.
'

Your’s &c. D. A.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Several communications. have been re
ceived, and are under consideration.
ErraIum.~In part oflast week’s impression,
the following error inadvertently occurred,
which our readers are requested to cor
rect, viz. page 180, col. 2, line 7 from
the bottom, for “heau_,” read “ light”
hydro-carburet.

l,ONDON:—-Printed by W. MOLINEUX, 5, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane
Published by COWIE & S'I‘_RANGE, 24, Fetter Lane, where all Communications
(post-pmd) are requested to be addressed.
, ‘oh! by SHERWOOD, JONES, & Co., Paternoster Row; and may be had of all
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To the Editor of the Mechanics’ARegister._
O

.

' '
46’ Southampton Buildiilgl
'

.s

C

t¢f)ﬂtl'eel a deep interest in the pro

rugs 0
Previous
toe evenmg.
the comrnencensenj of the

. Sm,—-The accompanying diagram and

examination, Dn.‘Bnurs e'cx, at the request

description of an instrument for solving and

of Mr. Cooper, addressed the audience with
a few appropriate remarks on the purpose
for which they were assembled, with a view
of dissipating any apprehension which they
might feel of replying to the questions that

protracting trigonometrical problems, may
be interesting to some of your readers. I
had the instrument constructed some years
ago, and have frequently found it useful in
solving Mechanical, as well as Mathematical
problems; particularly in dividing circles of
different radii into portions containing de
grees and minutes.

would be proposed to them. The examina
tion would not be conducted with severity,

nor would it relate to diﬂicult or hypotheti
cal principles, but would consist of such
questions as would naturally direct their
minds to the proper answers ; they would be
I shall gladly submit the instrument to the in fact, What might be called, according to
the legal phrase, leading questions, and such
inspection of any Mechanic, who may wish as were calculated not to puzzle, but to in
to make one for himself, and am
’ .struct them. The object of this public exa
‘rnination was to recall to their recollection
Sir, yours,
subjects they had heard so ably illustrated
R. Crmrsrrn.
This instrument consists of a semicircular
limb, the three sides of a triangle, and four
verniers.
The limb is divided into degrees, and sub
divided into minutes by the vernier B.
The two radii or sides :1 3/_. and J.‘ b, are
each divided into 200, and subdivided by its
respective vernier into 2000 equal parts,
which in an instrument of four inches radius
would be about 1500 to the inch.
The perpendicular side proceeding from
a I: is similarly divided and subdivided. It

moves on the joint 11, to form an oblique
angled triangle, and it will form, by resting
against the projection 11, a right angle with
J‘ b, as represented in the drawing. [See
ﬁrst page.]
The centre of each of the joints .r, v, and
2 has a small hole through which the angles
of any triangle formed on the instrument
may be marked on paper, wood, &c.

by Mr, Cooper, to render the science more
familiar to their minds, and to elicit those
answers which would be the more impressive

as proceeding from their fellow Members.
The ﬁrst questions would probably relate to

the nature and properties of the substances
alluded to in the Lectures, and if Mr. Cooper
should ask, torinstance, What is the nature
of oxygen? they would ﬁnd no diﬂiculty in
replying, that in union with caloric, it forms

a gas; and should it be required, how this
gas is procured, they would with equal readi
ness answer, by exposing manganese to the
operation of heat. Thus the examination
would only be a re_capitulation of the Lec
tures the Members had already heard, and

therefore they would find, that instead of
being at all of an alarming nature, it was
one of the most interesting appendages that
could
tures. follow the delivery of a course of

Mr- Cooper then introduced his examina
tion by observing that the science of Che
mistry might be separated, for the most part,
triangle, and the required parts will be into two principal divisions, comprehending
pointed out on the parts of the instrument respectively the combustibles and the sup
porters of combustion ; his ﬁrst enquiry
corresponding thereto.
‘
would therefore be, what are the supporters
LONDON
of combustion 3
MECHANICS’
INSTITUTION
This question was immediately answered
>-'V'.YI'\"\
;by a _V0l.\lh about twelve years of age, the
MR. coorsn’s
son of a Member named SWEET, who de
Hrnuc EXAMINATION
clared them to be cry/yen, rhlorine and io
I ll inn, and Mr. Cooper observed that to these
or THE MEMBERS.
Agreeable to the intimation given by Mr. might be added a fourth, called ﬂuorine,
Coorrm, on terminating the ﬁrst division ‘of which he had not dwelt upon in his Lectures,
his extensive course of Lectures on CHE
as it had never been exhibited in a separate
ltrsrnv, he attended at the Lecture Room state, and it was merely hypothetical.
on Wednesday in last week, for the'pu'rpnse I The next question, viz. what are the names.
of examining the Members of the Institution of the simple combustible bodies? was an
on the subjects which he had elucidated in‘ swered by the same young gentleman, phos
his lectures, and of ascertaining, by their an
phorus, hydrogen, carbon, sulphur and bo-.
swers to his questions, the progress which ron.
they had made in the science. The meeting
It is not necessary for us to recapitulate all
was numerously attended, and the Members the numerous questions proposed by Mr.

For applying this instrument it is only ne
cessary to adjust it to the given parts of any

THE LONDON MECHANICS’ REGISTER

Mr. Cooper corrected this answer by ob

the answers would be only a repetition of

serving, that it should have been, by com
bining with the oxygen, instead of absorb
ing it.
Supposing that an acid is not employed to
decompose water, in what manner ts the ef
fect produced ?—By passing steam through a
hot tron tube.
'

the principles embodied in our details of his
Lectures; we shall therefore select a few of
the most important questions on the various
lubjects to which they applied, and add the
answers given by a considerable number of
Members during the evening, as specimens

of their acquaintance with the science, and
as the most decisive and satisfactory proofs
of the attention they had paid to the able in
motions of the worthy Lecturer.
Mr. Cooper’s questions respecting the dif
ferent modes of procuring oxygen having
been correctly answered, he required, what
were its most important and leading charac
ters ’—lt is a supporter of combustion, and
it forms acids and oxides. ,

What is the effect produced by acids on
vegetable colours. particularly blues ?—-They
are changed to red.
What is the compound formed by the union
of hydrogen with oxygen ?—Water.
In what proportions do they unite to form
water ?-Two of hydrogen to one of oxygen.
That is their relative proportion by oo
lune, said Mr. Cooper, but what by weight?
—Eight of oxygen, to one of hydrogen.
What is the relative speciﬁc gravity of

oxygen compared with hydrogen3—Sixteen
to one.

Mr. Cooper further illustrated the forma
tion of water and the speciﬁc gravities of its
constituents, by a reference to the diagram
exhibited during his Lectures, in order to
impress the subject still more strongly on
the minds of his auditors, and he then asked
whether carbon combined with oxygen ?—
Yes, and it forms carbonic acid and carbonic
oxide.

In what proportions do carbon and oxygen
combine to produce these substances ?

This question was answered incorrectly by
one member, but the error was instantly cor
rected by another, who replied that carbonic

acid consisted of equal volumes of carbon
and oxygen, and carbonic oxide of two vo
lumes of carbon to one of oxygen.
Mr. Cooper here took occasion to remark
that one of the advantages resulting from an
examination of this kind was, that knowledge
was elicited by the members themselves cor
recting each other when any mistake occur
red, and any erroneous impression their me
mories might have received was thus re
moved in a manner which they could not
easily forgot. He then exhibited a diagram

,-
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Cooperduring this interesting examination, as

How is the next of. the supporters of com
bustion, viz. chlorine produced ?—By distil

ling muriatic acid with the oxide of manga
nese, by which,means the hydrogen of the
muriatic acid. unites with the oxygen of the
manganese to form water, while the chlorine
is liberated.

This is one method of procuring chlorine,
but it is not generally adopted by manufac
turers, on account of its great expense; what
is the more economical method 3-By distil
ling common salt with sulphuric acid and

manganese.
Would you employ any water in the pro
cess ?-Yes.
In what proportions do chlorine and hy
drogen unite, and what is the compound 2ln equal proportions, and they produce mu
riatic acid.

Do you mean equal volumes or equal
weights?—Equal volumes.
And what is the agent employed to pro
duce their union ?—-The electric spark.
What else ?—The sun’s rays.
Is there any compound of chlorine and
oxygen .’—Yes, chloric acid.
Any other?
No reply was given to this question, and
Mr. Cooper adduced this circumstance as a
proof of the attention the members had paid
to his instructions. It was true that there
were four compounds of chlorine and oxy
gen, but chloric acid was the only one he

had particularised in his lectures.
How is iodine procured ?
Mr. Cooper answered this question by
stating that it was obtained by the distillation
of soap-makers’ lees, and also from the ashes
of the various fuci, or sea-weeds. To pro

cure iodine during his lectures he had put a
portion of soap-lees into a
and he now asked, what be

rcelain basin,
ad added to it P

—Sulphuric acid.
For what purpose ?—-To unite with the
alkali.
How was the process continued ?—By add

as a further elucidation of the two combina
tions of carbon with oxygen, and proceeded

ing manganese and distilling the mixture.
And by what test was it known that iodine
was produced ?—By the appearance of a pur
ple vapour.

to ask, in what manner l|_1/d10_r/cit gas was
procured ?—By the decomposition of water.

produced by the union of chlorine with the

By what means is water decomposed .’—

By em loying a metal or an acid.
‘ In w t manner does the metal act in pro

ducing. decomposition ?-—-Bv absorbing the
oxygen.

What are the compounds called which are
metallic bodies ?—(Zhlorides.
What is the name of the compounds of
oxygen with other substances ?—~Oxides and
acids.

Mention the substances which combine
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with oxygen to produce acids ?—-Sulphur,

carbon, ﬂuorine, and phosphorus.
What is the effect of water when admitted
to the chlorides ?-Double decomposition
takes place.
What are the compounds formed by add

ing water to the chloride of copper 5—Oxide ‘
of copper and muriatic acid.
What are the general characters of sul
phur ?-—It is inﬂammable, burns with a blue
ﬂame, is brittle, a bad conductor of heat, and
a non-conductor of electricity.
How is sulphur separated from the sub
stances in which it is found ?-By subliming
the sulphur.
Mr. Cooper repeated the explanation
given in his lectures of the difference between
sublimation and distillation, the product
being solid in the former case, and ﬁuirl in
the latter, and after several questions rela
tive to the formation of sulphuric acid, and
sulphurous acid gas, he inquired why he had
employed quicksilver in the preparation of
sulphurous acid ?—Because it is rapidly ab
sorbed by water.
What are the properties of a solution ot
sulphurous acid gas in water? -It rerldens
blue colours, said a member . it tvhifenr
them, said Master Sweet.
Mr. Cooper smiled and observed, that
they were both right, for it ﬁrst reddened
and then whitened them.
To what purposes is it applied in the arts?
-——To the bleaching of wool and straw bon
m-ts.

After some questions on the subject of the
application of the chlorine, as well as sul

phurous acid gas to the purpose of bleach
ing, Mr. Cooper asked in what manner sul
phuric acid was produced by the combustion
of sulphur ?
In reply to this question, both the old and
new processes of preparing sulphuric acid,
particularised in Mr. Cooper’s lectures, were

minutely described by different members, and
with perfect correctness, except that in de
tailing the improved method, the member
who gave the answer mentioned, nitric acid,
instead of the nitrous acid gm, which is em
ployed in the process ; a mistake which Mr.
Cooper observed, was very excusable, as he
had not yet explained the difference between
nitric acid, and nitrous a -id gas.
The examination was terminated by a few
questions on the subject of sulphwrettcd hy
drogen, which were very satisfactorily an
swered, when Mr. Cooper observed, that as

the usual time was expired, he should for the
present take his leave, but should be happy
toyavail himself of the ﬁrst vacant evening to
continue his examination, as he had many
other questions to propose connected with
the subjects to which he had adverted in his
lectures. He felt highly gratiﬁed by the cor

rect manner in which the members had re
plied to his inquiries during the evening,

and had no doubt that by a reference to such
notes as they might have taken, or to those
chemical treatises to which they had access,
they would be fully prepared, on an early
evening, for another examination on those
parts of the subject upon which be had not
yet questioned them.
We cannot conclude the account of the
proceedings of the evening, without observ
ing, that the result of the examination far
exceeded the auticipations in which we had
ventured to indulge, and was such as to re
ﬂect the greatest credit on the members,
from the general conviction it must have
produced, that they had not only listened
with attention, but had distinctly compre
hended the instructions communicated to
them. Scarcely any of the numerous ques
tions proposed by Mr. Cooper, were unan
swered by his auditors, and the answers
which. in a few instances, were given incor
rectly by some of the members. were imme
diately rectiﬁed by others. To Mr. Cooper
we are also happy to exoress our acknow
ledgments for the praiseworth y motives
which suggested the examination, as well as
for the kind and conciliatory manner in which

it was conducted.

It was truly observed by

Dr. Birkbeck, in his excellent address on
laying the ﬁrst stone of the newlecture room,
that for the deﬁciency ot' scientiﬁc informa
tion among mechanics, we ought “ to blame
the culture, not the soil ;" and the intel
ligence evinced by thmmembers upon this
occasion, affords the best comment on the
learned President’s remark, as it not only

proves the fertility of the soil, but the excel
lent cultivation it has received by the esta
blishmentof the Lonoon Mncnnmcs’ In
STITUTION.
Before the meeting separated, Dr. Birk
beek announced that on the following Wed
nesday, Dr. Msrrnnw ALLEN would com
mence a course of three lectures on a new
method of investigating the powers of the
Human understanding, and he also read the
following notice, viz.
“ The Members are desired to take notice,
that theannual election of a President, four
Vice-Presidents, and a Treasurer, and also
the half yearly election of ﬁfteen new Com
mittee-men, in lieu of the fifteen going out
by rotation, will take place on Tuesday the
1st day of March next, at six o'clock in the
evening, agreeable to the rules
The Members are therefore requested to
transmit to the Committee of Managers the
names, profession and residences of any qua

liﬂed Members Whom they may wish to put
in nomination for any of the above oﬁices,
specifying whether they are of the Working
classes or not.”
.
Dr. Brannon concluded by reading the
handsome list of additional donations an
nounced in our last number, which commu
nication was received with reiterated bursts
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the double satisfaction resulting from the ac

cent-formed lens, D the plano~concave, and
the dotted line I, the direction of the central

quisition of knowledge and the exhilarating

ray.

prospect of its still further diffusion.

The following ﬁgure illustrates the refrac
tion of the rays of light on assing through
a double-convex lens, and their divergence

ma. PAIl1‘lNG'l‘0N’!
sscosn accrue on or-ncs.
REFLECTION AND REFRACTl0N——'l‘l-lB
aunaow—rns HUMAN ave.
MR. PARTINGTON commenced his second
Lecture on Friday, the 28th ultimo, by ob
serving, that before he proceeded to the
more immediate subject of his present dis
course, viz. the refractive properties of the
natural lens, or human eye, he would re-exa
mine the laws which govern the refraction
of the rays of light on passing through a
body of water, or any other refracting me
dium. His reason for recalling their atten
tion to the laws of refraction was, that he
was now provided with a series of diagrams
on a larger scale, by means of which he
trusted that he should be enabled to render
the subject more intelligible to his auditory.
The diagrams alluded to by Mr. Partington,
and now exhibited to the members, were ad
mirably executed, and extremely well adapted
to the elucidation of the subjects adverted to
in his lecture. To these diagrams the lec

from the focus when two are employed.

The parallel rays A B C (excepting the
central ray B L) are refracted by the double
convex lens D E, and converge to the focal
pointf, the distance of which from the sur
face of the lens is exactly the radius,or semi
diameter ot the circle of which it is a por
tion. From the focus the rays diverge to
wards the second lens F G where they are
again refracted, and on passing through it,

resume their parallel direction, as repre
sented at c b a

turer refer'red, while he recapitulated his
former observations on the refraction of
light when it passes from the atmosphere
into the denser medium of water, in which
case it is bent from its ﬁrst direction, aﬂ'ord-'
ing an additional demonstration of the great
principle of gravitation which pervades all
nature. The various degrees in which the

rays of light are refracted, or bent from their
original course, according to the angle at
which they strike the surface of the refract

ing medium, and the density of the medium
itself, were distinctly and ably pointed out
by a reference to the illustrative diagrams;
and in order to render the subject of refrac
tion more familiar to our readers, we have
procured engravings of the diagrams repre
senting the forms of the various lenses
through which the rays of light are refracted,
and the foci to which they converge on pass

In this diagram it is seen that when the
rays of light A B C pass through the piano
oonvex lens D E, the distance of the focal
point from the surface of the lens is the dia
meter of the sphere, instead of the radius, as

in the preceding instance.
Mr. Partington further elucidated the laws

of feﬂerfiov by a diagram. shewing that if a
ray of light falls on the surface ofa polished
mirror at any angle from the perpendicular,

ing through the double-convex and plane

it is reﬂected at the same angle beyond it,

convex lenses.

the angle of reﬂvdion being always equal to
the angle of incidence. If a ball is thrown
against the wainscoat in a straight direction,
it returns towards the hand by the same line;

but if it is thrown slanting, or at any angle

T -1.

a
In the above diagram, E; represents the
double-concave lens, B the plano-convex, C
the double-convex. F the Meniscus, or cres

from the straight line, it ﬂies off at exactly
the same angle on the opposite side : in this
case the ball on approaching the wainscoat
represents the incident, or falling ray, and on
quitting it the reflected ray.
The decomposition of white light is also
effected by a nearly similar process, for as
the rays of light differ in their degrees of
refrangibility, it is evident that the most re
frangible will separate themselves from those
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In‘

which arelessso,and the spectrum may by this

‘means be. represented on a screen by means
l

of a prisin, as in the preceding lecture, and
.- according to the arrangement on the diagram
‘now exhibited, in which the violet, or most
reilangible ray appears at the top, andis fol
lowed in succession by the indtyo, blue,
gr(0n, 1/cllmr, orange, and lastly, the red ray,
which possesses the least refrangibility and

0.

consequently occupies the lower part of the

colours. The angles formed by the ram
tion and reﬂection of the ray during its pas
sage through the spherule were distinctly
seen on the diagram, and upon similar

principles the appearance of the second bow
was accounted for, and the faintness of its
colours, as well as their inverted order, was
shewn to be owing to the diﬂerence of the

angl

and the greater absorption of light;

Lecturer tn shew that the rays of light thus

In the rimary bow, the rays of light formed
two're ractions and one reﬂection, and in the
second, three refractions and two reﬂections.
As one drop of rain passes, others occupy its
situation in constant succession, and the
spectrum continues as long as the sun’s rays

analysed were capable of recomposition into

fall upon the shower in the same direction.

their original whiteness. The circle being

Lunar rainbows are sometimes observed, but
from the faintness of the light, the colours

diagram.

A circular revolving diagram,

inted with

the seven prismatic colours in t eir proper
proportions, was then introduced by the

whirled round with great rapidity, the blen
_ded colours appeared
rfectly white, and
Mr. Partington observ that the same etfect
'rnig'ht'be easily produced by any of his hear
ers ‘with a card tee-totum, coloured in a
esimilsrnisnner, but the eifect would be in

‘creasedby painting the center of the circle
black.

In the minbow we ﬁnd the prismatic co

are seldom distinguishable. Artiﬁcial rain
bows may be formed by ejecting water from
the mouth, or discharging it from a syringe,

and a beautiful prismatic bow is occasion
ally depicted in the dew on the grass.

The nature of Inﬂeclinn was ﬂrstdiscover
ed by Grimaldi, who made many curious ear
periments on it, but the following experiment

lours exhibited in the greatest perfection. It
is, indeed, a natural prism, and separates the
component particles of light with the same
accuracy and precision. The rainbow was

of Sir Isaac Newton will bebetter adapted
than Grimaldi’s, to explain the nature of this

one of those phenomena which astonished

room, in which there was a hole three
fourths of an inch broad, to admit the light,

and perplexed the ancients; and after many

absurd conjectures, their greatest philoso
phers, Pliny and Plutarch, relin ished the
enquiry as one which was above t e reach of
human investigation. In the year 1611,
Antonio de Dominis made a considerable
advance, however, towards the true theory of
this singular phenomenon, by suspendinga
glass globe in the sun’s light, when he found
that while he stood with his back to the sun,

the colours of the rainbow appeared to
his eye in succession as the globe was
moved higher or lower. He was however
unable to account for the production of all

property of light. At the distance of two or

three feet from the window of a darkened
he placed a black sheet of pasteboard, hav
ing in the middle a hole about a quartet‘ of
an inch square, and behind the hole the

blade of a sharp knife to intercept a small
part of the light which would otherwise have
passed through the hole. The planes of the
pasteboard and blade were parallel to each
other, and When the pasteboard was removed
to such a distance from the window, that all
the light coming into the room must pass
through it, he received what came through

the hole on a piece of paper two or three
feet beyond the ltnife, and perceived two

the different colours, as the experiments with

streams of faint light shooting out both

the prism had not yet been made, and it was
reserved for Newton to perfect the discovery.
Mr. Partington then exhibited a diagram
for the purpose of illustrating the production
of the prismatic colours by the refraction

ways from the beam oflight into the shadow.
As the brightness of the direct rays obscured
the fainter light, by making a hole in his
paper he let them pass through, and had

and reﬂection of the rays of light on passing
through the falling drops of rain.

In addi

tion to the primary rambow, a second and

thus an opportunity of attending closely to
the two streams, which were nearly equal in
length, breadth and quantity of light. That

part which was nearest to the sun’s direct

fainter how was frequently observed, and the light, was pretty strong for the space of
diagram therefore consisted of two large about a quarter of an inch, decreasing gra
spherules, each of which represented a single dually till it became imperceptible, and at
drop of rain, and the Lecturer observed that the edge of the knife it subtended an angle
upon the principles of refraction which he of about twelve, or at most of fourteen de
had previously explained, a ray of light would grees. Another knife was then placed oppo
not pass through the spherule in a straight site to the former, and he observed that when
direction, but would become refracted by the the distance of their edges was about the
greater density of the water, and upon again 400th part of an inch, the stream divided in
entering the rarer medium of the atmosphere, the middle, and left a shadow between the
the drop of rain, acting like a prism, would two parts, which was so dark, that all the

Itparatc the ray into the scvbn prismatic

light passing between the ltnives seemed to
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be bent aside to one knife or the ‘other , as

when the objects are dark and obscure, the

the knives were brought nearer to ‘each

radial ﬁbres of the iris contract, the circular

other, this shadow grew broader-, til_l upon are relaxed, and the pupil is enlarged, so
the contact of the knives the whqil|e'liglit,'dis
that it admits a greater quantity of light.
appetired. He observed also. fI'iiig'e‘s lif'dif By candle light the contraction and dilation
ferent coloured light; ‘three belh made on of the pupil may be very distinctly observed,
brie side by the edge of otie'lttiile_‘€id‘a simi
with the assistance of a looking glass. It,
lar number by the edge of the'dtlit-Zr. (iti
with our eyes directed to the mirror, we
‘intﬂdi, Dr Hook, and all the philosophers bring the candle close to the face, we shall
who thade erperimehts on rnﬂwl.-Iii, bet’ re ﬁnd the pupil become very small; if the
the mac of Newton, ascribed the broad shir

'db'ws,"'a cl even the fringes 'which lie men

candle be removed and completely shaded
for about a minute, and then brought to its

‘tion's,1b the ordinary refraction of the air;

foylsnter place, it will be found that the pupil
*‘bttt,the ‘investigation upon ‘which he entered ha's,grea’tly dilated, and that it again con
' ' discover their ‘cause, afforded ‘him satis
iﬂsctory evidence to concltlde that bodies‘ t;-iicts its thelight draws nearer. The whole
‘of this chproide membrane is opaque, by
’hd\‘e the power itf actiiig upon ‘light at a Which means no light can enter the eye but
‘distance.
what passes through the pupil.
ﬂftelr some further remarks on the subject

The third and last coat of the eye is called

'0fihl'lection, which Mr. Partlngton observed,
‘Vii! aItBgetherdiiY'ere"nt either from refraction
b/r reﬂection, he proceeded to give a minute
description of the mechanism of the human

brane, being an expansion of the oplic rerre,
which proceeds from the brain. lt is spread

‘eye, particularising the various parts of which

Iit is composed, and pointing out their rela
tive situations on the diagram, which exhi

bited them on a large scale.

The greater

portion of the external coat of the eye is
‘Called the scelerutim, which is strong and
‘inelastic, ad the muscles which move the
eye are attached to it : what is called the
wlille of the eye is a part of this coat. The
front part of the outer coat, which bulges
out a little from the eye-ball, is the cornea,
which is circular, and exceedingly transpa
rent. The next coat to the scelerotica, is
called the choroi-."ev, which serves as a lining
to it, and is of a dark colour in the human
eye, but white in cats and owls, and green in
most animals that live on grass and vegeta
bles. Its texture is soft and pulpy, and too
weak to be susceptible of muscular motion,

except at its extremities towards the front of
the eye.

Like the scelerotica, it is distin

guished into two parts; the fore part being
called the iris, while the hinder part retains
the name of the choroides. The iris com
mences immediately under the commence
ment of the cornea, where it attaches itself
more strongly to the scelerotica by a cellular

“substance. f0’rming a kind of white, narrow,
circular rim, called the ciliury circe. The

iris isthat remarkable circle which gives to
the eye ‘its character as to colour; it is com
‘posed of two sets of muscular ﬁbres, the one
,tetldil‘i'g, like radii, towards the center of the
circle and the other forming a number of
--as-‘ncéimic circles round the same center.
Tlié central part of the iris is rurforaled,

‘a|ld"t'hé ‘aperture, which is called the pupil,
ishfways round, but varies in its diameter by
action of the two sets of muscular ﬁbres
coiﬁposing the iris. When a very luminous

ihe'rsti»u. . This is a ﬁne and delicate mem
like a net of exquisite delicacy, all over the
concave surface of the choroides, and ter
minates at the ciliary ligament. The retina
receives the images of external objects, which
are depicted upon it by the rays oflight that

enter at the pupil. The ditfercnt coats oftho
eye envelope it in a manner resembling the
concentric coats of an onion, and the impres
sions made on the retina are conveyed to the

brain, or to the sensorium, wherever it may
be situated, by means of the optic nsrcc,

which passes through a small hole in the bony

cavity containing the eye, and is not exactly
in the center, but a little on one side, inclining
towards the nose.
The three transparent substances, inclosed
by the coats of the eye, are called the aqueous,
crystalline and vitreous humoun. The ﬁrst
of these, or aqueous humour resembles
water, whence its name. It gives a protube
rant ﬁgure to the cornea, ﬁlling the two cavi
ties between the cornea and the ciliaryliga
ment, which cavities communicate by the
pupil. The refractive power of the aqueous
humour is like that of water. The st.~
cond, or crystalline humour, is more trans
parent than the purest crystal, and its form
is that of a double com-e.r Ienv, but more
convex on its interior than its exterior sur
face. Resemhling a lens in its form, it also
resembles one in its use. as it t'0’|lI'tl‘g¢J the
rays which pass through it from every visible
object to its focus on the retirm. At the
back ol‘ the crystalline, lies the third, or vi
treous humour, which is nearly of the con
sistence ol' melted glass, and ﬁlls up the inte
rior cavity ol' the eye from the crystalline lens
to the retina.
M r. Partington, in the course of his com
prehensive description of the wonderful struc
ture of the eye, elucidated his remarks by
dissecting several bullock’s eyes, and pointing

653%‘: is ‘viewed, the circular ﬁbres contract,
the 'r'ruIv'al are relaxéd, and thus the size of

out the various coats and humours to which

the pupil is diminished ; /on the contrary,

he had alluded.

One of the diagrams was a
e
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beautiful representation of the construction
and operation of the camera ubscura, the ef
fect of which is doubtless familiar to our
readers, ‘and the lecturer observed, that the
eye itself might be compared to acamera
obscura in miniature,as the images of exter
nal objects are depicted on the retina, in a
manner exactly analogous, and the rays of
light passing through the aqueous and vi
treous humours, the retina receives the
images in an inverted form, as would be

beloro it, it would be found that theimages of

found on dissecting the eye of a sheep or an

showingthe quantity of light radiating from
any luminous body. This might be ascer
tained by merely placing an opaque rod per
pendicularly upon a table, and observing the
mtensity of the shadows cast by two lights

ox, and holding it up to the candle, the ﬂame
of which would appear inverted. The fact
that images are inverted on the retina had

been denied, upon the principle that if such
was the case, every object would appear in
verted to the eye: but there can be no ap
parent inversion without a standard of com
parison, and as all objects are presented to
our view in the same invariable relation to
each other, the impression made upon the
mind is that of their true position.
That the impression of light upon the
retina, is to a certain extent permanent, is
evident, when a burning brand is whirled ra
pidly round, as the effect produced is the ap
pearance of a complete circle of tire, though
we are sensible that the ﬂame can only oc
cupy one part of space at a time. The same
eﬁ'ect results from the employment of a small
ﬁre-wheel, which exhibits a number of con
centric circles of variegated ﬁre. One of

all the ﬂames would be distinctly delineated
beyond the card, though in this case the
rays must cross each other in every direction

on their passage through the oriﬁce, and the
experiment was an additional proof of the
inconceivable minuteness and velocity of the
particles of light.‘
The lecturer now called the attention of

his hearers to those photometrical instru
ments which were used for the pu se of

placed at some distance before it. If two
candles, emitting an equal quantity of light,
were employed at the same distance, the
shadows would appear alike; but if an ar

gand lamp was substituted for one of the
candles, there would be a material difference
between them ; and by moving the stronger
light to such a distance from the rod that the
shadows assumed the same intensity, the
quantity of light emitted from the two bodies

would be in exact proportion to their re

spective distances from the rod.
Mr. Partington then produced Mr. Leslie’:
photometer, which was a very delicate instru
ment, employed for a similar purpose, and
in some degree resembling a ditierential
thermometer. ln thisinstrument, a coloured
these wheels was then let oil‘ to the great ﬂuid rises in a slender tube, in proportion to
the quantity of light thrown upon it, and its
amusement of the audience, and the gratiﬁ
cation of those who were partial to the smell intensity is ascertained by a graduated scale
attached to the tube. The lecturer exem
of gunpowder.
Mr. Partington then alluded to that detect pliﬁed its effect by suddenly igniting a blue,
in the eye-sight, which is occasioned by the or Bengal light, the extreme intensity of
crystalline lens becoming, through age, too which elevated the ﬂuid about eight degrees,
ﬂat tr shew the images distinctly. In this and he concluded his interesting and instruc
case, the rays of light are refracted to an tive lecture by stating, that when ne next
imaginary focus behind the retina, and a addressed his auditory, he should call their
plane or double convex glass is used. which attention to a new and ingenious mode of
y converging the rays, brings the focal point constructing lenses, which he conceived
to the exact extremity of the ball of the eye. would particularly interest them, as it was
If, on the contrary, the indistinctness arises the invention of an uneducated mechanic.
from an over-rntundity of the crystalline lens,
a double concave glass must be used to pro
ducea divergence of the rays, in order to
’ To the remarks of Mr. Partington on
make the focus coincide with the retina.
this-subject, we may add the suggestion of
The lecturer illustrated his remarks by a dia
Mr.
Canton, who observes that the diﬂiculty
gram which clearly showed the manner in
rtion of time
which defective vision is remedied by using will vanish, if a very small
lenses of different forms, according to the be allowed between the emission of every
particle of light and the next that follows in
circumstances of the case.
Another diagram exhibited the divergence the same direction. Suppose for instance,
of the pencils of rays issuing from every that one lucid point of the sun’s surface ernits
point of the object viewed, and crossing each 150 particles in a second, which are more
other in every possible direction. If it were than suliicient to give continual light to the
eye without the least appearance of intermis
asked, how it was possible for all those in
numerable rays to pass each other without sion ; yet still the particles of which it con
an interruption of their progress, he would sists will, on account of their great velocity,
answer, that the fact might be experimentally be more than 1000 miles behind each other
demonstrated; for if a small hole was made and thereby leave room enough for others to
in send, and five or six candles were placed pass in all directions.
,l
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_).=.-_‘..’Mlt. BROUGI-lAM'S PAMPHLET.
highly interesting pamphlet has just
been published by Mr. Brougham, entitled
“ Practical Observations upon the Education
of the People, addressed to the Working
Classes and their Employers.” ln this work
of 32 pages modestly brought forth, and as
modestly dedicated to the President of the

},4London Mechanics Institution,‘ we ﬁnd
f 'more real patriotism, more real informa

and studied production. The Pamphlet is
sold for the beneﬁt of the Mechanics’ Institu
tion. and we doubt not that it will add a
considerable sum to the funds of that excel
lent establishment; but we would have the
merit of Mr. Brougham’s gift measured not

by the number of pounds shillings and pence
which it may produce, but by its effects upon
the morals of the industrious classes, the
amelioration of which is one grand object of

the Mechanics Institution. A fortnight ago
tion, and more real inducement to a nu
merous and important class of society to
adopt a system of universal beneﬁt, than we
had ever before seen in the most elaborate
‘I'

1-“ ‘ We give this dedication entire.
its
simplicity alone renders such an attention
an act of mere justice.
‘I To

GEORGE BIRKBECK, M.D. F.R.S.

' President of the London Mechanics
Institution.
As I have chieﬂy in deference to your

we had to announce a princely gift of 10001
towards this Institution by Sir Francis Bur
dett, with delight we now add the gift of Mr.
Brougham. We would not make a distinction
between them; they both proceed from the
same pure motives, they are both alike cal
culated to rouse public interest in favour of

a system which requires only to be known
to be appreciated, and they oth tend to in

ﬂame the zeal of its already steady adherents.
If the lives of Sir Francis Burdett and Mr.
Brougham had been only remarkable for
these acts, their memory would go down to a
grateful posterity. They have however ad
one great work to a long course of use
fulness_.and the effects of this work upon so

opinion, sanctioned by that of‘ our fellow

ciety will be felt when they shall be slumber

labourers in the North, undertaken to make
the following pages public at the present
moment, I beg leave to inscribe them with

ing with their ancestors.
Mr. Brougham commences by observing
upon the pleasure and improvement to be

your name.

derived from reading, and proceeds as fol

You are aware that they contain a portion
ofalarger discourse, which more pressing
but less agreeable pursuits have long prevent
ed me from ﬁnishing, upon the important

lows :
“ Their (the working classes) diﬂiculties
may all be classed under one or other of two
heads_want of money, and want of time.
To the ﬁrst belongs the difficulty of obtain
ing those books and instructors which persons
in easier circumstances can command ; and
to the second it is owing that the same books
and instructors are not adapted to them
which sutlice to teach persons who have lei
sure to go through the whole course of any
given branch of science.
ln some lines of
employment, there is a peculiar dilﬁculty in
ﬁnding time for acquiring knowledge; as in
those which require severe labour, or, though
less severe, yet in the open air 3 for here the
tendency to sleep immediately after it ceases,
and the greater portion of sleep required,
oppose very serious ohstacles to instruction :
on the other hand those occupations are less
unfavourable to reflection, and have a con
siderable tendency to enlarge the mind.
The first method, then, which suggests it

subject of Popular Education, in its three
branches, Infant Schools, Elementary Schools
(for reading and writing), and Adult Schools.
It is only with the second of these branches
that the legislature can safely interfere. Any
meddling on the part of Government with the
1‘ first would be i"eirpedient; with the last,
-‘ perilous to civil and religious liberty. ln
conformity with this opinion l‘ have brought
the question of Elementary Education re

peatedly before Parliament, where the luke
warmness of many. and the honest and by me
ever-to-be respected scruples of some, have
hitherto much obstructed my design; the
other two branches belong to the country at
large. Having, in concert with those friends
who hold the same doctrines, endeavoured to
I-£9 establish Infant Schools, it seems to follow

‘ from the same view of the subject, that]
should lend any little help in my power to
wards ﬁxing public attention upon the Edu
cation of Adults; by discussing the best
means of aiding the people in using the
iii knowledge gained at schools, for their moral
" and intellectual improvement.
A considerable portion of the Observations
was inserted in the Edinburgh Review, to
[Q gether with a good deal of other matter, and
"Qttwith one or two statements in which I do not

‘ 'a1together corr‘cur.”

self for promoting knowledge among the
poor, is the encouragement of cheap publica
tions; and in no country is this more wanted
than in Great Britain, where, with all our
expertress in manufactures, we have never

succeeded in printing books at so little as
double the price required by our neighbours
on the continent. A gown, which any where
else would cost halfa guinea. may be made in
this country for halfa crown ; but a volume,
fully as well or better printed, and on paper

-‘Q38

‘ran Losnou macuAu1cs ru-zcisrsn.

wtildh,’lﬁiot 8s'ﬂm, isqtiite ﬁne enough, and
‘ﬁr M101-s‘ ' " bleto the eyes, than could
be bought i Mhdon for half a guinea, costs
oiily ‘s‘i'x’frarics, or less than five shillings, at
Paris. The high price of labour in a trade
where so ‘little cah be done, or at least has

been done -by machinery, isone of the causes
df‘this diﬂei-‘ence. But the direct tax upon
‘paper is another; and the determination to

print uptin paper of a‘ certain price is a third;
and the aversion to crowd the page is a
_‘foui-tlr. Now all of these, except the ﬁrst,
maybe grit over. The duty on paper is
threepence a pound, which must increase the
price of an octavo volume eightpence or
ninepence; and this upon paper of every
kind, and printing of every kind ; so that if
by whatever means the price of a book were
reduced to the lowest, say to three or four
shillings, about a fourth or a fifth must be
added for the tax ; and this book brought as
low as possible to accommodate the poor
man, with the coarsest paper and most ordi
nary type. must pay exactly as much to go
vernment as the ﬁnest hot-pressed work of
the same size. This tax ought, therefore, by
all means, to be given up; but though, from
its being the same upon all paper used in

printing, no part of it can be saved by using
coarse paper, much of it may be saved by
crowding the letter press, and having a very

narrow margin.

This experiment has been

ried of late in London upon a considerable
scale; but it may easily be carried a great
deal farther. Thus, Hume’s History‘ has
been begun; and one volume, containing
about two and a half of the former editions,

has been published. It is sold for six _shill
ings and sixpence; but it contains a great
number of cuts neatly executed; the paper
is much better than is necessary; and the
printing is perfectly well done. Were the
cuts omitted, and the most ordinary paper
and type used, the price might be reduced to
4s. or 4s. 6.1.; and a book might thus be
sold for B3. or 14s., which now costs perhaps
above two pounds. A repeal ofthe tax upon
paper. which is truly a tax upon knowledge,
and falls the heaviest upon those who most
want instruction, would farther reduce the
price to nine or ten shillings.”
There is so much justice in these observa

against every suggestion foi-“iiiiprovemen
which comes from the Opposition, ‘and we
may fairly expect that no part of what Mr.
Brougham recommends here and in Other
parts of his pamphlet, will fail to excite a
ively interest in his Majesty’s Ministers.
Foralong time many men in power were
opposed to the education of the working

classes, and to every thing which could tend
to their mental improvement, upon the mis
taken ground that to enlighten ‘men gelle
rally was to render them dangerous to so

ciety. The folly of such a doctrine has
been proved, and the excellence of the con
trary position satisfactorily demonstrated.
Let us hope, therefore, that no more silly

and pernicious objections of this kind will be
raised to prevent the diffusion of knowledge,

and the extension of the beneﬁts of science
to every branch of the community.

The beneﬁt of publishing in numbers is
forcibly insisted upon by Mr. Brougham, who
mentions several cheap works as having con
tributed to produce an important change
in the habits of the people. Among them
are the Mirror, Dolby’s Histories,‘ and the

MECHANICS’ Reolsrna. Speaking of the
latter, he says, “ A Mechanics’ Register
has lately been begun, and with immediate

success. It is a weekly paper, for the same
price (three penoe,) and although,,being
principally intended for the use of the work

men, it bestows peculiar attention on what
ever concerns that order, yet the occur
rences which it communicates and the dis
cussions which it contains are also those
most interesting to Philosophers themselves ”
We feel very grateful to Mr. Brougham for

the way in which he is pleased to speak of
our work, and we can assure him that he has
not been misinformed as to its success. In
the history of cheap scientiﬁc publications
there is no example of a more steady
and progressive increase than that of the
Register. Already have we been compelled to
reprint several of the numbers and to stereo
type others. We mention this not as a boast,
but as a proof of the feeling that exists to

promote all works which tend to the great
object which Mr. Brougham so ably advo
cates.

Mr. Brougham then proceeds to recom

tions, that we shall interrupt the course of mend the general institution of Book Club:
our quotations only to express a belief that
they will command the attention of Govern
ment. We no longer live, thank God, under

this popular work should ever be published

or Reudirg 80¢-iel-er.
The arguments
which he uses are forcibi and conclusive :
"' Three halfpence a week laid by ina
whole family, will enable it to purchase in a
year one of the cheap volumes of which I
have spoken above, and a penny a week
would be suﬁicient, were the publications
made as cheap as possible. Now, let only a

without notes, to warn the reader of the
author's partiality when moved by the inter
est of civil and ecclesiastical controversy, and
his careless and fanciful narrative when oc
cupied with other events.

lishing in numbers upon the same plan,
“ Rollin’sAnI‘ient History.”

a Government which steadfastly sets itself

* It is to be regretted that any edition of

* There is another very useful work pub

rns wnnou MECHANICS’ REGISTER.
lbw neighbours join, any ten or twelve, and

lend each other the books bought; and it is
evident, that for a price so small as to be
wihin the rt-.ach of the poorest labourer, all
may have full as many books in the course
of the year as it is possible for them to read,
even supposing that the books bought by
every one are not such as all the others de
sire to have.’ The publication of books in
Numbers greatly helps this plan; for it en
ables those who choose to begin it at any

timemvithout waiting until they have laid by
enough to purchase a volume in each fa
mily."
We regret that our limits will not allow
us to give the whole of the observations
made by Mr. Brougham on this subject. For
them we must refer our readers to the

pamphlet. ln speaking of Lectures in Me
chanics‘ lnstitutions,Mr. Brougham appears
to be fully sensible of their importance. We
have seen their effect, and are convinced,

from experience, of the truth of his observa
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members of the Association. The hire of a
room may be reckoned at 30!. ; the salary
of a lecturer, 40!. ; wear and tear of appara
tus, 201.; assistant and servant, l0l.; clerk
or collector, 10l.; tire and lamps, 5!. ; print
ing and advertising, l5!.; making in all 130/.
“ But if two, or three courses aredelivered
in the same room, the expenses of each will
be reduced in proportion, Suppose three;

the room may probably be had for 50/., the
printing for 20/., ‘and the servants for 301.;
so that the expense of each course will be re
duced to about l00/. Each course may oc
cupy six months of weekly lectures: conso~
quently, if only a hundred artisans are to be
found who can spare a shilllng a week, one
lecture may be carried on for 1302; and if
120 artisans can be found to spare a shilling
a week, three courses may be carried on du
ring the year, and each person attend the
whole. This calculation, however, supposes
a very inconsiderable town. if the families
engaged in trade and handicrafts have, one

with another, a single person contributing,

tions. His arguments against their being
gratuitous, are, we think. unanswerable:
"' The yearly cost ofalecture in the larger
cities, where enlightened and public-spirited
men may befound willing to give instruc
tion for nothing, is indeed considerably less
than in smaller places, where a compensa
tion must be made for the lecturer’s time
and work. But it seems advisable, that, even
where gratuitous assistance could be obtain
ed, something like an adequate remuneration
should be afforded, both to preserve the
principle of independence among the work
ing classes, and to secure the more accurate
and regular discharge of the duty. We shall
therefore suppose, that the lectures, as well
as the current expenses of the room, and

the same as in the West Riding of York
shire; and 7l0 taking the proportion of
Inncashire. If, indeed. we take the propor
tions in the manufacturing towns. it will an
swer in some cases to a population of 5,500.
and in others of little more than -500. But
even taking the proportion from towns in
the least manufacturing counties, as Hunt
ingdonshire, the population required to fur
nish 100 will not exceed 900--which sup
poses a town of about 200 houses. One of
three times the size is but an inconsiderable
place; and yet in such a place, upon a very

where there are experiments, of the appara

moderate computation, 900 persons might

tus, are to be paid for; and still it appears
by no means an undertaking beyond the
reach of those classes. The most expensive
courses of teaching will be those requiring
apparatus; but those are likewise the most
directly proﬁtable to the scholars. Contri
butions may be reckoned upon to begin the
plan, including the original purchase of ap
paratus; and then we may estimate the
yearly cost, which alone will fall upon the

easily be found to spare sixpence a week all
the year round; which would be amply suﬂi
cient for two lectures. In the larger towns,
where 500 or 600 persons might associate,
ﬁve shillings a quarter would be sullicient to
carry on three or four lectures, and leave be
tween 150'. and ROOL a year for the purchase
of books.
“ In estimating the expenses l have supposed
a room to he hired and the rent to be mode
rate. To make a beginning, the parties must
make ashift with any public room or other
place that may be vacant; the great point is
to begin : the numbers are certain to in
crease, and the income with the numbers, as
the plan becomes known and its manifold at
tractions operate upon the people. For the
same reason i reckon a small sum for appa
ratus. Great progress may be made in teach
ing with very cheap and simple experiments.

1" It is found that the average number of
volumes read by the members of a Mecha
nics Institution, in a great town, is between
ten and eh-ven a year; by the members of a
book society, in the villages of an agricultu
ral district. between ﬁve and six. Now the
cheap books contain between two and three
times the inafier in the ordinary publica
tions; therefore, it is evident, that such an

the number of l00 answers to 8 population
of only 770, supposing the proportion of per

sons engaged in trade and handicrafts to be

Indeed some of the most important, if not

8'8s0ciation as that proposed, would have

the most showy, are the least costly and

three times as inuch reading as is wanted in
towns, and live or siit times as much as in

complicated. By far the grandest discoveries

the country.

in natural science were made with hardly any
A pan of water and two thermo

‘ apparatus.
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powers; and cheap chemical Iaboratoriiss
may then receive his consideration. It is

meters were the machinery that in the shlfnl
hands of Black detected latent heat; a crown’s
worth of glass, threepenny-worth of salt, a
little chalk, and a pair of scales, enabled the
same great philosopher to iound the system
of modern chemistry, by tracing the exist
ence and combinations of ﬁxed air; with
little more machinery the genius of Sc-heele'
created the materials of which the fabric was
built, and anticipated some of the discover
ies that have illustrated a later age; a prism,

likewise in contemplation at a great manu
facturing establishment, where every part of
the machinery is made upon the spot, to
prepare a number of sets of cheap appara
tus for teaching, so that any Mechanics In
stitution may on very moderate terms be
furnished at least with what is necessary for
carrying on a course of dynamics. The
drawings may be multiplied by the polygra

a lens, and a sheet of pasteboard enabled

phic methods tenerally in use.”

Newton to unfold the composition of light,
and the origin of colours. Franklin‘? ascer
tained the nature of lightning with a kite,
a wire, a bit of riband, and a key :——to say no
thing of the great chemist of our own day, of
whose most useful, perhaps most philosophi
cal. discovery, the principle might have been
traced with the help of a common wire ﬁre
guard.
Even the elements of mechanics
may be explained with apparatus almost as

We regret that our limits will not allow
us to give any more extracts from this valu
able Pamphlct. We will, however, resume
the subject in an early number.

THE NEW BUBBLES.

application to mechanism illustrated, by
ﬁgures and instruments. Machinery, even

We learn with inﬁnite regret that the
mania for speculating in the shares of the
new South American Companies, has reached
many of the industrious classes, and that the
savings which with great labour and perse
verance they have been enabled to make,
instead of being invested in solid securities
which would beavailable to themselves in an
hour of need, or to their progeny, are em
barked in those bubbles which ere long will
cease to have existence. This spirit of gam
bling, for under the pretence of seeking a
higher interest for capital than the fair
modes of investment offer it is nothing but
gambling of the grossest and silliest descrip
tion, is censurable in all classes, but how much

in its complicated form, is more easily un

more so in those whose habits and inclina

cheap and simple.-_To take one instance:
the fundamental property of the lever (and I
may say of the whole science) may be demon
strated by a font rule, a knife and a few lead

en balls of equal size. The other mechani
cal powers (which are indeed for the most
part resolvable into the lever) may be ex
plained with almost equal ease; and after
all, it is those principles that practical men

most require to have unfolded, and their

derstood by them, because they are in prac
tice familiar with lts operations and terms,
and will follow the description of an engine
and its working without a model, or at most
with a drawing, far more readily than the
learners of natural science in other conditions
of life. The simpliﬁcation of apparatus t'or
teaching physical science is an important ob
ject. and one to which learned men may most
usefully direct their attention. There cannot

be a doubt, that a compendious set of ma
chines may be constructed to illustrate at a
very cheap price a whole course of lectures.
Certain parts may be prepared capable of
being formed into various combinations, so
as to present different engines; and where
separate models are necessary, their con
struction may be greatly simpliﬁed by omit
ting parts which are not essential to explain

the principle, and show the manner of work
ing. The price, too, will be greatly reduced
when a larger number being required of
each, they may be prepared by wholesale.
Afriend of mine is at present occupied in
devising the best means of simplifying appa
ratus for lectures upon the mechanical

. A working chemist,

9 A working printer.

tions ought to lead them to seek competency

by the slow but certain paths of prudence.
The mere circumstance of all these bubbles
having appeared at the same time and under
the inﬂuence of nearly the same parties ought
we think alone to create suspicion, for we
can hardly allow that up to the present period
man has been so silly as to leave such mines of
wealth as these American Schemes are said
to be unexplored. All that has been recorded
of the follies of our ancestors on the Missis
sippi and other schemes of that day, falls
short of What we now witness, and we fear the
time is not far distant when the dupes of
these schemes will be suffering deeply for
their credulity. If we had time to examine
the origin of all the South American Bubbles
we doubt not we should prove them to be

such to the satisfaction of the public, and
what we chieﬂy desire, to the removal of all
inclination from the industrious classes for
dabbling in them. For the present let one

well authenticated exposure which has come
before us serve to raise suspicion at least
against the whole as it will be found that they
all spring from the same source, the avarice
of a few persons of inﬂuence in the city, who
seek to make fortunes out of the credulity of
the honest and industrious tradesman and
artisan.

About eight months ago a South Ameri
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can mine proprietor who had quitted one of private advantage. The price of iron, which
the states of that part of the world arrived in was in Wales some months past,seven pounds
per ton, has been rapidly advanced to l2I.,
Paris, having been driven from home on ac
count of his political Opinions. Wlien in the confessedly in anticipation, for the most part,
French Capital he opened a negociation with of the demand certain to follow the intro
an English Stock Broker named D-——i duction of the proposed new means of con
veyance.
for the sale of his mines, demanding we be
A usoful public measure is not, however
lieve upwards of l00,000l. purchase money,
of which 20,0001. was to be paid down; the to be rejected either because partial interests
Englishman caught at the proposal and was may snﬁer, or because other partial interests
about to sign the contract, when his friends may be extravagantly and temporarily bene
interposed and advised him to ascertain the ﬁted. It would be disguising the truth. how
solidity of the ground upon which he was ever, to deny that the persons interested in
standing. He took advice, and the result the iron trade will, by the establishment of
was that he would be mad to complete the rail—ways, reap a great harvest, or to conceal
negociation it being discovered first, that the that they will use every expedient to make
South American mine owner was a man of this as abundant as possible. The public
such loose character that no contract would will consequently, be made to pay very
dearly for this most necessary of metals,
bind him.
Sec0ndly—That by his political conduct which enters into such a multitude o imple
he had r‘Xp0sed his property to the probable ments and machinery in husbandry manu
clause of conﬁscation by the existing Govern
factures, and commerce. It is indeed allowed
in the iron trade, that the admission by Par
ment.
'I‘hirdly—-That the expense of working the liament of the establishment of rail-ways will
mines would for at least ten years entirely be the signal for a further advance. and the
price of bar iron, which is in Wales 121. and
preclude all chance of proﬁt.
The failure of this man's schemes was how
in London 13!. 10s. per ton, will probably be
raised to 20!. per ton. The price is usually
ever destined to be only of temporary dura
tion. What in 1824, foolish as we were, was established on such occasions by the union
diﬂicult of execution because there remained of a few great iron-masters ; some five or
a slight portion of common sense in the six of whom possess the principal portion of
British Public, which would have prevented the trade, and a rise is at their option.
thesuccess of a contract made under such
But there is a remedy to this inconvenience
circumstances, is in l825 quite easy of attendant on the great public measure of the
execution; and this very scheme, destitute as formation of rail-ways, which has not been
it is of every thing which could recommend adverted to,and which is in accordance with
t to a man of the slighest reﬂection, is now in the general policy of the Government-that
the market at a ﬂuctuating premium of l5 is, the admission of foreign iron, either free
to 90 per cent.
of duty, or at a slight duty, in lieu of the
We sincerely trust that this fact, of the au
present prohibitory one. Swedish and Rus
thenticity of which we do not entertain the sian iron pay 6!. lOs. per ton. Both ' these
slightest doubt, will open the eyes of a misled kinds are in quality superior to the English,
public to the danger of the speculations for and are worth, in bond, 15!. to 18!. per ton;
which they have such a mania.
If the and therefore, duty paid, 2 ll. l0 s. to 24!. lOs.
savings of the industrious artisan must be If duty free, the public might reap the bene
invested in the Shares of Public Companies fit of the use of this better kind at l5l. to
let him turn to those which without offering‘ 18!. 48.
any extravagant prospects of success, are
Other metals are subject to prohibitory
founded in reason and public utility. Such duties which call for revisal. English block
are the Milk and Water Companies and a few tin has risen to lO5s. per cwt., while East
others which we could enumerate. Much India and Peruvian can be had in bond from
loss there never can be from such invest
80s. to 90s. The duty is 190s. 3d. per cwt.!
ment, and there will probably be a return British copper is 1071. per ton; Russian and
of from 5 to l0 per cent. to the share holders and Chilian can be had in bond for 801. to
for the employment of his Capital, whilst at 85]., but the duty is 60!. per ton; spelter or
the same time he will have the gratifying zinc has been brought of late years largely
reﬂection of having contributed to promote from Germany, in 1828 about 5,000 tons, in
the comfort and health of his fellow citirens.
1824 about l0,000 tons, and is exported
chiefly to India, where it has supplanted the
China Tutenague in a multiplicity of useful
RAIL-WAYS. AND DUTIES ON
purposes of ship building, &c. The price
FOREIGN METALS.
It has been objected by some who have of Silesian spelter in bond is 231. per ton,
ventured to oppose the introduction of rail
but the duty is 28!. 10s. making the price
ways, that these undertakings are promoted, for consumption 51!. lOs. per ton which is
and their advantages interestedly over-rated, altogether an exclusion.
by the iron-masters with a view to their
This is the seasonabla moment for the
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Chancellor of the Exchequer to, lower the
duties on all foreign metals, (if not in some

Bll0WN’S. GM VACUUM ENGHE
We have great pleasure in copyiugfrqra

instances wholly remove them,) which would
render an addition to the revenue from a

the Times newspaper of Tuesday, last, the
following account of M-r. Brown’s engine. 3
“ Among the various mechanical inventiolss

source perfectly new, and.wouldbeof general
service to the agricultural and manufacturing

which talent and science have bequeathed to

industry of the country. If the exclusion of the arts since the construction of the steam
foreign grain be impolitic, the same Ittust engine, Mr. Brown's gas vacuum engine holds
the ﬁrst rank for ingenuity of contrivance
hold as regards foreign minerals. If an un
restricted intercourse with the world be our and extent of application. We mention this

true interest, it must in a_ par-amount sense be
the case in respect to the rude materials and
primary ingredients ofcapitah lf the industry
and wealth and comfort of the country consist
in the variety as well as the magnitude of
its productions, we debar ourselves these ad+
vantages by banishing from our use the me
tallic hounties of nature. The British me
tals fear not foreign competition--iron, cop
per, lead, tin, meet all over the world the
like produce of other quarters, andynth ad
vantage. They are the inherent riches of
the country, and will exist when the manu
factures of cotton and silk, of a more forced
and exotic kind, may have reverted nearer
the sources of those products. Our metallic
staples need no props and defences.

~

machine in conjunction with the steam-en
gine, not only on account of the kindred abi
lity which it displays, but the similarity of
purposes which it may serve, and the proba
ility that, in certain circumstances, it must
supply the place, or supersede the use of its
celebrated predecessor. It would be impos
sible, witbout the use of plates, or the intro
duction of details of which our space will not
admit, to give the general reader an idea of
this ngenious machine; we shall therefore
content ourselves. with a mere outline of
some of its properties.
"' Chemistry, in ascertaining, long ago, the
fact that when a combustible substance is
burnt in atmospheric air, the oxygen of the

air is consumed, and a consequent diminution

of-volume takes place, gave Mr. Brown one
of the principles on which his engine is con
structed. Two gases, oxygen andhydrogen,
ARTIFICIAL STONE.
burnt together. in certain proportions, form
Mr. Joseph Aspden, of Leeds, hastaken water, and consequently, if the combination
outa patent for a new mode of producing an were eﬁected in close vessels by an electric
Artiﬁcial Stone or Cement for the covering spark, would leave nearly a vacuum. But
of Buildings. He calls it Portland Cement, the oxygen. of: the common air composes
from its resemblance to Portland stone: its only one-ﬁfth of its volume, and consequently,
compotent parts are as follow E--A given though entirely consumed by entering into
union with hydrogen. would only give us a
quantity of lime-stone, of the kind usuall
diminution of volume to a ﬁfth. The hy
employed for mending roads, is to
pulver
ized by heating or grindmg, or it may be drugen contained in coal or oil gas not being
taken from the road in a pulverized state, or pure, and containing carbon, would not,
in the state of puddle: this, when dried, is to though burnt, create sucha vacuum as hy
be calcined in a furnace in the usual way. drogen. This applies, however, only to the
A similar quantity of argillaceous earth or result of combustion in close vessels : the ef

clay is then to be mixedyin water with the
calcined lime-stone, and the whole perfectly
incorporated by manual labour_or by machi

fect is very different when open vessels are
empluyed. In the latter case, the heat aris
ing from thecombustion expels the incom

nery, into a plastic state. This mixture is
then to be placed in shallow vessels for the

red is then to be pulverized by grmdmg or

hustihle part of the common air along with
the products of the action; so that if the ves
sel be shut at the instant of inﬂammation, a
near approach to a perfect vacuum is made.
The etfect ofa little burning paper in emp
tying of air the glasses used in cupping, is a
familiar example of the fact, and a test of the
extent to which its force may be carried
without any care in the experiment. Mr.
Brown’s machine consists of a contrivance
by which, in consequence partly of this com
bination of the inﬂammable matter with oxy

eating, and. when reduced to a ﬁne powder,

gen, and partly of the expulsion of the air by

is in a tit state for use. and with the addition

heat, the cylinders emplo_\ed are -mptied of
their contents, and an approximation to a

purpose of evaporation, and then to be sub
mitted to the action of the air, the sun, or

the heat of ﬁre, or steam conducted by pipes
or ﬂues under the pans of evaporating vessels.
This composition, when in a dry state, is to

be broken into lumps of suitable sizes, _and
is then to be calcined again in a furnace simi
lar to a lime-kiln, till the carbonic acid has

been entirely expelled. The mixture so pre

of so much water as will be suﬂicient to bring
it into the consistency of ‘mortar, will, when

vacuum is produced, the valve through which

applied to its purpose, make a compact and
durable artiﬁcial stone, equal to the Portland
stone itself.
- ’

the gases escape preventing the admission
of air. If the power he thus acquired, it may
of course, like that of steam be anplied to

rss senses _mw1cB?mc1srss-.
endless mechanical purposes. Mr. Brown’s

engine has been seen and exagnined by many
scientiﬁc characters, and by t em its eﬂicacy,
as well as ingenuity, has been generally ac
knowledged. The great question lies in its
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himself up to the inspirations of his genius
and to his‘ unconquerable desire of studying
nature, and interrogating the heavens. To
borrow the expression of a contemporary,

the village in whichI Herschel lived, was the
spot from which the whole civilized world
engine. On this subject it may be stated, learned all t at was to be known of the won
without entering into particulars, that the ders of the ' mighty.

cor'np'prative merits in relation to the steam

pneumatic engine being light and portable,
is therefore well adapted to propel carriages
on roads and rail-ways; that the expense of
working it is in most situations moderate;
that it is entirely free from danger, as it
is impossible that the cylinders can burst,
though they might collapse; and that the
original cost of the machine, as well as the
eSpe\n°eS of wear and tear, are small com
pared with those of the steam-engine. As ap
plied to drain mines in the neighbourhood
of coals, its advantages over other modes of
operation cannot bedisputed. Though we
have seen this ingenious machine in action,
we would not venture to pronounce so de
cisively on its merits, unless we had autho
rity superior to that of our own opinion for
stating, that “ it is new in its application, safe
and eﬁective in its operation, and less expen
sive, both in its construction and mode of
working, than any other artiﬁcial power
with which we are acquainted.”
Mr. Brown has executed an order fora
small half-horse power for the King; and

His Majesty could not, certainly, possess or
exhibit a more beautiful philosophical toy.

NEW MECHANICAL POWER.
Several months ago the newspapers con
tained a statement that a vessel was building
at_Cadiz, Which by the application of a new
principle of mechanism, would when com
pleted proceed as rapidly through the water
as one navigated by steam. Great secrecy
has been observed respecting this invention,
little more having transpired than that the
wheels or paddles are set in motion by power
ful air pumps, the action of which is con
tinued by the action of the paddles. We
now ﬁnd that a Company is forming in
France for the establishment of vessels upon

The history of optical inventions and of
their progress is too well known to require
notice here. The telescopes of Herschel
were of the kind called Newtonian. He did not
cease to study their properties and to extend

their use.

He succeeded in suppressing the

use of the plain mirror, which produces a
second reﬂection, and this judicious change
which had been long before proposed by
Lemaire, but the execution of which was
extremely ditlicult, doubled the optical eﬁect
of the instrument.
Herschel ascertained
that by exercising the eye by degrees we
may succeed in rendering it more sensible
to the impression of a feeble light, and
from this discovery he was able to increase
the images of objects far beyond the limits
which had restrained other astronomers. He
remarked two different properties which had
never before been noticed, that which con
sists in augmenting the apparent dimensions
ofa heavenly body, and that of penetrating
into the profundity of space to discover those
objects which would have been actually im
perceptible. Numerous examples convinced
him of the truth and utility of this distinction.
At length he undertook to carryto the utmost

extent the application of optics to the pur
poses of astronomy, and constructed a teles

Rivers of that Country. The mode in which
the machinery is ﬁrst set into action is said
to be by a p werful wheel almost without
friction, whic although capable ofproducing
an action equal to a 40 Horse Power, is con
tinued in action by one person.

cope of extraordinary dimensions: the largest
indeed which had ever been seen.
To form an idea of this instrument we
must picture to ourselves a tube of iron 40
feet long, with 4 feet and a quarter diameter,
suspended under inclined masts, and put into
motion in every possible way by proper
machinery. The entire system moves round
a vertical axis and describes a circumference
of 40 feet diameter, a highly polished metallic
mirror weighing about 9000 pounds is placed
on this tube, and when the instrument is
turned towards the sky, this mirror reﬂects
the shining image of the stars. The observer
is moved at the saute time as the tube in all
directions, for he is placed in a seat attached
to the upper extremity : the objects which
he observes are behind him, and he looks
upon their reﬂected image.

EULOGIUM UPON HERSCHEL PRO
NOUNCED IN THE ROYAL INSTI
TUTE OF FRANCE.
(Cenfmued from N0. XII.)
in this retreat, ornamented by the ﬁne arts,
and still more by peace and domestic virtue,
Herschel, free from all cares but those of his
favourite study, and surrounded by a beloved
wife and family, devoted to science, gave

two new satellites of Saturn, which are both
nearer the planet than those discovered by
Huygens and Cassini. Never before had the
study of the heavens been made with so ex
traordinary an instrument, and it may fairly
be said that the greatest phenomena assumed
a new as
t, the nebulae, that is to say those
little luminous and irregular clouds which
are seen among the fixed stars in various

this or a similar principle on the Canals and

Herschel discovered with this telescope

a
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regions of the Heavens, were found to consist of a multitude of innumerable Suns:
others which had been almost imperceptible
assumed a distinct form.

View, they offer all that is most perfect in
the invention of man.
(To be continued.)

At the entrance of

the star Sirius in the ﬁeld of the telescope,
the eye becomes sensibly aﬂected, and to

such a degree that immediately afterwards
the largest stars are invisible. The etfect
upon the eye is so great that it is necessary
to allow 20 minutes to elapse for it to recover
before we attempt to regard other heavenly

bodies.
Down to the time of Herschel no astrono
mer had obtained so complete a knowledge

of the heavens; for instance, they ceased to
observe the ring of Saturn, when its plane
was inclined towards the earth, but the feeble
light which its thickness reﬂected was suf
ficient for Herschel, so that to him the phase
of the ring never disappeared.
One observation entirely new and import
ant, was that of the remarkable points upon
the surface of the ring of Saturn. Herschel
concluded from them, that this satellite,
which is of so singular a form, turns upon
itself round an axis, perpendicular to its
plane; and he measured the duration of the
movement of rotation, which is about ten
hours and a half; a short time previous, a

CAMBERWELL, PECKHAM, AND
KENNINGTON LITERARY IN
STITUTION.
On Tuesday evening the Camberwell,
Peckham, and Kennington Literary Institu
tion was opened,and an excellent lecture de
livered by the Rev. 1. Perms, M.A. at the
temporary Reading Room, at Mr. Dawson’s
Academy, Mansion House, High Street,
Camberwell. We regret that we have not
room to insert a report of this highly-inte
resting lecture, but will, if possible, insert it
in our next number.

RAIL ROADS.
It has been calculated that the saving
which wouid be effected throughout Great
Britain by the general adoption of Iron Rail
Roads, and Locomotive Engines, would
amount in twelve years, to more than 70
Millions sterling. Ifthis calculation be cor
rect, and we have no reason to doubt its ac
curracy. it oﬁers a strong argument for the
interference of the Legislature in favour of
the new principle. By laying a tax upon

great geometrician in France was occupied

Rail Roads, which they would be well able to

on the same subject, and resolved it by ma
thematical analysis, the most
werful and

pay, ministers might materially add to the

ring, is a necessary consequence of the gene
ral principle of gravity. From his analysis,
he had deduced the same duration of ten
hours and a half, as that which Herschel ob
tained by direct observation; the history of
science offers nothing more worthy the at
tention of philosophy, than this admirable

dustrious classes.

sinking fund for the redemption of the
universal mode in practice.
. de la Place National Debt, or remita portion of the
demonstrated that the rotation of Saturu’s taxes which press immediately upon the in

concurrence of theory, with the perfection
of practice.

The observations of Herschel are too nu

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We have now before us a pile of corres
pondence, much of it very valuable, and
which it was fully our intention to notice in
the present number. The great length and
importance of some of the articles which now
appear and which we could not postpone,
will we sincerely trust beaocepted as an
apology for not attending to the favours of

merous and varied, for us to give a regular
expose of them. The greater number have
been so fully conﬁrmed, that they now form
the basis of many of our own conclusions.
The instruments, however, which Herschel
used, powerful and astonishing as they are, our correspondents.
Mr. Holland’s request will be attended to
were subject from their very bulk, to many
disadvantages which prevent their applicabi
with great pleasure.
lity for the general purposes of astronomical
A Letter for G. Morley is left with the
observations; they are rather to be consi
dered as instruments of discovery, than of Publishers.
C. Puttock has been received.
measure and precision Under the former
_________________.._____~—________-_--—--—'————'-_'_"
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RAIL ROADS, AND LOCOMUPIVE
ENGINES. Y
Every body has heard of Rail Roads and
Locomotive Engines, but there are few who
have had such a description of the latter as
will enable them to judge of their value. We
give an Engraving in our present Number
of an engine in full operation upon a, Rail
Road dragging several carriages.
The
limits of our paper do not permit us to give
the entire number which one of these En
gines is capable of drawing, but we under
stand that ten coaches or galleries connected
by chains, and carrying each from eight to

I have contemplated the possibility of infringe
ment, and therefore embarked their cttpltal
with an assurance ‘of permanent security,
which, or a compensation in lieu of it, they
have now a right to demand. We doubt not

that the Legislaturewill act wisely‘ and justly
on the discussion of this important question,
neither turning to the right nor to. the left,

butacting for‘the ihterest of‘ ‘tlie' ridblic, the

credit of the country and the fair encourage
ment of science. The enormous price of
iron, and the still more enormous price to
which it would rise if all or even half the
projected Rail Roads should be laid down,
twelve persons _with lugga can be drawn have been brought forward repeatedly as
at the rate of n or‘ tw ve, miles an hour objections to the plan. We might as well
over an iron Ra Road, without the slightest say that only one portion should eat breed,
because increased consumption would in
danger of accident.
The Rail Road question is one which will crease the price of ﬂour. In the one case
agitate the Parliament and the country. It we should answer. Whilst there remain
involves many private interests, an enormous many thousand acres of land uncultivated,
capital, and much public consideration. We and our ports are open to receive foreign
will not add to what we have said in favour corn‘, the price of ﬂour can be regulated by
of the principle. Our observations arose a fair standard. In the other we say, \Vhllst
from our conviction of the importance of the bowels of the earth remain unexplored
improvement in the mode of conveyance of to the extent of many hundred miles, in
persons and merchandise, because we feel quarters where iron stone may be presumed
that much of our greatness as a commercial to exist in abundance, and our ports are
open to the introduction of Ioreign iron,
country has been produced by the improve
ment of the canal over the common road there can be no danger of such an increase
system of conveyance, and we imagined from of price as ought to deter us from a public
all that we had heard and seen, that just so improvement, under the dread which our‘
much as canals are better than common ' alarmists would instil into us.
roads for the conveyance of goods, Rail
The Engravings which we have given in
Roads are superior to canals, with this addi
our present Number, are taken from some
tional advantage, that in the one case only which we ﬁnd in a valuable little work by
Mr. Gray, entitled "‘ Observations on a Ge
goods can be conveyed, owing to the tedious
ness of the journey, in the other passengers neral Rail Way,” published nearly two years
might proceed with equal or greater speed, ago, but the circulation of which has been
and much greater convenience. We are rather more limited than its merits would
aware that many objections, some of them have led us to expect. l"om this work we
important, may be advanced against the ge
shall borrow largely, because we consider
neral construction of Rail Roads, and the use that in doing so we are only doing justice to
of Locomotive Engines, but what public im
the wishes of Mr. Gray, and at the same
provement was ever introduced to which in time rendering a service to the public. Mr.
the ﬁrst instance objections were not otfered. Gray,after some general remarks upon his
The greatest objection in our opinion is, we proposed system, says,“ Why may not the
think, the injury which the new principle same facility and dispatch be given on land,
may inﬂict upon the proprietors of canals in as we now ﬁnd in practice by Steam Boats
districts where it is proposed to lay down from Dover to the Continent, and from other
Rail Roads, but some plan may surely be ports of the United Kingdom? By means of
Rail Ways and Steam Engines, the same, if
devised to compensate these persons for the
loss which they might sustain.
Nothing not superior advantage may be enjoyed
could be more reasonable, and the projectors throughout England, Ireland, and Scotland,
of the Rail Roads, after the statements which
as a general and uniform conveyance .t.0 all
they have made in their prospectusses of commercial towns and places of any im
the enormous proﬁts to be derived from
portance.
>
them, and the greater part of which would
“ In order to establish a general iron rail
probably be realised, cannot object to such way, it will be necessary to lay down two or
a compensation. Upon the broad principle three rail-ways for the ascending, and an
of public utility we frequently consent to sa
equal number for the descending vehicles,
crifice private interests. This principle, the waggons laden with merchandire can
however, ought not to apply in the present never be expected to proceed with the same
instance, because when the Proprietors of built
velocity
on as
exactly
coaches,
the same
but they
planshould
as to width,
all

Canals obtained the sanction of the Legisla
ture to their construction, they never could

which would prove enremcly economical by
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affording the same accommodation to all;
for carriages going with a greater speed,
may, on coming up to any other, pass otf
into the next track and fall again into the
ﬁrst track, by which method, any carriage
of superior speed may continue its course
without any obstruction.
“ The sums quoted, as the expense of rail
ways, vary too much to be depended upon ;
but by following the middle course, we may,
perhaps, be nearer the mark. l shall, there
fore, take the sum of one thousand pounds
per mile, for the single rail-way; the present
plan, as above mentioned, requiring six
rail-ways, will consequently cost six thousand
pounds per -mile.”

Before we proceed with our quotations
from Mr. Gray‘: pamphlet, it will be neces
sary to premise that his project is for a ge
neral Rail Way, which he estimates at two
thousand miles. We have no means of as
ccrtaining correctly the number of miles
over which it is proposed to lay iron rail
ways by the ditfercnt Companies which have
been formed, nor of the expense of their con
struction. The latter is stated variously

from four to ten thousand pounds per mile
according to the nature of the country
through which it is to run. Mr.Gray’s cal
culation is therefore probably pretty near
the mark.

We shall proceed with our quotations, ad
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goods and persons, and at the same time di
minish the charge to the’ individual.
" The conveyance by waggons, coaches,
and post-chaises, must ever prove expensive

as at present, even in the most favourable
times, arising from the great prices paid by
the proprietors for horses, the precarious
existence of these animals employed in

coaches and post-chaises, and the intolerable
expense of their food. These several points,
duly weighed and impartially consrdered,
will be found the real cause of those heavy
charges made on the public, and convince
every reﬂective mind of the impossibility of
any reduction. The very great cruelty in

ﬂicted on coach and post-chaise horses has
long called forth the comrniseration of the
humane : and in a country where every
nerve has been exerted to abolish the slave
trade, it is hoped, that the same national

feeling may be excited in behalf of these
poor dumb animals; the plan here proposed
will not only diminish these acts of cruelty,
but also present a more expeditious and con
siderably cheaper conveyance, even where

horses shall be made use of ; the‘ strength
required
would
be comparatively
to
the
present
system,
as theicoachestriﬂing
running
on the rail-way might convey three ‘times

the weight of luggage, andpassengers in like
proportion, with half thé horse power." ""
“ One great advantage,” says Mr; Gray,

hering to his principle of a General Rail “ which would arise from the use of laco
Way of 2000 miles only for the purpose of motive engines, would be the very great
showing the total expense, according to his quantity of land used solely for the kee of
own calculation, and also the general advan
horses, which might then be c'ultiva
for
tages and disadvantages of the system.
the growth of corn and vegetables : if the
“ lf (says Mr. Gray) we take the draught land now required to raise food for these ani
of the plan, for Great Britarn, as given in mals could be converted to the use of man,
this pamphlet, for our guide,and allow for a the number of human beings which might
few branch rail-ways, which may still be be supplied, by this alteration in our national
added thereto, the number of miles will be economy, with the means of existence, would
about two thousand, which, at the rate al
be very considerable indeed."
'
ready stated, will amount to twelve millions
The succeeding observation we consider
sterling; supposing that double, or even important. To us it seems that there can
treble, this sum he demanded, it would be be no danger from the use of the Steam En
found, that the present revenue drawn from gine upon iron Rail Ways, and that there
the public roads, the great expense of their must be much pleasure and convenience.
repairs, and the enormous sums of money
“ Mechanic power, when once put to the
expended in the purchase and keep of horses, test, by comparison on land and water, will,
will suﬂiciently demonstrate the abundance no doubt, prove more favourable by the for
of wealth this new scheme would yield to its mer, in proportion as that element is more
stable, and not under the influence of wind,
lubscribers.
“ I feel asured, that the total expense of tides, or currents; besides, the preference
the purchase of horses might be completely given, by the generality of mankind, to land
saved, and that the annual expense of their carriage, the misfortunes which might hap
keep alone would more than provide for the pen to steam-vessels cannot aﬁect the steam
steam-engines necessary for this new PH) coaches or waggons, as the steam-engine on
jection, as Well as defray the whole annual land is a separate vehicle, and only connected
with the coach or waggon by a bar or
‘ex pense of repairs on a. general iron rail
way; it should also be remarked, that as the chain."
journeys would be perfomicd nearly in one
" A general iron rail-way,” says Mr. Gray,‘

half the time, the proprietors of steam
coaches and waggons would considerably
augment their receipts for conveyance of

‘ No scheme for a general rail-way is be

‘

rn,
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" would prove one of the most important

mediste reference has hitherto been made to

branches of political economy, by introduc
ing a system of conveyance every way supe
rior to our present establishments, and at the
same time presenting a fair opportunity to
Many millions of capital now an

horses employed in stage-waggons ; there can
be no doubt that the number is considerable,
and that the wrpence of first purchase, to
gether with the daily expence of food, will
bear a relative proportion to those employed
in coaches : for the present, this short re

nually required and expended in horses and

mark will be sui'dcient to convey the idea,

their provender to keep up our present in

that the sum already given, as a calculation
of the aggregate'number of horses employ
ed in England, is far under the mark."
We regret that our limits will not allow
us to folio! Mr. Gray through all the argu
ments which he advances; the table with
which TI": must colclude our quotations from
his work, is however, so curious that we give
it entire.
“ An abstract statement of the compara
tive diﬂ'erence between horse and mechanic
power.
The real number of waggon,
coach, and post-chaise horses
employed on our main turnpike
roads, will, perhaps,he found to
exceed 500,000 : taking, how
ever, this number for a calcula
tion, and computing the value
of each horse at ‘20l.—the keep
at ‘Z0'.each, per annum; in the
course oftwelve years, allowing
for the renewal of stock every
four years, and the interest of

ministers of improving the ﬁnances of the
country.

ternal intercourse, might, besides augmenting
the revenue of the country, be diverted into
other channels of proﬁtable employment,
and various improvements in every county.
One half the time and expence might be
saved to the public, in forwarding and receiv

ing the outward and homeward bound mails
to and from Falmouth, and other ports
whence the
ltets sail. The most effective
communication might be established between
all outports throughout the United Kingdom
and the Admiralty, which would not only
prove highly beneﬁcial to our commercial
mterest, but in time of war considerably ac
celerate operations against any enemies that
might present themselves on our coasts.
In time of war or civil commotion, troops
might be dispatched from one end of the
island to the other in one quarter of the time

now r uired. Provisions and equipments
might
forwarded to outports with the
greatest speed and facility on ﬁtting out an
expedition.
The great mortality amongst horses em
ployed in coaches and post-chaises, is so very
general, as to admit of no dispute: and it is
equally evident to every individual, that the
public must bear this expence, as no proprie
tors of stage-coaches or post-chaises could
bear such an immense and continual loss,
were they not secured by fares and rates of

carriage in proportion to the risk: taking
the number of horses now employed in
coaches and post-chaises only, to be 100,000,
and each horse to average in value 20!-. the
net amount is two million sterling; this
sum (agreeable to the statements made by se
veral of the ﬁrst coach proprietors) is com
pletely sunk within the short space of six
years-every six years! and the very same
amount, two millions, is annually expended
in the keep of these animals, reckoning the
same average sum of 20!. a head! N0 im

capital, the consequent expence
in this limited space of time

is

-

-

- 113,500,000!

The expence of 10.000 steam
engines, 800]. each in value,
which would, on a rail—way_. be

more than equivalent to the
horse power, above stated,
amounts to
3,000,000
I Interest of this ca
pital for l2 years. - 1,800,000
The fuel necessary
to feed the steam
engines taken at
14;. per day for each
engine, in 12 years
amounts to

-

30,660,000 35,460,000
138,040,000].

The following extract from a very useful
philosophical work will be read with interest,
as it contains most valuable practical infor
fore the public, but if an the rail road pro
jects already brought forward, and those mation on the subject Which we endeavour
which are to be brought forward in the event to illustrate.
“ The origin of railroads may be traced
of the bills now before the House, passing
into iaw, be put together, we shall ﬁnd Mr. back to the year 1680. About that period
Gray’s idea of general rail way completely coal came to be substituted for wood as fuel
in London, and other places; the conse
realized.—Enrron.
"' A stock of one hundred thousand horses quence was, that at the mines the greatest
renewed every four years, the keep and inter
inconvenience accrued in conveying the coal
est of capital included, amounts, in twelve from them to the ships. as well as immense
expense
in horses and machinery for the pur
ears, to the prodigious sum of thirty-four
millions seven hundred thousand pounds.
pose; to remove which, waggon roads were
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msde, consisting of wooden rails or ledges,
which the waggons were formed to move
upon, and from out of which improvement it
was found that a single horse could easily
draw a Waggon on these rails, which previ
ously required three or more horses to be
employed to effect by the common roads;
and it was also drawn more quickly, arising
from laying down the frames upon an easy
descent, which was always done.
" In 1738, this improvement was farther
improved, by substituting cast iron rails in
stead of the old wooden ones; but owing to
the old fashion waggons continuing to be
employed, which were of ‘~00 much weight
for the cast-iron, they did not completely
succeed in the first attempt.
However,
about the year 176?, a Simple eontrivance
was attempted, which we-no make a number
of smaller waggons and link " em together ;
and by thus ditfusing the height of one large
waggon into many. the principal cause of the
failure in the first instance was rcrn_oved_. be
cause the weight was more dwided upon the
iron. ln I797, these roads having stricken
the minds of intelligent xvii as 0.’ great im
portance, numerous essays appeared, setting

forth their utility, and as many plans for
rendering them of permanent construction.
Hence, cast-iron railroads h-came a second
desideratum to canals; excepting only that
the invention is due to Englishmen.
“ After this time the cost-iron railways be
gan to be constructed as bsrnche-' to canals,
and in some places as roads oftraﬁic from one
place to another, established upon permanent
principles, so as to producs a permanent re
venue to the undertakers. ln surveying 8

line to set out a railwdy upon, it will be ne
oessary, as a preliminary step, to ascertain,
as accurately as the nature of the thing ad
mits, the quantity of lading expected to tra
verse each way upon its line; because in

forming the slope or descent, this will be the
data on which to ground a medium for effect

ing the

nired purpose most easily.
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approaching to higher ground, it will be no
cessary so to conduct the line as to cut into
the hill at each side, and the cutting from the
latter will be useful in raising the road-way
of the former. On approaching rivers or
brooks, which it is determined to pass, it
will be necessary to keep up the rail road to
a higher level by embankments, and on pass
ing the water to raise a platform on purpose
for it, composed of piers of masonry or co
lumns of iron, with a covering of iron also to
receive the rails; or a bridge altogether simi

lar to an aqueduct bridge will answer the
purpose. Rail ways may be divided into
single and double : by the former are under
stood, when a single road only is formed ; by
the latter, when two or more are made for
the ready passage of waggons up and down
the road. Single roads are generally made,
including horse and attendant paths, four
yards wide; and double ones vary from six
to eight yards wide, exclusive ofall the com
mon appendages of such roads of drains,
fences, &c. &c.

“ Every tram or rail-road must be pro
vided with passing places; a passing place
consists in forming large plates 0' cast-iron,

in such a manner as to admit of common
rails being joined to them, and which will
allow the waggons traversing the road to

pass off into another or adjoining track. The
cast-iron plates at the
ing places should
be somewhat stronger t an the common rails.
as at the passing places there is the greatest
wear and tear upon the whole line. The
Iron moreable tongues should be of wrought
iron, and made about two feet six Inches, or
three feet long, standing u upon the plate
equal in projection to the highest part of the
rim of the common rails. It should be on a
good strong axis or pin, that it may be
strong and yet allow of being easily turned
round, which it will require to be every
time the wnggons are passing by the differ
ent tracks up and down the rail-way. In
passing deep descents, pieces of cast or

“ If it s ould turn out that as much lading wrought iron must be provided, called
sledges or slippers; these are provided to be
is expected one way as the other, witha pre
pnnderance at periods only, the railing must placed under the wheels of the waggons to
in such a case be set out inlevels, or in lines
revent their too ra id descent, and are simi
nearly level, and the ascents and descents
ar in principle to e same kind of instru
made by planes inclined accordingly. Pre
ment made use of, and appended to our road
viuusly to beginning any part of the work, waggons, for putting under the wheels on
that is of laying the sleepers, 81¢. for the their going down a hill. When the whole
iron-rails, a rough sketch or section of all iron rail-way is fixed. and levelled to the sa
the different routes intended to be passed by tisfaction of‘ the engineer, it will be neces
the railway should be made, from which, and sary to begin to prepare the horse undat
a view of the ground, the engineer will be ' tendant paths; the foundation of the former
enabled to determine the place, and also the should be, if possible, composed of good
extent of the inclined planes Which will be lime-stone, broken into small fragments, and
required in passing the steeper parts. or the strewed to the consistence of at least from 10
rismg ground to which these planes me to inches to I4 inches in thickness, rather con
be employed; it will always be de.<iralle to vex towards the centre of the
th; upon
get them as short as the site oi the place will this, large screenings of grave should be
laid : the attendant path should be ﬁrm and
admit.
“ When sudden valleys present themselves regular, with a graveliy surface. Thoh0I'lQ
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tracks and.,ralLs ought to be always kept clear fer, that when the apparatus is tolerably

and free from; soil, which is constantly col
lecting on rail roadsof, great traﬂic; and
they ought also to be properly drained and
kept dry at all seasons of the year; as on
this, in a great measure, will depend their
mhstantiality, and of. course their utility.
‘-' With respect to the waggons employed on
iron rail-roads, those in most general use are
m constructed, that their weight, includmg
their lading, does not exceed three tons and
a quarter.

-,-,

GI.

"' This is found, by experience, to_ be the
most eligible size; as the rail. roads retain

their shape without much dilapidation, by
the use of waggons equal to such weight.
The wheels of the waggons are made of cast
iron, two feet ﬁve inches high, having twelve

spokes, which increase in width as they ap
prnach the hub, or centre of the wheel. The
hub is eight inches long. and receives an axle
of wrought-iron, the rims of the wheels are

good, and well constructed, and the slope 10

feet per mile, two horses may drawfive tons
upwards, and seven tons downwards.
“ ‘ ln cases in which inclined places are
to be had recourse to, to carry the rail road
over high ground, (and as there are several
now passing such ridges,) the mode pursued
in raising the waggons may not be unaccept
able. The common plan is by a perpetual
chain suspended at each end : it is so con
trived, that the waggons disengage them
selves the moment they arrive at the upper
or lower extremity of the inclined plane. In
some cases, the laden waggons des;-ending
serve as a power to bring up the errqty
ones; but where there is an asct-nlling as
well as a descending traﬂic on the rail way,
steamengines, water-wheels, or other ma

chinery, to answer the same purpose. are

used. At Chapel le Frith there is an inclined
plane of 550 yards. On the proposed rail
two inches broad. The axles of the wheels from Glasgow to Berwiclt several inclined
are ﬁxed at two feet seven inches distancei planes will be required, the summit of that
rail way being 753 feet above the level end
from each other; the bodies of these wag
gons are seven feet nine inches long, four feet of Berwick quay. As to the expense of rail
ﬁve mches wide, and two feet four inches ways, they are inconsiderable in comparison
deep ; and this sized waggon is calculated to of canals.
“ ‘ According to Mr. Fulton, the cost ofa
contain the quantity of coal or other matter,
equivalent, with the wagon added to it, to single rail road, with suﬁlcient crossing
make a weight altogether amounting to three places for a descending trade, was estimated

tons and a quarter, as before stated, as the at l,600l. per mile. In Dr. Anderson's Re
most eligible weight to move upon a cast-iron creations, 1,0001. is mentioned as the esti
rail-road.

.

mate for a double one.

However, Mr. Ful

“ In the Philosophical Magazine, July ton’s is most likely to be the nearest to ac
l8ll, are the following remarks concerning curacy, as his calculations were made from
waggons, and also rail roads, from which observation, and embraced the whole minu
. .
A
.
some idea may be formed of the utility of tiae of such a work.
" ‘ The princi
rail waysin England and
such roads. ‘ The waggons on our cast-Iron
rail-roads, have not received the improve ‘Vales are, the Carrlitf and Merthyn, 263
ments of which they are capable; but with miles long, and running -_near:;.the Glamor
their present disadvantages, the following ganshire canal; the Caerniar-then; the Sex
facts will evince the great saving of animal howry,28 miles, in. the counties ot Mon
force to which rail ways have given rise: mouth and Btecltnock; the Surrey. 26
ﬁrst, with a declivity of one and a quarter ' miles ;, the Swansea, 7 5 miles; one between
inch per yard, one horse takes downwards Gloucester and Cheltenham; besides several
three waggons, each containing two tons 1 in the north of England.’ ”

second, in another place with a rise of
l 6-10th of an inch per yard, one horse takes

Lonoov

twc. tons uptrards. Third, with eight feet
MECHANICS’ lNS'l‘lTL"|‘10N.
rise in 66 yards, which is nearly one-fourth
of an inch per yard, one horse takes two
tons upwards. Fourth, on the Penrhyn rail
nn. su.s.\"s
way, (same slope as above) two horses draw FIRST LECTURE, on THE new ma-rnon or
downwards four waggons containing one ton
INVESTIGATING -rna Powans or THE
of slate each. Fifth, with a slope of 55 feet
Human UNDERSTANDING.
per mile, one horse takes from 12 to 15 tons
On Wednesday, the 2nd instant. Dn. M.
downwards, and four tons upwards, and all ALLEN commenced a course of three lectures
the empty vvaggons. Sixth, at Ayr, one horse on the above subject, which he introduced,
hr observing, that before he ventured to exa
draws on a level ﬁve waggons. each contain
ing one ton of coal. Seventh, on the Surrey mine whether the new mode of ascertaining
rail way, one horse, on a declivity of one the nature and extent of the powersof the
inch in l0 feet, 18 said to draw 30 quarters human mind, possessed any-advantages to re
of wheat.- From these cases, and the known commend it to the attention of his audience,
“laws of mechanics, we may perhaps safely in he begged to premise that he had long since

\
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crammed, thought, and lectured on the sub
ject, and that, whether his own powers
enabled him to perceive and think correctly
or not, he might state, as some recommen
dation to their attention and the exercise of
their patience and forbearance, that he had
been actuated solely by a sincere and ardent
love of truth. This he was the more anxious to
impress upon them, as it formed the ground

upon which he felt himselfjustified in appear
ing before an audience, on whom all the well
wishers for mankind are now looking for
brighter and happier times to come, an anti
cipation which he was convinced they would
not disappoint.
The great importance of the sub'ect it is
unnecessary to prove, for what can
more
important than the consideration of man; of
man, as the being, who is alone endowed with
the high gifts of intellectual greatness? who,
when the rest of creation was finished, was
forrm-rl and appointed, like the key-stone ofa
noble arch, to his all-important place in the
order of nature, and endowed with dominion
over the rest of animated creation. And what
gives to man this pre-eniinence ? What ren
ders the rest of animated nature subservient

to him ?

It is not activity nor physical

strength, nor the superiority of his senses,for
in all these, many animals excel him. lt is
mind—-it is that which ‘dwells (—- uncover
ing a human skull which was placed upon the
table. and exhibiting it to the audience--l in

" This dome of thought, this palace of the
soul.”
Even the Heathens, who worshipped the
Sun, did not give that glorious luminary more
than a second rank among the works ol'crea
tion; reserving the ﬁrst for that stupendous

production of divine power, the mind of man.
There is something of grandeur and sub
limity in the consideration, that Aristotle,
that prince of philosophers, studied physics
for the express purpose of obtaining a know
ledge of that agent or power of nature, which
unseen (except in its effects) produces all the
forms and movements of material substances ;
and hence he has given to this department
of his works the name of 1neh1physica, (from
mela, beyond, and physicon, matter,) or that
which is beyond, or can only be got at
through the medium of matter. Indeed, so
striking is the dignity of this subject, that
our highest admiration of any works of art,
of speaking or writing, is expressed by say

ing, that "‘ soul is there.”&c. and we can say
nothing more forcibly illustrative of the ex
cellence of man, than is contained in the well
known line,
" Mind is the standard of the man.”
Such then being the importance of the
subject, the lecturer hoped he should not be
accused of being blinded by zeal, or misled
-by ignorance, when he stated, that if we did
not hail, at least, we ought to examine, a

system which professes to have discovered a
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principle by which the mysteries of the mind,
that grand, but ‘hitherto sealed book, are
thrown open before us, and which furnishes
a key to its sublime and glorious coiitems.

in the present lecture, he should confine him
self to some general remarks on metaphysical
authors, and writers on physiognomy: in the
next, he should examine those general argu
ments, which may be fairly deduced from the
writings of mologists and physiologists, as
well as from his own observations, that the
size and shape of the head, have some cor

respondence with the talents and disposition :
and in his third lecture, he should point out
the importance of the principles deducible
from these facts, in all the most important
sciences.
The studies of Aristotle were directed by
one principle, which was, to obtain some
knowledge of that unseen cause or agent, or

power pervading nature, which is called at
traction, for which purpose he studied the
eﬁects or manifestations of its energies,
throughout nature. Modern philosophers
ofess having ‘a similar object in view, and
in the department of chemical science. their
practice agrees with their profession, as they
seek, through the medium of experiments on
matter,‘ to obtain a knowledge of the laws of
attrhctiori; but this mode of investigation,
originated in the infatuated zeal of the al
chemists, and to them therefore the credit
is due, of thus interrogating nature. and
making her, in the language of Lord Ba
con “ confess her secrets”; for long after the
practice of the woﬂtshop and the laboratory
was the rage throughout the civilised world,
it was despised, as much as phrenology, by
men jealous of a philosophical reputation,
and only became fashionable among them,
after the ‘famed discoveries of Galileo, and
the subsequent influence of‘ Lord Bacon's

mighty geriius in this country. Matters are
now however changed, and experimental phi

losophy is universally resorted to; but it has
been said that “ we cannot apply the experi
mental mode of investigation to matters of
mental enquiry, as we can to the objects of
chemical research ; that the mind cannot be
subjected to the action of acids and alkalies,
or decomposed in a crucible.” To this it
may be replied, that we may know as much
of the qualities and functions of mind through
the medium of matter, as we can of those of
uttraction, and it tnay therefore be-asserted,
that, whatever the mind is, it is only through
the medium ofntntter that we can obiain any
knowledge concerning it : this may be proved
by the order and unity which exists through
out nature, for nature is one undivided whole,
and if we would unveil her mysteries, we
must keep this principle constantly in view,
as all-important in our investigations. The

world is the great crucible of the moral and
intellectual philosopher: but writers on the
mind, have for the most part, spoken dine
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speotfully of matte-r,and it is therefore my
‘object to remove the repugnunoe which mo
dern fnetuphysicians have to our new mode
of investigating the nature of the human
ruind,and through the medium of material
forms, to introduce my hearers to a better ac
. quaintance with that which is beyond matter,
“ the divine intelligence of mind.”

It these philosophers had obtained clear
views of the nature of the human mind, we
should have been furnished with general
principles which would safely guide us in all

our investigations and more immediately in
those which have the happiness of man for
their object; but so little has this been the
case, that the very word metaphysics had lost
its original meaning and become, with the

vulgar, a term equivalent to “ bewildered
fancies," and even rnetaphysicians themselves
talk of their transcendental philosophy. His
tory furnlshes abundant proofs that opinions
the most foolish and wicked were once most
cordi-all y received, while the wisest and most
important truths were “ despised and reject
ed.” it cannot, however, be expected that
men should at once change their habits of
thought at our bidding, yet it ought not to
be forgotten that it is our duty to exercise a
spirit of candour, temperance, and impartial
investigation in all mattersoﬁered to our con

sideration.

And with respect to our pre

sent subject, we should banish from our
minds that spirit which judges before it has
heard and understood, and by the exercise of
candour and liberality,we should satisfy our
selves whether the claims of this new doctrine
are well or ill founded.
It is evident, that in order to ascertain
accurately the nature of the human mind, we
must not only study ourselves, under every
possible variety of feelings, of sentiments, and
of passions, which changing incidents, cir
cumstances, times and age produce, but also
the overt acts, or the expressions of the sen
timents, feelings and passions of men as they
appear in various nations and individuals, and
under every possible degree and kind of dif
ference in talent and cultivation. It may then
be asked, why we should not, at any _rate
try the further help of the system of Gall and
Spurzheim, and see whether it may not enable
us to ascertain the nature and extent of the
powers of man under all these different cir
cumstances? In the works of those who
have written on the mind, we shall ﬁnd little
or nothing to guide us in forming an estimate
ofour own powers, or of the nature of mind
in general. Of separate faculties, or organs,
we meet with no information, though they
describe to us, as such, the qualities of mind
in general, such as sensation, perception, con
ception, instinct, memory, &c.. and also di
vide the mind into affections and passions—
emotions and desires-pleasures and pains
which, in our new view of the matter, are

common rather to the agent which operates

through them; than to the instrument itsesf.
We must ascertain how all these separate and
combined modes of action are affected by the
temperament of the system in a state of
health or disease, and how these modes of
action of the mind themselves operate on the
system; for I contend that the exercise of
each organ produces its speciﬁc inﬂuence
on the animal economy.
Dr. Allen then alluded to Hartley’s work
on man, which he considered replete with
good sense, and was of opinion that. were he
now alive, he must almost necessarily adopt
ph renology, as proving the mechanism of his
system of the association of ideas. Similar
remarks might be applied to the elaborate
and splendid works of Dugald Stewart, and
others; and he could not omit the opportunity
of eulogizing Locke, to whom the greatest

portion of credit is due, because he was the
ﬁrst to warn us how habits are formed—pre
judices engendered—-judgment inﬂuenced,
and will determined, and he was also the
noble and sublime pioneer of liberal princi

ples and universal toleration. Yet the lectu
rer imagined that the abuses which had
arisen out of the writings of Locke, were to
be traced to this excellent principle which
directed his intellectual labours; for in his

anxiety to remove the seeds of superstition
from the minds of men, he seems to have
thought that those who made every thing
imrale, and to depend on sensation and re
ﬂection, had proved too much, and thus he
was led into the opposite extreme, or at least,

his disciples have been so; for Locke, in
denying irmuls ideas and principles, never
meant to deny that man was created with
notice powen which rendered him capable
of forming principles and ideas.
Aris
totle has beautifully described the evolution
of mind by the various circumstances in
which we are placed, and hence his clear dis
tinction between innate capabilities, and fa
culties brought forth; thus justly combining
that which the partial views of modern meta
physians have apparently made to oppose
each other. Addison has borrowed from
this combination, in comparing the unculti
vated mind to a rude block of marble, and the
cultivated to the same marble when fashioned
into the fine piece of sculpture, but Aristotle’s
illustration is much more complete, in mak
ing the effect more or less perfect, in propor
tion to the exertion of that energy or power,
which acts on the various degrees and kinds

of capabilities in the substances or things on
which it operates, just as various pebbles
are rendered smooth by their attraction in
the running stream; so the mind, by educa
tion, and collision with the world, exhibits
different degrees of polish and improvement.
Dr. Allen then proceeded to observe, that
the ideas of sensation and reﬂection can only
be rendered rational, by being explained in

agreement with the phrenological theory of
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the functi0tI of the perceptive and reﬂective
powers or organs, and after a variety of re
marks on the writings of Locke, and the con
trariety of the opinions entertained by dif
ferent metaphysical authors, he observed that
if ever a peace should be accomplished be
tween these conﬂicting principles, it must be
by a powerful and comprehensive represen
tation of the whole system of the human mind,
agreeing with religion; a system which will
shew, that to every part ought to be appro

priated its due and relative share of activity,
so that neither science nor religion shall be
unhinged by enthusiasm, not generous feel
ings frosen by the power of misplaced calcu
Vhaterer approximation may have'
lation.
been hitherto made Iawards the truth, it is
evident to me said ﬁre lecturer that metaphy
sicians have not yet énbodied the whole truth

they have not obtained correct and complete
views of the nature of man, nor any certain
method to guide them in forming an estimate
of the nature and extent of the powers of
the human mind; now as the system of Doc
tors Gull rnd Spurzheim professes to have
done all tuls, it seems to be the business of
the true philosopher to brave all that preju
dice can oppose and to examine the validity
of their claims. But before doing this, it is
proper that some notice should be taken of
the physiognomical system of Lavater.
This BYSBIH the lecturer proceeded to ex
amine at considerable length, particularising
in the ﬁrst instance a number of observa
tions aud proverbs in common use in all lan
guages erpressive of our faith in physiog
nomy.

We say, the cotrntenance is prepos

sessing or f0rbiddiug——what a mean. or what
a noble look‘. or, as Lord Chesterfield
would say, that the countenance with some,
was a passport to secure their introduction
every where. Many other phrases are used
to denote 'mtellectn-cl e\pression in the face,
such as sensible, pem-trating, thoughtful ;
and many‘ others which intimate the general
result of the experience of the world, and
that consequently something of truth on this
subject is founded in Nature.
However
vague and indeterminate these expressions
are, the attempt to explain them gave rise to
the grand, but imperfect work of Lavater,
the greatest among philosophers, the most
pure among moralists, and the most amiable
among men.
Our limits will not allow us to follow the
lecturer through the whole of his remarks on
Lavater‘s system ; but we may state that he
gave a very beautiful and striking descrip
tion of the wonderful expressiveness of the
human face divine. in which the emotions
ofthe soul. where dissimulation has no place,
are infallibly depicted, and if nct deﬁnable,
are universally felt.
The countenance absorbed in the contem

plation of any changing scene undergoes
corresponding changes of expression.

Me
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dical men know that certain appearances in
the countenance indicate the nature of the
disease with greater certainty than the pa
tient’s own description; the emotions of the
mind are most strikingly impressed upon the
countenance in our dreams, and are most
beautifully so in children. in fact, in all
languages, the very word countenance ex
presses the mental and physical state of

man. “ I will praise God," says the Psalm
ist, “ who is the health of my countenance
and my God.”
But still if we consider that the muscles
of the countenance are all voluntary, and of
course can assume an artiﬁcial and ﬁctitious
cast, it becomes extremely ditlicult to deter
mine When expression is natural and when
it is affected. From this, and many other
circumstances, connected with the hypocrisy
of those we look upon, the variable state of
our own minds, and the ﬂeeting and transi
tory nature of the corresponding expression,
it is evident that we cannot wholly trust to
physiognomy, as an infallible guide. There
is one part, however, which we must exempt
from this charge of fallacy, and which,
though little noticed by Lavater, is included
in the investigation of this subject, and will
enable us to ascertain the diﬂerence which
nature has made between one man and
another, and not that Which art and habit
has assumed, as we have stated can be done
by the muscles of the face. From this part
we will now withdraw the veil ;—it is THE
HEAD, especially the forehead.
Dr. Allen again impressively referred to
the human skull, and observed that to
prove how largely the head enters
into physiognomical expression, it was
only necessary to place on the same face
different heads, which would be found to
produce a totally different impression ; and in
the same way, a very different impression is
made upon us by the same person with his
head covered or uncovered. The lecturer
exempliﬁed these remarks by exhibiting sc
veral portraits, to the faces of which he at
tached various heads in succession, and con
cluded by observing, that having thus, by an
easy and natural transition, arrived at the
desired haven, he should defer entering it
till his next lecture. when he would endea
vour to lay the foundation of the Phrenolo
gical Building which he was attempting to
raise among his audience.
mt. rsnrlseron’s

rulnn sucrose on or-nos.
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Mr. Psnrrnoron commenced his third
lecture, by alluding to his former observa
tions on the decomposition of white light by
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> means of the prism, and stated, that from the

circumstance of its component parts being
seven in number, several ingenious persons
had been induced to notice an extraordinary
analogy between the prismatic colours and
the seven primary notes in music. This
analogy had been applied to the musical
glasses, by a mechanic named Tate, who had
stained the glasses with the seven colours
into which the rays of white light are sepa
rated by the prism, by which means, a person
unacquainted with the musical notes, might
acquire a knowledge of the prismatic cords
in half an hour. The instrument now before
the audience was constructed upon this prin
ciple, and was intended to beemployed by the
worthy President in his recent lecture on
Acoustics; but as want of time prevented

him from exemplifying its effect upon that
occasion, Mr. Partington observed, that
though he was no musician himself, he would
attempt a tune, for the purpose of pointing
out the analogy subsisting between music
and light. The lecturer then played the na
tional air of “ God save the Kmg,” in a very
masterly manner, with an accompaniment,
which harmonized delightfully with the tune,
producing those exquisite tones which fall
upon the ear with indescribable sweetness,
and are unequalled by any other instrument.
The audience listened with breathless atten
tion to the mellow chords which enriched
their favourite melody, and as the lust
cadence died away. an involuntary burst of
applause testiﬂed their obligation to the lec
turer for the treat which he had afforded
them. Mr. Partington then observed, that

in his accompaniment, the octave was pro
duced hy touching two nellmv glasses, the

ﬁfth by the yellow and violet, and the third
by the yrcllmo and red, the various intervals
on the musical scale being found to corres

pond exactly with the relative situations of
the seven colours on the prismatic spectrum.
When the rays of light pass through a
semi-transparent medium, they become bro

ken and refracted in every possible direction,
and this property produces a mellowness and
uniformity in the ‘diffusion of light which,
in many cases. may be very advantageously
employed. The lecturer exempliﬁed this re
mark, by exhibiting a series of large cards,
upon which the various constellations were
delineated, and the situations of the different
stars were distinguished by perforations in the
cards. If one of these constellations was
held between the eye and the ﬂame of a candle
or lamp. as the rays of light diverge in
straight lines, the ﬂame would be seen
through the perforations near the centermf
the card, while the rest would be scarcely

distinguishable; but if the luminous body
was surrounded by a semi-transparent me
dium, such as ground glass, the multiplied
refraction: of the rays would diffuse the

light equally, and all the stars in the coastli
lation would appear equally luminous. If
the card was held between the light and the
,wall, the image of the constellation would be
.thrown upon it,and the size and relative dis
tances of the stars would increase as the card
approached the light, but would diminish in
an equal ratio as it was held nearer to the
wall. The members might easily produce a
,map of the heavenly bodies by perforating
cards in this manner, and they would be
found extremely useful as a medium of as
tronomical instruction.
Mr. Partington then proceeded to illustrate
the concentration of light and heat by means
of burning lenses and mirrors, and observed
that to produce the intended effect, a burn
ing l¢n_-v must be convex, and a burning mir
ror must be concave, because both produce
their effect by concentrating into a very small
compass the rays of light and heat incident
upon a large surface. If we take alens only

two inches in diarneter,a large portion of the
rays passing through it from a luminous
body are conveyed to the focal
int, and
their density being proportionably mcreased,

an inﬂammable body will be ignited at the
focus, and by employing lenses of greater
diameter, bodies may be burnt at a consider
able distance. We had, indeed, been told
that a ﬂeet of ships had been set on fire by
means of a glass of this description. This
subject was further illustrated by a diagram
somewhat similar to the second and third
ﬁgures introduced in our report of Mr. Par
tingt0n’s previous lecture, which will suffici
ently elucidate the manner in which heat, as
well as light, is concentrated at the focus of
a convex lens.
That the same effect might be produced by
means of a concave surface would be evident
from an experiment with the apparatus on
the lecture table, which consisted of two con
cave mirrors, about a foot in diameter, placed

exactly opposite to each other at the distance
of several feet. In the focus of the ﬁrst
mirror, a red hot ball was placed, from which
the rays of heat diverged to the surface of
the mirror, and, upon the principles which
he had before explained, were reflected in
parallel lines to the opposite mirror, the
surface of which again reflected the rays and
converged them to its own focus, at which
point an inﬂammable substance was placed.
The lecturer’s observations were strikingly
exempliﬁed by the result of this experiment,
for the heated ball had been placed in the
focus of the ﬁrst mirror but a few seconds
before the phosphorus at the focus of the
second became ignited and burst into a ﬂame.
The following ﬁgure will convey a general
idea of the apparatus employed upon this
occasion, and the manner in which the heat

is radiated from the red hot bail to the in
ﬂammable body.
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cumstances in which it could not be applied

The rays of heat diverging from the red
hot ball 1', are reﬂected by the concave mirror
A B in the parallel lines A C, B D, &c. to the
opposite mirror C D, by which they are con
verged to its focus f, at which point the in
ﬂammable substance is placed, and Mr. Par
tington observed, that in performing the ex
periment he had placed the hosphorus in
the focus of a third reﬂector 0 small dimen
sions, by means of which its immediate igni

tion took place. If he placed his hand at any
intermediate part between the hot ball and
the phosphorus, only a small increase of
temperature was perceptible, which proved
that the greatest heat was concentered at the
focus of the second mirror, and the same
eﬂect would be shewn if a thermometer was
employed instead of the inﬂammable body,

though it would not be so apparent to the
audience. The lecturer then placed a ther
mometer, inclosed in a glass globe, at the
distance of about two feet from the ball,
when it rose two degrees, but when placed at
the focus of the second mirror, it was in
stantly elevated sight degrees, and would

have risen much higher if suﬂicient time had
been allowed for the communication of heat
to the air contained in the globe.
. A similar effect is produced, if the rays of
the sun are concentrated by means of a con
cave mirror, and it had already been observ
ed that the convergence of the rays on pass
ing through a convex lens produced an in
tense heat at the focal point. If a piece of
charcoal is put into a glass vessel of water,
and placed in the focus of a burning lens,
the water in front of the charcoal will become
heated; but if the charcoal is withdrawn, the
rays will pas through the water without
producing any material increase in its tem
perature, as the presence of the charcoal is
necessary to absorb the heat and communi
cate it to the water.
One of the most remarkable burning lenses
that has ever been constructed,was made by
Mr. Parker, of Fleet street, at an expense of
upwards of 700 '. His lens was of ﬂint t‘ lass.
three feet in diameter. and when fixed in its
frame exposed a surface of two feet eight
inches and a half in diameter to the rays of
the sun. lts weight was 212 pounds, its focal
length six feet eight inches. and the diameter
of the focus one inch, which was reduced to
a smaller diameter by means of a second lens.

It was undertaken with a view of fusing and
vitrifying such substances as resisted the ﬁres
of ordinary furnaces, and more especially of
applying heat m cacuo, and under other cir

by any other means. The heat produced by
this extraordinary lens was so intense that
pieces of metal were melted in a few mo
ments, and every substance exposed to its in
ﬂuence became vitriﬁed, or changed into
glass. lts effects were, in fact, similar to
those which had since been produced by vol
taic electricity,and were of so much import
ance to chemists.
The next subject to which he should direct
the attention of his auditory was the princi
ple upon which the camera-0’ u-uru is con
structed. If a hole be made in a window
shutter, or the side of a darkened room, the
inverted images of all external objects from
which rays of light can enter at the hole,
will appear upon the opposite wall of the
room. This is the camera-obscura in its
most imperfect state, for as only a small por
tion of light can pass through the aperture,
the images are necessarily indistinct; but if
a convex glass be applied to the hole, a large
quantity of rays are converged to their pro
per foci, and a picture is produced, incom
parably superior to the most perfect eﬂort of
the painter’: skill. The lecturer then referred
to an excellent diagram, which represented
the manner in which the rays of light pro
ceeding from a large tree
each other

at the point occupied by the convex lens,
and depicted the image of’ the object on the
screen in an inverted position. He also pro
duced a portable camera obscura. and ex
plained the principle upon which the rays of
light passing through the convex lens are
received upon the surface ofa diagonal mir
ror, which reﬂects them upwards, and exhi
bits the picture on a piece of ground glass
ﬁxed in the top of the camera obscura. If
the screen upon which the external objects
are received is ﬁat. a partial distortion of the
images occurs, which is obviated by employ
ing a concave surface and proportioning the
concavity to the focus of the lens, by which
means a perfect delineation of the surround
ing scenery is produced.
Mr. Partington then entered upon an ex
amination of the construrtion of the micro
scope, which, in common lariguage, is said to
magnify the objects seen through it; this,
however, is only true with regard to their ap
parent magnitude, which is measured by the
angle under which those objects are seen by
the eye. Hence, an object at the distance of
half a mile, will appear twice as large as it
would at the distance of a mile, because the
angle which it would make on the eye, would
be twice as large in the one case as in the
other. Upon the same principle, if, at the
distance of six or seven inches, we can but
just discern an object. and then by interpos
ing a lens, we can view that object at a nearer
distance, it will appear as much larger
through the lens than it did to the naked eve,
as its distance from the lens is less than its
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mstance was from the eye. That this is not
because the object is magniﬁed by the lens,
is evident from the circumstance, that the
same thin,r will happen, if, instead of a lens,
a piece ofdark-coloured paper, perforated
with a small pin-hole, be interposed between
the object and the eye. If-the eye be brought
within an inch or two of a book, it will be
impossible to distinguish the letters, but if
they are examined at the same distance
through a hole in the dark coloured paper,
they will not only be visible, but apparently
very much magniﬁed, which would not be
the case if the print was examined through
the same hole, at the distance of‘ six or seven
inches.
The object of the microscope then is to in
crease the angle under which minute objects
are thrown upon the retina of the eye,and this
angle is increased in proportion to the con
vexity of the lens through which they are
viewed. A small hollow globe ﬁlled with
water will magnify an object three or four
times, but to produce lenses of very high
magnifying powers,a method had been adopt
ed by Mr. Lewenhoeck, which he would now
describe. Mr. Partington then took a piece
of common window glass, which he heated
till it became suﬂiciently softened to enable
him to draw it into an extremely ﬁne ﬁla
ment or thread. By melting the extremity of
this thread in the ﬂame of a spirit lamp, the
glass was formed into small spherules, and
the microscopic apparatus would be com
pleted by ﬁxing them between two thin plates
of sheet lead, perforated with small holes,
adapted to the size of the glass spherules.
Microscopes of this kind will increase the ap
parent magnitudsof objects to many thou
sand times their original bulk, but it is dith
cult to make the globules perfectly spherical,
and hardly half a dozen perfect microscopes
will be found among twenty or thirty sphe
rules.
The solar microscope consists of a plane
mirror, placed in an oblique direction to re
ceive the rays of the sun, which are reflected
through a large double convex lens, at the
focus of which a second lens is placed, and
the image of any transparent object situat
ed a little behind the focus of the first lens is
thrown upon a screen at some distance be
yond the second, Where it is seen magniﬁed
to a very great extent. The great increase
in the apparent diameter of objects produced
by the solar microscope might be shewn by
the lucernal apparatus on the lecture table,
in which the flame of the lamp was necessa
rily substituted for the rays of the sun. The
lecture room was then darkened, and some
miniature ﬁgures of ﬂowers being passed
through the lucernal, their images appeared
upon the screen very greatly magniﬁed, in
consequence of the increase of the angle
fonned by the divergent rays on passing
through the lens.

REGIITBR.

In calculating the site of the minute ob
jects seen through a microscope, it is neces
sary to em ploy an instrument called a micro
meter, which measures extremely small dis
tances by means of threads or ﬁlaments cross
ing each other at right angles. and which
are adjusted by screws. The threads of the
spider’s web have been used for this purpose,
but as they appeared much too coarse when
magniﬁed, l')nWollaston endeavoured to re
medy this inconvenience by substituting pla

tiﬁa wire, drawn as ﬁne as possible. Finding
that this wire was still much too large for
micrometers. it struck him that it might be
drawn much ﬁner by inclosing the platina in
a cylinder of silver, and drawing them both
together to the same degree of tenuity.
Having done this, he cut the wire into pieces,
about 7 or 8 inches in length, and bending
them into the brrn ofa loop, immersed them
in nitric acid, which dissolved the exterior
coating of silver, and left the platdla wire so
extremely fine that it did not exceed the 4000th
part of an inch in diameter. By adapting
this wire to his micrometers he was enabled
to measure the smallest objects with tolera
ble accuracy.
A diagram was then exhibited to shew the
construction of the magic lantern, which con
sists of a kind of box, furnished with a lamp,
the rays from which pass through a large
plano-convex lens, placed in a tube ﬁxed in
the front, and illuminate the objects painted
on the glass slides, which are introduced be
hind the lens in an inverted position, and the
images being reﬂected through a double con
vex lens, are thrown upon a screen in their
natural position and greatly magniﬁed. If the
lantern is near the screen, the size of the
images is not much increased, but their mag
nitude extends in proportion to the distance
of the screen. Mr. Parting-ton observed,
that the effect of the lamp was rendered much
more powerful by the addition of a concave
reﬂector, and as he should be furnished with
such a lantern when he next addressed his
hearers, he should again advert to the sub
ject. We may however remark, that the
following ﬁgure will illustrate the manner in
which the image of any object is magniﬁed
as well as inverted, when depicted upon the
screen by means of a double convex lens.

The pencils of rays proceeding from the

small object c b a, after passing through the
lens 41 cf, proceed to the screen placed be

yond the focal point F, and exhibit the imatn
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magniﬁed as at ABC, and in a position
contrary to that of the object it represents.
Mr. Partington concluded his highly in
teresting lecture, by observing that in the
present improved state of mankind, it was not
necessary that a new discovery in science, or
an excellent invention in art, should be care
fully concealed lest it should expose its pos
sessor to the suspicion of supernatural agen
cy, orto the persecution of such as believe
hat the fruits of knowledge and evil must still
‘of necessity ﬂourish together. The scroll of
history is, however, dark with the records of
such events, but happily for my auditors,
happily for Britain, and I may add, even for

the whole world, these thick and palpable
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addition to the two classes of pupils now re
ceiving instruction in the French language
from Mr. Black, a third class would Shortly
be formed, which would be under the super
intendence of Mr. Reynolds, a Member of
the Committee, who was perfectly compe
tent to communicate instruction upon Mr.
Black's system, and had kindly otter-ed his
services for that purpose. As, however, the
number of applications already recs-ived w.rs
more than suﬂicient to complete a third, and
even a fourth class, the more recent appli
cants must not feel disappointed if the‘ ac
complishment of their wishes was deferred
till further arrangements could be made for
their accommodation.

clouds of error are rapidly disappearing.

The astronomer may now turn his unprohi
bited optic glass to the ethereal expanse

APPOINTMENT OF A SECRETARY

above, and it' Providence vouchsafe him the
discovery of an unknown star, he no longer
conceals his knowledge with trembling, but
its publication becomes a matter of interest
to half the globe. Nay, it does more for him,
for he derives from it both honor and en
couragement, and no future Milton can write

The Cornn-r-ran or Mnnaonns have
been engaged for some time past in the im

of him in another nation so affecting a pas
sage as that immortal poet did, when speak
ing of the greatest optician of his day, per
haps the greatest that ever lived; “There

it was,” says he, with a simplicity and pathos
peculiar to himself, “There it was, that!
found and visited the famous Galileo, the
inventor of the telescope, grown old, a pri
soner to the inquisition for thinking in science
otherwise than the Franciscan and Dominican
licensers thought right.”

TO THE INSTITUTION.

portant task of selecting a competent and
eﬂicient person to ﬁll the oﬂice of Secretary
to the Institution, and after a careful and
patient investigation of the claims of nearly

eighty candidates, the final ballot took place
on Monday evening last, when the majority
of votes fell upon Mn. Rosnnr CHRISTIE,
of No. 46, Southampton Buildings, who was
accordingly declared duly elected to the si
tuation. This gentleman was one ot' the
original members of the Institution, and an

active member of the committee appointed
to prepare the rules and orders, and to act
a provisional committee, till the ﬁrst elec
tion took place in December, 1828. Mr.
Christie’s experience as a mechanic and an

able mathematician, has been proved by his
At the close of both the preceding lec
tures, Dr. Birkbeck repeated the notice pre
viously given to the members, to send in
their nominations of Oﬁicers for the ensuing
Election in March next ; and he also strong
ly recommended to the attention of the
members the admirable pamphlet of Mr.
Baouoasrr, from which we have made se
veral extracts. The worthy President apo
logised for the inadvertent omission of Mr.
Tatum’s excellent course of lectures on elec
tricity in Mr. Brougham’s statement of the
different courses delivered to the Members
of the Institution, which would be supplied
in the next edition; and he observed, that
having himself been mistaken when be men
tioned on Wednesday that the price of the
pamphlet was three-pence, he would now
rectify the error by stating that it was sir
peuce, as Mr. Brougham found it impossible
to include all the information he wished to
communicate, within the limits he at ﬁrst
intended. This trifling difference, he was
however convinced, would not be considered
of importance by the Members, particularly
as the whole proﬁts of the pamphlet would
be devoted to the Institution.
Dr. Birkbeck also cave notice, that in

invention of the Tellurion, the Protractor
(an engraving of which we gave in our last
number), and other mathematical instru
ments; and we sincerely hope that his gene
ral qualiﬁcations, as Secretary to this excel
lent Institution, will justify the conﬁdence
reposed in him by the committee. and atford
satisfaction to the members at li1|'gt*.
SURREY LITERARY INSTITUTION.

PRESIDENT.
Jorm KBY, Esq. Alderman and Sheriﬂ‘.
VICE-PRESIDENTS.
W. J. Danrusos, Eso. M.P.
Dn. BIRKBBCK.
Samoan FAVELL, Eso.
Rav. A. C. Onsnow.
REV. J. G. Srorun.
DR. Wsnsuuas.
Joan WILKS, Esq.
PUBLIC r.ncruns.
On Tuesday week, the above Institu
tion may be stated to have commenced its
existence by a Public Lecture. The premises
(temporary), are those in the occupation of
Mr. Dawson, the respectable pru|.1'lt:t0l' of
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the Mansion House Academy, High-street, the spirit of‘ literature was destroyed, and
with that, tell the spirit of liberty (much ap
Camberwell.
'
'
'
At a few minutes before seven o’clock, the plause). Here the Rev. Gent. went at great
doors being opened, the room ﬁlled almost length into the Roman history, to shew the
imporant characters produced in that re
immediately. It was highly gratifying to wit
ness so many ladies in attendance on such an public, during the time that literature was
occasion. P recisely at seven o’clock a number encouraged, and the great change in the
of the gentlemen, promoters of the Institu Roman character produced by a change of
tion, entered the room, accompanied by the ‘ ublic taste; that, when the Goths appeared
Rev. J. Peers, M. A., and took their station
' fore the walls of Rome, it was decided to
‘send all the useless uiouths out of the city ;
on the platform :-—
The Rev. Gentleman commenced a very when all the men of learning were dismissed,
and about 3,000 actors, and the same number
excellent lecture on the advantages of Lite
rary Institutions by a reference to the early ot' dancing girls, kept within the city. The
ages. when mankind had not the advantage loss of taste for literature, produced that fe
rocious characte'r among the' Romans, which
of communicating their thoughts in the man
ner and by those means which the improve continued during the time the people were un
der military service, when all prisoners taken
ment in the use of letters and ‘printing ena
bles us to employ at the present day', but were in ‘battle were' considered and treated as
compelled to make use of symbols or hiero Islaves—with greater severity than the slaves
glyphics, as was the custom among the are treated in our West India possessions.
Egyptians. That mankind‘ had from the ,their heads being shaved. and wearing iron
earliest period made use of some synibol collars,‘ with the owner’s name engraved
was evident, by the circumstance, that upon thereon ; that the military character or no
the discovery of America, the same ‘method tion of appeal to arms, produced the ordeal
was observable among the Mericans. ,The ‘or appeal to Go'd—-then came the trial by
Chinese possess a language of this. kind, combat. In the year 775, one took place at
which is very imperfect from the‘ number of Paris, a bishop and an abbot having disputed
characters used, being in the wIiol(a.80,000, ‘respecting some right to abbey lands, they
and that man is considered a very wise one each choose a champion, who was to stand
who knows 20,000 of them; whereas we have with the‘ right arm ektended before the high
but twenty-six signs, the letters of the.alpha altar, and he who could keep his arm thus,
bet, from which all ourwords are formed. the greatest length of time, decided the case.
In all other sciences we can trace the origin, ‘ Even cases that should have been submitted
but of the science of the written language to the decision of a judge, were decided by
we have no means of arriving at its origin; knights or champions, who Taught it out;
by some it is supposed that God made the even so late as 1571, i‘uIEli'zabeth’s reign,
communication to Moses, and that the tables preparations were made for trial by combat
delivered to Moses by God, was the ﬁrst in Westminster Hall, but’ that princess (who
specimen, and by Moses transmitted to the governed with so much wisdoin) set it aside.
To shew the means which were employed
world.
The use of hieroglyphics or symbols gave ‘ to instruct the people in Scripture History,
rise to painting, as men were accustomed to in the early ages, the lecturer related many
convey the name of any substance by a sign, anecdotes of the sacred subjects introduced
so they began to describe places and sub on the stage in the fourteenth century. A
stances by representing them in sculpture piece of this kind was performed at Vienna,
and pictures ; the shepherds who kept it was a law-suit between "' The Devil and the
watch with their ﬂocks during the night, and Saviour of Mankind.” the Virgin Mary was
in those parts of the globe where the sky is the judge, this was objected t0'by the Devil,
as that the Virgin being the mother of God,
always clear, had an opportunity of observ
ing the motion of the heavenly bodies from such a counsellor'would give an improper
preference, but these matters bein<7 argued
time to time, this led to astronomical obser
vations; the practice of measuring the land on both sides, the'Devil was of cour beat,
and
thus ended the piece to the satisfaction
by the Egyptians, after the overﬂowing of the
Nile gave rise to the right line ﬁgures, thi , of the auditors. Another exhibition of this
introduced mensuration : the Rev‘. Gentleman kind took place at Barcelona, called “The
went back to the earliest periods, to show Birth ofChrist,” in which messengers arrived
the advantages which all countries had felt, to say, the Son of God was born, then all the
tailors were summoned to prepare his gar
where knowledge and the arts were culti
vated. during which he remarked. that the ments, a naked child was then introduced on
ﬁrst literary female was a Greek. who used the stage, when the question was asked, ‘ if
regularly to hold her coteries of the then the infant had brought any soap with him
learned, at her house at Athens. where the to wash away the sins of the people?’ and
other equal absurdities ; but these things
ﬁrst public library was established ;,that lite
rature tlourished here till the Greek republic were performed during the time that despot
fell before the Macedonians; at that conquest ism had closed the mental facultier the Rev
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Gent then proceeded to contrast the pro
ress of literature at different. periods: that
In the year 1340 (Edward sixth), there were
3,000 students at Oxford, and 2,000 at the
different Inns of Court; that when Europe
was sunk in ignorance, literature ﬂourished
at Constantinople; he then dwelt on the im
portance of a book, before the art -of print
rng, when large sums or value in plate was
left as a security for the loan of a single
book; that it was customary to present a
book to a monastery, for the good of the soul
ol' the donor; so little was the spirit for
reading. that in the reign ofHenry 8,when the
ﬁrst edi-ion of the Bible was printed—600

~~

spoke at considerable length on the import
ance of such lnstitutions.
Mr. Green, the Honorar) Secretary came
forward and announced that the reading
room was to be considered as opened, from
this evening.
‘
Samuel Favell, Esq. the Treasurer, pro.
posed thanks to the Rev. J. Peers, for his
important services this evening (carried with
applause).
The Rev. Gentleman replied in a short
speech replete with good sense, and evincing
the fullest conception of the importance of
the business on which he was engaged
He
elected
was then,
an atHonorary
the suggestion
Member
of S.
of Favell,
the lnstitu

copii-s, it took three years to dispose of
them. That as literature increased in this
country, so did our commerce increase, for

the desire to read produced a demand for
printed books; this in its turn produced a

tion. The meeting then adjourned, at half
past nine 0’clock.
We were favoured with a view of the
apartments, at the Mansion-house, that are

appropriated for the library and reading

demand for paper, and all the various articles
connected with the manufacture, that print
ing and paper-making require. The worthy
lecturer alluded to the very great desire
among young persons to read the newspapers,

Christopher Wren, and he occasionally re

this gave rise to an equal desire for a know
ledge of geography, politics, and histor ,

sided in it during the building of St. Paul‘s
Cathedral.

which they had not previously felt. The
first newspaper ever published, was at
Venice, and appeared half-yearly, 1536;
thirty volumes of this paper are pre
served at Florence. During the time of
the intended Spanish Armada for the inva
sion of this country, Lord Burleigh publish
ed a newspaper, which was called the English
Mercury, but it only extended to 50 num
bers; the ﬁrst in Germany, 1612; the ﬁrst
in Paris, l630; in 1109, during the reign of
Queen Anne, the ﬁrst daily
r was pu
lished 3 the success of this produced )eriod
icals; the ﬂrst of these was the Gen eman’s
Magazine, then followed the Reviews and
Literary Journals; to such an extent is it
now curried, that literature is actually an
article of commerce. A few years back most
of our books and all our best prints were
imported; when the exertions of one man
produced a total change, by an attempt to
encourage native talent; the late worthy Al
derman Boydell succeeded in this to such an
extent, that our exports of these articles are
now 60,000l. a proof of what can be done by
exertion, whenthe cause is good. lnstil into
a man a taste for literature and you will ren
der him a valuable member of society; the
human mind is active and must and will be
engaged.
The Rev. Gent. expressed much pleasure
to see so many females attending a meeting
of this kind, and very ingeniously combatted
the notion that women had nothing to do
with learning, and mentioned many learned
females, who had adorned the pages of lite
rature : after which, the Rev. Gent. stated the
object of the Surrey Literary Institution, and

room, they are spacious and commodious,
but we think they will shortly be too small
for the purpose; the house was built by Sir

To the Editor of ths Mscham'rr' Register.

new nr-zcnssrcsn rowan.
SIR,—l invented about two years ago a
mode of propelling vessels by means of a

pump, but was unable to obtain a patent, in
consequence of its enormous expense.

The

pump far surpasses steam engines for ro
pelling vessels. as it requires no fuel, w rch
is of so great importance in long voyages. It

is likewise so simple in its construction that
its discovery would not excite astonishment,
except that it was not discovered centuries
before.
I would here ask, Sir, whether England
does not stand in her own light by prevent
ing the humble class. of society from obtain

ing patents for their inventions; has she not
ost many important discoveries that would

be of great utility P For instance, the pre
sent. I do not mean that the lower clus of
society should obtain their patents without
paying for them, but that they should have
two years at least before the payment is de

manded, which would do away with the pre
sent grievance.
33, John-street,
Blackfriars.

Yours, &c.
Dawn Tuorrss.

To the Editor of the Ills:-hanim’ Register.
SlR,—It is not generally understood that
there is a difference between a tram and a
rail road, and as I wish to set your scientiﬁc
readers thinking on the subject, they may as
well know that a tram road is the sort com
monly in use, which may be seen in Surrey.
and is employed generally at large excau
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tions: it consists of plates ofcrtst iron, about
three feet long, from three to ﬁve inches
brocd,and from half an inch to an inch thick,
witha ﬂnunche turn-up or crest on the in
side frorntwo and a half to four inches high.
The rail, or edge railway, consists of bars

I .

brick vault, no’ danger arose in doing so,
but had it been any other building, the time
lost would have been fatal to it, perhaps the
neighbourhood. It afterwards occurred to
me, that it might have been entered by the
following plan, which I intended to have
made public, but was prevented by illness,

or plates of iron, which may be formed in
the best way to sustain the weight and suit and it had passed my recollection till I read
the wheels which are to pass over them.
When complete, they are of directly contrary
shapes, the former making I grove or inden
tation, the latter a ridge or elevation.
Now, whether the vehicles be set in motion
by men, horses, steam, or gas, the question
will apply in what form of the iron plate, un
restricted to either of the before-mentioned,
will the wheels meet with least resistance
from friction ? And what shaped wheels,
unrestricted to any yet used, will occasion
least friction ?
We ﬁnd that a horse can draw 50 tons on
the water without ditticulty. Why is it that
he can draw only nine tons on a railway?
and what is the remedy? I say only 9 tons,
although he can draw but one on I common
road, for surely there ought not to be so great
a ditfereme against the instance where there
is less surface and less weight.
Let me ask, also, what forms of railway and
wheel would best allow the same vehicle to
go as well on a common road as on the rail
way ?

As it is probable some of your scientiﬁc
readers will give the public, through your
Register, the fruits of their contemplations,
before the expense of casting the platPs has
taken place. I expect some answers which
will better elucidate the subject than my
questions; at all events. you will be thanked
if any good results by this medium, either to

the public, or more unobserved, to indivi
duals.

Yours, &c.

PICK Axe.

To the Editor of the Mechanics Regirler.
SR,——The reading of a patent being

granted for an invention to enable a person
to enter buildings on fire, has brought to my
recollection, a circumstance Which occurred
about ﬁve years ago. A ﬂre was discovered
in a large wine cellar, in St. James’s-street,
and from the contamination of the air, no
one, without sutfocation, could enter; one
man was with great diﬂiculty restored, and
at last the cellar was obliged to be closed for

of this patent
Let a ﬁre-engine be placed as near to the
entrance as possible, after passing a little
water through the hose to close its pores,
unscrew the branch,and tie a cord round the
end of the hose, by this cord suspend it below
the chin of the man, let the engine be worked
and by the assistance of others to ease the
hose as he enters, he would be able to carry
the branch of another engine, and so put out
the ﬁre, or at any rate ascertain its situation,

for the engine, acting as an air pump, would
supply him with air. Of course the suction
pipe must be taken otf, or kept out ofwater.
Yours, &c.

S. E. A.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We have been favoured by Mr. PLACE
with a long but very interesting article,
which we will take an early opportunity of
nothing.
H. W. D.’s drawing, and a letter on the
subject of propelling vessels by paddle wheels
instead of oars, have been received, and
shall be attended to. “'e quite agree with
him in his observations, and beg to inform
him that there is in Paris a boat with wheels
of this description, which is worked by two
men. This boat carries to St. Cloud, a few
miles from Paris sixty or seventy persons
without fatigue to the men who work at the
wheels.
The great length of our article on Rail
Roads compels us to defer the remainder of
Mr. Br0ugham’s Pamphlet and many valu
able communications.
We have received Mr. Wann’s drawings
and communication. They shall be attended

some days, to extinguish it, and it being a w as early as Possible
-_-E-__‘_____.—_________—__,_
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collecting or causing the air (carried by the

‘ ‘JFI‘SilIK")\' Fit.» tin‘ {K H

water) to accumulate and assist the water to
press with greater force.

L is a cylindrical vessel, open at the bot
tom with an hemispherical top, suspended
by a wire, or chain, from the lever beam M;
N is an immoveable barrel nearly ﬁlled with

water for the reception of the vessel L; 0 is
a conical bent tube (to face the vessel D)
which goes through the bottom of the barrel
into the vessel L 3 P is a valve in the tube 0,
shutting to the vessel L, R is a forcing pump,

the barrel of it is open to the pipe B, and
aqueduct ; S is a counter-weight (to vessel L)

ﬁxed to the top of the pump rod, and sus
pended by a chain from the arched head of
the beam above it; T is a chain, or wire,

and weight for opening and shutting the valve
C, which is shown ina larger scale in thelan
nexed ﬁgure. [See ﬁrst page.]
When the valve C is opened, the water
jets from D, carrying air with it, the air as
-cends the tube 0 into the vessel L, the water

is repelled, and falls into the lower level of
the water-fall at V, the vessel L becomes
more buoyant and ascends, the counter

weight S and piston descends, the water in
the aqueduct following and assisting, the valve
W is shut by the increased pressure, when

WEBB’S SELF-ASSISTING MOMEN
TUM ENGINE.
We have been favoured by Mr. Webb
with a Description of a New Engine for im

pelling Machinery by Human Weight and
Labour, which appears to us to possess
considerable merit, but as we have had no

opportunity of ascertaining its practical
utliity,we refer our mechanical readers to
Mr. Webb’s description and our En
gravings.

the top of the vessel L, has ascended to the
top of the barrel, the weight at the bottom of
the chain T shuts the valve C, and the air is

discharged from the vessel L (through the
tube 0), the vessel L nearly ﬁlls with water
and descends, the chain T opens the valve C,
and the vessel L ascends as before stated.
The vessel L is made heavier at the bottom
with lead to steady it. The valve P is shut

while the barrel is ﬁlled, previous to the
engine’s commencing work.
When the engine begins working, the
vadve P is only partially“closed.

An adjust

ing arm or regulator is attached to the spin
die of the valve, and the speed of the engine

Fig. l.
"" A is an aqueduct communicating with the is regulated by it, to discharge the air from
upper level of a water-fall: B B is a pipe the vessel L quicker or slower. When the
supplied by the aqueduct. C is a valve valve C is opened, water and air is forced up
which shuts from the lower extremity the tube 0, but as the air accumulates it re
of the ipe B at D, (where the water is dis pels the water: when the vessel L ascends,
char
when the valve C is quickly shut the overplus ﬂows over the barrel.
When the vessel L begins to ascend, the
the water in the pipe presses in a radiating
direction, and with increased force nearest air in it expands and increases its buoyancy;
the valve. Some of the water is forced the increased quantity of air added by the
through the valve F into the vessel H (com jet accelerating (in consequence of the
municating with the pipe B) the dense air greater pressure of the pump), increases the
in the vessel H forces the water up the pipe vessel L’s ascent. The pump and counter
weight being attached to the larger arm of
K to some assigned situation.
So far this Engine is similar to the Mo
the beam, acquires a greater impelling im
mentum Engines which have been invented pulse, and when checked, by instantaneously
shutting
the valve C, it causes the water to
several years.
It is well known by those acquainted with press as if by a columnzof a much greater
hydraulics, that jets and fountains carry a height.
current of air on their surfaces; the quan
Momentum engines are limited to power;
tity is in proportion to the speed or force of but in this invention the power can be in
the water. My improvement consists in creased (where water can be obtained in suf

a
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ﬂcient quantity), b'y enlarging the vessel
L, &t:.’' ’*
Fig. 2, a and b are levers attached to the
extremity of the spindle, or axis of the valve
C ; c is an axle, ii a lever, e a tumbling
weight,fg shanks, h is a wooden slide con

nected with the chain T, It is a weight hang
ing from the slide, op guides for slides.

The valve C is represented open in the
engraving.

to obtain an accurate estimate of its powers
and dispositions. He had also given it as
his opinion, that we could not w olly trust
to the indications afforded by the features
and expression of the countenance alone,
and that the head had a much larger share
in giving us the estimate of character which
we deduce from physiognomical impression,

than had hitherto been generally assigned to

depresses the lever (I till the tumbling weight
epasses the centre of gravity, when it falls,

it. The feelings of the painter, the poet
and the sculptor of all ages may perhaps be
excepted from this general opinion, for it is I
remarkable fact, that the Grecian regnains of
sculpture strikingly accord with the views of

and the shankfstrikes the lever a, and shuts

phrenologists.

the valve C. When the vessel L, Fig. 1,
descends, the slide it is raised by the chain
T attached to the beam M Fig. 1,; the pin
on raises the lever d, till the tumbling weight
falls; the shank g strikes the lever b, and
opens the valve C;
A groove is made in the pipe B for the

goddesses, heroes, legislators, &c. very diﬂ'c~

When the vessel L, Fig. 1, ascends, the

slide It descends with the weight k : the pin I

valve C, and a small weight hangs on the
lever b, to prevent the valve shutting while
the lever d is depressed.
I have a contnvance on this principle, for
charging the Water press by manual labour,
and much quicker than the present method,
without giving shocks to the operator; but
it is unavoidably complex, therefore on that
account I think it would be objectionable.
To prevent confusion, the frame work that
supports the apparatus is left out.
‘
Yours, respectfully,
1 White Cottage,
J. W1-ma, Engraver,

(back of the Sportsman,)
City-road.

They have given to gods,

rent heads to those of gladiators, &c. and
this, if not an argument, is something like
presumptive evidence in favour of the phre

nological system.

I

We have thus by a natural transition,_ ar

rived at the object of our inquiries. First,
Whether the functions of the mind are dis
charged by the brain, and sccondly,Whether
the brain consists of one or more organs;
and, if it consist of a number, can their na

ture and the respective places which they
occupy, be ascertained by a comparatiyc ex
amination of the cerebral organization of
men and animals? That is, whether the M
ferent propensities, sentiments, instincts, un
derstanding, and habits, which distinguish
different classes of animals from each other,
and men from animals, as well as particular

individuals singled out from each of these
classes, are marked out by a corresponding

uliarity in the organization of their
Eiim; indicating, not only that every mam
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festation of these faculties depends, like see
ing and hearing, on separate and distinct

.

portio1uofthe brain, and that these parts

-hi"

are the seats ofd1_'ﬂ'e1-ent_filn(-ti011s,_biit also

_
nu. ALLEN’S
sncoun LECTURE on me new unrnon
- or INVESTIGATING run rownus or

”“f"' THE nuuau mun.
Ellis

qn bar

Wizniiiisniiv, 9-rii Fan.

D91DR. Ai.i.nn’s previous discourse having

that their relative size may be rccognisetl hi

the external corres onding conﬁguration of
the head, and that the talents and disposition

exist in proportion to this relative sue. 2 ,
With respect to the ﬁrst question, “'he
ther the functions of the mind are‘ dis

charoigieviioui
b the
the 1' ition
eaied
so
to brain,
the IecI.iii:t};r(:S
that ?ﬁP'coﬂd
prepared our minds for the illustration of
his important subject, by a reference to the
form of the human head, we were not sur

prised, on entering the Lecture Room this
evening, to ﬁnd the front of the-1
ture
table occupied by a considerable
ber of
plaster casts, exhibiting all the varieties of
conformation observable in the different na
tions of the earth, from the head of the rude
and uncultivated savage to that of the en
lightened and scientiﬁc Euro an.

The Doctor introduced his subject by
observing, that in his ﬁrst lecture he
had endeavoured to show that the systems

hardly persuade himself of the necessity .-of
roving it, es daily as all the most cele
brated physio ogists had espoused
ops

nion. A modern eloquent zoological ‘writer
says, “ Bear in mind that every organ has
its living phenomena and its use, and_that

the chief ultimate object of anatomy is to
learn the function;

on the other hand, that

every action of a living being most have_ its
organic apparatus. There is no digestion
withoutan alimentary cavity,-no biliary se
cretion without some kind of hver,—no

of metaphysicians were incomplete and un

thought u-ifhout a brain.” And he adds,
“ the vast superiority of man over all other

satisfactory, and that they did not enable us
to explain the nature of the human mind, or

animals in the faculties of the mind, which
may be truly considered as a generic distinc
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tion of the human subject, led physiologists
at an early period to seek for some corres

Not only does every thing depend on the
brain, but the more or less perfect discharge

ponding difference between men and ani

of its functions depends on its particular state

mals; and the result of this examination

at the time. Life and health, feebleness and
disease,sleeping and waking, appear also to
have a close connection,between the relative
pressure of the atmosphere, and the resisting

and comparison was universally deemed so
satisfactory, that without prosecuting the
subject further, a general proposition was

laid down, that man has the largest brain in
proportion to his body.”
In fact, the daily experience. conscious
ness, conversation and department Of every

energy of the nervous ﬂuid generated within

univerwil opinion of mankind, that the head

and by the cerebral mass; and the integrity
of all the functions of our organization ne
cessary to existence, ceases or becomes de
ranged, in proportion as this relative pres
sure exceeds or falls below the standard at

is the seat of feeling, of thought, and of vo

which the balance of power is maintained.

lition. What! while every thing has its use
in nature, and all forms, however minute,

Hence apoplexies and palsies arise both from
plethora and collapse of the brain, and

have some relative inﬂuence on every thing

hence men of intemperate and bad habits

around them, does this, the most noble part
of the human frame, and the most beautiful
and sublime work of creation, serve no pur

never possess that even flow of the animal
spirits, which depends on the equability of
this reciprocal pressure.
The lecturer, after some further observa
tions, stated, that he considered it unneces
sary to add any more arguments to prove

individual in the world, pronounce it as the

pose higher than that of a physical nature?
Dr. Allen here directed the attention of
his hearers to a human skull on the lecture
table, and emphatically exclaimed,
“ Observe this skull, from out the scattered
heaps ;
Is this a temple where a God may dwell 3
Look on its broken arch, its ruined wall,

Its chambers desolatd, its portals foul;
Yet this was once Ambition’s airy hall,

The dome of thought, the palace of the
soul!”

Where is the hand that shall grasp that
which resides beneath the skull of man?
\Vho shall approach the surface of that now
tranquil, now tempestuous abyss ?—We
shudder at contemplating the powers con
tained in so small a circumference, by which
a_world may be destroyed, or a world may
be enlightened.
Of all the parts of the human frame, the

brain is the most curious in its matter and
the most mysterious in its structure: there
is nothing in the whole range of material
substances like it, nor has nature more care

fully and more strongly protected any other
part. The mysterious chamber which con
tains it is encircled with an arch of ivory,
upon which regal pride places her costly
ornaments, and nature has taught us, in all
cases of threatened danger, there instinc
tively and instantaneously to direct our
hands for its protection. And it is right

that it should be so, for it is against the
head that the midnight murderer directs his
aim, knowing that if he fails to destroy life,
he may soonest there suspend or derange
opposition; for who has to learn that voli
tion has no power, if partial or general con
cussion, pressure, fracture or injury, is sud
denly sustained by the brain ? But it is not
so with any other part, for every other part

of the system may be bruised and almost
destroyed, without immediately and directly

that the functions of the mind are connected
with the brain, and he should therefore pro
ceed to the examination of the second ques
tion, viz. “ If the functions of mind are dis
charged by the brain, does the brain consist
of one or more organs?”
To this question he would answer, that

the character of variety is stamped upon all
the works of nature. She has made it a
fundamental law, that no two of her produc
tions shall be exactly alike, and this law is
invariably observed through the whole cre
ation.

Each tree, each ﬂower, each leaf ex

empliﬁes it; every animal has its individual
character; each human being has some
thing distinguishing in form, proportions,
countenance, gesture and v0ioe—in feelings,

in thought and in temper-_in mental as well
as corporeal physiognomy. This variety is
the source of every thing beautiful and inte
resting in the external world, the foundation
of the whole fabric of the universe. If then
it is admitted that this variety does exist in

nature ;—that different propensities, feelings,
sentiments, instincts, understanding and
habits, distinguish different animals from
each other and men from animals, andl par
ticular individuals among different classes
under each of these heads, are these diﬁ"e
rences attended with a corresponding variety
in the or anization, and consequently of the
erlernnéﬁnﬁguration of the head ? lf so,

the inference is just, that character is the
direct result of this difference of organiza
tion ; for it is a law throughout nature, that

there exists no peculiarity of form or sub
stance, without its being attended with a
corresponding peculiarity in the phenomena
and effects produced by the properties of
the universal agent of nature which acts on

disturbing the integrity of the mental func

them. Dr. Allen here combated the idea
that the application of this principle to the

tions.

mind, had a tendency to prove its matc
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zation to which he had alluded to exist,
without their phenomena and effects, or the
manifestation of these cerebral functions

To illustrate this remark, he directed the
particular attention of his audience to the
casts on the lecture table, which exhibited
the formation of the heads of the I-lindoo,
the Caribbean, the Malay, the American In
dian, the Ethiopian, &c. the various charac

being equally various. If then it can be
proved that these differences of organization

teristics of which the lecturerregretted that
the time would not allow him to particular

do exist, variety in the character of all men
and animals so differing, must inevitably
follow as a consequence, whether we are able
to perceive or aregwilling to admit it or not.
Thedecturer here repeated the general
proposition laid down by physiologists,
:‘ that man has not merely the largest brain
In proportion to his size, but that the place
which the superadded portion occupies is
rhﬁerent, and its ﬁbrous texture more deli
cate.” An eloquent modern zoologist, after
reviewing the comparative differences in the
sire of the organs of sense in men and ani
mals, observes, “ that in proportion as any
ammal possesses a larger share of the cere
brall and more noble part; that is, in pro
portion as the organ of reﬂection exceeds

ise ; but it must be obvious that a material
difference existed between all these varieties,
and still more so, that the whole of them
displayed a striking contrast to the European
heads with which they were placed in juxta

assert, without fear of contradiction, that it

was impossible for the differences of organi

that of the external senses, may we expect to
ﬁnd the powers of the mind more diversiﬁed

and more developed

In this point of view,

man is decidedly pre-eminent; although in
his senses and common animal properties
he holds only a middle rank, here he sur
passes all other animals, and is the ﬁrst of
rvmg beings.” The same writer adds,

“ that the most striking character of the
human brain is the prodigious develope

ment of the cerebral hemispheres, to which
no animal, whatever ratio its whole encepha
lon may bear to its body, affords any paral
lel. It is also the most perfect in the num
ber and developement of its parts; none
being found in animals that man has not,
while several of those found in man are
either reduced in size,or deﬁcient in various
animals. Hence it has been said that by
taking away, diminishing or exchanging
proportions, you might form from the hu

position.

Among the latter we noticed the

heads of Napoleon, Bacon,
Franklin,
Gall, Spurzheim. &c. and also the head of
an idiot, which was exhibited with that of
Dr. Franklin, to shew that the difference
between the exterior conformation of the
two heads was as striking as the disparity
between their mental powers.
In conformity with the views he had al
ready explained respecting the mental part
of our being, the lecturer referred all the
varieties ol' moral feeling, and of capacity
for knowledge and reﬂection, to those diver
sities of cerebral organization which are
indicated by, and correspond with, the dif
ferences in the ',shape of the skull. If the
nobler attributes of man reside in the cere
bral hemispheres, we shall ﬁnd, in the com
parison of the dark and white races, a suffi
cient explanation of the superiority con
stantly evinced by the latter, and of the in
ferior, subordinate lot of the former.
Dr. Allen then stated the opinion of Blu
rnenbach, that from the finely formed skull
of the European race, as from a primitive
conﬁguration,all the other forms descend by
an easy and simple gradation, ou the one
hand to the Mongolian, and on the other to
the Ethiopian variety. The inferior races
he divides into four varieties, which with
‘the European make five. “ The European
variety,” says he, “ have the most expanded
forehead, the upper and anterior regions

man brain that of any animal; while, on the

particularly developed

contrary, there is not one from which you
could construct the brain of man.”
Dr_. Allen then adverted to the corres

Mongolian, have a head of a square
form, with a small and low forehead. The
third, or Ethiopian variety, the forehead
low, narrow, _and slanting. The fourth, or
theAmer1'can variety, the forehead low, and
the ﬁfth, or Mala;/,the head rather narrow.’
The lecturer mentioned these particulars,
to show that the head is stated by Blumen

pondmg contrast between the character of
man and that ofanimals, which was ren

dered equally obvious by comparing the
operations of animals, who always construct
and perform their work in the same manner,

The second, the

and never improve, with the results of hu

bach, not merely as extremely various in its

man industry and invention, which had
transformed marshes and forests, the abode
of wild beasts, into fruitful vales or cities
full of beauty and intelligence.
The lectu
rer proceeded to observe, that if cerebral

shape and size,but that it has a general cor
respondence with the character.
Many

other names might be added, such as l-laller,

organization accounted for the pre-emi
nence of man over animals, it equally ex
plamed the superiority of the European va

Camper, Cuvier, Hunter, Abernethy, &c.
810. but he trusted that he had adduced suf
ficient authority to show the existence of
striking differences in the organization of
the brain, and if so, the position was esta

riety over the rest of the world.

blished, that according to_anpnivcrsal law
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of ‘nature, such differences could not exist ‘ever, necessary to state, that no pupil would
without corresponding differences in the be admitted into the mathematical class, ex
cept he was previously acquainted with the
character.
lt remains for us now to discover what vulgar and decimal arithmetic.

are the forms in the size and shape of the
head, which are uniformly attended with
corresponding manifestations, and the places
which they occupy.
It is an admitted fact
in natural history, that the number of facul
ties increases from the lowest animal up to

the highest gifted man, in proportion to the
multiplication of the cerebral parts ; to con
vince ourselves of the truth of this, it is only
necessary to glance at Lavater’s or Camper’s

imperfect scale from the frog to the Apollo
Belvidere. (This scale the lecturer exhi
bited to the audience, and pointed out the
progressive change in the inclination of the
facial line, from a nearly horizontal to a

MR. 1>AR'r1No'roN’s

rounrn LECTURE on orncs.
rmmr, llru res.

POLARIZATION or LIGHT—l\|O’l‘lIER or
PEARL--_TELESCOPES——MANUFAC'l‘URE
or LENS!-IS—CONCLUSION.
Having, in his preceding lecture, pointed
out an extraordinary analogy subsisting be
tween light and sound, Mr. Psnrrncrou
commenced the present, by directing the at

tention of his audience to another analogy,
not less remarkable, which was denominated

the polarization of light.

If we take a

perpendicular direction.) Dr. Allen then
described the various parts of the head in

straight metallic rod of a reasonable length,

which dilerent portions of the brain prepon
derate in different animals, according to

sound from one extremity to the other, by
the vibration of its parts; but if the same
rod be bent at right angles, it can no longer
transmit sound to the auditory nerve. If a

their contrary habits and propensities, and
proceeded ‘to contrast them with the nobler
c'o'nfo’r-mation of the brain of man, which he

s'epara'ted‘into-three principal divisions, viz.

it will be found capable of communicating

magnetic needle is placed on the surface of

animal. Animals have not the ﬁrst of these

water, its polarity causes it constantly to as
sume one invariable position; and in a si
milar manner, if a ray of light falls on the

divisions, or the intellectual portion, which
in man occupies the front, or most promi
nent part of the head, while the animal por

surface of a polished mirror, at one particu
lar angle, it becomes polarised; and upon
striking the surface of a second mirror

the iitfellectizal, the sentimental, and the

tion is placed at the back of the head, and

placed at right angles with the ﬁrst, the

the intermediate space is assigned to the

light is completely lost. The angle of inci

sentimental division.
ments to prove the complete coincidence

dence at which this polarization occurs, is 56
degrees, but it was observed by Dr. Brews
ter, that if the surface of the glass was

existing between the relative fulness of the

slightly moistened, the angle of polarization

different cerebral parts, and the various pe
culiarities of mental physiognomy among

was 58. This may be considered as a new
fact in the science of optics, for though the
polarization of light was noticed by Sir
Isaac ‘Newton, it was not generally known
till it was demonstrated by the experiments

» The lecturer adduced a" variety of argu

then ; as well as to refute the opinion enter
tained by some persons, that the phrenolo
gictil system inculcated principles ‘contrary

to the truths of Christianity; and he con
cluded by deferring till his next lecture the
general practical inferences‘ furnished by his
arguments, when he should endeavour to

show in what manner the powers of man
ought to be exercised, so as to elevate him
in the scale of moral and intellectual beings,

of Dr. Brewster.
Another singular fact connected with the ‘
properties of light, is its decomposition by
the surface ofmother of pearl, which appears

to divide the rays into the various prismatic
colours. Sir Isaac Newton supposed this
effect to be attributable to a succession of

by the proper discharge of those duties, in extremely thin laminae, each of which re
performing which every one should contri ﬂected its own particular portion of the inci
ute his portion in the grand economy of dent ray. Dr. Brewster has, however, shewn
the universe!
that this is not the case, and that it is not the
internal parts of this substance, but the sur
At the close of the lecture, Mr. M‘Wil

liam, who presided during the evening, gave
notice that the establishment of the mathe
matical school, for the instruction of the
members in algebra, geometry, and trigono
metry, was under the consideration of the
committee, who therefore wished those mem
bers who were desirous of enrolling them
selves as pupils, to transmit their applications
to the oflice of the institution. It was, how

face only, that produces the effect.

If a

plate of mother-of-pearl, such as the lecturer
now held in his hand, is examined with a
powerful microscope, its surface is found to
be completely striated, or divided into pa
rallel lines, and Dr. Brewster having pointed
out this circumstance to Mr. Barton, of the
Mint, this gentleman conceived it possible to

communicate the same property to metallic
plates. The experiment was attended with
A‘
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The telescope was invented about the and
bited to his hearers a number of gold and of the sixteenth century, and the discovery
steel buttons, which reﬂected the prismatic is commonly supposed to have been casual
colours with all the exquisite delicacy and The account which is generally received is,
variety observable in mother-of-pearl. To that Zacharias Jansen, a spectacle-maker of
complete success, and Mr. Partington exhi

produce this effect, the surfaces were first Magdeburgh, trying the effect of a convex
highly polished,and then divided by a ruling and concave glass united, found that when
machine, furnished with a micrometer scale, placed at a certain distance from each other,
into parallel lines, at the distance of only the they had the property of making distant ob
2,000th part of an inch from each other. jects appear nearer to the eye, but the reason
Mr. Barton found that the light became de of this effect was not discovered till the time
composed when 500 lines were ruled to an of Kepler. The microscope was also an inven
inch, but by increasing the number to 1,000 tion of the Jansens, and as it is rather asim
or 2,000, the effect was much more perfect. pier instrument than the telescope, it may
very properly introduced to illustrate the
The surface of a steel knife, if exposed to
the heat of a spirit lamp, or a hot iron, as nature of these kinds of glasses. The lectu
sumes a Ivariety of tints, which arise from rer had previously observed that the nearer
the combination of portions of the steel with any body is to the eye, the larger is the
the oxygen of the atmosphere, and a process angle under which it will be seen, and in
of a similar nature doubtless occasions the order to render this increase of the angle

decomposition of light by the surface of more familiar to his audience, be exhibited
mother-of-pearl. The colours which ap a simple apparatus, consisting of two pieces
pear on the steel blade may be removed by of wood, crossing each other, and turning
spirits of salt, but they cannot be restored upon a pivot; and upon introducing a cir
without repolishing the surface of the knife. cular iece of wood between the extremi

Mr. Partingtnn proceeded to examine the ties o the apparatus, the opposite angle
construction of the telescope, previous to diverged and became larger, tn prcportmn
which he considered it advisable to introduce as the circular body approached the central
a few remarks on the nature of the lens it pomt.
self. In order to become familiar with the
The length of the common rqfractiag
laws of refraction and the properties of telescope must be increased in no less a
lenses, the student should make experiments proportion than the square of the increase
in a darkened room, with lenses of different of its magnifying power: so that in order
foci, diameters, and colours, admitting the to magnify twice as much as before, with
sun’s rays through an aperture in the shut the same light and distinctness, the tele
ter. It wouldbe proper also to have lenses scope must be lengthened four times, and
ground to the ﬁgure of a mmlscur , or to magnify three times as much, nine times.

watch-glass, in order to include different On this account. when great powers are de
ﬂuids between them, and thus exemplify the sired, an unwieldy length is unavoidable
refractive powers of ﬂuid lenses. The axis To explain the construction of the rsfracl;
of a lens is a line supposed to be drawn ing telescope, the lecturer referred to I
through the center of its spherical surface, diagram, of which, as well as of the reﬂect
and when one side of the lens is plane, the ing telescope, we have procured engravings,
axis of course falls perpendicularly upon for the purpose of communicating to our
that side. If the axis is correctly continued, numerous readers a more perfect idea of
it will passexactly through the center of that their operation, than could be conveyed by
circle, of which the surface of the lens is an description alone.
are.‘

" This remark will be illustrated by a reference to the ﬁgures H! M8 213, in which

the central ray B b, represents the axis of the lens
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The preceding ﬁgure exhibits the relative minished and indistinct; but, owing to the
situations of the two lcnses inclosed in the interposition of the double concave lensn 0,
tube of the refracting telescope; the double
concave lens n 0, which is nearest to the
eye, representing the eye-glass, and the
double convex lens c d, situated nearest to

the rays are again diverged, previous to
their passing through the chrystalline lens
C, so as to bring them to a focus exactly on

the object A B, representing the object

the retina of the eye, upon which the image
is enlarged and distinctly depicted as at.

glass. The pencils of rays ﬂowing from the

b a.

The eﬁect of the reflecting telescope, the
extremities of the object A and B, diverge
in the lines gh 1‘, &c. till they reach the invention of Sir Isaac Newton, which acts
convex lens c d, by which they are refracted principally by means of concave mirrors,
towards the points e and f, where they would will be clearly comprehended by the follow
form the image of the object, as at E, di ing ﬁgure :

In this diagram T T T T represents the

The description of the solar microscope

large tube, and t t the small tube of the in our account of Mr. Partingt0n’s previous
telescope, at one end of which is D F, a lecture (page 236) will be further illustrated
concave mirror, with a hole in the middle at by the annexed diagram, in which the rays
P, the principal focus of which is at IK; of the sun B B, falling upon the inclined
opposite to the hole at P is a small mirror mirror C C, are reﬂected in the direction

L, concave towards the great one; it is ﬁx
ed on a strong wire M, and may be made
to move backwards and forwards by means his present acquirements? We may guess
of an adjusting screw. A B is a remote ob with plausibility what we cannot anticipate
ject, from which the rays ﬂow to the great with confidence. The day may yet be com
mirror D F. The direction of these rays ing when our instruments of observation
may be traced in the ﬁgure as they proceed shall be inconceivably more powerful. They
from C and E to the surface of the great may asoertain_ still more decisive points of
mirror, by which they are reﬂected in the resemblance. .¢They may resolve the same
lines D G I, F H K to the focus of the mir question by the evidence of sense, which is
1-or, where they would form the inverted now so abundantly convincing by the evi
image I m K, if there was any thing to re dence of analogy. They may lay open to us
ceive it; but as their course is not inter the unquestionable vestiges of art, and in
rupted, they proceed to the second mirror dustry, and intelligence.
We may see
L, by which they are again reﬂected at It g, summer throwing its green mantle over
and describing the lines It 0 U, g N V, they those mighty tracts, and we may see them
arrive at the plano-convex lens R, which left naked and colourless after the ﬂush of
causes them to converge, so as to form the vegetation has disappeared. In the progress
image near the eye in the small tube of the of years, or of centuries, we may trace the
telescope. It now only remains to magnify hand of cultivation spreading a new aspect
the image, which is effected by means of over some portion of a planetary surface.
the plano-convex eye-glass S, through which Perhaps some large city, the metropolis of
the eye, situated at f, sees the image under a mighty empire, may expand into a visible
the enlarged angle 0 f d, and its size appears spot by the powers of some future telescope.
magniﬁed as at c d '.
Perhaps the glass of some observer, in a
distant age, may enable him to construct the
map of another world, and to lay down the
*‘ When we view the great power of te surface of it in all its minute and topical
lescopes, as they are now constructed, it is varieties. But there is no end of conjecture,
scarcely possible to predict any certain and to the men of other times we leave the
bounds to their power; and Dr. Chalmers full assurance of what we can assert with
has very properly asked, in his admirable the highest probability, that yon planetary
Discourses on Astronomy 2--“ Who shall as orbs are so many worlds, that they teem
sign a limit to the discoveries of future with life, and that the mighty Being who
ages? Who can prescribe to Science her presides in high authority over this scene
boundaries, or restrain the active and insa of grandeur and astonishment has there

hable curiosity of man within the circle of planted the worshippers of-his glory."-

'
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AA to the large convex lens aa. Near and crossing each other as at d, represent,
the focus of this lens is placed the insect, the image of the object on the screen placed
or other-transparent object b b, through to receive it, in an inverted position, and
H
‘
which the rays reach the second lensc c, magniﬁed as at D D.

As the value of optical instruments de
pends entirely upon the quality of theglass
employed in their construction, it may be
necessary to give some account of the man
ner of making the frangible substance called
glass, previous to its being ground into the
form of lenses. Mr. Partington then gave
a brief description of the manufacture of
glass from silica, the oxide of lead and the

At the age of forty and upwards, he re
linquished the trade of watch-case maker,
and purchased a pieceof ground in a retired
place, where he constructed, with his own

hands, a furnace capable of melting at one ‘
time two hundred weight of glass, for the

purpose of prosecuting,ona more extended
scale, his experiments on the construction
of lenses.
Here, by determined perse

pearl-ash of commerce, and after stating verance in the midst of many discouraging
'
‘
that the most perfect lenses are formed out circumstances, he succeeded in forrnrng
of large blocks of glass, cut into plates, and lenses ofan extraordinary size, possessing a
then ground to the required form, he pro
ceeded to read from a pamphlet kindly fur
nished by Lieut. Stratford, a member of the
Institution, an interesting memoir of M.
Guinand, the uneducated mechanic to whom
he had alluded in his second lecture, and
who, by his own talents and persevefance,
had acquired the highest celebrity as a ma
nufacturer of lenses of great magnitude, en
tirely tree from those defects which it had
previously been found impossible to obviate.
This memoir, written a short time pre
viousto the decease of M. Guinand, which
took place about two years ago, stated that
nearly 70 years had elapsed, since that inte-’

perfect retracting power, without occasion
ing any decomposition of the rays of light.

One of the most valuable of these glasses is
now in the possession of the Astronomical
Society of London.
From this interesting piece of biography,
Mr. Partington impressed upon the minds of
his hearers the great moral lesson, that the

possession of high birth and fortune, or

even the ordinary advan
s of education,
are not essential to the develo
ent of real
talent, and that if we pursue e chequered
scene exhibited in the life of M. Guinand, it
will afford an additional illustration of the
well known aphorism, that “ any thing is '
resting man, who, when the memoir was possible to the willing mind ;” the lecturer
written, was on the verge of four-score, and did not mean to assert that every object'
resided in a remote village of Neufchatel in could be-accomplished by one individual,
Switzerland, was employed in assisting his but that a degree of eminence in any one
father as a joiner, and in his advanced age, walk of life might certainly be attained by

his manner of reading and writing shewed steadily pursuing that object.
that he had scarcely obtained even the ﬁrst ru
Mr. Partington then begged to introduce
diments of education. At this period he be to the notice of his hearers, a living illustra
came acquainted with a buckle-maker, from tion of the preceding remarks, in the person ,

whom he learnt the art of casting and work
ing various metals, which enabled him,
about the age of twenty, after once witness
ing the process, to attempt the construction
of a watch-case ; having succeeded, he
adopted the occupation of a watch-case
maker, which was then very lucrative. At
the house of M. Droz, for whom he had
made clock-cases, he ﬁrst saw a very ﬁne
English reﬂecting telescope, an instrument
at that time very rare in Switzerland, and
this circumstance turned the mind of M.
Guinand, then in his twenty-second or twenty
third year, towards that subject to which he

of a working mechanic named Franck, who
was in attendance this evening, and had been
requested to explain to the members the

nature of his improvements in the construc
tion of spectacle-glasses.

Mr. Francis, whose appearance was that
of a plain and unassuming workman, accord
ingly addressed the assembly, and in very

clear and intelligible language, though evi
dently unpolished by the reﬁnements of edu
cation, proceeded at some length to detail a
variety of experiments which he had made

for the purpose of improving the form of
spectacle-glasses, and adapting them to the
afterwards more particularly devoted himself mechanical structure of the human eye.
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His efforts appeared to have been in a great

assistance. Mr. Bluett, his ingenious assistant,

measure directed to a consideration of the

also merited his warmest commendatiom,
and he would only add, that if there was one

exact proportion which should subsist be
tween the concavity of the interior, and the
convexity of the exterior surfaces of his
lenses, so as to convey the maximum of light

to the eye, and to avoid the appearance of
the prismatic colours on the edges of the

objects of vision.

He then particularised

the various attempts he had made to construct
an artiﬁcial eye, and exhibited to the audi

ence the result of his experiments, consisting
of a number of glasses of different degrees of
convexity, which he had combined in such a
manner as to produce a perfect resemblance
of the human eye, in its external appearance,
its lateral, vertical and rotary motions, and
its various refractions of the rays of light.
We had an opportunity of minutely inspecting

this ingenious piece of mechanism, which was
not only adapted to shew the complicated
structure of the eye in its perfect state, but

individual present, in whose mind he had
implanted such a knowledge of scientiﬁc
truths as would tend to explain the more

visible operations of nature, it would furnish
the most delightful reward that his labours
could possibly receive.
\Vith these few remarks he should now
retire, trusting, that amongst the members of
the institution, science and literature would
continue to ﬂourish, and that the walls of

their embryo theatre would often inclose as
eager aspirants after knowledge as the intel
ligent auditory to whom he now respectfully
bade FAREWELL!

Mr. Partington then withdrew from the
lecture table amid the warmest acclamations
of the members, whose reiterated plaudits

evinced their deep sense of thecondescending

as the retina was moveable, it also illustrated
the nature of defective vision, and the form

and conciliatory manners of the enlightened
lecturer, and their obligations for the ability
and perspicuity with which he had illustrated

of the different lenses required to correct the

his highly interesting subject.

deﬁciencies arising from long or short sight
edness or cataract.
Mr. Francis having concluded his remarks,
which were received with great applause by
the members, Mr. Partmgton resumed his

lecture, and after paying a just tribute of
praise to the ingenuity and perseverance of
the mechanic who had just addressed them,

and who afforded a practical exposition of the
lecturer’s previous observations, he repeated

his explanation of the construction of the
magic lantern, and being now in possession of
an apparatus furnished with a reﬂector, he

shewed its effect by throwing upon the screen
a variety of images, some of them of a gro
tesque and humourous description, which
appeared to much greater advantage in con
sequence of the increased quantity of light

communicated by the concave reﬂector.
Mr. Partington then observed, that in con
cluding the brief course of lectures which he
had delivered to the members of this institu
tion, he could not omit the opportunity of

returning his sincere thanks for the liberal
and respectful attention he had received.

It

might be proper to state, that he had in
variably employed language as free from the
ordinary technicalities of science as the sub
ject would admit of, and had rather attempted
to make his lectures conversational than
didactic, by this means identifying his audi

ence with himself.

With respect to the

experimental part of his course,he had spared
no pains in the collection of such apparatus

At the conclusion of the lecture, Dr. Birk

beck informed the members that Mr. Francis,
whose intelligent observations had been so
cordially received, was a working shoemaker,

who had employed his leisure hours in the
pursuit of optical enquiries; with what suc
cess they were enabled to judge, and they
would doubtless consider this example of the
effects of
rseverance and ingenuity, as an
admirable illustration of the appropriate
remarks of the worthy lecturer.
Dr. Birkbeck then gave notice, that on
Friday the 18th instant, Mr. George Ogg
would commence a course of three lectures
on Geology, or the History and Theory of
the Formation of the Earth, and that on the

following Wednesday, Mr. Cooper would re
sume his examination of the members on
the science of chemistry.

LIST OF MEMBERS
Nominated as Candidates for the undermen
tioned Ofﬁces, previous to the election on
Tuesday the 1st day of March, 1825.-—
The ballot will commence at six o’clock

in the evening, and close at half past nine
precisely.
ros. PRESIDENT.
GEORGE BIRKBECK, M.D., 50, Broad
street.

President of the Institution, as well as to the
Committee of Management, if be omitted to

roa VICE-PRESIDENTS.
GlLCHRlS’l‘,JOI>lN BORTI-lWlCK,LL.D. ll,
Clarges-street
‘
_
MAR1-mean, Jons, Esq. Engmeer, City
road.
MILLINGTON, J. Professor of Mechanics.
in the Royal Institution, Bloomsbury-square.
M‘Wumnnr, Roaaar, Esq. Furn1val's

thank them for their active co-operation and

mn.

and illustrative diagrams as appeared best
calculated to simplify those branches of
science to which he had alluded. He should,

however,be wanting in justice to the worthy

THE LONDON mac:-ramcs’ nacisraa.
non TREASURER.
’
"'JOBN KEY, Esq. Alderman and Shenﬂ,
Abchurch-lane.
FOR COMMITTEE

Candidates of the working class, from whom
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for, leaving only the names of those they
wish to return.

-

JAMES FREDERICK BLAKE,
Hon. Sscnnnnv.
29, Southampton Buildings, Holborn,

Feb. l4th, 1825.

not less than ten are to be chosen.

We feel pleasure in stating that a very in

Adams, Nathaniel, upholsterer, 5, Goodge
street, Tottenham Court-road; Aumonier,
Henry, working jeweller, 7, North-street,

telligent Member of the Society has printed,
in an elegant manner, a correct copy of the

Pentonville ; Collar,Charles, cabinet-maker,

Inscription on the First Stone of the New
Lecture Room of the London Mechanics’

20, Lower Brook-street, Grosvenor-square;
Deville, Elijah, brass-founder, 6, Mercer

street. Long Acre; Dixon, James, tin plate
worker, 34, Wych-street, Strand; Duthie,
Thomas, bookbinder, 2, Bart]ett’s-place,
Bartlett’s-buildings ; Edwards, Thos. painter,
Harp-alley, Shoe-lane; Fowler, Richard,
ironmonger, I9, Gray’s Inn-lane; Hall,
William, printer, 34, New Union-street,
Little Moorﬁelds, Hogan, James, colour
lhaker, 2, Blewitt’s-buildings, Fetter-lane;
Holdup, John, silver spoon ﬁnisher, 2,

Kirby-street, Hatton-garden ; Hetherington,
Henry, printer, 13, Kingsgatestreet, Hol
born; Jackson, M. David, weaver, 38, Car
riaby-market; Jones, William, plumber, &c.
Tysoe-street, Clerkenwell; Mills, George,
stove-maker, I5, High-street, Marylebone;
Mote, Henry, teinter, B, Lower Mall, Ham
rnersmith; Parry, Charles, silk hat maker,
281, Bermondsey-street ; Pavyer, Benjamin,
t pe-founder, 31, Featherstone-street, and
Eden-place, I-Ioxton; Stacy, George, work

Institution, to which is subjoined the eloquent
and impressive Address delivered by Dr.
Birkbeck, after the Stone was laid. It is in

troduced by an appropriate dedication to the
Members of the Institution, and is printed in
a convenient form, for the purpose of enab
ling them, at a triﬂing expense, to become

ssed of a memorial of the interesting ce
remony by which the First Anniversary of
the establishment of the Institution was dis

tinguished.

Copies may be had of Messrs.

Come and Srasucs, at the Mscuamcs’
Rsorsrnn Orrrcs, 24, Fetter-lane.

MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
We mentioned last week that we had been
favoured by Mr. Place, of Charing-cross,‘
with the address of a mechanic, which we
were unable, from want of space, to notice.
This address, which is signed by T. Blake,
and which is in the form of a letter to the
Norwich Mercury, is now before us; and

ing jeweller, 2, Charlotte-street, Sadler’s

we fully agree with Mr. Place that it would

Wells; St. Leger, Barry, bookbinder, 18,

do honour to the best cultivated understand
ing. Much of this letter, however, relates to
local circumstances, which cannot be of in
terest to the general reader, and we shall,
therefore, give only such extracts as appear
to us to bear upon the great principle which
we have advocated-the establishment of
mechanics’ institutions. Speaking of these,
and of the present principles of domestic
economy, as they relate to the industrious
classes, Mr. Blake says :—
“ It ought to be shewn that these institu
tions, now spreading so rapidly over the face
of Great Britain, are instituted solely for the
beneﬁt of the working classes, to advance the
happiness of this part of the population of
the country alone their purpose. The hap
piness of a people does not merely depend

Gray’s Inn-lane; Styles, William, Mathe
matical instrument maker, 1, Sharp’s-alley,
Cow-cross; Thurnell, George, jeweller,

Margaret-street, Spa-ﬁelds ; Turner, Joseph,
working cutler, Castle-street, Turnmill
street; Waterman, William, carpenter, 3,
Winsley-street, Oxford-street.
Candidates not of the Working Class, from
whom not more than ﬁve are to be chosen.

Dempsey, John, tailor and draper, 10,
Bouverie Street, Fleet Street ; Fayerman,
Edmund R. clerk, Upper Street, Islington;
Lane, Charles, 54, Leonard Street ; Marshall,
John H. veneer cutter, Honduras Mills, Old
Street; Nash, Eliezer, jeweller, 2, Red Lion
Street, Clerkenwell; Smythe, Thomas, ma
chinist, 309,0xtbrd Street 5 Thomas, Joseph,
accountant, 19, Exeter Street, Strand; Tijou,
William, carver and gilder, 17, Greek Street,
Soho; Wheeler, William O. clerk, 16, Ma
bledon Place, Burton Crescent.

*,,* As no person is entitled to ballot ex
cept he has been a member Six Months, the
votes of those members who have joined the
society during the present quarter, must

necessarily be rejected, if tendered.
The members are requested carefully to
etlace the names of those they do not vote

upon a stocking being made by machine ra
ther than by hand—it does not merely depend
upon the application of steam to a rail-way

or spinning jenny-—it does not merely depend
upon the solution of a problem in mathe
matics, or upon the successful event of some
chemical analysis; though these are agents,
yet I contend they are very inferior agents
to that intent, and are not the objects to be
dwelt upon and considered as of primary im
portance in the discussion of the usefulness of
a mechanics’ institution. But the working
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classes are well aware to what they owe the

directed, as a science promising more to pro

welfare or the contrary'of their condition

mote the advancement of the human race

that it is governed by the proportion borne than any hitherto discovered. The true
by wages to the price offood and other ne principles of the creation, circulation, and
cessaries qf lzfe, requires but little ingenuity consumption of wealth, are no longer un
to determine at ﬁrst sight, though it is some known, and from them it has manifestly ap
what more diﬂicult to decide upon what re
peared, amongst other equally important
gulates these latter. Ido not now intend to truths, that the harm to arise from machinery
plunge into the midst of such questions, a

consideration of which may be reserved for

to the poorer classes of the community is
merely imaginary. The second is experience,

which has shown that an increase in the de

another opportunity, but I may be allowed to
state here the effects of these institutions, on
what so mainly and nearly affects us. When
the severest labour meets with but a slight
return, as has been the case in this country of
late years, -every nerve is strained and every
resource is called into action to increase its

clusion arrived at by the political econo

reward, and in vain. Bound down by igno
rance and prejudice, the labourer is prevent

mists. Even amongst the thinking part of
our own class this prejudice has nearly dis

ed employing his exertions in the most pro

appeared—but amongst those unaccustomed
to use their senses it exists with all its old and

ﬁtable manner and on the most productive
objects; deprived of education, and conse
quently of all new ideas, he plods on in the
old beaten track, unconscious of any other,
and drags on a miserable existence, to be
only relieved by the constant attendant on

forced and unremitting labour—a premature
death.
Early marriages, another evil of
the want of instruction, with their conse

quences,,numerous and unhealthy children,
weakening the body, as well as the spirit of
their country, and the poverty-stricken la

mand of labour has constantly and invaria
bly followed the application of machinery to
any new purpose, being a corroborative
proof what, to all reasonable men was sulfi
ciently proved before, the truth of the con

inveterate obstinacy. If any thing would do
good, it would be a total eradication of it.”

Speaking of the low rate of subscriptions
to the Mechanics’ Institutiorl at Norwich
which had been mentioned as an advantage,
as no one would have to depend upon the
benevolence of the rich for the share he may
hold in the institution, Mr. Blake says :—

“ It is not for that portion of the commu
nity which having to submit to the most in
tense labour from twelve to ﬁfteen hours

bourer hourly sinks deeper into the most

every day, to furnish themselves and their

grovelling vices. That these are some of the
consequences of ignorance and want of edu
cation has been larnentably demonstrated
in the latter years of the history of the Eng
lish labourer. To rouse him from this state,

families with the mere necessaries of life, to
look upon these things with such indifference,
but it becomes them as a duty to inquire into

their nature, for the purpose of relieving
their own hard and melancholy situation. The

to the miseries of which long habit has made word charity did delude us for a long time,
him callous, is the greatest aim of the
philanthropical politician, and to this in a
great measure have given way the useless

animosities and absurd rivalries of the high
and

low factions.

Lancastrian schools

but _'year after year passed, and instead of
bringing relief to us, it only produced fresh
establishments by the benevolent, without
the shghtest decrease of the evil it intended
to remedy 5 for as these charitable institu
tions have multiplied, the more have we had
to exert ourselves, the greater has been our

formed the ﬁrst step, and by preparing that
portion of the people who had the good for
tune to have been brought up in them, for the share of labour, and a general decline in the

sure and certain foundations for the future
happiness, independence, and power, of the

rate of wages, except in some of the favoured
districtsof the country, has been the conse
quence and result—not of charities I admit,
but of their total ineﬂicacy as a means to pro
duce that happiness which an accurate ob
servation of the facts inﬂuencing the political
state of society, and sound reasoning, have at

British mechanic.

length showed depends upon circumstances

The strong prepossession formerly enter
tained by every class against the aid of ma
chinery, as being prejudicial to the interests
of the labourer, has in some measure subsid
ed; this may be ascribed to two reasons ;-

only to be controuled or obviated by our
own e.rertt'ons.”

introduction of the means of a more exten

sive distribution ofknowledge, of a more use
ful kind, by the establishment of institutions
of the nature of the one upon which the

committee is now employed, have laid the

THOUGHTS ON FREEMASONRY.

branch of knowledge called political econo

(Concludedfrom p. 202.)
“ Religion’s all .' descending from the
skies
To wretched man, the goddess in her left

nomy; to tl.e study of which the talents of

Holds out this world, and (in her right, the

the ﬁrst, the general increase of information
on every subject, and particularly in that

the most able men have of late years been '

’

next

-

rnr. Lonnon MECHANICS’ Rnclsrsn.
Religion! the sole voucher, man is man ,

Supporter, sole, of man above himself;
Ev’n in the night offrailty, change and death.
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the company may smile at your eﬁbrts to
please them, yet it will not bemade the smile
of satisfaction; they will feel an irksome’

She gives a soul, a soul that acts a God.
Religion .’ Providence .' an after stale .'
Here is firm footing ; here is solid rock;

restraint in your presence, lest they should
inadvertentlygive you some triﬂing cause to

This can support us, all is sea besides :

you go into. i In this manner you will lose

Sinks under us ; bestorm, and then devours.”
The duty we owe to our country, is an

your friends, your acquaintances will shun

other important obligation on a mason. To

turn them into ridicule, in the next company
you, and you feel yourself alone in the midst
of society. To conceal from the world the

failings of our friend is charitable; to speak

pay due obedience to the laws, and to respect
the government of the country in which we
live, is a debt of gratitude we owe, for the

of his virtues noble; but to ﬂatter him to his

protection of our lives, our liberty, and our

him out as an object of ridicule, beﬁts only

property.

the character of an assassin.

7 The faithful discharge of the duties which
we owe to each other, and to the great fa
mily of mankind in general,will enhance the

The sweetest consolation and pleasure we
receive from society, is the enjoyment of

face, revile him behind his back, and point

port the reputation and utility of the craft,

friendship, it smooths the rugged paths of
life, and dissipates corroding care from our
brow. When our bodies are wrestling with

against the cavillings of ignorant or malici

pain, and our minds tortured with anguish,

brethren in the eyes of the world; and sup

ous men. It is not suﬂicient that we know friendship, sacred friendship, pours into the
these obligations, but it is our indispensable wounds the sweet balm of sympathy, allevi
duty, both as] gentlemen and masons to ates pain, and makes sorrow smile. Friend
ship extends through every branch of the
practice them.
, The behaviour of a mason is of considera great family of mankind ; its inﬂuence is as
ble importance, both in private societies and unbounded as the horizon ; it unites men of
in his intercourse with mankind in general; different religions and countries, and of op
not merely as affects his own character, but posite political sentiments, in the ﬁrm bond
as it often brings on the Order unfavourable
reﬂections. From these considerations we
hope the brethren will indulge us with a few

minutes attention, while we point out to
them, those feelings which sink them in the
estimation of the world, and render them
less acceptable to the society of their friends.
The ﬁrst thing necessary in all societies, is
to render ourselves agreeable to those with
whom we associate. As urbanity of manners

is indicative of a polished mind, so is a rough,
harsh demeanour, the natural attendant on

of fraternal affection. The wandering Arab,
the civilized Chinese, and the native Ameri
can, the rigid observers of the Mosaic law,
the followers of Mahomet, andthe professon

of Christianity, are all cemented by the
mystic union. How valuable is an institu
tion, founded on sentiments like these

“ How inﬁnitely pleasing must it be to him,
who is seated on a throne of everlasting
mercy! to that God who is no respecter of
persons.”—We cannot conclude this subject
at a better moment, than by introducing the

ignorance and brutality. The greatest mark

following remarkable circumstance, which at

of incivility, is to pay no attention to what is

once shews the advantages arising from this
truly excellent institution.—During the late
dreadful tempest, a Swedish vessel the “ Caerl
Joahn,” Capt. Peter Walrouth, master, a
Swede, was driven on shore on the Coast of
Hampshire, and totally wrecked. The cap
tain and crew were with very considerable

agreeable or unpleasant to the feelings of
those whom we converse with. To give un
bounded sway to our own humours, without
reﬂecting how much it may interfere with
the ease and social rights of others, is a

breach of good breedmg, of which none
would be guilty, but those who place no
value on their own character, or on that of
the company they are in.
Treat no person with contempt; it is re
pugnant to good manners, and militates

against the principles of the institution ; pity
the weakness of human nature, and cover
the failings of a brother with the mantle of
fraternal love. Turn no one into ridicule,
though under the specious pretext of innocent
amusement, and decorated with the ﬂashes of
a mistaken wit. The subject of your raillery
will feel the keen wound, you will embitter

those hours with pain, which he had dedica
ted to festive gaiety, and social recreation;
and you will make an enemy where you
before had a friend. Although the rest of

diﬁiculty saved; but immediately on their
setting foot on shore, a gentleman who wasa
freemason, by a peculiar sign, recognized in
the captain a brother mason ; the latter im_
mediately flew to the gentleman, as to an old
and conﬁdential friend, and ﬁrmly grasped

his hand, to the no small surprize of all the
crew, and other persons assembled. It
appeared a very great consolation to the cap
tain, who in broken English expressed his
thankfulness to the allwise Disposer of events,
that in a foreignland, and amidst the horrors

of shipwreck, he had met with a friend and a
brother, in whom he could implicitly conﬁde.
It is needless to add, that the captain and his
crew, during their stay, expenenced every
hospitality and comfort; and since Capt.
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Walrouth’s arrival in Sweden, he has written

to express his gratitude for the humanity and
friendship shewn him.
_\

To the Editor of the Mechanics Register.
50, Broad Street, Feb. 15th, 1825,

S1n—The following query, has, by mis

STEAM ENGINES.‘
Since the restrictions upon the exportation
of machinery has been taken off, many ma
nufacturers in France have availed themselves
of the opportunity of erecting steam engines
upon their premises, The number of Eng
lish and French steam engines now in opera-_

tion in France, would appear incredible to
persons who remember what it was only a
few years ago.—At Lyons, and in the neigh

take, been addressed to me as Editor of the bourhood, there are at this moment upwards
MECHANICS’ Rsorsrun. If you think with of l00.—At Rouen. and other manufacturing
me, that it is worth submitting to the inge towns, they are in the same proportion.
nuity of your readers, you will give it a place

in your very useful publication.
I am, truly yours,
GEORGE BIRKBECK.
Mn. Enrron—l am desirous of cuttinga
circular mahogany table of four feet in di
ameter, so as to form two ovals; but how is
this to be done without wasting any portion ?
and that my family may gladden the old

dinner table as heretofore.

I shall be grate

ful for the information, and am

THE AMERICAN STOVE.
Having heard a great deal about an Ame
rican stove, which was exhibiting at Mr.
Cobbett’s, in Fleet-street, we dropt in the
other day, and were very politely allowed to
inspect it. The peculiarity of this stove

consists in its being much lower than any
other, and having the aperture for the
escape of the smoke so small, that all the
heat must be felt in the room, whereas with
most of our stoves half the ﬁre goes up the
chimney. We were also assured by Mr.
Cobbett-, jun. that with such stoves there is

no danger of the smoke coming into the
Respectfully, Sir,

room, whatever may be the construction of

Your very humble Servant,
:3.‘ .

the chimney. This alone is a great point,
and the saving of fuel must necessarily be

-3..‘ .

J. A. B. considerable, but we were astonished to hear
__

that the expenoe of an ordinary stove is

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.

31. 10s. We can inform Mr. Cobbett that
stoves of this construction have been in use

Srn—-One of your correspondents wishes
to know the manner of making percussion

caps.

in Paris for the last two years, where they

The caps are formed of very thin cost only 30 to 40 francs (25s. to 34s.) ; they

plates of copper, cut into the form of a cross,

answer very well as far as the economy of

and ‘these caps are driven through a hole by fuel is concerned, but not so as to smoking,
a punch, when they are formed. The deto for Mr. Cobbett ought to know that smoking
nating mixture is formed of the chlorate of chimnies, like scolding wives, are frequently
'
potash and sulphur, with a small quantity of incurable.
A very important discovery for the French
charcoal; these ingredients being thoroughly
mixed in a mortar witha little water, the Nation has lately been made near Paris in a
composition is spread upon a thin plate, and vein of excellent coal, with alarge quantity
cut by means of a punch into small circular of iron stone in its immediate vicinity.--An
disks. These disks being properly dried, are English Company has offered to take the
fixed by means of a little gum water to the ground on lease, and to establish a foundry
bottom of the copper caps, and their surface upon a large scale, on condition of being
afterwards polished by means of a wooden incorporated for a certain number of years

g, to which rapid motion is communicated by the French Chamber, but hitherto the
ministers have refused their sanction.
y a lathe.
Amother of your correspondents, J. J. A.,
desires to be informed of the best method of

The mechanics and labourers in France

makmg aromatic vinegar,—-let him put into
a retort half a pound of the acetate ofpotash ;
havmg evaporated it to dryness, pour on it
four ounces of sulphuric acid, immediately

soup from white French beans, which they
boil with sorrel, adding an egg and a little

and other parts of the Continent make a

flour when it is nearly ready. This soup is
connect the neck of the retort to a receiver, really excellent, and with the beans forms
and apply a gentle heat—-he may scent it most nutritious food, the latter being served
with camphor, oil of cloves, lavender, and of up with a little butter and salt and pepper.
M. Chauvelin, the celebrated French che
rosemary.
Tvno.
mist, has ascertained that the nutritive pro
_We shall be happy to receive the commu perty of this grain exceeds that of most ani

lcations promised by Tyre.-En.

mal food in the proportion of ﬁve to four.

ran LOND_0N Mscumics’ REGISTER
MR. BROUGHAM'S PAMPHLET.
We were compelled last week_ to postpone
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having in return for some services rendered

them by the Professor, agreed to light the
book-room two evenings in the week, a
custom arose among the men who cameto
change their books, of remaining to converse

giving further extracts from this useful and
excellent work, and our limits even now are
we desire. The few extracts however,wlnch
it is in our power to make, will, we trust, be
such, that we cannot do all the justice to it that

upon the subjects of their reading, and an
extraordinary impulse was thus given to their

found adapted to the taste of our readers.
We begin with Mr. Brougham’s observations

spirit of inquiry. The Library Committee,
too, being chosen by the whole body, became

on the system of instruction by lectures esta
blished in Mechanics’ Institutions. He says :
“ lts commencement was the work_ of Dr.

to interfere in the management of the insti

Birkbeck, to whom the people of this island
owe a debt of gratitude, the extent of which it
would not be easy, perhaps in the present
age not possible, to describe; for as, 111 most
cases, the effective demand precedes the‘sup
ply, it would have been more in the ordinary
course of things, that a teacher should spring
up at the call of the mechanics’ for instruc

tion: but long before any symptoms appeared
of such an appetite on their part, and with
the avowed purpose of implantmg the desire
in them, or at least of unfolding and direct

ing it, by presenting the means of gratiﬁca
tion, that most learned and excellent person
formed the design, as enlightened as it was

benevolent, of admitting the working classes
of his fellow-countrymen to the knowledge of
sciences, till then almost deemed the exclusive
property of the higher ranks
society, and

only acquired accidentally and irregularly ID
a few rare instances of extraordinary natural
talents, by any of the working classes. Dr.
B, before he settled in London, where he has

in some sort its representative, and claimed
tution. It soon happened that some of their
suggestions were not attended to; and a
difference, at ﬁrst to be regretted, led to con
sequences highly beneﬁcial ; for a great
number seceded from the lectures and formed
an institution entirely under the management
of the mechanics themselves. It has been
successful‘ beyond all expectation _; a thousand

working men attended it last winter, while
the numbers of the parentestablishment were
scarcely diminished. Out of these public
associations has arisen one upon a more con
ﬁned but more useful plan, applicable to
every large manufm-tory. The Gas Light
Company’s men, between 60 and 70 in num
ber, have formed themselves, on the sugges
tion of Mr. Nelson the foreman, into a club
for mutual instruction; laying by a small sum
monthly, they have collected about 300
volumes, and the company giving them a
library room, which they light and heat, the

men meet every evening, to converse upon
literary and scientiﬁc subjects, and once a
week to lecture; any one who chooses, giv

since reached the highest station in theme

ing a fortnight’s notice that he will treat on

dical profession, resided for some time in

some subject which he has been studying.
The books are of all kinds, with the excep

Glasgow as Professor in the Anderson Col
lege; and about the year 1800, he announced
a course of lectures on Natural Philosophy,
and its application to the Arts, for the in
struction of mechanics. But a few at the
ﬁrst availed themselves of this advantage; by
degrees, however, the extraordinary perspi

cuity of the teacher's method, the judicious
selection of his experiments, and the natural
attractions of the subject, to men whose lives
were spent in directing or witnessing opera
tions, of which the principles were now ﬁrst
unfolded to them, proved successful in diffu
sing a general taste for the study ; and when
he left Glasgow two or three years afterwards,

about 700 eagerly and constantly attended
the class.
“ For some time after Dr. Birkbeck’s de
parture, the lectures of his able and worthy

tion of theology, which from the variuusnects
the men belong to is of necessity excluded.‘
“ It is somewhat singular,that although there
are many towns in Scotland, and some within
a short distance of Glasgow, where hundreds
of artisans are collected, yet twenty years

elapsed before the example was followed, and
men proﬁted by an experiment, which, for
so long a period, was constantly before their
eyes, and attended with such remarkable
success. It was not till the year 1821 that
Edinburgh adopted the plan with some vari

ations, a part of which appear to be improve
ments."

The origin of the London Mechanics’
Institution is thus stated :

“ The complete success of Dr. Birkbeck‘s
plan both at Glasgow originally, and after

successor Dr. Ure were well frequented; and
when the number of the students began to

decline, probably from the circumstance of
their having no [direct share in the ma
nagement of the institution, the Professor
happily thought of adding to it a library for
the use of the mechanics, and entrusting the
direction of it entirely to a committee chosen

by themselves. This gave new life to the
enterprise, and the Gas Light Company

’ Mr. Brougham, in a note, says :—‘‘_I owe

this interesting information to an admirable
letter of Mr. D. Bannatyne to Dr. Birkbeclr,
in the Mechanics’ Register. Mr. B. as early
as 1817 strongly recommended to the country
the extension of Dr. B’s plan, in a valuable
paper which he contributed to Mr. M: Na
pier’s Encyclopacdia.”
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wggjn ; pllce ilbounding far less with ar

tus.

ti

exceeds three thousand pounds; and it has

,~‘vei‘y naturally suggested the idea of

The sum required for these buildings

givi!1g'its principles a more general diffu

been generously advanced by Dr. Birkbeck.

sion by ‘the only means which seem in this
country calculated for universally recom
mending any scheme-—-its adoption in Lon
don.

Others have made presents of money, books,
and apparatus; and I should mention with

“ A meeting was held in November; the

greater admiration the gift of a thousand
pounds from Sir Francis Burdett, but that
those who know him and who mark his con

Mechanics Institution was formed; a sub
scription opened; and a set of ' regulations

d'uct, have so long since become accustomed

adopted. Of these by far the most important

lence, that they cease to make us wonder.
Let me further express my conviction,
founded upon information, that ‘the mecha

to such acts of wise and splendid benevo

and one which in common, I believe, with
all my colleagues, I consider to be altoge
ther essential, provides that the committee

nics of this great city‘ are resolved, as they

of management shall be chosen by the whole

are well able, to perpetuate and extend the

students, and consist of at least two-thirds
working men. The plan was so speedily
carried into execution, that in January Dr.

system; nor have I a doubt that they will,
even if unassisted, erect other Institutions

Birkbeck, our president, most appropriately
opened the Institution with an introductory
address to many hundred workmen, crowd

in those parts of the town which are too re
mote to benefit by the parent establish
ment.”

ing from great distances in the worst season

Lieutenant George Lindesay, of the Royal

and after the toils of the day were over, to
slake that thirst of knowledge which forms
the most glorious characteristic ‘of the age ;
nor was the volu1i'ta_ryoﬂ'er of a course of

Navy, has lately invented a machine, which
he terms a marine circuitor, by which means
he can place our largest ships of war in any

position immediately, when ships are dis

lectures upon Mechniﬁcs less appropriate

masted in action, or attacked by gun-boats

on the part of Professor Millington, who

during a calm.

with an honest pride declaijedutb his audi
ence, that he had originally bel , d to the
same class with themselves. In"'t '0 course

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

of the year, lectures were delivered by Mr.
Phillips on Chemistry, Mr. Dotchin on

F. C.’s answers to queries have been re
ceived, for which we are very thankful ; but

Geometry, Dr. Birkbeck on Hydrostatics,

the great mass of important matter prevents
our inserting any of them this week‘.
The article on the South Sea Company, by
J. L. B. is very useful, and shall appear next

Mr. Cooper on the application of Chemistry
to the Arts, Mr. Newton on Astronomy, Mr.

Tatum on Electricity, and Mr. Black on the
French langu
, to great
and aincreasing
numbers
of wggekmen.
About
thousand
now belong to the Institution, and pay 200.
a year. Temporary accommodation-‘has

hitherto been provided at the chapel in
Monk-"well-street, formerly Dr. Lin_dsey’s;
and ii upon such asubjetit we might make
any account of omens,Tsure1y a, scheme for
the impmvé.m"q;£T'ofmmHnd:_could not be
comnmericédyunder lt'a'p*t"_ai1spic_es than in
the place which so virtuous and enlightened

a friend of his country had once ﬁlled with
the spirit of genuine philanthropy and uni
versal toleration. But extensive premises
have been procured in Southampton Build

ings, for the permanent seat of the Institu
tion; and the foundation has been laid there
of a spacious lecture-room, and other suit

able apartments for the library and appara

week.
E. X., on the Tea Plant, has been received,

and shall be attended to.
The observations on Mr. Brougham’s
Pamphlet, by a Member of the Mechanics’
Institution, are not exactly in the spirit we
could wish, but we doubt not the rectitude of

the writer’s motives, and would willingly in
sert his article if we did not feel that it might
lead to a discussion very inconsistent with the
plan of the Register.

We feel very much obliged to ‘Mr.
Spreckley for his suggestions.
Ermta.—In the report of Dr. Allen’s lec
ture, in part of our last week’s impression,
at page 232, second column, line 30, for
“ rumour ” read “ remove,” and line 59, for
“ attraction” read “ attrition.”
to-‘en

_
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HAWKINS’S PATENT ANCHOR.
i'~'~ Tin Patent Anchor: by Mr. Hawkibs, of

D is the common anchor in its
-position, shewing that it isalways

,to

foul.

which we have this week given an Engraving,
appears to us to possess considerable merit,
principally as it does away with that awk
ward appendage of the common anchor, the
stock; the only use of which is to throw the
ﬂukes vertically, so that one may enter the
ground and hold the ship, and as it tends to
prevent the cable getting foul of the anchor.
Mr. Hawkins, however, divides the enume

ration ofthe advantages of his anchor, under
six distinct heads, as follows:

Firstly—That biting (which it does, im
mediately, in whatever position it falls) by
both ﬂukes at the same time, it therefore
holds nearly equal tor_t\vo anchors; and,
consequently, may be made of less weight
than an ordinary one, and a greater effect
obtained.
'
V
Secondly-That it -will not foul, nor cut,
chafe or injure the cable.

fr

.

s

MECHANlCS' INSTITUTION.
nn. 1u.r.nn’s
THIRD LECTURE ON THE NEW METHOD OF
INVESTIGATING THE POWERS OF THE
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING.

wnnnnsnsr, FEB 16.
DR. ALLEN introduced the subject of his
present discourse by referring to the conclu
sion of his previtruslecture, in which he had

deferred till this evening, the general appli
cation of the principles he had endeavoured
to elucidate.

He was apprehensive, from

his limited time, that he must do this very
partially and imperfectly ; but as he had
slightly adverted to some arguments, dedu

cible from the superadded portion of the
brain in men, to prove that the brain consists
of a plurality of organs, he thought it ne
cessary to submit some further considerations
on this head, at well as on the subject of in
sanity.

' Another powerful argument in favour of

Thirdly-That it does _not -require a
'

the great superiority of man over animals,
and for proving that the super-added portion

Fourthly—That it breaks ground much

of brain is connected with his responsible
agency, may be drawn from the fact, that

stock.

easier.
Fifthly_'111at it is more conveniently
worked; that it does not impede the way of
the vessel in the act of being hove up 5 that
it will stow without any projection; that it
can never injure the bows in weighing, cat.

animals, where no such higher powers exist

to subdue and regulate their =propensi—
ties, are not, in consequence of any conten
tion of the mind between one part of it and
another, at all liable to have its balance de
stroyed ; whereas in man, insanity appears

ting, or ﬁshing, (for which operations it af

to occur in the exact ratio as these two pow
erful principles of our nature have been
kept in a state of violent warfare with each

fordsgreat facilities); and is likewise parti
culetrly well adapted for kedging. And 7‘ .

other, tillat last reason is overturned. To
this fact may be attributed the well-known

oouplet of the poet;

Sixth1y—Thalt in the event of s ship
grounding upon-her anchor, her bottc_vm,can—
not be injured, which is 'often the case when
the common anchor is used.

“ Great wits to madness nearly are allied,”
And -thin partitions do their bounds divide.”
For it seems essential to genius that there
should not only be powerful intellectual
parts, but the stimulus furnished by masses
of animal and seniintental feelings; and
hence it may keep them on the verge of

This eniuneration of advantages, and the
~ description of the Engraving, which we sub
join, will, we trust, prove suﬁicient to call ; madness; hence also their inconsistencies and
eccentricities. But when‘ the restraining and
attention to the merits of Mr. Hawkins‘s in
intellectual powers preponderate,'tlYe balance, '
vention.
so far from being overturned, will ultimately

be strengthened, and from -the lecturer’s ex-!‘
DESCRIPTION.

, perience, he was of opinion, that Whatever‘
may be the greater sentimental or animal
of the anchor, with the average possessed by men of powerful intel
lectual faculties, if the latter prepondemtel‘

A shews the anchor in a ﬂat position, the
to %is
le unsh'
a sidlep

toggle and angle -of the arms.
C is the anchor in its holding position,

which shews that it can never‘ foul, bot
ﬂukes being in the ground.

they are rather less than more subject to
absolute derangement than others. Ofcourse,
to every general-rule there are exceptions;

but these veryexceptionswill be found to

-'1‘

J

rue r.or:nort wrscrumcs’ naorsrsn.
occur 'chiefly in those whose heads present
great inequalities in the two hemispheres, or
some very striking and unequal preponderat
ing size of some one organ, or class of or
gans, or their hereditary consﬁtution. To

ve that it is rather those whose sentimen
tal and animal feelings preponderate, that fall
victims to insanity during seasons of great
religious, political, or commercial excite

ment, when insanity proportionably co
exists, we have only to read Pinel, who
speaks of having “ no where met with more
exalted patriots, more impassioned lovers, or
fonder husbands than in Lunatic Asylums."
This remark applies to the insane of that
eventful period in modern history, the French
Revolution. Insanity is always characteristic,
and to shew that wherever the feelings er

oeed the intellectual department, and exciting
causes are sufiiciently powerful and con
,-stantly applied, there is the greatest danger
of insanity, we may mention that it happens

most frequently at that age (between 30 and
40) when the feelings retain their suscepti
bility, and habits are formed. It is at this
period that exciting causes more frequently
overturn the balance of the mental economy,

especially in the unmarried, for it must be
remarked, in conﬁrmation of the preceding
reasoning, that the single are more subject
than the married to insanity; indeed, the
happily married are almost wholly exempt
from the incurable kinds of insanity.
It may be asked, why are females, with

that preponderance of sentimental and in
stinctive feelings which is essential to their
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moral phrenzy, possessing as‘ little control
over their actions as the raving -ruan'nc."
We might quote language equally strong
from our best historians, applied to seasons

of religious seal, and to periods of commer
cial speculation; but in these cases the feel
ings callcd into actionare of a different com
plexion.
To sum up the Whole upon this subject,
it may be observed, that not only the
growth and decay of the brain, and its in

creased and diminished manifestations are in
perfect accordance, but also particular parts
are more developed at one age than another
—morein some parts in females than males ;
and in others, more in males than females
more in some families than others—also in

nations—all agreeing with the changes of
disposition, and the differences of character.
So also in mental diseases it is always cha
racteristic; it is different at different ages—
widely diﬂerent in the two sexes—in different
families and nations; ﬂat of the French and
English, for instance,differ widely from each
other, and both bear the stamp of the national
character still about them. Hereditary in
sanity of families, is melancholy or flighty,
animal, sentimental or intellectual, just in
proportion as the organs (or habits if you
prefer the word, for this system does not
determine how much is cause, and how much
is eﬁ'ect,) of the exhilirating or depressing
passions, or the animal, sentimental or intel
lectual parts naturally, or from habit, pre
ponderate. And what is most striking in
some cases of absolute derangement, so de

character, not more subject to insanity than

cided that the patient can scarcely connect

men? Because they are not exposed to the

two sentences together, some single faculty
is preserved almost in a state of perfection,
The lecturer had known instant-es, in which
the patient, though utterly incapable of con
nected conversation, could y.et perfectly re
member the words‘ of some favourite song,

same exciting causes, and are more regular
In their habits; besides, there is scarcely
ever that inequality of the two sides of the
head so common among males; and again,
they have, or ought to have, man to lean

upon.

‘

These facts, and many more of a similar
description, are only explicable on the prin
ciples of the plurality q/‘organs, and while
they explain the influence of circumstances,
they prove also the original differences in
the mental constitution of man. Hence we

perceive that there have been certain event

Again, it often happens that the patient’:
reasoning and consciousness intimate the
approach of a paroxysm; he feels some dire

fui propensity struggling for absolute do’
min-ioa, and he requests that the strait waist
coat maybe put on him. From these and
other oircumstances,it is impossible to resist

ful periods, when very different exciting

‘the inference, thatditferent parts of the brain
serve different purposes, and may he either

causes have been applied, and we find the

generally or speciﬁcally diseased.

results as opposite as the causes by which
Dr_. Allen proceeded to remark, thathe
they have been produced, and the minds on could not how advert to dmilar arguments
whwh they have operated, For insanity, at deducible from the same mode ofexplaining
such peneds, is marked out by the peculiar ‘ the phenomena of dreams—the font that dif

character of the times, and of those who are

ferent poisons affect different parts of the

its victims; so true is this,that the Quarterly
Review, speaking of the French Revolution,

cerebrum and cerebellum—that inﬂamma
tion and diseases of different pa_rfs.,are_ at

says, “ Bloodshed always produces blood
ﬁled. There is a state of morbid excitement,

tended by very different mental rndrcatrons

sp _
With as much ra idity‘ and certainty
as the plague,and the i ividuals composing

—nor to the more striking fact, that apo
plexies of the cerebrum and cerebellum are
so easily distinguished from each other. It
was, indeed, impossible in three lectures to

a nation, may be exalted into a paroxysm of

do the subject justice, or to state all to

durrn

which the contagion ‘of murder
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grounds ot‘his com it.-tion thatthers wasmm.-h ‘h0.f_aculty of observation,is lhli'vbi6ll,-8¢
truth in \his_sylteni.- He had, for many cordmg to the extentiand perfection of -ii
years, pursued his examinations toa great parts, gives us the capability, with the help
extent,and undercircumltances as little liable . of its sub-instruments, the senses, of becom
to entangle his judgment as could be con- ‘ ing acquainted, in a more or less perfect
Yceived possible. Without any previous manner, with facts, objects.andevents. By
theory to support, without any ﬁxed belief on these, which may be called perceptive or
the subject, or any wish to believe in one way gans. the facts, &c. become treasured up as
rather than another, unless the truth was internal objects of memory. The third order
there, he had continued his enquiries among of faculties has a‘ higher part to perform; it
strangers, and among all descriptions and -works with these materials—-it compares
degrees of character in the world, in large these facts, objects, and events, and asks why
mnnufactories, in hospitals, in schools, and , they occur in a certain connection, and in
in lunatic asylums; in the latter instances as variably attended by certain phenomena and
professed trials of the system, and for the last efliects. Over these operations, there ap
ﬁve years he had indirectly pursued the sub pears to preside a still higher power,_that
ject, in connection with the constant and which enables the “ mind’s eye,” as it were,
anxious study of, and sympathy for, between to take a grand and comprehensive view of
one and two hundred “ minds diseased.” He these facts, objects and events—of these com
parisons on them, and of these relations be
could not now dwell upon these circumstan
ces, nor upon the fact that the manners and tween cause and eﬁect,—that power which
gestures, like the expression of the features, is, in fact, the grand internal camera ob
correspond with -the seat and degree of acti
scura of the mind.

Vity of the organs most prevailing-ly exercised,
as pride draws the head back, and cunning
on one side. lf the time would have per
mitted him to go through the demonstrations

_of his subject, he was of opinion that he

Besides these powers, which are proper
to man, he possesses others which are com
mon to animals, but which, in consequence

of the superaddition of these higher facul

us clear and definite conceptions of the vari

ties, are, or ought to be, ennobled and dig
niﬁed in man. For instance, let the animal
instinct of increasing the species, be in man
changed into moral love ;-let thatof attach

ous passions and faculties of the human

ment to their young be exalted into the vir

should have succeeded in convincing some of

.his audience, that these views tend to give

mind.
, tues of well-regulated maternal and paternal
l_n his ﬁrst lecture he had stated, that me
care and instruction of children-;-let the at
tachment to each other, which we observe
taphysicians seemed to have inaccurate con
ceptions of the mental functions, and had in animals, constitute in us the endearing
treated as abstract faculties those functions and invaluable blessings of friendship,-let
which, perhaps, ought to be considered as the animal susceptibility of ﬂattery, become
properties or qualities common to them-all. in man a moral and intellectual ambition to
For instance, they have said that animals are promote his own, and the improvement and
guided by imtinct, but that man is regulated happiness of the common brotherhood of
by his underslrmding. Now nutinct is a mankind. In short, let all the various in
general expression, applicable to _all; there stincts of animals be regulated and extended
are instincts common to certain classes, and in their usefulness or sphere of enjoyment,

there are instincts special. In the same way,

by those nobler powers proper to man.

sensation, perception. &c. are words which

Thus we see how uniform, how sublime, is

ought to be applied in a more deﬁnite and
ﬂﬁpeciﬁc manner, and the word understand

every part of nature; the parts diﬂ'er from
each other, not in the absence of all points

5!g%is-hould be used less vaguely, as it differs

of resemblance, but in the alteration in the

J _. tferent persons‘ and animals, not only in

arrangement of these points; inthe addition

i%gr(:c but in kind. This should teach us
:1 V e, important duty of mental forbearance

of some, and in the abstraction of others.

From this view of the superiority of the

iiwe cannot all think alike; but we may all' faculties of man over those of animals, -Dr.

ffeel kindly one towards another. .
‘ ’ It is necessary therefore to use the words
sensation, perception, instinct, understand

ing, memory, recollection, imagination and
judgment, in‘ a more special and determinate
sense. These observations are intended to

shew that the mind may be divided exactly
in the same manner as we divide other sub
jects of natural knowledge. In man, there
are three orders of faculties, which are ne

ccssary to constitute the true philosophical
h1lBd~, The first of these _in the order of
nature, cntnprehends theisensesa ‘The-next,

Allen enforced the‘ general principle, that
man must be accountable or responsible for
the proper or improper gratiﬁcation of ani
mal propensities, exactly in proportion to
the predominance of these higher faculties
over the animal.
Even among animals
themselves, there are few who cannot be
taught to restrain their instincts and propen
sities in obedience to the will of their mas

ters, and we may hope that the period will
soon arrive, when neither wolf nor tiger in

human. form. will he untaught -to submit; to
the will 0f.Ht‘avem

,.';~-_‘.,__'

,_,_g,3 ,,
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It-‘now remains to shew how the modes of
notion of these faculties or organs, their
ciluantity in power, intensity, or activity, and
t e particular direction which their single or
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" Surely therein some heavenly power,
That rightly suffers wrong;
Gives vice to bloom ifs little hour,
But virtue late and long."

combined actions take.produce all the effects
and phenomena of mind,—all the features
that have marked out the character of the
world. Every faculty may exist in a greater
or less degree of uclim'ly; want of activity
we express by heaviness, indifference, lazi
ness, negligence, apathy ;_the complete

want of activity, imbecility, and when de

-1.

The lecturer proceeded to observe, that it
had been his intention to apply the general
principles deducible from his train of argu
ment to the treatment of the insane; to the

treatment of criminals and their properpu
nishment; and to the system of education.
He had also intended to shew, or endeavour
to shew, wherein they are contary to nature,

stroyed by disease, fatuity. The different
degrees of activity are, inclination, desire,
longing, want, ardour, passion; and when
unrestrained or diseased, it becomes irre

and that every thing that is so, is dangerous
and ultimately subversive of itself. Time,
however, would only allow him to conclude

sistibility or madness.

with a few words on ourselves.

Hence while impa

ticnce is the bane, eagerness is the charac
teristic of genius. Another thing to be at
tended to is, that all these faculties or organs
may be agreeably or disagrceably affected,
and there are also different degrees of agree

able or disagreeable affections, as pleasure,
joy, cxtacy;—pain, grief, misery. The ex
citing causes will also differ with each indi
vidual, as the natural organization, disposi
tion and cultivation vary. Hence affections
and passions, pleasures and pains, are modes
and degrees of activity in one or more of the
faculties and propensities.
For instance,

the propensity to ﬁght or retaliate, will pro
duce anqer ,--to fight and destroy,fury and

rugs; but when combined with cautious
ness and self love, and other moral and in
tellectual faculties, there will arise the mixed
feelings of anxiety, sorrow, anguish, fear,
terror,-melancholy, pride, contempt, disdain,
aversion. In fact, in proportion as these
lower feelings are allowed to war with the

higher, there is no peace,-—all is internal
conﬂict and ruin; whereas when all is well

How are the duties of man rlormed.’
Why are some things command and others
forbidden ? How are we to attain perfection

of character, or rather, in what does perfec
tion of character consist? It consists in
having the feelings, thoughts and actions
all duly exercised, no one usurping the time
and place of another, for when any of these
monnpolise too much to themselves, they
lead to errors and’ derangements in the cha

racter and in society. All our organs should
have their rélative and appropriate portion
of exercise; those of the soul as well as those
of the body. Exercise improves the former
as it does the latter; nay, it does more, for

we cannot duly exercise the faculties of the
soul without becoming wiser and better; for
When any of the animal propensities are ex
ercised at the expense of reason, the servants
rule instead of the master, and one rebellrous

subject may produce many.

We should

therefore watch the ﬁrst emotions 0-ll-P8551011,

the ﬁrst risings of evil propensities, and
either destroy, or properly direct and apply

propriate share of exercise, all these powers

them. ’If we cannot gratify these feelings.
accordingto the dictates of reason, we should

constitute the perfection of character and
the happiness of this life.

subjection to the man; for t e greatest su

In the activity of the different faculties,
they differ in power and intensity; as smaller
surface possessing more activity, a larger,

nion over 0ur.rr'lre.v.

regulated, when each has its relative and ap

more power. But the degree of credit or
uufulneu in this world depends inﬁnitely
more on well directed and temperate activity,
than on the difference of original capabilities; for however great the powers, without‘
excitement, without exercise, they remain
htent, and this makes the grand difference.
We know not the powers we possess till we
try them; but, continued Dr. ALLEN, you
have tried them; your virtues and the cir

subdue ‘their force, and kee

thelarule rn

periority we can attain in this world, is domi
The sum of di_1ty'in

man is to exercise his feelings to th'e_,utrnost
in a social and relative capacity, and at the
same time to exercise his talents; for'we are
not only to feel, but to think arightr Pm
only to feel and to think, but to apply all
these to practice. This is to love the ,A\1l.,b,,0\’

of our being “ with all our‘he’art, winp;_11
Ollr. mind, and with all our strength;” this 18
to praent our bodies, souls and spirits,_a

living sacriﬁce, which to the Author of ‘ill,
and for our own advantage. is indeed a rea

cumstances in which you have been placed

sonable service.

have made you think and feel, and have
called forth your powers; so that, but for
the want of school and college, you would be

in every family, and in every government,
for governments are but families on a
larger scale, and that the whole world would

O that this were the case

prepared to run the career of science much consider themselves but as one family! Then
better than those sons of ease imagine, whom might we hope to see man ruled by the fa
You lusvezrather ovtr thanundcr estimated. culties which link him to heaven, and _not by
“ Surely,” I may cxclaimwith the pact,
, ! those_hs has in common with animals: then,

I
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> ~ ,-$1-£.l._':3t‘,:?“ Y
ai|d1ua_istill:' then,-sliall benevolence rule the
earth, justice lift aloft her scale,

“Tl-‘leace o’er the world her olive wand
extend,
V
And white robed innocence from heaven
,descend!”

I _~. The worthy Doctor concluded his impres
sive and excellent lecture nearly in the fol
lowing words :—Before parting with you,
allow me to say, that I find it impossible to
convey to you any conception of the gratiﬁ
cation _your intelligent attention has given

me; still less in having been allowed a share

‘

".-iii‘

'-ii‘ .

followed to ‘illustrate such branches 105'
science‘ as had not yet been explained to his
hearers. Upon this occasion, he could not
avoid adverting to the advantages resulting
from the establishment of such valuable-ii»
stitutions as 'the present, the members of

Which were enabled to examine the various
subjects presented to their consideration in
every point of view, and to see demonstra
tion iled on demonstration, till error was
crushed beneath the ponderous heap.
The subject to which he should this even
ing direct the attention of the members was
highly interesting, though not adapted for
the introduction of many experiments. In

in trying to excite you to mental cultivation;
to'_ext:ite every one of you to dig in his own his third lecture,he should probably have oo
mine, which I assure you i's _the best, the casion to introduce a few, and in treating‘:
richest, and the most productive mine in the subject which was of a very extensive nature,
World, and from the profits of iwhich no one he should select those‘ parts which could
can exclude you. God grant that you may be most usefully and agreeably illustrated.
Gsonocv comprehends objects of a two-:
reap a full measure of these profits.

fold nature. The attention of philosophers

FAREWELL!
izrr.-J!'

"

was devoted to this subject at a very early

Dr. Binxsacx, at the conclusion of the

period, and some persons, in their anxiety

preceding le'cture, after announcing that Mr.
Cooper's second public examination of the

to discover the way in which the crust of the‘
earth assumed its present appearance, and

rriembers would take place on the following
Wednesday, stated, thatlas the whole circle

the manner in which the world was created,
had imagined it possible for the ﬁnite facul-.

of the sciences included ‘under the /head of

ties of man to trace the footsteps of the All-‘
mighty ; while others, considering this know
ledge not so easily attainable, were satisﬁed
with accumulating facts, in the hope that a

Natural and Experimental Philosophy had
now been gone through, lectures would be
delivered on Miscellaneous Subjects, till the
completion of the New Theatre should enable
the committee to recomiriencethe series on a
more extended scale. A

sent involved in impenetrable obscurity.

‘
tut. ooc’s
rrnsr LECTURE on GEOLOGY.

of Geology into two parts, viz. the specu
lative and the‘ practical. The Lecturer

f-tttsllrrvrs MOUNTAINS--GRANl‘l‘E-—GNElSS

considered it unnecessary to occupy the

‘hr ——PORPHYRY—SBRPEN'l‘!N E—TRANSI
h L35, frioiv iuoriiv'r.sii~is—-ci..s\'--si-..sr1a;!m{I.lJD)l?:=:.-vS'l‘0NEs.v
‘ _> ﬁg

time by dwelling upon the speculative part
of the subject, or particularising the various
theories connected with the formation of the

favorable combination of such facts, might
throw a brilliant light upon a subject at pre
From these researches, results the division

U

V I

rnrnnv, 1813 raanuanr.
Agreeable to the notice previously given

to the Members,.'Mr. One, this evening, de
hvered the ﬁrst bf’ a series of three Lectures
on the subject of GEOLOGY, or the history

Earth, and he should therefore proceed to
observe, that the attention of the practical

geologist was principally directed to an exaé
mination of the structure of the exterior

The lecture table was covered with a varie

part, or the crust of the earth. The great
est depth from its surface to which the in
dustry of man has penetrated, does not much‘
exceed 3000 feet, and if we compare-this with

ty“ of beautiful 'mineral’ specimens, and a
considerable number of illustrative diagrams

the whole diameter of the earth, which is
nearly 8,000 miles, we shall be enabled to

and theory of the formation‘ of the Earth.

occupied a conspicuous situation in front of judge, whether weare likely to acquire a cor-_-.
rect knowledge of any part except the crust‘,
the audience." '
Mi-{Og"g commenced by observing, that if ' To obtain this information, the geologist
the choice of his subject had been left to his avails himself of every opportunity of ‘mi
own discretion, he should have selected one

nutely examining the structure of that por

Which was more susceptible of illustration tion of the earth which falls within the
by experiment, as he was well aware that the sphere of his observation. He ‘ascends the:
summits of lofty mountains, through intricate
qperimental elucidation of scientiﬁc sub
Jecw made the deepest impression, and Was and almost inaccessible hs,he surveys ter
Inost agreeable to the taste of a public au riﬁc precipices, traces e beds of rivers,and
d*°!1‘§e- As, however, the lecturers who had descends into the gloomy recesses of the
previously addressed them, had availed deepest mines. By such means many im
th_9m§Ev1\:esv ofthe opportunity of making the portant discoverieshave been made, and we
ﬁrstohotce, it o'nl'y' remained for those who _cannot better illustrate the subject,.tli'an. by'
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describing the grand divisions among rocks,

may be scratched by the latter subsfaau, and

which, instead of presenting the appearance
of irregularity or confusion, are found to be

is fusible by the bow-pipe.

It usoaly up-.1

pears of a crystalline texture, is sonicunies

arranged in a deﬁnite and regular order.

very compact, and when broken, is slnjitly“

Mountains are divided by geologists into

translucent at the edges. '
_
Jllica, the third component ofgranite, is a

different classes, the ﬁrst of which compre
hends those which are theoretically supposed
to have been the ﬁrst formed, and are there
fore called primitive mountains. In the
mountainous districts in which these primitive

rocks prevail, immense masses of solid stone
rise from below, and are surrounded by suc
cessive portions of other kinds of stone,

purpose
substanceofwell
rnclosing
known, microscopic_
and is used ob]e_<-u_.
for:

ln Russia, when split into thin larmme, rt rs
employed as a substitute for glass, and rs
quarried in Siberia in large quantities. .
These are the principal ingredients which
enter into the composition of granite, of which

which,to compare great things with small, substance the highest mountain peaks are
envelope them, as the coats of an onion' sur
round the central part. The lecturer illus

formed, though from their prvsm1tappear

exhibiting a section of a mountain in the
Hartz district, the centre of which consisted
of an immense block of granite, rising from
the earth in a pyramidal form, surrounded
by layers of stone increasing in thickness as
they approached the base, and distinguished
in the diagram by different colours.
From
thiszexample, Mr. Ogg pointed out the re
gularity of arrangement observable in the
formation of mountains, and impressed upon
the minds of his hearers the important fact,
that wherever these rocks are formed, the
different parts of which they are composed,
always occupy the same relative situation
with respect to each other. The principal
characteristics which distinguish the primi
tive mountains are their highly crystalline

of their summits have been spread over the
adjacent parts. The scenery produced by
Alpine granite, as displayed in the dragram
now exhibited by the lecturer, is of a very
peculiar kind. lluge mountains rise up as

ance, it is supposed that they were uluuls
trated this remark by referring to a diagram higher at a former period,and that the runs

a multitude of sharp-pointed peaks, though
occasionally deviating from the pointed form,

and assuming the appearance of unmense
blocks. This scenery, though sublrme, rs
unproductive for two reasons; the ﬁrst7 of

which is, that granite is not usually visible
except above the regions where w;;utation '
ﬂourishes; and secondly, because it has'no

tendency to produce that line powder whnih

is essential to the formation of a fertile soil.
Even the vallies in the ll\‘i).{lIlm\irln||Nl‘ of
granite rocks exhibit but is slight production
texture, their being intermixed with a num of verdure.
ber of shining particles, forming part of their
So inﬁnite is the variety in the textureand
substance without any visible cement, and colour of granite, that there _are not two
their containing no remains of organised bo
mountain masses exactly similar to each
dies, either animal or vegetable.
other, and there are also many hard stones
Having thus described the general struc which do notcontain all the constituent parts
ture of the primitive mountains, the lecturer of granite. Mr. Ogg illustrated t.his remark
proceeded to particularise the various sub
by exhibiting several specimens from Corn
stances included in this class, the principal wall, Scotland, &c. and after oxplammg therr
of which is granite. This kind of stone is peculiar characteristics, he expressed hrs

extremely hard, but is not of a uniform
texture, as it is composed of quartz, fel
spar, and mica. It would occupy too much
time to state minutely the exact proportions

in which these three substances unite to form
granite, and it may therefore be suﬂicient to
mention the principal ingredients without an
accurate analysis. The hardest of these
component parts is quarfz, which consists
principally of siler, appears in a variety of
diﬂ'erent forms, and in its purest state be
comes rock-crystal. It crystalizes in six sided

prisms, sometimes of considerable length,
though in some specimens, only the termina
tions of these crystals are seen. It is suﬂi
ciently hard to scratch glass, is not acted
upon by any acid, except thejluoric acid,

and is not fusible by the common blow-pipe.
It is the basis of glass ; the mostuseful mate

rial in the formation of roads; and is one of
the most abundant substances in nature.

r 1§Fel-spar is not so hard as quartz, as it

regret that public ediﬁces should be con
structed of Portland stone, wlnch, from its
softness, discovers marks of decay, even du
ring the life-time of the architect; whereas
if built with such hard stone as he had de
of
scribed,
the island,
and which
such abounds
structuresin would
various
remam

to future ages, as monuments of the taste
and talents of their founders.

Many other kinds of

anite might be par

ticularised, but he wou d only introduce one
more variety to the notice of the audmnoe.
This was easily decomposed, and from its
containinga great quantity of white lhlspar,

was too soft for the purposes of bulldmg,
but was applicable to other purposes III the
arts. From this substance the ﬁne whrte clay
is formed which is used in the pottenes 1n
Staffordshire; and the lecturer stated that
it had been applied to another purpose,
which would excite the astomshm_ent of his

hearers, for when ground to an llllpalpable
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powder, ifhad actually boannse‘d to adulterate ﬂour. The discovery of this nefarious
ptnctice sliewed what men are capable of
dding for the sake of roﬁt. Its prevalence

upon by acids, but this was so soft thntit
might be scratched by the nail. It is usually
of a blue or grey colour, sometimes inclining
to a red or yellowish hue.
slate is
at one period excit
considerable alarm, one of its varieties, with which every indivi
which Was increased by the opinion enter dual is acquainted. Rocks of this kind are
tained by the public, that the presence of more abundant than any other, except gra
clay in their bread might be detected by nite. One side of a mine is sometimes formed
plunging a hot knife into it, which would ap

ar white on being withdrawn.

Now it so

of granite, and the other of clayey slate ;

sometimes mica is interposed between these

mppens, that a hot knife plunged into the
ﬁnest Wheaten bread will assume a white ap

two substances, and they are sometimes di

that they were poisoned.
The next of the primitive rocks is gneiur,
or slatey granite, which resembles granite
from its being composed of the same ingre
dients, but arranged in layers instead of lit

lecturer directed the attention of his hearers
to a view near Dalgelly, in Wales, as ii spe
cimen of the scenery accompanying this rock,

vided by primitive marble. The scenery
pearance, and the consequence was, that as which accompanies clayey slate rock presents
all tried the experiment, all found their a peculiar appearance, though itdoes not rise
knives whitened, and all took it for granted to the altitude of the primitive rocks. The

and stated that it had a tendency to split into
cubical fragments, and before their angles
tle lum s. Mica usually predominates in were worn away, other layers split off in suc
this variety, which is frequently found stra cession. The delightful scenery of clayey

tified. The diagram now exhibited was co slate rock, displays a rich luxuriance of ver
pied from a treatise by Dr. Mac Culloch, on dure. for, being very soft, its decomposition
the geology of the Western Isles. and shewed produces a ﬁne soil, which supplies nourish
the curved appearance assumed by gneiss ment to immense trees, where scarcely a cre
rocks. ‘Another variety, which usually re vice is to be seen. The vallies in its vicinity,
p_oses upon gneiss, is mica slate, ofa shining like the valley of Llangelly, in Wales. are
silvery appearance, in which mica is also usually distinguished by great fertility.
very predominant.
m
'
The lecturer here drew an animated com
Porpln/ry; which is included in the class parison between the scenery of the primitive
of primitive rocks, is extremely hard, and mountains, and that which was the subject

belrig susceptible of an exquisite polish, is

of his present remarks. The former was
characterised by a sublimity, to which it was
Many fine specimens are met with in our ls impossible for description to do justice ;-if
land, but they are seldom applied to any his audience could accompany him in ima

used for making vases and other vessels.

purpose, as porphyry must be foreign to be

esteemed. The highest mountain in the king
dom, Ben Nevis, is chieﬂy composed of por
phyry, and being separated into abrupt pre
clpioes, exhibits scenery of a very beautiful

description.

M

Surpenlinc is also classed with the primitive

fool“, and this stone is used in London
under thename of Mona-marble.

It is ca

pable of a fine polish, and displays shades of
red and green, and a variety ofother colours.
Specimens of serpentine, both polished and
unpohshed were exhibited to the audience,
and El]? lecturer observed that its smoothness
t0
touch, and its lustre in an unpolished
"ate, Were derived from an admixture of
magnesia. The curved appearance of ser
pentine rocks was illustrated by a view near
the Lizard P0int. Sieutife, or soap-stone,
is chiefly found in veins passing through ser
pentme; it appears and feels like soap, con
tains ma nesia, and being very soft, may

be turn
ters.

in a lathe, and is useful to pot

Mr. Ogg then proceeded to describe the
Characteristics of anotherclass of rocks,called

gination to the western isles of Scotland, to
the banks of the Rhone, to the vale of Cha
mouny, or to the majestic Mont Blane,

clothed with eternal snows, and girded with
eternal frost, they would be enabled to form
some idea of the awful magniﬁcence by which
the primitive rocks are distinguished. The
scenery of clayey slate rock combines beauty

with sublimity, and its luxuriant fertility dis
plays a delightful contrast with the steril
grandeur of the primitive mountains.

'

The next variety requiring particular no
tice, is the species of lime-stone found above
clayey slate, which differs from the lime
stone found lower down, in its possessing a
less degree of crystallization, and from the ;!i"t.
rocks above by its containing few organic‘
remains.
The celebrated Breakwater at
Plymouth, to form which mountains have
been removed and cast into the sea, is cum
posed of this variety, which is usually called
mountain lime-alone. Specimens of lime
stone scenery in Derbyshire and on the banks
of the Wye were exhibited by the lecturer,
and the views were extremely picturesque,

every ﬁssure in the rocks being tllled with
the tromifion series. The ﬁrst variety of verdnre.
the transition class was well known to all his
After briefly alluding to some other varie
mldience, and was called clrl!!¢]!-VlU’l'- Those - ties, one of which ‘was distinguished by the
3Ilb5li\l]“‘B to which he had hitherto alluded extraordinary name of (Jraiuuzicke, Mr. Ogg
were of a hard nature, and were not acted described the principal cllaracteristics of

ms Lon ooh mscrnsics’ ancisrstt‘.
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iinis-stmsand the many ms
.to teltﬂlktt bfthe melted metal. trhlcll ilﬂtltl-"
which it is applicable. When ro n into ates M ink! spaces ﬁner than a hair. By
fragments and thrown into a, kiln, where it is means of stereotype plates, booksellers Ir} '
disposed in layers and burnt, it loses almost enabled to avoid the risk of keeping a large
half its weight by parting with its carbonic impression of any valuable work, or the ex
acid, and becomes lime. \Vhen water is pelme of setting the types again, as they cm:
thrown upon lime, it assumes a solid form at any future time print exactly the number 4
and is chemically combined with the lime, they wish, with a certainty of correctness in
while its heat passes oﬂ‘ during the process. the impressions, of which these plate! are
The Lecturer therrintroduced a beautiful capable of printing an immense number.
description of the gradual formation of pil
Mr. Ogg concluded his excellent lecture
lars in lime-stone caverns, where their by a few appropriate observations on the
growth may be distinctly observed.

As the

enlargement of the sphere of our enjoyrnents,

water, impregnated with lime-stone, ﬁlters by the acquisition of knowledge derived
through the roof, it evaporates and leaves from the contemplation of the works of na
the stony matter behind; successive drops
of water deposit successive ﬁlms of stone
round the central nucleus, and the mass con
tinually increasing, projects from the upper

ture. A Northern poet, whose works shew
that he “ looked through nature up to na
ture’: God,” had enthusiastically cxclaimed—

part of the cavern; while a portion of the
Water dropping on the ground forms the

“ 0 Nature! how supreme in every charm,

base of the pillar, which, by a similar pro
cess, becomes enlarged in size, and ap
proaches the pendent portion, till the masses

unite and the pillar is completed.

Those

masses which hang from the roof are called
sfalactiles, and those formed on the ﬂoor
sialagmiler. Other pillars are produced in
a similar manner, and projections are also
formed by the splashing of the water against
the sides of the cavern, till it becomes com
pletely ﬁlled up. Mr. Ogg exhibited as a

Whose votaries feast on raptures ever new ;
O for the voice and fire of cherubim,
"

To sing thy glories with devotion due 2”
We cannot but draw a melancholy con
trast between such enlightened minds, and the
contracted views of those who pomess no
taste for the acquisition of scientiﬁc informa

tion.

Such persons as these, in the vanity

of ignorance, would attribute insanity to thee
botanist. who traversed dangerous paths to

cull the vegetable productions of the earth.
specimen part of a stalactite cut in two, to or the geologist and mineralogist who loaded

shew its internal structure, which appeared
to display an inﬁnite number of concentric

his pockets with stones ; and they would look

center.
The great utility of plaster of Paris,

a paper kite.

with contempt on the great Sir Isaac New
circles surrounding the original nucleus or ton blowing soap-bubbles, or_Franklin ﬂying
which is a sulplzafe of time, was then point
ed out by the Lecturer, who described the
process of baking it, for the purpose of driv
ing away its water of crystallization, and
stated that its property of again combming
rntimately with water, rendered it extremely

At the close of the lecture, Dr. Birkbeehnz
oﬂicially announced to the members the ap

pointment of Mr. Robert Christie as seore ih
tary to the institution, who would enter upon
the duties of his oﬂice on the first Monday

serviceable in the arts, from its applicability after the ensuing Quarterly General-Meeting,
to the-purposes of taking perfect casts. One

of the most important purposes to which
plasterof Paris is applied, is the modern
process of slereoty/pe printing. This pro
cess Mr. Ogg minutely described, and it may
be brieﬂy stated as follows: the types,which
ought to he in good condition, are set up,
and carefully corrected in the usual manner,

till which period their able Honorary SecIB- tary, Mr. Blake, with the kind animanoeof
Mr. Place, would continue to perform the
arduous duties of the situation.
' ij-'1oo|>.;‘
Dr. Birkbeck also informed the meetitrg,

that BALLOTING Lrsrs of the Candidates
nominated for the approaching election, were
now ready for delivery to the members, ‘

after which the plaster of Paris mixed to a

agreeable to the rules; and he particularly

proper consistency, is poured upon them,
and becoming hardin a short time, a perfect
mould of the whole page is produced. The
mould is then baked in an oven, and after
wards put into a proper iron vessel, where
themelted metal, consisting of one part of
antimony, to from four to six parts of lead,

requested that they would apply for themes
soon as possible, in order that they might
have an opportunity of exercising a delibe
rate judgment on the merits of the respective

is poured upon the mould, and a perfect‘
metallic fac-simile of the page is thus form
ed. It is a most valuable- property of plaster
oi‘ Paris, that, notwithstanding its brittle
ness, it will bear without breaking, thein

candidates, previous to the period whenthey
attended for the purpose of ballotrng. It
was also the anxious wish of the present com
mittee, that the members should avail them
selves as extensively as possible of this im
portant right, and that every member who
was intitled to vote should give his auﬁrage

upon that occasion.
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BROWN’$ ‘PNEUMATIC ENGINE.
(From the Smtsman.)
A very ingenious paper on this engine a

ing an engine, extracted from a cheaper cost,

and puriﬁed ,'by a less expensive process,
might be furnished at 2s. 9d. or, taking I

peared lately in a cotemporary paper (t e round sum, at, 3s... Now, assuming that 24
Caledonian f]\Iercur,u)V and on 'Wednesday feet of steam per minute afforded a power
night Dr. Fylfe made some interesting 13
markspon the same subject, at_the close of
hislecture in the School of Arts. Before
proceeding farther, we may remark, that Mr.
Brown’s engine has made us acquainted with

equal to that ‘of one horse, one foot of gas,
yielding .24 of vacuum, should produce the

same effect.

Hence apneumatic engine of

one horse power should consume 60 cubic
feet per hour, or, in round numbers, 1500
a fact, which we believe was scarcely known cubic feet per day, the cost of which, at the
before—t.he extraordinary rarefaction pro price mentioned, would be 4s. 6d. It fol
duced by the sudden combustion of a quan lows, that this expense, though moderate,
tity of gas in a mass of common air. It is would be considerably greater than the ex

upon this, and not upon the condensation of pense of steam But still, if by the additional
a part of the gaseous ﬂuids, that the power cost we should get rid of the Vast and cum
of Mr. Brown's engine chieﬂy depends; and brous machinery of the steam engine, there
till the engine itself was exhibited, it was not, are cases where it would be highly ad
we believe, suspected that the momentary

vantageous.

Assuming, as previously stated that 60
effect of the heat evolved in {dilating the ae
r hour are equal to a horse
real mass, was one third part of what it is cubic feet
power, it fo lows that 1000 cubic feet would
actually found to be.
It has been stated in the Mercury/, that,by
mixing 1 part of coal gas with 7 of common
air, a vacuum equal nearly to 5 parts was
produced, the residuary air occupying three

supply a four horse power engine for four
hours. Now, since 80 atmospheres of gas

parts of the glass vessel, and this proportion

exceeding one yard each way, would hold the
quantity of gas required to work the engine

ofl part of gas to 7 of common air was
found to be most advantageous. When oil
gas, however, was employed, 1 part of the

gas added to 20 of common air was found
the most advantageous, and the vacuum
formed amounted to'l0 parts. In the ﬁrst
set of experiments, therefore, 1 foot of coal
gas afforded 10.

can be compressed into the bulk of one, it
follows that a cubical copper vessel, scarcely
for four hours. The engine itself is said to
weigh only one-ﬁfth part of the steam engine.
One of four horse power might consequently

weigh something less than a ton, while the
locomotive steam engine of the same power

weighs four tons. Were engines of this de
scription, therefore, adapted to locomotive

Dr. Fytfe conducted his experiments pretty machines, a four hours, or even a six hours
nearly in the same way, but arrived at re

supply of gas could be stowed into the ma

sults considerably different. He stated, that chine, and all the bulky apparatus for manu
after' many trials he found that the greatest facturing the gas, with the fuel, and part of
effect was produced when 1 part of coal gas the attendance, could be dispensed with. The
was mixed with 30 of common air, and that extra price of the gas compared with steam,
hehad sometimes obtained a vacuum equal (and compressed gas would cost more than

to 24 parts, though on account of the nicety gas of ordinary densities) sinks into nothing
of the operations it was often much less. He in a case of this kind, where every ton ofstow
repeated the experiment with 1-30th of gas age gained may be worth 10s. or 20s. per day.
several times in presence of the class, and the If the machine fulﬁls the promise of its in
vacuum obtained varied from 15 up to 21 ventor, its value for purposes of this kind
parts—~the whole contents of the glass being will, beyond a doubt, be very great.
The following paragraph is from the Glas
30. The Doctor considers the vacuum as
produced almost entirelyby the sudden dila gow Chronicle :—“' From the principles laid
tation of the air; and he has no doubt that _down by the writer in the Mercury, that a
with apparatus properly c0ntrived,a vacuum

foot of gas will form ﬁve feet of vacuum, and.

equal to 24 or 25 parts, that is to 4-5ths, or that 1000 cubic feet will cost 12s. he shows
5-Gths of the contents of the cylinder, might that the expense of one of Mr. Brown’s en
be_ constantly obtained.

He added, that he

gines, besides tear and wear, “ will amount

has since learned that 1-30th of gas is the to II. 1s.9d. a day, for each horse power, or
quantity actually used by the patentees in 430I. a year for gas alone ;”-and he adds,
London, and that the vacuum produced is
nearly what he stated.

The price of coal gas in Edinburgh is 12s.
per 1000 cubic feet in shops.

But this price

covers the great expense of pipes, the loss
from breakage, and the proﬁts of the manu

that a steam engine, how ver, will not cost
above 30!. a-year for eac ;horse power, in
cluding all expenses.” Now, as Dr. Fyfe
has proved that each foot of gas will produce
a vacuum of 25 feet, and that 1000 cubic
feet may be obtained for 8s. it follows that

facturer. Dr. Fyffe stated that the prime the expence of such an engine will only be
cost of the gas was 4s. lld. per 1000 cubic 1-20th part of this sum, or 21¢. Is. for each
feet, but that gas sufliciently good for work horse power
- - >
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‘To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
Mn. Emron,—Should you

think

It‘ made of deal, or any common material

the

they may be covered with green baize or

above simple contrivance for excluding the lamb"
adtnission of air under parlour, and other
doors, worth being generally known, you

will be pleased to give it a place in your
valuable Register.
Southvllls.

S. Honanus.

Fig. l represents the method of excluding
the current of air, under a door whose bot
tom is perfectly level, as represented by the
dotted line. A is a ﬂat piece of brass, iron,
deal,‘ mahogany, or any other material suit

able for the purpose, which should be
rounded on the bottom edge, to allow of its

EULOGIUM UPON HERSCHEL, PRO
NOUNCED IN THE ROYAL INSTI
TUTE OF FRANCE.‘
(Concludedfrom p. 224. )
The experiments of Herschel relative to
the nature of the rays of the sun, induced

" In giving the ﬁrst art of this Eulogiunr
we made a few short 0
rvations on its irn‘ ‘
portance,as proceeding from a foreigner.
We trust that our readers have perceived

passing easily over the surface of the ﬂoor alread that our observations were not mis
or carpet, having two grooves or a

rtures

placed? It is delightful to turn from the’

B B, cut at the ends. and fastene on by prejudices and follies which keep mankind
screws, but not so tight as to prevent its asunder in the bulk to those ties by which men‘
rising and falling. C C are two small springs of science of every nation are bound toge
such as are
rally used in the interior of ther. We see here a Frenchman in a French
door locks, and placed just above each end, Institution, paying a tribute of respect to
in order to insure the slide returning to its the memory of a great man, who was patrm
nized by a sovereign with whom France was
place when the door is shut.
Fig. 2 represents the method of exclusion in hot contention. We hear him speak, too.
from under a door whose bottom is not lml, of that sovereign in terms which could
as also pointed out by the dotted line, the scarcely have been expected from a fo
only material ditference in the formation of reigner. Surely it the importance of science

this slide is, that the gr0ove'D must be a lit- could need any such weak advocacyas that
tle curved, and none at the end E, which is
H) be merely screwed on; one spring only

‘ill be required
- . ,_to this slide.
. ,

which we could offer, we should be Justrﬁed
in supporting it upon the ground of human

vnity.

Is it not a reproach to warriors_ancl

‘Tris. LONDON Ml’.CIlANlCS’ naclsrnlt.
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him to conclude that they do not proceed
from the body ofthe sun itself, but from the

brilliant and phosphoric clouds which em
ist in the atmosphere of this body. Accord
ing to this doctrine, this immense ocean of
light is subject to Violent agitation, and

through the chasms occasionally caused by
this agitation, we perceive either the solid
mass, which is not luminous, or its volcanic

cavities-—and thus do we account for the
dark and varying spots which we. perceive
upon the sun’s disk.‘ The extent of these

spots is frequently greater than the entire.
surface of the terrestrial globe, and they dis
appear when calm is restored iathe solar ab
mosphere. These spots, when ﬁrst disco
vered by Galileo, enabled him to determine
the motion of the sun on its own axis, and to
ﬁx its duration at 25 degrees and a half.-—
The improvement in optics, which has talsen
place within the last few years, has come
very opportunely to enable us to discover
whether it is true, as Herschel imagined it
to be, that the solar light does not proceed

‘ from a solid or incandescent liquid mass.——
statesmen to exist in enmity when they see
men of science of all countries united in the

When such a body, raised to avery high
temperature, becomes luminous, the rays
which emanate from it, do not proceed from

bond of peace, and can the former advance

its superﬁcial extremity, but are emitted like

any arguments in favour of their unnatural
conduct towards each other, which the latter

the arguments of sophistry ? Certainly not.

those of heat, from an inﬁnity of little ma
terial points placed under the surface to a
certain depth, and which though very minute
are absolutely in existence. Now such of
these raysas traverse obliquely the envelope

Let us then hope that as science becomes

of the heated body acquire and preserve an

more general, mankind will become more
yemarkable for wisdom and humanity.— En.

especial property which experiment may
render sensibly evident; they are polarized.
But if the same mass, instead of being reu

could not with equal force bring [on ard, if
they did not prefer the truths of science to

,-

.

.

s. I

S "' This doctrine of Herschel is certainly

much. more reasonable» and more comonant

dered luminous by its own temperature, is
simply covered by an extended ﬂame, which

with general astronomical demonstration is the source of its light, the rays have not
‘-it
than the idea that t,he>sun'itselfis t\ body of this property.
tire—-a position at variance with all ' that " The light which proceeds from the sun
man has hitherto discovered in. nature. has been submitted to the test of experiment.
.
,W
.8
Speaking merelyas aphilosopher, no man
)L'l'l ‘E
.
would advance such a position,and although
it must not be denied that there are ‘certain as they are called, we have sensible demora
phenomena for which the experience and stration: we tread upon the earth, Without
reason of man are unable to account, yet it being able to account for themode of its

is a fact which cannot be too forcibly im
pressed upon the mind, that much of the

formation ; we respire the air from the mo
ment of our birth, and although we under

philosophy of nature, which was a mystery

stand its component parts, we must allow
that it is an element,because we ﬁnd it eter
nal. So is it with water: the seas ebb and

to our forefatliers, is perfectly intelligible to
usas part of.the. great principle of nature

which it_i_s

mitted us to investigate. Un

ﬂow under ﬁxed laws,-and only in convul
sions of the earth, (exceptions which do not
allect a eneral principle) do we ﬁnd them

less it can, , ,she,wn from scriptural testi
mony or reasonable deduction that the sun
isa ody ol‘s9lid,tire, we must contend for
the c0ntrary,hecause the position is as we
have belore stated, at variance with our own

vary int eir courses. But how'is it with
ﬁre 3 Where do we ﬁnd it in an elementary
state? Is it eternal ? No! Is it inexhaustible?

Observations, and with the harmonious prin
ciplewliich we distinguish throughout na

No l In spontaneous eruptions we trace it to
its chemical cause, and when the materials

turer It-has, been forcibly observed by an
Italian pliilosophcr, that the arguments
against 1 , doctrine of the ancients, that the
ofthe sun isdlre are twofold—ﬁrst, we

dspcgxef-,ar_ound:.tha.t luminary itself indica
tmns ofthe direct contrary; and secondly.

for its combustion are exhausted, we see it

expire.

Is not this the doctrine of volca

noes? Fire is produced by friction; it is pro

duced by chemical combination; it is'pro';
duced in various ways by the ingenuity‘ of
man, -the elements for its production being

as there is no such thing in the known world
as lire existing in an elementary state, it‘ is
only reasonable to attribute
heat of the

supplied by nature. But do we ﬁnd it exist

sun to some natural chemical causes, which
distance hides from our investigation. There
is something novel in the assertion that tire
is not an element, but we think it is one

to the reason of man, which he will do well

which willhear discussion, The four ele
ment: of nature a_re’sa.id tabs air,em-th,.ﬁr.e,
and water.

Now ofthree of these elements,

ing _in- a pure and perpetual state ? (‘ertainly

not.

Here then is an argument permitted

to investigate.

It is a position which can

do no harm, for it does not place the self
pride of man in contention with the wisdola
of the Creator, but merely exercises those

faculties which God gave to us for our good
governmsntand ctxnlort. » Entree.‘ '

‘
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M. Arago has clearly asertained that the
Y rays of the sun, when they are even oblique

ly transmitted, are not polarised.
»
Herschel, when studying the nature of
sun, employed glasses 0l'dilTerent colours for
the purpose of weakening the effect of its

light upon his vision.

He had thus frequent

opportunities of ascertaining to what extent
the interposition of thue glasses modiﬁed
the heat or light of this great body. It was
not in his nature to be satisﬁed with super
ﬁcial observation. and he undertook a series ol'
experiments, in the course of which new and
important facts conﬁrmed the theory which
he had established. It had been long im
agined that the rays, which are separated by
the prism, and which form the solar spectrum,
did not possess to the same extent the power

of heating terrestrial bodies. This opinion
was also veriﬁed by experiments in France

and Italy.

If we trace the origin of thedis

cussions on this important subject, we must go
back to the writings of a celebrated woman
named Emily du Chatelet. Long before she

loured elements, contain also an inviuble
heat, of which we can measure the action.—
Herschel then proposed to himself to dis

cover which are the rays that possess the
greatest power of light. By a peculiar train
of experiments, he ascertained that this pro
perty belongs to yellow rays, and that it de

creases rapidly from these brilliant rays to
the extremity of the spectrum.

These singular discoveries excited much
interest in all the academies of Europe.
Many contended that they were not founded
in truth, and Herschel was exposed to con

tradictions which were unworthy of scientiﬁc
men, who pretended to Iiberality. This
great philosopher, however satisﬁed with the
accuracy of his experiments, preserved n
digniﬁed silence, and at length they were
repeated with success in England, France,
and Germany, under the inspection of ﬁrst

rate philosophers.

ln discovering the dif

had translated and commented upon the
writings of Newton, she had forwarded to

ference between the rays of the sun, as to the
invisible heat which they communicate, ano
ther remarkuble property was also ascer
tained. The intensity of the chemical action
of the different rays was observed, and it was

the Academy of Sciences in Paris, a work
upon the theory of ﬁre, and had also assisted

found that this action exists like that of heat
in an unenlightened space, but at the oppo

Euler in his experiments on the same subject.

site extremity of the spectrum and beyond
the violet rays. We shall conﬁne ourselves
to this single experiment, which does not
properly belong to our subject, but we will

In the work of Madame du Chatelet, which
was printed in 1738 by order of the Academy,

the illustrious author proposed a series of
experiments to prove whether primitive rays
of different colours had different degrees of
heat ;—to show, for instance, whether the

red ray did not give more heat than the Vio
let, a conclusion to which she had come from
her theory. The subseguent experiments
of Landriani, Rochon, an particularly Her
schel, gave not only a complete solution of
this question, but led to new and important
results. He measured with accuracy the
thermometrical effects of seven rays unequal
ly refrangible, and ascertained that the red
ray alone contained more heat than all the

add, that no philosopher of the present day
entertains a doubt of the existence of invisi
ble rays of heat mingled with the light of
the sun.‘ This was the great principle of
the discovery announced by Herschel. it
seemed as if it was his destiny to discover
and bring to the test of experiment subject-,

the knowledge of which had escaped other
men during a series of ages.
[We did not imagine when we sat down

to the translation of the Eulogium upon
Herschel, that it would have occupied so

rest together. The impression upon the

large a space of the Register, but when the
importance of perpetuating the merits ofso

thermometer diminished rapidly, from the
red rays at one extremity, to the violet rays
which were placed at the other. In repeat

fulﬁlling our pledge of giving the Euloglnm
entire,we are but meeting the Wishes of-our

ing his experiment he endeavoured to dis
cover the precise limit at which all sensible
impression of heat ceases, and also the point
at which it is strongest. He succeeded by a
result which was altogether unexpected; he
saw that the thermometrical effect existed
beyond the red rays in the obscure space
bordering the spectrum; and it was even in
this more enlightened part, and upon the pro

longation of the axis, that he found the point
at which the communicated heat is the great
est. Although the result of this experiment

must depend on the mode in which it is con

great a man are considered,we trust that in

readers. The discoveries alluded to in this
paper,are known almost to all,but the mode

in which they are spoken of may probably
awaken attention to them, and so far prove

useful to the purposes of science.

Many of

our readers are m a class of society where

.
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' ' A M. Vieusseux, of Toulouse, has in
vented a mode of determining the power of
light and heat transmitted in the rays of the
sun, which is said to be more perfect than
any thing of the sort hitherto in use.’ _W¢

have been promised a detailed descnptron
ture of rays which are conveyed to ,us from ofthis apparatus, and if we should ﬂmi it
the same body, and which the,-vrprism reports equal to what has been said of u. we will
. '
unequally, snddivides’int0 ~ddi'emntly. cm i presentit to our rmdom—Em-rort. ....._,

ducted, he was quite convinced that thisrnix
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’few apparent opportunities present them
selves of bringing to perfection scientiﬁc
ideas, which require encouragement and pe
cuniary assistance for mamrity : but we
would have no man despair of encourage

debts, and ofall annuities except those granted

for lives, for which the company were to be
allowai certain nominal capitals, or stock,
bearinginterest with their preceding stock,
at the rate of live per cent.

ment in a country which is so eminently dis

“ No other particular advantages were to

tinguished by its patronage of true merit.
Herschel once moved in avery insigniﬁcant

be received by the company, as at their ﬁrst
establishment, but ,on the contrary, they

capacity,.but Herschel lived to be a great

offered ‘to give the sum of ﬁve millions of

man, and his eulogium has been pronounced
in the ﬁrst scientiﬁc Academy in Europe.
So will it be with every man who stedfastly
and earnestly pursues the path of science,
and by his own good conduct entitles him

money, for permission to make these pur
chases; yet a general opinion at that time
was entertained, that the government would
form an exchange of places with Spain, and
giving the company a footingin South Ame

self to approbation.]—ED.

rica, enable them to realize all their splendid

l

ideas.
. if
"' The contention to subscribe, or purchase

r

‘- _‘THE SOUTH SEA COMPANY.

the company’s stock, to which these rumorir

‘ ,-We have been favoured by a Correspond
_ent with the following :-—
_ “ The establishment of this company as a
corporate body, having the privilege of car

gave rise, advanced it in value above l00_0

per cent. ! to the immense advantage ofthose
by whom they were propagated ; all this took
place in less than the cotmre~ of a year‘,
when at length the delusion was exposed, and

rying-on an exclusive trade with all places,

very great distress was experienced by thos9

from the‘river Orinoco to the South Cape,

who had invested their money in makingth .
purchases.
"'
“ Between the 8th of December, when the

andwith the whole of the Watem Coast of

the‘ Northern and Southern Continents of
America, was ‘granted in consideration of the
company so appointed, making purchase of

all the unprovided debts of government from
he individuals possessing the claims.
1'‘ f‘ The amount subscribed for this purpose,
has 9,177,968!-. for which the company were

allowed an interest at the, rate of six per cent.
from the produce of certain duties that were

discovery took place, and the 29th of thé
same month, the stock fell nearly 850 per
per cent; a violent outcry against those who -

had enriched themselves by these artiﬁces,
was raised in the nation, and upon parlia

ment interfering, above a million and a half
of money was repaid to the proprietors, from

been carefull excluded, no great results were

the produce of the delinquents’ estates.
“ The arrangement made with the com
pany for taking charge of all the public debts,
was, however, generally carried into eifect;
and as the few that remained were afterwards
discharged by the Sinking Fund, all the other

nttiopally to
expected from their trade;
yet
Ea'st'dndia Company, with, at one

public annuities date their origin subsequent
to that period. The oldest belong > to the '

icvied for that purpose.
5:“ It may be readily supposed, that as the

. 'ater part of the assigned territories were
sefrom which British subjects had long

very little better rospects, had ob
tained great wealth, fromt eir tratiic with the
Eastern World, it was hoped that similar

success would ultimately attend the South
Sea Company, and that the wealth of Peru
would be laid at their disposal.

‘ The charter of this company was ob

three per cent. stock of 1726; for the nomi~

nal Exchequer Life Annuities of King Wil
liam and Queen Mary, have in all probability.
long since terminated, though no otlicial 1
information has been received of the fact.
- {J
1*
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tained in_ 1706, and the beneﬁt of a contract

“ In 1815, the privileges of an exclusive

made with Spain, was transferred to them at

trade being surrendered by the corn any, a ‘
duty of two per cent Was laid upon l goods -_
except the produce of the Fisheries, that may ‘Q
be imported from any places within thelimits
of their charter, with a duty of ls. 6d. per ton

the plsace of 1713.
“‘ his permission or engagement, which

calledthe Assiento Contract, conferred
upon ithe ‘company the right of furnishing the
Spanish mines and plantations with slaves,

on all ships loading to those places, and the ‘
amount is to be invested either in the pur
chase of three per cent. consols, or reduced
until they amount together to 6 l8,4_66l. stock,
being one-half per cent. on then‘ trading
capital, and this sum is then to be transt'eIr
and sums received for management,tlrecoir1 ‘red, as a compensation, to the company.
n
pan‘y’s capital was increased to I0,000,000!. the intermediate time, deﬁciencies in this
andyrn l_72_0, proposals were made by govern
proﬁt of one-half per cent, are to be supplied
ment to the_ South Sea Company to purchase by government.
of the public creditors the amounts of their 1
J. L. B
and of sending one large ship annually to the
Spanish West Indies, with a particular assort
ment of European goods, principally consist
ing' of our woollen manufactures.
'
“,irrl7l5, by an application of the interest
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nerals, may have the means of proving to

LESSONS ON MINERALOGY.

himself what they are.
"
Suppose a person to be in possession of a
piece of lead ore, a piece of calcareous spar,
or limestone, and a few pebbles that have
been found on the sea shore; these are
selected as being the most common of all
substances, and Which may be said to be
generally met with, and further, we will for
example suppose him to ask the following

At a period sodistinguished as the present

Ior the mtellectual zeal of our countrymen,
it is not surprizing that Mineralogy should
-httve.attained its due elevation in the rank of
physical sciences; our universities awakened
to the importance of cultivating this branch

-of knowledge, have diffused through their
various channels no small degree of infor
mation on this interesting topic; and Mine
ralogy, as it is universally useful, will soon

be almost universally understood. The pos
sessor of landed estates, and the man of sci
-ence, the manufacturer and the artisan, may

all render Mineralogy subservient to their
respective interests; and the object of these
familiar -lessons is to unlock, as it were, a

questions :_
Qnnsnon.——liow can I satisfy myselfthat

this is lead ore? and this calcareous spar.’
or that limestone ?'
To the ﬁrst question we reply, break a

small portion oil‘ from the lead ore, and ob
serve the fragments and their brilliancy

casket of useful knowledge, and to present to

(remarks on these will be noted hereafter)
place a bit not larger than a peppercorn on

the learner a compendious view of the beauty

a piece of charcoal, then with the blow pipe

and value of its contents. it being desirable
that an acquaintance with our mineral re

ing the jet of ﬂame from it, upon the lead

-sources may be cultivated rather as a recre
ation than a study; that the produce of our
mines may be regarded as an object of inte
rest, and that the traveller may be able to
recognise the substances that compose the
ground on which hetreads, all obscure terms

and technical phraseology have been cate
fully avoided.
To explain what is meant by Fossils or
Minerals, and how to -distinguish one sub

stance from another, is the subject of the
following lessons :-—
Minerals are produced in the earth, and
-commonly situated in what are called veins,
which, when worked, are called mines,
whether at the greatest depths we have pene
trated, or in the alluvial soil on the surface.
Be it a diamond, a coal, or any metallic
substance, it is a mineral. The Gems are
usually called stones; and crystallizations,
fossils; yet all are ranked under the term

minerals.

blow through the ﬂame of a candle, direct
ore; it will almost instantl discharge sul
phurous vapours, and in h fa minute melt

rmo lead; if the experiment is attended with
this result, it furnishes a decided answer.
The ones of this metal are both various and
numerous; the most common is blue lead

ore, which occurs in great quantity, and from
it the lead in commerce is produced, others
are of various colours, as pearl and silk white,
green,brown, yellow, and red ; it also occurs
earthly, &c.

Qvssrrou.—How can I determine this to
be calcareous spar, or that limestone ?
,
Detach a small bit with a hammer, 'and
observe its fragments; try to scratch it with

the point of a knife, and notice the effect;
then place a small particle under the flame
of the blow pipe, and it will in a minute burn,

to lime, which may be known by its brig,
its transparency (if calcareous spar) by“-ls.‘
styptic
of water,taste,
whenorit by
willthrowing
fall to itowder
into am_
'

A distinct piece is commonly

-called a specimen _; and a number of various
substances, .a collection.
It is true, that this science is not marked
-by those distinguishing laws, that are the

.-leading features of the sister sciences, yet a
geaéral knowledge may be attained with little
diﬂiculty, although the way to set about it
may appear clouded and rather obscure;
when however this mist is once cleared, a

brilliantdisplay ofuseful knowledge is opened
to our -senses, and by advancing step by step
the summit will be gained.
To suppose any one -who is unacquainted
with Minerals can discriminate them would
be as unreasonable, as to expect, that an

unlettered man could discriminate classical
authors without seeing the title page of their

hissing noise ; or place a few ragmenhjli ,'
watch glass, and let fall a drop of acid '
,7
it,
which will produce a violent eﬂer “
I
Calcareous spar is always soft to,
and yields a white powder when so
Limestone is harder than spar, it is in ,_g‘
abundance, forms mountains, and whe

enough to receive a polish, is called
which never can bemistaken for s r.
easy experiments performed in a ew minutes’
so satisfactorily, cannot fail to lead the 5;,
learner forward; they are every thing to the_,,
4

' The learner should provide himself with
.a little instrument called a blow pipe,amag..

net, a few small ‘bottles for acids and tests, and
a small steel mortar; with the assistance of
Without further preface, we will therefore these, much may he done by himself, but in
endeavour to point out the most easy method -the first instance, one lesson from a practi
works.

,

I

-by which a learner, who possesses a few Mi

tioner will bc worth a volume of letter-press.
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beginner, and may be considered as the ﬁrst I
Sarah Guppy, for a mode of erecting and
and second letters of the alphabet.
cones ructing Bridges and Rail-roads without

(To be resumed.) _ﬂ)
.
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; To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Regisler.
SlR,—l experienced, in common with
many hundreds of my fellow members, the
greatest satisfaction m listening to the able
lectures of Mr. PARTINGTON on the inte
resting science of OPTICS, so fully reported
in your instructive miscellany; and though I
am aware that it was impossible for the lec
turer to explain every minute circumstance
connected with the subject, in the course of

four lectures, there is one point upon which I
should be happy to receive some information,
and to which he did not advert, viz.
As all external objects are painted upon
the retina of each of the eyes, why do we
not see them double?

Should this question be seen by Mr. Par
tington, I shall feel greatly obliged to him
for an answer, through the medium of the

Mechanics’ Register, and I have no doubt
that his illustration of the subject will be
very acceptable to your numerous readers.
Fnnnssrcns.

Arches or Sterlings, whereby the danger of
being washed away by ﬂoods is avoided.' Ex
pire March 4th.
William Turner, for a Pike or Halbert,

with Couteaux.

Expire March 4th.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Our numerous subscribers are respectfully
informed, that in order to furnish them with

a full and accurate report of the ballot for
the election of oﬂicers of the LondonMecha
nics’ lnstitution on Tuesday next, and the
proceedings of the Quarterly General Meet

ing on the following evening, with the report
of the Board of Managers; and also to insert
the communications of several correspond

ents, hitherto delayed for want of room, we
shall publish a double number next week, the
price of which will be sixpence.
The Editor of the Mscnsmcs’ Reor
STBR presents his compliments to A. B., and
begs to assure him that there is no other

objection to the insertion of his remarks on
Mr. Brougham’s pamphlet than a desire to

prevent a discussion to which the limits of
the Rncrsrsn would prove very unequal.

- ' PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS‘
EXPIRING NEXT WEEK.
We had determined, as a part of our plan,
to publish an abstract of the titles of all the
‘patents granted for new inventions at the
time of their becoming public property, by
ihe expiration of the term of fourteen years
from their respective dates ; but we have not,
until this week, had an opportunity of car

lf articles of mere discussion from corre
spondents were admitted, there is no saying
to what -length they would go, and the Edi
tor would‘ have to choose between offending
many persons, or giving up the pages of the
REGISTER entirely to ‘cor-‘res ndents. He
begs to thank_A.-B. for his po iteness, and to
return the manuscript. _
Answers to the second query at‘ p. 107,

rying this part of our plan into eﬂ‘ect,,be have been received from the followmg per
cause no patent has before expired, since the sons: J. H. B.—C. Puttocls—G. Morley—
J. 'l‘aylor—and A Che_es_emonger; but as
commencement of our publication.
Joseph Hume, for a Sweeping Machine
or Brush. Expire Feb. 28, 1825.

Robert Salmon, for Instruments for the
Relief of Hernia, which instruments he calls
“ Salmon’s New Royal Patent Artiﬁcial

Abdomens.” Expire March 4th.’
Wm. Southwell, for improvements on

the Piano Forte.

Expire March 4th.

Edw. Savage, for a Machine for Wash
ing and Bleaching of Linen and other Arti

they are all inonrrect,srr insuﬂicient, the

writers will please to send to the publishers
of the Rnolsrna for them, and return cor

rect answers, together with their former
ones, before the 10th March. They will
find various observations for their guidance

with their letters. .
We feel much obliged to Mr. Edward
Yenneson for the drawing-Iith which he has

pire March 4th.

favoured us, but beg to inform him that the
explanation which accompanied it is not suf
ﬁciently explicit; Perhaps he will havetho
goodness to go more into detaiL
,5-_.
R. S. has been received, but we cannot

John Trotter, for Improvements on Mu
sical Instruments. Expire March 4th.

some of the expregrons

cles, and for Cooking by means of Steam,
with a Roaster or Oven, and Warm Closets

attached, all heated by the same ﬁre.

EX
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the lower part are hinged. tworodsC.C,
CLIMBING BOYS.‘ '1 ,‘ M: ﬁr having a wheel at the end studded with
points;
slides
to on
prevent
the rod
theA friction
are twofrom
other5 rub,
|:!ThQIB is no class of the community so ‘that
truly deserving of our commiseration ‘as D D, jointed to the rods C C at E E, the

Ilitirv.-l’
ﬂ- ‘ V

these poor little creatures, who are sent
round by their unfeeling masters to sweep

machine is kept extended to the corners of
the chimney by the springs FF (or the

the chimnies of the metropolis. Let us

sliding tube may be of suﬂicient weight to

imagine a human being, one of those Whom
God made in his own image, and to do him
honor—p0ssessed of the feelings of our na
ture—of all its susceptibilities-of its sense
of kindness and of comfort—-young, inno
cent, and friendless-—the victim of the cupi
dity of traﬂickers in human blood-deprived
of the portion of rest always necessary to
mortals, but still more so to those of a ten
der frame and age-—following an avocation
abroad. attended with dirt, inconvenience,
and danger—faring at home upon the coars
est food, and that, too, in inadequate quan

etlect it). which are fixed to the rodA.
Should the machine receive any check, it
may be relieved by pulling the line G. The
action of this machine, and those now in
use, will be obvious, on reference to the Eu

tity--surrounded with ﬁlth, and without a
bedto rest his weary limbs upon; and in

this picture wehave a poor little sweep of
the British metropolis.“ This picture is but
an outline-—a skilful band would ‘bring out
its pointyand shew the poor little fellow

wringing his hands, and turning uphis eyes
to Heaven, whilst his inhuman persecutor
zlﬁblldﬂ beside him calculatiiig the gains which
he is to receive from ‘the child’s labour, and

‘the mode of reducing his fare, which, how
ever scanty, the master considers too abun
dant and expensive. It ‘is a terrible thing
that such a picture as this, should ,_ be exhi
! bited in the proudest and ‘most enlightened
‘city of the world, and that with all our
boasted perfection in machinery we have
hitherto put no invention in general practice,
the object of which would be to supersede

the use of these climbing boys for the pur
pose of sweeping chimnies. With such
impressions as these, and which we doubt
not are common to our readers,we shall not

be? required to apologise for presenting the
public with an Engraving of a mode of
sweeping chimpies by machinery, from a
Drawing which has been forwarded to us by

a Member of the Mechanics’ Institution.

graving.

NEW ME'l‘I-IOD OF TRACKING
VESSELS.
The success which has attended the eﬂbrts
of the rail road projectors, in completing
the companies necessary for carrying their
projects into execution, has put all the canal
proprietors upon the alert, and is likely to
produce, as in almost all other cases of com
petition, considerable beneﬁt to the public.

Amongst those whom the rail road people
have roused to exertion. is a Mr. Grahame,
who seems to have the Canal interest much
at heart; he has published some observa
tions upon an improvement on water convey
which, if put into practice, would, he
thinks, render rail roads perfectly unneces
sary ; and it'Mr. Grahame has made his cal
culations correctly, we will honestly say, that
he has made out a strong case, and that the
formation of rail roads in districts where

there are canals, would in all probability be
an act of great folly on the partof the share
holders without proving of the slightest uti
lity "to the public. We have our douhts
however, ofthe correctness of Mr. Grahame’:
calculations.
Mr. Grahame proposes to ﬁr a steam
engine in ‘a boat, which would tow others,
and which for that purpose should be ﬁtted
up with two rope wheels, drums, or cylin
ders,onwhich the engine might act alter
nately. To enable the engine to act, there
should be erected or built on the bank of
the canal or river, strong pillars with iron
work and hooks, at each place where a sta
tionary engine would, according to Mr.
Thoms0n’s plan, be necessary. From one
to another of these pillars, two lines of rope
or ﬁne strong chain, would require to be
stretched. Each rope would terminate on a
pillar, and have at each end the necessary
hooks for attaching it to these pillars, or to

the cylinder or drum erected in the locomo
tive engine boat.

The number of pillars on

a canal need only belimited by the lengthof
rope which the engine could with case coil

We trust that a reference to the Engraving’
on the cylinder or drum.

and the following description will be suffi
In order to render his proposal more in
cient to explain the nature of the invention. telligible, Mr. Grahame says, “ he shall
a canal ﬁtted up in the manner pro
A is a rod or stall‘, having the brush B ex so
wi'th"t‘o\tr>|t;cong pggn erected at the
tending to allthe sides of the chimney,'tor

is

rns inosnos siscmnrrcs’ azcrsrut.

2?;
points 1.\,B, C, and D. To each of these
' rs -are attached two ropes by hooks.
he ﬁrst set of ropes stretches from the
point A to the point B, the second from the
point B to the point C, and so on. The lo
comotive engine boat being about to start

from the

int A, one of the ropes is de

tached from the pillar A,and attached to one
of the rope wheels, drums, or cylinders
erected in the engine boat. The steam en

gine, being put in motion, causes the cylin
der to revolve and coil up the rope, and in
this way drags itself with the attached boats

or rafts to the point B. At this point the
ﬁrst cylinder or drum is thrown out of gear
ing, and the power of the steam engine is
brought to operate on the second cylinder or
drum, to which is attached one of the ropes
extending from the point B to the point C.
all! this way the locomotive engine boat again
drags:itself forward from the point B, to the
;point C. The ﬁrst cylinder being in the
Ilnean time thrown out of gearing, the rope
Ihich had previously been coiled up on it
being still attached to the pillar B, is as the
locomotive engine boat advances to the point
2C, uncoiled from the ﬁrst drum or cylinder,
andithen stretches from the point B, to the
;point C. to which it is attached, and thus
replaces the rope which has been taken up
on the other or second drum; this operation
of uncoiling may be aided, if necessary, by
dhe steam engine. In this way the locomo
>tive engine boat, with its attached boats,
:moves on to the end of the canal at the point
J). By the return of this or any other loco
,motive engine boat from the one end of the
canal at the point D ‘to the other at the point
-A, the ropes are replaced in their original
position. Where turns or bends occur in
the canal, the rope is kept in its place in the
line of the canal by means of posts, in the
way done on rail-roads, where ﬁxed engines
are employed.”
>e'1Mr. Grahame then goes on to remark,

ancient, and its use among the Gauls, with
whom it ﬂourished, was, with the exception
of the Roman states, more general than in
any other country. The Celts or Gauls, be
fore they had the least idea of the arts, erect
ed in honor of their Gods, Psu ran and
Dolmen, which were rude pillars of stones
piled upon each other in the form of an
obelisk. The Dolmens have generally been
considered as graves or altars upon Which
the Druids performed their sacriﬁces; one
of these remarkable ediﬁces still exists in
Brittanny, and is much resorted to by the
curious. The Romans having made them

selves masters of Gaul, introduced there all
the arts for which the had become famous,
and was much astonished at the aptitude
which they found among the vanquished, for
all of them, but particularly sculpture. for
which from the ﬁrst, they appeared to have
a predilection. ln a short time, the Gauls

became more expert in the art than their
masters, and specimens of their taste were

exhibited, which would not probably have
disgraced the present period. When the
French however, invaded Gaul, the arts fell

back into the state of obscurity and barba
rism from which they had emerged, and the

specimens of sculpture, of the first year of
the Monarchy, present only rough and in

correct forms, with an ill formed drapery.
The great blow to the progress of sculpture,

appears to have been in an edict issued by
Charlemagne, in which he ordered its dis
continuance ; the Gauls had exercised all art
and invention, in constructing their altars
and the images which they worshipped, and
being unable to gratify their mistaken ideas
of religious duty, in the way consonant to
their own feelings, they turned with disgust
from an art, which upon such an occasion,
they were not permitted to exercise; the

subsequent intestine wars, and the continued
ravages which were made b the Normans
u

n the French territory, entrrely overthrew

that the present system of towing boats or all’0that existed to denote the improvement
vessels by steam with paddles, is very waste which had taken place in society; and the
,\ ful, and calculates that two boats upon his
principle, or th jocomotive steam engines
of 10 horse po er each, would drag in a
year 270.000 tons, 10 miles, besides return
ing with the empty boats, at the expence of
12321., or l-l0th ofa penny a mile, which is
considerably less than the charge for con
veyance on rail roads. Mr. Grahame parti
cularly recommends his plan upon rivers
against the current, and there we doubt not
> it would be found most advantageous. We
will now dismiss the subject by observing,
that there is nothing new in the recommen
dation, for it is in daily practice on the
Rhone near Lyons, and on a smaller scale in
snany parts of the Continent.
I SCULPTURE AND ARCHITECTURE. E

art of sculpture, the existence of 1 Which
seems incompatible with a slavish or ounen
lightened people, fell into disuse, and under

the second race of the French kings never
recovered. in this deplorable state it re
mained, until after the Crusades. The S0
vereigns and their retainers, who had per-_
formed valorous deeds, were desirous of per

petuating them, and therefore freely reward
ed all who were able to comply with their
wishes, but this improvement was of short
durati0n.—Sculpture degenerated by degrees
during the 14th century, until its existence
was scarcely known, but under the reign of
Francis the lst., it threw oﬂ" all the letters

which ignorance or tyranny had imposed
upon it,
with as
a splendour
which
wasand
theburst
moreforth
dazzling,
it was ut.

Taa origin of Sculpture is of course very I terly unexpected. Al "118 P°l'l0d,the taste for
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sculpture became so marked, that there
were not less than twenty who enjoyed a ﬁrst
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every article of clothing has risen in pncg
and that the few luxuries of life which a la

mte reputation, and who succeeded by the bourer is ever to command, such as tea and
exercise of their art, in realizing splendid
fortunes. The ﬁrst sculptors of real emi
nence, were Paul Ponce and John Gongon.
Up to the reign of Francis l., the state of
agriculture was as deplorable as that of
sculpture; no buildings on earth could be
worse designed or executed than the French;
the houses were built like dove cots, and the
chateaux of private gentlemen, exactly like
fortresses. The architecture in use, until
this period, was only a remnant of the ar
chitecture of the Romans of the lower em
pire; the forms of which had not been at all
changed in passing to an uncivilised people.
Underthe reign of Charlemagne, the Lom
bardian architecture was introduced into
France. This style was at once noble and
imposing, and commanded respect and at
tention down to the llth century, but the
subsequent ravages of the Normans removed
all traces of civilization, and of course sculp
ture fell into discredit.—-At the time of the
Crusades, the Arabian or Saracen architec
ture, which is very improperly called the
Gothic, was introduced into France, and
into many other parts of Europe_this style
of architecture was employed for a long pe
riod, as the appearance of many of our
churches will testify, and it was only in the
l5th century, under the reign of Louis the
Xllth, that the Arabian architecture was
abandoned; after this, architecture was truly
Asiatic, we had a style half Lombardian, and

half Arabic; this however did not last long in
France, where it was introduced, or in Eng
land, where many persons of wealth had intro
duced it. Under the reign of Francis l. of
France, the Frenchmen seemed to soar. and
the writings and buildings of the celebrated
Palladio became generally admired. The mo
numents in France, the architecture of which
half Greek and Roman, were chieﬂy
erected by Palladio; after this sculptor ap
peared several who were really eminent, viz.
Lescot de, Lo:-me, Perault Mansard and
Blondel. These great artists puriﬁed the
iling taste, brought back art to its true

"

and raised. and gave to it a dignity
.‘ jagion which has never been sur
iﬁth at L

sugar, are rising in price so rapidly, that the
use of them will soon be prohibited. This
is indeed a distressing situation for the la
bourer, and one which calls loudly for a re
medy on every possible ground, whether as
it tends to the debasement of our fellow-crea
tures, in a country where industry and so
briety, in every class of life, ought to pro
cure comfort and an independence from
shame, pauperism, and inducement to crime ;
or as it promotes physical disease, against
which we are bound to use every possible
precaution, either as it regards ourselves hr ,
the community. Can it excite astonishment,
that want and disease are become so preva
lent among the lower orders of our popula- I
tion,when we consider the scanty proportion
and the bad quality of the food which they
are able to obtain ? The wealth and fame of
England are derived from the industrious
classes, and yet how frequently do we see
them suffering under privation and disease,
whilst those for whom they labour enjoy
abundance. We have seen the artisan and
the mechanic so suffer, though, thank God!
they are now (with few exceptions) in a state"
of prosperity; we have now to witness the
misery of those who till the earth, and pre
pare for us those beneﬁts without which the
mechanic, the merchant, and the gentleman
would have no existence. In other times
the cause of this distress was national;

deplored, but could not apply an immediate
remedy. It is more, we think, the result of
a vicious system, which may be remedied,

and with this impression we gladly quote the
following pertinent and appropriate obser
vations from the Shsrborne Mercury, sin
cerely trusting that they will attract the at
tentmn which they deserve, and produce the,
effect for which they were intended. I
“ Much has been said respecting the poor
laws,and the increase of the rates, and many
have been the expedients proposed for alle

viating this burthen imposed on the land;
but, in our opinion, no considerable decrease

can be expected in this branch of parochial
erpenditure, unless a change takes place in
the mode of employing and paying the la
bourer. The truth is, those large sums

which we see every year noticed as collected

‘ URERS’ WAGES.
w

. <:eived several communications
ondents in the country, on the

Jéct of the low rate of wages now paid to
agricultural labourers,as compared with the
prices which they are compelled to pay for
all the necessaries of life. One gentleman in
Dorsetshire informs us, that the wages in
that part of the country do not. on the aver
age, exceed 6s. or 7s. per week, whilst bread

is selling at 9d. the loaf, and potatoes at 6s.
per sack. ﬂA_t_the same time observing, that

for the relief of the poor, are,in fact, for the;
relief of the farmer, who gives such loss,

wages as to oblige his Workpeople to apply
for parochial aid; and thus he slips the bur
then from his own shoulders, on which is,
ought to rest, on those of the land-owner,

who is obliged to lower his rents in come
quence, as it is said, of the pressure of the
poor’s rate upon his tenants; and so, in ef
fect, he pays for the labour done on his

-estate, whilst another reaps the advantage
“ But that we may not trespass too much

<’snssrr'ssrert!te' m*",..“
on the patience of our readers, we shall sum

.u'p whatwe would recommend in a very few
words :'-Let the sgriculturist pay his la
bourer a fair remunerating price for his la
bour, uivalent to the price of wheat, and
let tha?l)e the standard of
s: if wheat

be 8s. 6d. per bushel, let the labourer have
that sum per week, and so in proportion to
the value of corn, and then be will be en

abled to procure a maintenance without the
galling necessity of receiving parochial re
lief. Let this experiment be tried, and in a

very short period it will be found that the
poor‘s rate will amount to a mere triﬂe—the
condition of the labourer will be ameliorated
—his spirit, now sunk under the load of his
necessities, will be revived—and he that
soweth and he that reapeth will rejoice, to

gether with him who gathereth the increase
into his barn.”
i"'-T
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IMPORTANT INVENTION.

"We have before had occasion to speak in
the Register, of a very ingenious invention,
by a person named Roberts, of Bolton, in
Leicestershire, by means of which he is able
to enter any building on ﬁre, through a vo
lume of suﬂbcating smoke. The description
of this invention, which was supplied to usat
the time by the local prints, was, however, by
no means suﬂiciently explicit to do justice to
the inventor. We have pleasure, therefore,
in copying the following from theManche4
fer Guardian. of Saturday last.

" On Wednesday last Roberts repeated his
experiments in presence of a very consider
able number of gentlemen, with the same
complete success as on the former occasion ;
and, what fully proved that there was no
trick or imposture in the plan, a number of

persons besides the inventor, (weshould think
near a dozen) at ditferent times entered the
stove (which was tilled the densest smoke that
can be oonceived,) and remained shut up in
it‘ for periods quite suﬁcient to rove that
the apparatus completely answe
the pur

pose for which it was intended.

One of the

great advantages of the invention is its ex
treme simplicity. The apparatus consists of
a le‘athern head-piece, which completely
covers the head and face of the wearer, and
buckles tight ‘round his neck, having a
piece ofglass before the eyes; and opposite
to the mouth is inserted one end of a lea

tlrern tube, the other end of which hangs
nearlyto the ground, and is attached to a tin
funnel. The mode in which it operates is
this: The fresh air which ﬁnds its way into
in room on fire, (being cooler and conse
quently heavier, than the smoky atmosphere
'of the room) lies near the floor, and IS in
' baled by the wearer of the apparatus through
_ the tube; but he would also occasionlly in

97",

it not for a contrinnce, in which the princi
merit of the invention consists. The tin
unnel which we have already mentioned, is
filled with moistened sponge, and the air

cannot ﬁnd its way into the tube, except by
passing through the pores of that sponge, by
which means the gaseous and other matters
which ﬂoat about in the air, and form smoke,
are condensed by the water, and the air
passes almost entirely pure,-to the mouth of
the wearer of the apparatus. Ofcourse it is
I necessary that the head-piece should lit so
' closely round the neck as entirely to exclude
air in that quarter: but in this respect some
of them were rather deﬁcient, and the wear
ers were a little incommoded by the smoke
which found its way under the leather; but
that is not the slightest drawback on the me
rits of the invention. Yesterday, we under
stand, the inventor tried his experiments
afresh, in the presence of the directors of the
Manchester Assurance Company, and of Mr.
Dalton, Dr. Henry, and other scientific gen
tlemen, who attended at the request of the
directors, with the view of scrutinizing the

merits of the invention. All the parties were
highly gratiﬁed with the result or the erperi
ment; and a meeting of the directors will be

held on Monday, to consider the propriety of
granting a sum of money to Roberts, for the
invention and publication of his a
tns.
We trust that their example will be followed
by all the ﬁre oﬂices in the kingdom; and that
the poor inventor will be amply and liberally
rewarded for his useful discovery."
__

ADVENTURES OF A POUND OF
COTTON
The following history of a pound weight
of manufactured cotton, will shew the im
portance of the trade to the country inn very
conspicuous manner. The wool came from
the East indies to lnndon; from London it

went to Lancashire, where it was nr;snufzic
tured into yarn; from Manchester it was sent
to Paisley, where it was woven; it was nest
sent to Ayrshire, where it was lanlboured,
afterwards it was conveyed to Dumbarmn
when it was hand—sewed, and again returned

to Paisley, when it was sent to adistant part:
of the county of Renfrew, to be bleached, and

was returned to Paisley, whence it was sent"
to Glasgow and was ﬁnished. it is diﬂicult to
ascertain precisely the time taken to bring

this article to market ; but may be pretty
near the truth to reckon it three years, from
the time it was packedin lndia,until in cloth
it arrived at the merchant’s warehouse in
London, whither it must have been conveyed
at least 10,000 miles by sea,snd 920 by land,

and contributed to reward no less than 150
people, whose services were necessa to the
carriage and manufacture of this sm l quan
tity of cotton, and by which the value has

hale considerable quantities of smoke, were , been advanced two thousand per cent
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hen hurriel about with llsnghsg
-d
The plumage of the American M1 bristlsd featherscltscking to protect her in
“Bird, though none of the horneliest, has*no juredbrood. The barkiagofadog,the
thing gaudy or brilliant in it, dad had he-ho-\
thing else to recommend him would scarce
entitle him to notice; but his flgnreis well
]H‘f)[)(‘|l"!lﬁI]t-(l and even handsome. The ease,
elcgalice, and rapidity of his movements, the
animation of his eye, and the intelligence he
displays, in listening and layim; up lessons
from almost every species of the feathered
creation within his hearing, are really sur
prising, and mark the peculiarity of his ge
nius. To these qualities we may add that of
a voice, full, Strung, and musical, and capa
ble of almost every modulation, from the
clear mellow tones of the Wood Thrush, to

the savage scream of the Bald Eagle. in the
mcu.~urc and accents he faithfully follows the

originals; in force and sweetness of expres
sion he greatly improves u n them. In
his native groves, moun
on a bush or

half-grown tree, in the dawn of every mom
ing, while the woods are already vocal with a
multitude of warblers, his admirable song

rises

re-eminent over every other compe

titor. 2The car can listen to his music alone,
to which that of the others seem a mere

accompaniment; neither is this strain alto
gether imitative. His own native notes,
which are easily distinguished by such as
are well acquainted with those of the various
song birds, are bold and full, and varied
seemingly beyond all limits. They consist

of short expressions of two, three, or at the
most ﬁve or six syllables, generally inter

mewing of the cat, the creaking of a posing
wheelbarrow, follow with great truth and
rapidity. He repeats the tune taught him
by hismaster, though of considerable length,
fully and hithfully. He runs over the
uiverings of the Canary, and the clea.rwhist
lrngs of the Virginia nightingale, or red bird,

with such supenor execution and effect, that
the mortiﬁed songsters feel their own inferi

ority, and become altogether silent, while he
seems to triumph in their defeat, by redoub
ling his exertions. This excessive fondness
for variety, however in the opinion of some
injures his song. His elevated imitations of
the brown thrush, are frequently interrupted
by the crowing of cocks ; and the warblings
of the blue bird, which he exquisitely mana
ges, are mingled with the screaming of swal
lows, or cackling of hens; amidst the simple
melody of the robin, we are suddenly sur

prised with the shrill Ieiterations of the whip
poor-will, while the notes of the killdeer,
blue jay, martin, and. twenty others, succeed
with such '
ing reality, that we look
round for the originals, and discover with
astonishment, that the sole performer in this
singular concert is the admirable bird now
before us. During this exhibition of his
powers, he spreads his wings, expands. his
tail, and throws himself around the cage in
all the extacy of enthusiasm, seeming not
only to sing but to dance, keeping time to
the measure of his music. Both in hisnative

spersed with imitations, and all of them

and domesticated state during the solemn

uttered with emphasis and rapidity, and con

atillnsu of night, as soon as the moon rises

tinued with undiminished ardour for half an in silent majesty, he begins his deliyhtful
hour at a time. His expanded wings and solo, and serenades us fhe lion lmtg night,
tail glistening with white, and the buoyant with a full display of his vocal powers,
gaiety of his action arresting the eye as his making the whole neighbourhood ring with
song most irresistibly does the ear,he sweeps his imitative medley.
in" ’
round with enthusiastic extacy, he mounts‘
and descends as his song swells or dies away.
Whilst thus exerting himself, a by-stander,

destitute of sight, would suppose the whole
feathered tribe had assembled together on a

trial of skill, each striving to produce his ut
most effect, so perfect are his imitations. He
many times deceives the s rtsman, and sends
him in search of birds tbzt are perhaps not
within miles of him, but whose notes he ex

actly imitates, even birds themselves are fre
quently imposed on by this admirable mimic,
and are decoyed by the fancied calls of their

mate or dive with precipitation into the depths
of thickets at the scream of what they su
pose to be the sparrow hawk. The moc ing bird loses little of the power and energy
of his song by conﬁnement. In his domes
ticated state, when he commences his career
of song. it is impossible to stand by uninte
rested, he whistles for the dog, Caesar starts

MECHANICS’ INSTITUTIONS."
The Institution at Norwich, continues to
increase in numbers, as also that at Ipswich
The contributions have been extensive and
liberal, at Dublin the Mechanics have found
great benefit from the Institution, and in
Cork the intention of forming a similar es
tablishment was no sooner announced than
more than one hundred mechanics enrolled
themselves, and were soon followed by
others. Mechanics ' lnstitutions are now

forming in many parts of Ireland, where
they cannot fail to produce beneficial effects;
indeed, we doubt not that they will tend to
inculcate a love for the moral and social
qualities, and an ardent attachment for the
constitution.

At the last meeting of the Mechanics Is
stitution at Newcastle, which was very na

merously attended, a valuable paper on His

up, wags his tail and runs to meet his master.

torical Architecture, by Mr. Dobson, was

He squeaks out like a hurt chichm and the

read by one of the Secretaries, which as

ran mason mzcnsmcs’ neon-ran.
V 279
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cited great approbation. The thanks of the tol, announcing the intended formation of
meeting were voted to Mr. D., and a hope
expressed that he would make it the first of
a nriesof papers on similar subjects.
Mr.
Bobson also presented the Society with all

the

rts hitherto published of “ Examples

of rnamental Sculpture in Architecture,
drawn from the Originals of Bronze, Mar
ble, and Terra Cotta, in Greece, Asia Minor.

and Italy, in the years l8l8, I819, 1820, and
part of I818, I819, I820, and part of 1821,
by Lewis Vulliamy, Architect, engraved by
Henry Moses,” promising to furnish the re~
nminder as they issue fromtbe press. Three
persons were elected members of the society,
and 29 individuals were proposed as candi
dates for admission on the next monthly
meeting. A Drawing Class has been esta
blished, which is conducted voluntarily by
members of the Institution.” A Class has

also been established for studying the use
of the Globes. These Classe, it is hoped,
will tend greatly to the advancement of
knowledge in their respective branches, as
the students are applying themselves with
the most pleasing alacrity,

A private meeting of mechanics took

Mechanics’ Institutions in those places; and
we are also enabled to lay before our readers
the following extract from the (‘writ Com
mercial Courier of the 24th ult. Which, we
have no doubt, will be perused with con
siderable pleasure.
_
“ We have great pleasure in perceiving
that the interest excited by the intended for
mation of a Cork Mechanics’ Institute con
tinues still unabated, as fully appears from
the list of Donations which have been re
ceived.
“ We observe that the Committee ap
pointed lrom the Public Meeting to prepare
a series of Rules for the Institute, are most
imlefatigable; they have held several meet
ings, and are considerably advanced in their
labours, though the variety of topics which
these regulations must necessarily embrace,
and the perspicuity with which they are en
deavouring to render them so that they may
be perfectly comprehended by all the mem
bers, have taken more time than at ﬁrst was
anticipated, and obliged them to postpone
the General Meeting to the 8th of'March,
when it is intended to submit these rules for
approval, and which we trust will not be less
gratifying or numerous than the preceding
one.

place a few days ago at Hull, to take into
consideration the practicability of establish
ing an Institution for that place, when it
“ A Deputation consisting of Messrs. W.
was unanimously resolved to attempt the ac
complishment of so desirable an object, and Crawford, jun. J. Murphy, J. Lane, T.
a provisional committee was chosen to pro Deane, and W. Hall, have during the past
. week waited on several gentlemen, whose
ceed forthwith.

other avocations prevented from making full
On Thursday se’nnigbt, Mr. Lockwood enquiry into the nature of, and essential ad
delivered at the Leeds Mechanics’ Institute
the concluding lecture of his course on the
Steam Engine. His apparatus was excellent

vantages likely to result to the city at large
from the proposed Institute, we have been
given to understand, that their urbanity in

and in good order; and his locomotive en

explaining its objects, and stren

gine, which travelled on a toothed railway,

ing in pointing out its beneﬂcusl tendency,
have been met by those to whom they ad

round one of the lamps, was highly impos
ing. The Hall was ﬁlled to overﬂowing.

of reason

dressed themselves with a cheerful acquies

The Manchester Guardian says, “ The cence and liberal co-operation.
Mechanics’ Library was opened to the sub
"‘ The citinens of Cork, not merely of the
scribers to the Institute on Monday last; present generation, but of those yet unborn,
and a large number of persons have already will owe a debt of gratitude to the exertions
come forward, since that time, and paid of those Gentlemen, and we would humbly
subscriptions to entitle them to take out suggest to those of opulence and shstion in
books for perusal. The library,at present, the community, whose names we have not
consists of about six hundred volumes.
yet had the pleasure of seeing among the
contributors, but who, we have no doubt,
The Leeds Mercury corrects a typogra
phical error in Mr. Brougham’s Pamphlet, have every intention of becoming so, as well
when speaking of Messrs. Gott and Mar am the respectable tradesmen, who should
feel dee ly interested in this measure, to
shall, the chief promoters of the Leeds Me
. chanics Institution. la the Pamphlet the lighten t work of those gentlemen, by en

name of Sea" was printed. ‘The Mercury tering their names in either of the books at
also states, that since Mr. Brougham’s Ob the Club-Houses, the Commercial Buildings,
servations -were written, the number of the Chamber of Commerce, and the Mayor
alty.
members has increased from 982 to 460.
"' We have the gratiﬁcation to add, that
It all'ords-usmuch satisfaction to state, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, 0! 8&8
int communications have recently been re ing a reportof the measures already adopted,
ceived by the Committee of the London without waiting for any application. has ex
Mechanics! Institution, from Portsmouth, pressed his intention of subscribing to the
Ftlitds, andthat it is probable his Grace will
from Ross in Herefordshire, and from Bris

locities,
drum was
varying
made from
to revolve“
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by the srsighing machine, was precisely
ranre.” And that there was nothing In
construction of the apparatus to produce _
fallacious result was evident from this, that

,Having devoted a considerable portion of
the Reolsrna to this subject,a circumstance
which proves that we, at least, consider it im
portant,.we owe some apology to our sub
scribers ‘for having omitted to notice some
very interesting experiments recently per

though no increase of speed affected the
index of the weighing machine in any degree,

it immediately showed an increase offriction,
when an addition was made to the weight.

formed by a Mr. Roberts, of Manchester.
We hive now before us the Mancltcsfer

The experiments we consider as of very great
importance to every railway company in the

Guardian, containing a very full account of
his proceeding, which we shall probably give
next week, with an illustrative engraving;
at present, however, we must conﬁne our
selves to a brief statement. The chief object
of Mr. Roberts appears to have been to
devise means for measuring accurately the
friction of a carriage moving over a railway,
but it occurred to him, that the diﬂiculty

of Mr. Roberts’s experiments, there is no
doubt that “ goods may be conveyed from

would be obviated, if the railway were made
to move under the carriage. When this

Manchester to Liverpool with very nearly
the same expenditure of steam, whether they

idea once presented itself, it was easy to re
duce it to practice. Mr. Roberts procured
ts cast iron drum or ﬂat hoop, six inches

are carried two miles, or four miles, or 20
miles an hour.”
u.-\ﬂ!his_tl

broad, and three feet in diameter, which was

FAMILIAR uzssoms on "T:
MINERALOGY.
,.,

kingdom. They fully conﬁrm the doctrines
laid down, paradoxical as they seemed to
many, and 'ustify our most sanguine antici
pations of the advantages to be derived from
railway communications. To use the words_i

of the able journal Which contains the report)"A

made to revolve vertically (like a grindstone)
by a pulley and strap. This served the pur
pose of a railroad. A small waggon with

(Rsnmudfrmn page 271.)
The exterior form of fragments, fractnr'e,_
nice discrimination, tact, &c. belonging to _
minerals, cannot be known as it were by
magic, or attained all at once, but alford but

four cast iron wheels was placed exactly on
the top _of this drum, and attached on one

side to an upright post, forming part of the
wooden frame which supports the drum. It
was attached to this post by one of Marri
ott's patent weighin machines, for the pur
poseof measuring t e friction. To insure

little information to the beginner; and in
deed for him, what are considered the best

books may be deemed the worst, as they -4
often disgust by their prolixity, and by their,

greater accuracy, at tempering screw was

contimied use of hard phrases and technical,
ernployed by whichthe centre of the waggon terms almost impossible for him to under- ‘
could he kept at all times exactly over the stand. Such works, though highly useful to
axis ofthe drum ; in order that no part of the connoisseur and the experimental mine

the weight of the waggo n might be blended
with the pressure produced by the friction.
As a farther precaution, a wooden board was
soplaced on one side of the waggon as to

I

ralogist, are quite unﬁt for the generality of

those who are unacquainted with minerals.

prevent the disturbing action of any current

Let it be supposed the learner has re
ceived some shining yellow pyrites', which,
being very heavy, he believes to be gold, or,.,

ot'._air generated by the motion of the drum
Now, if the drum is made to revolve with

to contain g g .
.
Question-— ow am I to proceed to know

any velocity, say four miles an hour, and the
Wuiggon is held in its place, it is perfectly

what it is?
'
In answer to this question, let the learner
attempt to cut the mass with the point of a
knife; if it is gold it will be soft, and may be

ohvimss thatthe wheels will turn on the sur
face
the drum, precisely in the same man
ner as if the waggon had moved along a flat
railroad; and. the friction will be the same

(‘ut like lead; or if he strike it gently with

excepting a minute addition occasioned by

the small end of a hammer it will be in
dented, gold being malleable; if he melt a.

the curvature of the drum, but which will
not aﬁect the relative friction at different
velocities. This will be accurately exhibited
by the index of the weighing machine, against

will remain the same; but if it be brittle
and hard to the knife and hammer, it isa ‘
proof that it is not gold; or if he place I.

small particle with the blow-pipe, its colour

which the waggon pulls with a force equal to
the friction, The experiment has this grand
advantage over those made on level roads,
rid of.—'l‘he apparatus being adjusted, and

' How many, havin met with this com
mon substance, both a road and at home,
have treasured it with the greats! secrecy,

the waggon loaded with 50 pounds (includ
ing its own weight), the periphery of the

lzelieving they had discovered a gold mine,
c.
‘

that the resistance of the air is entirely got
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n a hot ﬁre-shovel, or un
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Gold, it im ure, may be detected by ni-'°
trons acid, as fore described.
"'3"

der the ‘ﬂame o the blow-pipe, and the sul
phur b'ur_‘n away, leaving the scoria that is
attracted by the magnet, this proves it to be
a combination of sulphur and iron, which is
answering this important question with great
facility: or if he put a few of the particles
into a watch-glass, and drop a little acid

lame y as gold; if is of a white colour,
more li e silver, hence called platiua sang
the diminutive of plata, meaning silver in

upon it, and hold it over the ﬂame of a
candle or lamp until it boils, if it is gold no
alteration will take place; but if not, an ef
fervescence and change of colour will be tl1e
result, which shows that the substance is
acted upon by acid; the contents may be
thrown into a glass of water, into which if
he let fall a few drops of prussiate of potass,

liar smell of garlic when under the ﬂame.
Rounded stones from the gravel pit, or

theliquid will become a beautiful blue. The
iron of the pyrites being dissolved by the
acid, and held in solution in the water, is as
it were regenerated, and precipitated in the
form of Prussian blue, after which the water
becomes again clear. This elegant and easy
root‘ cannot fail to give pleasure to the
earner, and shows that the steps to the at
tainment of some knowledge of minerals is
by no means dillicult, and will not fail to
prepare and encourage his mind for other

experiments.
Gold is generally obtained from the allu
vial soil, in small particles called grains, or
gold dust, seldom so large as a pin.
The gold mines of Brazil and Africa are
on the surface; the simple act of washing
peculiar places separates the gold from the
gravel, and by this means great quantities are
found. ln Brazil alone, about twenty tons
weight are annually procured, which forms
a large share of the circulating medium of
Euro . The mining district is called Minas
Gerais; the reader will learn with surprise,
that it does not contain one subterraneous
excavation. What is there termed a mine,
is a peculiar place or superﬂcies of greater
or less extent, where the surface is raked
from, or dug to the solid rock, which con
sists of rounded pebbles, earthy matter,
sometimes precious stones, besides gold and
diamonds,ol‘ which it is the great receptacle.
In Africa gold dust is an article of com
merce, and considerable quantities are ex
posed for sale. It is olten adulterated with
those varieties, which are the nearest to it
in colour, and not unfrequently with brass
ﬁlings. which the merchants appear not to
know how to detect, and from the want of
this sort of knowledge many have suffered
great loss; some of the better informed ne
groes make a trade of “ trying gold," and
are called “ Tryers.” Merchants and cap
tains pay them particular attention and re
spect, when the are employed on this busi
ness, as from t eir slight knowledge they
save their employers l'rom imposition; on

these days the poor negro is admitted to
the capts'|i’s table.
-

Plotino is found ‘also in grains in the

the Spanish language.
"
Pynfu often contains a large portion of
arsenic, and is then called arsenical yritesl ‘
Its colour is pale yellow, almost white, and

may be known by its white fumes and pecu
gathered from the sea-coast. may, with a
little attention, be generally known and de
termined.
How many pick up pebbles of crystal,be—

lieving them tu be diamonds, and so little
are diamonds known, that it is diﬂicult to

convince them they are not so, even me
they have been cut and polished.
A- it is well known that diamonds Cut

glass, many imagine that a crystal or a E:
ble, gathered from these sources, and
enough to scratch glass-, mustbe adlamond,
or s0mel'Iu'ng
appro_ucIu'1ty
"!
not
to be wondered
at. when totf.‘
it is conThlli
i

how few have seen ronghdinm0nds,'0
“
ever reﬂected that there is a wide (MWd
between scratching glass and batting
‘’'‘'5‘‘
(T0 be resumed.)
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There is nothing more cheei-I-tl§‘ld§?5n—
template than the various improvement! and
discoveries which are daily takin place
throughout the British empire, an as con
stantly adding to its unexampled commercial
prosperity, and estending its gigantic re

sources.

Among the many novelties of the

day, a most important one, as regards the
British lace trade, is, at this moment. exciting
a strong sensation in the minds of all who
are interested in this branch ofmanufactnre,
and bids fair to give a great additional impulse
to the consumption of the beautiful article

which forms its object. For this discovery,
the public is indebted to the genius of Slr'
Robert Peel. A small lace manufactor ‘_,‘haI"
recently been established, at Tamwort , ""
the Messrs. Willcux. and ms. a short‘ tim “

since, honoured by a visit ntinspeution fror‘a"’l/
the worthy hart. His pou-erful and sagacl ' ""
mind instantly suggested the ileaof ‘
5‘
on the lace, and the erperiment inst'

under the direction of that excellent pia‘
chemist, Mr. Alsop, of the Bonehill wor

""

‘
3”“

has answered the most sanguine e'<pectatio*l?:
Some exquisitely beautiful specimens o!lace‘“
dresses, printed in fast colours, were, last
week, exhibited in Nottingham, from the
house of Edmund Peel and Co.,and excited
great interest and admiration. The neces
sary steps have already, it is said, been
taken to sgcure, by patent, to the gtzhmpany,
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the exclusive advantages of this novel and
elegant invention. Diﬁering, as we do, from
Sir Robert Peel, on many points of political

ﬁcient all the ~prerzautittnl which lIV8.b_¢¢g,
talremand the remedies which have been
applied, that the subject is become one of

conduct and opinion, yet cannot we suffer
to pass, unimproved, the present opportu
nity of offering our feeble eulogy to the cha
racter of that extraordinary man, who, after
having, by a life of successful enterprise and

deepand painful interest to the man of sci

exertion, raised to a proud elevation the for
tunes of his family, and incalculably extend
ed the commerce and resources of his coun
try, deems it no degradation to descend from
the splendid retirement of his later age, and
suggest to others, less gifted and less expe
rienced than himself, improvements, which,
while productive of great national beneﬁt,
may contribute to atchieve for his own re

an evil so frequent in occurrence, and“ so
destructive in its consequences. The follow
ing observations and statements, from tlrat
able paper, “ The Scotsman,” have been
read by us with much interest, particul:-trly
as they remind us of the vast superiority of
the French police, and in the dexterity and
promptitude of its body of Sappeur-\' Plun
piers, over the confused assistance given at

putation, honours more bright and perma

ﬁres in England by a mixed crowd, amongst

nent than wealth can purchase, or all the
vaunted pride of ancestry confer.-—Licltﬁeld
Mercury/.

whom we too frequently ﬁnd wretche's who
avail themselves of such opportunities to
plunder the unfortunate, The Scotsman
has not said, what in justice to the French
government we will say, that there is; rarely
an instance of a robbery in Paris at ﬁres

THE CONSERVATORY OF ARTS.
The public and gratuitous lectures of this
admirable and useful establishment have
been resumed this year, under the happiest
auspices of increased success. M. Dupin
has been appointed Professor of Mechanics
applied to the arts; M. Clement Desormes,
of Chemistry and Physics applied to the
Arts; and M. Say, of Industrial Economy,
or of the principles of Political Economy
applied to the useful Arts. Two ameliora
tions have taken place in these courses of
lectures, very favourable to the national
prosperity. The lectures are delivered at
half-past eight o’clock in the evening, when
the clames of artizans and working me-'
chanics have completed the labours of the
day, and consequently are at leisure to at
tend to the acquirement of knowledge with
out injury to their interests, and the Profes- .1
sors distribute a lecture in advance, a bulle
tin of the matters to be treated in the next.
M. Dupin, following the example of En
glish Professors who prepare before the
commencement a brief analysis of the sub

ence, of philosophy and of humanity. it is
always, therefore, with delight that weturn
to any thing calculated to rouse the commu

nity to some exertion for the suppression of

even in the most conﬁned quarters, and that
such are the precautions taken by the police
that every man who is near is compelled to
assist in the efforts to extinguish a fire, under
ﬁxed and invariable rules, which prevent

confusion, and consequently much additional
calamity. A peer, a prince, nay, the sove
reign himself, were he passing at the time,

would be compelled to lend his assistance,
and to form one of the chain which is esta
blished for the supply of water fromfhaiid

to hand (there being no water l'aid"ph in
tection
the streets
of property.
as in London), and for

‘Y

The Scolemrm says, “ We have had an
opportunity of takinga hasty glance at some
documents which the committee of General
Commissioners of Police have obtained

through the Chevalier Masclet, Consul for
France.

They relate to the Parisian sys

tem of extinguishing ﬁres; and as far as we
can judge, nothing can be better arranged,
or more completely adapted to the end in

jects to be treated in each lecture, is writing

view. We think our readers will join with

a treatise of practical geometry and me
chanics, adapted to the comprehension of
artizans. This instruction is not, however,
oﬂisred altogether gratuitously to those who
wish to avail themselves of it,two sous being

us in opinion when we mention, that al
though the number of ﬁres in Paris be ex
tremely large, (being 788 in the year l893,
and averaging 540 in the 19 previous years)
yet such is the dexterity of the corps of Sap

required for each bulletin. This very small

peurs Pompiers, that the whole annual

contribution is suﬂicient to obtain a moral
result of great importance; they put more
value on a paper which is thus acquired,

amount of loss by ﬁre is estimated at one

preserve it with greater care, and are more
anxious to impress its contents on their un
derstanding._Rsv. Enc.
PORTABLE FIRE ENGINES.
So numerous are the tires in this vast

city, so egtensive the calamities of life and
property, which result from them; so inef

part in 28,000, so that the number of houses
in Paris being about 26,000, there is less
than one house annually destroyed out of
788 which take ﬁr_e. We were present also

at the trial of a portable fire engine, made
here under the direction of one of our fed
low-citisens. We were much gratiﬁed in
observing its simplicity and its great power,

and not a little struck in perceiving its close
conﬁonaity in all essential points 'with the

‘Ill
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the French docrnnents,‘ root. wilhoul any intervuing naksdtrlmk.
M W know that it had been vosspleled
and‘ tried before the person who gave the

lti.-\ lm.~hy like a rose-tree, and theexpandeﬂ
petals ot the llowur bear some resemblance

drawings had hud an opportunity of knowing

[0 that ill llue rose."

any tliingwhutr-\'er of the French form of
construotron.

“ The ma shrub must have reached thmg
years growth before the leaves are ﬁt to be

IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONSTRUC
TION OF ORGANS.

very good ones. In seven years it rises to a
man's height ; but as it grows but s]owly,and
bears but few leaves, it is cut down quite to

plucked, which it then bears in plenty, and
Hitherto, every note in the organ has d9
rnanded a separate pipe; and some pipes are
as long as thirty-two feet, with bulk in pro

the stem, the leaves it bore having been pre
viously gathered. The next year many voung

portion. Thus every additional bass octave twigs and branches grow out of the remain
ing stern, which bear leaves in such abund
grandeur of effect, has involved great space ance, as to amply compensate for the loss of
in t_he sound-board, and much expense. Re the former shrub. Some defer cutting them
or stop, desirable for increase of dignity or

ﬂecting upon this restraint to all the variety

down till they are ten years old.

of harmonious expression which one pair of

“ It is generally believed that there is but

hands might otherwise produce, Mr. E.

one species; the dillerence depending on the
nature of the soil, culture. age, and manner
of drying; for it has ever been observed,
that a green tea tree planted in a black tea
country, will produce black, and on the con
trary ; and that on examining several hundred
ﬂowers, brought from the black and green
ten countries, their botanicalclmracters have
always appeared uniform.
“ No particular gardens or grounds were
formerly allotted for this plant; it was cul
tivated round the borders of the ﬁelds, with
out any regard to the soil; but it has since
become so importanta branch of Chinese
commerce, that they have formed regular

Hodges. an organist of Bristol, (an equally
rcsth-_-s inquirer in mechanics as in sweet
sounds.) conceived that, like the ﬂute, one
tube, of whatever large capacity, might pos
sibly be the vehicle of at least ﬁve, six, or
seven additional notes or tones; anti having
made the experiment on a small scale, he
communicated the result to an ingenious or
gan-builder, Mr. Smith, whose ﬁrst ublic
application of the principle was made y the
addition of two notes to one of the largest
pipes in the organ of St. Mary Redcliﬂe,
Bristol. The whole of that already stupen
dous monument is now about to receive the
beneﬁt of Mr. Hodge’s discovery; and Mr.
Smith’s operative brethren throughout the
musical world will doubtless freely share in
the gains; for' these gentlemen have seve
rally declared themselves indisposed to pro
cure the privilege of a Royal patent.

plantations of it in various parts of their ex
tensive empire The soil selected is gene
rally of a strong guality, which requires
little or no
-,

' “ When the tea p ant has reached the
growth of three years, the leaves are col
lected very caretully one by one, lest they

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Regisfmf.
Srn,—l send you the enclosed brief ac
count of the Tea Plant, which if you think

worthy of a place in your very useful work,

should be torn. The ﬁrst ;;-atliering (which
is called Fichi Tsjua, or powdered tea, bo
cause the Japanese grind it to powder, and

dip it in hot water) begins in the middle of

the ﬁrst moon, immediately before the vernal
equinox. These leaves are not fully opened,
being only two or three days old; they are
called the ﬂower of the tea, and fetch the
best price.
“ The second gathering called Tootsja, or
of which l do not know.
Chinese tea, because it is infused and drank
I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,
in the Chinese manner. begins about a month
E. X.
after the ﬁrst; it is often sold for the first,
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE TEA
especially by those who carefully pick it up,
PLANT.
and separate the smallest and tenderest
Tea is the leaf ofa shrub which grows in leaves. The third and last gathering, called
several provinces of China, Siam, and Japan. Bau Tsjaa, is in June, the leaves are sorted
It is planted in rows, and pruned to prevent into three diﬂerent classes, according to their
luxuriancy.
“ Vast tracts of hilly land quality. It is said that the greatest quantity
(says Sir G. Staunton) are planted with it, imported into Europe, is of the third or
particularly in the province of Tochen. lts grossest sort, and of this the natives in gene
perpendicular growth is im
for the ral drink.
“ The ﬁrst process is that of making holes
convenience'of collecting its leaves, which is
done ﬁrst in the spring, and twice aﬁerwards in the rou|.d at short distances from each
is at your service; but I wish you distinctly
to understand, that I do not claim it as ori
ginal, but merely as a compilation from
various works, and chieﬂy from a small book
which I have in my posuassion, the author

in the course of the summer. its long and other, in a straight line, this is done by la
tender branches spring up almost from the - bourers with an, implement for the purpose,

~"!l~I4.':m,0l1-#l€t!§¥tF$' 1r~s.e.1_rTr?s>~
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Alter
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is and
repared:p'::other
class equally
of labourers are em oyed in sowing the seed.
This is done by putting a few of the seeds,
rs ing in number from six to twelve, into
eac of the holes, which are generally four drying very slowly and deliberately, for fear
or five inches deep in the ground, they are of breaking the curls. After this they'are
then watered and vegetate with little further again delivered to the rollers,and if the leaves,

are not fully dry, the process of drying and

(mm.

“ The tea leaves when gathered are pre rolling is reyeated a third time. Great care
pared in Tsiusi, as they are termed, that is, is taken in the second and third drying, that
public drying houses or laboratories, built the heat of the tire be lessened in proportion
for the purpose,and where every person may as the leaves have lost their juices and hu
bring leaves to be dried. There are, in these midity, or they would be burnt_ or turned_
puhlm lab iratories. lst, Several ovens, black.
_ 3""
sometimes as many as twenty, each ofwhich
“ For the more valuable teas, the procea Y
is three feet high. with a wide, ﬂat, square of drying and rolling is repeated four or live,
or even seven times, thus drying the leavesv
or round iron pan at the top ; the side, over
the mouth ot' the oven, is bent upwards, for more gradually, by which means they pre- '
the [K‘l‘$nn who attends the dying, who stands serve that lively and a reeable green color
on theoplmsite side secure from the tire, and which distinguishes the
t teas. The pans ‘
turns the leaves.—2nd, One or more loiv but are always washed clean with hot water be- '
very long tables, covered with ﬁne reed mats, tween each drying, because a sharp juice
on which the leaves are to be rollql. — sticks to the edge and bottom of the pan,
which are
is- apt
nextto spread
discolor
on the
the leaves.
floor, or on
3rd, A number of workmen, some of whom leaves
are employed in attending the dying of the
leaves by the oven, and others srfting cross tables covered with mats, and are sorted
legged by the tables, to roll the leaves as they into classes, by which the grosser leaves,
come hot from the pan. Sir G. Staunton and such as are not well curled or too much‘
in his description, says,—“ young women are burnt, are separated from the rest. The dust
etnployed in rolling the leaves.”--The leaves and smaller leaves are also separated by
must be dried when fresh, and they are ge means of sieves. lt may be necessary to
nerally brought to the laboratory the same observe, that the above description more
day they are gathered. The process of dry
particularly refers to green teas, not so much
ing is thus performed :—Some pounds of the care being taken in curling and preserving
leaves are put into the iron pan, which, by the color of black teas. The leaves of Ficki
the ﬁre underneath, has already been heated tea are dried to a much higher degree, as it ’
to a degree, that the leaves when they are is always used in powder, and some of these‘
put in may crackle at the edges of the pan. leaves, which are very young and tender, are
The fine in the oven must also be so regula put into hot water, and then laid on thick
ted, that the man attending the drying pan paper, and so dried without being curled at
may be able to stir up the leaves with his all. When the tea has been dried, it is
hands, which he continues to do-till they be
packed in earthen vepﬂor hasltets; and
wme so hot. thathe cannot handle them any after it has been kept some Inonths in these,‘
longer; the instant they become so, he take: it is taken outand
_' dried over a very
them out of the pan with a shovel, broad at gentle tire, to deprive it of all its humidity.

the mouth likes fan, and pours them upon It is preserved from the air in earthen or
the mat in order that they may be rolled.
“ It may be here necessary to refute a very

porcelain vessels, until it is packed into boxes
lined with lead, covered with a species of

common prejudice already noticed, viz. that ﬂue tissue paper, in which manner it is ev .
ported. The Chinese preserve the firiest
and consequently must be in some degree sorts of teas in coned vessels made of tutc~
poisonous, for chemistry has now ascertained, nague, tin, or lead, covered with neat mat-,_,
beyond the possibility of a doubt, that no ting of bamboo, until intended for export- ‘
the leaves of tea‘ave dried on copper plates,

materials but iron and earthenware are used
for the drying of tea; and that were it tinc

tured with the slightest particle of copper, it
would easily be detected by the chemical ex
periments that have been made on it.
“ The method of preparing the leaves of
tea is nearly the same, both by the Japanese
and Chinese, the only difference appearing

atron.

“ The Chinese infuse their- tea in boiling
water as we do, and it is said, that when they
have drawn off the proper quantity, they pre

pare the leaves with sugar, oil, and vinegot
for an evening sallad! The Ja
roduoo 1
their tea to a ﬁne powder, which they dilute

with warm water, until it has acquired the
to be, that the latter expose the leaves to the consistence of their sou , this makes the tea _
steam of boiling water, or put them in soft of a more rough, eart y, and disagreeable
water for half a minute, a process not ob taste. Theirmanner of serving it it is curi- .

served by the Japanese.

Each person takes ous. they place before the company the tea
I

rus Lormon r|s.cnrrr"cs' nsorsrsrti‘
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‘atthewtopof aMa.
fp$,'hnd a box in which a quantity of

gun inserted into the rock,

ely powdered tea is contained; the cups and about eighteen inches high. _ At, the
are then ﬁlled with warm water, and taking distance of about 118 feet, they passed
as much powder as will lay on the point of through a rich vein,or bed of copper, about
a knife, they throw it into such of the cups, four feet in thickness; and at the depth of
and stir it till the liquor begins to foam; it
is then presented to the company, who sip it
while it is warm ; this custom also prevails
in some parts of China. Tea does not ap

pear to have been introduced into Europe
until the year l606, when the Dutch im
ported a quantity, for which they exchanged
dried sage with the Chinese, who were very
fond of it, and called it the wonderful Euro
pean herb, attributing to it numerous vir
tues ; the rate of barter was four pounds of
tea for one pound of sage. (Guthrie in his
Grammar of Geography. asserts that the
Portuguese were the ﬁrst who introduced it
into Europe.) For such as they could not
get in exchange, they purchased at 8d. or l0d.
per pound, and on bringing it home, they
readily sold it in Paris for 80 livres, and some
as high as 100 livres per pound. It was in

troduced in this country before the restora
tion, as mention is made of it in the ﬁrst act
of Parliament that settled the excise on the
King for life in l660. Catherine of Lisbon,
wife of Charles the 2nd, rendered the use of
itcommon at his court.
\‘
EFFECTS OF THE SOUTH SEA
BUBBLE.
Gay, in that disastrous year, had a present
of some South Sea Stock from young
Craggs, and once supposed himself to be
master of 20,0001. His friends advised him

about l80 feet, they opened a strong vein of
wind, which instantly found vent at the top
of the well in a tremendous roaring and
spouting of water, throwing up perpendicu
lar columns of that element, to the distance
of thirty feet! Although the diameter of
the well is not more than two inches and a
quarter, it is supposed there are not less

than 160 gallons of water discharged in one
minute of time. For some distance round
this perpendicular shoot of water, plays an
imperceptible gas or vapour, so very im
ﬂammahle, as instantly to take ﬁre whenever
that element comes in contact with it. The
verge of the circumference of this gas is not
perceptible; therefore, those who are unac
quainted with its ignitible qualities, in the
act of putting ﬁre to this curious lamp of
nature, have found themselves enveloped in
ﬂames, and pretty well singed before they
had any idea of being Within reach of its

touch.

lt has been tried in vain to extin

guish the flames with water.

The only ef

fectual method is to smother it with a large
cloth, which can only be applied when the

spouting and flame have somewhat abated.
The intervals between the times of spouting
are uncertain; it has been known to spout
two or three times in a week, and may be
seen to spout at any time, by putting down

the poles after the well has been eight or ten
days unoccupied.

tosell his share; but he dreamed ofdignity
and splendour, and could not bear to ob
struct his own fortune. He was then im
portuned to sell as much as would purchase.
him a hundred a-year for life, “ which,”
says Fenton, “ will make you sure of a clean
shirt and a shoulder of mutton every day.”
This counsel was rejected, The proﬁt and
principal were loﬂ, and Gay sunk under the
calamity so low that his life became in
danger. Samuel Chandler, the learned non
conformist divine, lost his whole fortune in
the South Sea bubble, so that he was under
the necessity of opening a bookseller‘s shop
in the Poultry, which he kept two or three
years, whilst he continued to discharge his
duty as a minister.

3*‘ GEOLOGICAL curuosrrv.
The Clarluburg Iufclligencer states that
on the remisesofDavid Hall,about ﬁvemiles
and a alf from Bo0th’s Ferry, North Ame
rica, a company have been engaged for some
time in boring for salt water. They com

menced in the bed of Elk Creek, upona
solid rock; at the distance of about twenty
four feet, they struck a large vein of beauti
ful water, exceedingly cold, and a little

brackish to the taste, which discharges itself

FRENCH ROYAL ACADEMY or ,’.',‘.
SCIENCES.

).

At a late sitting of the Royal Academy of
Sciences at the Institute on Monday, l7th ult.}
Count Chaptal was President, and Baron
Cuvier Secretary. Nothing of any interest ‘

took place at this meeting, the business“
being principally conﬁned to the election of

new members for the present year.

Some

new works were laid upon the table; among
the rest the 7th number of a \"oyal.-,0 round
the World, by'Captain Freycinel. ; the 45th
and 46th numbers of the Natural History i,-f

the Mammiferes, by M. Geoffrny Saint-lli.‘
laire ; and the last number of Pllysit-lo‘gi
Observations, by M. Laplace. A letter
read by the President from the Soci

Geography, presenting to the Academy

"l

lst volume of their Collection of Travel?“
and Memoirs, and requesting the patronage,‘I
and encouragement of the Academy to

their new Society

Several Memoirs were

read.
The Section of Surgery of the Royal Aca
demy of Medicine of Paris, which now fills
the place of the Academy of Surgery, held
its annual public sitting on Thursday the
20th. Baron Portal, perpetual Honordry
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'-ran ntmnos mecaarucs’-nness'rnn.

President of the /Academy, prtlsidetl,insist-l to ti'l6'Q0llf0I£lﬂl enjoyment of man_pby
tracted a very numerous audrtury. M. isicai nsvwelhas mental, I am induced to
hupe;the inertion of the following,earnestly
(I Richerand, Secretary of ‘the \Seutioa,pro

J

‘ nounced an able discourse on he
made by Surgery within the last thirty years,
and several papers were read: among the
rest a very interesting’ Memoir, by Professor
Roux, on the Suture of the Values Pdldti
num, a most ingenious operation; invented
a few years ago by that slrilful surgeon,and
which he has already put in practice twelve

entrant-ig an answer of some scientiﬁc
reader.
'

What will eﬂice from lhe skin the blue
tlttooingawhieh the arm-‘rand body of sea
men generally display, (and of which they

boast and consider as both honour and or
nament), and which is thus eﬁected. The
figure is that sketched in pencil, then deeply
times. The object of this operation is to re punctured with needles, and made perma
store the free use of s
h to those who are nent by the rubbingin oflndian ink. The
deprived of it by the division of the values person praying the information. has some
ymlnm um, a vice in conformation of the exposed ﬁgures on the back of his handsLto
inside of the mouth, which is almost as com obliterate which, he has suffered both cut
mon as the labia leporiwa, or hard-lip. ting and cauterizing, but with little effect. as
This invention is one of the most important the part may not thus be acted upon with
Yours, &c.
G. M. (1.
and useful that has been made in surgery safety.
within a considerable time; and the reading
8m,—You will oblige me by inserting the
ofthe Memoir excited the general applause
following query in your interesting mis
of the meeting.
cellany.
W. G. C,
In what manner we crystalized alum
To II-e Frfifor qfthe Itlcchmsics’ Reﬁrter.
Stu‘.--A correspondent in your useful Re baskets made, and the ingredients made use
=gistrr has requested to be informed how to of in colouring them blue, purple, &c. .,
make and use varnish. For oil painting the
R1 :1 ,-I should be glad to know if any of
mastic varnish is the only proper varnish,
‘ as‘it may at any future time he got off your correspondents could iniorm me,
from the picture, by a rag moistened with through the medium of your Register,ol' the
rincipal uses to which the common glass
spirits of turpentine. This varnish to be laid
'onYwith a hog’s hair brush. For -prints,
ow-pipe may be applied.
Yours, &c.
P. B. F.
drawings, maps, plans, &c. the best white

spirit varnish should be used, andlaid on at
about halfa yard trom’the ﬂre,aud with a
ﬂat camel’s hair brush.- The prints, &c.

SlR,—-l wish to learn through the medium
of your valuable miscellany, the best method

should ﬁrst have two or three coats-of isin of painting on glass, and in answer to your
glass or leather size, to prevent the varnish correspondent T. Wilson in No. 13, I beg
from sinking in. For furniture, painted leave to submit the following remarks.
‘ Such different views have been taken of
woods, &c. ditferent kinds ‘of varnishes are
used. As to the making of varnish, it is the mechanism of the human voice, that it
often attended with uncertainty and risk in is by no means easy to reconcile them.
the hands of the regular manufacturer, and Galen the Greek physician compared it to a

I advise the inexperienced not to attempt it; ﬂute, supposing it to be of the nature of a
but if they will; most particularly to avoid wind instrument. Ferrein and others on the
placing any mixture over the tire containing contrary, have compared it to ,a violin.
"" spirits of turpentine, or spirits of »wine— Kratzenstein thought it was like a drum with
many dreadful accidents having happened its head divided, and perhaps we shall come
therefrom: and unless the quantity required nearer the truth by combining those opi
nions and comparing it with Blumenbach,
. be very considerable, it can never answer to an Eolian h8rp—.a stringed instrument '
the purpose of any one to make vanish.
ti. 4
played upon by the -wind. Our comparison
Onmmno Canaan
Ht i‘ W} st S_mithtlt:ld, Londoii. will be still nearer thetruth, it‘ with M. Ma
_.,~ 5‘ - .
jendie, we refer to those instruments whose
To the Edilorof the ‘Mechanics’ Register. sound is produced by a reed, such as the
In Bonnycastle’s Arithmetical Recreations hautboy, the pipe, and the clarinet. There
1
is the following query, (I think the 25th,) In is this remarkable difference, however, that
L1 what manner is eight gallons of a ﬂuid to be the various tones of the voice are produced,
divided into two equal parts by measure, by not by stopping holes at diﬂerent distances,
two other measures, whose capacity is three as in those reed instruments, but in varying
the width of the windpipe, atitl oriﬁce,
and five gallons each. Yours, Bnunrr.
or outgoing, where the organ of voice is si
Slrt,—Having culled much useful and tuafed.
:1
The oriﬁce of the windpipe, or organ of
philosophic information from your well ar
ranged Register, in its miscellania of query the voice, is only about a tenth of an inch
and answer, and seeing that you have not at its greatest stretch, viz. when uttering-a

discarded those points whichpan at all tend bass note, and it is capable, in most V0]-00';
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of about sixty variations in width.

These

cient, aher the oil is cleared off.
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Where a

rnnst, cotiseq uently, be all conﬁned within very high degree of polish is requisite, it
this small opening of the tenth of an inch.

Dodart therefore may justly say, that the va
riation of the ﬁftieth part of a silk worrn’s
thread, or of the three hundredth part of a
hair in the diameter of the oriﬁce will occa
sion a perceptible diﬁerence of tone. The
'motions of the organ in speaking or singing
may be easily f'elt externally, by placing the
ﬁnger on the fore part of the throat. In
this way it is discovered that the organ is
drawn farther up, and more forward in pro
ducing a shrill tone, and to assist the muscles
‘the head is inclined more backwards than in
producing a grave tone. The lowering or
' raising of the organ is thus ascertained by
the linger to be an inch for every octave.

The edge of the orifice is composed then of
such materials as vibrate like the reed of a
hatitbny, when the air is thrown forcibly up
from the lungs. This apparatus is inclosed
in a little box made of gristle, and having
moveable sides. This box is called Adam‘s
apple. and is very small in females,and those
who -have a weak voice.‘ As it is lowered
‘or raised the sides of it are drawn farther
asunder, or brought closer together, and con

‘ seqnently the ' reeds,‘ as we may call them,
are either stretched or relaxed as the tone‘
may require. In singing or speaking at a
high pitch of voice the oriﬁce is therefore
much narrowed; and as this obstructs the
air from passing out of the lungs, it affords

an erplanation of the great heat in that case
5. produced, according to the theory that ani
11 mal he-at proceeds from breathing.

-6

E

J. H. B.

will be most effectually obtained by using a
paste composed of ﬁnely levigated blood

stone and spirits of wine. Bright bars are
however, admirably cleaned in a few mi
nutes, by using a small portion of corn
emery, and afterwards ﬁnishing with flour
of emery or rotten stone; all of which may
beohtained at any ironmonger‘s or oil shop.
This last very simple method will render any
other superﬂuous.

To rursrovn srors or onnssn, PITCH,
on on. rams woor.r.nu cno-rn.--ln a pint
of sprin water dissolve an ounce of pure
pearl as , adding to the solution a lemon cut
in small slices. This being properly mixed
and kept in a warm state for two days, the
whole must be strained and kept in a bottle
for use. A little of this liquid being poured
on the stained part, is said instantaneously
to remove all spots of grease, pitch or oil,
and the moment they disappear, the cloth is
to be washed in clear water.
PREPARATION or rnrs'rnn’s Irtlt.—Put
a quantity of nut or linseed oil into an iron
pot, so auto halfﬁllit; make it boil for
some time then set it on fire, and when it
has burned for half an hour, put out the
flame, and let it boil gently till it acquires a
proper consistency. It is then to be removed
from the tire, and when cold, ground with
lamp black in the proportion of two ounces
and a halt‘, to sixteen ounces of oil. Ver
million or Prussian blue, is used for inlts of
those colours.
To nnrsas A Mn-rsr.uc Tsar, which
may be removed from the vessel in which it

is formed.—Mix together about
10.
Ji

'l'n the Editor of the Mechanics’ R¢gisf¢r.

Mr. Enrron,—I'-‘or the information ofse
veral of your Cor
ndents inthe previous
numbers of the “ Register,” l begto trans
‘ mit the following answersto their queries.
8. Honsssns.
Pvznsusrzsr INK won rssrutlno LINEN.
-_Mix together in a phial 100 grains of
lunar caustic, two drachms of gum arabic,
one scruple of sap green, and one ounce of
rain water.—The cloth to be marked must
ﬁrst be wetted with the following liquid, and
sutlcred to get quite dry before writing on it.
One ounce of sal soda, dissolved in two
ounces of rain water, when the articles are
marked they should be exposed to the sun,

which will turn the writing quite black.
Run MARKING Ink.--Vermillion half an
ounce, sal of steel one drachm, linely leviga
ted with linseed oil to a proper consistency.
Manson or cuzsntso sun POLISHING
s'runL.__After well oiling the rusty parts of
the Steel, let it remain two or three days in
that state; then wipe it dry with clean rags
and polish with emery or pumice stone, on
hard wood. Frequently however, a little
unslaclsedlime ﬁnely powdered will be sulﬁ

ual parts

of saturated solution of silver a mercury
in nitric acid, diluted with a little distilled
water; in this mixture suspend five or six

drachms of pure mercury contained in a
piece of ﬁne linen rag doubled. The metal
lic solution will soon penetrate to the ner
cnry inclosed in the cloth, and clusters of
beautiful needle shaped crystals will begin
to form round it, and adhere to the nucleus
of mercury; when the arbonization ceases to
increase, the bag loaded with beautilul crys
tals may be taken out of the vessel Where it

was formed,by means of the thread by which
it is suspended and hung under a glass jar,
where it may be preserved as long as may
be thought proper.

Cvna won Conss.-—Bathe the feet in
warm \VillP.l'_, in which bran or oatmeal has
been previously boiled; cut the corn asclose
as possible, apply an ivy leaf after being
steeped 24 hours in strong vinegar, which

remove every morning, and apply a fresh
leaf, prepared as before, for eight or nine
days, and the corn will be eradicated
_
Bonus sun Scs|.ns.—A medical writer
in one of the Bath Journals, in speaking of
the best remedies for burnsand lt‘.8ldl.Whldl

-rne mason neonates’ asots-ren.
A New Club is being formed in London,
are to be procured instantly in most houses,
states that oil of turpentine is an excellent for the association of individuals known for
application; but this is not always at hand their scientiﬁc or literary attainments-—men
Next to this in effect, are the strongest spirits of eminence in any class of the ﬁne arts, and
that can be procured, as nether, spirits of
wme, brandy.&c. or in the absence ofthese,
vinegar has been found to answer the pur
pose.‘ These should be applied by means
of folded linen cloths to every kind of ourn
and to scalds, before the skin begins to rise.

others who are distinguished as liberal pa
It is to v
trons of science, literature, or art.
be called the Athenseum, and is said to have ‘
originated with Sir Humphrey Davy.
Amongst its members are the Duke of Sus
sex and Prince Leopold, Dukes of Bedford,
Northumberland, Sac.

PAlNTll\'G.
Deputations from London, Manchester,
The inﬂuence of the pencil is sometimes
truly wonderful ;-—it is said that Alexander Liverpool, Leeds and Birmingham, have
the Great trembled and grew pale on seeing lately been in the neighbourhood of New
a picture of Palamedes betrayed todeath by castle, examining several of the colliery rail
his friends, as it brought to his mind an acute ways, and trying experiments on the locomo
recollection of his treatment of Aristonicus. tive engines. They have been highly grati
Portia could bear with unshaken .constanoy ﬁed with the ingenuity their construction

her ﬁnal separation from Brutus; but when

displays.

she saw some hours afterwards a picture of

the parting of Hector and Androm/ache, she
The Manchester Institution for the Pro- '
burst into tears. Such are often the effects motion of Literature, Science, and the Arts,
of this noble art.

is rising rapidly into importance. The al
- liance between commerce and the liberal
There is or lately was living at Tunbridge and ornamental arts, is not only very natu
Wells. a Lieutenant of the Navy, named ral, but extremely beneﬁcial. There is no
Relf, who although he has lost one arm and branch of the former which may not feel the
two fingers of the remaining hand, has made good effects of such a system; and we are
every article of furniture in his own house. happy to state, that the manufacturing inte
The chests of drawers, tables, and other ar
rests of Manchester, with a muniﬁcence wor
ticles, are equal in workmanship to nine
thy of their wealth, have already contributed
tenths of those which are sold in the ﬁrst
above thirty-four thousand pounds to. this
rate shops.
noble undertaking. We hope the patrons
of the fine arts, throughout the kingdom,
A Patent has been granted to M. Thin, will not be slow in giving their coante
an architect, at Viewforth, for a new invent
nance to so excellent a design.
ed kitchen roasting smoke jack. The pro
perties of this- machine, are that it is made
A gentleman of Rye has, it is said, by
ata much less expence than the common some mgenious chemical process, produced
smoke jack, or even the common winding up an essence of malt and hops, which gives
jﬂek; that it is put into any common sized beer of any strength, and of genuine ﬂavour,
square vent, without enlarging the vent; by the addition of water only ; and it is fur
that it is more powerful than the common ther said, that he intends shortly to offer his
smoke jack; and that having little machi
essence to the public, under the sanction of
nery, and that of the simplest kind, it re
letters patent.
quires little cleaning, and a wine glass full
ofoil will serve it a year. This little ma
CHAIN BRIDGE.
chine, so very plain and simple, promises to
A Chain Bridge, the ﬂrst of its kind in
be of general use.
Russia, is about to be constructed over the
canal at Moska.
It will be executed after
the design of Colonel Dufour at Geneva,
. Vinegar is now generally used in prefer

ence to any thing else, as it prevents any

who has sent to St. Petersburg a correct

inﬂammation taking place, and in some

model of one which he erected in his own
country last year.

degree heals the wound
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run. LONDON MECHANICS’ 1tEcrs1‘nrt.
BRIDGE OF HIDE ROPES.

IN the preceding page of the Register,
there will be found a faithful representation

of a Bridge of Hide Ropes over the River
La Plata, in South America.

This mode of

conveyance is very curious, and to Euro
peans somewhat alarming. It will readily
be conceived, however, that the danger is
less real than imaginary, as will appear from
the following account by Mollien, a French
gentleman, who has recently published his

travels in Columbia:—

'

“ Leaving the banks of the Pa'i,I proceed
ed along the Rio de la Plata, which falls
into it, and before two o’clock in the after
noon, arrived in sight of the town of that
name. “'0 could not immediately enter it,
on account of the bridge of communication
not being suﬂiciently commodious for the
number of persons going to and from La
Plata.
On each side of the river, leather
bands are made fast to stakes, driven into the

firmly on the memory of his audience..
His rst question this evening was, there
fore, How many compounds are there of
carbon and oxygen? There are two—car

bonic oxide and carbonic acid. \Vhat are
their respective constituents by volume?
One volume of carbon and one of oxygen
form carbonic acid; and two of carbon to
one ofoxygcn form carbonic oxide. What
is the number of compounds ofcarbon with
hydrogen? Two—carburetted hydrogen, or
the light hydro-carburet; and the heavy
hydro carburet, or oleliant gas. Tell me
their constituents by volume. One of the
compounds alluded to was incorrectly de

scribed by the ﬁrst member who replied to
the question; but it was gratifying to ob
serve upon this, as upon the former even
iitg, that the error was corrected by another
member. .The result of the two answers

was, that carburetted hydrogen consists of
two volumes of hydrogen to one of carbon,

and olcﬁant gas of equal volumes of the two
substances.

Mr. Cooper then drew the
various diagrams represented

ground, and upon this tarabita (for thus they
call this singular sort of a bridge)‘ is placed a
piece of wood, furnished with leather straps,
by which the traveller is fastened, and ac
cording to whichéver side he wishes to go,
he is drawn across. The passage, at ﬁrst,
seems rather alarming; and one cannot,
-without shuddering, ﬁnd one’s selfsuspend
ed over an. abyss by a few hide ropes, which
are very liable to be injured by the rain, and

consequently, to break. Accidents, how
ever, scldom happen. Animals are made to
wim across."

in the margin, for the purpose

1:!
IEIEII
lil
Ifilil

lil
I H

-- __
‘
i C i

MR. coornn’s

scconn ensue axs.wnn.u~rou or run
srauaans on THE sermon on cue
msrnr.
wannnsnav, ran. 23.
The result of Mr. Cooper’s previous ex

amination, of which we gave an account in

by
ceding
volume,
gaseous
in which
bodies
thecorn-~

bine, and having inquitetltliei
names of theyvariousl com-;

pounds resulting, from their
union, was correctly answered
carbonic acid, carbonic oxide,

carburetted hydrogen, and ole,-.
l

LONDON
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.

of impressing more forcibly
upon the mindspf
m_er_ri-1
bers the relative proportions,

ﬁant gas.

_

Mr. Cooper’s next question
was, How much oxygen is ne

——- cessary to saturate carburettcd
hydrogen, or the light hydro-carburet.’
V
Some hesitation being occasioned by this

inquiry, Mr. Cooper directed his hearers to
an answer, by dividing the qucslion into
two parts, and ﬁrst asking, How much
oxygen is required to saturate one volume
of simple hydrogen? The answer was, Half

our 14th number, (page 210) was of so
gratifying a nature. that the announcement
of its renewal was hailed with general accla
mations; and the numerous attendance of

a volume.

the members this evening, afforded sutiicient
evidence of their anxiety to promote the

will also require one volume of oxygen.
Mr. Cooper then observed that it was

diffusion of scientiﬁc instruction,by a mutual
inter-communication of the knowledge they
‘had acquired, during the able lectures with

evident from the two answers, that car
buretted hydrogen required two volumes of

And how much for the two volumes re
presented in the diagram"?—One volume of
oxygen, and the extra volume of carbon

oxygen to burn, or completely saturate it.
A similar inquiry was made respecting the

which they had been favoured by Mr
-

heavy hydro-carburet, and the answer having

On the former evening Mr._ Cooper had

been correctly given, viz. ,Thatlhree volumes
of oxygen were necessary to saturate the

Cooper.

intimated, that he should probably have oc
casion to repeat some of the questions he
proposed during his ﬁrst examination, for
the purpose of preserving the connection of

his subjects, and impressing them more

mixture represented in the margin, Mr.
Cooper added that this system of diagrams
was calculated to supersede the necessity of
numerous experiments.

THE nonnox Mactunncs‘ ttttolsrntl.
Aﬂer repeating the remarks made in the
course of his lectures on the degree of con
densation which occurs in these two com
pounds of carbon and hydrogen, the three
volumes composing thelight hydro-carburet
being condensed into two by their union

with oxygen, and the four volumes consti
tuting the heavy hydro-carburet, into one
volume. What are the substances which
combine to form the coal-gns which is used
for the purposes of illumination?--Light
hydro-carburet, heavy hydro-carburet, sul
phuretted hydrogen, carbonic acid, and car
bonic oxide. By what process would you
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thelighthydro-carburet from the remaining
70 inches ?—By exposure to the sun‘s rays.

And what is the resulting volume?-Can
bonic oxide. Suppose you wish to be cer
tain that it is really carbonic oxide, what
would you do next, to prove that no in

ﬂammable gas was left? One of the mem
bers replied, that he would try whether it
would burn; which Mr. Cooper said was a
very good way; and another member an
swered, that he would add another volume
of oxygen.
Exactly so, said Mr. Cooper,
and what is the compound then formed?

separate the impurities, sulphuretted hydro

Carbonic acid. And how would you know
that it was carbonic acid? By adding lime

gen and carbonic acid?—The sulphuretted

water.

After some other questions relating to
hydrogen by simple washing with water,
and the carbonic acid by washmg with lime the compounds of carbon and hydrogen,
Mr. Cooper observed, that in detonating
water.
Both these substances may be taken
away by lime-water; but suppose these two
constituents of coal gas are thrown out, and
there only remain the heavy and lighthydrm
carburets and carbonic oxide. how would you
go to work to separate them ?—By the ad
dition of chlorine.
And how does the chlorine act?—It com
bines the whole ofthe heavy hydro-carburet.
Under what circumstances?—Exposing it to

them with oxygen, it was always necessary
to use more oxygen than was suﬂicient to
combine with them, in order to prevent the
deposition of a quantity of charcoal unburnt;
for it there was not enough to saturate the

whole at once, by means of the electric
spark, &c. a deposition of part of the car
bon would take place, in consequence of
the hydrogen possessinga much greateraﬁi
nity for oxygen than for carbou,und the ex
periment might lead to erroneous results.
How many combinations of sulphur and

tdthe solar light. Will it not act in the
da'rk?--Yes, but only on the light hydro-can
buret; it therefore requires to be excluded oxygen are there? Two-—sulphurous acid
from the light to separate the oleﬁant and sulphuric acid. What are their pro
gas. You have stated that you would use
chlorine to separate these substances ; sup
pose you were operating upon 100 cubical
inches of coal gas,how would you determine
the relative proportions of its constituents,
by means of chlorine?-By operating in the
dark, the chlorine has no action on the heavy
hydro-carburet, while the light hydro-carbw
ret is removed. in what proportions do chlo
rine and the heavy hydro-carburet combine?
In equal volumes. Supposing then that a
certaindegree of condensation occu rs during
the process; for instance, suppose that to
100 cubical inches of coal-gas, you add 30
ofchlorine, and that an absorption equal to
60 inches takes place, how much oleflant
gas does the mixture contain? As this ques

tion was not immediately solved.Mr. Cooper
was about to chalk it up, in order to illus
trate it by a diagram,when one of the mem
bers answered, 30 cubic inches. Mr. C.
said the answer was quite correct, and
observed that though the question appeared
at the ﬁrst glance rather complicated, a
little consideration would show that it was

portions by volume !

Sulphurous acid, one

volume of each; and sulphuric acid, two
volumes of oxygen to one of sulphur.
_
Mr. Cooper corrected
the latter part of this
answer by stating, that
sulphuric acid consists
S
of three volumes ofosy
gen to two of sulphur.
or one and a half of

s I o ‘

W.

I o } 0 I0 I

oxygen to one of sul
phur; and drew the annexed diagrams to
exhibit the relative proportions of the two
compounds more distinctly.

What are the constituents ofsulphuretled
hydrogen by volume?

This question being answered incorrectly.
Mr. Cooper stated, that sulphuretted hy
drogen was composed of equal volumes of
sulphur and hydrogen, and that sul hur,
like carbon, did not change its volu e by

combination, excepting in the instance of

oleﬁant gas. He, also, very kindly added,
that he did not expect the members to re
collect all the various proportions with per
like the old question, if a herring and a half fect accuracy; he could not always remem
cost three half-pence, how many can you ber them himself; and these examinations
buy for eleven pence? In fact, with pro r were intended to refresh their memories,
attention, the members would ﬁnd t at and to correct any mistaken impression
there was no more mystery in chemistry which they might have received.
than in handling a hand-saw. Having got
How much oxygen is required to burn
rid ofS0 cubic inches ofoleﬁant gas by the sulphuretted hydrogen? One volume and a
action of chlorine, how would you separate halt‘. Exactly-so; and what are the readil

2!)?

ran LoNnoN~r,;|EcuANrcs’ Rnolsrnn.

ing compounds? Sulphurous acid and wa
ter. , How would you ascertain whether

sulphurous acid is produced?
blue litmus paper.

By means of

And what is the effect

were now building,tillwhich period he bade
them Fnanwnnn.
The worthy lecturer was greeted with the
warmest acclamations, on withdrawing from
the lecture table, and the members ap

produced upon it? lt reddens it. What
then? lt whitens it. Suppose you have it peared deeply sensible of their obligations
mixture of sulphurous acid and carbonic to Mr. Coorna for the able ihstructions
acid, how would you'separate them ?

Mr. Cooper answered this question by
stating, that the whole must be thus exposed
to the action of water. The gases being
confined by quicksilver, a small portion of
water is ﬁrst let up 5 this rapidly absorbs the
‘whole of the sulphurousacid; then a larger
quantity of water being introduced, both the

aﬁorded during his lectures, and the forcible
manner in which they had been impressed

upon their minds by hissubsequent exami
nations.

We need only add, that these

examinations have afforded another striking
proof, if any were necessary, of the native

talent existing among the mechanics; and
we cannot but look forward with delightful
gases will be absorbed in the same manner. anticipations to the period_.when the further
To prove the analysis, the water being after cultivation of these hitherto-dormant powers,
wards boiled, the carbonic acid is given out, by means of Mncnamcs’ INSTITUTIONS,
while the sulphnrous acid remains in solu

shall lead to a complete revolution in the

tion. Mr. Cooper drew a diagram for the sentiments and habits of the classes for
further illustration -of this process, which is whose instruction they are intended. and
applicable to a variety of other analytic pur produce those beneﬁcial effects, of which it
poses. How many compounds are there of is impossible to calculate the extent and
phosphorus and oxygen? Two—phospho importance.
rous acid and phosphoric acid. What is the
MR. ooo’s
nature of these acids? Phosphorous acid
is ﬂuid, and phosphoric acid solid. is there
snconn r.sc-rune on cnowov.
any compound of phosphorus and hydrogen?
FRIDAY, FEB. 25, L ‘luv mtg]!
Yes—-phesphuretted hydrogen.
'
r 'r ,...-;
__ __
Mr. Cooper observed that Stl‘RA'l'lFICA'l‘lOﬂ_uR_ SN‘-|\ﬂ9’:‘0B , oar
can HAP-—COAL IINES-— Qgqisaﬂp
I P I H
thiscompoundconaistsofequal
STONE —- ROCK~sALT-.-0BGAN1C,.§t§
‘
-—-- volumes of its constituents,
MAINHHALK.
. ., , ;_
as represented in the diagram, which
are condensed into one by their union.
Mr. Ono commenced the present lecture
He then enquired, What are the properties by a brief recapitulation of the principles
of this gas? It takes ﬁre immediately on illustrated in his previous discourse; par
coming in contact with the atmosphere. ticularly theimportant divisionsdenominated
How much oxygen is required to consume the primitive and transition series of rocks.
it? One volume and a halt‘. Is there any As this general division had been considered
very defective. a more perfect arrangement
othercompound of phosphorus and hydro
gen? Yes, sub-phosphuretted hydrogen. had been adopted in the valuable work on
This compound was stated by Mr. Cooper the geology of England and \Vales, by Mr.
to'contain less phosphorus or more hydro Phillips and Dr. Conybeare, who divided
gen than phosphuretted-hydrogen. The two the rocks into the ﬁve following classes;
compounds hear the same relation to each viz., inferior, sub-medial, medial, super
other as thelightand heavy hydro-carburets. medial, and superior; in which classes rocks
He added that there is only one detonating of every different description are included.
compound of sulphur and hydrogen, but The inferior, or lowest division in the
there are two of carbon and hydrogen, and series, are of a highly chrystalline texture,

two of phosphorus and hydrogen.
.—

Fir

H

The constituents by
volumeofsub-phosphun

and contain no organic remains: immediate
ly above these chrystalline primitives are
the sub-medial rocks: next above these

etted hydrogen being two appear the medial, or middle series, in
of hydrogen to one of phosphorus, as shewn cluding all those rocks which assume the
.in.thediagram,how much oxygen is required coal formation: proceeding upwards, the
.to burn it? Two volumes.
nestin order are the super-medial, and above
Mr. Cooper here closed his -interesting these the superior, or highest series .of
and instructive examination, and observed rocks.
that he thought he had carried it as far as
Before proceeding to the principal sub
he need go at present. He expressed the jects of the present discourse. the lecturer
satisfaction he felt at ﬁnding the members observed that it might be necessary to make
so well acquainted with the subjects which a few remarks onthe nature ofstratiﬁcation,
he had illustrated in his lectures, and stated which had not been suﬂiciently explained.
that he should certainly take the earliest He had requested the attention of his hearers
opportunity that business would allow, to to adiagram, representing a section of a
Jlleet them in the new lecture room they mountain in -the Hartz district, for the pur

rm; mason MECHANICS‘ REGISTER.
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pose of shewing that the chrystalline and of one individual. The lecturer scarcely
transition rocks repose, or lie closely upon knew how to speak of this E\t'nnl'tliYlﬂl'y
one another, and also to point out the order effort in terms of adequate praise,or where
in which they are invariably arranged; but another instance of persvvering industry
he had not particularized the arrangementof could be found to equal the admirable geo

the stratnin ﬁat countries. It is believed that logical map of Mr Smith. Whatever im.
the natural position of rocks of every de- provemcnts might have been subsequently
scription is ﬂat or horizontal, as it is only

introduced by others, the chief merit was

in mountainous districts that they are found no uestionably due to that
to rise upwards.

When rocks rise from a

ha

devoted twenty years 0

t-ntlcman, who
his life to the

horizontal direction at any given angle, this construction of this map, and had visited
angle is called the dip, “'hen rocks of every part ofthe kingdom many times over,
ditferent classes repose upon each other in for the purpose of tracing all the various
joints, they are said to be “ratiﬁed; and kinds of stone which compose the crust of
when inclined to the horizon, the angle the earth, throughout the whole extent of

which they assume is called the dip, or m- the island.
clination of the strata.
Previous to his description of this map_
The reason why it is supposed that the
primitive rocks were ﬁrst formed, and that
the transition series is derived from them,

Mr. 006 referrer] to a eneral map of
England and Wales, and 0 served, that the
Western parts of the kingdom are occupied

is, that the former contain few organic re- by the mountainous districts, in which the
mains. Mountain lime stone was formerly primitive rocks are situated, while the op
classed with the transition rocks, but is now
separated from that class, as its characteristics and situation are ascertained to be
of a different kind. We may here remark,

posite, or eastern districts exhibit strata of
a soft, smooth, and rounded appearance,
composed of depositions of a subsequent
formation. The lecturer then pointed out,

that in alluding to the formation of the in Mr.Smith's ge0l0gicalsecti0n,the gradual
Breakwater at Plymouth, in our last num-

increase in the heights of the mountains in

ber, we should have statedit to be composed

in this country, from the gentle elevation of

'of tramftion lime stone, instead of moun-

Shooters’ Hill, (if it might be called high

faln lime stone.

land,) to the loltiest summits in Wales; and
The first of the medial series of rocks to he also particularized the various kinds of
which he should request the attention of the rocks prevailing in the different districts

audience, was the old red sand alone, which
is found in very large quantities, the stratum
extending over a base of several counties,
and aﬂordingmany elevated mountain masses.
This stratum assumes different appearances

in different places, but is usually like the
specimen now exhibited by the lecturer.

It

is not ascertained to be enriched with metal
lic treasures, or to be mixed with organic
remains, but it forms the base of the import
ant series called coal. It is not of a fertile
nature itself, but when united with argilla
ceous substances, it produces a soil of con
siderable fertility.

Mr. Ogg now referred toalarge diagram,

exhibited in the map, particularly the clay

slate rocks, (not clayey-slate, as stated in
our last,) the old red sand stone, and those

important divisions called the coalmaasures.
lt is remarkable that thelatter track is only
met with in a certain geological position;
and though coal has been sought for in
other parts, the search had been fruitless,
and is likely to continue so. Many gentle
men have expended large sums in digging
for coals in districts where they would not
have looked for them, if they had known

any thing of the geological situation in
which they can alone be found.
Mr. OGG here exhibited a section of'a
coal mine, in which the veins of coal laid

representing a geological section of our
island from London to Snowdon, and in a semi-circular form, as if reposing in a
also to a geological map, as delineated in basin of lime stone; the various strata of
a very able manner by Mr. William coal are always found interposed between
Smith.
Upon this subject he thought rocks of diﬂerent kinds, such as lime stone,
it necessary to say a few words, as his au
mill-stone grit, shale, iron-stone, &c. To
dience might think there was nothing extra give some idea of the numerous strata which
ordinary in the appearance of the map now it is necessary to pass through in working a
exhibited, and that it resembled a geogra coal mine, the lecturer real, from the geo
phical map in its construction. This, how logical work to Which he had previously
ever, was not the case,fora geographical map alluded, a description of a mine in the
was conﬁned to the surface of the earth, south of Slaﬂhrdshire; containing a minute
whereas the map now presented to their account of the strata of slate-clay, lime
notice represented not only the surface, but stone, gravel, sand stone, bituminous shale,
the various substances beneath it. The &c. &c., which were found between the
great diﬂiculty of producing such a map veins of coal. Some of the latter did not
might be imagined, and yet this arduous exceed one or two feet in thickness, while
task had been accomplished by the labours the substances by which they were divided,
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measured many yards. The‘miner some limestone, which facilitates the’ reduction of
times ﬁnds 32 different strata of coal, but the ore to iron, the iron-masters of this
many of these are not worth working, the country are enabled to supply immense"

low and'high mains being generally the best. quantities of that valuable‘ metal.
Another circumstance connected with coal
from its thickness, the ten yards main. A mines must be alluded to, which the audience
familiar idea ol' the general formation of are, no doubt, perfectly aware of, viz., the

The principal mainin Staﬂbrdshire is called,

coal mines may be conveyed by supposing great danger to which the miners have been
a number of basins, decreasing in size, exposed, from the dreadful explosions of

placed within each other, and the interior carburetted hydrogen which have so fre
of each strewed with small coal. The quently occurred in these mines. His hear
whole series will then represent a coal ers would sympathize with the unfortunate
mine; the substance of the basins being coal miners, who had toiled in these dreary
regions, exposed to the danger of losing‘
their lives, and compelled to labour almost
in the dark, to avoid the recurrence of these
fatal accidents; for such is the nature of

substituted for the stony matter found be
tweenthe veins of coal, which are represent
ed by the thin strata of small coal.
Coal mines in allcountries are very near
ly alike; the same kinds of stony matter
are found in separate beds, and the same
impressions of numerous vegetables, many

the gas by which they are‘occasi0ned, that‘
when mixed with atmospheric air, in a cer
lain proportion, it becomes explosive, and

of which are not known upon the surface of upon coming in contact with flame, it ex
pands with a force which drives every thing
before it, and a sudden vacuum being thus
produced, the violence with which the air'
rushes in to supply its place, completes the
destruction commenced by the explosion.

the earth at the present time. Coals are
ofseveral different kinds, some oflhem being
very difficult of ignition, but giving out an
intense heat when ignited.
These are
called stone coal, and are chieﬂy composed
of carbon, but do not contain bitumen, of

The proprietors of the rhinos did not sit
which hydrogen is a constituent. Others, down and calmly witness this alarming evil;
from their more bituminous nature, emit they spared no expense in endeavouring 'to
discover a remedy for it; but all their con
smoke and flame in great abundance.
Al'ter particularizing some other varieties trivances were inefTectual., They prohibited
‘of this useful substance, Mr. OGG proceeded the use of candles in the mines, and the
to state, that coal was believed to be of miners worked by the dismal glinimer éln'it
regctable origin. It was not his intention ted from the steel-mill, an instrument Which
to enter into the controversy, but brieﬂy to only aﬁbrded the feeble iight proceeding
allude to some of the facts upon which this from the successirc sparks struck out by
opinion is founded. Impressions of plants the collision of ﬂint and steel. He might
and 'the remains of vegetables are found be suspected of exaggeration if he stated
among, coal in great abundance. Wood the number of lives which were annually
has also been foundin many different states, sacriﬁced by these explosions; but he spoke
from perfect Wood to a substance nearly within compass when he estimated them at
resembling coal. Peat-mosses are formed several hundreds. And was no remedy to
by the gradual decay and subsidence of be found for this dreadful évil? Where,
vegetables, and the deeper we penetrate indeed. could such a remedy be successfully

into them, the greater is the resemblance looked for, except by having recoui-sv‘e' to
they bear to coal.

science_?—and there it was found.

Water is believed to

=

Mr. Ogg then paid an animated tribute

possess the power of communicating bitu

of respect to the scientiﬁc attainments of
Sir Humphry Davy, and described the ori
gin of his great discovery of the safety l¢_11np,
and the principles upon which it 'is' con

minous properties to substances; but as
something still appeared to be wanting, Dr.
Mac Culloch, by melting jet under pressure,
succeeded in converting it into perfect coal.

Some geologists are of opinion that the structed. lt is unnecessary to repeat this
agency of ﬁre must have been exerted in description here, as the same subject has
the formation ofcoal; they admit that water been frequently dwelt upon by former'lec
may occasion vegetable substances to ap turers. We need only observe, that Mr.
proach nearly to the nature of coal, but Ogg exhibited the, lamp, and clearly exem

conceive that there must be ﬁre to render it pliﬁed the protection it aﬂbrds, by holding
perfect. Others believe that the effect may a pieceof wire gauze over the ﬂame‘ of EL
spirit lamp, when it was distinctly seenthat

be produced by means of water alone.
Coal-mines not only supply us with the

the cooling power of the gauze prevented

are of inm in considerable quantities, but the ﬂame from passing through it. It was
they also furnish the most useful substance truly strange that so. irnportantzan invention
for reducing that ore to metal. The ore is should meet with; op _0sition ; yet it had
sometimes found to contain 30 per cent. of

been violently oppose , thoug‘_hth_e strongest
argument brought against it was, that the

ll‘Dl'l, and being thrown into furnace: with
_|_ ¥

materials of which ‘it Was composed would
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tmar out. ‘The audience would be able to aties, Mr. Ono proceeded to the important
judge of the validity of such an argumentas stratum called chalk, and besides pointing
this, and he should only add, that though out on the geological map the districts in
explosions had occurred since the introduc which it is situated, exhibited a beautiful
tion of the safety lamp, they had been oc
casioned solely by carelessness; and as an
instance of this, he might mention that
some of the miners had actually made use
of candles and safety lamps at the same
time.

Proceeding with his illustrations of the
geological map, the lecturer stated, that
next to the coal measures there occurred an
extensive track of red sand stone or marl,
which is sometimes soft, and sometimes
much harder. It is, in some places, so red,

that the sheep which feed upon the pastures
where it abounds become reddened. lt con
tains no organic remains; and it may be
here remarked, that the depositions in which
these remains occur are altemale. Sub
stances ofa valuable nature are, however,
found in it, such as sulphate of lime, or
gypsum, which when crystallized, is called
selenite.
The lecturer then made some remarks
on the valuable stratum called roclt salt,
-Which forms so important an article of truf

view of Dover Castle, as a specimen of

chalk scenery. There are two varieties of
chalk, the upper stratum of which is white,

and the lower grey.

In this stratum are

found organic remains, such as sharks‘
teeth, and shells in a high state of preserva
tion; but the most remarkable circumstance
connected with it is, the occurrence nf lay
ers of ﬂint, the situation of which has never
been satisfactorily accounted for. Some
persons had supposed that the ﬂint, at a
former period, had filtered through the
chalk; but had this been the case, it would
have formed beds, and not layers. Above
the chalk are found extensive depositions
of sand and clay, containing the organic re
mains of very large animals, such as the
elephant, the rhinoceros, thehippopo‘.amus,
&c. We cannot dig through the clay in the

vicinity of Londomwithout ﬁnding these re
mains in considerable quantities.
Mr. Ono then exhibited several very cu

rious specimens of vegetable and other or

ganic remains, and observed that much en
tertainment as well as instruction might be
cently taken off. The removal of this duty, derived from the collection of stones, and
amounting to no less than £30. upon a the examination of their internal structure.
quantity of rock salt not exceeding 12s. in He was in the habit _of examining stones
value, would doubtless occasion a great in Wherever he went, and often found amusing
crease in this branch of commerce. Mr. and curious specimens. lf he could in
Ogg also gave an interesting description of duce his hearers to become collectors,

‘ tic, and from which the duty has been re

the appearance of salt mines, into some of by

promising them amusement in so

which he had descended, and the roofs of
which appear as though a variety of lines
and ﬁgures had been traced upon them by-'
the hand of art.
We regret that the great length of the
lecture, and the limits to which we are re
stricted, oblige us to mention, in a cursory

doing, he should be glad. The gravel
stones of some districts, when broken,
contain very amusing conﬁgurations. Be
tween Shooters’ Hill and Blackheath he
had picked up several stones which he
prized very much, from their containing
distinct representations of different ﬁgures .
manner, Mr. ﬁg-g’s able illustrations of the One of these, which the lecturer showed to
nature of organic remains, several very cu his hearers, presented a perfect delineation
rious specimens of which were exhibited, of a horse‘s head, with a bridle upon it.
and handed round for the inspection of the
Mr. OG0 concluded his admirable lecture
audience. In the lower strata are found by some appropriate ,bservations on the
zoophyles, shell-ﬁsh, and other animals of facilities of ubtainin knowledge afforded
the most imperfect kind, and proceeding by this institution,an the advantages which
upwards. the remains of the more perfect the members would derive by mutually ad
land animals are found in the highest stra vising and assisting each other. Pope had
ta, many of which animals are of great mag remarked, that
l
nitude,_and belonging to species entirely ex “ A little learning is a dangerous thing,
tinct at the present time.
‘~' Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian
spring.”
The next series of importance is the oolitie
In this observation he could not, however,
series, consisting chieﬂy of calearous sand
stones and free-stones, containing an inﬁnite allude to the little learning which makes us
number of little globules, like the roe of a a little more wise, but to that which has a
fish, from which resemblance they have been tendency to puﬂ us up with vanity. He
called roe-stones. These particles do not would recommend to his hearers not to be
always assume a globular appearance. Port satisﬁed with shallow draughts of this
land-stone and Bath-stone belong to this spring, but to drink as deeply as possible,

series, and pea stone is a variety ll] which from which they would undoubtedly derive
the globules are very large.

After particularizing several other vari

much more advantage than from deep drink

ing ofany other kind.
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At the conclusion of the lecture, after

You perceive, said the President, that

repeating several notices already inserted, what your intelligent and interesting leo
Dr..Birkbeck mentioned, that he had re turer has just said of organic remains, “ we
ceived an intelligent letter, containing an cannot handle them without speculating
enquiry, which, fromnot knowing the name about them,” is likewise applicable to the
olthewriter, he was obligedto adopt this remains of antiquity. I am not, however,
mode of answering. The letter which he inclined to adopt the opinion of the writer,
trad is as follows:— .
respecting the original softness of the
Sta—I-lappening a short time since to Egyptian granite; for. believing with geo
visit our national Museum, my attention‘ was logists in general, that this primitive rock
attracted by a bust of Egyptian granite, in is a crystallized mass, it must at once have
which a mason was endeavouring to make acquired its present degree of hardness,
a hole for the insertion of a cramp of iron; and not have existed like the transitive
in this, however, his attempts were rendered rocks, which are partly mechanical deposits
almost abortive, as the hardness of the and partly crystallizations, in a state of
st me turned the edge of his tools. On a comparative softness. It is probable that
marer inspection, I- discovered a circular the bust in question is that species of gra
h IIB drilled in it, the surface of which re nite found in Upper Egypt, near the Cata
tained an excellent polish. As] am not so racts of the Nile, at Syens, and thence called
far wedded to antiquity as to suppose the Sienite—a species containing much quartz
Egyptian workmen were more- conversant and mica, but little hornblende, and no fel
with their business than those of the present spar, and therefore very hard. If the work
day, an idea struck me that this granite must man at the British Museum had been as
have been originally of a very soft nature; patient as the labourer under the Egyptian
the excellent lecture of Friday, last tended task-maker, he would have found atool, no
to conﬁrm this opinion rather than otherwise, harder than that which he used, equal to
lespecially as regards the “transition rocks,” the task; for, said Dr. Birkbeck, I cannot
Wllicll, if I understood the lecturer correctly, prevail upon myself to believe, that our
were formed during the transition of the workmen or their tools are inferior to those

earth from its chaotic to its habitable state. of Egypt: and I am persuaded, that if it
,(I do not mean that granite is of this class, were desirable to imitate their pyramids,
but merely referto it as affording the ﬁrst those wonderful monuments of the industry

imtance of that process of petrifaction which
has since been continually operating upon
the productions of nature.) I wish to know
whether the idea I have formed is at all

and folly of past ages, British perseverance,
British power, and British mechanical inge

nuity, would be found abundantly competent
to the mighty undertaking.

confirmed by the observation of geologists.

In my enquiries I have been told by some
persons that the granite was originally a
'\',(\mpositi0n formed by the Egyptians them

selves, but this opinion appears to be re

nsr.r.o-r,
FOR

THE
FOUR

ELECTION

OF

A

VICE-PRESIDENTS,

PRESIDENT,
A

TREA

SURER, AND’ FIFTBEN COIIMITTEE"
lated by the circumstance of the granite
MEN
caverns at Elephantine.
I‘his communication might perhaps have
TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1825.
been addressed with more propriety to the
The ballot for the election of the above
lecturer himself, but as I am ignorant of oﬂicers of the LONDON Mscusnrcs’ IN
‘his name, and my avocations do not allow STITUTION took place this evening, agree
at my making a visit to Southampton able to the rules, at the Lecture Room in
Buildings, I am under the necessity of Monkwell Street, between the hours of six
troubling you with it:-in this, however, I and half-past nine; upon which occasion,
have some excuse from your kind offer, on the chair was taken by Mr. M‘WILLIAM,
I"tida.y, of elucidation upon subjects not one of the Vice-Presidents. The following
on rrectly understood.
members were appointed as Scrutineers, viz‘,
The enquiry I have made may be pre
mature, but as the primitive rocks have Mr. John Gloyn, 10, New Wharf, White
friars, clerk;
already been examined and commented upon
by the lecturer, (in which class the Egyptian Mr. John Cave, 9, Bartholomew Square,
Old Street, chairmaker, &c.; and
granite may be introduced,) I trust you will
ascribe it to the true motive, viz., “a thirst Mr D. Taylor. jun., 14, Clifford Street,
Bond Street, shoemaker.
for knowledge." I remain, sir,

Yours, very respectfully,
A Yoono Mentsen or ran Insu
TUTION.

To ‘Dr. Birkbeclc.

The proceedings of the evening were con
ducted with the greatest regularity., and in
strict conformity with the articles; the name
of every member being marked oil“ in the
books of the Society, upon his proceeding

to give his vote; and we are happy to men
tion, as a circumstance highly creditable to

nu: mnoon Mscusmcs’ nsmsran.
the members, that not a single vote was
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Meeting, on Wednesday, the 1st. of Dec.

tendered, during the ballot, by any indi-1 1824, and of the Special Meeting, held on
vidual who had not been a member six Friday, the 17th. of the same month, were
months.
It rained hard from the com
then read, and conﬁrmed unanimously.
mencement of the ballot to its termination;
Mr. BLAKE then read the following com
and the unfavourable state of the weather, I prehensive and satisfactory Report of the
no doubt, had the etfect of preventing the Committee of Managers, which was heard
attendance of a great number of the mem
with profound attention, interrupted only by
bers; besides which, many of them, from the spontaneous expressions of applause,
a mistaken opinion that they could vote by which occasionally burst from the Members.
proxy,transmitted their tickets and balloting
lists, which were necessarily rejected. After
FIFTH QUARTERLY REPORT OF THE COH
the Scrutineers had carefully examined and
IITTBE Oi’ MANAGERS OF THE LON
cast up the numbers, the state of the ballot
DON MECHANICS‘ INSTITUTION.
was announced to the members by Mr.
So numerous are the subjects for con
Br.snn,when the Chairman declared the
gratulation which present themselves to your
following gentlemen duly elected, viz.:
Committee, on laying before their constitu
non PRESIDENT.
ents the FIPTII QUARTERLY REPORT of
George Birkbeck, M. D. 104
their proceedings, and of the advances made
FOR VICB-PRESIDENTS.
by the lnstitution towards the accomplish
Professor Millington - I0!
ment of its important objects, that they feel
Dr. Gilchrist
- 103
some diﬂiculty in deciding to which they

John Martineau, Esq. Robt. M‘Wil]1am, Esq.
non. Tnnssunnn.

102
97

John Key, Esq., Ald. and Sheritf

ought ﬁrst to direct your attention. The
highly ﬂattering state of its ﬁnancial affairs
—-the great increase in the number of mem
101

bers—the foundation and progress of the

Fun cossurrrarz.

new Lecture Room—the munitlcent libe

Candidates of the Working Class.

rality ofthose enlightened patrons ofscience.

Elijah Deville

-

71

George Stacy
\Villiam Styles
William Jones
Henry Hetherington
William Waterman
Barry St. Leger Henry Aumonier
Thomas Duthie Richard Fowler -

_
-

65
65
60
48
39
38
37
37
37

Candidates not of the Working Class.
Thomas Smythe
William Tijou
Edmund R. Fayermsn
Joseph Thomas -

-

78
51
48
47

John H. Marshall

- 41

QUARTERLY GENERAL MEETING
0? THE runmnnns on THE LONDON Mn
CHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
The Fifth Quarterly General Meeting
took place on Wednesday last, at 8 o‘clock

in the evening, and was very numerously
' attended.

Dr. BIRKBECK in the Chair.
The worthy PRESIDENT, who was accom
panied by Dr.Grt.cnnrsr,Mr. M‘ WILLIAM,
and Gnomes GROTB, jun. Esq., one of the
Auditors, opened the business of the even
ing, by brieﬂy stating the purposes for which
, the Members were assembled, pursuant to
Y the Rules; and requestmg their attention
. to the minutes of the last Quarterly and

Special Meetings, which would be now read,
_ by the Honorary Secretary, Mr. BLAKE.
The minutcs of ‘the Quarterly General

who have stepped forward to facilitate the
progress oft e Institution--the develope
ment of native talent among the members
themselves, evinced by the recent public
esaminations—and the powerful inﬂuence of
the example of the mechanics of London,

in accelerating the formation of similar in
stitutions in other parts of the kingdorn—all
these gratifying circumstances have followed

each other in rapid succession during the last
three months; and while they have more
than realized the most sanguine anticipations
in which your Committee had ventured to

indulge, have afforded an unquestionable
demonstration, that the Lonnos MECHA

mcs’ Issrn-unos is founded upon an im
movcahle and imperishable basis.
To begin with the events which distin
guished the Fmsr Asmvsnssnr of the
Institution, and which, as they occurred at
the immediate commencement of the last

quarter, cannot be passed over in silence,
though their publicity has already made
them generally known to the members, your
Committee beg to state, that on Thursday,
the 2nd of December last, the ﬂrst stone of
the New LECTURE Room, in Southampton
Buildings, was laid by your worthy Presi
dent, Dr. BlRKBt-ZCK, in the presence of the
various oﬂicers of the Institution, and a con
siderable number of the members. After
the ceremony. which was concluded by an

admirable and appropriate address from the
Pnesrnerw, the members celebrated the
Anniversary by a dinner at the Crown and

Anchor Tavern ; upon which occasion, they
were honoured by the attendance of a num
ber of distinguished individuals; and your

Les
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Committee entertain no doubt, that the

manner in which the importantproceedings
‘of the Fmsr Anmvsnssnr were commu
nicated to the public at large, contributed
in a great measure to the increasing pros
perity which has since accompanied the
progress of the Institution.

Having thus adverted to the foundation
‘of the New Lzcruns Room, your Com
mittec'have next to announce to the mem
bers,‘that during the past quarter, every
exertion has been made by the Board of
Works, to whose superistendence the erec

tion of the building is conﬁded, to complete
it as rapidlyas the season of the year would
allow, consistently with the security and
durability of. the structure. The exterior
walls have reached their elevation, and con

siderable progreu has been made in the
construction of the roof. The interior of
the building will roceed with the least
possible delay;.an though your Commit
tee are unwilling to incur- the risk of dis
appointing the expectations of the members,
by ﬁxing too early a date as the probable
period of its completion, they can with con
ﬁdence assure them, that their next QUAR
TERLY GENERAL Mrsartne will be held

within the walls of the New THEATRE.
Your Committee have also to state, that
agreeable to the notice given in their last
quarterly report, the Elementary School of

Astrtmsrrc was opened on the evening of
the first anniversary, and has since been

regularly continued on Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday evenings in each week, with

the exception of an interval of a few days at
Christmas. The attendance of the members
in the ARITHMETICAL Scnoor. has been
numerous and regular, and the mode of
instruction adopted by Mr. Conuss has

afforded general satisfaction. Your Com
mittee beg to add, that they have nearly

completed their arrangements for commenc
ing the Msrnsusrrcu Scnoon, for the
instruction of the members in algebra, gec

ticularly as the means of enabling them-to
read a number of valuable French works on
Mechanics,Chemistry,Architecture, & other
scientiﬁc subjects, and your Committee are
happy to have been already enabled to intro
duce 180 ot the members to a participation
in this department of instruction, by the
formation of three classes, each consisting
of 60 pupils. To Mr. BLACK, for his admi
rable introductory Lecture on the FRENCH
Lsnousec, and the zeal and perseverance
with which he has superintended the two
ﬁrst classes ofpupils, your Committee beg to
express their warmest acknowledgments;
and they also feel great pleasure in returning
their sincere thanks to Mr. Rsvsonns, one
of the members of your Committee, for his

kindness in voluntarily undertaking the in
struction of the third class, upon the very
superior system of Mr. BLACK.
Your Committee are deeply sensible of
theirobligations to the various Lncrnnr-zns,

Whose zeal for the prosperity of the insti
tution has induced them to devote their
talents to thescientiﬁc instruction ofthe mem
bers,duringthelastquarter. ToMr.Ts'rnu,
for his very valuable course of Lectures on
electricity, magnetism, and electro-magnet
ism,-to Mr. Cooras, for the first division
of his extensive and scientific course ofLcc

tures on chemistry,and most particularl for
his public examinations ofthe member-s,w ich
elicited so gratifying a display of talent on
their part, and so forcibly exempliﬁed the

incalculable advantages resulting from the
establishment of the lnstituti0n;_to your
excellent president, Dr. BIRKBECK, for his
admirable Lecture on Acoustics, and his
lucid explanation of the abstruse phenome
na of the'winds;—t0 Mr. PARTINGTON, for

his ableillustrations of the interesting science
of Optics ;_and to Dr. ALLEN, for his im
pressive Lectures on the new method of
investigating the powersof the human mind ;
—yourCommittee are happy toerprcss, upon

this public occasion,their warmest and most

metry, and trigonometry, which will be

unqualiﬁed feelings of gratitude.

opened in a few weeks, and Wlll be followed
by the Scnoon or Psnsrscnvs and

the members the following statement of

Ancmrscrunn as soon as circumstances
will permit.
As an important branch of that portion

the receipts and disbursements of the last
quarter, during the whole of which period
the ﬁnancial affairs of the society have been

of the society's utility which is derived from

the establishment of ScuooLs, your Com

under the direction of your honorary secre
tary, Mr. Btsxn, with the assistance of the

mittee cannot omit this opportunity of
directing your attention, with feelings of

Sub-Committee of accounts, whose joint
endeavours to establish a regular and,sys

peculiar satisfaction, to the very handsome
and liberal offer of Mr. BLACK, to commu

tematic method of keeping the books, they
trust will meet with the approbation of the
members.
.

nicate to the members a knowledge of the

Fnnncri LANGUAGE, upon a system admi
rably adapted to facilitate the attainmentof
this valuable object. The numerous appli
cations received from members, anxious
to avail themselves of the advantage thus

Offered to their acceptance, has suﬁiciently
evinced their sense of its importance, par

Your Committee have now to lay before

From the financial statementhere alluded
to, which was of the most satisfactory and
gratifying description, it appeared that the
receipts of the quarter amounted to the

large sumof £682. Os. 6d.; ofwhich amount
£343. 10s. 0d. consisted of the annual and
quarterly subscriptions of the members of
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the society; £297. l5s. 0d. had been re
ceived for donations: and the remainder
from other sources. The balance in the

years the unassisted esertions of the mem
bers, and proportionably advanced the

Alter the preceding exposition of the
pecuniary state of the society's nﬁairs, in

Charing Cross, through whose persevering

which they trust the members will discover

and the greater part of the others have

ample cause for congratulation, your Com

been obtained, but they resign to the mem
bers the task of estimating the extent of

accomplishment of all the important ob
hands of the bankers, after the payment of jects of the society. Your Committee
the disbursements, which were minutely would here gladly pay a just tribute of
grateful admiration to Mr. Place, sen., of
particularized, was £607. 16s. 8d.

nittee, with sentiments of indelible gratitude
to the enlightened andliberal Douons, who
have so largely contributed to the ditfnsion
of scientific information among the members

of this institution, present the following list
of donations, which have been received and

paid to the bankers, as above stated,during
the last quarter, viz.
£. a. d.
John Cam Hobhouse, Esq.,
M.P.--—-----IOOOO
lev. George Atwick - - - - 50 0 0
John Taylor, Esq.
- - - - 21 0 0

The Right Hon. Earl Spencer- 20 0 0

energy the donation of Sir Francis Burdett,

those sentiments ofgratitude which language
is too feeble to express.
Your Commit”! have now to offer their

public ac
ents to H. Brougham,
Esq., M. PL, Ibr the eloquent and pow
erful man“? in which he has advocated
the establishment of Mechanics’ Institutions.
in his excellent pamphlet on the Education
of the People, and for the striking proof he
has afforded of the deep interest he feels in

the prosperity of this institution, by disin
terestedly devoting to its funds the Whole ol~

the profits arising from this able eﬂhrt of
his talents.

Sir Benjamin Hobhouse, Bart.Dr. Gilchrist, V. P. - - - \Vm. Tooke, Esq., Hon. Solici
tor
- - - - - - - Francis Garratt, Esq.
- - Henry Bickersteth, Esq.
- Edward Smith Bigg, Esq. - -

0
0

0
0

IO I0
l0 l0
10 O
10 10

0
0
0
0

Edward Wakeﬁeld. Esq.

I0 0 0

- -

G. P. Greenough, Esq. - - A. Robinson, Esq. - - - Thomas T.Clarke, Esq., lst an
nual donation - - - - Lieut. Col. Torrens - - - Mr. Henry Pcto - - - Mr. James Fairlie - - - - —
Total

10
I0

Your Committee are also called upon to
record their grateful thanks to the various

donors who have so liberally contributed to

IO
5

0
5

0
0

.5
.5
5
5

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

£39715

0

the enlargement of the library of the insti
tution, by the following numerous list of

valuable books, presented during the last
quarter.

DONATIONS OI-‘ BOOKS,

To the foregoing handsome list of dona
tions already received, are to be added the
following, which, from the pressure of

parliamentary and other business, are at
present forthcoming, but will doubtless be
very shortly added to the balance in the
hands ofthe bankers; viz., Jeremy Bentham,
Esq.,£ l0O; JohnGeorgeLambton,Esq.,M.P.,
£50.; Mr. Alderman \Vood, M. P., £10;
and lastly, the splendid and munificent
donation of£l000. from Sir Francis Bur
dett. Of the latter gift, your Committee feel

it impossible to speak in terms suﬂiciently
expressive of their admiration and gratitude.
To appreciate it according to its merits, it
is necessary to look, not only at the large
amount of the donation, but at the effect
already produced by so noble an example,

and at the further beneﬁcial consequences
expected to result from its powerful in
ﬂuence. Your Committee cannot but be
sensible that the extraordinary liberality of

the Honorable Baronet, and the subsequent
pecuniary aid of so many other patrons of
the institution, have anticipated by several

RECEIVED DURING THE QUARTER
\

Vols.

Treatise on Stay Sails, by Captain Sir
Henry Heathcote, R. N. .
. _
l
Presented by the Author.
Lewis‘s History of Short "and .
.
l
Presented by Mr. Moore.
London Mechanics’ Register, lst Part
(and continued)
Presented by the Publishers.
The Works of Francis Bacon, Lord
Verulam
.........l2
Presented by Mr. John Hill.
Guthrie‘s Geographical Grammar . .
l
Presented by Mr. Morland.
The Works of Lucian, from the Greek,
by Thomas Franklin, D. D. 2, Panor
ganon, or a Universal Instrument for
performing Geometrical and Astro
nomical Conclusions, by Wm. Ley
bourn, I612, l
. . . . . . .
3
Presented by Mr. Whitaker.
Whitty'sTreatise of the Sphere I , Huy
gen's Conjectures concerning the
Planetary Worlds 1, Adams on Vi
sion l, Phillip‘s Method of Teaching
Ancient and Modern Languages 1 4
Presented by Mr. To'vcy,
Asiatic Annual Register . _ _ , _ 3
Presented by Mr. lﬁduard Howell.
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Vols

Blair’s Lectures on Rhetoric and BellesVols.
I,
Lettres l, Memoirs of Ancient Chi
valry1..........
Presented by Mr. J . Osborne Barratt.
Ferguson’s Art of Drawing in Perspec
tive...........
Presented by Mr. Richard Bright.

Chesterﬁeld's Advice to his Son l,Mrs.
M urray’s History ofFrance l,Volney’s
2

Ruins 1, Robinson Crusoe 2, The
Book, or Delicate Investigation l,

1

A New Way to Pay Old Debts, a
play, 1, Rushton’s Poems 1, The
Princess of Babylon, aromauce, l,

3

The Spirit of the Magazines, 6 num

I

bers, The London Magazine,4 num
bers..........l0‘
Presented by Mr. S. Donne.

Lucius Junius Brutus,'a tragedy, l, I

Hume and Sm0llett's History of Eng
land . .
Presented by Mr. Alex. Crawford.
The Artiﬁcial Clock Maker .
And a Specimen of Petriﬁed Oak.

Presented
by Mr. John
Popular
Encyclopedia,
Parts Reynolds.
4, 5, and Q

Parkes’s Rudiments of Chemistry l,
The History of Aberdeen 2 . . .

6, 2 copies, 6 parts.
wq, Presented by the Editors.
lljchanics’ Oracle, 6 numbers.
Presented by the Editor.
Switzer’s Universal System of Water
and Water Works . . . . . .
Presented by Mr. Wm. Jones.
Enﬁeld's Institutes of Natural Philoso

Presented by Mr. George Waller.
Sentimental Fables in French and Eng
lish 1, Reports on Artizans and Ma
chineryl....-....2
Presented by Mr. Le Gros.
The Death of Abel l , Bonnycastlefs In
troductions to Algebra 1, Curran's
Speeches l, Volney’s Ruins I
. .
4
Presented by Mr. J. J. Cope.

phy 1, Hodgson’s Doctrine of Flux
Graphical Essays 2, Wilkinson‘s

A Lecture on Human Happiness, 3
copies.

Elements of Galvanism 2, Marratt‘s
Mechanicsl - . . . . . . .

Presented by Mr. John Gray.
Bigland‘s Letters on History . . .

ions 1, a Parallel Ruler, Adams’s

ton Buzzard.
Recueil De Divers Memoires 2, Prin
cipes D’Hydraulique et De Pyrody
namiquel . .
. . . .
Presented by Sir John Byerley.
The Death ofAbel . . . . . . .
Presented by Mr. Alfred Simrns.
Sir Richard Phillips on the Proximate
Causes of the Material Phenomena
of the Universe 1, Adams on the
Globes l, A Guide to Peake’s Hole 1,
Tales and Fables from La Fontaine
and La Motte l, Thompson's Seasons
. 1, Homer’s Odyssey 2, Frank]in’s
Observations and Experiments on
Electricity 1, Annals of Philosophy,
3numbers.........
Presented by Master Geo. Sweet.

Presented by the Author. ' ‘ ‘@115
Paley’s Evidences of Christianity ' ; ~:l;<ifttﬂ
Donor unknown.
'.~m1:_|§‘.."
l§lair’s Sermons 5, Johuson‘s Lives at ~ the Poets 3, Transactions ofthe Roy-‘
al Society of Edinburgh 4, Falconer’s '

Marine Dictionary 1, Sale’s Transla
tion of the Koran 2, Maclean on
Quarantine Laws l, Greece in 1823
and I824, by Leicester Stanhope 1,

Bower’s History of Edinburgh 9, His
tory of the Westniinster Election 1,
Asiatic Journal for 1824 2, Oriental
Herald 8, Observations on Objects
interesting to the Highlands of Scot
land l, Parliamentary Rel'orm' on“
Constitutional Principles, by Dr; Gil- '
christ 1, The Oriental Green Bag, by
ditto, l,T.Southwood Smith’s Appeal
in behalf of Unitarian Christians 1,
Polyglossal Diorama 1, Letter to the
Court ofDirectors, The Independent,
2 numbers, Edinbur h Christian In
structnr, 1 number, ‘he Edinburgh
Quarterly Review, 5 numbers, The

Emerson‘s Algebra 1, ditto Mechanics
1, ditto Astronomy 1, ditto Geogra
phy, Navigation, and Dialling l,
ditto Optics, Perspective, Sac. l, ditto
Chronology, Combinations, Mensa
ration, &c. l, Fenwick's Essays on
Practical Mechanics 1 . . . . .

Presented by Dr. Olinthus Gregory.

Scottish Review, 3 numbers .

Instructions from the Bengal Govern

ment to the President at Lucknow l, '
, Marquis of Hast5ngs‘s Summary of
Presented by Mr. Richard Porter.
Laing’s Plans of the Custom House 1,
Outlines of Phrenology 1, a Tyger
cat‘s Skull from the lsland of Cey
lon, a-Phrenological Bust . . . .

Presented by Mr. Peter Thompson.

. 1 I

Presented by Mr. John Ball. ~ -‘PW lﬂ
Wakeﬁeld‘s Description of Ireland *~>L 312

,,,,,, Presented by Mr. Bevan, of Leigh

the Operations in India with their
Resultsl

3

30

Presented by Dr. Gilchrist.
Wrasall‘s History of France . . '.
_ Presented by Mr. R. H. Wood.
2

Boyle’s Philosophical Tracts
Presented by Mr. Gloyn.
Martin’s General Magazine .

.

1'-=.~m
;‘ 2

. . ' T
"” “
" "" 4

Presented by Mr. Henry Wilson.‘ "
Vols.
7 Parts, 33 Numbers.

12¢
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got

From the same causes which prevented that Mr. Christie has given the security
your Committee from stating in their last

required by the rules, forthe due performance

report the,exact number of members then of his duties; and that a Sub-Committee of
belonging to the society, they are still Accounts has been constituted a permanent
unable to ascertain the number with perfect appendage to the general Committee, for
precision. It atfords them, however, the the purpose of superintending and carrying
greatest satisfaction to be enabled to state, into effect the system of book-keeping now
that a very considerable increase has taken established.
place during the last quarter, and also to
Your Committee beg to state that the in
approximate very nearly to correctness, by convenience necessarily occasioned by the
announcing that in the course of that period distance between the premises in South

934 members have paid theii-subscriptions; ampton Buildings and the temporary Lecture
and allowing, upon the most moderate cal
Room in Monkwell Street, together with
culation, that there are 150 annual and
half-yearly members, whose subscriptions
did not become due within the quarter

the continual removal of
rtions of the
apparatus for the purpose oﬁllnstrating the

ments, have now to announce that the
circustances were such as to preclude
the possibility of his resuming the oﬂice
of secretary.
As the Sub-Committee
of Accounts were at that period actively

new Lecture Room shall enable them to
pursue the whole of their operations upon

the premises of the institution in Southamp

atfairs of the society, with a view of esta

to their numerous constituents, on the highly

various courses of Lectures delivered to the
which has just terminated, the actual number members. have hitherto rendered it impos
of members at the present time must be sible for the Sub-Committee of Apparatus to
nearly, if not quite, ll0O.
complete their arrangements for submitting
Your Committee having informed the the museum to the general inspection of the
members in their last quarterly report. that members. As these inipediments still con
their late secretary, Mr. Flather, had been tinue, your Committee are apprehensive
compelled to absent himself from his situa that this desirable object must remain an
tion, in consequence of private embarrass accomplished, till the completion of the

ton Buildings.

YourCommittee, in conclusion, are happy
engaged in the, investigation of the ﬁnancial to repeat their most cordial congratulations

blishing acorrect and systematic method of prosperous state of the society's atfairs, and
keeping the accounts, they were desirous the rapid advances towards maturity which
that the vacant situation should not be filled the institution has made during the last
up, till they were fully prepared for the quarter. They beg to express the great
adoption of their arrangements by the gen pleasure they derive from witnessing the
tleman who might be appointed to the im
portant oﬂice of secretary to the institution.

Your Committee therefore accepted the
offerof yourhonmary secretary. Mr. Blake,
to continue the performance of the duties
attached to the situation, with the able and
valuable assistance of Mr. Place, till the
close of the quarterly accounts of the so
ciety, and their subsequent examination by

the auditors. YourCommittee.in the mean

undisturbedunanimit whichprevailsamong
the members, and w ich forms the grand
basis of the permanent prosperity of the
institution; and while your Committee have
the satisfaction to reﬂect that their past
exertions have been rewarded by your ap
probation, they beg to assure you that their
whole energies shall he devoted to an un

deviating perseverance in those etforts,
which, they venture to hope, have hitherto

time, devoted their anxious attention to the

secured them a place in your esteem and
appointment of a competent individual to conﬁdence.
the vacant situation, and after a patient and
After the reading of the above report,
laborious investigation of the respective which was received with much cheering,
claims of nearly eighty candidates, their the worthy president, Dr. Birkbeck, rose

election fell upon Mr. Robert Christie, of and stated that George Grote, jua., Esq-,
Southampton Buildings,who. in pursuance one ofthe auditors, who had honored them
of previous arrangements, will enter upon with his attendance this evening, would
1.he duties of his ollice, on Monday evening communicate to the meeting the result of
next. The strict mtegrity of this gentle
man, and his qualiﬁcations as an able
mathematician and mechanic, are so well

his examination of the accounts of the la

stitution. Mr. Grote then read the auditors’
report of the receipts and disbursements_ of

known to~the members,that it is unneces:a.—y the last half-year, and after congratulating
to expatiate upon them; and your Committee the meeting upon the prosperous state of
entertain a conﬁdent expectation that their the ﬁnances of the Institution, he expressed
choice will meet with the general approba
-tion of the members, and that the conduct
‘ and abilities of their newly appointed secre
tary will amply merit the conﬁdence reposed

.i a him. Your Committee need only add,

a hope that the tide of success would con
tinue, and that the next report would be
The report of the committee was then

put to the show of hands in the usual form,
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upon the motion of Mr. Stacy, and unani
mously received.
. I

had previously given his consent to becau
minated,might be unable afterwards to fulﬁl

The reportofthe scrutineers at the electron the duties of a Committee-man, from re
of the preceding evening, was next read, moving into the country, or from other
when Mr. Waterman, one of the members causes, and much inconvenience would be
who had been chosen to act asaComrnittee_ sustained by the remainder of the Com
man, declined accepting the oﬂice, as it mittee, unless they were enabled to ﬁll up
would be impossible for him to attend to the vacancy.
the duties, and he had not been previously
Mr. FRI-IND seconded the motion, which
consulted as to whether hewould like to he considered _a very proper one, as it con-V
ferred no additional power upon the Com
aacept.it.
Mr. FRI-:ND, after a few preliminary ob mittee, and merely instructed them, in case
of
a vacancy, to supply it with the name of
servations on the necessity of completing
the number of the Committee, moved, that a member previously nominated by the ge
the next memberhi rotation on the balloting neral body.
Mr. ltl‘Wn.Lt.ItM was of opinion that va
list should be put in nomination, in lieu of
the gentleman who had declined to take cancies in the Committee ought to be ﬁlled
oﬂice. This motion being seconded, Mr. up, but he was doubtful whether the method
Blake, the Honorary Secretary, stated that proposed was the best that might be adopt
the three next members in rotation had ed. Individuals who were perfectly eligible
balloted exactly the same number. (Lmul and meritorious at the time they were pro

laughlnr.)

Dr. Birkbeck then put the posed, might not be so after the lapse of

motion to the vote that lots be prepared by
the scrutineers, one of which should be
drawn out by the president, and that the
member whose name should be drawn,
should supply the vacancy. This motion
gave rise to some discussion, but was ulti
mately agreed to. A lot was accordingly
drawn from the three members next in ro
tation, and was found to contain the name
of Mr. John Holdup, whose name was sub
stituted for that of Mr. Waterman.
The meeting then proceeded to take into
consideration the notices of motions for ad
ditional Rules and Orders, which had been
transmitted to the Committee, agreeable to

a few months; and it was also possible that

a member might resign from improper mo
tives. It was not his intention to move any
amendment, and he merely threw out these

hints for the consideration of the meeting.
Dr. Glnctmtsr rose principally with it

view of asserting his right, though one of
the Committee, to give his sentimentson
any subject whatever, as a member of the

society. He never resigned, when acting as ‘
chairman in the committee, his rights as a
private individual.

He considered the mode

proposed so complete in itself that it could

not be altered for the better, and if a mem.
ber’s character should change in 2 or 3
the Rules; the ﬁrst of which was proposed ﬂeeting months. from sinister motives, or
to get a dirty job, he trusted that there
by Mr. Mote, as follows, viz.:“ That one free admission to either of would be virtue enough left among the re
the lectures of the Institution be given by mainder of the Committee to disappoint
,
the Secretary to each of the members re him.
commending a person to become a member,
A MEMBER stated his determination to
on the admission of the person recom oppose the resolution, and begged every
one to do so too: (laughter) as the gentle
mended."
Upon this resolution being put, several men seem pleased, perhaps they would be
members successively stated their opinions of his opinion. The Committee, by this
as to its merits, and in the end it was unani
resolution, would be called upon to ﬁllup
mously agreed to.
vacancies with the names of individuals who
The second Resolution entitled every had been previously rejected by the mem
member, whether annual or quarterly, to bers. If the number of committee-men
receive,on paying his subscription,one free was not large enough,make it 40 instead of
admission for each quarter paid in advance. 30, rather than hold out what he consi
This Resolution was also carried after some dered to be a premium for resigning.
discussion.
Mr. GLOYN stated, that he hoped no
Mr. More then proposed his third Reso
member would ever resign from petty mo
tion, which in substance empowered the lives. He did not look upon the number
Committee to ﬁll up any occasional va of votes as a criterion of the comparative
cancy in their number in consequence of merits of the candidates, and, for himself,
death, resignation, or any other cause, by should be contented with the lowest on the
appointing the next member in rotation, on list. The resolution was then put and

the last ballotting list.

He considered this carried with only three dissentients.

motion to be of a very important nature,
Mr. Jones then rose to move, “ That any
and that its necessity was enforced by the person presenting to the Institution ten
-instance which had occurred to-night. It guineas or upwards in one payment, or de

might, howevcr,happen,that a member who livering a gratuitous course oflectures shall

'1‘aa nounon stscasmcs’ RE-GISTBB.
be admitted an honorary member for life."
He felt a diﬂidence almost amounting to
reluctance, in addressing the meeting upon
this occasion; but he thought that both
from motives of gratitude, and for the in
terest and prosperity of the Institution, the

solution, " That females shall be admitted
members of the Institution on the usual

terms, but to be honorary members only.”

This proposition was received with some;
disapprobation, and an amendment was
moved, that it be laid upon the table for
motion ought to be agreed to. It would be future consideration.
illiberal to close the doors against those
Mr. Jones expected that his resolution
noble individuals, who had done honour to would have met with a different reception,
their station by assisting the Institution; and was surprised at the opposition made
and with respect to lecturers, he thought to it. He could discover no reason why
their merits should not be measured by this Institution,which ou ht to art an exam
pounds, shillings, and pence; but he would ple of candour and liierality to others,
ask, whether, if the lectures the members should be the only one in London which
had heard were to be paid for, they could excludes females from its lectures. Why
offer for any of the courses so small a sum should not females be enabled to cultivate
as ten guineas. Mr. Jones then combated their powers, and by acquiring solid and
some objections which might possibly be useful learning. become better qualified to
made, and concluded by moving his reso perform the delightful task of communicat
ing to their children the first rudiments of
lution.
Mr. Faeun enquired, whether one, two, education?
or three lectures constituted a course? and
Mr. WIIITAKBR admired the argument
observed, that if a course of lectures was urged by the mover, that we receive our
commenced, which was not approved of by ﬁrst tuition from females, and stated that if
the members, they might, according to the women were admitted generally to places of
terms of the resolution, be placed in the public instruction, much good might result
awkward predicament of being obliged to from it, for we should then have a greater
admit as an Honorary Member a gentleman number of better women, and consequently
a greater number of better man.
whose lectures were not acceptable.
Dr. Glnciiltlsr stated, that a course of
Dr. GILCHRIST coincided in opinion with

lectures implied a complete illustration of the supporters ol' the motion, but said that
some art or science; and if the members

a proposition might be reasonable. but not

disliked the lectures of any gentleman, a seasonable. The time would probably at
gentlehint would be suﬂicient to cause their
discontinuation; and as the course would
not be completed, the claimto be admitted
an Honorary Member would not be es
tablished.

Mr. Sracr agreed with the principle
of the resolution, but suggested the pro
priety of referring the mode of carrying it
into effect to the consideration of the Com
mittee, to report at the nest general meet
ing the most eligible means of obviating

any inconveniences that might be appre

rive when the motion would be more we.

cessful than it was likely to be upon the
present occasion.
Mr. M-\Vmt.ls1t observed, that no rea
son had been given why the resolution was
improper, and he believed it was because

no reason could be given. Still he thought
the proposition was rather premature, and

suggested the propriety of postponing it for
three months, when the members would be
better prepared for the discussion.
Mr.JoN£s ultimately withdrew the re
solution.

hended from its adoption.
Mr. Ansus objected to the admission of
The preceding resolutions having been
Honorary Members altogether, as being op
thus disposed of, Mr. Gloyn proposed that
posed to the principles recommended by Mr. the thanks of the meeting should be given
Brougham, and subversive of the preponder to Mr. BLAKE, the honorary secretary, and
ance that the Mechanics ought to possess, to Mr. Puma, the assistanthonorary recru
in conducting the affairs of the Institution.
tary, for their indefatigable exertions, during
Mr. BLAKE couceived,that the lnstspeaker the last three months.
had entirely misunderstood the purport of
This resolution was warmly seconded by
the resolution,whichplaced Honorary Mem
Dr. Gltcaanrr, and carried unanimously.
bers on a footing, totally different from that
Mr. BLAKE begged to otter his most
of other Members of the Institution, and sincere acknowledgments for the very flat
neither gave them any vote or inﬂuence in tering manner in which the meeting had
the management of its affairs, norconferred expressed their approbation of his conduct.
eligibility for oﬂice.
If his exertions during the last three months,
After some further discussion, the reso
under the circumstances in which the insti
lution was carried in a modiﬂed shape, by tution had been placed, had been in any
omitting “the sum of Ten Guineas,” and degree conducive to its welfare, he was
substituting the words, "a sum to be here amply rewarded for them, and should be
aher speciﬁed.”
happy, at any future period, whether on or
Mr. Jones then proposed his second Re
off the committee, to contribute. as far as
s
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his humble abilities would enable him, to School; to Mr. Place, sen., for his indefa
tigable exertions. on behalfofthe Institution;
the prosperity of this valuable institution.
Mr. Pmca also expressed his gratitude to the Vice Presidents—-to the Auditors—t
to the members for the honor conferred

and ﬁnally, to the President, Dr. Birkbeck.

upon him, as well as for the polite attention
he had uniformly experienced during the
receipt of their subscriptions. The higher
orders had assumed a monopoly of good

for his admirable Lectures on Acoustics,and
the Phenomena of the Winds. and for his
able and impartial conduct in the Chair
this evening.

manners, but he thought they might receive
a salutary and useful lesson from the mem

Dr. Bmxaacx observed, that as he had
to return thanks to the members for several

bers of the London Mechanics’ Institution. favors, he regretted that the evening was
The thanks of the meeting having been too far advanced to allow him to intrude upon
voted to the Committee-men retiring from
oﬁice, Mr. FRI-znn, as one of the retiring

Committee, rose to express his gratitude,
and begged to be indulged with a few ob

their indulgence, by expressinghis gratitude
as he wished. In a few Words, then, he
thanked them for having again placed him
in the situation of their President; for their

servations upon this particular occasion. He promptitude and assiduity in forwarding the
had-attended theirﬁrst meeting at the Crown views with which the Institution was formed;
and Anchor“!-‘avern, and had there expressed for a display of talents which had hitherto
his -sentiments on- the advantages to be ex been denied, or admitted to exist but scan
pected from the union of science and art,
which was likely to result from the estab
lishment of such an institution as the pre

sent.

lie quilted town immediately after

wards,and on his return, he found that they

had elected him a member of their Commit
tee. For this honour, he returned them
not common thanks, but the heartfeltex
pression of gratitude. He congratulated the

members on the great progressthelnstitution
had made in so short atime; a progress which
had far exceeded his most sanguine anticipa
tions, and he trusted that a long period would

not elapse’ before the grand moral and intel
lectual machine Which they had constructed
would be in full operation. With respectto
the nature of the proceedings of the com

tily in their minds; and lastly, for the intel
lectual glory which countless multitudes
were preparing to shed around the human
character. Of the stability of the institution
he had no fears: it was founded on a basis
which nothing could shake ; it was supported
by the good and the wise; and those who
once doubted, had ceased to feel any appre
hensions of an interruption to its prosperity.
The worthy President's observations were
received with the strongest marks of attach
ment and esteem, and the meeting adjourned
at eleven o‘clock.
.--t’

PATENTS EXPIRING NEXT WEEK.

John Plasket and Samuel Brown, for a
method of ‘making casks and other vessels
existed but one spirit between them and the by machinery. Expires March 6th. .
1body at large, which he attributed to that
Thos. Wm. Stergeon, for improved cas
-excellent regulation by which half of the tors. Expires March 6th.
ﬁt‘
mittee, he was ‘happy to see that there

committee went out by rotation periodically;

Abraham Willis,for a method of produc
ing steel toys of different descriptions, such
culation going on between the committee as barbers' curling-irons, sugar-ni pers,
for by this means there was a constant cir

and their constituents, and their interests

snuffers,and other articles.

Expires

ar.6.

Richard Jackson, for a method of naiking
became completely identiﬁed. He should
,always reﬂect with pleasure on having been‘ the shanks of anchors,and other large bodies
_a member of a commiitee, whose proceed of wrought iron, by using one solid cove of
-ings were uniformly conducted with such -iron for the centre, with bars of feather-edged
order, regularity, and devotedness to the iron around. Expires March 6th.
great interests ofthe body which they re
John Collinge, for an improvement on
presented.
axletrees. Expires March 9th.
The thanks of the meeting were after
James Smelhurst, for improvements on
-wards successfully voted -to the Building lamps. Expires March llth.
Committee, for their exertions in erecting
James Mallory, for a method of making
the New Lecture Room; to Mr. Tatum, certain machines for cutting and shearing
Mr. Cooper, Mr. Parkington,and Dr. Allen, the fur from alhpeltries, and for shearing
for their excellent cources of Lectures; to cloth. Expires March 1-2th.
Errata.—li’a7ghe"2i64, col. 2. line*l7,’foir
Mr. Black, for his Lecture on the French
Language, and his valuable instructions to
the members; to Mr. Reynolds, for teach Dalgell_1/, read Dolgellyg and line 28, for
Jng the Third Class of pupils, in the French Llangelly, read Llangollem
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_constant'forc_eovercome
greater initsany
degreethe’
thancar
is
,ExPERt_M
rlpcrlontpup,
_ I ll J'\I$‘l-Ni.IS
~ 'q.' '\ (Tn 't- ﬁrgequiredito
friction,
lathe last rntmber ofthe REG'Is'rBR‘,~lwe: wolild proceed with a motion continually
')‘acceler‘ated, ‘like a falling body acted upon
alluded briefly1to"souie experiments on‘~f‘:lll by ‘the force‘ of V gravitation; andhowever
-.
'-=» J 5 ;:>o
,
1 _small the ;;ri'g'inal velocity might be, it would
roads by a Mr, ll;rberts,\of Manchester. Ibo

--intense interesteocited. by this subjeetshtlis ' ‘ultimo increase beyond any assignable limit.
fit is only the resistanceof the air (increasing
I"vast amount dfcapital about to be absorbed as the square qfjlle velocity) that prevents
1by the,(,lit§,{er'cnft’ r‘a,il-‘roa'd p'_rojects—-and the this indefinite ‘acceleration, and ultimately
: efforts
by the different promoters or renders the motion uniform.
‘ Secondly--Setting aside again, the re
sistance of the air (the eﬁects of which we
shall estimate by and by), the very same
amount of constant force which impels a car

-opponents -to~.secure.'or- prevent the passing
ttre‘}|3ilh--t1ll_'serve as our excuse for our
, ‘.4,retil:riiin'g'Xto”the
v
Zagaﬂ
subject. The follow

.,j:ng,grtjcle,,fro}g
Manchester Guardian,
will, we trust, beruid-mhh interest :
liib “,‘f‘-'l"ho object of the papers on rail-roads,

"'Wlfll,(I.l},,ilpP€ill‘8,tl_‘-l_lll the Scotrtnun. was, in a
' gr-_e‘at measure_,'t<S show the, practicability of

on a railway at two miles an hour, would
impel it at ten or twenty miles an hour, if an
extra force were employed at ﬁrst to over
come the inertia of the car, and generate
the required velocity. Startling as this pro
position may appear, it is an indisputable
and necessary consequence of the laws of
friction.
'
'

, transporting commodities upon rail-roads, at
, a very considerable speed; and (with some
‘ Now, it would be at all times easy (as
fallacies, Which we shall endeavour to point
out) they c_ontaiY,'l a‘ great dr~ol_o_f valuable we shall afterwards show) to convert this
v ‘inforﬁmatlon, on the' relative merits of high
‘ways, canals, and rail-roads. The principal
int‘, however, and the one to which we
'§jhal:l_conﬁne our observations, is an enunci
ationbf the laws which regulate the friction

accelerated motion into a uniform motion of
any determinate velocity; and from the na
ture of the resistance, a high velocity would
cost almost as little, and be as easily-o tained

observations on the rule laid down in the
Scotsman,‘ and the misconceptions which
,,1ippear_to have prevailed respecting it, both

that the rule laid down here is correct; but

as a low one. For all velocities, the efore,
I pf,roll4ing_a'rld sliding bodies, as deduced from above four or ﬁve miles an hour, raiiwaiys
I the ' riments of Vince and Coulomb. will aﬂbrd facilities for‘ cbmmanlcatl?;gpy¢
‘ i
"liire
‘:“(itl‘r_a,yiew to the illustration of this part digiously
superior to
‘_
sea.’
' canals
i or ‘arm
‘ '
the subject, some very important and
."_conclu_sive'experiments have recently been
“ Now we are perfectly‘ satisﬁed,
by
made in this town, to which we shall by and the
those
experiments
more recent
of Vince
and more
and Coulomb,
conclusive ex
by have occasion to refer at some length;
but before doing so, we must make a few periments, to which we have already alluded,
the writer ought to have guarded againstthe
misconception to which his last paragraph
is liable. When he ‘says that a.-high veloclty
would cost almost as liltleiis it'l_ow'_‘orte,,.,he

‘ in‘ that journal and in other quarters.
, “Y After comparing ‘the, resistance experi
_ €!1_C,éd by aboat niovin,g,through the water, should have said ,_ that it would ,¢qt,l,,as‘jl,ge
"with, the friction which i retards the progress per mile,—-or as‘ little over an
:
' of a waggon on'a,rail-road, and stating that can
for it
becannot
kept moving
'be‘ his meaning
for an '_&pt,
O\1'l",??!‘,
pic 'qi:1;;_ny
'_ll1.¢'y are governed .by', ditférent laws. the

.‘_‘by‘,t_heIerperinlentslof
Scotgntav notices the conclusions
given time, at a high velocity, wltlras little
Yince and established
Coulomb; expenditure
of power, 'as ‘as low velocity.
,_the most irnportant of which is, that the Yet this he has been generally understood to
"_f:fic_i't'01t
rolZin_g and sliding bodies is mean, and a_gre_at_ deal has been written and
TllE_SAl\lE son ALL vraLocl'rl_ns._ The wri said with a view of proving that he was mis
; ter then observes :—-

_

.

n, ,,

‘ It is with. thislast lawlonly tbat,w.e,bavo

to do at present; and it is rema’r_lt_ahl'e,‘that
the extraordinary results to which jgtileads,
have been, so far as we know, entirely over
looked by writers on roads and railways.
'_ These results, indeed,,have an appearance
._ so vparadoxical, that‘.-they_will $h0Ck1h.€ faith
mot practical men, though the principle from
_,which they flow is admitted withoutquestiou

taken ; when, in fact he was only misunder
stood. In a subsequent article, however,
the writer appears to have, in some degree
fallen into the error into which he has led

other persons.

He says :

‘

‘ Every body knows that the rate of stage
coach travelling in this country has increased
within the last twenty-ﬁve years, from six or
seven miles an hour to eight or nine, and
this, too, before roads were M‘Adamize‘d,
and with much less injury to the horses than

_~~._ ,»“F:ir‘stTlt,‘j1qws from this law that (ab

was anticipated.‘ Supposing that a coach

, sh-acting

' _J1.=:_s'|istarice of the air), if acar

horse could run fourteen miles unloaded,

‘by all scientiﬁc'mechanic'ians.,: H,‘ ,' . .

~_§YQ_11.§g§il iirotlo
ori a level railwaqswith a with the same muscular exertion which car
. ‘it;
a

rm: LONDON tvtscttnttcf nacrsrsm,
sins forward -the stage coach at eight or nine
miles, then professor Leslie’s formula be
comes 8-4ths (l4--v) 2. Each horse would,
of course, draw with a force of 48lhs. at six
miles, and of 27lbs. at eight miles an hour.
But if the friction increased in the ratio of
the velocity, the load upon each horse would

increase from 48lbs. to 60lbs., when the speed
increased from six to eight miles an hour:
and as the horse exerting the same strength.
would only pull with a force of 27lbs., he
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friction, then, if the resistance of the air is
nothing and the rope be without weight, it
follows, from the rule laid down, that it’ the
Waggon is set in motion at any given speed.
it will continue to move at that rate until it

reaches the point Band the weight falls toC.
But whether the wagon passes over the rail
way in an hour or in three minutes, it is
obvious that the same weight will descend

through the same space. and that conse
quently, the same amount of power will be
expended. It is, perhaps, necessary to ob

would thus have more than double work to
do—which is plainly impossible. But admit serve here, that it‘ the weight is only just
that the friction is equal in equal times; then,
since the time is diminished l-4th, by increa
sing the speed from six to eight miles an
hour, the horses have actually l-4th less to

do; the load upon each is reduced from
48lbs. to 36, and the horse would have to in
crease its ercrtion only l-3rd—that is, from
27lbs. to 86. The facts, we believe, will be
found strictly consistent with this hypothesis,
and decidedly at variance with the other.
However strange it may sound, then, to com
mon observers, it is practically true, that a
smaller absolute amount of force will drag a
coach over the same space in three hours
than in tour, and in‘ one hour than in two.’
" This paragraph seems to us to contain
1 a very obvious fallacy. If the speed he in
creased from six miles an hour to eight, the

suﬂicient to overcome the friction, there will
(as is proved by the experiments of Mr.
Vince) he no acceleration of motion on the
principle of falling bodies.
“ However, though a carriage cannot as
we think we have shewn,he moved ten miles
in one hour, with a smaller expenditure of
power than in two, it is very interesting to
know that it can he moved with the same
expenditure, (excepting always the additional
resistance of the air.) In many cases dis

patch is of so much consequence, that the
elucidation and application of this rule will
probably lead to very important results.
Many persons, however, are very sceptical

on this subject, and contend that the evpe
riments of Vince and Coulomb do not autho

rise any such conclusions as have been
drawn from them. It has been asked, if the

horses have by no means l-4th less work to
do. supposing the friction a constant quantity, some constant force will move a carriage as
It

well at a high as at a low velocity,-why we

‘is true that they exert this power fora shorter

and the traction consequently the same.

do not see something like this in practice!

time, but it is over the same distance. Sup

six or at eight miles an hour; and it is by

—wb_v a carriage moved by a steam-engine,
instead of acuuiring, as it proceeds, a high
degree of velocity, moves on at one uniform
rate after it has overcome the ct‘: inertim at
the commencement ofits journey ? We think
the reason is very obvious. A locomotive

the distance, not the time, that the power

steam-engine does not exert the same con

inust be measured. That this must be the
"case, will be obvious if the experiment be

stant force on the peripheries of the wheel:
of the carriage, when it moves at dillerent

gilt-in_an0ther shape.

velocities. For instance, suppose the piston

posing the power of traction necessary to
overcome the friction is l00lbs., then that

power must be extended over every yard of
the distance, whether the carriage moves at

Suppose a perfectly

oY_iIAn_taI railway, a mile long. with a per

’ 'p'eudicular descent ol' a mile at one end of it,
as represented on the following diagram.

‘

B

of an engine to move 220 feet in a minuteI
and to impel the peripheries of the travel
ling wheels at a velocity of two miles, and
with a force just suﬂicient to overcome the
l'riction,—how can the speed be augmented
without increasing the power of the engine 3
If the diameter of the wheels be increased.

with the view of increasing the speed, the
force with which they are impelled will be
diminished in the same proportion; and the
engine will stop, unless the pressure is in
creased. To increase that, of course. will
be to augment the power. As it is obvious,
therefore, that a steam-engine cannot exert
'10 :,-¢ '.

has ,\r-'iﬂ ~

i;

‘-

c

the same force at diﬂerent velocities. some
other means must be devised for putting to

the test of experiment the rule laid down in
the Swims.
“ ‘Va now come to the most important
pulley at B, and loaded at that point with a and interesting part of this article. As none
weight exactly suﬂiciont to overcome the \ of the erperunents ol‘ Vince or Coulomb (so

- ’“ Suppose a wsggon placed on this rail

~iray' at A, attached to a rope passing over a

‘$08

win msnou tit-‘crrriiztrcst ai=.cmsn.

fares we have seen 6; heard théiii detﬂiledi part‘ 'of‘tlié weight ‘would act against-the
were made with bodies‘ resembling mil-way
'waggons,' either in form,or in the nature of
their motion, the correctness of the conclu
sions deduced from them, with res pect to:
such carriages, was doubted by inany per
sons of considerable scientiﬁc attainments.
It became desirable, therefore, that other
experiments should be tried, with carriages,
upon rail-ways, which, of course, would be
much more satisfactory. This, however, it
did not, at ﬁrst sight, appear very easy to

accomplish in a satisfactory manner : but
Mr. Roberts, of this town, recently devised
a mode of determining the point, which
appears to us wholly unnbjcctionahlc, and
which exhibits, in a high degree, the sim
plicity and facility of-execution, by which
that gentleman’: inventions are so eminently
distinguished. It was very difficult to de
vise means for measuring accurately the
friction of a carriage moving over a rail
way; but it occurred to Mr. Roberts, that
thehdiﬁiculty would be obviated if the rail
way were made to move under the carriage.
When this idea once presented itself, it was
easy to reduce it to practice. Mr. Roberts
therefore constructed an apparatus, of which
the engraving will give a pretty correct
notion.

A is a small waggon with four cast-iron
wheels, placed on the periphery of a cast
iron drum B, three feet in diameter, and six
inches broad, (which acts as the rail-road.)
This drum is fastened on the same shaft

with the pulley C, which is driven at differ
entspeeds by a strap. from another pulley.

friction,'z'md diminish the apparent quantity-.
The tem ring screw F, is therefore added

to keep he waggon in its proper situation,
in‘ whatever way the spring of the weighing

machine may be acted upon by the friction.
-This simple apparatus having been con
structed, a number of experiments were
made, chiefly with a view to determine
whether the friction was the same at ditTer
ent velocities. The waggon was loaded with
50 pounds, (including its own weight) and
the drum was driven at different velocities,
varying from two to twenty-four miles an
hour on the periphery: but in every case
the friction, as indicated by the weighing
machine was precisely the same. No increase
of speed affected the index at all, but on in
creasing the weight, it immediately shewed

a corresponding increase of friction.
We consider these experiments as perfect
ly conclusive of the fact,—-that the friction
on a rail-way is the same for all velocities;
and that a carriage maybe propelled twenty
miles in one hour, with the same amount of
force which would be necessary to drive it
twenty miles in ten hours, provided the re
sistance of the atmosphere was out of the

question: and, if the carriage was properly_
constructed, that would not amount to much. ’

In other words, goods maybe conveyed from
Manchester to Liverpool, on a rail-ro'aid, ‘
with very nearly the same expenditure of
steam, whether they are carried two miles,
or four miles, or twenty miles an hour. A
steam engine, which will propel 20 tons at
four miles an hour, will with the same ex

The waggon is attached by a. wire to one of pence of coals, propel 10 tons at eight miles
Marriott’s patent weighing machines D, for an hour; so that, With the smaller load, it
the purpose of measuring the friction, and might make a journey to Liverpool and
the board G, prevents the current of air, oc
back, in the same time which would be 00
casioned by the motion of the drum, from cupied in going thither with the larger load.
acting upon the carriage. Now if the drum Or, to put the matter in another shape;
be driven with any given velocity, say four suppose a four~horse engine will convey 40
miles an hour, in the direction indicated by tons to Liverpool in eight hours,—an eight
the mark E, and the waggon held in its place
by the wire which attaches it to- the index,
it is perfectly obvious that the wheels will
revolve on the drum in precisely the same
‘manner as if the waggon moved forward on
a horizontal road; and the friction will also
be the same, except, perhaps, a small addi
tion occasioned by the curvature of the drum,
but which will not affect the relative fric

tions of different speeds.

horse engine will convey the same weight

thither in four hours. There wlll be the
same expenditure of steam in both cases,
but, in the latter, a saving of half the time;
a saving, which, we need not add, will fre
quently be of immense importance.
Mr. Roberts also tried some experiments
to determine the rate of friction, and the re
lative frictions of different weights; but as

As the waggon is

these experiments will probably be repeated

stationary, the resistance of the air will be
entirely got rid of; and the index of the

with greater care and accuracy, we shall

at_§present abstain from further notice of

weighing machine will indicate the precise

them.”

amount of traction necessary to overcome
the friction. Of course, in making the ex

periment it will be necessary to keep the
centre of the waggon eamrily orer the axis
of the drum; for it~ it were permitted to go
beyond. the centre, a part of the weight
’Wo\i]’<l’ be added to the friction: if, on the
contrary, it was brought nearer the index, a

FAMILIAR LESSONS ON
MINERALOGY.
(Resumedfrom ]7age.28l.)
_
The diamond cuts* it so, {that it breaks in

' Some have said the diamond poison
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the line frequently under the very act; other

peculiar ap

substances merely scratch it. Pebbles, com
pared with diamonds, are at least one-third

from the peasing softness of the colour
which is commonly pulehlue. It is of line

less‘ in weight. Diamonds in their ‘rough
state, are generally"very sinall, and haveal
most always ‘a sort of shining metallic hue,

texture and senii-trdnsparent, with line! of
opaque white.‘ lt sometimes forms agate, is _
often jstratified or zoned, and is of great

and a crystalline form, exhibiting planes and

beauty; other varieties are stalactitic, and

angles different from those of any stone.
The beginner, without conﬁning himself to
these marks of discrimination, may procure
a ﬁne ﬁle, and rub the substance with a little
pressure; if it be a pebble the file will with
diﬂiculty leave an impression-; or he may
try it on a piece of lead charged with emery,

frequently marked by low half globular pro
jections (mammillated).
it is of various
colours, the latter variety is frequently brown
and yellowish, not unlike that of horn. Cor
nclians belong to this class, also Oriental
agales, Mocha done, sardmn/:r, &c.
The
learner will not fail to remember the lead
ing features which form the characters of'
this beautiful series, after seeing and em
mining some of its varieties.

or upon a lapidary’s wheel, any one of which
will wear down the pebble, but will not pro
duce theg'smallest effect upon a diamond.
When cut and polished, the rays of light
will pass through the pebble, whereas in the
diamond, the rays are by its great powers of

refraction reﬂected (as it were) to the sur
face, which gives it this highly marked dif
ference in society, viz. ,
Diamonds are best ken and known by the
beholder, who may at any distance distin

guish the reﬂected ray of light, but other
stones are best seen by the wearer, or those
who are nearest to them.

VAfter due attention to these remarks, a
crystal cannot possibly be mistaken for a
diamond.
Pebbles,‘F rounded substances from these
sources, are commonly hard and siliceous,
as crystal, usually called quartz, chalcedony,
agates, and jaspers; their varieties are nu
merous. They all give ﬁre when struck
with steel, do not yield to the knife, but are
slightly affected by the ﬁle, and when broken
have generally a shining and uneven frac

ture; the fragments are splintery and sharp
edged.

The crystal may be known by its transpa
rent appearance, although the exterior may
be dull. Quartz is a variety of crystal, but
differs from it in colour, being less transpa
rent, often opaque, and of various hues of
brown and yellow, sometimes milk blue; its

fracture is shining, and fragments splintery
as crystal.
Agaler, are commonly very rough on the
exterior; of brown and blueish colours, and
rounded; when broken, they exhibit lines
generally curvilinear and angular of diderent
shades of colour and texture; sometimes
they are composed of quartz. and not unfra
quently are hollow and crystallized ; the
Scotch pebble btdongs to this class. Agates
may be said to form innumerable varieties,
and rank amongst the most beautiful class
of polished stones.
The chalcedonyf generally has rather a

rance, agreeable to the eye

Juspers do not fall short of the preceding
families, either in extent or variety; they
may be known by their colour, which is
commonly brown, yellow, or red, of various
shades, and sometimes green, often striped,
veined, arborescent, moss like, or as if
blotched. The Egyptian variety, or brown

jasper, is most peculiarly marked, frequent
ly presenting ﬁgures, proﬁles (lusus na
tune) even likenesses, and most curious and
Whimsical appearances, some of which have
been sold at great prices.
Jaspers generally occur larger than the
preceding varieties, with their exterior
rounded,and generally of the colours before
_mentioned; they are held in great estima

tion by those who form collections of po
lished s cimens, and many ladies and gen
tlemen. ave a small apparatus for cutting
and polishing these productions, which may

be brought upon a parlour table without
any inconvenience, and afford a most agree
able evening’s employment and amusement;
all these varieties are hard enough to re

ceive a good polish; but often jaspers are
softer than either agates or quartz. These
substances (more particularly quartz), are
usually met with on the sea coat, or in gra

vel, includingjlinl, which is so common and
well known as not to need any description.

Flint often forms a large portion in the al
luvial soil, particularly in the vicinity of
chalk.
Rounded piecesof granite, green stone,
and porphy/ry, occur less frequently in this
situation, though they are not uncommon,
therefore it may not be improper to notice
them in this place.
Granite is composed of three distinct
substances, viz. mica, quartz, and felspar,
which the learner will easily distinguish.
Green stone is composed of hornblende
and felspar; it is often very hard, and of a
dull green colour.
_
Porphyry is a substance that equals Jag.

per in hardness, and is generally of a brown
glass. for it often separates the instant it has
performed its oﬁice; perhaps from the ac
tion of the air.
.
" From the sea-coast, gravel, &c.
- v .
- LA

or red-brown colour, speckled with whitish
ipots. These spots are very seldom round,
mo‘t al wa ys (angular.
To be ruunml.)

-
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To the Editor of the Iihcltaniu’ Register.

“ When any part of the irnage, c I: a,

SIR-—-Although a reader of your valuable

falls upon the optic nerve L, the correspond

work, I regret to say that the query pro
posed by your correspondent Fnnmmlcus,

escaped my recollection till the

ing part of the object becomes invisible. On

which account nature has wisely placed the
optic nerve of each eye, not in the middle

nt mo

ment; and as the subject of vision, with re
ference to the operation of both eyes, was
not distinctly alluded to in my lectures at
the London Mechanics’ Institution, it may be
advisable to call the attention of your corre
spondent, and the members of the Institution.

of the bottom of the e e, but towards the

side next the nose; so ' t whatever part oi‘
the image falls upon the optic nerve of one
eye, may not fall upon the optic nerve of the
other. Thus the point a of the image C I! a
falls upon the optic nerve of the eye D, but

to the following hriei‘ illustration, furnished
by the ‘~ sell‘-educated philosopher” Ferguson:
‘*' ln the following diagram is exhibited the

not of the eye E ; and the point c falls upon

I the optic nerve of the eye E, but not of the
eye D; and therefore to both eyes taken
together, the whole object, A B C, is vi-v
sibleﬁ"

manner of seeing the same object, A B C,
by both the eyes, D and E, at once.
'

:I.~

From the above diagram it will be seen’

that vision is perfect with both eyes; but‘
that the sensation being simultaneous, and
exactly similar on the retina of each eye. a
single impression only is conveyed to the
brain. Whether, however, single vision is
merely an etfect of the association of two
distinct sensations; or whether, from the
junction of the corresponding ﬁbres belong
ing to each eye, belbre they reach the brain,
a- single sensation is produced, is a question
which a better acquaintance with the struc
ture oi" the brain than we at present possess
can alone answer.

Mu. Our; observed on commencing his

third lecture that he had purposely omitted
to mention a very interesting class of rocks,
in his previous illustrations of the science of
geology. in ozder that he might this evening’

direct the particularatteution of his audi
ence to an examination of their nature. The
class to which he alluded was denominated
Imp, or bmalf, and its proper |plac_e,
according to geological arrangement, was In
the medial series, or the same series in which
coal is found. The large specimen now ex
hibited, and which belongs to the InstituI.ion,
will show the dark colour of this kind of
stone, though not the exact form it assumes,

I am, &c. yours faithfully.
C. F. Pmrmoros.
London Institution, March 8.

-,

nuts or nu-r'roN sun wr-znur-zn—non,
mo SPRINGS—5ARTllQU.\KES-—VOLCA
N088-—-CONCLUSION.

LONDON
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.

nor the peculiar properties which appertain
to it.

This remarkable substance, which

bears a strong resemblance to rocks 01' yol
‘
rm. 0013's

canic origin, though some persons consider

Tnmn wcrunr: on oeonoov.
' FRIDAY, nnncn 4.
'

it as an aqueous deposition, is found in vast
columnar masses, apparently broken and

BA$Al/I‘-——-——Fl nouﬁs

scattered about; the columns bemg_ some
times perpendicular, sometimes horizontal,

CAVE- ——cuenn

sronn ——~SlENITB—GEOLOGlC‘Ab runo

and occasionally assuming a curvﬂmear ap

ruuce. One of the most, extraordinary
' saltic caverns in existence is I"iny/at’;
" _Ft:_\‘g|.lSt)-ll’! Lectures, edited ‘by C. F. (Jaw-, in the island of Stella, one of the He
Partmgton, page 2-ll. '
i brides, or Western isle: oliﬁcotiand, Dr.

I
I
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Johnson has observed that the works oi, na
ture throw the works of art into thgl"s la_

and thatwhen cooled

and that regularity is alone wanting t‘6lc'o -till

stance
sever?

du ‘ly!‘asspmed the
tﬁiuiy
it*trh'h
6i

“eh rthe"

plete the superiorityof the rqt'me-r;"H$t tit’ Imem
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no icedthe diﬂerishtdtl saw o'l’thernh‘ss
aﬁtlitfetrent stage’! df fb@€ZEcéS' Iof cbolitig.

this magniﬁcent natural cavern, there is’ ' “‘ Istitfe" '-it'to'06bl"‘lél‘f'-an
want
the power
of regularity,
of the pencil
add itto iscornmuni'cat',é1'al‘i:
ir'n'p"ossible"v
éi ' tﬁeme ‘t'roi'ri‘hls" ‘

‘a¢3'spawsmny

adequate idea of the grandeur and sublimiiy"
of the scene. Thelecturer hei;e, 'ointed‘oi1t; I lt‘fbr‘ti1ed globblés,
:
'lai:g'er._and
two large views, representing" this astonish
pressihgn oneacli’othel‘,‘if>‘siiitlt'd§_‘tii'lsrnatic
mg cavern in perspective,_as it appears‘ to form ; an wheb 'stllll “eritly coiliprcsst-d. the
the spectator on ap roaching it froifrit e sea parts became ‘ artién‘at'e’tl 4 into ‘each other,
in dilferent directions. The depth of the something like :1 ball and socket. (‘an it
cavern from the entrance to the extremity is
371 _feet, its height at the mouth ll7 leet,
decreasing to 70 feet in the interior parts.
The waves of the sea reach to the remotcst
recesses of the cavern, every part of which
is distinctly visible, owing to the great alti
tude of the entrance. It is entirely formed
of basaltic. pillars of many dilferent sizes.and
a_ variety of ﬁgures of four, ﬁve, and six
sides, but so closely connected together that
it is dillicult to introduce the blade of a knife

between them. The pillars are also jointed
at irregular distances; not by means of ﬂat
surfaces, as they are articulated, and the
rts rest upon each otherjn a manner simi
ar to the kprinciple of a ball and socket.
The wholersland is supported upon pillars nf

then be doubted‘ um BBS1tftit:‘l‘O'cks are"ol'
volcanic origin. and owe their-,_e_xAis,t.enpd"to
the agency ol'fir‘e‘?‘ ' ' 7=q""'"“ '."' H
_
sary
Before
to advert
quitting
to another
this"‘svub]'ec'l‘_I"
‘circumstance’
i’t'
doth‘
nected with coal mines; in which walls of
basaltic stone are frequgntly found, passing
through all the varionfstrata, and shifting
them out ol' their places wi-M evident marks
of great violeno3,"These are called fault:
by the miners. bl are scrviretible in keep
ing the mines dry; and as a further proof
of the agency of fire in their formation. it may
be stated that the coal which is found in
contact with this kind of stone, is actually
charred. The lecturerhere evhibited a spe

cimen of this basaltic stone, which is tough

this kind. ' ‘ ' ‘
Having ‘purposely

and diﬁicult to break, is fusible by the blow
reserved till this, pipe, and is usually ofa dark iron grey or
lecture adrscussion of the theories which I black colour.

have been promulgated by geologists,
he would now observe, that some per

After brieﬂy describing the constituents of
green-stone and it-t‘cniIe,Which are Closcly al

sons contend that all depositions are oc

lied to basalt, Mr. Ogg requested the atten
casioned by the agency of water alone, and ‘ tion of his hearers to a concise exposition of
that basalt owes its origin to this source, i the different theories which have been pro
having been originally deposited in a state of mulgated with respectlo the formation ofthe
mud. Mr. Ogg here reli-rrccl to the cele earth ; and while he disavowed any Intention
brated Giant’! Causeway in lreland, as well of speaking disrespectful] y of the able writers
as to other place_s,'where immense basaltic

by whom they had been advocated, be alarmed

'll'arsl'are found, measuring 150 feet in height

the privilege of judging‘ for hin1self._and ol

in diameter,‘ and proceeded to state,

forming his own opinion of the principles
upon which those theories were siipporbcd.
The two theories‘ to which he should ﬁrst
allude were those of Dr. Hutton and Protes
sor Werner. The former eloquent wnter
considers that all substarioes are in a con
stant state of decay, but subject to renewal
or reproduction. The mountams are worn
down by frost. by the action of the winds, by
moisture, and a variety of other causes; and
their ruins are carried by rivers into the

I _ those who adopted the opinion to which
he’ had alluded, endeavoured to account for
the appearance assumed by basalt, by
so ‘ posing that during the process of drying
it
ame separated into columnar masses.
_It is well known that mud or starch in dry
rug separates into somethingllike columns,
but there are always spaces between them,
which is not the case with basaltic columns.

Others are ol' opinion, from the manypoints
bf‘ resemblance between basal! and the
different varieties of lava, that it must be of
volcanic origin. A remarkable circumstance

sea, where their liner particles accumulate in
the form of layers,and thus become the origin
of new rocks, to be elevated at a tuture'pe
riod by the agency of ﬁre. He also conceives

in conﬁrmation of this theory, is ‘the exist
ence of an extended line bl basaltic rocks
from the Canary and Madeira isles to Ireland,
the. Hebrides and Iceland, which has active

that the valleylare scooped out by the action
of these torrents. The lecturer adnured the

volcanoes at each extremity. The igneous ori

that the agency of the rivers was rather cal

gin ofbasalt, has also been proved by the ex

culated to ﬁll up, than to excavate valleys.
Professor Werner imagined, that all the
rocks Which compose the crust of the earth.
were originally either dimlved or suspend

periments of Mr. Watt, who melted it in large
quantities, and found that in a state of fusion
it formed a vitreous body, like volcanic glass,

boldness of this theory, but was of opinion
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ovus to state the' diﬂerence between solution

and susperlsion, but it may be illustrated by
mixing sugar, and afterwards dust or saud,
with water. In the former case, the sugar
will be _dis;olced by the water, but in the
latter, the sand will be merely suspended,
without undergoing 'soIution.
Professor
‘_Verner’s theory, therefore, requires us to
believe that in the chaotic state of the earth,
all the rocksyrere held in solution or suspen
sion by water, and that the various strata were
formed by their crystallization or subsidence.
I‘ The lecturer could not, however, imagine
that this eﬂect could be produced,except by
the immediate exertion of the miraculous
power of the Creator. Professor Werner

of some of the rocks,_a rseverange in hip
exertions may perhaps_e ucidate _the subject
still further.'
Mr. Ogg then pointed out several dia
grams, which exhibited‘ the extraordinary
manner in which the diﬁerent rocks are, in
some instan<:es,found to deviate from the re
gular order of stratiﬁcation, and which are
favourable tothe igneous theory of Dr. Hut

ton, while they are irreconcilable with that
of Professor We'rner. In one of these dia
grams, a mass of granite appeared shooting

into the stratum above it, in a manner ex
actly resembling the trunks and branches of

trees. In another diagram, portions of gra
nite were seen entirely surrounded by slate ;,
and in a third, the slate was pervaded by.de

supposes,,that those particles which were

tached portions of porphyry and granite, di

chemically dissolved, formed the ﬁrst or pri

vided in a strangely irregular manner. Other

mitive stratum, and that the others were

examples might be adduced, indicative of
the action of ﬁre, and conﬁrmatory of Dr.

successively produced above them, by the
particles mechanically suspended in the
water. If it was asked, in what manner the
rocks'as_sumed an inclined appearance, the
Wernerians replied, that the nucleus of the
earth upon which the strata were deposited,
caused them to assume that form. There
were, however, so many ditliculties attached
to this theory, that the lecturer could‘ not

persuade himself of its correctness; and he
might here observe. that though it was very

advantageous for philosophers to pursue
their theories with zeal,' and to accumulate
ﬁscts in conﬁrmation! of their opinions, it

often happened, that from being too much
attached to some favorite theory, they over

looked the facts by which it was contradict

Hutton’s theory; but the lecturer wished it
to be understood that he did not adopt any

particular theory as his own opinion, but
endeavoured to select whatwas most rational
from the whole of them.
,,By another theory, which has been sl
ported by many philosophers, particularly y
Mr. Granville Penn, in his Estimate of theMi

neral and Mosaical Geologies, all the various
appearances found in the earth, and among
rocks and‘ organic remains, are accounted‘
for by supposing the earth to have been sub
jected to thejoperation of two vast revolutions
The advocates for this opinion disagree with
Hutton and Werner, as to the agency of che
mical causes ; and think,with Newton, thatthe

ed, or only viewed them through a distorted
medium.‘
/
Dr. Hutton admits, 'that the rocks were
chieﬂy deposited from a state of suspension
in water, and imagines, that they were all

earth was at ﬁrst formed complete by the

by the agency of ﬁre. Werner says, that if
the primitive strata had been fused, they
would not have been crystallized ; butthough
substances lose their crystalline texture

ties which‘ were to be their bed, in censo

hands of the Creator, admitting that some
of the changes it has undergone have pro
ceeded from causes acting upon it since its

original formation. The ﬁrst of these great
‘originally ﬁat; but that the lower strata convulsions occurred when the waters that
were melted, and the others forced upwards covered the earth were called into the cavi

when melted under ordinary circumstances,
it is known that when melted under pres
sure they crystallize in ‘cooling. Of the
elevating power of tire, there exist many
stnking proofs. The formation of a hill
one thousand feet above the level of the
sea, in the course of a single night, near
the Bay 'of Naples,—-the phenomena of Vol
canoes,—the dykes or faults in coal-minea,

quence of the breaking down of a partof the
solid crust of the earth. By the rushing 05
the immense torrents of water,as they retired

from spaces previously covered, fragments
of various strata were mingled and deposited
at the bottom of the ocean.
In the course

of 1656 years that these deep places were
occupied by the sea, there was am
ple time for the deposition of immense
quantities of organic remains, chieﬂy ma
rine; and it is well known that vast rocks
are now formed by the amazingly extended

previously alluded to; all :atford such evi

operations of minute animals, of which rorul
may be adduced as an ‘example. The rivers
that this fact maybe considered as one of must also have assisted in conveying these
the clearest parts of eological science. It remains to the bed of the ocean. With rei
it not in the-power 0 the ﬁnite faculties of spect to the Second ‘great convulsion, let‘ it
man, to unveil all the mysteries ,of nature; be remembered that when the Almighty
buthé cannot be blamed forjendeayouring threatened to destroy mankind, he ‘threat
td discover‘ them {andnshis researches have ened -'to”destroy the earth also ' Andwas
thrown considerable‘ ‘light on I the ‘ formation this ‘dreadful climax completed.‘ In one
~A‘t-....s_
,
_.s>L
dent demon‘strations of the agency of ﬁre,

n-
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sense the earth was utterly destroyed, for
the whole of its inhabited part sunk in the

abyss of waters, while the parts which had
before formed the bed of the ocean, were
elevated to become the abode of future in

habitants.

Here then, according to this

theory, is a clear explanation of the present
appearance of the earth, the surface of which
is covered, and even saturated with the re
mains of animals, which appear as though
they had lived and died in the situati
ons where they are found ; situations, in
some instances 10,000 feet, and in Asia even
15,000 or 16,000 feet abovc- the level of the

sea.
There are few persons who have studied
geology, who do not admit the universal ac
tion of the Deluge. Many rocks, which are
now divided by vallyes, correspond so ex

actly in the number and dip of their strata,
that no observer can doubt that they were
once united, and that their separation was
occasioned by the retiring waters of the
Deluge. If we suppose our island covered
with water, Which begins to rush from the
highest parts with a force which nothing can
resist, the eﬂect of the torrent must be to
tear away the strata which interrupt its pro
gress, and to produce appearances similar
to those which have been described- Pro
fessor Buckland has, indeed, brought for
ward still stronger proofs of the effects of the
Deluge, by tracing the course ofwater-worn

8.13

t'e_r_eat animals, with their sespective the
ones.
Without dwelling further upon this sub
ject, he would now proceed to give a brief
account, as far as the present state of human
knowledge would allow, of some of those
phenomena of nature which are closely’ con
nected with geology and geological theories,
and would endeavour to illustrate his 1'6
marks by a few experiments.

The ﬁrst of these phenomena was the ex
istence of boiling springs, which are con
nected with the heat known to prevail in the
interior of the earth; and some idea might
be formed of the manner in which water il

made to spout to a considerable height, from
an experiment which the lecturer now exhi
bited. Some water having been boiled, the
pressure of the steam on its surface forced
the water through a small tube, closely ﬁtted

into the neck ofa glass vessel,and a jet ofhot
water rose to the height of six or seven feet
in a very beautiful manner; affording consi
derable amusement to the audience, several

of whom were fcelingly convinced of the
success of the experiment, by a gentle sprin

kling from the tepid shower-bath.
Boiling springs are not, however, so in
timately connected with geology as the awful
activity of earthquakes and volcanoes, to

which he ought, perhaps, to have conﬁned
his attention. These terriﬁc phenomena are
so closely allied, that it is impossible to se

fragments of rocks from the north-west side parate them from each other. It has been
supposed by some, that they may be attri

of the island, to the midland counties, and
from thence to the opposite coast; and de
monstrating that their present appearance
could only have been produced by the rush
ing of torrents of water.
Mr. Ogg then requested his audience to
notice a diagram, representing a section of
a very remarkable cavern, discovered at
Kirkdale,
containing a large quantity of

antediluvian remains.

buted to the agency of electricity; but, with

out positively deciding this question,the lec
turer seemed of opinion that this cause was
not suﬂicient to account for those tremendous

earthquakes which had not only shaken one
continent, but had passed the immense Atlan
tic Ocean, and had convulsed the earth from
Lisbon to Lake Ontario. Where, indeed,

The ﬂoor of this can an adequate cause be found for such ex

cavern, which was found in a limestone
quarry, was covered with a stalagmitical
crust, below which was a thick deposition
of mud, completely ﬁlled with bones. Many
of these bones were those of animals not be
longing to this climate, such as the ele
phant, the rhinoceros, and above all, the
hyena, the bones of which were very nume
rou‘s. The cavern also contained a quantity
of the minute bones of the water-rat; and it

might be observed that the cavern was si
tuated by the side of a valley, which in all
probability was once a lake, as its form and

appearance showed, even now, that by
closing the avenues, it might be converted
into a lake again.
Mr. Ogg then gave an
interesting and amusing account of the re
marks of Mr. Granville Penn, and other
geologists, on the discovery of this cavern,

and their endeavours to reconcile the extra
ordinary mixture of the remains of the dif

tensive and terriﬁc effects, but in the active
combinations of matter, some of which in

stantly produce ﬂame, heat, and detonation I
Mr. Ogg here introduced several interest
ing chemical experiments to illustrate the ac
tive powers of matter; the combinations of

which produce such changes, that it is dith
cult to calculate their effect.’ Two cold ﬂuids,

viz. water and sulphuric acid, were mixed;
together, and a degree of heat was instantly
generated, which was suﬂicient to boil a
third ﬂuid, contained in a test-tube intro

duced into the mixture. This effect is caused
by the escape of the latent heat given out
during the condensation which occurs when

the two ﬂuids are combined. There are vari
ous artiﬁcial compounds, which only require
the motion of their particles to produce

ﬂame and explosion ; and similar compound:
might exist in the earth in large quantities.
Some sulphur and chlorate of potash were
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then pounded in a mortar, and the friction nature, they were "productive of beneﬁcial
of their parts produced-a series of smart ex

effects to the creation, and he should be sorry‘

plosions, accompanied with brilliant sparks. if the short course of lectures he had de
In another experiment,a portion of chlorate livered did not impress this truth upon the
of potash was pulverized, and intimately naindsof his hearers. That every arrange

mixed with rather more than its own bulk of ment connected with the formation. of the
lump argon - A drop or two»of sulphuric
acid was therradded to the mixture, which
instantly burst into a_ volume of vivid blue
ﬂame, extending to the height of a foot
above the mortar.
.

In_the.next experiment, the lecturer exhi

earth is intended for the beneﬁt of mankind,
may be inferred from the irregularity of its

surface, for if it was perfectly ﬂat, the mine
rals Which are so essential to civilized man,
and the rocks which fertilize the soil, would

be buried at inaccessible depths.

The

bited the extraordinary properties of pol
assium, the base of potash. A small portion
of this substance was thrown upon the sur
face of a blue infusion, contained in a glass,

lecturer also described the important effects
occasioned by the existence of mountains,
which attract the vapours ﬂoating through

its owerful aﬁinity for the 0.1.'ygen of that
ﬂui , with which it enters into combination,
and is converted into pofu-rh. By the great

come rivers. The rivers arrive at the ocean,
whence they are again taken up by the heat '
of the sun in the form of vapour,and again
conveyed to the mountains, and thus a con

the atmosphere to their surfaces, where the
When became ignited as soon as it came cold condenses them into drops, which ﬁlter
in contact with the water, in consequence of through the body of the mountains, and be

degree of condensation, which accompanies

the union of potassium with oxygen, its tinual circulation is going on, through their
latent heat escapes in suﬂicient quantities to beneﬁcial agency.
Mr. Ogg concluded his able course of lec
ignite the hydrogen of the water. Mr. Ogg
contrived to make this a double experiment tures by thanking the members for the close

by using a coloured fluid, as the conversion and polite attention they had paid to his
of the potassium into potash was demonstra
ted by the“ alkali changing the blue colour to

remarks, and stating that, at a future period,

and should
he
to illustrate
be happy
any subject-conmﬂeﬂtwith
to meet
green.
A
_‘ This substance cannot possibly exist in a Natural Philosophy. The wonhyrvlecthrer
pure state at or near the surface of the then withdrew from the table, ‘omidstttlbd.
earth; for upon coming in contact with grateful plaudits of his .nnme‘r0u_s heakirs. >

either _air or water, it combines with oxygen,

and assumes the form of potash. Most
At the close of the lecture, Dr. Bmxsr:crr.
metals are found both in a state of purity, informed
members that as the arrange-_
and in a state of combination with other ments for the
future lectures were not quite com-~
substances.
Potassium, and other metals
pleted, it was unavoidably necessary to omit
possessed of similar properties, have only
following Wed'nesday. On the succeed
been found in a state of combination for the the
ing Friday they would be resumed, though
reasons stated, but judging from analogy, it
could not exactly specify the subject
is probable they may exist in the earth in a he
which would be illustrated on that evening.
Several subjects were in agitation, among
supposition furnishes an adequate cause for which were Mncuouros, or the Art ‘of Im
earthquakes and volcanoes. ll‘ ﬂame and ex proving the Memory; Borxny; or the Pill
plosion are produced by the minute portion losophy
of Vegetation, upon which subject a
of potassium used in the experiment, what course of
lectures would be delivered by
pure state, and in large quantities; and this

must be the effect of water upon large quan

tities of this substance ? The vapour and flame Mr. Wheeler; and Ecncrno-Mxounrrsn,
resulting from the combination must escape, which the President himself intended to il
and their operation must ﬁrst shake, and
then rend the surface of the earth. The
phenomena actually attending these convul
sions of nature are exactly such as might be
expected to arise from such causes, and to
their powerful agency we cannot but ascribe
the awful etfects of earthquakes and vol

canoes.
After some observations on the evident
connection subsisting between earthquakes
and volcanoes, and the general nature of
volcanic countries, Mr. Org observed, that
though it might be diﬂicult to point out the
utility of these awful phenomena, there was
no doubt that, like every other operation of

lustrate, for the purpose of introducing to
the members a self-taught artist, originally a
wheelwright, of the name of Marsh,who had
invented a part, and constructed the whole

of the apparatus which would be exhibited
upon that occasion.
DR. Bmxaacx has been elected Presi
dent of that highly respectable Association,
the Mnnrcxr. and Culnuamcsn Socmrv
of LONDON; the Members of which have
thus aﬂbrderl an additional proof of the es
timation in which the talenm and urbanity
of the learned Doctor are deservedly held’
by the scientiﬁc world.
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SPITALFI ELD’S
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.

of the science of mechanics by Mr. Parting

We feel peculiar gratiﬁcation in announc
ing to our readers the intended formation of
a Macuastcs’ INSTITUTION in the popu
lous district of Spitalﬁelds. Several en

ton, both of which were heard with profound
attention, and received with unanimous feel
ings df approbation.
We beg to add our sincere tribute of
praise to the gentlemen who have so inde
fatigahly exerted themselves to promote the

lightened individuals, taking into considera

establishment of the SP|'r.u.tItBt.n's Mn

tion the distance of this part of the town

cnantcs‘ lss'rt'ro'rros|; and to express our
hopes that this promising branch may ﬂou
rish in unison with the parent tree, and that

from the central Institution in Southampton
Buildings, and also the dense population by
which it is inhabited, comprehending at
least 20,000 workmen, conceived the idea of

both may dispense to countless thousands
the invaluable fruits of science.
Hhw

communicating scientiﬁc instruction to them,
by the establishment of one of those admi
rable institutions, which seem destined to

CORK‘ MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE. 2‘

One of the most ﬂourishing institutes,

effect a com lete revolution in the senti

considering the short time that it has been

ments and habits of the operative mecha
nics of this country.

formed, has been that of Cork; and we are
truly happy to observe, that it is becoming
daily more popular. On the 26th ult. a
special meeting of the committee of the Cork

With a view of ascertaining the proba
bility of success in this laudable undertak
ing, diligent enquiries have been made
among the masters and journeymen in the

Institute, was held for the purpose of receiv
ing a communication of great importance.

silk trade, and the result of these inquiries
was so satisfactory, that the gentlemen who

After some preliminary business, the mayor,
who was in the chair, rose and said, that the

hadso kindly interested themselves in the
business, felt no hesitation in determining to
attempt the accomplishment of their design.
As a preliminary step, it was, however, con
sidered advisable that a few Lectures should
be‘deli'oered to the Mechanics of Spital
lields. previous to the tinal arrangements for
establishing the Institution, in order that
they might be better acquainted with the

rneetitn; that he had the honour of a letter
from his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
(cl|c¢rs)—\vhiclt would be read by the secre
tary, and which would best evince the feel
ings entertained by his Grace, for the welfare
and happiness of the mechanics of this great

principles upon which it was to be con
ductm‘l, and the advanla_;es_ to be derived

period had arrived for making known to the

commercial city, (cheers).

It was pleasing

to be enabled to state, that the intention of

soliciting his Grace’s patronage did not ori
ginate in his c0mmunicati0n—0n the con

from its establishment.

trary the letter only reached him (the mayor)
on Sunday last, and he understood that the
proceedings of the committee to invite the
Duke to become the patron were adopted
inserted in the present Number, we are sotne days rcviously. With this explana
much indebted to him) that he would have tion, which e considered due to this exalted
the kindness to deliver the introductory lec Nobleman, he would request the secretary
tures, with which r uest he immediately to read, and who accordingly read the fol
complied; and the en ightened and hilan lowing important communication :—
thropic President of the London Mcc umics’
"' London, Feb. 18, I825.
Institution, Dr. BIRKBECK, having also con
“ The Duke of Devonshire presents his
sented, at the solicitation of the promoters compliments to the mayor of Cork; he has
of the pIan,‘to elucidate its nature and ob seen in the -Qoutlmm Reporter an account of
jects by an opening Address, it was ﬁnally the proceedings relating to the establishment
determined that the preliminary Address of
a Mechanics’ Institute, and believing from
the worthy Doctor, and Mr. Partington’s of
a knowledge of the great beneﬁts derived
ﬁrst Lecture, should be delivered on Thurs
from similar societies elsewhere, that it is
day evening last,~ at Gibraltar Chapel, in likely to be highly advantageous to the class

For this purpose a request was made to
Mr. Psnrtsoros, of the London Institu
tion, (for whose valuable communication,

Church-street, Spitalﬁelds.
Of the interesting proceedings of this

meeting we hope to give an account in our
next Number; but the late period of the
week at which it occurred,a.nd the necessity
we are under, in consequence of our exten
sive and increasing circulation, of putting
our sheets to press immediately, prevent us

of persons for whom it is intended, he feels
desirous (should it not be contrary to the
rules of the society) to offer a donation. He
will therefore be much obliged to Mr. W'rix
on to inform him whether he can with pro

priety do so.

.

John N. W'rixon, Esq. &c. &c.”
After the reading 0|’ this letter, several
from saying more than that the meetmg was
gentlemen addressed the meeting on subjects
verynumerously attended, and that the ex
cellent address of Dr Birkbeck was l'ollowcd of local interest, and Mr. Deane, the treasu
I rer, rose to detail the pr(tg\‘EsS of the Funds
by a clear and comprehensive illustration
I

am
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of the institution, which was found to be
very ﬂattering.—-Thanks to his Grace the

reach, we should try to attain. To your in’
dustry, and to yourabilities must, therefore

Duke of Devonshire for his gracious com

be added skill ‘and knowledge‘. ;-That"skill

munication were then voted.

which is founded on experience, and that
knowledge which constitutes power. For
the purpose of acquiring and extending both,

As the re

maining
of the
only localpart
interest,
we proceedings
omit them. Ipossessed
i "

institutions have been formed for the ‘putr
MR. SPRING RICE AND MECHANICS’
'
INSTITUTIONS.
We have great delight in laying _before
our readers the following letter from Mr.
Spring Rice. We shall not insult the good
sense of the public by adding any thing to
the observations of this enlightened and

excellent Member of Parliament :—
TO THE MANUFACTURERS AND MECHANICS
OF LIMERICK.

House of Commons, Feb. 18, 1825.

pose of teaching the various improvements

which science and learning have made ap
plicable to arts and manufactures. These
institutions have been formed throughout
Great Britain--and, in Ireland, I rejoice to
find that they have already been introduced.
I entreat that you, my excellent friends,may
not delay in gaining for yourself similar ad
vantages. Do not think that the recom

mendation is unimportant. Suppose that
our carpenters were without the knowledge
of the saw, the plane, and the augur, how

“ MY EXCELLENT Fan-mus-I venture

invaluable would be the beneﬁt conferred‘

to address you on a subject in which I con
ceive your best interests to be concerned
and I trust you will receive with indulgent
kindness suggestions which have no other
object in view than your interest and welfare.
Laws which have passed in the late sessions

by him who would teach the use of these
ordinary instruments. Would not the ﬁrst

of parliament have freed the trade and ma
nufactures of Ireland from many restrictions,

imposed in the days of ignorance and pre
judice—and our national industry may now
exert itself and may extend, unfettered, in
every direction. It is admitted on all hands,

that no people on the face of the earth are
more desirous of obtaining employment than
the natives of our common country. It is
admitted that their ingenuity and abilities

are of the ﬁrst order.——It therefore only re
mains, that these powers should be directed
to proper objects fbr the improvement of

their own condition, and for the purpose of
raising them from that state of poverty in
which, from a combination of causes, they
have unhappily been placed. Look at
your fellow-countrymen here-—-their bodily

introducer of the plough, the inventor of a
wheel, or ofa pulley,confer everlasting obli
gations upon a community where such mat
ters were unknovm? Such beneﬁts may
still be conferred upon us by those who can
teach us how to make our own powers more
available in the production of the oomfoﬂs '

and necessaries of life-~of all that can im- a
prove our own condition directly, as well as
of that which we can exchange with others
for money. In our own city you have seen >

an example, in the works at the marble
quarries, what skill and knowledge can effect
—you have seen stone raised, which you
would formerly have considered to have been
beyond all human power-you have seen
one horse draw upon the rail-road a heavier
weight than in the common system twenty
could have moved, you see in the Scotch
carts the load of three common carts safely

and expeditiously carried. All this can be
done in other matters as well as in these -,

strength, and the natural powers of their

and information on all these points is what

minds, are not in any respect superior to
yours. Yet whilst you are poor, they are
rich—-whilst you are suffering, they are
happy. They possess wealth and independ
ence, of which you recollect, they made a
noble use, when they poured out their relief
in the season of our distress, in a stream so
abundant as even to exceed the calamity it
was intended to relieve. But why should we

we must seek to acquire.
“ Let me, therefore, entreat you, as your
sincere friend to lose no time in forming a

not endeavour to follow their example, and
proﬁt by their experience? What are the
causes which prevent our people from pur
suing the same glorious course? You well
know how deeplyl feel in the political causes
which have retarded our advancement in
wealth and industry.—You will not, there
fore, suspect me of undervaluing them when
I state, that although~ much must, ought, and
I trust, will be done for us by the legislature,

Mechanics’ Institution at Limerick. The
extension of these establishments is greatly
owing to the exertions of one of the ablest
friends to Ireland and to the empire, Mr.
Brougham. Read his letter on the subject,
and proﬁt by his advice. Humbly, but
zealously, I tender you my own personal
aid; and if we can, together succeed in
giving new means of proﬁtable employment

and independent support to our fellow citi
zens, not even the ﬁnal issue of that glorious
contest in which we together struggled and
succeeded, will be to me so gratifying as

becoming your fellow-labourer in this new
effort.
“ Further—I can with truth inform you,

there is also a great deal which depends

that English capital will not be wanting to

upon ourselves-that, at least, which we can

stimulate and assist your efforts, if peace and

THE LONDON

iranquillity, so fortunately
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restored, be '

etﬁctually maintained. In that tranquillity
no persons are more deeply interested than
yourselves; and, I am confident that your
course will continue to be, as it has been in
all respects, that of good subjects and good
Irishmen.

“ I write in the midst of my public busi
ness, and may, therefore, have explained
myself imperfectly- but you will excuse the
manner in which I write, when you consider
the motives which have induced me to
address you.
“ Believe me, with the truest good wishes
and regards, your obliged friend and servant,
T. Smuno RICE.

PURE SOFT. spam: WATER.
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The circumstance of water being raised
from so great a depth leads one to suppose
it simply to be common bard spring water,
such as is furnished by street pumps, &c.
and the principal reason I have for troubl
ing you, Sir, with this is, to set aside such
an_ erroneous opinion, in order that the
public may be better acquainted, and prize
accordingly their prospective luxury.
Be
assured, Sir, its exquisite softness is one of

its best qualities. Iexamined a well sunk
through the clay at Notting Hill, and I can
only refer you, Sir, or any of your_readers,
to it, as a specimen of the substitute likely,
I hope, to be adopted for river water, the

best of which cannot fail of being impreg
nated with the foulest matters and sub
stances.

I understand the laundresses who

have discovered the admirable softness of
To the Editor ofthe Meclmnics’ Register.
SIR,——-I cannot refrain from congratulat

this water, send many miles for it. A few of

ing you and the public upon the probability
of some real convenience and beneﬁt accru

the public brewers, who are famed for the
best beer,_ also obtain their supply from a
similar source. I will not, Sir, occupy your

ing by the establishment of one among the
many New Companies. We are to have

time or columns by enumerating the various

very sound of pure water, and so melan
choly in the truth that it is not to be found
in London, that the hope of seeing the me

Water Company succeeds, of which there

tropolis supplied with such a desideratum,

than has been produced by any improve
ment of late years. There still is one addi
tion to the anticipated beneﬁt, which is, if I

wells about town, which to satisfy myself I
_Rail Roads all over the kingdom, New Insu
visited, but merely state, that the supply
rance Companies on peculiar plans, Wash
from all of them appeared inerhaustible,and
ing Companies, a Filtered Water Company, the quality of water the same.
a Penn Sorr Srama War:-za Couranv,
It would be invidious to say any thing to
and many others.
deteriorate the services of other Water Com
There is something so refreshing in the panies, but really I do think if this new

has roused me from an existing apathy to
wards new projects, meant only, as I have
generally considered, to beneﬁt the projec

tors, and led me to enquire what this pure

can be no doubt, the Proprietors will do
more real service to this great metropolis,

am infurmed aright, a reduction in the rate

water means. In pursuance of such deter
mination, I have learned that the pro
supply is to be raiwd from below that ama

charges.
This statement may perhaps aﬁord the
public some gratiﬁcation, and if, Sir, you
think so, robably I shall see it in your ex

zingly thick and impervious mass, called by
‘geologists -London clay. By the agency of

trader.

cellent puiilication,_of which I am a constant

powerful engines, the water will be con

ducted into reservoirs, formed at peculiar
stations, whence the supply will be derived
in the usual way in proportion to consump
tion.
By a perusal of the best geological wri
tings, and the conversation of some of our
most experienced enquirers and scientiﬁc
men, it appears to me not at all a matter of
wonder that the town should at the present

em be furnished with

.

A Lawn-Sunvsroa.
MINING SPECULATIONS.
We have received several letters from the
Mining Districts, from persons who have had
offers made to them to proceed to South

America, in which they express a hope that
we will give them our opinion as to whether
they may safely venture out, either asit re

spects the climate-—their own prospects-or

pure wholesome

the probable duration of the companies under

water, but that it should have been content
to remain so long without it. As one thing'
generally leads to another, so have I from
the probability of supply, reached an ac

which they are offered employment. We
shall answer these questions as brieﬂy as
possible.—In the first place thejclimate of
South America is so very,unequal, that it
would be impoible to say how far it would

quamtance with the quality. And I do from
-my heart congratulate the ublic, that by
the united efforts of persons orming aCom

suit an Euro

an, unless we knew the pre

cise spot at w ich he intended to reside. In

pany, there exist great hopes of their being

Colombia for instance, the climate at Car

supplied with a pure, wholesome, soft, spring
water, brilliant in appearance, and exqui
sitely adapted to every domestic use.

thagena is so had from the heat of the sun
and the exhalations from the marshes, that
an European may well expect to squeak fo
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his tmnerity-in visiting it; whilst at-- Bogota,
the capital, as distance of only a few days, an

Englishman would hardly know that he was

and lead. Of the copper of Chili, are made
all the great guns for Peru, and the neigh
bouring kingdoms ; in the garrisons of which,
and in particular on the coast, are great

not in the vicinity ‘of Richmond, on one of
the ﬁnest days of the spring or autumn. quantities always in store. All the bells of
We believe, that generally the mines are in the churches, and family utensils, are of this
the mountainous parts of South America, metal; so that since the working of these
where the air is pure and wholesome; but mines, no co
has come from Spain, they
that in Mexico, the space to be traversed being so rich in vein; there is more than
before some of them can be reached, is enough to supply all the kingdoms of the
through ticlimate in which the greatest pru
Indians. There is little lead worked, and
dence is necessary to'avoid disease and death. quicksilver less. because the mines are but .
This is not the case in some other parts of lately discovered; for as they were going to
South America. Of the prospects of the work them, the obstacle to the working of
miner, he must be the best judge from the those of Guancabilica, in -Peru, was removed,

agreement which he makes before he quits
his native land. We believe that he has
nothing to fear from the natives, and as he
is well paid, perhaps he cannot do better
than byfmaking the voyage, particularly if

‘he has no family ties to render such a. step
one of imprudence.
The duration of the Mining Companies
must depend upon the success attending

their efforts.-That some of them will meet
with Isuccess, appears quite probable‘; from
all that we read and hear; and there is no
fear that the abundance of the precious
metals which they will obtain, will so de

teriorate the price of them, that they must
eventually fail from the very extent of suc
cess. Let it be recollected, that if gold and
silver become more abundant, so they will
be more generally used, and that for at least
a century to come, and indeed for ever,
until more precious metals can be obtained.

Millions of persons will be found to purchase
them for the construction of articles of art
or luxury, and thus the more gold and silver
the miners ﬁnd,the richer their employers and
conse uently themselves will become. We
have t us endeavoured to answer the ques
tions which have been put to us brieﬂy and
honestly. We now subjoin an interesting
article, which bears immediately on the
subject, and which was forwarded to this
country a long time ago by an intelligent
Englishman resident at Buenos Ayres :—
“ The mines of Chili are the richest in the

world; the knowledge of which the Indians
have kept entirely to themselves. Besides, it
is by their laws, instant death to any one
who should discover to a, Spaniard, the ap
proaches to any of the gold mines. They
have therefore remained unworked ever since
the Chilians obtained the victory over Valdi

via, but they will be opened to reward their
liberators ; and the natural produce of Chili
is so abundant, that provisions of every kind
can be supplied with profusion.
“ The riches of Chili are of two sorts :—-.
First, those which nature has bestowed upon
it, without the help of human industry; and
secondly. those whiclr'have been produced
by the inhabitants. To the ﬁrst belong its
mines of gold, silver, copper, tiu, quicksilver,

which put a stop to the working of those in
Chili. Those of silver likewise lie un
wrought, because the golden ones are worked

with much less charge; therefore all who are
concerned in the mines turn their industry to
them. They are so many and so rich, that
from the conﬁnes of Peru to the straights of
Magellan, there is no part of the country
in which they have not been discovered by
those gentlemen, whom his Majesty was
pleased to send out to examine the moun
tains ; and it is generally received, that in all
the Indies, no gold is so pure and ﬁne as

that of Valdivia, in Chili, except the famous
mine of Carabya.
g
“ The gold mines are far more easy to work
than the silver, as the silver is ﬁrst dug out
of the hard rock, which is very diﬂicult, as

is also the grinding the ore in the mills to
powder: then a great expense attends the
quicksilver, which must be used in the pro
gress to make it unite; besides the long
operation requisite to reﬁne it, all which re
quire a great deal of cost and trouble.‘
Thus the advantage of getting gold is evi
dent, as not attended with such variety of
labour; for in most cases there is no other
trouble than to carry the earth in which it
is found, to the Water-mill, constructed on
purpose, where a stream is. ttrrned on and
carries otf the earth, whilst the gold, being
heavier, sinks to the bottom; this simple
process is followed only for the gold found
in a loose state, incorporated with the earth.
Sometimes a vein of pure gold is found in
mass, but this does not always answer the
owner’s expectations, unles in following the

vein through the rocks, they chance to meet
a soft part, where the gold vein has power to
expand; this they call Boldu, and, whenever

met with suﬂiciently repays the labour and
pains they have been at to obtain it. There
is now less gold found than formerly, by
reason of the continued wars the Spaniards

have so long had with the nations of tho
Auracanos, but still some is found, particu
larly inlaquimbo. During the winter, when

'1
'* Much of these dilticulties are removed
by the English mode of smelting.

rus LONDON-M1CHANICS' REGISTER.
‘the rains fall heavily, great masses of rock
are washed away, and an easy passaae is
opened to the veins of gold: there is likewise
some obtained in the territory of the Con
ception, but this is found by the Indian wo
men in ponds, or small pieces of water, at
the foot of a mountain, which is seldom

deeper than two or three feet; these ponds
the women go into without any thing; on
their feet, and they keep puddling with their
toes till they feel the grains of gold, which
theyt ake up perfectly free from sand or dirt of
any kind: and when they have found enough
to supply their immediate wants, they seek
no farther, but retire perfectly satisﬁed,
being not at all a covetous people like the

Spaniards, who never think they can get
enough.

I brought with me to Italy one of
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liquor is thus divided into two equal quanti
ties, four gallons in the ﬁve, and the same in
the eight.

[We have also received solutions of the
above from G. Allsop and H. S.]
To the Editor of His Mechanic’ Register.
Sm,—Perceiving in your last number

that one of your correspondents wishes to
he informed how to make “ Chrystalized
Alum Baskets,” will you oblige me. by in
serting in your greatly esteemed publication,
the following receipt, which I met with in It
very clever little book not long ago, and I

hope 'it will enable W. G. C. to construct
these elegant “ philosophical t0ys”hereafter

without any material diﬁlculty.
“ Form a small basket, about the size of

these grains of gold, found in this way. of a - the hand, of iron wire, or split willow, then
retty good size, which I sent to Seville to rI take some cotton, such as ladies use for run
he assayed; and without putting it in the ning into llounces; untwist it and wind it
ﬁre, or any other proof, it was found to be

23 carats of very pure gold.”
To the Editor of the Illrwhanica’ Regisler.
Yarmouth, March 6, 182.5.
SIR-_In answer to your correspondent,

(A Housekeeper, No. l2,) I send the follow
ing receipt for raisin wine :_
Take forty pounds of Malaga raisins in

-Mamh..cut -than slightly, and throw the
ntallts into two gallons of water; then taking

thi-s,watEr in port, put the raisins into a cask
with six gallons more water and a pint of
the best brandy, stir it up with a stick once
a day for a week, then close it well up, let it
stand half a year, and bottle it oﬁ‘.

You would oblige me by inserting the
following queries :—To make pasteboard for
hats or boxes.—A receipt for flavouring the
best French brandy.--The best method of
reﬁning sugar,‘ and making capillaire in
small quantities.-—To harden cast steel for
dressing millstone, without brittling.

'
I am, Sir, yourvsry obedient servant,
We. i.l~i' --J
W. C.
7'6 Me Edilor of the Jlfcchalics’ Rcgider.
Sut—The following, I believe, you will
find a correct answer to the query (inserted
in N0. 18) of your correspondent Bluett.
I remain, Sir, your humble servant,
Juvcnrs Annnuron.

First measure from the vessel containing
the eight gallons three gallons into the ﬁve,

then again from the eight ﬁll the three, fill
up the ﬁve from the three, which takes two
gallons and leaves one in the three; then

empty the ﬁve into the eight, there is then
seven gallons in the eight and one in the
three, which you empty into the ﬁve (then
empty). Measure then three gallons into
the five, containing the one gallon, which
makes four gallons; and having thus taken

three from the seven gallons in the eight,
there remains four gallons in the eight : the

round every limb of the basket.

Boil a pound of alum iu a quart of watcrI
or in the same proportion; let it boil well,
stirring it all the time; when com pletely
dissolved, pour it into a deep pan or other
convenient vessel, and by a thread suspend
the basket into it to a good depth, so as that
no part Shall touch the vessel; let it remain
perfectly at rest for twenty-four hours, and
when you take it out, the alum will be found
very pretlily crystallized all over the basket,
making a very neat chimney ornament to
hold flowers, &c. The alum may be colour
ed pink, purple, or yellow, by boiling Bra
zil, logwood, or French berries with it.
If, instead of the basket, you suspend in
the solution of alum,ciuders, or small pieces
of stone, they will be covered with crystals,
and assume a very pretty appearance, mak

ing a good imitation of mineralogical spars.
Yours,

II. S.

RAISING PINE APPLES BY STEAM.‘
If the information which we have rece'md
be correct, we shall soon have pine apples
as plentiful as oranges; and this rich fruit,
the taste of which is unknown to more than

nineteen-twentieths of the British
plr,
will form the honne bouchs of the good folks
in the pits and galleries of our theatres. and
be hawked about the streets “ three for a

shilling.” The cultivation of pine ap les in
this climate has hitherto, we believe,
It a
matter of some diﬁiculty and uncertainty;
and we have been assured, that notwith
standing the high price at which they are

sold, they scarcely remunerate the grower
for his trouble. It is probable, however,
that in this article, as in many others, the

price is artiﬁcially kept up,and the produc
tion purposely limited, to prevent its be

coming less an article of luxury, and there
fore less valuable to those who consider
scarcity and high price as the only critee
rions of excellence. Were pine apples culti

wt"
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vated
upon even the present p;iav'ent"accidents from the axletrees break
system, we might, perhaps, obtain for four ing ; or if either of the axletrees should ha
shillings that for which we now pay ﬁfteen; pen to break, the carriage dropping GBI;
but the result would be very unsatisfactory about a quarter of an inch, the same car
riage will proceed on its journey, without

to the cultivator, for the price would still be
too high for general consumption, and too

danger of any accident happening from the

kw.‘ to maintain the reputation of the
fruit, as one with which no Alderman or

same ; or if by any means the linch pins get
out, or cap screws get oil’, the wheels will

Bishop could dispense, if‘ he pretended to

keep in their former situation.

good taste, or the means of treating his
riends properly. It is with pine apples as

March 14th.
Robert Davis, for :1 Composition for cer
tain Improvements in the Manufacturing of
all kinds of Umbrella and Parasol Furniture.
Expires March 14th. _

with Champaigne wine, they are both excel
lent things in their way; but if we reduce

their price to just such a scale that they may
be obtained by the middling classes, we take

Expires

George Ferguson, for‘a Camp with its

away their value in the estimation of the Appendages. Expires March 14th.
rich, and without so reducing them, they
will not be generally used, nor remunerate
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
the producers by the increased amount of ~ We are very much obliged to Amor Mo
consumption.
Whether; Champaigne wine destiaa for the interest which he takes in the

will ever become the beverage of those‘ who

success ‘of the REGISTER, and the proof

now content themselves with “ heavy wet”

which he has given of it in his letter. We
assure him most positively, that he only

and “ blue ruin,” is a great question; but
they have at least the prospect of getting
pine apples cheap, and of drinking pine
apple brandy. A manufacturer in the coun
try, who has a steam engine on his premises,
and a considerable portion of superﬂuous
steam, has conceived the idea of growing
pine apples by means of this superﬂuity.

does justice to the conductorsof this Work
in supposing that the circumstance in ques
tion arose unintentionally.
We have received Mr. Jmmnson’s letter,

and attach all the credit to his plan which it
deserves. It seems however to require per
sonal explanation. Perhaps he will favor
The steam is introduced under the roots of the Editor by calling upon the Publishers.
the plant, and the warmth and moisture to-‘
The suggestion of J; G. is very good, but
gether operate so powerfully upon it, that it

soon arrives at maturity; whilst the body
of the plant, being freely exposed during
the day to the open air, acquires a ﬁrmness
and healthiness which contributes powerfully
-towards the ﬁne ﬂavour of the fruit, and
renders it very superior to that which is
produced in close hot-houses. We have
not yet had any means of judging how far

we much fear that it will not be in our
power to devote sufficient space in the RB

GISTER for the publication of “ the whole of
the Lectures delivered in the London Me
chanics‘ Institution, before the date of the

ﬁrst reported lecture in 'the Register.” We
quite agree with hins these lectures were
well reported in the Morning Atlvertiser,
they could hot; have been better reported,

the economy of this principle is carried, but

and certainly if we could find room, we

we can at least assure our -readers, that it is

should be happy to reprint‘ them.

no longer theoretical. We have seen and
/tasted pine apples so produced, and certainly

Weycheerfully beartestirrrony to the merits
of a very pretty ' little book called “ the
Econ‘omy‘ot' Social Life,” which has been
sent to us_.with‘a motto from the pen of
Mr. Brougham. Perhaps we may ﬁnd some

no ﬂavour could be more delicious.

In a

-few days we may probably be enabled to
(give. a more minute account of this new

Ihode of cultivation, and the exact expendi
ture which attends it.

room next week for an extract.
W. B., A. S., M. N., L. L. Opifex, Jane
Smart, a Printer, &c. has been received, and

PATENTS EXPIRING NEXT WEEK. ‘

will meet with early attention.

Thomas Jones, for a machine for Cutting
Corks and Bungs. Expires March 14th.
Thomas Willis Cooper, for certain Appa

A letter will be immediately sent to H.W.D.
for whose polite attention we are very
thankful.
,

ratus to be ﬁxed on the Naves of Wheels,

H. S. is requested to favour us with his
contributions as early in the week as possible.

and Beds of Axletrees of Carriages, so as to

.
~‘v‘s! .
________.____.___-_-_-—-—’
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_ SAFETY CHIMNEY. rai;>edW,'. immediate subject of the present course‘ of
(Lectures, Mr. WHEELER made some appro
1 {T0 the‘ Editofqfthe Meclranics’ Register?‘ priate remarks on the happy period in which
we live, and the increasing facilities which
_
ll risul’I“I .
Tunbridge Wells.
r
Slit,-—Tll§‘§li5ve design is presented to are now afforded for the diffusion of know
your notice as being superior to one inserted
in a former Number of the Register, as in

stead of the valve turning on a pivot in the
centre, this simply puts‘ back like the lid of
a box, and lays cornplietely ﬂat ‘against the
chimney, and thus the soot is less liable to

attach itself, allowing also more room for
the poor sweep in ascending and descend
Jla

ing‘ 10

éiﬂi ’

1.» ruhbercripiion of the Engraving.

J‘ A an iron framie-2%,; ,G;;,;
1 B a lid, or cover, rintwo hinges to open

ledge. He was gratiﬁed to observe the pro
gress of this noble establishment, and thought
that every Briton must congratulate himself
and his country on the existence of an In

stitution founded upon such enlightened
principles, and calculated to afford so much
beneﬁt to every class of society.
How
striking is the contrast Which history pre
sents to us, when the imagination recals the
period of time, not many centuries back,
when knowledge was the privilege of a few
individuals, and the great mass of mankind
were overwhelmed with ignorance and dark
ness. The light of sciénce has now happily

dispelled the mist, and the studies of early

times have been, comparatively within a few
years, rapidly extending their bounds.
Among the studies which have been thus
C a rope to keep the lid from closing, by extended by modern researches, that of B0
means of passing it through the upper sta
TANY holds a distinguished place, and some
idea may be formedof its progress, from the
ple, and attaching the weight D to the end.
It would be as well to pass the rope across fact that the number of plants particularised
in the early stages of the science amounted
the chimney, and to pitch or tar it, that the to no more than 600, which number, ,by1he
desired effect may be obtained when the labours of successive botanists, has been ‘HI-.
chimney is on ﬁre, as it would of course be creased to 40,000. This pursuit has afforded
occupation l0 many individuals of exalted
soon burnt asunder, and thus the lid or

and shut.’

genius, and is so extensive that the industry
cover would instantly fall.
E a small chain to save the weight from

falling into the room, and is also instantly
found in repairing the rope.

F a small chain from the top of the lid to
the room, which by a single pull closes the
lid, and to keep it down it is easy to fasten

the end of the chain to a nail by the ﬁre
place, which may answer a good end to keep
close in summer when no ﬁre is wagted, as
the wet and soot will be in great nieasiirt:
prevented from falling into the room.
* ‘ Your insertion of the above will oblige

iyourconstant reader,

EFF. ESS.

the animal frame.
,
The various productions of nature are di
vided by naturalists into animal, vegetable,
and mineral; which ternrspare appropriate,
and easy to comprehend. bqvygetables, like
animals, are organized in their structure;

are nourished by food and air, and are sub

ous agents, light, food, and air, which may
be observed when plants are placed in situ~
ations . not suitable to the due operation
of these agents. The sensitive plant ap

MR. wﬂanr.an’s
FIRST LECTURE ON B0'I‘ANY.

in which they are rendered subservient to
the performance of oﬁioes similar to those of

ject to life and death; but they are not ca
pable of voluntary motion, and exhibit no
evidence of sensatioh. Vegetables thrive or
decay, according to the action of the vari
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of a whole life may be devoted to its investi
gation. It was not, however, the intention
of the lecturer to extend his observations to
so vast a field, as his more immediate ob
ject, in the present lectures, was to describe
the various parts of which vegetables
are composed, and to consider the manner

H
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pears to be acted upon like a living being,

and the spontaneous movements of plants
CHARACTERISTICS OF VEGETABLES
THEIR CONSTllUCTION—CUTICLE,
EPIDERl\IIS—CELI.ULAR

OR

INTEGUMEN1‘

-—BARK—WO0D-—MEDULI-A, OR PITI-I.

rrunnv, l lrrr usucn.

Before commencing hil examination ofthe

are observable, as well as the vital principle
by which they are actuated.
_
The opening of ﬂowers depends upon the
action of this vital principle, as the nymphea.
albu, or common, wafer-lilly regularly ex
pands every morning as soon as the sun

rises; and in other instances the opening
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of flowers is observed to vary according to

Wheeler proceeded to divide the subject of

circumstances; thus the anagalli: urccnsis,
or pimpernel, a beautiful plant common in
corn-ﬁelds, expands its blossoms if the day
is bright; but in dull, rainy weather,f when

Bo'r.\s\' into three parts,comprehending 1st.

arrangement; and 3. Then economi

the sun is obscured, its blossoms close

medical uses.

The physiology of plants, or their organiza

tion and production. 2. ‘Their systematic
and

The two ﬁrst of these div sions

These examples ‘are Ievident proofs of the are ofgreat importance, and an intimate know
existence of vitality In vegetables, and the ledge of them is necessary to a proper under
manner in which the effect is produced will standing of the third.
_
ln_studying the functions of vegetables, rt
be explained in a future lecture. The ope
ration of this vital principle is still more is necessary to consider them, not merely as
evident, from the circulation which is con

composed of a collection of tubes or vessels,

stantly going on in animals and vegetables,
from the human frame down to the lowest
which are found in the eye, pervade the mi

but as endowed with life, and capable of
forming peculiar secretions. As ammals se
cretefat, milk, &c. from the bodies by which
they are nourished, so vegetables secrete gum,

nute tubes of plants, but no sooner does

sugar, &c. from the juices of the earth, or even

death
than the
lmldin
these hap
ﬂui s 11,ceases,
andproperty
they areofexhaledg.

from air and water.

plant or fungus.

Fluids, as fine as those

From their tabular or

vascular construction, Grew, Malpighi,and

This is found to be the case with animals; others had assiririlated the circulation of the
sap in plants, and the manner in which they

fora the gall-bladder which contains the
bile during life, loses its power when death
occurs, and the bilious secretion transudes ;

derive nourishment from the air, to respira

fluids while they are living, lose their power
of retention when life ceases, and the ﬂuids

tion and other functions rfornied by ani
mals: but we are indebt to Mirbel for the
anatomy of plants, and a knowledge of the
construction of the tubes and cells, of which

transude through the pores of the tubes

they are composed.

so in plants, the membranes which retain the

themselves.

Before proceeding to a physiological con
Some philosophers consider loco-motion as sideration of the nature of plants, it will be
the principal characteristic which distin necessary to present a general view of their
Euishes animals from vegetables; but they structure. The exterior covering of every
ave not suﬂiciently noticed the extraordinary plant is called the cutick, or epidermis,
properties of zoopltyles, which are as ﬁnnly which bears a strong resemblance to the cu
ﬁxed to the rocks on which they grow at the
bottom of the sea, as any vegetables are to
the earth. These productions of nature were
first distinguished from plants by Mr. Ellis,

ticle of animals.

In animals it varies from

the hard skin of the hand or foot to the ﬁne
coating of the eye, and also envelopes the
rhinoceros or tortoise; while in vege
tables its variety is exhibited from the

and modern science has clearly proved them

to be animals. Loco-motive power, of which surface of the most delicate ﬂower, to the
these are destitute, cannot therefore be con
strong coating of the palm. By macerating
sidered as the distinguishing characteristic of any part of a plant in water, the cuticle may
animals. Others are of opinion that animals be separated, and there are many beautiful
are distinguished from vegetables, by the specimensof this kind in the museum left
former receiving their nourishment inter
by the immortaldohn Hunter to the College
nally], arid the latter externally; but the of Surgeons. Life appears to be wanting in
_ correctne of this distinction is invalidated the cuticle, which is porous, and its pores

by l'acts connected with the natural history of arefound by the microscope to be diﬂ'e
polyps‘, and the lower orders of animals,
such as worms. Where, then, are we to look
for the proper distinction between plants
and animals? M. Mirbel observes, that ve

rently constructed in different plants. The
leaves of alou, and other succulent plants

getables derive their nourishment from sub

weeks

stances which have not been organizai, and
that animals live upon substances possess

the cuticle being so constructed that it ab
sorbs moisture rapidly, bat parts with it
slowly. The cuticle is pervious to thoair, and

which row in hot sandy countries may be_
exposed to the heat of the sun for several

iageither aninml or vegetable organization.
But without entering into these reﬁned spe

without

becoming

perfectly dry ;

is a powerful guard against external injury,
forming, as in animals, an essential barrier
the destructive distillation of animal matter, I between life and destruction. In old trees,
which is not evolved under similar circum
it is cracked in all d|ructi0ns,br wholly lost,
stances by vegetables, may be stated to fur
and as before observed, does not appear to
nish the most decisive distinction. The sim ‘= be endued with me.
pleexperiment of burning will therefore be I Under the cuticle is found the cellular
sutlicient, as no plant evolves ammonia in integument, which the lecturer exhibited to
large quantities by the destructive applica ‘ the audience by removing thecuticle from a
branch of alder, in which this substance ap
tion of heat.
1; After these preliminary observations, Mr. pears of a green colour, and is in general

culations, the existence of ammonia, during

I

.
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the sedt of colour implants. In this parti
cular it is a
olisitmtbe retc muqoum;
or net-work beneath the cuticle of animals,

thistle: and;hemlock are lined with ith 0
an exquisitely delicate, appearance. I)iﬂlér
ent opinions have been entertained of the

which in the negro/isblack; but here the
dnalogy ceases, as the two substances do not

uses of pith, to which some have attributed

' ssess similar properties in other respects.
Beneath the cellular integument we tlud

probable opinion seems to be, that the pith
of plants is analogous to the nervous system
of animals. There is no absurdity in be
lieving that the pith contributes to the life
and nourishment of plants, though not in a

the bark, which is frequently not distinguish

able hour the wood. In old trees, the bark
consists of layers, corresponding in number

with the years during which the tree has
been growing; but it is only in, the inner

iayer, or liber, that the functions of the bark
ire carriel on,the rest beinglifeless, like the
‘cuticle. In the carrot, the whole of the red
1!xternal‘part may be considered as the bark,
and it is the internal layers of plants that
contain the real principle of those secretions
which constitute the resin of ﬁr or willow,
and the astringent vegetable matter which is

very important functions; but the most

greater degree than the nerves perform si
milar oﬁﬁces in animals. Mr. Knight had

endeavoured to trace a connection between
the pith and the leaves of vegetables, and his.
opinion was conﬁrmed by his experiments
on bulbous-rooted grasses. When the com
mon cats’-tail grass was grown in pastures
uniformly moist, its roots were ﬁbrous, but

in an arid or dry soil it acquired a bulbous
root.

It seems the province of nature to

used in the process of tanning. If part of guard plants against a too sudden deprivation
the bark is removed, the remainder possesses of moisture by means of the pith 5 but leav
the property of extendin to close the wound, ing its origin and uses in doubt, Mr. Wheel
as the process is fan itated by excluding

air and moisture.

In France, many hollow

trees, by careful management, have been
‘ﬁlled up with new wood 5 and in this country,

some old pear trees have been restored, by

er concluded by observing, that in his next
lecture he should illustrate the construction
of the vascular organs and cells of plants,

and the manner in which the sap is con
veyed into the leaves and branches. , ﬂu

the process of Mr. Forsyth, to such a de

of health and vigour as to cover the
walls of Kensington Gardens with plentiful
branches of fruit.
’ On ‘removing the bark we _'come to the
wood,which,when cut transversely, is found
to consist of a number of concentric circles,

which are particularly distinct in ﬁr and
some other trees; but it frequently happens
that the common center of these layers is

not the center of the block itself.

Wood

-owes its strength -and tenacity to its longi

tudinal ﬁbres, some of which convey the sap,
sbme contain air, and others the secretions

6r the plant itself.

Most writers are of opi

nion, that the age of a tree may be known

‘by counting the number of layers ‘it con
tains.

‘ Philosophers diﬂer in opinion as to the
--origin of wood. Grew and Malpighi con
-ceive that it proceeds from the bark, and this

s~‘.1_*-ejessr
Dr. Dmxuscx then announced that on the
foﬂowing Wednesday a lecture on Mnemo
nios, or the method of Improving the
Memory, illustrative articularly of Mr.

Smith’s system, would he delivered by Mr.
REYNOLDS, one of the members of the com
mittee.
The President also read a well written

letter from Mr. Kelly, a member of the In
stitution, suggesting that those Members
who were receiving instruction in the French
language, would derive considerable advant
age from attending the French Protestant‘
Church in Threadneedle-street, where they
would have opportunities of hearing that
language spoken in its greatest purity, by
the Rev. Mr. Scholl and the Rev. Mr.
Boisseau, the alternate morning and evening
preachers. To the place of Divine Worship

opinion is conﬁrmed by Duhamel, who pointed out by Mr. Kelly, were added, at the
placed a piece of tinfoil under the bark of suggestion of one of the Committee, the
a tree, and after some years found layers of
-new wood on the outside of the tinfoil. Du
hantel also engrafted the peach-tree on the
plum-tree, and always found that the layers,
of new wood were connected with the bark,

and not with the old wood. From these and
other experiments of a still more decisive

nature, it is therefore placed beyond a doubt
-that the liber produces the new wood.
The center or heart of a vegetable body
contains :'the medulla, or pith, which is

- commonly of a pale yellow, and when the
tree is old, becomes dry. It is of a highly
ullulsr texture, and may be almost~com
pressed into nothing. The hollow stems of

Chapel-le Helvetique, in Moor-street, Soho,

and the French Protestant Chapel in Milk
alley, Soho,
Dr. Bmxnncx, after reading the letter:

above alluded to, stated that he had received
a communication from one of the mecha
nics helonging to the Institution, which
amongst some valuable hints, not necessary
then to notice, contained the following para
graph:

“ In the last -number of the Loranou_Mn
cusmcs’ Reoisrim there is a question,
why the objects of sightare not seen doubly,
as the image is formed_on the retina of each
eye. I do not ltnow the structure of the

,)'
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optical nerves, but probably they meet in
one point before tin sense of sight is con
veyed to the mind. Perhaps you will be so
good as to settle this on Friday evening,”
Now this diﬂiculty, indeed, said Dr. Birk
beck, I cannot selfle; but I will mention

32¢).

gard to size, shape, and colour are seen by

both eyes in one and thasama direction, or
in two diractioni, which coincide with each
The
othermore
throuI ave
theaiautined
while of
thistheir
opinion,

more I have been convincled of rts wind
What has been proposed for its elucidation, ness; and its further development I believe,
and leave you to draw your own conclusions. will show how nearly it approaches to the
This celebrated question, why we see objects truth.
In conclusion it may be worth re
single with two eyes, on which so much has marking, that a corresponding phenomeno
been said and written, was answered by Ga
len, Alhazen, Dr. Briggs, Sir Isaac Newton

single hearing with two ears, does not at al
admit of the doctrine of coalescing nerve;

and others, by stating that the two impres

or corresponding points; for the seventh
pair or auditory nerves, on quitting the
brain, proceed in a direction nearly opposite

aions are united before they are communi
cated to the mind: and this in fact, is the

solution otfered by the writer of the letter, to each other, and correspondence as to the
from which I have 'ust quoted. In favour place of impremions, is quite out of the
of this idea it may
mentioned, that the question. Why under such circumstances,
Optic nerves, by means of which visible ‘im
pressions are conveyed to the mind, do ap
proach each other and even come in con

tact, if they do not actually coalesce or in

as to a double impression, we become con
scious of the existence of one sonoroua
body,rnust be considered a matter of curious
and interesting research : and it is somewhat

remarkable, that whilst the optical diﬂiculty
the eye. They are bent towards each other, has received so much attention from inge
and where they approximate most closely, nious inquirers in various ages, no one
tlsrmingle, in their course from the brain to

seem as if soldered together by a consider

able quantity of nervous matter.

therefore the impressions may be supposed
to be blended; and from hence proceed as
one to the lhalmni nercorum opﬁcorum,

ere they originate or terminate.

should yet have seriously engaged in the

Here examination of this question; why do we

But to

ever hear singly with two ears?
.
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alidate this explanation it is sulﬁcient to
tice, that by pressure on the eye, by a

, low on the head, by the inﬂuence of ine

Having given, in our last number, a brief

briating liquors, by certain narcotic poisons, sketch of the circumstances which gave rise
and by some diseases, double vision is pro to the numerous meeting at Gibraltar Chapel,
duced, whilst no changein the nervous union on Thursday the 10th instant, we proceed
can be demonstrated; and that, even after with great pleasure to fulﬁl our intention
squinting has occurred with double vision, of presenting to the public a detailed ac
by degrees, the squint remaining, single count of the important proceedings’ of the
vision is restored. A second opinion which evening; and we have the additional satis

.has gained considerable reputation was sug
gested by Aguilonius, and adopted by Dr.

faction of being enabled to add a correct
report of Mr. Panrnrcron‘s second lecture,

Porterﬁeld, Dr. Smith, and Dr. Reid: they delivered on Tuesday evening last.
The chapel, which will contain about 800
‘maintain that an object is seen single by
both eyes, because it is seen by each of persons, and the use of which had been
them in the same external place; and this kindly granted by the Rev. Mr. Bnown,
sameness of place is determined as to the
organ, by what they term corresponding

was crowded to excess at an early hour, and
the entrance of Dr. Brrzxnccx, accompanied

points of the retina. To this opinion, which by the gentlemen who have so indefatigably
has been very ingeniously defended, particu
larly by the celebrated Dr. Reid with certain
modiﬁcations, many objections may be
urged, and cspeciallythose which arise from
the adaptation of the eye to permanent
changes in the direction of the optic"axis.

exerted themselves on this occasion, was
greeted with loud applause. As soon as si
lence was obtained, the learned Doctor corn
menced his introductory address as follows:

So exhilerating is the appearance now be
fore me, thatl cannot proceed to consider

Of the more recent opinions of Dr. Wells the important business which has caused us
and Dr. \Vollast0n, I cannot now undertake
to give you a sketch, as they would require
more illustration than is consistent with our
time at present.
I will merely state, with
out advancing any of his ingenious reasons,

to assemble here this evening, without offer
ing my thanks to your friends, the promo
ters of your intellectual improvement, for

permitting me to partake with them in this
interesting service. The occasron of this

that Dr. Wells endeavours to prove, that high gratiﬁcation can only_ be adequately
the single appearance of an object, occurs understood by one, who lrke myself, had
because-its two similar appearances,,i.n re witnessed the edect of the voice of Iciaace
.""‘_

‘;
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when ﬁrst
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of a large‘an

'
a_

s'l5he‘ operatives
ye'ars, Whilst machinery has been acquiring‘
‘g"'city} at which greater perfection around you: and in some

time not a tith _ .r the individuals here £18

departments of human industryueven the

sembled, seemed willing to listen to its loorn_ either as to its construction or the
truths. I did not however, apprehend that mode by which it has been impelled, has
we should now experience equal indifference, been materially im roved. I allude of course
for the inhabitants of this district have long to the introducti
of the ﬂy-shuttle and
been noticed for the

revalence of a certain

the power loom imneither of which, how

spirit of enquiry;
I did not believe that ever, may be-"~Tat 'all adapted to your par
amidst the great movements which are tak ticular fabrics. Now you can ‘scarcely
ing place in the civilized world, you could doubt, that something must soon be accom
remain spectators insensible to the means,

plished by you in this respect, as in another

which are rapidly advancing the moral and year you will have to compete with the silk
intellectual amelioration of mankind.

manufactory of France, under several dis
advantages.
Many facilities, I have no
doubt, will yet be given you; one indeed
within a few days has occurred: the admis
sion of raw silk into the kingdom, without
dressing,
tled in this district, the cultiva being subjected to the delay and the loss
tion
of Na ial History,
especially
of Botany
and Eiltonlyalogy,
has I am
informed
conti from quarantine, or the heavy charges at
tendant upon the ordinary circuitous ~route
nued wit.hJ ittle interruption by their de through France. By the power of steam
scen_da_nts,;,,*a_nd the curious in the latter the raw material will now be rapidly and
branch frequently apply to the Spitaliields’ economically transplanted from Italy through
weaver for rare specimens of British insects, the Mediterranean to your shores. With
which they cannot elsewhere procure. From fair opportunities aided by British capital}
your looms, it is well known, proceeded a British industry, and British ingenuity, lam
man who has greatly contributed to extend ﬁrmly persuaded that you will soon success-'

From the period at which fortunately for
this country, the French refugees the ob
jects of a dreadful persecution,the ancestors
of many whom I have the pleasure of ad

the boundaries of science, by the improve

fully contend with your rivals, an’d'th§t,‘ -'ere

ment of optical instruments ;' for the cele
brated Dollond was a Spitalﬁelds-’ w_e,-aver :

long, even in their own marketsl To this

extent indeed, has this country already sim
and even whilst pursuing his original em ceeded in one manufacture of comparatively‘
ployment, he had the honour of making a recent introduction,our cotton goods having‘
discovery which had eluded the observation gained complete admission into the East
of Sir Isaac Newton, In consequence of do Indies, which for nearly three thousand years
rnestic diﬂiculties, the celebrated Simpson, supplied the countries situated to the west,
one of the greatest mathematicians of his and received in return for them the trea
age, left Lincolnshire to follow his business sures of Europe, Now mark the effect pro
as a weaver in Spitalﬁelds; and here,before duced by the superiority of our machinery.
he quitted the loom, not only did he teach We bring the raw material from India, we
the Mathematics and publish several valua transport it four thousand leagues across the
ble elernentary works. but even some tracts, ocean,we convert it into articles of clothing,
disclosing and extending some of the most we return it four thousand leagues, and then
sublime truths promulgated by Newton.
I in their own markets we undersell the na
may also add for the scientiﬁc credit of this tives, with all their advantages of growing,
district, that it has contained for more than manufacturing, and vending on the ‘same
a century, a Mathematical Society, the only spot; and likewise of the low price oflabour.
one in the kingdom, which has generally At the same time employment is obtained
ﬂourished, and which has by its annual for one million of labourers; for to that
,courses of experimental lectures, conveyed number, according to the report of M. Du
' to the surrounding inhabitants a great deal pin, one of the most intelligent writers on
pf useful information.
the subject of machinery, do the individuals
in the silk manufactory, which in conse
amount, who, directly or indirectly, are con
quence of the circumstance before alluded cerned in the cotton manufactory of England.
to, has taken deep root in this district, and
As it is possible that there may be amongst
tttforded the means of subsistence to a large you, some who entertain fears respecting the
population, you employ 1 may observe, one object of your employers in promoting this
of the two ' machines, the plough and the measure, or the etiects of machinery, Ithink
loom, to which the wants of man ﬁrst gave it proper now brieﬂy to advert to_‘ such
birth: machines, essential to the production topic. Whilst your employers have no ob
of simple food and simple covering, “ the jection to your possessing knowledge, you
fabled inventors of which, were deiﬁed by need never fear their intentions: if the
the erring gratitude of their rude contempo highest intellectual authority have justly
‘raries;” but in your hands I have reason to pronounced that “ knowledge is power,” in
believe the loom as to improvement, has re offering knowledge they otTer power to you,
ynained nearly stationary for the last hundred certainly not for the purpose of making
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encroachments, but to place you upon a
more equal footing. Thus creating a reci
procity of interest between masters. and

nishment.
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By means of the Steam Engines

now in use, the power of.800,000 horses has

workmen, to the manifest increase of your

been superseded; equivalent to the labour
of two millions of human beings; not work

oolafort and happiness; and surely if they

ing merely from morning

are not afraid of imparting to you power, no
jealousy can exist on your rt to prevent you
availing yourselves of t eir odor. With
respect to the eifect of machinery, it is almost
an insult to the understanding of the age, to

through the 24 hours, without interrup

attempt its vindication. It has been conjec
tured that machinery would supersede, as it

They are either inventmg and constructing

to night, but

tion and without re se. What has become,
it ma be asked, of these human beings ?
Are t ey all reduced to the condition of

“ bewers of wood and drawers of water?”

is termed, manual labouf; and under this

machinery, 01 they are watching and cor
recting its movements; witnessing the "'0

impression,erring multitudes have occasion
ally proceeded to destroy it. This prejudice,
for such it unquestionably was,is now fast re

eyes, not by the labour of their1
.
If
of those I have the honour to address, any

ceding before the light of science. One par
ticular instance will serve for its demolition.
In the Netherlands, some time since, a consi

derable manufactory of stockings by knitting
was carried on; during the continuance of
this slow process, the knitters, although de
voting their whole time to labour. were ge

nerally unable to supply themselves with
stockings. The introduction of a machine
to produce the article more rapidly, which
at first waslooked upon as an instrument of
destruction, soon not only improved their
food, their houses, and their coats, but sup
plied them with stockings into the bargain.

Thus madtinery continued to supply them
with all which they before enjoyed, and like
wise with much which they had not before

nishing creation of produce ‘ﬁgs their
one should introduce into the rnanufaaory
of Spitalﬂelds a stnking improvement, it
would instantly occasion an increased de
mand. and therefore although saving labour,
would require a reater number of hands:
it would render t occu tion of the ope
rative less toilsome and illicult, convertmg
him into a director of labour, rather than a

labourer. lfsuperior looms for example, were
to be introduced into your department, it
would not occasion any to be unemployed;
for they would require nearlyasmany hands

to direct their operation : they would pro
bably extend and improve the manufacture,

and thus as in the cotton trade, increase tilt
demand for human intelligence.
.
The great intention of the institution now
about to be formed, is to make you ac.

possessed. Again, where machinery has been
introduced into the manufactories of this quainted with the principles of the several
country, the condition of thelworkmen has arts which you ractise; and they who are
uniformly appeared to be improved. In the interested in its gnrmation have wisely deter
cotton manufacture we have not the same

proofs, because it was introduced by ma.
chinery itself; but it has strikingly exhibited
‘one eﬂ'ect of machinery, the creation of em
ployment. Within about flfty years, the
period which has elapsed since Arkwright,
himself a humble mechanic, invented the
cotton machinery, it has extended with such

'rapidity, as to furnish employment for about
a million human beings. This advance has
been in various ways assisted by the intro
duction of steam as a prime mover; and it
has also in a remarkable degree contributed
to better the condition of the labourer; these
contrivances havmg raised man from a ma
chine to the rank of an intellectual being.

From being the mere source of power,
he has become the director of power.
It was not unusual in former times for

men to be employed in the drudgery
‘of turning a wheel from morning to
night: mechanical power has rendered
such degradation no longer necessary, ex

cept in those modern machines known by
the name of the tread mill. And I have au
thority to state that in a large manufactory
in the neighbourhood of this city, its able
conductors set no individual to turn a wheel

excepting for the purpose of inﬂicting apn

mined to give you an opportunity of esti

mating previously the value of that which
they intend to offer. They wish to lead
you to think as well as to toil: to present

to you the principles of science collected
from every accessible source; and to put
you in possession of every doctrine in theory,

which may tend to enlighten your practice.
How far theoretical views in mechanics may
be applicable to your particular avocations,
I do not profess exactly to know; butto some
part of them, the process of dying, chemical
principles might I apprehend, be immedi
ately applied with advantage. The produc

tion of certain colors of peculiar hues, has
been known only to a few, and the secret

has been carefully kept from the trader.
The occasion of such superiority would have
been detected. if practical men had also been
scientiﬁc.

The discovery

was

probably

stumbled upon by chance, and consisted of
some very triﬂing circumstance.

In France

chemistry has been very successfully apphed
to the art of dying; and at Manchester the
late Mr. Henry was of singular service, by
simplifying the process of dymg Tprkey red,
which, as previously conducted, mvolved a
number of tedious and useless maltipulations.
By this institution the inventive powers will
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baqcited and fostered; and whereever
nius exists,'ir’wil1 obtain that kind of 1: ti-

l have nowﬂe honour to address you 2 Bl)‘
I-am addressing an auditory, many of whom

vstion which will ensure its development
and success. And at length if these institutions ﬂourish, as I trust they will, countless
multitudes beingr enlightened by their inlluonce, whatever may be the case in the external
World, the beautiful language of thepoet will
here n0"longer remain applicable:
‘
f‘ Full many a gem of purest ray serene,
The dltrlr, uhlalhomed caves of ocean bear;
Full many a ﬂower isdoomed to blush
unseen.
!, And waste its sweetness on the desert air]?
MET
Atthe conclusion of Dr. BIBKBECICS ex.cellent address, Mr. PARTINGTON commenoed his lecture in nearly the following
terms :-~
The advantages which are likely to arise
Irom the establishment of an institution such
as we are about to form, have been 50 ad_

tire practically acquainted with the labour
of a Wntt,a Smeaton, or an Arkwright; a
it may only be BMW?! t° Obtervei lhakhad
the latent germs oftalent exhibited in the
minds of these benefactors of mankind, been
properly fostered and nurtured, they would,
in all probability, have arrived at maturit
at a much earlier period, and the arts and
commerce of thisoountry have been carried
to a still higher spite of perfection, than that
ofwhich we now <~) triumphantly andso justly
boast.
As however, brevity united with
cleamess, are our principal objects upon the
present occasion, I shall not trespass upon
your time by any extraneous remarks, but
proceed to an examination of the simple
mechanical powers; leaving theirapplicatiop
to the construction of the -steam-engine to
form the subject of a future lecture.
Mr. Partington then observed, that the
ﬁrst and most simple of the mechanical

mirably illustrated, as well as eloquently
pourtrayed by my learned and excellent friend
who has just addressed you, that I will not
mar their effect by again passing over ground

Powers was the lever. It isa curious fact,
that the celebrated Ferguson, who com
menced his splendid career in humble life,
dated his progress in science from an eag

which has been so carefully trodden, but
proceed at once to the more immediate busi-

mination of this simple instrument at the
Cottage of his father. The lecturer here ex

ness of this lecture;

Which I purpose, in

hibited a. lever, the fulcrum, or axis of which

the ﬁrst instance, to call the attention of
my auditory to the more eleme1lta1‘_1/parts of

was placed in the center, in which situation
it represented a scale beam, and no mecha

the science of Mscusrucs; so that having
acquireda knowledge of the simple mechn-

nical power was gained; but if We supposcit
divided into three equal parts, and the

nical arrangements, we may then proceed to

fulcrum placed at one of the divisions, a

a practical application of their use, in some

1'0"‘? Of 100 pounds acting at the end of the

of themost important of the useful arts.

long arm of the lever will then raise 900*

Thus then we shall be enabled to shew how
the massive blocks which form that stu-

pounds at the opposite extremity; but in
his case,the longest arm must travel through

pendous monument of early superstition, ‘- ice the distance described by the short
Stone-hange, were raised to their required ,
e; for in this, as well as in all the me

elevation ;- and how, aided by the genius of chanical powers, it is an invariable principle,
a Smeaton or a Rennie, we have been en- that what is gained in power, is lost tints,
abled to set bounds to the ceaseless dashings and vice versa.
'
of a stormy ocean, or to light the weary
After explaining the principles of tlleol-bet’
mariner on his return to the metropolis of

varieties of the lever, Mr- Partington de

the commercial world.

scribed the second mechanical [power, the

~

It may,
be hereto worthy
remark,
that however,
the great names
which Iofhave

wheel
andofa;r:l¢;,
which
raisesround
greatan
weights
by means,
aicord
coiling
axis,

alluded were indebted in a much more emi-

and thus' acts as a continued em.

nent degree to their own transcendent genius,

tread-mill was adduced as an example of

than to any fortuitous advantages arising
from early education.- Their first steps in

the application of this power, and the lectu
rer exhibited a model of an improved tread

life were not devoted to mathematical investigations—for them the ﬁgured volume of a

mill, one end of which was much larger thqit
the other, by which contrivance the degree

Euclid, or ‘the elaborate disquisitions of a
Newton, were published in vain; and they
explored their arduous way by the unguided
light of genius alone.

of labour might be advantageously varie_d,g's
it was evident that the individual who was
placed at the largest extremity, must pass
through the greatest distance in any de

lf then so much may be accomplished by
ﬁre more force of intellect, what, we may ask,
W'ould have been the result of such talents,

terminate period.

The

‘

The pulley is the next mechanical power,
and its operation also depends on the prin

aided by such ‘perseverance, upon a soil

ciple of the lever. In usinga single ﬁxed

pnyiousl I n‘urtur'ed by the fostering. hand of
- sic aderni lfiil learning ?' or had there been
established such institutions asthosg, in which

other; but to ‘gain a mechanical advantage

pulley, two equal_v/eight: e,Jract‘ly,balance each
a~ nrou_eqble pntley must

employed.

run r~.oUl0tHuOIIoruc|' 3:01:11};
by ‘which means the power is doubled, and
a ‘body may be balanced by half its own
weight. In this, however, as in the former
cape, the additional power is gained at the
ex

use of additional time, as the weight to

be raised asses through only halfthe space
described _ y the force employed to raise it.
Mr. Partington illustrated this subject by

exhibiting the operation of several combina
tions of pulleys provided for that purpose,
and elucidated the increase of power ob
tained by increasing their number. Pulleys,
by this augmentation of number, are liable
to the inconvenience of becoming, what is
technically denominated block and block, to
obviate which, a contrivance has been
adopted by which they are made to pass each

other, side by side; but in this combination,
some disadvantage arises from the cords not

being equally strained.
The lecturer then explained the applica

tion of these powers to the construction of a
machine for winding silk, and also to the

The ﬁrst of these ﬁgures Ihewd1>that'the'
wedge A BC F 0 maybe separated into the
two mclined planes D E F and F E C b

dividing it in the line 0 E F; and the 8000
represents the effect of the wedge A B! "hell
dnven into the block C D F G in the per

pendicular direction d'b; the cloﬁ made in
the wood extending to E, at some distance
beyond the point of the wedge.
The sixth and last of the mechanical pow

ers is the screw, the principle of which the
lecturer elucidated by coiling a piece of pa

loom, a model of which was exhibited to

per, in the form of an inclined plane, round

the audience; after which, he proceeded to

a cylinder, in the manner represented in the

the fourth mechanical power, viz. the in
clined plant,

following diagram.

’

. The use of this power is evident from its

general application to the purpose of mi!
mg great Weights into carts or waggons, by
placing a board or ladder at the tail of the
vehrcle. It is easy to roll or slide a weight
up an inclined plane of this description, by

)1

II: much less ‘force than would be required to
hit it perpendicularly. The principle of the

When the inclined plane C is coiled round
the cylinder A B, its edge represents the

inclined plane, and the power gained by its

threads of the screw, as at d c b a, and the
mechanical power of the screw is increased

employment, will be understood by the fol
lowmg diagram :

in proportion as these threads are nearer to
each other. Its power is further augmented
by the addition of the lever, either in the
form of the handle E, or by a rod passing
through the nut of the screw.
Mr. Partington then illustrated the advan
tages resulting from a combination of the
mechanical powers, by describing their ap

plication to the construction of the common
crane, and the pile engine. A model of the
latter was exhibited, and the lecturer observ

The mechanical power obtained by the in
clined plane, is proportionably as the length
of its surface C A, is to its perpendicular
height A B; so that if the former line is

three times the length of the latter, a weight
may be raised by one third of the force ne
cessary to raise it perpendicularly. The
audience would be able to conceive in what
manner our Druidical ancestors, (if Stone.

henge was the work of the Druids) were en
abled to raise immense blocks of stone, by
conveying them up mounds of earth, formed

upon the principle of the inclined plane.
The nest in rotation of the mechanical
powers is the wedge, which is composed of

two inclined planes, as represented in the
i‘ollowing.ﬁgurem

ed that its eﬂicacy in driving piles depended
upon the momentum acquired by bodies fall
ing through a considerable space; as a

pound wei ht dropt upon the table from the
and woul produce little effect, but if it fell
from the top ofa house, its increased mo
mentum would render it destructive of those
beneath.
_
From the great increase of power obtain
ed by a combination of the mechanical pow
ers, rnany
rsons have imagined rt pos

sible to pro uce a perpetual motion. One
of the most ingenious of these attempt;
was the wheel of Orfyreus, whrch wu
particularly described by the lecturer, and
its fallacy clearly demonstrated, as well 3;
the impossibility of the discovery rtself.

run r.ounort -maniacs’! REGISTER.
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I ﬁnd, continued Mr. Psnrtncron, that

our time will not permit me to enter further
into the subject arranged for this eVening’s

lecture. The application of the mechanical
powers to the construction of the steam-en
gine will, as I have already stated, been
mined hereafter; and in conclusion, Iwill
merely observe, that we have advanced but
to the threshold of a most important under

taking—we have laid but the foundation of

1 guitar: 9'
“ 55, Old Broad Street,
"->1sm~r
Thursday, March 10, 1825.
“_ DEAR SlR—If I were not particularly
obhged to be at the House of Commons this
evening, should have felt much gratiﬁcation
1n attendmg the meeting at the Gibraltar
Chapel (which I understand is to be held
to‘-mght) with regard to the Mechanics’ In

stitution: firstly, because I highly approve

of what may be accomplished by the means

of the plan in contemplation; secondly, be
cause should have recognised some of my
old fnends with whom I was associated in
the Silk Committee before the House of
Lords; and thirdly, that I might possibly
have had the honour of an introduction to
that worthy and excellent character, Dr.Birk
beck. I am afraid to Venture, for one mo
ment, to suppose that so humble an indivi
dual as_myself could render the Mechanics'
Institution much service; but living as I do
at Bethnal-green, almost in the heart of the
silk trade, I cannot help feeling a. strong

of an institution such as we are now about

interest in whatever concerns the Spital

to form; and lam persuaded that those who

helds weaver; more especially, when the plan

have laboured in the same ﬁeld with a Simp

emanatesfrom so distinguished and enlight

son, a Dollond, and an Arkwright, will not
be backward in following so excellent an ex- ‘
ample. Need I add my full conviction, that
our learned Chairman and his colleagues
will continue‘ their labours till knowledge
shall cover this great city, even as the waters
cover the bed of the ocean.
I had almost forgotten to observe, how ‘

ened a mmd as Mr. Brougham’s,—Wishing
you every success, and lamenting exceedinv "

much we are indebted to the liberal pastor

who have interested themselves in origina

_of this place, through whose kindness I am
enabled to address you in a temple, dedica
ted to the worship of “ the LIVING Goo.”
A temple which—-thanks to the excellent

ting the institution, the meeting separated‘;
and from the orderly and exemplary con

a great and good work; and it will now be
come necessary for you, acting in conjunction

with the liberal and enlightened gentlemen
who have been instrumental in calling you
together, to complete the superstructure. I
need hardly repeat to you. that there is a
most excellent, though unfortunately but a
very limited society for the diffusion of sci

entiﬁc knowledge. already existing in Spital
ﬁelds, and the Western part of this Metro

polis is now furnishing a practical illustration

conduct of my auditory, has not been pro
faned by this humble attempt to illustrate
some of the least important of His works!

Mr. Pxnrrnoron’s lecture was received
with unanimous approbation, and was fol
lowed by enthusiastic cheeriugs. Mr. Gib

son then addressed a few words to the nu

that I am unable to attend you this eveni£§
“ I remain, dear Sir," ’ I .
“ Your obedient and huinblié S \
I
“ To Mr. J. Sholl.
ROBERT B1i§i‘J'
.
_After a few observations of a vie
fymg nature from several of the gentlem 3

duct of the numerous individuals who at_
tended, and the deep interest they appeared
to take in the proceedings of the evening,
we cannot but draw an inference, highly fa
vourable to the ultimate success of the un

dertaking. It is impossible to speak of the
exertions of Messrs. Gibson, Bell, Graham,
Hale, and other gentlemen who have 6°
operated with them, in terms of adequate

merous assembly, expressive of his hopes

that they had experienced as much gratiﬁ
cation from the proceedings of the evening,
as the individuals by whom they had been
called together. If, after what they had
heard to-night, and what would be submitted
to them at the two next meetings, they should
wish to avail themselves of the opportunity

now offered, they would ﬁnd no persons more
ready to lend assistance in establishing the
institution, than those who had been instru
mental in inviting their attendance thiseven

mg.
A letter was then handed to Mr. Gibson
by Mr. Sholl, a silkurianufacturer, who ob
served that he had received it in the course
of the day from Mr. Brutton, an individual

well known to the meeting.

Mr. Gibson

then read the letter as follows, at Mr. Sh0ll’s
request :-—
-\

praise ; and we anxiously hope that no latent
feeling of unfounded jealousy on the part of
those for whose exclusive beneﬁt the SP1
TALFIELDS Mr:cnxn1cs’ INSTITUTION is

intended, will for a moment prevent them
from coming forward simultaneously, to
complete, by their own exertions, the great
and good work which has been thus com
menced under such favourable auspices.
MR. PARTlNGTON’S SECOND LECTURE.

PNEUMATICS-—-—MA'l'ERIALITY,

>

WEIGHQ

AND PRESSURE OF THE ATllOSPHEl\E——
ITS

EXPANSIBILITY

AND

COMPRI-]S8I~

BILITY.
silqér .

runsnsv, MARCH 15.
Previous to the commencement of Mn.
Panrnvorou’s Lecture, Ma. GIBION, at the

1-as LONDON iuactrturcs’ nscts'rna."
request of the gentlemen Who are acting

with him in the promotion of this undertak
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the nature of Pnnnnmrlc EWILIBRIUI;
and more particularly to a consideration of

ing, addressed to the crowded assembly a
few appropriate remarks on the nature,_ob
jects, and manner of conducting such Insti
tutions as the present. For some time past,

the weight, pressure, and expansibility of

the elementary process of education has been
conducted upon a system which promises

and as capable of being weighed as a piece

the most beneﬁcial

the gaseous ﬂuid which surrounds the globe.
It may be shewn by one or two simple expe
riments that the air is material, tangible,

results to the great

mass of the community; and in order to
enable adults to participate in the advan
tages arising from the diffusion of know

of metal.
To demonstrate the materiality
of the atmosphere, as vane, presenting two

broad surfaces to the air, was spun upon a
pi\'0t, and the resistance it encountered

ledge, no plan is so well calculated to effect
this object, as the establishment of Macra
r<‘1cs' l.vs'r|'ri'Tloss. By means of mode

rate contributions from large numbers, they
are enabled to obtain scientiﬁc information

caused it to stop aftera few revolutions; but
when the two surfaces were placed horizon
tally, so as to present only their edges, the

application of the same force occasioned the
vane to spin rapidly for aconsiderable time.
The inversion of a glass in a vessel of water

at a cheap rate; to have access to a Library

affords another demonstration of the mate

and Reading Room; and to hear valuable
courses of lectures on those branches of sci
ence which are best adapted to the situation
and circumstances of the members. In this
metropolis, we are surrounded by men of
talent and liberality, who are happy to give
their aid to the accomplishment of objects,

riality of the air, which revents the water
from entering it; and in short, the gentle
breeze that gives motion to the smallest
blade of grass, affords is perfect a proof of
the materiality of the atmosphere, as the

which may be carried to any extent by Me

terriﬁc hurricane that carries destruction
and desolation on its wings.
If then the air is material, it must have

But it is not wise to

weight, and the manner of ascertaining its

attempt too much at once, and the project
ors of the present Institution limit their
views, in the first instance, to the formation

weight may be readily shown by the follow
in: wpcrimt-nt. Mr. Psrtington then ac
curutvly weighed a ﬂask containing atmo
spheric air, and having aﬂerwards withdrawn

chanics’ Institutions.

of a_ Library, the establishment of a Reading
Room, and the delivery of scientiﬁc Lec
tures. A book will be opened on Monday
evening next, for the purpose of enrolling
the names of those persons who are willing
to join the Society, under Rules and Regu

the air from the ﬂask by means of a piston,
it was found, upon again attaching the ves
sel to the balance, that it weighed less than

it did before.

It is by this means ascer

tained that a wine quart of air weizhs about
lations similar to those adopted by other In I‘! grains.
Air, like all other ﬂuids, presses equally
stitutions, and at the same rate of payment,
viz. one pound a year, or ﬁve shillings a in every direction. Its downward pressure
was proved by exhausting the air from a re
quarter. On the following Monday a Ge
neral Meeting of all who enrol their names, ceiver by means of the air-pump, when the
will be held for the purpose of electing a vessel became ﬁrmly fixed to the pump plate
Committee; twenty of whom, or two-thirds by the pressure of the atmosphere, till the
equilibrium was restored by re-admitting
of the whole number, will be working me
chanics, chosen by the members themselves, the air. Thiit the air also presses upward;
and the remaining ten will consist of those was shown by ﬁlling a tumbler with water,
individuals who have assisted in the forma and covering it with a piece of paper; the
tion of the Institution. In this particular glass was then inverted, and the upward
district its establishment promises one obvi pressure of the atmosphere kept the water
ous and striking advantage; as it will have in the vessel, and would have supported in

the elfect of uniting two classes hitherto se

the same manner a column of water up

parated, viz. the employers and the am

wards of 30 feet in height.

ployed; and by affording them opportuni

Intern! pressure of the air, a tube, furnish

ties of understanding one another better, it

ed with ajet on the side, was ﬁlled with
water, and it was seen that when the lec
turer kept the upper oriﬁce of the tube
closed, the pressure of the atmosphere pre
ventedthe water from ﬂowing out at the

cannot fail to conduce to their mutual be
neﬁt. These remarks apply particularly to
the Silk Trade, but it is not intended to con
ﬁne the Institution to any one class, as its
advantages will be extended to all who Wish

To show the

side. It is upon this principle that the use
to participate in them, and to all who are of the vent peg depends, and also the ope
desirous of receiving scientiﬁc instruction,

ration of what is called the umjun'ng_fun

that instruction will be given most cor

nel. This instrument was exhibited and ex
plained by Mr. Partingt_OD, who also per

, dially.

Mr. Partington then commenced his lec
ture by observing that he should this even
ing direct the attention of his audience to

formed several other tnterestmg exper-i
ments illustrative of the pressure of the
atmosphere, and its application to the cup

N01‘
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The lecturer then exhibited a very inge
nious apparatus, called the Hydraulic 0r
rery, constructed by Mr. Busby, the opera
tion of which depends on the syphon. This
orrery was put in motion, and displayed a

beautiful representation of the motion of the
earth round the sun, and the evolution of

the moon round the earth during the pro
‘gress of the latter in its" orbit. The con

the e g expanded till it tilled the shell, and
forcy nearly the whole of its contents
through a small aperture at the bottom. The
compressibihly of the air was elucidated by

a description of the forcing-pump, which
owes its operation to this pro

rty of the

atmosphere; and also by a num r of strik
ing experiments, in one of which the lecturer
condensed three or four atmospheres into a
hollow brass ball, containing a portion of
water.

The air thus compressed, when

struction of the air-pump was then explain

allowed to exert its powerful tendency to

ed, which acts upon the same principle as

expand into its natural bulk, caused the
water to rise in a strong jet, which struck
against the ceiling of the chapel with con
siderable force.
,
Mr. Partington concluded his valuable

the sucking pump, but is more delicately

..wnstruoted, and is furnished with two piston
rods instead of one. The air--pump was in
wanted by Otto Guericke,bnt we are indebt
ed to our countryman, Mr. Boyle, for those

-improvements which have rendered this ma
;ohine of such great utility.

One of the

earliest experiments performed with the air
~ map was the exhaustion of the air from two
. emispheres placed together, when the
ure of the atmosphere on their exterior
surfaces attached them so strongly to each

lecture by observing, that as be had now
demonstrated the materiality, weight, and
elasticity of the air, he should endeavour to
shew the manner in which all these impor

tant qualities are [combined in the STEAM
ENGINE, when he next had the honour of

addressing his auditory.
The lecture was rendered extremely inte

-other, that it required an enormous force to
separate them. The hemispheres employed
.by Otto Guericke were so large, that the

resting by the number and variety of the il
lustrative experiments introduced by Mr.

strength of six coach horses applied to each

tions of the audience aﬂbrded suﬂicient evi

hemisphere, could not drag them asunder.

dence of the gratiﬁcation they had‘ experi
enced in listening to his able instructions.v '

,Mr. Partington exhausted the air from a
-pair of these hemispheres, only a few inches
in diameter, and observed, that as the at

mosphere presses with a force of about 15
pounds on every square inch, the hemis

pheres would support the weight of60 or 70
pounds, though achild might separate them
1-when the air was re-admitted. Mg
-_> The construction of the barometer de
.pends upon the downward pressure of the

. atmosphere, and the mercurial barometer is
formed by ﬁlling a glass tube with mercury,
and inverting it in a vessel of the same
ﬂuid metal. The mercury is then observed

» to sink a certain distance in the tube,leaving
a vacuum above it, while the column re

,m:-mitting in the tube oscillates, or varies in
‘height according to the weight of the sur
-rounding atmosphere. As the column of
mercury in the barometer exactly counter

balances the pressure of the external air, its
.height _will- necessarily vary with every
change in the density or weight of that ﬂuid,
and thus the changes of weather, which de

Psnrmoron, and the unanimous accIame

LEEDS MECHANICS’ INSTI'l‘UTB‘s'*
On Thursday evening, Dr. Williamson
delivered a lecture in the Philosophical So
ciety’s Hall, at Leeds, before the Mtechanicsv
Institute, “ On the method of obtaining
knowledge by induction, and its connection

with the modern improvements of science.”
The ﬁrst part of the lecture was occupied
by an attempt to show the causes which had
impeded the progress of natural science
amongst the ancients, who, notwithstandirig

the mighty powers of genius by which many
of them were distinguished, made very few
discoveries in the material world. The in
troduction of superior methods of inquiry by
our great countryman, Bacon,was consider
ed, and the inﬂuence his views hadexerted
in every department of science. At the close
of the lecture, Dr. W. took a rapid survey of
the different condition of the great body of

the people at ditierent times, in reference to
knowledge; and observed that the establish

. pend upon the state of the atmosphere, are . ment of institutions of this nature marked a
correctly pointed out by the graduated seale new and peculiar era in the history of man
attached to the instrument.
’
kind. He concluded by some remarks on
After several ingenious experiments,illus
their leading objects and their beneﬁcial
. trative of the u-eight and pressure of the air, tendencies.
the lecturer proceeded to exemplify its er
pumibility and c0mpresribz'lity. The former
KEIGHLEY
was clearly shewn by placing an egg under
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
.the receiver of the- air-pump, when it was
We are happy to learn, that the number
4 seen that upon exhausting the air, and thus

of members in this institution has increased

r removing the external pressure, the small to upwards of forty, that the middle and
, bubble of air contained in the upper part of higher classes of the town begin to
an

‘fit! LONDON‘ Mscanircs mzcrsrnn.
interest in it, and that a public meeting is
contemplated, in the week after next, to es

tablish it in due form.
We have received the following letter on
the subject of the invention which we praised
in our last numbers. \Ve give Mr. Deane’s
appeal with pleasure,. but we will not on

rthat account withhold from Mr. Roberts the
credit which is due to him, for we are quite
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To the Editor of the Mechantu’ Refhlgr,
IBTHOD or onnusrno P01‘-nan [Igo
nm sranrrs AND LEAVES on Poraroas
-new rnconY OP rm; AURORA ao
REAHS-—0PTlCAL QUESTION.
Sm,-—With every respect for the acknow
ledged ability with which you conduct the

NIECHANICS’ REGISTER, I will now, agree
ably to my promise, address you on the sub

the two inventions do not differ materially.

ject of an article that I mentioned in my last
paper; the manner of procuring pot-ash
from the stalks and leavesof potatoes, which
they contain in abundance.

Mr. Deane will probably favour us with ‘a
drawing of his plan, and enable the pubhc
to decide fairly.

Just when the ﬂower begins to go off, at
which time the plant is in its full vigour, the
plants are cut with a sharp instrument about

1'0 the Editor of the Mechanics Reyivtsr.
SIIt—l-laving observed in your valuable
Rsgistcr of March 5, Roberts’s invention to

ﬁve inches from the ground. The stumps
soon throw out fresh shoots, which suﬁice to

enable persons to enter places filled with

after being cut, are left eight days to the
ﬁeld to dry. They are then burned in the

sure that he never heard of Mr. Deane’s

patent; and it remains yet to be seen whether

smoke or other vapour for extinguishing fire.
I have no doubt he will apply to the Society
for a premium for the same, on the ground
of his giving up his invention for the good

bring the roots to maturity.

The plants

same manner as soda manufacturers lim-n
kali, in a hole five feet in diameter, and two

feet deep. The ashes are washed and the

of the public. This however, he is not JUS
tiﬂed in doing, for] beg to inform you I

ley evaporated.

obtained a patent for the United Kingdoms
in 1823, for this apparatus, of which he is

acre; the author of it, a French chemist,

supposed to be the inventor.

1’ shall be

acre will produce 225 francs over and above

happy to shew any gentleman the exact pro
cess of the apparatus.
March 15, 1821.
A. Deana.

the expense ofcultivation, and thagthe salt
t'rom the same acre, deducting the cost of

,,

2, Charles-st. Deptford, Kent.
To ths Editor of the Mechanic’; Register.

By this process, 2,500

pounds weight of the salt is obtained per
calculates that the potatoes grown upon an

making, wtll be worth 816 francs, making a
total of l,04l francs, upwards of 48l..ster

ling. This may be more generally known
than I am aware of, if so, you will undoubt

-01: Electricity, at which its application to

edly exercise the prerogative of rejection.
I shall occasionally trouble you with a

the progress of vegetation was discussed,
amongst a variety of experiments, the fol
lowing important one was shewn to us :—
‘ The lecturer had a small tin can which he

your Register, which I think the following
rs :

Sin-Having recently attended a lecture

ﬁlled with earth, in which he requested one
of the company present to sow some seed.
Some mustard seed was accordingly sown in
it, and on his presenting the can to the prime
conductor of the machine, and taking a few
sparks the seed] vegetated in the course of a
minute to the surprising height of an inch,
and bore every appearance of being regu
larly grown in the garden. I was fortunate
enough to get part of it, and could not dis
cover the least difference. When the lecture
was over, I waited on the lecturer to ascer

paper when I may chance to stumble onlany
thing that may appear worthy of a place in

The last number of the Edinburgh Philo
sophical Journal, contains a memoir by
Professor Hansteen, in which that eminent
naturalist has sketched out a very bold and

plausible theory of the Aurora Borealis.
The connection of that phenomenon with
magnetism has been long remarked, and is
further conﬁrmed by the observations of the

professor. He considers the Aurora Bore
alis as a luminous ring, surrounding the
magnetic pole, with a radius varying from
20 degrees to 40 degrees, and at the height

tain the manner in which this wonderful
phenomenon had been produced, but could
obtain no more from him than thaﬂhe earth

of about 100 miles above the surface of the
earth.

was previously prepared (and as I under
stood him to say) by chlorine.

lumns shooting upwards from the earth's

It is formed, he thinks, by luminous co

excellent Register, to explain the manner in
wh'ich~the above effect was produced, I, in

surface, in adirection parallel to the inclina
tion of the needle, and to the direction of
the earth’s magnetism ; these column! render
the atmosphere opaque while they pass
through it, and. only become llllltinoul after

common with some fellow members, shall

they pass beyond it.

feel greatly obliged for the information.

convex side of the ring, beams dart forthjn
a direction nearly! perpendicular‘ to the
arch, and ascend towards the zenith .-~ and if

If any of your Corrgspondents will be
lrind enough, through the medium of your

I remain, Sir; your’s respectfully,

Mtreh 10, 1895-.

Gzolruws.

From the outer or
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they are so long as topasstowards the ‘south, ' greater security to the property of individti:

they collect in the south in a sort of corona als, and of the public at large will, we
orjglory, which is situated in that part of the’ doubt not, when it becomes generally known,
be followed by every considerate occupier of
heavens to which the south pole of th
a house or warehouse. When ﬁres are ﬁrst
rieedle points.
.
discovered
to have broken out, the rapidity
Professor Hansteen finds that the obser
vations made respecting the Northern Auro of their progress might often be arrested by
r'a are well explained by this hypothesis; and the timely application of a few buckets of
he has collected facts to show that a similar water : buthousekeepers and others are sel
ring exists round the Southern magnetic dom prepared for such emergencies; buckets
pole situated in New Holland, the Northern are not to be found ; water too is not attain
being in North America. He infers farther, able in suﬁicient‘qua'ntities on the immediate
though the stock of observations is rather de
ﬁcient, that similar luminous rings exist

spot,and all is hurry,confusion, and dismay,

till the building is perhaps enveloped in

above the two extremities of the secondary
magnetic axis, in Siberia and in Terra del

ﬂames, and the engines arrive in time to play

Fnego.
One of yourc orrespondents, “ Fredericus,”

curred to the gentlemen alluded to, that if
every house and warehouse werepprovided
with a few water buckets, and these kept

desires to know why we 'do not see double ?
How it happens that impressions made upon
our two ‘eyes at one and the saine time are

represented single to the sensoriurh, we know
as little as why we hear one sound with two
ears, and smell oné scent with two nostrils.
The mind is incapable of receiving two

upon the smoking ruins. It naturally oc

ﬁlled, the tire in the first instance might ge
nerally be quenched; and on occasion of an
alarm, every individual in the neighbourhood
might despatch his buckets, ﬁlled, to the
spot; a service which would be rewarded by

the preservation of much valuable property.

distinct impressiohs at one ‘and the same
instant. The interval is too small to be mea

The gentlemen alluded to are, we under

the fact, that We employ our eyes severally.

hundreds of-' buckets.

But we know that if the direction of the two
eyes is in conformity, each with the other,
objects Lappear‘as they are, singly; or that

made of leather; but an excellent substitute

stand, canvassing the town in order to ex
sureable, but a simple experiment made by tend this admirable measure of security, and
Haller, affords unexceptiohable evidence of orders have already been given for several
These buckets are

will be found in tin, for those who preferthe

smaller expence.

Example is always better

when a certain divergence of the visual than argument—and when we state the fol
axes exists, objects appear double. If the
image, for example, is thrown upon a point
of the retinaIof one eye, not in correspond
ence with the spot impressed on the other,
this effect is produced. The double image

lowing fact, nothing further need be urged
in support of this arrangement :—Messrs,
Swanwick and Co.’s extensive tobacco ma
nufactory was discovered to be on ﬁre on

of a candle is seen when gentle pressure is

Sunday week last, and one of the partners on
entering the premises, found two of the

made on the globe of one eye; and it is

ﬂoors in ﬂames, but the ﬁrm having pre

either'on the_horisontal or vertical directions, viously- provided themselves with ﬁre buck
according as the ﬁnger is applied to the side
of the cornea or below it.
Tvno~
Rye; March 12.

_

SPEEDY SUPPRESSION OF FIRES.
We are happy to ﬁnd, that although the

ets, instantly applied them, (only six in num

ber,) and entirely extinguished the ﬁre, thus
preventing the destruction of property to the
amount of many thousand pounds, 'and this

effected bythe simple means of a few buck
ets. In the United States, [we understand
the householders are compelled, by law, to
keep ﬁre buckets constantly on their premi

inhabitants of the metropolis maintain an
apathy as inconsistent with reason as it is
disgraceful on a subject most important to

ses: the same regulation is observed in some

society, the public of Liverpool are evincing

been pursued, the utmost beneﬁt has accrued

of our own colonies, and wherever it has

a laudable anxiety to diminish an evil which

to the public at large. ‘ However fully a

all ought to deplore, and from which too
many are sufferers. The Liverpool Mercury
of Saturday, contains the following :—

man may beinsured, the burning of his pre
mises must be a loss, in derangement of

" The destruction of property annually,
occasioned in a town like Liverpool, by the
frequency of tire, ‘and the impossibility in
most cases of bringing up the ﬁre-engines,
ahd applying them with effect until the ﬂames

employed inevitably suffer more or less,with

have gained a head not to be easily subdued,
has, for some time past, induced a number
Of most respectable individuals to unite in
Moptmg a plan, Which, as it promises much

business and otherwise, and the workmen he
all their train of dependants. And it ought
to be remembered, that were the frequency

of tires reduced the expense attending the
measure proposed would be more than re
paid in the reduction of premiums of insu

rance, which in that case would necessarily
fall. Besides, whether a house or merchan
disc be insured or not, the burning of either

Till tosoos ststittsutcs’ naoisrsn.
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is exactly so much of a loss to the country ‘copper will leave its solution, and precipi
at large."

tate upon it (coating the knife), covering it,
and give it the appearance of copper; or

FAMILIAR LESSONS ON
MINERALOGY.

the contents of the watch-glass may be

(Rammed from page 309.)
Limestone, slate, sandstone, and semi
indurated argillaeiou: substances, rarely
occur in gravel, or amongst the pebbles of

few drops of liquid ammonia, and it will be
come a beautiful blue.

thrown into a glass of water, to which add a

This pretty experiment so convincing in

effect, will add considerably to the learner's

a surf-beaten sea-coast; because they are conﬁdence.
not suﬂiciently hard to resist the action of
attrition, and are soon broken down, form
ing sand or dust.
A little thought on these substances, after

Even water passing through a vein of this
metal, often contains a large portion of it in
solution, and the water is collected in reser
voirs with great care, into which iron of any

description is then thrown, and become:
coated with copper, which is scraped oil‘ and
progress, and he will feel pleased at being the iron again plunged into the water; this
is repeated as often as any copper remains
able to proceed with greater facility.
looking at them with attention, will con

vince the learner, that he is making some

The learner may now be led to inquire—
How he can discriminate ore: of copper P
Ores of copper have commonly a yellow ap
pearance, the poorer ores much resembling
pyrites, but are softer to the touch of the

in solution, and frequently by this method

several tons are extractedt _The copper thus
produced is very pure, and when melted is
used for the best purposes.

The before-named substances are amongst
Copper ores that are richer, are of those which most generally occur in this
country; it is not our intention, nor would
a gold yellow, some are irridescent, exhibit
ing a pretty and variable display of colour, it suit the learner in this early stage, to en
and are called Peacock Copper. These va ter into their peculiarities, or more minute
knife.

rieties have a deeper and more ﬂame-like

tinge than comrhon pyrites.
Copper ore: are frequently green, and in
delicate ﬁbres; sometimes compact, beauti
fully zoned, of lighter and darker shades,
exhibiting great variety; these are called

Malachite, which is not unfrequently mixed
with blue.
Copper ores are often of a grey colour,
not unlike iron, also brick red, black and
even soot-like; but for fear of tiring the
learner with prolixity, we will explain the

discriminations, that may take place here
after.

As ailcer has been met with in various
parts of Cornwall and Devonshire, the learner
will naturally inquire-4
Question. How he can know mlufancsl
containing silver 7
Native, or ut'ryin silver, as it is sometimes
called, occurs in delicate curled ﬁbres, of
almost a white colour, and filling little cavi.
ties in quartz, nests; these fibres are tough

and ﬂexible, often surrounded by a black
easiest method of detecting them, previously earthy, soot-like substance. Silver is fre
observing that copper is not uncommon in
its native state, when it appears foliated,
massive, branch-like, &c. pieces of pure
copper of this description are often found in
veins, particularly in Cornwall; this sort of
copper so much resembles the general cop

per of commerce that it needs no other de
scription.
That the learner may satisfy himself of an
ore of copper, let him place a small particle

quently branch-like in strong ramiﬁcations,
or leaf-like, passing through calcareous and
other substances, in long serrated wirelikc
branches, attached or connected, and fre
quently interwoven,crossing each other net
like. These silvers have often aﬁne_ rich
metallic lustre, of a tin-white colour, and
sometimes tarnished.
Silver in this state '(nah'ce silver) can
not be mistaken after having been once ex
amined, but it may be proved to be so by
the touch of the knife, as it yields to it, be

of it upon a piece of charcoal, with a little
borax, directing the tlatne from the blow
pipe upon it, which will soon melt; if it he ing little harder than lead; it is malleable,
a rich ore it will be reduced to a bead of and indented by the smallest blow of the
pure copper, colouring the slag green or red
brown; it is sometimes necessary to repeat
the melting. A more easy method of de
tecting copper is as follows:
Reduce a small particle to powder, put it
into a watch-glass, with a few drops of ni
trous acid ; if no action takes place, apply a

hammer, and melts into a beautiful white
globule
It greatly resembles tin in this state, but

may easily be known from that metal by_|ts
being much heavier, and by the craclung
noise which tin makes when bent, or by its
burning away under a continued heat, where
I
By due attention to these remarks, silver
may be discovered, and as the ores of silver

little heat, by holding it over the ﬂame of a as silver remains unaltered.
lamp; thecopper will soon be acted upon
and dissolved by the acid; then add a few
drops of water, and stir it with the
int of

a knife, or any piece of clean iron, w n the

are frequently combined with other metals
the following easy experiment will detect it
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lfit be aritrmre it will be soft to the ktttli ‘st3uCc0,as (veil in oils as distempers; the
or hﬁrirnér,‘
ga't1:'.~%imaei-- the~blow_-piiie whole of which are intended for the ﬂh?sh
with little‘
ulty, arid By repeated fusing ing the inside ofhouses. Expires March 26
with boraX,.a bead of silver may be pro
James Bell, for certain improvements in
dticed: the combinations will be driven oil‘ the manner of cutting, shaving or scraping
by heat, or absorbed by the borax. Or a sugar loaves and lumps, and of pulverizing
few particles may be put into a watch-glass,

into which drop a little nitrous acid, then
'hold it over the ﬂame until it is dissolved,
after which dilute it with water, and stir lt

or reducing to small grains of powder,
sugar-loaves, lumps, and bastard sugar.
Expires March 26.
~

Henry Jarries, for an improvement in the

about with a bright copper wire; if any sil
'ver is present it will precipitate upon the

mode of navigating ve$els upon c'ana'ls' arid

-co'pp‘e‘r, c‘ove'i-ingvit' with silver, in like man

chinery to be worked by mm, or other

ner as iron is before described to be covered
with copper; or atid to the solution one drop

suitable power. Expires March 26.

of nkuriatic acid 61‘ common salt, and the

silver will p1‘eclpi€at‘e' in a thick and dull
White cloud.
‘
These exiperirnents will open the mind to
‘further investigation; They [nay be per
formed with ease arid elegance, by‘ merely

possessing the few articles before mentioned.
(To be 1‘es‘umed.)

PATENTS EXPIRING NEXT WEEK.
‘David Stewart, for certain improvements
iii the method‘ of rendering dwelling-houses,
theatres, and every other kind of building,
air and water tight, as far as relates to- the

glizing, by means of a lap made of copper,

other navigable waters, by means of ma
Errdtum in last week’s list of Expiring"
Patents, page 320', colutnnﬂ, line 15, for
Cdrhp read Lamp’.
‘ii.

We learn with pleasure, that it is interided
to establish a Mechanics’ Institution at Hud
dersﬁeld.
I ~.',‘ll._s
V.
.
‘.

NOTICE TO c0RRasr01‘<1’o'EN'i‘s.
We have received a communication from

Mr. Barton on the subject of his new inven
tion for the speedy extinguishing of fires;
we‘ will endeavour to give it next week.
We have been favored with answers to that
second Prize Query,‘ (page l0f{,)_by severql
Correspondents, and upon yvlnch
pro

or any other metal prepared by machinery
for that purpose. _ Expires March 29.
"Robert Bell, for a machine to- facilitate
the washing of clothes. Expires March‘26.

poser has made his decisron,_

Robert Wornum, for an improved up
right piano-forte. Expires March 26.

query, as far as regards geometncal solution,
has not been answered, and therefore the

The tirst

Joseph C. Dyer, for improved methods of

prizes which were intended for theanswers

splitting hides, and shelving or splitting
deather. Expires March26.

thereto will be awarded to others.
The decision which has been made is as
follows :-_
T. Taylor, for the answer by Algebra, Do
Lolme
C.{Puttock,
on the for
Constitution.
the answer by
_ Arithmetrc,
g

'J0hn' Craigie, for improvements on-wag
gons, carts, and other wheel -carriages,
whereby friction may be saved, labour taci
Zlitated, and a greater degree of safety ob
tained. Expirés March 26.
‘Ann Hazlediue, for certain improvements

in‘ a plough, for the cultivation of the land.
:Expires March 26.
>
John Rose and Thomas Chapman, for

conveying vessels of any burthen through

Sharp’s Algebra.

,7

r ‘

.

,

G. Morley, for the answer by Fractmns,
Cowper’s Poems. ‘

_

>

J. N. for,answers by Arithmetic and Al
gebra, Squire‘s Astronomy.‘

‘

F

J. H. His answer by Decrmals IS notpn y

the waterwithout the assistance of oars or incorrect (which might have been perceived,
had the solution been proved) but he has
sails. Expires March‘ 26.
_
Y
_
Samuel Kermd, for‘ a cement or size, for not shewn the real answer. ‘
the Publishers
.Correspond,ents,
of the Register
will ‘pleaseforto their
pliaistering and stuccoing walls, setting and ‘to These

whitening ceilings, and running and whiten
irtgcornices; and colours to be laidon the

Prizes.

.
“I -‘n
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" _S'I‘E‘_A’Nl IWXSHINC COMPANYI " ' we coisid r a most important feature in the
Our curiosity, "like that of the public,‘ >
having latterly been considerably excited by

rooess; y saving labour, the expense must
considerably curtailed, and we presume

this Establishment, we paid it a visit last it must be allowed to last no inconsiderable
Week, and are happy to have it in our ~ time longer.
_
Having undergone this process, the linen
power to furnish some information on the
sub'ect.to our readers, for.which we are~'in ‘is conveyed to spacious drying rooms, situ
deb to to the ioliteness of the Patentee.
ated on the upper stories of the works,
_ The Worksgire pleasaritly situated on the where they are dried in covered and venti
banks of the Wandle, a small river, running lated apartments,_'the advantage of which,
in the neighbourhood of Mitcham, and the Patentee informed us, consisted in not
being subject to the caprice of the climate,
abofut seven miles from the metropolis.
We shall now, as concisely as possible, and in avoiding those dingy particles, which

detail the process of Steam Washing, avoid
ingalmost entirely any description of ma
chinery, which is generally equally difficult
to explain or cornprehend. The hnén hav
in ' been‘ collected from the v‘a'r\i,ous‘ patrons
0' ‘the ihstitijtion, is conyeyed to its desti
nation in a handsome and guai-ded equipage,
and having been overlooked. ‘sorted, and so

effectually marked"hy the Company, as to
prevent the possibility ofmistakes, is doomed
“ Like a poor curate's Sunday shirt,
“ To lose its dingy tints ofdirt.”

in damp and hazy weather ﬂoat so abun
dantly in our atmosphere.
From these
rooms the linen when dry is carried to a
place for folding, where that process is per

formed after the usual manner. That done,
a division takes place, those things which
require ironing being taken to the Ironing
Apartment, and the remainder to the calen
dering room.

In describing the ﬁrst of these, we regret,
on account of any fair reader who may de
vote her time to the perusal of our pages,
that we are not suﬂiciently versed in the art
of“ getting‘ up ﬁne linen,” to enter into
any minute criticism upon the subject.
It
appeared to us that the thirigs looked re
markably well: but that probably is ‘to be

For this purpose there are three large
wheels, each capable of holding a consider
able quantity of linen, and suited, from the
materials of which they are composed, part
attributed to the superiority in washing; it
ly, for heavy, and partly for light‘ things: is not, however, unfair to suppose that the
these wheels are divided into four t:ompart- \ ironers are deserving ’of some credit, for
ments, the outward circle being what the : considering that it is their every-day occu
French term “ entrecoupe,” or, to use an : pation, we imagine theymust necessarily
English expression, are open as the wires of understand their business better than those
a circular squirrel’s cage.
who only attend to it occasionally.
In the
The situation of these pieces of machinery calendering room, the mangle is entirely
is in immense‘ cases, made air and water cqt aside; the linen in the first instance is

tight, in which there is placed prepareil

passed between two rollers, similar to those

soapy waterto the depth of about eighteen
inches. The wheels are then put in motion,

which we mentioned as a substitute for
wringing, and is then subject to the pres
sure of abeater upon another roller, by

and steam from pipes being let i_n upon the
linen, the clothes, y means of the rotatory
action of the machinery, are several times
in a minute alternately subject to the power

of steam and water.

By this process the

most stubborn dirt is effectually eradicated

in a shortspace of time, and the substance
of the linen in no way deteriorated by fric
tion, whilst the articles come out white as
SHOW.

Completely puriﬁed by this process, the
linen is then rinsed in clear cold water, and

which the articles acquire a superior gloss,
and are ’pressed more closely than by the
common mangle.
'
This description will probably convey to
our readers a fair idea of the concern; but
in dismissing the subject we must’ say, that
we consider the Steam Washing Company
as more likely than any other invention or
discovery, to put an end in a great measure

to that greatest of all family nuisances—do
mestic washing, by which a whole house,

an admirable expedient is used for the pur- ' the lord! of the creation not excepted, is
pose of freeing it from the water. Instead -rendered uncomfortable, for two days in a
of being violently wrung, as is the case in month, amounting to one ﬁfteenth part of
private washing, by which the water is ex the whole period of their existence.
tracted, at the expense of the ﬁbres of the
Having said thus much 'of the Washing
linen, the ‘articles are passed between two Department, we‘ are happyto bear testi
rollers, moving in opposite directions, the
one above the other, by which means a

counterpane can be drained in as short a
space of time as it takes a private family to
wring a
cket-handkerchief, and every ar
tlcle is left considerably drier than the hand
can leave it.
This substitute for wringing

mony to the conduct of the Patentee, on a
point of much importance to those who
serve under him. It appears that provisions
of every kind being extravagantly dear
about Mitcham, and the highest prices being
extorted from the persons employed on the

Establishment. from their incapacity to
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search for them at a distance, the Com

bring before its view several ideas at one

pany have built, at a considerable expense,

moment, it is necessary to have n repo
sitory wherein to lay up those ideas, till
outward circumstances shall call them into
action. And this may be easily conceived,
when we recollect how often the remem~

:1 spacious dining room, capable of accom
modating the whole of their extensive esta

blishment :

in this apartment, the poor

people are accommodated with a ready
dressed dinner, at about one half the rate at
which they could purchase it elsewhere.
There is in addition a store, from Which ba
con, cheese, butter, and in fact most of the

necessaries of life, are sold tothose employed

brance of past pleasures or pains has been
revived in our minds, by some occurrence

which happens to be in some respects simi
lar to that which once impressed us, and
which called forth thoughts and ideas till

at such a trifle above prime cost, as scarcely
to remunerate the Company for the expense
of supplying it.
'I‘his plan of keeping a store, though
not uncommon in the nianutactories in the
northern counties, is the ﬁrst thingI of the
kind we have witnessed near London. We

then unknown. And it is also by this faculty
that we are said to have all those ideas in
our understandings which we can bring in
sight, and make the subjects of our thoughts,

think, in the present instance. it is as neces

fix ideas in our minds; for ideas but once
taken in,and never again repeated. are soon
lost; like the idea of colours in those who
have lost thvir sight when very young. Yet
it must be admitted, that the memory of
some men is tvnm iutls‘_ cu-n to a miracle;

sary as convenient; for by the work-people
not being permitted to take their meals
among the linen, the possibility of its being

soiled is entirely done away with.
References to the Engnwing.
A the Steam Engine.

Without‘ the help of those sensible qualities
which ﬁrst imprinted them there.

Allan

tion and repetition contribute essential]! to

for instsnce,Jedediah Burton, whose powers
‘

B Vats for Soap in a solution of hot
water, &c.
C Steam Washing Machine.
D Squeezing Machine.
LONDON
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTIO N.

of mental calculation and retaining numbers
were of the most extraordinary description; so that, according to the phrenological sys

tem, he must have possessed the organ of
number ina very eminent degree. Indeed,
his whole soul appeared wrapt up in this
propensity; for it is related of him, that

having been once taken to a theatre, he was
asked, at the conclusion of the performance,

LECTURE on anemones,“
av nu. ruzrnor.ns.
wnmuzsnsv, MARCH 16.
Mr. Rsrnonns observed, on presenting
himself to the audience, that it might pos
sibly, be considered presumptuous in one
who' had hitherto been but a humble hearer
ofthe able coursespf lectures delivered in
that place, to appear before the members in
the capacity of a lecturer; espcciall y while
the able discourses and experiments of their
enlightened President, Dr. BIRKBECK, which
had elicited thunders of applause, were still
fresh in the recollection of his auditors.

But as a body highly charged with electri

what he thought of it? He replied, that he
never met with any thing that puzzled him so
much; and upon heinz questioned as to
what it was that pur;/,lctl him, to the great

surprise of the inquin~r, he answered, that
he had been endeavouring to count the num
ber of words that each of the performers
spoke.
Other animals appear to possess the fa
culty of memory as strongly as man; for
dogs will recognize persons. places, and
things, when the minds of their masters have

lost all traces of them. This may be by some
attributed to instinct ; but,observed the lee
turer,I have never heard or read any ac
count of that faculty, satisfactorily distin

city communicates the subtle fluid to the
nearest surrounding bodies, he had felt
anxious to communicate to his fellow mem
bers the information he possessed, and
though his efforts, in comparison with the
scientiﬁc labours of others, would be but as

guishing it from rea.\-on in every instance;

a. little taper compared with the resplendent

endeavours to hit upon the right notes; for
it is impossible that they should endeavour
to conform their voices to notes of which
they have no idea.
But memory, like all other faculties, when
too much harassed or loaded. will very often
be impaired, or even have its powers de
stroyed. And as things that give us the

beams of the sun,the kind encouragement he
had received from the President himself,
would be his best apology for coming for

ward upon this occasion, and the only favor
he had to ask, was that the members would

extend their indulgence to him,and take the
will for the deed.
Msrroav, observes the immortal Locke,
is, as it were, the storehouse of our ideas;
for the narrow mind of man being unable to

and until I have been more fully informed,

I am quite willing to allow the brute crea
tion to enjoy certain faculties with ourselves.

Birds, too, seem to possess memory, which
is evinced by their learning tunes, and their

most pleasure and make the most lasting
impression, are those which have troubled
us the least in the exercise of our ideas
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that which tormeiits~'1‘|s<|'nost'> to retainpwill ' his fotvd bbservsﬁdn, and Was fairly attribu
very often be tmnlly-absorbed by the most table to an excessive exertion of his surpri
triﬂing object that happens, to divert our
attention. A little‘felinw,<fo1"ex'am le,-sent
by his mother to make a number 0 meta;

sing.-Ipower of calculation.

-- Simonides, the plnlosopher, is said to have
discovered
the artby
of aimciioice
rovingoftheplaces
memory.
His melhodiwas
and

purchases at the ‘chandler’! shop, coni'e"s'
down the street, chaunting the list of articles

images; such as a house, rooms, &c. which

to impress it on his memory-he meets with were to be rendered in their order, extremely
a p]ayfellow—their conversation naturally familiar to the imagination and memory,
turns upon tops and marbles, and when. his and whatever was to be remembered, was to
errand recurs to, his recollection, he has
actually forgotten what quantity of each of

the respective commodities he was to buy,
and is obliged to return for fresh instructions.

Another, more thoughtful, adopts the expe
dient of putting into different pockets the
value of the different articles to be purcha

sed,‘ and on his arrival at the shop, without
any burden on his mind, he calls for the se

seral articles he wants, simply by a reference
to‘ the cash in each pocket, proving that
" From simple child-like means
“ Oft manly science grows.”

George Bidder was an extraordinary ex
ample of the possession of the faculty of
memory in an eminent degree; but his me
mory sometimes failed him after repeated
exertions. Mr. Reynolds related an instance
of this occasional failure, which came under

be connected with some part of the house,
in a regular manner. Both Cicero and
Quinctilian have spoken of this method;
and in modern times we have had several
attempted improvements in this artiﬁcial

memory.

Its principal use is in history,

chronology, and geography, where the dates
and numbers are very numerous, and so
ditﬁcult to retain, that very few men are
able to name them when called upon. The

method now adopted, is to form a word,
the letters of which are to designate cer
tain figures, so that the numbers may be

more easily recapitulated and remembered.
This system which I am about to explain, is
deduced from Dr. Grey’s Memoria Technica,
but it is more simple than his; to prove
which I will just exhibit a specimen of the

doctor’s manner, and compare it with that
of Mr. Smith.
.
DR. GREY’S SYSTEM.
7 .

nan-etok, 2348—g, 00_ th, 000—m, 000000“
ig, 300—ath, 10UO_loum, 59,000,000.
According to the above system, when any
thing is to be remembered in history, chro
nology, geography, &c. a word is formed,
the beginning of which is the first syllable of

the cypher, yet when there are many occur
ring together as 1000,3 1,000,000 it was

the thing to be remembered; and by fre
quently repeating it with the latter syllable

for 00, th for 000, and m for ,000,000 ; then
ag willbe l00, ig 300, oug 900,&c. ath 1000,
am 1,000,000, and loum 59,000,000 as above.
If we wish to remember when Cyrus,

thought better to have some other letter or
sign to designate them; thus, let g stand

or syllables, which are contrived to give the
answer, the intended object is eﬁ"ected—t.hus,
the deluge happened 2348, B. C., then write Alexander, and Julius Caesar, founded their
del-etok, as above; del meaning deluge, and respective monarchies, we have only to_ an
nex the following syllables to part of their
etok 2348. '
In the diagram, a and b stand for 1, e and names, thus: Cyr-uts, 536; Alex-ita, 831;
d for 2, &c. These letters are assigned arbi ,and Juli-o‘s,,46 ;_ she'Wing‘that these three
monarchs foundedbefore
their Christ.
empires Upon
the above
trarily to the respective ﬁgures, and may very iiniiiibéfiéfyears
this
easily be remembered-the ﬁrst five vowels" ‘ "
principle, a Table of the Kings of England,
naturally represent 1, 2, 3,4,5; the dip
thong an being composed of a 1, and u 5 shewing the year in which they commenced
' stands for 6, and so of oi; ei 8, is easily re -‘their respective reigns, and in fact, of any
may be
membered,.being the first letters of the word chronological
“ Wveiwill nowevents,
take leave
of I constructed.
Dr. Grey, but

eight. In like manner the consonants where
the initials éould be i'etainéd,‘ai'e made use 'B'e'fo'r'é '1’ introduce you to the Rev. Mr.
of to signify‘ the number, as t forﬁ, Her 4, .Smith,’I will just observe that, some time
50
‘M.
r
emage
l at t rac tedth e pu bl‘no
- and n for.9;'~ ‘ _
‘ be arbitrary, Vex_éégp(_ago, a M.F'
attention by the a'ppa.ne_ntl'y'wonderful effects
The rest ' '
that bbeing theﬁrst consonant stands for l, Jof/his system; but a calm and dispassionste
. Etc. Althndgh y‘ and‘; arehere assigned to

rrun LDNDON‘MI¢ttJIIICC' ttzoisvan.
enquiry into his method soon proved that it
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mory to retain the ruleg, by which be pro

required the powers of a very strong 1110- teased to assist and improve a very bad one.
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The table before you containsudhc whole of
The above diagram, which represents the !
Table of Mr. Smith‘s system, is apparently the art; and a quarter of an hour‘s applica
tion will very easily imprint it on your me
more‘extended than Dr. Grey’s, but its su

perior utility willbe evident, when I remark,

mory.

that the whole of the Doctor’s system, almost

through the preceding table, which will be

Mr. Reynolds here went regularly

precludes the formation of those words, readily comprehended by a reference to his
which ‘are the semblance or names of things previous explanation of Dr. Grey’: system,
or ideas, 'and consequently his method is

more easily forgotten after all.

and he then directed the attention of his
audience to the following diagram, to exem

But Mr. Smith has so modiﬁed it that plify the practical applicationbf Mr. Smith’:
there is hardly any thing in existence that method.
has a name but may be brought into play. I
H
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Now, it is generally acknowledged that
we oﬂen retain the remembrance of things
that excite our laughter, however foolish
they may be, better than those of a more
serious cast. If for instance,we turn one of
the above lines into a kind of tale, after re
peating it two or three times only, we have
all the principal geographical facts concern

ing Russia ﬁxed on ouf memory. Let us
therefore endeavour to connect the words in
a manner somewhat similar to the following;

“ Mr. N01: gave a for to the beadle; he
sent fur and coal in boats to Mrs. Barmet,
whom bad men cannot abide; she bought
ash and meat for Dido, me, Be; and the cat.”
Nonsensical as these words may appear, they
are easily learnt and readily remembered,
and thus the geographical facts connected

broad as Austria—-(law 500 miles). In short,
there is not a trade or occupation that does
not afford ample matter for fixing facts and
numbers on the memory. It may be made
a source of infinite amusement, and much
may be learned in a little time; as the fur
niture of your room, the tools of your work
shop, or the objects that meet your daily
view, are only so many books from which
you may cull the choicest ideas, and store

your minds with the most delightful know
ledge.
But, concluded Mr. Reynolds, should
what I have mid have atforded the least

pleasure or proﬁt, the remembrance of this
evening will, without the aid ofMunnomcs,
be so indelibly impressed upon my mind

and heart, as to be erased only by the total
with the story are ﬁrmly im rinted on the extinction of memory itself,

memory. In like manner, wit a little inge
nuity,may the dimensions of the terraqueous

rm. wnnn1.en’s

globe and of the planets be learnt; for

snconn r.ncrunr; on norsnrn

although certain words are inserted in the
diagrams exhibited, any other words may be

PHYSIOLOGY OF PLANTS—CIRCULAT!0N OF

substituted, provided their letters exactly
agree with the ﬁgures wanted.

THE

SAP—-PERSPIRATION-—-I1E.\T-—

GROWTH OF

PL.\NTS—SEEDS—-ROOTS

-—-STESIS, OR STALKS.
I assure you, continued the lecturer, that
since the introduction of this system at our
house, we have grown quite scientiﬁc, and
munsv, 181:1 nnzcn.
quite extravagant into the bargain; for our.
Mr. WHEELER commenced his illustra
servant expends the whole revenue of Russia I tion of the vascular construction of plants,
in making her ﬁre_(cor1l 15 millions) ; nay, and the circulation of the sap, by remarking
the fire itself has undergone a change, for that it must be evident to the most superﬁ
when it is nearly out, we say the length of cial observer, that vegetable bodies consist
England is very much diminished——(ﬂre of an assemblage of tubes and cells. By
880 miles); and I cannot help laughing means of the microscope, the manner in
whenl meet the beadle of our parish stalk Which they are arranged, and the different
mg up the road, for [say to myself, there appearances they assume, may be ascertained,
goes the superﬁcial content of Russia— (bea
but such observations, it pursued no farther,
dlc 1250 thousand square miles). My toe afford but little information respecting the
tells me the climate of England (9th) ; my physiology of plants. The different sub
leg the latitude of Berlin, the capital of Prus
stances secreted by vegetables, such as
sin (53 degrees). The cat or my coat stands gum, sugar, acids‘, &c. however various in
for the longest day of Russia (19 hours). -their properties, are all derived from the
If I see a smoker enjoying his pipe, I recol
common juices of the plants in which they
lect that he is smoking the whole distance are found. All plants contain sap, which is
of Warsaw, the capital of Poland, from Lon
in reality the blood of plants, and the means
don—( pine 710 miles). When I go to by which they are nourished, and their secre
_church and am put into a pew,I ﬁnd m self tions carried on. Different opinions have
in the length of France—(pew 700 mi es). been entertained with respect to the manner
When I have eggs for breakfast, leat the in which the sap rises, and some botanists
whole length of Europe at a meal—(ey/ys have attributed it to capillary attraction,
3,300 miles). Have we a carpenter here? though the could discover no hollows nor tu
Let me tell him, that when he is driving a bular vesse s adapted to this process. It is
MI”, he has the total revenue of England however evident that the sap must be forcibly
under his hammer—(nail 65 millions); and conveyed through vegetables, and as capil
that a brad, small as it is, contains the su
lary attraction is inadequate to its forcible
perﬁcial content of Turkey—(brml 182 conveyance. the circulation of the sap must
thousand square miles). Is there an honest be accomplished by other means.
blacksmith present P let me tell him, that his
Dr. Darwin was the {list who suggested
ﬁle is the length of P0l'tugal——(ﬁle 350 that what had been taken for air-tubes,
miles); and the bar that he forges is the were in reality rap-vessels; and in conse
longitude of Stockholm, the capital of Swe
quence of this suggestion, a brilliant light

den_(bar 18 degrees).

Have we any gen

has been thrown upon the subject, and an

tlemcn of the l_a_v_v here? their profession

entirely new theory of vegetation established.

It! as long as the German states, and as

In the young branches of trees the pith is
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surrounded by longitudinal ﬁbres of a ﬁrmer
texture, which, if examined with a microscope,
are found to be environed witha spiral coat.
To elucidate the construction of these ﬁbres,
Mr.Wheeler exhibited adiagram,representing

their microscopic appearance, both trans
versely and longitudinally, and proceeded
to state, that Dr. Darwin placed some leaves
of a ﬁg-tree in a decoction of log-wood and
others-in one of madder, and found that
the red decoction appeared in the vessels sur
rounded with the white ﬂuid peculiar to the
ﬁg-tree. An experiment of a similar kind
was performed with the infusion of theskins
of a black grape by Mr. Knight, who carried
it much farther, by tracing the coloured
ﬂuid to the leaf, but found that the bark,
or albernum, never became tinged with
the ﬂuid.
Mr. Knight therefore concludes

which is taken into the stomach undergoes

di estion, and after being suﬂiciently mo
' ed, it ‘passes into the duodenum; here

it becomes further reduced and changed
into a milky ﬂuid, called chyls. This ﬂuid,
as it passes on, is taken up by the absorbent
vessels and conveyed to the heart; and as

chyle resembles milk in its appearance, the
vessels which convey it to the heart are
called lacleals, and are analogous to the

sap vessels of plants, by which part of the
sap is conveyed to the leaves, and part to

the ﬂowers. The leaves being exposed to
the action oflight, air, and moisture, form
various secretions, while the superﬂuous

matter passes oil by perspiration.

These

secretions are returned to the inner layer of

bark, when they are brought to perfection,
so as to lay down new wood or albernum,

that the sap vessels communicate with

while unotllcr set of vessels form secretions

the leaves, and that as they approach the
latter, they become more numerous or sub

in the bark itself.
From this general view of the vascular
system of plants, the lecturer inferred its
close analogy with that of animals; and pro
ceeded to observe, that the sap ﬂows more
abundantly by wounding a plant in spring
than in autumn. ln some instances, a ml
of sap exudes in the course of twenty- our
hours, but this great motion, which is called
theﬁowinr; of the cop, is only detected in
spring and autumn, its effusion, during the

divided.

Exactly the same circumstance

occurs in the animal economy, and by this

obvious provision of nature, should any of
the principal vessels be stopped or obstruct
ed,,the circulation of the blood in the limb
is carried on by the collateral branches, and
mortiﬁcation is pm-vented,which must other
wise result from the total stoppage of the
circulation. Sir Astley Cooper has even
tied the aorta, which is the largest artery

in the human body, while the circulation
has been carried on by the smaller vessels;
and the same remarks apply to vegetables,
in which, if any one of the sap vessels is ob
structed, the circulation is continued by the
rest, and the leaf remains in perfect health.
In order to account for the powerful con
veyance of the sap,1'rom the roots of the
tallest trees to theextremity of the highest
branches, the action of heat must be consi
dered, which isa most important agent in
the economy of both vegetables and ani
mals.
The agitatinn occasioned by the
wind, and various other mechanical causes,
may also contribute to the propulsion of the
ﬂuid through the trunks and branches of
lofty trees; but from whatever causes the
etfect proceeds, it is certain that the sap
reaches every part of a plant. That the
tubes through which it is conveyed contain

air, was inferred from their not collapsing
when empty; but the same thing takes place
in animals, for the arteries, or vessels which
convey the blood from the heart are per
fectly empty after death. The word urlery,
in fact, means an air-tube, and one of the last

acts of life is to empty those vessels through
which the circulation has been carried on.
Thus in plants, the vessels which convey his
lap were considered, till the time of Dr.

greater part of the year, being scarcely
apparent.
If the plant which produces
usafaeiida is wounded, the hemorrhage
that ensues is so great as to destroy the
plant. and the gardeners are unable to stop
it. The sugar maple, or ucer saccharinum,
produces a pound of sugar from every

twenty pounds of sap, and the Indians ob
tain it by boring an auger-hole in the tree
during the spring or autumn.

As soon as the leaves of plants expand,
insensiblc perspiration takes place, which
is very abundant in some plants. The heli
anlhus a7muus,0r sun-ﬂower, emits 17 times
as much perspiration as the human body,
and the carnelian cherry, or cornus mascu
lus,'evaporates in twenty-four hours twice

the weight of the whole shrub, This pro
cess resembles the insensible perspiration of
the human frame, which carries off about

five pounds daily, either from the pores of
the skin or the lungs.

Aftera variety of other interesting re
marks on the circulation of the sap, and the

different secretions of herbaceous and other
plants, Mr. Wheeler alluded to the degree
of heat which is necessary to vegetatron,
and observed,that the natural heat of plants
is indicated by the more speedy melting of
the snow from their surfaces, than from the
roofs of houses, and other inanimate bodies.

Darwin, merely asfair-tubes.

The vegetation of most. plants is accelerated

If it be asked, what are the laciealv of
plants, we must again refer to the animal

by artiﬁcial heat, by which means many fo-,
reign plants are kept in a state of compari-_

economy for an explanation.

twely vigorous health

The food

but gardeners ha_vc
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many vexatious diﬂculltlesto oontund with in, ."§lIIt-and simplest of which is the ﬁbroar
cultivating them. ‘ Mr. Hu‘nter'~'aseertaiued\ '1rbot"',-"which communicatesdirectly with the

the internal heat ettplants 1_by-‘applying -a phat; ‘without ‘ passing through the caudex,
thermometer tonlmn when newlyopenal; 8l"tdi's'lbund~in most of the grasses; 2. the
and the'most'ertraordinary'example of this ‘cw-e‘e7n'tty root, as in couch-grass; 3. the
-natural heat occurs in the cuckoo‘pt‘a!,'or
nrunt maculaium. which was found by M.

Senebier to be 4‘l°=-warmer than the sur
rounding air, when the latter is at 64°.

Having thus illusltrawd the structure and
p secretions of -'vegetables, the Lecturer pro

ceeded “to ‘el4uo‘idate>the process oi’ vegetation,
*'and\observed,'th“at when the seed is put into
the ground, theinoisttire which it absorbs,
'assisted by heat, stirnulates the vital prin
ciple to action. Air/is also essential to the
r action of this vital principle, for plants will
not grow underthe receiver of an air-pump,

-rpihdle-shaped root, of which the carrot is
an exam
; 4. the abrupt root, which re
sembles the spindle shaped, but appears as

-if broken off by accident, of Which we have
an example in the u-nbioso succisa ; 5. the
tuberous root,-as in the potatoe; 6. the bud
bour root; and lastly, the jointed or gra
nulated root, of which the saarifraga gra
nulnta affords a beautiful example.
Next to the roots, the stems or stalks of
plants require our consideration, and these
are of seven ditferent kinds. 1. the caulis,
or stem, properly so called, which elevates

where they cannot absorb oxygen, nor will
the seeds vegetate if- buried too deep in the

both leaves and branches; 2. the culm, which

earth. It frequently happens in botanical
gardens, that seeds are lost for several years,

scapus, which springs from the root, and

is conﬁned to grasses and rushes; 3. the

bears ﬂowers, but not leaves; 4. the pedun
culus, springing from the cnulis, and hear
far beneath the surface of the earth ; but if, ing ﬂowers and fruit; 5. the petiolur, or
stalk of the leaf, bearing leaves only; 6. the
by digging lower than usual, they are turn
ed up, and brought within the range favor frond, in which the stems and fruit are um
able to vegetation, their power of vegetating ted, and grow from the back of the leaf
is restored, and the plants thus lost are re itself, as in the various ferns; and 7. the
stipes, or stem of the frond, or the stalk of
covered.
'
The coverings of the seeds having per ' the mushroom.
‘ Hi 3i FM
formedtheir oiiioe of defence, burst open,
The lecturer illustrated the precedmg»ob
and by an unerring law of nature, the root servations by exhibiting to the audience
is sent ‘downwards to fix the plant to the large coloured engravings of all the diﬂ:er
ground. Mr. Hunter, the great physiologist ent species of roots and stems; and having
of this country, sowed some seed in a basket, explained the manner inwhich the vanous
which he caused very slowly to revolve, and seeds are capable of producing particular
found that the roots had made exactly the plants, he observed that buds also con
same number of turns as the basket, in their tain the germs of future vegetables, which
are closely ‘enveloped in scales, and _as
‘endeavours to gain a perpendicular direc
sume a variety of forms.
Plants I which
tion. The stem rises between the cotyle
dour, or lobes of the seed, which ascend are propagated by means of layers and buds

in consequence of having been placed too

with the stem, and appear most conspicu

retain all the characters of the plant they are

ously in the lupine. These lobes,are subsi
diary leaves,‘and perform the oﬁice of leaves
till the latter are suﬁiciently evolved. In the

derived from, while those produced from
seeds degenerate into the original plant.
Thus the pyrus main: is the parent of all

radish, the cotyledons appear like two-oval
leaves, which areeasily distinguishable from
the rest.
The root imbibes nourishment for the

plant, and ﬁxes it in the earth.

It generally

consists of two parts, viz. the candor, or
body of the root, and the ﬁbres or radicu he,
but the caudex is occasionally wanting.
Roots are annual, biennial, and perennial,
the former of which die after the ﬁrst m
son_; biennial roots produce herbage only
durmg the ﬁrst season, and ﬂowers and seeds

in the following summer, after which they
die ; and the third kind of roots, orgthe per
ennial, ﬂourish for an indeﬁnite period.
The ﬁbrous parts of the root are, however,
in every case strictly annual, as the roots,

which lie dormant during the winter, throw
out new ﬁbres when the
Ieturns.

proper season

the varieties of apples; and however they
may have been improved and diversiﬁed by
cultivation, if propagated by seed,in a se_nes
of generations they will arrive at the original
plant, viz. the pr/rue malus, or crab-apple.
To producegood apples, it is therefore ne
cessary to propagate them by cuttings and
not by seed'.r.
Mr. WHEELER concluded his instructive
and interesting lecture by a series of appro
priate remarks on the inﬂuence of the soil, in
the propagation of plants. He exempliﬁed hrs

tihservations by particularizing several tn
stances in which plants with bulbous roots
ﬂourish abundantly in their native climate,
but bathe the skill of the gardener in this
country; and stated that in his next lecture
he should direct the attention of his hearers
to the consideration of the leaves.

'

Roots are of several dilferent kinds, the

Du. Bmxnncx gave notice to the mem

run tonnes Mncusurcs’ rtscrs-ran.
hers, at the conclusion of the preceding
Lecture, that as the apparatus necessary for
the illustration of his Lecture on GALVA
msu, introductory to the Lecture on Enac
1'Ro-Msonnrrssr already announced. would
not be in readiness by the following Wednes
day, he purposed on that evening to read
to them a translation of an Address, deli
vered in November last, by the celebrated
M. Dnrrn, to the Mechanics of Paris, pre
paratory to the formation of an Institution
similar to their own. As that enlightened,
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With respect to all, rnnhimry when ops
ratiug very effectually, it has been asserted
that it. lessens the demand formanual labour,‘
and consequently deprives the working class

es of employment.

Passing over the occa

sional temporary operation of such machi
nery, l will venture to maintain by means
of facts abundantly supplied, that the con

trary is the real eﬂisct: and alittle observa
tion will convince every one of you, that the
objection is unfounded. Wherever machi
nery has been introduced, it has increased

s;ientitic, and practical engineer, proclaims

the capital of the manufacturer, thereby

to France, in this/tddress, the superiority of
the Artizans of this country over those of

enabling him to employ more hands, upon
terms more advantageous to themsdves: or
in other words, it has created an increased
demand for human labour. When the fruits
of this labour have been rightly managed, it
has demonstrated its increasing value, by
converting the labourer into a capitalist
also; enabling him to derive, from the better
appropriation of the augmenting capital of
his employer, the means necessary for his
daily support, together with a surplus for
future exigencies.
The fact of the occur
rence of capitalists among the labouring
classes,which is comparatively recent, is de
cisive of the question respecting the opera
tion of machinery upon the demand for In
bour. Of this fact I shall otter two exam
ples, occurring in places and under circum
stances with which I am well acquainted.
In a remote valley, in the northern part
of this kingdom, lived a family, who by knit
ting obtained not more than ten shillings
weekly. They were induced to transport
themselves over a series of rugged mountains,
amongst which the hand of cultivation has
scarcely yet found its way, into another val
ley where machinery supplied them with
occupation. They soon obtained for their
services two guineas and a half per week!
not by labouring from morning until night,
throwing a single thread of woollen yarn
round the points of two pieces of wire, but

his own, and at the same time admirably
displays the sources of that superiority, the
President conceived that its contents could
not be unimportant to the Members.
Lr-:0-runs roe rue assume Ween.

Wednesday, 30th March, Dr. Brnxrwcx
on Galvanism.

Friday next being Good Friday,there will
be no Lecture.
SPITALFIELDS
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
" Mr. PAR'rl'so'r‘oN’s third introductory lec
ture to the operative mechanics of this
pulous district, having been announced for
Monday last. the Rev. Mr. Bnown’s chapel
was, if possible, even more crowded than
upon the former occasions, and the interest
excited among the numerous class for whose
beneﬁt this institution is intended, appeared
to increase as the period approached for the
actual commencement of its establishment,
by enrolling the names of the members.
Previous to the lecture, the learned Pre
sident of the London Mechanics’ Institution,
Dr. Bmrmecx, delivered to the crowded
assembly a second explanatory address, which
was expressed in the following appropriate
and elegant terms :
This,evening you will receive from my in
genious and intelligent friend, who has al
ready been here engaged in your service. an
excellent account of the origin, progress, and

construction, of a stupendous engine, which
has produced a greater effect on man by the
interference with human labour, than any
machine hitherto discovered.
According,
therefore, to the view which you may take of
the operation of machinery, the steam en
gine will be regarded, as the greatest friend,
or the greatest foe to mankind. It stands,

each watching a machine whilst producing
sixty threads of worsted, and taking care to
piece the end, as it is termed, when the ma
chine is at fault. For the support of this
family, two-thirds of their earnings are suf
ficient; the remainder becomes a little ca
pita]. The other example refers to the ex

tent of capital created in the valley last
mentioned, and in another of greater popu
lation, not very distant from it, where the
cotton mauufactory prevails. Here, for a
few years a saving-bank has been established,

and I know through the bankers with whom

ther bad or good, exist in it in a much

the money thus collected is deposited, that
it amounts to the sum oftwenty-three thou
sand pounds. Formerly the labouring class,
if not in a state of pecuniary diﬂiculty, was
without a single pound beforehand. This
is a capital in the hands of the labourer, or
ready to become so whenever he chooses to

higher degree.

call for it.

however, you will be pleased to recollect, in
the same predicament with the most trifling
instrument, which you may now employ for
the purpose ofaccommodating or abridging
labour, excepting that these qualities, whe

One most important effect of
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this change is to make tbelabourer pros
pective, to make him look beyond the pass

soon have too much of that, which is tech

ing hour, and provide against those diﬂicul
ties, which the ﬂuctuations of trade, or sick
ness, or accidents may produce. For al
though much good arises from the interfer

enjoyment at all; your emolument must

ence of charity in such cases, yet no one will
deny, that if the portion of thesurplus of

the capitalist

distributed in aims, and

other modiﬁcations of charity, existed in the
hands of the people themselves, when pro
videntialiy disposed, it would be much more
satisfactorily appropriated. If for example
the millions annually collected as poor’s rates,
were distributed as a part of the wages of
labour, producing a fund to the same class
of persons, it would be a much _more satis
factory possession. That chantable esta

blishments such as hospitals, are exceedingly
beneﬁcial to that portion of the community
for whom they are destined, cannot be dis
puted ; yet who, conversant with the surfer
ings from disease, will say, that if the pillow
of sickness be soothed by the hand of af
fection, a species of consolation is obtained,

which the attentions of the hirehng can
never aﬂord?

If the labourer can then be

made to partake of the endearing “ charities
of father, son, and brother,” by holding his

proportion of the sums devoted to the build
ing and supporting of hospitals, it would be
much more satisfactory, than quitting his
family to be turned into the public wards of
these establishments. These comforts and
advantages ought not to be derived from
charity, but from our own labour, which,
whatever may be its description, ought to
furnish to all , a surplus to meet the exigencies
which disease, accident,~ advanced age, or in

ﬂrmity of any kind, may amidst the vicissi
tudes of life, bring upon any of us. Until this
state of society, in regard to the distribution
of wealth becomes general, it can never at
tnin to that respectability which I hope may
be witnessed in a period not very remote.
To accelerate the attainment of this state, I
will venture to assert, is the real and essen

tial operation of machinery.

And I may re

mark, that by none but yourselves can it be
introduced. In no instance did your em
ployers introduce it. The operatives all
along have been the occasion of its intro
duction. They have resorted to the power
of machinery to meet the emergencies to
which they have been exposed. You re
member many of you, the time when the

nically called play, for you to obtain any
be greatly abridged by a return to the im
perfect machine.
The effect of this Institution will be to
enable the Artisan, whenever the extension
of demand for the article which you manu
facture, requires additional machinery, to
invent and construct it. To make this effort

and this necessity more intelligible,I shall
introduce to your notice a valuable little

work, very lately published, entitled the
Economy of Social Life. It costs only
:ixpence; and contains the cream of all the
principal works on the subject, by Turgot,
Smith, Quesnay, Ricardo, Mill and others.
Of all the works which have been pub
lished, nothing, in my opinion, has ever
exceeded in brevity, concentration, clear
ness, and extent of information, the little

work which l hold in my hand.

Its author,

Mr. Marshall, an eminent merchant, and
Vice-president of the Mechanics’ Institution
at Leeds, has rendered by its publication,
an incalculable service to mankind. It
consists of replies to a series of well
arranged and most? interesting questions.
The sixth Chapter, which is very pertinent
our present subject, I will read as a-'spe-'
cimen: it is; in answer to the following<
question; “ what are machines for short-'
ening labour ?” “ A spade is a machine, &c.
On each of these instructive paragraphs,

much might be said ; but enough has been
adyanced to convince you, that every capi
ta.l1st must desire, in order to enrich himself,
to employ the greatest possible number of
individuals. 'And with respect to this Insti
tution, as far as regards machinery,the inﬂu

ence cannot be otherwise than good; because
it will improve your knowledge of it, and
thereby render you better judges of its ﬁtness,

upon all occasions. Were it possible for the
Institution to operate injuriously, you would

be able to control it, having a decided as
cendancy in its affairs in consequence Bf the
committee of management, including a
majority of artizans.
It has in another
quarter been stated as an objection to the
Mechanics’ Institution, “ that it would make
the men masters, and the masters fools.”

Now this it really ought to do, provided the
masters do not take care, to advance in an
equal -proportion : the weak certainly ought

not to direct the strong; the wiser party, all

swift and the bobbin were one and one ;- and

must admit, ought to take the lead.

that when an operative was dhposed to im

those who are now considered the superiors,

prove the process of winding, by employing

look to this matter, and endeavour to do
justice to themselves, by adequately accom

a four-swift machine, he was obliged to hide
himself, not from his employers, but from
his fellow labourers who feared the conse
quences of his discovery. Now without op
position, hundred swift machines are used;

plishing their own improvement.

Let

The

effect of this,'and-similar institutions, will

then be to increase the progress of mind as

and you know well, that if you were to re

Wsll- as machinery. “ Give me,- ” says Ar
¢hit_nec_l_es the greatestniechanio of antiquity

turn to the four-swift machine, you would

“ 8 spot upon which I may stand, and [will
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The upper circumference of the machine
a, is ﬁlled with water and supported on the
pillar ti; at the top of which it turns on the
pivot c. The water being boiled by the
duced, upon the progress of the moral and ﬂame of alcohol in the trough 0, the steam
physical amelioration of man, that it may issues rapidly from the small apertures, as
at e and the opposite extremity of the trans
be said to have moved the human world.
verse diameter, and the machine continues
The worthy Doctor’s address was received to irevolve on its axis as long as heat is ap
throughout with the strongest marks of ap
plied. It is proper to observe, that water
plause, after which Mr. Paarrnoros com
throws off vapour at all temperatures, even
menced his lecture by observing, that as he when it becomes ice; but when heated to
had already called the attention of his audi
2l2° of Fahrenheit's thermometer. it is con
tory. to an explanation of those simple me
verted into steam,and expandstoabout_20U0
chanical arrangements which the ingenuity times its original volume.
sout
of mankintt had rendered available to the
The lecturer then exhibited and described
arts, he should now proceed to point out the Branca’s machine, consisting merely of a
application of these principles to the con kind of tea-kettle. usually representai in the
struction of that stupendous machine, the form of a negro’s head. with the steam issu
Srssn Enema.
ing from his protruded lips, and causing a
Though the discovery of this astonishing rotatory motion by striking against the vanes
eﬂbrt of mechanical genius is considered of of a ﬂoat-wheel. In this apparatus the
recent date, the application of steam, as a power of the steam must have been con
prime mover, was adopted nearly 2,000 siderablyl diminished by its! condensation
years ago by Hero of Alexandria, a model during its passage through the atmosphere,
of whose machine made by Mr. Styles, before it reached the wheel.
-961‘!
Mr Partington now exhibited to the
Mr. Partington next alluded to the Mar
audience, and having introduced a small quis ot‘ Worcester’: “ Century of laven
quantity of water into it, he applied tions,” in the 68th Article at‘ which he de
heat to the apparatus by means of a spirit scribes a method of raising water to a height
lamp, when it began to revolve as soon as of forty feet by means of tire.
The elastic
the water was suliiciently heated to gene
power of steam is the agent employed by
rate steam.
For an apparatus operat
the Marquis; but as no diagram or record
ing on precisely the sa-ne principles as exists, beyond the description given in the
rate steam. For an exact - representation of Century of Inventions, it is left to the inge
Mr. Psnrmoros referred his hearers to nuity of his commentators to discover the

move the world." Modern mechanics have
found this spot, this fulcrum : it is the happy
island which we inhabit : for such has been
the inﬂuence of the machinery here pro

the wrapper of the Mncuamcs’ Rsotsraa, precise method by which he etiected his ob
which he very obligingly designated as 2:

MOST VALUABLE and usssus PUBLICA
non.‘ As Hero’s machine is the ﬁrst steam

ject. That the elasticity of steam is capable
of raising water forty feet high is tn-ll
known, and this etfect might be produced

engine upon record, we beg to subjoin the
diagram alluded to by the lecturer :

even by the little machine which the lectu
rer held in his hand, which readily forceda.
jet of water against the ceiling of the chi
pel.
The next candidate for the honor of in
venting the Steam Engine was Captain
Savery, who raised water to the height of
thirty feet by ﬁlling a vessel with steam, and
then cutting oil‘ the communication with the

boiler and condensing the steam. A vacuum
being thus produced, the pressure of the at
mnsphere on the surface of the well forced
the water to the required height, upon the

principle explained in the preceding lec
gm-e_

ﬁe.

mu -has

.9

Mr. Partington then described the opera
tion of Mr. Brown’s Pneumatic Engine, in

which the vacuum is formed by the combus-_
' We should -be wanting in gratitude to
Mr. PARTINGTON, it‘ we omitted to otier
our sincere acknowledgments to that gentle
man for the approbation which he bestowed

tion of CG1lHt1'L'”8d hydrogen gm‘, lnﬂlelze Oi‘
_______________~
an opinion, emanating from such an autho-.

rity, will at least have the effect of OPBIQEHIE

upon our little work. We cannot tiatter

as a powerful stiunrl-tss to mcreasedelert.-ions

ourselves that we have as yet been enabled

on our part, to slsate with our <¢0_lI'BwP°
ray-ies the good opinion of the public. En.

to merit his kind praises; but so favorable
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the condeniationlof steam; and after‘ exhi
biting a model of Savery’s Engine, and par

has far exceeded my most sanguine exp”?
tions,

Mrs. 4- ..

:

r J i

lt is true that if I had undertaken a more
ticularizing the improvements introduced by
M. Pepin, he proceeded to a description of extensive series of discourses great addi
the Atmospheric Engine, acting with a pis tional instruction might have been conveyed‘
ton and cylinder attached to a working -—rbllt neither the numberless paths of the
beam. In this machine a vacuurnis formed extensive ﬁeld on which we must then have
by condensing the steam in the cylinder, entered——nor the time allotted us for that
and the-piston is then forced downwards by purpose would admit of our tracing the re
the pressure of the atmosphere; the force cesses to which they lead—we have there
being in proportion to the area of the pis fore been compelled to confine ourselves to
ton, which is alternately elevated and de those branches of mechanical science more
immediately connected with the business of
pressed, by the elasticity of the steam be
neath it and the pressure of the atmosphere life; and such as were best calculated to
improve the mind, and at the same time un
above it.

After a minute illustration of the pre

ravel some of the least recondite operations

ceding engines, by means of appropriate
models and diagrams,-the lecturer ﬁnally
arrived at the period when the celebrated
Mr. Wmrr, whose name would always be
venerated by his countrymen and the world

of nature.
-2“
But before I leave you, I feel it my duty
to offer some apology for the recapitulation
of many facts, with which the greater part
of my auditory must have been previously
at large, introduced those important im acquainted. This, however, was insepara
provements which had formed a new era in ble from the plan on which these lectures
the history of this stupendous machine.
A had previously been arranged. Our object
model of Mr. Watt’s Steam Engine was ex upon the present occasion, has been rather
hibited to the audience, and his various im to impart elementary information, than to
rovements minutely described ; particu enter into the more secret though not less
arl-y his method of effecting the condensa valuable departments of mathematical.sci
tion of the steam in a separate vessel from ence : should further assistance be necessary;
the cylinder, by which means the latter is it will be found by an attendance on future
constantly kept at the temperature of boil lecturesfwhich will be delivered to the Mem
ing water. and a considerable saving of fuel bers of this Institution; and in the Library;
is effected. Another valuable improvement which will form an important feature in the,
introduced by Mr. Watt, was the invention Spitafﬁelds
quaintance Mechanics’
may be cultivated
Institution,with
an the
of the parallel motion, which, by a combi

nation of levers, preserves the perfect per

learning and literature of every age and
every nation.
‘
and the application of the centrifugal force,
At the conclusion of the lecture Dr. Bram-Y
in the construction of an apparatus called necx, at the request of the provisional com
the governor, completes the improved Steam mittee, again addressed the meeting. “ I
pendicularity of the motion of the piston;

Engine by regulatmg the speed with which
it moves.

am deputed to state,” said he, “ that the sa

tisfaction which you have shewn, during ther
Mr. Partington then brieﬂy adverted to delivery of the able lecture this evening, as
the high-pressure engine of M. Amontons; well as when before assembled by way of ex
the construction of the safety valve; and periment, entitles the frieods of this measure
the machine invented by Mr. Masterman, to announce to you, that the SPITALBIILDS
for the purpose of producing a rotatory mo Mncnsmcs’ INSTITUTION is now formed.
tion without the use of the working beam; They wish me likewise to add what has been
and terminated his able illustrations of this already done in furtherance of this important

interesting and important subject in nearly undertaking. From about one hundred sub
the following words:
scribers, they have obtained betwixt six and
In concluding the brief course of lectures seven hundred pounds; to be considered by

which I have had the honour to deliver in you as an outﬁt; that is to say, to begin 8
this place, Imust be free to confess, that
but little of novelty has been adduced in our
present undertaking—an undertaking in
which an attempt has been made to enlist
beneath the banners of Experimental Philo
sophy, many of those branches of useful

library,.to purchase apparatus, and the like;
leaving the most delightful part, its future
support, to yourselves; the current expen
ses being fully met as they conﬁdently ex
pect, by subscri tions according to the\short

plan which has een circulated amongst you.
lam also directed to say that Mr. Downs,
ﬁned to the chamber of the mathematician, who has been appointed our secretary, will
or the workshop of the mere practical arti attend at Mr. Brown's house, every evening
zen.»
from 6 till half past 8, to receive subscriptions,
knowledge which had been previously con

By pursuing this oourse,a degree of inte and issue tickets; and that they who enter their
rest appears to have been excited, which names on or before next Monday, will be

considered original or foundation members
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Every person who has thus become a mem
her, is requested to attend in this chapel

“ Any further explanation I shall be
happy to receive from you, either in writing

on, Monday next, for the important pur

or in person (should it be convenient to call

pose of electing a Committee of Ms

here at an early hour any morning), as may
be most convenient to you,and remain your
very faithful servant,

nagement; and the plan which has been
found so acceptable, and so beneﬁcial
in the London Mechanics’ Institution, will
be adopted in this; that is to say, two-thirds
of its number will be chosen from the
working classes: thus placing the manage
ment of the Institution, in the hands of‘
those for whose advantage the Institution

has been formed. Soon, we hope, that we
may leave the management entirely to
yourselves. lam also instructed to say,
that it has been considered eligible to ap
point some of the otiicers previously; and
accordingly, suitable persons have been
applied to, and they have cheerfully ac
cepted the proposals. The ﬂattering manner
in which the distinguished nobleman, whose

name appears as one of your patrons, re
ceived this application, the letter which I
shall now have the honour to read, will
suﬂiciently demonstrate.
“ Berkeley-square, March 9, I825.
“ SIR—I have been favoured with your
letter of yesterday’s date, and being a warm
friend to those admirable establishments,
called Mechanics’ Institutions, which I am
happy to say are taking root, not only in
England but in Ireland, where they are cal
culated to produce still greater beneﬁts, I
cannot but feel ﬂattered at the desire ex
pressed by the gentlemen who are promoting
one in Spitaltlelds, to name me as its patron.
“ If such an establishment is formed, I

shall be happy to do any thing in my
power to promote its interests, presuming
that it is not intended, in any degree, as a
rival to that established by Dr. Birkbeck ,
bnt although in point of distance the objec
tion cannot be considerable, there are other

“ T. Gibson, Esq."

“ L.snsnowus.”

That we have suﬂicient authority for
placing Mr. Brougham amongst our patrons,
the following extract from a letter which I
have received to-day from Lancaster, in
answer to one containing an account of our
ﬁrst meeting, will satisfactorily prove. “ I
rejoice at the Spitalﬁelds’ Institution having
been so ably begun. If they want my name
as Trustee, Vice-president, &c. they are
welcome to its use.” As to the third name,

I need scarcely say, that you may command
the services of the individual to whom it
belongs, in every way in which you conceive

they may be useful to this Institution.

For

President, my friend and your friend, Mr.
Thomas Gibson, has been chosen; and I
need not tell you how admirably he is cal
culated by zeal, activity. and talents. to
promote the success of this Society. And
the remaining part of the list of oﬂicers
contains an equally judicious selection. The
complete list ts as follows:
PATRONS.
The Marquess of Lansdowne; Henry
Brougham, Esq. M. P.; George Birkbeck,

M. D.
PRESIDENT.
Mr. Thomas Gibson, Milk Street.
VICE-PRESIDENTS.
Mr. William Bell, Cheapside; Mr. Tho
mas James, Cheapside; Mr. Robert Gras
ham, Artillery Lane; Southwood Smith,
M. D. Trinity Square.
TRUSTEES.
Mr. William Hale, Wood-street; Mr.
John Ham, White Lion Street; Mr. James
Morrison, Fore-street.

reasons which make it desirable that the
TREASURER.
Spitalﬁelds mechanics should engage in it
Mr. James Stanger, Junior, Cheapside.
separate institution of their own.
With regard to the appointment of the
- “ I mention this, because from the great Committee, the matter to he decided next
respect I entertain for the founders of the Monday, I may be permitted to add, that
ﬁrst Institution formed in London, I should

be sorry to connect myself with one which
could in any degree be considered as op
posed to it.’

every individual who previously enters, and
thus becomes entitled to vote, will do well
in the mean time, carefully to turn the
matter over in his mind, and consider who

may be the persons most suitable for the
purpose. On the activity and ability of this
" We are happy to conﬁrm the opinion
expressed by the noble Marquis, by stating,
that the two Institutions are not in the re
rnotest degree opposed to each other. The
respective friends of each are mutually
anxious for the prosperity of the other, and
no rivalry can exist between them, except

in their exertions to promote the common
object of both, the diﬂusion

among the working classes.

of science

Committee, you may rest assured, the pro
gress and prosperity of the Institution

chieﬂy depend.”
WARM AND VAPOUR BATHING.
We are pleased to see the efforts which
are making to render the custom of bathing
more general in this country, because we
are fully convinced that the practice con
duces more than almost any other thing to
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the preservation and the'restoration of health.
With respect to the vapour bath, we the!
convinced that, in many cases, arising from‘
obstructed perspiration, and in a variety of

pass naked out of the vapour baths, and to
roll themselvesgin the snow, the rheumatism
is wholly unknown.—Liverpool Mercury.

.

., ,

diseases to which the natives of our ever

MR. ROBERTS.

varying climate are particularly liable, it is
a most efficacious remedy.
Some prejudices, however, still exist, upon
the subject of warm and vapour bathing,
which operate against their becoming as ge
neral in this cotintry as -in many other parts
of the world. It is a prevailing opinion that
it is dangerous to venture into the cold air
soon after having used the warm baths.
Nothing can be more unfounded, or con
trary to experience, than this apprehension;
asthe fact is, that the human body, after
having been subjected to a high tempera
ture of water or vapour, is better enabled to
endure a verylow one than it was previously
to such immersion; and, although it is true
that a rapid transition from cold to heat is
highly dangerous, and often fatal, it is a well
ascertained fact that the human body can
without detriment, or even much inconveni
ence, pass from great heat to intense cold;
and that when inured by habit. it can en
dure a sudden transition from the tempera

We have more than once offered our
opinion of the invention of Mr. Roberts,
for entering places on ﬁre, by means of a
hood or mouth-piece. And we are now
happy in being able to state‘, that he con
tinues to receive the most cheering assur
ances of success in his endeavour to render
the invention public. He-is now intown,
furnished with strong recommendatory
letters, from several gentlemen of rank and
respectability in the immediate neighbour
hood, where he made the ﬁrst experiments
of his invention, and also from Insurance
Companies, one of which (The Manchester)
has liberally rewarded him with a purse of
Fifty Guineas. He intends to morrow (the

ture of boiling water to that of freezing
water.

We shall proceed to adduce some instances

in proof of -this position, even at the risk of
relating what is already familiar to the ge
nerality of our readers.
“ The Finland peasants (says Acerbi, in
. his Travels in Sweden, Finland, 810.) pass
instantaneously from an atmosphere of 70
deg. of heat (Reaumur) to one of 30 deg. of
cold; a transition of 100 deg., which is the
same thing as going out of boiling water into

25th) to repeat his Experiment at the Me-'
chanics’ Institution, in Southampton-build
ings, Chancery-lane, before about 150 gen
tlemen, who have been invited to attend for
that purpose ;_ the worthy President of the
Institution having with great kindness, and

a laudable desire to put to the test an in.
vention which promises such public beneﬁt,
permitted the use of the building‘, and
ordered every facility to be afforded. \Ve
shall not fail to give an account of this Ex
periment, at present we will merely remind
our readers, that the invention consists of a

hood and mouth-piece, with apipe reaching
nearly to the ground, and having at its
extremity a wet sponge, through which the

air which is always pureritowards the ground,
in places which are on ﬁre, than in 8 higher

situation, is drawn--a decomposition of the

freezing water; and what is more astonish

air takes place in the sponge, and the air

ing, without the least inconvenience ; whilst
other people are very sensibly affected by a
variation of but ﬁve degrees.”
In Pontopodon’s Natural History of Nor
way we ﬁnd the following passage in corro
boration of the same phenomenon :—
“ The inhabitants of the mountains, in

which is taken in becomes comparatively

Norway particularly, do the work of horses
for nine successive hours, singing all the
time; and throw themselves every half hour
on the snow, though in a profuse sweat,
sucking the snow to slake their thirst,

and without the least apprehension of a cold
or fever."

We could adduoe numerous other autho
rities in proof of the fact,_that it is safe to

pure, enabling the operator to remain in a
foul atmosphere, twenty times longer than a
person without the apparatus. -The great

advantage of such an invention must at
once be apparent, as it will in all cgses of
ﬁre secure the lives, and in a great egree
the property of those who are aﬁlicted with
such a calamity. How many people have
been burned to death from the unpossibility
of reaching them. How many destroyed,
even in their beds? Such a misfortune
cannot occur, if this invention be adopted;
because in the worst cases of ﬂre, a person

froma very high to avery low tempera
ture; and, although we cannot immediately

using the apparatus can remain in the con
taminated and burning air for 15 or 20
minutes, a period of time suﬁiciently long
for the rescue of human-life. \Vé have

bring to our recollection the name of the

even heard, that Mr. Roberts was once

writer who vouches for the factwe are about

more than 12 minutes in an atmosphere

to state, we distinctly remember that it is
from authority of the most unquestionable
Character, that we add, that in the countries

from burning sulphur, wet hay, shavmgs,
&c. at a heat of 240 Fahrenheit, Whereas

without the hood, a man could not have

where it is the practice for the natives to

survived 12 seconds.
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MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION AT
DEVONPORT.
A public meeting was held at the Town
Hall, Devonport, on Thursday the 10th

3351

spoke of the great advantage that would
artse from the establishment of the instito=

tion. This gentleman also quoted consi
derably from Mr. Brougbam’s pamphlet.

instant, for the purpose of taking into consi He observed that it would tend to make the
deration the propriety of establishinga Me operatives most regular in their habits, give
chanics’ Institution, and of the best means them a love of science, and would prevent
to carry such measure into effect. The them from adjourning to the ale-houses, or
meeting was respectably and very numer any other places of idle resort. He con
ously attended, there being, we should con cluded by seconding the first resolution,
ceive, upwards of 700 persons present, most which was read from the chair, and carried
of whom were of the operative class, which unanimously.
Mr. Ramsey next addressed the meeting,
such institutions are more particularly adapt
advocating the measure most strenuously.
ed to beneﬁt.
Mr. Elwortby, Mr. Sole. and Mr. Foster,
Mr. Burnet having taken the chair, he
proceeded to address the meeting. He he severally addressed the meeting. The other
resolutions were read and carried unani
gan by reading a calculation of the ex
pense that was likely to ensue in establish mously; the committee was named. and the
ing an institution, and of the probable means list for subscriptions handed round. Mr.
Harvey offered to the meeting Smith’:
that would arise to meet it. He first calcu
lated l5l. per year for the rent of the room WcalllsqfNafr'ons, which was accepted with
to lecture in; 52!. per year for a lecturer; great applause. Mr. H. may thus be said
he then enumerated several other items, to have commenced the Plymouth, Devon
making the total expenditure amount to port, and Stonehouse Mechanics‘ Institution
120/. per year; to meet this he considered library. Several gentlemen followed his ex
that 800 operative subscribers, which was the ample and offered several sets of books,
very lowest that might be calculated on, at which were received with applause. Thanks
3d. per week, would amount to l95l., and were voted to Mr. Harvey for his exertions
which would leave a surplus of upwards of in the cause, and also to the Chairman for
TQI. ; he then contended that many appren his conduct in the chair.
tice: might be induced to join such an insti
tion at ‘1d. per week, which would consider
' ably increase the means of the society; this
surplus itwas intended to lay out in the pur
chase of apparatus for the purpose of illus

trating the lectures, and in a library for the
perusal of the subscribers. The Chairman,
after observing that he had no doubt but
that many more operatives would join than

he had now mentioned, and consequently
that they would be enabled to expend more
money in the purchase of apparatus, books,
&c. read several extracts from Mr. Brough
am’s pamphlet, and said, that according to
that gentleman’s calculations, drawn from
other towns where institutions were esta
blished, the promoters of this mwsure might

NEW PLAN FOR THE PROTECTION
OF THE BLOOM UPON WALL TREES.

To afford adequate shelter from frosts, hail
storms, boisterous winds, and heavy rains,
without excluding the wholesome inﬂuence
of the sun and air, at a triﬂing expense, has
long been a most desirable object, and which

the many expensive inventions of canvas and
other skreens, nets, and other contrivances,
too numerous to mention, sufficiently prove;
indeed, most of these being worse than use

less, has induced many of the best gardeners
to discontinue the use of any protection

whatever, by which a fine crop of fruit is
frequently lost. The following plan is as
simple as it is eﬂicacious, and we have no

expect from the population of these towns doubt that when it comes to be understood,
that 1,500 would join a Mechanics’ Institu
tution.—(I-Iear, hear, and applause.) It was
the intention, he said, when the institution
was formed, to have a meeting every week,
and the lecturer, who should be elected by
the institution, should lecture once a fort

its merits will ensure its general adoption.
The common heath of which besoms are
made, forms the principal protecting mate.
rial; the ﬁneness of its foliage and branches,

added to its durability and elasticity whe \
acted upon by wind, are sufficient advantages

night, and the alternate week a lecture they in favor of its selection, and the manner of
hoped might be supplied by some of the
friends or subscribers, and thus native talent
would be called into action. The principal

object of the institution was the extension of
mechanical knowledge among the opera
tives ; after again speaking of its great uti
lity and of his hopes that’ it would be fully
established, the gentleman read the ﬁrst re
solntion,and sat down amidst loud applause.
Mr. Harvey (of Plymouth) next addressed
the meeting, and at considerable length

its application is as follows :
A lath of deal is out two inches broad, one
inch and half thick, and ten feet long; this
being laid flat on the ground, a layer ofheat It
half a yard in length, is then spread along it
thinly, with the root ends on the lath, a few
short sprigs of heath are then placed along ‘
the lath to ﬁll the vacancies between the

stems of this layer, but observing to keep it
light and open; this being done another

similar layer is‘ spread on the same lath in
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an opposite direction, that is, with the root
ends intermixed with theroot ends of the
ﬁrst layer, a thin lath, half an inch thick, is
then nailed down all the length, which fast
ens the heath to the ﬁrst lath, and keeps it
stiff and erect; this thin lath may be in two

or three pieces, just as it suits, but must be
an inch and half shorter at each end, than the

3

“I

> NEW BREAD COMPANY.
_ A Correspondent complains that the new
Bread Com any sell good Baker‘: bread,
and cheap, ut he is disappointed that it is
not home-made bread. So are we. Ge
nuine bread cannot be sold cheap; it is al
ways dearer than Baker’s bread, but it is
better in every respect. We fear the inha

ﬁrst or principal lath, for reasons which will bitants of London have so long been used
be seen irplacing it before the wall. This to alumized and potatoed biead, which is
then forms an effective screen ten feet long,
and three feet high. Poles two inches square
are then ﬁxed against the coping of the
wall, (and not underneath its projection) two
feet distant at the bottom, nine feet eight
inches distant apart, and six inches in the
ground; a small iron hook is inserted in the

white, that genuine bread of the natural

colour would be littla relishedyby them at
ﬁrst. We trust, however, that the experi
ment will be made, and that wa shall soon
have genuine bread, genuine beer, and pure
water—pure milk we already have, thanks

to the spirit of speculation.

top;0f earth pole, to which a brick bat or
otherweight is tied with a piece of pitched

PATENTS EXPIRING NEXT WEEK.

cord, so that it. may hang an inch below the

Thomas Deakin, for an improvement in
kitchen ranges and stoves. Expires April 1.

coping on theother side the wall, this effec

Thomas William Sturgeon, for certain
tually secures the pole to the wall, without
improvements on a micrometer. Expires
driving iron hold-fasts into the wall, the situ
.
ation of such being liable to vary a little April 1.
Samuel Bentham, for a sure and econo
every year. Small iron hooks in the t'orm of
the letter L, are then driven into the centre mical mode of laying foundations, and in
of the front side of the pole, a yard apart, some cases of proceeding with the super
which form the ledge or shelf for the ends of structure of works of stone or of brick, par
the skreen laths to lie upon them, square ticularly applicable to the projection fsif
and erect. It takes four of these skreens to wharfs and piers, into deep water, to the
a wall twelve feet high, and three to a wall construction of bridges, and to the fortiﬁ
nine'or ten feet in height. The top and tion or improvement of harbours, as well as
to the erection
of April
heavy2. buildings
_lower one never require to be taken down ground.
Expires
i ' on bad
Y
during the season of protection, the two
middle ones are lifted off or on, bya man on
Iﬂne days, and laid aside close bythe lower '
skreens, which remain,in their proper posi
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTSR
tion, so that the border is never the least in
We regret that the great press of matter
,commoded. A man will cover up or un
prevents our noticing Mr. Barton’s letter
cover a wall 150 yards in length under his this week. It shall ceriainly be attended to
[protection in 15 minutes. The ends of the next week, and we beg to apologize to him
' les that are inserted in the earth should for the delay.
burnt and pitched, and the surface of all
So totally void of foundation is the com
'__1he laths and poles should"be plained over, plaint made by “' an Old Batchelor,” that
* and have a coat or two of paint, and they we are half inclined to suspect, that he is
will undoubtedly last thirty years or longer, quizziny us.
If, however, _.he is really
with the addition of alittle fresh heath every serious; we wou!d with equal seriousness
,t_wo or three years. The sthinnings of plant
advise him to judge for himself, and con
ationsmake very good poles, and are often _ tinue to ride -his hubby, without being at all
'10 be had in great plenty, but when‘, they disturbed by the idle remarks of_his otlicious
cannot be procured, we would recommend friends, as it is evident,.that they are 110
foreign deal 5 and we have calculated that to judges, or have not perused our pag~es.f0r
‘protect a wall 100 yards in length, and ten t. s0me'months past. , .
,
'feet high, the timber, nails, hooks, &c. allto - A,Dcscription of Mr. Dewhursfs Mode

be bought, and including the workmanship
and ﬁxing up, will not exceed 5!.
I

of Propelling Vessels (with an Engraving)
will appear in our next Number.
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To ﬂu Editor of tho Mechanics’ Register. at length to open their eyes, and follow the
S||\,—-Preﬁxed is a Drawing of a new example Which had been set before them.
plan of propelling pleasure boats, by using
the paddle wheels instead of oars. A boat
on this plan possesses many advantages over
the common plan of rowing; the person has
only to sit down and turn the handles, which
being attached to two tooth wheels on the
inside of the vessel, communicates with the
paddle on the outside, and thereby propels
the boat ina very quick manner and with
half the labour. These boats are constructed
on a very simple plan. I trust you will ex
cuse the rough sketch of the machinery, as
lam no draughtstnan or mechanic, but a
great friend to the arts and sciences. If you
deem this worthy of a place in your valua
ble work, you will oblige
Your Obedient Servant,
H. W. D!-zwnunsr.
Francis-street, Tottenham-court-road.

Rqferences to tbs Engraving.
i\ the paddle wheel.
- B the upper cog wheel.
C the handle which is the moving power.
LONDON
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION,
wnnsssnsv, nsncn 28.

It happened, that about twenty-two years
ago, a professor of history in the Lyceum
of Paris, spent a few days with me in Glas
gow: he had then an opportunity of being‘
present at one of the meetings of my me
chanics’ class. With this part of the esta
blishment he was so much delighted. that
he assured me he would report to Napoleon
what he had seen; which he felt certain
would occasion its immediate adoption in
France. But, even at that early period,

Napoleon had become enamoured of the
objects of vulgar ambition, and preferred,
to the glory of being one of the greatest
benefactors of the human race, for which
his splendid talents, and still more splendid
opportunities amplyqualiﬁed him, the glory
of being one of its greatest destroyers.
Nothing therefore was done by him. Seizing
a more fortunate moment, M. Dupin, after
his return from England about the middle
of last year, projected a plan for the scien
tiﬁc instruction of the artizans of Paris.-—
The masterly discourse, introductory to a
new course of lectures on geometry and me
chanics, applied to the arts, delivered last

November, in the Conservatoire Royal db;
Arte et Metiers, of which he kindly sent me
a copy, I have translated, and shall ‘n'_‘
proceed to impart to you.‘
'-"“ ‘ “
'.u

_I- DUPlN,S ADDRESS TO THE MECHANICS
OF PARIS, DELIVERED IN NOVEMBER
LAST, AT THE CDNSERVATQIRE ROYAL
DES ARTS B1‘ llIBTIERS
-_-_.._.

n. nurm’s snnnnss.
'l
Gentlemen—When the Sciences were
first cultivated, they were kept separate
from the common purposes of life: in
closed in the studies of a few men of

Dr. Bnucnncx having previously an leisure, they appeared only as speculations,
nounced to the members his intention of entirely foreign to the necessities of exist-_
reading to them this evening a translation - ence, and to the wants of the arts.
From this moment an opinion waif
of the admirablé Address of M. Dupin,
introduced the subject to his numerous formed, that the sciences had nothing ﬁt
hearers in the following appropriate common with the labours of industry, and
that theoretical views could not become of
terms :
It will, I am persuaded, be grateful to any utility, not to the simple workman
you, as it has been to me, to Witness the merely, but even to the directors of manu
progress of a liberal spirit in a nation, factories.
which has been so long our rival in arts
It must also be allowed, that the abstract
and in arms. If we are worthy of admira
tion, because of our great improvements in
science, or in manufactures, we cannot but

and diﬂicult appearance of the explanations
and demonstrations—-the. strange appella

tions given to things which ought to have
rejoice that we are held up to the view of been designated with the greatest possible
the French nation, byan intelligent French
simplicity, and which have been obscured
man, well qualified for the undertaking, not
to excite hostile feelings, but to stimulate

' We are happy to have it in our power,
the people to beneﬁt themselves by imitating through the kindness of Dr. BIRKBECK, to
us.

Indeed, the enlightened practical and

enrich our pages with the whole of this

scientiﬁc engineer, Charles Dupin, who valuable document, which we have no doubt
visited this country in l8l7, has, by his will be extremely acceptable to our readers.
publications, directed the attention of its

inhabitants, to some

Coinciding, as we do most cordially, in the

important objects, learned President’s estimate of its import-1

which they had before generally neglected:

and has, Ibelieve, by his account of the
Andersonian Institution at Glasgow, led the

citizens of Edinburgh, distant only forty

ance, we should be sorry to diminish its
effect by attempting an abridgment; but as
the length of the address precludes the possi
bility of inserting the whole of it this week,

milssﬂftcr a neglect of nearly twenty years, we_shsll continue it in the ensuing Number.
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by Latin, Arabic, and Greek names;-have?

chines, the action of instruments, and of

all contributed to render the sciences unin

the limbs of man, the most precious in
struments with which nature has endowed

telligible to men who had not engaged in
other studies.
From these circumstances arose the be

lief, that the sciences could not he put
within the reach of men, occupied by
manual operations, and more habituated to
the exercise of their limbs than to the cul

tivation oftheir minds.
I shall attempt, gentlemen. to prove on
the contrary, that it is possible to reduce
the useful parts of science to the language

that we employ for the expression of our
most simple ideas.
Together with each principle thatl shall
present to you, I shall setnlso before you
the services which it is capableof rendering,
and which in reality it does render; the
application even which you often make of
such principles without being aware of it.
Often, gentlemen, I shall shew you, that
you are already acquainted with that which
I am to teach you; and that in your most
complicated labours, you obey instinctively,
or by observation, or by the nature of
things, the rules which science imposes.
Do, not conclude, however, from this
statement, that you will gain nothing by
knowing the clear, deﬁned, and exact ex
pression of these principles: you would

fall into a serious error by adopting this

him.
Perhaps you may offer to me a very

natural objection against this design,-Will
a professor pretend to teach us how to
work, who is a stranger to each of our
professions? Will he teach us to hold our
tools properly,‘ and to manage them
adroitly, who perhaps could not make the
most simple article which we produce?
These are manual processes, which each

of you can put in practice much better than
I can; and so far from wishing to teach you
these, it is from you I would seek instruc
tion, if I wished to practise them.

But there are general methods of im
proving your labours, which do not depend
upon any art in particular; methods which

it is important for you all to know, and of
which a part only is known by each of you.

These are the methods of which a professor
must take advantage, in order that you may

be able to execute in perfection the pro
ducts of industry. They will accordingly
furnish the materials of my course of leo
tures.

Ought these prod ucts to have a certain ll
gure. determined before hand,tﬂixed ilize, or
wcight,orindispensable proportiot)n,&c? You
must, in the first place take the measures ;

duced with exactness into the smallest

you must take them in length, in breadth,
and in thickness: in many directions, pa
rallel, oblique, or perpendicular. You

possible number of words; truths which
express the necessary relation existing be

work from a model; but sometimes this
model is loss, sometimes it is greater than

tween the objects of our conceptions, or of
our labours.
7

the object to be produced: here are reduc

conclusion.
The principles of science are truths re

Each of these tiuths is susceptible of an

immense number of apphcations; and the
mode of making these applications is of
primary importance. By this knowledge,
in all new cases which present themselves
to you, you will know before hand what
will be the most advantageous to put in
practice; consequently, you will not be
obliged to explore, to make trials, and to
Waste your time, and your materials: you

will possess a faithful guide, which will
direct you to act better, and to act mor
surely.
‘
Mechanics, as I ought to teach them in

this course, is not merely the‘ science
Which explains the operation of machines
properly so cal'led;—-it explains the rules
and the laws of every action in which force

is employed, whether great or small: of
every action in which motion occurs, whe

ther slow or rapid.
As there can be no labour-without motion,
and without force, you see already, that
every sort of labour, applied to every pro

fession, enters into the sphere of me
chanics.

Thus we shall explain the principles and
the rules which rgulate the action of ma

tions to he made, and science gives you the
means of making them.
_ You see already, gentlemen. that in
order to execute the work which has been
ordered, you ought to have very exact mea
sures: you ought to know the divisions and
the use of the metre, of the litre, of the
kilogram, &c.
I shall explain to you
these measures, their use, and the advan

tages as to facility and uniformity which
they present.
Some notions of elementary geometry
are necessary, in order to take these mea
sures, and to refer them from an object to a
plane, and from a plane to an object. Some
other geometrical notions are necessary to
comprehend the form of certam products of
industry, and the action of machines. I

shall explain those which appear to me to
be indispensable.

_

If in the arts every thing were done with
the rule and the compass, this knowledge
of measures and of geometry would be
sufficient. But there are many forms which
cannot be thus traced by a mechanical
motion. Such are the outlines of vases,
the ornaments of some friczes, and some
mouldings in architecture; such also are the
trees, ﬂowers, &c. which are to be printed,
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engraved, or sculptured, upon wood, metal,
stud} and the like.

in order that the pails might not strike his
legs, by the effect of their weight; the hoop

The tracing of these objects requires a takes off the inconvenient pressure of this
knowledge of drawing, which refers some weight, by adapting it to the walk of the
times to ﬁgure, sometimes to ornament,
and sometimes to landscape, according to

carrier.

wishes to represent.
In all these kinds of drawing, there are
means of perfecting the eye by the hand,

nishes to his customers, by merely making

and the hand by the eye: means which are

greater results. Let him employ a butt
holding thirty-two, or thirty-six times as
much as his pail, and let him place it upon

We see already how this labourer can
the nature of the subjects which the artist double the quantity of water which he fur

vsluabletu the artist. These we have studied,
and shall attempt to explain them to you.
Hitherto, gentlemen, we have been en

use of a hoop and a cord. The assistance
of machines enables him to obtain much

alittle cart. Thus, without greater labour,
gaged only with the preparations for the he will be able to transport from sixteen to
labour employed to execute the products of eighteen times as much water through the
industry. This labour operates sometimes town, as with the cord and the hoop; and
with the force of machines, sometimes with
the force of the workmen, and generally

with the two forces combined.
Labour which operates without instru
ments, is the most Conﬁned. Such is that
of the porter, who carries burdens upon his
head, or his shoulders. Such is that of the
baker, who kneads the dough with his
hands: of the peasant, who presses the
grapes with his feet.
This part of the arts is the most limited

from thirty-two to thirty-six times as much
as with a vessel held in the hand. Surely,
it appears to me, that a great beneﬁt is here

obtained by _the use of the most simple of
machines.
The Water-cart, however, will only serve

to bring the water to the doors of the
houses. How severe and fatiguing is the
operation of carrying two pails up the stairs,

and conveying them to the highest floor of
the house, in a town where there are seven
in the circle of its occupations: it requires and eight stories, besides the ground ﬂoor.
the least intellect, whilst it requires the
Let us now transport ourselves into the
greatest exertion of our purely animal town, where the water is elevated to the top
force. For this reason, the professions of the houses, by the means furnished by
which are thus exercised, are regarded as hydraulics, that is to say, by that part of
the lowest species of human industry.
mechanics in which water is employed.
Here, gentlemen, I must make you un
Isee.the occupation of many thousand
derstand, how decidedly Mechanics is a men, before employed as beasts of draught
friend to workmen. Its object is to disen or burden, changed for an occupation much
cumber them of those overwhelming less degrading, and giving employment to
labours, in which man can only perform a multitude ofable artizans.
‘
the part of a horse, of an ass, or of an ox,
The bricklayers, the masons, the carpen
to drag, or to carry burdens. It is success
ters, the engineers, execute the canals and
fully occupied in ﬁnding, in behalf of the the aqueducts necessary for bringing the
industrious man, less degrading labours, water to the town. The miners, the founders,
where the powers of the mind and of the the plumbers, prepare, lay down and solder
body mutually assist and succour each together, the pipes of wood, of iron, and of
other.
lead, which are to distribute the water.
Let us compare, for example, two great Lastly, inspectors to survey the distribution,
capitals; the one where the inhabitants can and men whose only labour is to turn cocks
procure water only by means of water at certain hours of the day, take the place
carriers: the otherwhich obtains it by of the carriers, and obviate the necessity for
conduit-pipes and aqueducts, by steam their overwhelming labour.
engines, and other similar means.
If the water of the canals, and the aque
In the ﬁrst town, a great number of men ducts is not naturally suﬁiciently high,
must be employed, to carry the water in pumps must be constructed to raise it

vessels which are inconvenient, from the higher: but, instead of fatiguing men by
river to each house. The carrier will soon turning‘ in a circle, like the slaves in the
have recourse to mechanics to assist him a time of the Romans, steam-engines are
little. He will get two pails of equal size, erected; workmen are employed either to
suspended on each side of a hoop: this take care of the ﬁre, or to turn occasionally
hoop keeps them in equilibrio, by means of
a rope, which passes over the shoulders.

some cocks : by these easy and unlaborious
occupations, they regulate with facility the

In this manner he will carry the two pails, greatest mechanical force.
with less trouble than he could carry a
In order to construct these pumps, and
single pail, holding it by the handle. In
fact, if he were not to use the hoop, he

these steam-engines, we require engineers,
and very able workmen, who exercise in-,

would be obliged to make painful effort in vention, and possess practical dexterity ;
keepmg his arm outof the vertical position, men who know how to plan the different
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parts of a complicated whole, in order that and of making them assist in the execution
they may act together, with the advantage of his great tables.
He divided and subdivided his labour;
All these work

produced by exactness.

men, I repeat, will be put in activity, to he prepared learned forms, which could be
replace the unartiﬁcial butt of the water Blled up by persons who knew only addi
tion; he set his hair-dressers to work: he
carrier, and the fatigues of this labourer.
gave them the means of existence ; and by
You see, gentlemen, in the change pro
duced by the science of mechanics, how their means fulﬁlled his purpose, which was
the animal occupations of man are trans to construct the ﬁnest tables of logarithms
formed into others more intelligent, more in the universe.
Honour be awarded to science, when it
easy, and more worthy of the human spe
cies. You must acknowledge with me, that concurs with the progress of the human
science, which procures these beneﬁts for mind; whilst it stretches out to the unfor
society, is essentially the friend of the tunate a succouring and a generous hand.
Let us return to the class thrown out of
working classes, and that it nobly raises the
occupations of the artist, by seconding the employment by some great revolution of
physical efforts, by all the faculties of the fashion or of industry. It must employ its
activity, its care, its energy, in creating for
mind which science brings to perfection.
Soon, without
The only thing which can aﬂlict the friend itself new occupations.
of humanity, is the diﬂicnlty of producing doubt, the desire so natural and so lauda
a great amelioration similar to that of ble, of subsisting by its own means,of living
whichl have just given you an idea, by by its own labour, and of ameliorating its
Mechanics, without a great number of ' own existence, will excite the artizans of
working men being obliged, for a certain this class to seek for the means of employ
time, to abandon their former occupation, ing their powers and their understanding,
in order to seek a new one. It is then that in the pursuit of occupations less trouble
these poor workmen should be generously some and less mechanical. At last, they
assisted; these innocent victims of a change, will even bless the change which removes
which is useful to all the rest of society.
them from diﬂicult and debasing trades, to
Here, gentlemen, genius can make a give them professions which recall them to
great and noble employment ofits inventive the exercise of thought.
This multitude of robust men, at ﬁrst de
resources, in order to discover new means
of employing those classes which are prived of employment, and soon passing
thrown out of work; in order to render the into other channels of industry, augment
individuals of those classes again useful to their power of production, and thus the
themselves, as well as to society, in opening perfecting of a single art contributes, by a,

it new course for industry.
species of reaction, to the advancement of
Let me be permitted to mention to you a a number of other arts.
beneﬁt of this kind, which is due to my
You see, gentlemen, that in reality, the
former master, and my friend,M. de Prony.
The name of an engineer so celebrated,
must be repeated more than once in a

course of mechanics applied to the arts.
. Thirty years ago, M. de Prony was com

progress of machinery, of that even which

appears directly to interfere with the em
ployment of human power, so far from be
ing justly considered an enemy of the
working class, and as taking away the bread

niniuncd by government to compose an of poor families, has for its result, on the
extensive table of logarithms, in order to contrary, to render their life more com
raise a monument to.the science of num
fortable, and to procure more ease to the
bers, more magniﬁcent than any which
had been before erected. It was easy to
give such an order, but how was it to be
executed?
How were such a number of
learned men and able calculators to be
brought together, as would be sutﬁcient for

labouring classes.
‘
These truths, which I am not afraid con

all the operations of this immense enter

ﬁdently to advance before you, have re
ceived from experience a conﬁrmation
which does not admit of the smallest doubt.
When the stocking machine was ﬁrst in
troduced, it all at once deprived of their

prise ?

employment, many persons who obtained

At this time, gentlemen, a great change their support from knitting- These per
was introduced in the head-dress of men sons made very loud complaints, and pro
and woman. It Was reduced, to use the ceeding from complaints to actions. began
mathematical term, to its most simple er
prusion. One hair-dresser was then sulﬁ
cient for a labour which had employed ten
before, and a vast number of perruquiers
found themselves, at once, without the
means of existence.
M. de Prony conceived the idea of trans

to destroy the machines which took away

their labour.

But broken machmes, by

ruining the masters of the manufactories,
could not give to these masters additional
means for supporting the workmen; and
misery prevailed on both sides. Order was
at last established; the machines pros

fm-ming these pnruquien into calculators, pered; add the persons who gamed a few
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pence daily by knitting from morning till

evening proceeded to consider the structure

night, driven from this miserable occupa

and functions of the leaves, which be de

tion, found in the progress of industry

scribed as very general, though not univer

occupations much more lucrative. For
merly, Normandy was full of people, who

passed their time in knitting; and they who
made_ the stockings did not gain even

sal organs of plants. Lea1:es are of an ex
panded form. and present a more extended
surface than all the other parts of the plant:
their interior construction is vascular, and

enough to enable them to wear them.

their upper and under surfaces differ in

Now that there are machines, not a person

their degrees of roughness. The knowledge
of the nature and uses of the leaves of vege
tables was acquired more slowly than that of

is to he found who travels stockingless in
Normandy.
I may offer you a great example, an irre

sistible proof, which I derive from the
country. wherein the substitution of ma
chines for manual labour has made the
greatest and most rapid progress.
You have, without doubt, heard, that
England is, of all civilized countries, that
which has the greatest number of poor,

and that this poverty is owing to the want
of employment, caused by machines. The
most learned, and the most able men have

partaken of this error, in spite of the lumi
nous refutations which have been given by
- some good observers.
I have exerted myself for some years, to
shew, both by reasoning, and by calcula
tion, how far these opinions are removed

the other parts of Botany, and Czesalpinus
thought that their only purpose was to pro
tect plants against the vicissitudes of the
season. It is reported, said Caesalpinus,
that in hot climates scarcely any trees lose
their leaves, which are necessary to form a
shade, and protect them from the heat of the
sun, but protection is only asmall part ofthe
utility of leaves. Cmsalpinus was, however,

so far correct in his opinion of their utility in
this respect, that if plants are deprived of
their leaves, the fruit does not arrive at par
fection; and this elfect is constantly observ
ed in gooseberry bushes, the fruit of which
always withers when the leaves are eaten

away by caterpillars.
imbibe
It hasand
long
give
been
off moisture,
known that
andleaves
Dnﬂttiés

from the truth; but the most convincing
demonstrations. when they are contrary to
generally-received opinions, and long

considered that the same effect occurrcaiidﬂl
respect to air.

In his experiménts":on>l.’|‘te

rooted prepossessions, glance over the mind, ab.-orpfion and per.vpimtion_ of piahti, he
and are rejected by prejudice. The only found that the Ilt'[ill7t”ttL‘I ctmmn‘:v,',Or 81%
argumentwhich it is possible to receive in ﬁnuvr, lost llb. I402. during 11 iii? tiff " ,
this case, is that of facts. Happily for us, and 3 oz. in the course of a ﬁne night; ‘but
on the subject of the poor and machines. I that during a rainy night it gained 2 or 8 oz.

can offer you proofs of this species; and I

He also found that the surface of the leaves

ﬂatter myself, that they will carry to your
minds a full and entire conviction. The
English Parliament has caused to be laid
before them the number of poor, and the
total sum which is given under the title of
public charity by means of the tax called
the poor‘s rates. These reports have been
made in time of war, and in time of peace.
Afterwards, it has been calculated for each
county; on one side, the total number of
poor, and on the other, the total sum which
is given to them.

was to the root as 5 to 2, or in other words

The results of this investigation Parlia
ment has caused to be printt-<1.
(To be resumed.)

that a root presenting a surface of two inches
imbibed as much moisture as the leaves, and

threw mi’ from a surface of ﬁveinches. Si
milar experiments have been made on othr
plants,

with dillererit

results as to ‘the

quantity of perspiration, though all agree
that it is very comiderable. That the Pers
piration of vegetables depends rzithéf upon
the dryness than the heat of the atmosphere,

may be inferred from the fact, that hay
makers frequently ﬁndthe hay made sooner
on a ;ﬁne day, when the air is very dry,

though the sun does not shine, than on’ a
sunshiny day, when there is more moisture

in the atmosphere.
MR. wnrzenr-:n‘s
nnno uzcrunrz on 'noranY.
rmnar, rxnncn $25.

Evaporation, therelbre,

proceeds with greater or less rapidity, ac

cording to the degree of moisture contained
in the air, and its state ofdryness or humidity

LEAVES OF PL.\NTS—TllElR VIFRSPIRATION
AND

ABSORPTIO.\‘—EFFECTS OF

AND

AlR-——FRUCTIFlCATl0N—-SEXUAL

is ascertained and especially exhibited by
the hygrometer, an instrument invented‘by
Mr. Daniell.
,

LIGHT

The perspiration of plants is of different
SYSTEM OF LINNIEUS.

kinds, bein; sometimes wafer;/, as in the
willow, on the leaves of which it appears

like drops of water.
Having,-in his preceding le_cturc, illustra
ted the growth of vegetables,and the various
lunds of ro0.".s and stems, Mr. Wheeler this

In plants of some kinds

the perspiration is ru-eat‘, as in groves of
oranges; and in others qluhnous, as in the

lime-tree. These qualities generally depend
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on the peculiar secretionsfof the plants; but

carbonic acid, and liberate orygss; but that

in some instances, the sweetness is owing to

the contrary effect occurs in the dark. A
vine leaf placed in a phial converted carbo

disease, particularly in the beech.
Mr. Wheeler then detailed some experi
ments performed by M. Bonnet,f0r the pur
pose of ucertaining the power of absorption
possessed by the leaves of herbaceous and
other plants, by placing their leaves on the
surface of water; some with their upper,

and others with their under surfaces in con
tact with the ﬂuid, and observing which of
them remained longest in a healthy state.
The result of his experiments shewed that
the greater part of the herbaceous plants
absorbed the most moisture by means of the
upper surfaces of their leaves, while the re
verse was the case with other kinds of plants.
The perspiration of some aquatic plants is
pmdigiously great: the pofomogclon per
folialum, for instance, dies very soon after
it is gathered, in consequence of its rapid
transpiration. The leaves of the nuphur
lutea, another aquatic plant, imbibe water
by their under surfaces, while their upper
are exposed to the air. Plants of the sar
racenia kind grow in water, and their con
struction is worthy‘ of particular notice, as
their leaves form oriﬁces which appear to be
constructed for the purpose of restraining
evaporation. It is a curious circumstance that

insects have been observed to drag others of
a smaller kind to the leaves of a species of

nic acid into oxygen. Mr. Wheeler here
explained the nature of carbonic acid and
oxygen; the former of which is given out
during combustion, and the latter forms
about one-ﬁfth of the atmosphere, of which
it constitutes that portion which is essential
to animal life and the combustion of inﬂam

mable bodies.

It appears therefore that

plants, by the action of the sun, absorb
that gaseous substance which is fatal to

animal life, and give out that which sup
ports rt.

Light is no less necessary to vegetables
than air, for though some plants will grow
in the dark, they have a sickly appearance
under such circumstances. The colour of a
lily grown in the dark is not so beautiful as

when it is exposed to the light during its
production, and the effect of light on the co
lour of vegetables is evinced by the practice
of covering up celery, by which means the
lower part remains white, while the upper
part, which is exposed to the light, becomes
green. Endive and lettuce are blanched in

a similar manner.

Celery, in its natural

state, is extremely acid, and in some cases,

even poisonous.

It grows naturally on the

banks of the Thames, but is so acrid that it

is.impossible to‘ eat it.

Light acts benefi

L saracenia, the mouths of which are furnish
ed with a kind of hair, pointing inwardslike
the wires of a mouse-trap, so that when the

cially on the upper, and injuriously on the
tmdsr surfaces of the leaves of plants : thus

insect once gets in, it cannot escape; and a
foetid smell issues from these plants, in con

turn the upper surfaces of their leaves to

sequence of the number of putrid ﬂies which
their leaves inclose.
The lecturer then proceeded to examine
the eﬁ'ect of light and air on the leaves of
plants, and after alluding to the microscopic

observations of Grew and Malpighi, he re
peated the discovery made by Dr. Darwin,
that what had been previously supposed to
be air-tuber were in reality sa])-vessels, and
stated that'the sap in vegetables is exposed
to the action of the air, like the blood in

the lungs of animals.

Mr. Wheeler then

it is observed in hot-houses, that the plants
wards the light, and if a vine leaf is suspended
by a thread, its upper surface will be turned
towards the sun. Light not only affects the
leaves, but the plants themselves, which is
particularly observable in some compound
plants, such as the daisy, and it has been
said that the sun-ﬂower turns towards the
sun during the whole of the day, and re-as
sumes its previous situation at night; but

though the lecturer had watched for this
phenomenon he could not conﬁrm the fact

from his own observation.
After some further observations on the

had removed the air from plants by means

effect oflight and air on plants, Mr. Wheeler
observed that there was every reason to be

of the air-pump, and found that they would

lieve that plants gave out more orygen. than

not live under an exhausted receiver. His
experiments should however be received
with caution, as he appears to have been
mistaken in some of his inferences, and the

they receive from the atmosphere, and that
their growth has the etiect of purifying it;
and by considering the structure and opera
ration of the leaves, we may be enabled to

principal result of his observations was to
establish the fact that the tubes of plants are

cretions of plants, such as gum, sugar, &c.

pervious.

the whole of which are com _O$€d Pf 0.-l‘.u.q01l,
hydrogen, and carbon, com wed in different

referred to the researches of Dr. Hales, who

The object of the leaves, he con

siders, is to perform the same otﬁce in the
preservation of plants, as the lungs in pre
servin animals, and may not light, he adds,

understand the formation of the various se

proportions.
Having thus illustrated the general struc

ture of vegetables, the lecturer proceeded to

contri _ute materially to ennoble the prin
their more transitory organs, viz.
rs and
ciples of vegetation.
Dr- Priestly has ascertained that vege fruit, and observed that the partsof fruct_iﬂ
r., tsblcyunder peculiar circumstances, absorb cation are seven in number, some of wind:

-ruc '_l_.OND‘O‘N- Mechanics; uattlsran.
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are essential to every plant, while the others
Lscruuss you next Wsek.
are frequently dispensed with. T|he'se seven ‘ ‘Wednesday, 6th April, Dr. Bmxsecrr on‘
parts Mr. Wheeler purticularizted as follow, Electro-Magnetism; the lecture to be illusl
exhibiting in succession a number of coloured

representations of those plants in which the
Various parts are particularly conspicuous.
1. The calyx, or_/lower-cup, which is gs-‘
nerally green, as in tin mghl-Made, or
atropa belladonna ,- 9. the corolla,or more‘
delicately coloured leaves of the ﬂower: the
corolla,like the calyx, is not always present;
8. the stumcvu, which appear in a thread
like form, bearing a knob at the top, and are
essential in'gevery' ﬂower; 4. the pislilx,
which are as essential as the stamen itself,

trated experimentally by Mr. James Marsh
of Woolwich, already known to the scientiﬁc
world by his ingenious apparatus, connected
with" this novel and curious branch of sci
ence.‘

Friday, 8th

April,

Mr.

Wusnnsu’s»

Fourth Lectureon Botany.’ _

SPITTALFIELDS
MECHANIQS’ INSTITUTION
The ﬁrst General Meeting of the members

and consist of three parts, which will be ex

of this Institution (amounting at the present

amined -presently; 5. the pericarpium, or
essential;
i seed-vessel,
6. the reed which
itself; is‘n0t
and 7.always
the receptacle,

time to about 300) was held on Monday
evening last at Gibraltar Chapel, for the pur

which must be present in all plants in some
form or shape.

‘ Mr. Wheeler then observed that it Was

pose of electing a Committee of Managers,
agreeable to the Notice which had been given

after Mr. Partingt0n’s lecture on the pre
ceding Monday.

withoutelltering minutely into the whole of
them, and he should therefore conﬁne him

Mn. Tnorras Grason,
The President of the Institution, having
taken the Chair, opened the business of the
evening by explaining the objects proposed

self to a description of the structure and uses
of the most important, viz. the .otn’ntena and
pirlils; The sfamens vary in number from
one to somehundreds, and consist of two parts

after detailing to the meeting the exertions
which had been made, and the degree of
success
with which
they had
attended ‘g;
he
laid before
the members
thebeen
list oo'ntained'i

suﬁcient for his present purpose to have

named the various parts ‘of fructiﬂcation,

called the ﬁlament or thread, and the on
ﬂter, the latter of which is supported by the

former. The pollen is afine powder con
tained in the anther, and appears as though

to be accomplished by its establishment, and‘

in our last Number, (page 349) of the oﬂicers'_.,,, 1
already nominated by the original promoters".
of the institution.

,

The President then read the following ,1

it might be wafted away by every motion of
viz. the yerm'¢n, the style, and the stigma,

letter from the Maxoruzss or La rssnowzus,
which was received with unanimous ap

the ﬁrst and last of which are essential or

plause :— .

the air.

The pistil consists of three parts,

gans of the pislil, but the second is some

times wanting.
’
The lecturer then gave a minute and ex
plicit account of the experiments of Lin
naeus, on the stamens and pistils which

are the social organs of plants. ' He stated
that the access of the pollen, or ﬁne powder
of the former to the stiqma of the latter, is
invariably essential to the fertility of plants,

“ Berkeley-square, March 26, 1825.

“ DEAR Sm—Understanding that the pre
liminary steps have been taken for esta
blishing the New Mechanics’ Institution in
Spitalﬁelds, I must trouble you with the in

closed cheque for 100.’. to be applied to the
purposes of the establishment.
,
“ Ifeel a peculiar pleasure in’contributing
to this object, not only on account of ii!

and that this object is generally accomplish
ed without seeming to depend on accident,

general utility, but because having some

as the stamens and pistils are usually found
in the same ﬂower.
In other cases, where
these parts occur in separate plants, or in
different ﬂowers on the same plant, the effect
s produced by the agency of insects, and
other concurrent causes; but in every case,

expediency and importance ofa change in the
regulations and duties aﬁecting the silk trade,
I had some share in recommending it to the

the analogy between the propagation of
plants and that of,'animals' is striking and
complete.
Mr. \VHEELER elucidated this important

branch of the science of Boranr in a very
able and satisfactory manner, and concluded
by staring that ‘in his next lecture, which
would be delivered on Friday the 8th of

time ago formed a strong opinion as to the

public attention; I am persuaded that
nothing can more effectually promote the

favourable operation of that change, than an
institution calculated to excite the inventive
powers, and thereby raise the character and
condition of the very meritorious and indus
trious class of persons immediately engaged
in the manufacture.
,

'

I remain, Dear Sir,
Your faithful and obedient servant,

“ T. Gibson, Esq.” -

“ Lausnownn.”

April, he should direct the attention of his

The names of the members of the society

hearers to the diseases of plants and the

were then read by the secretary, Mr_. Downes,
after which the following resolutions were

Llnnmsn system of classiﬁcation.

,.a.rx.‘.

Tus ms»-<>‘N“ mtcusmcs’ REGISTER.
proposed in‘ a very able speech by Mr. S.
Artour, and carried unanimously :- 1
RasoLvr;r)_That we avail ourselves of
the ﬁrst General Meeting for business of this
Institution, to acknowledge the condescension
of the Most Noble the Msnounss or LANS
Downa, in connecting himself with it as one
of its Patrons; and to express our gratitude
forhis muniﬁcent present of ONE HUNDRED
Powsns to the Funds. For this instance of
his kindness and liberality. and for the in
terest he has always manifested for the wel
fare of the mechanics in Spitalﬁelds, we

request him to accept the sincere thanks of
the members of the SPITALFIELDS MECHA
Nrcs’ INsTrTuTIoN.
Rasonvr-:n—That the thanks of the Spi
talﬁelds Mechanics’ Institution be presented
to HENRY Baoucruuu, Esq. M. P. for his
ready consent. to become one of its Patrons.
Rnsor.vso—That the thanks of the Spi
talﬁelds Mechanics’ Institution be given to
Gnomes Bnursaox, M. D. for his consent
to become one of its Patrons, and for the
assistance he has already ntforded to its for
mation.
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them either at his house, or at any other
place they would appoint, and he had no
doubt but that-he could easily remove their
prejudices. He also observed, that he was
persuaded in his own mind, that notwith

standing the advanced period of life with
many of them, if they only attended the

meetings proposed by the institution, they
would receive much proﬁt, pleasure, and
gratiﬁcation, to which they had hitherto been
strangers. He concluded by saying, that
the inhabitants of this district ought to feel
greatly obliged to the promoters of the in
stitution; and whether we ourselves are pro
ﬁted by it or not, yet he was conﬁdent that
“ our children will rise up and call them
blessed.”
'-‘

Mr. Srsnasn, the Treasurer, reported‘
that he had that day paid into the hands of

the Bankers of the lnstitution, the sum of
53-5!. and that he had a further sum ofabout
260/. to collect.
The Secretary then read the Rules and
Regulations of the Institution; after which
the meeting proceeded to the election of
80 members, to form, with the otlicers pre
Rssonvnn—That the President bedirect viously nominated, the Committee of Ma
ed to sign these resolutions, and that the Se nagers of the Society’s Affairs, when the
cretary do forward them to the M uzqoess or choice of the meeting fell on the following
Lawstmwnn, HENRY Bnouorusr, Esq. persons :—
Rev. W. Brown, Gibraltar-place, Bathnal
M. P. and Gaonca BIRKBECK, M. D.
The following resolution was proposed by green; Mr. Chas. Stanley Masterman, 41,
Mr. Bell, seconded by Mr. Graham, and Bacon-street, Bethnal-green; Mr. George
Cooper, wheelwright, 82, Coal Harbour-st.
- unanimously adopted :—
Rasor.vao—That the cordial thanks of Hackney-road; Wm. Monks, wire-drawer,
this meeting be presented to the Rev. WM. 3, Old Nicholls—st. Bethnal-green ; Geo Gmv,
BROWN, for the liberal manner in which he clerk, Messrs. Hanbury and Co.’s; Samuel
granted the use of his Chapel for the three Amory, solicitor, 25,Throgmorton-st.; David
introductory lectures which have been given, Reid; Thos. Feild Gibson, manufacturer,
and for his active co-operation in the form
Milk-st. Cheapside; Rev. J. W- Morren,
Brunswick-st. Hackney-road; Wm. Young,
ation of this Institution.
Mr. Baovm rose and said, that he felt linen-draper, 76, Church-st. Bethnal-green;
himself complimented by the unexpected John Litchﬁeld, carpenter, Bethnal-green;
mark Ofrespect wln'ch the gentlemen pre
Hugh Tate; Richard Heaps, plumber, &c.
sent had just shown towards him; and he 6, Willow-walk, Curtain-road; Wm. Luvic,
could amure them, that he felt highly gra
print cutter, 3, Belmont-row, Bethnal-green ;
John Hughes, weaver, Pleasant-row, Mile
tiﬁed to witness so numerous and respect
able an‘ assembly in that place on such an End New-town; Wm. Woodall, school
occasion. He had long wished to see some
master, School House, Spitalﬁelds; J. P.
thing of the kind established in this neigh Ferry, working-jeweller, ll, Norwill-plaoe,
bourhood, and he would have attended its Bethnal-green-road ; J. D. Kineard, manu
meetings at any moderate distance, He had facturer, 28, Spital-square; W. Curtain,
heard that some persons had said, that he pattern-drawer, 12, Hague-street, l3ethnal
ought to be ashamed to have lent his chapel green ; Jas. Williams, weaver, 28, Steward
for such a purpose. He acknowledged that street, Spitalﬁelcls; Robert Gammon, jun.
he, in conjunction with the trustees, during coal-merchant, 22, Runderson’s-place, Beth
his residence here for the last eighteen nal-green-road; Thomas Collin, weaver, 4,
years, had granted the use of the chapel for Shacklewell-street, Bethnal—green; Wm.
many, yea, almost all charitable purposes; Perrien, attern-drawer, S1, Bethnal-green
and he could say for himself, and the trustees road; J0 n Harris, weaver, 9,'FlB\1l'<ie-‘lil
court, Spitalﬁelds; Francis Richards, car
of that place, and the school-rooms con
nected with it, that they will feel great plea
penter, Paradise-row, B6thl18-l'$\'e°n; Wm

sure in seeing the Spitalﬁelds Mechanics’In

Gandy, manufacturer, Princes-Street, Sprtal

stitution established.

Mr. B. also said, that

ﬁelds; John emu, wheel_wrl3bl,B"Qk'l8ll¢,

if any present had any doubts or objections

Bethnal-green ; Samuel Dein,_~ W30“, 2,
Globe-terrace, Bethnal-green; James How

to this institution, he would be glad to see
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ard, weaver, l6, King Edward-street, Mile

M‘Wrr.r.r.tr|, Esq. Mr. Huasnr, of the Sun

End New-town; Joseph Dean, weaver, 3,

Fire Oliice; Mr. Honosmn ; and severﬂl
other gentlemen of distinguished scientiﬁc

Globe-terrace, Bethnal-green.
The following gentlemen, viz. Messrs.
W. Ellis, J. Buttress, and James Hill, were
unanimously appointed auditors for the en
suing year, upon the motion of Mr. Stanger,
seconded by Mr. James.
It was also proposed by Mr. James, se
conded by Mr. Masterman, and resolved
unanimously, that Messrs. William Bembury

and John Ballance, be appointed trustees.
The President announced to the meeting
that arrangements would be made for the
delivery of a lecture on Monday, the llth

of April; after which the cordial thanks of
the members were voted to him for the able

attainments.

A temporary room, 16 feet square,having
been constructed under the direction of the

Building Committee of the lnstitution,aﬁre
was lighted in the center of it about one
o’cloclt; and in order to ﬁll the apartment
with dense and noxious smoke,aquantity of
wet hay and shavings were placed on the ﬁre,
to which were added about two pounds of
sulphur, and a shovel full of resinous cement.
The vapour arising from these combustible
substances was so insutferably noisorne, that
the spectators who stood near the building
were obliged to remove to some distance,

manner in which he had presided over the

to avoid the small portion which escaped

business of the evening.
Mr. Gibson acknowledged his obligation

through the crevices. -Roberts having put
on his Hood and Mouth Piece, the con
struction of which we have already de
scribed, entered the room at exactly 28

for the mark of respect which the members
had conferred upon him, and concluded by
dissolving the meeting.
The proceedings of the evening were con
ducted with the greatest regularity, and ap

peared to aﬂ"ord general satisfaction to the
members assembled. From the] auspici
ous manner in which the preliminary trans
actions of the Institution have been con
ducted, welcannot but anticipate its favour
able progress ; and we are happy to conclude

this sketch of the proceedings of the First
General Meeting, with our sincere and cor

dial good wishes for the ultimate prosperity
of the SPITALFIELDS Mr:crsau1cs’ lNsTI
'l'U'l‘IDNt

minutes past one o’clock, at which time the
temperature of the exterior atmosphere was
48°, and within the chamber 68°. The prox
imity of the thermometer to the building
caused.it to rise to 53° as the experiment
proceeded.
AU
J
Roberts was furnished with three bottles,

ﬁlled with mercury, which were to be emp
tied at diderent periods, and the vapour

which supplied the place of the meroury
preserved for subsequent examination. Du
ring the time the operator was conﬁned in
the apartment, he appeared to suB‘er no in
convenience, except from the heat, which
became more and more intense, till the ther

EXPERIMENT,
IADE ON TIIE PREMISES OF THE LONDON
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION, TO SKEW THE
EFFECT OF ROBEI:I'I‘S’S HOOD AND MOUTH
PIECE.

We stated, in our last publication, that a
number of scientiﬁc gentlemen had been
invited to witness the utility of the appara
tus invented by Mr. Joan Roar-zn-rs, and
we now proceed to fulﬁl our intention
of laying before our readers some account
of the experiment, which, by the kind
permission of Dr. BIRKBECK and the Com
mittee of the Losoou MECHANICS” Insu
rurron, took place on Friday in last week,
in the area of the New Lecture Room now
constructing on the premises in Southamp

ton Buildings.
Among the spectators assembled upon
this occasion, we observed Sta Ronrsnr
Wrnsoiv, Dr. Brnxaracrr, Aarrrun Anus,
Esq. secretary to the Society of Arts; W.
H. Prsrvs, Esq. F.R.S. late honorary secre
tary to the London Institution ; Mr. Coornn,
whose able lectures on Chemistry have af

mometer placed agaiast the inside of the
window reached 118°. He employed him
self in supplying the ﬁre with addititlnl
fuel, and as its occasional ﬂashes for a few
moments broke through the dense cloud

which enveloped him, ‘we could see Roberts
walking about the apartmenhandsometirncs
ascending a ladder to the top (1 of the
room, where the atmosphere was intensely
hot. After the lapse of 20 minutes, a candle
which stood near the window went out, and
was soon afterwards melted by the increasing
heat. The door being opened now and then
for the purpose of supplying more combus
tibles, Mr. Bwnrr, keeper of the appara
tus, and one or two of the workmen em
ployed on the premises, entered the cham
ber on their hands and knees, but after re
maining in it only a few moments, were

driven out, apparently half suffocated by the
fumes of the burning materials; though the
atmosphere near the floor of the room was,
comparatively, but slightly charged with the

noxious vapours. Oneof the men who had
attempted to breathe the pestiferous atmo-.

forded such general satisfaction; Mr. J. T.

sphere, on emerging from its inﬂuence, ex
pressively and elegantly observed, “ Its

BARRY, also an eminent chemist; Mr. TA
TUM, lecturer on Electricity, &c.; Roaanr

good luclzfor than or can “and it."
At four minutes past twmRobertsleft the
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apartment at the request of his friends, hav
ing remained in it exactly 86 minutes.
Upon removing the hood, he appeared in a
strong perspiration, but was by no means
exhausted.
His pulse, which was at about
170, in a short time recovered its serenity,
and after partaking of suitable refreshment,
he felt no unpleasant effects from the ordeal
he had passed through. He is 33 years of
age, has been a miner from his earliest
youth, and we understand, was once struck
by the damp in a mine which he assisted in
opening, about 200 yards below the surface
of the earth, when he was 18 years old. He
enjoys good health, and appears to possess a
strong constitution.
The success of the experiment gave very
general satisfaction to the company. and se
veral gentlemen who had expressed doubts
of the utility of the apparatus and the rac
ticability of its application, were comp etely
cured of their scepticism, and convinced of
the importance of the invention.
Y
Of the three bottles which Roberts had
emptied of mercury in the closed chamber,
in order that their gaseous contents might
be removed for examinationyone was opened
by Mr. BARRY, who afterwards communi
cated to Dr. Birltbcck the result of his ana
lysis as follows :
1: The phial was very damp internally, and
contained a few drops of water. When
opened under mercury at 53 dog. a quantity
equal to one-ﬁfteenth of the whole entered
the phial. A portion of the gas being ad
mitted into contact with limewnter, gave
only the slightest trace of carbonic acid,
other portions treated with nitrous gas indi
cated the presence of fully 19 per cent.
ozngcn. Hence barely two per cent. of the
oxygen had disappeared.
The following valuable report was also
-transmitted to Dr. Birlrbeck by Mr. Pnrvs,
after his examination of the contents of an.
other bottle.
“ March 85, 1825.
“ A bottle was ﬁlled with atmospheric

air, which had been exposed to a tempera
ture of H8 deg.. and also to the combustion
of a considerable quantity of deal shaving:
and other combustible substance, in the
room where John Roberts was inclosed with
his new safety hood. The volume of the
bottle, with its stopper in, was 3l5. Upon
opening it under quicksilver,a volume equal
to 32 entered. The barometer at that time
was 29,83, thermometer 56.

“ One hundred parts of this air was ex
posed to limewatcr, in which it occasioned

no precipitate. neither was there any ab
sorption of the volume of air.
“ No c1nl)om'c acirl.
“ It was treated with the sulphat of iron,
charged with nitrous gas, and also with the
green sulphat of iron, by which it was re

duced to 80:parts.
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“ Ozygan therefore 20.

“ The 80 parts were examined as to la
ﬂammable air or hydrogen, but not any was
detected: therefore they must be considered
as azolc.
“‘ Therefore the change on atmospheric
air in the room was
Loss of oxygen . . 1
Increase of azote . . 1
(Signed) “ Wu. Hssnnnrnn Pnrrs.
“ P. S. The slow combustion of plun
phoru: gave me also 80 per cent. of azolc in
the same air on the 26th March."
From conversation subsequently held with
Roberts, it appears that the three bottles,
of the examination of two of which the re
port has been given, were ﬁlled with air in
three different parts of the room; one near
the floor; another on a level with his mouth ;
and the third at the top of the room, where

the temperature was nearly equal to that of
boiling water. Hence it is probable' that
the two bottles examined contained air [mm
the lower strata, and that analysed by Mr.

Pens from the atmosphere nearest to the
floor. Had this information been imparted
immediately after the experiment, and the
bottles marked by Roberts, to point out the
places where they were ﬁlled, the examina
tion would have been more satisfactory.

IMPORTANT‘ ANATOMlCAL INVEN
TION.
\Ve have been favoured with the follow
ing by a Paris Correspondent.
Paris, March 27,1895.
M. Ouroux, a physician, has presented to
the Academy of Sciences, apieceol artiﬁcial
anatomy, representing the body of a man

according to its natural dimensions. The
solidity of the material employed, permits
the taking to pieces and putting together
again, all the various pieces of mechanism
in their very fullest details, and with such
scientiﬁc accuracy, that a student may, with
a book of anatomy in his hand, find out and
trace into its most minute particulars any
or every portion of the human frame. lm
mediately under the slrrn are exhibited the
veinous system, and the superﬁcial coat of
muscles; each muscle may be separately de
tached, and with it the vessels and nerves
that‘ run along its surface, or go through it.
The succeeding coats of muscles, &c. may,
in like manner, be detached and studied sc
parately.or in selection with the other organs
of the system, until the student at length
arrives at the bare skeleton. A portion of
the lust coat of muscles and of the vascular,
and nervous system, the separation of which
offered no advantage, remain attached to the
bones. In the cavities are found all the

organs proper to them. The cranium may
be opened. and the brain taken out. In this,
by means of a cut through its entire mass,

may be seen the minutim of its organization.
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The eye detached from its orbit, may be
studied apart. The muscles, the vessels, the
nerves, and the membranes of this delicate

departments of France, though having been

organ are represented with scrupulous ac
curacy; the transparent parts ‘are imitated

might enable the French cultivators of silk
worms to supply sufficient silk for the

in glass. The organization of the throat
may be examined by means of this piece of

French manufacturers. Consequently French
capital to the amount of 20,000,000 of

mechanism with greater precision than on a

francs is every year sent out of the country
to procure a supply of this article. To re

natural subject.

In the thoracic cavity is

seen the heart and the'vessels that branch oil"

from it, and which may be followed to their
remotest ramiﬁcation. One portion of the
lungs is divided in two, in order to exhibit
the pulmonary circulation. In the abdominal
cavity, separated from the preceding, by the

diaphragm, are found an exact representation
of the viscera. On removing the intestinal
mass, the veins, the spleen, the liver, &c._ are

disclosed to view. The preparation of the
organs contained in the cavity of the pelvis,

is‘ particularly worthy of attention. The re
moval of all these parts leaves open to in
spection the azigos, the thoracic canal, and
the grand l ympilhetre nerve attached to the
, vertebral column. This piece of mechanical
anatomy, has, over all other representations
of the human system, great advantages.
From the solidity of its materials it can be
taken to pieces, and handled and examined
in its minutest details without suffering any
injury; it is not liable to be inﬂuenced by

greatly improved of llate years, has not yet
reached that degree of perfection which

lieve his country from this tribute, M. Toyze
lcur des Longchamps has made several ex

periments upon the means of augmenting
the produce of the silk-worm.

He has pre

sented a memoir on this subject to the Aca
demy ofv Sciences, of which the following is
the substance :-—One of the most obvious
means, he thought, to procure this augmen
tation, was by producing, if possible, several
crops of silk in the year. The author goes
on to state, that having observed that the
batching of silk-worms took place naturally
a month or six weeks later in Paris than in
the southern departments, he was thence led
to conclude, that this protracted development
in the north of France, was owing to the
more rigorous temperature and longer dura
tion of the winter; and that it was probable
that by putting towards the end of the Wlllf
ter, silk-worms’
temperature
should
eggs remain
in a place
ﬁxed,where
at _s ces
tain degree, and where there should be-no,

the variations in the temperature of the at

light, it might be possible to retard their

mosphere; besides its [offering the student
the greatest possible facility for the exami
nation of even the remotest part of the body,
not only in relation with the whole, but se
parately,it is the least ‘expensive succedaneum
for the human subject that has been yet dis
covered. The price set upon this very in

development, and allow them to come to
perfection only when desired, by removing
them from the cool place in which they had
been kept, and making them pass'success

genious and eminently useful piece of me

gust. By this simple means, several crops
might be made in the year. In order to
bring this hypothesis to the test of experi

chanism, is BOOO francs . Now it iswell known
that the wax ﬁgure of a man, in the natural

proportions, exhibiting merely theoutward
coat of muscles (the skin being taken off)
cannot‘ be had fora less sum than between
30 Fand 40,000 francs.‘ The Academy of
Sciences has named a commission to draw

up a report upon this invention of M. Ou
zouir. The Royal Academy of Medicine,
and the Society of Emulation, have already
made such favourable reports upon M. Ou
zoux’s ﬁrst essays in this way, as to secure
to' him the countenance and encouragement
of government.

ON THE PRODUCTION OF SILK.
The following article which has been for
warded to us by a friend who is on the con
tinent, possesses considerable interest just
now that attempts are making by a public

Company of great respectability with the
Earl of Liverpool at their head to introduce
the Silk Manufacture more generally in this
country, and to produce the raw material.
The education of silk-worms, so abundant
a source of ‘riches for many of the southern

ively through the intermediate degrees till
they gradually reached the temperature
usual in the months of June, July, and Au

ment, M. des Longchamps, having on the
24th March, I824, enclosed in a glass ves-\
sel well corked, some silk-worms‘ eggs, he

placed them in a cellar, the temperature of
which was 5,45° F. where they were left till
the 10th May. On that day be commenced

feeding some silk-worms which had come
forth spontaneously. On taking the eggs
from the cellar, he made then‘: pass success

ively in two days through the temperatures
of 54° 5, 56° 5, and 63° 5 F. In the last
temperature they remained twenty days, when

they began, but in small numbers, to come
forth. On the 2nd of June, he began their
regular education, Which lasted till the 16th
July. The ﬁrst worm began spinning the
41st day, and the last on the 46th day. A
hundred of the means or webs, produced by
these worms, weighed only four ounces 3
drachms, whilst the same quantity of means

produced by the worms hatched in the na
tural way weighed 7 ounces, 4 drams, and

48 grains. This great difference in weight
M. des Longchamps thinks was caused by

rnn manor: ssracusnrcs’ asorsrsm
the first cocmrs not having been weighed
until after eight days exposure to the sun
for the purpose of destroying the moths.
He adds, that froni the moment the moths
are destroyed, no matter by what cause the
weight of the cocmu continues to diminish

daily. At the end of a month it is less by
one third, and after three months by two
thirds. By leaving some of the eggs for a
longer period in a cold place, M. des Long
champs was enabled to retard their develop
ment till the 20th June.

This third educa

tion lasted till the 28th July; the tempera
ture during this time varied from 74° 7, to
81° 5 F. A hundred of the C000"! produ
ced by these silk-worms, weighed 6 ounces,
7 drachms, and 42 grains. The heaviest
cocons weighed 52 grains, and what was re
markable, the worm that spun it was put on
the 28th July at 4 o’clock in the evening,
into a paper box, and was carried a distance

of 20 leagues during the night, on the out
side of a Diligence, and yet the cocoa was
as accurately ﬁnished on the third day, as if
the little spinner had not been shaken by the
motion of the coach. But a temperature of
45° 5 F. may not always be suﬂicient to re
tard the development of the silk-worms more
than two or three months beyond the ordi
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This inconvenience he proposes to remedy

by giving them the young and tender leaves
of trees, which he should cut in such a man
ner as to retard the putting forth of the
leaves, and make it coincide with the suc
cessive educations of the silk-worms. He
also employs the leaves of very young trees,

which he thinks may be gathered without
injury to the tree twice a year. He states
that the great heats and the thunder storms

of July and August, are not an obstacle, as
has been feared. The author has found, by
experience, that the silk-worms are neverin

better health than during a temperature of
77° to 81° 5 F.‘ and the thunder exercises

no detrimental inﬂuence whatever on them.
In a note to this memoir, the author gives
an account of some interesting experiments
made to shew what species of mulberr
leaves besides those of the white and blac
mulberry tree may be used in feeding silk
worms. Duhamel had recommended the
leaves of the mulberry, but only when the
silk-worms had become fat. M. des Long
champs tried the experiment, and found that
the silk-worms not only eat the leaves with
out repugnance,hut even shewed no prefe
rence for the leaves of the white mulberry,

nary period, but if they be kept in a place

both being equally within their reach. But
he remarked, that after feeding on the leaves

the temperature of which is from 34° to 36°
5 F. they may be retarded a longer time.
By this means M. des Longchamps was en
abled to carry on a fourth and a ﬁfth educa
tion. The ﬁrst of these latter attempts
commenced the 17th July, and lasted till the

ber of the silk-worms perished, and that the
corona ‘proved considerably lighter.‘ Silk
worms ed upon the leaves of the mulberry
tree of Constantinople, gave him during two

29th August. The weight of a hundred of
the cocons, was 5 ounces, 4 drachms, and
50 grains. The second began the 19th of
August, and was prolonged to the 4th of0c
tober. During the interval,the temperature
varied between 68", and 74° 7 F. until the

of the red mulberry, a much greater num

consecutive years,cocous much heavier than
those produced by the silk~worms fed upon
the leaves of the white mulberry tree. But
the In-ousonetia pupyrofera,which had been

recommended as a substitute for the white

the last silk-worms had considerable diffi

mulberry, is prejudicial to silk-worms. lt
has been said, that in China the mulberry
leaves are dried and kept from one year to
the other. The author has tried the expe
riment, and declares them to be totally unﬁt

culty in ﬁnishing their coconr. A hundred
of these weighed only 4 ounces, 3 drachms,

little creatures.

and 12 grains. These experiments suﬂiciently

the number of females which the male silk

prove the probability of having several crops
of silk in the year, and agree with what it is

worm may impregnate. He states having
seen a male perform this act of duty 17
times, without any appearance of his ardour
being diminished. He has reared worms
resulting from a sixth propagation by the

8th of‘ October, when it diminished gradually
to 54° 5 F.

owing to which diminution

~azrted takes place in some parts of lndin,
re it is said there are as many as twelve
crops of silk gathered in the year. This,
however, the author takes to be an exagge
ration. M. des Longchamps then proceeds

for the purpose of feeding those valuable
The author then speaks of

same male, which appeared in no way less
strong or healthy than those resulting from

to refute the objections that may be made
to the possibility of these successive educa

a ﬁrst copulation.

tions.- In order not to exhaust the mulberry
trees, or destroy them'altogether by repeat
edly stripping them of their leaves, he pro
poses to have a double, and even triple
number of these trees, so that no one tree

the number of the males contained in the
006011: for the purpose of propagation, in

shall be deprived of its leaves more than

interesting and important memoir, by some
observations upon the culture of silk-worms
in northern countries.
Henry IV. had

once.

The mulberry leaves, a month or

two after their appearance, become too hard
to serve as food for the young silk-worms.

It becomes necessary

then to set aside only a fourth or a sixth of

which case the labours of the superﬂuous

males would materially augment the quan
tity of silk. The author concludes this very

caused to be planted a great number of mul-_

-rid ‘i.osnoii’ll‘s“c¥5iXslici? ’iiniiihsili
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berry trees in‘ me gardens of the Tuilleries
to serve as food for the silk-worms kept in

‘rm may generally
beore)
detected
placing
a'' smalliparticle
(of iron
underby
the
ﬂame

that part of the ediﬁce called the orangery.

of the pipe; it will not melt, but after it has

Since that time repeated attempts have been
made to rear silk-worms in and about Paris,
but at present there evists here no such es
tablishment of that kind, and it is a general

been kept red hot for a few moments, the
magnet will exert its uuerring power, and
attract it; or reduce the particles to powder;
put it into a watch-glass, to which add a

belief, that success in such an attempt is

drop or two of sulphuric acid, and expose it

impossible. However, M. des Longchamps’
experiment has succeeded, and he states
hisconviction, that the failure of his pre

to the ﬂame of a lamp, and throw the con
tents into a glass of water, into which pour
a. little tincture of galls, and you will have

decessors has been owing to their want of

ink; or a beautiful blue, if prussiate of pot

knowledge on the subject. In support of
this opinion, he brin s forward the very pro
ductive culture of ' '-worms which is made
more to the north in Germany, and even in
Russia; and on-this occasion he gives some
details which had been communicated to him

ash be used instead of the tincture of galls,
The common iron ore of England is clay
iron sfrme. It is almost always found near
coal, which is so necessary for reducing the
ore to a state of purity. S0 common as
iron is, yet how few know any thing of the
process it undergoes,before it becomes mal
leable. It is one of the most difficult metals
to melt, and more art and labour is requisite
to conduct a small iron furnace, than to melt
all the gold produced in Brazil.
Here is a. substance of a dark colour,

by M. Tzcherniaeif, a travelling -botanist
employed by the Russian government. From

these details, it appears that 12 or 15 years
a 0, MarshalBribentein, author of the Flora
Q Caucasus, introduced the culture of the
white mulberry tree, and the education of
silk-worms into several districts of the
Ukraine, as far as the 50th degree of north
latitude. These have succeeded so well that
there are already several silk manufactories
established in those countries, which are in

which I am told is manganese. How can I
assure myself that it is so ?
-1

a rapidly progressing state of prosperity.

be known by its earthy black appearance,

Manganese, like the preceding‘ article,

(iron) informs
varieties‘,
and4_“i's
buted
greatmany
abundance.
It may
gyéinei-al'fy
and
often iscontains
commonly
ﬁbrescalled
embedded
blackinwad,
it, ofapne

FAMILIAR LESSONS
ON MINERALOGY.

tallic lustre.

Other varietiesare composed

of acidular ﬁbres, sometimes aggregated, and
(Rarumcdfrom Page 336.)

have a, bright iron-like splendour. It is very

Ora: of iron. Iron presents itself in
abundance, and exhibits a great variety of
appearances.

frequent in Devonshire, and when examined,

terior; on breaking them, two or three

We cannot suﬁiciently recommend an ac
quaintance with the preceding substances,

may be distinguished from iron, orifany other
substance. Exposed to the ﬂauiecf the blow
Clay, Sandstone, and Jasper, frequently pipe. with borax, a pur 1e‘ giziss is produced.
contain a considerable proportion of iron
Manganese may itbo ‘be known byputting
which gives to them their red colour. In a little muriatic acid to a small quantityof
some stages it is more subject to decomposi the powder, and on holding,a,picce‘of_.printéd
tion than in others, and the more iron they cotton, the. over the fumes, thegcolopii will
be destroyed; dilute the mbsﬁlnceii ’
contain, the more coloured (generally red water, and on immersing, a colouiédvic-ottbii, ‘
brown)-, the substance becomes. Many clay
like stones appear ochreous on their ex the same willbe bleached. '
_
stages of decomposition are often instruc
tively and beautifully marked, elucidating
its change; whereas the centre remains per
fmt, unaltered, and hard, not having yet been
affected by either water or air, the action of

the means of detecting what they are, he will

which has given the surface so different an
appearance.

then have gained the ﬁrst steps to the know
ledge of mmeralogy as a science, from which

and the different methods of discrimination.
For if the learner has once familiarized him
self with the characters of mineral, and with

Other ores of iron, as those called hema
fiks, are red, often black red, and ﬁbrous:
they are heavy, and frequently appear as if
polished; they are also sometimes encrusted
with red dusty matter, which soils the
ﬁngers.
There were yet others, as loudstonc, and
shiningspecular iron ores ,- some have the
appearanceiof aggregated granular par
ticles ofiron or steel, but this series so inte
restmg to the uses of ‘man, is leading us be ,

takes so largely of the great recommendation

yond the bounds we had prescribed ourselves.

of-all science, utility.

too many have started back, and could not
prevail upon themselves to proceed.
We have therefore endeavoured to intro- ‘

due the sub'ect, under such appearances as
may invite the learner to further exertions.
For as our chemists, our artists, and our
manufacturers, at least equal, and in most
cases excel those of neighbouring nations,
why should we not equal them in the know
ledge or science of mineralogy, which par.

1-an LONDON sta,cus§,tcs,' naorsran.
The common use of tin naturally resents
itself to the notice of the teacher; It is not

.
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,1 herewith send you a cop yr-plate en-,

graving and description thereo pointing out
its applicability and advantages over all
other hydraulic machines.—-I am, Sac.

so generally distributed as many other mi
nerals, but exists in abundance where it has
hitherto occurred. It is one ofthe heaviest
38, Seward-street.
J. Buvron.
minerals and one of the lightest metals. It
',* \Ve have received the engraving to
consists of few varieties; its ores may gene
rally be known by their great weight; it is which Mr. Barton refers, and we feel thank-’
sometimes ofa resinous colour,but commonly ful for his attention. but as this engraving
approaching black, and its crystals occur has already been published, it is not neces
Our own opinion is
in clusters, presenting planes in different sary for us to give it.
directions. It is hard and diﬁicult to be decidedly lavour-able to his invention, and
scratched with the knife.
It occurs in we therefore recommend an inspection of
veins, some of which are so delicate, as not his apparatus.—Enrron.
to be thicker than the blade ofa knife. lt
also occurs in small massive pieces, radiated,
HYDROPHOBIA.
Several journals have recently asserted
and striated; hence called wood tin.
The ores of this metal may, after having that the use of vinegar in the treatment of
been pulverized, and mixed with borar, be hydrophobia is a speciﬁc remedy. It would
reduced to malleable tin, but care must be be useless to repeat here the names of all
taken not to continue the heat too long, as those authors who have recommended its use
it will burn away; a little morsel of soap, upon such occasions, to prove that the opi
nion entertained of its elﬁcacy, is by no
melted with it, may assist the operation.
Ores of tin, cannot be described, so as to means a lately adopted one. It is neverthe
give a perfect idea of them; they resemble less certain that its effects have been exagge
ores of iron in many cases; also ores of rated in attributing to it the powers of an in
fallible speciﬁc. The following case, of the
blende; but after their difference is ex
plained aind ointed out to the learner, he authenticity of which there is no doubt, de
serves
to be made known, as it proves the
will be enabled to distinguish them.
utility to a certain degree, of this very simple
(To be resumed.)
means, and which has moreover the advan
tage of being almost always at hand. On the
To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
Sm,—Noticing in the public journals of 15th of last June, at Bolenne, in the uran
the last year the melancholy burning of two diument of Mama, a farmer’s boy. aged 14,
vessels “and latterly that of the Kent, East was bitten by a sporting dog, which animal

Indiaman, with the destruction of many of had already bitten several dogs in the Village.
the crew, and likewise the numerous ﬁres in

various parts of town, which must not only
excite the sympathy and feeling of all ranks
of society, but ought also to induce every
scientific man to think of some means
whereby such unfortunate occurrences may

in future be prevented, I beg, through the
medium of your valuable Registt-r,to inform
the public, that I have invented an appara
tus, which is by far the most powerful ship’s
pump and fire engine at present known—to
both of which purposes it is alike applica

ble.

As a ship’s pump it is found to per

form double duty ofany pump used for that

purpose, and being nearly without friction,
it is worked with little more than half the
labour, and is not liable to get out of repair;
as a fire engine it is equally valuable, and

The wound was upon the wrist and a few
lines in extent. Eight hours after the acci
dent, the boy was seen by Doctors’ Cassan,
father and son, who enlarged the wound and

cauterized repeatedly with a red hot iron.
There was afterwards placed upon the part
affected a blister, the suppuration produced
by which, was kept up during a month.
Until the commencement of August the ge.
neral health of the boy remained unaltered,
he preserved his usual gaiety and shewed no

inquietude as to the wound.

But in the

month of August a very visible change took
place in his character naturally mild. He
became sombre, taciturn, indocile, and surly.

On the 6th he complained of a painful wea
riness. On the morning of the 7th he was
taken with nervous convulsions, he was un

can be applied to both objects, (raising

able to eat, but he drank oil" a large glass of

water and extinguishing ﬁre) at the same

light cider; soon after the symptoms became
more alarming, the patient asked again for
drink, but on the liquid being brought near
his month he involuntarily repelled it, and was

time without the least diﬂiculty or delay. It
has been inspected and approved of by se
veral of the most eminent and scientiﬁc men
who have given it their decided approba
tion, and I have no hesitation in asserting
that if this apparatus were properly con
structed, and of suﬂicient dimension, it would

immediately seized with a violent spasm in
the muscles of the neck.

On the morning of

the 8th the Messrs. Cassan were called in,
they found the boy in a state of extreme
anxiety, complaining of burning thirst, his

be almost impossible for accidents similar to
the dreadful one: before alluded to, to take

breathing very ditlicult, and his pulse ex

place.

tremely irregular and rapid.

At the sight

*1 r
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of liquor he

first doses of vinegar. It is then verynninch

fell into the most terrible convulsions, ac
companied with gnashing of the teeth. The

should be often repeated and with more care

and even at the

consciousness he had of not being able to
swallow liquids appeared to be the sole cause
of the augmentation of the nervous aﬁection.

His -intellectual faculties were in no wise
troubled, he submitted very willingly to the

to be desired that a similar experiment
to avoid the accidents resulting from the ac
tion of too great a quantity of this acid upon
the organs. And even should the applica
tion have no other effect than to allay and
remove the horrible symptoms accompany

examination of his mouth. There were none

ing this disease, it must still be considered as

of those pustules visible about the bridle of

a signal service to humanity. For what is it
that renders hydrophobia so terrible? it is
not the almost inevitable mortality that at
tends it—mortality is incident to many other
maladies: no, it is the series of frightful

the tongue, which M. Marochetti and others
say they have invariably discovered in simi
lar cases, and which they look upon as a cer

tain sign of the presence of 'hydropho'bia.
The cicatrice of the little woundwas of a
bird colour. ‘ Doctors Cassan convinced that
the boy was attacked with hydropliobia, re
solved to try the'eﬂ'ect of vinegar; they ﬁrst

symptoms, dreadful sufferings, and indescrib
able agonies, that render the unfortunate
being afflicted with this most hideous of vi

sitations an object of horror and alarm;

moistened the lip's‘and tongue of the patient
with a linen rag’ dipped in vinerar, but he '
PATENT EXPIRING NEXT WEEK.
was unable to beat more than two or three

times this application. ~ They then gave him

Cornelius Varley, for a telescope for

some soft bread saturated with vinegar, he
succeeded in,swall.0wing some mouthfuls but

viewing distant objects, with a suitable table
or stand for the same. Expires April 5.
I

the rest was rejected with incredible eliorts.
This crisis was only momentary, but imme
diately after the -boy was taken with a con
tinued ptyalism 5 vinegar injections were then
administered, and in the course of four hours
he
takén a pound and a half of vinegar,
diluted with three pounds of water. His

pulse lost its rapidity, but became extréimely
hard. A transparent glass ﬁlled with limpid
water was -then’ placed before his eyes, but
he seemed to take no notice of it, until it

was proposed to him to drink a spoonful.‘ He
swallowed some drops which caused him a
‘burning sensation.

lnsensibly the degluti

tion ‘became easier and hopes were entertain
ed of the happy effect of the vinegar, but in
the absence of the physicians the‘patient was
allowed ' to drink repeatedly and in large
quantities, undiluted vinegar, at the same
time that the vinegar injections were con
tinued, so that in the space of live hours he
had taken about two quarts of vinegar. ‘ As
the nervous symptoms diminished, those of
an inﬂammation of the abdomon declared
themselves, and the boy expired in a few
\ hours ‘afterwards. Though the patient.in
this case perished, it yet appears placed be
yond a doubt, that the vinegar had contri
buted most powerfully to allay the 'nervous‘
sym toms. The horror of liquids disappear
ed allogether, the faculty of deglutition was
completely ,restored immtidiately
after the
- . ‘
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The Edito.r has received the
a General Way, which one of the read

on
of

the Mncnarucs’ -Rnmsrnn had th’e kind
ness to send to him.~ He has ‘perused it
carefully without finding any new fact stated
in it of general interest to the public,bUt as
it was probably written before Mr._Gray’s,
and other books on that, subject,‘ the Author
is entitled to some credit.
7
We are greatly obliged to ‘Mr. Hollands
for the design which he has favoured us
with; and regret that we arecompelled, from
want of space, to delay the insertion of
manyof his valuable commun-ications.‘
S. E. A. on an Explosion by Gas, has

been received.

‘No really think this;gentle

man attachesmore importance to- the sub

ject upon which he writes than ifdeserttes.
We are very much obliged to “ Projector
Abundans,” forhis suggestions and good
wishes. ‘
.
- g.
D. Q. requests usto give publicity to his
desire to have a Mechanics’ Institution esta
blished in the Borough, in order that others
who have the same .wish may communicate
with Dr. Birkbeck on the‘subject. -,, '
Many favours have been received, which

are under
consideration.
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Q The heat of the apartment was not quite

so intense as on the former occasion, but the
vapour appeared to be more insutferably
noisome. One of the workmen entered the
room upon his hands and knees during the
\Ve have this week the satisfaction of experiment, but on attempting to raise his
presenting to our readers a correct and head higher than about a foot from the
spirited representation of the admirable in ground, the suffocating sensation compelled
vention of Mr. Ronears, illustrative of the him to quit the chamber with precipitation,
beneﬁcial results which may be conﬁdently after remaining there only two or three mi
anticipated from its adoption, in those la nutes. Roberts in the mean time traversed
mentable instances of conﬂagration which the room in an erect posture, supplied the
are of such frequentoccurrence, particularly ﬁre with additional combustibles, and occa
in populous and extensive cities. Hitherto, sionally ascended the ladder, without feeling
the absolute impossibility of breathing‘ in any inconvenience, except from the heat;
the midst of dense volumes of smoke, has and after having been enveloped in the Sty
occasioned the destruction of much valuable gian atmosphere exactly thirty-nine minutes,
property, and of many still more valuable and atforded to every spectator a satisfactory
lives, which might have been preserved by demonstration of the eﬁcacy of his invention,
means of some simple contrivance to enable he quitted the apartment at thirteen minutes
individuals to resist, even for a few minutes, before three o’clock, and disencurhbered
the suffocating inﬂuence of the noxious va himself of his apparatus in one of the lower

pours. This desirable object is completely ac

rooms of the Institution.

complished by Roberts’s valuable apparatus,
and we are happy to add, that every trial of
its utility conﬁrms our favorable opinion of
its merits.
Several gentlemen who were unable to
witness the former experiment, having inti
mated a wish for its repetition, Saturday last
was appointed for that purpose, upon which

here examined his pulse, which was at 160,

Mr. Pettigrew

but subsided to 114 in about twenty Mes,
and soon afterwards resiirned its 0
ry
motion.

_

_

Roberts had been supplied with ﬂral
bottles ﬁlled with mercury, in order
might empty them in the room at s’

p ' he
' , pe

riods, and preserve their‘ gaseous é '_" 'nts
occasion a number of scientiﬁc individuals at for subsequent chernic'al1 exa}n_'iihtioii. H
tended in the unfinished lecture room of the of these bottles were accordi '19 ""0 ed
Institution, among whom we observed the by Mr. Pepys, anditl is a're'r!l':ir ‘ ' if
of
learned President, with his son, Wu. LLOYD stance that they all appeared to
BIRKBECK, Esq. (to whose kindness we are
indebted for the drawing from which our En

graving is taken) and his brother Wm. BlRK

atmospheric air; as no mercury r'o's‘e',into

them when opened beneath that metal, which,
from the expanded state of the atmospﬁere

BECK, Esq.‘ Mr. 000, who recently deli of the apartment, must have been the case J
vered an able course of lectures on Geology ‘if the bottles had been perfectly stopped
to the Members of the Institution, Major The air taken from the rmddle of the room,
General 000, Professor VAN Beans, of as to elevation, appeared to contain the
largest quantity of carbonic acid, and the
Ghent, Sir PETER Lamun, Mr. Pn'r'rr
GREW, surgeon to His Royal Highness the smallest quantity of oxygen ,- the following
being the result of Mr. Pepys’ very accurate
Duke of Sussex, DAVID Ponnocx, Esq. bar
analysis of that portion :
rister, &c. &c.

The ﬁre having been previously prepared,

Middle of the room

and an ample supply of cornbustibles placed
in the temporary room used on the former

2 carbonic acid.
18 orig-eh.

80 aiote.

occasion, Ronnnrs put on his2 apparatus, .
aud entered the apartment at eight minutes
after two o’clock, at which time the ther
mometer on the outside stood at 54°. About
three pounds-of sulphur, in addition to other
combustibles, were consumed during the
experiment, the sulphur being placed in an
iron pan, to prevent it from escaping com

bustion by falling to the ﬂoor of the apart
ment. The density of the cloud of noxious
smoke, and the heat of the room increased
as before, till the temperature indicated by

100
In the course of the present weelt, Roberts

has exhibited his apparatus to the Lords of
the Admiralty, to whom he was introduced by

JOHN Bannow, Esq. the Secretary, in con
sequence of a letter kindly Written to that
Gentleman by Dr. Brnrrnncm Their Lord
ships, we understand, were greatly surprised
at the simplicity of its construction, and
much interested by the unadorned descrip

tion of its operation given by the inventor.
the thermometers fixed in different places Sir SAMUEL H001), as well as other Gen
was as follows :
tlemen, expressed a very favourable opinion
At the ceiling 158
';'L\ln the center 101

‘ Near the ﬂoor 68

of its merits.

The ﬁrst experiment in Southampton
buildings has been noticed in terms of con
I
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slder-able approbation in the Jotmml du
Debuts; and as we feel a strong conviction
of the great utility of the apparatus, we sin
cerely hope that the introduction of the un
assuming inventor to the Lonnon Muns
mcs’ lNs1-rru-rion, will be the means of
procuring eﬂicient patronage to his inven
tion, and ultimately secure for him that re
muneration to which his native talents, un
assisted by the advantages of education, have
justly entitled him.
Ml DUPlI\"S ADDRESS.

(('ontinuedfr0m our last.)
In examining these results with attention,

I have remarked with great surprise, that
the counties the most burthened by the poor’s
rates, are principally employed in agricul
ture: whilst the least burthened are prin
cipally devoted to manufactures; and are
those in which are to be found the most
of those great machines, which appear to
render useless a crowd of workmen.
During the war in l8ll, nine of the
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It is not suﬂlclent for me to have shewn
to you, that in England, the whole number
of the working class, although it has in
creased prodigiously since the commence
ment of the present century, has had less

and less occasion to be assisted by the opp
lent part of the country. You must also
be shown in what consist the changes which

have taken place in the condition, and the
morals ot' men, who are engaged in me
chanical operations. I hope by this, to sti
mulate those amongst our citizens who live
by labour; to awaken a generous emula
tion, and a desire not to remain behind our
rivals, in the career of improvements. The
facts that I shall lay before you, will odor

besides to the heads of great establish
ments, who honour this ﬂ"st lecture with
their presence, examp." worthy of being

put in practice in their work-shops, and
their manufactories.
Formerly, in Great Britain the working

classes, as well as the superior classes of
society, were addicted to excessive drinking.
This vice infested and degraded all ranks,

counties most engaged in agriculture paid

from the general to the private soldier,and

for the poor a tax equivalent to twenty-nine
francs (twenty-four shillings) a head; sup
pos-tng this sum to be levied upon all the
inhabitants of the nine counties.
At the same time nine counties most

from the nobleman to the artizan.

devoted to manufactures, paid for the poor
l tax équal only to twelve francs (ten shil
lings.)

During the peace in 1821, the nine agri
cultural counties

paid twetdy-one francs

(seventeen and sixpenoe) a head for the
poor; and the nine manufacturing counties
only paid tenfrancs (nine shillings.)
These facts speak loudly, gentlemen;
they demonstrate to you the great utility of
machines to the tmrlunen, and to the poor
themselves : they shew still better, that for a
long time, the workmen and the poor of

At present this vice is much diminished,
not merely in the more elevated ranks; it
has disappeared almost entirely from those
professions in which the artizan has felt
the necessity ofbeing instructed.

Such is the amelioration, which is evi
dent, especially amongst the workmen em
ployed in making machines: workmen who
generally can read, write and cypher : and
Who, for the greater part, are acquainted
with the ﬁrst elements of geometry, as well
as many of the principles of mechanics
A crowd of moral advantages have fol

lowed the disappearance of the single vice
of drunkenness.

By becoming temperate,

the artizam have acquired the power of
becoming economical; the future enters

the manufacturing counties have not gone
to gain a livelihood in the agricultural

into their thoughts; they feel that labour
can be made sufficient for their present and

counties; but on the contrary, that it is the
labourers who go from the country to the
towns, in order to seek the means of sub

future subsistence. They have accustomed
themselves to place in savings’-banks, the
overplus of their salary, during the time
when labour is abundant and well re
warded; in order to assist their wants,
during the times when work is scarce, and
unproductive; and onother occasions when
they are ill, inﬁrm, or weak. Thus itu
seen, that they are better clothed than for
merly : their dressis neater, and their linen
cleaner. Their morals are equally un
proved. They have formed themselves to
habits of prudence, and of moderation, as
well as of foresight. ln other words, they
are become in every respect better men.
Animated by a more elevated spint,
they have quickly acquired the noble de
termination to become able to maintain
themselves, and to free themselves for war

sistence, which agriculture is not sullicient
to procure for them.
It is necessary, I allow, to give you these
proofs, and to advance them to myself. I
should blush to profess a science, the pro
gress of which would injure the least fortu
nate part of society: and I would cease
from extending those discoveries, which do
the greatest honour to the genius of their
authors, if such discoveries were not
favourable to the happiness of the human

species.
On the contrary, I feel myself animated
by a new inﬂuence, when these truths offer
themselves to me, as sure and powerful
means ot' adding to the comfort and dignity
from the degrading assistance of IIIBEIdlCllY7
of men of every rank.

,t
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or of charities granted by a tax for the
relief of the poor.
Attentive observers have remarked, that
in London, no individual of the working
classes ever debases himself by asking
8111131 =he neither suffers it in his wife, nor

in his children.

He is inﬂuenced by that

pride, which can endure indigence, and all
the privations of life, rather than stretch out
a hand, to obtain help without having

earned it. One may thus easily explain
how ‘it: happens, that in a city such as
London, where food is so dear, and rent so
extravagant; where so many sources of
misery are accumulated with so much
luxury, the poor-rates for the city do not
amount to half of the tax collected in the

wichest agricultural counties.
Azparhamentary enquiry which is not yet
finished, but of which a part is already
known to the public,presents to us respect
"itig the amelioration of the industrious
classes, facts authentically established, and
worthy of all our attention.
Behold the result of the examination of
one of the principal mechanists in the city
ofLondon. “ Within the last thirty years,”
says Mr. Galloway, “ the character and
tone of the English artizans and mechanics
have undergone :a decided improvement:
not only in knowledge, but in conduct.
This is the fact,” continues this slrilful me

-chanician, “ in my manufactory, and I will
state the practice which I adopt. I have
found, from the mode of managing my bu

siness,by drawings and written descriptions,
a man is not of much use to me, unless he
can read and write. If he apply for work,
and says he cannot read and write, no more
questions are asked. But if he can read
and write,the next question is, where do
you come from ? and what. are you? and
can you produce a character? Unless he
conforms with these enquiries, Icannot em
ploy him." By which means, full of wis
dom, this manufacturer has rendered ge
neral among the workmen under his direc
tion, a degree of good conduct, and a de
portment such, that any person visiting his
manufactory, will see as much good order
and regularity in the men, as in the better
classes of society. He does not admit ob
scene and vulgar language to be used in the
manufactory.
The men themselves ﬁne
those who behave improperly, and their
general character has improved; and he
has found invariably, that the men who are
best educated, have always conducted them
selves the best, and have most completely
conformed to the regulations of the factory;
whilst the ignorant have been invariably
refractory, obstinate, and diflicult to ma
nage.”
“ My workmen,” says he, further, “ do
not recur‘ to parochial aid ; they would con

sirler it the greatest indignity that could be
offered to them while in health and em
ployment.’’
This taxis further useless in the manu
factory of this skilful rnechanician, because
a fund is there formed for the assistance of
the sick : a fund which procures for them,
in the most economical manner, certain as
sistance under every possible accident. One

shilling is retained weekly from the wages
of each workman. When one of them be
comes ill, he receives immediately from
this fund,,one pound weekly. The simple

labourers pay only half, and receive only
half the sum last mentioned, when they
are indisposed. Every year, at Christmas,
the workmen appoint inspectors, who audit
the accounts of the association. Soon af

terwards, if the receipts exceed the expen
diture, the surplus is divided amongst all
the workmen, according to the proportion

of the sums which they have placed in this
bank for their support. The existence of
this bank is suﬂicient to render the manu
factory of which we are speaking, prefera

ble to those of the same description which
do not possess one.

Should we wish to form an idea of the ad
vantages which the manufacturer who,with
so much zeal interests himself in the condi
tion of his workmen, in their instruction,
and in their prosperity, has derived from

his care, so truly honourable to human na
ture, it will be suﬂicient to quote one of the
questions which were addressed to him by
the Committee of the House of Commons,
before whom he was called to give evidence.
—“ What is your summary mode of en
forcing performance of a contract, if any
men decline fulﬁlling it 2” ‘- We have not

had, in twelve years, one single dispute,
although I have employed, within that pe
riod, from one thousand to ﬁfteen hundred
men.” This answer is the most beautiful

apology for the principles adopted by Mr.
Galloway for directing his labours and in
structing his workman.
Many other manufactories of machines
are conducted with the same wisdom as that
of the engineer, whose views and opinions
we have already exhibited. This wisdom
produces every where the same satisfactory
results.-There still exist, however, some

establishments imperfectly regulated in this
respect: they have preserved, until this pe
riod, the routine, and the numerous defects
which have been noticed in the English ma
nufactories for the last thirty or forty years;
but their number diminishes with rapidity,
partly by their want of success, and partly

by the force of good example. The erawtll
soon arrive when British industry will go
vern its labourers with feeling and intelli
gence only, and no longer by fear or by
prejudice.
:

THE LONDON
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Let us now examine the labouring class
under the point of view which the progress
ofits instruction presents.
In the year l8l7,wheu I visited Scotland,
I was every where struck with the inst'ru<>
tion generally diffused amongst this inte
resting class of men. I have cited nume
rous and remarkable examples of this dif
fusion. l have endeavoured to direct the
ublic attention to an institution of which l
ave so sensibly felt the importance. it is
a school for teaching the theory of the me
chanical and chemical arts; intended not
only for the directors of the workshops, and

the rich manufacturers, but intended parti
cularly for the simple workman. l have
delineated the advantageous effects pro
duced by this institution upon the industry

of the city of Glasgow.
The plan offered by the Andersonian in
stitution of Glasgow, is now imitated in

London, in Edinburgh, in Aberdeen, in
Leeds, in Manchester, in Birmingham, in
Newcastle, in Liverpool, in Lancaster; and
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situation in early life, has precluded even
the possibility of acquiring the smallest por
tion of scientiﬁc knowledge, and whose sub
sequent pursuits, not always affording more

than is necessary for their own support, and
that of their dependant connections, have
not enabled them to purchase that informa
tion, which curiosity too active for penury
wholly to repress, or the prevailing bias of
their natural genius, might prompt them to

obtain.

I am by no means sanguine in my

expectation, that by a course of instruction,
such as I have now proposed, one artist will
be directed to the discovery of any thing

which is essential or important in his par
ticular department, how much soever it may
be connected in principle with the subject to
be discussed. 1 am too well aware that the
best contrivances in every branch of the
mechanic arts, have resulted, and must still
continue to result, from the observation of
practical defects, and from the gradual ap
plication of suitable meaus,dit‘tated by prac
tical mruims, to obviate or remove them.

it will be followed successively in all the

But whilst m slight acquaintance with the

towns of Great Britain.

subject has a orded this infonnation, l have
become convinced that much pleasure would
be communicated to the mechanic in the
exercise of his art; and that the mental va
cancy which follows a cessation frombodily
toil, would often be agreeably occupied, by
a few systematic philosophical ideas, upon

Already the English mechanics feel a

profound conviction of the great utility of
scientiﬁc knowledge for directing them in
the conduct of the operations which they
on ht to perform. Let us say, and repeat
it mcessantly, the greatut part of them
which at his leisure he might meditate. It
know how to read, write, and cypher. Ma
ny even are prepared to draw correctly the must be acknowledged too, that greater sa
tisfaction in the execution of machinery
machines or the objects which they con
struct; and to give geometrical elevations, must be experienced, when the uses to
plans, and sections of them. They read pe
which it may be applied, and the principles
riodical works published respecting the arts upon which it operates,are well understood,
which belong to them, and technical works than where the manual partalone is known,
the artist remaining entirely ignorant of
published in numbers, for three-pence, four
pence, and six-pence, weekly. [shall notice every thing besides. Indeed, I have lately
particularly the Mechanics’ Magazine, of had frequent opportunitiesofobserving.with
which sixteen pages appear weekly, and the how much additional alacrity a piece of
journal called the Chemist, which appears work has been undertaken, when the cir
also in similar numbers, sold at the same cumstances were such as l have now stated.
moderate price.
“ Perhaps to some it may appear that the
‘ It is to Dr. Birkbeck. professor of me
advantages derivable from these lectures
chanics in the Andersonian Institution, that will be incomiderable, or even, that they
Great Britain is indebted for the extension will be disadvantageous, on account of the
of scientiﬁc instruction to the working class
extent of the subjects they embrace, and
es. The ﬁrst prospectus of the course of because those to whom they are addressed
lectures, which he opened with this inten
do not possess the means or enjoy the op
tion in the city of Glasgow, contains views portunities, calculated for engrafting upon
and reﬂections equally just and profound: the elementary truths which they learn, the
their utility induces me to communicate extensive researches of the illustrious philo
them to you. I shall endeavour to realize sophers, by whom the boundaries of science
for you, what the learned Scotch professor have been enlarged. Whatever the arro
has so happily accomplished for his pupils. gance of learning may have advanced in
“ In the prosecution of this design,” says condemnation of superﬁcial knowledge, and
he, “ I shall deliver a series of lectures upon however ﬁrmly I may be persuaded that the
people cannot be profound, l have no hesi
the mechanical properties of solid and
bodks, abounding with experiments, and tation in predicting, that vast beneﬁt will ac
conducted with the greatest simplicity of crue to the community, by every successlul
expression and familiarity of illustration, endeavour to diffuse the substance of great
solely for persons engaged in the practical works, which cannot be perused by the poo
exercise of the mechanic arts: men, whose ,ple at large, thereby making them reach
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the shop and that hamlet, and converting

them from unproductive s lendour, to use
ful though unobserved ac vity.”
The experience of twenty-four years has
fully demonstrated the excellence of these

four years afterwards, they had atthe some

time twenty vessels at sea, and twenty others,
on the stocks to replace these.
The army had need of our services; and

these samreworkmen constructed over the
views, and the justice of these thoughts: the Danube, opposite to Essling and Wagram,
workmen of Glasgow possess at the present under the tire of the enemy, bridges sufli_ci
moment a practical knowledge and a dex cient for the passage of an immense army.
terity celebrated in the whole of Great

This vast labour was com leted with‘ the

Britain.

coolness, the mathematica precision, and

I am persuaded that in employing ana

the rapidity, which could only have been

logous means for the industrious people of expected from the most able inen, working
France, an improvement still greater and

in perfect secutity, and in undisturbed lei

more rapid will result. Who can doubt the sore.
intelligence of the French artist, and his ca

Gentlemen, what the engineers of marine,

pability of promptly seizing the objects have done,to instruct in the nautical ar,ts,,
which are presented to him. In the works six thousand workmen taken by consc_r,ip
that I have long directed, in the midst of tion from all _the departments of the lowest‘
our most active arsenals, I have had the professions, we can do with equal success
opportunity of convincing myself of its truth. for the civilarts.
The workmen that I have instructed have
We shall now survey the probable r_es_uLt,s

assisted me in executing the scientiﬁc expe.
riments upon the strength of timber, that I
have made in pursuing my individual re
searches, or by the command of govern

of such a state of perfection, introduced into

the education of the industrious classes of
society. And here we shall not only speak
of what may probably occur, by means of
ment at Toulon, at Corfu, and at Dunkirk. the facilities offered to rnany men who have
These workmen perfectly comprehended received from nature a superior genins,but
the geometrical methods and the parts of likewise exhibit the salutary intl_ue_nce which,
mechanics which I explained to them: they by means of mechanical discoverie_s,,the_qe
learnt to use their intellectual faculties, and men may exercise upon their country. ,. ,,_ , .,

very often they perfected the practical me.
To change the face ofa great bran_c
thods which I pointed out to them. They industry, to open to the commerce of a
have contributed to the success of _my ex new sources of riches and of prqspeq
periments, as well as to that of the labours

of many other engineers whom I could
mention. This proves to us, that the French
workmen do not yield to those of any other

nation in their aptitude to seize and to apply
e principles of science.
The workmen that my colleagues and
myself thus‘ instructed, during the last war,
were not men chosen from their infancy to
give them a particular and careful appren

1 i
,_

3

has often been suﬂicient to perfect a
'1
instrument, or a single machine.
1, ‘bus;

Two Dutch workmen invent thetelescopeyv.
and soon new heavens are discovered; thesa
tellites belonging to the most distant planets _
are perceived; the system of the world is
known, as to its laws; means pf observation
are given to the navigator; and science, and;
the arts, and commerce,;pake.an',unexpe5;ta_ ;
ed effort, in consequence of ,a former rue:

ticeship: they were artizans furnished at chanical discovery. Watt improves the .
hazard by conscription-house carpenters, steam engine, and this single iinprovemen;
smiths, joiners, and blacksmiths; for the

most part accustomed only to the rough
works of mall towns, or~ of the country.
In the evening we taught thein to read and
write, and in the day time to draw vessels.
Do you know‘, gentlemen, the results of
these endeavours, conducted by the former
Scholars of the Polytechnic School? '

causes the industry of Englandto rnglge an

immense stride. This machine represents,

at the prssenttims, .the_P.owz=r of three hum:
red thousand, horses. or of £910 minions -M.,:
m_on_, strong and well ﬁt,

fp_rJlabo_;;|-, who.)

should work day and night, Wl_|._hD!ll inter
ruption and without re_p'ose, to aggmentjhe

riches of _a __c,our_r,try, not more than two
thirds
thedresser
extent invents,
of France.
Aihair
or at least ,br
has sustained against England, the engineers into isctioh ,,a machine. for s in n
it
of the marine had received from the con
scription six thousand workmen, for‘ the "Ila slam gig‘?! tv..British .iti:!ll:l.‘l"t'g §:“i)$<!‘
most part uneducated, and only capable of m<;nss s1.1R¢'f',_°1'i§X- Filty yew Qnlnafter
performing rough works. A year after this great discovery, more than onegrnillion
' At the time of the last war which France

I

wards,thanks to the instruction we had given

them, they were no longer the same men:
they were equal to the executmn of the

"eatest labours. In the single port of
rivers, they constructed an entire ﬂeet:
they had at the same time on the stocks
aiid three-decked vessels; ‘ and

.i "

9f the iuhabiwnts of England sre.emnI°.vsd'
111 those easratians which depenjwiitsctlx
or mdirectly, on the action ofthis jnaclgiae. '
Lastly, Er;gland exports, for 1fo_ur.h1iadted
mrlhons o

rancs, cotton spun and woven

b! an admirable system 0fmachi.'-1¢‘.Jy- The
ladies, so, lgpg superior t9]§,ur1;g>o-.—1.l),e In
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dies inundated the west with their roducts,
and exhausted the treasures of urope—

the Indies are conquered in their turn. The
Britlsh navigator travels in quest of the

cotton of India, brings it from a distance of
four thousand leagues, commits it to an
operation of the machine of Arkwright and
of those which are attached to it, carries
back their products to the east,making them
again to travel four thousand leagues, and

in spite of the loss of time—in spite of the
enormous expense incurred by this voyage
of eight thousand leagues, the cotton manu
factured by the machinery of England be
comes less costly than the cotton of India,
spun and woven by the hand, near the ﬁeld

which has produced it, and sold at the near
est market. So great is the power of the
progress of machinery.
Now, gentlemen, I will venture to say to
those men, who look upon the working
classes as nothing but mere machines, I
knowa machine still more powerful than
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overcome; if we are deﬁcient in any thing,
it is, perhaps, in perseverance, particular y
when success advances slowly to reward our
efforts. But in this respect even, it would
be exceedingly unjust to overlook and to
deny the progress which our national cha
racter has made during forty years. The
people in this respect, like individuals, are

matured by great circumstances and great
misfortunes, and of this we may be sure,
that when a nation becomes illustrious, it

has ceased to be frivolous.
*"-'
At this day, France possesses in the intel
ligence of its inhabitants, as well as in the
resources of its territory, every thing which
can place it amongst the industrious, en
lightened, powerful, and civilized nations.
But to obtain this high rank, we have oe
casion for labours the most extended, and
exertions of mind and of body distributed

through all classes of society: amongst the
learned, to discover the means and to give
directions; amongst artists, for the applica-1

that of Watt-more intelli ent than that of tion of abstract discoveries, and to trace the
Arkwright, and capable 0 attaining much new paths which inventors describe.
In pursuing this career, let us never cease
higher perfection. The whole world does
not possess ten thousand of the machines of
Watt, and twenty thousand of the machines
of Arkwright. Ah well! I am acquainted
with a description of machine, of which the
earth possesses copies to the amount of two

to remember, that we shall have constantly
to contend against a people, eminently in
dustrious, active, and persevering; against
a people, who will not easily yield to us the
victory, and who will regain from us all our

thousand millions.

The steam engines

advantages, if we remain inactive a single

throughout the world do not represent a
force superior to that of four hundred thou
sand horses, and I know one which repre

instant. I have already said much to you
respecting this rival nation; I must however
say more of it still,in order to shew you the

seats by its multiplication the force of a

nature and extent of those labours which it
will compel youtoundertake and to achieve.

hundred millions of horses.

What, then, is

this machine? Must I pronounce it, and
adopt language so revolting F--lt is man.

These statements alone suﬂice to demon
strate the material and pecuniary advantage
of improving the productive and labouring
faculty of the human species, even in the
eyes of those proud beings, who look upon
the individuals of the manufacturing classes

as nothing but machines or beasts of bur
then.

Let us compel ourselves to contemplate
that which constitutes the true power of a

kingdom, which in war as well as in peace,
is destined incessantly to contend against us:

and let us especially protectourselves against
that false patriotism, which would make us
ractice deceit upon ourselves, respecting
th ourselves and our antagonists.

It has been considered a great injustice
to England todeclare that she achieved her

But other considerations more vast and

victones by her treasures, which subsidized

more noble ought to direct the statesman,
ought to inspire the generous friend of

a multitude of strange people, and not by

humanity, and ought to inﬂuence religious
minds, which see, in every rank of society,

the valour of her own defenders. This was
at once indeed to confess, that gold itself is

a military force: and how had England ac

simple mortals, called by the author of the
universe to future destinies, eternal and
sublime.
Among so many nations, so ditferent in
their character and in their possessions,

quired this gold? had she procured it from
her mines? She has none which produce
this metal. Had she wrung it from con

whether intellectual or physical, the French

deceived ourselves.
Neither India not
America has ever enriched, by their tri
butes or their spoils, the public treasury of

nation is one of those which nature has fa

vored the most. Her activity has enabled
her promptly to execute enterprises the
most diﬁcult and the most complicated.
In all classes the understanding is extensive
and rapid; the courage is ardent and enter
prising, increasing by the diﬂiculties to be
surmounted,as well as by the dangers to be

quered people in her foreign possessibns?
This we have believed, and by it we have

Great Britain. What then has been during
all this time the source of this treasure ? It
is the industry of the pe0ple,and the labour

which is its element.
(To be concluded ‘ht our next.)
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» Dr. Brnrrnncx introduced the subject of
the. evening’s discourse by a series of obser
vations on the extraordinary action of atom:

or particles of matter on other particles of
matter to whichthey may be applied. In the
cour'se of the various lectures delivered to the

members, frequent opportunities had been
presented to them, of observing the changes
effected by the action of these atoms upon
each other. They had seen, for example,
that the particles of lime ﬂoating in one

receiving the blow of the hammer, and was
therefore employed to produce ignition in
pistols and guns. From these examples it
appears that it is only necessary to bring
these atoms into action upon each other,
to produce light, caloric, and combus
tron.
‘The effects of these inﬂuences of matter
are not however conﬁned to simple chemical
changes, or the evolution of light and calo
ric, for if two pieces of metal of different
kin ls are brought into contact, they exhibit
electrical phenomena, and no‘ longer remain
in a neutral condition. Thus the effects of
sins and copper on the electrometer show
that the former possesses positive, and the
latter rleyyatire electricity, and the mere con.
tact of these two metals, from a rerlundar.-cg
of electricity in the one, and a rlqﬁ<-iency in
the other, occasions a ‘mutual disturbance of
their particles. '

After these preliminary observations, Dr.

dill-0!] of another ﬂuid, such as nitric acid :
or if the particles of lime were previously
dissolved in the ﬂuid, they became apparent
by the addition of another acid, the carbonic.
Similar changes had beéh witnessed in many

Birkbeck proceeded to illustrate the subject
of GALVANISM, which he characterisedas
one of the most remarkable discoveries that
ever occurred in the annals ofs<‘ience,aDd as
arising entirely from accident, if that term
could in any case be applied with propriety.
In the year l790, the wife of Galvani, pro
fessor of philosophy at Bologna, found

other mstances, and in every case the effects

it necessary to use frogs as an article of diet

were produced by the mutual action of such
atoms, though the researches of science had
not yet arrived at a knowledge of the atoms
themselves, and their existence was therefore
only hypothetical.

in consequence of their supposed utility;
anumber of these frogs,£_which had been
prepared for cooking,‘ Were lying in the
laboratory, when one of his pupils was
drawing sparks from the prime conductor
of an electrical machine; and happening to

ﬂuid, rmmediately disappeared upon the ad

But the_ e_ﬂ‘ect of these atoms is sometimes
more strikingly exempliﬁed : as particles
of gaseous matter are occasionally found to

act on a solid substance, so as to produce,
not merely an inert ' chemical change, but
an evident and visible inﬂuence. Thus, if
the gaseous ﬂuid contained in the vessel

touch the exposed nerve of one of them with
his scalpel, he observed that a sudden"con
traction of its limbs occurred. Similar con
tractions took place in the limbs which were

hung upon iron hooks, and it was found that

now produced, is brought into contact with
the metallic substance exposed to its inﬂu

by placing one part of a frog upon one
metal, and another upon a metal of a diﬁ"er
ent kind, and connecting. them by a metal,

ence, the latter will be ignited. The Doctor
exemplrﬂed this remark by causing a stream

a still -more active motion of thezlimbs was

or hydrogen gas to ﬂow through an oriﬁce,
apd fall upon a portion of spongy pla

tmum, whmh immediately acquired a bright
heat, suﬂicrent to inﬂame the jet of hydro
gen. Thus it was seen that the gas in its
cold and simple state, ﬂowing on a cold me
tallrc ox1de,occasioned it to commence igni
tion, and gave rise to that sort of motion
which rendered it ca able of inﬂaming a
combustible
body. I we employ‘ another
_
_

combination of the particles of matter, and
exposeit to the sudden pressure occasioned
by the fall of a hammer,a considerable che
mic_a_l change is produced, and immediate
ignition ensues. The lecturer here exhibited

B small pistol upon Manton’s percussion
principle, furnished with a copper cap of a

produced.

Dr. Birkbeck exempliﬁed ‘these remarks
by placing the lower extremities of a frog
in contact with a piece of zinc, the crural

nerve of the animal being armed with a
coating of tinfoil ,- and it was seen that the

moment the tin was made to touch,._the
zinc, the limbs began to move as if the ani
mal was living. The same effect was pro
duced by touching the tinfoil and the zinc
at the same time with an arched piece of
silver wire, and thus they may be made to
occur even twenty-four hours after the

death of the frog.
tion occurring

in

Now this convulsive ac
the limbs of a _cold

blooded animal, was called by Galvanr am‘
mal electricity ; which he considered as a

property of living matter, and conceived

- ‘rat Lonnou-mecnmmts’ mania-ran.
that something in the nerves or muscles
themselves occasioned their contraction

The celebrated Volta, however, ﬁnding
that the employment of two metals was
always requisite to produce the eﬂect,
and
them also
into that
contact,
it was
thought
necessary
it merely
to
an

electrical phenomenon, and attributed the
etfect to a disturbance of the electrical equi
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and found that by applying a moistened ﬁn

gerat each end of the sesiu.be immediately
received a smart shock. This apparatus,
which is called the Votloic pile, led to many
discoveries in England; and though its

principle is like that ofgalvanism, the range
of power obtained by its means is so exten
sive, that in honour of Volta, the science in
which its agency is employed, has been de
nominated Voltaic EI¢c.'rs'cil_w,or Vultnism,
while the term gahaninn has been limited

librium. He considered that though this
disturbance of equilibrium might not always
be indicated by the electrometer, the frog to that part of the subject which _relates to
itself was a singularly excellent electrometer, mere animal motion.
.
and aﬂorded a similar indication of the eleo- Dr. Birkbeck then described the mode of
constructing the coltaic pilu, by commencing
trical etfect of the metals.
Volta, Fowler, Robison, and other philo
with a plate of zinc, then one of copper, then
the etfects produced by galvanism are to be
considered as nervous or elecfrical pheno
mena, and very singular discoveries have re

sophers have differed in opinion as to whether

one of moistened paper, and proceeding in
the same order, yiz. 'zinc, 'copper, paper,
'&c. to any extent at which. the pile can be
supported. Several of these piles may be

sulted from their contests upon these points.

connected 'together, .hy. means of wires,

The human body has been subjected to simi
lar excitations, and it is found that ifa plate
of nlrsr, such as a half-crown, be placed
upon the tongue, and a plate of zinc below it,
upon bringing the anterior edges of the two
metals into contact a sharp and peculiar
taste is experienced ; the tongue in this case
appearing to act as an electrumeter. If the
zinc be placed beneath the tongue, and the
silver between the lips and gums near the
eye tooth, a distinct ﬂash of light is seen
when the metals touch each other. If they
are applied to a part of the body, from
which the cuticle has been removed by
means of a blister, the sense of touch, like
that of taste, indicates thepresence of this
active power. Some connoisseurs in porter
consider that it has a superior ﬂavour when
drunk from a pewter pot, and the pewter

provided care be taken that each pilec0m
mences with the contrary metal to that which
terminates the adjacent pile, and that the
whole series begins and ends with different
metals. If a large piece of metal, such as a
key, or a mason’s chisel, be.now presented
to the two extremities of the series of plates,
a distinct shock will be instantly felt in both
arms.
,

The ﬂrst important result of the accumu
lation of galvanic power by the voltaic pile,
was the decomposition of water, which eﬁect

was observed by Messrs. Nicholson and
Carlisle, to take place when the wires were
made to communicate with that ﬂuid. They

also observed that one end of the wire be
came 0.1-idated, and furnished no gas, while it
was freely supplied by the other end; and

they found it diﬂicult to conceive in what

being composed of two different metals, the

manner the oxygen was

effect has been attributed by Professor Ro
bison to galvanic inﬂuence. Robison has
also observed that snuﬂ, when taken from a
tin box, in which part of the iron has be

through the water from one point to the

come exposed, has a diﬂerent ﬂavour from

communicated

other, when the wires were two or three
inches apart.

As a more convenient method ofconstruct
ing the pile, Volta placed his discs in cups

that which it possesses when in contact with
{in alone. Solder, which consists of an ad
mixture of metals, corrode: and tarnishes

of water; and Mr. Cruickshank, of Wool
wich, introduced the plan of soldering the

plates of zinc and copper to

ther, and ﬁx

sooner than the pieces of metal it is used to

ing them in grooves in a in

ogany trough ;

unite; and in the same manner, when the
copper sheathing of vessels is fastened with
iron bolts, the sheathing corrodes, and be
comes loose; for which reason, it is found
necessary to fasten copper sheathing with

each division containing two metallic plates,
the plates of zinc being thicker than those
of copper.
Between each of these cells

bolts of copper instead of iron.
In this state the subject remained till
Volta, in the year 1800, communicated to
Sir Joseph Banks, in a letter from Como,
the ertraordmary discovery which had re

a ﬂuid was introduced, generally containing
a portion of nitric, mlphuric, or murialic
acid, or two of them; and by this arrange
ment, the galvanic action, when once com
menced, might be continued to a great extent

lt was afterwards thought an improvement
to make the pairs of plates moveable, so that

sulted from his endeavours to increase the

they could be raised from the cells when they

activity of galvanic inﬂuence, by combin
ing several pieces of metal. He took a
number of pairs of zinc and copper-plates,
Which he placed upon each other, separat

were not in use, and sunk into their places
when necessary. The Wollaston arrange

ing the pairs by dues of moistened paper,

ment

congigted

in

surrounding the single

plates of zinc with copper; the power of the
zinc being obviously increased by placing the
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plate: of copperonssch side,,and a corres- adopted by the celebrated Sir, Humphry
ponding increase of effect was by this means

Davy, and referred to the following diagrams,

obtained.
which exhibit the important results of his
After observing that the methods of ar- scientiﬁc experiments on the combinations
ranging the metallic plates were susceptible
of considerable variet , the Learned Pre-

aident proceeded to ex

of various metals in the formation of the
voltaic battery:

in the arrangements

Most oridabla
Substances.

Less oridable Sub
stances.

_-1 '0.ridati1|g Fluids.

wmi gold, charcoal, sil- ’
Zinc

.

.'

.
2

Iron

.vu, copper, tin, iron,
mercury
. . .

Solutions of nitric aci.d,in
water, of muriatic acrd,

3 With gold, charcoal, sil-

Tiu

'

'

.

'

‘

ver, copper, tin

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

With gold, silver

. .

With gold, silver

.

1,
opper

.

Silver

.

of sulphuric acid, &c.

.

Water holding in solu

With gold, silver, charcoal

Lead

.

.
.

: With gold

.

.

. ‘

.

This diagram exhibits the different arrangements by which the simple gal-

ti_on oxygen, atmosphe
_

Itc arr, &c.

V

Solution of nitrat of sil,
ver and mercury. Ni
trous acid, acetous acid.
Nitric acid.

and the employment of water mixed with
nitric acid and a small quantity of sulphu

vanic circle is formed; the highest metal rte acid. In the apparatus on the lecture
(zinc), being positive to all the metals below table, the proportions of the acids mixed
it: and any of the metals below it being 112-

with the water, were eight parts of nitric to

gativc to all above them. The best arrange- one of sulphuric acid, of strength, therefore
ment is the combination of zinc with copper, much greater than is commonly employed.
‘ ,; Perfect Crin
duciors.

I"P”If-‘ct C°"d"¢l°"'-

Imperfect Conductors.
_-__

'Charcoal, .

Co 1' .
Siliifre

.

S h.

f alkal

h

odro-sulphurets,
trons 0
ille
Y‘
capable

'
'
'
S‘3:lg:§1'e°£n‘L‘:§;‘§:¢:§§g

Lead ._ .,

of
mm; on the ﬁrst
three metals, but not

&'c'ancagm,ableetalb
of actin"8

hon

. ,

on the last.

‘on ‘ ‘

Linc

.

Tin

m

“"

The other arrangements adopted by Sir came igniteduthrough itswhole extent; thus
Humphry Davy are shewn in the second

proving that a simple galvanic apparatus

diagram, as above; and the lecturer ob-

was capable of proddcinga heat sufficient to

served that any one of these metals, with

burn a considerable portion of metallic wire.

two of the ﬂuids, produced galvanic action, A piece of gold leaf was then laid upon the
though not so powerful as the preceding
combinations.
Having thus elucidated the general prin-

surface of some mercury in a Hat vessel,
and the wires being properly applied to it,
the gold leaf was instantly consumed. The

,,qiples of the science, and the different arrangementsofmetalsbywhich galvanic inﬂuence mayheexcited,Dr. Birkbeck proceeded
to perform some interesting experiments with
the voltaic battery, for the purpose of bring-

energy of the electrical power excited by
the battery, was thus proved to be intense
enough to burn the most untractable and
I incombustible substance with which we are
acquainted, for the gold was no sooner

ing this powerful inﬂuence into action, and i brought within the voltaic circle, than it was
exhibiting the eifects produced by it. For ignited and consumed, A thin sheet of silver

this purpose he employed a battery of the -wasjhen exposed to the action of the bat
ﬂrstconstruction, consisting of three troughs tery, when it burnt with a beautiful green
of twenty-four irs of square plates each, hue, throwing a delicate tint of lucid green
of four inches.

__hen the wire from the posi-

upon every object on the lecture table, while

ﬁie or zinc end of mé battery was brought the oxide of rilcer rose in a white ﬁlm. on
inﬁnuqutact with the wire from the negative the galvanic wire. Dutch metal was still
0! Copper end,» afvivid co'rnbustion ensued;

more readily consumed, and durmg its

tbsfnre burnt like a piece ofthread, and be- combustion, streams of variegated light with

nu; LONDON Macturncs’ naotsrsm
the projection of numerous ignited globules the wires
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ing front the two er

ran through the whole extent of the sheet.
If a portion of wafer be made part of the

tremities o

the

battery,

bubbles were

will instantly occur, and the water will be

received hydrogen from the negative pale,

seen rising in the tubes, and displacing
voltaic circle, it will be found that a change the water they contained. One of the tubes

decomposed into its original elements. Dr. while the orygen which proceeded from the
Birkbeck here performed a most interesting positive pole rose in the other tube; and
experiment, by placing within the galvanic‘ thus the deoomposition of the water was
circle a vessel of water, furnished with two | proved, by the exhibition of its two consti
perpendicular tubes; and upon connecting tuents in the separate tubes, according to

with the platinumlwires ofi the apparatus, their relative proportionsof volume.

To explain this decomposition, a diagram tos.
nfwhich ﬁg. lst is a copy, was described.
The tubes A, B, containing the water to be
decomposed, are immersed in the cups C,
D, which are connected by means of asbes
tos, or the bent tube E ﬁlled with water or
a colored ﬂuid.
On connecting the wires

with the poles of the battery, decomposition
takes place.
in many of these experiments an acid and
an alkali were observed to appear, and Sir

The decomposition took place in me

some manner, Qbut with less impurity, the
water having been carefully and repeatedly
distilled in silver vessels. But the deny)"
stration of the source of these impurities,
the alkali of the glass vessels, and the at
mospheric air dissolved in the water, was
completed by exposing the same distilled
water in gold cones (ﬁg. 3) to the voltajc

H. Davy, Who ﬁrst succeeded in obtaining
the gases separate, and also noticed these
productions, suspecting that they arose from

impurities, repeated the experiment in agate
cups (ﬁg. 2) connected by moistened asbes

action Qxyaeasss and hydrogen see were
then Qbts{nedseParate,withwttbe,s1igm:st
trace of either acid orglkpbi.

Dr. Bimkbeck be-re observed, WW fa»:
suppoxtcu of cosnlz,us(i,o;;. sue ckplﬂumegw
"1793: any lhg ‘*8 combueliblﬂ

gether wtth aza_te_.,ar4e elsclrwpqiillirﬂb

some compound ﬂuid» are subjected

‘Q?

Lt’

.3

operation similar to that which ,had,
. perforwod
.
M Wop walpg, 2-"."W dswmaem
,
,mﬁhmnm‘
0 w
‘
qum§'d; smiths

t!on_
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tgyuference of_ parts of the decomposed sub
stance, through matter of dilferent*kinds

stance which had been considered for ages
as simple and undecomposable, and thus

with which it would otherwise have com

were completed the three grand discoveries
in the science of galvanism. 1. 'Its inﬂuence

bined, yet without any combination occur

ring,_Was particularly described.

We shall

however only quote two experiments per-_
formed with the apparatus represented ' by

ﬁg. 4th. _The ﬁrst of the three vessels con

on animal bodies; 2. Its extensive power as
a chemical agent; and 3. the phenomena

of transference and decomposition effected
by Sir Humphry Davy.
_ Dr. Birkbeck further illustrated this sub
Ject by exposing a solution of silver in nitric
acid, to the action'of the battery, which pre
clpitated the ‘silver in a metallic state, in the
form of a coating round the negative pole.
This was suﬂicient to shew in what manner
metallic salts were separated, and metals

attached themselves to one pole of the bat
tery, while the acids were attached to the
other. The lecturer shewed the effect in a
still more striking manner by inverting the
apparatus, when the silver was still precipi
tated towards the same wire, though it now
occupied the upper part of the apparatus.

O
taining a solution of sulphat of potash, was
connected with the negative end of the bat
tery, whilst the vessel on the right hand
holding pure water, was connected with the

_ In the hands of Sir Humphry Davy, such
important discoveries were not conﬁned to
theory alone, but were directed to the im

provement of the arts. He has applied these
principles to the contrivance of a mode of

positive extremity: the central vessel was

obviating the injurious effect of sea water

partly ﬁlled with infusion of litmus.
The
acid passed across to the positive wire, and
reddened the litmus, but the change of color
did not extend beyond the centre, so that

upon copper.

the negative side, although it was transmit
ting the acid, was not affected by it. An ex
periment of precisely an opposite kind was
performed with the infusion of turmeric,
with asimilar result-; and afterwards the two

operations were combined in the same ex
periment, so that soda passed through turme
ric and muriatic acid through litmus, each
without changing their colour. Acids were
also made to pass through alkalies, and alka
lis through acids, without interrupting each
other; and the laws of chemical attraction,
were for a time superseded by the exertion

of voltaic power.

>

Sir Humphry Davy, ﬁnding that an
alkali,like a metal, always attached itself to
the negative pole, it suggested itself to his
mind thahprobably the alkali Iwas also a
metal; and this circumstance led to his

experiments to effect the decomposition of
the alkaline substance, potash, in which he
availed himself of a powerful voltaic battery

in the Royal Institution, consisting of 500
pairs of plates. A piece ofpotash being placed
on an insulated disc of platinum, the inﬂu
ence of this extensive apparatus was exerted
upon it, when portions of gas were thrown
oﬂ" in bubbles, and a substance which in

lt is well known that the

copper sheathing of vessels becomes covered

with a green coating, which is succeeded by
another, till the metal is entirely corroded

Now it occurred to the dnlightened mind of
Davy that if he could render the copper

electro negative by the addition of another
fnetal, he should deprive the ocean, which
IS electro—p0.ritive, of its corrosive power,
and render it inert and innocuous. He suc
Ceeded in preserving the copper bright and
uncorroded by covering a small portion of
its surface with tin, zinc, or cast iron, and
thus, by a simple application of scientiﬁc

knowledge, this illustrious chemist protected
our vessels against an evil .for which no re
medy had been previously discovered.
The worthy President concluded his ad

mirable lecture by observing, that as the re
searches of science had made us acquainted
with the mode of governing the lightning,
and placed at our disposal the irresistible
agency of steam for controuling the power
of the winds and the tides, the power ofrnan
over the material {universe had been so
greatly extended, that if he should succeed
in arresting the turbulent movements of the

restless ocean—and who could assert that
he would not succeed—the _dominion of
man over the world of waters mightbe pro

nounced entire and complete.
_

stantly inﬂamed was also observed, now
known to be its base, the extraordinary
metallic body potassium.
Thus the

Wednesday, April 13, Mr. LBWTHWAITE’S

agency of this powerful instrument -of
analysis, directed by the powerful mind of
Davy, elfected the decomposition of a sub

First Lecture on Enscrmcrrv.
Friday, April 15, Dr.__ Bnucnacx on
Tnsnno-Etacrnicirr.

LECTURES "OR THE ENSUING WEEK.
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SPITALFIELDS
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
We understand the Committee of this In
stitution have arranged with Mr. Wstus
for a course of lectures on Asrnoivorlr, to
commence on Monday evening next. This
measure deserves the highest commenda
tion, as lectures on that sublime and int&
resting science cannot fail of exciting the
attention of the mechanics of that populous
district, and of directing them to the consi
deration of the principles of science which
must eventually prove highly beneﬁcial to
them. We believe the Committee contem
plate, after these lectures are concluded, the
regular delivery of courses of lectures on
Mechanical Philosophy and Chemistry, com
prising Mechanics, Hydrostatirs, Pneuma
tics, Optics, Astronomy, Electricity, Galva
nism, Magnetism, and Electro-Magnetism.
We hope they will possess themselves of the
necessary apparatus for the illustration of

the principles to be explained in those lec
tures, previous to their commencement. As
we are aware of their disposition to encou
rage any ingenious mechanic who may have
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HIGH PRICE OF PROVISIONS.
A correspondent in Paris, from whom we
have had many valuable communications;
informs us, that upwards of ﬁfty mechanics
and ' urneymen manufacturers had arrived

in t at capital within the last month in
search of employment, which they obtained
without diﬂiculty; and that on being asked
why they left England, they replied, that the
price of provisions had increased so consi
derably that they were unable to remain in
it. This information is of a nature to com
mand the attention of our political econo
mists, and that of the Government; for it
never can be judicious to allow the effective
part of our population to quit us, and carry
their industry and talents to our rivals,

merely because there is some vice in our
system, which might be removed Without
much diﬂiculty. It is argued that the pre
sent high price of provisions is a proof of
the prosperity of the country; but we do
not understand how that state can be called
prosperous, in which the great operative
body derive only the disadvantages of a
change of things without any of its beneﬁts.

any article of that description of his own

If it can be shown that in the same propor

manufacture, should any of our readers
have any piece of apparatus to dispose of,
he would be serving the Institution by

tion as the price of provisions has risen, the
wages of the mechanic and manufacturer
have been increased, or rather that the latter
has been a gainer by the rise, for we con
tend that tn a certain extent he ought to be
so, there will be an end of our objection;
we fear, however, that it will be found that
the operative classes are sufferers by this
change, and that too in a very considerable
degree.

making it known to the Secretary.
LECTURES son MECHANICS AT rams.
M. Dupin ﬁnished, on Saturday, March
26, the course of Lectures on Mechanics and
Geometry, which he delivered at Conserva
toire des Arts et Métiers. for the instruction
of the working classes. More than ﬁve hun
dred persons, chieﬂy of these classes, at
tended his lectures; and no doubt can be
entertained of their utility, for they were

listened to with profound attention.

The

progress of industry will become incalcu

lable, when she is guided by science.—
Courier Fran0ai.v.

NEW DISCOVERY.
A French chemist has recently invented a
composition which eﬁectually preserves iron
and all other metals from oxydation, or
other injury. He has applied this discovery
in several instances, and always with success;
and one of its great merits is, that its cheap

ness renders
it applicable to the most ordi
Vnary
purposes.
A NEW DANDY HAT.
A Hat-maker in the Strand has obtained
a patent tor a new liat, which is well suited
to our Opera House Dandies, as by means

of a spring it may he suddenly made quite
ﬁat, and carried under the arm pleasantly.
When the spring is loosened, the hat returns
to its original shape. The invention is cle

ver enough, and will, we dare say, remune
rate the patentee.
...__,§d

.
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The price of butcher’s meat has risen,
within a period of three years, more than
forty per cent.; and bread, which was at
8d. the quartern loaf in 1822, is now at lld.
We understand that bread is selling at 8d. in
many parts of the metropolis; but these
being exceptions to the general rule, we
must still assume the regular market price
to be what we have stated it. So it is with
many other articles of food, and yet the
wages of the operative classes remain nearly
as low as they were three years ago,in many

instances quite aslow, or even lower. We do
not profess to understand the cause of this,
or to point out a remedy; but it is probable

that having called the attention of the pub
lic to the subject, we may be favoured with
some communications, which will answer
the object that we propose to ourselves in
touching upon it, viz.—the welfare of the
most deserving part of our fellow-creatures.
We had written thus far, when a recent

number ofa Nottingham paper was put into
our hands with the following paragraph :—
“ The journeymen tailors and stone-ma
sons in Nottingham have turned out this
week for an advance of wages; and the
workmen employed in the manufacture of
drawers, shirts, caps, and pieces are also
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seekinQ’ﬁr'.aI’~ﬂvanls6o§pridm -ll%'hfg"h ' ﬂuid state._
oles from Which the great
priocotpi-ovMonIis'assiﬂo81usth'e cause." est quantity of mercury is obtained, are
FAMTL I-A R1 LE 88 ON 8‘
ON MINERALOGY.
'

(R9161/rnod_frtim Page 367.)

We shall now-procéd to describe the are;
q‘ zinc.

called cinnabar, Which, when rich, are ex
tremely heavy, compared with iron. They
are of a‘ red and brown-red Colour; some
varieties are dull, others bright and shining,
they may always be known!‘ if rich, by their
great weight, or from the knife-leaving a full

Ore: of zinc form two‘ distinct substances,
red streak upon them; or by exposing‘ apar
wbicmtc, or black jack, and cdlamine;
ticle to the ﬂame‘ of the blow-pipe, white
OM ofblende are commonly black, brown, fumes will arise, and a piece of gold, as a
oryellow, of/dilkrent shades, often appear
sovereign, or a piece of bright copper, as‘;
iugr in clusters (confused crystallizations)
halfpenny, held over‘ the vapour, will be
~ uponthe urine of specimen, and may be
coated
with mercury. which condenses upon
hm bythe touch of the knife, beirig soft;
it; and the more it is rubbed, the more it
ad by wratclﬁug it alighter colour is pro
will have the appearance of silver, which
duced: the yellow variety, When strongly

cannot easily be removed, but by burning it

rubbed, yields phosphorescent sparks. These
“Rs are always lighvend soft when com
Ercd with"tin,-by‘ r'neans~ of which they may
readily distinguished-; and under the ﬂame

08".

Quicksilver, as a metal, is always ﬂuid

in our atmosphere; it may be rendered solid
by producing artiﬁcial cold.
Perhaps the learner is not acquainted that

of theI blow-pipe zinc evaporates ‘in white
the metal called cobalt forms the beautiful
hm. =~
blue colour on china, also earthenware, and
‘ ‘
no.-—‘This ore; of zinc has ge'Iie~ are:
be thafmetal.
desirous to know how to
ally 8 stone?-like appearance, commonly may of
porous, riot uzilike burnt bones, and of a
brownish yellow‘c'clour; it is heavy, and
lame pieces when st-ruclr have a metallic
sound; somet varieties are electric, and give
‘he like steeh Like blende, it is in great
obndﬂce in Derbyshire, and is used to con
van copper into brass,‘ on being exposed

ﬁe ore: of Cdba", are not conﬁned to
one peculiar s'ort: they, like many of the
preceding, consist of several varieties, some

of which are rich, and yield a great quantity
of colouring matter, which is highl‘ ‘valu
able; others are too poor to pay t e eh
heat, and the vapour made to pass pence of being worked. The ores are gene
be w(eond‘ensed) into water, metallic zinc rally combined oraccompanied with arsenic.
in formed, which, until some years past’,;Was They have a whitish grey colour, and metal
ilnpoﬁad into this country from China and like lustre; sometimes tarnished and ap
Holland.
A- very pretty experiment is performed

proaching to black.
On examination, some of these ores have
more or less intermixture of peach-red eﬂlo
Tescence ; others are dark, earthy, and some
times of various colours, as black, blue, and

with a _small particle of this metal, which,
though generally known, we will detail for
the purpose of showing the great‘ aﬂinity of
green, the latter varieties often occur in sand
mania.
‘
Example, Lead is acted upon by vinegar, stone.
A very small particle placed under the
lid forms acetate or sugar of lead, which
When dissolved in water forms a white preci ﬂame of the blow-pipe, generally emits fumés
itms, and a perfectly transparent: solution‘. of arsenic; after which, if a littlejborax be
a piece of zinc, suspended by a thread, melted [with it, a deep coloured blue glass
be inuncrged in the ﬂuid, it will be co will be produced; Cobalt, melted with silex,
vered almost instantly by the ﬁnest ﬂakes is called smalts. Many amusing experiments
of had, regenerated in its metallic state, may be made with Cobalt, which Parks's
‘
which may be seen approaching‘ the zinc‘ in excellent chemical catechism explains.
Ores of this metal have lately been found
all directions.
This bbatitiful, amusing, and instructive in the alluvial soil‘ in Cheshire.
Antimony is much used in making print
orperhnent, cannot shlﬁciently be admired;
it is alcmn upon attraction and aﬂinity, ers’ types, in medicine, &c, It does not form
which cannot tail to please the learner, who

has not heretofdre seen it performed.
When Mercury, c0‘m7n0nl_!/ dolled quick
“leer, occurs in the state of on, how can it

so many varieties as several of the preceding‘.
It is enerally of a lead colour, but lighter
tlranh cad or . It frequently occurs in long

thiiicrystals, like needles, diverging i‘rom_a
centre, and of beautithl colours, irridescent.
It is Elso shining bright; this Va'rl'ety resem
am S
431'
Quicksilver exists in semi-indurated clay, bles lead ore; but it more commonly 18' Of 3
in and stone, and other earthy productions ; dulllead grey, compact, or appear! composed
of ﬁbres striated. The massive variety u
it often occurs in slhzill and large ,ﬂnid glo
be known in its rough and namml dpped1'

. commonly attended with a red’sub sometimes covered with a yellowish heav
""l°@r.\lsrgc quantities are obtained in a ochl-‘e from the deconrp-ositlon of the met ,

which is not the case With’ ‘ lead.
\

kfter

Tl-IE LOIDCFII IlﬂIINlIl¢l' naowran.
Mhig been cloudy examined, it wilt not be from the name mu plies/, hay are re
mistaken for lead ore; but the ﬂame of the

ferred by the mind to oneobjeet; wbUcDr.

blow-pipe will immediately detect it, as it Wells contends, that the two apps-assess
melts the instant it is elrposed to heat, and
appears asa dark coloured slag or scoria,

swelling and evaporating in white fumes.
(To be rsnmud.)

are seen in one direction; or in two dino
tions which coincide with each other.
If the theory of Dr. Reid be mehod, we
may apply the same explanation to tbe}caa

of hearing singly with two cars; while DB
COMBINA'!‘lONS.
It is with considerable pain that we have
read in many of the Provincial Papers, ac
counts of combinations of workmen, for a

rise of wages. It is certainly true that the
price of provisions has risen in many parts
or the country, in a proportion with which
the earnings of the mechanic or labourer
have not kept pace, and that they have a
right, upon every principle of reason and

Wells's theory as

us to no i

la of

being so applie . if the mind refers to one
object two distinct sensations in vis'Ion,bo
cause they proceed from the same plane,
so may the mind refer to one and the saata
cause two distinct sensations conveyed to the
car, because they occur in the same time,
the sensations of vision having the some

relation to placa,al tho! of hearing have to
time.

In some atiections of the nerve of

justice, to increased Wages; but that there hearing, double sounds are produced, pro
are ﬂair means otobtaining this right no man
can deny, and the parties who combine
would do well to consider, that the very act

of combination takes from them that claim
to attention which they woutd otherwise
possess. We sincerely trust that some of

the true frierids to the operative classes, Dr.
Birkbeck, Mr. Brougham, or Mr. Hume,

will endeavour to lay down some plan for
the‘ consideration of the legislature, which
w'vmrTd have the eﬂbct of rendering justice,
Without affording an etcuse for such an
illegal and dangerous practice as com

bably in connquence of a difference in the
time the diseased nerve requires to convey
the sensation.
There are many other curious circum
stances in the sensations of the other series,
which would fort: an interesting subject of
inquiry. particularly the keiing of twoobs
jects, when a single one is placed »hQWQI
two ﬁngers of the same Ind when they are
crossed.
-\
I remain, Sir, your humbie servant.
J1 G“-I4

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Rlghtd.

binatiott.
Q

1'0 the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
SINGLE vision, &c.
Slit-The subject of single vision with
m eyes may,l think,be rendered more
clear to most of your readers, by stating
succinctly all the circumstances that are ne
cessary to its production, and some of the
cases in which double vision is produced:
and at the same time the remark of Dr. Birk
beck, resp‘ecting hearing singly with two
ears, may be as satisfactorily answered.
lst. A healthy state of the hrain and
nerves, both in their structure and function,
is necessary ; for in diseases affecting either
their structure or function, double vision is

London March 29, I8”.
am--l shall tee] ntnch obliged to any of
your Co
dents ln informing me of tile
best Lit! Preserrer extant, in case! of lhip~
wreclr, bathing, &c. The slmpter and more

portable the better.
I am, Sir‘, Qe.

Hlﬂf.
Tb lie Editor ofthd Muhanicr‘ Regider.
SlR—Can any of your Correspondents in
form me of the Best method for making Per‘
cussion Powder, to be water-proof, and not
to corrode the steel, and how to prevent ex
plosion in the manufacture.
A constant reader and admirer,

produced.
2d. A proper adjustment of the humours
producing a correspondence in the optic
axes, and forming images of objects on cor
responding points of the two retinae; for
pressure on the globe of the eye produces
double vision.
3rd. An effort of the mind, attention, is
necessary; for ifl ﬁx my eyes on an object,
and then divert my mind completely from
the object (as by reﬂecting on some obscure
process of thought), it appears double.
The theories Dr. Birkbeck mentions of
Dr. Reid and Dr. Wells, are both calculated
to explain this action of the mind in ro

Fbtitrnsrot.
To lhe Edilor of the Mechanics’ Regiaton
Sm--I shall be mad!
by yosrilr
forming me whether the piston of a Steam
engine works with equal advantage in an
horizontal as a perpendicular position, if it

does then a drag pole applied to the hori
zontal piston of a Steam-engine ﬁxed in a
carriage on a rail-way, toothed, wouid actas a

punt pole, and would I think, move the car
riagejwith greater velocity, and at a less ea
pence than the methods now in use.
It the idea in new, and youtlunli it worth

ducing single vision. That of Dr; Rei is, inserting in your useful publication, by so
that the images in the two eyes proceeding doing you will oblige
X. Y. Z.
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NEW SMOKE-JACK.
little oil and very little cleaning is necessary.
In a recent number of the RBols1‘sn we Hence the jack requires no particular care,
gave an account of a smoke-jack by Mr.
Thin. The following is a more detailed ac
count from the SCOIJ1naH:—
“ The common smoke-jack consists of a
ﬂy about two feet diameter, formed of four
or six vanes, exactly like the sails of a wind
mill, but moving horizontally. It is fixed in

and can scarcely go out of order, and it may

be put into any chimney.”

.

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.

Sm—Noticing in one ~ of your former
Numbers that some of your Correspondents
desired to be informed of a simple mode .of

the chimney, and is moved by the ascending painting on glass, I beg to submit the fol
current of heated air.

The motion is com

lowing method to them, which in some of

municated to the spit by a wheel and pinion my experiments has succeeded entirely to
also working in the chimney. It cannot be
put into a chimney unless the latter is adapted

for the purpose in the building.

It is, be

sides, very expensive, needs frequent clean
ing, consumes much oil, and is every way so
troublesome, that in our country, where time
and money are much valued, we believe it is
very little used. Mr. Thin’s jack, however,
is entirely different in its construction, and
will cost only about half as much. It con
sists of a wheel or fly formed of eight thin
plate iron leaves (exactly like the float-boards
of a steam-boat’s paddle wheel), whose dia
meter is about 30 inches, and its width
about a foot. An opening of this size (30
inches by 12) is made in front of the chim
ney, four or five feet above the fire. The
ﬂy is placed in this opening, with its leaves
projecting into the vent, so as nearly to close.
it up; a space of about two inches only be
ing left between the extremity of its leaves
and the back of the vent to create a draught.
When the heated air acts upon its leaves, it
revolves vertically, like the wheel of a steam
boat or water-mill. The diameter of the ﬂy
is not invariable, but is made larger or
mailer according to the thickness of the
wall and depth, of the vent, so that its axis is
always not only out of the vent, but a little

beyond the plaster of the wall, and perfectly
accessible to the hand. lts outer half pro
jecting into the kitchen, is covered by a se
mi-circular box or case, which opens at the
bottom witha joint, so that by the ﬂy, it can
at any time, be turned back from the vent,

cleaned, and replaced in its position by a
servant. The motion of the ﬂy is eommu
nicated by a pinion to a wheel, on the axis

of which is a pully, over which the chain
passes, as in the common winding up-jacks.
The machinery being simple, and the axis
and wheels entirely out of the smoke, very

my satisfaction :—The artist is to have his
glass ground,‘ and then to mix his colours
with a solution of acacia gum (arabic) in
distilled water, and then paint his design.
Afterwards when ’tis dry, let him give 1tone
or two coats of clear mastic varnish carefully
laid on (the varnish I make alter the man
ner directed by your fair Correspondent
Emma R. in No. 9 of your valuable Regis
ter) and which, when thoroughly dry, will
bear cleaning, which is to be done with very
soft rags. If you think this worthy of inser
tion in your next Number, you will oblige
. Your obedient servant,
H.W.D.
To "to Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.

Sm-'-l shall feel obliged by being in-_
formed through the means of your instruct
ive miscellany, the best method of preparing
silk to receive water_colours.—Y_ours, &c.
'
_LOUlSA.
To the Editor of lhe Mechanics’ Regirter.
SlR—l shall be much obliged if any of
your Correspondents can inform me of the
exact process of preparing lodine from the

refuse of the soap pans, as described by Mr.
Cooper in one of his lectures at the Me
chanics’ Instituti0n.——Yours, &c.
H.R.W.
PATENTS EXPlRlNG NEXT WEEK.
John Blenkinsop, for certain mechanical
means, by which the conveyance of coals,
minerals, and other articles, is facilitated,
and the expense attending the~ same is ren

dered less than heretofore. Expires April 10.
Wm. Finch, for a method ol making naib
of wrought iron. Expires April ll.
' John Taylor, for improvements in the
construction of wheels for carriages of differ

ent descriptions. Expires April ll.
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RAIL aoms,

the bottom three inches and a half by eight
inches and a quarter) to support the end of
We have already devoted a considerable the rail. A square stone on which the socket
portion of our columns to the subject of rests, called a sleeper, for a foundation,
is fastened down by two wooden pins, A and
RAIL Roans; but its importance at the
B. C is a pin to conﬁne the end of the
present period, in a national point of view, rails.
Breadth of wheel to run on rail ten inches,
induces us to attend to any suggestions
which may tend to improve their construc with the end next the carriage raised half an
inch above the surface, to forma ledge o_r
tion, or to confirm the practicability of their rim
to guide the wheel as it works along
general adoption. For this reason, we wil the inside of the railway, the opposite wheel
acting
in the same way. Thus both wheels
lingly insert the following communication
from an intelligent correspondent, and shall being fast on a revolving axle, each moves
at the same time when the carriage is put
be happy to resume the subject at a future in motion.
opportunity.

'

A lever of wood or iron, D (Fig. l) to re
gulate the speed of the Waggon, by the lower

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.

end passing under the fore and above the

Tunbridge Wells.
Sm—In one of your numbers I observed
a representation of a pro
loco-motive
engine, for propelling carriages along an
iron rail-way, on the cog-wheel principle: I

hind wheel, working on a pivot.
Fig. 4, a moving rail for instantly turning

here transmit a slight sketch of one on the
plain convex rail, which the following de
scription will explain :-_
A, the steam-engine; B, the carriage for
supplying the engine with fuel and water;
CC, loaded waggons following the engine.
It may not be improper to observe, that the

engine works its way either backwards or
forwards; and all the waggons are so con
structed as to abut one against the other.
Ft. In.
Width of rails between the wheels
from out to out . . . . . . 5 1
Width of waggon-frame from out to
out . . . . . . . . . . 3 9

Length of ditto ditto

.

.

.

.

. ll

Ditto of ditto at top .
Breadth of ditto ditto .
Height of wheels . .

.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.

Length of cylinder .
Diameter of ditto

.

.

0

9 10
6 6
3 0

to a ditferent direction. This works on an
iron pivot in the centre, and when the wag
gon comes upon it may be turned with the
greatest ease.

The passing rails (Fig. 5) with a moving
conductor, which works on a pivot as at A,

and by passing the point B to C on the rail
way, the wheel of the carriage comes in
contact, and ‘immediately turns its position
to the off rail.
"
"‘
To effect a short round turn, the rail-way
A must have, on the inside, an edge or rim,

about an inch high.
For ascending and descending hills, ‘a
small house should be built, in which 8
wheel pulley is to be erected; then a rope

from the waggon at the bottom of the hill
passing round the wheel, and made fast to
the waggon ready for descending, will cause
the ascending one to rise rapidly, provided
the descending one is of sulﬁcient weight.

This plan is plain and simple; and where it

9 0

is practicable, there might be balance wag
gons to assist as occasion requires; and by

4

a slight attention to regulate the balance

8

The spout or chimney 10 or 12 feet high.

waggons, not the least stoppage would arise

The water casks follow the engine on a

from the disproportionate loads ascending

four~wheel frame 4 ft. 8\in. long, and 3 ft. in

and descending.

diameter, and this frame is 7 ft. from the
cylinder.
The cask frame-wheels are 1 ft. asunder,

Should the above method fail in effecting
the ascent and descent of the waggons, a
steam-engine might be erected at the top of

and those of the engines 3 ft. ; the waggons

the hill, which would remove every diﬁ
culty.

secured to each other by stronglinks on each
side, and also in the centre. When the links
are at full stretch, the ends of the bottom
frame beams are a foot asunder, and tops

of the waggons 2 ft. When the waggons
touch each other, their tops are 1 ft. apart.

Fig. 2, represents the cast metal rail,
three feet eleven inches and a half in length,

EFF ESS.
M. DUPIN’S ADDRESS.
(Concluded from our lad.)
We are compelled to confess that four

teen millions of English and Scotch have

with a small pin-hole at each end: width of more industry and produce a greater num
the upper edge, with a convex surface for ber of articles, to convey to distant coun
£hE{f wheels to run upon, two inches and a tries by their commerce. than thirty or forty
a .
millions among the greatest part of the peo
Fig- 3 is a metal socket (the surface at ple of the continent. Behold then why
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fourteen millions of English and Scotch
have been able to contend with advantage,
both during peace and war against adver
saries so much more numerous.
Let me not be accused of placing too
high British industry, and too lowthe indus
try of other people. I leave you to judge,

gentlemen, ifl am the friend of my coun
try, by the considerations themselves which

I now submit to your examination, and by
the motive which animates me. Far be
from us the empty declamations of those
writersand thoseorators,who sacriﬁce truth to
render themselves popular in our assemblies.
in our saloons, in our manufactories. They

speak to us decidedly of our superiority in
every thing: they
we are disgusted,
ple in the world.
every thing which

repeat to us, even until
that we are the ﬁrst peo
Without doubt we have
enables us to become so;

but at this instant, so far from being in the
first rank, 1 fear that we are surpassed, and
very much surpassed, by England.
England has arrived at a remarkable
epoch, which has prepared for her a destiny
new and more magniﬁcent than all her
prosperity hitherto obtained during war and
during peace. Now in Great Britain the
whole industrious class is awakened to a
new existence: it is snatched from routine,

and withdrawn from ignorance. The prin
ciples and the applications of the useful
sciences are unfolded to it.

This class ne

eeives with avidity the fruitful lights which
are presented to it. It is notes a pensioner
and by way of a gratuitous favor that it

receives these inestirnable gifts. So well
does it appreciate the value of them, that it
pays for obtaining an education, the great
tmportance of which it has fully recog

nised.
Let us pause a moment to contemplate a
spectacle which no other people on the face
of the earth has ever before presented.

Let us direct our eyes to the future,—we
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scientific elements useful to industry.
Among these hundred thousand men, many
will forget what they have learned; be it
so.

Many will be incapable of making an

advantageous application of them; granted
likewise. But the artisans to whom nature
hath given qualifications favorable for the
combination of number, of forms, or of
forces, will have in their hands an instru
ment, which will serve as a lever for

their genius; and we shall be astonished by
the effects which this instrument will produce.
Three cities less extensive than Rsuen,
than Lyons, than Nantes, than Bourdeaux,
than Marseilles, than Strasburgh, Athens,
Florence, Geneva, in spite of the numerical
weakness of their population, have become
in ancient times,in the middle ages, and in

modern times, just objects of admiration.
for the prodigious number of their men of
science, of their men of letters, and of their

artists. Notbecausehuman natnreexhibited
herself more productive of superior minds,
upon the shores of the Aﬂgean sea, of the
Arno, or of the Leman lake, but because
instruction was there more widedly diffused.
But in Athens, Florence, and Geneva,
this instruction was never completely deve
loped amongst the lowest classes of society.
It was only amongst about a thousand select
citizens that knowledge was allowed to exer
cise her beneﬁts.
In Great Britain, industry includes in her
manufactories, at least four millions of in
dividuals who are all equally invited to par
takeofthisnewscientiﬁcinstruction. Among
these four millions, every man who shall

feel within himself a peculiar disposition to
apply the principles of knowledge to the
practice of the arts may, at the present time,
with the most moderate sacriﬁce, acquire

during the hours in which he has ceased to
labour, means ofrendering this labour less
deteriorating to the mind, and more pro
ductive.

I dare venture to predict that in the

have no occasion to advert to times very
remote. It is superﬂuous to ask us now
what the new instruction conveyed to the

incalculsble advances will be the immediate

British nation will produce in fifty or a
hundred years. Let us ask only what this

consequence of thenewinstruction furnished
to the llritish people. Let us judge of that

instruction will have produced in twenty

which will happen, by that which has al

years.
,
H Let us suppose that the scientiﬁc instruc

ready happened.

tion of the artisans should not take a great
er range, although every month offers to us
a new progress made in this career. I see

tion was conﬁned to reading, writing, and
arithmetic; but these elementary parts of
knowledge were general. Well; they have

schools of industry open to the working
class in the great cities of London, Edin

suﬁiced to enable a multitude of illustrious

burgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Manchester,
Birmingham, Lancaster, Leeds, and New
castle; let us suppose that these towns fur

nish instruction t0 only five thousand arti
ﬂcers yearly
In twenty years, Great Britain will reckon
a hundred thousand artisans, of every kind,

who will have acquired a knowledge of the

greatest branches of industry, unexpected,

Until lately in Scotland, popular instruc

talents to separate from the crowd; to im
mortalize their country, and at last to place
it in the foremost rank among the nations
which accelerate the progressof the sciences,
of literature, and of the arts.
A professor of Glasgow, Black, creates
pneumatic chemistry, and prepares those

immense beneﬁts which this science confers
on industry.
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Aprofessor' of Edinburgh, Smith, pro
duces a complete change in political econo
my, and prepares for the commercial regu
lations of his country, the great revolution
which is taking place at this moment.

A mathematical and philosophical in

also in wielding against the enemies of their
country, the arms of war, and the instru
ments of glory. At present, let us seek only
to handle and direct well those of opulence

and of peace.
You see united in this league, in order

strument maker, Watt, a Scotch engineer,
proceeds to make of the steam engine the

to encourage you by their presence, the
most eminent of geometers, of astronomers,

most powerful and the most useful prime

of chemists, and of philosophers, who have
gained in the career of science, prizes which

mover for the service of modern arts.
' Observe, gentlemen, that these modern
inventors have all sprung from the indus
trious class; whilst before the higher
classes of laity and the clergy could alone

furnish men who were suﬁicientl instructed
to add by their discoveries to t e progress
of the human mind. The monk Roger
Bacon invented gunpowder: Lord Napier

invented logarithms: two great discoveries
which have changed the labours of mathe

matics, and the moral state of society.
I dare to predict, that in the next twenty
years, the conquests of science and industry

in Scotland and England will surpass those
‘of the generations which have given so

-much prosperity to the British people.
The only question we have to ask is,
whether we shall remain behind in this
immense progress; or whether we will
proceed upon the same line, in order to
outstrip, if it is possible, a people, whom

nature has made our rival in every species
' of glory?
The facts which I have stated, respecting
the dispositions of the working classes in
France, leave no doubt of the facility of in

structing" the simple workmen, in the happy
country where natural intelligence is so
lively and so penetrating; where the memory

is susceptible of such various and numerous
impressions.
Now, gentlemen, all of you who are
united in this league—it is to you to whom
I address myself. I make you the deposi
taries of the great expectations which your

country must form of you. I ask you in its
name, to render it more happy and more
opulent, in adding to your comfort and your
welfare; to render it stronger and more
splendid, by making a more intelligent use
of your moral and physical powers.

May my voice excite in your minds those
generous emotions, and those profound im
pressions, from which energetic and durable

determinations arise. It is you on whom
the industry of France calls to set her the
example: you are the chosen of the labour
ing classes of the capital of a great and

powerful kingdoms become for all the na
tions of the world the chosen of all the la
bouring classes, by adding the powers of the
rmnd to those of the body. A new contest
15 to be begun. Often have you seen the
conquerors of the most war-like people
upon the ﬁeld of battle. shew that the chil

are also the glory of France. Behold your
masters and yourfathers: those greatfounders
ofourﬁnestestablishmentofindustry,ofwhom

the greatestparthave begun to live like your
selves by the labour of their hands. Now,

thanks to the power of their understanding,
they employ your hands by thousands, and

shew you the path to which an honest and
just ambition directs you. All these men,
eminent in their various pursuits, accord
with me in their wishes and in their hopes,
it is for you_it is for us, to realise their
generous desires, and their patriotic hopes.
I will on my part do all that my studies and
my limited experience will enable me to
accomplish.
At this time, gentlemen, France possesses
engineers or oﬂioers, provided for the civil
and military departments by the Polytechnic
School ; the principal part of these are in a

situation to deliver courses of lectures for
the service of the artisan, according to the
plan which I have chalked out for this In

stitution. The greatest part would be able
to add to it the fruits of. their 0bservati0!l,
and of their experience in the important

public services which they have directed, or
which they do still direct.
Amongst these four thousand engineers,
it will be suﬁicient to find only ‘one or two

well disposed towards this undertaking,
in each of the industrious cities of Rouen,
of Lille, ofSaint-Quentin,.ofLyon, of Saint
Etienne. ofToulouse. of Bordeaux, of Mar
seilles, of Nantes,of Montpellier, of Nimes,
of Grenoble, of Colmar, of Strasbourg, of
Metz, to enable the industrious class to en
joy an education, similar to that which we
.this day commence. By this combination

of efforts and instruction, the lights of
science propagated at once through all t.he
centresof our industry, will supply pt'0t‘€sses
enabling us to obtain for our productions
forms more exact and more perfect, for our
tools. for our instruments, for our machines,
applications more easy and more powerful.

By every Where familiarising our artists with
the principles which ought to direct them In
their labours, we shall furnish them at once
with methods tor perfecting the objects form

ed, and the practice of their formation. Pet
us leave to the future the care of disclosing

to us the happy fruits of these new elements
of prosperity.
_
'
If these ideas. which I delight in enter

dren of our workmen know how to excel I tairung, are soon realised, I shall leel one
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source of pleasure, in which you will parti
cipate: It will be, tosee the new era of this
_prosperity,_bearing for its date, the ﬁrst
year of a rergn, of which the dawn smiles
upon the generous hopesofevery enlightened

Frenchman.
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are the concluding words of the last treatise

which science received from his enlightened
mind.-—‘~' it were unwise to be sanguine, and
unphilosbphical to despair."
Since the period when these observations
were made by Playfair, two of the powers
particularised by him, viz. Enacrarcrrv
and Msonarrsn, have been more closely
linked with each other. lt has been for
several years supposed that the two imagi

nary ﬂuids prodncing their respective phe
na. alnxascx’s
sEcoND r.scrune
on voumrc ELECTRICITY no 1:u>.crao
naossr1sm.
cossscrros nrsrwass rzuzcrrucr-rr sun
mtoNsrrsu—or-zrzs-nm’s sxrr-zsnrsm-s
on -rue MAGNETIC 1vr:so1.e-—-rm.
uassa’s APPARATUS-—-C0.\tMUNlC.\TION
or msonarrc .\'r'rRAC'rl0N—-Ro'rA'roRY
1u0'rloN—PoPa’s ruraovso srrzsnmo
compass, &c.
xtvi ‘-1.71

'wanussnax, Gra aware.
&
Dr. Bmrtaacx commenced the lecture of
this evening by observing, that it was a
favorite object of recent philosophical spe
culation, to reduce the varied energies which
are traced in the events of material nature,
to the inﬂuence of one all-pervading power;

nomena materially inﬂuence

each other.

Lightning has been found to reverse or
destroy the polarity of the magnetic
needle, and also to communicate polarity.
In consequence of these observations, the

identity of electricity and lightning having
been established, attempts have been made
to communicate magnetism by means of
ordinary electricity, but these attempts may
be considered to have been imperfect, as
the resulting eﬂect was merely analogous to

that produced on pieces of steel by twisting,
ﬁling, &c.
Ordinary electricity having thus failed to
produce the desired eﬂect, recourse was had
to galvanism,and an ineffectual attempt was
made with the gigantic battery of Mr. Child

ren, rto atfect the magnetic needle. This
failure was attributable to ‘the mode of

making the experiment, for if the needle had

and that the Philosophers of antiquity also
entertained an opinion, which was sanc

of being placed betwixt the poles of the bat

tioned by Sir Isaac Newton, that there is

tery, electro-magnetism would have been, in

in reality only one kind of matter in the
universe, and that all the diversiﬁed appear

all probability, more early developed.
Other attempts were made to establish the

ances it assumes, result from different ar
rangements of its particles. If the exist

identity between Electricity and Magnetism,
but the discovery of the i'act was reserved
for Professor Oeasran, of Copenhagen,
who, by this discovery, laid the foundation
of Etecrao-Msosarrsrr. Dr. BIRKBECK
here proceeded to exhibit to the audience

ence of the former principle be admit
ted, the latter follows as a necessary conse
quence. Some have endeavoured to disco
ver this principle by examining the nature
of the various kinds of attraction, such asthe
attraction of cohesion, of gravitation, &c.

while others have maintained that all the
approximations thus characterized, have re
sulted frorn peculiar applications of the same
force, or have succeeded the operation of
matter, visible or invisible, in the exercise
of appropriate impulses during ordinary
motion. The late Professor Playfair, of
Edinburgh, observes, “ if we consider how
many diﬁerent laws seem to regulate the

been brought near his platinum wire, instead

the experiments made by M. Oersted, illus
trative of the effects of voltaic electricity on

the magnetic needle. The ﬁrst experiment
consisted in placing horizontally between
the two extremities oi the voltaic arrange
ment, an uniting, or connecting wire, with
which the wires from the opposite poles of
the battery were subsequently brought into
contact A magnetic needle was then brought

below this connecting wire, and being allowed
to arrange itself in its natural position,

in the action of impulse, cohesion, elasticity,

pointing north and south, the wire above it
was arranged in the same direction; but

other phenomena of the material world, as
chemical aﬁinity, crystallization, heat, light,

when the apparatus was connected with the

magnetism, electricity and galvanism, the
existence of a principlemore general than

poles of the battery, the needle was instantly
thrown into active motion; its natural po

these, and connecting all of them with that

sition was disturbed, and the extremity
nearest the negative pole of the battery was

of gravitation, appears highly probable.
The discovery of this great principle may
be an honor reserved for a future age: and
science may again have to record names
which are to stand on the same levels with

those of Newton and Laplace. About such
ultimate attainments,” he adds,--and they

forcibly turned towards the west, till it

formed an angle of nearly 90° with the_ polar
meridianﬂ
This was Professor Oersted’s ﬁrst experi
ment, and in the next, Which was also re

peated by Dr. Birkbeck, be suspended the

/
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needle above the connecting wire, instead of gany case about ﬁfteen inches high and 'a
below it. The effect of this arrangement foot each in the other dimensions; and in
was seen by the audience to be exactly the cluded two plates of zinc as large as the
reverse of the former, as the deﬂection of interior surface of‘ the case, with an inter

the same end of the needle was towards the vening plate of copper. These plates being
east instead of the west, its magnetism introduced between copper surfaces, the ef
being as forcibly disturbed as in the ﬁrst fect of the apparatus was that of two plates
experiment, the moment a communication

of zinc, and three of copper, upon the prin

was formed with the poles of the battery.
ciple of the Wollaston arrangement. The
If the needle be placed on either side of remainder of the apparatus, for the perform
the wire, and exactly parallel to it, no effect

ance of experiments in electro-magnetism,

takes place, except a slight depression of one was contained in another division of the case,
of its poles; but this depression occurs at and as the various parts were required for
the contrary extremities of the magnet, ac
cording as it is placed on the em! or the
west side of the connecting wire. If the

the illustration of the learned lecturer’s re
marks, they were selected and arranged by
Mr. Marsh, who performed the different ex

wire be placed perpendicularly, the eﬁect

periments with the greatest facility and suc
cess.

produced is analogous to the former.

These are the principal early phenomena
exhibited by ELECTRO-MAonE'rrsM, and it
is of importance to remember the direc
tions assumed by the magnet in these expe

Part of the apparatus was then arranged
for the purpose of shewing that magnetism

was communicable by means of the voltaic
battery.

A piece of iron, previously proved

riments, becausc upon these depend the to possess no magnetic properties, was sup
hypothesis offered by Dr. WOLLASTON, and
their application to the production and ex
planationjof rotatory motion which the lec
turer was now about to illustrate. The

ported by a spiral wire attached to the ap
paratus, and the plates being immersed in

diluted acid, the two poles were brought
into contact with the arrangement, when the

discovery of’ M. Oersted has also engaged application of pieces of wire to each
the attention of M. Ampere, Sir Humphry end of the piece of metal, instantly shewed
Davy, Farraday, Biot, Barlow, Marsh and that it had become magnetic; but this
others, whose investigations have produced effect ceased the moment the communication
the most surprising results,
was interrupted by detaching the wires. A
Previous to, his experiments illustrative of
the effects ofelectro-magnetism in producing
rotatory motion, the worthy Doctor begged
to mention a few particulars respecting Mr

JAIIES MARSH, of whose ingenious appara
tus and able assistance he was about to avail

large sewing needle was then immersed in a
vessel ﬁlled with iron ﬁlings, and withdrawn

without any of the particles adhering to it,
in order to shew that it
sessed no mag
netic attraction. The needle being placed
within the convoluted wire of the ap rratus,

himself. Dr. Birkbeck then read an extract was subjected to the action of the attery,
from a work published recently by Professor and afterwards again introduced into the iron
ﬁlings, with which it was immediately co
Barlow, of W oolwich, in which he acknow
vered; thus clearly demonstratin that it
ledged himself highly indebted to the inge
nuity of this young man, who according to had acquired the attractive properties of the
the Doctor’s statement, was employed as n magnet. That it had also'acquired polarity,
wheelwright in the Royal Arsenal at Wool was proved by presenting its extremities
wich, at -12s. a week, but had lately been successively to the poles of a magnetic
advanced much higher by the force of his needle, which it either repelled or attracted,
own talents, and had been publicly acknow as similar or dissimilar poles were brought
ledged as an inventor in this interesting within the sphere of each other’s inﬂuence.
Thus it was seen that the more contact of
hranch of science.
The kindness and dis
cernment of Mr. Barlow led him to notice the wires connected with the poles‘ of the"
and employ Mr. Marsh whilst he was con voltaic battery, was sufﬁcient to communicate
ducting his valuable series of magnetical magnetism to pieces of iron or steel; and this
experiments; and thus the attention of this t-Ellect takes place even through glass, porce
ingenious young man was directed to the lain, water, and other substances which ordi
construction of a portable. collection of nary electricity cannot penetrate. The lec
also
shewed
b experiment,
apparatus, to enable the possessor to ex turer
iece of
copper
placedyin
the galvanicthat
circlea
tend his researches in electro-magnetism;

and he succeeded in comprising his appara
tus within a convenient and portable com
pass, and at a very moderate price.

ame a magnet, thou h this metal was
always considered incapa le of magnetism,
and attracted iron ﬁlings, which dropped off

Mr. l\IARSil now ascended the platform, the moment the communication with the
and was received with considerable applause. poles of the battery was interrupted. _ I
His apparatus, . the construction and ar

Dr. Birkbeck now directed the particular

rangement of which evinced considerable attention of the members to the spiral form
ingenuity, was inclosed in a neat maho
of the wire by which the needle was sup

run I-onnon ruscrlanrcs' nncrsrrm.
ported in the previous experiment, and which
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suggested to Mr. Farraday the application of

ohm-ve, that in these sxperiaents, the
motion of the whole might appear to be

the voltaic battery to the production of ro

accelerated by some degree of leverage, but

tatory motion. This was illustrated by a
beautiful experiment with an apparatus con
sisting of two cups ﬁlled with mercury,
between which rose a brass pillar, support
ing a horizontal arm. From one extremég
of this arm a loose wire was suspend ,
reaching to the surface of the mercury in
one of the cups, and in the center of the cup

it would be seen,that by simply applying the
same inﬂuence to a cylindrical magnet, it

would be made to spin rapidly upon its_own
axis.
This effect having been successfully pro
duced, the Doctor stated that Mr. Barlow,
from an attentive consideration of all these
experiments, had suggested an opinion on

a ﬁxed magnet was placed. ;The wires com

the subject of the rotatory motion resulting

municating with the poles of the battery were
then attached to the apparatus, when the

from voltaic intiuesce,lcombined with mag
netic power, which, though merely ad
vanced hypothetically, had the advantage
of being a good hypothesis. He presumed
that in whatever direction the voltaic energy

pendant wire was instantly put in motion,
and its lower extremit revolved rapidly
round the ﬁxed magnet in the cup of mer
cury. The lecturer here observed that no
other single force was capable of producing
rotation, as it was necessary, in order to
produce this effect hy other means, to con
nect the projscfile with the gravffaling
force. The experiment was then varied, by
causing the magnet to revolve, while the
perpendicular wire proceeding from the
other extremity of the horizontal wire re
mained at rest; and by adopting adiiferent
mode of communication with the battery,
the magnet ?and the wire were both made
to revolve round each other, but in opposite
directions.

is exerted, the forces proceeding from the
opposite poles always act as tangutla to
each other; and that wherever rotatory
motion can occur, it will always result from

the Operation of these tangential forces.
This hypothesis affords an illiustration of the
motions of the magnetic rieedle, its declina
tion, dip, &c. which phenomena may pro

bably be accounted for on the principle of
tangential force.

It soon occurred to M. Ampere that a
rotatory motion might be produced by an
arrangement, without any separate voltaic
arrangement, called the revolving rnachin.

This was the ﬁrst example of rotatory

This apparatus, which was now exhibited,

motion produced by electro-magnetism. In
another experiment however, invented by
Mr. Marsh, a pendent wire had a tendency

consisted of a double cylinder of copper,
between the interior surfaces of which n cy

to start out and fall back again, when
placed betwixt the poles of a horse-shoe
magnet, and a voltaic connection formed;
and it soon occurred to Mr. Barlow, that
as in this instance the wire formed only one
radius ofa circle, the employment of a suc
cession of radii would produce rotatory mo
tion without the effects which attended the

previous mode.

Mr. Marsh accordingly at

linder of zinc was introduced- Diluted acid
was then poured into the cylindrical space,
and the apparatus being accurately sus
pended upon a pivot, a magnet was passed
up within the cylinders, and upon placing
them on this magnet, they immediately be

gan to revolve in opposite directions. The
cylinder of zinc, being lighter than those of

copper, revolved with the greater rapidity;
and the lecturer added, that in the experi

tached to the apparatus a thin piece ofbrass ment of M. Ampere, only the copper cylin
in the form of a star, each of the radii of ‘ders were put in motion, but that Mr. Marsh

which touched the surface of the mercury.
This experiment was now perf0rmed,and as
soon as the wires of the battery were placed
in communication with the apparatus, the
star revolved rapidly on its axis.

The poles

of the battery‘ were then changed, and the
revolution of the star took place with equal
velocity in the contrary direction. The ex
periment was further varied by employing

at the same time two of these revolving stars,
ﬁxed on the same frame, with two horse
shoe magnets, both of which were made to

revolve on their axes with equal velocity,
and in either direction, according to the

manner in which the magnets were placed,

had succeeded in suspending them in such
a manner, that the revolution of the cylinder
of zinc was eﬂected at the same time. The
poles of the battery were then reversed, and
the cylinders again revolved, but in the con
trary directions.
Dr. Birkbeck then exhibited another mode,
introduced by Professor Barlow, of produ
cing a similar revolution. In this expen
ment a cylinder of brass was made to revolve

in either direction, in a vessel of wood con
taining mercury. A small apparatus, of a
cylindrical form, consisting of a convoluted
wire, was next ﬂoated in a basin of water,
and the voltaic combination which was

or the apparatus was connected with the

immersed in a small vessel holding the wire

poles of the battery.

Dr. Birkbeck then

and ﬂoating likewise, acted distinctly -as a

pointed out the advantage of using the ﬂuid
metal, mercury, to complete the connw

magnet, being attracted or repelled as the
opposite poles of a magnet were presented

tron with the battery, and proceeded to

to it by the experimenter.
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The usual time being expired, Dr. Bran

close of his precedinglecture, Mr.Wrrnau;n

commenced the present by some observa-_
of the experiments to the subject of Y tions on the diseases to which the vegetable
THERMO-ELECTRICITY; but requested the productions of nature are exposed. The.
nncx deferred for the present the extension

attention of the members, before he con

cluded, to an important improvement in the
Steering Compass, introduced by Mr. Pope,
of Ball‘ Alley, Lombard Street. This in
genious individual was a hair-dresser, who
by some peculiarity of circumstances, had

more succulent plants are subject to a dis
ease resembling mortiﬁcution. This disease
attacks the leaves of the cochineal plant,

which are very bulky, and like the leaves
of aloes, abound in juicy matter.

It ﬁrst

makes its appearance in the form of a black

been induced to devote his attention to mag

spot, which continues to spread till the leaf

netic phenomena. The Doctor here alluded
to the fact stated by M. Dupin, in his able
Address to the Mechanics of Paris, of his
having directed the attention of a number
of hair-dresers to the improvement of the
interior of the head, after they had ceased to

drops oﬂ‘,or the plant dies. There is another
disease which produces dissolution in plants,

be employed in the decoration of the out
side.‘
Mr. Pope’s improved Mariner’s Compass
was here exhibited to the audience, and the
principle upon which it acted,was explained
by the Lecturer. Its mechanism was ex
tremely ingenious, and it was constructed in
such a manner that the card was balanced
independent of the magnet,remaining always
horizontal, and was free to move upon its
centre, without the sluggishness which some
times occurs in the ordinary compass; while
the needle was at perfect liberty to dip,
.even in the highest northern latitudes, where
its position would be nearly rertical, with
.out disturbing the horizontal position of
the card.
'

Dr. BIRKBECK passed a high encomium
upon Mr. Pope‘s improved compass, which
he hoped would be universally adopted by
nautical men; and concluded his very inte
resting and instructive lecture by observing,

as' the moral of his tale, that genius, the in
tellectual sun, like the material luminary,
“ of this great world the eye and soul,”
sheds its beams on every individual, with
out regard to rank or occupation; that ge
nius is indeed “ no respecter of persons;”
“ if.” he remarked,“ you promote intellec
tual cultivation, which by means of these
iristitutions you, and the mechanics of this
empire cannow accomplish for yourselves,

you will hereafter place thousands in exalted
activity, Who might otherwise, notwithstand
ing the natural powers with which they are

in a manner analogous to the effect of a
powerful shock of electricity on animals. In
cases of this kind, the ﬂesh is reduced to a
state of putridity much sooner than under
ordinary circumstances; and by cutting into
the leaves of\ a plant destroyed by this dis
ease, it is observed, that though perfectly ver
dant but, a short time before, a sudden and

rapid decomposition of its parts has taken‘
place. A similar effect takes place in the hu
one
man of
body,
the for
limbs,
ifmortiﬁcation
it becomes
commerices
dead in a
very short time; and in such cases, in the’

vegetable creation as in the animal system,
the only effectual remedy is a speedy ampu

tation beyond the diseased part. It is ne
cessary, however, to ascertain whether the
adjacent parts possess sufﬁcient vitality -to
repair the injury inﬂicted by removing the
seat of the disease; as a. surgeon never
decides upon the amputation of a limb, ex
cept he is of opinion that the vital power is
suﬂiciently energetic to support the eﬂ"ect'of
the operation. It sometimes happens, when
plants are attacked by these diseases, that

the vital principle makes a staitd against
them, and the infected part is thrown off
without injury to the rest of the plant. In
fact, every tree exhibits similar phenomena,
as the leaves decay when the buds become
suﬁiciently healthy to throw them offas use
less, and the fruits assume‘ the appearance

of dead substances, when they are no longer
serviozable to the vegetable economy.

In

poor soils, plants bear only a small portion
of what they ought to produce, and it ap
pears to require an effort on the part of
nature to complete the production of even
one or two seeds, instead of the numerous

blessed, remain for ever humble and ob

progeny which, under more favorable cir

scure.’.’

cumstances. would attend her exertions.
Thus ‘barley, if grown in an unfavorable
soil, will only ripen one or two seeds.

‘

'

'

’

MR. wnr;n"r.en’s
FOURTH-LECTURE on norsxr.
DISEARBS

OF

PLANTS—-—MORTlFICA'l'I0.‘l—

GALL§—LINNEAN “STEM OF CLASSIFI
' CATION—-CLASSES-0BDERS“-QONCLU
SION.

-——-—

‘

FRIDAY, Sn-1 APR"...

Agreeably to the intimation given at the
* Yide page 357.

Strange effects are produced on plants by
insects, which occasion those tumors or pro
tuberauces denominated gulls. These ex
crescences arise from punctures made by the
parent insects, for the purpose of depositing
their eggs; and the part in which the eggs

are lodged becoming irritated, expands itself
with extraordinary luxuriance, frequently
assuming the most whimsical shapes. From
this cause the oak derives the spongy bodies
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called oak-dpples, and the galls imported ~t'ounded on the number, situation, and pro
from the Levant, which are used in the portions of the ctanwm ,- while the orders
manufacture of ink, are produced in the are distinguished according to the number
same manner. Vegetables appear to be of the pistils or other circumstances.
subject to other diseases of the skin, the
nature of which is not so clearly ascertained

as the origin of galls.

The stems of some

Mr. WHEELER then particularised the
twenty-four classes in succession, exhibiting
to the audience as he proceeded, a number
of large coloured representations ofvarious

plants, for instance, become covered with a
white powdery substance, but it isditﬁcultto plants, and describing the peculiar charac
teristics which attach them to each class.
determine whether this proceeds from dis
1st Class. NIONANDRIA, having only one
ease, or from the growth of minute fungi,
stamen. The common water-atarwort is
&c.
After the preceding observations on the one of the examples of this class.
diseases of plants, Mr. WHEELER proceeded
2. DIANDRIA, two stamens, as in the
to illustrate the systentatic part of the sci
veronica.
ence of Borany. When we observe the
8. TRIANDRIA, three stamens. This class
vast number of ditferent species which occur includes a variety of qt'us.re.v of ditlerent
among vegetables, the necessity of some forms, but which resemble each other in the
number of their stamens.
speciﬁc arrangement is obvious. The ar
4. TETRANDRIA, four stamens.
rangement adopted by the ancients was very
5. PENTANDRIA, ﬁve stamens.
indeﬁniteﬂas they merely divided the vege
6. Hexannnra, six stamens. To this
table creation into trees, shrubs, and herbs ,
while some of the more modern botanists class belong the various species of lilies,
divided vegetables into grasses. bulbous tuhps, &c.
7. Harrnnnnta, seven stamens.
plants, medicinal plants, &c. Other modes
8. Ocrnnnnu, eight stamens.
of classiﬁcation were introduced by Gesner.
9. ENNBANDRIA, nine stamens, as in the
Cesalpinus, &c. the latter of whom arranged
bulomos, or ﬂowering rush.
plants according to their modes of fruct
iﬁcatiou alone; but his system, which was
10. DECANDRIA, ten stamens, asin the
promulgated in l583, was inﬁnitely too stellaria holostea, or common stitchwort.
ll. Donacannnu, from twelve to nine
deep for the botanists of his day. The next
botanist of celebrity was Tournefort, whose teen stamens.
arrangement depended upon the structure
12. Icosanmus. In this class the situ

of the ﬂowers and fruit of plants; but all ation of the stamens, is considered, as well
these systems were laid aside, upon the pro
mulgation of the Linnaean system of classiﬁ
cation, by which all kinds of plants were
arranged according to the number of their
stamens and pistils.
4 Linnaeus, after proving that the stamens
and pisfils were the most important organs
of vegetables, conceived the idea of arrang
ing them according to the number, situations

as their number, which ctmsists of twenty or

more. They are not ﬁred into the usual
rsceptacIe,but are inserted in the calyx.

It

is an important circumstance connected with
this class, that the fruit borne by any plant,
containing 20 or more stamens inserted into
the rah/.r, are infallibly wholesome; so that~
a traveller in any unknown part of the world
need be under no apprehension of partaking

and proportions of those parts. Mr. \Vheeler~ of _the fruit of any plant possessing these
here explained the ditference between a characteristics. To this class belongs the
natural and an artificial arrangement of
plants. Some descriptions of vegetable pro

ductions naturally arrange themselves to
gether, such as mushroom: and toad-stools,
sea-weeds. &c. and if the whole of the vege
table creation was marked as distinctly,

there would be no diiﬁculty in dividing
plants into ditferent tribes by a natural
arrangement, which Linnaeus considered de
sirable; but this is not the case, as many
plants approach so nearly in appearance to
others whose nature is essentially different,

that the adoption of an urhﬁcial method of
arrangement has been found indispensible.

The system of ‘Linnaeus is professedly
artiﬁcial, and teaches the division of ve

getables into classes and orders ,- and also
the comparison of their generic characters
with those of the classes and orders to
which they respectively belong.
The
classes are twenty-four in number, and are

genus rosq, including all the various kinds
of roses, sweet-briar, &c.
‘
13. Pourannala,twenty or more stamens
ﬁxed into the_ receptacle, as usual.
The

poppy, the tea-plant, and the lime belong
to this class.
14. DlDYNAMlA- In this classthe re
lative proportions of the stamens are con

sidered, as the plants which it includes have
two long and two short stamens, whereas in
the class telrnndria, the four stamens are
of equal length. The lamtum, or dead net
tle is an example of this class.
15. TETRADYNAMIA, sir stamens, tour
long and two short; which distinguish it
from the class Iwntnrlrin, with the same
number of stamens of equal length.
16. Mosaoenrnu; in which the stamens
are all united together, as in the marsh
mullou-.
t7. DIADBLPHIA. The stamens in this
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class form two distlmt bodies, oonmlnlng
unequal numbers, and the corolla is papiblo

naceous, or resembling a butterﬂy. The

neml outline of the Linnazan system ofclani
llcation, and having thus completed the

parcels or bundles.

sketch of the science of BOTANY which I
proposed to delineate in these lectures, I
have onlylto thank my audience for the
honor they have conferred upon me, by the
great attention which they have paid to

19. Srsocunsm. In this class the an
thers all unite, so as to form a tube through
which the pistil passes. The dandelion ﬂit‘

my remarks, and to express my sincere
wishes that this excellent Institution may
continue to ﬂourish.

pea is included in this class.
18. Ponraonnrura. The stamens in this
class are divided into three or more distinct

nishes an example, in which all the anthers
coalesce.

Lncronns non NEXT Wears.

20. GYNANDRIA. The stamens grow from
the substance of the pistil itself, as in the
genus orchis.
'

21. Mosuscrs. Plants belonging to this
class, both staminiferous and pistilli/ierous,
have blossoms the stamens and pistils ap
pearing in separate ﬂowers,and the former

btfing placed ‘uppermost to contribute to fer
ti it .
2%. Draacra. In this class the stamens
and pistils grow upon the ﬂowers of two in

dividual plants of the same species.

Herb

mercury is an example of this description;
one kind being constantly barren, and the
other constantly jiartile, and the access of

Wednesday, April 20, Mr. Lnwrnwsr-ra's
second lecture on Electricity.
Friday, April 22, Mr. Out; on the nature ‘
of Heat.
SPITALFIELDS
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
On Monday evening last, Mr. WALLIS de
livered to the members of this Institution the
ﬁrst of a course of Lectures on the sublime
science of Asrnononr. From the appear
ance of the Chapel, we should imagine that
nearly the whole of the members were pre~

sent ; and from the deep interest they appear

the two plants to each Lother being essential

ed to take in the proceedings of the evening,

to fertility.
23. POLYGAMIA. Plants of this class pro
duce three different kinds of blossoms, which
in some instances are all found on the same

satisfaction in listening to the instructions of
the lecturer, whose explanations were ex
tremely clear, and his illustrations strikingly

plant; some of the blossoms producing both
stamens and pistils ; while some bear only the
stamens, and others only the pistils.

pr 24. Cnvrroosms. In the 24th and last
class‘, the stamens and pistils have never been
accurately counted, and their fertility occurs
in a manner not yet precisely ascertained.

To this class are referred the masses, ferns,
and the various descriptions offungi.

Mr. WHEELER having thus explained the
distinguishing characteristics of all the classes
into which the vegetable creation is divided,
according to the Linnaen system of classiﬁca

it {was evident that they experienced great

appropriate.

‘

A very gratifying treat was aﬁbrded to
the audience by Mr. J. D. Kineard, a mem
ber of the Committee, who played Luther’s
Hymn on the organ of the Chapel in 'a very
admirable manner, prior to the commence
ment of the lecture.

We understand that upwards oftwenty new
members joined the Institution on Monday
evening, and as Mr. Wallis will continue his
lectures on Monday and Thursday in next
week, a further addition to the number of

members is anticipated.

tion, proceeded to state that all these classes
are subdivided into a number of different
orders, which are distinguished by the terms
monogynia, digynia, trigynia, tetragynia,
pentagynia, hnagynia, &c. &c. according
to the number of their pistils, whether one,
two, three, four, ﬁve, or six, &c.
Of these numerous subdivisions the lectu
rer, without going through the whole of the

ORIGIN OF AN ALMANAC.
Our Saxon ancestors began their import
ant business according to the course of the
Moon, that is with the increase and not with
the wane. They counted time by the nights,

in consequence of which we yet retain our
expressions sennight or fortnight, for seven
nights and fourteen days. The ages of their

classes, selected several of the most striking
examples from the classes PENTANDRIA,
DIDYNAMIA, TETRADYNAMIA, POLYGAMIA,

own lives they always counted by winters,
and the reason why they did so, seemed to
have been, because they had passed over so

and carrrocsnrs ; and pointed out the
classes to which any plant belongs, accord

many seasons of cold and sharp weather.

ing to the number of its stamens and pistils.

terms of years. They used to engrave upon

Thus the carum carui, or carraway, con
taining ﬁve stamens and two pistils, is refer
red to the class PENTANDRIA and the order
digynia ,- in which order all the numerous
umbelliferous plants are included.
Such, concluded Mr. Wnncnss, is a ge

certain squared sticks about a foot in length,

And by winters they always counted their

or shorter or longer as they pleased, the
courses of the moons of the whole year, by
which they could always tell to a certainty
when the new moons, full moons, and
changes should happen, together with théir

THB QNDON
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festival jdays, and they called the carved stick

dirt, by means of a brush and soft water.

an al-mon-agltt, that is,at-moon-heed, which
is, the regard or observation of all the moons,
and hence is derived the name ALMANAC.

nel twice or thrice every week till about the

NEW DIGGING MACHINE.
M. Michael Barry, of Swords, in Ireland,
has invenred a machine, simple in its con

Afterwards it was washed with a wet ﬂan
middle of summer. In autumn they were
again measured, and the increase of the
washed tree was found toexceed the other

nearly in the proportion of two to one.

struction and principle, by which with two

NEW FIRE ENGINE.

horses and one attendant an acre of pota
toes can be dug out in one hour—als0, an
acre [of ground, previously ploughed for

ingenious and industrious people, and prove

oats or other grain, can be harrowed by it
in an hour with two horses and one attend
ant, thereby etfecting in the branch of har
rowing a saving of upwards of 93 per cent.;
or, in other words, doing the work of thirty
two horses and sixteen attendants with two
horses and one attendant. This machine, if
brought into general use, under proper re
gulations, would soon eﬂ'ect wonderful and
happy changes in the world. The farmer

at the ditierent seasons of sowing wheat,
oats and barley, has his work often impeded
by the inclemency of the weather, and is

Our friends the Scotch are really a very
to us that the old adage of “ a burnt child
dreads ﬁre," is equally correct in Scotland
as in England, and that it there excites the
respect due to a proverb so old and so valu
able. In London, the inhabitants are like
so many salamanders, the more they roast

the more they relish the ﬁre.

Born a man

out of one house one day,and ten to one but
he will burn himself out of another the next.
Not a week passes without fires, and yet
week after week we see men just as careless
in exposing themselves and their property
to destruction from this most terrible of all
calamities, and just as inditierent to the

frequently obliged to sow his seed whilst the

means which might be devised to prevent a

ground is wet and unﬁt to receive it; but
when he can reckon this machine among his
stock of husbandry implements, all such in
c-onvenieucies, and the probable and conse
quent losses, will be obviated, as in a few
days of fair weather the harrowing in of
the seed on the largest farm can be com
pleted. The saving effected on the article
of horse labour and feeding horses urider

recurrence of the evil.

suchkircumstances would be immense. The
certainty of being able at the different sea
sons of the year to get the seed sown whilst
the ground is in good order and in proper
sea_son, must be a source of great gratiﬁ
cation.

With regard to the rapidity with which
potatoes can be dug out by this machine,
its good effects must be incalculable, as in
no season, however inclement, can there be
any apprehension entertained that any con
siderable portion of the crop will be destroy

ed, either by wet or frost—-and as many
persons are deterred from extending the

cultivation of potatoes from an apprehension
of greater loss in digging out, and by bad

weather before digging, the certainty of get

The Scotch how

ever, although they are naturally a colder
people than the English, do not like the
idea of being roasted alive, and therefore
take warning by the past to provide security
for the future.
The Scotsman of a recent
date, says :—
“ Our townsman, Mr. Ruthven, whose
mechanical genius is indefatigable, has been

applying his eliptical wheels to various new
purposes. One of his latest improvements
consists of a combination of two eliptical
wheels with one round wheel, by which a

reciprocal motion (like that ofa pump rod)
is converted into one that is circular, and
vice 1:ersa, a circular motion into one that
is reciprocal. This combination deserves
the attention of the mechanician for its sin
gularity, as well as for its probable utility.
It approaches to the nature of an equalised
crank; that is to say, it operates on the

principle of acrank, but with apower nearly
uniform, instead of one that is constantly
varying. Without diagrams we could scarcely
render the mechanism intelligible. We may

Two young beech trees, planted at the
mrne time, in the same soil, at a small dis
tance from each other, and equally healthy,

state generally, however, that the three
wheels are placed above one another, having
their axes all in one line; that the round
wheel is placed in the middle, and turns by
its teeth; the two eliptical wheels, each of
which having its axis in one of its fan’, the
moveable frame in which these axes work is
carried alternately up and down. as the long
er or shorter radii are towards the central
wheel. This of course converts the circular

were pitched upon as the subjects of the

into a reciprocal motion.

following experiments. They were accu
rately measured, and as soon as the buds
began to swell in the spring,the whole trunk

this mechanism to work a tire pump; and
in the construction of this pump he has
made one cylinder do the oﬂice of two, by
making the piston suck and propel at the

ting them out ofthe ground without loss or
danger will materially promote the cultiva

tion of this important product.—Waa-ford
Herald.

BOTANICAL EXPERIMENT.

of one of them was cleansed of its mossand

He has applied
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same time, both in ascending and descending.
We are not sufﬁciently acquainted with the
construction of ﬁre pumpsto say whether

FAMILIAR LESSONS 7
ON MINERALOGY.
(Returned from Page 383.)

this latt idea is entirely new; but if it be, it
is entirely ingenious, and will, we have no
doubt, be extremely useful.
We advise

Perhaps the learner has never heard of
the metals called bismuth and nickel; they
are not common, and their use is rather con
ﬁned.
- Bismuth is a metal that is not malleable, J

persons of a mechanical taste to examine
the models.”

though it is found in a native state, as gold
TIC DOULOUREUX.

'

“ Mr. II., of Southwell, has lately ob
tained extraordinary success in the treatment
of Tic Douloureux, or Nerve-ache, one of
the most excruciating diseases that afflict
humanity, by giving a regular course of
carbonate of iron.
“ It is much in favour of the carbonate of
iron-, that it has been no less successful in

the hands of others than of Mr. Hutchinson,
a circumstance which (unfortunately) does

not always attend new remedies.

In proof

and native copper_; but it does not resemble
either.
.

Bismuth has a peculiar agreeable metallic
appearance of various colours, resembling
most the hue of a pigeon’s neck, change
able as the light strikes it, which peculiarity
may serve to distinguish it from granular
lead ore. It is soft, and melts the moment
it receives the ﬂame, into a white globule,
which if the heat be continued volatilizes,

leaving a white deposit upon the charcoal.
Bismuth frequently accompanies ores of

of this, we may mention several cases. Dr.
Crawford, of Bath, attended a lady aged 69,
whose face had been affected at intervals for
several years. The carbonate of iron cured

silver, cobalt, and nickel, and as its Varieties
are very few, the learner will be enabled to

her in three weeks, and she had no relapse.

metallic substances.
Nickel is a metal less known than the
preceding, and it is not likely the learner,
who has never seen it, should know itbefore
he has heard its name; however if hehas

Dr. Davis, of Bath, was equally successful in
curing a lady aged 65, of Tic Douloureux
of the face. She took forty grains night
and morning, and was well in a fortnight.
Dr. Evans, of Magherafelt, in Ireland, gives
several cases, both male and female, which
he cured with the same remedy; and it has
also succeeded with Mr. Thomson, of Sloane
street, Chelsea. In a word, we may consi
der that, so far as respectable testimony can

determine them, after having discerned their
peculiarities by comparing them with other

noticed the preceding characters of metals,
he will know on seeing it that it is not one
of Nickel
them. is massive, and compact,
i
Ilighter.

coloured than copper, though approaching.
to it. It is hard, difiicultly scratched by the

go, the remedy is established.—()racIe of knife, and is very heavy; any further de
Health.

, *,,,* The cases of cure above given are
satisfactory as far as they go; but, we be
lieve, that in nine instances out of ten ob
stinate rheumatic affections are mistaken for,

or purposely digniﬁed with, the title of Tic
Douloureux, and therefore it savours a little

of quackery to call the carbonate of iron a
speciﬁc. Several conﬁrmed cases of Tic
Douloureux have been treated with the car

scriptiqn could
when seen, it
agree with any
ces a ﬁne apple

avail little or nothing, but
would be perceived not to
other substance. It produ
green colour in nitrous acid.

It melts rather diflicultly, emitting arsenical
fumes that smell of garlic ; the above cha
racters are quite suﬂicient to distinguish it
from the metals it is often associated with.
Uranium, Uramte, is more easily known
than the preceding.

bonate of iron, at Bath, during the present

-. Uranife cannot be mistaken for another

year, without the slightest beneﬁt. In some
instances, however, the application of heated
laurel leaves to the side of the face has

substance, if its characters are carefully ex
amined. It is of a beautiful grass-green
colour, rarely yellow-green, and generally

assuaged the agony of the patient, and with

appears in delicate quadrangular crystals,

proper auxiliaries produhed a permanent
cure. A young lady, who was aﬁiicted with
Tic Douloureux, and who could obtain no
relief from her medical attendant, who is
one of the leading practitioners of Bath, ﬁrst

many uniting together, forming a cluster
often half an inch or an inch across. It
sometimes occurs in an ochrous state, both
green and yellow; another variety called
pitch are, which is black and often accom
panied with the ochre, is extremely heavy,
and of rare occurrence.
Wolfram is a common mineral in C01‘!!
wall, though hitherto of limited use. It_is
of a dark colour, approaching to black, brit
tle, and hard. It yieldsa red-brown streak
to the knife, and is extremely heavy. It
diﬁers from ores of iron in these particulars,
and is one of those minerals of which word;

applied this remedy; and it is a singular
fact, that her physician himself subsequently
used it with success under the torture of the

complaint.

It is probable that the prussic

acid contained in the leaves effects the cure;
but whatever it be, the success has hitherto
been so decided that the remedy seems to

be more entitled to the character of a spe
cific thanthe carbonate of iron-—En.
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cannot convey a perfect idea to ‘the learner.
It is rarely met with, except in those coun
tries which produce tin; it is a tungstate of

iron.
The following tungstate of lime is nearly
allied to the preceding :Tungsfein is a heavy opaque white co
loured mineral, sometimes yellow-brown ; it
often occurs in fragments, is very compact,
and may be known by its great weight.
These minerals are not of common occur
rence, and for more particulars the reader
had better refer to the new Descriptive Ca
talogue, or to an Elementary Work.
_ The same remark applies to the follow

ing, viz. :
Titanium, which is a mineral more gene
rally diﬂhsed than the preceding, and ap
pears under a variety of forms, some of

which may be known by their beautiful
capillary appearance in rock crystal. It is
generally of a brown or red-brown colour,
sometimes lighter, and as delicate as hair;

it also presents itself in regular fomis as
thick as aquill. Another variety is found
imbedded and wedge-like.
Mcnachinile belongs to titanium; it is
found in grains of a black colour, intermixed
with sand.
Gold O1-e is frequently asked for, and
many yellow substances are believed to be
ores of gold; but here is a mineral that

contains that precious metal, without the
smallest appearance of it; it is called tellu
TNHII.

Tellurium is a whitish coloured shining
mineral, disseminated superﬁcially in small
and delicate leaves and ﬁbres, of a polished
steel colour, often appearing map-like, and

from it is named graphic ore.
It is sometimes yellowish, and there is a
variety that approaches to black, the latter
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end of the town, more especially among the
scavans. It is called the 'l‘haumatrope, as
it does wonders by turning, and the contri
vance is simply this :_On each side of a
round card a different subject is sketched;
by twirling a couple of strmgs the card re
volves, and during its revolutions a gro
tesque or whimsical combination is formed
of the two images, which strike the eye as

one. The optical illusion is most perfect;
the philosophy of it is thus explained in the
printed description ofthe invention :--“ This
amusing and philosophical toy is founded on

the well-known optical principle, that an
impression on the eye lasts for a short in
terval after the object which produced it
has been withdrawn. During; the rapid
whirling of the card, the ﬁgures on each of

its sides are-presented with such quick tran
sition, that both appear at the same instant,
and thus occasion a very striking and magi
cal effect. If it were necessary to give the

reader any further illustration of the prin
ciple here adverted to,it might be furnished
by appearances which are familiar to every
one. If a lighted stick be whirled round in
the dark, a luminous circle will appear to
the observer; this affords an explanation of

the pin-wheel.”—The combinations which
are effected on this principle are extremely
ingenious, and some humorous epigrams
give a point to the optical illusions; ungra
ciously enough, however, these epigrams
are, for the most part, levelled against re
volutions, though by revolutions all the au
thor’s designs are perfected. Perhaps, in
deed, these tirades were judged necessary

to propitiate loyal people who might not
approve of the precedent of perfecting im

perfect things by giving them a turn, and
for the comfort and satisfaction of such
worthies the inventor has very ingeniously

is rich in gold, and occurs in larger fohae;

contrived to make a king by revolution.

they both yield to the knife. and a bead of

This is one of the best tricks on the cards;
the head, legs, and arms of a man appear on

gold may be obtained from the richest vari
ety, by melting it with borax. The graphic
variety cannot be mistaken, and the others
may easily be discriminated. Tellurium is
of rare occurrence.

Molybllena is a mineral not very abund
ant, though it occurs in many situations; it
is generally in small patches, foliated, ol' a
lead colour; it greatly resembles tellurium,
but its leaves are more ﬂexible, and it does
not melt under the ﬂame of the blow-pipe;
it is generally imbedded in quartz, and has

hitherto only been found in rocks of the
earliest formation.

one side, and the regalia on the other, we
give the card a turn, and a king is made out

of nobody.

This exploit is thus set forth in

the accompanying epigram :
Legs, arms, and head, alone appear,
Observe that no-body is here,
Nsroteou like, I undertake,
Of nobody a king to make.

There are many other highly ingenious de
vices, but these things, though well worth
seeing, will not bear describing.

(To be concluded in our next.)

MUSTARD SEED. _
We have received the _f0ll0Wmg_ letter
from a Correspondent at Grantham, meios

THE THAUMATROPE.

ing along but interesting paper under the
modest title of“ Observations on the Elﬁ

(From the Hereford Independmi.)_ _
A curious toy, on revolutionary pl‘l!]Cl
pies, which bids fair to turn the whole world
topsy-turvy, has made its appearance, and

caused a prodigious sensation at the west

cacy of \Vhite Mustard Seed,” illustrating
its reputed eliicacy as a medicine. Our
limits will not permit us to give the Obser

vations entirc but we shall do as much ins
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tioe as we can to our correspondent, who is,
if we mistake not, a gentleman as venerable

be sulhcient; while others require three
times that quantity, or a table-spoonful. ln

from his profession as he is praiseworthy for

some few cases, four doses in the day, each

his exertions to render a beneﬁt to society.
To the Editor of the Ilfechanics’ Regisler.
Sm.—Having observed in No. 10 of the

containing a table-spoonful, have been ne
cessary, and have been taken without the
slightest inconvenience. When that quantity

fails, (a circumstance which very rarely oc

Ramsrna a query by W. H. for a remedy
for worms, and another query by “ a hard
workin mechanic” l'or a remedy for asthma,
I take t e liberty of troubling you with the
enclosed tract on the medicinal virtues of

curs,) it will be proper to assist the opera
tion of the seed with a little Epsom salt, or
other mild aperient, taken in the morning,

WHITE Mus-rsno Seen, in the hope that
it may aﬁbrd your Correspondents a satis

tient is much troubled with piles, it may be
adviseable to relieve the bowels occasionally

f_actor answer to their respective questions,

with a small tea-spoonful of milk of sulphur
and an equal quantity of magnesia, mixed

shoul you think it worthy of aplace in your
highly interesting publication. The value
of the white mustard seed, as a remedy for

disease any way connected with a disorgan
ized state of the stomach and bowels, is now
well known in many parts of the empire,and
particularly at Nottingham, Newark, Leices
ter, and Grantham. Through your means
the knowledge of it may be still more widely
dili'used.—l am, Mr. Editor,

With great respect, yours, &c.
Grantham.

J. T.

The “ Observations” after enumerating va
rious diseases in which mustard seed is found
useful—as dropsy, rheumatism, loss of ap
petite, indigestion, depression of spirits,
scrophula, tic douloreux, &c. proceed as fol
lows to state the mode in which it should be
used :

“ When the seed is used merely as an ape
rient, and for accidental or occasional cos
tiveness, it should be taken fasting, about an

hour before breakfast ; and generally speak

as occasion may require, instead of the ﬁrst
dose of the mustard seed. Where the pa-‘

together in_a little milk or water, {taken at
bed time, either with or after the last dose
of -the seed. It not unfrequently happens

that with the same patient, the seed varies
from time to time of its effect on the bowels;

and whenever this takes place, the quantity
in each dose should be reduced or enlarged
accordingly. When it is taken for the ex
pulsion of worms, four doses should be

taken in the day, at equal intervals between
each dose, and in such quantity as to keep
the bowels in a state rather more free and
open than in ordinary cases. The seeditt ti)
be swallowed whole, (not bruised or masti
cated,) and either alone, or in a little water

or other liquid warm or cold_

It should be

taken regularly every day without intermis'
sion, until the disease subsides, or in other
words, until health is restored, as far as the

age and circumstances of the patient will
admit. and in most cases it will be prudent
to persevere in the use of it for some weeks

or months longer, with a view to the more
effectual extinction of the former diseased
habit, by the establishment of a healthy one
in its stead. This precaution however may:

ing, a table-spoonful is the proper dose.
With some constitutions however, a tea
spoonful is suﬁicient, while others require a
second or even a third table-spoonful to be
taken in the course of the day. When it is
used as a remedy for acute diseases and mor

not succeed in every case. When the dis
ease has been of very long standing, returns

bid symptoms, three doses should be taken

ofit may occur; but by having recourse to

in the day, the first an hour before breakfast,
the second about the same time after dinner,
and third either at bed-time, or before, as
may best agree with the patient. Those who
dine at a very late hour should take the se
cond dose at two or three o’clock in the after
noon, aud the third about an hour after din
ner. The quantity in each dose must always

the seed on such occasions, each attack will
probably be less severe than the former, the
intervals between them will be successively

enlarged, and thus by degrees the disorder
will ﬁnally disappear.”
The writer then goes on to say :
" The mustard seed is valuable not only
as remedy for disease, but as a means of pre

be regulated by the effect produced on the
bowels, which are not to be purged, but in
every instance must be uniformly maintained

venting it. Of its power as a preventive, a

in a perfectly free and open state; an etfect
to which the patient should always pay par

vious to the year 1823, been regularly at

ticular attention. The quantity therefore in
each individual case, can be ascertained only
by trial; The patient should begin with a
tea-spoonful in each dose ; which he must

Very extraordinary instance has occurred. A

friend of mine had for ﬁve or six years pre
tacked twith hay-asthma in the months of
June or July in each of those years. The
attacks were always violent, and for the most

designed to be produced on the bowels may

part accompanied with some danger. And
such was the impression made on his con
stitution by the disease, and the remedies
resorted to, (of which bleedln and blistering

happen to require. With most constitutions
two tea-spoonfuls in each dose are found to

long conﬁnement to the ~httiuse, extending to

afterwards diminish or increase, as the effect

were the chief) that each i ness led to a
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a period of nearly three months. In the while the lower rod receiving some inﬂuence
early part of that year, be resolved to make from the percussion, performed a similar
a trial of the seed, in order to prevent, Vrl oﬂice. The author calls this proceeding the
possible, a recurrence of the asthma; and _rn compound process, to distinguish it from
the month of March he began the use of rt, mere hammering of the wire upon the rod,
and thenceforward took it regularly every as practised by him formerly, and which he
day without intermission; and the result was termed the simple procus. He then goes
that he escaped the disease. In November into extended details of his several experi
following he informed me, that from the ments, of which the following are the prin
time when he first took the seed, his health cipal results :——That the compound process
had not only never been interrupted by illness is more effectual in the production of ma netism than the simple one, though the ratro
I of any kind, but had been progressively rm
roving: and he further assured me that of augmentation does not appear determi
c did not recollect that he had ever enjoyed nate.
ln one experiment the maximum effect of
»so good a state of health as at that trme.
It is material to add that he has experienced
these beneﬁcial results as well in the last, as

in the preceding year.”
The writer concludes with the following
note :-—

“ The white mustard seed is very gene
rally sold at the low rate of 6d. per pound;
and such is the demand for it at Grantham,
in Lincolnshire, that a respectable grocer

there who sells the seed at that price, and
gives a printed copy of the above observa

the simple process was an attractive force,
capable of lifting between 186 and 246
grains, while the compound process nug
mented the lifting power to 826.’ In another,
the simple process gave a lifting power of
246, the compound 345- Moreover, the
eﬂicacy of the compound process is much
less manifest upon long than short wire;
and the softer the wire the more susceptible

it bbcomes of this magnetic condition.
Rye, April 12.

Trno.

tions to every new purchaser of it,has sold

no lea than forty bushels of it within the
space of live months.”
MAGNETISM.

To the Editor ofllts Mechanics’ Regidsr.
Sra—l have extracted the following from

To the Editor of Illa Mechanics‘ Register.
Sta-—That bread and bread-ﬂour manu
factured for sale have been, and still conti
nue to be, adulterated to a very injurious
extent, are facts now too well established to
be doubted ; and to remedy these evils many
unsuccessful attempts have been made, parti

a paper by Mr. Scoresby, on the develope cularly in and near the metropolis. lt ap
ment of magnetical pro rties in steel and pears to be a common grievance, in the ag
iron by percussion. A ter adverting to the gregate too formidable to be overcome; but
general results of his former inquiries, the
author observes, that his principal objects

may be corrected, or mitigated, by indivi
dualadi'spoaed to promote their own and the

on the present occasion were to endeavour,

pdblic good.

by auxiliary rods of iron, to increase the de

evidently becomes a desideraturn in the
system of political and domestic economy,

gree of magnetism, and to ascertain on what
circumstances,as to the magnitude ofthe iron
rods, and the quantity, size, and temper of
the steel wires, the utmost success of the
method depends. He formerly used a single

Under such circumstances, it

not only of this, but of all other civilized
nations, to obtain a corn-mill, which, on a
small or more extended scale,could be made

to command the power to pulverise by hand

iron rod, upon which the steel, bars were labour, or more powerful machinery, wheat
hammered, both being in a vertical position. ﬂour in the manner required, retaining, at
He now places the steel wire between two the same time, all the nutritive properties
rods of iron, and subjecting it through the
medium of the upper rod to percussion, de

and ﬂavour which nature has given to the
corn. By chemical analysis wheat, and in
rives tho advantage of the magnetism of deed all other corn and grain, is found to

both rods of iron acting at the same time contain a saccharine matter, or vital spirit,
upon both its poles.
and which, by further and more recent ex
The rods he used were of the respective periments, is found to be injured and fre
lengths of three-and one foot, and an inch

diameter; and the upper end of the large

quently destroyed by heat, arising from ex
cessive and redundant friction in grinding.
Corn ground in the usual way, with large

rod and the lower end of the small rod were
made conical, there being an indentation in
each to receive the ends of the steel wire.

a multitude of inches, at the rate of 1,560

Some magnetism was then elicited by per
cussion in the larger rod, and the steel wire
being properly placed between its upper

of 9,000 feet before it is delivered, is ex
posed to a degree of friction injurious, and

mill-stones, having to traverse the radii of
feet in a minute, and to pass over a space

extremrty and the lower one of the small rod, in some cases destructive, to the quality of
the upper end of the latter was hammered,and the Hour.

magnetism thus communicated to the win;

A metallic vertical mill, of a conical form,
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is now hoﬁever constructed, commanding,

-on a small as on the largest scale, a power
in a manner unlimited, will, if required,
reduce the entire of good bread corn to

This is, Ibelieve,‘the simplest form ot"de
ﬁnition that can be applied to the origin and
nature of the sounds of voice; but it is. in
fact, too simple to be instructively accurate

ﬂour; and by its mechanical construction

in the explanation of the _Compli(:ated phe

and form, and consequent quick deli

nomena to which it refers.

very, the

The tunable voice does not depend upon
the organs of the throat alone: the vibra

operative labour, or mechani

-cal power, is reduced to one-third of that
required to drive mill~stones ; and to prove

tions in their passage to the ear are compli

the morematerial fact of a decided supe
riority of quality of bread-llour thus pro
duced by this improved progress of grind
ing, a reference may be made to a multi

cated, and modiﬁed by the more minute vi

tude of the best authorities, and by the
simplest experiment may be demonstrated
in ten minutes. They may be extended to

by the responses of certain other vibratory

any diameter, attached to any kind of ma
chinery, and applied to all purpose of pul

such impelling organs.
Rye, April l2.

brations of certain other organs, to which,

either from necessity or volition, the pri
mary impulses are communicated; as also
portion! of the animal frame, brought into
unison (by their tension and position) with

TYRO.

verizing, grauulating, or splitting of bones,
&c. to any extent._I am, 840.

S. T

ANSWERS TO QUERIES.
To the Editor of the Illechanics-’ Register.
SlR—I shall be obliged by your inserting
the following answers in your REGISTER,

which, I hope, you will ﬁnd correct :
In the tenth number is this query—“ In
what manner are 24 trees to be planted, so
that there may be 20 rows, and three trees
in each row 3” I propose the following:
0

0
O

O
000

0
O

000
O00
000
O
O

0
0

To the Editor of the Illechanics‘ Register.
SIR—-I beg to inform your correspondent,
HENRY, in your, twenty-fourth number, of
a very simple life-preserver (see Hamilton
l'lIoore’s~ Epilonie of Navigation, article
Ships in Distress). Let him take 800 new
wine-bottle corks, which are to be put on a

strmg, and which, when so done, is to be
sewed up in strong but light canvass (and to
be made up in circles round the body), and
when so done it is to be well painted, so as
be water proof. It may have shoulder-straps
or buckles, or it may be fastened on a can
vass jacket, for convenience; and which, I
think, is well calculated to answer the pur
poses of your correspondent, or in any case

where a life-preserver is required.

O

HENRY Wsr. Dnwrrunsr.

0

To the sixth query of T. Wilson, in No.
13.-Sounds, I shall ﬁrst state, exist not in
the bodies usually termed sonorous, or in
the several apparatus of art from which they

NOTICE.
In return for the very liberal patronage

appear to originate. They are, in fact, only

with which the Lonnon Macnsurcs’ R3

perceptions of the sentient mind,originating
in impressions on the tympauum of the ear,
and which impressions are communicated to
that organ by certain pulses of the atmo
spheric air thrown into agitation by percus
sion, or vibrations of some impelling im
plement, which may be regarded as the re
mote cause of such impressions.

msrnn has been honoured, and in compli

Vpcal sounds are the etfect of speciﬁc vi
bratrons, produced, in the ﬁrst instance, by
the action and re-action of certain organs of
the animal throat on portions of the atmo
spherrc arr, expelled by speciﬁc impulse
from the lungs.

ance with the wish expressed by many of
their Subscribers, the Proprietors intend to
present them with an excellent likeness of
DR. Brnxsncx, elegantly engraved on
steel, as the most appropriate and accepta

ble Frontispiece to the Fmsr Voumr: of
the.Work, which they propose to conclude

with the 28th Number and 7th Part. The
Engraving has been for some time in the
hands of the Artist, and no expense will be
spared to ﬁnish it in a style of elegance wor

thy of the distinguished individual whom it
represents.
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i;N‘to thetnetallic cylinder‘ M; andto pre
0

The study of this science is so interesting‘ ‘vent the dispersion of the ﬂuid before it ar
rives at the points N, a piece of black silk (an

in itself, and furnishes so iriexhaustible a
source of instruction and amusement to the

l student, that no apology is necessary for pre

ﬁxing to our present number a representa

tion of part of the diversiﬁed apparatus em
ployed in its experiments, particularly the
Enncrnrcsn Mscmnn, by the operation
of which the various phenomena of the

insulating substance)is loosely attached to the

glass cylinder. From a metal ball on the
cushion L, a chain is suspended, for the
purpose of forming a communication with
the earth, without which it would be impos
sible to accumulate the ﬂuid in suﬁicient
quantities to render its elfect obvious to the

given as one of the most modern construc

sight. P is a screw, at the bottom of the
insulating pillar C, to adjust the cushion,
by increasing or diminishing its friction

tion, noras the best adapted for Electrical
experiments; but as conveying a view of all

against the glass cylinder.
When the machine is to be used, the

the parts essential to. electrical excitation

chain is suspended from the cushion, and
the glass cylinder is put in motion by turn

science are so beautifully displayed.

The

machine represented in the engraving, is not

by the revolution of a glass cylinder. Here
after we may have occasion to introduce re
presentations of other machines, upon more
approved constructions ; and 0m readers will

then be enabled, by comparing them with
the present, to observe the progress and im

provement made in this department of
science.
The ﬁgures, together with the subjoined
description, will assist those who have not

witnessed electrical operations, in compre
hending, more readily, the observations and

experiments introduced by Mr. Lr:wnr
vvnrn, in his lectures, to which they will
form an appropriate introduction.
The principal ﬁgure represents an Elec

ing the handle K5 and if the} ﬁnger be now
presented to the brass ball 0, attached to

the prime conductor, a bright spark will be
instantly drawn from it, accompanied with a
crackling noise.
.,
Fig. 2 is the discharging rod, furnished
with a glass handle A, to insulate the body.
B is a metallic wire, joined in the center,

and at its extremities are placed the brass
balls C and D.
~
Fig. 3 represents a Leyden jar of the
usual construction. This is made of glass,
and both the interior and exterior are coated

with tin-foil as high as B, in order to con
vey the electric fluid to every part of the sur

face on which the electricity is to be accu
trical Machine, in which A is a large cylin
der of glass, which is a non-conductor of mulated and retained. The jar is furnished
electricity; and C D are two pillars, also with a wooden stopper, A, through which
of glass, to insulate the machine, or cut off passes a strong wire, with a ball, C, at the
its communication with the earth, which is top, and [communicating with the interior
the great repository of the electrical ﬂuid. coating. To discharge the‘ jar, the wires of
the discharging rod are extended till the
B is a. metallic cylinder, which is a conduc
tor of the ﬂuid; and E F G H represents balls are brought into contact with the ex
the strong frame of wood that supports the terior coating of the jar and the ball at the

At L, on the top of the ‘pillar

top; by which means a communication is‘

C, is a piece of wood, to which a stuffed

formed between the interior and exterior
coatings, and the fluid passes through the

cylinders.

leather is attached, at the place where it
touches the glass cylinder.
Upon turning
the handle K , the cylinder rubs against the

stuﬁ"ed leather, which by its pliability, yields

discharging rod, without communicating

with the body, which is protected by the
glass handle.

to the pressure, and the friction thus pro

Fig. 4 is an apparatus aﬂbrding an amu

duced excites the electric ﬂuid on the sur
face of the glass cylinder, from which it is
, conveyed, by the conducting metallic points

sing example of the effects of the electric

ﬂuid on light substances, as exhibited in
Mr. Lewthwaite’s ﬁrst lecture.

rut nosnou tutcus'rucs1.ascrsun.
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0- u tmdnz light bodls nuns to Me been
UJNDON
'
known ln the very infancy of philosophy.
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTMN.
!.':9'.' l Thales, of Miletus, the founder of the Ionian
us. Lnw'r'nw.n1-e’s '1!‘l\161§"l‘| school, endeavoured, about 600 cars before
rrss-r LECTURE on snsc-nrclrv. Eli Christ to explain this remarkab e effect, by
ascribmg to this fossil the functions of an
animated being. The attractive power of
HISTORY OF Bl.EC'l‘R1ClTY—BLEC1‘RICAl.
amber was afterwards noticed by Theophras
EXClTA1‘l0N—CONDUC1‘0RJ
AND NON
tus; and several detached and unsatisfactory
CONDUC'I‘0ll8— -INBU LA'l'I0l‘—--POSITIVE
notices respecting the same substance occur
AND NEGATIVE
ELBCTRlCl'l‘Y—ELBC
TRIC ATTRAC'l'lDN—EXPBRIMBN'l‘S.

wznsnsnsv, 13TH APRIL.
Mr. Lswruwaire this evening commen
ced a course of lectures on the science of
Enscrnlclrv, which he introduced by ob
serving that nothing had contributed more
to the establishment of truth, and the ad
vancement ol general science, than the tran

sition from metaphysical reasoning to expe
rimental philosophy. Mere conjecture, how
ever plausible or fondly embraced, affords
but little satisfaction to the mind. We are
constantly wishing for the evidence of facts,
and ﬁnding but few speculative points which
are not liable to be controverted, we are

obliged to seek for demonstrative proof by
adverting to practical investigation. This
is eminently true with respect to E|.sc'r|u
crrv; a ﬁeld of enquiry in which fancy has
suﬁiciently exhibited her luxuriance. it is a
branch of science in which pleasure and uti
lity are happily united; and were the subject
to be considered in no other than a philoso
hic light, with a view of extendmg our

in the writings of Pliny; but the ancients
seem to have been acquainted with nothing
more than the meagre fact which was known
in the time of Thales; and although the
electrical property of amber was noticed by
several modern writers, such as Digby, Sir

Thomas Brown and others, it does not appear
that any experiments were made upon the
subject till the time of Dr. Gilbert, of Col
Chester, about the year 1600. This eminent
philosopher may indeed be justly regarded

as the founder of the science of ELECTRI
crrv.
The ingenious Mr. Boyle, to whom some
of the otlu-r |tll)'Slt‘iil sciences are under
lasting 0llll‘.;‘Zll-l(>ll\l, directed much of his at
tention to this subject, and has left us an ac

count of his experiments in a small work
entitled “ Experiments and Notes about the
mechanical origin and production of Elec

nowledge of a fluid which appears to have

tricity.” The existence of electric light was
discovered by Dr. Wall, who procured a
long and tapering piece of amber, and upon
drawing it through a piece of woollen cloth,
he heard a prodigious number of little crack
lings, each of which was accompanied with

almost an unlimited agency and universal

a small ﬂash of light; but by holding his

extent, it would be found an inexhaustible

ﬁnger at a little distance from the amber, he
heard a loud snap. "‘ It strikes the ﬁnger”
says Dr. ‘Vail, “ wheresoever applied,with a

source to the man of leisure and speculation;
or if we consider the variety of entertaining
experiments and curious phenomena that
may be produced by an electrical machine,
we shall ﬁnd it a most agreeable relaxation

to every mind that is capable of virtuous
and rational pleasures. But if, at the same
time, it can be rendered subservient to more
essential purposes in life, it must strongly
demand the attention of every ingenious
enquirer.
The term Er.ecnuc1rv is derived from
the Greek word elu-lron,{which inthat lan
guage signiﬁes amber; but with us it properly

designates the science which treats 0|‘ the
phenomena of attraction produced by the
friction of that substance. As similar and
analogous appearances were afterwards ob
served during the friction of scaling-war,
glass, and a vast number of other bodies,
and were developed by various other means
and under various circumstances, the pur
port of the term electricity has been extend
ed so as to embrace all the numerous and
diversiﬁed phenomena which appear to have
the same origin as those of excited amber or
glass.

The property exhibited by amber in at

push or puff like wind.” This subject, as
well as other branches of natural philosophy,
was about this time assiduously cultivated by
Mr. Hawksbee.

After a considerable interval, during which
electricity received no accessions, the subject
was taken up by Mr. Stephen Grey, a pen
sioner at the Charter-house, who enriched
the science with the most important disco
veries. He was led to the division of all sub
stances into rledrics, or those which can be
excited by friction, and non-electrics, or
those which cannot be so excited. He also
discovered this important general law, that
non-electrics, such as the metals, are con
ductors of electricity; while electrics, such
as glass, silk, hair, resin, &c. are non-con
ductors, and may be employed to insulate
conductors. Doctor, afterwards Sir William
Watson, began his successful career as an
electrical discoverer about the year 1745.

His attention appears to have been directed
to the subject by the discoveries of the Ger
mans, whose experiments he carefully re

peated. He succeeded in ﬁring inﬂammable
‘air and gunpowder by the electric sparlt,and
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his attention was nextoocupied by the Ley 'occupied with the eledn'c_ﬂuid, and with the‘
deu phial, which was invented about this time properties it is assumed to possess, we must
for the purpose of accumulating consider

able quantities of electricity.

He obtained

never forget that we are speaking of a sub
stance, the existence of which is yet undeter
mined, and which we know merely from its

a number of curious results, but endeavoured
in vain to give a theory of its operations. etfects.
Dr. Watson was at the head of a small party
Mr. Lewrnwarrr: then commenced his
of English philosophers, who associated illustrations of the science of ELECTRICITY,
themselves for the purpose of making a by showing that a piece of amber, when ex
series ofexperiments on the distance to which cited by friction, possesses the property of
the electric shock could be carried, and on attracting light substances, and that a simi
the velocity of its motion. On the 14th and lar etfect is produced by a tube of glass,
18th of July, 1747, they conveyed the shock when excited by silk, and also by sealing
across the Thames at Westminster Bridge by wur, particularly if rubbed uponfur, which
an iron wire, the water of the river forming produces the besteffect. Electricity is some
part of the chain of communication. On times produced merely by combing the hair,
the 24th of July, at two diﬁerent places, they or pulling oil" the under garments; but in
forced the electric shock to make a circuit of whatever manner it is developed, its effects
two miles on the New river at Stoke Newing
are always the same. Glass and sealing-'
ton. At one of these places the distance by war, however, possess electricity of ditlerent
land was 800 feet, and by water 2000; and characters, as will be evinced by their eﬂects
in the other 2800 by land, and 8000 by water. on the elect:-omeier, or rather the electro
On the 14th of August in the same year, in scope; which term Mr. Lewthwaite consi
the driest weather, the association assembled dered the most appropriate, because the in
strument is not a mefer, or measure of elec
on Shooter's Hill, for the purpose of per
forming a very magniﬁcent experiment. tricity, but is used for the purpose of mak
The wire which communicated with the iron ing the effects of small quantities of electri
rod that made the discharge, was supported city visible. The lecturer then presented a
on rods of baked wood, and was 6732 feet stick of excited sealing-wax to the electro
long. The wire communicating with the scope, when its gold leaves diverged with
phial was supported in asimilar manner, and 1:egah'oe or resinous electricity, but col
was 3868 feet in length, the distance of the lapsed on the approach of the excited glass
observers being above two miles. Although tube, which was po.riticely electriﬁed. These
the circuit was four miles, two of water and two kinds of electricity have a tendency to
two of dry ground, yet no time appeared to disturb each other; and the sealing-wax
elapse during the pnssage of the shock ; so being deprived of part of its electricity by
that there was every reason to consider it excitation, receives electricity from the elec
troscope ; while the glass, which receives
instantaneous.
'
While electricity was making such pro additional electricity by friction, communi
gress in England, Dr. Franklin was busily cates a portion of it to the electroscope.
occupied with the same subiect in America, Thus we ﬁnd that there are two distinct
The extent and brilliancy of his discoveries kinds of electricity,viz. trffreous and T0.ri1|0u.r,
gave a form and dignity to the Science which or as they were termed by Dr. Franklin,
it had never before possessed, and raised their posilire and negative electricity.
author to a high rank among the distinguish
It is necessary to explain what is meant
ed philosophers of the eighteenth century, by conductom and non-cmufuelors, and also
His earliest discoveries were communicated~ the meaning which is conveyed by the term
to his friend Mr. Collinson of the Royal So
insulation. Conductors are those substances
ciety, on the 28th July, 1747, and were tllrongll which the electric ﬂuid passes, either
speedily translated into the different lan
thro‘og-h their pores, or along their surfaces.
List! of conducting bodies are given by
guages of Europe. These discoveries rela

ted to almost every branch of electricity; but

writers on electricity, which include the me

the most important may be reduced to three.
lst, his discovery of plus and minus electri
city; 2nd, his explanation of the Lcyden

tals, charcoal, saline, ﬂuids, water,&c. Non
conductors, on the contrary, are those
bodies. through, or bver which the ﬂuid will
not pass; such as shell-lac, resin and glass,
of which the latter is the most useful in
electrical experiments‘.
The lecturer ex

phiul; and 3rd, his discovery of the identity
of lightning and c!cc!1'icit'_u.

Having thus given a hasty sketch of the
great body of facts which constitute the
history of electricity, Mr. LEWTHWAITE

proceeded to that branch of the subject
which professes to connect together, by one
general principle, the various phenomena
which constitute it a science. He observed,
howeyer, that this principle is merely inmo
thetical ,- and that while our attention is

empliﬁed these remarks by shewing that the
ﬂuid passed readily through a metallic body,
but not through glass, and observed, that a
body is said to be insulated, when its com
munication with the earth is intercepted by
a non-conductor. Thus the wires of the
discharging rod are insulated by the [/1088
handle, and the conductors of the electrical
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machine by the glgiss pillars which support
them.
' '

Mr. Le\v'ru\vsrru then explained the
construction and operation of the electrical
machine, which will be clearly understood
by a reference to the engraving, and the
description which accompanies it. When
the machine is at rest, it remains in its na
tural state of electricity; but this natural
state is disturbed whep it is put in motion,
‘and the electricity drawn from the earth is
carried round the cylinder to the positive
conductor. If there is nothing to receive
the electricity thus conveyed to the positive
or prime-conductor, the fluid again passes
round to the negative cohductor of the ma
chine.
In order that the machine may be in good
condition for the performance of electrical
experiments, it is necessary to prepare the
rubber with an amalgam composed of two

parts of tin, four of zi ‘c, and seven of mer
cury. Some electricians use an amalgam of
tinfoil and mercury only; but the lecturer
considered the former a preferable com
pound for this purpose. He would now en
deavor to make it evident that the machine
was capable of producing the two opposite
states of electricity which were developed by
sealing-wax and glass.

Mr. Lcwrrrw/urn then charged two
Leyden jars from the poritire conductor ; and
two pairs of pith balls being suspended from
different frames, upon bringing the knobs of

the jars near them, the balls immediately
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Having thus. made it evident.that'the
electricity generated by the machit1e,iikc
that of sealing-wax and glass is of two dif
ferent kinds, he would now proceed to the
subject of electric at/I-action. -When a

charged jar is presented to the pith balls,
the latter are said to be attracted by it, as

they are evidently drawn towards the knob,
but they no sooner approach it than they
recede frrm it. lf a leaf of gold be made to
float in the atmosphere, it will recede from
an excited glass tube. This experiment
Mr. Lewthwaite performed very successfully,
and the‘ ﬂoating leaf evidently seemed to be
repelled by the tube, as the latter followed
its undulating progress; but the lecturer
denied in toto the existence of elerhtc re
pnl.viorr. The gold leaf becoming charged
with pas-ilirs electricity by the excited glass,
was allraclerl by the atmosphere, which
tvas in the opposite state of electricity, and
was therefore kept ﬂoating at a distance from

the tube.

Mr.Leivt.hwaite then presented

the knob of a charged jar to an electroscope
furnished with two pith balls, when they
immediately diverged; and he observed that,
in this case, the balls might be supposed to
repr.-I each other; but this was not the fact,
as their divergence was occasioned by the
all;-action of the atmosphere which sur
rounded them. To prove this, he would
exhaust the air from the electroscope, and
if the balls diverged as before, he would be

ready to admit of electric repulsion.

This

was accordin ly done, and upon presenting
the jar, the galls remained quiescent, from

receded from each other.
The jars were
then charged again, the one 7I0f[llllI'0l!I and Which experiment the lecturer inferred that
the other posﬂivelu, when the opposite ef there was no such thing as electric repulsion;
fect took place, as the pith balls were strong
for if this were the case, the balls would
have“'separated as readily in vacuo as in
ly attracted towards each other. In the lat
ter case, the two kinds of electricity attracted atmospheric air.
Several other experiments, of a very
each other to restore the equilibrium, be
cause they possess a tendency to destroy amusing and interesting kind, were then per
each other‘s effects. To illustrate this still formed for the purpose of ehtcidnting the
further, the jars were again charged with phenomena of electric nltrcc/for-. An ex
pos:'ﬂrc and ue_qa.Iirs electricity, and upon cited glass receiver was placed over a num
bringing the knobs together, they were both ber of pith balls, which being attracted by
discharged; and the same effect occurred the upper part of the receiver, gave offtheir
when a communication was formed between electricity on falling to the bottom, and
the knobs by means of the discharging rod. were thus kept in rapid motion for some
The lecturer here observed that he should time. An apparatus, which is represented
defer the explanation of the nature of the in our engraving (Hg. 4) was then exhibited,
and the metallic plate A, being suspended by
leyden jar till a future lecture, as his pre
sent object was merely to shew the effects of a chain from the prime conductor of the
machine, the ﬁgure of a snake was placed on
the two electricities upon each other.
A light substance, in the form of a ﬁsh, the lower plate B. and by alternately ap
was then suspended between the knobs of proaching the upper plate, by which it be
came charged with electricity, and returning
two jars, by which it appeared to be aller
nately attracted, as it passed backwards and to the lower plate to give it oil‘, the ﬁgure
forwards from one knob to the other in a presented a correct representation of the
very curious manner, and would in time convolutions of a real snake. Some little
figures of men and women were successively
completely discharge the jars. This experi
ment, as well as some others in electricity, placed between the plates, where they
might appear only fit for children, but it danced about in a very comical manner, and
lho_uId be remembered, that when instruction produced a considerable effect on the risible
is combined with amusement, it is frequently muscles of the audience.
Thus, gentlemen, concluded Mr Lewth
rmbibed almost unconsciously. _
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waited havieadecvoured to‘prove'that the
electrical machine, like sealing-‘wax and
glass, gives off two diﬁerent kinds of electri
city, which have a tendency to destroy the
eﬂ"ects of each other; and that there is no
such thing as repulsion in electricity, the
various effects you have witnessed being all
occasioned by attraction. Ihave also ex
empliﬁed these principles by a series of
pleasing experiments, from a conviction that
the more attractive science can be rendered,

the more eagerly it will be perused by its
admirers. /7i\(..

natural position, he 8})

hh hand to thg

parallelogram; but as e had made use of a
magnet rather too large, in order to render
the effect more visible, the change of tem
perature produced was not suﬂicient to cause
a perceptible diﬁbrence in the direction of
the needle; but upon substituting a smaller
magnet, it soon became considerably dis

turbed.

The application of aspirit lamp

rendered the deﬂection still more obvious,

and the Doctor remarked that when Pro
fessor Oersted was in this country, he

brought with him a parallelogram, which
moved the magnet by the heat of the hand

alone; when, however, the spirit lamp L
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In continuation of his able illustrations of
the combined elfects of voltaic electricity
and magnetism, Dr. BIRKBECK commenced
the present lecture by observing, that so

great was the zeal and activity of modern
scientiﬁc inquirers, that the experiments of
the ingenious Onnsrno were no sooner pro
mulgated than they were instantly repeated
and extended by other individuals, with the

K

//,.

production of the curious Sand astonishing
results, which in the last lecture, were de
In the course of the summer'of 1823, Dr.
Seebeck, of Vienna, by combining metals of
different kinds, succeeded in producing de

was applied to the angle formed by the sides
D, C consisting ot"the two different metals,
the small magnet M was very sensibly dis
turbed in its position.
The next apparatus, which was contrived

ﬂections of the magnetic needle by an in

by Professor Cumming, exhibited the com

tailed.

crease of temperature alone, without any as.
bined effect of heat, electricity, and ‘mag
sistance from the voltaic arrangement be
netism. _ It consisted of a small convoluted
fore used. Dr. Seebeck’s apparatus was then wire, which was covered with black silk, and
exhibited: it consisted of a parallelogram its ends terminated in two small cups, con
composed of the two metals, bismuth and taining mercury. When required to act,
antimony ; one long and one short side be
two _pieces of wire, one silver and the other
ing formed of each metal. The lecturer platma, twisted together at one end, and the
stated that this apparatus, though a voltaic others introduced into the cups, were heated
combination, was not in a state of electrical by a spirit lamp, and the needle was thus
activity; but upon the application of heat, soon disturbed. The plan of using a cylinder
it would produce the same effect on the of bismuth or zinc with copper wires twisted
magnet as had been witnessed in other ex
round each end, F, G, H, for introducing
periments during-the_'previous lecture. Even into each cup, as used by Mr. Marsh, “'88
the heat of the hand was sometimes suﬂicient stated to be preferable. The instant the
to occasion a deﬂection of the needle. Dr. flame of the spirit lamp, K, was applied to
BIRKBECK then placed a magnet, turning one end of the bar, the magnet was deﬂected
upon an agate centre, in contact with the ap t permanently towards the right of the lee
puratr§s, and alter allowing it to assume its . WPQY5 bttt upon heating the other end by
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changing the position of the lamp the and passing it, exhibited the same degree of
needle returned towards the convolutedhvire, deﬂection on the opposite side, towards the

left. Thus it had been shown that by,means proceed to shew that the inﬂuence of elec
of heat an electric inﬂuence was excited,
suﬂiciently powerful to overcome that energy by which the magnet is caused to assume
a determinate direction; and as the Doctor
had before observed, this apparatus was an
excellent galvanometer ; and it was impossi-

tricity, when brought into action, in cornbii
nation with magnetism, was suﬁcient to pro]
duce rotation. From the lateness of the
hour, he had not been able to introduce this
experiment in the last lecture, in addition to
others by which the members had seen rota

ble to conceive that the etfects ol smaller I tory motion produced.
portions of galvanism could be shown than
y this instrument.
The lecturer stated that he would next

The apparatus was

constructed by Mr. Jnrnrzs Mnnsn, and is
correctly delineated in the following ﬁgure :

. should have stated that Mr. Marsh
(We
svas in attendance, and assisted Dr.‘Birkbeck
in the performance of several of the experimen"-) The two parallelograrns which
cross each other in this apparatus are each

the audience was made on a lﬂfge scal$"’."h8t
its construction might be distmctly visible,
but no effect could be produced "P0" such
large portions of metal, and it was therefore
necessary 10 use 3 much smaller a_ppar8_m!,

°.°“‘P°°?d °f ""0 pieces of metal, the lower

in which however the rotatory nl0l-1011' rmght

aide blamg platinum and the other three be distinguished by attentive observation. A
srdes ulcer.

The apparatus ‘exhibited to _ horse-shoe magnet A, B, was then placed near

40$
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the apparatus‘, as represented in the ﬁgure,
and upon applying the ﬂame of the spirit
lamp, L, to one of the angles of the transverse

bited are suﬂicient to prove the remarkable
circumstance, that the simple application of
two metals of different kinds to each other,

parallelogram EC, it instantly began to re causes the evolution of that energy which
volvewith rapidity. Here it was shewn that occasions the occurrence of Voltaic pheno
the energy of the Voltaic power, added to mena. Whether the two metals are soldered
the energy of the magnetic power, was able
to produce rotatory motion; though it had
been supposed that magnetism was a species
of quiescent inﬂuence, or was incapable of
producing revolution round an axis.
The following apparatus was then exhi
bited, for the purpose of shewing that a
double revolution might be produced, by

placing two of the little instruments used in
the last experiment upon the poles of a
horse-shoe magnet :

together, or merely laid in contact with each
other, their dilferent states of electricity ap
pear to be disturbed by their juxta-position, V
and they become electro-malice.
Dr. Bmxnncrc then observed, that as in

his ﬁrst lecture he had only described the
manner in which the Voltaic pile is con
structed, he would afford the audience an
opportunity of seeing it built,and they would
observe that the operator commenced with a.
plate of copper, upon Which he placed one

of zinc, and then a piece of moistened cloth ;
proceeding in the same order till the pile
reached the top of the open frame which
supported the plates. They would observe,
that a distinct ring was marked upon each

of the discs of cloth, which had been previ
ously used in the construction of the pile,
and moistened with the chloride or muriafe
of soda. These rings are the result of a.
chemical change produced by the action of
the pile, and upon this change depends the
permanent eﬂ‘ect of the apparatus; for it‘
there were no moisture, though electricity

1"

would be evolved, it would not produce a
permanent effect.
While the assistant,

Mr.

Bluett, was

building the pile, Dr. Birkbeck exhibited
another arrangement adopted by De Luc,
and consisting of several hundreds of plates
of ﬁnely laminated zinc, and Dutch metal
attached to paper, each pair being divided
by these discs of aper partially moistened,
and the whole inc osed in a glass tube.
If
this apparatus was placed on two electrome
ters, one of its extremities would cause the
gold leaves to diverge with positive, and the
other with negative electricity.
If two of
these glass tubes were placed so that their
contrary poles were opposite to each other,

When the heat of the ﬂame E acted upon
D aud C in this ingenious arrangement, |one
of the double parallelograms revolved with

a piece of metal suspended between them

v_olvmg parallelogram which was most ac
tive, was, however, removed from the south
to the north pole of ihe magnet, when it;‘in

would continue to vibrate for months, or
even years.
These tubes are called De
Luc’s electrical columns, and have ap
proached nearer than any other arrange
ment as stuated by the ingenious electrician
Singer, to the accomplishment of that great
object of enquiry, perpetual molirm, (which

stantly revolved with equal speed in the con

even if discovered, would probably be of no

great facility, but the effect produced upon

the other was scarcely perceptible. The re

trary direction. Dr. Birkbeck stated that utility,) than any thing hitherto accom
this experiment was of an extremely delicate \ plished..
‘
nature, in consequence of the very sma.llquan
A Voltaic pile of considerable height, hav
tity of Galvanism evolved ,~ and it was indeed ing the metallic discs two inches in diame
very ev1dent, that the partial failare of the ter, being new constructed, Dr. Bmxnrzcrc
expenment was [attributable to some unob
observed, that if any individual touched
served defect in one of the double parallelo
each of its extremities with a piece of metal
grams, which resisted an inﬂuence that or a moistened ﬁnger, he would ﬁnd that the
afited readily on the other, upon whichsoever pile was not an mart substmu:e,as he would

Pole It was placed.

'

1” expérinients which have been exhi

be instantly stunned up to the elbows, or
perhaps‘-nearly as far as the shoulders; and
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this eﬁect was repeated aooften as the con

dered evident by the appearance of nume

tact took place, however rapidly it might be

rous bubbles of hydrogen, which issued from
one of the wires, while the other bemme

repeated. The Doctor subjected himself to
the shock, and described the painful etlect it corroded by its combination with the oxy
produced; and considerable laughter was gen.
The assistants now proceeded to prepare
excited by the circumstance of Mr. Marsh
unexpectedly receiving a check, by handling
the pile incautiously, though so well ac

a very large trough for the performance of

an effect, excited astonishment in the minds
of all who witnessed it. The Voltaic pile
was however very soon applied to other pur

requested the attention of the members to a
rotatory machine, which he had exhibited at
the last lecture, and had then stated that the

a senes of striking experiments to shew the
surprising etfects, as to ignition and deﬂag'ra
quainted with its effects.
That such an arrangement of portions of tion, which m'ay be produced by Voltaic
apparently inert matter, should produce such power; and in the interim, Dr. |Birkbeck

poses; and Messrs. Nicholson and Carlisle, whole force of the extensive Voltaic appara
having observed a slight decomposition of
water on the upper surface of the pile, soon
completed the ellect by inserting into the
opposite ends of a tube containing water,
two wires communicating with the upper

tus of the London lnstitutinn, had failed to
make it rotate. Mr. Marsh had, however,

on the morning after the last lecture, sue
ceeded in adopting an arrangement which

caused it to revolve with great facility, and
and under surfaces of the pile. This expe perhaps he would be equally successful upon
riment the lecturer now performed, and the the present occasion, The following is _a
representation of this apparatus :
decomposition of the water was soon ren

The wheel A, B, appears to be so con or marmetic force, as the active one, or from
structed that the tangential force, before both, acting in opposite directions,may per
alluded to, can have little opportunity to haps never be discovered. ,1 think, however,
and

from the change of motion produced by

barely touching the mercur at the point E.

act; its edge being extremely ﬁne,

changing the position of the magnet, I may

Mr. Marsh then placed a lhrge horse-shoe

venture to infer, that by the active opera

magnet, F, in the situation represented in tion of both these inﬂuences this rotation is
the ﬁgure, and upon connecting the poles of ! eﬂected.

the battery belonging to his electro-mag-I

The large voltaic battery being now pre

netic arrangement with the wheel by the cup

pared, the lecture-room was darkened, and

Q, and another cup, not seen, near H
it began to revolve with great rapidity. The
poles of the magnet being reversed, by

the learned President proceeded to exhibit
its electrical effects by a number of experi
ments, which excited the greatest astonish

lacing it upon its upper snrfacet the revo
ution proceeded with equal celerity in the

ment in the minds of the spectators, and

elicited loud and reiterated acclamations.
The arrangement consisted of twenty-four
In this experiment, continued Dr. Bmx- pairs of plates, each a foot square, cemented

contrary direction.

BECK, it is evident that there must be either
one acting force and one passive resistance,

according to the earliest plan, in grooves

formed in the inside of a strong mahogany
or two-active forces; but whether the mo box. This battery was constructed, be ob
tion of the whole proceeds from the roltaic served, soon alterthe experiments Fourcroy
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and Thenard had shown the very great heat

consumed, and exhibited a beautiful specta

ing power of large plates. compared even
with a greater extent of surface, divided into
more numerous parts; and constituted, with
one of similar magnitude which he had also
constructed for using at the same time, the
most powerful apparatus that had then been
employed.
Subsequently, however, Mr.

cle during their combustion. Leaves of
Dutch metal were then burnt in a similar
manner, and exhibited a varietygof _brilliant
colours, from the admixture of metals of

Children had prepared plates much larger,

bustion, was
generated by
ascended in
dable metals,

and of much greater energy, and the ﬁne
batteries of the Royal Institution and the
London Institution also much exceeded them.

Still however, if, as is very probable, the
battery should have escaped injury from

which itlis composed.

Even the mercury,

upon the surface of which the metallc la

minae had been laid for the purpose of com
ignited by the intense heat
the voltaic arrangement, and
white fumes. The very oxi
zinc and iron, were also fused

when placed in the voltaic circle, and fell in
numerous globules. It is impossible to de
scribe the intense interest excited in the

having been long disused, its energy will not
be insigniﬁcant. Perceiving, said the Doctor,
that there is now great action, I shall take
advantage of the best condition to exhibit
one of its most curious and brilliant effects,

crowded assembly by thesefstrikingly beau
tiful experiments, the whole of which, we

the combustion of charcoal and the illumi
nation of the intervening space, in the

The usual time having now elapsed, Dr.

between the extremities of two pieces of
strong copper wire proceeding from the poles
of the battery: they became instantly ig
nited intensely, and burnt with a degree of
splendor almost jnsupportable to the eye.
The extreme brilliancy of the light emitted

presented, when an opportunity was offered
for performing all the requisite experiments,
and a proper space was provided for the
necessary arrangements. All this ’ere long

may emphatically say, were performed with
the most brilliant success.
'»l‘\

Birkbeck observed that a more complete
greatest perfection. The ﬁrst experiment, development of the chemical effects of vol
therefore, consisted in placing two pieces of taic electricity, and an exposition of the
charcoal, properly prepared and pointed, theory ‘of this wonderful action would be

from the burning charcoal, could only be
compared to that of the sun in its meridian

splendour, and the innumerable radii which
formed a circle of considerable extent around
the central nucleus, presented a vivid resem
blance to that luminary. When the pieces
of ignited charcoal were placed at a short
distance from each other, the course of the
electric energy was marked by a luminous
arch of incconceivable brightnesc. The lec
turer remarked, that it was by the applica

tion of the intense heat generated by the
voltaic arrangement, that Dr. Hare, of Phi
ladelphia, had succeeded, not long since, in
forming artiﬁcial diamonds from charcoal.

At a future period, he should have an op
portunity of exhibiting the combustion of
charcoal by means of the same apparatus,
when surrounded by oxygen gas, instead of
atmospheric air; on account of the bril

he hoped |to be able to accomplish, in a
menner which was now quite impracticable.
He then stated that he should conclude by
exhibiting the effects of that extraordinary
substance, potassium, which as he had pre
viously observed, had been discovered by
the employment of voltaic power in the re
searches of Sir Humphry Davy; a philoso
pher, of whom he might say with justice,
that since the time of Sir Isaac Newton, the

world had not produced so great an experi
mental genius. He had indeed, accomplish
ed a discovery which was protrerbially con
sidered beyond the reach of human abilities,
for he had actually furnished the means of
“ setting the Thames 011 ﬁre.” The doctor

exempliﬁed this remark by throwing a piece
of potassium on the surface of some water in
a ﬂat glass vessel, where it instantly burst
into a. ﬂame of a beautiful red and purple
colour, and traversed the surface of the ﬂuid

for several seconds. The experiment was
liancy of combustion being added to the pre repeated with the same result, and the lec
sent splendour, the Members would witness turer then threw into the vessel a piece of
sodium, another singular metal discovered
an effect still more striking.
' A piece of thin platinum wire of consider
by Sir Humphry Davy, and which is the
able length, was then introduced within the base of the alkaline substance soda. This
~mltaic circle, and was instantly consumed metal does not usually inﬂame when placed
like a piece of thread; though this metal in contact with water, but in the present in
is most infusible and indistructible by every stance it immediately took ﬁre, and burnt
heat that can be produced under ordinary upon the surface like the polauiurn. Dr...
circumstances. Several other pieces of Birkbeck then shewed that the combustion
platinum wire, some of them much thicker, of these substances on the water had con
and also of considerable length, were then
successively exposed to the action of the
battery, and were in an instant heated to
whiteness, or fused into minute globules.
Portmns of gold {and silveﬁlcaf were also

verted it into a ﬂuid, having the properties
of an alkali, as a blue vegetable infusion

was instantly changed to abeautiful green by
the addition of a portion at;-IB alkahsed
-|. 1,
_-1;
water.
' ~__,__d
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Though the existence of these substances
is only known to the world as the result of
chemical processes, their formation ‘may
possible depend upon natural operations,
and it is probable that large bodies of pot
assium and sodium may exist in the earth,
and that when water is brought into contact
with them, the resulting flame and gaseous
evolution, produce heavings of the earth,
and the rupture of its orust or surface.
Hence it is probable that these very substan
ces ‘are the occasion of earthquakes and
volcanoes, and that the latter act as a kind
of chimneys to permit the escape of the vast
quantities of gas generated by the internal
combustion, and thus prevent as it were,

the bursting ofthe earth itself. This opinion
receives conﬁrmation from a circumstance
which occurred in 1892, when an eruption
of Vesuvius took place, which was accom

panied with the discharge of large quantities
of chloride of soda, one mighty mass of

which was employed by the population for
a long period, for domestic uses; and it is
also probable that the immense collections
of rock-salt found in the bowels of the earth,
are the result of the chemical changes pro
duced in periods long past by the contact of
pota uium and router.
Thus, concluded the worthy Doctor, vol
taic electricity is not only intimately con
nected, as l pointed out to you before, with

the circumstances of ordinary life, but is con
nected likewise in the way of explanation
with some of those awful phenomena,which
by the unenlightened mind, are supposed to

threaten the utter destruction of the earth
itself: ‘and thus you will perceive, as science
proceeds, it mingles completely with occur
rences the most trivial and the most mo
mentous, either for the protection or for the
illumination of man.
The learned Pn:sident’s‘admirable lecture
was protracted considerably beyond the usual
period; but so intense an interest was ex
cited in the minds of his hearers by the im
portance of the subject. and the splendid ex
periments by which it was illustrated, that
they seemed perfectly unconscious of the
ﬂight of time, and at the conclusion of the
lecture, the “ ﬂow of soul” wnich dictated
their enthusiastic plaudits, testiﬁed their
gratitude for the “ feast of reason" in which

interest in every thing which relates to me
chanics, and instructions for their improve
ment, I shall make no apology for troubling
you with a few observations intimately con
nected with the institution recently establish
ed in Spitalﬁelds. Lat Monday evening,
as you are no doubt aware, in consequence
of arrangements having been made by the
newly elected Committee, Mr. WALLACE
delivered a most admirable lecture on‘ As
TRONOMY; calculated highly to entertain,

as well as instruct, the members present;
and to remove the antipathy unhappily ex
isting in the minds of the greater portion of
the weavers, to the society. When they ﬁnd
that the institution is really designed for
their advantage, and not, as they absurdly
imagine, for the emolument of the masters
at their expense, they will feel less disposed
to stand aloof from all participation in its
beneﬁts.‘ The lecturer’: remarks were per
tinent; his explanations clear and concise;
his apparatus of the most brilliant descrip
tion; and the illustrations he introduced, for

the most part felicitous.

Among so many

excellencies it is not to be wondered at if
some trivial errors, easily corrected, should
have gained admission.
My design is to

notice one or two which occur to my recol
lection; feeling assured that Mr. Wallace’!
good sense will dispose him rather to rejoice at
an opportunity of correcting any discrepancy
that might have arisen in his statements,
than to
oﬂcnded at the notice taken; it
will, at least, furnish a proof that his hearers
were not wholly inattentive to his observa
trons.

§"I‘he ﬁrst which occurs to me was endea
vouring to shew that the earth revolved
round the sun, and not the sun round the

earth. “ Such an opinion as the latter,"
mid he, “ is contrary to the order of nature.
Among all the heavenly bodies with which

" We are perfectly aware of the existence
of the unfortunate and mistaken prejudice
alluded to by our intelligent Correspondent,
and our acquaintance with this fact may be
inferred from the hint we gave at the close
of our sketch of Mr. Partington’s ﬁrst lec
ture, (page 330).—-We cannot but indulge
a hope. however, that one of the earliest

they had participated.

effects of the establishment of the institution

Lacrnnns FOR NEXT WEEK.
Wednesday, Apt-il27,Mr. Lnwrnwarrr;‘s
third lecture on Electricity.
Friday, April 29, Mr. OGo’s second lec
ture on Heat.

will be the complete annihilation of this ini
mical feeling. It was appropriately remark
ed by Mr. Gibson, that the institution would
be the means of uniting two classes hitherto
separated, viz. the employers and the em
ployed ; and we trust that the experience of
a few weeks will convince the numerous
operatives of this populous district, that no

BlSPITALFlELDS
MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.

sinister motive on the part of their employ
ers has dictated the establishment of the

T0 the Editor of the Mechanics’ Register.
Sm-—As you have uniformly takenadeep

SPITALPIBLDS Mscrumcs‘ !r¢sr1rurros.
-En.
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we are acquainted, there is not one instance

There is one other point on which 1' may

of a larger body revolving round a smaller."

be allowed to touch, the weight of bodies ;.
or, as he deﬁned it, the mutual attraction

The fact is admitted; but lobject to the
illustration he employed to enfnrceit. He
took two balls, A and B, connected by the
wire C.

subsisting between the particles of matter.
He clearly explained the attraction of bodies
towards the centre of the earth, by assigning,
as the cause, that the greatest number of
particles lie in that direction, and he might
have added, as a necessary consequence,

that the nearer a body approached the cen

If they be suspended by a string at the
point D, the smaller ball may be made to
revolve round the larger; but the larger can
not be made to move round the smaller;
because the centre of gravity is at the point
D, near the large ball B. Now this explana
tion would hold good, if we assume that both
balls have the same speciﬁc gravity; but if
the large ball were made of cork, and the
small one of lead, the centre of gravity would
be nearer it than B; and consequently, the
larger body would revolve round the smaller.
Now we cannot be assured that the speciﬁc

ravity of the sun does not diﬁer as widely
rom that of our earth, as their distance from
each other. We cannot determine of what
materials any of the planets, stars, &c. are
composed. No one can be more alive to

the merits of the Copernican system than
myself; but I should be sorry if its correct
ness rested on such evidence as this. Mr. W.
was, indeed, much more fortunate, when, by

means of a whirling table, he demonstrated
that if we attempted to make a large body
revolve round a small one, the centrifugal
force would remove the attraction of gravi
tation, and the large ball would ﬂy oil". This
‘is something like satisfactory proof; and,
had he not been apprehensive of outrunning
the comprehension of his auditors, he might
have mentioned others equally conclusive.
For instance, it Mercury and Venus revolved
round the earth, their motion would appear
to be in the same direction, whereas they
move sometimes eastward, and at others
westward. Sometimes, too,they are beyond
the sun, and at others between it and the

earth; in which case the side towards us is
dark. But Mars, Jupiter, &c., never disap
ar when in conjunction with the sun.

his proves that the orbit of Mars includes
the sun and the orbit of the earth; but that

Mercury ‘_and Venus have their orbits be
tween the earth and the sun.

But as this

might not have been understood by the ge
nerality of his audience, he acted wisely in
conﬁning himself to illustrations of a more
familiar kind, although he certainly should
have taken care that those illustrations were

not at variance with the principles they
‘were designed to elucidate.

tre of the earth, the less would be its weight.
The conclusion, however, which he draws
from these facts does not appear to be alto
gether warranted by the premises. “ The
earth,” says he, “ has no wei_qhb Any part
of it taken separately, has gravity in refe
rence to the other part; but, as all weight
terminates at the centre, the earth taken as
a whole, has none.” If the notion I enter
tain be correct, this does not seem to follow.
He might indeed have said in the language
of Mr. Newton, at the London Mechanics’
Institution, “ that as the weight of a body

decreases in the exact ratio of its approxi
mation towards the centre, when arrived at
that point, it would have no weight at all,
because equally attracted in all directions,”

but beyond this, it is not perhaps safe to
venture. It wouldappear on his own shew
ing, that the earth, in common with the
other planets of our system, has a tendency
to approach the common centre, were it
not that the centrifugal force retains it in its
proper orbit; and should its course be in
terrupted for a moment, it wouldfull to
wards the sun- Now this would be occasi
oned by the attraction of gravitation sub
sisting between its particles and those of the
sun; or in other words, its u-eighl. How
then can it be said that the earth has none!
In conclusion I would beg leave to say,
that I think on the whole, Mr. Wallace has

acquitted himself nobly; and that I differ ’
from him,n0t in the principles which he lays
down, but in some of the illustrations he ad
vances.—I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Spitalﬁelds, April 13, 1825.

Asrnnorn.

To the Editor of the Mechanics’ Regisler.
SlR—Observing in your useful Register

a proposal for propelling pleasure boats, by
what is termed by the person calling himself
the inventor, “ a new plan,” I take the
liberty of informing yourself and numerous
readers, that the invention cannot in any wise

be stiled new, nor can the original idea be
claimed by Mr. Dewhurst.
I myself, as well as hundreds of other
spectators, in the year 1814, on the Dela
ware, a noble river which divides the states
of Pennsylvania and New Jersey in the
United States of North America, saw pre
ciselylthe same contrivance made use ot to

propel a small boat, and this in more than
- one instance.

In fact, to judge from the
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plan of propelling a pleasure boat, I should
say that it was the very fac-simile of one of

some extracts from Mr. Partingtou’s valua
ble work, to enable them to appreciate its
merits; but we have thought it advisable, in

those I saw navigating the Delaware ten

the ﬁrst place, to insert the Century of In

years ago.—l am, Sir,
Your constant reader,
Lvnovrco.

ventions complete, together with the mar

drawing and descriptionfaccompanying the

,.". Without calling in question the cor
rectness of LUDovico’s assertions, we beg
to observe, in justice to Mr. Dewhurst, that
the plan may very possibly have suggested

itself to his mind, without his being at all
conscious that it had been previously car
ried into effect. Similar coincidences have
frequently occurred‘ in many other sciences
besides mechanics, and it does not detract
from the merit of a beneﬁcial invention, or
the skill of the inventor, that he has been

quis’s dedication to Charles II., and his ad

dress to Parliament.
The merit of the Century of Inventions

as a scientific work, entitle it to a place in
every publication devoted to the improve
ment of the mechanical arts; and as many
imperfect copies have appeared at different
times, we are happy to present the marquis’s
work to our readers under the sanction of

authority which leaves its correctness and
authenticity unquestionable.

DEDICATION.

anticipated by another.——En.
THE CENTURY OF IN"!-INTIONS
OF THE
MARQUIS OF WORCBSTBIL

An excellent work, from the able pen of
Mr. Pnnrmoro.v,ofthe London Institution,

has just been published under the title of
“ The Century of Inventions of the Marquis
of \Vorcester, from the original MS., with
historical and explanatory notes, and abio

graphical memoir.” In the Transactions of
the Society of Arts, the Century of Inventions
is strongly recommended to the attention of
mechanics, and it is observed, that from the
seeming improbability of discovering many
things mentioned by the marquis, his hints

have been too much neglected, but when it
is considered that some of his contrivances,
apparently not the least abstruse, have, by

TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MA
JESTY.
Sir,—Scz're mcum nihil est, nisi me scire
Itoc sciat aller, saith the poet, and I most
justly in order to your Majesty, whose satis
faction is my happiness, and whom to serve
is my only aim, placing therein my summum
bonum in this world: Be therefore pleased
to cast your gracious eye over this summary

collection, and then to pick and choose. I
confess I made it but for the superﬁcial sa
tisfaction of a friend's curiosity, according as
it isjset down ; and if it might now serve to
give aim to your Majesty how to make use
of my poor endeavours, it would crown my
thoughts, who am neither covetous nor am
bitious, but of deserving your Majesty’s fa
vour, upon my own cost and charges; yet,
according to the old English proverb, “ it isa

poor dog not worth whistling after.” Let but

close application, been found to answer all

your Majesty approve, and I will eﬁectually

that the marquis says of them, and that the
ﬁrst hint of that most powerful machine, the
STEAM—ENGINl'J, is given in the Century of
Inventions, it is unnecessary to enlarge on
its utility.

vouchsafe but to command,and with my life
and fortune I shall cheerfully obey, and mau
gre envy, ignorance, and malice, ever appear
your Majesty's passionately-devoted,or other

The task which Mr. Psnrmcroiv has
undertaken and completed with great abili
ty, is to shew that however impracticable or
chimerical some of the marquis's inventions
may appear, the greater part of them have
actually been reduced to practice by mecha

nical ingenuity. The Various inventions are
given separately, and illustrative notes are
added to each of them, particularising the
numerous instances in which they have been
carried into eilect, and to the last invention
of the series, which refers to the STEAM
nuclun, and which the marquis calls
‘‘ the must stuperulous work in the whole
world,” is subjoined a clear and concise
history of the Steam-engine, from the ﬁrst

application of steam to the production of

perform to the height of my undertaking:

wise disinterested subject and servant,
Woaccsren.
TO THE RIGHT IIONOURABLI-J ran mans
srnurusn AND TEMPORAL,AND 1'0 rm:
KNIGHTS, CITIZENS, arm sunuessns on
THE IIUNOURABLB noose or commons,
now sssnunnen 1N PARLIAMENT.
My Lords and Gentlemen,

Be not startled ifl address to all, and every
of you, this century of summary heads of
wonderful things, even after the dedication
of them to his most excellent Majesty, since
it is with his most gracious and particular
consent, as well as indeed no Ways deroga

ting from my duty to his sacred self, but

motion, by Hero, of Alexandria, to the as

rather in further order unto it, since your
lordships, who are his great council, and you ,

tonishing improvements in the construction

gentlemen, his whole kingdom’s representa

of the machine by the late Mr. WATT. It
is our intention to lay before our readers

tives (most worthily welcome unto him), may

ﬁtly receive into your wise and serious con
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siderations what doth or may publittl con
cern both his Majesty and his tender y be
loved people.
Pardon me if I say (my lords and gentle
men) that it is jointly your parts to digest,
to his hand,ithese ensuing particulars, ﬁtting
them to his palate, and ordering how to re
duce them into practice in a way useful and

beneﬁcial both to his Majesty and his king
dom.
Neither do I esteem it less roper for me
to present them to you, in or er to his Ma
jesty’s service, than it is to give into the

embrace you.

i

And be pleased to make use

of me and my endeavours to enrich them,
not myself. Such being my only request
unto you, spare me not in what our wis
doms shall ﬁnd me useful, who 0 esteem
myself, not only by the act of the water
commanding engine (which so chearfully
you have past), suﬂiciently rewarded, but
likewise with courage enabled me to do ten
times more for the future; and my debts

being paid, andacompetency to live accord
ing to my birth and quality settled, the rest
shall Idedicate to the service of our king

hands of a faithful and provident steward and country by your disposals; and esteem
whatsoever dainties and provisions are in
tended for the master’s diet; the knowing

me not the more, or, rather, any more, by

what is past, but what is to come; profess
and faithful steward being best able to make ing really, from my heart, that my intenti
use thereof to his master’: contentment and ons are to outgo the six or seven hundred
greatest proﬁt, keeping for the morrow thousand pounds already sacriﬁced, if coun
whatever should be overplus or needless for
the present day, or, at least, to save some

thing else in lieu thereof.

tenanced and encouraged by you, ingenious

ly confessing that the melancholy which hath

In aword (my lately seized me (the cause whereof none of

lords and gentlemen), Ihumbly conceive this

sirnile not improper, since you are his Ma
jesty’s provident stewards. into whose hands

I commit myself with all properties ﬁt to

you but may easily guess) hath. I dare say,
retarded more advantages to the public ser
vice than modesty will permit me to utter;
and now revived by your promising favours,

obey you,l that is to say, wfth a heart har I shall infallibly be enabled thereunto in the
bouring no ambition, but an endless aim to experiments extant and comprised under
these heads, practicable with my directions
serve my king and country; and if my en
deavours prove effectual (as I am conﬁdent by the unparalleled Workman, both for trust"
they will), his Majesty shall notonly become and skill, Caspar Kaltoﬁ"s hand, who has 1
rich, but his people likewise as treasures been these ﬂve-and-thirty years ‘as in a 3
unto him; and his peerless Majesty, our king, school, under me employed, and still at my \
shall become both beloved at home and disposal, in a place by my great expenses
feared abroad, deeming the riches of a king made ﬁt for public service, yet lately like to "’
to consist in the plenty enjoyed by his be taken from me, and consequently from
the service of king and kingdom, without the
people.
And the way to render him to be feared least regard of about ten thousand pounds
abroad is, to content his lpeople at home, expended by me, and through my zeal, to
who then, with heart and handf are ready the common lgood; my zeal, I say, a ﬁeld
to assist him ; and whatsoever God blesseth large enough for you (my lords and gentle
me with to contribute towards the incsease men) to work upon.

The treasures buried under these heads,
of his revenues in any considerable way, I
desire it may be employed to the use of his both for war, peace, and pleasure, being in
people; that is, for the taking off such taxes exhaustible,;l beseech you pardon me if I
or burthens from them as they chieﬂy groan say so. It seems a vanity, but it compre
under, and by a temporary necessity only hends a truth, since no good spring but be
imposed upon them, which, being thus sup comes the more plentiful by how much more
plied, will certainly best content the king it is drawn, and the spinner to weave his
and satisfy his people, which, I dare say, is webb is never stinted but further inforced.
The more than that you shall be pleased
the continual end of all your indefatigable
pains, and the perfect demonstration of your to‘make use of my inventions, the more in
zelo to his Majesty, and an evidence that the ventive shall you ever ﬁnd me ; one inven
kingdom’s trust is justly and derservedly re tion begetting still another, and more and
posed in you. And if ever parliament ac more improving my ability to serve my king
quitted themselves thereof, it is this of and you; and as to my heartiness therein,
yours, composed of most deserving and qua there needs no addition, nor to my readines
liﬂed persons-—qualiﬁed,I say, with affection a spur. And therefore (my lords and gen
to your prince, and with a tenderness to his tlemen) be pleased to begin, and desist not
people; with a bountiful heart towards him, from commanding me, till Iﬂag in my obe

yet a frugality in their behalf.

dience and endeavours to serve my king and

Go on, therefore, chearfully (my lords and
gentlemen), and not only our gracious king,
but the king of kings, will reward you ;
the prayers of the people will attend you;

country :

and his Majesty will, with thankful arms,’

For certainly you'll ﬁnd me breathless ﬁrst
t’expire,
Before my hands grow weary, or my legs do
tire!
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Yet, abstracting from any interest of my down (‘yet private from all others but the
own, but as a fellow-subject and compatriot, owner and by his assent) the day of the
will I ever labour in the vineyard,most hear month, the day of the week, the month of
tily and readily obeying the least summons the year, the year ofour Lord. the names of
from you, by putting faithfully in execution the witnesses, and the individual place where
what your judgments shall think ﬁt to pitch any thing was sealed, thoughin ten thousand
upon amongst this century of experiments, several places, together with the very num
perhaps dearly purchased by me, but now ber of lines contained in a contract,whereby
frankly and gratis offered to you. Since my falsiﬁcation may be discovered and manifestly
proved, being upon good grounds suspected.
heart (methiuks) cannot be satisﬁed in serv
Upon any of these seals a man may keep
ing my King and country, if it should cost
them any thing : as I confess, when I had the accounts of receipts and disbursements, from

honour to be near so obliging a master as one fartbing to an hundred millions, punc
his late Majesty, of happy memory, who
never refused me his ear to any reasonable
motion; and as for unreasonable ones, or

such as were not ﬁtting for him to grant, I
would rather to have died a thousand deaths
than ever to have made any one unto him.
Yet whatever I was so happy as to obtain
for any deserving person, my pains, breath,
and interest, employed therein, satisﬁed me
not, unless I likewise satisﬁed the fees; but
that was in my golden age. And even now,
though my ability and means are shortened
(the world knows why) my heart remains
still the same; and be you pleased (my lords
and gentlemen) to rest most assured, that
the verymmplacancy that I shall take in the
executing your commands, shall be unto me

tually shewmg each pound, shilling, penny,
or farthing.
By these seals,likewise, any letter, though
written but in English, may be read ‘and
understood in eight several languages, and
in English itself to clean contrary and ditTer
ent sense, unknown to any but the corre
spondent, and not to be read or understood
by him neither, if opened before it arrive
unto him; so that neither threats nor hopes
of reward can make him reveal the secret,

the letter having been intercepted and ﬁrst
opened by the enemy.
2. How ten thousand persons may use
these seals to all and every of the purposes

aforesaid, and yet keep their secrets from

any but whom they please.
3. A cipher and character so contrived
a suﬂicient and an abundantly satisfactory
that one line, without returns and circum
reward.
Vouchsafe, therefore, to dispose freely of ﬂexes, stands for each and every of the 24
me, and whatever lieth in my power to per letters, and as ready to be made for the one
form—ﬁrst, in order to his MajeIty’s service ; letter as the other.
secondly, for the good and advantage of the
4. This invention reﬁned, and so abbre
kingdom; thirdly,to all your satisfactions, viated that a point only sheweth distinctly
and signiﬁcantly any of the 24 letters, and
for particular proﬁt and pleasure to your in
dividual selves; professing that, in all and these very points to be made with two pens;
so that no time will be lost, but as one finger
each of the three respects,I will ever de
mean myself as it best becomes,
riseth, the other may make the following
letter, never clogging the memory with seve
My Lords and Gentlemen,
Your most passionately bent fellow-subject in ral ﬁgures for words and combinations of
his Majesty’s service, compatriot for the letters, which with ease, and void of confu
public good and advantage, and a most sion, are thus speedily and punctually, letter
humble servant to all and every of you,
for letter, set down by naked and not multi- _
Woncns-ran. plied points. And nothing can be less than
a point, the mathematical deﬁnition of it
A CENTURY or -rr-ns NAME! ’AND scAN'r being, cujtu pars uulla. And ofa motion,

uuos on sucu INVENTIONS As A1‘ PRE
SENT! CAN CALL 1'0 mun 1'0 usva
nuan AND nmracs-an, wmcn (IY
ronmzn NOTES namo r.os1‘) 1 uAva,
AT THE INSTANCE or A POWERFUL
FRIEND, ENDEAVOURED sow IN rm:
YEAR 1655, To sar rmzsa

DOWN IN

sucu A WAY, As MAY SUPFICIENTLY
INSTRUCT ME TO PUT ANY OF THEM
IN P1tAc'r1ca.
Arﬁs at Natures prolcr.
1. Several sorts of seals, some shewing by
screws,others by gauges fastening or unfasten
ing all the marks at once : others by additional

equally as swift as semiquavers or reli
shes,

yet applicable to this manner of

wntmg.
5. A way,by a circular motion,either along
a rule or ringwise, to vary any alphabet,
even this of points, so that the self-same
point, individually placed, without the least
additional mark or variation of place, shall
stand for all the 24 letters, and not for the
same letter,‘-twice in‘ ten sheets writing; yet
as easily and certainly read and known as if
it stood but for one and the self-same letter
constantly signiﬁed.
6. How, at a window, as far as eye can
discover black from while, a man may hold

points and imaginary places, proportionable
to ordinary esoutcheons and seals at arms, discourse with his correspondent, without
each way palpably and punctually setting noise made or notice taken ; being, accord

1!
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ing to the occasion given and means afforded, as many of ‘our Readers may be desirous)»
er re min; and no need of provisionbefore obtain the Likeness separately, a few proof
hand, though much better if foreseen, and impressions will be taken on India Paper,
means prepared for it, and a premeditated price Two Shillings each.
The number of
proofs will be limited, in order to insure the
course taken by mutual consent of parties.
7. A way to do it by night as well as by superiority of the impressions; and it is
day, though as dark as pitch is black.
8. A way how to level and shoot cannon
by night as well as by day, and as directly,

without a latform or measures taken by day,
yet by a p sin and infallible rule.

therefore particularly requested, that those
who wish to avail themselves of the oppor

tunity of possessing the Portrait, will com
municate their intentions to the Publishers
immediately.

(To be concluded in our next.)

PATENTS EXPIRING NEXT WEEK.
John Brown, for a machine for the ma
nafacture of bobbin-lace or twist-net, simi

TO ADVERTISERS.
From the very extensive and increasing
circulation of the LONDON Mncnsrucs’

lar to and resembling the Buckinghamshire

REGISTER, it is conﬁdently recommended

lace-net and French lace-net, as ‘made by
hand with bobbins on pillows. Expires

to the Public as an eligible and advantage

April 24.

John Stockwell, for certain improvements
in the art of manufacturing shag-tobacco,
whereby the stalks taken out of the leaf may

ous medium for the insertion of Advertise
ments; for which purpose the followihg
very moderate Scale of Prices is submitted,

viz. :—

be cut up into shag-tobacco without inju

Seyen lines and under
‘- 0 7
Above Seven, and under Ten
- 0 10

ring the quality thereof.

Ten lines and under Fourteen - 0 12 0

Expires April 24.

William Bundy, for an improvement of
stringed musical
April 24.

instruments.

Expires

John Bradley, for a method of manufac
turing gun-skelps. Expires April 24.
William Everhard, Baron Von Doornick,

0
0

Fourteen lines, & under Eighteen
Eighteen lines, & under Twenty
two
-

0 14

0

O 16

0

Half a Page

-

-

-

-

I

A whole Page

-

-

-

-

I I6 ,0

0 0

for an improvement in the manufacture of
soap to wash with sea water, with hard

water, and with soft water.

Expires

April 27.

William Caslon, for an improvement in
the register belonging to a mould for east

ing types.

Expires April 27.

NOTICE.

We beg to announce to our numerous
Subscribers, that the First Volume of the
Lounou Mncrumcs’ REGISTER will be
completed next week, when a double Num
ber will be published, containing a copious
Index to the Volume, and a handsomely en

graved Title Page.
With the Supplementary Number will
also be given a striking likeness of Dr.
Bmxancu, the learned President of the
London Mechanics’ Institution, which will
be accompanied by an interesting Biogra

phical Memoir. The Portrait is engraved
on steel in the ﬁrst style of excellence; and

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. S. will appear in our next.
We have only one objection to S. M.’s
plan; viz. that it is impracticable.
Mr. Dewhurst has our thanks for the

trouble he has taken. We shall probably
avail ourselves of his communication.
Mr. Webb’s communication is intended
for insertion.

The queryzof Morni Discipulus is inad
missible.

The queries of A Parent, Mademoiselle
G-, G—e, and some of those proposed by

Inquisitus, are also incompatible with our
present arrangements.
'
We shall be happy to hear again from
our correspondent Asteroid.

Errata.-Page 899, col. '2, line 7 from the
bottom,for “ inches” read “ circles.”
Page 886, col. 2, line 27, for " Fig. 6,”
read “ Fig. 5.”
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lapse ,- the eﬁect in both cases being pro
duced by the tendenc of the ﬂuid to restore
the equilibrium which has been disturbed.’

nu. LEw'rIIw1tIrE’s

From the different effects thus produced by
glass and war, the two kinds of electricity
have been called vitreous and resinour ,- but
they are now more appropriately denomi
nated the positive and negative, or the pl"
angvlrlninur states, as before obrrved. .
e same
rinci
is a icable
to an'
manner
in which
thgleLeydeiipjar
is char

sEconn LECTURE on ELECTRICITY.
POSITIVE sun NEGATIVE lZLEC'l‘RlClTY—
ELI-ICTRICS AND NON-ELECTItlCS—CON
nucrons ann nos-connucrons—exrc
smnnrs WITH run BLEC1‘R08COPE—
PRODUCTION or ELECTRICITY BY ru
smn, conracr, CHEMICAL ACTION, &c.
wannnsnav, 2011! APRIL.

by the electrical machine. If it be applied
to the positive, or prime conductor, it is said
to be positively charged, and if to the nega_

Mr. LE w'rIIwaI'rn introduced his subject tive conductor it becomes negatively charged.
In the latter case, however, the electricity is
this evening by observing that in his pre
abstracted from the interior of the jar ; and
vious lecture, he had demonstrated the ex
istence of positive and ’!lﬂ{]Utl'1*8, or plus and
-minus electricity, as they were called by
Dr. Franklin; and he should now add a few
other remarks on the same subject. The
excitation of scaling-wa.r by fur is always

said to produce negative electricity; and as
it is found to attract light substances when
thus excited, it may be asked, how its nega
tive electricity is acquired ? In reply to this
he would state, that all bodies naturally
ssess an inherent quantity of electricity,

many persons have contended that the idea
of charging a jar either with positive or ne
gative electricity involves an inconsistency.
The lecturer appeared to admit that there
was some diﬂiculty in getting rid of thil Ob
jection ; but he proceeded with his illustra
tion of the manner in which the jars are
charged, by shewing that whether they are
charged positively or negatively, the same

apparent effect is pr-oduced,upon the app“.
cation of the discharging rod.

If, however

and that when the sealing wax is excited by the jar is charged to a certain degree of in-,
fur, the latter abstracts a portion of this tensity from the positive conductor of the
electricity; and the sealing was being thus machine, and then applied to the ncqatire
left with less than its natural portion,attracts conductor, the revolution of the cylinder will
light bodies in order to restore the equili etlectually discharge it. In this experiment,
brium. When a glass tube is excited by it is necessary to count the number of revo
friction upon a silk handkerchief, the effect lutions made by the cylinder, and it is diﬂi
roduced is exactly the reverse, as the glass cult, even with that precaution, to accom
Ebstracts electricity from the silk, and there-. plish it with perfect precision. Mr. Lewth

fore becomes positively electriﬁed. If either waite then charged the jar from the positive
the excited wax or the excited tube be pre
sented to the electroscope, the gold leaves
will diverge; but in the former case, their
divergence is occasioned by negative elec
tricity, because the wax abstracts from the

leaves a portion of their electricity ; while in
_ the latter, the superlluous portion is thrown
into the electroscope by the glass tube, and

the leaves diverge with positive electricity.
For the same reason, when the leaves have
dicerged with positive electricity by pre
senting the glass tube, they will collapse on
the approach of the excited wax, and it‘ their
divergence has been effected by the wax, the

excited glass tube will cause them to col

conductor, the machine being turned six

times. The knob of the jar was then applied
to the negative conductor, and the cylinder
was again turned six times; and upon ap
plying the discharging rod to the jar, only
a very minute spark passed, so that it was
suﬁiciently evident that the electricity com
municated by the positive, had been ab
stracted by the uegalire conductor.

The lecturer performed the same experi
ment with more accuracy by the assistance
0fLan instrument which, he observed, was

properly called an elech-ometer, because it
measured the intensity of the charge by a
graduated scale. In this case, the jar ap
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pea!-ed perfectly empty, as no eﬁct was pro
duced by the application of the discharging
rod. Mr. Lewthwaite then shewed that if
the jar was I6guh1.'¢l_u charged in the ﬁrst
instance, it became discharged in a similar
manner on being applied to the p0sih'ra con
ductor; and from these experiments he con

He thou ht that if it were allowed that
every body in nature possesses its natural
state of electricity, the diliiculty occasioned
by classing them into electrics and non—elec
trics would be obviated.
Mr. Lewthwaite now introduced a more
delicate electroscope for the purpose of

ceived that the two opposite states of elec

shewing that signs of electricity are pro

tricity were clearlydernonstrated.
in the lecture of the preceding Wednes

duced by a number of other substances.
Brown paper, excited by friction under the
arm, caused the leaves of the electroscope
to diverge with negative electricity, and the
same etiect was produced upon writing pa

day, he had proved that there was no such
thing as eleclric repulsion; and had illus
trated the subject by an experiment in which
he exhausted the air from the electroscope.

Since that period,a small work had been put
into his hands, the author of which asserts

that no substance can be electriﬁedin a va
cuum. This appeared to contradict the lec
turer’s observations, but he would endeavour

to shew by experiment that his remarks were
correct. Mr. Lewthwaite hue repeated the
experiment performed during his last lecture,

by presenting the knob of a charged jar to
an electroscope furnished with two balls of
pith, and their divergence being effected, be

extracted the air from the apparatus as be
fore, by means of an exhausting syringe. He
then re-admitted the air as gradually and

per, by the friction of Indian rubber. The
electrical excitation of the writing paper was
also shewn by its adhering firmly to a board
by electrical attraction, after it had been
submitted to the friction of the Indian rub
ber.
Bodies have been termed positice
and negative electrics; but this is an erro
neous division, because both positive and
negative electricity may frequentyl be pro
duced by the same substance. Sealing wax,
when rubbed upon fur, becomes negatively
electriﬁed, but if excited by tinfoil, it pro
duces signs of pmilice electricityt Silk
produces both kinds of electricity, according
as it is rubbed lengthwise or across. Mr.
Lewthwaite here begged leave to mention a

quietly as possible, when the pith balls im
mediately diverged again; and by this ex
periment it was proved that bodies are

domestic circumstance connected with this
subject. He was recently sent for into the

capable of retaining electricity in vacuo.
it It has been seen that umber, by friction,

kitchen to witness an electrical experiment,
and found his good lady ironing silk with a _

becomes capable of attracting light sub

ﬂat-iron.

stances, and has evidently received a power
which it did not possess belore, which is

had been passed once or twice overthe silk,
it became powerfully electriﬁed, and dung
to the ﬁngers with considerable force. He
introduced this circumstance merely for the
purpose of impressing upon the minds of
his hearers that among the ordinary occur
rences of life, there were many which, from
their connection with science, ought not to

called electric allraclion.

Mr. Lewthwaite

here adverted to the mode of classiﬁcation
adopted by some writers, who divide bodies
into clectrics and non-ell'wtrl'cs ; but the

lecturer thought that this division might be
_ dispensed with, and preferred the classifica
tion of bodies into conductors and mm-con
du(.‘lorc. Some writers consider the metals
as electrics, but this Mr. Lewthwaite denied

and gave it as his opinion that those bodies
only were elccfrics, which were capable of

producing signs of electricity by friction
when held in the hand. This is not the case
with a metallic tube, which, when rubbed
with a silk handkerchief in the hand, pro

duces no signs of electricity that we can per
ceive. He shewed by experiment that a
bran lube, when insulated, discovers signs
of electricity by friction, but in this case the
tube is joined to an electric, and the elec
tricity generated in the glass is retained and
cannot pass oil to the earth. Till, however,
he could produce signs of electricity in the

hrrss tube by holding it in his hand without
insulation, he could not consider metals as
electrics. The lecturer added that zinc,
when excited by silk. always produces signs

of negative electricity, and is therefore an
excellent test for discovering the kind of

leetrmty produced by other substances,

He observed that when the iron

pass unnoticed.
When the ﬂame”of a candle, or of burn
ing cumpto-r is placed between the posili1~c
and negative conductors of the machine, the
ﬂame is always directed towardsthe negative
conductor on turning the machine; from

which circumstance it was concluded that
there was a stream of electricity passing
from the pasilire to the 1-egative conductor.
But it is found that if the ﬂame of benzoin,

or pl:0.rphor1m, is placed in the same situa
tion, it ﬂows towards the positive conductor.
Mr. Lewthwaite exempliﬁed these remarks
by placing upon the lecture table an appa
ratus furnished with two brass balls, which
were ﬁxed at a short distance from each
other, and communicated with the two con
ductors of the machine. Between these balls,
cannlror, and afterwards phosphorus, were
ignited , and the opposite directions assumed
by the ﬂames during their combustion cor
responded with the lecturer’s observations.

Some ingenious experiments were then
performed tor the purpose of shevung that
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bodiq in up site states of electricity at
tract each ot er. Two jars were charged,
the one negatively and the other pad-‘it'el_|/,

lots" 0' M shctﬁo trsrk M tb mim

and a mixture of red lead and sulphur
being thrown upon the ﬂmobs, it was

nu. ooo’s urcrurts on nur.

seen that the knob of the 1ro.i-itim jar
attracted only the sulphur, with which it
became completely covered-; while the knob

rusoams or urzsr-Irs nsusvrcru. ll

tron of electrical light.

FLUENCE-—BXPANll0N

OP

BODIES

I‘

ucsr—c0ssravcriou 0? run runrmo

of the ne;/niirrc jar,on the contrary, attracted_

unruR—ExP.nist0s or wrrsa BY coup

only the red lead. The sulphur was there
fore proved to be 1rc_r/uh'uely, and the red
-lead porilirely elet'h'|'c. Some amusing va
rieties of the same experiment were then
exhibited, after which the lecturer observed,
that as he had, in the course of his remarks
given a_ succinct view of the electrical phe
nomena produced by friction, he would now
direct the attention of his hearers to some
examples of the production of signs of elec
tricity without friction.

—ntrrsRasr connuc-rruo rowan OI
aoDlr:s—Ls'l‘EN'|‘ on oousmsn lllH'l‘1=
rsasnnsrrou, &c.

An electrical effect may be produced by
simply melling certain substances; to ex
Iemplify which, a conical piece of sulphur,
which had been melted into a wine-glass 15
or l6 months before, was applied to the
dectroscope, and occasioned a divergence
of the leaves. The contact of two metals of
different kinds also produced electricity;
thus if silver ﬁlings are passed through a
zinc sieve, the leaves of the electroscope
diverge with negative electricity; and if zinc
ﬁlings are made to pass through a silver
sieve, signs of posilire electricity are pro
duced. Mr. Stephen Grey was the ﬁrst who
observed that bodies produce electricity by
a mere change of form; its production by
the contact of dissimilar substances was

pointed out by Messrs. Cavallo, Bennett,
Singer, &c., and the lecturer believed that
he himself was the ﬁrst person who had
suggested the production of electricity by
direct chemical action. Mr. Lemhwaite
then placed upon the electroscope a vessel
-containing wulcr and a portion of granula
ted 2,-"tic, to which_ he added sulphuric acid,
by which means hyrlroaeu gm was generated,
-and the diver,;ence of the leaves which ac
companied this chemical operation cave

evident signs of the production ofelectricity.
To exemplify the electrical effect produ
ced by the mere contact of dissimilar metals,
Mr. hewthwaite performed the interesting
experiment which occasioned the discovery
of Gscvsnrsu, by subjecting the limbs of a
frog to the action of zinc and JI'l1.'¢l The
experiment was very successfully performed,
and the limbs of the dissected animal were
powerfully convulsed.
Mr. [ewthwaite concluded by observing,
that as he had brought the science of Elec
tricny to the point at which he had now ar
rived, the branches next in succession were

voltaic electricity, electro-magnetism, and
thermo-electricityi but as these subjects had

been so recently pad so ably illustrated by
I-hﬁ" Worthy President, he should pass them
over, and tn his next lecture consider the

wmon, 22:11) snn.

Mr. Om; introduced the present lecture
by expressing the leasure he felt on appear
ing again before t as members of the lusti
tution, and observed that it had been his
wish to deliver a course of mechanical lec
tures upon this occasion; but as he enter
tained some doubts whether the apparatus
necessary for the illustration of this subject
was in a perfect state, and had not suﬂicient
time to superintend such alterations as might

be

uisite, he thought it advisable to defer

the su ject of mechanics till a future oppor
tunity, and had therefore selected one which
be trusted would not be found deﬁcient in
interest. The members had witnessed many
important chemical changes which were pro

duced by Various agencies, and he intended
to submit to their notice some others, which
he hoped would all be found to harmonise

with what they had already heard.

In treat

ing of the subject of HEAT, he should be
happy to be able to explain its ull/‘male na
ture; but though it was the natural dispo

sition of mankind to press forward in the
ursuit ofknowledge, the subtile principle of
at was still concealed from their inquiries,

and was only known by its effects.
Two theories have been promulgated ro
specting the nature of heat; the ﬁrst of
which supposes it to be composed of‘ mate
Tilll particle-v, while the other ascribes its
existence to motion, or to a shaking, or oi

bration among the particles of bodies. The
former of these opinions is the most gene
rally received; but whichever is correct, it
must be universally admitted that without
the presence and beneﬁcial effects of heat,
t_he’earth would be bound up in impoun
trable ice—the air itself would be frozen
and neither sound nor motion would exist.

It is the opinion of scientiﬁc men, that wit];
out the interposition of heat between the

particles of bodies, all the harder substance!
would become still more dense. and the R1061
attenuated ﬂuids would be solidiﬁed.
One of the most familiar effects of heat
is es-passion ,- for it is known that, with very
few exceptions, bodies of all kinds are en
larged in bulk, and occupy a greater space
by the application of heat. To exemplify
this observation, the lecturer took two pieces

at bras am of them having I long mh
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in the upper edge, into which the other
piece ﬁtted exactly. The latter piece was

grees of expansibility

ssed by steel and

aim-, as demonstrated y the pyrometer on
the lecture table. In this instrument, one

then heated, and it was immediately seen
that it had becortre so much enlarged in bulk, end of the horizontal bar of metal which was
that upon again applying it to the unheated
piece, it was impossible to introduce it into
the opening. The ﬂame of a spirit lamp was
then applied to a glass vessel containing a
ﬂuid, the surface of which coincided with

the upper rim of the ‘vessel. ‘ Above the rim
was a tube in which the ﬂuid gradually rose
as it became heated, and thus clearly shewed

the increase which had taken place in its
volume. To demonstrate the effect of heat
in the ‘expansion of aeriform substances, a

glass tube, containing only common air, and
furnished with a bulb at one extremity, was

exposed to the heat of the spirit lamp, by
which ‘means the air becoming greatly rare
' tied, a considerable portion of it Was expelled
g from the glass vessel. The tube was then
plunged -into water, and as the air which

remained in the tube gradually resumed its
natural density, the water rose, by the pres
sure of the external atmosphere, till the
whole of the tube, and nearly half the bulb
became ﬁlled. The great expansion of the
air by heat was thus clearly proved, as it
was evident that the small portion now re
maining in the bulb had previously ﬁlled the
whole vessel.

subjected to its operation, pressed against

the ﬁxed end ofr a perpendicular lever, the
other extremity of which communicated
with a second lever, which acted astho index
of a graduated arch.
By this ingenious
combination of levers, the most minute
elongation of the bar of metal might be

correctly measured by the motion of the
index on the graduated scale. A metallic
box, containing water, was situated in that
part of the apparatus which held the piece
of metal, and the equalization of the heat
was insured by boiling the water which sur

rounded it.

A bar of steel was ﬁrst applied

to the pyrometer, and-after it had reached
its maximum of expansion by the heat of
the boiling water, the bar of zinc was placed
in the same situation, and by examining the
number of degrees marked by the moveable

index of the graduated arch, it was distinctly
seen that the zinc had expanded considerably
more than the steel by the application of
the same degree of heat. Someinstruments
of a more delicate nature than this have
been constructed for similar purposes; and

it may be necessary to state that the expan
sibility of metals by very high degrees of

By these experiments it appears that solid, temperature cannot be ascertained by means
fluid, and usriform bodies are all expanded of the apparatus now exhibited. A know
‘by heat; and it may perhaps be supposed
that substances expand equally by the ap
plication of equal portions of heat? This,
however, is not the case; for if the spirit
lamp be again applied to the glass tube used
in the second experiment, andlthe degree of

expansion acquired by the ﬂuid during the
first two minutes be accurately measured, it
will be found, upon continuing to apply the

ledge of this property of heat is of great use
in the arts, as wheelwrights, for instance, by
suddenly cooling the heated iron by which

their wheels are fastened, draw all the parts
together with much greater force, and the
lecturer had even heard that an experiment
was once successfully tried upon the walls
of a building, which had been forced out of
the perpendicular, by extending a strong bar

of iron across the building, and attaching
much more in the next two minutes. The plates and screws to the extremities of the

same degree of heat, that the ﬂuid expands

'reason of this is, that the heat has ﬁrst to

bar on the exterior of the opposite walls.

overcome the attraction of cohesion, and The bar being lengthened by the application
‘as this attraction becomes less and less in
proportion to the quantity of heat which is
interposed between the particles of the ﬂuid,
3the degree of expansion becomes progress
-igely greater. On the same principle, the
ditferent gases are found to possess the great
est expansive power, and also to expand
most equally, because their particles are

of heat, the plates were forced to some dis
tance beyond the walls, when they were
again closely screwed, and as the bar became
diminished in length by cooling, the walls
were drawn towards each other, till by re
peating the operation, their perpondicularity
was restored.
'
The lecturer now proceeded to give a
-not kept together by the attraction of co minute and interesting description of the
hesion.
thermometer, the construction of which de
Mr. Ogg then observed that various in. pends on the principle of expansion by heat
struments had been constructed for the ‘pur
and contraction by cold. To make a ther
pose of measuring ‘the expansion of solid lmometer, upon the usual construction, a
bodies, one of which was now exhibited, and tube of glass is provided, the a perture of
was applied to the measurement of the ex which is, or ought to be, perfectly equal in

pansibility of metals.

It is found by expe

every part. At one end of this tube a bulb

rrn}ent_that the metals increase in expansi

is blown, and the other extremity is left

b1lity_in the following order, viz. platina, open. The air being exhausted from the
steel,non, copper, brass, tin,lead, zinc; and tube by heating, it is then inverted in a vess
. :1-he lecturer now shewed the diﬁercnt de

set of mercury, and the pressure of the

rm: msnon ssacasmos’ ascmrn.
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‘ atmosphere forcing the quicksilver up, the

converted into ice, the ice would be specifi

bulb and tube partly become ﬁlled, but not
suﬂiciently, and it is therefore found ne
cessary to heat the mercury, and after suf
fering it to cool, to introduce more mercury

cally heavier than the water, and the first
ﬁlm that was formed on the surface would
sink to the bottom, and be successively fol
lowed by others, till the whole became a
mass of solid ice, which the succeeding heat
would perhaps be insullicient to melt. But
as water expands the moment it begins to
freeze, the ice, being spt-citically lighter,

by repeating the operation of heating the
instrument.
When a suﬁicient quantity of
mercury is introduced, the instrument )is

heated until the mercury expands, so as'en
tirely to fill it, and at the moment it
is ﬂowing over the oriﬁce, ﬂame is ap

ﬂoats on the surface, and protects the sub

plied to the extremity of the tube till the

jacent water from the action of the frost.
Mr.O g now requested the attention of

glass is melted, and the tube is thus her

the mem rs to some experiments illustra

metically sealed. The bulb is then placed
in water (mixed with snow or pounded ice,

tive of the diﬁerent conducting powers of
Various bodies. Some substances conduct
heat very readily, while others effectually
resist its communication. Metallic bodies
are the best conductors of heat ; fluids pos
sess a much{less degree of conducting power,
and air is the worst conductor of all. Per
haps he could not better illustrate the dif
ference between the conducting powers of
bodies, than by introducing one of the expe
riments of the late Earl Stanhope, who was
particularly fond of making experiments on
heat. Mr. Ogg then took a hollow cylinder

which is always at the same temperature,
and when the mercury in the tube becomes
stationary, a mark is made at the particnlar
point at which it stands. The bulb being
then transferred to boiling water, a second
mark is made, and in this way the freezing
and boiling points are ascertained. Between
these points the scale must be applied, and
in Fallrenheiﬂs thermometer, which it was
the lecturer’s object to illustrate, this space
is divided into 180 equal parts, which com
prehend all the gradations of temperature
between freezing and boiling, and below the
freezing point 32 more of these divisions are
marked, which bring the scale down to zero.
It is not exactly known how Fahrenheit ob
tained this point, ‘which is the commence

ment of his scale; but it is supposed that he
derived it from a mixture of snow and com
mon salt, which produced the greatest degree
of cold with which he was acquainted.
Some thermometers have a much more ex
tensive scale, as one which the lecturer pro
duced, descended to 40° below zero, or the
point at which mercury freezes. Mr. Ogg
ere pointed out the admirable manner in
which mercury is adapted to the construc
tion of thennometrical instruments, from its
susceptibility of expansion by the least ap
plication of heat; the equability of its ex
pansion; and also its extensive range, as
mercury does not boil till it reaches 656°,
while water boils at 212°; and its freezing
point is 40° below zero, while water freezes
at 82° above it.
There is one remarkable exception to that
general law of nature by which bodies er
pand by heat and contract by cold, or rather
by the absence o/‘heal. Ifa tube be ﬁlled
with water at. 60° of Fahrenheit, and the
water is gradually cooled, it will be found

that it continues to contract in volume till it
descends to 40°, and as soon as it arrives at
this point, it again begins to expand as it
grows colder; so that at 40° the same ex
pansive effect is produced upon water,
whether it be heated or cooled. This ex

traordinary deviation from the general law
is attended with the most important conse
quences in the economy of nature; for if
water did not expand in bulk as it became

of brass (a solid one, he observed, would
have been better) and wrapping a piece of
writing paper very closely round it, he held
it for some time in the ﬂame of a spirit
lamp, without burning, or even scorching
it. A similar operation was then performed
with a cylinder of wood, when the paper was
instantly scorched, and would, no doubt,
have been consumed in a very short time.
The reason of these diﬁerent effects was to
be found in the different conducting powers
of the two substances; for when the ﬂame
was applied to a particular part of the brass
cylinder, the heat was readily diffused

through it, and the paper would not burn
till the whole of the brass became sulﬁ

ciently heated. The wood, on the contrary,
being a bad conductor, the whole of the
heat acted upon the paper at the point

where the ﬂame was applied, and it became
scorched aud burnt in a short time.
To prove that ﬂuids are bad conductors
of heat, the lecturer inﬂamed some other on
the surface of a vessel of water, when the
water, as well as the glass which contained
it, soon became extremely hot, while the
lower part of the vessel remained perfectly
cool. It was evident from this experiment,

that water is a bad conductor of heat down
wards; but it might be asked whether the
water would not become heated more
readily if the heat was applied at the bottom
instead of the top of the vessel ?~Mr. Ogg
admitted that this would certainly be the
case; but he observed that the effect was
produced in a very diﬁerent manner. When
the heat is applied at the bottom of the ves
sel, the heat acquired by the glass is com

municated to the lower portion of the water,
which, becoming by that means specifidallgr
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ﬁghter, ascends to the Hurtace, by an unerh
inQ law’ of nature, and is replaced by the
rlescentof colder’ portions, whlch are sut

pear! to be'stiddenly lost iri this

bessively hehtéd and driven ilpwards, till the

talent her)! before it can be changed from a
solid to aﬂuid state.

heat is absolutely ast-rieti, rather than tott
numd,through the whole volume of the

rim!!! P

it euttinl into the ice to enable i to fbrth
water, as ice combines with 140 degrees of

water.

Mr. Out; performed the experiment of
mixing pulverised ice with Water for the pur

The leclirér then made a number of ap
propriate remarks on the effects produced

pose of illustrating his remarks, but observed
that considerable ttimr-., as well as more

throughout nature by the tlittle ‘conductihg

favorable circumstances, were essentliil to
its perfect accuracy. It was diﬂicult to re
duce the ice to n ﬁne powder in the lecture
room. tvithout its melting before it was put

power possessed by the atmosphere, and the
rmpol-tantlaw by which lighter flhirll uri

rormly amend in a denser medium. It mi-0-ilt
ap r strange that u triﬂing ditlbrence in
th' relative Weights of two portions of a
-ﬂuid should cause the one to ascend amt the
other to descend; but the fact inight easily

be made evident. It‘, lbs example, he took
a vessel containing water, and another con
tainin

pm!-lm‘h'e, which was a somewhat

into the Water, and if it was not properly
pulverised, it would not melt fast enough
atterwards.
New-forrhed snow, when it

could be procuM,was better adapted to the
purpose. With these disadvantages, he did
not expect that the mixture would reach the
theoretical temperature. Thetthermometer

lighte ﬂuid, it Would be ‘seen that the wine fell, however, nearly as low as 40°, when the
would ascend through the water without Water and ice were mingled, and the expe
mixing with it, till it spread itself upon the rlmeht was amply suﬂicient to shew an im
mense loss of sensible heat in the course of
surface, while the tvllter descended and occu
pied
This beautiful experiment a few moments. The lecturer then observed
the lecturer performed with perfect success, that many instances of heat passing horn the
and the wine in the lower vessel ascended
through the narrow tube whleh connected it

with the supei-ihcumbent Water, and passing
through in A thin stream, ascended to the
surface till the descending stream of water
displaced the whole of it in the lower part of
the apparatus.
Ariother exp'eriint:rlt. rendered the etlect of
this principle still more evident; for in this
case wafer alone was employed, a part of
‘which had been previously coloured to dis~
tinguish it hom that portion which was
heated. In this experiment, the triﬂing dif

latent to the sensible state, and vice versa,
occurred in common lite, and he mentioned
the sinking of linle an an example. lu this
case, ‘the ‘water which is poured upon the
lime becomes .roh'd1_'ﬂerI, and not requiring

so much heat in a mlid as in a Jtuid state,
its latent heat is liberated, and passes ell in

the form of sensible heat. From the expe
riment previously performed, the calorie of
ﬂuidity issaid to be 140°, because fee must
combine with 140° before it can be convert
ed into water.
Alter partlcularising the beneficial conseference in the relative weights of the two quences resulting from this property of ice,
portions oi‘ water, produced by the one being by Which nieans, as such large quantities of
expanded into a greater space by h'eat, occa heat ‘must enter into it before it can be
stoned the heated portion to usceild, while melted, the dangerous consequenclés of sud
the coloured poﬁibh, Which was bold, de
den in\lndntion's after lohg continued frosts
Icended to the bottom of the vessel.
are tsvoidcd, the lecturer further ﬂluslrated
Hitherto be had only ‘spoken ol' the eltect the etfects of latent heat by explaining the
of sensible heat; but heat also exists in principle ‘of a curibtis little instrument,
I. state in which no instrument can mea
called the pulse-g'l'us.‘r,' and proceeded to
sure it, or even indicate its presence. poilit out the effect! of evaporalion in ‘the
HQW then is it possible to detect its exist
production of cold. If he were to hinge
ence in this state? This can obly be ellected through the whole circle of the sciences, he
by chemical means. If half a pint of sul could not more strikingly exemplify the wis

phuric avid be mixed with half is pint
bftvdfer, the rnixtuie does not measure a

dom of the Creator, and the beneﬁcial ef
fects of evaporation, than by a reference to
the human body. Its uaturhl temperature is
front 96 to 98 degrees; but it has a con
stant liehdency to ‘rise lb is higher tern
'1
tui"e during active exertion, from were ' 1&
less latent heat than when eapanded. If ver would necessarily feslilt, if this tléiidéilcy
we take a pound of ibater heated to 172° Was not counteracted. Whenever the tern
and a pound of ice at 32°, its own natural perature has a tendency tb rise above the
temperature, and alter pulverhing the ice, healthy degree, a Watery ﬂuid is brought to
pint; for in this case a degree of t'6itHen.m_
tion takes pltice, ‘and latent hen’! is iven
out, because bodies when condense , or
compressed into a ‘smaller compass, require

mddwly mingle it with the water, the tem

the surface of the skin, that by its evapora

perature of the‘ whole, when the ice is all

tion the body maybe reservsl at aregular
land healthy t'eth' in F0.
0 povverfully

mm is reduced to 32°.

What then be

‘tmes or the no -degree orhett Which afr f are we prettaea y’ t lb ptu‘p‘lutten,thtt
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it is the means of preserving life under cir
cumstances in which it would otherwise be
inevitably destroyed.
_
Mr. Ogg then adduced the late expen
ments performed by Roberts on the premises
of the Lounon MECHANICS’ lusrtrurrou,
as instances of the protecting inﬂuence of

perspiration; and concluded his lecture by
an account of an experiment on the power
of the human body in resisting heat. per
formed by Sir Charles Blagden and Sir Jo
seph Banks, who shut themselves into a close

apartment, and raised the temperature of the
atmosphere to an astonishing degree of in
tensity. They, however, felt so little incon

venience from the heat, that they imagined
there must be some incorrectness in the
thermometers suspended in the room, till

one of the gentlemen accidentally touching
the metal buttons of his coat, the skin ml
hered to it. Eggs were boiled hard; slices
of beef were broiled. and water was boiled
in a large vessel by the intense heat of the

atmosphere, which they supported till it
reached 52° above the boihng point of
water; thus affording a striking proof ofthe

wonderful power of perspiration in keeping
the human body in a healthy state.

‘run CENTURY or raven-nous
or ‘run
MARQUIS or woacnsrnn.
(Concluded from our lasf.)

9. An engine, portable in one’s pocket,
which may be carried and fastened on the
inside of the greatest ship, fanquam uliml
agens, and, at any appointed minute, though
a week after, either of day or night, it shall
irrecoverably sink that ship.
10. A way, from a mile off, to dive and
fasten a like engine to any ship, so as it may
punctually work the same eﬂect, either for
time or execution.
7. 11. How to prevent and safeguard any
ship from such an attempt by day or night.
12. A way to make a ship not possible to

be sunk, though shot an hundred times be
tween wind aud water by cannon, and should
she lose a whole plank, yet, in half an

hour’: time should be made as ﬁt to sail as
before.
13. How to make such false decks as, in
a moment, should kill and take prisoners as
many as should board the ship, without
blowing the real decksup, or destroying them,
from being reducible; and in a quarter ofan
hour’: time should recover their former
shape, and to be made lit for any employ
ment, without discovering the secret.

14. How to bring a force to weigh up an
anchor, or to do any forcible exploit, in the
nan-o'west or lowest room in any ship, where
few hands shall do the work of many; and
many hands applicable to the same force,

some standing, Others sitting, and, by virtue
of their several helps, a great force aug
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mented in little room, as effectual as if there
were suﬂicient space to go about with an
axletree, and work far from the centre.

15. A way how to make a boat work itself
against wind and tide, yea, so that the wind
or tide, though directly opposite, shall force

the ship or boat against itself; and in no
point of the compass, but it shall be as

effectual as if the wind were in the poop,
or the stream actually with the course it is
to steer, according to which the oars shall
row, and necessary motions work and move
towards the desired port or point of the
compass.
.
16. How to make a sea-castle, or fortifi
cation, cannon proof, and capable of con

taining a thousand men, yet sailable at plea
sure to defend a passage; or, in an hour's
time, to divide itself into three ships, as ﬁt
and trimmed to sail as before; and even
whilst it is afort or castle, they shall be una
nimously steered, and effectually be driven,‘
by an indifferent strong wind.
17. How to make upon the Thames a float

ing garden of pleasure, with trees, ﬂowers,
banqueting-houses, and fountains, stews for
all kinds of ﬁshes, a reserve for snow to
keep wine in, delicate bathing-places, and the
like_; with music made _by mills, and all in
the midst of the stream, where it is most
rapid.
18. An artiﬁcial fountain, to be turned,
like an hour-glass, by a child, in the twink
ling of an eye; it yet holding a great quantity
of water, and of force suﬂicient to make snow,
ice, and thunder; with the chirping and sing
ing of birds, and shewing of several shapes
and effects usual to fountains of pleasure.
19. A little engine within a coach, where
by a child may stop It, and secure all persons
within it, and-the coachman himself, though
the horses he never so unruly, in full
career; a child being suﬂiciently capable to

unloose them, in what posture snever they
should have put themselves, turning never
so short; for a childcan doit in the twink
ling of an eye.
20. How to bring up water balancewise,
so that as little weight or force as will turn
a. balance will be only needful, more than
the weight of the water within the buckets,
which, counterpoised and empty themselves
one into the other, the uppermost yielding its
water (how great a quantity soever it holds)
at the selfsame time when the lowermost

taketh it in, though it be an hundred fathom
high.
21. How to raise water constantly with
two buckets only, day and night, without
any other force than its own motion, using
not so much as any force, wheel, or sucker,
nor more pulleys than one, on which the
cord or chain rolleth, With a bucket at each
end. This, I confess, I have seen and learn
ed of the great mathematician Claviusa

sltttiilb‘ at Roms, be hating made I present
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thertaof unto acardinal; and I desire not to Engiishman write it in English, a French
own any other man's inventions; but if I 'man, Italian, Spaniard, Irish, or Welchman,
set down any, to nominate likewise the ‘ib
being scholars, yea, Grecian or Hebritian,
ventor.
shall as perfectly understand it in their own

22. To'make a river in a garden ebb
and ﬂow constantly, though twenty foot
over, with a child’s force, in some private

room, or place out of sight, and a compe
tent distance from it.
23. To set a clock as within ‘a castle, the

water ﬂlling the trenches about it; which
shall shew, by ebbing and flowing, the hours,
minutes, and seconds, and all the compre
hensible motions of the heavens, and counter
libration of the earth, according to Coper
nicus.
'
24. How to increase the strength of a
spring to such a degree as to shoot bom

tongue, as if they were English, distinguish
ing the verbs from the nouns, the numbers,
tenses, and cases, as properly expressed in
their own language, asit was written in Eng

lish.
83. To write with a needle and thread,
white, or any other colour, upon white,orany
other colour, so that one stitch shall signiﬁ
cantly shew any letter, and as readily and
as easily shew the one letter as the other, and
ﬁt for any language.

34. To write by a knotted silk string, so
that every knot shall signify any letter, with
comma, full point, or interrogation, and as

basses and bullets of an hundred pound legible as with pen and ink upon white paper.
weight a steeple height, and a quarter of a
mile oﬂ‘, andjmore, stone bow-wise; admira
ble for ﬁre-works, and astonishing of besieged
cities, when, without warning given by noise,
they ﬁnd themselves so forcibly and danger
ously surprised.
_

25. How to make a weight that cannot
take up an hundred pound, and yet shall
take up two hundred pounds, and at the self
same distance from the centre; and so, pro
portionably, to millions of pounds.
26. To raise weight so well and as forci

bly with the drawing back of the lever, as
with the thrusting it forwards; and by that
means to lose no time in motion or strength.

This I saw in the arsenal at Venice.
27. A way to remove to and fro huge
weights, with a most inconsiderable strength,
from place to place. For example, ten ton,
with ten pounds, and less; the said ten
pounds not to fall lower than it makes the
ten ton to advance or retreat upon a level.
28. A bridge, portable upon a cart with six
horses, which in a few hours’ time may be
placed over a river half a mile broad, where

35. The like, by the fringe of gloves.

36. By stringing of bracelets.
37.
38.
39.
40.

By
By
By
By

pinked gloves.
holes in the bottom of a _sieve.. ' .,
a lattin or candlestick lantern. -A
the smell.

41. By the taste.
42. By the touch.
By these three senses, as perfectly, dis
tinctly, and unconfusedly, yea, as readily as
by the sight.
1-,
43. How to vary each of these, so that
ten thousand may know them; and yet keep
the understanding part from any but their
correspondent}
'
‘
44. To make a key of a chamber-door,
which to your sight hath its wards and rose
pipe but paper thick, and yet at pleasure, in
a minute of an hour, shall becomea perfect

pistol, capable to shoot through a breast

on, with much expedition may be transported

plate, commonly of carabine proof, with
prime, powder, and ﬁre-lock, undiscover
able in a stranger’s hand.
~
45. How to light a ﬁre and a candle, at
what hour of the night one waketh, without
rising or putting one’s hand out of bed.

horse, foot, and cannon.

And the same thing to be a serviceable

29. A portable fortiﬁcation, able to con
tain ﬁve hundred ﬁghting men, and yet in
SIX hours’ time may beset up, and made
cannon-proof, upon the side of a river or

pistol at pleasure; yet by a stranger, not

knowing the secret, seemeth but a dexterous
tinder-box.

46. How to make an artiﬁcial bird, to ﬂy
pass, with cannon mounted upon it, and as which way and as long as one pleaseth, by or
complete as aregular fortiﬁcation, with half
moons and counter-scarps.

against the wind, sometimes chirping, other

proof, and cannon mounted upon it, with
men to overlook, command, and batter a

32. How to compose an universal charac
fersmethodical and easy to be written, yet

thrown into a pool or pail of water, shall
presently rise from the bottom, and constantly
show, by the superﬁcies of the water, the
hour of the day or night, never rising more
out of the water than just to the minute it
sheweth of each quarter of the hour; and _lf
by force kept under water, yet the_ time is
not lost, but recovered as soon as it is per
mitted to rise to the surface of the water. I
48. Ascrewed ascent, instead of stairs, with

lntelhgible in any language 5 so that if an

ﬁt landing-pla_ces to the best chambers qf

times hovering, still tending the way it is de
30. A way, in one night’s time, to raise a signed for.
bulwark twenty or thirty foot high, cannon
47. To make a ball of any metal, Which,
town; for, though it contain but foIr
pieces, they shall be able to discharge two

hundred bullets each hour.

I

31. A way how safely and speedily to

make an approach to a castle or town-wall,
and over the very ditch, at noon-day.

rm; LONDON Msct|ANlcs' rutolsrsn.
each story, with back stairs within the noel
of it, convenient for servants to pass up and
down to the inward rooms of them, unseen
and private.
49. A portable engine, in way of a
tobacco-tongs, whereby a man may get over
a wall, or get up again, being come down,
ﬁnding the coast proving insecure for him
50. A complete light portable ladder,
which taken out of one‘s pocket, may be by
himself fastened an hundred feet high, to get
up by him from the ground.
5l. A rule of gradation, which with ease

and method reduceth all things to a private
correspondence, most useful for secret in
telligence.
52. How to signify words, and a perfect
discourse, by jangling of bells of any parish
church, or by any musical instrument within
hearing, in a seeming way of tuning it, or
of an unskilful beginner.
53. A way how to make hollow and cover
a water-screw, as big and as long as one
pleaseth, inan easy and cheap way,
54. How to make a water-screw tight, and
yet transparent and free from breaking; but

so clear, that one may palpably see the
water, or any heavy thing, how and why it is
mounted by turning.
55. A double water-screw, the innermost
to mount the water, and the outermost for it
to descend more in number of threads, and,
consequently, in quantity of water, though
much shorter than the innermost screw, by
which the water ascendeth—a most extraor
dinary help for the turning of the screw to
make the water rise,
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bethyiand the other ﬂoweth,andso continueth

ebbing and ﬂowing until one or both the
globes be taken out, working some little
effect besides its own motion, without the
help ofany man within sight or hearin ;
but if either of the globes be taken out, with
ever so swift or easy a motion, at that
instant the ebbing and ﬂowing ceaseth; for
if, during the ebbing, you take out the globe,
the water of that vessel presently returneth
to ﬂow, and never ebbetb after, until the
globe be returned into it, and then the mo
tion beginneth as before.
'- 58- How [to make a‘ pistol to discharge a
dozen times with one loading, and without

so much as once new priming requisite; or
to change it out of one hand mto the other,
or stop one‘s horse.
59. Another way, as fast and effectual, but

more proper for carabines
60. A way, with a ﬂask appropriated unto
it, which will furnish either pistol or cars
bine with a dozen charges in three minutes’
time, to do the whole execution of a dozen
shots, as soon as one pleaseth, proportion
ably.
6l. A third way, and particularly for mus

kets, without taking them from their rests
to charge or prime, to a like execution, and

as fast as the ﬂask, the musket containing
but one charge at a time.
62. A way for a harquebuss, a crock, or
ship musket, six upon a carriage, shooting
with such expeditron, as, without danger,

one may charge, level, and discharge them,
sixty times in a minute of an hour, two or
three together.
63. A sixth way, most excellent for sa

56. To provide and make, that all the
weights of the descending side of a wheel

lwrs, differing from the other. yet as swiﬂ.

shall be perpetually farther from the center
than those of the mounting side, and yet
equal in number and heft to the one side as
the other. A most incredible thing, if not
seen, but tried before the iate king (of happy
and glorious memory) in the Tower by my

i 64. A seventh, tried and approved before
the late king (of ever blessed memory), and
an hundred Lords and Commons, in a can
non of 8 inches and half a quarter, to shoot
bullets of 64 pounds weight, and 24 pounds
of powder, twenty times in six minutes; so

directions, two extraordinary ambassadors

clear from danger, that, after all were dis
charged, a pound of butter did not melt,
being laid upon the cannon britch, nor the

accompanying his Majesty, and the Duke
of Richmond and Duke Hamilton, with most

of the Court attending him. The wheel was
14 feet over, and 40 weights, of 50 pounds
a-piece. Sir William Belford, then Lieu
tenant of the Tower, can testify it, with
several others. They all saw, that no sooner
these great weights passed the diameter line

green oil discoloured that was ﬁrst anointed
and used between the barrel thereof, and the

engine having never in it, nor within six foot
of it, but one charge at a time.
65. A way that one man, in the cabin,
may govern the whole side of shi muskets,

of the upper side, but they hung a foot

to thenumber (if need require) 0 2 or 3000

farther from the center; nor no sooner
passed the diameter line of the side, but
they hung a foot nearer. Be pleased to

shots.

66 A way that, against the several avenues

standing at a level, if a globe be cast in, ID

to a fort or castle, one man may charge 5Q
cannons, playing, and stoppmg when he
pleaseth, though out of sight of the cannon.
67. A rare way, likewise, for muskettoons
fastened to the pommel of the saddle, so that

Blead of rising it presently ebbeth, and so

a common trooper cannot miss to charge

R‘-maineth, until a like globe be cast into the

them with 20 or 30 bullets at a time, even
' f ll
reer.
m“uWii:n
ﬁrst I gave my thoughts to_maltc

judge the consequence.
'» 57. An ebbing and ﬂowing water-work, in
two vessels, into either of which, the ‘water

other vessel, which the water is no sooner
lellible of, but that the vessel presently_eb
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" Etthl shoot often,! thought thérehad been

" fut ‘one only exquisite way irtvelrtlble - yet
"‘ by rteveral trials and much charge, I ave
" perfectly tried all these."
88. An admirable and most forcible my
to drive up water by fire, not by drawing or
Iucking it upwards, for that must be, as the
philosopher culteth it, infra Jrphmrum amet
ttrtis, which is but at such a distance.

shewing what ‘money he hath taken out of
the box to a farthing, and how many times
opened since the owner had been at rt.
73. A transmittable gallery over any ditch
or breach in a town wall, with a blind and‘
parapet, cannon proof;
74. A door, whereof the turning of a

key, with the help aricl motion of tneiiamrle,

But

makes the hinges to be of either side, and to

this Way hath no bounder, if the vessels be

open either inward or outward, as one is to
enter or go out, or to open in half.
75. How a tape or riband-Weaver may set
down a'whole cliscortrse, without knowing a
letter, or interweaving any thing suspicious
of other secret than a new-fashioned riband.

Strung etrofrgh; for I have taken a piece of a
whole canhon, whereof the end was burst,
and ﬁlled it three quarters full, stopping
iutd screwing up the broken end, as also

the touch-hole; and making a constant
ﬁre under it, within twenty-four hours it
burst and madea great crack : so that having
found a way to make my vessels, so that they

are strengthened by the force within them,
and the one to ﬁll after the other, I have
seen the water run like a constant fountain
stream forty feet high; one vessel of water

76. How to write in the dark, as straight
as by day ‘or candle-light.
77. How to make a man to ﬂy: which I
have tried with a little boy of ten years old
in a barn, from one end to the other, on an
hay-mow.

rariﬁed by ﬁre, driveth up forty of cold wa

78. A watch to go constantly, and yet
needs no other Winding from the first setting

ter; and a man that tends the work, is but
to turn two cocks, that one vessel of water
being consumed, another begins to force and
‘refill with cold water, and so successively,

on the cord or chain, unless it be broken,
requiring no other care from one man than
to be now and then corrsultedwith, concern
ing the hour of the day or night; and if it

the ﬁre being tended and kept constant,

be laid by a week together, it will not err
much; but the oftener lookedupon the more
exact it sheweth the time of the day or night.
79. A way to lock all the bore: of a ca
binet (though never so many) at one time,

which the self-same person may likewise

abundantly perform in the interim between
the necessity of turning the said cocks.
69. A way how a little triangle and
screwed key, shall be capable and strong

enough to bolt and unbolt, round about a
great chest, an hundred bolts, through ﬁfty
staples, two in each, with a direct contrary

which were, by particular keys appropriated

to eachlock,opened severally and independ

fasten it to the place, beyond a man’s natu

ent the one of the other, as much as con
cer-neth the opening of them, and by these
means cannot be left open unawares
80. How to make a pistol barrel no
thicker than a shilling, and yet able to en’

E-al strength to take it away; and, in one

drlre a musket proof of powder and bullet.

andithe same turn, both locketh and open
‘eth t.

81. A comb-conveyance carrying of let
ters, without suspicion, the head being
‘opened with a needle-screw, drawing a spring
towards one; the comb being made but
after an usual form carried in one’s pocket.
82. A knife, spoon, or fork, in an usual
portable case, may have the like convey
ances in their handles.

mbtion, and as many more from both sides
‘and ends; and, at the self-same time, shall

70. A key, with a rose-turning pipe, and
‘two roses, pierced through endwise ; together
with several handsomely contrived wards,

Which may likewise do the same eﬁects.
71. A key peifectly square, with a screw

turning within it, and more conceited than
‘any oi‘ the rest, and no heavier than the tri

angle-screwed key, and ‘doth the same
eﬁiacts.
72. An escutcheon to be placed before any
of these locks, with these propel1ies:—
1st, The owner (though a woman) may,
with her delicate hand, vary the ways of

83. A rasping-mill, for hartshorn, whereby
a child may do the work of half-a-dozen
men, commonly taken up with that work.
84. An instrument, whereby persons ig
norant in arithmetic may perfectly observe
nurneration and substraction of all sums
and fractions.

coming to open the lock ten millions of

85. Alittle ball, made in the shape of a

times, beyond the knowledge of the smith
that made it, or of me who invented it.

plum or pear, being dexterously conveyed
or forced into a body’s mouth, shall pre

‘2d, If a stranger open it, it setteth an sently shoot forth such and so many bolts of
alarm a going, which the stranger cannot ‘each side and at both ends, as, without the
stop from running out; and besides, though
none should be within hearing, yet it catch
eth his hand, as a trap doth a fox; and
though far from mairning him, yet it leaveth

o‘wner’s key, can neither be opened nor ﬁled
off, being made of tempered steel, and as
effectually locked as an iron chest.
86. A chair, made a-ta-mode, and yeta

such a mark behind it, as will discover him

er being persuaded to sit down rn rt,

'Stl'a
if mremd; theescntcheon, or lock, plainly ‘shall

ve immediately his arms and thighs

ll?
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locked up beyond his own power to loosen
them.
'
87. A brass mould, to cast candles, m
which a man may make 500 dozen in a day,
and add an ingredient to the tallow, which

will make it cheaper, and yet so that the
candles shall look whiter and last longer._
88.‘ An engine, without the least noise,
frock, or use of tire, to coin and stamp 100
lbs. in an hour, by one man.
88. How to make a brazen or stone head,
in the midst ofa great ﬁeld or garden, so
at-tiﬁcial and natural, that though a man
s ak never so softly. and even whisper-s mto
th: ear thereof, it will presently open its
Mouth, and resolve the question in _French,
Latin, Welcn, lrish, or English, in good
terms, uttering it out of his mouth, and then

95. A dimble cross-bow, neat, handsome,
and strong, to shoot two arrows, either to

gether, or one after the other so immedi
ately, that a deer cannot run two steps, but,
it he miss of one arrow, he ma be reached
with the other, whether the eer run for
ward, sideward, or start backward.
96. A way to make a sea-bank so ﬁrm
and geometrically strong, that a stream can
have no power over it; excellent, likewise,

to save the pillar of a bridge, being cheaper
and stronger than stone walls.
97. An instrument whereby an ignorant
person may take any thing in perspective,as

justly, and more so than the most skilful
painter can do by his eye.

98. An engine, so contrived, that working

pair of white gloves, and so contrived, with
out suspicion, that playing at prlmero, at

the ymmum nrobiie forward or backward,
upward or downward. circularly or corner
wise, to and fro, straight, upright, or down
right, yet the pretended operation continueth,
and advanceth; none of the motions above

cards, one may, without clogging his me

mentioned, hindering, much less stopping,

mory, keep reckonihg of all sires, sevens,

the other; but unanimously and with har
mony agreeing, they all augment and con
tribute strength unto the intended work and

shut it until the next question be asked.
89. \Vhite silk, knotted in the ﬁngers ofa

and aces, which he hath discarded, and with
out foul play.
90. A most dexterous dicing-box, with
holes transparent. after the usual fashloti,
with a device so dexterous,that with a knock
Ofit against the table, the four good dice
are fastened, and it looseneth four false dice

made fit for this purpose.
91. An artiﬁcial horse, with saddle and
caparisons lit for running at the ring, on

which a man being mounted, with his lance
in his hand, he can at pleasure make him
start, and swiftly to run his career, using the
decent posture with bon grace,may take the
ring as handsomely, and running as swiftly,
as if he rode upon abarbe.
92. A screw, made like a water-screw, but

the bottom made of iron plate. spade-wise,
which, at the side of a boat, emptieth the

mud of a pond, or raiseth gravel.
93. An engine, whereby one man may
take out of the water a ship of 500 tons, so
that it may be caulked, trimmed, and repair
ed, without need of the usual way of stocks,
and as easily let it down again.
94. A little engine, portable in 0ce’s
pocket, which, placed to any door, without
any noise but one track, openeth any door
or gate.

operation; and, therefore, I call this a nun‘
omnipnfent engfttc, and do intend that a
model thereof be buried with me.

99. How to make one pound weight to
raise an hundred as high as one pound falleth,

and yet the hundred pounds descending doth
what nothing less than one hundred pounds
can effect.
100. Upon so potent a help as these two
last-mentioned inventions, a water-work is,
by many years experience and labour, so
advantageously by me contrived, that a

child’s forte bringeth up, an hundred feet
high, an incredible quantity of water, even
two feet diameter. And I may boldly call
it the most stupendous work in the whole
world: not only, with little charge, to drain
all sorts of mines, and furnish cities with
water, though never so high seated, as well
to keep them sweet, running through seve
ral streets, and so performing the work of

scavengers, as well as furnishing the inha
bitants with suﬂicient water for their private
occasions; but likewise supplying the rivers
with suﬂicient to maintain and make them
naviable from town to town, and for the

bettering of lands all the way it runs; with
many more advantageous and yet greater
eﬂects ofproﬁt. admiration,_and consequence.

‘ Mr. Pan-rmoros observes, in his note

So that deservedly l deem this invention

to this article, that its insertion originated
in in ignorance of a similar plan formerly

to crown my labours, to reward my expenses,
and make my thoughts acquiesce in way of
further inventions; this making up the whole
century, and preventing any further trouble
to the reader for the present, meaning to
leave to posterity abook, wherein under
each of these heads, the means to put in

proposed _by Antoine Boucher, which ap

pears of all others best adapted for coining
with rapidity, and which was not at that
period acted upon in England; on the dis
covery of which the next article (with the
same number) was substituted by the noble

author‘-; and appeared in the ﬁrst printed

execution, and visible trial, all and every of
these inventions, with the shape and form of

edition of tin Clmlury.

all things belonging to them, shall be print
'5

-.t»

~

,

,
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ed by brass plates.

Besides many omitted, An hollowing of a water-screw

~il‘lt\‘
and some of three sorts willingly not set
down, as not ﬁt to be divulged, lest ill use
be made thereof, but to shew that such

A transparent water-screw
A double water-screw
An advantageous change of centres

; ,,_.
'53
54
55
56

things are also within myknowledge, 1 will A constant water-ﬂowing & ebbing mo
here {in mine own cypher, set down one of
tion
} 57
each, not to be concealed when duty and
atfection obligeth me.
In bonum publicum, et ad majorem Dei
gloriam.
THE CONTENTS. (2 5)
Z

Seals abundantly signiﬁcant
Private and particular to each owner
An one-line cypher

An often-discharging pistol

58

An especial way for carabines

59

A ﬂask charger
A way for musquets

A way for a harquebus, or crock

62

For sakers and minyous
For the biggest cannon

63
64

‘ For a whole side of ship musquets
wco~ra>or.c~oezo- 9

Reduced to a point
Varied signiﬁcantly to all the 24 letters
A mute and perfect ‘discourse by colours
To hold the same by night
To level cannons by night
A ship-destroying engine
r
How to be fastened from aloof,'_and un-} 10
der water
II
How to prevent both
An unsinkable ship
12
False destroying decks
18

66
67
68

A triangle key

69

A rose key

70

A square key, with a turning screw
An escutcheon for all locks
A transmittible gallery

7l
72
73

A conceited door
74
A discourse woven on tape or ribbon
75
To write in the dark
76
A ﬂying man
77
A continually-going watch
78
A total locking of cabinet-boxes
~ ’-'l -79
Light pistol barrels
80
A comb-conveyance for letters
'-~ "» 81
A knife, spoon, or fork conveyance ~ ‘:82

14

A boat driving against wind and tide
A sea-sailing fort

15
16

A pleasant ﬂoating garden
An hour-glass fountain

17
13 A rasping-mill
19 An arithmetical instrument

> :88
7 84

A coach-saving engine
A balance water-work
A bucket-fountain

go
9]

An ebbing and ﬂowing river
An ebbing and ﬂowing castle clock

92
23

A strength-increasing spring
'
A double drawing engine for weights
A to and fro lever
'

24
25
26

A most easy level draught
A rnoveable fortiﬁcation '
Arising bulwark _
An approaching blmd

An artiﬁcial ring-horse
gs A gravel engine
29 A ship-raising engine
30 A pocket engine to open any door
\i
31 A double cross-bow

An universal character
A needle alphabet
.
A knotted string‘ alphabet

39
33
34

A way for sea banks
A perspective instrument

36

A stupendous water-work

A fringe alphabet
A bracelet alphabet

37

smell

38
39
4()

An alphabet by the % taste

41

touch
A key pistol
A most conceited tinder box
‘An artiﬁcial bird
An hour water-ball
A screwed ascent of stairs
A tobacco-tongs engine
A pocket ladder
A rule of gradation
A mystical jangling of bells

"85
86
87

A coining engine

88*

A brazen head
Primero gloves
A dicing-box

-

Ajsemi-omnipotent engine
35 A most admirable way to raise weights

A sieve alphabet
A lanthorn alphabet

A variation of all and each of these

An untoothsome pear
An imprisoning chair
A candle mould

27

A pinked glove alphabet

42

65

For guarding several avenuesto a town
For musquetoons on horseback
A ﬁre-water-work

Multiplied strength in little room

A portable bridge

60
61

.

88
89
90

91
92
93
94
95
96
97

98
99
100

COMBINATION LAWS.
Since the period when the philanthropic
exertions of Mr. HUME and other enlighten
ed individuals, during the last session of

43

parliament, etfected the repeal of the Com

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

bination Laws, accounts have been received

from various parts of the country, of a
number of acts of unjustiﬁable violence on

the part of the operative mechanics, which
we have heard with considerable regret.
That some degree of re-action might result

from such an important alteration in the
laws, was doubtless anticipated by the dis

tinguished statesmenwho have evinced ‘so

ran LONDON mzcnarucs’ naorsrsn.
deep an interest in the welfare of the work
ing classes of the community ; but the me
chanics should remember that violence and
outrage are always to be deprecated, and
must ultimately defeat the objects of those
who have recourse to them. The conse
quence of these instances of misconduct has
been, that those who were adverse to the
repeal of the Combination Laws have been
furnished with an argument against the
policy of the measure, and that a Commit
tee of the House of Commons has been ap
pointed to reconsider the subject. This cir
cumstance has very naturaily excited great
alarm in the minds of the mechanics, and
meetings of the different trades have been
held for the purpose of petitioning parlia
ment against the apprehended re-enactment
of the Combination Laws. We subjoin a
concise account of the Spitalﬁelds meeting,
and of die meeting of the delegates from the
various trades on Monday week; and for
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was‘ the} cause of calling them together,

stated, that the task devolved upon him of
laying such information as he possessed be
fore the meeting. He said that task had
been so imposed in consequence of his hav
ing been the ﬁrst weaver who had received
information that a general meeting of trades
had been determined on, and which prepa
ratory meeting he attended, when it was
there agreed to issue an advertisement
calling upon the respective trades to send

deputies to a general trade meeting to be

held this evening at the Jacob‘s Well, Bar
bican. Mr.‘W. further stated, that at the
meeting he alluded to, it was forcibly ur ed
-—-that such steps, on the part of the mec a
nics, became not only a precautionary but
a bounden duty, in consequence of the fa
cility with which Mr. Huskmson obtained a
Committee of the Honourable the House of
Commons, to enquire into the Combination
Laws. Mr. W. then, at considerable length,
the present conclude by expressing our pointed out the mischief that would arise
regret that the indiscretion of a compara from a repeal of the Combination Laws as
tively small number of workmen, should they now stand ; and more particularly upon
have threatened to defeat measures intended ' the silk weavers of Spitalﬁelds. who for the
last 50 years had a protection in the Spits]
for the general beneﬁt of the whole.
ﬁcldsAct; and,theref0re_.during that period,
GENERAL MEETING OF THE BROAD SILK
had not been liable (like other trades) to
VVEAVERS.
come under the operation of the Combina
On Monday week about two o’clock, a tion Laws. It was a novelty, no doubt, to
general meeting of the Broad Silk Weavers see a silk weaver writhing under the opera
took place in the school room of the Bruns tion of such laws. The hand of fellowship
wick Chapel, Mile End-road, for the pur was held out by other trades, and it was the
pose of taking into consideration the in duty of the silk weavers to join them in
tended alarming alterations relative to the legally and constitutionally resisting the re
Combination Laws, now before the Com enactment of the Combination Laws.
mittee of the Honourable House of Com
Mr. Wallace then proposed three resolu
tions, in substance to the following eﬂ'ect_:._.
mons.
Shortly after two o’clock the large school
“ That this meeting views with fear and
room became completely ﬁlled, when the alarm the readiness with which the House
Rev. Geo. Evans was unanimously called to of Commons agreed to the proposals of
the chair. The reverend gentleman was not Mr. Huskisson, for appointing a committee
present at the time; but the secretary and to consider the propriety of altering or re
one or two gentlemen retired into the cha enacting the Combination Laws. That it
pel, and apprised him of the unanimous is the opinion of this meeting, that any
wish_of the meeting, when in a few minutes alteration of the Combination Laws would
after, he appeared in the school room with be highly injurious to the welfare of the
‘the secretary, and was most warmly and en journeymen, and subversive of the good
thusiastically received.
understanding that exists at present, and ever
Mr. Evans then observed, that however should exist between the employers and the
unexpected, and certainly unmerited, as the employed. That the repeal of the Combi
compliment just paid him was, yet, if an nation Laws, in some degree, satisﬁed us for
honest and persevering zeal, with a sincere the loss of our Spitalﬁelds Acts,and we have
wish for the peace and prosperity of the never committed any breach that could jus
weavers of Spitalﬁelds, could be received as tify their re-enactment; it is, therefore,
a compensation for any deﬁciency of his in expedient to oppose, by every legal means
the discharge of those duties their confidence in our power, any alteration in those laws
had imposed upon him, he would cheerfully as they at present stand.”
Resolutions to the foregoing effect were
tender them in return. The reverend gen
tleman then apprised the meeting, that he separately put, and carried unanimously. 1"
Mr. Boulter then moved a resolution
was ready to hear what any individual had
to offer upon the subject for which they " That two Deputies should be appointed to
represent the silk weavers at the meeting of
met.
Mr. Wallace, after apprising the meeting the Deputies of the general trades’ meeting.”
A long discussion then took place, which
‘of the great importance of the subject which
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terminated in the appointment of Mr. Wal
lace and Mr. Boulter as their deputies.

feared, therefore, that it all then sawyen
were on the committee they might possess

Thanks were then voted to the trustees of
the Chapel,for their condeseension in grant
ing the use of the school room, and after
wards to the Rev. Geo. Evans, for his up
right and digniﬁed conduct in the chair, and

greater preponderance than some of the less

the meeting then quietly separated.
MEETING on DELEGATES FROM THE
LONDON rnnnns.

numerous deputations, and be more anxious
for their own than for the general interests.
It was at length agreed, that two persons
from each trade should be appointed as the
committee, with power to add to their num
bers deputies from any other trade who

might present themselyes.

On Monday se‘nnight a meeting of dele
gates from the journeymen of the different
trades in London took place at the Jacob’s
Well public-house, Barbican, for the pur
pose of adopting measures to counteract any
attempt to revive the Combination Laws.
The recent appointment of a Committee of
the House of Commons to consider the pro
priety of altering or re-enacting those laws
appears to have created the utmost alarm
among the journeymen, who view the attempt
as a measure calculated to oppress them,
and to destroy the good understanding,
Which, they say, has subs-isted between them
and their employers, since those laws were
repealed. Several resolutions, strongly ex
pressive of their feelings on the subject,
Were unanimously adoptedlby the meeting
on Monday, which consisted of about sixty
persons, deputed by large meetings of the
various trades in the metropolis.
A resolution was proposed ‘ That the
meeting do now form themselves into a
general committee, to be called “ The Conﬂj
mittee of Trade,’ for the purpose of watch
ing the proceedings of the select committee
of the House of Commons, and that they
use their best endeavours, by all legal means
in their power, to convince the Honourable
House that no grievance exist between them

It was also re.solved—“ That each trade
separately, and for itself, do petition the
House of Commons, praying that no alter
ation may be made in the law as it now
stands.”
After some other resolutions of minor im
portance had been adopted, the meeting,
which had been conducted with the utmost

and their employers of suliicient magnitude

To ﬂue Editor of the Mechanics‘ Reqirier
tk’ Sm-Allow me, through the medium of
your REGISTER, to suggest to Mr. Roberts

to warrant any alteration in the laws as they
now stand, and that the enacting of any law
tending to alter the relative situations of
masters and their men would, in all proba
bility, be the harbinger of jealousy, strife, and
division.”
The deputy (mm the calico printers ex
pressed his dissent to this proposition. It
was the opinion of the body he represented,
that it would be the better way for each
trade to act for itself, as the combination of

so large a body of men excited alarm. “
The deputy from the curriers also express
ed the same‘ sentiments.

They would wil

order and good temper, was dissolved.
ROBERTS’S
HOOD AND MOUTH PIECE.
In our account of the experiments exhi
bited on the premises of the Lonnon MB
crumcs’ INSTITUTION, for the purpose of
demonstrating the utility of this simple and
ingenious apparatus, we stated that several
gentlemen connected with the Society of

Arts were present upon both occasions; and
we have now the satisfaction of announcing,
that the a paratus has since been minutely
examined y the Committee of that Society’,
who were so fully satisﬁed of its eﬂicacy and
originality, that they recommended the un
assuming inventor to the general body, as
deserving of an honorary and pecuniary re
compense. ~The Society have accordingly

voted Ronnnrs the Silver Medal and Fifty
Guineas.

-

'

what I conceive would 'be an improvement
upon this excellent Hood for breathing in
an impure and heated atmosphere. It is
merely that it should be furnished with a
couple of valves to facilitate the escape of

the breathed air.
One of them should be placed in the sur
face of the tube, as nearly opposite the
mouth as may be convenient, and should
open outwards. The other should be fixed
within and across the tube,a little below the
former, and should open upwards.
The effect of these valves would be, that
at each inspirnfion the lower valve only

lingly pay their proportion of any expense
which might have been incurred, but he
could not promise any thing for the future. would be opened to admit a supply of air
The resolution was adopted by the meet
ing, and a discussion then ensued as to the
formation of the committee. It was urged,

from the bottom of the tube; and at each
ea-pimﬁon, that valve would be closed, and

‘that if all the deputies present were appoint

breathed air.

the other opened to allow the escape of the

ed, some of the trades would obtain an un- ' With these valves the apparatus would
due inﬂuence. For instance, there were become perfectly analogous to the common
seven sawyers in the room, and from other Sticking pump; the wearer himself by the
trades only two deputies present; it WM act of breathing, performing the oﬁce of
1;
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ﬂm piston; but without them it is evident

that the breathed air must be returned at
each expiration into the tube, and as only a

small part of it can be supposed to escape
at bottom, the greater part must of course

beibreathed again and again. This is bad;
and to the very laborious respiration which
must be the consequence of it, I should be
inclined to ascribe the remarkable accelera
tion of the pulse which has occurred on the

occasion of each of the two public experi
ments recently tried. Fatigue and lassitude
must likewise result from the same cause,
‘but all these inconveniences would be re
moved by the operation of the valves.
To prevent the accidental opening of the
upper valve (which opens outwards) it should
be provided with a very weak spring, just
strong enough to close it, and no more.
I will only add, that the funnel-shaped
enlargement of the lower oriﬁce of the tube
appears to me useless, and calculated only
to encumber the wearer by its unnecessary
weight. The tube should be light and ﬂex
ible: I should think a leather tube, kept
open by rings placed at intervals within it,
would be suitable; and that it might be
found convenient to tie the lower extremity
of it to the ankle, and the middle of it in
like manner to the thigh of the wearer.
Yours, &c. &c.
J. S.
Thistle Grove, Little Chelsea,
April 20, 1825.

FAMILIAR LESSONS
ON MINERALOGY.
(Ctmqludedfront Page 397.)
The following three varieties belong to
'1‘antaltte, and _may be said to be of late
discovery :—
Tunlulium. Tantalite generally appears
embedded in granite; it is of a black colour,
sometimes streaked, and generally resembles
wolfram, and ores of iron, but it is not mag
netlc.

Ytt-afantulifc often occurs embedded in
angular fragments, but more generally form
ing concretmns ofa black colour,it is nearly
alhed to the preceding, and to the following.
Gudonolife is of a pitch brown colour,
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ively occupy in the earth, bebre they are
brought from it, and afterwards subjected to
those necessary operations, in order to be
come useful.
Gold often occurs in Transylvania and Si
beria, in veins of other substances where it
is foliated, dendritic, and desseminated;
rounded lumps of it have been found in Ire.
land, Sumatria, South America, &c., but
these as well as gold dust, are generally met
with in alluvial soil.

Platina (though more rare) is found in
the same manner. We have been informed,
that throughout the whole district of Bra
zil, not one vein of gold has been seen ; and

although that precious metal may sometimes
appear in short ramiﬁcations,(in specimens)
yet we have not seen or heard of any thing
like what is understood by a vein of any re
gular continuance ﬁlled with gold.
Silver, native silver, and silver ores, occur
with quartz, calcareous spar, &c. ﬁlling ﬁs
sures (veins) in the stratum, also accompany

ing other metals, and not unfrequently com
bined with them. Silver is often rich in gold,
and gold is frequently alloyed with silver.
in the North of England, and more particu
larly in Devonshire and Cornwall, the lead

ore contains a considerable proportion of
silver, which is extracted from it. Some
varieties of ore have produced above one
hundred ounces of silver in the iron of lead.
Lead ore is accompanied with ﬂuor spar,
ﬁlling and forming what are termed veins,
in which excavations are made to great
depths, and their produce brought to the
surface.
Copper ores, iron ores, lead ores, tin, &c.
are extracted from veins of large magnitude,
also from those of smaller dimensions ; some
are called strings, generally branching from

the principal veins; these ores are frequently
very difﬁcult to obtain, and which in many
cases require a great deal of skill, and the
occupation of the miner. After they are
brought from their subterraneous abode,
they are dressed, that is broken to small
pieces, and separated from other substances
which adhere to them, and then submitted

to the furnace before they can become use

often surrounded with a red brown coloured
substance, and embedded in quartz.

ful.

These substances are extremely rare, and
their uses hitherto so very limited, that we
did not at the commencement of this work

ginners, are composed of those varieties,
which are in general use, viz. gold, plutirm,
silver, copper, non, fin, lead, zinc, cobalt,
manganese, a':tintony, and bismuth. Such
is the ingenuity of the present age, that they
are offertsl to our use continually, nay most
of them are present on a common dinner

mean to give them a place in it, nor the
following.

Cerimnn, which is also of late discovery.
Cerite is of a red brown colour, dull ap
pearance, and moderately heavy; it does
not melt under the'blow-pipe. but changes

to a yellowish colour.
nsnsnns.

'

Having given this brief description of
metals, it may not be improper to say some

thing relative to the situation they respect

The most instructive collections for be

table in one shape or other. It is necessary
to observe, that these metals present great
variety, which must be seen and examined
before their true character can be so known
as to enable the beginner to discriminate one
of them from another.
The other metals, as nickel, arsenic, mo
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lybdena, uranium, cerium, titanium, tellu
rium, irridium, tungsten, palladium, os

mium, and tantalium, are of less importance.
Several of them may be said to be of rare
occurrence, and cannot be so interesting to

facture of gold and silver twist; silk, cotton,
or thread; twisted lace-net, similar to and

resembling the Buckinghamshire and North
amptonshire lace, as made by hand with
bobbins on pillows; and for making iron,

the learner as the preceding.

brass, or copper wire-net. Expires May 1.
John Ball, for an improved cooking stove.

MR. DEWHURST’S ‘
PLAN FOR PROPELLING
PLEASURE BOATS.
-1 To the Editor of ﬂw Mechanics’ Register.

Expires May 7.

Sm—-In your last Number I perceive a
letter signed “ Ludovico,” the writer of
which states,‘that I have no claim to the in
vention of a plan of propelling pleasure
boats, as there are some in America upon
the same plan, and therefore the idea is
neither new nor original, and he further iri
sinuates that my drawing and description
were copied from those of the American
vessels.

Now Sir, in answer to this attack, Ibeg
to state, and will verify the same by affidavit
if requisite, that the idea, with regard to
myself, is entirely original.

And as I never

heard of any vessels being propelled upon a
similar principle, I called it, and still call it,
a new plan. I may further state, that Ido not
know Whether any description of the Ameri
can vessel has ever been published in any
work; if so, perhaps, Ludovico will inform
me. After this statement I trust your candid

readers will allow me the beneﬁt of a claim
to the invention; and with regard to the
drawing and description being copied, I re-_
peat in the most unqualiﬁed terms, my de
nial of theicharge. Trusting, Sir, to your
kindness in allowing this a place in your

much-valued Register,
1 remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
HENRY WILLIAM Dswrwnsr.
21, Francis-street, Tottenham Court Road.

PATENTS EXPIRING NEXT WEEK.
George Alexander Thompson, for machi
nery for the purpose of dragging, locking,

and scoiting the wheels of carriages.

twisting of thread.

Expires May 7.

NOTICE.
The First Volume of the Lonnon Mn
cuanrcs’ Remsrnn being now completed,
we beg to state, for the information of those
of our Readers who may be desirous of hav
ing their Numbers put in Boards, that their
wish may be accomplished for Srxrnncn
onur, by leaving them with the Publishers,
No. 24, Fetter-lane; where they may also
be bound in any manner on the most mode
rate terms. Many of the early Numbers,
which, from the increasing demand, were
out of print, have been reprinted, and im
perfect Sets can therefore be completed.
The Price of the Volume in Boards is 7s. 6d.

TO ADVERTISERS.
From the very extensive and increasing
circulation of the LONDON Mecrrsmcs’
Rnmsrnn, it is conﬁdently recommended
to the Public as an eligible and advantage
ous medium for the insertion of Advertise
ments; for which purpose the following

very moderate Scale of Prices is submitted,
viz. :—
Seven lines and under
- 0 7
Above Seven, and under Ten
- O 10
Ten lines and under Fourteen - O 12
Fourteen lines, & under Eighteen 0 14
Eighteen lines, & under Twenty
two
- . 0 16
Half a Page
- l 0
A whole Page - 1 16

0
0
0
O
0
0
0

Ex

pires May I.
~
Stedmau Adams, for the application of
mechanical powers to the propelling ships

and Vessels of every description through the
water.

Thomas lCranﬁeld, for anﬁmprovement
upon machines for spinning and roving of
cotton, ﬂax, tow, hemp, wool, and silk, and

Expires May 1.

John Dobson, for certain improvements
in the manufacture of rudder-bands and
bolts for shipping. Expires May 1.
John Moore, for a machine for the manu

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Aacnumnas is referred to the Scale of
Prices for the insertion of Advertisements.
Mr. Bsnaarr’s communication, will be
inserted in an early number.
ONE on Loco-motive Engines is also in
tended for insertion.
Several other communications are un

avoidably postponed for want of room.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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